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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.
DEP ARTMEN'l' OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington, D. 0., October 1, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith the annual report of this
office for the year ending June 30, 1896.
TOTAL ENROLLMENT IN SCHOOLS A.ND COLLEGES.

There were enrolled in the schools and colleges, bof;h public and
private, during the school _year 1895-96, 15,997,197 pupils, being an
increase of 308,575 over the preceding year. On pages xn and xn:t
the detailed classification is given, showing the numbers in elementary,
secon<l3:ry, and higher education, the number in public institutions
being 14,465,371 and in private institutions 1,531,826.
Various special schools and institutions, including business colleges,
trade schools, conservatories of music, schools of art, of oratory and
elocution, schools for defective classes, reform schools, Indian schools,
evening schools, and other schools of a miscellaneous character, enrolling in the aggregate 418,000 pupils, should be added to obtain the
complete enrollment in schools of all kinds. 1 This gives 16,415,197 as
the grand total.
THE COMMON SCHOOLS.

The term '' common schools" is used in this office to include public
schools of elementary (:first eight years of course of study) and secondary (ninth to twelfth years of course of study) grades, no institutions of higher education being included even though supported by
public taxes.
The following table gives a condensed summary of the common-school
statistics compiled from the data furnished this office by the State
superintendents. The details of this table are given on pages LV to
LXXV. The increase in pupils over last year is seen to be 177,326.
I The enrollment in some of these classes of institutions is quite large, as for exampleEvening schools ............................................................................... 202, 773
]3usiness colleges .. ... ................................. ........................ _............... 80, 852
Indian schools... ... . ... ... ........... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 572
Defecti \"C classes ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, 930
[Foot note continued on page x.]
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In tho succeedin°· table (pp. xrr-xnr) the number in private schools
and the totals of higher education have been added to the number in
the common schools to show the instruction by gTades for the whole
country and for each of the :five census divisions.
Comrnon-school statistics of the Uniled States .
.

1870-71.

I

1804-95. a

18D3-D-!.

1891'>-S6.a

-

I.-Genera l itatistics.
Total popnlation (estimated) ..............
Number of persons 5 to 18 years of age
(estimated) ............... ·...... .... .....
Number of different pupils enrolled Oil the
school r ogisters ..........................
Per cont of total population enrolled ... ....
Per cent of p ersons 5 to 18 years of age
enroll eel .................................
Average daily atfondance ..................
Ratio of same to enrollment ...............
Average length of school t erm (in days) ...
Aggregate number of clays attended ......
A ·verage number for ea.ch person 5 to 18
years of age ................. _. ............
..Axerage number for each pupil enrolled ...

3(), 500,500

68,064,250

68,748, !)50

70,595,321

12,305,600

20,137,521

20, 328, 147

20,865,377

7, 561, 582
19.14

13,995,357
20. 56

14, 201, 752
20. 65

H,3i9,0i
20.3

61. 45
4,545,317
60.1
132.1
600, 432, 802

69. 50
9, 263,350
66. 2
13\J. 5
1, 2a2, 751, 28D

48. 7
79. 4

64. 2
92. 4

.,

68. 9
69. 85
0, 747, 01 5
9,387,507
67. 8
66.1
140. 5
141. 4
1,369,
f82,
914
1, 327, ()53, 863_
65 . 3
93. 5

-

G:i. 7
95. 3

=====

[Foot note continued from page IX].
Reformatories .............................................................................. -. - 10, 327
Benevolent institutions, chiefly orphan asylums, that do not send to outsiclo schools ...... ···· 13 , 3o9
Total ............................... __ ...... _......... __ ............. _...... __ .. _........ 361, 763
These items are in part estimatetl. The item "taught in benevolen t institutions" is given in detail
as follows:

Chilclren itnde1· 16 y ears of age in benei:olent institntions in 1890.
Total. j Male.

Female.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1-- - -'- - - - - - - 68,011 I 36,491
31,520
Tbe United States ............... ................ ....... ..•. .

i;~~~i~ir~itiJ~Y~~~:: : : :::: : : :::: :::::::::::: : ::::::::: :~: m,--2!-Ji~ --2-Uii
Nortb Atlantic Division...............................................

38, 243

!;~t~i1in!~iti1}Y~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::

2,758
2,521
32, 96i

South Atlantic Division . ·- --- . --· .................................... .
Taught in institution ............................................. .

North Ce11tral Dh-ision ................................ .. .. ........... .

i~t~~~~tli~b~}~h~~~~~~: :: ::·.: :: ::::::::::::: :: ::: :: :::::: :: :::::::

I

21,328 ~ , 915

13,681

4,323

1, 8-!7

2,476

3,597
200
517

1,402
96
259

2,105
113
258

17, 0]7

0, 357

I- Hi

f;~i~llirl~itfJ}r~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . t~f ::.i

/ ~~

South Central Division.................................................

i!~~kt
l~ 1:~U~!iiho~i:::::::::::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::
,.Tot taught in either .............................................. .
, , l-!trru Dh·ision ..................................................... .

2,050

702
1, :.14:3
19,283

1,178

7, GGO

6.

~, 3

o

4, 026

1 720

371
3 0
3,266

83
100

1, 4.4.7

1, 19

i, 402

2,239

2,163

---- ---- ----

G43

61!
3,145

liO
333
1,716

2 8
19!.)

I

----

473
261.
1.42n
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Common-school statistics of the Uniterl States-Continued.
1870-71.

1893-94.

1894-95. a

1895-90. a

].-General statistic s-Continued.
Male teachers ............................. .
Female teacher~ ......................... .

!lO. 293
l'.!9, 932

Whole number of teachers..........
220,225
Per cent of male teachers..................
41
Average monthly wages of teachersMales ...•............•..••••.........................
Females ............................................ .
Number of schoolhouses. ..................
132,119
Value of all school property ............... $143,818,703

125,402
263, 5!7

128, 376
267,951

130,360
269,959

388,949
32. 2

396,327
32. 4-

400, 325
32. 6

$!4. 76
$37. 48
238, 423
$428, 238, 250

$46. 82
$39. 4-1
237,416
$_439, 071, 690

$47. 37
$40 24
240,968
$!55, 948, 164

$8,440, 959
32, 749, 04-Ci
112, 785, 117
16,428,458

$8, 3:J(l, 612
33,252,941
119, 019, 984
10,988,154

$7,046,152
35,280,153
123, 219, 520
15,248,597

170, 404,] 80

_ 177, 597, 691

181, 394, 428

IL-Financial statistics.
RecP.ipts:
Income from permanent funds ...................... .
FrQm State taxes ................................... .
From local taxes .................................... .
From all other sources .............................. .

Per ce::::\::vt:::;:~~~1~~~·~~~~~~~·;;~~~ :.......
~..·
.. ,
Permanent fundfl ................................... .
4. 2
5
4. 7
State taxes .......... . .............................. .
19. 2
18. 7
19. 4
Local taxes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......• : .... .
GO. 2
07
67. 9
All other sources ................................... .
9. 6
9. 6
8. 5
~=====.=======,-======· =----------Expenditures:
For sites, buildings, furniture, libra·
riefl, :mtl apparatus . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$30,007,688
$:Jl, !JOO, G25
$32, 408, 270
For salaries of teachers and superin·
ten dents............................. $42,580,853
109,202,405
113,664, 87'1
116,377, 778
For all other purposes................. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
33,292,750
32,650, 157
35,667,732
Total expenditures . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Expenditure per capita of population ......

69,107,012 l
1. 7fi

172,502, 84-3 1
2. 53

178, 215, 556
2. 59

18!, 453, 780
2. 61

1==:-:-===l======:======1=====

Expenditure per pupil (of aYeragc atten.r.
auce):
For sites, builuings, etc .•......... .... ...............
For salaries. ..................... . . . . . .
9. 37
For all other purposes ..................•••..........
Total expenditure per pupil ........ .

15. 20

3. 24
11. 79
3. 59

3. 40
12.11
3. 47

3. 32
11. !),1
3. 06

18. 62 /

18. !)8

18. 92

17. 4
03. 3
19. 3

17. 9
03. 8
]8. 3

17. 6
03. 1
19. 3

8. 4
13. 3

8. 6
13.4

8. 5
13. 5

Per cent of the total expenditure deYoteJ
to~~\~~;i~:i:~~~~~·.~:~:::::: :: : : : : :::::: :: ......... Iii: 6.
Other purposes ..................................... .
A Yerage expenditure per day for each pu.
pil (in cents):
For tuition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7. 1
For all purposes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11. 5

a The figures for 1894-95 and 1895-96 are subject to revision.

M
H

Total rrnm.ber of pupi ls ancZ students of all grades in both public and private schools, 1895-96.

H

NOTE.-ThP classifkntion of States mado 11 se of in tho following table is the same as that adopted by the United States census, and is as follows : North Atlantic Division:
:,\!aim,, N,•w 1Im11psltire, Yorroont, :Massach usetts, Rhode Island, Conuecticut, New York, New J ersey, and PennRylvania. South Atlantic Division: Delaware, Maryland,

I>istrict, 1>1' Col11mlifa, Virginia, ..We,-t Yirginia, North Caroliua, South Carolina, Geo rgia, and :Florid a. South Central Division: Kentucky, Te1messee, .Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisian11, 'l'pxns, ..irlrn11sas, ancl Oklahoma. North Central Division: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, ,visconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota,
NL'l,r:iska, and Kansas. 1Vestern Di·vision: Montana, \Vyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Nevada, Idaho, "\Vasbington, Oregon, and California.
Pupils receiving ele·
mentary instruction
(primary and ·
gr ammar grades).
Division.

Public.

1

2

Tho Unitou States .. .......... . ... . 13,998,585
)forth .\tlautic J)ivision ........... . .. ...
South .. \tl:mtic Division .............. ...
l-,outh Ul'lltrnl Division .......... '. .. .. .. .
~ 01-t!t Ccntrnl Division ....... ...........
" 'cst1Jr11 l>ivisi011. ............ .. .........

---

Pupils receiving
secondarv instruction
(high-school grade) .a

In univer sities a11d
colleges. c

In normal schools. g

-

Private (in
preparatory
Private
schools, Public. d
(largely Public. b academics,
estimated).
seminaries,
etc.) .
4

3
1,228,146

5

6

392,729

166, 274

26, 296

118,270
21,771
29,916
199,331
23,441

50,259
24,501
32,615
49,651
9,248

4,857
3,189
2,701
12, 180
3,369

- --3,349, 181
I, 979,398
ll, 661. 646
5,314, 829
693,531

ln sch ools of medicine,
l aw, and theology. e

484, '585
86, 716
142,253
474, 361
40,231

~
t,,,j

'"o
0

Students receiving higher instruction.

~

1-3
0

r:rj

Private.

Total. Public./ Private.

Total. Public. Private.h Total.

8

~

t,,,j

---- --- ---- ---- --- --- ---- --10
12
13
11
9
14
7
s
---- --- ---- ---- --71,081

---25,540
10,218
11,389
20,896
3,038

97,377

7,340

45,548

30,397
13,407
14,090
33, 076
6,407

197
678
1,113
4,493
859

17, 67!}
5,635
3,789
17,480
905

52,888

40,421

20,777

i61, 198

17,876
6,313
4,902
21,973
1,824

17, ]29
3,519
3,171
13,667
2,935

1,083
2, 4.01
3,545
12,759
989

18,212
5,920
6,716
26,426
3-924

- - - - - - ----- ----

I

a In duding pupils in preparatory or academic departm ents of higher institutions, public and private, :mcl excluding elementa1~y pupils, who are classed in columns 2 and 3.
.. \ cl:u;siti('ntion of public and of private secondary students, according to the character of the institutions in which they are found, i(I given in Chap. XXXVII, Vol. 2.
i, Thi;, is made up chiefly from the returns of individual high schools to the Bureau, and is considerably too small, as there are a great many secondary pupils outside the
Cll1UJ1l1Jtt•ly organizerl l1igh schools whom there are no means of ennmerating.
c Iuohuling colle~es for women, agricultural and mechanical (land.grant) colleges, and scientific schools. Students in law, theological, and medical departments are
oxdutled, being tabulated in columns 9-11. Students in academic and preparatory departments arc also excluded, being tabulated in columns 4 and 5.
<I Main!, State universities and agricultural and m echanical colleges.
e Inl'lmling- schools of pharmacy and veteriuary medicine.
f Mainly in schools or departments of medicine and l aw attached to State nniversities.
,Q Non profr:ssional pupils in normal school;:, :ue included in columns 4 and 5.
/~ l'riYate uormal schools an', with few exceptions, scarcely superior to tlie ordinary secondary schools.
i There arc, in addition to this number, 23,202 students taking normal coun;es in universities, colleges, and high schools.
(See Chap. XXXVII, Vol. 2.)

0

0
~
~

H
U)

<fl
H

0

zt,,,j
~

0

bj

t,,,j

t,

c
0

~

1--:3
H

0

~

Totctl 111tmber of pupils and students of all grades in both public and private schools, 1895-96-Continued.
Summary of higher I Summary of pupils by grade.
instruction.

Surnma,r y according
to control.

Sooond-1
Highe,.
ary.

Private.

Division.
Public.

l

I Private. I Elemen·
tary.
16

I 137,406
74,057

North .Atlantic Division .. .... ................................... .
South .Atlantic Division
South Central Division ............................................................ .
North Central Division ............................................................ .
\Yestern Division ...... .

,,_
183
7,386
6,985
30,340
7,163

I

44,302
18,254
18,723
51,135
4,992

-I

122

1.,.

1.S

19

15,226,731

559,003

211, 463

I 1-!, 4115, 371

I 1,531,826

15,997,197

3,833, 7fi6
2,066,114
2,803,899
5,789,190
733,762

168,529
46,272
62,531
248,982
32,689

66, 485
25,640
25,708
81,475
12,155

3,489, 6::14
2,008, 555
2,698, 547
5,544,500
724,135

579,146
129,471
193,591
575,147
54,471

4,068,780
2,138,026
2,892,138
6,119,647
778,606

16

The United States ................. .

Publfo.

Grand
total.

20
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,A. VER.A.GE .A.i\10UN'l' OF SCHOOLING PER INH.A.BIT.A.N1' .

It is useful to state the above results in another form to answer the
questions, How much schooling is each inhabitant receiving on the
basis of present attendance f If the conditions existing the past year
were continued indefinitely, what would be the average amount of
schooling per individual, counting it in school years of 200 days eacM
In answer to this inquiry, the ~:w erage for the nation and its :five census
divisions is given, estimated in Table 2 for the common schools alone-,
and in Table 1, including also the higher education and the private
schools. The results a~e shown in comparative form, beginning with
1870:
.
Ai·emge total amount of schooling ( including all grades of both pnblfo ancl prira te schools)
each ind'i vidual of the popu lation ii;ou ld 1·ccei1:e uncler th e cond'itions actually existing at
the different elates giren below.
[Expressed in years of 201) school clays each.]
1870.

1880.

United States .. .. ., ..........

3. 32

3. 50

~

North Atlantic Divisiou . .... . .. ...
South .Atlantic Division ...........
Son th Central Division ............
North Central Division ............
·western Division ..................

4. 98
1. 20
LOU
4. 00
3.46

5. 77
2. ]3
1.81
4. 75
4. 06

5. 04
2. 68
2.48
5. 28
4. 44

] 890. \ 1891. 1 189~.

1893.

1804.

-:-;~-r~~ ~~ ~
6. 04
2. 72
2. 60·
5. 37
4. 65

6. 08
2. 68
2. 62
5.14
5.00

6. 32
2. 90
2. 88
5. 30
4. 92

0. 09
2. 73
2. 58
5. 30
4. 83

18:J5.

1830.

,_ 4. 75

4.84

G. 5J

6. 4ll
2. !Ji!
2. 79
5. ;5
5. 40

2. 85
2. 88
5. 46
5. 21

Average total amount of schooling receirecl ·p el' inhabitctnt, consiclering only publfo elementary and secondary schools .
[Expressed in years of 200 school days each .]
1870.

1880.

Uniterl Sta tes ................

2. 91

3. 45

3. 85

3. 93

North .A.tlanti0 DiviAion ...... .....
South Atlantic Division ...... .... .
South Central Division . ..... .. ... ..
North Central Division ..... ...... ..
·west ern Division ............. .....

4.43
0. 80
0. 78
3. 71
2. 77

4: 84
1. 90
1. 57
4.19
3. 57

4. 99
2.42
2. 20
4. 67
3. 98

5. 06
2. 46
2. 31
4. 74
4. lG

1890.

1891.

1893.

1894 .

1895. j 1806.

3. 97

3. 93

4. 13

~I ~

5. 10
2. 46
2. 41
.4. 75
4. 46

5. JO
2. 51
2. 38
4. 84

5. 28
~- ?0
2. 64
4. 85
4.49

1892.

"'· 30

5. 50
2. 6G
2. 65
5. 00
4. 76

5. 61
2. 67
2. 45
5. 16
4. 95

GRAPHIC EXHI BIT OF SCHOOL STATISTICS.

The following nine graphic views have been prepared 1 to show at a
glance the trend of the chief items of educational statistics. Especial
attention is called to diagrams 6 and 7, and to the note (a) explaining the
change in methods of counting the secondary enrollment after 1880.
Also see note (b), which explains the . sudden iucrease in public high.school enrollment by counting not merely those in cities, but all others.
In diagrams 8 and!) the rapid increa e after 1888 is in part due to the
adoption of coeducation in the colleges for men and thee. tab1ishment
of women' colleges.
1

By the expert in ' tato systems, Ir. F. E . Upton.
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DuGnAM 1.-Nmnber of pupils enrolled in the conimon schools of the Unitell States each
year since 1870-71.
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SCHOOL
YEAR.

PllP/LS.

/870-7/
1871-721872-73
/873-74
/874-75
/875-76
1876-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80
/880-8/
/881-82
/882-83
/883-84
/884-85
/885-86
1886-:-87
/887-88
/888-89
/889=-90
1890-9/
/89/-92
/892-93
/8_93-94
/894-95
/895-96

7,S6/,.S82
7,815,306
8,003,614
8,444,251
8,785,678
8,869, I 15
8,965,006
9,438,883
9,504,458
9,867,SOS
10,000,896
I0,2/l,S78
I0,65i,828
/0,98~364
1/,398,024
11,664,460
11,884,944:
12,182,600.
12,392,260
12,722,SB/
13,050,132
•/3,255,921
13,483,340
13,995,357
/4,20!,7S2*
14,424,500*

*SUBJtcr TO CORRECTION.
I
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DIAGRA:'11:

2.-Showing the pm·centage of the total population enrolled in the common schools
by years since 1870-71.
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1879-80
/880-81
/881-82
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/887-88/888-89
/889-90
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1891-92
1892-93
/893-94
/894-95

/895-96

2

0

/9./4
/9.3/

/9.29
/9.84
20./0
/9.76
/9.44
/9.91

/9.SO
/9.67
/9.S! ·
19.47
!98S
20.00
20.27
20.30
2024
20.3-3
2026
20.32
2042
20.41
20.34
20.56
20.56
20.65
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COMMON SCHOOLS.
DIAGRAM

3.-Showing t e average number of days the schools were kept each year since
1870-71•
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CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
CITY SCHOOJ!. SYSTE::IIS.

According to the Eleventh Census, between 1880 aud 1800 there was
an annual increase of 2.2 per cent in the population of the United
States as a whole, while the cities grew more _rapidly, attaining the
rate of 4.8 per cent per annum. This gain on the part of the cities has
a significance in educational affairs; the problems of city school organization and management are the most important with which we have
to deal.
The statistics of enrollment presented in this report (Chapter
XXXVI) show that there has been no change in the tendency of urban
growth since lSDO, for w bile the school enrollment in the country at large shows an average
annual growth of 2.1 per cent, the city schools
have grown at the rate of 5.8 per cent; 24.2
per cent of the entire enrollment is in cities of
over 8,000 inhabitants, as against 20.1 per cent
in 1891.
Naturally (hiring such rapid expansion the
question of organization becomes of prime imIS
portance. The actual instruction given is the
ultimate objective point toward which all ques/0
tions of organization must look. All discussion
that relates to school boards, supervision, equipment; cost, a,nd such items must have as its final
object the efficiency of the teacher and of his
work. But the question of maintaining and
improving the quality of the teaching has become
exceedingly complex as cities have grown in size,
DIAGRAM 5.-Showing tho
amount expended on
and many subsidiary questions are involved that
the common schools for
have caused so much difficulty in their settleeach $100 of tho truo
ment that they have come to be looked upon as
valuation of all real and
no longer of secondary consideration, but matpersonal 1Jro1rnrty.
ters of prime importance in themselves. The
selection of members of the school board, the raising of school revenue,
the appointment of the superintendent, the choice of teachers, the
construction of buildings, all these involve vital questions, the successful solution of which is the condition precedent upon which effective
work in the school depends.
The size of schoolrooms as affecting discipline.-One of the items of
school management which came under the notice of the earliest supervisors of city schools was the size of the room and number of pupils
assigned to the charge of the teacher. The Bell and Lancaster system
of rnonitorial education had brought into use in the cities of the North
.Atlantic States the plan of school building that furnished a large assembly room in which the pupils sat while engaged in their studies. The
bead master presided over this room and '' kept order." The general
SCENTS.
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m, but for the majority of recita ·
mall adjoining rooms, presided over by ass
ant t , h r . In th Lan a terian or mouitorial system these ass1
ants w r I upil t ach r .
Th tin;;t departur from thi style of building seems to have b
t e Ouin y chool in Boston, completed in 1847 and placed under t
<:haro-e f John D. Philbrick, who became afterwards distinguished
the ~np l'intendent of the Boston schools and an eminent authority
Am. rican education.
The best building for the graded school, officered by professionall
tn.1ii.ued teachers, was then and there discovered. It furnished th
model for the school buildings in the cities of the North western State
1
Primary pupils and grammar pupils were collected in one builcling,
Instead of a large study room, with small recitation rooms opening on:
from it, in the Quincy School there were twelve separate rooms intencle
to be occupied each by a single teacher, who was to have charge. oft
discipline of the pupils while studying, as well as of the classes whe
reciting.
.
This point in regard to architecture is by all means the most importan
· item in the ~hole plan of organization. Instead of a small room, 28 ? Y
32 feet and holding 56 pupils, make a large room holding 150 pupils
and the entire morale of the school will be changed. While a humane,.
self-controlled teacher can easily manage the small room and secure
excellent discipline with very little or no corporal punishment, it requires
a person of strong gifts in the direction of discipline-so strong, indeed,
as to overbalance his other qualities-to control and discipline the large
room. The tendency of the school system with the large room is constantly toward the employment of bullies and tyrants as head masters.
The influence of the whole school then goes toward military discipline
sustained by brute force. In t he St . Louis schools in 1858, where the
large-room plan prevailed, it was not uncommon for over 100 cases of
corporal punishment to take place in one day in a school building containing less than 500 pupils.
The pupils in t.he small rooms remain under the discipline of the
same teacher, both in recitation and in st udy, and teacher and pupil
come to know each other and to feel an intimate sympathy, whereas
iu the large-room system the number of pupils prevents intimate
acquaintance on the part of the bead master, who is responsible for the
discipline. The constant danger of demoralization renders summary
measures indispensable. Every case of misbehavior attracts the attention of 150 pupils. The teacher can have very little power to bold so
many pupils in subordination by the influence of bis eye and voice. I n
the , mall room a ase of misbehavior dh;tnrbs only 50 pupils, and the
1

I quote here a discussion of the mcM1in~ of thif! departure in Hchool archit:cture
fro~n ~y <'ont,1·ih11tion to tlw vol nm , A ::'IIemorial of th Life and ervices of John D .
h1lhrick. Bo ton. ...Tew En r}aud Publii,;biug Company, 1 87.
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teacher easily holds the room under control by a mere look or a mere
word.
In the system of schools of St. Louis, after the adoption of the Boston
style of building, corporal punishment decreased in ten years from an
average of 500 cases per week for 700 pupils to 3 cases for that number.
The benefit to the schools of the central plain of the United States from
this architectural innovation of Boston may be estimated by this. But
another benefit of almost equal magnitude arose from the close grading
of classes which the new system produced. I think that Mr. Philbrick
alone deserves the credit for most of this latter improvement. The
large school was graded into classes from the lowest to the highest, so
as to bring together in each room only those of the same grade of
advancement in their studies. According to the ungraded system, such
as exists in small country schools now, each teacher had pupils of all
grades, from those just beginning to read up to those studying algebra
and perhaps Latin. Twenty-five pupils in the country school admit of
classification into divisions of 2 or 3 pupils at most, an·d the result is
forty recitatious for the day's work and five or ten minutes to each
recitation. It is obvious that no thorough work can be done on this
plan; no searching analysis of the recitation, no discussion of the
thought, no experiments to illustrate it-nothing but mere committing
to memory aud repeating the words by rote-no explanation of the
process of an arithmetical problem, but only _a memorizing of the rule
and an inspection of the figures in which the answer is stated. The
ungraded school in which this method of procedure did not prevail was
a rare phenomenon.
In the graded school eaeh teacher has two classes. One recites while
the other learns its lesson. The recitation is as long as the attention
of the pupil can be held without overstrain-t\venty to twenty-five minutes in the lower grades and thirty to forty minutes in the highest classes
of the grammar school. Time is given for review of the previous lesson,
for investigation of the lesson for the day, for discussion of authorities,
for illustrations, for hints as to methods of study. Each pupil prepares
himself by study of the text-book, and in the recitation sees the subject
through the perspective of the minds of his fellow-pupils and teacher,
thus widening his own narrow views of the subject by seeing -what
difterent aspects it takes on in the minds of Lis fellow-pupils. He
acquires critical alertness by this process and goes to his next lesson
with his mind full of new inquiry and reflection, thus reenforcing his
own power of attention by what he bas learned from the whole class
• and the teacher. A good teacher can and does use the recitation as an
instrumentality for reenforcing each individual mind by all the minds
of the wbole class.
The constant influence, therefore, of the graded school system of Boston has been to change the memoriter system of recita-tion into a system
of critical investigation. Such a system is not possible in an ungraded
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school, even with a good teacher. Although bad methods are po ·
with poor teachers, even in a graded system, yet they are no lon
necessary, and experience tends to eradicate them altogether.
Cl'l.'Y SCHOOL SUPERVISION.

The functions of the office of the superintendent of public scboo
have become better defined from year to year. They included at fi.
· functions as widely dh~erse as janitor work and the formulation of
course of study. One after another have been eliminated-the mechan
foal elements of cnratorship, purchasing supplies, keeping record'sl
su1)ervising the construction of buildings. Finally the superintendentf
has arrived at the. work of the educational expert and confines bimse
more and more to directiug- the course of study, teaching metllods o
instruction, inspiring the teachers with the spirit of self-culture, ucting7
as counselor and advisor of the school board or school committee, an
fashioning or sha,ping the educational thought of the community. Bu
·s till the work· of the superinte~dent must include at least a directive
oversigLt in those mechanical spheres, and a mere theoretic superin·tendent who confines Limself exclusively to examining pupils and discussing methods of instruction and discipline would prove a failure.
He may reasonably be relieved of the mechanical drudgery, but he
should retain the supervisory control over its performance. Heating
ventilating. sewerage, lighting, cleaning- all these things must be undet
his control in the last resort, although their rontine may be managed
by an independent officer of the board. The construction of schoo
buildings requires at every step tbe advice of an expert in educational
methods.
The superintendent, too, must prescribe what statistics are to bd
kept, for he is the one to know what is essential to indicate the character of the management and the needs and necessities of reform or
change. Of course, too, the financial concerns of the schools., tlle grades
of .salaries, the-cost of nipparatus and incidental supplies should hav.e
the superintendent's consideration, no matter how efficient the school
board committee may be; for the excellence of the school is conditioned largely by teacher's wages and by the apparatus of the schoo
room .
These mecllanical an<l. :financial essentials being once provided for
tbe superintendent in the capacity of educational expert has to clo wi
teachers, pupils, parent.s, the school board, and witll the community
large.
The average school board (or "school committee," as called in som
of the Atlantic States) may be said to bave tu.rec classes of men repre
nted in its composition: First, the business ma,n, chosen from th
cla s of mercliant., teacher , manufacturers, or professionals who hav1
no per onal ends to serye and no pedal cause to fo ter or protect othe
than the general efficiency and business management of tlle choo"h
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Second, there are the men representing the element of reform or change,
and who have some pet scheme that they wish to introduce. These
men are honest and well-meaning, but their enthusiasm is prone to
unbalance their judgment regarding educational values. They become
so much impressed with the importance of their pet schemes that they
can not see the true significance of the studies already in the course.
A third class of men that gets represented on a school board is the selfseeking or ambitious men who have political ends to accomplish, for
which they are willing to sacrifice to some degree the efficiency of the
schools. This element usually enters the board as a result of partisan
politic$ and varies in its amount according to the influence _o f politics
in the government of the schools. There may be in this third quota of
the board some who seek higher political offices, a seat in the town
council, the State legislature or Congress, ancl who will aim at notoriety by their actions iu the school board; others, a few;wm perhaps seek
profitable contracts for their friends.
Now the superintendent will :find the :first class, the conservative
business men,. his best support in his administratiop. He will :find the
third element untrustworthy for his support in any measure for the
public good. It is the second element of the board, composed of
honest but UD balanced men, that he must study carefully and endeavor
by all upright means to educate into broader views. He must labor to
unite the :first and second quotas of his board, the business men with
the men of reform. There is in every board a natural antipathy
between the honest business man and the honest reformer. The business man is apt to regard the latter as a visionary. But the b::tlauce
of power in the board is quite often iu t.he hands of the latter class.
It is sure to be the case sooner or later in the vicissitudes of municipal
politics.
The discontented, the criticnJ, the opinionated iu matters of school
management have to be approached often by the superintendent and
their statements heard with patien.ce, their arguments turned over and
over with fai.Jimindedness. If there is to be any progress in the school
system it is to come in by their proposed reforms. The superintendent
therefore must learri to see what elements of the proposed measures he
can adopt after freeing them from all features of danger to the schools'
·best iuterest. He must study to make a synthesis of many of these
points severally proposed by the reformers on the board. He m 11st
above all endeavor to make the members of the second quota of the
board conscious of the educational value aud bearing of what already
belongs to the course of study. He can in some cases show that the
main object sought by the proposed reform is alre.ady met by the course
of study as it is.
The superintendent in his endeavor to educate the one-sided school
directors will educate himself into all-sidedness if he is always careful
to be true and honest in his dealings with these men. If be yields to
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the temptation to play the demagogue with them, his course will pro
fatal to himself and disastrous to his cause, no matter how good it
nor how great his ·temporary victory.
Hence in this dangerous and difficult part of his duties the superin
tendent must go no faster than he can see his wa,y with perfect frank
ness and honesty. He must espouse sincerely so much of the propose
reform as he finds salutary to the school system under his charge. Thi
policy will lead to a slow and beneficial change in the educational system and to the addition of features which will prove permanent ela.
ments of strength and perfection.
It is diffl.cult to lift this policy of the superintendent on to a plane so
high as to exclude all taint of demagoguery, and it should not b
attempted by one who can not hospitably entertain ideas radically different from his ~wn, and turn them over and over earnestly seeking
their good sides.
The superintendent who is not disposed to make any further progress,
nor to admit any changes into the school system under his charge, will
side with the conservative business men on his board .and allow the
reformers and discontented members to go without his sympathy or
attention. The ultimate consequence of this will be a combination of
the second ancl third quotas of the board-the reformers and the self.
seekers. If the well-balanced conservative members do not keep in
their party the honest but discontented members, the latter will get
under the power of the less scrupulous members, and the consequence
will be revolution instead of reform, for the third quota of members
of the board are willing to yield to the reformers anything in the line
of theoretical doctrine or educational practice provided they can get
for themselves political consequence.
The highest type of superintendent is therefore the one who has genuine political skill-the skill to correct and persuade mistaken men
and combine them harmoniously with the honest business men in
behalf of good and wise measures. If his skill is not sufficient to perform this without deceit and demagoguery, it is not genuine political
skill but a piece of political corruption not to be justified by any temporary success in defending a good cause.
The superintendent of the most advanced type, in his relations with
his teachers, aims to organize them into a body of investigators of the
history and practice of education. He should do one kind of work with
his principals and another kind of work with the teachers at large,
meeting them in classes or in assemblies for this purpose. He should
discuss with the principals such questions as those relating to the
prop r election of the branches of the cour e of study; exactly what
ea ·h branch contribute to the inte11ectual development; how each
h uld e taught· what hould be the manner, form, and spirit of the
di cipline; what n w experim nt. in teaching have been recently propo ·eel in th ·ity or el ewher , aucl what their merits.
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The superintendent will perhaps do a still more valuable work by
inspi.ring his teachers to form literary societies for the study of the
great world poets-Dante, Shakespeare, Homer, Goethe, and the lesser
lights. There is no field more important for the teacher to enter than
t e e :field of rnsthetic culture-the study of the great works of art in
sculpture, architecture, painting, and music, as well as in poesy.
The teacher is exposed to a certain paralyzing influence arising from
the necessity of bis vocation which places him in a position wherein he
must keep a constant pull agaiust the arbitrariness and caprice of the
child. This produces what has somewhere been called the "pedagogical
cramp." There is no cure for this equal to the study of literature and
art. Hence the importance which the good superintendent will give to
the encouragement, by precept and example, of such studies on the
part of his teachers. The superintendent should be fertile in devices
which work silently and gradually toward improving the method of
instruction or the method of discipline. Take for example a device
having the twofold effect of rendering the discipline in the schoolroom
mild and free from petulance while at the same time correcting the
pupil's waywardness or negligence, and, besides these good effects,
superadding a wholesome influence on the parent. This device is the
suspension of the pupil for repeated and inexcusable absence or tardiness_, or for persistent and willful violation of the order of the school.
The suspended pupil can not return without a permit from the superintendent, and to obtain this the parent must visit him at his office hour.
This affords .occasion for a friendly comparison of views between the
superintendent and the parent regarding the whole case. If the parent
cherishes ill-feeling toward the teacher, the superintendent suggests a
transfer of the pupil to· another teacher out of the district. A transfer
usually works a complete cure of these cases of brittle temper or blameworthy negligence. About two iu a hundred will need another transfer
to complete the cure. The teacher, it was quite possible, had not shown
sufficient patience and had done something to justify the parent's illfeeling. The transfer contains in it sometimes a gentle suggestion to
the teacher to correct his or her own petulance; frequent transfers are
sure to be understood clearly in this light.
There collect in many school districts discontented critics of the
school management who object strongly to the rigid district system;
but this system of transfers is the best means of removing the cause of
this unpopularity of the schools .
.Another device very effectual in strengthening the novitiate teacher
in her power of governing a school is the practice of placing teachers
weak in discipline on the "substitute" list and letting them :fill vacancies here aud there as they occur through the temporary absence of
the regular teacher. "Teachers who had become chronic failures in discipline have been entirely reformed by a few weeks of such Axperience.
The :first-class superintendent is a sort of pilot for the whole system,
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and must watch the rocks and breakers and the winds and clouds e
public opinion and ascertain the drift of his course. The education~
journals give him the trend of education elsewhere. He has to direct!
his own labors and the labors of all his teachers toward making their
schools strong in the community. First, the teachers must do good
work, and second they must make the community feel that it is good
work. To neglect public opinion in a representative government is to
rebel against it and court defeat and discomfiture. The teachers must
not do anything except what they conscientiously believe to be right.
But it is their duty to show to their clients, the people, the grounds of
their convictions and foe efficiency of their work.
The efficient superintendent therefore sets into working order these
educative influences to support the one great work of education in
the school system, namely, an educative influence for the members of the
school poard leading toward correct insight and the adoption ?f wise
measures; second, an educative illfiuence resulting in the acquisition
of good methods, a growth in personal self-control, and, besides these,
progressive studies in literature, art, and science; third, for the com·
munity an enlightened public opinion, which knows what the schools
are actually doing and can intelligently explain their merits and defects,
and tell what changes are desirable for onward progress.
CONS1'ITU1'ION AND POWERS OF CITY SCHOOL BOARDS.

The plans that llave been devised for the treatment of matters of
organization have not all been equally successful in meeting the conditions incident to rapfrl urban growth, and there is a general inquiry
for means of betterment and a demand for data conceming the organization of other systems.
The structure of the city school system is determined as a rule by
the respective State legislatures, though in some cases that power has
been delegated to the general government of the city.
In Chapter I, pp. 3-78, are set forth the legal provisions concerning
tlle systems of 23 cities selected to show tlle principal types of organization tllat exist in this country. A di8cussion of these types precedes
the detailed desqiption, and at the end of the chapter is a convenient
epitome, in tabular form, of the laws mentioned.
SECOND.A.RY SCHOOLS.

In diagram No. G and the accompanying table (p. xxrx) a conde11sed
statement of the progress of secondary instruction for twenty-five years
is given and illustrated graphically.
p to 1887 the number of ·econdary pupil (in ninth to twelfth year of course of , tudy) in private
a ad mie and preparatory scbooL xceede l tho, e in the 1mblic high
chools. In 1 05 the public high schools nrolled 350 ODO while the
.
p '1vate
aca lernie and preparatory, hool enrolled only' J1 ',3 7. But
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these were. all pupils in tbc secondary course of study. In 1871, and
for nearly twenty years thereafter, such schools reported their entire
enrollment as secondary pupHs, although the larger proportion were
really pursuing elementary studies. In 1887 the Bureau of Education
began to collect information as to the actual numbers in each of the
several branches of secondary study, such as algebra, Latin 1 physical
geography, geometry, general history, natural philosophy (or physics),
chemistry, French, Greek, etc. By 1890 it became possible to separate
completely the secondary from the elementary pupils. The statistician
bas accordingly revised the returns of enrollment for the years 1871
to 1889 on the basis of the data furnished since 1890.
Before 1800 the public high schools outside of cities were not tabulated. Since that date those in rural districts have been included, and,
as will be seen in the diagram and fable, the increase for that year
appears to be 77,000 instead of a normal increase of 10,000 or 20,000.
The number of pupils in secondary studies now amounts to about 7
persons in each 1,000 inhabitants, not counting the secondary pupils
that are enrolled in elementary schools, which may amount to one-tenth
of the entire number. It is important to observe that more than onesixth of these students are preparing for college. One-half are studying Latin and one-twentieth are studying Greek.
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NOTE,-lD connection with this diagram, see the accompanying table and explanation, p. xxix.
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1Yu1nber of seconclary stuclents in public and private high schools.
Secondary students.
Year.

In public
high
schools.

P6r cent In private rer cent
of popu·
high
of popu·
lation.
schools.
lation.

1871 ......•.•...........••.••..••••.•... · · · · · · · · · .... · • · ·
1872 ............................••.......................
1873 .................................................... .
1874 .. .........•..............•...•.................•....
1875 ....... •....... ............•.........................
1876...............................
22, 982
0. 051
1877. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
24, 925
. 054
1878.. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... .. . ..
28,124
. 059
1879 .... .....•••.... .. .............
27,163
.056
1880. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . .
26, 609
. 053
1881. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36, 594
. 071
1882-83....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
39,581
. 074
1883-84. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
34, 672
. 063
1884-85... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35, 307
. 063
1885-86............................
70, 241
.122
1886-87. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • .
80, 004
. 136
1887-88................... . . . . . . . . .
116,009
.194
1888-89. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
125, 542
. 205
1889-90. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b 202, 963
b . 324
1890-91............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211, 596
. 331
1891-92............................
239,556
. 369
1892-93.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
254, 023
. 383
]893-94. .. ..... .. . . ...... ..........
289,274
. 425
1894· 95.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350, 099
. 509

a38, 280
a48, 660
a56, 640
a61, 860
a68, 580
a73, 740
an, 560
a73, 620
a74, 160
a 75,840
a 80, 160
a88, 920
a 95,280
a 97, 020
a86, 400
a83, 160
C£ 69, 600
a79, 440
94,931
98,400
100, 739
102,375
118,645
118,347

In both
classes of
schools.

Per c-cnt
Of]lO[lll·

lation.

o. 097

.120
.137
.145
.157
.164
.160
.155
. 152
.151
.156
, 166
.174
.173
.150
.142
.116
.130
.152
.154
.155
.154
.174
.172

96,722
98,485
101,744
101. 323
102,449
116,754
128,501
129,952
132,327
156,641
163, 164
185,609
204-, 982
297, 894
309,996
340,295
356, 398
407,919
468,446

0. 215
. 214
. 214
. 208
. 204
. 227
. 240
. 237
. 236
. 272
. 278
. 310
. 335
. 476
. 485
. 524
. 5:J7
. 599
. 681

a From 1871 to 1887 this Bureau did not ask principals of private high schools arnl academies to
report the nnmber of students pursuing each secondary study. Prior to 1890 the number of stu.
dents reported by a large number of these private schools included the total nnmber in attendance,
the elementary pupils as well as the secondary students. For the past six years the two classes of
students have been reported aeparately. Taking the reports from 1890 to 18115 as a ba1:1is, the number
of secondary students in private high schools from 1871 to 1889 has been carefully estimated for each
se:Previous to 1890 only the pupils in public city high schools are given.
lie high schools are included.

From 1890 onwa.rd all pub·
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DIAGP..DI 7 .-Showing what percentage

of the poP'ulation was enrolled as seconclar!J students
in publ-ic ancl private high schools.
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NORMAL SCHOOLS.

There was an increase.of
3,862 in the number of students pursu,ino·
,
b
norn,al or teachers' training courses, as will bo seeu from an inspection
of the; tabular summaries in Chapter XXXVIII, tllo total number
reported fot the year ended June, 1896, being 84-,400. The nuiTI ber of
. students-in ·public normal schools wa.s 40,421; an increase of 4,145 over
the previous year; the number in private normal schools was 20,777, a
decrease of _l,150. There were 7,026 normal students in universities and
colleges, an' increase of 624. The number of students pursuing teachers' training courses in public high schools was 8,246, an increase of
1,437; _t1;ie_number in private high schools and academies was 7,030, a
decrease of 1,194.
There was an increase in the attendan..cc in _public normal schools in
each geographic~! division except the North Central, where there ,1as
a decrease of 43. Tl).e decrease in-the number of students in private
normal schools was in the North Atlantic and North Central djvisions;
in the other divisions the number was in excess of the attendance of
the previous year. The increase in the number of normal students in
universities and colleg1es was in the Northern and Western divisions;
There was a very small decrease in the Southern c1ivisiono. The increase
in the number of students iu teachers' training courses in public high
schools was in all t,he divisions except the North Atlantic, where there
was a small d.ccrease. Tbe decrease in the private secondary scbools
was in all the divisions except the.South Atlantic, where there was a,
small increase. It is gratifying to note the increased support e.s:tcnded
to public normal schools by States, counties, and cities. The amonut
appropriated for the support of these institutions for the year ending
June, 1896, was $2;-187,875, an increase of $270,500 over the 11rcvious
y~ar.
HIGHER EDUCATION.

Uni·versities and colleges.-Tbe total number of universities and colleges for men and for both sexes (Chapter XXXIX) reporting during
the year was 484, of which number 345 admit women to undergraduate courses of study. There are 188 institutions which have not as yet
any endowment, 54: have endowment funds less than $25,000, and only
4 institutions have endowments exceeding $5,000,000. In a large
number of the institutions a comparatively small part of the work is
collegiate. There are at present 278 institutions having less than IOU
students in undergraduate collegiate courses. The number of instructors reported by the 484 institutions was 12,277, while the number of
students of all classes, secondary and higher, was 150,372. Of the latter number 47,014 were in preparatory departments, G8,G29 in collegiate
departments, 4,673 in graduate departments, and 25:438 in profes, iona,l
departments. The property reported "as af:; fo1lows: Volumes in libraries, 6,453,677; value of material equipment, $134,003,403; endowment
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fund , $109 562,43 . The benefactions for the year, so far as re
amount d to 8,342,728, and the income, excluding benefaction
$17,91 ,174.
Colleges for w01nen.-The 162 colleges for women had, in 1894-95,.
instructors and 24,663 students. The material equipment was v
at $15,568,508 and the endowment funds amounted to $5,308,558.
income was $3,456,983 and the benefactions received during the
amounted to $611,245.
Schools of technology.-The number of schools of technology, ex
ing technological departments of universities and colleges, was
having 1,118 instructors and 12,816 students. The total value o
property was reported at $24,105,242, of which amount $10,
was reported as endowment f1mds_. The income of these institu
was $3,526,018, of which amount $2,402,332 was appropriated by
General and State governments. The gifts and bequests received
the schools of technology amounted to but $96,133.
Diagrams 8 and 9 show in graphic form the trend of higher ed
tion since 1872.

HIGHER EDUCATION.
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9.-Showing what p er cen t of th e total population was cn1'ollcd as college Bfudcnt,
du1·i ng each year since 1872.
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Professional sahools.-There are 155 schools of medicine in the United
States, 144 of theology, 73 schools of law, 46 of dentistry, and 44 of
pharmacy. The number of students in schools of theology shows but
little variation from. year to year, but in schools of law, dentistry, ancl
medicine there is a rapid increase.
Of the 144 schools of theology 57 arc in the North Central Division,
45 in the North Atlantic, 19 in the South Atlantic, 17 in the South Central, and 6 in the JVestern Division.
Of the 155 medical schools, 116 are regular, 20 homeopathic, 8 eclectic, 2 physiomedical, and 9 graduate. The whole number of medical
students of all classes was 24,437, ancl the number gracluatiug was
4,947. The number oflaw students was 9,780, dental 6,399, and pharmaceutical 3,873.
ACCORDING - TO THE EUROPEAN STANDARD.

The question is often asked, How many students are there in higher
education in the United States, measured by the European standard 1
It is well known that the gymnasium and realschule of Germany, the
lycee and communal college of France, and the "public school" or
college of England include in their course of study not only what is
included in the curriculum of the secondary scboQls in the U nitecl
States, but also some portion of the course in the colleges.
I have caused a table to be prepared for the United States, showing
the number of students in higher education on the European standard.
For this purpose it was necessary to omit the freshman year, and
most cases even the sophomore year in colleges, and make a corresponding reduction in the professional schools. The result for tlle
United States and each of its census divisions is given in the following
tables:

in

Juniors.

States.
United States ................
North Atlantic Di vision ............
South Atlantic Division ............
South Central Division ..... -···-· -North CentralDivision .............
Western Division ..•....•....... --·

15,025

Post
graduLaw. Meilicine Theol·
Total.
ogy.
ates.
--- ----- -8,071
12,249
62,974
5,316
5,541
16, 772

Seniors.

----- - 5,293
2,095
1,915
4,902
820

4,690
1,482
1,.314
4,198
565

2,148
501
305
2,068
2.9,1,

2,234
786
242
2,074
205

6,155
1,829
1,675
6,591
522

-- -- 2,891
23,411
2,886
1,054
3, 149
91

7, 5i0
<i, 505
22, 982
2,407

ENGLISH EDUCA1'ION IlILL,

Uhapter II presents a detailed account of the most important event
in tho recent history of education in England, namely, the attempt in
the current year to secure the passagij of a new education bill. The
need of legislation in the interests both of elementary schools and of
secondary education has long been recognized and was urged by the
royal commission on elementary education of 1886 and the more recent
commission on secondary education. The fact that the bill dealt with
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both phases of the problem, and was the measure of a party th
strongest in point of numbers that bas controlled the Government in
recent years, gives peculiar significance to its postpon ement. This
occurred early in the committee stage, after the bill had passed its
second reading by a majority of 267.
Although the measure was the outcome of causes that -had long been
operating, it was precipitated by promises of further aid to parochial
(voluntary) schools made during the campaign of 1895 by the leaders
of the Conservative party. The necessity of increasing the efficiency
of these schools that are educating more than one-half (56 per cent).of
the children was unquestioned, and the Governmeut was bound not
less by considerations of the public welfare than by party demands to
redeem the pledg_es that had been made. Unfortunately, as the sequel
shows, the measure was weighted with proposals that seemed at least
to favor sectarian ascendancy in the schools. It was further complicated by proposals as to local authorities, which, although they were
on the lines of recent reforms in local government,. seemed to threaten
the independence of the boroughs. These two vulnerable features
roused intense and determined opposition.
The bill-proposed to make every county and county borough a district
of educational administration or altogether 126 new local authorities.
It is interesting to note in this connection the immense increase in
the urban population in recent years. In 1891 it comprised 71.7 per
cent of the entire population, or an increase of 15.3 per cent in ten years
as against an increase of 3.4 per cent for the total population. If only
towns of 10,000 inhabitants are considered, the ratios of thefr population to the total are found to be 56.3 per cent in 1881 and 61.5 per cent
in 1891. The balance of power, it will be seen, has gone over to the
towns.
A vigorous review of the bill is presented from an article by Sir
Lyulph Stanley, a leader of the progressive school party.
EDUCATION IN GRE..A.T RRIT.A.IN,
CURRENT STATISTICS.

Chapter III deals with the current statistics of education in Great
Britain, and more particularly with those pertaining to England. The
Government grant for elementary education amounted in 1895 to
$31,324,170, which was 65 per cent of the entire expenditure.
In day schools, board and voluntary, the average expenditure per
sclioJ.ar was $10; in board schools only, it rose to $12.50 per capita, of
which the Government contributed 58 per cent and local taxes (rates)
30 per cent. The voluntary d~y schools in which the per capita cost
was , 9.50 derived r,:0 per cent from the Government.
In the d bate on the education bill it wa shown that the difference
betw n the avera e exp nditure in board and voluntary schools
am unt d to nearly 3 ( 2.80) per apita of attendance, which was but
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a trifle greater than the difference in the amounts paid for teaching in
the two classes of school.
This amount was $2.33 less per capita of attendance in voluntary
than in board schools. In other words teachers in voluntary schools
bore nearly the whole strain arising from the smaller income of voiuntary schools, an injustice that would work disaster in the long run It
was shown in the debate that while the Government was spending
upon the army and navy at the rate of 30 shillings ($7.50) per capita
of population, it was expending upon education only 7 shillings ($L60)
per capita. It was urged also that the expenditure per capita of pupils
was less than in Scotland, Germany, France, Belgium, an<J Swit7ierland, and that the rates of expenditure in the United States per capita
(of pupils) were far in excess of those in England.
The necessities of rural schools were particularly urged upon the
House by Mr. Yoxall, who declared that the rural schools of England
and Wales, taken as a whole, "were the worst supported, the worst
staffed, and the worst managed of the public elementary schools in
Europe."
The effects
the law providing for the remission of school fees are
seen in the rapid increase in the number of free pupils 1 comprising 85
per cent of the total in 1895, in the increase of school attendance, and
particularly in the increased attendance of pupils over 10 yeari:; of age.
Among additional statistics presented in Chapter III should be noted
a table showing that the voluntary subscriptions to denominational
schools have declined with the increase of Government liberality to the
same, and a series of tables indicating the st~tus of teachers with respect
to qualification, position, and salaries.
It is interesting to observe that in five years the average salary of
head mistresses has increased by $25, as against an average increase
of $15 for bead masters. At the same time complaint is made that
teachers are poorly paid, not adequately protected in their positions,
and subject to unjust discrimination as compared with other public
servants, from the lack of a general pension allowance.

of

EDUCATION IN CENTRAL EUROPE.

Chapter IV, on Education in Central Europe, contains discussions of
some of the peculiar features of the educational systems of Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland. The first sets forth in the words of Councilor Dr. Bertram, superintendent of public instruction in Berlin,
the present status of industrial education in the capital of Germany,
showing not only the various kinds of schools in existence for the benefit of trades and industries, but giving 'in detail their history and
sources of support. The fact is revealed that the city of Berlin paid
alone for trade schools and industrial evening and Sunday schools the
large sum of $209,441 in the year 1894-95. These schools are all elementary and secondary, for the royal polytechnic is not counted among
those enumerated.
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The compensation of elementary school teachers iu Germany is
cussed in the same chapter with the view to :finding the minim
aYerages in the various States of the Empire. The tables accomp
ing the article were first submitted to the German educational press
Professor Tews, of Berlin. They show that the teachers in Germa
arc paid less than in this country, but it must be remembered t
they live rent free, or receive indemnity for rent. A similar minu
statement regarding teachers' salaries in Austria is presented int
volume. The following is the result of the inquiry for .Austria:
per cent of the men and 62.9 per cent of the women receive less th
600 florins (or $300); 42.5 per cent of the men and 32.5 per cent oft
women receive between 600 and 1,000 florins ($300 to $500), and g
per cent of the men and 4.5 per cent of tho women receive more th
1,000 florins (or $500).
The work of reform schools in the Duchy of Baden is the subject
the next article. The imperial criminal code of 1876 decrees that
persons can be punished for crime before they are 12 years of age, b
may be kept in custody for the purpose of reforming th~m according
the special State law. Such children may be placed under reform tra·
ing, if both the criminal and orphan courts so decree. The special la
in Baden (one of the 25 States of the Empire) :fixes the maximum ti
limit at 16 years of age, and for certain specified cases even at 18 Y
Tlie Baden system of reform education recognizes two methods~ ])
praved and neglected children are taken from their homes and ar
either placed in other homes where they receive proper treatment au
discipline, or they are sent to reform s.chools or reform farms. Th
account states the results ·of the two methods and other items of inter
est regarding sex, age, religion, cause of detention, and the per capi
cost· of maintaining reform schools.
The statistics of higher education in the German.speaking part o
Europe (Germany, Austria proper, and Switzerland), which are pr&sented in extensive tables, are complete, except in one point, i.e., th
expenditure and income; this point can not be stated with accuracy:
owing to the fact that the fees paid to private "docents" and extraor
dinary professors for lecture courses are not stated in official reports
A summary of the statistics of attendance is here given for 1894-95.
G ERMAJ.'fY.

Nnm·
ber.

- - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - J - - - - - ---1-- - -

rfi~{~:fi~~~~~i~~::::: ~ ~:: :::~::::::: ~::::::::::::: :::::::::::
A~ncultural academi ........................................ .
l'or try academies ....... ................................ ..... .
~ining acauemios ..•....................••...............•.....

Total ..................................................... ,~

22
9
5

4
5
3

2, 468
887
77
101
70

83, 523
8, 153
980
1,093
310

5!)

406

,-3,602 ,-44,465

-a,ii:.
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AUSTRIA.
Number.
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - Universities ................................................... .
10
1, 118
14,343
1, 622

!1£~l;tii~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:: : : :

1
2

32,i
44
31

2, 71!)
248
230

15

Total ...............................................,..... .

19

1, 531

18, 040

1,734

3, 800
'157

1, 341
326

4,557 _ -

1,667

6

!)0
7

SWITZERLAND.

Universities....................................................
Polyt.ecbnicum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total ......... ..........'...... -•-·........................
Higher seats of learning in German-speaking countries.........

7

1

8= 75

6351

135

770
5,963

I-

I

67,062

6,628

There is therefore in Germany 1 professor for 12.1 students, an average of 78.4 professors and 926.3 students (of whom 67.2 are foreigners)
to 1 higher seat of learning. Austria, has 1 professor for 11. 7 students,
an a,verage of 80.5 professors and 949.4 students (of whom 91.1 are foreigners) to 1 higher seat of learning. Switzerland has 1 professor for
5.9 students, an average of 96.2 professors and 569.6 students (of whom
208.3 are foreigners) to 1 higher seat of learning.
The following chapter (V) contains an account of music in the schools
in Germany. It gives an historical review of that study and the present status of method.
The Annual Report of 1894-95, vol. 1, pages 449-471, contained a
symposium on the question "Mental fatigue in school," a subject intimately connected with child study. In this report (Chapter XXIII)
the subject is continued in an article compiled_from the statements of
leading physiologists and psychologists of Germany, England, and
America.
A list of all the foreign universities, polytechnica, and higher agricultural, forestry, and mining schools has been compiled from the Jabrbuch of Prof. K. Trubner, of Strassburg (see Chapter XXXII). The
institutions are arranged according to (1) date of founding, (2) number
of students, (3) countries, and (4) alphabetically.
PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.

In Chapter VIII is published the Bureau's quinquennial compilation
of the statistics of public, society, and school libraries. The list
embraces 4,026 libraries of 1,000 volumes and over, having in the
agregate 33,051,872 volumes and 5,444,788 unbound pamphlets. The
increase in number of libraries since 1891 has been only 523, but the
increase in number of volumes was 7,074,229, or more than 27 per cent.
For the year ending April 1, 1896, 2,851 libraries reported the addition
of 1,591,861 volumes, and 2,233 of these libraries expended $1,574-,41.0
for new books during the year. The aggregate income of 2,437 libra-
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ries reporting was $5,911,636; 600 libraries received $1,679,210 fr
direct taxation; 773 received $1,513,352' from State, county, or ci
appropriations; 594 derived $1,035,052 from endowment funds;
received $386,441 from membership fees and dues; 303 collected $38,6
from book rents; 625 received$520,350 from donations, and1,017reported
the receipt of $729,547 from sources not named. Only 605 libraries reported permanent endowments, which aggregate $17,570,673. The valn
of buildings owned by 567 libraries amounted to $33,291,259. In 1891
the average number of people per library was 17,877, while in 1896 the
number was 17,376; in 1891 the number of books per 100 of population
was 41, while in 1896 the number was 47. The statistician has prepared
a chart showing the relative number of vohtmes to each 100 of population by States. The chapter contains a separate list of the 627 libraries entirely free to the public having 3,000 volumes and over. These 627
free libraries contain 9,062,363 volumes, and for the year ending April
1, 1896, they had issued 27,015,234 volumes for home use. The statistician also collected statistics from 3,158 libraries having 300 volumes
and over and less than 1,000 volumes. For want of space the list is
not -p1i.blished, but the returns are summarized by States, showing
that the 3,158 libraries contained 1,544,386 volumes. A. comparison of
the statistics of libraries reporting 300 volumes and over in 1875, 1885,
and 1896 will indicate the "growth of libraries in the past twenty years:

I

year.
Libra~·ies Volumes.
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - -l-r-ep_o_rt_m_g. _ __

1875 .... •. ...•.... . ..• ·•·••• .•••.•.......•..••.... ····•· .........•..............
1885 .. ... .............. ..••.••••• •••.•••......•. •.•.....• ....... ...... ······ · - · ·
189u .. . ...•• , •.•..•. . .....••••••..••• •. •.. • ....• . .• •...... ... . . ...... ...... . ___ .

3 648112, 329, 526
5' 338
20, 722, 393
34,596,258

7: 184

L,ibrary legislation.-The library, in many of the States, is already
considered an essential part of the educational system. Public sentiment, the forerunner of all real progress, seems to be making urgent
demands for the library as a necessary adjunct to the public school.
Cities and towns are agitating the question. The State legislatures,
too, are yielding to public opinion and discussing the feasibility of
appropriating money for the maintenance of public libraries.
In recognition of this growing interest in the subject, a chapter has
been prepared (Chapter IX) containing a compilation of the library
laws of the several States and Territories.
In Chapter X, Mons. E. Levasseur, a member of the Institute of France
and a distinguished writer and statistician, has narrated the growth and
expounded the doctrine of the education of the common people during
the nineteenth century by the several States of Christendom. While
not b!ind to the social unrest the education of the masses produce , he
s~e . m _he unco~trollable movement for their enlightenment the most
d1.·tmgm.·hed claim that the present century will have upon the gratitude of o terity.
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The survey of public education in France (Chapter XI) emphasizes
the effort made by the Republic to infuse into the centralized system
the spirit of professional freedom.
The most important departure that has been made from the policy that
prevailed under the Empire is the transformation of the State faculties
into independent universities. This change, which was advocated in
the earliest days of the Republic, and especially-by Jules Ferry during
his ministry (1879-1882), began to take practical shape in 1885.
The successive measures tending to the desired result are noted.
Finally (1890) a bill was introduced for organizing the faculties as
universities. .After varying fortunes the bill passed during the present
year, although in a modified form. In fact it adds little more to the
changes already effected than the title of minister. This, however, is
not an empty name, for, as expressed by M. Rambaud, minister of
public instruction, "The institution which is a university in all but the
name, lacks legal existence in- its true character."
The criticism, that the measure is opposed to the development of
specialties, was niet by the minister with particu1ars showing the
impulse given to this very feature as the university idea has grown.
This portion of the minister's speech, which is cited in full (pp. 624-625),
affords an interesting view of the efforts made by the faculties to bring
their scientific instruction and researches into fruitful relation with
local industries. .A similar tendency to specialization is noted in the
faculty of letters, especially in the creation of chairs of local history
and literature.
There are indications that under the new order the financial resources
of the universities will be increased by private benefactions and by
larger municipal subventions. The need of improvement both in the
amount and management of the finances is shown by the director of
superior instruction, M. Liard, who draws very suggestive comparisons
between the budgets of German and French universities (cited, pp.
628-629).
The question of the correlation of secondary and superior courses is
agitated in France, but in a form quite different from that which it
assumes in our own country. The typical secondary schools of France,
the lycees, comprise a complete course of liberal education leading to
the baccalaureate degree; the superior courses have been heretofore
purely special in their nature. Even the faculties of letters and arts,
at least outside of Paris, have been engaged almost excliusively in preparing intending professors for the licentiate or the examination for
special positions (agrP-gation). The endeavor has been for some time
to attract other classes of students to these faculties-to make them,
in short~ centers of general study and thus prolong tlrn period of liberal
culture. This it is difficult to do without radical changes in the lycee,
ED 96---II*
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he old t and mo t tenacious feature of the French educational
t pr nt, dis u ion centers in the baccalaureate. So Ion
t m.
this remains the go .. l of the lycee it is difficult to extend the co
li r 1 tr .. ining ov r into the faculties. Hence the proposition
ab. n lon the baccalaureate or to substitute a leaving examination
h end of the lycce as discussed in Chapter XI.
The statistics of primary schools presented in the same chapter s
a co tinuance of the decline in enrollment that has been noticed in
vious years. From 1891 to 1895 the decrease was three-tenths of 1
cent. This condition excites some attention because (1) the ratio
decline is greater for boys than for girls, and (2) because it takes pl
only in public schools and secular private schools, chiefly in the form
The opinion is expressed by M. F. Buisson that some error lurks i~ t
figures respecting the enrollment of boys which, it is believed, will
discove:red by further investigation.
It is interesting to note that of the teachers in public primary sch
less than three-tenths of 1 per cent of the men and only 5 per cent
the women were without diplomas.
.
The current obligatory expenditure for public primary schools mcreased by very nearly $3,000,000 from 1892 to 1894, reaching in thei
latter year $37,048,012, or $8.78 per capita of enrollment and 97 ce
per capita of the population. If the State expenditure for primary nor
mal ~chools and the optional expenditure for primary schools borne h11
the communes be included, these per capita are raised to $10.24 and
$1.13, respectively. The chapter contains a detailed statement of the
requirements for admission to the French faculties (now universities},
for which the office is indebted to M. Paul Melon, of Paris, general ~
retary of the committee of patronage of foreign students. Followmg
this is a statement as to the status of foreign students of medicine in
France, prepared by Mr. Henry Vignaud, charge d'affaires of the
United States at Paris.
Dr. Alc~e Fortier, of Tulane University, Louisiana, has contributed
au account of his personal observation of the annual competitive exercises of the lycee at the Sorbonne, and his subsequent visit to the lycee
"Janson de Sailly," which gives a very lively conception of the methods
and policies of secondary education in France.
Chapter XII deals with education in Mexico and Central America.
A resume of the history of education in Mexico is followed by an
account of the educational convention of 1890 and of the work of the
various institutions devoted to engineering and mining, medicine, agric~tltu~e, _commerce and industry, fine art , military and normal schools.
To tlus 1s appended an examination of the educational status of the
vari us Central .American States.
Cha.pter XIII contains a report of the fifth International Pri on
Uongress.
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COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN EUROPE.

One of the most valuable chapters in this report is Chapter XV,
"Commercial education in Europe." To gather material for this
report Professor James, its author, visited Europe, and on his return
prepared this exceedingly valuable analysis of commercial education in
Europe, particularly in Austria, France, and Germany. His object
was not to present complete statisticn,l tables as to number of schools,
teachers, and students, but to give full information concerning a few
typical institutions. The report places all the impol'..tant information
concerning these schools, including their curricula,, into a form available
for the use of teachers, principals 7 superintendents, and others who
may contemplate the establishment of such schools in this country.
Professor James advocates the commercial high school, which should
run parallel with the present high school, and also the commercial school
of higher grade, which should rank with the college or be organized in
connection with existing colleges and universities.
SC.ANDINA VI.A..

Chapter XX contains the latest educational information from Sweden, whose school system has been treated in full in previous reports
(Report rnS8-89, pp. 196-221; 1891-92, pp. 423-449), as well as the first
presentation of the conditions of education in Iceland, the governorgeneral, Magnus Stephensen, having courteously furnished interesting
details.
A movement to establish a university in Iceland is fostered by many
learned men, natives of Iceland, who have received degrees from foreign universities. At the close of the sessions of the Althing in 1893
a committee of thirty members was formed to promote this object.
While in Denmark women are excluded from taking part in the
affairs of local government, in Iceland, its- dependency, widows and
spinsters are. privileged to vote in all church and parish matters.
In Sweden, as is the case in Norway and Denmark, church and state
unite to educate the people; modern educational movements are discussed· by the leading men of the country; commissions have investigated the subject of the health and eyesight of school children, the
results of such investigation being to lessen the overpressure in the
matter of school studies. The ambulatory schools, moved from house to
house in the district, are agencies of rural education. Schools for the
training of both sexes together are gradually being introduced; the
universities of the three countries admit women to full university privileges. Manual training, which had its birth in these northern countries,
is taught more especially from the practical side.
In Sweden the secondary schools do not form a continuation of the
elementary grades, as in America, but reform movements are contemplated which may do away with one or more of the lower classes of the
secon<lary schools, thus making the elementary schools directly preparatory to the secondary.
·
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Chapter XLII contains the statistics in detail of the 178 schools for
the secondary and higher education of the colored race. These schools
are distributed over 22 States, North Carolina having 27, Georgia 23,
Tennessee 15, Virginia 13, South Carolina 12, Texas and .Alabama 11
each; For the year ending June, 1896, these 178 schools bad 40,127
students enrolled, an increase of 3,025 over the previous year. There
had been an increase of 16 in the number of schools, most of these
being public high schools. There were 25,092 pupils in the elementary
grades, 13,563 students in the secondary grades, and 1;455 in the collegiate departments. .A prominent feature in nearly all these schools
except the ·public high schools is industrial training, the number
reported as receiving industrial training in some branch being 12,341.
There were 4,672 colored students studying to become teachers.
Chapter XXII comprises a study of superior and secondary education
in the United States by J?r. Gabriel Compayre, rector of the University
of Lyons, France. Dr. Compayre represented the ministry of public
instruction, France, at the Columbian Exposition (Chicago, 1893), and
took a leading part in the educational congresses. The survey of our
superior and secondary education is translated from the official reports
of his mission presented to the minister. The study derives special
interest, from the fact that Dr. Compayre writes as an expert, making
the French system his point of departure for the criticism and commendation of our own. Hence we have here an international study in
which salient features of systems wrought out by two distinct peoples
are brought into comparison.
Chapter XXVIII deals with a subject indirectly yet _particuiarly interesting to education. It contains an account of the Bertillon system
of repressing crime by affording (it is claimed) an infallible means of
identifying the habitual criminal, thus making operative the law which
increases the punishment for a second offense. The merits of the Bertillon system have been proved by ten years of trial in France, and are
attracting considerable attention elsewhere. In .America it has many
stanch and distinguished supporters. During the year 18!J6 New York
adopted the system in its entirety, and a number of cities employ it.
But its efficacy here is almost wholly dependent upon its universal
adoption throughout the United States aud Canada.
In Chapter XXVII the reports made to this Bureau by the presidents
of all the colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts are given. The
chapter al o contains a statement giving the money value of the proceed of the 9,600,000 acre of land granted by the Federal act of 1862
of th organization of farmer.' institutes in the several States, and of
tbe ·haracter of the new in. titutio11 in Germany known as the Mechanical 1 ngin ring Experiment n, titute.
11 of whi hi. r :p c fully ubmi t d.
Th
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List of blank forms of inqui1·y sent out.
Schedules.

State systemlil ...••......•...••••.....•.
City systems . .. ..•............ •. ......
Cit{ and villa~ systems .......••...•.
Pu lie hi~h sc ools ....................
Private high schools ...................
Normal schools ........................
Universities and colleges ..............
Colle~es for women . ................•..
Schoo s of technology .. .............. ..
University extension ..................
.Agricultural colleges ..................
Medical schools .................. ......

Items.

SchedSchedules
ules
mailed,
tabulated.
about----

74
39
20
46
46
27
38
22
33
6
42
15
13

50
602
319
4,974
2,106
329
484
162
48
20
65
155
144

:::::: :::::: ::::::·

16

73

Schools of pharmacy ..................
Veterinary schools . ............ .. ; ....
Schools for nurses ...... .... ...... .... .
Commercial schools ....................
Schools for the colored race ............
Reform schools .•.•...............•••••
Institutions for the blind ..............
Institutions for the deaf...... ... .... ..
Institutions for t,he feeble-minded . ... .
Public, society, and school libraries ...

12
13
11
11
17
33
23
29
31
23
30

46
44
10
177
398
178
86
37
87
28
7,184

i!!
~~\~gfs -~~~~:~:~
Dental schools .........................
0

8

100
1,500
1,000
15,000
7,500
1,000
1,000
400
100
50
100
210
200
98
75
70
14
575
1, 000
600
300
100
300
100
15,000

Where information is tabulated
in report for 1895-96.
Vol. 1, p. LV.
Chap. XXXVI, Vol. 2.
Chap. XXXVI, Vol. 2.
Chap. XXXVII, Vol. 2.
Chap. XXXVII, Vol. 2.
Chap. XXXVIII, Vol. 2.
Chap. XXXIX, Vol. .
Chap. XXXIX, Vol. .
Chap. XXXIX, Vol. 2.
Chap. XXXIX, Vol. 2.
Chap. XXVII, Vol. 2.
Chap, XL, Vol. 2.
Chap. XL, Vol. 2.
Chap. XL, Vol. 2.
Chap. XL, Vol. 2.
Chap. XL, Vol. 2.
Chap. XL, Vol. 2.
Chap. XL, Vol. 2.
Chap. XLI, Vol. 2.
Chap. XLII. Vol. 2.
Chap. XLIV, Vol. 2.
Chap. XLIII, Vol. 2.
Chap. XLIII, Vol. 2.
Chap. XLIII, Vol. 2.
Chap. VIII, Vol. I.

PUB

CATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES BUREAU OF EDUCATION,
[From 1867 to 1896.]

1. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1867-68. Barnard. 8°. pp. :xl+856. Out of
print.
2. Special Report of the Commiasioner of Education on the condition and impro,ement of public
schools in the Dist1ict of Col nmbia. Barnard. so. pp. 912. Washington, 1871. (Reprinted as
Barnard's Aru . .Tour. of Education, ,ol.19.) Out of print.
3. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education for the year 1870. Eaton. 8°. pp. 579, Washington, 1870, Out of print.
4. - - 1871. Eaton. 8°. pp. 715. Washington, 1872. Out of print.
5. - - 1872. Eaton. s0 • pp. lxxxviii+1018. Washington, 1873. Out of print.
6. - - 1873. Eaton. 8°. pp. clxxviii+870. Washington, 1874.
7. - - 1874. Eaton. 8°. pp. clii+D35. Washington, 1875. Out of print.
8. - - 1875. Eaton. so. pp. clxxiii+l016. Washington, 1876. Out of print.
9. - - 1&76. Eaton. go, pp. ccxiii-t-942. Washington, 1878. Ont of print.
10. - - 1877. Eaton. 8°. pp. ccvi-t-641. Washington, 1879. Out of print.
11. - - 1878. Eaton. s0 • pp. cci+730. Washington, 1880.
12. - - 1879. Eaton. 8°. pp. ccxxx-t-757. Washington, 1881. Out of print.
13. /- - 1880. Eaton. 8°. pp. cclx.ii-t-914. Washington, 1882. Out of print.
14. - .- - 1881. Eaton. s0 • pp. cclxxvii-t-840. ·washington, 1883. Out of print.
15. - - 1882::_83. Eaton. 8°. pp. ccxciii-t-872. Washington, 1884. Out of print.
16. - - 1883-84. Eaton. 8°. pp. cclxxi+943. Washington, 1885. Out of print.
17. - 1884-85. Eaton-Dawson. S0 • pp. cccxvii-t-848. ·washington, 1886. Out of print.
18. - - 1885-SG. Dawson. 8°. pp. xxi-t-792. Washington, 1887. Out of print.
19. - - -· 1886-87. Dawson. 8°. pp. l170. Washington, 1888. Out of print.
20. - - 1887-88. Dawson. 8°. pp.1209. Washington, 1888. Out of print.
21. Illiteracy, derived from census taules of 1860; Educational statistics, translation of article by Dr.
.A. Ficker; Vircbow on schoolroom <liseases; Education of French and Prussian conscripts;
School organization, etc. pp. 70. (Circ. inf. August, 1870.) Out of print.
22. Public instruction in Sweden and Norway; The" folkehoiskoler" of Denmark. By C. C . .Andrews.
pp. 48~ (Circ. inf. July, 1871.) Out of print.
23. 'Methods cf school <liscipline. By Hiram Orcutt. pp.14. (Circ. inf. November, 1871.) Out of
print.
24. Compulsory education. By L. Van Bokkelen. pp.17. (Circ. inf. December, 1871.) Out of print.
25. German and other foreign universities: By Herman Jacobson. pp. 43. (Circ. inf. January, 1872.)
Out of print.
26. Public instruction in Greece, the Argentine Republic, Chile, and Ecuador; Statistics respecting
Portugal and ,Japan; Technical education in Italy. By John M. Francis, George John Ryan,
F. M . Tanaka. pp. 77. (Circ. inf. February, 1882.) Out of print.
27. Vital statistics of college graduates; Distribution of college studen~s in 1870-71; Vital statistics
in the United States, with diagrams. By Charles Warren. pp. 93. (Circ. inf. March, 1872.)
Out of print.
28. llel~tion of education to labor. By Richard J. Hinton. pp. 125. (Circ. inf. .April, 1872.} Out of
print.
29. Ec.lncation in the British West Indies. :By Thomas II. Pearne.
Out of print.

pp. 22.

(Circ. inf. June, 1872.)

30. T~e Kindergarten. By 13aroncss Marenholtz-:Biilow, tr. by Elizabeth P. Peabody. pp. 62. (Cir-c.
mf. July, 1872.) Out of print.
·
31. Amori _an <lucation at the Vienna Exposition of 1873. pp. 70. (Circ. inf. No,ember 1872.) Ou.t
of print.
'

32. llistori;al summary and reports on the syatems of public instruction in Spain, Bolivia, Uruguay,
ancl I ortugal. pp. 66. (Circ. inf. I, 1873.) Out of print.
33, Schools in JJritisb India. By Joseph ,varren. pp. 30. (Circ. inf. 2, 1873.)
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34. College commencements for th e summer of 1873, in Maine, Now Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. pp. 118. (Circ.
inf. 3, 1873.} Out of print.
35. List of publications by members of certain college faculties and learned societies in the United
State~, 1867-1872. pp. 72. (Circ. inf. 4, 1873.) Out of print.
36. College commencements during 1873 in the Western and Southern States. pp. 155. (Circ. inf. 5, _
1873.) Out of print.
37. Proceedings of the Department of Superintendence of the National Educational Association,
Washington, D. C. (1874). pp. 77. (Circ. inf, 1, 1874.) Out of print.
Part-ial contents: Uniform plan and form for publishing the principal statistical tables on education, by George J. Lucky; Scientific and industrial education and the true policy of the
National and State Government in regard to it, by Hon. A. D. White; The :i;nternational
Centennial Exposition as a world-wide educator, by W. D. Kelley; Report by tl.ie committee
on the rel::ttions of the General Government to education in the District of Columbia.
38. Drawing in public schools; present relation of art to education in the United States. By Isaac
Edwards Clarke. pp. 56. (Circ. inf. 2, 1874.) Out of print.
39. History of secondary instruction in Germany. Tiy Berman Jacobson. pp. 87. (Circ. inf. 3, 1874.)
Out of print.
40. Proceedings of the Departm·ent of Superintendence of the National Educational Association.
Washington, D. C. (1875). pp. 114. (Circ. inf, 1, 1875.) Out of print.
Partial contents: Tho legal prevention of illiteracy, by B. G. Northrop; Brain culture in relation to the schoolroom, by A. N. Bell; The origin of the alphabet, by Prof. J. Entho:ffer;
American education at the Centennial Exposition, by J. P. Wickersham; Can the elements
of industrial education be introduced into our common schools? by John D. Philbrick;
Industrial drawing in public schools, by Prof. Walter Smith.
41. Education in Japan. By William E. Griffis. pp. 54. (Circ. inf. 2, 1875.) Out of print.
42. Public instruction in Belgium, Russia, Turkey, Servia, and Egypt. By Emile de Lavele.re, M. de
Salve, V. E. Dor. pp. 108. (Circ. inf. 3, 1875.) Out of print.
43. Waste of labor in the work of edu~ation. By Paul A. Chaclburne. pp.16. (Circ. inf. 4, 1875.)
Out of print.
44. Educational exhibit at the International Centennial Exhibition, 1876. pp. 26. (Circ. inf. 5, 1875.)
45, Reformatory, charitable, and industrial schools for the young. By Julia A. Holmes and S. A.
Martha Canfield. pp. 208. (Circ. inf. 6, 1875.) Out of print.
46. Constitutional provisions in regard to education in the several States. By Franklin Hough. pp.
130. (Cit'c. inf. 7, 1875.) Out of print.
47, Scheuule for the preparation of students' work for the Centenni:11 Exhibition. By A. J. Rickofl:~
J. L. Pickard, J ames H. Smart (committee). pp.15. (Circ. inf. 8, 1875.)
48. Education in China. By William A. P. Martin. pp. 28. (Circ. inf.1, 1877.) Out of print.
49. Public instruction in Finland, the 1fetherlands, Denmark, Wiirtemberg aud Portugal; the University of Leipzig. By Felix Heikel. C. R. Plugg6, and J. L . Corning. pp. 77. (Circ. inf. 2,
1877.) Out of print.
50. Training of teachers in Germany. pp. 36. (Circ. inf. 1, 1878.) Out of priut.
51. Elementary education in Lonilon, with address of Sir Charles Reed. pp. 24. (Circ. inf. 2, 1878.)
52. Training schools for nurses. By S. A. Martha Canfield. pp. 21. (Circ. inf. 1, 1879.) Out of print.
53. Proceedings of the Department of Superintendence of the N·ational Educational Association, 1877
and 1879, Washington, D. C.; Proceedings of the_conference of college presidents and delegates,
Columbus, Ohio, December, 1877. pp.192. (Circ. inf. 2, 1879.) Out of print.
Partial contents: Proceedings of 1877: The school organization of a State; National aid to education; What has been done by the General Government in aid of education, by John Eatoni.
General appropriation of public lands; Proceeds of' sales of public lands; Disposition of
surplus revenue by States; American education, by George B, Loving; The high-school
question, by James H. Smart.
Partial contents: rroceedings of 1879: Popul;r education in Switzerland, by John Hitz; Popular education fa France, by E. C. Wines; Technical education, by E. A. Apgar; Kindergarten training, by Louise Pollock; Education in the SoutJ1 1 by G. J. Orr; The needs of the
United States Bureau of Education; Instruction in governmental ideas, by Wm. Strong;
Technical education and industrial clrawfag, by Walter Smith; Education at the Paris
Exposition, by John D. Philbrick; What has been don e by the National Government in aid
of education, by John Eaton; American education, by George B. Loving; The high-school
question, by James H. Smart; Collegiate degrees, by John M. Gregory.
Partial contents: Proceedings of the conference of the presidents and other delegates of the
State universities and State colleges of Ohio for 1877 ; Collegiate degrees, by J.M. Gregory;
Scientific stuclies and ·courses of study; Report on the military system in State colleges, by
Edward Orton.
54. Value of common-school educ:i.tion to common labor. (Reprinted from Annual Report, 1872.) pp.
37. (Circ. inf. 3, 1879.) Out of print.
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55, Training schools for cookery. By S . .A.. Martha Canfield. pp. 49. (Ciro. inf. 4, 1879.) Out of print.
56, American education as described by the French commission to the International Exhibition of
1876. By Ferdinand Buisson and others. pp. 37. (Ciro. inf. 5, 1879.) Out of print.
57. College libraries as aids to instruction. By Justin Winsor and Otis H. Robinso11. pp.27. (Circ,
inf.1, 1880.) Out of print.
58. Proceedings of the Department of Superintendence of the National Educational .Association,
Washington, D. C., 1880. pp.112. (Ciro. inf. 2, 1880.)
Partial contents : Bell's system of visible speech, by L . .A.. Butterfield; Education of dependent
children, by C. D. Randall; Best system of schools for a State, by J. H. Smart; University
education, by David C. Gilman; Technical education in its relations to elementary schools,
by J. D. Philbrick; T echnological museums, by J. D. Philbrick; The Tenth Census from an
educational point of view, by W. T. Harris; Discussion of the high-school question, by J.
W. Dickinson, W. T. Harris, J.P. Wickersham; Congress and the education of the people,
by W. H. Ruffner; Laws relating to the State public school for dependent childr-en at Coldwater, Michigan. Outline of the school systems of the various States.
59. Legal rights of children. By S. M. ·wilcox. pp. 96. (Ciro. inf. 3, 1880.) Out of print.
60. Rural school architecture. By T. M. Clark. pp.106. (Ciro. ii::.f. 4, 1880.) Out of print.
61. English rural schools. By Henry W. Hulbert. pp. 26. (Circ. inf. 5, 1880.) Out of print.
62. Instruction in chemistry and physics in the United States. By F. W. Clarke. pp. 219. (Ciro.
inf. 6, 1880.) Out of print.
63. The spelling reform. By Francis .A.. March. pp. 36. (Circ. inf. 7, 1880.) Out of print.
64. Construction of library buildings. By William F. Poole. pp. 26. (Circ. inf. 1, 1881.)
65. Relation of education to industry and technical training in American schools. By E. E. White.
pp. 22. (Circ. inf. 2, 1881.) Out of print.
66. Proceedings of the Department of Superintendence of the National Educational Association,
New York, 188i, pp. 79. (Ciro. inf. 3, 1881.) Out of print.
,
Partial contents: Uniformity of school statistics, by Andrew McMillan: The conservation of
pedagogic energy, by C. O. Thompson; Our schools and our forests, by Franklin B Hough;
Museums illustrative of education, by John Eaton; Education and the State, by J. -W.
Patterson.
67. Education in France. pp.144. (Circ. inf. 4, 1881.) Out of print.
.
68. Causes of deafness among school children, and the instruction of children with impaired hearmg.
By Samuel Sexton. pp. 47. (Ciro. inf. 5, 1881.) Out of print.
69. Effects of student life on the eyesight. By A. W. Calhoun pp. 29. (Ciro. inf. 6, 1881.) Out of
print.
70. Inception, organization, and management of training schools for nurses By S. A. Martha Canfield.
pp. 28. (Ciro. ipf. 1, 1882.) Out of print.
71. Proceedings of the Department of Superintendence of the Natjonal Educational Association,
Wasbmgton, 1882. pp.112. (Ciro. inf. 2, 1882.) Out of print.
'
Partial contents: Information necessary to determine the merits of the heating and ventilation
of a school building, by John S. Billings, U. S. .A..; The chemical examination of air as
applied to questions of ventilation, by Dr. Charles Smart, U. S. A.; Obstacles in the way of
bfltter primary education, by H . .Jones; Chairs of pedagogy in our higher institutions of
learning, by G. Stanley Hall; National aid to education, from a Northern staudpoint, by
Dexter H. Hawkins; Education in .Alaska, by Sheldon .Jackson; Resolution respecting a
national apprO}Jriation for education in Alaska; Some fundamental inquries concerning tbe
common-school studies, by John M. Gregory; How to improve the qualifications of teachers,
by W. T. Harris.
72, University of Bonn.· By Edmond Dreyfus-Brisac. pp. 67. (Circ. inf. 3, 1882) Out of print.
73. Industrial art in schools. By Charles G. Leland. pp. 37. (Circ. inf. 4, 1882.) Out of print.
74. Maternal schools in France. pp.14. (Circ. inf. 5, 1882.) Out of print.
75. Techni:cal instruction in France. pp. 63. (Ciro. inf. 6, 1882.) Out of print.
76. Legal provisions respecting the examination and licensing of teachers. pp. 46. (Ciro. inf. 1, 1883.)
Out of print.
77. Coeducation of the sexes in the public schools of the United States. pp. 30. (Ciro. inf. 2, 1883.)
78. Proceedings of the Department of Superintendence of the National Educational .Association,
Washington, D. C., 1883. pp. 81. (Ciro. mf. 3, 1883.) Out of print.
Partial content.: Natural history in public schools, its utility an<l practicability as illustrated
by tho methods adopt~l in New York City, by Albert S. Hickmol'e; Communication respect·
ing ind~strial ·d_ucation, by_ Chas. G. Leland; The durational I s ons of tb census, by Wm .
T.1;1arri_ ; If umv~rsal s1~ilra' , lhon univorsal <,du ·ation, by Attwus G. IIay ,good; Con tituhonnhty of natwnal rud to ilu<·ution, hy Wm. Lawrence; Indian education by P,. G.
Torlhrup, :. G. ..Armstrong, Ji<-, '. I !etcher; .'r.hool uperviHioo: How and b/whom the
fitn
of pnpihi_ for promotion i <1 •rmi11 •11. hy C. G. E1lwar,1~ nrnl others.
79. Rec r
l'hool-1 · ,1, 1 i_on . B~ Lyndou .t.\. '1111th. pp. 82. (Cir . int. 4, 1883.) Out of print.
80,
t.JDg ofth Int ni 1on11l Pn. on c,, •r
n Home. pp.11. (Circ. inf. l, l88t.) Out of print.
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81. The teaching, practice, and literature of shorthand. (Second and enlarged edition.) By Julius
E. Rockwell. pp.184. (Circ. inf. 2, 1884.) Out of print.
82. Illiteracy in the United States . . With appendix on national aid t-0 education. By Charles Warren
and J. L. M. Curry. pp. 99. (Circ. inf. 3, 1884.) Out of print.
83. Proceedings of the Department of Superintendence of the National Educational Association,
Washington, D. C., 1884. pp.176. (Circ. inf. 4, 1884.) Out of print.
Partial content,~: Supervision of public schools, by John W. Holcombe; Indian education, by
J.M. Haworth; Indian education, by R.H. Pratt; Indian education, by S. C. Armstrong;
.A.rbor day in the public schools, by J.B. Peaslee; .A.rbor d~y in the public schools, by B. G.
Northrop; Recess, by W. T. Harris; No recess, by S. A. Ellis;. How a State superintendent
can best advance popular education, by E. E. Higbee; National aid for the support of public
schools, by J. W. Dickinson; The educational status and needs of the South, by Robert
Bingham ; Legislation respecting national aid to education, proposed by the interstate
educational convention, with remarks and tables; The new bill for national aid to public
schools, by B. G. Northrop; Industrial education, by John M. Ordway; Public instruction
in industrial pursuits, by .A.. P. Marble; Education at the World's Industrial and Cotton
Centennial Exposition; The new order of Mercy, or Crime and its prevention, by George T .
.A.ngell; Education of the normal color sense, by B. Joy Jeffries; Supplementary reading, by
George J. Luckey; Reading, by Chas. G. Edwards; Reading, by J. O. Wilson.
84. Suggestions respecting the ~ducational exhibit at the New Orleans Exposition. 1884-85. pp. 28.
(Circ. inf. 5, 1884.) Out of print.
85. Rural schools. Progress in tlle past; means of improvement in the future. By Annie Tolman:
Smith. pp. 90. (Circ. inf. 6, 1884.) Out of print.
,
86 . .A.ims and methods of the teaching of physics. By Charles K. Wead. pp. 158. (Circ. inf. 7, 1884.)
87. City s~hool systems in the United St,ates. By John D. Philbrick. pp. 207. (Circ. inf. 1, 1885.)
Out of print.
88. Teachers' institutes. By James H. Smart. pp. 206. (Circ. inf. 2, 1885.) Out of print.
89. Review of the reports of the British royal commissioner on technical instruction, with notes. By
Chas. 0. Thompson. pp. 55. (Circ. inf. 3, 1885.)
90. Education in Japan. pp. 56. (Circ. inf. 4, 1885.) Out of print.
9i. Physical training in American colleges and universities. By Edward Mussey Hartwell. pp, 183.
(Circ. inf. 5, 1885.) Out of print.
92. Study of music in public schools. By Charles Warren. pp. 78. (Circ. inf.1, 1886,) Out of print.
93. Proceedings of the Department of Superintendence of the National Educational Association,
Wa;;hington, D. C., 1880. pp. 91. (Circ. inf. 2, 1886.) Out of print.
Part'ial contents: School superintendence a profession, by M . .A.. Newell; Duties of county superintendents, by D. L: Kiehle; Reading circles for teachers, by Jerome .Allen; The coeducation
of the raceR, by Chas. S. Young; National aid to education, by J . .A.. Lovett; The education
and rtoligious interests of the colored people in the South, by S. M. Finger; Forestry in ed ucation, by Warren Higley; Language work, by N. C. Dougherty; Growth and benefits of
reading circles, by Herbert M. Skinner; City superintendence, by J. W. ;Akers; On the
substitution of "Intermediate" for "Grammar" as a designation in the nomenclature of
graded schools.
94. The college of W illiam and Mary. By Herbert B. .A.dams. pp. 89. (Circ. inf.1, 1887.)
95. Study of history in American colleges and universities. By Herbert B . .A.clams. pp. 299. (Circ.
inf. 2, 1887.) Out of print.
96. Proceeding,; of the Department of Superintendence of the National Educational Association,
Washington, D. C., 1887. pp. 200. (Circ. inf. 3, 1887.) Out of print.
Partial contents: Public education on the Pacific coast, by F. M. Campbell; The examination
and certification of teaclters, by .A.ndrew J. Rickoff, and report of committee on; Civil
service and public schools: I, by Le Roy D. Brown, II, by Thomas P. Ballard; Powers and
duties of school officers and teachers: I, by .A.. P. Marble, II, by J. M. Green; '.l'hc Lest
system of county and city supervision, by .E. E. Higbee; Industrial education in our public
schools: I, by F. W. Parker, II, by W. B. Powell; The province of the public school, by J. W.
Dickinson; What a small city is doing in industrial education, by H. W. Compton; .A. system of grading for country schools, by J. W. Holcombe; The best system of State school
supervision, by Warren Easton; State text-books, by F. M. Campbell; The nation and the
public schools, by H. W. Blair; Education in .A.laska, by Sheldon Jackson.
97. Thomas Jefferson and the University of Virginia. By Herbert B. Adams pp. 308. (Circ. inf.1,
1888.) Out of print.
98. History of education in North Carolina. By Charles Lee Smith. pp. 180. (Circ. iuf. 2, 1888.) Out
of print.
99. History of higher education in South Carolina. By C. Meriwether. pp. 247. (Circ. inf. 3, 1888.)
Out of print.
100. Education in Georgia. By Chas. Edgeworth Jones. pp. 154. (Gire.inf. 4, 1888.)
101. Industrial education in the South. By .A.. D. Mayo. pp. U6. (Circ. inf. 5, 1888.) Out of print.
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102. Proceedings of the Department of Superintendence of the National Educational Assocfation,
Washington, D. C ., 1888. pp . 165. (Circ. inf. 6, 1888.) Out of print.
Partial contents: How and to what extent can manual training be ingrafted in our system of
public scbools1 by Chas. H. Ham. Discussed by A. P. Marble, Nicholas Murray Butler,
H. Il. Belfield, M . .A.. Newell, Chas. H. Ham; What is the purpose of county institutes, and
how is it best s ecured 1 by Jessie B. Thayer; Elocution: Its place in education, by Martha
Fleming; How shn.11 the qualifications of teachera be determined 1 by A. S. Draper; Are the
normal schools as they exist in our several States adequate to accomplish the work for which
theywereesfabliehed1 by J . P. Wickersham. Discussed byJ . W. Dickinson, Jerome.Allen,
Edward Brooks, and A.G. Doyden; Moral education in the common schools, by William T.
Harris; Can school programmes be shortened and enriched 1 by Charles W. Eliot; .Alaska, by
N. H . R Dawson; The relation of the superintendent and the teacher to the school, by A. E.
Winship; National aid to education.
103. History of education in Florida. By George Gary Bush. pp . 54. (Cir.c. inf. 7, 1888.)
104. Report on school archite9ture and plans fo r graded schools . pp. 136. (Reprinted from Annual
Report, 1868. )
105. Suggestions for a free-school policy for United States land grantees . pp. 6. 1872. Out of print.
106. Statement of the theory of education in the United States, approved by many leading educators.
pp~22. 1874. Out of print.
107. National Bureau of Education; its history, work, ancl limitations. By Alexa'I!der Shiras. PP· 16.
1875. Out of print.
108. Educational conventions and anniversari es, 1876. pp.187. Out of print.
109. International confer ence on edu cation, held in Philadelphia in conn ection with t~e International
Exhibition of 1876. pp. 92. 1879. Out of print.
110. List of public-school officials in t,he States and Territories of the United States, 1875. PP· 62·
1875. Out of print.
111. Manual of common native trees of the Northern United States. pp. 23. 1877. Out of print.
112. Aro the Indians dying out 1 By S. N. Clark. pp. 36. 1877. Out of print.
113. International educational con gress to be held at Brussels, Belgium, A ugust, 1880. pp.10. lSSO.
Out of print.
114. Indian school at Carlisle barracks. pp. 5. 1880.
115. Industrial education in Europe. pp. 9. 1880.
116. Vacation colonies for sickly school children. pp. 4. 1880.
117, Progress of western education in China and Siam. pp. 13. 1880.
118. Educational. tours in France. pp. 4. 1880.
119. Medical colleges in tho United States. pp. 3. 1881. Out of print.
120, Comparative st atif;tics of el ementary education in 50 principal countries. (Folding sheet.) 1881.
Out of print.
121. Fifty years of freedom in Belgium; Education in Malt.a; Third international geographical congress at Ven ice, 1881; Illiteracy and crime in France; School savings banks; Education in
Sheffield. pp. 8. 1881.
122. Organization and management of public libraries . By William F. Poole. (Reprint from Pub.
Libra . in the U . S. A ., 1876.)
123. Library aids . By Samuel Green. pp. 10. 1881. Out of print.
124. Recognized medical colleges in the United States. pp. 4. 1881. Out of print.
125. Discipline of the school. By Hiram Orcutt. pp. 15. 1881. (Reprint of Circ. of information.
November, 1871. ) Out of print.
126. Education and crime. By J.P. Wickersham. pp. 10. 1881. Out of print.
127. Instruction in morals and civil go,ernment. By A. Vessiot. pp. 4. 1882.
128. Comparative statistics of elementary, secondary, and superior education in 60 principal conn1ries .
1880. (Folding sheet.) Out of print.
129. National pedagogic congress of Spain. pp. 4. 1882. Out of print.
130. Natural science in sec<mdary schools. By F. Miihlberg. pp. O. 1882.
131. Iligh schools for girls in Sweden. pp. 6. 188'.l. Out of print.
132. Buffalini prize. pp. 5. 1883. Out of print.
133. Education in Italy and Grecco. pp. 8. 1863.
134. .A.n, wcrs to inquiries about the United States Bureau of Education. By Charles Warren. pp. 29.
1883. Out of print.
135. l>lantiug tr •cs in school ground.'!. By Franklin n. Ilough. pp. 8. 1883. Out of print.
136. , outhern Exposition of 1883 , Louisville, Ky. (Two pam1)l1l ts relating to the exhibit of the
·nitf:d Stat s Bureau of Education.) pp.17. 1883. pp. 7. 1881. Out of print.
137. I'r ·liminary cir ular r spec ing tho .-bibition of education at the World's Industrial and Cotton
ut of print.
' ntonnial E:cpo ition. pp.11. 188-1.
138. Jt.,port_ oi tb.o lir ct~r of tho .Amr.ri nn , cbool of Classical StmHrs nt th ens for the year 1882-83.
l,y \ m. ":. oodwm. pp.13. 1 . Out of print.
·
1ililr n of h<· So11th. l3y .A. JJ. )Iayo. pp. lG. 1884.
ut of print.
139. J~ 1ilcling for tl1
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140. Statistics regarding the national aid to education. pp. 3. 1885.
141. Planting trees in school grounds, .a nd celebration of Arbor Day. By Franklin B. Hough and
John P. P.e aslee. p. 8 + 64. 1885. Out of print.
142. International educational congress at Havre. pp. 6. 1885. Out of print.
143. Statistics of public libraries in the UnitedStateil. pp. 98. 1886. (Reprinted from Annual Report,
1884-85.) Out of print.
144. Technical instruction. Special report, 1869. pp. 33 + 784. 8°. Washington (1870).
Note.-First edition incomplete, printed pursuant fo a call of House of Representatrres, January
19, 1870. Second edition published as Volume XXI of Barnard's Journal of Education. pp.
807. Out of pr int.
145. Contributions to the annals of medical progress and medical education in the United States
boforo and during the War of Independence. By .Joseph M. Toner. pp. 118. 8°. Washington, 1874. Out of print.
146. Historical sketch of Mount Holyoke Seminary. By Mary O. Nutting. Edited by F . .B. Hough.
pp. 24. 12°. Washington, 1876. Out of print.
147. Historical sketch .of Union College. By F. B. Hough. pp. 81. 8°. Washington, 1876. Out of
print.
148. Public libraries in the United States of America, their history, condition, and management.
Part I. Edited by S. R. Warren and S. N. Clark. pp. xxxv+1187. Rules for a printed dictionary catalogue; Part II. By C. A. Cutter. pp.SO. 8°. Washington, 1876. Out of print.
149. Contribution to the history of medical education and. medical institutions in the United States
of America, 1776-1876. By S. N. Davis. pp. 60. 8°. Washington, 1877. Out of print.
150. Sketch of the Philadelphia Normal School for Girls. pp, 30. 8°. Washington, 1882. Out of
print.
151. Historical sketches of the universities and colleges of the United States. Edited by F. B. Hough.
(History of the University of Missouri.) pp. 72. 8°. Washington, 1883. Out of print.
152. Industrial education in the United States. pp. 319. 8°. Washington, 1883. Out of print.
153. Art and industry~Industrial and high art education in the United States. By I. Edwards
Clarke. Part I. Drawing in the public schools. pp. ccli.x.+842. Washington, 1885. Out of
print.
Note.-There are two other editions, with slightly varying titles; one orderetl by tho Senate,
the other by Congress.
154. Outlines for a museum of anatomy. By R. W. Shufeldt. pp. 65. 8°. Washington, 188 5. Out
of print.
155. Educational exhibits and conventions at the World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition, Now Orleans, 1884-85. pp. 962. Foot pagination. 8°. Washington, 1886. Out ·of print.
Contents: Pi. I. Catalogue of exhibits. pp. 240. Pt. II. Proceedings of the International
Congress of Educators. pp. 575. Pt. III. Proceedings of the Department of Snperin·
tcndence of the National Educational Association, and addresses delivered on Education
Days. pp.148. New Orloans, 1885.
156. Indian education and civilization. Prepared in answer to Senate resolution of February 23, 1885.
By Alice C. Fletcher, under direction of the Commissioner of Education. pp. 693. (Senate Ex.
Doc. No. 95. Forty-eighth Congress, second session.) Out of print.
157. Higher education in Wisconsin. By Wm. F. Allen and David E. Spencer. pp.168. (Circ. ini. l,
1889.) Out of print .
. 158. Rules for ·a diction ary catalogue. By C. A. Cutter. pp. 33. l:st ed., Pt. II of public libraries
in the United States, with corrections and additions. (Spec. rep ,, 1876.) Out of print.
159, Indian education. By. T. J. Morgan. pp. 28. (Bulletin 1, 1889.)
160. Proceedings of Department of Superintendence of the National Educational Association. Washington, March, 1889. pp. 300. (Circ. inf. 2, 1880.) Out of print.
Partial contents: Training of teachers: Psychology in its relation to pedagogy, by Nicholas
Murray Butler; City training and practice schools, by W. S. Jackman; Purpose and means
of city training schools, by S. S. Parr; Cou.nty institutes, by Albert G. Lane; State teachers' institutes, by John W. Dickinson; Manual training, its relation to body &D!l mind, by
C. M. Woodward; The psychology of manual training, by W. T. Harris; Educational value
of manual training, by Geo. P. Brown; The work of the city superintendent, by T. M. Balliet; Tho school principal, by George Holland; Teachers' ex aminations, by M. A. Newell;
The State and higher education, by Fred. M. Campbell, Herbert B. Adams; Education in
the South, by W.R. Garrett; National aid to education, by. H . W . Blair.
161. History of Fedora! and State aid to higher education in the unitcll States. By Fr:111k W. Blackmar. pp. 343. (Circ. inf. I, 1890.) Out of print.
162. Rules for a dictionary catalog. By C. A. Cutter. 2d ed. of Pt. II of pub. libs. in the U .S., with
corrections. pp.133. 2d ed. (Spec. rep., 1880.) Out of print.
163. History of education in Alabama, 1702-1889. By Willis G. Clark. pp. 281. (Gire. iI:f· 3, 1889.)
Out of print.
164. Honorary degrees as conferred in American cc,Ilegcs. By Charles Foster Smith. No. 1. lS!J0.
pp.12. (Misc. pub. or bulletin.)
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165. ];ngli h-E1:1l imo nnd E kimo-English vocabularies. Compiled by Roger Wells,jr., and John W.
K lly. 'Pll- 72. ( ire. inf. 2, 1890.) Out of print.
166. Rul nn<l r ulntion for tb conduct of schools and education in the Dist. of .Alaska. pp.7.
( tie·. pul.>. 1800.)
ut of print.
167. T
hiug nncl l1i tory of mathematics in the United States. By Florian Cajori. pp. 400. (Gire.
inf. 3, 1 90.)
nt of print.
168. _,.\.lmunl tat m nt of th Commissioner of Education to the Secretary of the Interior. 1890.
pp.17. (Mi c. pub.1890.) Out of print.
169. Pr liwinary report of the general agent of education for Alaska to the Commissioner of Edncation.-Introduotioo of Reindeer into Alaska. By Sheldon Jackson. pp.15. (Misc. ' ub.1890.)
Out of print.
170. Iligher education in Indiana. By James Albert Woodburn. pp. 200. (Circ. inf.!, 1891.) Ont of
print.
l 71. Fourth International Prison Congress, St. Petersburg, Russia. By C. D. Randall. PP· 253·
(Circ. 2, 1891.) Out of print.
172. Rules for a dictionary catalog. By C. A. Cutter. 3d. ed., Pt. II of pub. libs. in the United States,
with corrections and additions, and an alphabetical index. pp. 140. {Spec. rep. 1891.)
173. Sanitary conditions of schoolhouses. By Albert P. Marble. pp. 123. (Circ. 3, 1891,) Out of
print.
4
174. History of higher education in Michigan. By Andrew C. McLaughlin. pp. 179. (Ciro. inf. ,
1891.) Out of print.
.
175. History of higher education in Ohio. By Geo. W. Knight and John R. Commons. PP· 253 . (ClrC.
inf. 5, 1891.) Out of print.
189
176. History of higher education in Massachusetts. By Geo. Gary Bush. pp. 445~ (Circ. inf. 6, 1.)
Out of print.
. . f7
177. Promotions and examinations in graded schools. By Emerson E . White. PP· 64. (Circ. m · '
1891.) Out of print.
178. Rise and growth of the normal school idea in the United States. By J.P. Gordy. PP· 145 · (Circ.
inf. 8, 1891.) Out of print.
179. Biological teaching in the colleges of the United States. By John P. Campbell. PP- 183· (Circ.
inf. 9, 1891.) Out of print.
180. Annual statement of the Commissioner of Education to the Secretary of the Interior, 1891. PP·
21. (Misc. pub.1891.)
.
181. Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1888-89. Vol.1. pp. lix+669. Out of prmt.
182. Same. Vol. 2. pp. vi+671-1669. Out of print.
.
183. Part I of the Repo-rt of the CommisRioner of Education for the year 1888--89, with the Commissioner's introduction, and the contents of Parts I, II, and III. Special edition. PP· 274. (Spec
rep.1891.) Out of print.
184. Report of the general agent of education in Alaska for the year 1888-89. (Reprint from An. Rep.
1888-89. pp. 753-764.) (Misc. pub. 1891.) Out of print.
.
185. Publications of the U . S. Bureau of Education from 1867-1890, with subject inde:x:. (Reprmt
from An. Rep. 1888-80. pp. 1453-1551.) (Misc. pub.1891.) Out of print.
186. Southern women in the recent educational movement in the South. By A. D. Mayo. PP· 3oo.

(Circ. inf.1, 1892.) Out of print.
187. Analytical index to Barnard's American Journal of Education. 31 vols. 1855-1881. (Spec. rep.
1892.)
188. Benjamin Franklin and the University of Pennsylvania. By Franklin Newton Thorpe. PP· 45 o.
(Circ. inf. 2, 1892.) Out of print.
189. Annual statement of the Commissioner of Education to the Secretary of the Interior, 1892. PP·
21. (Misc. pub.1892.) Out of print.
190. Report on legal education. Prepared by committee of the .American Bar Association, and the
U.S. Bureau of Education. pp. 207. (Spec. rep.1893.)
191. Education in Alaska, 1889-90. By Sheldon J:.ickson. (Reprint of chapter xvii An. Rep. 1889-90.
pp.12-15-1300.) (Misc. pub.1893.) Out of print.
192, Shorthand instruction and practice. By .Julius E . Rockwell. pp. 206. (Circ. inf.1, 1893.) Out
of print.
·
193 History of education in Connecticut. By Bernard C. Steiner. Contributions to American edu~ational history, No.14. pp. 300. (Circ. inf. 2, 1893.) Out of print.
194· His~orty of education in Delaware. Ily Lyman P. J>owell. pp.186. (Circ. inf. 3, 1893.) Out of
pnn.
195 · .A.lmormnl mon; b ing es nyfl on cdncatiou uu1l 1·rime nnd related subjects, with digest of
literature aml a bibliogr11pl1y. By Arthur facDnunld. pp. 445. (Circ. inf. 4, l893.) Out of
J>riut.
·
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Annual Report of Commisioner of Education, 1889-90. Vol. 1. xxvii+601. Out of print,
Same. Vol. 2. pp. vii+603-1724. Out of print.
Cat.alog of A. L.A. Library; 5,000 volumes for a popular library. pp. 592. (Spec. rep.1893.)
Statistics of public libraries in the United States and Canada. By Weston Flint. pp. 213,
(Circ. inf. 7, 1893.) Out of print.
Spelling reform. By Fra.ncis A. March. A r evision and enlargement of the author's pamphlet,
published by the U.S. Bureau of Education in 1881. pp. 86. (Circ. inf. 8, 1893.)
Education in Alaska, 1890-91. By Sheldon Jackson. pp. 923-960. (From An, Rep. 1890-91.)
(Misc. pub.1893.) Out of print.
Annual statement of Commissioner of Education to Secretary of the Interior, 1893: Hy W. T.
Harris. pp. 25. Out of print.
Report of the committee on secondary school studies, appointed at the meeting of Nat. Ed.
Assoc . .July 9, 1892, with the reports of the conferences arranged by this committee, and held
Dec. 28-30, 1892. pp. 249. (Spec. rep.1893.) Out of print.
Education in southwestern Virginia. By A. D. Mayo. (Reprint of chapter xxiv An. Rop.1890-91.
pp. 881-921.)
Annual Report of Commissioner of Education, 1890-91. Vol. 1. pp. xxx+654. Out of print.
Same. Vol. 2. pp. v-t-605-1549. Out of print.
History of education in Rhode Island. By William Howe Tolman. pp. 210. Contributions
Am. ed'l hist. No . 18. (Circ. inf.1, 1894.)
History of higher education in Maryland. By Bernard C. Steiner. pp. 331. Contributions to
Am. ed'l hist. No.19. (Circ. inf. 2, 1894.)
Annual Report of Commissioner of Education, 1891-92. Vol. 1. pp. xxviii+636.
Same. Vol. 2. pp. v+637-1294.
Annual statement of the Commissioner of Education to the Secretary of the Interior, 1894. By
W. T. Harris. pp. 29. (Misc. pub. 1894.) Out of print.
Education in .Alaska. By Sheldon .Jackson . . pp. 873-892. (Reprint from .An. Rep. 1891-92.)
(Misc. pub.1894.) Out of print.
Introduction of domesticated reindeer into .Alaska, with maps and illustrations. By Sheldon
.Jackson. pp.187. (Reprint of Senate Executive Document No. 70, 53d Congress, second session.) (Misc. pub. 1894.) Out of print.
.Art and industry. Education in the industrial and fine arts in the United States. By Isaac
Edwards Clarke. Part II. Industrial and manual training in public schools. pp. cxlviii+
1338. 8°. Washington, 1892. Out of print.
.Annual Report of Commissioner of Education, 1892-93. Vol. 1. pp. ix+l2'.l4. Out of print.
Same. Vol. 2. pp. v+1225-2153. Out of print.
.Annual statement of the Commissioner of Education to the Secretary of the Interior, 1895. pp.
27. Out of print.
Education in .Alaska, 1892-93. By Sheldon ,Jackson. (From .An. Rep. 1892-93. pp. 1705-1795.)
Out of print.
.Annual Report of Commissioner of Education, 1893-94. Vol. I.
Same. Vol. 2.
Ectucation at the World's Columbian Exposition (1893), including 1·eports and comments by
.American and foreign educators and delegates. (Reprint from .An. Rep. 1892-93. pp. 423690.) 1896.
Papers prepared for the World's Library Congress held at the Columbian Exposition. Ed. by
Melvil Dewey. pp. 691-1014. (Reprint from .An. Rep. 1892-93. Chapter IX.) Out of prfnt.
Notes on education at the Columbian Exposition. By John Eaton. (Reprint from .An. Rep.
1892-93. pp. 1015-1224.) Out of print.
·
Education and Patho-Social Studies. (Reprint from .An. Rep. 1893-94, chapters xiv and xv; and
from .An. Rep. 1889-90, chapter xviii.) Ont of print.
Annual Report of Commissioner of Education, 1894-95. Vol. 1.
Same. Vol. 2.
Education in .Alaska, 1893-94. (Misc. pub.1894.)
Annual statement of the Commissioner of Education to Secretary of the Interior for 1896.
Education in .Alaska, 1894-95. (Reprint of chapter xxviii An. Rep. 1894-95.)
Public, society and school libraries in the U.S., with statistics and legislation.
Annual Report of Commissioner of Education, 1895-96. Vol.1.
Same. Vol. 2.
Our schools and our forests. By Franklin H . Hough. Address before Dept. of Superintendence
Nat. Ed. Assoc., 1881. pp.18. (Reprint from Circ. inf. 3, 1881.) (Misc. pub.1881) . Out of print.
Manual training. By C. M. Woodward. (Circ. inf. 2, 1889.) Out of print.
Cla1,1s intervals in city public schools. By .James C. Boykin. pp. 3. (Misc. pub. 1893.) Out of
print.
What is euucation 1 Opinions of eminent men. pp. 16. (Misc. pub. 1870.) Out of print.
Proceedings of the D ept. of Superintendence of i,he National Educational Association respecting
State and city Rchool reports. pp. 26. (Misc. pub.1874.) Out of print.
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305. Intlnstrinl stn.tn ancl neecls of tho New South. J3y Robert Bingham.
th D pt,. of Sup rintondonce of t.he Nat. Ed. Assoc., February, 1884.
1n·int.
306 . .r: ds of ducation in tho South. By Gustanis G. Orr. pp.13. Delivered before the Dept.
npednt ud nc of the Nat. Ed. Assoc .. 1870. (Misc. pub.1879. ) Out of print.
307. ational aid to education. By John Eaton. Delivered before the Department of Superintena,.:
n of tho Tat. Ed. Assoc., 1877. pp. 37. (Misc. pub.1879.) Out of print.
308. Ne ds of the Bur au of Education. By John Eaton. Delivered before Dept. of Superintendae
of Nat. Ed. Assoc., 1881. pp. 12. (Misc. pub.1881.) Out of print.
309. Museums illustrative of education. By John Eaton. Delivered before Dept. of SuperintendeDfll
of Nat. Ed. Assoc., 1881. pp.12. (Misc. pub.1881.)
310. Tho Workl's Columbian Exposition, department of liberal arts. Circular No. 2. The educational
exhibit at tho World's Columbian Exposition. pp. 10. (Misc. pub.--.)
311. Worlcl's Columbian Exposition, department of liberal arts. Circ. No. 4. The educational exhibil
No. 2. Statistics by graphic methods. Wing frames; State maps. Display of school statistict.
·pp.17. (Misc. pub.-.)
312. United States Bureau of Education, an office in the Interior De!)artment, 1867-1888. Commi&
siouers: Henry Barnard, 1867-1870; John Eaton, 1870-1880; Nathaniel H. R. Dawson, 1886-1881
(Misc. pub.-.)
313. Technical education and industrial drawing. By Prof. Walter Smith. Delivered before the
Dept. of Superintendence of Nat. Ed. Assoc., 1879. pp. 24. (Misc. pub.1879.)
314. National schools of science, report on, by D. C. Gilman. pp. 20. (Reprint from An. Rep.18'11.
pp. 427-444.) (Misc. pub.1872.) Out of print.
315. Colleges ancl collegiate institutions in the United States. Statistics. pp.11. (1871.) Out
print.
316. International Exhibition, Philadelphia-, !879. Collections to illustrate the history of college&,
universities, professional schools, and schools of science. (1875.) Out of print.
317. Prospectus of report of the Commissioner of Education for 1875. p. 1. 1875. Out of print.
318. Chilean International Exposition of 1875, to be held at Santiago (educational programme.) pp.t.
1875. Out of print.
319. Synopsis of proposed centennial; history of American eclucation, 1776 to 1876. pp.lS.
Out of print.
320. Stuc1y of Anglo-Saxon. By F. A. March. pp.10. (From An. Rep.1876.)
.
321. Latin pronunciation. By W. G. Richarrison. pp. 484-497. (From An. Rep. 1876.) Out of prmt.
322. Pronunciation of Greek in this country. By James R. Boise. pp. 480-483. (From An. Rep.1876
Out of print.
223. Education at the Paris Exposition, 1879. pp. 9. (From Circ. inf. 2, 1879.) Out of print.
324. Sale of cliplomas. pp. 4. 1880. Out of print.
325. lfoport ou eclucation in Alaska, with maps anc1 illustrations. By Sheldon Jackson. PP· s9.
Out of nrint.
. 326. Bureau of Education. Ohio Valley and Central States Centennial Exposition, July 4 to October
28, 18S8. Exhibit of the Bureau. Compiled by John W. Holcomb~. (Folding sheet.) pp.S.
16°. Out of print.
327. Annual statement of the Commissioner of Education to the Secretary of the Interior; l.Jeing
introductory chapter of the Education Report 1888--89. By N. H. R. Dawson. pp. 28. Out of
• print.
·
329. Report of tbe Commissioner of Education to the Secretary of the Interior, 1687. pp. 26.
_Out of print.
T
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TABLE

1.-Tlictotalpopulation, the school population, and the adult rnalepopulation.

i
State or Territory.

The school population.
Estimated
total pop·
ulatiou in

Estimated number of children
5 to 18 years of age in 1896.

1896.

Estimated
num1>cr of
male per·

Percent.
SODS 21
age of yen,rs an<l
boys. over in 1896.

Boys.

Girls.

Total.

3

4

5

United States ........... 70,595,321

10,531,815

10,333,562

20,865,377

50. 48

19,170,010

North Atlantic DiYision ...... 19,520,400
South Atlantic Division ...... 9,667,000
South Central Division ....... 12,747,200
North Central Division ....... 24,827, 541
·western Division ............. 3, 833, 180

2, 484,345
1, 657, 580
2,241, 000
3,677,910
470,980

2,467, 252
1, 630, 090
2,182,250
3,596,430
457,540

4,951. 5!J7
3, 287, 670
4,423, 250
7, 274, 340
928,520

50. 19
50.42
50. 66
50. 56
50. 72

2, 201, 890
2,938,460
6,893,300
1, 469,.860

81,520
43,400
42, 260
290, 200
47, 730
96,720
825, 120
a 220,995
836,400

161, 300
79, 780
86,700
43,300
81, 970
39,710
292,200
582,400
95, 900
48,170
192, 500
95,780
826, 738 al, 651,858
a 438,969
a217,974
1,660, 000
823,600

50.1i3
50. 06
51. 55
49. 83
49. 77
50. 2J
49. 95
50. 09
50. 38

199,600
122, 100
101 , 700
756, 800
113,900
245, 600
1,983,000
4!Jl, 300
1,653,000

48, 830
339, 200
69,440
579, 700
285, 600
623,400
466,400
715,300
159,800

50. 69
50.18
48. 55
50. 41
50. 56
50. 54
50, 48
50. 57
50. 17

48,900
300, 900
76, 590
388,200
202, 000
373,500
257, 100
436, 500
118,200

1

2

6

,,

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5,666,500

North Atlantic Division:
Maine .. ................. .
655,600
389, 000
New Hampshire (1894) .•..
Vermont ..................
332. 500
Massachusetts ............ 2,547 . 000
393,400
Rhode Island .............
817,900
Connecticut ............. .
New York ................ 6,722,000
New Jersey .. ............. 1,716, 000
Penmiyl vania .........••.. 5, 947, 000
South Atlantic Division:
173, 200
Dela ware (1892) . ..........
Maryland ..... .. ........... . 1,159,000
273,600
District of' Columbia .•••.. !
'Virginia ............•••••. 1,697, 000
849,300
West Virginia ......••••••
North Carolina· .......•••. 1,763, 000
South Carolina ............ 1, 256, 000
Georgia ..............•.•.. 2,015,000
480,900
Florida ...................
South Central Division:
Kentucky ................ 1, 99:l, 000
Tennessee (1895) .......... l, 857,000
Alabama .... .............. 1,709, 000
Mis~i~sippi (1895) ..••..•.. 1,431,000
Louisiana ................ 1,234,000
Texas .................... 2,979,000
Arkansas . . ............... 1,270,000
274, 200
Oklahoma ................
North Central Division:
Ohio ......•......•......... 3, 855, 000
Indiana ................... 2,289,000
Illinois ................... 4,509,000
Michigan (1895) ...•....... a2, 241,641
Wisconsin ........ : ....... 2,054,000
Minnesota ................ 1, 6H, 000
Iowa . ... ................. 2,088,000
Missouri ................. 3, 005, 000
303,600
North Dakota. ............
401,300
South Dakota (1894) ••.••.
1,111,000
Nebraska .................
Kansas ................... 1,320, 000
Westem Division:
209,800
Montana ..................

~1:r~1~~:::::::::::::::::
New Mexico ..............
Arizona ..................
Utah . ....................
Nevada ...................
Idaho ........... ..........
Washington ..............
8~ti~~ni~-: :: : : :: : : : : ::: ::

99,700
544,200
177, 200
78,380
258,500
41,500
143,400
4711, 700
378,800
1,422,000

24,080
169,000
35,720
287,500

24,750
170, 200
33,720
292,200
144,400
315,050
235, 400
361. 700
80, 160

M~:
:~~ I
231, 000
353,600 I
7!J, 640

329,000
323,400
309,300
265,300
211,000
529,200
230, 100
42,800

322,900
31:~, 000
RO], 000
257, 200
209, 100
516, 80'0
223,200
39,950

652,800
635,400
610, 300
522, 500
420, 100
1,046,000
453,400
82,750

50: 53
50. 89
50. 68
50. 78
50. 22
50. 61
50. 75
51. 73

483,300
422, 800
367, 000
209,300
270,400
714,300
290, 400
84,960

553, 200
341,100
641, 500
313,850
309,200
230, 600
320,000
471,600
42, 8:JO
60, ]30
170,900
214,000

540,800
335,000
632,500
308,550
304,600
235, 100
309, 900
463, 200
40,060
57,370
163,600
205, 750

1,094,000
676,100
1, 274, 000
622,400
613, 800
474, 700
629,900
934,800
82, 890
117,500
334,500
419, 750

50. 57
50. 45
50. 34
50. 42
50. 37
50. 48
50. 70
50. 45
51. 67
51.16
51. 08
50.98

1,067, 000
621, 300
1,264, 0'00
661,000
562,200
473,900
568, 200
791, 500
98, 000
118,100
316, 300
356,800

18,750
10,260
59,200
24, 3'i0
9,860
41,440
4,470
18,850
53, 070
50,510
166,800

37,890
21,270
119,750
49, 730
19,920
83,870
9,080
38,810
108,800
102, 100
337, 300

50. 52
51. 78
50. 56
51. 07
50. 52
50.59
50. 73
51. 43
51. 20
50. 52
50. 54

19, 140
11,010
60, 550
25,400
10, 060
42,430
4,610
19,960
55,730
51,590
170,500

·'

a By State census.

103,800 ,
44,420
217,700
51,860
31, 150
67, 720
10,000
53, 510
201, 700
134,900
1i44, ]00
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.,.-Data from nited States Census Reports of 1870, 1880, and 18,90: (a) Relatloa
of t!tc scho.ol population to the total JJopiilation and to the adnlt male po,pulatloa;
( b) propo1·Lion of while school popnlation of foreign birth or pai;entage; (c) percentage
of foreign born in the total JJO]JI! lation

TABL1~

umber of children 5
to 18 years of age to
overy 100 persons of
the total population.

State or Territory.

Number
of adult
1----------1 males to
eYery l00
chilor en
5 to18
years of
1870.
1880.
1890.
age in
18'90.

Percent- Percentage of foreign
born of total popula~~ iion.
childr en
5tol8 1- - - - - - : - - years of
age that
-were of
foreign
1870.
1880.
1890.
birth or
parentage in

;fi~

1890.

1.

2

3

- 4 - - ~ - - 6- - - - 1 - - s - - , -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Per ct.
United States....... .....

31. 27

30. 04

29. 61

91. 4

30. -26.-87 -25-.
30 ·- 14.1
4
lforth Atl:mtic Division....... - 28South Atlantic Division....... 33. 02
32. 24
34. 04
66. 8

~o~ri~ 8:!t~:rn~;~:~~~::::::::

:u~ ~u:

~u~

28. 01
24. 75
27.18
25. 51
25. 66
25.86
28. 09
29.01
30. 55

25. 71
:!2. 80
25. 96
23. 98
24. 64
24. 97
. 26. 32
27. 98
29. 43

24. 60
22. 29
24. 65
22. 87
24. 38
23.54
24. 57
26. 04
27. 92

123. 7
140. 8
124.1
120. 9
118. 7
127. 6
120.1
109. 9
99. 6

31. 84
31. 30
27. 01
32. 39
34.13
33. 60
33.15
34. 42
34. 03

29.11
29. 89
26. 87
32. 43
33. 37
32. 30
33. 21
33.17
32. 82

28.19
29. 28
25. 38
34.16
33. 62
35. 35
37. 14
35. 50
33. 23

34. 41
34. 13

33. 14
33. 44

32. 76
34. 22
35. 70
36. 69
34. 04
35.10
35. 68
30.18

~n

~:ttv1;gi~i;::::::: ::::::

North Carolina ... _....... .
S?uth. Carolina ........... .
Georgia ................... .
Florida .... . .... . ......... .
South Central Division:
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· Tennessee .............. _ . .

~1:~f~i~pi:::::::::: :::::: gt ii

30. 28
33. 57
32. 45
33. 06
as. 57
North. Dakota, ............ . }23. 74
So nth Dakota ............. .
Nebraska ................ . 28. 07
29. 83

Minnesota .. .............. .

i£::O~ri::::: ::::::::: ::: ::
w e;fa~t1t~=isio;;; ·········· ··

'~kl~l~t :i~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~

ri7.0na .................. .

·tah ..................... .

·e~·. 1ln .........•..........
l1l~ho ....•..•.......•......

,;~ ll(orula
!!%~·~-~~].:::::::::::::::
... ............. .
J

10. 20
!). 39
22. 47

:n.oo
16. 78
a;;. OS
12. r,

11. :io
2fJ. (l(l
:12. 3J
2j , ,I

~J

25. 0
38.4
33. 4
60. 5
02. 4
54. 6
54. 8
48. 3
32. 3

7. so
9. 30
14. 27
24=. 24
25. 49
21.14
25. 97
20. 85
15. 48

9. 07
13.34
12. 83
24.87
26. 76
20.88
23. 83
19. 60
13. 73

100.1
88. 7
110.3
67. 0
70. 7
59. 9
55.1
61. 0
74. 0

17. 3
24.4
26. 3
2. 8
5. 9
•7

.s. 86

11. 5

7. 31
10. 68
12. 34
1.12
3. 87
. 28
1.14
• 94
2. 65

74. 0

8. 7

4. 80

66. 5
60.1
57. 3
65. 8
GS. 3
M.O
102. 7

2. 9
3.2
3.1
17. 8
16. 9
3. 5
9. 6

3. 61
1 08
. 77
. 81
5. 76
7. 20
1. 29

28. 37
29. 54
28. 26
28. 37
27. 77
30. 85
20. 88
30. 43
28. 93
31. 40
30.17
32. 35
31.11
24. 34 { 27. 30
29. 29
29. 88
30.12
31. 73
31. 59

97. 6
91. 9
99. 2
106.2
91. 6
99. 8
90. 2
8<!. 7
112. 2
100. 5
94.5
85. 0

30. 4
17. 8
47. 0
56.1
72. 4
76. 4
42. 6
22. 5
80. 3
61. 2
42.1
26. 4

}33. 95
25. 00
13. 28

17.10
18. 06
1 . 72
29. 85
19. 50
33. 39
18. 22
22. 9

18. 06
21. 33
22
2 . 07
25. 42
32. 45

274.0
208. 8
181. 8
104. 3
156. 4

21.87
27. 07
22. co
2fi.!)/j

200. 3
137. 9
185. 3
132.1
161. 3

49. 4
47. 2
36. 3
13. 2
57.1
66. 6
60. 8
41. 1
30. 3
27. !)
Sl.8

38. 74
38. 53
16. 55
6.12
60.15
35. 38
44. 25
52. 57
20. 97
12. 76
37. 45

:t g

27. 19
2 • r,:i

!.5.<.n

:!'J. 7".!

80. 7

41.5
44. 7

20~19.40!22.M
.,
2
~j~
~: 089 i9
16,80
28 29
·

Louisiana.................. 31. 11
31. 93
Texas _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34. 80
32. 60
Arkansas.................. 34.16
33.15
Oklahoma. ................................ .
North Central Division:
Ohio ....... ............... . 31. 74
29~75
Indiana ................... . 33. 75
31. 37
Illinois ................... . 32. 24
30. 66

~\~~~~~i~:: ::: ::: :::::: :::

45. 8

Per ct. Per ct. Perot.
14. 44
13. 32
U. 71

17.97

,vostern Division ......•••..... _25_._57_ ~ - ·1_3 _24_.3_3 _ _1_5_6_.7_
North Atlantic Division:
Maine ....... . ............ .
New Hampshire .......... .
Vermont ... ... ........... .
Massachusetts ............ .
Rhode I sland ...... ___ .... .
Connecticut .............. .
N ew York ........ ••.......
New J" ersey ............... .
P ennsylvania ............. .
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ................. .
Maryland .............. . .. .
D~st1/c~ of Columbia ...... .

33. 5

2. 3
2. f

~~

1. 53
1. 00
1. 35
8. 53
7, 62
1. O!

18.l

~

6.46

9. 64
. 97
2. 95
. 2i
. 77
. 69
3 , 68

---····· ········1
13, 98
8.42
20. 28
22. 63
34. 56
36. 55
17.14
12. 91

12. 35
7. 29
18. 96
23. 73
30. 82
34. 28
16.11
9. 76
38. 32
21. 53
11. 05

29.42
28.14
20. 48
6. 73
39. 69
30. 56
41. 20
30. 59
21. 04
17. 45
33. 87

1{
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TABLE

3.-School ages of the several States-State school censuses.

State or Territory.

1

School census.
Age for
free at.
Age for
Date of Age of
Number of children
tendanco compul·
enumerated.
at th~ sory attend- latest
children
school
ance.
public
census enumer·
schools.
ated.
Boys.
Girls.
Total.
reported.
---- ---- ---- ---:;
6
7
8
~
3
4
---- ---- ----

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ............•.....
5-21
8-15
Hew Hampshire .....•.. Over 5
6-16
Vermont ...............
5-21
8-15
Massachusetts ......••. No limit. 8-14 or 15
7-15
Rhode Island ..•.... ---· Over 5
Connecticut .......•....
c4-21 d8-l4 or 15
New York •......•...•.
5-21
d8-14
New Jersey .......•....
5-20
7-12
Pennsylvania ..........
6-21
8-13
South Atlantic Division:
(f)
Delaware ............. ..
6-21
(f)
Maryland ..............
5-20
h6-15
District of Columbia ... Over 6
(f)
Virginia ........... , ....
5-21
·west-Virginia ..........
6-21
i8-14
(f)
North Carolina .........
6-21
6-21
(f)
South Carolina .......•.

'

~f:At:. ::::::::::::::::

South Central Division:
Kentucky ..............
Tennessee . ...........•.
Alabama . ..............

ri~i!i:~ti.::: :::::::::
Texas ..................
.Arkansas ..............
Oklahoma ..............
North Central Division:
Ohio ...................
Indiana ................
Jllinois .................
Michigan ..............
·wisconsin .............
:Minnesota ..............
~::o~;i·:::::::::::::::
North Dakota •.........
South Dakota •.........
Nebraska--·--·-······
Kansas .................
Western Division:
Montana ...............
~r:r~i~~::::::::::::::
New Mexico .........•.
Arizona ................
Utah ...................
Nevada ................
Idaho ..................
\Vashington .........•.
Oregon .............. ...
California ..............

6-21
6-20
6-21
'i--21
5-21
6-18
8-17
6-21
6-21
6-21
6-21
6-21
5-20
4-20
5-21
5-21
6-20
6-20
6-20
5-21
5-21
6-21
6-21
6-21
6-21
6-18
6- 18
G-18
5-21
5-21
4-20
G-21

(f)
(/)

7-14
(f)
(/)
(/)

(f)
(/)
(f)
(/)

d8-14
8-14
7-14
k8-14
7-13
8-16
(f)
(/)

8-14
8-14
b8-14
8-14
8-14
6-21
8-14
8-16
If)
8-14
8-14
8-14
8-15
8-14
8-14

a School census imperfect under tho present system.

b In.elusive.
c Children under 5 may be excluded.
d To 16 if unemployed to labor.
e Census imperfect.

1896
(a)

1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1893
(g)

1894
1895
189()
1896
(g)

1803
1896
1896
1805
1895
1894
1895
1895
1896
1800

200,798
4-21 -·······-· ·-- --- .... -..
............ ...
-46,195
---. - ... _.., --. -........ ---------90,005
43,900
5-21
417, 335
5-15 ................ ..............
b 5-15
4-16
5-18
5-18
8-13

1896
1896
1895
1896
1896
1896
1896
(g)

1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896
1896

36,091

-------------·-····
220,995
217,974
............. - -- . -· .... -.

74,200
174,529
1,651,858
438,969
(e)

17,758

33,585

G- 18 .. - - - ......
5-21
339,475
6-21
155,105
6-21
323,427

141,412
315,073

296, 517
U39, 400

6-18
U--21

306,594
78,666

298,377
73,932

604,971
152,598

375,259
370,252

360, 84()
350,671

366,320
234,128
45,5!)6

352,344
222,608
42,911

736, 105
720, 9213
590, 757
5U, 531
400,502
718,664
456,736
88,507

606,046
379,406

573,036
354,320

1,179,982
733,726

----------

......... .. ......
336,906

699,828
683,919

353, 166
472,011
31, 8UO
41,090
171,181
245,386

720,175
963,195
65,892
88,083
348,528
495. 771

42,218
..............
125. 599
49,314
16,936
70,303
9,089
43,745
120, 563
129, 6'.!0
330,612

6-21

................

15,827

............... ..............
------ ------ ...............
55,014
()65, 533
326, 058

............... ---------- ....... - -- --- ---------6-20
6-21
7-21
5-21
6-18
8-17
6-21
0-21

1896
6-21
1896
6-21
1896 Under 21
1895
5-20
1896
4-20
(g)

37,209

................. ...............

........... .. -··------·
281,555
259,976
............... ............

............. ............... 2,053, 152
347,013

.............. ............... ............. . ..............
5-21
6-20
6-20
6-20
5-21
5-21

367,009
400, 284"
34,032
46,093
177,347
250,385

6-21

21,492

20,726

6-21,
5-21
6-18
6-18
6-18
5-21
5-21
4-21
5-17

63,804
26,354

61,795
22,960

................ ................. .. - ... --·. - ..

.. ·40; 000 .. "39,-393.
4,625
22,155
61,267
65,647
166,890

4,464
21,590
59,296
63,973
163,722

f No compulsory-attendance law.
g No school census.

h Compulsory law not in force.

i Compulsory-attendance luw enacted in 1897.

k In cities, 7 to 16.
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TABLlr.

,1.- runtbel' of J~llpils Clll'Olled in tlte common schools at variou.s periods, and th
relation of the em·ollmerit to the school population.
Numb r of different pupils enrolled during tlte school year, exch1ding duplicates.

tat or Territory.

1

1870-71.

1879-80.

1889-90 .

1895-96.

2

3

4

:,

---- ----

I

Per cent of school population
(5 to 18 years of age) enrolled.

l"':71

nited Stats ...... 7, 561,582 9,867,505 12,722,581 14, 379, 078 1 61. 45

1- - - -

North Atlantic Division. 2,743, 344 2,930,345
South Atlantic Division_ 60:3, 619 1,242,811
South Central Division __ , 767,839 1,371, 975
North C ntral Division .. 3,300,660 4, 033, 8'28
·western Division ....... ·1 146,120 . 288,546
North Atlantic Division:
Maine . - - .. - .... - . __ . a 152, 600
149,827
New Hampshire.....
71,957
64, 341
Vermont ...... - . -- . . .
65, 384
75,238
~a11, aclmsetts .. - . __ . 273, 661
306,777
Rhode Island ...... _. a 34, 000
40,604
Connecticut - . . . . . . . . 113, 588
119,694
N ew York ... - ..... - . 1, 028, 110 1,031, 593
New Jersey _. ....... 169,430
204,961
937,310
Pennsylvania._. - ... - 834,614
South Atlantic Division:
27, 823
20,058
Delawar6 --- · ····--··
162,431
Maryland . . _... .. --·· 115,683
26,439
15; 157
District of Columbia.
220,736
Virginia ... _.... - . - .. 131, 088
142, 850
West Virginia .......
76,999
252,612
North Carolina ...... a 115,000
134,072
Son th Carolina.......
66, 056

iti1~~~: :::::::::::::

49,578
14,000

236, 533
39, 315

South Central Division:
Kentucky----------- d 178,457 d276, 000
300,217
Tennessee •... - . - .. - - a 140,000
179,490
Alabama.-- - -·.--- - ·· 141. 312
236, 654
Mississippi ..•.. - .. - . 111; 000
77,642
57,639
Louisiana .. - . . .......
63, 504 a 220,000
Texas-----· •....•....
81,972
69,927
Arkansas .... -.......
Oklahoma . __ .. -.... - ........... ···-·----North Central Division:
729,499
Ohio . . ...................... 719,372
Incirn.na ..... - .. -: .... 450,057
511,283
Illinois ............. . 672, 787
704,041
292,466
265,285
113,983
341,938
330,070
North Dakota ..•....
South Dakota .. ··-·-· } al, 660
Nebraska ............
23,265
Kansa.;; ..............
89,777

~i~~~~t;:::::::::::
Minnesota_ ......... .

i1::~~~i :::::::::::::

Wes t ern Di vision :
Montana ... _. __ ... _..

ci"oiir~i~~ _:::: : : : : : : :
New Mexico _...... __
Arizona ...... __ .....
Utah---- ·······-·--·
N evada. _.··--····-··
Idaho.· -···· ·· ·······
Washington . ... . . . _.
g~m~~ni~:: ::: : :: : : : :
a Approximately.

1,657
a450
4,357
al, 320
0
16,992
3, 106
906
a5, 000
21,000
91, 332

b In 1803-94.

3,112,622
1,785,486
2,293,579
5, 015, 21 7
515,677
139,676
59,813
65,608
371, 492
52, 774
126,505
1,042, 160
234,072
1,020,522
31,434
184, 251
36, :}06
342,269
193, 064
322,533
201, 260
381,297
92,472
· 399,660
447,950
301,615
334, 158
120,253
466,872
223,071

-----···---

3, 463, 912

2, ooo, 21<

2, 68.9, 538
5, 510, 463
714, 951

I 77. 95

I 34.17
ao. 01
76. 87
54. 77

1

7
65. 50

68. 61

68.93

75.17
50. 74
46. 43
75. 84,
. 64. 96

70. 45
59. 22
60.14
76. 46
70. 01

69.
60.
60.8
75.
7;,

134. 140 Ia 87. 35
b 62, 437
91. 31
65,411
72. 34
424, 353
59,241 a 59. 24
80. 83
141, 485
82. 98
1, 176, 074
63. 20
280, 330
76. 35
1,120,441

89. 80
81. 32
87. 21
71. 76
59. 59
76. 97
77.10
64. 77
74. 37

50. 04
174
46. 70
219,362
41. 60
42,464
32, 34
362,133
49.47
215, 665
a31.
23
370,920
27. 28
232,337
89
11.
423,786
21. 21
100,373

65. 20
58.13
55. 40
45. 00
69. 21
55. 87
40. 56
46. 24
44.16

C 33,

400, 126

e 478, 125

319, 526

e 350, 615

164,317
616, 568
296,575
63,686

- - ---S
9
------

- · --- -- -

----·--===::=:==

=====-I=
85. 88
71. 28

""i2."6'ii'
62. 65
72. 02
70. 71
62. 21
69. 53
66. 19
60.37
63. 10
60. 51
75. 27
56. 39
47 08
58. 45
71. 10

61.
65. 64
74. 05 e75.
58. 21
32. 00
42. 60
40. 36
70. 62 e61.
61. 29
40. 60
31. 58
39.
25. 87
24. 78
59.
50
58.
a42.
40
21. 00
55. 41
65.
30. 81
40. 29
_
.:.
.
...
76.
.........
.........

'"' I ..

Ct

362,556
299, 457
180,248
426,057
482. 986
13, 718
92,549
231,434

797,439
512, !l55
778, 319
427, 032
351,723
280,960
493,267
620, 314
35,543
78,043
240,300
399,322

84. 04
820,562
78. 64
543, 665
81. 01
898,619
79. 66
e 476, 68·!
73. 92
412, 514
75. 92
354, 657
84. 44
543, 052
664,947
56. 03
57. 088 }a39. 26
b 88,026
272,310
58. 79
74. 22
378,339

4,270
2,907
22.119
4,755
4,212
24,326 .
9,045
5,834
14,780
37,533
158,765

16,980
7,052
65,490
18,215
7,989
37, 2i9
7, 387
14,311
55,964
63,254
22!, 756

28,876
70. 24
11,582 a45. 34
94,686
42. 28
23 ,359 a4. 42
12,889
66,710
53. 36
7, 267
53. 97
46. 06
32,560
90,113 a69. 00
87,212
67. 73
259,697
63. 63

c In 1891-02.

1879-80. 1889-90. 1891>-98

I

76. 54
76. 69
79 21
82. 39
71. 97
74. 61
73, 45
78. 08
69. 77
73. 78
74. 5!)
75. 87
85. 51
83. 52
74. 43
68. 85
71. 26
41. 68 { 81.
04
75. 35
68. 48
88. 56
73. 23
63. 77
77. 44
60. 82
13. 32
53. 16
50. 61
79. 73
77. 85
72. 36
75. 02
73. 87

dHighost number enrolled.

71.14
54. 46
72. 20
42. 25
52. 72
55. 26
73. 80
62. 66
70. 58
74. 78
77. 38

I
ein 189!-95 .
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5.-The school enrollment of 1895-96 classified by sexj pel' cent of the rnale and of
the female school populat'ion em·olled, also of the total population.
Whole number of different pupils
enrolletl.

State or Territory.
Male.

Female.

Toti;,1.

2

3

4

Per cent of school pop.
ulation (5 to 18 years
of age) enrolled.

Per
cent of
the
total
Male popuia.
and tionen·
Male. :Female
female. rolled.

,.

--- --- ---

1

---

United States ............ a 7, 307, 63& a7, 071, 439

14,379,078

al, 756,480 al, 707,432
a 990,374
al, 009, 840
al, 368,194 al, 321,344
a 2,809,125 a 2,701,338
a,364, 000
a 350,951

3,463,912
2, OOG', 214
2,689, 538
5, 510 463
714,951

................ -----------32,003
30,434
31,920
33,491
............... ..............
30,148
29,093

134,140
62,437
65,411
424,353
59,241
141,485
1, 176, 074
280,330
1,120,441

North AtlanticDiYif,ion ........
South Atlantic Di-vision . .......
South Central Division .........
North Central Division ........
Western Division ..............
North Atlantic Division:
Maine ......................
New Hampshire (1893-94) ..
Vermont ...................
Massachusetts .............
Rhode Island ..............
Connecticut ........... . ....
New York ..................
New Jersey ................
Pennsyl,·ania : ..... ........
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware (1891-92) ..••.....

*i!~{lttti
c~i~~ bia: ::: : ::
Virginia ....................
West Virginia .............
North Ca,rolina .............
Sonth Carolina ... ..........

······------ ------··---................ ................
141,373

...............

138,957

------------

- . - .. - ... - - - ... .......................
................... ....................
19,882
182,944
113,554
188, 178
116, 091
211,040
50,660

22,582
179, 189
102,111
182,742
116,246
212, 746
49,713

¥fi:~a~a- :::: :: :::: ::::::: :::
South Central Division:
Kentucky ..................
204,607
195,519
Tennessee (1894-95) .•...... ; 244,192
233,933
Alabama ................... ................. ....................
175,672
Mis~i~sippi (1894-95) .••••••
174,943
Lou1s1ana ...............••.
82,726
81, 591
311,895
304, 673'
Texas .•....................
Arkansas ..................
153,946
142,629
32,615
Oklahoma .... . .......•.....
31,071
North Central Division:
Ohio .......................
422,635
397,927
Indiana .................... -----------· ...................
IlfrQois ... .... ....... .......
456,648
441,971
Michigan (1894-95) ...••.••.
240,420
236,264
Wisconsin ... ..............
208,787
203,727
Minnesota ..•.............. .................... ------------

··----------

~::o-t{;{::: ::::::::::: :: : : :
336,112
30,102
North Dakota ..............
46,549
South Dakota (1893-94) .•..
139,633
Nebraska ............•..••.
Kansas .....................
193,436
Western Division:
Montana ................... ..................
Wyoming ..................
5,865
Coloratlo ...... .....•.......
48,593
New Mexico ...............
HJ, 738
.A.rir.ona ....................
6,789
Utah ....... ............ . ...
33,476
Nevada ....................
3,724
16,439
Idaho ......................
45,859
Washington ................

8~!li-~~~i~: :: :::::: :::::: :::

6

ii

43,848
130,914

·····------328,835
26, 986
41,477
132,677
184,903

-----------5,717
46,093
9,621
6,100
33, 234
3,543
16,121
44,254
43,364
128,783

a Approximately.

8

--- - - -

68. 43

68. 93

20. 37

69. 20
60. 76
60. 54
75.12
76. 75

69. 97
60. 83
60. 81
75. 75
77. 00

17. 75
20. 69
21. 10
22.19
18. 66

84. 52
72. 03
79. 80
72. 88
61. 77
73. 50
71.18
63. 87
67. 50

20. 46
16. 05
19. 67
16. 66
15. 06
17. 30
17. 50
16. 33
18. 84

67. 93
64. 66
60. 29
62. 47
75. 53
59. 50
49. 81
59. 25
62. 81

19.16
18. 93
15. 30
21. 34
25. 40
21. 04
18. 50
21. 04
20. 87

62.03
60. 54
400,126
74. 97
478, 125
75. 53
319,526 .. ........... ............
66. 20
68. 03
350,615
39. 03
164,317
39. 21
616,568
58. 96
58. 95
66. 91
63. 87
296,575
76.18
77. 78
63,686

61. 29
75. 23
52. 36
67.10
39.11
58. 96
65. 42
76. 95

20. 08
25. 75
18. 70
24. 62
13. 32
20. 70
23. 34
23. 23

820,562
76. 38
73. 58
543, 665 . ........... -------69. 88
898,619
71. 18
76. 56
476,684
76. 60
66. 88
412,514
67. 53
354, 657 -------- -------543, 052 ........ . .. .......
70. 99
664,947
71. 25
67. 37
57,088
70. 27
77. 42
72. 30
88,026
272,310
81. 72
81. 10
378,339
90. 40
89. 84

75. 00
80. 40
70. 52
76. 58
67. 22
74. 72
86. 20
71.13
68. 87
74. 88
81. 42
90.14

21. 28
23. 75
19. 93
21. 26
20. 09
21. 62
26. 01
22.13
18. 80
21. 93
24. 52
28.48

-------55. 73

76. 20
54. 46
79. 07
46. 98
64. 71
79. 54
80. 06
83. 88
82. 78
85. 40
77. 00

13. 77
11. 62
17. 40
13.18
16. 45
25. 82
17. 51
22. 71
18. 79
23. 03
18. 27

33, 174
2Hl, ,!(32
42,464
362,133
215,665
370,920
232, 337
423,786
100,373

69. 39
70.
60.
61.
76.
77.

68
91
07
38
28

. ..... .....
73. 72
79. 25

- - ---- - -

-------70. 29
80. 38

------ -- ----·--·
60. 41
63.17
-------· .........
-------- ----····
63. 96

63. 74

.......... ..........

-------- --- ----·
-------- -------·
62. 31
58.14
62. 60
78. 65
59. 73
49. 31
58. 34
63. 20

28,876 . .........
11, 582
53. 25
94,686
80. 24
23, 359
54. 09
12,889
67. 45
66,710
78. 88
7,267
80. 88
32,560
82. 36
90,113
82. 28
87, 212
85. 00
259,697
76. 78

62. 33
72. 32
59. 25
50. 33
60.17
62. 43

77. 86
39. 55
61. 86
80.18
79. 27
85. 52
83. 37
85. 84
77. 20

--~- - -

'r

T
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,ool 1~01>11lation (i. c., children 5 to 18 years of age) enrolled
th 1> tbhc cl1001B, fo1· a pe'riod of years.
d

r.

North
South
South
North Western
tlantic
tlantic Central qe1:1t_ral Division.
DiYision. Division. Division. D1v1s10n.

61. 45

(L.

_o

36
61. 40
G5. 5-i
64. 70
63. 92
65. 75

(L.

6-i. 6-!

65.50
65. 03
65. 03
66. 3!)
66. 96
67. 96
6 .14
67. 98
68. 33
6 . 20
68. 61
69. 03
69. OG
68. 72
69. 39
69. 85
68. 93

77.95
77.33
76. 79
77. 77
78.59
7 .55
76. 83
77.09
76.18
75.17
74.28
7-!.56
74.15
72.83
73. 23
72. 63
72. 23
71. 60
70. 60
70. 45
69. 85
69. 98
68. 64
69. 63
71. 07
69. 97

aSubj~t to correction.

30. 51
32.27
35.86
42.10
44. 61
46.72
47. 02
48. 85
46. 72
50. 74
51. 49
51. 90
54. 30
56. 25
57.17
57. 68
58. 98
58. 68
58.40
59. 22 ·
59. 80
58. 88
60. 93 61. 74
61. 73
60. 83

34.17
37. 94
38. 67
40. 82
42.47
37. 36
38. 51
43:50
44.71
46. 43
47. 03
47. 02
50. 68
53. 59
56. 57
56. 82 56. 21
58. 67
58. 28
60.14
62. 51
63.14
G2. 39
63. 37
63. 96
60. 81

76. 87
77. 04
75. 97
76. 98
77.54
77. 05
75. 60
77. 38
75. 28
75.84
74.59
74.15
75.13
75. 00
75. 46
76. 08
75. 77
75. 96
76. 63
76.46
76. 00
75. 85
75. 52
75. 73
75. 58
75. 75

54. 77
54.43
57. 52
61. 04
GJ. 39
66. 37
66.12
66. 26
65. 63
64. 96
64.82
65. 93
67.05
68. 01
68.53
68. 03
67. 97
68. 53
69.39
70. 01
73.28
75. 32
73. 51
73. 33
74.80
77,00
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7.-The average daily atterulance at various p-eriocls, ancl its 1·elation in 1895-96 to
· the enrollment.
Number .
in tlaily
attend.
ancn for
each 100
- - - - - . - - - - - - , - - - - -,..-----1 enrolled
1870-71.
1870-80.
1889-90.
1895-96. in1895-96.
Average number of pupils attending school
each day.

State or Territory.

1
Unite.d States.......................
North Atlantic Division ................. .
South Atlantic Division ..•.. -.•...........
South Central Division .....••.............
North Con ~r~l pi vision .......... : .•..• : . .
Western D1v1s10n. ·..: .. •••....•.......•....

2

3

4

4,545,317

6,144, 14-3

8,153,635

5

6-

9,747, 015

67. 78

1,627, 208
1,824,487
2,036,450
2,394, '1:90
1,126,683
368,111 - 776, 798
1, 250, 885
1, 467, (j.HJ
535, 632
902,767
1,794,984
1, !)11, 720
2,451,167
3,188,732
3,809, 542
102,646
188,924
334,112
497,414
1=====1=====1:====:I===

. 69.10
62. 56
66. 74
69, 12
60. 58

North Atlantic Dh-ision:
Maine ................................. .
New Rampsbire .•...•••••.••••...•.•..
Vermont .......•••......••..••.••••...
Massachusetts ........................ .
Rhod~ Island ...............•..........
Connecticut ....•.........•............
New York ... : .•......... . 1 • • • • • • • • • • • .
Ne,v .Jersey ...•••..•..•••....•••.... , .
Pennsylvania .........•.•••...........
South Atlantic Division:
D elaware .............................. .
Jl,faryland. .. . . . . •. . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . •
District of Columbia .....•............

~~~ti~~gi~i\-;::
:: ~:: ::: :: ::: ::: ::::::
North Carolinia ............ . .•... •....
South Carolina ................... -... Georgia ....•..•..........••••...•......
Florida ..........•.....................
South Central Division:
Kentucky • ._.......•..•.............•..
T ennessee .... .......••.... ....... .....
Alabama ............................... .

100,392
48, 150
b 44,-100
201,750
22, 485
62,683
493, 648
86,812
567,188

b12,700
56,435
10, 201
77,402
51,336
b73, 000
b 44, 700
31,377
blO, 900

------ -----

103, 115 48,966
48,606
233, l 27
27, 217
73,546
573,089
115,194
601,627

98,364
41,526
45,887
273,910
33,905
83,656
642,984
133,286
682, 941

94,912
a42, 030
46,261
32J, 685
41,691
96,925
772, 05-t
175, 895
802,737

17, 439
85,778
20, 637
128, 404
91,604
170,100
b 00, 600
145,190
27,046

19,640
102,351
28,184
198,290
121,700
203,100
147, 799
240, 791
G4, 819

bc.22, 693
123,227
32, 153
209,528
141,081
231,725
170,201
254,142
66, 135

70. 75

a 67. 30

70. 72
75. 78
70. 37
68. 50
65. 64
62. 74
71 (i5
V C 68, 40
56. 19
75. 72
57. 85
65. 40
62. 47
73. 27
59. !)5
G5. 80

120,866
225,730
178, ooc
286,861
71. 70
b 89, 000
208,528
323,548
d338, 330
d 70. 77
107,666
l17, 978
182,467
b204, 000
b 6:3. 84
90, 000
156, 761
207, 704
d202, 683
d 57. 81
b 40, 500
b54, 800
87, 536
115, 316
70: 18
b 41, 000
b 132, 000
Texas .....•...•.••...•..•....••.......
291,941
440,249
71. 40
b46, 600
.Arkansas ..........••••.••............
b 54, 700
b 148,714
171,948
57. 'iO
Oklahoma .... .. .......•....•.••................................•..........
35, 597
55. 90
North Central Division:
Ohio .. ...........•...•................ .
432,452
476,279
597, 925
549,269
72. 87
295, 071
321,659
342, 275
401,702
73. 90
Indiana ...•.....•...•••... · · · · · -· · • · · ·
341, 686
Illinois .... ... ............... · ......•...
431, 638
681,525
5:38, 310
75. 84
b 193,000
b 240,000
b 282, 000 b d324, 62:..:
b d68. ll
b 132, 000
b 156, 000
200,457
b 271,000
b 65. 69
50, 694
Minnesota ..................... • • ••• - •.
b78, 400
127, 025
230,596
65. Ol
211,562
306, 30!)
Iowa ...•.......••.•..••••• , ..•........
259,836
345,242
63. 57
O:M
187,
436,388
Missouri ................... . ... -·.-· .. .
b281, 000
384,627
65. 63
20, 694
38,478
67. 40
North Dakota .•..•••• ·················}
b 1,040
8,530
48,327
ab 54,500 · ab6l.OI
South Dakota .............•..... · •. • · ·
146, 13!)
60, 156
174,837
N ebraska ................ ·r.. .. . . . . . . . .
b 14,300
6-!. 20
137,669
243,300
252,727
Kansas.... . . . . . . • • • . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • .
52, 891
6G. 70
Wes t ern J)ivision:
Montana . . . . . . . . ... . • • • • • • ... . . . . . . . •. . .
b 1, 100
67. 3i
b 3,000
10, 5!)6
19,443
0
1,920
66. 48
b 4, 700
a7, 700
65. 93
12,618
62,410
38,715
New Mexico . . • • . • ... . . • . • •• .. . . . • . • •. . .
b 880
68. 22
15,937
b 13,000
3,150
Arizona ..•......•.. .••............................
5!l. 28
7,641
2,847
4,702
Utah................ ......... .... .....
12,819
GS. 4:l
45, 658
17,178
20,967
Nevada . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 800
73.12
5,064
5,312
5,401
b o, 500
24,256
4,863
74.48
Iclaho ......... . . .... .. --··· ·········· ··
b600
36,946
10,546
70.15
63,212
27,435
43,333
70. 78
61,721
100,966
146,580
70. 90
184,124
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a In 1893-94.

b Approximately.

c In 1801-92.

d In 1894-95.
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l t r

Aver age
numb er
of day s'
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ay s ' s chool- ever y
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1895-96.
18 year s
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in months.
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f d a,y s th s chools
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A,erage
1mmber
of da,y s
attended
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pupil enrolled in
1895-96.

1895- 96.

--------------1---- ---- ---- ____ ,___ _ ___ ,____ -----l
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- ~ ' cl t. te

~ ~ 1, 369, 882, 914 ~\~
159. 2
166. 6
1757 420, 086, 277 --84.8 - -121 ~
92.4
99.9
107.8
134,833,572
41.0
~1-f·
79. 2
88. 2
93. O
166,909,052
37. 7

132. 1

ort h .A t lnntic Division . . . . .
outhAtlauticDiviaion......
outh ' utrnl Di,ision.......
rth C ntral Division . . . . . .
We t ern Di, iaiou ............
T

M a in . • . . • • • . . • • . . • • . • • • .

130. 3

152. o
97.4
9l. 6
133. 9

139. 8

~

North · tlantic Ditision:

~ wHarnpshire..........
V nuont .................
[a:=1. achusetts . . . . . . . . . . .
Rhode I~1and . . . .. . . . . • . .
Connecticut..............
New York..... .......... .
New Jersey_.......... ....
P nusylYarua......... ...
South Atlantic Division:
Delawa1·e . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
District of Columbia. ....
Vfrginia.......... .. . .. . ..
West Virginia . ... . . . . . . .
NorthCarolina ...........
South Carolina . . . . . . . . . . .

~

98. 0
70.0
115. 6
169. O
170. 0
172. 4
176. o
178. O
127. 2

148. 0
- --1~~

5
·-~-

Kentucky................ c 110. o
Tennessee................
c77. o
Alabama.................
66. 5

102. O
68. o
81. 3

ri!t~t:tt.::::·.·.:::::::: !~i: i

~ti

I

94. O dll5. 00
86. O d92.4
73. 5
69. 2
dl05. 4
cl~i-.
105. 8
Texas.................... c 140. O
71. 7
100. O
92. 8
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c 75. O
69. 68
Oklahoma ...........•................................
80. 00

Wi~i:i~·-_:_:_:_:_:_:::::.::_:_:_
M.innesota................

165. o
98. 5

i

l1::~~~i
·.·.·.::::·.·.::::·.:·.·_ 1 ii·.i
North Dakata ............ \ c'i .
South Dakota ............ If
Nebraska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

We~!'~~t~i~i~~; ·..........

5 0
72. 0
116. 0

M.ontana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

c 80. 0

c~ 1.'1.ex.ico · · • · - - - • . . • • .

a I n l ,i {U .

c 111. O

123. O

1.,~

94 - 4
8- 7
7· 8
77 · 2

~

b c74. 6

66.1
85. 8
43. 0
54. 8
24. 3
26.1
c39. 3
42.1

32, 989, 015
d31, 261, 692
C 14, ] 16, 800
d 21, 362, 788
11,723,496
40,626,164
11,981,337
2,847,760
C

UH

m: 1

96. 0

142. 7

Cm: i Cnt 1
111. O

c 67. O

~~:~i~;(/;\/: \:\ l\\i \l\nu
Ca\1fom\a................

i~g
t~i

166. 5
99,255.550
166. 00
130. O a 142. 5
C 57, 242, 500
107,612,914
157. 9
dl58. 2 cd51, 355,200
c4,3, 360,000
a 160. 0
94. 0
128. 0
155. 6
32,559,040
55, 2i:l8, 720
160. 00
cit!·.i
61,094,320
140. 00
c 96 _ f 113. 0
107. 5
4,139, 365
0 \ 145. o
acl36. 00 a C 7,456,800
82. O
140. 0
158. 9
27,183,724
30,327,240
120. 0
135. o 120. 00

2
ro\~~\~g_._·_·_ ·.·.·. ·.·.:: ·. ·.·. ·. ·- - ~C
ii: i

1

·

152. o
136. O

liH liH
c 83. 0

80. O
a~g-~
2. 7
1g
4· 0

12,908,032
a5,243,243
7, 124, 259
59, 8~3,
8, 0~1,
18,168, 53 0
1~6, 4.92,
B4, 148, ·
128, 116, 825

166. 0 bcl60. 00 b C 3, 640, 881
22,427,314
184. 0
182. 00
6,041,695
178. 0
182. 00
24,933,832
118.2
119. 00
15,659,991
97. 0
111.00
15, 15.!, 815
59. 2
65. 4
12,160,539
69. 6
71.4
C 28, 082, 691
83. 3 dll0.5
6,731,814
C 120. 0
102. 00

158. O
187. 0
193. 0
112. 8
90. 0
50.0
70. O

itfi:ii1:.:::::::::::::::::: ----~~--~-___c_~
South Central Division:

104· 8
577,425, 373
79 - 4
08 8
_ 7 ~ ~ - -~ - - = ~

151. 6
142.0

112. 0
136. O
117.7 a.124.75
136. O
15. 4
177. 0
18. 6
188. 0
190. 0
182. t>
187. 47
186. 5
175. 00
192. 0
184.. 00
147. 6
159. 6

109. o
105.3
125. 5
177. 0
1~4- O
1,9. 0
178. 5
192. 0
133. 4

132. O
183. 0
200. 0
93. 2
76. 8
c50.0
c 100. O

North Central Division:
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indiana . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . .

7

6

4

1~·

_- 1.- t:

149 2
c90. 00
159. 7
91.00
126. 8
152. 00
147 . 00
104.0\J
89. 2
cl09. 00
li4. \JO

2,902.438
C 693,000
9,966,877
1,450,267
968,879
6,940,016
780 864
2,522, 62-l
5,638 . iilO
c6, 727,589
32,037,576

A 1,proi:1011,tely.

C 50.

5
d49. 2
c23. l
d40. 9
27. 9
38. 9
26. 4
34. 4
90. 7
c84. 7
84. 5
C d82. 5
c70. 7
68. 6
87. 7
65. 4
49. 9
ac63. 4

83.1
72. 3
76. 6
c32. 6
83. 3
29. 2
48. 6
82. 8
86. 0
65. 0
51. 8
0 65. 9
05. 0

dln 1894-95.

96 2

~8408:· 09
141 0
135 : 9
128 . 4
124 _6
121. 8
114 . 4
be 109. 7

102. 2
142 3
68. 9
72. 6
40. 9
52. 3
c66. 3

67. 1

c82. 5
d65. 4
c44 . 2
d60. 9
71- 3
65. 9
40. 4
44. 7
121. 0
C 105.

3

119.8

Ca 107. 8

c105. l
91. 8
101. 7
91. 9
72. 5
a,c 84. 7
102. 0
80. 2
100. 5
c59. 8
105. 3
62. l
75. 2
104. 0
10,. 5
77. 5
62. 6
t 77. 1
123. 3
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Obse1'vations on Table 8.-The "aggregate number of days' schooling given" to all
pupils (see column 6), which is the same thing as t.he aggregate number of days
attended by all the pupils, has been computed for those States which do not make an
explicit report of this item by multiplying the average daily attendauce of pupils
by the average length of school term in days.
Conversely, the average length of school term ( column 5) for the United States as a
whole and for each of its geographical divisions has been obtained by dividing the
a 6 gregate number of days attended by the average daily attendance.
By this method the school term of each State, in taking the average, is in fact given
a weight proportioned to the school attendance of the State, as should be done under
a correct interpretation of the expression, "Average length of school term.7' The
result might more properly be called "Average length of attendance," which is essentially what it is desired to know.
A method. which has been in use in some States for :finding the average school term,
of a county, for instance, is to weight the different school terms of the towns or districts the county is composed of by the number of schools in each. In other words,
the total number of days ( or months) all the schools of a county were kept is divided
by the total nuw ber of schools to get the average time each one was kept. So, in
:finding the average term for the State, the school is taken as the unit instead of t_he
pupil, the Bureau's method, When the schools differ much in size (number of
pupils), as they do in all mixed urban and rural systems, varying from some half a,
dozen to 500 or more pupils each, the average term obtained by this method varies
considerably from that obtained by the foregoing. The long terms of tho large ci
schools not being given their proper weight, the resulting average is too small. The
same objection apJ)lies still more forcibly to weighting the school terms of the different counties or towns by the number of school districts in each.
Still anoth~r method is to add together the school terms of the different counties
or towns and divide by the number of such counties or towns; i. e., the simple arithmetical mean is taken. An example of this occurs in the Indiana School Report of
1894 (p. 572) in the return from Marion County, where it is stated that 14,193 pupils
in Indianapolis attended 185 days, and 856 pupils in West Indianapolis attended 160
clays, while the average time the whole 15,049 pupils attended is computed at 172½
days, although nearly all (16 out of every 17) attended 185 days. 'l'his method, ifit
can be so called, gives altogether too short an average term, and nothing can be said
in defense of it. It jg as if, wishing to get t}le population per square mile of Minnesota and Dakota combined, we said, Minnesota, 9.86; Dakota, 0.92; average number of persons per square mile in the combined territory (0.92+9.86)-:-2=5.39,
instead of dividing the total population of the two States by the combined area in
square miles.
The "aggregate number of days' attendance" is a statistical item of the utmost
simplicity anc.l of. great value, about the meaning of which there can be little or no
diffel'ence of opinion. Every teacher's register that records the number of pupils
present each day in any school, as they all presumably do, contains the data for
ascel'taining it for that school for the school year by the simple process of addition
or summing np.
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TABLE

10.-Number and sex of teache1·s-Percentage of male teachers.

State or Territory.

Whole number of different
teachers employed .
Male.

1

·

\ Female.

2

Percentage of male teachers.

Total.

1870-71.

1879-80.

4

5

6

3

~\~
7

S

- - - - - - -- - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - f - - - - -1- - - - - - -- -

United States . . . . . . . . . .
North Atlantic Division......
South Atlantic Division ..... .
South Central Division.. . ....
North Cent!a~ ~ivision ......
Western 1)1v1s1on ... .... .. . . .

1:10, 366

a 1, 268

i>!:n~;1.~!;

{~ ·_-_- • • • • • • • • •
1

South atla11tic 1)i,.i;i.~~-; · · · ·
nraware ················

f

-;1~~*r· c~i~~,i~. -. -.

,·~r~in~irgi;;i~~·.:::::::~:_:.
- •mt rarnli_na ... ········

· orlJft~-.·:·.··.:.:.·. :.·._·._-:· .:.

b 280

379
1, 018
185
ac433
5, 421
~7<:J
8 , 196

o

400,325

41.

97 067
45' 11!)
59' 318
177: 922
20,899

26. 2
63. 8
67. 5
43. 2
45. O

====\

·North Atlantic Division:
M.a.in(\ .. -· · · · ·: ... .. - . . . . .
New Hampshire..........
Vermont. -.... - .... - . . . . .
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . .
llbode I~la.nd . . . .. . . .. . ..
~.?nnecticut ............ ..
.1.'.ew Yor1c · ... - . . . . . . . . . .

j

269,959

18 1 619
78 448
'.!0 166
24-' 053
31' 328
27' 990
ti!', 0-12 \ 123', 880
6,211 .\ 14,688

42. 8

34. 5

32 · G

62. 5
67. 2
41. 7 1
40. 3

49. 1
57. 5
32. 4
31. l

·
52, 84
3o.

~~~
44 7

- - - - - - - - ==
a,16. 0
a 24. 4
a27. 2
9. 8
15. o
16. 8

a5_, 518
b 2, 907
2 5i2
n' 197
1', 517
ac3,529
28, 390
4, SH
17, 968

6, 786
b 3, 187
2,951
12, 275
1,702
ac3,962
33, 820
5,620
26, 764-

ad622

dS-tO

lG. 5

16. 8
13. 2
20. 2
a22. 8
26. 0
28. 5
45. 5

12. 7

a 20. 4
a22.1
22. O
32. 5
42. 8
2fJ 9

I

it1 \ 1·, i1t I a 4s·. oI
!°>, m
8,417 \
J:;
}.ii1 ~,j~ . a~~J
!·m tMl
~1:1
2, r.o
aGr.. 7

'3,

e In 18<:J!-95. ·

_2:2

==-a,18. 7

0

12. 0
9. 8
12. 6
a,13.4
16. 9
18.4
34. 2

a3LO
27. 8
42. 6
13. 0
7.8
41. 5
61. 8
63.4
75. 2
59. l
a 71. 3
49. 6
50. 5
53. 3
a 65. 2
48. 0
61. 6
clln 1801-<:J2.

a46. 6

b8. 8
12. 8
8. 8
10.9
aclO. 9
10. 0
13. 9
32. 9
ad 26. O
24-. 0
13. 2
35. 7
59. 3
54. 5
45. 6
50. 5
41. 7
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10.-.Nuniber ancl sc.x; of tcachers-Pcrcc11tar;c of male teachers-Continued.

r.

; State or Territory.

Wholo number of different
teachers employed.

Total.
1870-7 l. 1870-80. 1889-90.
1895-96 .
Female.
---- ---- --~- ---- ---- ----

Male.
'

1

3

2

South Central DiYision:
Kentucky ................
Tennessee ................
Alabama .................

r~~~~1:1t _~: ::::::::::::

Texas ....................
Arkansas ................
Oklal10ma ................
North Central DiYision:
Ohio -·------------------·
In(Uana ..................
Illinois ...................

~\~~~i~fu·:~::: ::: :::: :::

Minnesota ................
Iowa .....................
Missonri .................
North Dakota ............
So nth Dakota ............
N ebraska ................
Kan!'las ............. ····-·
Western Division:
:Montana .................

[!Jg:;_~~g-::::::
::::::: :::
New Mexico .............

Arizona .... __ ............
Utah .....................
NoYada ..................
Idaho ....................

~:;~~n_gt,n_::::::: :::::•/

California ............ _...

5

4

6

7

8

64. 6
74. 4
63. 8
61. 2
4.6.1

49. 8
01. 8
02. 9
49. 6
44. 7
01.1·
GS. 5

.............

48. 0
b57. 9
5!), 3
b46. 4
30. 3
5]. 6
05. 8
40. 7

43.1.
51.1.
32. 5
22. 3
19. 8
23. D
20. 0
44. 4
28. 3
29. 0
27.1
40. 8

40. 9
47. 9
27. 8
b22. 7
]9, 8
22.1
20. 0
39. 8
36.1
c28. 4
26. 8
36. 7

22. 9
22. 4
2G. 2
aG2. 2
38. 8
46. 6
16. 3
a33.4
40. 0
43. :J
21. 4

23. 6
22:6
25. 6
58. 4
34. 9
41. 6
16. 6
36. 0
36. 5
38. 8
20. 4

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

4, 9G2
b5, 157
4,260
b 3,647
1,301
6,815
4., 391
705

5,247
b 3, 75G
2,921
b 4,208
2,140
6, 402
2,282
1,028

10, 303
7, ]30
7,057
b 3, 034
2,440
2,544
5,014
5, !)13
1,043
C 1, 308
2,700
4,294

14,875
·7, 754
lP, 35D
b 12, 379
9, 89-!
8,975
22,507
8,931
], 984
C 3,448
7,368
7, 4.00

226
105
74,7
341
113
4.93
48
262
1, 184
1,287
1,405

a .Approximately.
TABLE

Percentage o{ male teachers.

730
360
2,174
243
211
692
2J2
465
2,061
2,030
5,480

a66. 0
10,209
a75. 0
bS, 913
00. 8
7, 181
a GO. 8
b7, 855
50. 9
3, 537
]3, 217
a77. 3
G, 073
a75. 6
1,733 ...............
25,180
14,884
25,410
b 16, 013
12,334
11, 519
28, 121
14,844
3,027
c4, 816
10, OGS
11,700

4.3.
00.
43.
26.

}

956
465
2,921
584
324
1,185
290
'i27
3,245
3,317
(l,

885

a75. O
78. 4

----------

2
5
5
3
a28. 8
33. 7
39. 0
65. 3

47. 8
57. 5
39. 7
29. 2
28. 9
35. 0
33. 6
58.1

a2J. 7
51. 9
47. 2

a4.0.8
40. 7
45.1

aOO. 3
a28. 6
48. 8
a91. 7

---···---55. 0
32. 4
a64. 3
a46. 5
a5I. 7
40. 0

b In 189-!-95.

38. 5
44. 3
36. 4
78. 0
47. 5
54. 5
46. 7
57. 4
37. 4
48. 3
33. 0

{

c In 1803-94.

11.-Showing, for a periocl of years, wliat per dent of the whole number of teachers
were males.
'{!nited
st ates.

Year.

1870-71. ...........•••...••••..••... _... .
1871-7.l ................................. .
1872-73 .................... -- .......... ..
1873-74 .•••.•...•.......•...•.•.•.....•..
1874-75 ................................. .
1875-76 ................................. .
1876-77 •....•..••........•..•.•.•••......
1877-78 ................................. .
1878-70 ................................. .
1879-80 ................................. .
1880-8 l. ..... -- - .. - . - .... . - ..... - ....... .
1881-82 ...................•..•..•........
1882-83 ........ . ........................ .
1883-8J ... .... - .........•............•...
1884-85 .......................•.••.•..•.•
1885-80 .......•••........• • .•....•.•••• _.
1886-87 ........ _.......•••.......•...•. _.
1887-88 ................................. .
J 888-89 .. •..........••........ _.. _.... _..
1889-90 .•.....•..............•. _....•....
1890-9 1 .........•........•.......... _. _ ..
1891- 92 . ...................... . .... ···•··
1892-93 .......•....•••.....•.•..•...• - .. .
1893-94 ................................. _
1 894-95 a ............................... .
1895-90 a ...•.•...••.•..........•........

41,0
41. 3
41. 2
41. 0
42. 2
42. 3
42. 8

43.1
43. 3
42. 8
41. 7
39. 7
38. 2
37. !)
37. 4
37. 4
37. 4
36.4
34. 9
34. 5
33. 5
32. 5
32. 0
32. 2
32. 4
32. 6

IDivision
.flf:~tic A~l~~hc J;:i~~l l~\~~l
. Division. Division. Divis10n.
26. 2
26.1
26.1
26. 8
26. 7
27. 9
28. 2
28. 5
29.1
28. 8
27.4
25. 7
23. 9
23. 4

22. 5
22. 4
22. 6
21. 6
20. 2
20. 0
19.4
18. 9

19.1
19. 0
18. 8
19. 2

a Subject to correction.

63. 8
63. 4
63. 3
62. 9
63. 3
63.1
62. 7
62. 6
62. 8
62. 5
61.4
59. 4
57. 3
56. 5
55. 6
54. 5
53. 4
53. 2
51. 7
49. l
47. 0
46. 3
45. 2
45.1
45. 3
44. 7

07. 5
68. 3
68. 9
69. 4
69. l
68. 0
67. 8
67. 7
67. 8
67. 2
67. 0
05. 8
03. 5
63. 2
62. 9
62. 2
63. 5

00. 7
58. 8

57. 5
56. 4
55. 5

55. 7
53. 7
52. 7
52. 8

WeE>tern
Division.

43. 2
43. 4
42. 8
4.2. 5
42. 5
42. 4

43. 0
43. 5
43. 0
44. 5
44.1
45. 3

43. 0

H.4
43. 0
42. 3

42. 8
42. 7
41. 7
39. 9
37. 7
35. 0
35. 3.
34. 8
35. 2
3J.8
3-!. 0
32. 3
32. 4
31. 4
29. 7
28. 7
2!). 4
30. 2
30. 4

40. 3
37. 3
37.1
35. 9
3-!. 5
34. 0
34. 2
3-t 5
30. 8
31. 2
31.1
30. 4
30. 0
29. a
29. 0
29. 9
2!). 7

l? T

IlI

1ari -

l 1.f.

t t

r T rritory.

C MMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.
ru,nber of choolhouses-Value of school property.
v rage monthly Nn:11b~r of
salarie of teachers. buildmgs
usecl as
schoolMales. Females.
houses.

Estimated
value of all
school property.

4

3

5

$47. 37

$40. 24

2,10, 968

61. 18
33. 15
40. 84
47. 53
60. 03

44. 81
30. 66
34. 78
38. 23
fi2. 87

43, 548
35, 185
47,366
102,350
12,519

$455, 948, 164

f----- 1- - - - -:- - - - - - - - - - -

178,586,923
19, 315, 946
20,588,290
200,133,720
37,323, 285

l-====lc===--=--=-=\=====1===

· ort h .._ tl:mli Division:
43. 89
l:un ··-······························-····-······
49. 78
" w Ham-p hire (1 93-94) .......•... _•.•••••••.• _..
'"{ rmou t . .. . . ............. __. _........... _.. _..... .
38. 68
136. 03
Ia nchn tts·-················-·······-··········
100.
53
Rhotle- I land .... ·-······ ............... _........ _.
84. 65
onn client· ·········--···················-··-··-·
b
72.
67
ew York .. ·--·········-·····················-···83. 03
" w J r ey ..... ................ ·-···--····-···-···
44. 78
P nn ylYania ... ·-············· .......•............
outh Atlantic Division:
D laware (1891-92) ..•... _...•.......•.•.•.•...• __ ..
b 31). 60
Maryland.--·--·····-·····-·······················- bc48.00
District of Columbia ............... ·- .............. b clll. 62
Virginia .. ·-··-····--···········-·······-··········
40.93

31. 94

~~: ~g

I

50. 30
50. 46
42. 34
b52.17
48.13
38. 28
b 34. 08
bc40.40
b c69. 00
26.91

1T:;thci'~g~ft~~ ~ ~ ·. ~ ~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... iri: 38. . ... ii: 40 South Carolina ................. _... - .. · · - · · · · - · · · · ·
23.44
22.41
ir:~ii:::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~:::: ~::::: ~::::::::::::::::: ···-37: 5i · · · · · si 48 ·
South Central Division:

'.Kentucky ........... _.................... _... .. . . .
44. 03
37.18
Tennes,:,ee (1894-95) .............. _•.•. _•.... _......
b 31. 88
b 26. 18
Alabama .. _.................•....... __ .......... _......... _.... _.... _..
M.ississi1>1>i (1894-95) .•................•• _..........
31. 70
26. 55
Louisiana .......... ·- ...... ·-·· ....••.. _... -..... _..
34. 67
30. 95
Texas ... ·-··-········-····························
d56.71
d46.48
Arkansas. - - .......... ·-- _. ··- ... _... ·-............
32. 77
29. 55
Oklahoma .................................... ···-·· ........ . ........ _..
North Central Division:
Ohio - - . - . - .......................................-. .
42. 00
39. 00

i11t~~~::::::::::::: ~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: ·.

ti: ~i

i~1):¥TS%t\\\L?D-D-' \\\\
North Dakota .. __ ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

40. 29 1

ti: i~

!H\

34. 84

we!*}i: r: t:~~~:~~):: : : : : ::::::: : : :: :: ..... ff tr ....tr if

b Approximately.

cln 1894-95.

904,426

a497
a2, 389
114
6,977
5,475
6,603
4,140
6,752
2,238

b 4,000, 000

3,260,000
3,070, 010
3,227,141
1,003, 165
746, 676
2,476, 188
628,340
4, 216, 750

8,211
7,212
7,039
6,264
2,894
10,126
4,440
1,180

3,092, 503
1,373,000
1,636,055
b 930, 000
7,289, 184
1,679,338
371,460
40,175,975

13,072
e9, 890
12,632
7,835
e6, 795
6,670
13,686
10,076
2,032
3,524
6,720
9,418

l~li\\l~:II.?t~0l~I\\l-1i\:-\\ _ :_i\
a.Number of schools.

3,738,506
3,086,824
1,600,000
36,780, 727
4,147,279
8,829,146
60,333,126
11,928,227
48. 143,088

4,196
1,998
2,256
a4, 539
516
1,633
12,027
1,763
14,620

d,In 1892-93.

e 18. 867,494
43,765,475
16,766,882
be 11,100,000

14,271, 771
15,867,425
15,032,082
1,926,420
3,434,805
8,779,760
10,145,631

591
306
1,654
a492
a293
942
225
658
1,890
1,940
3,528

1,933,395
428, 706
5,859,477
264, 4:30
428,935
2,471,338
298,414
712,681
4,837,413
2,988,312
17,100,184

ein 1893-!!4.

STATE . COMMON-SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
TABLE
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13.-Private schools.

State or Territory.

Number of
pupils in
private
schools.

, 1

Total public \Per c~n~ of
and private pu~ils m
enrollment.

r:h~~f:.

I

3

United States .......................................... .

al, 334,800

15, 713, 878

}Torth Atlantic Division .............................. ·- ..... .
South Atlantic Division ..................................... .
South Central Division ....................................... .
Nor th Central Division ....................................... .
Western Division ............................................ .

a 525,500
a 105, 300
a 164,500
a 494,000

3, 989,412
2, 105, 514
2,854,038
6,004,463
760,451

a45, 500

I

,.
8. 49
13.17
5. 00
5. 76
8. 23
5. 98

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ...... -........................................................ . ............................ .
New Hamphshire (1893-941 . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7, 425
69, 862
10. 63
Vermont ............................................. .,...
6,087
71,498
8.51
Massachusetts .............. .. . . . . . . . . .... .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .
67,084
491,437
13. 65
Rhode Island...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15, 796
75, 037
21. 05
Connecticut ...............................................
26,577
168,062
15.81
New York................................................
167,201
1,343,275
12. 45
New Jersey...................... .. ........................
45,021
325,351
13.84
Pennsylvania ....................... ..... .............................. .... .... ... .............. .
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ................... : ................................................... ........ ........ .
Maryland ..... ....................... . ............................... ..... ... ..... ........ . ..... .
District of Columbia......................................
b 5, 000
47, 464
10. 55
Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26, 200
388, 333
6.75
West Virginia (1893-94). •. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,894
220, 709
. 86
North Carolina (1891-92) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . • .
26,198
361,556
7. 25
South Carolina ....................................................................... .

iri:ttl:. ~~~~~~~~!::: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ·. ~:::::::::::: ·.:::::::::::::::::: .......~~·. ~~~ ....... ~:~·. ~~~.

3.14

South Central Division:
Kentucky (1894---95)............ . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26, 400
494, 371
5. 34
Tennessee (1891-92) . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45, 428
532, 935
8. 53
Alabama ...... . .................................................... . ............. .. ............. .
Mis~i~sippi (1894-95) •. . • • • .••• .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21, 20:l
371,818
5. 70
Lou1s1ana ................................... .............. ......... ........... ..... ............. .
Texas ......... : .............•.................................................... .. ..............
Arkansas ..................................................
b5,000
301,575
1.66
Oklaboma ....................................................................................... .
North Central Division:
Ohio ...-............................................................. .... ............ ........ ... . .
IncUana ......................................................................................... .
Illnois...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
139, 969
1, 038, 588
13. 48
Michigan (1894-95) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43,636
520,320
8. 38
Wisconsin (1894-95)...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f:10, 164
447, 635
11. 21
Minnesota (1894-95) . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20, 073
372, 165
5. 39
Iowa... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36, 129
579, 181
6. 24
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18, 663
683, 610
2. 73
North Dakota (1893-941............... . ...... ... . . . . . . . . . . .
400
47, 761
. 84
Son th Dakota (1893-94)....................................
1,888
89, 914
2. 10
Nebraska ...................................................................................... .
Kansas ........................ ···· .. ······ .......... ··· .. · ........... ··· ···· ·· · -- · · · ·· ······ ·····
Western Division:
Montana (1893-94).........................................
~~;
26, 5~~
3. l~
1
~ri~1~
\1~~~~o~f~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
New Mexico.................................. . ............

3, 813
3,411

~Uo2
26, 770

!t

12. 74

Arizona...................................................
972
13, 861
7. 01
Utah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 513
68, 223
2. 22
Nevada....................................................
alOO
7, 367
1. 36
Idaho ................................................. . ............. .. .. .. ....... . .............. .
Washington...............................................
4,548
94,661
4. 81

8!rlfi~~;~::: .-:: :::: :::::: ::: ::: ::::::: :::::: :::: :::: :: ::: :
a An estimate for all the States of the Division for 1895-96.

2t m 2~i: m

b Approximately.

~: i~

Tl

F

'1 m.1. 1 L -1,t

1

·1, t

EDUCATION.

lwo l money ·.
Total rc,e·
nuc (excluding
balmi cc on
han<l nnrl
1wocceds
of bond
sales).

Vrom t , "\::\tiou.
r • rri

From all

r: .

other

--=-·----------- -----•·----------:------ ______ \ soum,.
7
6
5
-~--~-------'------!----- ----- ------ I----- I----1

, 499 , G7!l $15, 2-t8, 597 $181, 394,428
1

4,, ,511, ' 0
5 ti'"i7, 4-17 ,
41G, 06-t
-s 09- 0 13 \
0
s'. ->: 622

a:

2,

1, 076, 5SJ

-l ) ..•...•.... ....... .
1-1-,
-18, 753
40:. \
Ia. ·,;, chn · tt ........ . (L) J , 007
thod l,;h\nll ......... .
9, 09-l
'onnc-•ti ut .......... .
lG!), 543
l' W York ..... .. ..... .
277 , Gi'O
• " • .JC'l'>-iC,\" •••••••••••
200, 000
l' nn yl\·ania ......... .
0
outh
tl:mtic DiYision:
l) la war (1 " 9-!lO) b ...
GO, 000
G , 5~8
' l'IIH>UII . ...•.•.•.••••.

0

1t~~-~-t~~~f.
;~i;i~ti.~~ ~:
... !rg-in\~ __ : _: __ _.. __ .. .

'\'\ st'\ 1rgrnrn. . ....... .
-orth Carolina ....... .
·ontb Caro1in::i. ....... .

it~~l~: ·. ·. ·.·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.·.·. ·. ·. ·. ·.

. li'
7~9. 176
8,' , 25
766. 52!)
ll, 036, 63
0
118, 03-!
1,110,782
~61 , 66-1 I 1, !)6 ~, 170
3, 7-18, 7-14
15, 1-!l, 0-1-1
2, GS:!, 708
2, l!lG, 240 \
5, 4!)1, 422 \ 1:2, ;'>73, 024
c G, o~o
57.J., 057

0
0

d300, 577
31,45:}

Sout11 Ccnlrill D~vision:
Kcn.t.ucky . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tennc see (1..,9-1-95)....
Alabarn::i. ....•......... \
Mississiyrpi (1.894.- 95). ..
Louisiana..............

138, \):Ji3
1.22, 3-17
1.15, 000
77, 94.G
49, .121

l~-lt~~;;~~ :: ::::::::~::

/335, G9t

!)15, 430
330,995
705, 16G
48-1, 311
b958, 940
129,728

235 609
682: 386
153, 551.
146,220
b 425, 000

We~fi~~~~~\~~~~·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·:.

Wyoming . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coloraclo.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ls ew Mexico... .... ....

t1~~~~.·.::::::::::::::
N eYada ............... .

42:,~~36
24,888
78, 321
O

w)

60, !lG3
86, 879
8,321.
67 , 957
101, 'iG3
4, 119, 187
4,639
3, 1~8, 035

Sill, 'i09
900, 068
11,829,191
1,365,867
2, 501, 140
23,286, 645
5,084, 578
21. 197,481

0
llG,606

275,000
2 207,615
1: 050, 369
1, 81'.l,4]8
1,812,501
82-l-, 238
606,017
1, 75:;, 885
672, 6S1

215, 000
2,032,391
1,050,369
1,728,650
l, 530, 971
720,424
567,634
1, 339. 1S5
577,450

1, 0,9, 254.

2, 88'.3, 614.
1,240,176
350, 000
1,099, 756
804,047
3,641,374
1,189,199
29-i, ()64

(e)

(e)

176,256
488,595
801, 623
698, \i50
171,686

Oklahoma . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O
North Central Di ,· isiou:
I
Ol1io. ... .. ....... ......
257, 214
1,741,649
lm1i:rna. ...............
GOJ, 056
1, 708,008
Illino1s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
689,348
1,000,000
Michigan (189-1-95). . . . . b312, 000
570,081
"\V_isconsin.. . . . . . . . . . . . · b 200, 000
b 657, 8J8
Mmnesota....... ...... d418, 172
b ,02, 518
Iowa . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . .
Missouri... .... . . . . . . . .
N ortlilla lrnta . . . . . . . . .
Sou tu Dakota (_1893-94)
N elrrn.ska .... .-. . . . . . . . .

O

815 , G93
85.J., 787
11, G3G, f!U3
1. 288, 816
2 , 22!l, 834
18,889,788
.j., 879,948
1S, OG9, 4-16

3ii·.
~~;
4.47, 722

1,804, 36()
1, 2-lO, 176
350,000
923,500
315,452
2,839,751
490,549
g 123,278

O
686, 802
154, 96-l
O
b 14.0, 000
:
0
0
O

01;~·.~t!

556 13'.

1 , 582, :::::G

209,000
1, -1G8, 3J4.
1,050,369
813, 220
1, 21!l, 9,G
15,258

0

0

44 7?3
b 5o'. ooo

lt

9, 9-11, 618 \ 11, 683 26i
3,911,440
5,619,448
13, 183. 810
14, 133, 810
4,461, 875
5, 031, 956
:i, 870, 2i-;6
4, 528, 134
3, 26-l, 362
3,966,880
7, 456, 035 1 7, 456, 035
5, 006, 683
5, 693, 485
620, 903
775, 867
1 ,006,968
1, 006,968
b 2, OSO, 125
2, 230, 125

3,::~·:::1\ 3,:~:·:::
18(). 144
1., 9!l3', 384
161, 494

5~tm

189' 144
1, 993'. 384
Hil, 494

m:~i

1________ ___ I ____

J.11a110..................
Wu.i;11ington ... ........
Ore'.!;ou · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . .
Californi:-1. · · · ·. ... .....

107, 961
13, 935
9(),303 \
1:\6 457
'!,25(); 000

10, 324
0
0
0
2,764,868

75, 2:i2
255, 619
82, Hll
997, G-10
2,517,828

_:__

aJ.ncluc1e~ a,,mfl rcccipta from othm: 11,om:ces.
b A1)1n·ox1rn ntc·ly .
c :·t.at,~ ap1,r<,priatio11 for colored schools.
d In l½()l-'.1::..
eNot n,1,ortcd.

Gil, 7f8, 487
11, 017.724
13, 3i5, 294
~5 190 475
022'. 448

1= == = ,= == - - - -

.·orth \tl. nlie Uivi.:sion:

tai11 . ....•...........
· t·w Uamp··hir, (1 '\l3-

60, 2f>7 801 \ 7, 577, 735
9, 7 2, 074 1
68-1, SG!l
11, 503, 130
1, 003, 114
G- 4-7 383
5 188 8·)''
4~9: 291
'79-1:

__;: _

85, 556
255, 61\l
828,191
9()7, 640
5, 2 :2, 696

0

40,045
211, 5:30
103, S14
38,383
116,123
57, 7i8

1, GJl, 808

I

5,880
210,881
155,274
44,706
387, 215
114,230
17,768
67, 160
532. 814
41'>, 252
8 12, 70()
528, 9()4
518,058
480, Hl9
862, 751
48,771
88, 221
186,669
;')91, 100
125,345
32,143
3, ;')87
h417 , 413
32,900
2,341
'.10, 54-1
9, 917
46, !lSO

rn, :rn2

110,'i68
81,571 I

3, 028,432
1. 573, 40!
. 650, 2i4
1,222, 408
1,240,383
4,091,302
1,206,967
362, 124
12,473, 21l5
6, 6J6, 756
15, 6'. 15, 867
5,872,950
5, 246, ]9~
4, 865, 191
h8, 55-!, 3(15
6, 424., 642
1,017,639
1, 33\l. 857
3 9 '6 '>?5

s'. s11'. :ilio
718.180
217,619
2, 48(), 118
19Ul9-i
204, 319
8GG, 832
203, 434
316,534
9-l-3, 886
1,244, 865
5,623,267

Jincome of county fun<l~ only. 'Ibo income of the
'tate fnn<l l'i iurlnd,,11 iu colmmt 3.
yinclu,les connty tax<•ii.
7~Incln<1t>ii 1 ror.ce<l!\ of hon1l anle3.
1-Iucludcd in "other sourc1,s ."

ST.A.TE COMMON- SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
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15.-The school revenue compared (1) with the adult male population ancl (2) with
the school population, etc. Percentage analysis of the sclwol rei:e1rnc.
Axerage am01mt raised per tax1iayer (Le., adult male).

"'

"O

>'1

,.:;
State or Territory.

,;,

"">'1"'.

0
"1

~g><

~

~~
p.G

i

c;:

s .
0

1

2

United States .. $0. 40
N . .Atlantic Division.
S. Atlantic Division_.
S. Central Di vision._.
N. Central Division _.
Western Lii·dsion ... .
N. Atlnntic Di,ision:
Maine . ...........
N . Ham. (1893-9-!).
Vermont __. . .. - . .
Massachnsetts _..
- Rhode Island . -· ..
Connecticut. __ - . _
NewYork ....... .
NewJersey ______
l'ennsylvanin. . __.
S. A.tlantic DiYision:
Del. (1889- 90) b. - - .
- Maryland ..... . ..
Dist. of'Uolumhia.
Virginia . . .. - . - - .
West Virginia . . .
North Carolina ...
South Carolina ...
Georgia _- __ - .....
Florida. __ - . - - . - - .
S. Central Division:
Kentucky ... - - - .•
Tenn. (1894-05) .. .
Alabama. ___ - - . - .
Miss. (1894-05). - .
Louisiana _- - - - : - .
Texas _. __ - . . - - - - .
.Arkansas-- - -·· · ·
Oklahoma . - _.. - - .
N. Central Division:
Ohfo __ _____ -----Indiana . ____ - . - . .
Illinois._ . - - - - . . ..
Michigan (1894-95)
Wisconsin-- - ··· ·
Minnesota __ _. - ..

~

ii:~o-~;i -. ~::::::
N.Dakota ..... ___
S. I>akota.(1803-94)
Nebmska, . •••....
Kansas .. __ . _... _.
Wes tern Di vision :
Montana ... ·----·

~lo~~({~~::::::::

I

I
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,;,

~

a:,

.;;

:;:l
0
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'H 1:- 0
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5Lr:l
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Per cent of 1.lt o who1e reYcnue clcriYe<l from-
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"O

>'1

~2

::S,-J+-,,l
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-g0 f

.,;

a:,

oi

Q

H

<ll

<ll

e

cs!

~

~

t

:,::l+a~;E0

$0. 46

$8. 139

$1. 09

4. 2

rn. 4

137.

1. 33 12.14
. 81
5. 00
4. f55
·. 34
.'i5-- 10. 91
. 54
8. 86

13. 89
3. 35
3. 02
10. 33
14. 02

. 87
1. 40
L 51
1. 06
. 63

1. 4
5. 0
6. 5
6. 0
5. 6

18. 2
S7. 3
130. 5
9. 8
2-L 7

139. 4
51. 5
25. 5
77. 3
63. 6

J l. 0
G. 2
7. 5
6. 9
0. 1

3. 0
1. 7
4. 0
al. 6
.7

31. 4
P. 7
8. 9
.0
8. G
10. 5
lG. 1
43. 2
25. 0

135. 6
81. 8
77. 4
98. 3
85. 7
78. 7
05. 0
52. 8
59. 3

.0
6.8
8. 8
.1
5. 0
4. 0
17. 7
14. 8

~

s

s

\" ~

~~ io
5,....,
., ~ .....c;!

.-"I
00
C/J
•
,-,oO
<l) '"bl)
;>c,<a

Q

..s

r/1

~

""~
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oH
s~
ca

0
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H
0

P<
'C

·a~
f-< a:,

f-<
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0

Sc:::

~

,;,
<l)
Q
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s

c;i,.::l

I-<
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s5~~ s
c;!

.s

;::l

~
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0
~
0
0
0
f-<
cs! <l)
:;:l
0
0
0
><
<tj
-<q
P.;
r/1
0
~
h 8
H
R
--- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- -----10
4
5
7
3
6
s
9
11.
.rn
--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

.s

I

I

I

$6. 43

2. 21
1. 86
2. 75
1. 07
2. HJ

8. 43
2. 58
1.16
8. 43
5. 63

2. 58
. 71
. 87
. 00
1. OJ
1.07
f 89
4. 47
3. 32

5. 39
5. 97
7. 53
15. 39
10. 28
8. 01
7. 63
5. 46
. 7. 61

c .13
• 11)
1. 91
. 00
. 00
.12
2. 36
1. 64
b. 25
. 00
J. 80
. 00
1. 88
d . 68 b2. 20
. 32
1. 10

4. 39
4. 85
13. 52
2. 00
6. 04
. 04
. 32
. 87
3. 7()

. 00
. 39
. 00
. 10
1. 04
. 28
. 16
. 27
.48

5. 78
7. 34
13. 5:2
4. 67
8. 97
2. 21
2. 30
4. 02
5. 60

5. 79
0. 51
14. 91
3. 13
6. 35
1. 32
J. 30
2. 45
4. 21

21. 8 C 2. 2
1. 00
2. 7
26. 0
1.13
.0
.o
.!ll
2. 5
50. 5
1. 40
b 2. 8
18. 3
1. 41
.0
85. 6
1. 67
.0
79. 0
1. 81
1. 64 d17. l b 54. 6
5. G 19. 3
1. 35

'iG. 0
06. 1
100. 0
44. 8
07. 3
1.0
13. 7
21. 7
66. 6

.0
5. 2
.0
2. 2
11. 6
12. 5
6. 4
6. 6
8. 5

. 29
3. 73
. 29
2. 93
. 95
. 40
. 26
3. 08
1. 14
.18
3. !)8
/.47
1. 69
. 00
. 00 g 1. 45

2. 23
(e)
(e)

. 01
. 50
.42
. 15
1. 40
.16
. 06
. 79

G. 26
3. 72
1. 77
4. 08
4.49
5. 73
4. ]6
4. 26

4. 64
2. 48
1. 07
2. 34
2. 95
3. !)1
2. 66
4. 37

1. 35
1. 50
1. ()6
1. 75
1. 52
1. 46
1.56
. 97

4. 0
59. ()
7. 8
78. 8
22. 3
53. 8
6. 4
75. 5
4. 0
25. 4
6!), 4
/8. 2
.0
40. 0
. 0 g 3,4.1

35. 6
14. 4
39. 4
19. 6
57. 9
47. 4

.2
13. 4
23. 9
3. 7
31. 2
2. 8
1. 5
18. 5

79. 7
2.1
14. 0
J. 03
58. 0
0.1
25. 7
1. 09
84. 0
4. 4
6. 4
1. 01
76. 0
b
5.
3
0.
7
. 94
73. 8
b 3. 8 b 12. 5
l. 00
07.1
d8.
6
b
14.
4
1. 00
87. 2
2. 8
.0
1.11
10. 6
JO. 7
1.18
15. l
15. 2
. 80
75. 2
10. 9
.0
1.00
b 4. 3 b 64. 4
l . 06 b 13.1
85. 0
.0
10. 9
1. 18

4. 2
0. 3
5. 2
!)_ 0
0.0
9. 9
10. 0
.8
8. 7
]3. 9
18. 2
3. 2

.17
. 25
. 30
. 66
. 50
. 25
. 12
. 48
a. 24
. 08
. 69
. 14
. 41
. 00
1. 20

$0. 70

oI

$1. 84

. 59
1. 77
1. 12
2. 41
2. 02

9. 32
1. 63
6. 30
2:75
. 79 10. 39
0. 75
. 86
6. 88
b 1.17
6. 89
b 1.48
. 00 13.12
6. 32
. 87
. 86
(), 68
1. 67
1. 41
65
. 00
1. 2!
8. 53
b 1. 34 b. 44 b 0. 61
. 00
1.18
9. 34
. 24
. 07
. 55
b. 47
b.30
d . 88

I

. 08
. 56

. 00
. 00

• 3()

• GO

. 00
. 00
New Mexico----·
Arizona, . _____ ....
g6.12
(~)
3.
75
(i)
Utah-·-·-·· · ····. 54
Nevada ..... _..... 5. 68
.
00
.
20
Idaho-·-------- · . 00
Washington. __ . . .
.49
. 00
Oregon .. ____ .. ... 1. 01
California ___ . __ . . b . 48
5. 08

.

. 00
8. 22 10. 18
. 51
7. 31 10. 29
. 85
0. 73 12. 07
. 01 15. 64 20. 31
. 60 12. 00 ],j_ 2-i
. 41 10. 18 12. 90
2. 08 11. 74 14.10
. 01 10. 35 J 1. 58
1. 89 12. 82 12. 77

. 50 11. 69 11.40
. 66 10. 68
9. 82
. 69 12. 37 ]2. 27
0.
43
. 80
8. 88
. 02
8. 55
9. 33
10.
25
1. 02 10. 27
1. 53 7115. 06 hl3. 58
0. 87
. 06
8.11
. 95 10. 95 12. 28
1. 58 l]. 35 11. 40
!), 70
1. 87 10. 26
9. 24
. 35 10. 87

6. 52
. 32
4. 26
. 08
9. 16 hl. 91
3.11
. 64
. 36
. 08
8. 45
. 60
3. 96
. 52
4. 78
.87
4. 11
. 08
7. 40
. 82
4. G3
.15

a Includes som receipts from other sources.
b Approximately.
c State appropriation for colored schools.
d In 1894-1895.
e Not reported.

6. 02 18. 95
4. 00 10. 23
1). 43 20. 70
3. 75
3. 01
6. 56 10. 26
12. 80 l 0. 33
10. 70 22. 41
5. 01
8.15
4. 68
8. 07
9. 23 12. 19
10. 34 16. 67

. 81
. 71
. 81
. 77
. 8±
. 78
. 83
. 89
1.00

(i. 8

1. 2
3. 0
.0

(e)
{e)

ir:i I

. 30
. 48
. 55
. 96
.64
1. 24
. 48
. 73
. 54
. 76
• 62

1.2
11. 4
3.1

.o

(e)
(i)

53. l
4. 4
10. 5
11. 0
b 4. 6

.0
.0
.0
.0
g93. 4
2!). 3
5.1
.0
.0

.o

49. 2

f Income of county fund s only.

8. 5

.1

04. 3
4. 5
1. 7
86. 9
80.1 /ilO. 8
16. 9
83.1
1. 1
5. 5
4. 6
66.1
4. 8
37. 0
14. 9
80. 7
1.8
87. 7
8. 9
80 1
1. 4
44. 8

The income of
the State school fund in include d in State taxes.

g Includes county taxes.

h In cludes proceeds of bon~l sales.
i Included in "other sources ."
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.
16.-Progress of school expenditure.

TABL

Expended per capita of
population.

Total amount expended for schools.

t t

r T rrit ry.

___________ ,_____ 1 70-71.

1879-80.

1
-

1889-90.

1895-96.

1870- 1879- 1889- 189571.
80.
90.
96.

- - - · l · - - - - - - 1 - - - ~ - - 1 ,- - - - - - - -

3

4

s

6

ni

d

ta.tea. - . - - - $69, 107, 612 $78, 094, 687 $140, 506, 715 $184, 453, 780 $1. 75 $1. 56 $2. 24

tlantic 1viaion 29,796, 835 28,538,058
48,023,492
67, 688, 543 2. 38
. 63
tlantic Divi ion. 3, 7 1,581
5,130,492
8, 767, 165
11, 106, 158
• 73
ntral Divi ion.. 4,854,834
4, 72,829
10,678,680
13,294,446
North en tral Divisiont. 28, 430, 033 35, 285, 635
62, 823, 563
78, 852, 265 2.14
W . t rn Divi ion. - .... - . 2,244,329
4,267,673
10,213,815
13,512,368 2.15
l====l====•l=====i=====:I= =
North tlantic Di vision:
1,638,598 1. 51
1,327,553
950,662
1,067,991
Maine·····--·--···-·
a 920,803 1. 30
844,333
N w Ilampshire . ... .
565,339
418,545
1,067,727 1. 51
711,072
Y rmont .......... . ..
446,217
499,961
11.,
829,191 3. 73
8,286,962
Ma sa husett ...... . 5, E79, 363
4,983,900
1,628,589 2. 05
884 , 966
526,112
Rhode l81and ....... .
461,160
2. 74
2,796,831
2,157, 014
Connecticut ........ . 1,496,981
i , 408,375
23,173,830 2. 17
17,543, 880
New York .......... . 9,607,904 10,296,977
2. 48
4,
971,444
3,340,190
NewJersey .. ....... . 2,302,341
1,873,465
19,661,530 2. 36
12,928,422
Pennsylvania ....... . 8,479,918
7,369,682
South A.tlan tic Division :
b C 275,000 1. 21
b 275, 000
207,281
Delaware ..... .. . ... .
153,509
2,534,351 1. 53
1,910,663
1,544,367
Maryland ... ... . .... . l, 214,729
1,050,369 2. 77
905,777
438,567
373,535
D\st~ic_t of Columbia.
. 47
1,819,563
1,604,509
946,109
587,472 .
V1rgm1a. --·-·· ····-·
1,793,649 l. 26
1,198,493
707,553
West Virginia .. . _.. .
577,719
.16
817,562
714,900
376,062
177,498
North Carolina ..... .
. 38
529,828
450,936
324,629
South Carolina ..... .
275,688

1. 97
. 68
. 55
2. 03
2. 41

North
~· nth
outh

292,000
ii:;:~~:::::::::::::: 129,431
~:~!~~!le
·. ·. ·.: ·.::·.::: b \ ~1i·, iii
Alabama............. b 370, 000

471,029
114,895

South Central Division:

2,91 9,045
dl, 587,894
~1t ~ii i', ~ti:
m
a 663,359
890, 000

l,
b 500, 000
830,705
411,858
b 1, ·030, 000
287,056

b

ioe~~~~i~~ ·.·.·_-.·_·_-_-_-.

t7' 395

4, 9oz
bl17, 000

A.rizona.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Utah. ................
Nevada..............
Id'lbO. .. . . . ... . . . . .. .
W ashington.........

t\

b 85,000
19,003
b35, 000

i;.tti~~i~·- ~ ~ ~::::::::

nti: 1i~

395,227
28,973
61,172
132,194
220, 245
38,411
112,615
307,031
2,864, 571

I

b A.1rproximately.

1. 65
1. 63
34
2. 80
l. 90
2. 26
2. 03
1. 66
1. 72

11.

• 24
. 66

1 ,686,909
598,927

1,190,354
516,533

$2. 61

2. 76
. 99
. 97
2. 81
3. 37

2. 50
2. 01
2. 24 a,2. 37
3. 21
2. 14
4. 65
3. 70
4.14
2. 56
3.42
2. 89
3.45'
2. 92
2. 90
2. 31
3. 31
2. 46

1.41 bl. 63 bcl. 63
2.19
1. 65 1. 83
3. 79
2. 47 3. 93
1. 07
. 97
. 63
2.11
1. 14 1. 57
.46
.44
. 27
.42
. 39
. 33
.84
. 65
. 31
1.25
. 43 1. 32

. 65 1.15
b. 80
.86
. 48
b. 59
b. 36 b.40 b. 59
. 86
.
73
1.11
. 73
.44
.71
1.
42
b.
65
b. 74
. 90
. 66
bl. 02

------ --- -- - ------

2, 384, 183
182, 243
214,009
849, 730
206, 958
296, il57
1, 425, 509
1,197,109
5, 801, 759

1,681,379
b85, 000
181,914
394,685
161,481
169, 020
958, 111
805,979
5, 187,162

2. 24
2. 27
2. 28
1.70
1. 65
1. 70
2. 76
1. 23

1.47
d. 86
a.39
d. 89
1. 02
1. 34
. 97
1. 33

3. 20
2. 89
3.10
2. 39
3. 04 d3. 55
2. 87
2. 55
3. 25
2. 25
3.17
3. 22
3. 78
3. 34
2. 23
2. 03
{3. 43

3. 71

1. 81 \3. 65 a,4. 21
3. 04
2. 45 3. 19
3.11
1. 83 3. 48

2. 01 2. 76
1. 37 b3. 71
2. 03 4. 08
. 24 b. 55
b . 05
0 1. 51 3. 05
. 92 1. 90
bl. 28
bl. 93 3. 54 3. 53
1. 17 1.18 2. 00
bl. 30 1. 50 2. 74
bl.65 1. 76 2. 57
2. 93 3. 31 4. 29
1. 44

lo

c In 1889-90.

3.47
1.15
1.04
3.18
3. 53

-- --

d 1,272,500
M.ississipl)i. .........
950,000
1,109,575
1,256,596
Louisiana........... .
531,834
817, 110
3,996,778
Texas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . b 650, 000
3, 178, 300
1,232,986
Arkansas............
b 520,000
1 016 776
365,288
Oklahoma ........................................ '.... '.... .
North Central Division:
12, 326, 919 2. 52
10,602,238
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,831,035
7, 16i, 963
7, 102, 874 bl. 70
5,245,218
Indiana .............. b 2,897,537
4,491,850
16, 201, 121 2. 57
Illinois . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 6,656, 542
7,014,092
11,645,126
d
6, 428, 003 2. 33
5,349,366
M.i~higa1?- ............ 2,840,740
2, 775,917
6, 676, !<24 1. 70
W :,.scons1.n . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 932, 539
2, 177, 023
3,801,212
5, 200, 206 2. 06
- Mmnesota . . . . . . . . . . .
960, 558
1, 328, 429
4,187,310
7, 899, 024 2. 70
6,382,953
lo~a .. ·.... . . . . . . . . . . 3, 269, 190
4, 484, 043
6, 694, 503
. 99
Missouri............. 1,749,049
2,675,364
5,434,262
626,949
1, 125, 893} bl. 29
North Dakota •...... } b 23 000
245,000 {
South Dakota........
, ,
1,199,630 a 1,687,918
3, 375, 785 2. 61
3,376,332
Nebraska. . . . . . . . . . . .
365, 520
1, 108, 617
4, 133, 195 2. 24
4,972,967
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
904, 323
1, 818, 337
Western Division:
743,176 bl. 62
364, 084
Montana.·...........
b 35,600
78, 730
211, 335 b. 71
b 225,000
28, 504
WKom'mg...... ......
b7, 000

11

9

- - - -- - - - - - 1 -- - - - \- - - - -·1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - -

d In 1894-95.

3. 54
2. 12
4. 38
1. 03
2. 73
3. 29
4. 99
2. 07
2. 97
3.16
4. 0

STATE- COMMGN-SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
TABLE

17.-The school expenditure of 1895-96, classified.

State or Territory.

'

~;

LXXIII

Paid for.sites,
Paid for
buildings, teachers' and
furmture, ]i. superintend·
braries, and
ents' sala.
apparatus.
ries.

1

~

All other cur· Total expend.
r ent expend.
iture, ex·
itures, prin· eluding paycipally for
ment of
maintenance.
bonds.

3

4

5

;

United States ..••••.•..................

$32, 408, 270

$116,377,778

$35, 667, 732

$184, 453, 780

North Atlantic Division .....................
South Atlantic Di vision ........•............
South Central Division ......................
North Central Division........•... _.........
Western Division .......•.....••..•.........

16, 107, 841
1,226,576
l, 208, 631
12, 126, 785
1,738,437

38,252,602
8, 505, 125
10,898,412
49,790,057
8, 931, 582

13,328,100
1,374,457
1,187,403
16,935,423
2,842,349

67,688,543
11, 106, 158
13,294,446
78,852,265
13,512,368

296,951
163, 691
189,371
2,905,483
508,435
516, 692
6,599,428
830,865
4,096,925

1,107,818
622,944
599,069
a 6,990,037
884,935
1,748,475
13,619,228
3,057,860
9,622,236

233,829
134,168
279,287
1,933,671
235,219
531,664.
2,955,174
:t_ 082, 719
5,942,369

1,638,598
920,803
1,067,727
11,829, 191
1,628,589
2,796,831
23,173,830
4,971,444
19,661,530

b 23,795
406,643
166, 398
170,105
223,071
53,172
26,180
125,295
31,917

225,000
1,853,045
714,367
1,443,774
1,112,513
705,416
458,788
1,486,423
505,799

26,205
274,663
169,604
205,684
458,065
58, 974
44,860
75, 191
61,211

275,000
2,534,531
1,050, 369
1,819,563
1, 793, 649
817, 562
529,828
1,686,909
598,927

415,357
128,401

2,372,214
1,321,379
618, 668
1,108,013
803,151
3,404,054
1,054,364
216,569

131, 474
138,114
461
127,173
322, 519
336, 378
51,591
53,693

2, !119, 045
1, 587, 894
663, 359
1,272,500
1,256,596
3,996, 778
1,232,986
365,288

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ...................................
New Hampshire (1893-94) .••.•..••.......
Vermont ..................................
Massachusetts ...........................
Rhode Island ............................
Connecticut .............................
New York .. . ..................... .. .....
New .Jersey ..............................
Pennsylvania .........•........ .... ......
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware· (1889-90) a ............... ......
Maryland ................................
District of Columbia ........ ~...........

:ltt~iili~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::
South Carolina ..........................

~ri:ii~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
South Central Division:
Kentucky ...............................
Tennessee (1894-95) ..............•.•..••.
Alabama (1893-94) .•.•.•...........•.....
Mis~i~sippi (1894-95) ...•••........ ... ....
Lou1s1ana ................................
T exas ....................................
Arkansas ................................
Oklahoma .................... . ...........
North Central Division:
•Ohio .....................................
in~~fsa::: :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : :: : : : : : : : ::: : ::
Mi_cbigai: (1894-95) .....•.•...............
W1scons1n ...............................
Minnesota ......................••.......
Iowa .... .................................
Missouri. ....•••••.......................
North Dakota ...........................
South Dakota (1893-94) ...•...•..........
Nebraska ............. . ... - ........ - . ....
Kansas ................. - -...... - •.......
Western Division:
Montana ......................•... ·······

-

C 18,230

37,314
130,926
256, 346
127,031
95,026

3,542,701
976,440
732,653
966, 891
746,945
1,454,349
182,353
184,900
339,451
322,064

8,317,424
4,767,531
9,958,935
3,963,082
3,394,486
3,279,123
5,205,287
4,205,122
586, 774
914,046
2,261,007
2,937,240

2,888,008
a 778,792
2,699, 485
1,488,481
2,549,685
954,192
1,946,792
1,035,032
356,766
588,972
775,327
873,891

12,326,919
7,102,874
16,201,121
6,428,003
6,676,824
5,200,206
7,899,024
6,694,503
1,125,893
1,687,918
3,375,785
4,133,195

203,769
29,118
343,500
18,321
23,416
142, 942
20,203
32,828
140, 079
173,845
610,416

418,841
153,269
1,319,921
142,130
152,438
515,829
164, 827
218,728
769, 150
784,968
4,291,481

120,566
28,948
720,762
21,792
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b 8. 7

I
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26.5
11. 8
25. 3
17. 8
18.1

27. 4
] 3. 8
14. 4
10. l
10. 9
16. 8
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11. 1
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10. 5

c Report incomplete.
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79. 3
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86. 6
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84'. 5
81. 2.
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93. 8
87.1
63. 9
85. 2
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11.4
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11.9
17. 9
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10. 6
]5.1
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10. 9
15. 5
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PART Ic
CHAPTER I.
LAWS RELATING TO CITY SCHOOL BOA.RDS. 1

1. General Rema1·ks.-The typical city system; Selection of mernbers of school boards;
Some notable systerns; Control of revenues; The superintendent; Selection of teachers.
2. Detailed.descriptions of the school systems of New Yorlc City; Chicago, Ill.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Brooklyn, N. Y.; St. Louis, Mo.; Boston, Mass.; Baltimore, Md.; San
Francisco, Ca1.; Cincinnati, Ohio; Clevelancl, Ohio; Buffalo, N. Y.; New OrleanB,
La.; Pittsbm·g, Pa.; Washington, D. C.; Detroit, Mich.; Milwaulcee, Wis.; Minneapolis, Minn.; St. Paiil, Minn.; Denve1·, Colo.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Charleston, S. C.;
Hartford, Conn.; Savar111a7i, Ga.
3. Tabula1· smnmary of school laws relating to the foregoing cities.

If it were reqi1ired to describe the typical organization of an American city school system, the followiBg might be given: A. board of education is created by law whose members are elected by the people, serve
without pay, ancl have full legal power to establish, maintain, and control free public schools for all children of school age in the limits of the
city.
Each year they make estimates in detail of the amounts of money
required for the schools during the next coming year, which estimates
are submitted to the- city council. That body appropriates money
for those purposes named in the estimates which they think necessary and proper in view of all other needs of the city's government,
and of the expected revenue from the taxes which they consider it
expedient to levy. Th,e money once appropriated is controlled by the
board of education who buy sites, build and repair schoolhouses, purchase supplies, hire and pay the necessary officers and teachers.
They make regulations for the management of the system-and employ
as their principal executive officers a secretary and. a superinteudent,
the ·former to_look after the details of their business affairs and the
latter to have especial care of all matters relating to instruction. The
superintendent is presumably an ex·p erienced educator, well versed in
all that pertains to school management, and a thorough student of
1By James C. Boykin.
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111 '
th:.\\ hi ..
· chool air mu,iutain d during the winter months, and there
kindergarten an la eparate manual-training high school, but
th
though Tm ing in popular favor, are not yet sufficiently numerou ., t hav a place in the tyve system.
·
.
It may be that the "'ystem described has not a single example m the
United States which combines all the details mentioned exactly as
they are et forth. The number of possible variations ar~ as great as
the combinations on the chess board and in regard to every feature
there are instances of radical diverge~ce from the type described; but
in a general way it may be taken as representative of the systems of
the majority of American cities.

m . \ .. b

MEMBERS OF SCHOOL BOA.RDS.

In regard to the number of·members of the board there is not nor can
there. be any uniform rule. It is sometimes held that there should be
some relation between the size of the city and size of the board, but
whether this is necessary depends wholly on the extent to which execu·
tiv~ powers are confided to paid subordinates, who are supposed to be
tramed experts in their particular lines. The New York board con·
trols the schools of over a millfon and a half of people, yet it numbers
only 21 members, while Pittsburg, with a population of about a quarter
of a million, has 37 members in a central board and 222 in local boards,
There are 7 members of the Minneapolis board while Hartford, with
only a third as many inhabitants, has 39 school ~isitors and committee·
men. Such contrasts are numerous.
Tbe methods of selecting the members of the governing boards are
exceedingly varied.
W a;rd. l)o1itics is a matter constantly before the mind of school law·
ma~er. auu any amount of inventive genius has been exercised to
devise a way of (~boo ·ing scbool boards that would make it impossible
f~~ t\ie war<l bo to interfere. lncom1,etent principals and teachers
cuo en
1 1
1 1cal
ienchmen; contracts corruptly given
: to ''encourage'. po~·t·
to f a tei tbe treat-,une of part·1 ,
· .
an organizations;
assessments of
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teachers for campaign funds; unseemly intrigues, strifes, and bickering within the schools themselves by adherents of different parties; the
son of some local heeler allowed to be habitually unruly, to the detriment of general school discipline, because the teacher fears for his
position if he attempts to assert his authority-all these evils and more
are feared by those who have seen the results when local politics has
had undue influence.
Where there is a school board clothed with due authority, whose
members are not influenced by political considerations, these things can
not_be. Hence the solicitation for a board "above politics."
The first boards were chosen at popular elections and the wembers
were ward representatives. This bas not always worked well. The
local feeling in members has sometimes prevented them from appreciating any interests other than those of their own distr-icts; local politicians of small caliber have crept in from out-of-the-way wards, and
have made things very unpleasant in various ways. To avoid these
things, in many cities the board is elected from the city at large and
not as representatives of a,ny particular locality. In other places the
mayor of the city appoints the board, often with the advice and consent of the council. But, alas for human devices, instances havB often
occurred in which both these methods of election have proved to be as
objectionable as ward elections, for there are big politicians as well
as little politicians, and the big ones are no more disinterested than
the little ones; the city machine may dictate the board members at
large just as the ward machine may elect the board members from the
wards. And mayors are not always above appointing their personal
and political friends, even if they are not the most desirable men for
· the places; so these plans also have been discarded 1n some places,
as in Philadelphia, where the board is appointed by the judges of the
superior court, and in New Orleans, where they are in part appointed
by the governor of the State and in part ~lected ·Jy ~he city council.
.A.11 of these schemes come from efforts to take the schools '' ou_t of
politics." But after all there is but one way to do tbat, and that way
is by the creation of a general sentiment demanding clean and honest
administration of the schools, without regard for any consideration save
their best .good. With such a sentiment the worst law, apparently,
may be satisfactory; without it the best law may fail. Examples to
prove this are not hard to find. The law that relates to Savannah,
Ga., would probably be the very last to be copied by a modern city
school lawmaker. There we have a unique instance of a board that is
a self-perpetuating close corporation, handling public funds, holding
public property in their own corporate name, and managing public
schools. This would be considered nowadays a very dangerous power
to put in the hands of what is practically a private corporation; but
the Savannah board was established in 1866, and during the entire
thirty years that have passed no change has been made in the law

95-96.
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ir operations. The memmen, and have always
·in
' h li t has embraced Jews,
1ic n . , and Independents, but
, "r been.tainted wit h area-

the best governed city in the
pl ce on the face of the earth
lb ~ writt
1..
in which the laws themselves
n 1i i n ban in the District of Columbia. The
h ol tru t
are past fi.ndin g out, as the porhi h r 1 t
t the details of the Washington
rn h ~· . .1:
r th 1~
he schools are harmoniously and successfull
ondn ted and de n-cdly stand high among the systems of the
ountry.
ncicl ntally I might mention that the f~rce of an adverse
I ul)li sentiment has been sufficient to utterly over1hrow two entirely
lliff rent , y terns of gov ~rmnent in the District within the last thirty
T

year .
On the other hand, another city 1night be mentioned in which a balf
cl zen rea onably good laws have been in_force in the last thirty years
and not one of them has succeeded in giving the city a system free
from the eyil eye of the politician. But until recently evidences of any
geueral interest in the mana·g emeut of the schools were hard to fiud.
A gentleman 1n:om1nent during the last year or two in the agitation for
school reform, accorc1ing to his own account, had J)racticed law in the
same city for twenty-six years before he had ever been conscious of seeing a -public school building. His explanation of the unsatisfactory
~ondition of the schools was that the indifference which he himself had
felt was general among a very large proportio-n of the best class of citizens. I i good citizens turn the administration· of the laws over to
-schemers and self-seekers, how can even the best of statutes accomplish
good results,
But while it is true that the public opinion behind a law is the princiJ.)al factor in the success of its operation, the im1)ortance can not be
overestimated of-so constructing the statutes as to provide for those
times which may come to any city when the public shall become less
watchful through long security, or when the chosen officers sball be
beguiled by influences not of the best.
SOME NOTABLE SYSTE:.vIS.

In some cities tb.at Telic of rural school organization the local trustee
system, is still retained.. ln Ilartford., Conn., the or~anization is nothing more nor les .. than that ~f e-:,·er"! ~ountry townsliip in the State,
an<.1 a very comph at organization 1t 1 • The ward trustees are even
more powerf 1 in mer .-:pe ·t. in ittsburg a., than in llartford for
there they may levy ta ·e · for th i, rp ses which they control, w'hile
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in Hartford the district· taxes are laid in district meetings. The central board in Pitb;burg have more complete control over the high school
than do the school visitors of Hartford, but on the other hand the superintendent is appointed by the school visitors of the latter city, while all
the trustees vote for the corresponding officer in the former. Philadelphia also retains its ward trustees, though their powers are somewhat less extensive than in Pittsburg.
In all three of these cities the central authorities examine and license
teachers, while the local boards select and appoint them.
-It has been only within the last few months that the local trustees
were overthrown in New York City, and this year is the first in their
history in which all the common schools have been controlled by a
single board.
There are comparatively few plans of organization now in operation
which are not the products of evolution, but in. a few notable instances
schemes have been brought into being and enacted into law which had
little or no local precedent on which to build. The most conspicu011$ of
these in late years has been the so-called ''federal system'7 of Cleveland,
Ohio . . The :provision of a legislative body without executive functions,
and of a single executive officer who is directly and solely responsible to
the people for the administration of the schools, are novelties in American city school organization, and up to this time the example of Cleveland remains unique. The plan has met with considerable favor. It
received the indorsement of the subcommittee of five of the National
Educational Association's famous committee of fifteen, and will undoubtedly influence school legislation in the future. Unquestionably as long
as the director is a paragon and his principal appointee, the superintendent, is above criticism, such a system as this will be conspicuously successful. But time, and time alone, will show the results of
one-man power in school management during revulsions of popular
favor causing- sudden radical changes, or relaxations of public watchfulness resulting in the election of men of doubtful fitness. These
things sometimes occur and such possibilities must always be taken
into consideration.
School district No. 1, Arapahoe County, Colo., which embraces the
greater part of Denver, is another Minerva among school organizations, and its system has been widely copied, especially in the West,
with modifications to suit local conditions. The school board is supreme
in school matters and owns no allegiance to any other local authority.
There are but six memqers, and two are elected each year-for three years
at a special election. In the twenty years th~t the system has been in
operation it has been unusually successful. The policies of the board
have been subjected to no sudden deleterious changes, amd the progress
of the schools have been uniform ap.d consistent. But as Cleveland
has had only one director under its present system, so this district of
Denver bas had but one superintendent, aud that a strong man who
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schools' affairs.
llen e of the schools be neces1 •h. T
ay that it was the system
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ystem itself is responsible for
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ar or more under systems that
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'I h l)f . n lt w. h.
hool committee of Boston contn in 11 hin
-'I ially r m. rl- 1 , but their history is fulf of things
·hi ·h i
n d
w 11 t . i l. The primary schools were managed
rnmit
which had grown from 36 to 190 members.
wn ya an i s ancl were generally a law unto them' lY , •
t t1rn ame tim ther wa a general school _c ommittee of 24
1n
b r ',...., 1 ct d by the people of each of the twelve wards, and when
th primary school committee was abolisbed the general committee was
111 ·rea eel to 72, or 6 member from each ward. With the annexation
of more territory to the city the school committee grew to 116 member~It wa so unwieldy as to interfere with the proper prosecution of busine "' and in 1875 the number was cut down to 24, elected from the city
at large. They had formerly no authority to determine the location_or
character of the schoolhouses, that power being exercised by th~ Cl~Y
council until 1875. Then the school committee were given a voice m
the matter, but the division of authority was equally unsatisfactory in
l)ractice, and in 1889 the entire control of the erection of buildings was
turned over to the school committee, though the money must first be
appropriated by the council-:The mayor is ex officio a member of the board of education in some
places, as in Atlanta, Ga., and in others he is ex officio its president.
The latter was formerly the case in Washington and in Boston. A rather
unusual provision is made in a few cities, of which Rochester, N. Y.,
and Detroit, Mich., are examples, by which the approval of the mayor
is necessary to acts of the board of education. in cases of this kind the
board may generally override the mayor's veto by a two-thirds vot,e.
. In one city in the United States there is a school system in which
there i.s no school board, namely, Buffalo, N. Y. All school legislation
there is done in the city council, and the city superintendent, an officer
elected by the -people, is the head of the city department of education.
Though there is no exact parallel to the Buffalo plan of organization,
there are other dties in which the school board.is the creature of the
city council ~nd. i.s so subordinate as to have no authority whatever
save ~hat wbicb. tbe c~mn.ci.l c11oose to delegate. Precisely this is the
ca ~ m _Atlanta, Ga. Tbe mayor a.ml council have legal authority to
maintain
. a sy tem f .1) 1,c, . · ·11 ol · aml to " 1,rov1'd , f'or appropri·ate
agen:1 . to r ~l t ' m?_rov1 . and c~ rry on Kai<l system of schools
and 1ender th ame fil 1ent.
\\ the rest is 1·n th eir
. d.1scret,10n.
.
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their credit be it said, however, the mayor and council have provided
a board of education with very full powers, practically the only power
retained being the appropriation of money. It is a matter of pride to
the city that the board of education bas always been composed of men
of high character, that they have the hearty support of the rest of the
city government, and that they are permitted. to perform their duties
without vexatious interference.
Substantially the same power over the schools is given .t o the council of Baltimore, Md., though the city school board is provided for by
State law. The board of St. Paul, Minn., has been since 1891 constituted somewhat similarly, though their functions are more minutely
specified by law. The St. Paul board have full power to appoint teachers and to divide between them the money appropriated for salaries, but
in Baltimore nearly every act of the board may apparently be reviewed,
altered, or annulled by the council.
The contrast between the Minneapolis and the St. Paul boards is
. striking. Though the two cities are practically one, on one side of the
river that divides them the board has very large powers, even to the
right to levy its own taxes, while on the other side the boa.rd is not
even a corporation, and can not hold property.
CONTROL OF REVENUES.

The best criterion of the power of a school board is the degree of
their independence in money matters. If they must prepare detailed
estimates that may be refused as a whole or in any item by some other
body, their functions are so restricted as to be almost entirely ministerial. They can not introduce any novelty'or provide for any extension
without the concurrence of the authority which holds the purse strings.
This is u~ually the state of affairs, and as tending to conservatism and
economy it has its advantages when a board develops an inclination to
foster expensive fads. But that can seldom be charged; it more oftert
happens that the board is deprived of funds urgently required to provide for the actual needs of the children fo the way of buildings and
teachers.
The powers of the Western cities in this respect are usually much
more extensive than those of the East. St. Louis, Denver, and Minneapolis are types of cities whose school boards enjoy tb.e right to levy
whatever tax they require without submitting their estimateR to any
other body. The maximum that may be levied is, however, always
limited by State law.
In Milwaukee, Wis., a variation is introduced by which the school
board determines the amount of the levy unless the city council decide
otherwise by a two- thirds vote. In Detroit all money asked by the
board for current expenses must be granted if it does not exceed a certain fixed sum per pupil, but if that is not sufficient the council decides
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ap1 ropriated. Estimates for build:.
he 0 ·auutlet f both the council and the city
TIIE

PE INTEND ENT.

ity uperintendent is another point upon which
, r int I sth10' diiforenc of practice. He is usually elected by
ch ol board, but in San Francisco, Buffa.Io, and some other cities
li. i" < i y offi er and is elected at a popular election. A man must be
a ;o (l politician as ·w ell as a good educator to succeed in obtaining
ofh '' nuder these conditions, and the field of choice is necessarily narrnwetl to men well known and popular in the city. Such a thing as
securing as superintem1ent a man wh0 had made his reputation in
another city would be out of the question. Philadelphia secured both
l\l ac .1\..lister and Brooks from other places; Cleveland, Ohio, brought
Draper from New York and Jones from Indianapolis, and so many
others of the most successful superintendents have found their widest
fields in places far distant from the scene of the beginning of their
careers; but tbis style of selection iH not for San Francisco or Buffalo.
Nevertheless the list of superintendents,of those cities embraces several
names prominent in educational circles.
In ::mme. of the New Jersey cities the same plan of the popular election of superintendents prevails, and the result has been in many cases
the clioice of men without-even the pretense of an expert. know ledge of
school matters. The 1aw undoubtedly contemplated that the superintenc1en t elected should perform the usual duties of the office, but this
has not proved advisable in some instances. In one city· the board of
education has a11pointed a supervising principal, who is to all intents
and purposes the superintendent in the ordinary sense of the term,
while the superintendent, officially so called and elected as such by the
people, is but little more than the treasurer and maker of reports.
--The most powerful city superintendent in the country, so far as the
law can make him so, is Mr. L: H. Jones, of Cleveland, Ohio. With
absolute control over all that relates to instruction, he ha$\ the full
power of examination, appointment, and removal of teachers. He himself is the a1>11oinfoe of one man, the school director, though he must be
confirmed by the school council. It remains to be seen whether time
will prove this plan _to be wise. It may or may not lead to more frequent and sweeping, and theref9re harmful, changes in policies aud
-personnel than does the usual practice of making the superintendent
amenable to the government of a continuous board. The same man has
been (lirector since tbe beginning of the present system four years ago,
and both the snrierintendent whom he has ap1>0inted have been not
onl~ m n _of marked ability, faitbfulne s, and l)robjty, but havr been
b ,11 ver · m tll
amc g n ral educational polici ,_.; ·o tlm "the Cleve·
land plan ha · not yet be u -put to any real te ·t.
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In Washington, D. C., the same authority which appoints the members of the school board also appoints tlle superintendent, aml the l~tter
does not depend for his official position upon the former. The relations
between the board and the superintendent have been in the main cordial and harmonious, but at one time a bitter controversy arose between
the first superintendent and the board, which was very demoralizing to
the schoo1s. The board earnestly sought to change the method of
choosing the superintendent, urging that if he were their own appointee
such disputes would be impossible. They failed in this, but secured
the removal of their antagonist.
SELECTION OF 'l'EACHERS.

Next to the actual instruction of pupils, the selection of teachers is
the most important duty connected with the schools. A certificate of
fitness of some description is always required before appoiutment, and
that certificate is, or should be, good evidence that the hol<l.er will
perform reasonably satisfactory service. Selection from certificate
ho1ders would therefore seem to be attended with but little risk. But
the examination for the certificate is at best only a partial test, and
many })ass it who could scarcely be rated as mediocre teachers, ancl
occasiona,Uy some may fail who are capable of doing good work in the
schoolroom. The examination is a help in the work of selection, but
no more. It narrows tbe :field, but d9es not designate the individual.
Commonly the examination and choice of tea.clrnrs are given to the
school boards, and the details are matters of local regulation. No
matter what the rules might be, the judgment of the superintendent is,
under normal conditions, treated with a deference that practically
amounts .to putting the choice in his hands. It has been said of one
superintendent that he has planned every schoolhouse built and has
selected every teacher appointed in his city for the last twenty years.
And nominally his duties include neither. This, if literally true, is
exceptional, but it is natural and proper that the man who directs the
work of the teachers and is to a great extent responsible for its char- .
acter should have a voice in their selection. In many cases the choice
rests wholly with the superintendent. The absolute control exercised
over examination and appointment by the superintendent at Cleyeland
bas already been mentioned. The same power as to appointment rests
with the superintendent at Buffalo, but there is an examining board
ap11ointed by the mayor, whose tests candidates must meet before they
are eligible for appointment. In some places, as iu New Yo~·k and Cincinuati, the superintendents nominate the teachers and boards make
the appointments. The superintendent is nearly always one of the
examining board or committee.
If the reports of the central boards of the cities concerned be true,
and there is no reason to think they are not, the appointments made
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by lo al tru tee in cities in which there are such officers are not alVV- ya
of tho be t. Di trict committees at Hartford have often emplo ~ed.
p r on as teacher and then sent them to the school visitors to l>e
e_-aminell; and one case is mentioned in a recent report of a person
, h wa, foun l teaching in the schools without a license, and ""\'V 3 S
di.r ct d by the visitors to present herself for examination. It ~as
01i1y after rel)eated attempts and by the exercise of great leniency
becau e of a desire for harmony that she was able to pass at all.
Thi merely illustrates the difficulties that are liable to arise -wheil
separate boards have concurrent jurisdiction over the same subject.
CONCERNING THE DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS.

In the following pages I have presented the details of the system 8
of 23 cities so far as they are set forth in the school laws. I have sho-w-n
the historical development of the systems of New York and Washington, in the first case because of the interest which bas been aroused
by the recent reorganization of the schools, and in the second because
that was the only way in which a just comprehension of the system
could be obtained.
·
The arrangement of the cities is in order of their size. All those
having over 200,000 inhabitants are included, and some smaller cities
ai'e given because of especial features in each case that make them
interesting specimens of school organization.
The epitome in tabular form at the end of the chapter will be convenient for comparison.
NEW YORK CITY.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT.

The constant tendency of legislation relating to the control of the
school~ of New York City has been in the direction of centralization of
authority.
In the infancy of the system, fifty years or more ago, each ward or
_district was practically supreme in the administration of its own
schools. The local trustees selected their own teachers, subject to the
approval of the inspectors, who were also ward officers, chose their own
1
course of study, and decided upon the methods of school organization.
They purchased their own supplies and sent the bills to the board of
education, who exercised no control over their expenditures, but simply
divided the school moneys between the several wards in proportion to
the number of children in school.
At this 1.)eriod, that is, under the law of 1844, which was the fir t
under which tbe system was effectively organized, each ward elected
at a special election two commissioners two inspectors and ft ve trus,
'
tee · One. commissioner and one inspector were elected each year to
serve two year , and one trustee was elected each year to serve five
1

Public Education iu New York City, Boese, page 70.
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years. All the commissioners in the city composed the board of education, but the inspectors and the trustees were purely local officers, the
latter having practically all the power in relation to the management
of the schools, and the former auditing the bills and performing certain
visitoria,l functions. 1 The commissioners were ex officio members of the
boards of trustees of their respective wards, and largely controlled the
expendHure of the money allotted by the board of education to the
ward schools. In feeling and in practice they, too, were more local than
general officers, so that there was nobody who made it his especial business to look after the school system of the city as a whole. 2 There w~s
a '' county superintendent," it is true, who was appointed by the county
board of supervisors and who was amenable to the rules and regula- .
tions of the State superintendent. But his powers and duties were not
such as to give him any authority over the schools, 3 and his influence in
unifying th~ schools was not appreciable, even if any attempt was made
to accomplish such a result.
The special election feature failed to be successful in practice. The
interest of the people could not be sufficiently aroused to "bring out
the vote," and in 1851 special elections were discontinued, and since
that time all popular voting for school officers has been done at general
city elections.
A. city superintendent wa~ provided for by tbe same law, to be
appointed by the board of education, to ~horn the power was given to
:fix and pay his salary. Among his duties were the licensing of teachers in conjunction with the inspectors, and for cause he had the power
to ann~l licenses. But this was oflittle account, for there was nothing
to prevent the trustees from employing a teacher without a license, if
they chose, until the board of education in 1854 passed a regulation
preventing such employment.
Serious defects in time became apparent in the system. The shifting
of population produced great inequalities in the population of the several wards and gave the more southerly wards undue predominance in
the board. 4 Great differences became manifest in the efficiency of the
schools of the various wards. Some trustees were negligent and others
were even unduly ambitious in advancing the interests under their
charge. Irregularities of various kinds were brough·t to the surface, 2
and, since the laws did not clearly define the functions of tb.e s~veral
classes of officers, conflicts of authority inevitably followed.
The revision of 1864.-There could be but one outcome to suclt an
unsatisfactory state of affairs, and in 1864 a law was passed gr_e atly
strengthening the board of education and enlarging the powers of the
inspectors.
The division of the city into wards, then 22, was still recognized in
.A.ct of May 7, 1844, in Manual of the Board of Education of 1850.
2public Education in New York City, page 94.
3 .A.ct of May 7, 1844.
-tThirty-seventh Annual Report Board ot:Education, 1878, page 26.
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tl1 n w 1. win th 1 ti n of tru tees, fi.-ve of whom were to be elected
fi r in l by a h ,y, r l on a h year, for a term of five years.
1 nt f, r m i . i n r ancl in pectors the city was divided into seven
h< ol di tr· •t , in e ch of whi h one commissioner was elected every
· ar f' r • hr e-y ar t rm. The number of members of the board of
edn 'atio 1 wa , th refore, fixed at 21 instead of 44, as before. The electi m
in 1) tor by the l)eople was discontinued, and they were to be
, :Pl) 11 tetl by the mayor with the confirmation of the board of educati n. There were three for each district, and their term of service was
fi_·ed at three years, one being appointed each year. The commisioners -were no· longer to be ex officio members of the board of trustees,
tbe expectation being that if they were se1)arated from the administration of local affairs they would better realize their duties to the whole
city.
The appointment of principals and vice-principals was made subject
to the confirmation of the board of education, but the appointment of
other teachers and of janitors remained in the control of the trustees
as fully as before. Power was given to the board of education to
Temove any school officer for immoral or disgraceful conduct in any
manner connected with his _official duties, and this power was utilized
on several occasions.
The source of support of the schools remained as hefore, namely, taxes
laid by the county board of su-pervisors at the demand of the board,
within s-pecified. limits. Nor was there any change in the method of the
distribution of money between the wards on the basis of the number of
pupils in school, though the limits of age were extended.
Attacks on the board.-Great hopes were entertained of the effects of
the new schem.e of organization, but dissatisfaction soon appeared,
and a vigorous attempt was made in 1867 to procure the passage of a
law entirely changing the management of the schools. A bill was
introduced jn the legislature which contemplated the abolishment
of the board or education, the iusp~ctors, and the trustees in toto, and
the substitution in their stead of a commission of seven persons to
be a1rpointed by the governor with the confirmation of the senate, to be
called the metrol)olitan board of instruction. This board was to exercise the -powers of all the school officers whom it was expected that it
would supplant, and its members were to hold office for eight years and
receive salaries of $5,000 each per annum.
In support of this bill it was charged that the existing system had
fa.i1e.d. to accompli h. the objects for which it was established; that the
te.acl1en; a1_)1.)oin~ed. by the trustees were jncom1)etent and inefficient;
tl1 at the rule: and -regulations of the exi ·tin°· board had failed to secure
Tfl'OI). · <1i ·ci-plin and. an economi.ca1 and j ;dicious expenditure of the
ll~rJll ·money; an l ha t11 ~n ir aclmini:tra.tion of the, ·ystems imperaem, nd.e,1 a cb nge iI the officer;:; an<l agent· to wbom it was
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Tbe charges were denied, and were disproved to the satisfaction of
the legislative committee in charge of the matter, and the bill failed. 1
The taking away of all semblance to local control was the strongest
objection to the proposed scheme and should of itsel( have been sufficient to defeat it.
But charges against the board continued to be frequently reiterated.
It was said that tho boa,rd did not practice due economy, that they
neglectr,d to provide means for primary education while spending large .
sums upon a course of instruction carried far beyond what was necessary or proper in a common school; that they fostered a system of
cramming, and that they neglected or excluded the poor; that they did
not pay sufficient attention to the sanitary surroundmgs of the pupils.
The board met a1I these charges with elaborate statistics and arguments, justifying their expenditures a,nd cxplaimng their official
actions. 2
District representation abolishecl.-Tbe opponents of the existing system prevailed, however, and on April 30, 1869, an act passed the legislature which effected a complete revolution in the constitution of the
board. The principle of district representation was renounced, and the
mayor was directed to appoint 12 commissioners of common schools to
form a, board of education. with all the powers and duties of the former
boarcl. The principle of minority representation was to be observed in
making these appointments.
These commissioners were to bold office until December 31, 1871,
mul after that time the 12 commissioners were to be elected by the
people. No voter was to have the privilege of voting for more than
7 co~missioners, and the 12 who received the highest number of votes
iVere to be declared elected. The term of office specified was three
years. 3
A city department of educcition.-But before the time set for holding
tho election thus provided for, the law was repealed by the act of April
18, 1871, which established an additional department of the city, called
the department of public instruction. 1ro this department were trausferrell all the powers and duties of the board of education, and at its
head was a board of 12 commissioners appointed by the mayor, who
was directed to recognize the principle of minority representation in
his appointments. Their term of office was five years.
All laws providing for the election of local trustees were repealed, by
tl1e same act and tlley were to be appointed by the mayor. The provision requiring.confirmation of inspectors by the school commissioners
was also repealed. .An equally important change was in reference to
finances, for the power of the board of education to :fix the amount of
1

Twenty-sixth Annual Report Board of Education 1 New York City 1867 pao-e
'
'
i:,
~Twenty-seventh Annual Report Board of Education, New York City, 1868, page
27 et seci,
3
Acts ofl8691 chapter 437.

26, and Report of the City Superintendent1 1867 1 pao-e 11.
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y b ard of supervisors was ta,~en
1 ar m t was prohibited from incurr 1 g
i n th refor had previously been roa e
n a.king the estimates of sums neces·
< ·d
and departments of the city -Wn 1 tr 11 r, th commissioner of public w_o rk:S,
tm nt f public parks. The aggregate
r quired to be levied and collected
ar l f up .rd ors.
u, th
h l " lmini ·tration of the law was practicallY
ne ma1 -the mayor of the city-for the appoin ~m nt )f t ll ·h 1 ffi r
pnt into his hands. The effect of th 1 S
.. t m~ k the s b l sy m , part and parcel of local politics, _autl
th s ·h ol were in danger of becoming "an instrument of partisan
1
ab 0 Tandizemeut and 110w r. '
The boaril. of ec1iication revi ed.-This was plainly seen by the legislature ancl the act of 1871 wa repealed within two years of its passage.
The d partment of public instruction was abolished by the act of March
30, 1 .... 3, and the board of education was again brought into being.
The number of school commissioners was once more fixed at 21, but
there was no reqmrement this time for district representation. They
were to be appointed by the mayor for three-year terms, one-third of
the number being a-p-pointed annually.
The im;l)ectorB then. in were all legislated out of office, and the mayor
was req_uired to a-ppoint 3 for each school district, their terms of
office to be so arranged by lot that one-third should expire each year •
.A.Jrpointments after the first year were to be made for three years.
The ap1,)ointment of the ward trustees was taken from the mayor a, nd
for the first time given to the board of education. 'fheir power in relation to teachers received an important restriction, for tbe appointment
of principals and vice-principals was given practically without reserve
to the board of education. The right to make a nomination, indeed,
still rested with the trustees, but if the board did not appoint the person so nominated within twenty days, the sole power of appointment
lay witli tlie board.
The board of estimate and ap-portionment was also created in 1873,
and the present method-of determining the amount of money to be
allotted to the several city boards was then inaugurated.
The duties and relatiom, of tbe several classes of school officers as
then constituted were thus summarized by the president of the board,
M.r. Willi.am Wood, in the report of the board for 1878: •
The immediate sur,ervision of the schools in the respective wards is given to the
tru.·tees, who a-pl_)~int teachers, nominate l)rincipals to the board of education for
a1>-p;oval, and, 111'J ct to g{meral rules -prescribed. by that 1,oard provide books fuel,
an< a1l 0th er huppli , select ancl recommen<l school sites, :u.d 'under the authority
' - - - -- - 1Tb"
--- -nt-y- eventh A.nnual Report ot: the l~oard of Education, 1878, page 28.
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of the central board, secure proposals, awar<l. contracts, an1l andit ancl rtify bills
for the payment of the cost of repairs, etc., as provided by ln.w. Th ir p w r of
expenditure of money, although limited, gives them a fund for th iocid n al . p ns _
of the wards, beyond which au appeal to the board almost invariably rn ur nn
appropriation for every reasonable demand. Cases f mbarrn. me nt haY
times arisen where trustees have exceeded their proper limit , hut tb :,• li:
infrequent.
The inspectors have the general oversight of the s ·hool iu th ir di tri ·t . 'J'h ,
must approve the rerrloval of teachers before tho samo ca,u tak
ff ct, nn<l connt,•rsigu all bills and pay rolls. They serve as an aclvi ory branch of th lo al ho rd .
The board of education is the legislative borly whirh recrulat s nnd up •rvi 1-J th
whole.
-
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a " itizens' committee of one hn-O.m
ing list of prominent names, to fight:;
i pos ~ible, the passage of one along the

ill.
e time introduced a new bill, which iu.
l trn tees and transferred their duties to
ut changing the composition of the board
matt .r w, finally re£ rred to a small subcommittee ?1
, n, t . who c inv i o·ati n .. ncl deliberations r esulted in the lnll
11 · ·h fi lly I s e 1. Its 1wovi ions are sketched in the succeeding

ra r, 111 . .
h
1ll board of e<lucation remains unchanged and they have reel ct .<.l tu
u rinten<l nt, :M:r. John ·Jasper, who has held the office
-£ r
venteeu y a;rs. The district inspectors and the ward trustees as
formel'ly constituted have been abolished entirely, and the administration of the schools has been given wholly to the board of educa_tion
and the superintendents appointed by them. The inspectors P:~vid~d
for are without real authority and possess functions that, are v1s1tonal
and, to use the word in a new sense, reportorial only.
The pendulum has swung from complete decentralization in 1846 to
complete centralization in 1896.
LA.WS NOW IN FORCE.1

The board of education consists of 21 commissioners of common
schools, ap1)ointed by the mayor of the city. Their term of office is
three yea.rs, and one-third the number are appointed annually. Vacancies are filled by the mayor by appointment for the unexpired te:·m.
The commissioner~ may hold no office of emolument under the city,
county, State, or National Government, except the offices of notary
-public, commissioner of deeds, or in the National Guard.
Organization.-The board must organize annually by the election of
one of its members as president, to hold the office for one year.
.
They may appoint a city superintendent of schools and a supermtenc1ent of school buildings, each to hold office for six years; as many
as-sistant suverintendents of schools as they may deem necessary, for
terms of six years each, one-sixth, as nearly as; may be, to be elected
each year; and a clerk of the board of -education a deputy clerk, a
deputy superintendent of buildings, such supervisor; of special branches
a n u as many assistant clerks and other officers as may be necessary, all
o-f -w\1om se-rve du-ring the pleasure of the board and perform such duties
~ t ne ~oa-r u. migb.t Bl)ecify. The compensation of all these officers i
uetermmed
bvJ thn"' b oa-rl1..
=1
The supermtendent
·
· t an t
s
.
of schools and ass1s
1
, irt' :itcuuent · may b' -re.moved for cause by a vote of two-thirds of
a ,,, 1 el b r. of the oar
1

.A,:t of 18~G.
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Revenues.-Tbe amount of tax levied and the sum appr0priatecl to
the use of the schools, as well as to the other departments of the city
government,. are determined by the city board of estimate and apportionment, consisting of the mayor, comptroller, president of the board
of aldermen, and the president of the department of taxes. Each of
the several city boards, including the board of education, send annually
to the board of estimate and apportionment a detailed estimate in
writing of the amount of expenditure required in their respective
departments. Duplicates of these departmental estimates are also submittetl to the board of aldermen. The board of estimate and apportionment prepare in detail such a provisional estimate as they deem
advisable as to the aggregate amount to be allowed to each department,
and this provisional estimate is submitted to the board of aldermen,
who make such objections or rectifications as they see :fit. The board
of estimate and apportionment then consider the suggestions of the
board of aldermen and after such consideration prepare the final estimates.. Time is given to allow the taxpayers of the city to be heard,
and then the final estimate is duly signed and the amounts therein arc
thereby appropriated to the several purposes named therein. 1
Property.-Title to school property vests in the mayor, aldermen, and
. commonalty of the city of New York, but suits are brought in the name
of the boarcl of education.
In case of the discontinuance of the use of any school site or building, the property is sold by tlle proper munieipal authorities and the
proceeds are at once appropriated to tl10 board of education for the
purpose of purchasing other property or erecting other buildings.
The board of education may dispose of such personal property as the
superintendent shall certify to be no longer required. The proceeds
must be paid into the city treasury and at once appropriated to the
board of education.
Powers ctnd ditties.-The board of education have full control of the
public schools ancl of the public-school system of the city, subject only
to the statutes of the State. They liave power to establish new schools;
to discontinue any school; to consolidate schools; to lease, purchase,
or acq_uire, by condemnation proceedings, sites and buildings for school
purposes ; to erect school buildings; to make additions, alterations, and
repairs to the same; to provide all necessary furniture, heating and
ventilating apparatus, and fixtures, and to make proper regulations,
contracts, or agreements in relation to any such matters; to provide and
maintain one or more high schools, and they may appoint principals
and teachers and make all needful rules and regulations for the same;
to adopt and enforce by-laws, rules, and regulations for the government
of the board, its committees or officers, or of the schools; to appoint
princir,als and other teachers on the written nomiuation of a majority
of the board of school superintendents, and they may, upon the recommendation of the city superintendent, transfer principals from a school
1

Consolidation act of 1882.
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the t he been discontinued to any other in which a vacancy exists,
c nd t
pre cribe the manner of advertising for and making contracts
t b enter d into by the board of education. They have control over
th hall f the board of education, and may make all necessary alteration an l repairs.
Th b ard of education ma.y remove from office any school officer
pr ve l to have been pecuniarily interested in any contract with the
oar l, or guilty of immoral or disgraceful conduct. Any commissioner
r inspector may be removed by the mayor, after due hearing, for official misconduct or neglect, inability to perform the duties of the office,
or any conduct which tends to discredit the office or the school system.
Ins_pectors.-The city must be divided by the board of education
every fi.ve years into not less than 15 school inspection districts as
nearly equal as possible in population. 1 For each of these districts
there is a board of school inspectors of :five members, who are appointed
by the mayor, and whose term of office is :five· years, one inspector
being appointed each year. Any vacancy is :filled by the mayor for
the unexpired term. The inspectors must be residents of the districts
for which they are appointed.
The several boards of inspectors of common schools organize each
year by the election of a chairman and a secretary, and they must meet
as often as may be necessary. It is their duty to examine at least once
a quarter all the schools of the respective districts in regard to attendance of pu-pil5 aml of teacbers, studies, progress, and discipline of
·pupils, th~ cleanliness, safety, warming, ventilation, and comfort of the
school premises, and violations of the sectarian-teaching law, and to
call attention of the board of education without delay to .every matter
requiring official action. They must make quarterly written reports to
the board of education.
The city superintendent has the general direction of all classes,
pupils, principals, and other teachers, and is directly responsible to the
board of education. It is the duty of the city superintendent and the
assistant superintendents to visit every school and inquire into all matters relating to the conduct of the schools, to advise and counsel with
the ins-pectors, and to report monthly· to the board of education. They
must report all violations of the law in relation to sectarian teaching.
Except in special .cases all reports in behalf of the board of superintendents must be in the name of the city superintendent.
Iloard of superintendents.-The city superintendent of schools and the
as~istant SUJ.)erintendents of schools together constitute the board of
seb.ool Bul)erintendents. This board must meet at least twice a month,
and it i tb.eil' duty to recommend to the board of education, from time
to ti~rn, mo~fi.~ations of tbe course of study, the length of sessions, to
~omrnat r>rrncrpal. and other t acne.rs, to reJ.)ort upon such other matters
'Tl · nnml>1:r of C:i: trict .vhi ·h th 1,oard ua. formed in pursuance of this requireen · 3::..
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as appertain to the conduct of instruction throughout the schools of
the city, to keep a record of the service, efficiency, and faithfulness
of teachers, to examine applicants for teacherships, and to issue licenses
to those qualified, to examine candidates for the position of principal
who are proposed for such examination by a member of the board of
education or who may be entitled to such examination under rules presc;ribed by the board of education as to previous experience or otlrnr
qualifications. Teachers and principals must be selected from those
who have passed the proper examination.
Promotion a,nd removal ofteachers.-The board of superintendents may
advance teachers as regards pay or grade of instruction according to
rules prescribed by the board of education, the said rules to be based
on merit and length of service. The board of superintendents may
remove any teacher with the written approval of tlie majority of tlle
inspectors of the district, but the teacher so removed may appeal for
reinstatement to the board of education. Any principal may be removed
by vote of three-fourths of the board of education, upon the recommendation of the board of superintendents.
Janitors are appointed by the board of education ou the nomination
a11d with a certificate of qualification of the superintendent of school
buildings; they may be removed by the board of education on the
recommendation of the same officer.
The city colleges.-The College of the City of New York and the Normal
College of the City of New York are not controlled by the board of
education as such, but the members of the board with the president
of each institution compose the board of trustees for that institutiou.
CHICA.GO, ILL. 1

The board of education is composed of 2l members, appointed by the
mayor with the advice and consent of the common council, for a term
of three years, 7 being appointed each year. Vacancies are filled for
the unexpired term by the mayor with the advice and consent of the
council.
Any person who has resided in the city for more than five years next
preceding his appointment is eligible to membership.
Organization.-The board must organize each year by the election of
a president and a secretary, the former being one of their own number,
and inust appoint such other officers and employees as they may deem
necessary, and must prescribe their duties, compensation, and terms of
office.
The board of education must keep a faithful record of their proceedings, and the yeas and nays must be recorded on all questions involving the expenditure of money.
Finances.-All moneys raised by local taxation for school purposes,
-1
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Compiled. from Illinois School Law, 1895-96, page 52 et seq.
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mmou chool fund or from any other source
h ld by the city treasurer as a special fund
j t
t e order of the board of education, upon
uute' igne l by the mayor and the city clerk. The
u <
n , y not e pend more than the amount received from
o l fund, the rental of school property, and the amount
I 'i~ l by the city c un il for school purposes. The board ha':e
1 h
i y to l vy or demand the levy of any tax. All real estate is
1 y the city in trust for the use of the schools, and no sale of real
t< te r intere t therein may be made except by the city council upon
th nitt n reque t of the board of education.
P we>·s cnu7, clutie .-The general laws make all boards of education
bot1ies corporate and politic, with right to sue and be sued.
The board of education have charge and control of the public schoo_ls
of the city, and have the power, with the concurrence of the city council,
to erect or 1:mrchase schoolhouses and keep them in repair; to buy or
lease sites and grounds· to is~ue bonds for purchasing school sites,
erecting or repairing schoolhouses; to borrow money on the credit of
the city.
The board of education have sole power to furnish schools wit~ t~e
necessary fixtures, furniture, and apparatus; to establish and mamtam
schools ; to rent buildings or rooms for their own use or for the use of
the schools; to em1)loy teachers and fix their compensation; to. p_rescribe the books to be used and the studies to be pursued; to divide
the. city i. nto school districts as circumstances may require, and generally
to -possess all rights, powers, and authority required for the proper man·
ageme_nt of the schools; to expel any pupil guilty of gross disobedience
or misconduct; to dismiss any teacher when in their opinion the interests of the schools require such dismissal; to apportion pupils to ~he
several schools; to 1ease school property, and to loan moneys belongmg
to the school fund.
It is the duty of the board of education to take entire superintendence
and control of the schools of the city; to examine all persons ·offering
themselves as candidates for teachers, and when found well qualified
to give them certificates gratuitously; to visit all schools as often as
once a month; to establish and uniformly enforce proper rules and regulations; to take charge of schoolhouses, furniture, and grounds and
keep them in good condition; to provide fuel and other supplies ; to
inquire into the progress of scholars and the government of the schools;
to --prescribe and enforce the methods and course of instruction; to make
to tbe d.ty council from time to time suggestions relating to the schools
a nd the sc11.ool fund.; to recommend the establishment of new schools
and districts, a.nu to -re--port such other facts as may be required; to
l_)Te;gare and J.)U lish an annual reJ_)ort.
0
of the J.)owers conferretl upon the board of education may be
~
exerc1 . u exce1,t at a r gular m ting of the board.
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THE FIRST SCHOOL DISTRIC'r OF PENNSYLVANIA (PHILADELPHIA.).1
THE BOARD OF PUBLIC EDUCATION.

The board consists of 37 members, one chosen from each ward of the
city by the judges of the court of common pleas for the city and county
of Philadelphia. Their term of office is three years, the terms of onethird the members expiring each year. Vacancies in the board are
filled by the same judges for the unexpired term. No person is eligible
to membership who is related to either of the appointing judges by
consanguinity or marriage, who does not possess the qualifications
to serve as a member of .the State senate, or who is a member of the
city councils.
The board must meet for organization the first Monday in January
of each year, and elect a president and such other officers as they deem
necessary, to hold office for one year. They must meet thereafter at
least quarterly, all meetings being open to the public.
They must keep regular minutes of their meetings, and must publish
a statement annually of the amount of expenditures and of the number
of children educated in the public schools.
The board is a body corporate aml politic.
Fincinces.-Tbe title to all school property, real and personal, is vested
in the city of Philadelphia. All moneys due to the board of education
must be paid into tlle city treasury, and all sums expended by the
board of education are paid by the city treasurer upon orders drawn
under appropriations regularly made by the city councils.
The city councils fix the rate and levy all city taxes, and direct the
amount to be applied to school purposes. But after the appropriation
has been made the councils have no further control of the money. Contracts, details of construction, and money expenditures are for the
determination of the board. Contracts for the erection of a new building rna.y be made only after due advertising for proposals and public
opeuin g of bi(ls.
A copy of the .specifications for general repairs to scboolhouses and
contracts made for tho same must l>e furnished to the board of directors of the section in which the work is to be done, and before the bill
for tlle repairs may be paid the president of the proper board of directors must certify that the work has been done in accordance with the
specifications and contract.
·No member or officer of the councils or of any of the city boards may
be interested in any contract with any branch of the city government.
No contract may be made without previous appropriation by the city
councils, and no expenditure may be made in excess of the proper
appropriation. .All work, labor, materials, supplies, stationery, printing,
1 Compiled from Digest of the Laws and Ordinances Relating to the Public School
System of the City of Philadelphia, 1888 .
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er i ed for and contracts let to the
int pre ence of the president of the board
n ·ttee of councils on education; and the city
11
not er i
any warrant unless he has been fury f th a v rti ement, of the schedule of bids, and
r which the warrant was drawn.
H' r
rn d1. ti '.-T e
ard of education have power to determine
b r of choolh u e t be erected in each ward; to establish a
cho 1 f r the training of teachers, and to provide books for
They have the gen ral superintendence over all schools and
sary rul and regulations. It is their duty to examine all
c unt of mon y di bursed in erecting and maintaining the schools
f the city. They have power to distribute the duties of the directors
f t11e schools for all the wards of the city.
.
The board of education are authorized to establish schools for children uncler 5 years of age, but the directors of the several school sections are not required to admit children into the public schools who
are undel' 6 years old. The board of educ~tion may establish, maintain, and control a central high school, and they have the same power
to confer academical degrees, honorary and otherwise, as that held by
the University of Pennsylvania.
The board of education must conduct night schools for male adults
during January, February, March, October, November, and December
of e.acb. year. Tb.~y may also establish night schools for females, fix
the time for o-pening and c1osing all night schools, determine the age at
which 11upils may attend, and make the regulations under which the
scbool directors of the school sections or wards may appoint visitors of
the said 11ight schools.
The board of education may organize and maintain a school for deafmutes, said school to be a l)art of the public-school system; but the
total expense incurred therefor may not exceed $150 for each child for
any one year.
The board of education may not change any text-book used in the
schools oftener than once in three years. Neither tbe superintendent
nor any of his assistants may be pecuniarily interested in any textbook used in the schools during his or her employment.
It is the duty of the board of education to provide suitable fire
escapes for all school buildings of over two stories.
Physiology and hygiene, with special reference to the effects of ·stim·
ulant.s and narcotics, ar~ among the studies required to be taught in
the Bcb.ool ·, and no teacher may be employed who is not competent to
teach these subject~.
Tbe bmml of education may re ort to condemnation proceedings
Wl\. ·n neces:ary "io secure l)roperty req_uired for school purposes.
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SECTION.AL BO.ARDS OF DIRECTORS.

In addition to the board of education for the whole city, there is in
each ward or school section a board of school directors of 13 members,
12 of whom are elected by the people for a term of three years, onetllird being elected each year. The thirteenth member is the member
of the board of education representing that ward, who is ex officio a
member of the sectional board and is entitled to all the privileges of
such membership. School directors must reside iu the ward for which
they are elected, and removal therefrom vacates the office. Vacancies
are filled by the remaining members till the next municipal election.
Any board may declare vacant the seat of any of its members who
neglects or refuses to perform the duties of membership.
The ·sectional boarrls have the power to erect and establish aR many
schools in their respective sections as may be determined upon by the
board of education; must appoint principals and teachers, provide all
things necessary for conducting the schools, and superintend and direct
the said schools. The several boards must meet at least once a month,
must keep minutes of their proceedings, and must divide themselves
into as many committees as there are schools in the ward, so tha:t each
committee shall have the management of one school only. The committees also keep minutes, and report to the directors whenever required
by the directors. The directors must rep01·t to the board of education
every six months. The sectional boards elect their own presidents and
secretaries, the latter being paid $100 each per year.
The board of education may assign to the several sectional boards
such proportion of the whole appr_opriation ~s is represented by the
amounts asked for as "general items" to be expended by them, sub- .
ject to the approval of the bills by the board of education.
No section may contract any bill exceeding $ l.00.
The sectional directors serve.without compensation, but are exempt
from militia, jury, and similar duties. Service on these boards does not
prevent one from holding any other office at the same time.
The board of education must establish a system of examination of
all persons desiring to become teachers, and no person may be appointed as teacher who does not hold a, certificate of qualification issued
by the board of education. The exclusive right to appoint teachers in
the warct schools belongs to the sectional boards. The normal, high,
and manual training schools are wholly within the control of the board
of education.
The sectional boards must certify to the board of education from
time to time the i ames and grades of all qualifie.d persons employed as
teachers, a11d the list must be certified by the board of education to
the city controller.

T, 1895-96•

. Y.1
f 45 members, who serve without
e is three years, 15 being appointed
acancies caused by death, res·
lled by the mayor.
uperintendent of public instruction,
1) 'i teu ents for a term of three years each.
~ o io treasurer of the board, and receives
all school moneys received from the State
wit ti n the ou y b ard of supervisors, and from the city tax
11 · r. T em ney
re ived and credited is disbursed only upon
h
nl r of the board of ducation.
nd
r h b ard h .. ve entire charge of all the public schools of the city a
f h ~ cho 1 moneys rai ed for the support of the same. They deter·
nine the number and location of the scbools but no expenditures for
the purchase of ground or the erection of s~hoolhouses may be made
·ith ut the approval of the city council. The title of all property
acquired for school purposes is vested in the board of education. The
board, with the mayor of the city, may sell any real property which may
be declarecl by resolution to be not needed for school purposes.
The board of education have power to acq nire by condemnation Ian~
neelled for school 1nnl)oses when the owners of such land do not consent
to sell Urn same or when the -price can not be agreed upon.
The funds for bui"lding purposes ancl for the support of tlle schools
are ke-pt sel)arate, and transfers of moneys from one fnnd to the other
are not lawful.
The board of education must make returns annually t0 the common
council of its receipts and expenditures, specifying those on account of
the general and special funds,respectively, with such other details as t~e
common council may require. The am(')un t to be raised by taxation 18
determined by the common council and is levied and collected in th e
same manner and at the same time as the taxes for other city purposes.
The collector I_)ays the determined amount to the city treasurer, to the
credit of the board of education, out of the first moneys collected.
The whole city is a school district for all purposes of taxation, for
the purchase of school sites, the building and repair of schoolhouses,
and for the support of schools, but may be divided by the board of
education into as many districts as there are schools for the purpose
of d~tenniuing the limits within which children
attend such
1

r:iay

sc11ooh.
~he boatd have l)ower to establish ancl maintain schools for colored
cb1ldren , evening ·cbo01, , nm:ma
, 1 schools, kmclerga.rteus,
·
and mauual
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training schools or shops, and to employ a physician to vaccinate
school children; they have full control of the public school teachers'
retirement fund; they must :provide free instruction in industrial o:r
free-hand drawing in at least one department of the schools; they pre- .
seribe what text-books shall be used in all schools, but a text-book
once adopted may not be superseded within :five years; they must provide United States flags for every school building and must mmse them
to be displayed during school hours.
The control of the Truant Home of the city is vested in the board of
education, and they are also chargecl with the enforcement of the
compulsory-attendance law.
The orphan asylum societies of the city participate in the distribution of school moneys, and the board of education exercises a general
supervision over the schools of said societies.
ST. Lours, :Mo. 1
.A.11 free white persons residing in the limits of the city of St. Louis
are constituted a body politic and corporate, under tbc name of "The
Board of President and Directors of the St. Louis Public Schools," and
by that name m ay sue and be sued; purchase, receive, and hold property, real and personal; may sell or lease the same, and may have a
common seal.
The powers of the corporation are vested in a president and directors, who mus t l>e free white males, at least 21 years of age, and 1·esideuts and taxpay ers in the city for tlrn two years preceding their
electio.n. No person holding any other position under the city of St.
Louis, elective or a.ppoiutive, and no person interested in any lease
from the board, may be a member of the board of school directors.
The number of members of the board of directors is 21, 7 of whom
are elected on general ticket at large by the qualified voters of the
city, and 14 are elected by districts by the qualified voters of those
districts, and must be residents of the districts whieh they severally
represent.
The 14 districts are defined by the city circuit court, an<l must be
composed of contiguous wards and of as nearly equal population as
practicable.
The term of office is four years, and the election biennial. Four of
the members at large are elected at one eler~tion and three at the next,
and seven of the district representatives on the board are elected at
each biennial election.
If a vacancy occurs among the district representatives by reason of
death, resignation, expulsion, or removal from the city, the vacancy is
ftl1ed for the unexpired term by an election by the voters of that district, to be held in such manner as may be proviued by the board; but
1 Compiled from city cha.rter of 1876, Revised Statutes of Missouri, 1839, pages 2170
et seq. , tho acts of May 13, 1887, and of Marcll 20, 1883.
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m er at large, it is filled by an election
lf till the next general school election,
. pired term, if there be any, is :filled.
1 •ti u in h
i y t 1, r .
henever any election for school
1l. ft i l t b h 11 y rea on of the neglect of the board of
t
·ircnit c ur mu t, upon petition of five citizens, order
l ction, al)l) int judge of election, a,nd issue certificates of
ti n t t11e eron el ted.
h bo rtl of director mu t el ct one ,of their number to be presint c rnl mu t appoint a ecretary, a treasurer, and such other officers
th y deem neces ary, and prescribe their duties and compensation.
J.? <hr ctor may receive any compensation for his services.
here must be four stated meetings of the board every year, the
tim and places to be 1nescribed by the board, and the president or
, uy three members ma,y call special meetings. A majority of all the
members elected constitute a quorum. Members of the board , the
secretary, and the treasurer must, before entering upon the discharge
of their duties, take an oath to well and faithfully perform the same.
There must be levied and collected annually on all taxable real and
personal property of the city a tax of not more than one -half of 1 ~er
cent, which tax must be paid to the corporation and used and applied
by the corporation to the purposes of its creation.
.
The officers of t,h e city of St. Louis charged with duties in conu~cti~n
with the assessment and collection of taxes perform the same duties m
regard to taxes levied by the board of president and directors of St.
Louis public schools. The collector of the city must collect all taxes
levied by the board, mu~t give bond to them for the faithful performance of said duty, and must account for and pay over to the board a~l
school taxei:- collected by him. His compensation for his duties in this
connection is at the same rate as for similar service i n behalf of the
general city taxes. If he. fail to make the bond required the board
must proceed to elect his successor in the same manner as if he bad
resigned. The board determines the rate of taxation for each year by
resolution, a copy of which, duly certified, is delivered to the collector
aml to tbe register of the city on or before August 1 each year.
The title to all school lands and public school property in the city is
vested in th e board of -president and directors. It is their duty to control and manage all lands granted by the Congress of the United States
to the inhabitant s of St. Louis for school purposes, or the funds arising
from. the same. They may lend money arising from the sale or lease of
sucb. la:~d.~ u.-pon. good security, either real or personal, until it becomes
l)ro-per, m U\eir 01.)in1.on, to invest such money otherwi,·e for the purpo e
of education.
o (lirector may borrow money or purchase or lease land
f-r<>m the boaru.
~ 1'. \JO'. ru of -pre id nt and directors bave power to judge of the
q a1\fu: ' 0 " ~" le ·tion · of member. ; to llr cribe the time, place,
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and manner of conducting such elections; to compel the attendance of
absent members; to punish disorderly conduct at the board; to expel
a member by a two-thirds vote; to make rules for their own government;
to have charge and control of the public schools and all property appropriated to the public schools ·o f the city; to make rules, ordinances,
and statutes for the management of such schools aud property, and. to
do a11 lawful acts which may be proper and convenient to carry into
effect the objects of the corporation.
They must cause a record to be kept of their proceedings, and must
lay the same before the general assembly of the State whenever required, and before a general meeting of the inhabitants of the city
whenever 100 qualified electors make written application for the same.
At least once a year they must cause to be published a detailed report
of the operations and condition of the schools.
The board of president and directors must make suitable provision
for the education of colored children, and may maintain a high school
and a normal department for them.
No director may be interested in any contract with the board, under
penalty of dismissal.
BOSTON, M.A.SS. 1

The school committee is composed of 24 members, 8 of whom are
elected each year by the qua1ifiecl voters of the city to serve three years.
It is the duty of the clerks of the several wards to make returns to
the city clerk of the votes cast for members of the school committee,
and after the entry by the city clerk of said returns in an official book
kept for the purpose it is the duty of the board of aldermen to examine
and compare them and to cause certificates of election to be issued to
such members of the school committee as appear to have been chosen;
but the school committee is the final judge of the qualifications and
elections of its own members.
The school committee must meet and organize on the second Monday
in January in each year. A majority of all the members chosen consti.tute a quorum. They must choose a secretary, not of their number, an
auditing clerk, and such other subordinate officers as may be expedient,
define their duties, fix their compensation, and may remove them at
pleasure. Vacancies in the school committee ca,used by refusal of a
member elect to accept, by resignation, change of residence, or otherwise, are filled by the board of aldermen and the remain;,ng members
of the school committee in convention assembled. A majority of the
ballots of persons entitled to vote are necessary to election. The term
of office of a member so elected is only for the remainder of the municipal year, and the remainder of the unexpired term, if such there be, is
then filled by election of the people.
1 Compiled from the special acts relating to the Boston school committee, in Boston
School Document No. 1, 1895, from The Publfo Statutes of Massachusetts relating to
Public Instruction, 1892, and from Mass:tchnsetts School Legislation, 1893, 1894; 1895.
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h ol prop rty i ve ted in the city, and lawsuits conam are brought in its name.
.
ell 1 committee have the supervision and.direction of the publ~c
l . They may elect or discharge teachers and janitors, fix their
mp n ation and define their duties, but the salaries established at
the commencement of the year may not be increased during the year.
The ~chool committee have full power to repair school buildings, to
provide temporary accommodations for schools, to select, bond, autl
l)nrchase school sites, am1 to determine the plans for new buildings, but
they ma,y not expend or contract to expend any more money for these
-ptwposes tha.n the city council has appropriated therefor.
The school committee must elect a superintenclent of schools a nd a
board of su1)ervisors, _consisting of not more thau 6 members, define
their uuties, and fix their compensation. The superintendent a n cl
supervisors bold office for two years, but may be removed for cause by
the school committee at any time.
Tbe superintendent is a member of the board of supervisors and,
wben. 1,resent, presides at their meetings.
No member of either branch of the city council may hold the office of
SlTpermtendent or of supervisor or be a member of the school committee.
The votes of the majority of the whole number of members of th e
schoo1 committee are necessary to elect the superintendent, the supervisors, tbe head masters of the Latin, normal, and high schools, masters of the grammar schools, or directors of special studies.
.
The school commit.tee direct what books shall be used in the putlic
schools and }?rescribe the course of studies and exercises to be purSuecL
1.t is tb.eir duty to --purchase at the expense of the city the text-books
and other supplies used in the schools· to cause a school census to be
' to be kept; to make annual
taken annually; to cause school registers
re-ports to the secretary of the State board of education, and to enforce
the com1mlsory attendance laws.
BALTH-IORE,

Mn.1

f;tot~itol·!J p,·o 1 faioM.-The statutes of the State give full power to
es ab,i~h, 0nd ict and regulate a sy- tem of free public schools to the

ot

xt-c. c

tro~ he lhlt'imore Ci y Coile in tbe Report of the B ard
'B· ltuuore, M ., 1894, page 170 et sc,1.
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ma-yor ancl city council, who may delega-te supervisory powers and control to a board of public school commissioners.
To the boar<l. of commissioners power is given by law to examine,
appoint, .a nd remove teachers, prescribe their qualifications, fix thei~
salaries,- subject to the approval of the mayor and council, and to select
text-books. They must report annually to the State board of education.
Tbe mayor and council are authorize.cl to levy and collect taxes to
uefray all the expenses incurred for educational purposes by them.
The State treasurer 1,ays to the city council that proportion of tho free·
school fund to which the city is entitled; funds from intestates' estates
which remain undistributed for want of legal representatives are paid
to the board of commissioners.
No teacher may admit a pupil who has not been vaccinated, under
penalty of fine.
Pbysiology and hygiene, with special reference to stimulants and
narcotics, must be taught to all pupils of sufficient capacity.·
This is the extent to which the State has prescribed the school system·
for Baltimore. All the rest has been done by the city government.
City ordinances.-The mayor and council have provided by ordinance
that the boarcl of commissioners shaU consist of 22 p ersons, one selected
from each. wa.rcl for a term of four years, one-fourth the whole number
being elected every year. They are elected by the :first and second
branches of the city council in con;vention assembled. Removal from
the ward from which be was elected vacates the office of any commissioner. The mayor is ex officio a member of the board of commissioners.
The city council may expel a member for neglect of clnty or for conduct
unbecoming a school commissioner.
Vacancies iu the board are filled by the city council; l>ut if a vacancy
occur during the recess of the council it is the duty of tLe board to frll
the same n,s soon as convenient, the person elected serving until the
next meeting of the council.
The school commissioners must organize annually and elect a president aml a secretary. The secretary serves for one year, performs the
duties fixed by the board, and receives 2,000 a year, payable monthly.
In all cases a majority of the commissioners constitute a quorum. The
board must a.ppoint a suitable person, who must be a resident of Baltimore, as superintendent of public instruction. His term of office is four
years, unless sooner removed by the board, and his compensation is fixed
by the board subject to the approval of the city council.
The superintendent, in conjunction with a committee of three members of the school board, must examine applicants for teacherships and
if n.ecessary reexamine teachers already employed.
The board must also appoint an assistant superintendent of publd:c
schools, at a salary of $2,000, whose term of office is concurrent with
thait of the superintendent, and whose duty i·t mnst be to aid tlle superintendent in tlle supervisiou of the schools, paying especial attention
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Thebo .. rd must appoint also a suitable person,
ri tendent of supplies. It is his duty,
r of chool commissioners, to have conh ating apparatus, fuel, and hicidental
to perform such other duties as the board
1, 00 per annum.
·
i yr o·i r i' u t dian. of the funds of the school board and
• th same on the ord r of the president, countersigned by the

t Iy.

Tll bo rd of 01 mi ioner of public schools have charge of all
1 ul>lic h l · iu operation in the city, and it is their duty to employ
t • her and fix. their salaries, subject to the approval of the mayor or
uncil, to pre cribe the course of study and text-books, make by-laws
r their own government, and rules and regulations for the schools,
an l to report regularly to the mayor and council. The board are given
barge of school buildings and may make necessary repairs not to
e _r ea. $300 in cost.
No member of the board may be employed by the board or be interested in any contract for the schools. Important contracts for supplies
must be let after proper advertisement for bids, and are awarded by a
board consisting of the city comptroller, the city register, and a c~mmittee of the school board, the committee of the school board havrng
lmt one vote and the two city officers one vote each.
The school board may not exceed in their expenditures the amounts
a1_)-propriated therefor by the city council. Lawsuits on behalf of the
schools are instituted in the name of the city and only by direction of
the mayor.
The ci.ty council has given authority to the school commissioners to
grant certificates of graduation from the Baltimore City College and
from the high schools.
The school commissioners must organize and maintain separate
schools for colored pupils, the teachers to be of the colored race if they
be shown by examination to posses the necessary moral and intellectual
qualifications. But in no case may white teachers be employed in the
same school with colored teachers.
Libraries for the free use of pupils must be maintained at the Baltimore City College and at each of the female high schools.
The school commissioners must maintain a manual training school
for white pupils and one for colored pupils.
"Parents of any child suffering from a contagious disease must notify
t 1le l)rincfrpa\ of the school which said child has attended and the prin. 1 must xclu.d.e that child from school until the attending
'
CTpa.
physician
ce~~fte: that an dan~er of contagion has passed.
e board mu t 1mrcl,a e American fla<,.s for all buildings and cau e
.1' · amP. to 1> di:J.)lay ,1 d ring all ·e.. ion · of the schools except on
n, · tn n <lay . .
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· The board must introduce physical training as a regular course of
study in the schools, and must employ a suitable male teacher for the
same at a salary to be :fixed by the board, subject to the approval of
the city council. Ten minutes each day must be given to calisthenics.
The board must issue the necessary directions to the teachers of the
grammar schools to read to their pupils on the Friday preceding all
public holidays the Declaration of Independence of the United States.
CITY .A.ND COUNTY OF S.A.N FRANCISCO, C.A.L. 1

The city and the county of San Francisco are coterminous and are
under the same government.
The board of education consists of 12 members, called school directors, elected by the people from the city at large. . Their term is two
years, but they organize annually by the election of a president from
their own number.
The superintendent, who is elected by the people, is ex officio a member of the board, but may not vote.
Vacancies in the board of education are :filled by the superintendent,
with 'the consent of the majority of the directors then in office. Such
appointees hold office till the next following municipal elections.
Vacancies in t1ie office of superintendent are :filled by the board of
education till -the next regular election.
The board of education annually reports to the city and county board
of supervisors an estimate of the amount of money required for all purposes in the conduct of the schools during the coming year; but the
aggregate amount must not exceed $35 per pupil in average daily
attendance~ The board of supervisors are authorized and empowered
to levy and collect the amount of the tax determined by the board of
education. But the whole amount of tax that may be levied for all
municipal purposes is limited to $2.35 on each $100 of assessed valuation, and the estimate of the board of education therefore appears to
be subject to reduction by the supervisors.
If the money recei ve<l. and collected in any year be insufficient for the
necessary current expenditures of the schools, the board of education
must certify the fact of such deficiency to the board of supervisors of
the city and county, and the latter must supply the necessary funds,
being authorizecl to raise the money by loan or otherwise in anticipation of the annual tax. Money for building or repairing schoolhouses
may not be so raised except in case of :fire or other unforeseen calamity.
All moneys received or collected on account of public education in
the city and county of San Francisco are deposited in the city treasury,
and payments are made upon drafts signed by the president of the
board of education and the superintendent, and countersigned by the
auditor of the city and county.
1 Compiled from ".A.eta relating to the government of the city and county of San
:F'rancisco, 1887," and later acts specified.
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m~ y ne or be sued, may receive, purchase,
r th city and county of San Francisco, auY
l hat may be acq nired for the use of the
pers nal property as may not be required,
f they decide to abandon for any rea,son a
r buildin
he withdraw entirely from control -o f the
hich i" then. tr ted as a part of the general pr0perty of
i y .. nd ol l as uch, the proceeds, however, going to the school
n1.
"'h 1 b nc.ls, when r quire l for school purposes, and not to exceed
, 0 , may be i u cl by aml over the signatures of the mayor, audir, n 1 treasur r of the city and county.
The board of <lucation are empowered to maintain public schools;
to em11loy and dismi s teachers, janitors, and census marshals, and to .fix
their salaries; to regulate the grade of schools, determine the course
of study, and make necessary rules and regulations; to require the
attendance of witnesses in case of investigation of charges against-any
- employee of the board; to provide fnel, light, water, and all necessary
supplies; to provide and fnrnish school buildings and control the .u.se
of the same; to establish a special school for depraved children. They
must purchase supplies by contract mad-e after due advertisement ~ucl
bid; make reports to the State superintendent of public instruction,
and to the board of supervisors of -the city and county; provi<le evening and norma,l schools; require records and reports by principal~ -of
sc11ools; pTovidefor uniform classification of studies, pupils, and salaries.
In all schools having more than two teachers beginners must be
taught by teachers who have had ~t least two years' experience or by
normal-school graduates. Such teachers must rank in point of sn.lary
with those of the assistant t~achers in the highest grade in the grammar ,schools.1
There is a. city board of examiners, consisting of the city superintendent and four other members, residents of the city, who must be
experienced teachers, and who are elected by the city board of education and:- hold office for two years.
The board of examiners must meet and hold examinations for the
granting _of teachers' certificates semiannually, and may hold monthly
and special meetings if tbey so determine. All meetings must be public, and a record of their proceedings must be kept in the office of the
superintendent.
1fo-r ?ause the board of examiners may recommend to the board of
oo.u.e:a.hon. tbe revocation of any certificate previously granted. 1
T:lle ~ :perinteu.d.en.t, the county treasurer and the chairman of tlle
boar~ of superviso-rs con titute the board
trustees of the teacher ·
anuulty aua ~eth emeu.t fond, a.ml l)rovide for the disbursement of the
e and designate the beneficiaries thereof.z
1

<.

of

1

ct <,f larch 23, 1893.

'.!

Act of March 26, 1895.
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CINCINNATI, O1-II0. 1

The board of education consists of 30 members, one from each ward .
.Each member must be .an elector of the waT-d for which he is elected,
and removal from the ward_forfeits tile membership of the member so
removing. The term of service is three yearn.
Vacancies in th.e board are filled by the board until the next annual
election.
The board of education annually .d etermine by estimate, as U-early as
practicable,-the entire amount of money required for the schools, and
certify the same to the county auditor. The auditor must· levy the
entire tax calied for, and the county treasurer collects it in the same
way .and at the same time with the State and county tax-es. The levy,
however, must not exceed .5 mills on the dollar of assessed valuation,
including 1 rni11 that may be levied for kindergartens. The city treas~
urer is ex officio treasurer of the board of education~
The hoard is a body ·politic ,and c~rporate, with t'he -power to sn-e and
be sued, hold OT sell property, ete.
Contracts relating to schoolhouses and involving $1,500 or more may
be made only after advertisement and competitive bids. Resort may
be h.a<l to condemnation proceedings in case of disagreement as to price
of r,roperty necessary to the use of the schools._ Property no longer
required for school purposes may be sold by the board of education, and,
if exceeding $300 in value, must be advertised and sold at public
auction.
The board have full control of the public schools of the district, with
power to appoint a superintendent, assistant superintendent, superinten<lent of buildings, janitors, and other employees, and fix their saktries, which may be increased but may not be diminished during -the
term for which the appointment is made; but no appointment may be
made for a longer time than three years, that being the term of members of the board.
The members of the board may not, as individuals or .as local committees, exercise supervisory authority over the schools of the several
waTds or have the selection or nomination of teachers. The city superintendent of public schools appoints all teachers, with the .c onsent of
the board, ancl either he or the board of education may remove for
cause; but any teacher removed by the superintendent may appeal to
tlie board for reinstatement.
The board of education must appoint a hoard of e~aminers, consisting of 3 or 6 persons [it consists of 6) for a term of 'three yeal'S, onethir{l being appointed each year. Two of the ipemb:ers must be experienced teachers. No teacher may be apJ)ointed without a certificate
of fitness from this board or from the State board of examiners.
1

Compiled from l::tws relating to the schools of Cincinnati published in Report of
the City Public Schools, 1893-94, pages 218 ct seq., and the ;ct of April 14, 1896.
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c re first for the period of one year; when
y are for two years; and when made the
'£ 1w ye rs. After teachers have served seven
city their n xt appointment holds good during

( n c ti
mu t e s tablish a sufficient number of schools
f r the r e e(lnc, ti n of the youth of school age in the city,
1w vi<.le vcnino- sc ools when requested to do so by 25 or
1·
r n f ' ho 1 ag who can not attend the day schools. They
1 t 1 rovidc £ r the physical training of all pupils, and must cause the
l'l "n langua 0 ·e to be taught in any school when requested by 75 freeh 1 ler r pre euting 40 pupils who desire to study the English ancl
r an lanbuages together. The board may loan text-books free to
pupiL, aml levy therefor such additional taxes as may be necessary; may
pro ide for holding teachers' institutes yearly; may establish andmaintaiu public kindergartens for children between 4 and 6 years of age,
and mry levy a tax of 1 mill therefor; may appropriate not exceeding
$1,200 a year for school libraries and philosophical and other apparatus.
The board must require teachers and superintendent to keep _s uch
records a,nd make snch re1)orts as may be necessary, and must prepare
and publish annually a report of the condition of the schools. They
must also report annually to the county auditor, who in turn r~ports to
the State commissioner of common schools .
.A.u ~numeration must be taken annnally, under the direction of the
clerk of the board, of all children between 6 ancl 21 years of age, and a
re-port of the enumeration must be made to the county auditor.
· The board of education and the trnant officers and superintendent
a-ppointed by them are charo-ed with the enforcement of the compul'°
sory education law.
The teachers' pension fund is under the management and control of
a boarcl of trustees composecl of seven members two of whom are
electecl by the board of education one by the u~ion board of high
.
schools, three by the teachers of the' city schools, and the supermtendent, who is ex officio a member.
The high schools of the city are controlled by a separate board, called
th~ union board of high schools. Teachers in these schools are
appointecl by the su-perintendent, with the advice ·and consent of the
union board. High-school teachers are appointed for one year, but
after five years' service they hold their positions during good behavior.
Tb.e-y ma-y be removed by the superintendent for cause, with tbe
a1>1n~ova\ ot the majority of tb.e union boarcl of high schools.
:iuso req_"\.1.e5ted. b-y the trustees of any orphan asylum, iufi.rmary, or
c 1 ren s h~me establisb.ed by law in the city the board of education
must
estabh h a school es1_)ecially
·
. '
. rnst1tut10n
. . .
an·"' 1
for the inmates
of said
u av(! control f same b t
·
·
t\1 ayment of teacbers: u may rncur no expense therefor except Ul
1
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CLEVELAND, OHI0. 1

The board of education consists of a school council and a director.
Legislative power is vested in the school council, which consists of
seven members elected by the qualified electors of the city. Their
term of service is two years, four members being elected one year and
tllree the next. The council elect their own president and clerk, the
former being a member of the council and the latter not a member.
Legislation is by resolution, each resolution ·being submitted to the
school director. His signature to the resolution, or his failure to return
it to the council with his objections at their next meeting, makes it
operative. But if he return it to the council at their next meeting with
. objections, the re$olution fails, unless it is approved by two-thirds of
all the members of the council, in which case it takes effect without the
signature of tlle director. The approval of the director may be withheld from any part of a resolution appropriating money without affect. ing the remainder of the resolution.
The council have the power of providing for the appointment of all
teachers and employees, of prescribing their duties, and of fixing their
compensation.
The school director is elected by the electors of the city at large for
a term of two years. He de,~otes all his time to the duties of the office
and receives $5,000 a year, giving a bond of $25,000.
The director is the executive officer of the schools and performs all
the duties usually assigned to boards of education in tlrn cities of the
State except as otherwise indicated herein. With the approval of the
· council he appoints a superintendent of public instruction, who serves
during good behavior and may be removed for cause by the director.
The superintendent has sole power to appoint and discharge all assistants and teachers authorized by the council. All other employees of
the board of education are appointed by the director.
The director must attend all meetings of the council and may take
part in the deliberations, but may not vote. The superintendent reports
annually or oftener to the director, ancl the director reports to the
council. The city auditor and city treasurer act res11ectively as auditor
and treasurer of the board of education, and receive no additional compensation for doing so, though the clerical assistance necessary is furnislted by the board.
The board of education have sole control of all moneys raised for school
purposes and the title to all school property vests in them. They make
an estimate each year of the amount of money required for the conduct
of the schools and certify the same to the proper county officers, who
must levy and collect the full amount required, provided it does not
exceed 7. mills on the dollar of assessed valuation. The director may
·

1 Compiled from Handbook of the Boar<l of Education, 1893-94, page 96, and State
lawP
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11 t involving over $250 without advernt beyond that sum contracts are made
l .. re signed by the school direcior and

lirect r hi1) or in the school council are :filled by
.·t municipal election, when the vacancy is filled
m I ir d term.
r .. ny me b r of the council may be impeached for
by pr ceedings in the county probate court.
BtJFF.A.Lo, N. 1'.:.1

h Ie i no board of clucation in Buffa.lo, but the depar tment of
u lie iu truction i one of the ten city departments, and the city superin n lent is its head.
The city has legal power to establish, maintain, and regulate public

hool.

·

The city is from time to time dividecl by ordinance into school' district , in each of which there must be maintained one or more primary
o:r grammar schools. Such schools are · open and free to a11 persons
between 5 and 20 years of age residing in their respective districts.
n
The city may also maintain and regulate one or more high schools a cl
schools for manual and technical training. ·
The schools share in the apportionment of the school moneys 0 ~ tbe
State, and the amounts which fall to the share of Buffalo are paid to
the 1.)T01H',--r ci.ty ·officers. All expenses of the school department are
included in and paid out of the general fund.
The city comptro1ler is authol'izcd to embrace in his ·estimate:, a 811 m
not exceeding $150,000 -annually to be used solely for the purchase of
· sc11ool lots and tbe erection, enlargement, repair, and furnishing of
school buildings. An additional amount not ex ceeding $300,000 may be
raised for the erection and furnishing of school buildings by the sale of
bonds by a two-thirds vote of the common council.
The board of public works have charge of the construction, altera·
tion, and repair of school buildings.
The su-pe.r intendent of education an officer electecl by the people on
the general ticket for a tm:m of fo~r years, is the head of the depart·
ment of public instruction. He must give bond conditioned on _t~e
~roper p erformance of his duties. If a vacancy occur in the office 1 t 18
filled by the common council at a joint session, called by the mayor, of
tb.e two boards composing the same.
"rb.e ~:!,Ul)eri.nteudent must from time to time recommend to the com·
mon council t b.e course of study to be pursued in the different public
schools,
and
· his
· Judgment
·
f
d sucu.. measu1: es as w ill , 1n
increase t h e use·
1ne an
fficiency of the schools. He selects all ~ew teachers to be
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employed from the lists certified to him by the board of examiners. He
must hire all teachers for the period of time and at the compensation
and upon the conditions provided by ordinance. He must see that the
courses .of study and systems of education established by ordinance are
observed. If none be so establishell he must direct the courses of study
and systems of education to be pursued. The teachers are subject to
his orders and direction. He may suspend, and for cause and after a
hearing, with the concurrence of the mayor, dismiss any teacher. He
must annually make a comprehensive report to the common council of
the condition of the schools. He must appoint a citizen well versed in
the German as well as the English lauguage to superintend the teaching
of the German language in the schools, and who must also act, when
not otherwise em-p loyed, as secretary to the superintendent.
The board of examiners consists of five citizens of Buffalo appointed
by the mayor for five years each, their terms of office being so arranged
that one is appointed each year. The mayor may at any time suspend
any member, and for cause and after a hearing may remove him. Vacancies are filled for the unexpired term by the mayor. The examiners
must meet monthly, and their officers are a chairman an<1 a secretary.
It is their duty to visit and inspect all the schools at least once in each
term.
The teachers are divided into three grades, namely, high-school,
grammar-school, and primary-school grades. The superintendent must
designate the subjects and the scopA of the examination for teachers in
each grade, and the examinations are conducted by the board of examiners. Those applicants who pass the examination are certified to the
superintendent as eligible for appointment, and from that list the superintendent selects new teachers. The board of examiners must make
annual report to the common council in regard to the condition of the
schools as ascertained by their inspection, the operation of the system
of examinations, and any suggestions they deem proper for the more
efficient accomplishment of the purposes of their appointment.
All expenses of the board of examiners are paid by the city and
included in the expenses of the school department.
THE P .A.RISH OF ORLEANS (NEW OR-LEANS), LA, 1

The board of directors consists of 20 members, of whom 8 are appointed by the governor of the State; with the approval of the State
board of education, and 12 are elected by the city council of New
Orleans. The term of office is four years, one-fourth the number being
selected each year. Vacancies among the appointees of the governor
are filled by the governor, and vacancies among those elected by the
city council are filled by that body. The mayor, the treasurer, the
comptroller of the city, and the superintendent of city schools are
1 Compiled from act No. 81, 1888, in relation to free public schools, and to regulate
public education in the State of Louisiana, and from acts No. 136, and No. 158, 1894.
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a r entitled to participate in its
cllool director may receive coIDr.
e

days after its appointment, with
.. u l .. vice- re ident, chosen from its me1nn t b e n, member. The treasurer of the
u
ar l, and the city attorney acts as it 8
i a, body corporate, with power to
ers constitute n, quorum.
.
salary to be fixecl by the board. In audit
f hi
c wh· h the board ma.y prescribe, ho muS
·er ort t the State superintendent, keep the accounts
l r I rt t h boarcl at each monthly meeting the cur1

•

T

-·r n
f r th t m nth.
.
he tr a ur r of the boa.rd holds office for four years, or during his
th
ri 1 ...
ity tr asurer . Ile may be removed after due trial before e
.. r<.l ~ r neglect of duty or malfeasance in office, ancl in case of removal
Y th l oarc1 they must elect a treasurer, who may not be a member of
the boar .
A1l l)ublic schools of the city, and the property and appurt~nances
thereof, are under the direction and control of the board of directors.
th
They fix the salaries of the teachers, porters, ancl porteresses, of e
th
secretary and employe~s , and of such assistant superintendents as ey
may deem. nece~i::,ary.
.
They must limit their annual expenses to their annual revenue. T~ey
must }?rescribe rules for the examination of candidates for teacherships,
and no teacher may be em]_)loyed who has not a certificate of qualificat~on;
_must elect teachers in order of their merit as shown by examination;
hold regular monthly meetings· declare vacant the seat of any member
guilty of neglect or of conduct ~nbecoming a member, and must report
each vacancy to the authority by which the expelled member was
al)pointed.
They may establish normal and evening schools. They may appoint
a com]_)etent and experienced educator as superintendent, at a salary of
$2,500 a -year, and .for a ter~ of four years, unless removed for cause
afte;r au iml)~:.,;rtial hearing.
It is the duty of the su-perintendent to aid the directors in organizing the schools and improving ·the methods of instruction therein, in
exa~inin g can~idates for teacherships, in conducting periodical exa~inahon~ o! ~up1ls for promotion, and in maintaining general uniformity
a n a. d.1.sc1 l_)lme in the management of all the schools. He must make
rel)orts to tb.e boa-rd. of directors and to the Stato board of education,
~n(l -wllenever notifi.ed. to be 1.)resent he must attend the meetings of the
..;:,late board of education.
· of t h e
.· Tb.e bo~n 1 r <lirectors must "{)resent to the common council
l ~
C j •a;•
f \\ re-p
.
r t O f the condition and operations of the schools
•nt
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and nJ detailed exhibit of their receipts and expenditures, and their
report must be accompanied by a certified statement of the average
daily attendance of pupils during the year, and of the a,verage expense
per capita of their instruction. It is the dt-ity of the common council
in making up the budget of their annual expenses to include therein
the amount necessary to meet the expenses of the schools, as shown by
the statement of the board of actual attendance and cost of instruction,
with such additional allowance for probable increased attendance and
contingent expenses as may seem just and reasonable to the city council, anll a sum sufficient to keep in repair all schoolhouses and school
grounds belonging to the city. But tho aggregate amount appropriated
must not exceed tho estimate of tlie board of directors, uor may the
amount appropriated by the city be less than $250,000 per annum.
A tax of 1 per cent has been imposed by State authority on all taxable property in the city for the purpose of liquidating the debt of the
city. By an act passed in 1894 the board of liquidation, in charge of
this ma,tter, were directed to ·pay to the board of school directors from
this tax each year such a, sum as will, with the amounts appropriated
by the city council, reach a, total of $337,500.
PITTSBURG, P A.. 1

CENTRAL BOA.RD OF EDUCA.1'ION.

The city of Pittsburg constitutes au independent scl10ol district.
-whenever it becomes necessary under the law, each of the school
boards of the respective subclistricts 2 of the city elect one person to
servo as a member of the central board of education of the city, which
11erson so elected must be at the time of his election a citizen of the
subdistrict for which he is chosen, but he is not disqualified by reason
of membership in the local board.
Annually, within twenty days of February 1, the members of t11e central board meet and organize by choosing a president, a secretary, and a.
treasurer. The :first named must be of their own number, lmt the other
two officers may or may not be, at the discretion of the mem hers thereof.
Members of the central board hold their offices for the term of three
years, anc1 tbe terms are so arranged that one-third expire annually.
Vacancies caused by death, resignation, removal from the subdistrict,
or otherwise are :fi..llecl for the unexpired term by election by the proper
local board of directors. Seats of members who neglect or refuse to
perform their duties may be declared vacan\ by the board.
The president p' esides at the meetings of the board, authorizes the
secretary to call special meetings whenever he deems them necessary,
0

1 Compiled from Digest of tho Acts of the Assembly relating to Pittsburg,,180-1 1886, page 198 et seq., and from subsequent acts s_pccified.
2 There are 37 subdistricts and consequently 37 members of the central hoard of_
education.
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£ r the collection of school taxes,
all warrauts 011 the treasurer, as
, 1iutendent, and does all other acts
he meetings of the board, prepares
(. c nut of all abatements and exonand attests all warrants on the
duties pertainh1g to the office. Re
• rel.
r the faithful performance of his duties,
I ri. ti n , district taxes, and other school funds
th refrom all warrants drawn on him by the
id nt anu attested by the secretary. He is
ell. o retain £ r hi
er ices a sum not over 1 per cent on -th e
> 1 y rec iv d aud 1mid out by him.
n the.. ·ence or T fu al to , er,e of the president or secretary, the
rd
board may ap1_)oint a, l)resident or secretary pro tem.pore. The boa
th
nm t hold at least one stated meeting per month, and a majority of e
m mbers elected constitute a quorum.
The eentral board of education must ascertain the amount necessary
for c nducting tbe schools and certify the same to the councils on ?r
before the second 1\fonday in January in ea.ch year, and the c?uncils
must a,dcl tue a,mount so certified to the aggregate of taxes requued for
the city, and they must ar,l)ropriate the same for the schools.
. .
A.ll -wauants dra;wn u]_)on the city treaimrer upon such appropriation
mu.st be signe.d byt1ie 1wesident and the secretary of the centrnil boaftl
of m1ucation, a.nd must be submitted to tlle city comptroller, whose only
duty in connection th~rewitb. is to countersign the warrant an<.1 to enter
it in the l)roper accou.nt.
The _central board are entitled to reseive that part of the State common-school fund which is annually apportioned to the city of Pittsburg.
They may borrow money, not to exceed $50,000, to erect schoolhouses
or purcbase sites, and may borrow an additional $50,-000 and issue bo nd s
for the saime.
1.f the central board neglect or refuse to levy the proper ta:s.es or fail
to l)erform their legal <.1uties, the court of quarter sessions of the county,
Ul)On complaint of six taxable citizens and upon due proof, mn,y declare
vacant the seats of tbe delinquent members or member and may appoint
others in their stead to serve till the next annual el~ction of the cent-ra.l boa.rd of education.
Tb..~ boa.-ru. a.s a body corporate have power to sue and be sued; to pnrclia e and. \\old.
f. uc.,11 -real and -personal prol)erty as may be necessary f 0 r
.
the c ·ta li hm(.mt an<t" su-p1i01:t of the mechanical art schools, lngu
· :i.
.
d,oo1 un<l s ·h ol · fo r 0;).or '1 1m1nls,
f
all(l may en and cli 11ose o t,.ue
• m 1\ ·n 1 ,1cm g r 1 ~. - a:ry; to have a common seal; to IDa'ke hJ-.
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The central board have power to purchase ground, erect or repair
buildings, to purchase fu:witure, apparatus, books, and other personal
property for the high school and schools for colored pupils; to determine the number of teachers in all schools, and to fix and pay their
salaries; to determine the books used, and the course of study pursued
in all schools. Text-books may not be changed oftener than once in six
years. Physiology and hygiene, with special reference to the effects of
stimulants and narcotics, must be taught.
The _c entral board must purchase text-books and loan the same free
to all pupils. They must continue and maintain one high school for
pupils of both sexes, and one or more separate schools for colored pupils; no distinction may be made on account of the race or color of any
pupiJ. They may maintain a normal department in connection with
the high school, and may establish and maintain one or more schools
for instruction in mechanic arts and kindred subjects, and int3truction
may be given in the evening as well as in the day.
The central board must exercise a general supervision over the high
school, the mechanical art schools, and the schools for colored 1mpils,
and must, by one or more of the members, visit said schools at least
once a week. They may at any time examine, or cause to be examined,
any or all of the teachers in the hig11 school and the schools for colored
pupils, ancl may issue certificates setting forth the branches which said
teachers are qualified to teach. They have the appointment of all
teachers in the high school and schools for colored 1mpils and of teachers of all special branches in tl.ie ward scl1001s, and may dismiss them
for cause at any time.
The central board must ma.ke an aunual report through the city
superintendent to the State superintendent.
BOARDS OF DIRECTORS OF SUBDISTRICTS.

Each of the wards of the city constitutes a subschbOl district, but a
subdistrict may be subdivided, or two of them may be consolidated by
the central board of education, upon the petition of the proper boards
of directors, provided tbe city councils by an ordinance declare the
subdistrict so made to be a separate election district.
In each subdistrict there is a board of directors of six rnem bers,
elected by tho peo-ple of the several snbdistricts. The term of office is
three years, ancl two directors are elected each year.
The several subdistrict bmnds have power to fill any vacancy caused
in their number by removal, death, resignation, or otherwise until the
next organization of tlle board. They may declare vacant the seat of
any member who neglects or refuses to atteud to his duties as member.
If all or a majority of' the members of any board of directors refuse
or neglect to perform their 1a wfnl duties, the county court of quarter
sessions, upon complaint of six taxpayers, and upon due proof, may
declare their seats vacant and appoint others in their stead, to serve
until the next annual organization of the boar<l.
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Y one of the ub<.fr·trict boards ma.y borrow money to the amount
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Yeral board of directors of subdistricts lrnve the power to
I nr ·b. .. se ground, to erec enlarge and repair school buildings, to pur' books,' stationery, and fuel, to pay Jam
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in their respective districts, to borrow money and to provide for th e
I yment thereof with its interest and to levy taxes for such purposes.
The title of all -real anc11)erson~l property of the subdistrict scho~ls
.L. ve\i:,tecl in the several boards of directors, and they may sell or disl) 'JS~ of the same w~enever they deem acl visable.
.
The boards of directors maiy obtain by condemnation land reqmred
for school l}uq,oses when the same can not be secured by agreement
wi th t~e. owners. They appoint the teachers and exercise a general
supervision over the schools of their respective subdistricts, and mu st
by one or more of their members visit each of said schools at least once
a month .
. Iu order to enable the central board of education to make the required
reports to the State superintendent, the subdistrict boards of directors
must ~ake annual reports to the central board .
. "Fr~e ~vening schools must be maintained by the subdistrict board s
for not less tl1 a.n four months a vear when requested to do so by 20 or
more pupils.
~
N ° member of any school boarcl may hold any office of emolument
under said board. 1
Tlt~ city s1.tperintendent is elected for a term of three years by a convention ot a\l t)le :h.001 d'
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together with the amount of compensation fixed upon. If no valid
objection is received by the State superintendent within thirty days, he
commissions the superintendent for the term for which he was elected.
The salary of the superintendent is paid by the central board of
education in the same manner as the salaries of teachers are paid.
The superintendent must either by himself or by such person or persons as he may appoint examine all persons who may apply for appointment a s teacl).ers, and must give to each one found qualified a proper
certificate. No teacher may be employed without such certificate.
DISTRIC1' OF COLUMBIA..

(WASHINGTON CITY.)

The organization of the District of Columbia is unique, and the
school system presents so many peculiarities that its features can not
be satisfactorily shown without a brief statement of the circumstances
that led up to the present conditions.
Prior to 1871 the District was composed of three distinct corporations,
independent of each other but all amenable to the control of the Congress of the United States. These corporations were the city of Washington, the city of Georgetown, ancl the levy court, which governed the
county, or that part of the District which 1a."y outside the limits of the
two cities. The city of Washington was the most populous and most
im11ortan t of the three corporations.
SCHOOLS IN TUE CITY OF WASHING-TON.

The first act of the city of Washington relative to schools was passed
in 1804 by the city council, and established "a permanent institution
for the education of the youth of the city of Washington." Superintendence of t.he schools was placed under the direction of 13 trustees,
7 of whom were elected annually by the councils and 6 were chosen by
those who contributed $10 for the promotion of schools, each contributor having as many votes as be ha(l contributed sums of $10.
In 1816 the city was divided into two districts with separate boards
of trustees, who were elected in part by the city councils and in part
by contributors as before.
The first real attempt to inaugurate a public-school system in the
modern sense was that of 1844, the schools having been previously in
the nature of charity schools. The schools were then put in charge of
a board of trustees of 12 members elected by the city councils, 3 from
each of the 4 school districts, the members from each district constituting a subboard for that district. The method of appointing the
trustees was changed in 1858, the mayor receiving authority to appoint
with the advice and consent of the board of aldermen. By the same
act of the city council the mayor was made ex officio president of the
board of trustees, and the appointment of the secretary and the treasurer
of the board ,vas also given to him.
In all this time the real control of the schools was in the hands of the
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had given power "to provide for
schools and to endow ancl collect
i Yed limited powers from the city
he right to suspend or revoke any of
I i ion over all the acts of the board,
i cipline. The power of making all
c rs of the board and of altering its
gTacle and number of schools, and of
1
• h r was retained by the city councils.
Ti ion for a superintendent of imblic schools
alary was fixed at $2,500 a year. He was
r :Yith the advice n,nd consent of the board
lir ·t d t preside at the meetings of tµe board in
tl1e mayor, and was entitled to vote on all questions
~ r 1. Later in the same year the power and importance
w r c.urtaile<.l, and the superintendent was made practi•,,lly It
x cutive offi er of the board. It was then made his duty to
·an - into e e ution the rules and regulations of the boa.rd of trust ·; t vi"it the schools, that he might obtain, as far as practicable,
a}) r..__onal kno"ledge of the cornlition of all the schools and be able to
ugo-e t improvements and remedy defects; to pay particular atte~tion to the cla~sifi.cati.011 of pupils, and assist the board of trustees m
esta hsb.ing a \.miform. system of instruction; to advise teachers as to
tb.e bes.t m_etbod of instruction and discipline, and to carefully observe
the manner in which they conducted their schools. Whenever he found
any teacher incompetent, he was required to report the same to the
subboard of that district. To him was given, under rules estaulishecl
by the trustees, the general superintendence of all the schools of tl~e
corporation. He was required to devote his whole time to the duties
of hi_s office and keep · himself acquainted with the progress of tlle
11 ubhc-school system in other -places, that be might be able to suggeS t
appropriate means for the advancement of the public schools of the
city. He might attend any of the meetings of the board and speak on
all <l_UeBtions.
No enumeration of the duties of the superintendent bas since been
made, and ~resumably these requirements are still in force.
The relations between the first superintendent appointed and tlJe
boaT d_ were neither amical)le nor harmonious and the board in 187U
1:eq_u~steu
tb.e co\.1n m·1 t o cuange
1.
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·
. ·~·
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Coloreci schools.-In 1862 the colored schools of Washington and
Georgetown were organized by act of Congress under a separate board
of trustees of three members, one appointed each year for three years
by the Secretary of the Interior. These trustees were to receive a
share of all moneys appropriated for schools in proportion to the 1mmber -0f colored children to the whole number of children.
The number of trustees was increased from three to nine in 1873 and
their appointment was given to the governor of the District.
The superintend011cy of colored schools was established in 18G7.
TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENT.

The three distinct corporations, namely, the city of vVashiugtou, the
city of Georgetown, and the levy court for the county of ,Vashington,
were abolished in 1871, and in their stead was substituted a single Territorial government, having a governor and a legislative assembly.
Congress made it the duty of that assembly to maintain a system of
free schools in the District,, but provided that all tbe acts of the old
corporations should remain in force till repealed.
In August, 1871, the legislative assembly enacted that there should
be three boards of school trustees in the District, one for Washington,
-one for Georgetown, aml one for the county.
The board of trustees for the city of Washington was to be composed
of 20 members, 5 from each of the 4 school districts of the city. That
of Georgetown was to 11ave ·"2 members from each of the ·council
districts of the city" [it had 5 members in· 1873], and the board of
the county was to have 7 members. These were all to be appointed
by the governor for a term of two years each.
This act, with another act passed two days la.for, provided for as uper
intendent of schools, a secretary an<l treasurer for each of the tllree
school organizations, who were also to be appointed by the governor.
All these trustees and officers were directed to perform the duties of
their respective offices, and all laws and ordinances of the three old
corporations were declared to be in force in tbe respective localities
except so far as they might have been affected by the acts of the legislative assembly.
The act of Congress of 18G2 estal>lisliing a board of trustees for colored schools of course remained in force, so that there were still four
school boards in existence, each independent of the others.
The Territorial government was fruitful in schemes for tbe physical
improvement of the city. The board of public works dominated all
the other branches of the government, and their -vigorous measures
and unusual expendit ures nece sitated heavy taxation and produced
wide-spread dissatisfaction. Congress was forced to apply a heroic
remedy, and once more made a radical change in the form of govemment.1
1

The City of Washington: Its Origin n.ucl Aclmiuistrn.tion, Porter, p::tge SO et se<J..
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1i ~hed in 187 4 and in its stead

n 11
l'ibinal a t of 1874 e tablishing tbe commission they were
• uth riz <l to aboli h any office, to consolidate two or more offi~es,
r du th number of employees, remove from office, and make appomtm nt t any office authorized by law.
nder the authority thus given the Commissioners abolish~d the
office of secretary and treasurer of all the four school boards m t~e
i trict, transferring all their duties, so far as they related to the dis·
bur ement of money to the comptroller of the District. They also
on1ered that the purchase of supplies be made by the comptroller a nd
auditor of the District, subject to tbe approval of the Commissioners.
On August 8, 187 4, the same autbority consolidated the four school
boards into one board of 15 members 9 of whom were to be residents
of Washington, 3 of Georgetown, and 3 of the county. A month _later
the number was increased torn, 2 ac1ditional members being appomted
from Washington and 2 more from the county.
The laws defining the powers and duties of the four former boards
continuec1 to apply to the new board in tbe performance of their fun_ctions for the four classes of schools. More specific reference to the differences in these wi.11 be mentioned in subsequent paragraphs.
The new board made no radical changes in the school affairs. The
same person had already been made superintendent of the white schools
of vVashington, of Georgetown, and of the county; there was another
superintendent for the colorecl schools of v-Vasbino·ton and Georgetown,
and these men continued their former duties. The colored schools of
the two cities were continued as a practically separate organization.
In the act of Congress of 1878 1wovicling a permanent government
for the District the board of school trustees was abolished and all
powers and duties formerly exercised by the old board of trustees
were transferred to the Commissioners of the District of Columbia., to
wb.om. were given authority to employ such officers and agents and to
adopt. sucb. 1.)rovi ions as might be necessary to carry into execution
the nowers an<l duties i.mposed.
'Ihe
mmi:si ner were direct d to appoint from time to time 19
1' ·r u. a ·t al r · id nt; f t11e District of Columbia to constitute the
trust · or tb.e rnu
'·1·ic c11001s of t1,e Di:trict and ,to serve without
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compeusation for such terms as the Commissioners might fix. These
trustees were to have the powers and perform the duties in relation to
the care and management of the public schools which were then authorized by law. 1
In 1882 the number of trustees was reduced to 9, and in 1895 it was
increased to 11, its present number, that the Commissioners might
appoint women on the board, as they were given authority to do.
The trustees are now appointed for varying terms, fixed by the Commissioners at the time of appointment. Their terms have ordinarily
been fixed at three years, but of late the Oommissiouers have been making appointments for one year only. They may be removed at any time
by the appointing power.
The superintendents are appointees of the Commissioners, and may
be removed at any time, that power having been given by law to the
mayor and having descended through the governor to the present
Board of Commissioners.
The arrangement made by the board of trustees in respect to colored
schools in 187 4 continues to the present day, and there are two separate
and distinct school systems in the same territory, havi1ig the same
board of trustees, but with different officers and separate organization
in every respect that relates to instruction.
The powers and duties of the present board of trustees are not
clearly defineu. The law of 1878 was peculiarly constructed. It gave
to the District Commissioners all the powers of the old board of trustees, and in tlrn very next paragraph gave to the new board of trustees
the powers and duties relating to the care and management of the
schools then authorized by law.
This apparent contradiction has at different times given rise to difficulty and misunderstanding. In 1885-86 the then Commissioners
advanced the theory that the trustees were merely their agents, and as
such were responsible to them. They claimed and exercised the right
to control even such minutim as the assignment of teachers and their
transfer from school to school. In this they were supported by au
opinion by the attorney for the District, who held that "whatever is
necessary in the way of classification of pupils, grading schools, munbers to each teacher, hours of assembling and length of session, the
whole matter of discipline of schools, examination, promotion, criticism
of teachers and methods of teaching, the courses of study, the books
to be used, and perhaps other matters pertaining to the welfare of the
schools are among the powers and duties of the trustees." But, be
said, their duties pertain "exclusively to the working power of the educational machinery, which they neither supply, maintain, nor repair.
Upon these important matters, supply and repair, their action is advisory only." The Commissioners proposed to issue regulations of their
1
Act of June 11, 1878, in Supplement to Revised Statutes of the United States,
1874-1891, pages 178, 179.
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o.. nl f trn tees of 187 4 were governed by e
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Y ring th ._
eral boa1· l which they succeeded. There is no
rd
d nbt a,b ut that. But the arch for the laws of the ancient boa s
i by no 111 a,n s ea y iu the present condition of affairs. It appea~s
fr m n, areful earch, however, tb.at the board of 187 4 were governed in
th
their relations to the white schools of Washington by the laws ~f- e
corporation of Washington -passed in 1858,reenacted with two additwns
in 1 69; in their 1'elations wit.h the white schools of Georgetown by a:1
f th e cor1:orat1on
·· ·
· 1842· in their
.
or d rn_ance
~
of Georgetown- passe d m
,
_t of
relations with the white and colored sc11.0ols of the Mnnty by an ac
Congress --passecl in.186'1, and in their relations with the colored schools
1862
•
of ,Vashington and GeOTgetown by an act of Congress passed in
The Georgetown ordinances -of 1842 gave to the then "board of
guardia11s" full 1,ower "to 1_)rovide for the keeping of schools and to
manage the same for the public interest, to make such by-laws autl
regulations as they may deem be~t for the goyernment of the schools,
t· e
to elect and appoint the respective and necessary teachers from im
1
to time, and fix their compensation."
Teachers were required t-o report quarterly to the board of guardiauS
and m~nually to the corporation through the board of guardians. It
was made the duty of teachers to receive all chilLlren that might be
sent to them by any member- of the board of guardians, or by t,he trustees of the poor, any of whom were authorized to grant certificates of
adrnission.2
The Washington boarcl of 1858 received power to appoiut all teachers
authorized by law, ancl to change them at pleasure; to l)rescribe tho
course of studies and the b-0o~s to be used, no book to be change<l
except by a vote of two-thirds of the whole board and the books in all
s?hool to be uniform; to make ancl execute by-la~vs, rules, and regulations for the management of the sd1001s a~ tliey may deem necessary
tLc -·~ History of the 1•uhli,~, 'chools of th
ldem, pa.ge .
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and 11roper, a copy of which must occupy a conspicuous place in ·each
schoolroom, and to alter, a,mend, and abrogate them at pleasure;- to
transact a.U business relating to ~be schools, subject to the laws of the
corporation. They were required to cause an annual examination of
all public schools to be made each July; to make a,u annual report to
the common council; to divide themselves into as many subboards as
there were school dj.stricts, for the exercise of a practic:11 supervision
o-.;;.-er the schools, subject to the control of the board of trustees. Tile
subboards were required to meet regnlarly ouce a month at least and to
cause records to be kept by the principal teachers. .AU white children
between G and 17 years old were to be admitted into the schools, provided their parents or guardians were bona fide residents of t11e city.
The male and female pupils were required to be kept separate, as far as
practicable, during school· hours an<l to have different places assigned
to them for recreation.1
The act of the city councils of September 7, 1869, made it the duty of
the board of tTustees to :fix upon the time and manner of school examinations and promotions, to select annually one of their number from
each school district to be a committee for the examination of teachers,
assisted by the su1:>erintemlent, and to holcl semiannually, in conjunction with the superintendent, a. teachers' institute. 2
The cluties of tbe school board of the county were written at a much
later date than were those of the city boards, and have a more modern
fln;vor. Tiley were: to regulate the number of children to be taught
in each school; to s~lect, u11on a thorough examination, such teachers
as are competent, giving to each a certificate of qualification, ·w ithout
which no teacher is entitled to receive pay; to fix their salaries aU<l
terms of service; t o suspend or expel incorrigible pupils; to prescribe
the course of study and the text-books to be used. * * * and generally to prescribe rules and regulatious for the management, good
government, and well-0rderiug of the schools, and to make an annual
report. Any· white resident was privileged to place liis child or ward
in any of the schools, with the consent of the board; ancl any colored
resident had the same privilege with respect to colored schools. 3
Th,e trustees of the colored schools of the cities were directed to
exercise the same functions ancl have the sa me supervision over the
schools under their charge as were exercised over the public schools of
t he two cities by the trustees thereof by virtue of the laws and ordinances in force in the two cities, respectively. 4
Tllese, then, are presumably the laws which still govern the board
of trustees. If there are any of later date I have not succeeded in
finding them. It j s very probable that even some of the present
1
Fifteenth Annual Report of tllo Board. of Trustees of Public Schools of the City of
Washington, 1858-59.
2
Twenty-third Annual Report of the Board of Trustees, 1866- 1870, pago 138.
3
Revised Statutes of the District of Columuia, 1873, page 32.
4
Idem, page 34.
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s are not aware of the differences iu their powers in.
hool" of the several localities, for time has so welded
t ·ether tho variou olement of the system that it is now one horo. 0 o·cn u wh l . E _ pediency first ancl custom afterwards prescribed
that nll
hool
hould be treated alike, and the restrictions that
r lato t one cction were and still are voluntarily applied by tbe
b ~ r<.l to all ections by means of regulations; for example, all teachers
in the elementary schools not graduates of the city normal schools
mu t lrnve passe(l an examination an<l have received a certificate of
fitnes , though this is not requirec.1 by law except for the teachers of
the county; the legal provision requiring a two-thirds vote of the
board to change a text-book applies. only to Washington, but it is
a1)pliecl by regulation to the whole District, and text-books are uniform
in all school's of like grade; the division of ·the board into subboards,
too, is requir2d for Washington only, but it is applied in practice to
the entire District. But there are now ten "divisions" and only eleven
trustees, so tlrnt but one division has more than one trustee, and the
legal requirement for monthly meetings of the snbboards has necessarily become a dead letter.
·
. Neither law nor custom requires that a trustee shall be a resident of
tho division for which he acts, but in a general way it is recognized. as
desirabl~ that it should be so, and assignments are usually made with
that in view.
. The rteculiar relations of the District of Columbia to Congress has
Jn;o-q.ght about the custom of legislation by appropriations. Congress
has -ex.elusive control of the District ancl is its only legislative body.
When any extension of the school system is desired, therefore, the
request for it is ordinarily in the form of an application for an appropriation, which, if granted, carries with it the authority for the extension. It was thus that the free·text-book system was inaugurated, that
the fourth year was auded to the high-school course, and, in fact, that
all important extensions have been secured.
The board of trustees annually submit estimates covering all their
- needs to the District Commissioners, who are in turn required by law
to submit to the Secretary of the Treasury annually an itemized statement and. estimate of the amount necessary to defray the expenses of
the government of t11e District of Columbia for the next fiscal year.
The Secretary of the Treasury must ca;refuUy consider all the estimates
aml must approve or disapprove, or suggest such changes as he may
fhink the -public interest demands. He must cause a statement to be
mac1e of t11e amount a1)provccl by him and the fond to which each item
belongs, which statement must be certified by him and delivered,
together -with the original estimates to the Commissioners of the Di ·
trict of Columbia, who mu t trans~it the same to Congress. To th0
extent to which Cono-ress approye such estimates ConO'ress appropriat ., tb amoun t of 0~ per cent th reof, and the remaiuing
o
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of such approved estimates arc levied and assessed upon the taxable
property and privileges of the District other than the property of the
United States and of the District of Columbia.
The rate of taxation for all purposes for any one year may not exceed
$1.50 on every $100. All taxes collected are paid into the Treasury
of the United States, and tho same, as well as the approprjations ma~e
by Congress as aforesaid, are disbursed for the expenses of the District
on itemized vouchers, which must have been audited and approved by
the auditor of the District of Columbia, and certified by the Commissioners, or a majority of them.1
l\IISCELLANEOUS LAWS RECENTLY PASSED.

The District Commissioners must report to Congress at each regular
session in the Book of Estimates an estimate of tho number of teachers
required in each of the grades and classes of schools in the District,
the amount of salary, the employment, place, and title of employment
of each of the teachers in each and all the g;,rades and classes of the
schools in the District. 2
In assigning salaries to teachers no <lise:.,rimination ma,y be made
between male and female teachers employe(l in the same grade of
school and -performing a like class of duties. 3
No school official, teacher, or trustee may receive any pecuniary benefit on account .of school supplies or text-books purchased for the use of
·
the schools. 4
· The study of the nature and effects of alcoholic drinks and narcotics
must be taught in all public schools of the District of Oolumbia. 5
The Commissioners, in making purchases of sites for schools must
do so without the employm~nt of agents, an<l in no case may commission be paid to more than one person or :firm greater than the usual
commission. 3
Before the purchase by the board of trustees of any lands and premises for school purposes the title must be certified as good by the attor. ney for the District. The purchase must be macle in tbe name of and
the title vested in the District of Columbia. 6
The Commissioners of the District of Columbia have power to condemn land for school sites. Application for such proceedings must be
filed in the supreme court of the District of Columbia. 7
The plans and specifications for buildings are prepared by the inspector of buildings of the District of Columbia, and must be approved
1 Act of June 11, 1878: in Supplement to the Revised Statutes, 1874-1891, page 173 et
seq.
2
Act of March 3, 1891.
3
Act of March 2, 1889.
4
Act of August 7, 1894.
· 5 Act of May 2, 1886.
0 Order of Commissioners, September 24, 1874..
7
Act of August 6, 1890.
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l building may not be used for any purpose _not
d with the public school system of tbe District. 3
DETROIT, MICH. 4

Th

ity of

etroit is one school district, and the schools therein

un l r th lirection of the board of education arc free to all children
re i lil g iu the city between the ages of 5 and 20 years, ip.clusive.
The boanl of education consists of 16 school inspectors, to be elected
o
from each ward in the city at the spring election held every a:l ternate year. The term of each inspector is four years, and one-half tlle
whole number are elected at each biennial election. The votes cast for
school inspectors are deposited in ballot-boxes separate from those used
for other than city officers, and the elections are held anclthe votes canva sed in the same manner as in other city elections. Women are
qualified to vote for school inspectors a,nd are eligible to hold that
office.
In case of any vacancy by death, resignation, or otherwise, the mayor
may nominate and. tb.e common council may confirni the nomination of
a suitable -person to fill such vacancy until the next regular election for
members of the board·, when his successor must be elected.
Removal of an inspector from the ward for which he is elected does
not vacate his office if he still reside in the citv. The mayor ancl the'
recorder of the city a.re ex officio members
the board, ancl have the
right to seats at meetings for the purpose of d~liberation, but have no
vote.
The board of education may, by a two-thirds vote, and after due hear-·
ing, expel any member for malfeasance or willful neglect of the duties
of the office.
No 1.m;pector may receive any compensation during his term of office
either as im,pector or for services rendered the board in any capacity,
and no inspector may be interestecl directly or indirectly in any contract
made with the board.
~uy 1)erson elected to the office of school inspector who neglects or
-re.tu.$.<'.B to s~rv~ without sufficient cause is liable to a fine of 810, to be
u~~u. -ro~ tb.e. \Hlolic library; but no one may be compelled to serve two
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terms in succession. The board may make all necessary rules of proceedure and may punish unexcused absence from meetings by a fine of
not over $5 for each offense. The board may meet from time to time
and a majority of the members form a, quorum. They may elect one of
their own number president and in the absence of the president may
choose a. president pro tempore.
The board of education is a body corporate and may sue and he sued,
and may hold, sell, and convey real and personal property as the interests of the schools may require.
The recorder's court has jurisdiction of all suits wherein the board
may be a party and of all prosecutions for violations of its by-laws aud
ordinances.
The board must elect a, superintendent of public schools to hold office
for tllree years, at a salary to be fixed by the board, but not to exceed
$4,000 a year. Tb.ey may appoint a secretary to hold office during the
pleasure of the board, and may pTe_scribe his duties and compensation.
The superintendent may be directed by the board to fill the office of
secretary, but · he, is not entitled to extra compensation for so doing.
The board must also appoint a treasurer, to have the keeping of all
moneys belonging to the schools. He must give such bond as the board
may req1.1iTe, and may not pay out the school moneys except by tue
authority of the board.
Every resolution or proceeding of the board of education whereby
any liability or debt may be created or involving the expenditure of
money or disposal of property must be presented to the mayor. If the
mayor approve the proceeding he must sign it, and it thereupon goes
into effect. If he does not approve, he must return it to the board in
:five days with his objections. The board must thereupon -r econsider
the proceeding, and if two-thirds of all the members agree to adopt
the same it goes into effect. If the mayor neither signs the proceeding
nor returns it to the board with his objections in five days, it goes into
effect without his signature. It is the duty of the board of education
to apply for and receive from the county treasurer all moneys appropriated by the State for primary schools and district library of the city,
aml to designate a place where the library may be kept.
The board have authority to make by-laws and ordinances relative to
taking the census of all children in the city between the ages of 5 and
20 years. They may appoint one or more persons to take such census,
and may prescribe their duties and compensation. The result of tlle
census must be reported annually to the common council, and such
report is conclusive as to the number of children for 1mrposes of taxation. It is the duty of the board of education to annuaUy prepare and
submit to the common council an estimate of the amount of taxes
deemed necessary for all school expenditures during the ensuing year.
The estimates must specify as nearly as possible the amounts required
for teachers' salaries, purchase of lots for buildings, erection of build.
ings, repairs, fuel, and general current expense~.

93-96.
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$15,000.

The boaTd. of eclucation have authority to make by-laws and ordina~ces
relative to the making of a,11 reports to State and other officers required
by law; relative to the visitation of schools; relative to the leng th ?f
time school shall be kept, which must not be less than three months i~
theu
a year; relative to the employment ancl examination of teachers,
!)Owers ancl duties; relative to regulation of schools, and the books to
be used therein; relative to the appointment of necessary officers aud
l)rescribing their powers and duties; relative ·to anything whatever
that may advance the interests of education, the good government an.d
-prosperity of the free schools oi the city and the welfare of the public
.
'
concennng
the same.
The boa;rd. must 1mblisb. annual1y a detailed report of the schools.
Any nonresiden..,t l)aying school taxes on real estate in the city may
send :,tny scholars who a;re members of his own family to the schools of
the city, and the amount he has -paid for school taxes may be deducted
-from. the tuition fees chargeable to his children as nonresidents.
The l:.om:m.on. counm·1 ,~
· t,e·
uave power to pass ordinances for the roam
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the prosperity and advancement of .education in the free schools of the
city. If the majority of the voters of the city either adopt or reject the
proposed measure the board of education must abide by the result.1
It is the duty of the board of education to enforce the compulsory
attendance Jaws; to provide flags for all schoolhouses and cause them
to be displayed during school hours.
The board of education must establish a, public school-teachers'
retirement fund, to be administered by a, board of trustees consisting of
the board of education, the superintendent of schools, and two represenfatives selected by the teachers. This fund consists of all money
deducted from the salary of any tc,-wher on account of absence, or any
other reason; donations, bequests, etc., on account of the fund; money
obtained from miscellaneous sources, or appropriated or raised with the
approval of the commo_n council and the board of estimates; percentages not to exceed 1 per cent deducted from the salaries of teachers;
interest derived from said moneys.
The board of education must establish and maintain a <l.istrict library,
but they may elect a board of commissioners to whom the care of the
funds and property of the library may be transferred. .A special library
tax of one-fifth of 1 mill on the dollar must be levied each year with
other city taxes and 11ai<l over to the commission.
:M:rLW.A.UKEE,

Wrs. 2

The public schools are under the general management, control, and
supervision of a school board, consisting of two persou1:3 from each
ward, 3" appointed by the alderJ,llen of such ward 4 subject to confirmation by the common council. The members of the board hold their
offices three years unless sooner removed.
A president is elected by the board, and must be a member therrnf.
A majority of the members constitute a quorum.
The board appoints biennially a secretary, who gives bond, performs
the duties usual to the office, and takes a school census yearly.
The members of the board must take the official oath and be subject
to the same restrictions and liabilities as aldermen, and arc exempt from
jury duty. The seat of a member absent without satisfactory excuse
from four successive meetings must be declared vacant and the common
council proceed to elect his successor. The council may remove any
member for cau-SP,,
The school board must report to tho common council each yea,r the
amount of money required for the snP11ort of all the public schools
1 Tllis provision was J)assed with special reference to the question of free textbooks.
2 Compiled from act of April 27, 1891, in Wisconsin City Charters and Amendments, 1891, page 1248, :rocl from other acts specified.
3 '£here are 18 wards, and consequently 36 members of the school board.
4
There are 3 alc.lermen from each ward.
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The board of public works also advertise for bids, let contracts, a
superv~se the work of building new houses. The common council are
aut b.~rized to levy ancl collect taxes for the purchase of sites and th e
erection of school builclings.2
.
The school_ board are authorized and required, subject to the approval
of th e council, to establlsh as many new schools as may be necessary
fo! the accommodation of the children of the city, and the council mu st
erect, purchase, or hire buildings and furniture and lots for sucll
schools. ,
- The ~cnool board have the power to employ the janitors necessary for
schoolhouses, and to fix tb.eir compensation· to define the boundaries
of school di stricts in the city; to prescribe the text-books to be used,
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experienced. person as superfntendent of schools for a term of two years unless sooner removed. His salary is fixed by the board, but .
may not exceed $4,000 per annum. He must appoint, subject to the
approval of the board, an assistant superintendent, to hold office during
the term of · tho superintendc11t unless sooner removed, and whose
sala,ry may not exceed $2,000.
In connecti-0u with a, committee of the board and subject to confirmation by the board, the superintendent. examines, cei·tificates, classifies
and employs teachers, and may dismiss them for cause. The secretary
of the boarcl must file annually with the city comptroller a certified
list of all teachers employed, with tbeir salaries.
Auy officer of the board may he dismissed by the board by a twothirds vote foT mmse after due hearing.
The scl10ol board must report annually to the common council.
.l\fINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 1

The boanl of education of the city of Minneapolis consists of seYen
school directors. · They are elected by the people at tbe biennial State
election and as a part of the general election, but a, separate ballot box
is provided. The term of office of each director is six years, two being
elected at each biennial election, except that every sixth year three
are elected. Every school director before entering upon his duties
must take an oath to support the constitntion and laws of the State
and to perform tlle duties of his office to the best of his ability.
Iu case of the deatll, resignation, or ren10val from the district of any
school director the vacancy may be filled for the unexpired term by
election at tho next annual election.
The time and place of the meetings of the board are appointed by
the board. The officers consist of a president and a secretary, who
:µ1ust be school directors. The city treasurer and the city comptroller
are treasurer and comptroller, respectively, of the board. The secretary and the treasurer are bonded officers. Election of officers is held
annually.
The board of education is a legal corporation, has a common seal,
is caJ)able of suing and being sued, of buying, receiving, selling, and
conveying real or personal property, and of making and enforcing contracts. The title to all real and personal public school property in the
city is vested in the board of education.
The board of education is authorized and empowered to levy such
taxes as will raise sufficient sums of money for all school purposes;
but the. aggregate levy of such taxes must not e-xceed 4 mills on the
dollar of assessed valuation. The board must make return of its annual
levy of taxes to the county auditor, and the taxes are collected by
county officers at the same time and in the same manner as State and
1 Compiled from tho charter of the board of education, published in the Report of
tuo Board of Education for 1894-95, pages 163 et seq.
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, l f lu utionhaveentirecontrolandmanagementofallcomls iu the city. They are entitled to demand an<l. receive all
· t <-t a rue to the district for school purposes under any law of
t~ te or ot1ierwi e, ancl may appropriate and use such moneys for the
npp rt an l maintenance of the schools as they may deem best. They
may hire or erect and maintain schoolhouses, but no building may be
re tel on land not held in fee simple. They may employ superintendnts ancl teachers, and make rules and regulations for the government
of the schools and for the employment and examination of teac~ers and
l)rescribing their powers and duties· and prescribing the gradrng, and
'
. t rucclassification of 1mi:>ils and their management,
and the course of ms
tion a.ml the books to be used and other matters l)ertaining to the gove:rnm.ent and welfare. of the ;chools. They may also make by-laws for
their own government.
ST. PA UL,

~{INN ._1

The boarcl of school inspectors consists of seven persons, appo~nted
by the mayor· Their term is three years, and two are appomted
e-~rery year, except every third year, when three are appointed. v:acancies arc filled by the mayor for the unexpired term. The president,
vice-president, ancl secretary are elected by the board to serve for one
year, and the superintendent of public schools to serve two years.
The board is not a corporation, and can not sue or be sued or hold
1n:o-perty, all contracts beino- made in the name of the city of St. Paul,
and. the title to all -pro1_)erty<':)being vested in the city.
.
The expense of the 1:mblic schools is limited to the amount appropriated by the common council, ancl the amount of school tax laid by the
couucil may not be greater than 2½ mills nor less than 2 mills on the
dollar 0 all property on the assessment roll. All school money
a1rprol)r~ated. to the city of St. Paul from State or county funds-are paid
th
tI~
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1, in Report of 1 9-1-95, page 114 ct seq.
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The board of inspectors are required to make a detailed report of
the progress and operations of the schools to the mayor every month,
which report is transmitted to the council. They must also make a
rep0-rt each year to the ·mayor, specifying in detail the salaries desired
to be paid to the teachers during the coming year. The mayor transmits the same to the council, who may reduce the total amount to be
pai<l, but may not raise it, nor may they fix the· salary of any teacher.
The board of inspectors report annually upon the need of new buildings,
specifying as nearly as possible the cost of the sites required as well as
the 11robable GOSt of suitable buildings to be erected. If the condition
of the school fond justifies it, the council, by a three-fourths vote, may
order the mayor and the president of the board of school inspectors
to proceed to obtain such site and erect a suitable building thereon, in
accordance with plans and estimates to be provided by the board of
inspectors.
In erecting buildings the mayor and the presjdent of the board of
inspectors must advert.ise for proposals for furnishing material and
labor, and contracts are let to the lowest bidder~ said contracts being
between the contractor and the city of St. Paul; all payments are made
from the city treasury. Whenever any school building is ordered to be
erected by the common council a, building inspector is appointed by the
mayor a,nc1 confirmed by the council, wl10se duty it is to inspect the
work upon the building, and who must report that the work has been
done according to the plans and specifications before any requisition
may be drawn for payment. ·when the building is completed Iie must
make a .:final report to the council, specifying fully the kind and amount
of material that ha-s been used and the manner in which the building
has been erected.
The board of school inspectors do not purchase their own supplies,
but each year they make a statement of what is desired for the ensuing
year, and a committee, consisting of the mayor of the city, the president
of the common council, and the city treasurer, advertise for and purchase them.
The boa;r d of inspectors may make no debts except for the monthly
salaries of teachers and for current expenses in the case of school
buildings, and then only to the extent and in the manner herein specified. They have the care, custody, and control of schoolhouses, and
appoint janitors and watchmen for the same. The police department
of the city is especially charged with the protection of school property
in every respect. The title to all property pertaining to the public
schools of the city is vested in the city of St. Paul in trust for the uses
and purposes of education solely.
The board of inspectors have full power to employ and dismiss
teachers, and the city council have no control over them in that respect.
Teachers serve during the pleasure of the board of inspectors, and
after one year of successful service are not subject to annual elections.
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1, AR.A.PA.HOE COUNTY (DENVER), CoLo. 1

Th.ere are tllree separate chool organizations in the limits of the city
of Denver, known, re pcctively, as Districts No. 1, No. 2, and No.17,
Arapahoe County. These districts are not only distinct from each
other, 11aving different boards and officers, bt1t all are entirely inde-pendent -0f the city government.
The following Tefers to District No. 1, which comprises a population
of about 75,000, or over half the inhabitants of the city.
.
The board of eclucation consists of six director·s , elected by foe qualified voters of the district to serve three years two being elected each
' by the board till the' next ensuing elect1-0n.
.
year. Vacancies are filletl
The directors must organize within ten days after their election by choosing a l)reside11t, who must he one of their number, a secretary w~o
may be one of their number ·a ud n tre:a surer who mav not be of th.eir
'
w
'
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sue o-r be :su.~d-, and may receive any gift, grant, or devise made for th e
l.lse of th~ schools of the district .
. The -presid-0nt presides-over .all meetings of the board wh~n prese~t,
signs all orders -ou the treasurer an-cl appoints stich committees as ne
may cleem expedient.
'
The secretary must keep .a record o:f the proceedings of the board ,
make all the reports required by law of secretaries of district boards,
make all necessary-reports to the board and perform such other duties
as may be required by the board. Hi~ compensation is fixed by th e
board.
•
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the purpose of building· schoolhouses in the district. Such tax must be
made by a two-thirds vote of the members of the boan1, and must
be collected by the county collector at the same time and in the same
manner as co11nty taxes., and, when collected, it must he paid to the
trea.sure.r
the board.
The board .of education must alrn annually determine what sums of
money will be required in addition to their quota of the Sta te school
fund. for the current .expenses of the schools for the ensuing year, and
they report the sum so required to tlt.e board of ,c ounty c,0mmissioners,
who must levy and collect the same as a, tax upon all :q:i,xable property
of the district. But such tax must not exceed 3 mills on the dollar of
assessed valuation. The money, when collected, is paid to the treasurer
of the board -0f education.
The title to all lands, houses, and o.ther p-rnperty used for school purposes fa the district is vested in the hoard .of education, and they have
frill poweT to ,s ell, lease, .and convey any such land-s and tenen:;ients if
they deem it expedient.
'T he board of education have entire control aud management of all
public schools and school property of the district; they have the pow.e r
to make and enforce .n ecessary rules and Tegulations; to purchase books
and apparatus; to ·s elect and purchase sites; to hir.e or erect buildings
and keep them in repair; to employ teachers; to fix the salaries of
superintende:i;i.t, -secretary, and teachers; to determine what branches
of instruction sha;11 be taught; and to determine on what terms pupils
living outside the district shall be admitted to the schools
The board of education must annually elect a superintendent of
schools to serve one ~year from the time of his appointment. It is bis
duty to have oversight of all public schools in the district; to examine
applicants for teacherships, and grant certificates to those found qualified; to visit the schools, observe the discipline, mode of teaching,
progress of pupils, and such other matters as he may deem of interest ,
and to report thereon to the board of education, and to perform such
other duties as the board may prescribe.

of

INDIAN.A.POLIS, lND. 1

The city is divided into eleven school districts by the board of school
commissioners, and the qualified electors of each district elect one
· school commissioner to serve for three years, the terms being so
arranged that one-third of the wbole number of commissioners are
elected each year.
The number and boundaries -0f the districts may be changed by the
board of school commissioners at any time, and if the number is increased
1
·-

Compiled from a,ct of March 3, 1871, relaiing to all cities of 30,000 or moro inhabitants, in Statutes of Indiana, Revision of 1876, page 817 et seq., and from subsequent
acts specified. At the time of the passago of this law Indianapolis was the only city
in the State having the popufation named.
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uti led to elect one school commissioner.
i
I rior to the annual election are filled
t r m al election.
l , e a nun.lly on the second Saturday in June,
, y iu July following the school commissioners
y tl o lection of a president, a treasurer, and
u t e of their own number. Meetings aire
• r 1 may determine, ancl a record. must be
, 11 h ir I ' ce i h . The members serve without compensaho l ommissioners are authorizedli tri t he city£ r the purpose of electing school commis' n l f i:: • n ral school purposes.
( ~)
l vy .. 11 tax s for the support of the schools in the city, in
• l liti n t the State t~ xes; but no such tax may exceed 25 cents on
, ·h 100 of tax.able property for purchasing grounds, building schoollions
ml(l furnishing supplies therefor, or 25 cents on each $100 for
he payment of teachers.
( ) To levy a tax of not over 2 cents on $100 for the support of free
libr~ ries; to disburse all revenue so raised in the purchase of books,
fttting up suitable rooms, and for the salaries of librarians; to make
and enforce the l)ro1)er regulations relating to said libraries.
.
(4) To cause to be examined all teachers applying for 11ositions m th e
schools of the city and to license those found qualified.
(5) To 1}lucb.~~se grounds construct school buildings, employ and pay
te-acbers a i s11.perintencle~ts, aml to disburse through their treaSurer
all school and library moneys.
(6) To require of their treasurer a sufficient bond for the proper performance ~f his duties.
(7) To determine the course of instruction and regulate the govern·
ment and discipline of the schools.
(8) r_ro issue bonds not to exceed in the aggregate $100,000.
.
.All levies of taxes made by the board of school commissioners are certified to the proper city officers and collected at the same time and in th e
same way as other city taxes, the proceeds being delivered to the treasuLer of the school board, which officer also receives all school moneys
to wb.i..cb. the city is entitled from county and State taxes and apportionments.
The board of school commissioners may establish as a part of the syste11: ~f common schools of the city a system of industrial and manuni·
~1:a.m~ng, wherein shall be taught the practical use of tools and mechanl
1.c~\
· ·
·
- d.lml)lem.e:n.ts
. · , tb.,.,.c- elemen t ary -prmc1ples
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, Act of ~ larch 7' 18!)1.
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The city is divided into six school districts, each embracing two wards,.
and at every municipal election (i.e., every four years) there is elected
by the legal voters of eath district one school commissioner. The six
school commissioners_so elected, with two appointed by the governor 2 for
the same term upon the recommendation of the board of trustees of the
High School of Charleston and two others similarly appointed upon the
i·ecommendation of the board of trustees of the College of Charleston,3
constitute the school board of the city of Charleston.
The commissioners so elected and appointed may assemble at any
time and elect a chairman, a clerk, and a superintendent of city schools,
whose terms of office, duties, and compensation are prescribed by the
board; but their terms of office may not exceed that of the board electing them.
Vacancies in the board caused by death, resignation, departure from
the State, or refusal to qualify are filled ·by the board from the sa.me
wards in which they occur.
The city treasurer must annually levy and collect, at the same time as
the city taxes, a tax of 1 mill on the dollar on all taxable property in the
city; 4 and the county treasurer must pay over to the city treasureithe portion of the State school taxes to which the Charleston school
district is entitled, and all of said taxes are deposited in the treasury as
public money, to be paid out on the warrant of the city board of school
commissioners. The said moneys are to be applied to the support of
the city schools and to the repairs of the city school buildings. 5
The city treasurer is entitled to receive out of the school moneys
$500 a year for receiving and disbursing the school fund.
The school board are empowered, and it is their duty, to determine the
studies and books to be used in the city schools; to cause examinations to be made of ·teachers; to elect and dismiss teachers, prescribe
their duties and terms of _office, and to make rules for the government
of the schools; to fill vacancies among their own number; to grant
diplomas in the normal school department, which entitle holders to
become teachers; to make an annual report to the State superintendent; to take charge of all school property belonging to or used by the
city and to keep the same in order; to select by competitive examinaCompiled from the Revised Statutes of South Carolina, 1893, sections 1091-1894.
The governor h as the right to refuse to appoint commissioners nominated as
above should he see :fit to do so, but no governor has as yet exercised the right.
SThese institutions are in part supported by the city, and the city council name
some of the trustees.
·
4
1'he tax of 1 mill on the doJlar specified by law can not be increased or reduced
either by the city council or the school commissioners. It can be changed only by
t he legisla.ture.
5
New school buildings are erected by the commissioners with fonds raised by spe- ·
cial tax, which must be authorized by the legislature in each case.
1

2
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~ 1tf r l are still conducted under general laws de-

rim, rily r rurc 1 ommunities. They have no connection with
, rt£ r<l. a u h, but are affairs of the town (or township)
n l f the di trict into which the town is divided. There
hool di tricts, varying gr_eatly.in size, population, an~
onsequently in the efficiency and relative cost of their
town ha the power to form, unite, alter, and dissolve school
<.li tricts within its limits and-may abolish all school districts and it8elf
a sume control of all the' schools, constituting one school district; but
this con olidation may be accomplished only by the majority of the votes
cast at an election duly held to decide the question. Consolidation has
several times been submitted to a vote of the people and has each time
been voted down by large majorities. At the last election, held in 1874,
out of about 7,000 votes cast the majority against consolidation was
over 2,500. The stronger districts are opposed to giving their money
to aid. in tb.e SUJ?J?Ort of schools in the weaker districts; and the weaker
d.istricts seem to desire to retain the direct management of their own
affairs, for in only 1 out of the 10 districts did consolidation receive a
majority of the votes.
The direction of the affairs of the schools is divided between (1) the
legal voters of the town in town meeting as::;embled, (2) the selectmen
of the town, who are officers with general duties, (3) the town board of
school visitors, (4) the.joint board of selectmen and school visitors, (5)
- ~he ~ig~-school _committee, (6) the legal voters of the respective districts
m district meetmg, and (7) the district committees.
The vowers and d u,ties of these,several bodies are not defined with sufficient 1.ne.cision. to l)rev·ent misunderstandings and conflict of authority,
as au examination. of the school reports shows; but such difficulties clo
not appear to have been serious enough to interfere with the harmonious
conduct of ihc schools, and have not been greater than in some other
-places having less complicated arrangements. They have certainly not
be.en sutn.ci~nt to cause a popular demand for a change strong enough
to alter t\1e ~]'stem.
.
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16 years of age is 50 or more, and at least thirty weeka in other districts. In said schools there shall be taught, by teachers found duly
qltalified by the school visitors, reading, spelling, writing, English
grammar, geography, physiology, and hygiene with sp~cial reference
to stimulants and narcotics, and such other studies, including training
in manual arts, as may be prescribed by the_ board of visitors.
The schools must be open to all children over 4 years old in the
respective districts without discrimination on account of race or color;
but children und-er 5 may be excluded whenever the board of school
visitors so determine. In practice, ·children residing in one district and attending school in another pay tuition.
THE TOWN.

High schools.-The town may [and does} maintain schools of hjgh
grade, and for such purpose may purchase, hold, and convey property,
build schoolhouses, lay taxes, and ad9pt regulations for the management of such schools. The town may choose by ballot a committee of
five residents of the town who have all the powers and duties in relation to such schools that district committees have in relation to district
schools. No voter may vote for more than three members of the highschool committee, and the five persons receiving the highest number of
votes are elected. If the town fail to elect a high-school committee,
the school visitors must appoint such committee.
_
The board of school visitors must prescribe rules for admission of
pupils to the high school, for their studies, books, and classification;
examine and certificate teachers for the same; revoke certificates of
incompetent teachers, and visit the school at least twice each term.
Evening schools.-The town must establish and maintain public evening schools; the board of school visitors have supervision over them.
The board of visitors must annually certify to the comptroller of the
State the average number of pupils attending evening schools within
the current school year and tbe comptroller thereupon draws his order
on the State treasurer in favor of the board of visitors, for the use of
schools, in the sum of $2.25 for each pupil so certified, ancl the State
treasurer must pay the same 'on presentation. Evening schools to be
entitled to this distribution must have been open for_ at least seventyfive evenings during the school year. The school visitors must report
annually to the State board of education concerning evening schools.
Kindergcwtens.-The town or any district may maintain kindergarten
schools for pupils over 3 and under 7 years of age. In Hartford the
kindergartens are supported by the respective districts.
Miscellcineous provisions.-The town at its annual meeting may direct
the board of school visitors to employ special teachers of music for all
districts, their· salaries to be paid by the town, and it may direct the
school visitors to provide at the expense of the town the text-books
and supplies for the use of pupils.
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l)L , ~ nd obj t of holding the first meeting in any new disri · t provide each schoolhouse in th e town with a United States
fie · t be di. played every school day when the weather will permit.
11 name, number, and limits of every school district must be entered
nit r cord and on the records of the town.
The l ectmen of the town define, boundaries of districts when not
clearly -settled and define boundaries of new districts. When th e
selectmen can not agree, the town may appoint three indifferent persons for tb.at -puq)ose.
At least fifteen days' notice must be given when it is proposed_to
alter the boundary of any district. .Appeal may be bad to the super10r
court by any district aggrieved by any action of the town in this connection .
.JOINT llOA.RD OF SELECTMEN .A.ND SCHOOL VISITORS-FINANCES.

The selectmen and the school visitors must meet annually as a joint
board and prepare l'stimates of the cost of each and all the schools for
th e next school year, and they must at once notify the several district
committees of the amounts so fixed. These estimates must be presented to th"e town at the next annual town meeting, together with a
rel)ort of the ex1_)enses of the last year.
The rate of taxa~ion and the sum of money to be appropriatec.l for
schools aTe deteTmmed by the town in town meeting. The joint board
of_selectmen and school visitors must divide between the several dis~1.~ts each year the moneys appropriated by the town for wages of
ea.en.~~~, fu.el, and incidental expenses, and must notify each district
co~mt1h ee ot: tb.e amounts apportioned to them.
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same; if not, the amount must be paid by the district u.nless the town
order otherwise.
The town is not required to expend more for school purposes than is
produced by a tax of 1 mill on the dollar. But the full sum must be
paid to the several school districts in proportion to the number of
school children in the several districts.
When the cost of the schools in any district is greater than the
sum received from the town, the excess must be met by a tax iaid by
the district.
The joint board of selectmen and school visitors have power to appropriate money for the purchase of books and apparatus for the public
school of the town. The money is expended by a committee of the
school visitors; the State contributes annually $5 for each 100 pupils
in the schools, to be used for the same purpose.
The moneys apportioned to Connecticut in the distribution by the
United States of the surplus in 1837 was divided between the towns of
the State, and forms what is known as the "town deposit fund." The
principal of this fund must be kept intact and the income used solely
for the support of schools.
Each district committee, or their clerk, must annually make an enumeration of all children belonging to the <.listrict, and must make return
of the same to the school visitors. If the district committee fail to do
this, one of the school visitors must make the enumeration.
The school visitors must examine and correct the returns and forward them to the State comptroller.
The State school moneys are diviqed between the districts on the
basis of the enumeration, but no district may recei-ve State money
unless the school visitors certify that schools have been kept therein
in accordance with law. No, district may receive money from the State
or town unless it has a schoolhouse satisfactory to the school visitors.
No schoolhouse may be built except according to a plan approved
by the school visitors ancl by the building comm,ittee of the district,
nor at au expense greater than the sum appropriated therefor by the
district.
School districts have the right of condemning land required for school
purposes.
T.H E BO.A.RD OF SCHOOL VISI11 0RS.

There is for the town a board of school visitors of nine members,
three of whom are elected each year in town meeting by the legal
voters of the town for a term of three years. The elect.ion is by ballot,
each voter being allowed t-0 vote for two members only, the three persons receiving the highest number of votes being declared elected. In
case of a tie, that person whose name is first on the greatest number of
ballots is elected.
Should any vacancy occur, the remaining member~ of the board may
:fill it till the next annual election, when the ballots must distinctly
specify the vacancy to be filled.
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. The board have authority to require that every child shall be vaccmated before entering school, and it the parents of any child are not
able to pay for the same the town must bear the expense, on the recommendation of the board.
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th n 200 enumerated children may elect the memh ir c m.mi t
for three years, choosing one each year. !n
vacan ie in the district committee are filled by the remamm er till th n xt annual district meeting.
.
mmitt e of every district must give due notice of all meetmgs
li trict. They may call a special meeting at any time, and rouS t
call one at the request of ten voters of the district. It is their duty to
appoint teachers unless the town otherwise directs; to provide suitable
choolrooms and furnish fuel· to visit the schools; furnish books for
.
1mpils unable to buy them· to' suspend or expel pupils guilty Of mcor-rigibly bad com1uct; to give such information and assistance. to th e
school visitors as they may require· to report annually to the scho?l
visitors; to cause an enumeration t~ be made annual1y of all th e chil<.1.ren in the district between 4 and 16 years of age.
THE CITY OF SAVANNAH AND THE COUNTY OF CHATHAM, GA.

1

The board of education is a self-perpetuating close corporation. In
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mauner whatever caused, either among officers or members of the board;
to acquire, hold, or sell real or personal property, and to have the usual
powers and privileges of corporations necessary for carrying out the
purposes of their creation. They receive all money allotted to the
county of Chatham from the State school fund, all the county educational funds, and such sums as may be appropriated by the city council
of Savannah for schools, ancl expend the same at their discretion; but
the mouey appropriated by the city couucil may not be used for the
county schools.
The Massie sr,bool referred to in the acts mentioned was established
in 1855, as the result of a legacy of $5,000 to the city council in trust
for tlle maiutenance of common schools of the city.
The city ordinances provide that there shall l>e three commissioners
of the l\fassie school, to be appointed annua11y by the mayor, subject
to the confirmation of the council. The mayor himself must be one of
the three unless be is already a member of the board of education.
The other two may be selected either from the board of aldermen or
from the citizens at large, or from both. They unite with and form a
part of the board of education, and are subject to its by-laws, rules,
and regulations.
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Chicago, Ill ........ . .Appropriations by city
council from taxes
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CHAPTER II.1
THE ENGLISH EDUCATION BILL OF 1896.

OUTLIXE. -Purpose of the bill; Its fate in the House; Historical importance;
The educ.cttional system) progress from 1833-1897, and its bearings upon the bill;
Development of local go1:ernment since 1832 and bearings 1tpon tlte bill; The bill a
departure from the law of 1870; Surnmary of its provisions; Speeches of Sir John
Gorst in support of the measure; M1· • .Asquith in opposition; M1·. Chamberlain's
opinion; The b01·oughs v. the bill; Sir W. Vernon Harcourt on the causes of its
defeat; Reniew of the ·1neas111·e by Si?- E. Lyiilph Stanley.

TOPJCAL

The most important event of the _y ear as regards educaition in England is the endeavor to secure the passage of a new education bill
which was introduced into the House of Commons early in April by
its author, Sir John Gorst, vice-president of the education department.
The bill was the immediate outcome of promises of further aid to
parochial (voluntary) schools made during the campaign of 1805 by
the leaders of the Conservative party. It bad, however, other and
deeper purposes, as avowed by its author and supporters. It was an
ambitious endeavor to reorganize the focal administration of education on the lines of recent reforms in local government in general, and
with a view to the more efficient control and coordination of elementary,
secondary, and technical instruction. However desirable these ends
may be in themselves, the measures proposed for their accomplishment
were apparently not drawn with due regard to existing conditions, and
they were the ·more obnoxious because weighted with proposals favoring sectarian ascendancy in the schools. Although supported at the
outset by an immense majority, the bill met with united arnl uncompromising opposition from the Liberals and X on conformists, who regarded
it as a covert attack Ul)On borough rights and religious freedom. At
the same time the amount and the character of the relief provided for
parochial sthools failed to satisfy the demands of the Conservatives.
In spite, however, of conflicting councils and vehement opposition, the
bill was carried to its second reading, l\Iay 5, by the very large majority
of 267, hence its sudden collap:e in the second week of the committee
•
debate was an event entirely unexpected.
In withdrawing the bill Mr. Balfour 2 intimated that its consideration
would be resumed in January (1897), but it fa generally understood that
1
2

Prepared by Miss Anna Tolman Smith.
Leooer -0f the House of Commons.
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ov rnment h as lost the opportunity ot
.
required b y present exigencies.
·i 1< ti ve measure, the bill has a lasting his·b
f its provisions and of the disc 1ssions
of popular education in England and
in public sentiment and in the conn 1
ii
the system of elementary educat.ion
li · in ly hown. The main purposes of the bill,
h , i m l administration and the further relief
e n t suddenly conceived. They were the
tnral outcome of causes that had long been
tand the historical bearings of the defeated
r ., moment first to the educational system as
'
an l econd, to the progress
of local government
fifty y , r .
, m a me tter of Government concern, the development of
u ation ll( been closely related to political reforms. The
· a o- f th ref rm bill of 1832 was followed the next year by the
ii.r t gr~ ut ( 10 ,000) from the public treasury in aid of elementary
in rn i n, the ~ econd reform bill, that of 1867, which greatly extended
th franchi e among the working classes, was a direct cause of th e
cdu ation law of 1870, while, as we shall presently see, the more recent
le ,Ys affecting local government are intimately related to the education bill under consideration.
Tb.e existing system of elementary education dates from the law of
1870, but prior to the passage of that law the Government had devel011ell a very definite policy in respect to this great interest.
It began with the money grant of 1833. The organized efforts for
'Public education at the time were in charge of two societies, th e
"British and Foreign School Society" and the ''National Society for
Promoting the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the Church
of England." These two societies had succeeded in arousing deep aud
widespread conviction of the necessity of public education; they had
established many schools and received annually large sums in volun·
tary subscriptions for their support. / Throu O'h these two societies the
anm.,a\ Government a1rpropriations for ednc:tion were at :first distribu.teu: _In 1839 a committee of the Privy Council was established to
admrnrnter the grants, which were raised at the time to $150,000 per
annum. Aid from the grants was confined to schools in relation with
~~ o1: tb.e other of the societies named until 1847 In that year the
:~at~~i~s and.Wesleyan Methodists were admitted to share in
1 1.' <>l)nat'lon u:pon spec·1 fi. d
d" ·
th
d<ily r ading f
. '
~ . con 1t1ons. The committee made e
1
f \ \' that ~h _citurn obl gatory in as isted schools and required
0 1
• •
'
be 0 I>en to the in p<'ction of Government
1

'

'
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overnment was manifested, not by
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increased grants alone, but eqnally by the increased scope of its action.
In 1843 Parliamentary aid to education was extended by grants for
teachers' residences, the erection of training colleges which the societies
ancl denominations were ready to maintain, and at the same time by
special grants to aid poor and populous districts in their efforts to
maintain schools. In 1846 the policy of Government aid in respect to the
training of teachers was developed on the lines maintained to the present
time, additional grants were offered to teachers who passed examination before Government inspectors, grants were allowed for pupil
teachers, and "Queen's scholarships" were founded for tho·s e who
entered training colleges.
As the work extended, the need of more formal organization became
urgent, and in 1860_the ·central committee began a movement in this
direction by collecting and systematizing the minutes that had been
issued from time to time for the guidance of those who sought to share
in the Parliamentary grant. This body of regulations was called the
"code." Tbe following year these regulations were extensively altered
and developed into what is known as the "revised code," associated
with the name of the Right Hon. Robert Lowe, who introduced the
famous policy of'' payment upon results." By this provision the greater
part of the grant to any school was made upon the average attendance
and the results of the examination of individual pupils in the three
elementary branches. The effect that this policy would have in reducing instruction to a narrrow mechanical grind was certainly not
foreseen by its author. His purpose was undoubtedly to allay denominational jealousies by provisions that would limit the Government
aid to purely secular branches and further to insure a positive appreciable result from the outlay of public money.
Codes are still issued annually by the education department, and as
they must be sanctioned by Parliament Uiey have the binding force
of law.
From this brief survey it appears that the Government began its
activ~ work in behalf of popular education by fostering denominational
schools, although its efforts were wholly directed to securing tbe essential conditions of effective secular instruction. The system had free
course for nearly forty years, but failed to meet the ever-growing
demands for universal education. Illiteracy increased, while the
extension of popular suffrage and the- conditions of modern industry
increased its evil effects. The Christian conscience of England and
the civic appr.ehernsion were aroused; the opportune moment was seized
by Mr. Forster and his colleagues for establishing a nati~nal system of
education. 1n the debate on the :first reading of the education bill
of1870 Mr. Forster stated that about 1,500,000 children were educated
more or less imperfectly by the existing agencies; that is, they were
"on the registers." His estimates showed particularly that "only
two-fifths of the children of the working classes between the ages of
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n th r gi ters of the Government schools, and
b tw en the ages of 10 and 12. Consequently,
en
ancl 0 about 700,000, more or less, were helped,
and 1,00 ,00
r 1 ft with ut help, while of those between 10 and 12
230,000 were 11 lped and , t le, st 500,000 were left unhelped "-that is,
ab n 1,500,000 of the children of the working classes were neglected.
Not only had private initiative failed to secure the instruction of all
childre11, but it appeared further "that where State help had been
most wanted State help had been least given, and that where it was
desirable -t hat State power should be most felt it was not felt at all."
Even in view of these conditions it was not proposed to antagonize
the work in progress. "Our object," said Mr. Forster, "is to complete
the '!)resent voluntary system, to fill up gaps."
The main principles insisted upon in the new measure were " legal
enactment that there shall be efficient schools everywhere throughout
the Kingdom" and "compulsory provision of such schools if, and where,
needed, but not unless proved to be needed."
Following long-established precedents in England, it was proposed
that the Government should accomplish this purpose through local
agencies, and following the tendency of the time, it was determinell th at
the new agencies should be elected by the legal votere; hence-tb.e new
machinery which the law of 1870 called into being consisted of school
boards elected in their respective districts.
·
. .
The scb.ool boards, once constituted became the media, for the di stri·
bution of tb.e l)ublic grant to board s'chools on the same terms as ~h_e
man~gers of voluntary schools. The boards had, however, une pr1:1lege m which their rivals did not share-they were empowered to claim
or to levy_rates (local 1wo-_perty taxes) for the maintenance of elementa1?
schools; m other words a system of what are called in America public
•
schools was set up side
· 'by side with thec. voluntary or parochial
sys t em.
The board schools were also subject to one restriction that did not apply
~~ ''vol~ntaryi, schools. In addition to the restraining influence of a
b_conscience clause," which was applicable ·to all schools, they were for1
. ~e~ to teach any "religious catechism or reliofous formulary which
tit~etive of any ].)articular denomination." 0
the ur
sec,uerm.ore
· t r' the s ch 00l b oards were empowered to borrow mo,ney on
1
or
':1\ .Y O thc sclwol fund for the purpose of building, enlarging,
1111
den t nug schoolhouses. In each case the consent of the education
J.'' r ment was uc
· 1
f fif y
..
cessary. Payment might be spread over a perwc
year. 'aau~l th e public works loan commission was authorized
en ation of the ed ucation
.
l"'effn·,,."'~.
department, to loan the money
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the Government inspection showed that provision hacl been made in
State-aided schools for 1,878,584 pupils, or 8.75 per cent of the J)o1mlation. In 1894 there was accommodation for . 5,832,944 pupils, or 19.44
per cent of the population. Of the additional accommodation provided
since 1870, voluntary schools furnished 1, 755,24!> places, an increase of
93 per cent, ancl board schools 2,199,111 places. The enrollment in
the schools the same year (1894) was 5,rnS,741 l)upils and the average
attendance 4,225,834, a gain in the latter item of 268 per cent since
1870.
The increase in the number of teachers is still greater, reaching 276
per cent. The increase in these particulars has been accotnpanied by
an expansion of the ideal of popular education.
Progress in this respect has been forced by the ever-increasing
demand for skilled labor, and has naturally been most marked in the
great manufacturing centers. Mr. Mun<lella, for many years the active
head of the education department, well understood the intimate relation between education and industrial advance, ancl succeedec,l in
making a break through the narrow lines of the" revised code." -The
merit grant determined by the general conditions of the schools was
introu.uced by him in 1882, and at the same time more liberal grants
were allowe(l for the higher subjects. The r~sult was a ra,p id exten
sion of the curricula of board schools (especially on the science sille)
in all the chief cities, and a corresponding improvement in the teaching force and in teacbiog appliances. The p~ide and self-interest of
citizens were stimulated, and the boards were supported in the large
expenditures, whose burden fell necessarily upon the local taxes.
The voluntary schools found themselves distanced in the race, cries
of "Extravagance!" were raised against the boards by their rivals,
and demands made for additional aid to parochial schools.
The final abandonment in 1890 of the principle of "payment upon
results," and the law of, 1891 providing a grant in lien of fees for all
schools remitting the same, increased the tension. The former policy
ga;ye, distinct ad vantages to schools 1rnving the largest resources, ancl
the latter stimulated efforts in behalf of a universal system of board
schools.
The law of 1870, as it finally passed, bore every mark of compromise,
but it was this in no mean sense; extreme views had simply given way
to considerations of the 1mblic welfare. It was foreseen that the two
classes of scbool managers and of schools recognized under the law, i.e.,
the voluntary and the public, were likely to clash at some future time,
but tlie outcome was wisely left to circumstances; no endeavor was
made to hamper the development of either class. As we have already
noted, the friction between the two classes of schools and the inequality
of their resources were principal causes of the late futile effort to recast
the system. .Another not less important and vastly more intricate
cause of the endeavor is found in the constitution of school districts.
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that were likely to arise from t.his source were als<>
adv ates of the original law (1870). That law road~
r u ·h ubj t to the municipal corporations act of 1835, a schooI
·i •t , n in th c untry every civil parish 1 (i.e., district for wbich
, t Io r rat i or may be levied), but its author was careful to
l th rea "on for and the objections to this choice. 2 The
jn
1 r
f s hool dis tricts is part of the great problem of loca,J:
ini tr< ti n whose solution has been one of the chief ends of legislativ , , ction for mor than half a century. To understand the principal
Eno-Ii h and 12 Welsh counties are c1iviuecl into 14,946 poor-law or civi1
1>ari ·h , i.e. di tricts in each of which n, separate poor rate may be levied; but the
• m <•round is covered l>y about 13,000 ecclesiastical parishes, and again by 14,777
hio-hwu.y ]:l:lrishes; nor i this enumeration exhaustive. These divisions have been.
made at different times and for various purposes, without any regard to previous
b unll:nies. MoreoYer, the units of :1 division may be combined; th.us, for purposes
of poor-law administration the civil parishes are formed into 6-19 unions, 25 of which
arc single parish unions. It is desiral>le to have this fact in mind on account of the
relation of parishes and unions to school boards.
zwith respect to the area Mr. Forster said: "For this we take present known
divisions and declare them to be school districts, so that upon the passing of this
\,ill there will l>e no portion of England or Wales not included in one school district
or another. * .,.
We have taken the boundaries of boroughs as regards towns
an<l parishes as regards th~ country, and when I say parish I mean the civil parish,
antl not the ecclesiastical district. * * * As regards towns, I think there can be
but little c1oubt. Almost every one will jump to the conclusion that in boroughs we
should take the muni.ci.pa1 bounuarie 8 , but there may be a difference of opinion as to
tho rural districts. The educa.tion bills hitherto brought forwatd have taken the
union; we take the parish, with the power, of course, to unite parishes together.
Thero are several reasons why we prefer the parish to the union, though it is a very
- difficult matter to decide u-pon, and there is much to be said on both sicles. In the fi:st
place, there is a vast difference between the condition of town and country with
re 8 pect to education. Any bill to be successful must be elastic to meet that difference. Take the parish in the country, and we at once admit the possibility of that
difference and make the bill elastic beino- in this way able to treat town a.ml country in tlifferent _manner. Again,
a ciuntry district., the principle of our bill_is
better fitted to a small unit of area, because we do not intend to meddle with a district that can safely be left to itself. Another reason is that many unions throughout the Kingdom are composed of a town surrounded by ontlying country parishes.
Well, if we had to take the town ont of the union it woulcl be like taking tho kernel
out of_tb.e nut, and m:1king our organization almost impossible. It would be necessary eith er to have a school l)oard to meet these conflictin o- or at least ontirely different conditions, or you would be obliged to contend with ~he disadvantage of taking
out the central and more populous district and of trying to join together by therosel ves the outlying parishes. * * * I can not leave this point without just alluding
th0 reason why we have this difficulty at all, which is almost a disgrace to this
~o
oun.t-ry. We ai:o behind :11most every other civilized country whether in America
th
~r onb ekcontinen.t of Euro-pe, in respect to rural municipal o;ganization, and th is
raw ac meets us not
l ·
th r
socinl
t·
on -Y m connection with education but when many o e
L<>:,:!ues_n~~t~ affecting th e 1_leo-ple come before us. The a:mo difficulty applies to
1
·
n i .l respe tto Lonllon
I h
h b st
' i ·\ iona w~ co 11 .r.
d
h
'as
a.vo already said, we have taken t e e
, u < 1m - t e 1:1chool <list · t 8
:n :oro't\t\n,• -w \1
d
ric as already established which, Ibo 1·iove,
., e ' an <·o ' C'r nrarl . tho h O1
'
. . ts do
xi
·e :\t tb ,
.
w
o metropolis. ,vhere these d1stnc
io lU(1an of the ,·estrics."
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proposition of the defeated school law it is _necessary to refer to a,
series of acts dealing_with this problem.
The reform law of 1832, as summed up by Green, 'i took away the
right of representation from 56 decayed or rotten boroughs, gave the
143 members they returned to counties or large towns which as yet
sent no members to Parliament, established a £10 householder qualification for voters in boroughs, and extended the county franchise to
leaseholders and copyholders." The new privileges accelerated the
growth of the civic spirit in large towns and led directly to the municipal corporations act of 1835, which, to quote again from Mr. Green,
'' restored to the inhabitauts of towns those rights of self-government
of which they had been <leprived since the fourteenth century." The
towns, or, as they are technically termed, municipal boroughs,1 became,
as we have seen, school districts under the law of 1870. Subsequent
laws, especially that of 1882, have amended and extended the powers
conferred upon the boroughs by the act of 1835. These laws, however,
only reached a single factor of the problem of local government. There
remained to be dealt with a bewildering maze of areas, authorities,
privileges, and responsibilities. The situation is indicated-to describe
it would be impossible-by the following passages in an article by Mr.
Thring: "Local government," he says, "is perhaps the most difficult
problem which presents itself for solution to the English statesman.
Take one county alone for an example. The county of Somerset contains 497 parishes, 11 boroughs, 22 unions, 10 local government districts,
17 rural sanitary districts, 66 school-board districts, besides numerous
highway districts. Each of these divisions is governed by a separate
body with distinct powers, aucl elected, with but few exceptions, by
separate constituencies, separate morles of voting, and at different
times of year. Multiply these authorities by 52, tlle number of counties
in England-and bear in mind that a scheme of local government
involves a knowledge of the particulars of each of the above-mentioned
authoritie·s , and in many cases an alteration in their status-and some
idea may be formed of the difficulties to be overcome."
After enumerating in a summary form 18 local authorities, the same
article continues: "Such is a bird's-eye view of the whole field of
local government. If depicted in a map, the areas form an ·entangled
mass of interlacing boundaries, and when it is remembered that each
area is a separate little kingdom with its governing body, its administrative officers, its taxation, overlapping and conflicting with each
other, requiring separate elections with differeut franchises and expensive registration, the reform of such a system would seem to require
from its complexity the genius of a local government l\foltke." 2
1Boroughs are of two kinds: (1) A corporato town possessing a regularly organized
mnnicipal government and special privileges conferred by royal charter, usually
called a municipal borough·. A town having tho right to send ono or more representatives to Parliament, usually called a JJarliamentary borough. (Century
Dictionary.)
~ ... ineteenth Century, March, 1888.
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t act was passed dealing with the whole
nfi reed by subsequent laws, especially that of
n i
nc rn 1 h ro to note only that it made the county the
• 1 .. ln il i tr .. ti n, and included in that term a certain numl ·h , l
o 1i ated county boroughs. Altogether 126 admiu( ..,
unti , 61 county boroughs) were constituted.
I l n-11 in lud d, I ractically, all the cities of England with popuf 1 O, 0 and upward, and a few whose populations were less
O, the limit being 50,000. London was treated separately
u ty.
1
n oppo ition to the law of 1888 was manifested at the time by
ui::;l1 whose I ormlation fell below 50,000, and it was the renewal of
:P
ition from this quarter that wrecked the late educ::,.tion bill.
Following the precedent established in municipal boroughs, the governing authority in the counties and county boroughs was made an
ele ted council.
These councils were brought into the category of educational authorities by legislation of 1889, authorizing them to levy a tax, not exceeding a penny in the pound, for the support of technical schools, and
that of 1820, l)lacing at the disposal of the councils the surplus from the
duties on liquors, with the privilege of applying the same to technical
education. This interest lies outside the province of elementary education, but it brought the councils into direct contact with the boards
that had ~evelo-ped higher grade or secondary departments, and
increased the complications between educational affairs and local
administration.
·
Since 1870 se-veral laws have been passed dealing· with elementary
education, but none of these have departed from the principles of action
established by the Forster law~ Their purpose has been to extend and
strengthen the operations of that law· thus the law of 1876 provided a ·
machinery, viz, '' school-attendance 'committees," to enforce school
attendance where there were no school boards. 1 The law of 1891, providing for the remission of fees was intended to increase school attendance and to prolong the avera~e period, and such in fact has been its
effect. The characteristic principles of the policy established in 1870,
name~y, tb.e free ex-pansion of local effort, the uniform and impartial
~eretse of central su1)ervision, the prohibition of sectarian instruction
1
~ board or public schools, were attacked for the :first time by the recent
bill. Its pro-posals, tendencies, and fate will be best understood from
B~eecb.es and articles which it evokeu. These also afford an intimate
view 0 ~ lb.e 1.)resent status of -popular education in England and of those
~omp:ic_at~d relations to local admini tration which have been indicated
in tb1s mtroc.luctory survey.
· 'nn
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The provisions of the bill as summarized below will suffice for an
understanding of the references in tbe speeches and articles cited.
With respect to the provision as to religious instruction (clause 27 of
the bill proper), it may be premised that the impossibility of carrying
it in the original form was made evident from the first. The following
is a summary of the proposed bill:
(1) The setting up in ca..ch connty and county borough of "a paramount ec1ucational authority," to 1)e drawn mainly from tLc town and county councils.
(2) The devolving upon this authority of the general control, right of inspection,
and grant-dispensing powers, already possessed by the educational department.
(3) The creation of ::i, new "special aid grant" of 4 shillings per child in attendance at all voluntary schools and in attendance at school-board schools now receiving
the special assistance provided under section 97 of tho act of 1870 (number of such
board schools about 125).
(4) The abolition of the s.ev-enteen-ancl-six: penny limit. (Seep. 104.)
(5) The exemption of .elementary schools from rating (property tax).
(6) The provision of a public _audit of accounts in all schools receiving the "special-aid grant.''
(7) The granting of powers to tho educational authorities to lend money to voluntary schools upon tho security of the school buildings.
(8) The absolute application of the surplus from the duties on spirits to educational purposes.
(9) The power of veto upon ::my aduitional school-board expenditure cansed by
increases in tho cost of "maintenance'' to rest with town, county, or district councils, as the case may be, and tho fixing of a limit to the amount per capita which
schools sboulcl oe allowecl to spend.
(10) The removal o'f tho work of carrying out the compulsory clauses of the act
of 1870 in nonschool board districts from tho hands of the present school-attendance
committees into the hands of the new education authorities. ( 'ee footnote p. 86.)
(11) The guardianship of industrial-school and poor-law-school children to bo in
tho hands of the new education authorities.
(12) Opportunity for the federation of schools by districts or denominations for
the conduct of ·the schools ancl the administration of the grunt.
(13) Permissive powers to school boards to transfer their organized science or
higher grade schools to the care of the new eclncational authority.
(14) The age for juvenile labor to be raisecl to 12 (pTesent age 11 years); antl
(15) The extension of the Cowper-Temple clause of the act of 1870, so as to give
the parent not only the right to withclraw his child from religious instruction, but
to have facilities offered him for the teaching of his chihl during tho hour of religious instruction in the specific denominational tenets of his own faith. [Cited from
Schoolmaster, April 4, 1896.]

The speech of Sir John Gorst in l)resenting the bill is reproduced
here in full as being the strongest -statement ou the part of the Government. The text used is from the report in. the Schoolma ·tcr 1 of
April 4, and the head lines introduced by the paper m·e pre. erv <l m;
affording a ready index to the context.
SPEECH OP SIR JOHN G l'.'T~ O:N PRESE . . TTL:T THE BILL.
Before, sir, I describe the bill which the Government are asking tho IIon:o to_ l><·
allowe(l to introduce, perhaps the House will allow me to mention some of the di 1culties in education which tho wisdom of Parliament will have to meet.
1 The Schoolmaster is the organ of tho Kational
nion. of l~lcm ntary T achPr
editecl by a prominent leader of the progressive school party, Mr. facnaurnra.
2 Vicc-president of the education department.
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• R WIII II TIIE VOLUNTARY SCHOOLS WORK,

f · oluntary schools. Last year the voluntary schools
il lr n a a 00 ain t 1,879,218 educated in the board schools; or,
r in. n. m r p pnlar form, of every seven chil<lren educated by
l1n to<.1 m board schools and four in the voluntary schools.
- i t u e f the voluntar y schools is an advantage to the Sta to
1 tr Y r \".
am one of those who believe that it is of ::ulvantage,
.
n(1 t infu e int1epe ndence, originality, and variety into our nati_o~al
n ·. tt n,, n , t
me ex.tent, counteract that t endency t o uniformity anc1 ngul:.. hi hi tll usual characteri t i c of a State system of education. But whatev_er
i
mn-y
tt k n it is not of great importance for practical statesmen, because ~he
lnntar • s ·h l a.ro there, and there seems very little prospect of their disappeunng
~.-i llin ny 1 finit time. Tho Roman Catholics boast-and with truth-that th oy
h, Y n Y r unen lcred a sino-lo one of their schools to a board, and that those schools
whi h ha"°o 1>een di ontinued since 1870 have been discontinued in consequence of
t h flu tuations of population. In 1870 the Church of England had 844,334 children
1870
h1 its chool ; in 1895 it had 1,850,545 . The subscriptions, which were in
32 ,846, we-re in 1895 £640,4'.)6. The little comfort which some people derive from
th reflection that, though these subscriptions have enormously increased, th~y have
not increased proportfonately to the nmp.ber of children educatel1 has been chspelled
1>y tho re ults of the last year, for, whereas in 1894 the subscriptions to Church of
England schools amounted to 6s. 8¼d, per child, in 1895 they amountec1 to 6s. 10,½d.
7
Besides this, the Church of England boast of having spent in buildings between 1s o
th
nn<l 1895 a sum of £7,375,402. The Roman Catholics and a very large part of
e
members of tho Church of England make it a point of conscience that their c~ildren
shoulll be educated by teachers of their own denomination; ::m d it would be imposth
sible to force those children out of their own schools into the board schools wi out
being guilty of a --piece of religious intolerance which the people of England in these
enlightened days would never consent to.
THE COST OF REPLACING TlIEl\'.L

th

But th~re 'is ~nothor lower, hut very solh1, obstacle to the disappearance of e
v?luntary ~chools, and that is i,hc cost of replacing them. I have ask ed our pr~fess10na,l advisers to make some estimate of what this cost would be. I am advised
that there are 3,620,805 places in voluntary schools which would have to be reprovi~ed.
As far as the best experience goas, the cost to the country for every place prov~ded
in board schools is £13 8s. 8d. That inclU(1es London, where the cost is very hig~.
t
In London the cost is £20 9s. 4d. per child; and, if you exclude London, the coS Ill
th
~he provinces of England and \Vales is £11 5s. lOu. per child. My ad·dsers say a,t
it would be much chea-per to provide for those 3,000,000 children than it bas been for
th.080 wb.o have been -provided for already.
There would be, presumably, a number
of voluntary schools wbicb. could be had extremely cheap, and I am advised th at
th e sum of £7 per head would be a fair and not excessive estimate of the coS t · At
th at rate it woulcl cost the people of this country £25 345 635 to proYide schools for
tue ch·11
·
'
' Now bow much do es 1·t
1 <. ren now bemg
educateu in the voluntary schools.
co1,,t to maintain these schools~ In tho first place the subscriptions would have to
be "tel)l~ccd. 1~-Y the ra,tes, and that would cost £836 000. It is notorious that th6
exl)end1ture
. very much below
'
a. d th t .ff1n the ,. Ol uut acy schools 1s
that in the boarcl sch 001s,
n £1 a373<11o- erence
b ase t O b e made up out of the rates. That wonl d amoun t
to
F -would
h
uiff ,. '" 0 1 •
urt. er, _-you. ·ould have to provide for the correspondence of th e
.
.
erent schools, wh1 ·b 18 now O
o -y ha tb ·
d . .
.
one i,,rratis 1ly the managers· auc1 it 1s not excessive
no 11 i: ,:.-,,.. 41~ atm1tnl1 trahon von1cl co. t £5 a school all r~und whi.ch w ould ad<.l
0
1' ·o t
'
or \
e ~.\ - ren
· That
· mak es altogether for tlrn annual
maintenance
·
a nmof£'>28'199
-, -, ' an<1 tl1at allows nothing for repairs
an d
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improvements. It seems to me that this capital expenditure of £25,000,000 and this
annual expenditure of £2,225,000 is a very solid obstacle to the abolition of the voluntary schools. I think, therefore, as far as practical statesmanship is concerned, that
the question which this House has to consider is not whether it will abolish tho voluntary schools, but whether they are efficient for the education of the people; and, "if not
efficient, how they can be best ma.de so . Thero is no doubt that some of the voluntary schools are as good as any schoo1s in the country. I have made inquiries from
the inspectors, and the advice which they give me is this-that most of the voluntary
schools 'in the poorest part of the great cities labor under fin::mcial dfficulties, and
especially is that so with respect to tho Roman Catholic schools. Those schools are
supported some by religious orders, frequently by begging appenls, by sales of work,
by concerts, and by subscriptions of the Yery poorest p eople. And tho provi ion per
head of the s_cholars in these schools which the manager~ arc ab1o to make is far
below that which is provided in the board schools in the same great C'itics. They
are further oppressed by the great rise of salaries which has taken place of recent
years. I have before mo tho case of a large school at ·wcstminster, with tho same
average attendance, where the cost of salaries bas risen in six years from £605 to
£974. I have the case of another school at Salford in whi ch, in the same six years
and with the same average attendance, the salaries have ri sen from £981 to £ 1,282.
THE "INTOLERABLE STRAIN" AND WHO BEARS lT.

If you t.ake a survey of tho whole country you will :fint1 t11at tho snm (lovot d to
tho maintenance of children in voluntary schools amounts to £118s. ll¾cl. 1) l' hild,
as against £2 10s. l \d. per child in tho board ·s chool.. That makes a differ nco of
1 ls. 2½d, per child. A.nd this diff ronce is almost ntir ly r pr ·cnt c1 by ti 1owcr
payment to the teaching staff, for th differ nc in the cost of the t a l1ing staff iu
the voluntary schools and tho board schools js ~s. 4.¾d. p r ·hilcl. Tbis <liff r nee,
which is so great over tho whole C':xtent of the J(jngdom, i s greater still in tho great
cities. In London the difference is no 1 s than 19 . 9jc1., in Liv rpool 13 . 7d., iu
Manchester 11 s. 7d., and in Leeds 12s.1J d. Tho result of this differ nco in tllo t aching staff in the schools is this: In the first place all tea ·hers in voluntary ·cbools ar
lower paid than the corresponding teachers in tho board. school . Tako thom man
for man and with the same number of children, antl y ou will fln<.l all r uncl that
the head teachers in the voluntary schools are far lower paid than the head i a. ·hers
in the board schools. Then for assistant teachers they have cheap r an<.11 -qualifi cl
teachers. As everyone knows, a concession was made several y a.rs ago wbi h
allowed schools to have a young woman of upward of 1 , and approved by th
inspector, without any specific qnalifi.cation at al1, as an assistant in sch 01!1, and
t,h at kind of assistant has increased with most marvelous an 1 c.·trnordinaryrrtpi<lity .
There is also this very year a concession mudcin tho o<lo allowing th· a t d1 r
in small country schools to be a person 110 • e ed of le s qualifl ntion '. t i n" ·ry
bad arrangement, in my opinion. My poverty, and not my will, cons ut (1 to it. And
then the voluntary schools have to use to a vory great xtent that most .· traYag nt
form of economy, chil<l lal)or. Besid s having less-<1ualift · t a ·h r , Y 1nnt. ry
schools are, as compared with boarc.1 schools, und r ta.ff d, that is t s:ty, th<\. ha.v
fewer teachers to the same number of hiluren. They nly ju t · mply w1th tb
minimum recommendations of the committee of oun il.
ha.Y uicl •n tt ,Ji t
show the House t hat the question r ·ally is, llow is h t a bing ta in v luntary
schools to be improved, and what are the means which w should re. or

purpose!

BUT BOARD SCll OL
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But it is not the voluntary schools only that a.re oppr sed by h grca w igh f
their duties. There are necessitous board schools as well . This w for e ? at th
time when the act of 1870·was passed. There is a section of tha act-section 7-
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rc.l can not, by levying a 3-penny rate, 11rovid~ a
il r n tlrnt it has to educate, then tho State will
h
or to ake up tho difference. It was supposed
u oient and adequate provision. Experience has
unt . Tb ro is near London the school district of
1
rc.l has been established for the last :fifteen years,
l\l h th~ t p ri d havo risen from 4d. to ls. 6d. in the pound.
f ra l m n and artisans which has doubled in ten years and
1 chools, and £20,000 a year is being spent on their
hools now being built, and further schools are
nr no factories or valuable rating property on which the
ud a 1-penny rate only raises £800. Under section 97 the
ri
btains is only £956. That is not a solitary instance.
m, hero in 1 95-96 the school rate is 2s. 4d. in the pounu. There
r
by, near 1iddlesbrougb, where for the last three years the ra~e
· r
<11 . 5¼1.; ~n(l there i" the case of the :Forest of Dean, where the rate 19
.. · , d. iu th pound. In rural districts also there are many school boards established
m 11 pnri hes where the rate which has to be levied for the purpose of maintainhe · hool is of enormous amount.
TIIE ,'\--UOLE PROBLEM: OF RURAL EDUCATION.

That brings me to say a few words to the House on the whole subject of rural ec~ucation. On education in the rural districts there are two diametrically opposite
opimons. There are some people who say-though they say it more in private th a_n
in public-that education is thrown away on boys who are destined to _spend th eir
youth in scaring crows, their manhood in field labor, and their old age m the workhouse. There aro other })eople who say that knowledge and intelligence are among
the commodities most neoded in the country districts, and that if all classes engaged
i.n t"b.e cultivating of the ~oil, from the top to the bottom, were better informed_ we
sb.oul<l grow more of the food of the people at home and import less. But, whichever opinion may be correct, there is nothin er to be said in favor of halting between
th em as_we do. We spend subscriptions, rat~s, and time.in the e_ducation o~th~rur~
population, but we do not carry the operation far enough to raise up an m structe
p~asantry li~e that which in Normandy or in Demark is capable of receivi~g _technica~ cducatwn an9- able to undersell us with its produce, There is no official inform_a.tion as _to the results, but such glimpses of rural education as we get are extremely
qiscouragmg. An honorable member a week or two ao-o called my attention to th e
amount of illiteracy in the voting for Parliament, and he seemed to be surpri?ed
th at th ere were large numbers_of the .r ural voters who coulcl not reacl or write.
There is in Ipswich a labor bureau, which has been carried on for some years u nder
-tho management of Mr. Wyckham Tozer. Some years a,O'o
:finding that a large num0
'
• h Mr
ber of a;nnl"c
t·
/
J.'L' 1. a ions came from youths in the country districts around Ipswic ,
·
Toz_er formed t~e idea of making a little educational investigation. He had a forro
which he requned apl)1icants to fill up in their own handwriting giving their age,
l)l~ce of ~ir t b, school attencleu, and standard reached. On the b~ck was set a little
arithmetical examinatio n-an a dd'1t10n
· of enmplo
.
. .
· of a sum of
money a multiplication
~~Y by 8 , auu a r,roblem such as, "If 10 pounds of fl;ur cost so much, what would
bo"'s\~~~t of 2" huu<lredweight." The result of this investiO'ation
was that, of th o
0
.,
"'"" e~n 1 " a.nu. 1.8
·
write
fairl
jears of age who applied
for employment one-fourth could
, Oll.{Htua:rter could w · t
d
'
l
· te
in t110 most di: rrr- cetul
ri e mo erately, and qui to one-half could on Y wn
tn ic, 10 i,c centansw:Ua.~~ler, uoth as to penmanship and spelling. As to the arithvTeu ' l <tuestions 1.+., a.nu i- I> r c nt coul
t
, .., per cent were able to do one of th es UID8
0
r
o had a!
~ : aln ~wer a single one of the quo tions. And yet many
., r > ~ore en . ·11
h
h d
•&
e ixt ta dar
in vi age schools, and some of t em a
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THE PETTH'OGGING RURAL SCHOOL BOARD.

As things are, the only salvation of rural eclueation, such as it is, is the J:larson's
village school. He has many advantages as the manager of a school. He is :1n educated man, and knowa something of tho necessities of eclucation. I do not s:iy that
all school boards in- the country are i11-managed. There are some which aro not
generally, because the clergyman of the parish, or the minister of some other denomination, or some gentleman interested in education, takes up the school board and
manages it. But, as a general rule, while the board schools in the great cities have
proved themselves- extremely efficient in education, the board schools in the country
have proved themselves totally inefficient. If you were to replace the voluntary
: schools in the country by board schools you would degrade national education. I
think this is proved very often by the efforts which the people themselves mako in the
country districts to avert what they regard as the calamity of school boards. There
are numberless places, both country parishes and small towns, in which for year.s past
a voluntary rate has been levied and a committee of the inhabitants havo been
appointed who have applied this voluntary rate to subsidize the church and dissenting schools, and have in this way kept off what they considered to be the
calamity of a school board. The records of the education office are full of examples
of the absurdities :1nd incap:tcities of country school boards. Tho l-Iouse will remember th:1t not many weeks :1go I was questione<1 by the honorable member for Cockermouth, who called attention to the fact that a school board was educ:1ting its
infants iri. a room in the "New Buck Inn." In tho educational report for 1894.-95
there is :1 q_uotation from Mr. "Wilson, an inspector in tho eastern division of England,
who says that tho school attendance is far from satisfactory, and that somo of the
smaller bo:trds do not even J:)retend to enforce the law. Indeed, they can not, as it is
part of their election pledges not to prosecute for irregular attcndauce. Tho following p:1ssage, however, iu the general report for 189-.t., drawn up by Mr. Brodie,
till recently Her Majesty's chief inspector for the southwestern division of England,
and published in the report of tho education department for 1896, contains tho most
outspoken criticism of tho proceedings of somo small country boards:
"The climax is reached in tho country board school. True, indeed, it is that a few
of these are well managed, but in by far the most there is no management at all
worthy of the name; there is no pride in progress-nay, the very reverse. Additional
subjects mean additional staff, additional apparatus; the rates must be kept down,
the school starved, the teacher underpaid, and sometimes, ii tho inspector does not
sternly forbid it, some young, raw, untrained, and even stupitl relative of one of the
members of tho school board is to be foisted onto tho te:1ching staff, to produce such
rotten fruit as may be expected when a sickly graft is :tdded to an :tlready unhealthy
treo. I subjoin two facts which have come to my knowledge. In one country boanl
school, which, by the great vigor and ability of the master, aided by a clever wife,
had obtained great success, the master was rewarded by having 11is salary cut clo";n
by £20. Why6? I answer (not without indignation), because he had earned thn.t
amount by his able conduct of the night school. In another country board school
an active and zealous young mistress was dismissed bec:1use she wished to t<·ach
geography and was otherwise ardent for progress. She was rer>laccd l)y a mid<lloaged and worn-,out woman, who at no time could have had much capacity for teaching, and who could neither keop order nor get the children on. Thus do tbe 'rndo
forefathers of the hamlet' nip the budding intellect of iugennons yo11th. ·what a
penny wise, pound foolish system! "
TUE CONDITIO~' 01!' TUE RURAL TEACIIIER,

Then I should like the House to note the condition of the rural teachers. '\ hat
arrangement have we in country places for the supply of rur:tl t achcrs
?r pupil
eache-rs are a sm·t of child drudge. He or she walks to school, often at some dist:l.nc
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IWBLE;\l 01~ SECOXD.ARY ED"CC.ATIOX.

Tim Y Al IETY OF CENTRAL A.UT:f1:0RITIES.

ill say a f w words upon secondary ctlucation. It is not a question
wh 'th r we hould now proceed to interfere with secondary education. We are
rfi ring with secondary education-have been interfering with it for years; but
qu tion is whether wo interfere in a foolish or in a wise manner. At th e
1n: ent time secondary educn.tion is being supervised by ten separate authoriti~s,
four centr'.l.l and six. local. The central authorities are, first, the charity commisioners, who frame schemes for the use of educational endowments, and who
generall.)r supervise the administration of those educational endowments in particular pfaces, not cloing thi.s entirely by themselrns, but consulting, to some
extent, the education denartment · secondlv there is a science and art depart.t:'
'
•
ment, which makes grants
of pnblic
money "
to' schools and classes, thereby exercising a most powerful influence on the secondary education of the country. They
lay down the conditions on which they 5rrivc their grants: First, schools mu st
"be ei th er under the local ::mthoritv or scho ol board under the governing body of
euclowed schools, or a local commit~tee which is appoi~ted, and under whose approval
euco~ragement fa given to make organized science schools, that is to say, to have a.
cur~icu1um which is to be pursued for three years in accordance with plans prescnb~d by the science and art department. They pay grants according to res~lts,
anc.l m th at way they have exercised a notable influence on secondary education.
Among 0th er_ things, they have greatly dopresscd the literary siue of education, au d ,
th0 ugh that is now modified, the payment is half by results ancl half by attendance.
The r~sult indicated, however, has been 11roduced, and it will take many years to
uuclo it. Then there is the education department which influences the seco nd ary
e~':cation, first of. all, through its hirrher
grade s~hools which supply many great
0
•
c1t1eswithexcll
1
.
e en t secondary cducatwn
and often the' only secondary e d ucat'on
attamable
Then
th
.
'
.
·
ere arc e,enmg schools which ao·ain
supply secon d ary e du0
cation· and :fi n th
'
'
'
. '
' na Y, ere are the training colleges which though confined to a
particular class nam 1 th
h
'
'
h I in
'
e Y,
osc w o are country teachers aro seconuary sc oo s
every
sense
of
thew
d·
d
th
1
'
·
'rh b
. or , an
e ast central authority is the board of agncn lt ore·
~ oa:rcl of all'ncult
·
h · cal
0
inshu ·t·
ure may mspect and report on any school in which tee m
c ion on any su.bJ·ect
t d . h
.
. 1 de
chemist
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.
connec e wit agriculture is giYcn. Tho subjects me u
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d b ok·
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'
o may be aided out of a parliamentary grant.
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Tim GREA.TEH. . ARIETY 01' LOCAL AUTilORITIES.
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,
· The first and most important local authonty
Y co tncil, under tho technical instruction acts of
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1889-1891, may impose u, penny rate for tlie purpose of giving aid to technical instruction, and they have also tho power to app]y to technical instruction the residue of
the local taxation money under the act of 1890, after reserves have been made for
police and valuation. I have been inquiring how many counties in England and
Wales apply this local taxation grant money of 1890 to the purpose of education. I
find that in Wales the whole of the Welsh counties, including Monmouth and tho
three county boroughs in ,vales, all apply the whole of their money to education.
In England, out of 49 counties, 41 apply the whole of their money to education and
8 apply u, portion of it. Out of 61 county boroughs in England 55 devote the whole
and 5 a part, and 1 only applies the whole of the money in relief of these rates.
Besides that, there are 11 county boroughs, 51 other boroughs, and 86 urban districts
which impose rates under tho powers of the technical-instruction act for the purposes
of education; and one county (Wilts) has made a rate on u, small area round Calne
for the erection of an institute in the town. For tho bnilu.ing purposes of education
the counties have spent £339,135, and the county boroughs ham sunk £662,836.
Altogether, of all the moneys which were received under tho local-taxation (1890)
act, the whole of it is applied to education with the exception of £151 1 643, of which
£115, 758 is in London, so that only £35 1 885 is reserved in the towns and counties
of England and Wales for that purpose. Then come the local governing bodies,
such as the governing bodies of endowed schools, the managing committees of proprietary schools and institutes, tho local committees of the science and art tlepartment, school boar<ls giving secondary education, and managers of voluntary schools,
who also in many places give secondary education. In the appendix to the report
of the Secondary Education Commission the House will fi.ncl a very interesting table
which shows what each county authority and county borough receives in tho shape
of endowment for science and art gran~s, local taxation grants 1 and rates applied
for the purpose of education. It appears from it that there was actually spent in
1894 in England and Wales for secondary education by these various authorities
£1,424,404, and if those authorities were to exercise all the powers which they possess under the various acts then there would be at the disposal of secondary education £21 381,184. Many public secondary schools draw their income from a number
of different sources. It is drawn from their fees, enclowments, science and art
grants, county council grants, the education department, the board of agriculture,
and the school board. They arc inspected and examined by a variety of those clif'..
ferent authorities. There is a piece of evidence from one of the witnesses before the
Royal Commission on Secondary Education which I should like to read. It is from
Mr. Easterbrook, headmaster of Owen's schoo1 1 Islington, a member of the Headmasters' Association. He says:
"The multiplicity of examinations is such a pressing evil that we really feel that
there should be some relief offered us. I will give you a list of the examinations
which one particular school has to keep its eye on during the year-the drawing
examination of the science and art department in April, the science examination
in May, the matriculation of the London University in January and June, tho London county council intermediate scholarships in Juno. That is the case of London.
Then there is the intermediate science and art examination in July, tho London Chamber of Commerce examination in July. Then comes the annual examination required by the charity commissioners' scheme 1 the Cambridge local examination
in December, and during the year1 at different times, civil service examinations,
professional examinations, and open scholarships at the unfrersities. I am not
overstating it in any case. I am giving the case of a particular school."
It is not surprising after what I have said that the secondary education commissioners report upon this subject in the following terms. This is the justification of
the Government for bringing in the measure which they are going fo ask the House
to adopt. The commissioners, speaking of the want of coherence and correlation of
secondary education, viz:
"Of the loss now incurred through the want of such coherence and correlation it
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th difficulty of introducing the needful coherence
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my L t point, and that is the education department itself.
he pr ent Bishop of London and Lord Lingen, before ~he
ommis ion, declared that tho complication in the educa~ion
a enormou , owing to the cen.tral system. In 1883, Mr. Patrick Cummm~,
1 n the sccret::rry of the e iucation department, said that the tremendous detail
0
okino- into e,ery school of the country was too cumbrous. It was all very well:
hen education as a small affair but now that it has become national, it seemed
t
him that the system was too 'detailed. Last year the education department
in I> ted 19,7 9 clay schools and 3,421 evening schools. From each of these schools
th Y received two direct communications one. from the managers and one from th0
insl)ector. A.s each nair of these docume~ts contains 1 659 blank spa.ces which have
l.'
'
•
•
9-1
to be filled up, it follows that the department had last year to deal with 32,8 29 , ::>
blank spaces. Of course, as the claim ·of the schools depends upon the accurate
scrutiny of these blank spaces, it follows that they have to be care~ully lo?ked at~
and each document has to go through fifty-four different stages. Besides this, th er
are 32,476 -pu.-pil-teache1:s under the immediate supervision of the department, and
ea~h of them. has a se1>a1:ate re1>ort upon him or her examined in the office . . I d_o not
th1 nk that the House has any idea where the education department is. They fa,ucy
th ~t it is in Whitehall, but in Whitehall there are only the secretarial staff and_certaln heads of departments whose presence is indispensable. .A. grea.t part of th e
4epartment is in Cannon buildings, King street; another part is in the olcl Cen~us
Office; ano th er is in Northumberla.nd avenue while the whole staff of the education
library a nd of the new directors of Sl)ecial iu;uiries is now wandering about looking
for some home.
TI-IE PROPOSALS OF TUE GOVERNMENT.

THE NEW COUNTY AND BOROUGH AUTHORITY,

~aving tried to giYe the House some idea of the existino- state of things, I now
come to the bill itself. The princi1>le of the measure is th: establishment in every
couut-y an a. county borough of a l)aramount education authority. It is to be one
channel throuo-h
which l>Ubl'ic money 1s
. to reach the
· schools· 1t
. 1s
. to supp1emen t a nd
0
not
· t·mg educational effort ancl it is to be a' sort of se1)arate etluca·
. to supersecl e exis
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·
-"'art ment f or ea.ch county and for ' each county borough. The proposal 19
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g~es ions m the report of tho secondary·
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education commission as to the constitution of these bodies. 'rhese suggestions
relate to the question of the presence of women on these committees, to the que~tion
of the election of experts and of teachers' representatives, etc. The only restriction that will be placed on the composition of a committee is that a majority of its
members must be members of the county council. Power is given to counties to
combine for the purposes of the bill. In counties where the circumstances are special,
as in the county of London, the county council may itself propose a scheme for the
special constitution of a committee which, when approved by the education department, will become the committee for the county; and in the case of Wales the governing l)oclies under tho vVelsh intermediate-education act will become the committees.
It is pror,osed to clecentralize entirely the adminisiration of school grants by the
education department and to throw upon these bodies the duties of administering
the parliamentary grant. Tho general inspection of schools will, of course, be undertaken also by the county authority, and the committee of council, the central government, will only have inspectors who will visit the schools from time to time to
see that the county education authority i8 properly fulfilling its duties and that the
education is up to the proper standard. It is hoped that this arrangement will lead,
to a decentralization of the Code, and that instead of our attempting.to iJ11poso one rigid system of education from the Land's End to Berwick-upon-Tweed, each county
and county borough shall be able to make such modifications in the Code as may be
suitable to its particular local circumstances. Then it is proposed to hand over to
this committee the powers of the county council under the technical-instruction act,
1889. The money received under the local-taxation act, 1890, will be specially applicable to secondary education and will be administered by the education authority ancl
may bo accumulated. This authority will also be the school-attendance committee
in all rilaces which have not a school board. Lastly, this authority will constitute
a body to which may be in trusted hereafter those unhappy children of the State who
are to be found in industrial and poor-law schools, and this body may deliver them
from tho prison faint on the one hand and the workhouse taint on the other. This
::mthority will exercise all the powers given to the county council with regard to
industrial and reformatory schools, and maynrnke contracts with boards of guardians
to take charge of poor-law children, so that they may be brought up in a humane
fashion ancl may have a chance of becoming honest, self-supporting men. ·
TilE NEW "SPECIAL-AID GRANT," "TO TIE APPROPRIATED, IN THE FIRST PLACE, TO
THE L\1PROVEMENT OF THE TEACHING STAFI!', 11

Then this authority is to distribute a special-aid grant to necessitous schools.
The committee will receiYe from the exchequer a sum of 4s. for every child in
voluntary schools or in the schools of those school boards which come under section
97 of the act of 1870. This special-aid grant will be divided among the voluntary
schools, with a deduction for any endowments which they may possess, and, as
regards the board schools, it will, in the first place> be used for making good any
grants which they are entitled to, and the residue will bo usod for the general
assistance of board schools which stand in need of further help from public sources.
Ent in both cases the amounts received are appropriated, in tho first pla.co, to the
improvement of the teaching staff, and it is only in cases where the tea.ching staff
docs not require improving that the sums may be applied to other definite purposes
which are specified in the bill. There is a power given to schools to federate themselves either by districts or denominations, and in case a federation of schools is
formed the education authority of the county may pay over the whole grant to
which the group of schools is entitled in a lump sum, leaving it to be distributed
according to a, scheme to 'be approved by the education department. Any sur1)lus
left in their hands will be applied to local purposes of elementary education as tho
education department may sanction.
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There are al o provi ion· for ox::u nination ancl inspection, and for the auditing of
accounts by di trict, udit r in n1 r to insnro that the money is applied to the purposes for which it is o·ivcu. In a e the Yoluntary schools in any district which has
not a.t }_)resent a school bo:1n1 brea.k down ::mu other provision for education becomes
rd
necessary, in a. county borough tho educa.tion authority becomes the school b~a
·
In any other district, pari h, urban district, or non c:ounty borough the district 18 t ,..>
have the option of having a school board as at present. There is no compulsion,
with the exception that if it is a borough the school bo:1rd is not to be an elected
school board; but there is to be a committee of the municipal council formed on the
analogy of the education departmflnt. If the district does not choose to have a school
th
board, then the educational authority of the county b ecomes the school board for
e
parish, district, or borough, and after au opportunity has bct3n given for establishing a school board they may take over the elementary schools of any district au<l_
become in that way virtually the school board for the district. Then in the case of
a defaulting school boaru, if a school board becomes a defaulter, the educati_on
authority becomes the school board for the district; l>ut in :2,erforming their duties
as a school board in reference to the control and management of schools they must
delegate their authority to manage to local managers. They are not directly to manage schools themselves. In the case of county borouo-hs the local managers are to
be appointed by the educat· n authoritythems~lves, a:d in the case of other boroughs
bj' the municipal council; aud in the case of pa,rishes, half by the parish and half
by th e education authority. Then these schools are to be paid for either by a rate
UJ)On t~e district or by a county rate charged on all those distri~ts for whi~h t~e
educat10n authority acts as a school board. This wiil tend to-and I hope it will
grow. into-a system under which all those parts of the county in which th ere are
public _schools will all be connected with and under the authority of the county
educatrn-n autb.01:ity' an1l will be maintainecl out of the general county rate. As
rt~~axds secondary education, the new a:thority will be able to aid schools out of
at th en
· d'isposal, to aid schools for secondary education, and to es t a b th
y,ueh money
~~ f emt~ ancl wi t li th e consent of the education department, they may take a trans. lrom e school boards of their hio-her grade schools and so become managers of
O
h ig ic:r grade sch 0018 T
d th
•
supply of t h
',
hen they may apply their money to scholarships an
e
an,1 t1..e eac ers: rhey may inquire into the sanitary condition of all schools,
·
h' h
' ,u ymay n.lsom · ·
ar, tlocided t b
qmre mto the education given in all schools except those w ic
information t;e e:aonlo~al. In the case of local schools they may publish any
Y
Y th m'k proper as to the efficiency of those schools.
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Sir J. Go RsT. If the district is a borough, it must be the council of the borough;
if it is an urban district, it must be tho district council, and in ::my other case the
county council of the county in which the district is situated. Finally, the Government h::we put a clause in tho bill in the hope of laying tho very last objection which
could be made to elementary education on religions grounds.
THE EXTENSION OF TUE COWPER-TEl\IPLE CLA"GSE.

I did not enumerate tho religious difficulty as one of tho difficulties which had to
be surmountetl by Parliament, because tho religious difficulty is no difficulty at all
in th e schools. It is noYer heard of there. It is a difficulty which flourishes in Parliament and on the platform. Since I have held tho office I now have the honor to
hold I have asked in many schools whether there was any religious difficulty, aml I
h a,v o never yet found that there ,-;as any. I have never found a school-t~acher to
t ell m e at first hand that tJiey have ever had any difficulty with the parents, children,
or anyone else on the teaching of religion to the cl1ildren. This clause fo a kind of
supplement to the conscience clause. It not only enables a parent to withdraw his
child from religious instruction of which he does not appro,e, but it also helps him
to secure that religious instruction which ho requires. 'rhe provision is that in every
elementary·school one of the conditions of recei dng a Government grant is that if a,
reasonable number of parents of children require to have separate religious instruction given to them, then it is the duty of tho managers of the school to permit of
reasonable arrangements being made for allowing that religious instruction to be
given. It is hoped t,h at in that way if there arc any parents who conscientiously
desire that their children should be instructed separately from the other children in
the schools it is the duty of the managers of tho schools to give every possiblE~
facility for the teaching of that form of religion which they require. i do hope that
this may be accepted by the House of Commons as a sincere attempt on the part of tho
Government to introduce a system of perfect religioua toleration. I am very much
obliged to tho House for allowing me to make this very long statement, and I hop&
th e bill will be approached by the House of Commons in a rcalJy 1Jnsinesslike spirit.
I can not, of course, expect that every clause will be generally accepted on both sides
of the I-Iomie, but I hope that the principle of tho bill will be, and that we shall all
cooperate tvgether to m ake this a real step in advance in the education of the
country. (Schoolmaster, April 4, 1896, pages 617-619.)

The keenest analysis of the bill made in the House on the side of the
opposition was by Mr. Asquith1 iu his speech on the resolution for the
second reading. At the outset he noted the provisions which, even
from his standpoint, were recognized as valuable and beneficent.
These were, first, the proposition to raise the age for compulsory attendance from 11 to 12, and, second, the proposals as to secondary
education. Re then proceeded with the objectionable features, con-.sidering chiefly the question of local authority. U rider this head l\fr.
Asquith said:
·: f
* * I\-ow, I will ask the House to come to close quarters with the actual provisions of the m easure. As the right honorable gentleman has told us, the pivot upon
which the whole of this sch eme hinges :mtl turns is the creation in every county and
in every county borough in E ng la nd and Wales of a n ew education authority which
is at once to discharge some, aud which in the course of time is intended to perform
all, the functions as to inspect ioD ; as to examination, as to control, and as to payment which are at present vested in the education department. The decentralization
of the control of education was represented by the right honorable gentleman, and
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think pr P rly repres nt tl, as l>eing the very foundation and the mainspring of
th · 11 m . "\Yhen ho ill comes into full opera.tion-although I understand from -the
P
h whi h we hn.vo just heard in its initial stages its provisions a,re to be tern.I r <l. by a, • ry in,icli u process of selection-you will have in England and "\Vales
n le tbnn 1- education departments. This is the number of the counties a.ncl 0 £
ih · uu b r ugh . In tho county of Lancaster alone you will hl1ve no less than
13 tlucati n cl partments.
I :nu uit a.war that thero are provisions _in the bill which enable these authoriie l>y , gr mont to combine with one another. But I do not think that anyone who
i n.cq_uaint cl with the facts of our local life and adequately appreciates th~ tenacity
ntl. _·elusiveness of what I may caU our municip:11 patriotism, its rivalries and jealou i , which are often founded, I agree, upon real diversities of local sentiment a1:<-1
of local intero t-I do not believe that anybody who is acquainted with the facts will
b li vo that that power is likely to be very frequently resorted to. Many of these
now <lepartmenta-I will not say all of them--will ha,ve or may h:1ve educational
code of their owu. The right honorable gentleman has told us that the education
department will scrutinize with jealousy any proposals of the kind that may be made,
but, as I shu,11 point out presently, the education department, when you have regard
to tho terms and spirit of the bill, will do so with maimed powers and with fettered
hauds. It is true that tho education department in name a,nd in theory remains, but
it remains in the background, a spectral and disembodied authority-an authority
of which you might s::i.y with truth that it reigns, but it can not govern; for the very
essence of your scheme is, in the future, as regards tho discharge of these very fu~iction.s which now for more than a generation have been exercised by the educaL1_on
dep:1rtment upon uniform principles over the country as a whole, to make local opniion and local feeling predominant and supreme.
This ingenious plan for the production of what I can not help thinking will be an
euu.cational patchwork and au administrative chaos is presented to us under the
specious name of uecentraliz:1tion. Those of us, of ;whom I certainly a,m one, who
a;re strongly in favor of tho principle of devolution, who wish to see transferred
to local bodies a very large number of the powers and prerogatives which are _at
-:present exercised.both at \Vestminster and at Whitehall, are challenged to reconcile
' Our faith in that principle with our opposition to this measure. I never had a challenge which I coulu. contemplate with more equanimity or take up with greater
confidence. ·what is the essence of devolution in any intelligible ancl ratio1;1-al
sense of the term~ Devolution means the taking away from the central authority
of powers which experience has shown tha,t that authority exercises ignorantly or
inefficiently, and it means the granting to local authorities, competent by their compos~tion to discharge the task, and with timo and energy to spare for it, of powers
which can be more fitly and more properly exercised by them. I do not stand here
this eyening in any sense as an uncompromising or uncritical advocate of the educatio1:- d.o-partment. I have no doubt, as the right honorable gentleman told us when
he 1.ntrou.u.eed. tb.is bill, there is, under tho existing system, au excess of routine, and
even of r~d tape, a multiplication of gratuitous forms, an a,ccumulation of unneces?ary _detail~. I ;,ill go further, and I agree that in oul' large urban communitiesm places hke London itself; like Birmingham like Leeds a,nd liko many other
towns
· in
· ex.is
· t ence what I may call an indigenous
'
'
_ - th ore is
enthusiasm
for cducat·wn
e~ ~een au<1. so well organized that it stands in very little neeti. of extraneous super·
,1.!n_on. u.uu. control, an.<1. that it might very well lJc trusted with a wider latituclo of
action :mu. a. lu.-r ge-r f -rcetlOm
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educational progress which, if matters of this kind are to be loft entirely to local
initiative, is the only security for the maintenance of a high standard of education.
I do not think the right honorable gentleman himself, with his knowledge of tho
work of his department, will question tho truth of that statement. I do not hesitate to say that if throughout the length and breadth of England ancl Wales during
the fast thirty years. we have succeeded in constantly raising what I may call tho
minimum stan<lard of educational efficiency, the main credit for the accomplishment
of that most beneficent work is to bo put down to the impartial, unslee1)ing, anci the
ubiquitous activity of the education clepartmcnt.
You are proposing by this bill to transfer the wo;rk of examination and of inspection from that department, in the :first instance, at any :rate, to the local authorities.
Now, may I give the House an illustration drawn from another branch of administration with which I happened myself to be personally familiar-I mean the factory department of the home office f That is a highly centrnlizecl system of administration, and there a,re many people who think-I confess I myself used to thinkthat it might very well, in some of its parts, at any rate, be delegated to local
authorities. In the year 1891 Parliament did transfer the inspection of workshops,
so far as their sanitation was concerned, from the home office to tho local authorities.
When I went to tho home office ::md tluring the time I was there, I found that tha,t
part of their duties-though of course there were exceptions again in the case of
la.rge towns-was being systematically neglectecl over all parts of the country. I
do not hesitate to say--and I speak from a certain amount of practical acquaintance
with the matter-that if you were to do with reference to factory inspection that
which it is proposed by this bill to c1o in reference to school inspection, there are
many ]?arts of England in which, ::i.fter the expirntion of :five years, these laws which
were passed for the protection of the lives and limbs of our working population
would be a dead letter. If that is. tho case in relation to such a matter as factories,
it is still more likely to be tho ca.so in relation to schools; for remember that, as
regards schools, tho work of inspection does not merely mean that you are to see
thnt the faw is being complied with, but upon that work depends the grant and the
receipt of large sums of public money which are not locally raised but voted by
Parliament. I am satisfied-and I speak in no partisan spirit, but merely in the
interests of good administration, so far as this subject is concerned-that it is the
presence, or at any rate the liability of the presence, of an inspector who is totally
detached from local prepossessions and local iniiuences, who speaks with the authority
of a great department and o,en of Parliament itself, who is not subject to appointment or dismissal, to raise of salary or promotion in rank according as he makes
himself agreeable or disagreeable to the locality concerned-it is tho presence of a
body of impartial, detached, dispassionate officials of that kiml which, both as regards
the inspection of schools and of factories, is the most effective security for tho uniform observance of tho law,
I say I speak in this matter as a strong disciple antl ad vacate of the principle of
devolution. Localize management as much as you like. I will go with the right
honorable gentleman any length in that direction. If he were cl.oing what from his
speech we should have inferred he was going to do-to give the management of
school~ tho appointment and dismissal of the teachers, the everyday control of the
education of tho place to n, representative popular authority-we should be with
him to a man. But that is just what ho is not going to do. As regards these allimportant questions, the great 1Julk of tho schools, nearly 15,000 out of the 20,000, are
to remain as they are at present, in irros1)onsible hands. The thing which you are
going to devolve upon the local authority is the very thing which local authorities,
so far as our administrative experience in tllo past goes, are least fitted to perform.
Who are these local authorities i They are committees nominated by the county
councils and by the town councils of the county boroughs. Do these authorities
wish for the task which you aTe going to intrust to them? Have any of them asked
for it? I know some that have not, and not on1y not asked for it, but have already
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evidenced tho greatest disinclination to undertake these alien and incongruous
duties. Have they timo for iU So far as I know, the great bulk of the work of
these bodies is done, not at the meetings of the council, but in numerous committees
constantly sitting, ancl whoso time and energy are at present amply occupied by the
discharge of the onerous and delicate duties cast upon them. Further, are the ratepayers of the counties-the very 11erso11s who are in such distress, according to the
Government, that large subventions are at this moment being made to them out of
the imperin,1 exchequer- prepared to under-take the additional pecuniary burdentt
which this scheme casts upon them,
Quite independently of tho agreement which may ultimately be come to between
the education department and tho local authorities for the purposes of the distribution of the special aid grant, which is a function they can not cast off, they will be
obliged to equip themselves with offices, a, staff of inspectors and examiners capable
of seeing that the schools between which this grant is to be allocated are in a fit
concli.tiou to receive it, and to determine the exact degree of efficiency they possess.
That means an enormous addition to the 11ermanent administrative cost of every
county and county borough in England and Wales. If you :1rc going to get any
ade(piate result from it, if you can show that it is likely in any proportionate degree
to raise the standarcl of education, I would not oppose it; but you are going to
duplicate inspection. You.are going to keep inspectors at Whitehall, while in every
county there has to be proviued at th~ expense of the local ratepayers a second set
of inspectors, who are to perform tho same functions which are performed by the
others. Let the House consider how this scheme will work out in one large county,
where the l_)Ol_)ulation is scattered; where the means of communication are imperfect; where, even for tho ordinary purposes of the county council, tho work of
administration at present is lnudensome to the last degree.
You will neecl in n, county like Dc,~onshire, Dorset, or Wiltshire, in permanent
session, ~t some }_)lace or other-or, I suppose 1 constantly perambulating about itthis count-y committee; and if, as will be the case, as experience shows-no l>ody of
men, however zen.lous, and however 11ublic-spirited, can koep abreast of tho routine
work which is to be taken away from the education <l.epartmcnt-you will throw
more and more in all those couuties the ·actual daily control of the work of inspe~tiou :iml ex::i,mination, not on the committee, but on tho permanent staff of offic~als
supported in equipment anc.l character by those engaged at present in l)erformmg
the work. Bu.t the right honorable gentleman tells us that tho education department will still remain; the work is to be done locally, but the cuncation department
will set things right. I can hardly imagine a system more calculated to engender
unnecessary friction than this proposal of the bill. Suppose that the inspectors
of the department differ from the local inspectors as to tho efficiency of a particular
set of schools, a school, or the whole of tho schools of n, county. Who is to decide ,
The right honorable gentleman says tho education department; but the local authority will have a tremendous weapon in its hands when it is able to point out that Parliament, after fifty years' ex-perience, ·h as como to the conclusion that, prima facie,
local opinion ought in these matters to prevail; and tho education department in
this House, or elsewhere, will find that it is a, very different position-a position
of impaired and discredited anthoritY for the purpose of makincr
its voice heard and
0
decision predominant-as compar d :;ith what it is to-day. * *
;\"bat is going to be the effect of tho l)ill on tho school boar<ls ? The right honora\>lo gr·nllema:n. in his B]?eech said, in ln.ngua(J'o
which seemed to be very carefully
0
tno attack was ruaue "directly." 1 must ask tho House to examine thi
cho u,
1
ma ter a li tl i < e ail. ~- o 1ght, pcrhap , I admit to ha Ye been better pr pared
n ·o were f rt e anim ity-1 can use no other w~rcl-displaved in thi bill to
11
"
;\-li aT<l · ~
I~ Td 'ali bury' hostility to that system has been loner
' 01 J • le , l,a nev r 1Jeen concealed, anc.l ha frequently been
' ap a ·n 1 ·, the school-board system (locs at once too
nc h na it astes the ratepayers' money in cramming
·;f
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children's mincls with unnecessary ancl indigestible knowledge; and, on the other
hand, it starves their characters by withholding from them instruction in the dogmas of a particular sect. It is just a year ago since Lord Salisbury, at the meeting
of the National Society, told his clerical supporters that it was their business to
capture the board schools-to capture them, in the :first instance, under the existing
law, and then to capture them under a better law. They h ave tried to capture tl!em
under the existing law, and up to the pre:::ent moment i.he attempt bas result.eel in
a disastrous failure. I believe I am accurate in saying that, since that challenge
was thrown clown, in if not all, at any rate in a vast majority, of the school-board
elections that have taken place the ratepayers, on behalf of whose consciences
and pockets this campaign was to be iniliated, havo decfared in the most unequiYoeal manner their attachment to the existin g system and theiT inclispooition to
change it. * * .,.
The vice-president of tho council, both on tho first reading and again to-day, has
dwelt exclusively upon tho imperfections of the small rural schools. He has not
said one word-nay, ho disclaimed the intention-lie has not said one word reflect ...
ing upon the majority of the great mass of the school boards of the country. But,
because there happen to be in some scattered rural districts school boa.rds which
inadequately perform the duties cast upon them , they aro to b e made tho foundation of an attack upon the mass of the school boards in tho country. But tho right
honorable gentleman does not, even by his bill, take steps to remedy the evils of
which he complains. It surely would not pass tho wit of ma-n to devise a, scheme by
which, under a. system of grou1)ing ancl enlargement of the nrea. as regards ra.tability, th ro might bo substituted. for these small inau.oq_uatc school boards an efficient
educational a.nthority. U1H1er this l>ill the efftcient school boards a.re to be sacrificed; they are to bo hampered. and mutilated, ancl tho inefficient school boanls aro
not going to l>o improved. I ha,e llcro figures sliowing how great has been the
growing appreciation of tllo school-board system during tho l ast ten yeins . In 1886
there were in the Anglican schools connected with tho National Society and tho
Church. of England 1,640,000 children, ancl in the school-board schools 1,296,000
children, showing a majority in favor of the Anglican schools. But in 1895 there
were in tho .Anglican schools 1,880,00,0 children, ancl in the board schools 1,975,000
children, so that not only has the relative position of the two classes of schools as
regards children in attendance been reversed, but the rate of growth, which in the
Anglican schools bas been less than a quarter, has b een more than half in the board
schools . You may say in answer that this gives some claim to denominational
schools for additional assistance; but the question I am dealing with is this, Does
it constitute any ground for trying to depress the school-boarcl system~
I aru all for leveling up, but the provisions of this bill in rela.tion to school boards
are, in my opinion, :provisions for leveling clown. .A.s the right honornblo gentle- _
man has acknowledged in his speech to-day, it is the competition with the school
boards which has forced up the standard of teaching in voluntary schools, and which
has createcl that straiu of which the supporters of the voluntary schools complain.
I ask those who are interested in education, and not merely in the rival claims of
this or that sect, in the interests of education I ask the House to pause before it
takes any step which would impair the efficiency of th e board schools. I will say
this of our school boards, they lia.ve attracted to their service in our municipal
centers a large number of men who would have stood aloof altogether if they had
not existed. If ever an experiment has b een justifie(l 'by its results it was the experiment of intrustiug the management of primary education, not to town councils or
county councils-boc.lies having a. number of other duties to perform--butto a special
body. In that way you secured in the service of education a set of men who, by their
training n.nd special ()_ualifications, are peculiarly ilttecl to discharge the duties of
their position.
It is ()_uite true, as the secretary for the colonies has pointed out, that twenty-five
years ago, when :\Ir. Forster's act was brought in, the first proposal was to intrust the
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work of education in our towns to town councils or committees appointecl by them.
"'\Yhatcver might have been said for that proposal, prima facie it appears to me that the
o:xporience wo have ha(l ought to convince us that we have adopted a more ex.eellent
plan. Tho proposal made twenty-five years ago, however, is not the propC>sal of this
bill, aml I believo that it would be far better to-abolish the school boards altogether
than to continue them in e::s:.istence, as this bill proposes to do, with impaired powers,
with fettered hands, and with discredite4 authority.

Mr. Asquith then 1.mssed to the consideration of the financial bear
ings of the bill:

0

Let me point out [he sahl] what those proposals :1re. As reg~rds the special-aid
grant, every board school which is entitled to it comes at once under the control of
the euucation department, the con"!_mittee of the privy council. If and when tho process of cleYolution from the education department to the local authorities proceeds,
these school boards will become subject to those authorities. The local authorities
wi11 become their :paymasters; they will bo charged with the dutie~ of inspecti~n
and examination, and they will have the power of giving or withholdrng the parliamentary grant. A8 regards expenditure by other school boards, it is limited for all
time either to its present standard or to a maximum of 20s. per child. But at present the average expenditure per child, which is raised by rates, is 18s. 5cl.'' and ~n
many of our larg e towns it is vastly above 20s. The effect of the proposal 1~ th~ 1nll
will be that those large towns will be subject for all time to another authority mclependent of themselves. Look at the effect of tho bill in the noncounty boronghs, of
which there a're 220.
In the .schools of these boroughs there are in attendance
440,000 children, and in every one of these boroughs that has a school boarcl the
state of things will b~ this-the school board elected by the ratepayers will ~e subject, as regards inspection and controJ, to a committee of the county council. For
example, the school board of Dewsbury, or Scarborough, will for some purposes
be subject to a committee of the county council sitting at Northallertou, while _as
rega:rds the -rating for its exl)enditure it will be subject to its own town council.
Thus the authority elected for education purposes will be hampered by two other
authorities, neither of whom is specially qualified to deal with educational mat_ters.
I say deliberately that I believe-it would have been impossible for statesmanship to
devise a scheme more calculatecl to engender friction and misunderstanding, and yet
we are told that this bill contains no direct attack upon tho school boards. * *. *
As regards existing expendittue, the object of the bill is to stereotype for all tune
the scale at present prevailing. You propose to prescribe three distinct limits to
educq.tional exp-enditure in this country. By the third clause the rate to be paid per
scl.10lar, including the fee grant to the education authority, is never to exceed the
existing rate, or 29s. per head, whichever ma,y be tho highest. I believe I am right
in saying that the rate at the present moment in voluntary schoo]s averages 28s . 3d.,
and in board schools 29s. 4.d. Thus, the voluntary schools have a small margin a nd
the board. schools have no margin at all· ancl let the House remember this provision
is ap1)lied not Qnly to ]?resent existing' schools but to all new schools. However
much th~ ed.ucational conditions of tbe country may change, and however groat m~y
1Jc the nse 1n the stress of foreign competition, for all time to come, so long as this
act of Parliament remains unrepealeu, l)oth school boards and voluntary schools are
to 1,e limitccl to the existing scale. Then, under the nineteenth clnuse, the onlinary
gTa.nt, ex.cln i.vc of tho fo grant, is not to exceed tho grant for this year which is,
ah fa:r o.s 1 c_· n ma."kc ont, to a.verarre 198. a head. Iu the case of volunt~ry schools
t a ·cnw"' 1 1 · <>- ·, aml m
· h c case of 1,oa.rd school. 19s 9.d · so that there arram
.
·ol i~t ~-ll hooll 1 av n. maT •in of lOcl. a.nu the l>~ard ·s:h·o,ols no margin at all.
o 1
•
1 n·
·
ll'11lmgba.m
aucl in Loudon at the present moment tho
( 1 · bu. In Dolton it is 21s. 2<1.; so that Dirmin~liam
1 ' wev r mucl1 thev may improYe their educational
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Then, lastly, on this point, tho school boards themselves are not to raise a higher
rate than 20s. per child without the consent of the local authority. Now, I ask,
with reference to all these provisions, what is their purpose and objectt ·why aro
you going to limit, of all forms of expenc1iture, tho expenditure on education, and
at a moment when you arc spending upon naval defense out of tho accumulateu
funds of last year and out of the mortgage of tho funds of future years vast sums
of money; at a moment when you are dipping iuto tho surplus of this year ancl next
year to provide i:;pccial relief for the owners and occupiers of agricultural fanc1 ~
That is the moment selected for placing a limit for all time to come on that which
should be tho most elastic, the most fruitful, and the most beneficent of all forms
of expenditure. I say that this proposal is equally objectionable from a constitutional and from au educational IJOint of view-. You are faking ad.vantage of a
transient r,arliamcntary situation to bind tho hands of future Houses of Commons
in a m:1ttcr which, under our constitution, falls peculi:1rly under tho prerogative
of this House, namely, tho fixing of the amount a,nd distribution of our national
expenditure. Majorities in this House come and go, but there is n. place where there
is a. majority irrevocably devote(l to your own party, and once this act of Parliament is put on tho statute book it will deprive the House of Commons of that which
I conceive to be tho most fundamental and invaluable of all its constitutional functions, namely, its absolute freedom to decide how tho money raised by taxation
shall be spent. And the matter is equally serious from tho point of view of education. Hitherto tho great leverage toward a high standard in ec.lucation has been
the competition between tho different classes of schools. By this bill yon are putting them, as it wero, in water-tight compartments. You are preventing that possibility ofriva1ry between them ,vhich has been tho most potent factor in educational
progre ·sion in tho l)ast.
Wcl1, sir, I come nc.·t to tho provisions with reference to the special-ai<.1 grant
which tho right lionorablo gentleman lias exhorted ns to approach in a calm au(l
philo OJJbic spirit. I shall cn<lca:vor to do so. Tho c1ucstion bas been asked more
thau onco if we are prepared to abolish voluntary schools and to substitute a universaJ system of school boards and board schools. That question has not been raised
by us. ,vo have been quite content to acquiesqe, and we ha--rn acquiesced, in tho
compromise arrived. at in 1870, which, ho it remembered, was resented-and I thiuk
legitimately resente<l-not only by tho Nonconformists, but by education reformers
at tho time, like my right honor::ible friend the secretary for tho colonies, as giving
n, very undue amount of favor to voluntary schools as compared. with board schools.
I will not suppose that my right honorable friend bas changed his opinions. No;
I do not see why be should clo so. "\Vo have been referred to the example of Scotland, and I think the first lord of the treasury taunted my right honorable frienc.1
tho member for Montrose and myself' with ignorance of the educational system of
the country we have the houor to represent. It is perfectly true in one sense that
the schools of Scotland are denominational schools-that is to say, in tho ordinary
schools of Scotland the elements of tho Presbyterian doctrine are taught, Presbyterianism being tho religion of tho,ast majority of the population of tho country,
ancl special -provision being :c::.ado for giving facilities for separate school::! for tho
minorities . But there is another clement in the Scottish system to which tho right
honorable gentleman has not paid equal :1ttention, anc.1 that is that in Scotland there
is a school board in every parish. Yon might search Scotlaml from one encl to ihe
other without finding a single parish in which tho parish school is supported by
pulJlic funds ancl to which the children of tho ratepayers are compelled by law to
resort, where the appointment and di missal of teachers are in the hands of tho
parish minister or elders. If you will giYe us tho Scottish system the dcnomiuational question will rapidly solve itself.
\Vhat is the position of volnntary schools? As I say, so far as I am aware 110
ono proposes to abolish them or to incnr the enormous expenditure, cstimate(l at
£25,000,000 by tho right honor::i.hle gentlemen, or even h alf that sum, that would bo
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inYolved in taking oyer the voluntary schools. I am perfectly ready to reckon the
voluntary schools ns an integral part of our educational system; but when these
s1>ccial claims aro 1mt forward by the supporters of voluntary schools to exceptional
treatment it is necessary to closely scrutinize the facts. ·vve are told l>y the right
honorable gentleman opposite, and the phrase has become classical, that the voluntary schools and their supporters arc "subjected to an intolerable strain." But
wlu1,t are the facts1 Since 1839, when the system of national education was initiatou., no less than £58,000,000 sterling of public money has been granted to the
voluntary schools. At the present moment, including the fe e grant, very nearly, if
not quite, three-fourths of the maintenance is borne by the State. At the outside
one-sixth of the cost of maintenance is founcl by voluntary subscription. It is quite
true that although subscriptions have not increased per head they have increased in
the aggregate since 1870; but that increase, if you have regard to the contemporan E!_ous growth of the wealth and 11opulation of the country and in the zeal of men of
all J?arties and faiths in the cause of education, is not very remarkable.
Nor is it easy to estimate how much of these so-called voluntary subscriptions is
really what is known as a voluntary rate, which persons impose upon themselves in
the hope that they will thereby avoi<l. the increased expenditure which would result
from tho establishment of a school boanl and more efficient teaching. I do not care
to dwell on the precise number of parish schools to which there is no subscription;
but it is a remarkal>le fact that the places where this so-called strain is most felt are
some of the large towns_in the north of England, where the fees used to l>e high an<l.
the subscriptions have always been low, and where a deficiency bas been produced
by the abolition of fees and the substitution of a fee grant of 10s. per bead. I find,
for instance, in Manchester tho niveragc subscription per child is 3s. 6d., and in Liverpool it is as low as 3s. These facts, when dispassionately consitlered, go far to
show that there is no very e:x.cessi ve strain.
But I am perfectly -pre-1>ared to agree--ancl I believe that everybody on t?,is side of
the Hou.so will agree-tb.at if you. can show us that, either in tho voluntary or in the
boa-rc1.scb.ools, there are cases where, from lack of resources, education is being starved
or inefficiently provided-if you can show that the only means of making up the
deficiency and of raising the leYel of the education given to the proper standard is by
further grants from the public funds, then, subject to two or three very simple conc1itions, there will be no opposition on our part. What are those conditions~ They
are very intelligible and very rational; and they arc certainly supported by the most
weighty authorities. The first is that whatever money is given should be impartially distributed-impartially not only :i.s b etween voluntary schools themselves,
but as between voluntary and board schools. On that point I found myself on the
authority of the lord president of the council who as late as November last, when
we supposed that this bill was in the initial '·stage' of preparation, said: "I do no t
conceive that it is proposed by any legislation to depart from the principle of statutory cq_uality as regards state aid to voluntary and board schools." In the second
r,lace, wb.a.teve-r is given ought to be given under conditions which will secure that it
shall be spent on the improvement of education and not in the relief of sub cribers
and ratepayers.
It is for that 1·eason that we say that a local contribution in one form or another
sliall be an c sential condition of every grant. Unless you have that yon haYe no
gn~ rantee, e.·cept such as the central authority's in pe ·tion affords agaiust wa te
anil_ex rava<l'ant ·x:penditures. The act of 1870 reqnire<.l that the voluntary •ontri1, 1 1ou r the ·on n..,J t·1 0n f rom local .-ources . hould be eC]_uivalent to the Parha·
m ·nt~r: r;r_a.nt. 'I'ha.
· mol1ifie11 in 1 7 by the fixing of the 17s. 6d. limit. But
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the grant from tbe department shall exceed the amount provided on the spot ; nor
is it, in our judgment, a sufficient plea for overriding this principle that the people
on the spot are unwilling to contribute enough." There is another authority, even
higher in rank, tbe Archbishop of Canterbury himself, who, on November 21 last, at
a deputation to Lord Salisbury, said: "We are willing to have a certain proportion
of s ubscriptions insisted on as a condition of the grant."
Thirdly, it ought to be made essential, as a condition of these schools receiving
furth er money from the State, that you should introduce into their management some
public representative e1ement. There are iu this country at the present moment
8,000 parishes in which the only school is a Church of England school. In those
p arishes the Nonconformists are compelled by Jaw to send their children to school,
ancl t here is no other place to send them than the clrnrch school. And yet the absolute control, sul>ject to the conscience clause, of the teaching and management of
those schools, and of the all-important question, the appointment of the teachers,
th e d etermination of what duties those teachers are to perform and subject to what
tenure they shall bold their offices-the absolute controi is in tho hands of irresponsible managers. I do not propose that we should destroy the denominational schools,
and, if we are not to destroy them, I agree that they must continue to be denominational in character. Bnt I am perfectly satisfied that if you can introduce into the
m anagement of these schools an element-and I nse the word advisedly-of representative management; if, for instance, the provision of this bill which allows a,
reasonable number of parents to demand separate religious instruction could be
al)-plied to this case, so that a reasonable number of parents might demand reprcsenta.tion on the board of managers, then a vast number of the abuses which at
present prevail and the grievances under which the rural ratepayers suffer would,
from the mere fact of th infusion of this l)Opnlar element, almost immedint.Aly disapp ear.

A s regards the religion instruction clause l\.fr . .Asquith said:
Th e principle which has go,,crned us hitherto in this matter has been this. "\Ve
h ave two sets of schools. First, tho board schools, entirely supported out of public
r esources, imperial and local. In those schools tho teaching of any religious formulary or catechism is absolutely prohibited. We have another class of schoolsd enomination schools-which are largely supported out of the public funds . Yet,
as in the view of the framers of the act of 1870, they were to continue to make substantial contributions of their own, they have given to them the power, while subject to a conscience clause, to teach any religious formulary they please. That is
t he compromise which bas worked for twenty-five years. What occasion is there to
d isturb itf This new clause, which professes to be framed in the interests of Nonc onformist parents in our villages, will, so far as those villages arc concerned, be an
absolute dead letter. I have never heard any demand pqt forward on the part of
those who are entitled to speak for those bodies for any such privilege as the bill
proposes to give them. And when wo know that in a l:trge number of these villages
the conscience clause itself is a dead letter, for reasons ,cry intelligible, but on
which I need not dwell, will it be snppose<l. that the parents of those children, who
clo not now claim for their children even the exemption allowed by the conscience
clause, are ,going to incur-an<l there is no disguising the fact that they would incura consideraule amount of odium and disfavor from those who control to a large
ex tent the fortunes of their daily lives, by claiming for their children their di stinctiv e religious teaching in church schools f
If this clause is to be taken advantage of at all it will be taken ad vantage of to
get rid of the Cowper-Temple clause in towns. As to that I will only say one word.
The religious teaching which is being given in our board schools is teaching which
to a l arge extent has been molded anu. approved by churchmen. The highest possi b le testimony has been borne to its value by not a few bishops of the church.
ED
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I reac1 a remarkablo passage in the speech of one of the most respected bishops, th~ ·
bishop of Durham, at Darlington., a day or two ago. He said he did not believe that
the power which was given by this clause woulcl be largely exercised. If the religious instruction given in the board schools was not all that was required, what
was wanting, he said, would be supplied elsewhere. He believed that the greater
completeness would be dearly purchased by the interference with the regular course
of tho school instruction.
What evidence is there, I ask, that the parents of the children for whom this
religi.ous instruction i~ provided are dissatisfied 6? This agitation is a clerical agitation. It is carried on for the most part by the most extreme members of the clergy
anc1 bya body of laymen who are more clerically minded than the clergy themselves.
I do not believe myself that the parents will be found to avail themselves of this
clause, but I can conceive that,. under the stimulus of a more or less fanatical propaganua, it may be possible to get together in some of our towns a sufficient number
of parents to make the demand. I ask tho House to consider, if the demand were
g-ranted, what its effect would be f w -hat would be its effect upon our local elections~
It will introduce int_Q them, with a vastly increased amount of bitterness than we
haYe before experienced, the element of sectarian strife. What will be its effect
upon religious life itselH It will destroy, or at any rate impair, its charities and
amenities. What will be its effect upon the children themselves f At present in
these board schools they are taught a form of religious teaching which has this
peculiari_ty, no doubt, that it consists mainly, if not entirely, of those facts and
principles upon which all the churches agree. If this clause were carried into effect
and worked upon a large scale, you woulcl have those children herded-if I may use
the word-into separate theological pens, brnnded and labeled with the na_mes of
their particular sects, anc1 tauo-ht under conditions which must compel them, if they
have fairly receptive minds, t~ attach more importance, not to those truths whic~
un1te, but to those things that divide. This is, I suppose, the legislative em?o.chment of the ina1ienable 1:igb.t of the parent to have his child taught in any religion
at tb.e l)U.blie expense. But where does this right come from f What is its origin f
"\There are its sanctionsf In what line ·of any act of Parliament is any trace of it
to be found f It is a metaphysical :figment of the newest and crudest character:
I am convin.ced that, as regards this clause, the good sense of the country and tho
parents of the children will repudiate it. But, if it is adopted, it will be found to
have a most deleterious and damaging effect upon the whole of our educational
work and of our civic life. I have endeavored to demonstrate step by step every
l)ranch of the general condemnatory proposition with which I started, and of which
tho amendment I am about to move is the only adequate parliamentary expression.
"\Ve arc well aware of the fate which awaits that amendment in the didsion lobby.
It will be rejectecl,. I have no doubt, by an overwllelming majority. But this is only
the -preliminary stage in
at is destined to be a stubborn and protracted campaign.
You can succeed, if you are ill advised enough to try the experiment, by the use of
Y?U."r ove1:bea.ring l)arliamentary majority, in placing this measure, with its absurdities and injustices, Ul)On the statute book. But be assured tllat if you do so you
are not settling, but you are opening, the controversy. IIolcliu g as we do, with a
grea~ a ~trength of conviction as it is possible for men to possess, tllat this bill if
ea.med mto law would create invidious inequalities· would embitter sectarian strife·
-would introduce friction and confusion over the wh~le area of our local go,ernmcnt;
an 'Wou\d l)ennanently deITTa.de the level of our system of national education, we
ar r{ < i\ to •ive to it e "ery
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regarcled as blemishes in the Government education bill, Mr. Chamberlain replied as follows:
4;(} PRINCES G.ARDENS, S. W., April' 19, 1896. ' ..,
8IB: I ain extremely obligecl to you for your letter of tho 16th. instant, with
the informatio.11 as to your views on the education bill of the Government. I am
desirous of learning what were the specfal objections ,,;hich your experience of educational matters led you. to entertain to the Government proposals, ::mcl I now proceed to offer some explanations which I hope may serve to, at all events, reduce the
number of points at issue.
In tho :first :place I must frankiy express my entire and absolate disagreement with
your genel'al accusation that tho whole t endency of the bill is to remove the direct
control of euucation from the people anu place it in the hands of irresponsible bodies.
On the contrary, I believe that the main result of this measure will be to give much
greater control to the people and to their direct re:prcsentatives over primary education, and especially to extend the local influence and interest in the subject. This
r esult will be secured by the decentralization, of which I am glad to see you approYe
as a principle, and I anticipate that when the bill becomes law there will be much
greater freedom than at present, and tho tendency to stereotype all education according to an official standanl will be checked in favor of local initiative and local
experience.
Coming now to the special objections taken by you, ] find myself unable to agree
with your first :point in regard to the constitution. of the new eclucational authority.
This authority will be a statutory committee elected by the town or county councils,
which are at present the most representative and :popular local l>odies in the boroughs an<1 ou.nties. A. majority of the new committee will be members of the council directly lccted by the :peo1">lo; the minority will be selected, as in the case of tho
fr o libr. ri s committe , for spe ial reasous, and because they are exceptionally qualified to deal with educational matters. They will be subject to the general instructions of the council, and will, no doubt1 report to it like other committees, so that
th.cir proceedings will be public and subject to popular criticism. aDd control. This
provision of tho bill is in accordance with the principles advocated by the Birmingham league in 1870. We then contended strenuously that the town councils should
betliecontrolling authority in regard to primary education, and we protested against
the creation of a new local authority, elected under the exceptional provision of the
cumulative vote, and therefore not likely to be in any true sense of the word representative of the ra.tepayers. I th.ink our predictions have been amply verified, and
that the school boards have, as a rule, under this exceptional arrangement, been coml)osecl of members who have represented sectarian differences and special views on
many subjects, but who have not in the true sense of the word l>een representative
of the general opinion of the constituency. Besides this, the interest taken in tho
election has always been less than that shown in parliamentary or municipal contests, and the board has generally been elected by the votes of a small proportion of
the electors. As a Liberal, therefore, I holcl now, as I did in 1870, that the town
councils and county councils in agricultural districts are much better qualified to
represent public opinion than the })resent school board authorities.
A.s regards your second and third objections, namely, the differentiation between
hoard and voluntary schools in the special aiu grant and absence of any proviso that
voluntary subscriptions shall at least retain their present level, I feel that there is
prima facie much to be said, and I have no doubt that these qnestioPs will receive
the fullest consideration in the committee on the bill.
Your fourth objection, namely, the subordination of existing school boards to
county councils, must stand or fall with your criticism as to the constitution of the
new education authority. If, as I hold, the new education authority is much more
representative than the existing school board, there can lie no possible objection to
giving it the slight control which is proviclell for in the l>ill. I do not hesitat to
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say for myself that I shoulcl be glad to ex.tencl the principle further---,-ev-en to the
extent of the full adoption of the policy of the old Birmingham league.
In regard to your l ast three objections, which concern the appointment of teachers, the requirement of extraneous duties as a condition of engage·m ent in denom. iirntion al schools, and the absence of a conscience clause in denominational training
colleges, I feel that they are ~ubjects for discussion in committee. At the same time
I ought to point out to you that the r aison d'etre of a denominational school is that
the religious teaching given should be, as far as permitted by the educational act,
under the control of the managers and subscribers of the school, and it would be
evidently inconsistent- with the continuecl existence of denominational schools at
all that their rights in this respect should be materially diminished. F0r reasons
which I publicly stated to my constituents five years ago in distributing prizes at
the Brookfields board school, I have been forcecl to the conclusion that it is neither
:practicable nor desirable to throw upon the ratepayers the whole expense of education now given in the voluntary schools of the country, and if this be granted it
would be improper to attempt to secure by a side wind what can not and ought not
to b e attempted by direct action. (Schoolmaster, April 25, 1896.)

The bill as already stated passed the second reading four weeks from
-the date of its presentation and entered upon committee stage. It soon
became apparent that the chief point of attack was not to be either the
limit of expenditure or the religious instruction clause, but the new local
authority. In fact, the hostile forces with whom no compromise was
possible were the 220 noncounty boroughs of the country. In the
second week of the committee stage the debate was still waging over
the first clause. At that time an amendment was moved by Sir A. K.
Rollit (Conservative) providing that "municipal boroughs as well as
county borougb..s sb..ould be local educational authorities." Though Sir
Jobn Gorst rejected the amendment it was accepted by Mr. Balfour as
regards boroughs having a population of over 20,000. This added at
least 45 educational centers to the 126 proposed in the bill a.s originally
drawn.
1\fr. Balfour was immediately confronted with the case of urban districts of over 20,000 inhabitants, but the amendment in their interest
was defe3:.ted. It developed at once that the Government majority had
dwindled from 267 to 74, and in the midst of inextricable confusion
Mr. Balfour announced first a limit of time for the further debate of the
bill and subsequently its postponement to January next. This action,
as already stated, was tantamount to abandoning the measure. The
bearingofM.r. "Rollit's amendment was clearlyexposed by Sir W. VernonHarcourt 1 in a speech on th~ withdrawal of the bill. After reviewing
it proposals aud the course of the debate Mr. Ilarcourt continued:
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of lforley, Lord Berries, Sir John Dorrington, Sir Richard Paget, Mr. Bill, Mr. Hob1.touse, Colonel Williams, ancl many others distinguished in the Tory party, and added
to these were tho clerks of the East Riding of Yorkshire, Leicestershire, Monmouthshire, Lancashire, Bedfordshire, East an(l West Sussex, Middlesex, and Shropshire.
They met together, and, with one exception, unanimously condemned this bill. The
vice-president of the council the other day pride(l himself upon the support which
he had received from Lancashire and from Sir John Hibbert. Sir John Hibbert, who
ought to have taken the chair at that meeting, was judiciously absent, and the clerk
to the Lancashire county council said: "The result of Mr. Balfour's concession would
be that in Lancashire a1one there would be as many as 46 educational authorities.
Only yesterday the technical instruction committee resolved that the change would
strike a serious blow at the administration of the technical instruction acts, and that
under those circumstances they considered that tho county council could not with
advantage undertake tho additional duties proposed to be conferred upon them in
regard to public elementary education ." That was tho repentance of the Lancashire county council, and that was their withdrawal of tho support which they had
previously given to the bill. And then the right honorable gentleman says it is we
who, by our factious opposition, have defeated this bill. What are the real facts of
the origin and disappearance of this bill I do not know whether we shall over really
learn. But things will leak out on these occasions, ancl I observe that at this meeting of the executive of the county councils of England n, gentleman who seems to
have known something about it-the honorable member for Somerset (Mr. Hobhouse )-is reported to have said: "The parliamentary committee of the association
of ounty councils drew up a. list of reasons why noncounty boronghs should not be
constituted scpara.te ducational authorities. These reasons were duly handed to
ir John Gorst, and appn.rcntly met with his approval, for his speech on Thursday
last ran xactly on the lines of those reasons. It was therefore greatly to his surprise that within half an hour of 'ir John Gorst having made his speech, and without
any opportunity ha,-.,,·ing been given to any representative of the county councils in
the House of Commons to speak against the amendment, the :first lord of the treasury
got up and made the concession which was so much deplored. Thero was no doubt
tlrnt the amendment was moved on other than purely educational grounds. Sir
.Albert Rollit had stated publicly that the boroughs would never rest content until
they had broken down tho line which was :fixed at a 1)0pulation of 50,000 by the act
of 1888, not only for educational but for all administrative purposes. t That was w bat
made the concession of such vital importance to nearly all county councils." * -Jf -Jf
1 The following analysis anu classificatio11 of English boroughs, with a pointed
statement as to the effect of Mr. Rollit's n,mendment, is taken from the Schoolmaster
of June 20, 1896:
"Under the bill there are 126 counties and county boroughs which would be compellecl to form education authorities. In our issue of 16th of May we gave a list of
the 64 county boroughs so affected. These we now reproduce:
"Barrow-in-Furness, Bath, Birkenhead, Birmingliam, Blackburn, Bolton, Bootle,
Bradford, Brighton, Bristol, Burnley, Bury, Canterb ury, Cardiff, Chester, Coventry,
Croydon, Derby, Devonport, Dudley, Exeter, Gateshead, Great Grimsby, Great Yarmouth, Gloucester, Halifax, Hanley, Hastings, Huddersfield, Ipswich, Kingston-onHul1, Leeds, Leicester, Lincoln, Liverpool, Manchester, Middlesbrough, Newcastleon-Tyne, Newport, Northampton, Norwich, Notting1rn,m, Oldham, Oxford, Plymouth,
Portsmouth, Preston, Reading, Rochdale, St. Helens, Salford, Sheffield, Southampton,
South Shields, Stockport, Sundt1rland, Swansea, Walsall, West Bromwich, West Ham,
Wigan, Wolverhampton, Worcester, York.
"We have compiled, from the Government return of school boards and school
attendance committees, lists showing tho municipal boroughs -which will be affected
b_y the acceptance of Sir A. K. Rollit's amendment. We :find that on the basis of
the 1891 census there will be 43 such boroughs -which will have to provide their own
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· "\Vo were determined to oppose what you called the vital principles of your bill,
because wo saw in it, as explained by members of your own cabinet, a deliberate
intention to wreck tho school boards of England; because we have been told in
Yiol nt ter~ by the prime minister and his bishops, and in violent terms by the
right honorable gentleman, that they hoped and expected that the result of 1.he hill
would be that school boa.rds would disappear. *
*
You hought that the school boards were unpopular with the nation and that yon
coulu trample upon them. That was the. spirit of the conferences at the foreign
office. That was the language which was held throughout the winter, and it was
upon that miscalculation that the bill was founded. You have discovered your mistake. You have discovered that not a-lone on this side of the House but upon your
own. side o~ the House your attempts on the life of the school boards of the country
ha.Ye met with repugnanc~ a-ncl with opposition. Now, those, in my opinion, n.re
the main grounds which have destroyed this bill. "\Ve have nothing to regret in the
part we have taken in making clear to the country and the House what has been
tho true object and what has been the true character of this bill. This bill has
education authority . Of course, if 1896 census returns should be used (as we presu~e will be the case, seeing thaf the bill is now apparently to be hung up t ill next
year), the list will have to be- considerably augmented. We have, in a few cases
only, included school districts, ancl these only because in some cases some of the
constituent boroughs probably contain over 20,000 rnhabitants.

"Municipal bm·ouglts of ove1· 20,000 trhich possess school boards.
".A.shton-under-::L
. yne, Bacup, Barnsley, Batley, Brighouse, Burslem, Burton-on·
Trent, Carlisle, Chesterfield, Colchester, Darlington, Darwen, Dewsbury, Folkestone,
Gravesend, Hartlepool, Jarrow, Keighley, Kidderminster, Lancaster, Longton, Lowes,
toft, Luton, Macclesfield, Maidstone, Morley (Staffs), Nelson, Rawtenstall, Rochester,
Rothe1:ham, Royal Leamington Spa, Scarborough 7 Shrewsbury, Stafford, Stalybridge,
Stockton-on-Tees, Stoke-on-Trent, Tynemouth, Wakefield, Wec1nes bury, West Hartlepool, Widnes (Lanes), Workington.
"But besides the above 43 municipal boroughs there are 7 whose population in
1891 was very nearly 20,000, and which by this time will be able to claim t~ come
under this clause of the bill and form their own education authorities; and no doubt
this number will have to be considerably augmented when the 1896 census is considered as the basis of calculation. Sir J. Gorst, on Thursday week, in reply to Mr.
J. Samuel, said that between the present time a,ll(l the report sta1e h e would consider
the question whether boroughs uncler 20,000 on subsequently reaching that figure
would automatically l>ecomo independent educational :1uthorities.
"Municipal boroughs of nea,.Zy 20,000 which possess school boards.

"Barustal_)1e, Ilke.<iton, Loughborough, 1fargat~, Tcwcastle-uncler-Lyme, Pemb1:0ke, Salis1nn:y.
"We ha-vein tb.e next -place compiled a list which shows that there are 32 municipal boroughs of o,er 20,000 inhabitants which, though not possessing school boards,
have attendance committees. These boroughs wouhl under the amendment which
we are considering have to form education authorities under the act.

"

r 14 l,orougbs without chool b oards hut with
e
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failed because it was introduced without due consideration of the operation of the
change which you proposed to effect. It has failecl because o,en your own party was
not U11ited upon it. It has failed because it has been conducted under a mandate
from the Ilouse of Lords. It has been conducted under the instructions of those who
knew nothing of the real feeling of the nation and who knew nothing of tho real
sentiments of its representatives. That i s one of the main causes of tho failure of
this bill. It has failed because it was conceived in the interests of a party and for
the promotion of the objects of a sect. If yon will abandon these sources of weakness in the coming year; if you will come forward with a measure for the education
of tho people which is framed not in the interests of a party, not to fulfill the
objects of a sect, then you will find from us no obstructive opposition. We have
declared, and wo are willing to show, that in any fair bill, not conceived in tho
spirit I have <lescribed, elementary education may be made a nonparty measure. If
it is brought forward not with tho object of destroying tho school boards of Euglau<l, but of assisting upon fair terms those schools which might bo assisted-if it is
a fair bill for tho promotion of tho education of tho people-then it will be a bill
less tban 20,000. Some of them must by this time far exceed 20,000 in population,
as the 1896 census will doubtless show.
"Municipal boro1t9hs of nearly 20,000 with 110 school boards, but with attendance
committees.

"Ban1mry, Berwick-on-Tweed, Bury St. Edmun<ls, Grantham, lfaslingden (Laucs.),
King. ynn, Mansuelcl, Mossley (Lanes.), Poolo, Taunton, Weymouth, Winchester,
Worthing, \Vhit haven.
",vith r garcl to urban districts, Mr. Balfour last Thursday week, in reply to somo
remarks by Mr. Asquith, sai<l. that with regard to the question as to whether urban
di tricts of over 20,000 inhabitants shoultl havo tho power of forming their own education autboritic , h would like to consider the question and give his decision at a
later stage of tho bill. This question was, however, reached on Monday night on an
amendment by Mr. . Evans to the effect that' the education authority which under
clause 1 was to be given to boroughs of 20,000 inhabitants should be extended to
urban districts.' This was defeated by 265 to 143.
"Tho res.ult, then, of tho acceptance of Sir A. K. Rollit's amendment will be that
to the 126 counties and county boroughs which have under the bill to form education authorities must be added 43 mnnicipal boroughs with school boards and 32
municipal boroughs with attendance committees. To these will most likely have to
be put 7 and. 15 other municipal boroughs as soon as they reach 20,000 (and many of
them have probably done that by this time); so that tho number goes up almost at
once from 126 to 222.
'' This means an enormous increase in costly and cluplicated machinery, possibly
in new inspectors, in new cod.cs of instruction, and certainly in elaborate official
staffing and establishment charges.''
'l'he growth of urban populations in England must be tak n into account in any consideration of the political influence of towns. The tofal urb::m population in 1891 was
20,802,770, or 71.7 per cent of the entire population. The ratio of increase in urban
population in the decade 1881-1891 was 15.3 per cent, as against an increase of 3.4 per
cent for the rural population. From an analysis of the detailed statistics it appears
that 22 per cent of tbe population ofl.,ngland and Wales live in G towns of upward of
250,000 inhabitants; 31.Gper cent (in 188129.6 per cent) in 24 (in 1881, 20) towns of over
100,000 inhabitants; 4.0.6 per cent in 62 towns of over 50,000 inhabitants, 53.2 per cent
in 182 towns of over 20,000 inhabitants, and 17,826,347, or 61.5 per cent, in 338 towns
of over 10,000 inhabitants. In 188114,626,131, or u6.3 per cent, of tho whole population, lived in 303 towns of over 10,000 inhabitants. (Statesmen's Yearbook, 1896.)
It should lJe add.eel that the word "town" is here used in rather a loose sense, comprising districts of concentrated population rather t han having reganl to a particnlar
form of local go,-ernment.
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which will not disa,ppear as this bill has disappeared under the force of public discussion, but will be a bill which may make a permanent settlement of the greatest
aim to which the House of Commons can direct its attention- namely, tb.e education
of the people. [Schoolmaster, June 27, 1896, pages 1163-1165.J

Outside of Parliament the discussion of the measure was -vigorously
maintained. Among many articles in the leading English periodicals
none carried greater weight than that from the pen of Sir Lyulph Stanley, one of the notable leaders of the public-school movement, and long
identified with the progressive party of the London school bo8!rd. His
review of the bill is here re1)rodu·c ed, with slight omissions:
Tho proposals now b efore the country in the education bill of the Government do
not err in tho direction of moderation. Not content with propounding a scheme for
tho organization on a public basis of secondary education, the GoYernment invites
us to revolutionize our elementary system and to reverse the whole policy of the
act of 1870. Hitherto we have been accustomed to suppose that when important
institutions had been established, and had built up roull(1 them an elaborate ~nd
working system, changes proposed would only affect details, and that conservatism
in this country would respect past legislation and not assume the reactionary aspect
of the continental counter revolution. It is unfortunate that the present Government, although it.is supposed to represent the alliance of moderate Liberalism with
Cons·ervative defense of the constitution bas utterly disregarded more prudent counsels, and. has pr9poundec1 a scheme which may be satisfactory to those clerical for?es
which can not bear to see popular education slipping out of their grasp, and which
will also please those who resent the expansion of popular instruction, and who
would far rathe-r see public money spent on military preparaitions and relief to land owners than in the improved education of the people.
It ma-y be difficult to ex1_)lain how the ]?resent bill will work if it should beco~e
law. 'But tb.ere can be no doubt that it will severely hamper the growth of pul>hc
education and- place its development under the control of the absolutely noneducat.ional forces of local self-government. It establishes differential taxation in favor of
private sectarian management, anc1 discourages local effort by withholding public
aicl where local contribution is largest. It subsidizes voluntary schools out of th6
rates without giving the ratepayers a voice in their management, and, under the pretense of doing away with a too minute system of public aid, it does much to supersede all central direction and organization, which for years to come 11111,st be one of
the guaranties of progress.
So far as it introduces a local controlling financial power, that power is to be use_d
not for the purpose of compelling remote and ignorant local bodies to improve their
teaching, but for the purpose of hampering progressive local bodies.
It exposes the botly which is to direct secondary education to all the drawbacks
t'hat must result from associating it ""ith the controversies and feuds which characterizf' the politics pertaining to elementary schools, and it fails to evolve any ord~r
from the present chaos by omitting to orga.nize throughout the country local authorities of suitable area which shall at once be invested with the necessary power to do
in all cases what can now be done by school boards where they exist .
. Wbilei:ecognizing the unsatisfactory character of the parochial school board area,
1. d.~Sno~ iu 1:eality supersede)t, but, so far as it provides a new area, rushes into
the 0 Pll 0 1 e :reme and. gives us an authority which while suital)le as to area for
co nd ~r! clu.: ion, i ~a:r too 1arge for the :purpo es of elementary education. In
1 15
:no~'
t a bill
ba mi l)tinciples and s ential details that no recognition of
1
0 1
fault do not admit of being corrected in commj ttea
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Let us first examine the bill as it beara upon elementary ouucation.
It creates a new authority, the county council. This county council becomes, outside of municipal boroughs, through its education committee, tho school board of
the future, wherever school boards do not now exist. In municipal boroughs, other
than county boroughs, tho town council will in future become tho school board. But
existing school boards will leatl a precarious life. They will apparently pass rapidly
through a transition .such as Macla.gascar has experienced, passing through dependence uncler a protectorate to extinction and absorption in tho direct domain of the
new authority .
Tho county council is to n.ct through a committee. But apparently, except in tho
case of "'\Va1es and London, the county COUllCil has a fre e hand; it may or may not
ap:point outsiders, but probably tho education committee must be a 11ortion and not
tbe who1e of the county council.
Thus we pass at once from a body elected for educational purposes to a body elected
for noneducational purposes. Everyone knows that munfoipal contests, and still
more elections to rural county councils, do not turn at all 011 cc.ucational questions,
and it is very unlikeTy that tho addition of educational functions to the existing
duties of a county council will materially modify tho considerations which will lead
candidates to present themselves as electors to vote. If the election of school
boards rel1uired modification by tho bolition of tho cumulatiYo vote, the :periodic
replacement of the members and the enlargement of the area, these changes could
have been brought about without the abolition of school boards in 1winciple, which
is rca11y tho purpose ::m d effect of this bill.
Again, the area for elementary school government shoulu. certainly not bo so
largo as th couuty. The r,arish is undoubteuly too small, though the commune is the
usual unit on the Continent, where public education has been organizcu long before
England. , till it must be admitted that the parochial area, both for administration
and for tho incidence of taxation, is on many grounds insufficient for producing tho
best educational results. Tho area, 110wever, of the district council would havo been
suf1:iciont, and would have enabled us to secure (1) a sufficient number of competent
representatives; (2) an area not too largo for tho members of the board to have some
personal knowledge of the whole of their district; (3) a sufficient number of schools
to educate the board by a comparison of their respective cfficiency-antl this is a
most important consideration; (4) an area of taxation which woulu correct tho
undue press ure in any particular part, and would enable the board to deal fairly
with the needs of the whole oftbo district.
The present bill, however, proposes an organization which can only be described
as ludicrous. The county council, say of Devonshire or Norfo1k, becomes, through
its education committee, tho potential school board for Devonshire or Norfolk. If
hereafter any new parochial school board is needed, the county council committee
will almost inevitably become the school board; it may also, an<l probably will,
take over tho funutions of many existing school boards, and becomes the school
attendance committee for all parts of the county not included in rounicipal boroughs
or school board areas. Nevertheless, the charge of enfo1·cing school attendance is
not to be defrayed by a genera1 charge over the portions of the county under the
administration of the county committee, but is apparently to be met by special
rates levied in tho respective poor-law unions or portions of :poor-law unions.
So, too, the school board rate levied by the new county n.uthoritywill be separato for
each :parochial school board area, and separa.te accounts will have to be kept, and
the county authority will have j;o sit for a quarter of an hour a.s tho school board for
Black Acre, then as the school board for White Acre, for Bishop's Stoke, for King's
Stoke, and Earl's Stoke, ancl a.ll the successive parishes it will have to administer.
There is apparently power for the county authority, if it p1eases, to convert these
special rates into one general ra.te leviable in the parishes for which it acts as a
school board (section 11), but prima facie the rates are to b e separate.
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Tho impottance of this question of the rate is apparent when we remember another ,
important new provision of the bill, that the county council is to restrain the spend- ,
ing power of the school boards. ·
· J
If the maintenance rate in a clistrict exceeds £1 a head, where it has not already
clone so, the school board must get the leave of the county council to spend more.
Let it be noted that, so anxious is the bill to cripple education, this supervising
power is not given to the n ew county education authority, which will be, in time,
more or less familiar _with the needs of education; it is given to the county council
itself, in which all tho members, who care nothing for education, and who have
not wtshed to join the education committee, will vote.
Nay, more. So anxious are the authors of the bill to keep down education that
it is actually provided in the case of an urba,n sanitary district, not a borough, and
conterminous with a parish, that whereas the education committee of the county
council will be the school board for the district, the authority whose leave must be
obtained before the cost of maintenance from the rates exceeds £1 a head will be the
local board and not the county council. Anyone who knows the type of speculatiYe builder :1nd others who frequently form a local board will know what readiness
they will show to consent to taxation for education. Moreover, their instincts of
local patriotism will be enlisted against their new school board. Fancy a populous
urban parish in Lancashire of some 20,000 inhabitants whose schools are administered by the county education committee of Lancashire. That county education
committee will plan the schools, dete1·mine their site, fix the number and scale of
salaries of teachers,-and generally make all the rules for the administration of the
schools. On. that education board probably not one resident from the town in question will have a seat, and yet, subject to the £1 limit for expenditure from the rates
in maintenance, this external bouy "ill have the whole government of the schools.
Is this local governmenU Is it not rather a caricature of local government°/
·whero is to be found the natural correlation of taxation and representation!
Another hard.shil? i..s that the governing body will be largely, even prepondcratingly,
elected. by those who contribute nothing to this or any school board. In man_ycouuties ofEnglancl the bulk of the rural population who elect the county council
are not in school board areas. Let the area of existing school boards be extended
by n.11 means, but let the new area which furnishes the new governing body be an
~rea sharing tho burdens, and therefore equally responsible in feeling with the old
restricted area.
No doubt some element of local management is preserved by clause 10, which enac~s
that in a rural parish half the managers shall be nominated 1,y the parish council
and half by the county education authority. But this clause itself is full of absurdities. It says that the county council shall deleO'ate their powers of control and
management; but who shall say how much this m:ans 1 Does it mean the appointment and dismissal of teachers~ This seems hardly c~nsisten t with the a.ct of 1873.
l-.foreover, section 15 of the act of 1870 is incorporated, which gives the school board
1> 0 wer to dismiss the managers. Is one body to appoint and another to dismiss
A.t
any rate, management can not include settling the salaries and numbers of the staff
or any general rules as to (1ualifi.cations which the county school board m::iy draw
up .. T~e clause would open the door to endless opportunities of friction and conflict.
Agarn, 111 a county borough the education committee is to nominate the managers;
but in. any other borough, while an education committee must b appointed to act
~or the 1Jo_rough council, yet the horough council and not the educa.tion committee
18 to nommato the ma
· an urban district
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·
· also ni schoo1 uis
., · t n·ct
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Let us pass for a moment from the county council education committee as an administrative body charged with the local supply of elementa1·y education to its functions
as a superintending body over local elementary education, intrusted by the Government with the administration ·of the parliamentary grant and tho inspection of
schools. Here everything is vague, but in this vagueness all kinds of serious possibilities are latent. Surely in the first place it is unsatisfactory that the spending
and tho supervising authorities should be the same. In the•North Riding of Yo1·kshiro the educational committee of tho county council may be inspecting ti.Jo school
boards of Scarborough, Whitby, Thornaby, and other popular centers, and at the
same time they may themselves be the school board for little towns like Thirsk,
Malton, Northallerton, Pickering. Is it desirable that a body which is itself administering, and probably on a sma.ller scale and with less experience, should superintend
ancl ultimately control the education of substantial towns i
Again, ta.ke the county boroughs. Is there any reason to suppose that tho town
council of Middlesbrough or of York is more :fit to make rules under which the science
and art and other grants of those towns shall be administered than the school boards
of the same townsf Tako Ilull, a town where the school board has worked at the
lowest cost possible, and yet has done much in its higher grade schools for improving
popular education. What has the town council of Hull done that it should be thought
more fit to represent tho interests of tho ratepayers and tho interests of educaition
than the school board of Hull, equally elected by the people Y
Those concerned in education locally will be glau to see more intellectual light
introduced in high places nt Whitehall a.nu Sonth Kensington, but they may be
excused i£ they doubt whether tho twilight of tho education department is not bettor
than tho outer darkness of such county boroughs as Wigan, or Stockport, or Birkenheacl, or 'antcrbury. The zeal of a convert is proverbial; but tho vice-president
had better pause before be adores that which he used to burn and burns that which
he used to wor hiJJ.
·
ir John Gorst, in his panic at the ovcrminuto supervision of tho education
del'artment: makes a ca,lculation that there are 32,000,000 blank spaces which havo
to bo looked into by his officials. In their enumeration they ha vc omitted one blank
spaco so vast that it :figures as a Sahara in the map of their intelligence-the blank
failure to understand that it has for years been in tho power of the department to
simplify without abdicating; to rely more, as they are beginning now to clo, on
inspection ra thor than detailed examination in determining tho goodness of a school;
to develop real local responsible educational authorities instead of relying on irre- ·
sponsible volunteers, whose object, ::wowed by themselves, is not educational but
denominational, whose first wish is not to create capable citizens, but devout and
submissive Anglicans and Romanists; not to secure a schoolmaster who sha11 perform an honorable, though humble, function for the whole community, but to obtain
the unpaid services of an organist, Sunday-school teacher, and general ecclesiastical
and parochial factotum . It is tho pampering and preserving of a State-aided system
under private, irresponsible mauagement which has natumlly led to the mechanical
methods of the education department.
It may be necessary to point to one or two provisions of the bill in order to justify
the statement that it not only aims at the subordination, but at tho extinction, of
school boards.
/
(1) Henceforwaru. there can hardly be any rural school boards. f ection 6 makes
it almost certain that in fntnre the county council will become the school board in
rural areas. But section 6 seemingly makes it more clifficult at onco to call a school
board into existence. Hitherto, where the school of a villa.go was closed, tho education department could, without notice, at once order tllo formation of a board.
Section G seems in all cases to require the long routine of preliminary notices. The
object of this, of crmr e, is to do all that can be dono to perpetuate clerical management and to prevent the people from managing their own schools.
Section 7 makes it impossible hereafter in any borough to hav an inclepondont
school board.
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Section 8 is to facilitate the extinction of school boards by the transfer of their
schools to the new authority. But that there may be no mistake as to the real
object of tho bill, which is to prevent the extension of public management and to
maintain and extend if possible private clerical management, these new county
authorities are not made at once school boards for the purpose of taking over existing schools. Under sul)section 2 of section 8 it is only after the necessary steps
ha;vo been taken for the formation of a school board in any district that the new
county authority can take over a public elementary school under section 23 of the
education act of 1870. If_there had been a real wish to simplify and to secure what
the fr:1mers of the bill must be supposed· to wish-the establishment everywhere of
a 11roper local educational authority-the new county authority would have been
declared to be the school board for all those portions of the county not already
uhcler school boards. Subsection 3 of section 8 does not make the county education
authority the school board for its district-that is, for the county as a whole-but
only for the distrtct; that is, the district in which the school proposed to be transferred is situated.
Again, section 9 provides that where the education department ueclares a school
board in default, or declares that any school board has not properly performed any
of its duties under the education acts, the education department may constitute
the county education authority the school board. Was ever such arbitrary power
bestowed on a department of state; practically on a vice-president of the council?
If the school board for London is at variance with the department; if, to take an
extreme instance, the school boa.rel for London in any one of its 400 schools, in any
one of its 1,200 departments, has not, in the opinion of the department, properly performed its duties, which include minute observance of any one article of the code,
the education department may, by met_e administrative edict, put an end to the
school board. If this were law, the school boards of the country would live with
the sword of Dam~clcs suspended over their heads. Since James II arbitrarily used
corrupt an~ su1)ser-vient judges to crush municipal liberty there has never been so
sweel)ing a l)TOl)osal. And even James's subservient judges were obliged to use the
forms of law; but Sir John Gorst, armed with a little brief authority, proposes to
hold the school boards of the country in the hollow of his hand. Such a regime is
fitter for the meridian of Moscow than that of Lon,lon; and can it be believed that
Parliament will so treat recognized legal representative bodies, the chief compla.int
a,gainst whom is that they have clone their work so well that denominational zeal
can not compete with them~
Again, as evidenco of the hostile attitude towanl school boards, consider subsection 3 of section 12:
"Tho education department, on tho application of the education authority, or of
a school board, may, if they think fit, make an order transferring to the education
authority for any county any school or department of a school within the county,
maintained by a school b_oard, and providing education which, iu the opinion of the
education de-partment, is other than elementary."
Here, too, schools the property of a school boanl may be taken a way from the
existing owners against their will. The words aro not "011 the application of the
euucation a.uthority and of tho school board," but either body may apply. There
does not a.1rpear to be in the bill any clall8e compelling the now authority to continue
to maintain such a school after it has been transferred.
ot only may the education
uel_)a.rtm n rob the school board of a school, it may even rob jt of a department of
a. school. There is <> legal protection of a school boar<l. in auy definition of what is
el m ntary.
\ice

~ io~ ~t lefine au lorn ntary school as one in which the main
ion 1 1 mcntary, thnsrccognizingthat :1part of the instruction
n ·l m ·n ar · · lf all th ·ork in the standards be considered el&od 1n ill
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the-stan<lards are still recognized, an<l the school receives the Parlia,mentary grant
for them.
The free education act extended the age up to which the Parliamentary fee grant
was to bo paid to 15. This limit was granted at the instance, among others, of Mr.
Chamberlain, who pleaded for tho encouragement of the advanced instruction given
in some schools. No doubt a technicality of the act, resulting from an amenument
put in in the House of Lords, has 11revented the full benefit being reaped from this
enactment, but the hindrance was not intended or seen by the Government when
they accepted the amendment, and they are honorably bound, and certainly Mr.
Chamberlain is honorably bound, not to permit new legislation to recedo from the
principles recognize(1 in the 1891. It can not be too much insisted on that classes
beyond the standards which enable parents who are willing to keep their children
at school up to 14. or 15 are not in any proper sense a part of secondary education,
but merely a continuation and completion of primary oduca,tion. The Biirger
Schulen of Germany, which are elementary schools,. give in their upper classes an
e<lucation fully equal to what would bo given in the best English elementary schools
to tho ox-VII scholars. In France, besides the Ecoles primaries superieures there
are tho "classes supplcmentaires" in many ordinary primary schools. In England
the growth of higher grado or upper standard schools has been recognized as supplying a want. These schools were approved by the majority of Lorc1 Cross 1s commission. Sir W, IIart Dyke spoke warmly in their favor l)efore the commission on
secondary cc1ucation, and warned Sir John Gorst against withdrawing them from
the school bon,rds in the <lebate on tho first reading of the bill. under consideration.
Thoso schools a,ro yea,r by yoar furnishing a better preparation for our pupil teachers,
whom Sir John Gorst r,rofesses his wish to improve, ancl whoso apprenticeship the
new co<le proposes to shorten. If an attempt were mado to dissociato these classes
from tho elementary schools, out of which they have sprung, tho result would be
that tho great ma s of the scholars who now prolong their schooling woul<l cut short
their educa.tion. They wonld not go to secondary schools, where they would
encounter higher fees, in some cases social inconveniences, and in all cases the inconvenience of a break in the course of their studies. Leaving, as most of them do, at
14 or 14f, they would be presented with a truncated fragment of a new course of
studies. Their ignorance of foreign languages would lead to their being placed in
a class lower than they might be fit for on other accounts, and we should see a, serious injury clono to our elementary schools by their decapitation. Some. of the
teachers of the less good secondary schools aro especially jealous of these upper
standard board schools, and arc anxious to keep down the elementary school IP-st its
superior teaching efficiency shoul<l outweigh the social prestige on which these secondary teachers now rely for recruiting their scholara.
But the :figures of tho oc1ucation de1.rnrtment show that there has been no material
increase in the age of scholars in the elementary schools; the proportion between 13
and 14 and over 14 to tho whole of tho population is almost constant. The improvement has come in the numbers between 11 an<l 12. These formerly were slipping
away from school, owing to lax by-faws and low stanuards of oxemption; but now
the schools are stronger, not in the scholars who have passed an the standards and
who are over 13, but in the scholars in the V, VI, and VII standards a.n<l those b etween
11 and 13. * '* *
·where such an animus against school boards and in favor of private management
and of denominational schools is manifest throughout the bill, it is natural that we
should view with great suspicion tho oxtreme vagueness with which the bill is
drawn.
Section 2 is absolutely unmeaning as a definite operative enactment, but it suggests
a, bias to those who a,re to administer the act if it becomes law. "It shall be the
duty of the education authority to snpplemeut and not to supplant such existing
organizations for educational purposes as for the time being supply efficient instruction." ,ve are all familiar with this passa,ge, quoted from the debates of 1870. We
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know that the great powers conferred upon school boards wero thought by Mr.
Forster consistent with that statement. We know that he l ooke(l forward to the
peaceful extension of school boards and the ultimate substitution of public for private
management throughout the country. We kRow, too, how, though voluntary schools \
ha.Yo doubled their accommodation and attendance since 1870, though theyhave
1
been relieved of one obligation after another, though their contribu.tions represent 1
an insignificant part of the cost and in many cases have entirely disappeared, yet
they go on repeating this phrase as if the practical working of the act of 1870 h.a.d ,
been ni violation of this pledge; and now, with every private interest fortified by
this pl:1titude, encouraged to go to the education department to oppose u,11 progressive education, we can but consider the insertion of these words thoroughly mischievous. * * *
It is a singular- mark of the spirit in which this bill has been drawn that none of
the securities of the education act or- of the technical education act aro introduced
in.to these proposu,ls for the orgainization and public pecuniary support of secondniry
schools. A.nd the absence of these securities makes the enactment of section 13 (1)
tho more dangerons:, :for by that section. a local education authority may be forced to
aicl any school, however extreme in character, however unsuited to the locality; and
under section 2 that s-chool so aided ma,y claim to keep out a more suitable school,
even though the community desires it.
It should be remembered that in this hill for the first time there is a discrimination in public grants avowedly :4ostile to school boards. All voluntary schools are 1
to receive an additional 4 shillings a. he.ad;. a very small number of board schools_a11e
1
to receive a. simila.r n,id, :mcl from that is to be deducted the aid they now _re_ceiv~. 1
1
About 125 school boarcls would be eligible to receive the special grant, and it 1s ev - 1
dent that t ho total grant intended to be given to school boards is trilling, sinco the.
voluntary schools woul<.l Ieceive about £470,000, and the total new grant is _calculated at £500,000. A. few considerations will show how unjust_and wasteful th1s new \
gTant is.
,
First of a.11, it is supposed to relieve local necessity. The words of the bill are,
, "for schools requiring SJ_)eciail aid." Yet all voluntary schoois are to receive it, no
matter what their circumstances. There aro more than a thousand voluntary schools
with no voluntary subscriptions, and yet no obligation of any local effort is imposed
before making this new contrilmtion. In school-board districts there is a distinct
security. There the n.ew grant can only be paid in one of two cases: (1) ·where a
rate of 3 penco in the pound yields less than 7 shillings and 6 pence a head on the
average attendance; (2) in small parishes, where a rate of 3 pence yields less than
£20. If it is desirable to help poor districts still furth11r, let the same rule be
applied to voluntary schools-let them be required to show that thoy have rai ed 7
shillings and 6 pence a head by voluntary subscriptions, or that they have raised
such a sum lly voluntary subscription as a 3-penny rate would yield. If this were
done it would at any rate be shown that the intention of the bill is to a.id local
effort. A.gain, this grant is to be paid to schools l evying fees on the scholars. It is
cl:ar tba~ the managers a;re not entitled to get further public aid where thoy contn~ute l_ittle o: nothing, and continue to exact fees from the p arents. The way in
~:ich difficulties are thrown in tho way of parents desiring free education, both by
0 de1>artment and by local m::marrer , shows that the fre e education act has by no
means been made as effectiYe a it should be.
Tu~ depa.rtmcnt reckons accommo ation as available in Roman Catholic schools
an
oola here. . iilu·rng , qu1pmeut,
'
unl 1n
and teaching are most unsnita.blc, an d
1111?g oh rn th ir childr n forced into the e schools, and po ll ren
c\i ta cc ft:om home, it i said that they must continue to pay
man free cllooling in the school most convenient
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Why should the school board for London or Leeds or Liverpool be called on to
satisfy the town council or county council that tho requirements of education require
increased expenditure f The school board is electecl by the same persons; but at the
election of the school board the electors had definitely before them tho fact that they
were choosing those who should manage their schools.
It is extremely probable that in the extreme desire to profess economy which characterizes most municipal bodies, and having regard to theJ>rominent place that the
rato of expenditure occupies in tho <.liscussions at municipal elections, a town council
will always seek to get forgiveness and oblivion for any sins it may have committed
by parading the fact that it has refused permission to the school board to spend
l)eyond its limit. Suppose it were the other way, and any special expenditure on
parks, recreation grounds, public baths, electric lighting, or any of tho various forms
of expenditure which arise in municipal life were submitted to the school board for
approval! The proposal would be ridiculous, but not more riuiculous than to let
theso local authorities, engrossed in sewage and paving, judge of the propriety of an
expenditure which sets pupil teachers free from teaching during half their time in
order that they may have more time for study.
If reason and precedent were to determine political questions, this ensbvement of
mind to matter would not move our apprehension; but the danger is serious, in the
face of the large majority which the country, to sn;ve its political unity, gave to Lorcl
Salisbury, and which ho ancl tho Duke of Devonshire seem about to use as frauuulent
trustees for au alien 1mrpose; in face also of tho certain action of tho mass of the Irish
members, who have already destroyed the Liberal l)arty, who have gone near to
destroying the Parliamentary constitution of our country, auu who now, in alliance
with clerical Anglicans and an who hate tho growth of education, bid fair to destroy
the sy:tom f public school management which was slowly making its way in tho
country antl was fatal to their xclusive claims. , o dangerous a conspiracy against
freedom and light may win, hut not, it is hopeu, till every trno Liberal has fought
his utmost in opposition, and not without leaving an earnest and intense determination to keep on rousing the nation till they shall realize what it means to leave to
privato ancl irresponsible hands the education of their children, which should be
their :first duty ancl .under their direct control.
There aro somo other points tltat need noticing in the bilJ, equally bau in principle,
equally impractical in application.
As to the rating of schools. Henceforward tho rates on all schools are to be paid
by the overseers in rural nonschool-board districts out of tho union rate; in schoolboard districts from the school-board area. Tlms, the inhabitants of a school-boarc.l
parish will pay the rates for the benefit of the whole union. The nonschool-bo::ml
parishes win have their school directly sub~idiznd from tho rates of the union, to
which parishes having a board school will pay in addition to the rate on their own
schools. At present voluntary schools are generally rated at nominal sums, but they
will now get substantial aid from the ratepayers. This will certainly be an additional reason why the ratepayers should be represented on tho management.
In London rates will continue to be paid on board schools and levied over the
whole area of London; ap.d similarly the whole area of London win pay tho local
rates on the church schools. No precaution is even taken that tho schools whoso
rates are paid are held in trust for public education, or that rent is not received for
them. * * *
There is another equally wild and wasteful proposal in section 26-that guardians
may contribute to the expense of providing, enlarging, or maintaining a school if
the expense has been i.icurrecl wholly or pfnt]y on account of cliildren sent from n,
workhouse or boarded out. If there is neetl of further school accommodation in a
district where the workhouse is situate, whether from tho closing of a workhouse
school or from any other cause, a school boarcl can be, and by law shoulcl be, formed,
and the workhouse will be rated and the property in tho parish will be rated. No
doubt it might be well to make the poor-law union the area for school-hon.rel purposes,
in which case the whole area benefiting wonlcl contribute.
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nu e would enable guardians in a large town to pay for enlarging or
s hool in some pa.rish where they board out children. But a year afterlocal committee may break up, tho boarded-out chilllren may be trans£ lT d l wh r , a.nd yet the guardians may have permanently contributed to the
nlar(Y' m nt of this school which they will no longer use. Or Dr. Barnado may
·o I? d wn anL1 outbid tho guardians ::md capture all the houses which they used
t n · an l so, too, they mn.y lose the benefit of the school to which they will have
ntribut c.1. Tho further power for guardians to subscribe to the maintenance of
n ha school i also most objectionable, and raises n.t once the question of rate aid
f r tho maintenance of privately managed schools. This clause, like nearly every
cln.us in the bill, is full of reckless legislation, drawn apparently by those who had
one aim, and one only, in view-how to subsidize and prop up private schools, how
to stor any fnrt,her school boards, and snppress those that exist.
In reference to tho n.udit of voluntary school accounts clause _5 provides at last for
what has been long required. Security shoulcl.also be taken, in accordance with t~e
act of 1870, for full publicity of all school reports and accounts. The recent restriction on l)Ublicity introclucecl by the new code shows that the education department
is ready to take away the right of access to these reports which now exists. Moreover, in dealing with voluntary schools greater care will have to be taken to ~ut
do-wn the ,arious forms of fraud now practiced, and which, when the education
<.lepartment detects, it does not take any- adequate steps to punish. Thus, receipts
a,ro sometimes given for more salary than has been received; to balance this~ fi~titious subscription is entered, and so the school gets credit for a larger subscription
and so has defeated the restrictions of the 17s. 6d. limit. ,,. '" .,.
The new county authority is to have the power to aill training colleges. Nothing
is more deplorable than the v>7ay in which the education uepartment ever since 1870
has shirked the important duty of seeing that there was 1Hovided an adequate sup-ply of properly trained teachers to meet the enormous growth of our elementary
schools. But th.e jeu.lousy of denominational training colleges still stopped the way,
and it is only q_uito recently that some slight addition has been made by me~ns of
day colleges· associated with local university colleges. vVe want at least tw1co_ as
much training college provision as we have now to get back even to the proportion
oftra.ined teachers that existed before 1870. But, in addition to certificated teachers, our schools are floodecl with ex-pupil teachers and women over 18, of whom a
very experienced inspector said that the only educational qualification which they
certainly possessed was that of being over 18.
'\Vhat is needed is that the new authorities for hicrher
education should be enabled
0
not only to aid but to establish training colleges. Probably two or three county
authorities should combine for this purpose, as a good college requires a sufficient
number of students. It is to be hoped that, when there are more opportunities of
training, the course may be lengtheuecl to three years.
Section 19 fixes the maximum national contribution in each school to elementary
education in. future.
It may be noticed. tha.t this is slightly below what a good school shoulcl receive
now, apart from any grunt for specific subjects or for pupil teachers.
Thus, no school started hereafter can get more than 20 shillings for senior scholar
auc1. 17 shillino-s for infant scholars. At present a good senior department easily gets
21 to 2 ~ or 23 shillings in tho case of a department limited to upper standard ,
~n ~a~y gu1;'' school? earn an additional shilling for needlowork. No doubt it bas
~ ~a . :Mll tbmg to · timula.te tho t aching of o. lar,~" number of subjects for tho sako
0
rec1a. gra. t .
et it i to l e f
l th
. t:>
ia\ly conpl •cl \'ith h 11 • 1" >. ~arei
at th~s new limitation of the grant, e peb
im,t in school ma.mt nance will indt1co many school
a. 10 r ype of teacher and of teachin(Y' as all that they
0
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use the exulting phrase of a leading Roma11 Catholic-clip the wings anc1 cl::tws of
tho school boards; and the bill is meant to do so. * * *
It is obvious that the working of section 3 along with section 19 must tend to 1.rnt
all schools, good or bad alike, on a deacl level as far as regards Government grant,
with this important reservation, that whereas the board schools from their superior
eff:icjency have hitherto received more than the voluntary schools, henceforward the
voluntary schools are to receive 4 shillings a heacl more than the board schools.
'l'he effect of the two clauses together will be that in a town like Birmingham the
snperior efficiency of the boanl schools hitherto will have obtained a credit for the
town with the educnit.ion department, whereby, while the grants to the lloard schools
will be cut down, the grants to the voluntary schools will be largely augmented.
As to the repeal of the 17 shillings and 6 pence limit, it neecl only be repeated that
if no new obligation to flnd some definite proportion of the cost from bona ficle vol-unfary contributions be introduced, we shall rapidly p:.tss to a state of things where,
in mn.ny parishes the community will find all the money, parents ,o f all opinion
will be forced to send their children, and the clergy of one denomination will have
the whole management.
·
Section 27: This section introduces a serious innovation. School boards must make
reasonable arrangements for any kind of dogmatic tea~hing in their schools anclso
must other managers. 1'he education department is sole judge of what is reasonable. May that depnirtment rule that the appointment of teachers of the religious
opinion to be taught aml the requiring them to give the instruction is reasonal>le,
or must the teaching necessarily be given by outsidersi If the latter, there might
not be much o1>jection to the arra,ngement if it were part of a scheme that provided
universally for schools nncler public local management, but what is wanted is not
to break up tho school into a group of conventicles, but to secure that the local
mnjority of parents shall obtain teachers and management which have their confidence. There aro many rural parishes where the majority of the children attending
the church school are Dissenters, and yet in such a school the eJergyman may advertise for and require a strong churchman, a fasting communicant, one who will attend
the daily service.
The advertisements that appear in the Church scholastic newspaper are most exacting in their requirements, and often the reticence of the advertisement is supplemented by searching private inquiries. The Roman Catholic says that in bis school
he requires the whole atmosphere throughout the school time to lJe penetrated with
Catholicism. Schools for .::ninorities such as the Roman Catholics are nearly a1ways
in populous centers and supplement the general schools of the nation. But what
should be demanded is that the nation should come first and the sects should take
the second place. Let us enfranchise the schoolmaster ancl tho school by making
them the public servants of a wide local community, not the dependents of the
clergy of any one denomination, with ecclesiastical duties first in the estimation
of their cJerical employer, while their public and lay usefulness takes the second
place. * * *
The writer is well assured that never have proposals been made more thoroughly
reactionary, more hostile to education and to public self-government, more favorable
to private, autocratic, and clerical domination than those which pervade this bill.
The trifling proposal to raise the age of ha1f-time exemption from 11 to 12 was one
which all parties were agreCfl to last year, and which can not lie taken as a concesGion to bribe us to agree to the llody of the llill.
As to what concerns secondary education, the proposals are obscure, indefinite
an<l. imperfect. The great question of secondary education should be treated in a
separ:ite act, and not mixed up with the intensely polemical matters which form the
bulk of the bill now under corn,id~ration.
If the English working people allow themselves to be robbed of the national
system which was s1owly establishing itself among them, aml was doing so much
for their children, they wi11 put back for years the date of their full intellectual and
social enfranchisement.
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CHAPTER III.
EDUCATION IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 1

Great Britain ancl Ireland, constitutionn,1 monarchy; area, Engfancl and Wales, 58,186
square miles; population (estimated, 1894), 30,060,763; Scotland, 29,820 square
miles; population, 4,123,038; Ireland, 32,583 square miles; population ( census,
1891), 4,704,750.

.

For previous articles on education in Great Britain, sec the following:
Det:.tilecl view of the educational system of England. (Report for 1888-89, Vol. I,
pp. 78-111.)
Religious aucl moral training in public elementary schools, England and Wales.
(ll)icl., p:p. 4.38-4.57.)
Brief -view of tho eclucational system, with current statistics. (Report for 1889-90,
Vol. I, IlP· 237-24.8.)
E<.1ucatioual syst m of cotl::md. (Ibid., pp. 187-236.)
Elementary clncatiou in Lonclon and Paris. (Ibid., pp. 263-280.)
Brief viow oraystems of England and Scotland, with current statistics n,nd comparison with 1876 (Engfand), 1880 (Scotland). (Report for 1890-91, Vol. I, pp. 125131.)
Provision for secondary and for technical instruction in Great Britain. (Ibid., pp.
135-150.)
E<lucational system ofircland. (Ibid., pp. 151-161.)
Elementary education in Great Britain and Ireland, 1892. (Report for 1891-92, Vol.
I, pp . 97-101.)

Technical instruction in Great Britain. (Ibid., pp. 105-137.)
Elementary cducn,tion in Great Britain. (Report for 1892-93, Vol. I, pp. 203-208.)
Rcljgious instruction under the London school board. (Report for 1892-93, Vol. I,
pp. 208-218.)
Great Britain and Ireland, educational statistics and movements, 1893. (Report for
1893-94, Part I, pp. 165-J85.)
Educational systems of England ancl Scotland, with statistics anu. movements, 189394. (Report for 189,1 -95, Vol. I, pp. 257-273.)

The official reports of elementary education in Great Britain and Ireland for 1895-96 have been already submitted to Parliament, but have
not yet reached this office. The principal statistics, here tabulated
have been obtained from various official statements. .A very graphic
survey of the English field was presented by the vice-president of the
education department, Sir John Gorst, in submitting to the House bis
estimates for 1896-97. His speech is reproduced in this chapter, supplemented by that of Mr. Yoxall, who has long been identified with
1
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du a, ional work, and who was elected as a member from Nottingham
t r pr ent the interests of elementary education in the House.
Th matter i introduced by a concise view of the system from an EngIi h , urce, 1 with detailed tables reproduced from the Schoolmaster.
TA13LR

1.- ttnima1·y of edn cational statistics-Great Britain and Ireland.

our c ofinformation.

Institution.

Date Registered Professors
of
students
or
report. or pupils. teachers .

Great Britain, England ancl
Wales.
Statesman's Yen.r- Unh-ersities:
1895
0xford (23 colleges) .....• • ...
llook, 1896.
1895
Cambridge (19 colleges ) ..... .
]895
Durham (1 college) ......... .
1895
Detached colleges (15) ...... .
1895
University colleges for women (4).
Bedford college for women . . .
189~
189..,
Official rcIJort .•...... . Elementary day schools.........
Night !<Chools .................. - · · · · · · · ·
Training colleges for elementary .. ... . . .
teach ers.

ct 3, 2:i6
2,839
171
I.> 11,778
379

Expenditure.

93
107
13
757

5,325,i~i .... i2i;244' ::::::::::::
270, 285 . . . . . . . .. . . .
$945, 650
4,296 ....... ..... . ... · · .. .. · •

Scotland.
Statesman's Yca r - Universities:
49
c691
1895
Aberdeen (1 college)., •••.....
nook, 1896.
98
cl 2, 83G
1895
Edinburgh (l college) ....... .
!)9
e
1,
842
1895
Glasgow (1 college) ......... .
28
j 204
1895
St. Andrews (2 colleges) .... .
19
107
1895
Dundee University college .... .
15,023 } 7, 09S, 350
()92,
202
1895
Elementary
day
schools.·
.......
.
Official re110rt ........ .
87
45,487
1895
Night schools .................. .
Training colleges for elementary ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · .. · · .. · · ·
teachers.
Ireland.
Statesma n 's
B ook , 1896.

Year-

Universities:
6J: .. ......... .
1,123
1895
Dublin Unh-ersity (1 college).
353
20 ···········•
1895
B elfa,st Queen's College ..... .
224
26 · ·· ·· · ····· •
1895
Cork Queen's'Collc~e . . ..... .
23 ........... .
108
1895
.
GalwayQueen's College ..... .
11,793 ··········••
g 826,046
0-ffi.cial reDort . . . . . . . . . Elementary day schools ....... .
1895
688
1894
Training colreges for elemen tary
teachers.
Official reIJort, 1835-96. Department of science and art:
·
Science schools and classed...
1895
h 188, 380 : : : : : : : : : : : : } i 3,727,350
____ __ _ __ ___
A
_ r_t _s c_11_0_0_
1s_a_n_ c_1 _c1_a_s_se_s_._·_· _·._..!.....__1_3_9_
5...!.,__h_1_3_6_,~_,0_8-'-- _ _ _...:...I_ _ __
\
ct Und ergraduates.
b Includes 902 -women.

c Includes 35 women.
dincludes 162 women .
einclu<1es 245 women .
!Includes 32 women.

q .A.ver ai:;e enrolment.

ls

ii In

addition to pupils in elementary scboo
receiving grants from the dopartm~nt ..
i Total expenditure by department of science
and art.

The entire province of ·econdary instruction is omitted from tlle abov~
table, as no summaries for this department arc attainable. Recent estimates place the number of pupils pursuing secondary studies in England anl Wale at 890,
, including tho 90,000 pupil in higher board
~·11001 • •
n ·. 'coUaml 7 econ lary schools (i.e., 30 public high chools,
.. 4. •1 <lo~-,. 1 · c1too1., an,1 10 1nivat
chool.) llave ubmitted t the
Cl (!I c:,f '
. i,ection. The number pre. ntino- cand1'd at es
11 t m
.: l ·iug c·crtificate" in 1 U4 wa. 270, and the
i h hi torical introduction,

tc.

Knight

&,
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number of candidates 13,173. The intermediate education board of Ireland, a public examining body, reports 7,682 students (5,816 boys and
1,866 girls) as coming up for examination in 1894.
TUE ENGLISH SYSTE1\'1.

At the present time the educational system of England may be thus
briefly outlined:
(1) School boa,rds havo jurisdiction over nearly 20,000,000 of tho population of
England and vVales, and school attend:mco committees over 10,000,000. Tho former
bodies havo power to provide school accommodation where there is a, deficiency of
seats in their district, while the powers of the latter are limited entirely to the
administration of the law as to children's labor and school attendance.
(2) The voluntary managers have provided and maintained three-fifths of the
elementary school accommodation of tho country.
(3) While tho school boards havo power to build and maintain their schools on
tho security of their local rates, the voluntary schools rely on their endowments and
subscriptions for such building and ma,intenance.
(4) ·whilo in the voluntary schools religious teaching in accordance with the distinctive doctrines of the denominations which established them may be given, at
l'Cgnlated times aml subject to tho right of withdrawal of all children whose parents
uo not desire it for them, in a school board school no religious teu,ching or religious
formnlary which is distinctive of a particular denomination may bo given.
(5) Tho grants last year amounted iudayschools to £4,137,713 ($20,688,565). The
average oxpenditur per scholar is slightly over £2 ($10); in board schools it is
£2 10.· . ($12.50), anc1. the average rate of grant per bead toward this oxpeuditure is
18s. Gd. ($!.62D,

The following detailed table , relating to England and Wales, are
reproduced, with explanatory comments, from the Schoolmaster of
April 25, 1896:
TABLE

-

2.-Classifie<l 'View of schools and scholars.

~~8

- ct)

'Z §~

'o '-' ~

~'.O ~ .
CJ~

Denominations.

~'i:: Numbu of departments in which ~ ~-~
separa.te heacl. teachers m·eemployccl..

~~a,~

C:coo
8 l'l

~-s Hr~
0

;.... ..c :0 .

_ c, ~

Scii'g 2

-

- , -

~ .,..; ;: ~ / Boys.
Schools connectccl. with
National Society or
Church of Enfland .. 11,834
480
Wesleyan scboo 8 .....•
994
Roman Catl101icscbool8.
nndenorninaBritish,
tional, and other
schools . .............. 1,176
School boanl schools ... 5,316

~irls.,

0

I

Mixecl.. !;;:ts. Total.

i::

i:;-C:

~
o,

,.q::::
QO
a, H
c,...ct>

,_...,.

O,.q

.,,l'l

~ ~'"g~

's

~

~

2~ s·~

0

:::i

1,866
34
2U

1,701
28
227

0,41!)
445
744

3,531
246
481

16,517 2,707,780 2,278, 729
162, 057
189,055
753
285, 232
367 ,344
1,693

1,854,619
]30, 203
230,893

]81
1, 800

142
1,747

930
3,372

400
2, 82-1

280, 587
355,726
1,662
9,752 2,345,467 2,310, 253

235,768
1, 894, 943

Total, 1805 ........ 19,800 1 4,] 31
Total, 1890 ....... . 10, 408 4, 218

13,3, 845
1 14, 910 iz, 401 130, 377 15, 066, 272
820 14, 560 6, 861 29, 468 5, 560, 507
1

5, 32~, 858
4, 82::,, 560

4, 346, 426
3, 732, 327
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TABLE

3.-Subjects of inst1·uction othm· than the three elementary branches.
Nnmber of depar-t ments in
which singing is taught.
I>,

A

Denominations.

-~

~

2

~
Q)

h
i:q

0

A

~

.$

§s
~.s

-

0"'

]
-~

~

>)

-+a>"'
0 ....

,c~
A

.;.a,
00

0

8

Number of scbools to
scholars in which instruction has been
given in-

A .,-c
"''1:!
.,....
A
"'A$
.-< o

o·,....

~

o!:

ci!

o"o o
,.q ~~

0

a)

"O

ai

O

+' ....

~~ ~~

~:8

~

k

"'~,g

e.;·'"'

i,g

~ 1:::·Qi;,;

:z;

:Sf
b.O~

AO
•r<,!:l

l:::o
el"'
k

I

8

~rn.

>1

a)

:=l A
.,... 0

ai

~~
p

,;,

..... Q)
o;I C1l

o ·'"'

A

·en

U1

~

138
2-!
~
3
430

1,570

0

A

-~

o;I

~

A

.\

o

h
,.q

- - --- --- ---- --- -- -- -C/1

Church schools... ............. ... 5,447 1,824
·wesle_yan schools. ..... ... .......
88
14
Roman Catholic schools. .........
460
217
British schools.. ................ .
371
63
Board schools .. .. ~.... ........... 1,526
2:13
Total, 1895 .................. 7,892 2,351
T ot.al, 1890 ...•.............. 13, 054 2, 244

o, 087
650
l, 004 ·
1,214
7, 790

108
1
4
5
79

220
27
21
51
G30

940

Number of schools in
which girl s have been
taught-

~

h

Denominations.

t,'.,

~~

,!4
k

~

t'

t'

'g

·@

p

~

A
H

A

-~
~

·s

~

g

p:l

Number of schools,
in which have
b e on
e s t a l) •
lished-

5ii

fo8!~8Jc1;,1{~1i~ !cb.o~i; ·:.:·_ ·.:·.:::::::::·.: ·.-.

1

80
96
785

- 'Brit'lsh schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'Board schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total, 1895 . .......... . .. .......... ... . - 1 o72
Total, 1890 - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
414

1:

8i! _.. ~: __ .. _~ _.. _. ~.

105
152
1, 629

I-?i;

(j

. ••••• ••••••

8 .... . . .. .. ..
37G . • • • • .
2

---:W--

-~

gin

.....

s
k

~

-~

g

-a

~
rn

w

5,m 3•m
325
2-!0
396
2, 405

~~~

1, 6

410

775
·-1- --4-1--8-,
-G, 381
554 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 408
4, 40l

CLASS A~D SPECIFIC SUDJECTS . 1

In connection with class subjects, it will be seen from the next table that w½ilc
English is gradually being <liscan1ec1, elementary science and history are increasing
in favor . Geography, too, shows slight signs of a growing popularity. Kecdlcwork as a class subject does not Yary much. Probably in a few years' time, when
object lessons have been universally adopted, tbis tu,blo will undergo considerable
changes.
Number of departments tn.kin~ up
n.s a class sulJJcct.

Suliject.

_______________!~ ! ~
English - . - . .. .. . . . . . . ............ .. . . ..
Geography -- . . . . ... .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
1~1.ementary science ................ _._.

20,304 \ 10,280
12, 3G7
15,702
32

Y ta1i~o;it·::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 7ti

I

ri,

t§

- - - - - - - - - --=---- - - --1----·1---- --- --- ------- Church schools ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1

;g

1
162
1, 246 ,

197
28 118,145
63 2 1 3 , 185 ,
· 90 ... -... - · - - - · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · I

19, 75-!
13, 803

II

28

10,824
474
925
1,068
4,854

1,712

~}ii

adc for subject ahoYc the clement:· .
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Specific au bjecls.
Pupils examined in-

1890.

Algebra ..... .. ....................... . .

1895.

38,237
{ 1,468
5,614
23,806
250
360
12,859
7, 232
17, 003
2,483
1,196
3,850
2,007
914
1,183
3,198
2,293
36,
239
23, 094
611 { 10,332
4,654
30,033

:~~l;~~ti~-~:::::::
::::::::::::::::::: :1} 077
Mechanics. . ......... . ....... . ......... 11,662

. Latin..................................
French or German............. .... ....

l~1t:1Ie:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Chemistry .............................
Sound, light, aml heat..... . .. ... . .....
Magnetism and electricity. ... ... ......
Domestic economy... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shorthand . ...... -.... .... - -. · · ·· · · · - - ·
Other subjects 1 ••••••••••••••••••• •••••

i}

11: ilg

1

1 :Bookkeeping, geology, elementary science, history, hygiene, fruit culture, natural philosophy,
navigat:on, practical mechanics, social economy, and Welsh.

TABLE

4 .-Comparative riew of free vs. paying pup'ils.

The figures for this y ar show that although the rate of increase is not so rapid as
in tho years immediately following the passage of the law for the remission of fees
(1891), still tho time is not distant when few children in primary schools will pay
fees, n.ud where f cs are 11aid it is noticeable that tbe majority pay a penny per week
or less. Not one child in one hundred and fifty pays more than 1 penny per week.
But this growth of fr o et1ucn.tion cn.n easily bo seen from the table .
..~umber of schools.
Year.

Free.

-I

Paying not Paying
more than moro tbau

Paying
fees.

1 penny per 1 penny per

----------~---------!-----!----!

week.

1805 .•.......•...........................•.•..........
180•1 .••... ·•·······•·· ········•········•·• ........... .
1803 ...... ............ ... •.. ·•···· ...... ······ ···· ·•··
1802 .••.•. ...•..• .••.• ·•······•·•· ..........•.......•.

459,567
485,312
523,686
519,191

'.I.'AIJLE

4,510,159
4,377, 741
4,236,867
3,880,622

7f?O, 310
821, 000
889, 506
1, 124, 732

week.
320,743
335,688
365,826
605,641

5.-lfjfect8 of the law fo1· the 1·eni'ission of fees .

In looking at Hie increaso in our i:;chool population, it is "°ell to examine how far
tho almost entire abolition of fees has affected the attendance. We notice, as tho
next tablo will indicate, that there has been an increase in the percentage of attendance, and a.lso in number of children who attend school after reaching the age of
10. This year, however, does not show any very great strides in either tlirection.
It must not be overlooked, though, that an increase in percontago of attendance of
one-tenth means au additional 5,000 children.
During I
- S - ;:- \ - - Fourth
year pre,i- First year
g;on~f Third year year of
ous to J)ass- 1of working Y .1
/
f of working working of
ing of f~ce- 1of frce-edu - fr~~_;J\fc~- of f!·ce-edu- fre_e-cducacducat10n cation act. t'
ct
cat10n act. t10n act
act.
____
ion a ·
(1805).

I

1

Increase in numbers on tlie rolls , per
cent ............................ ...... .
Increase in average attendance, per
cent .. .......................... ...... .
Actual number of attendan ces made per
hundred of possible attendances, per
cent . ..................... ........ ... . .
Actual number cf children attending
1
ael1ool over 10 years of age ........... .
Children attending over 10 .... per cent ..

4.22

2.3 -

~-

3. 68

5. 60

3. 2

77. 670

77. 281

70. 5;;5

81. 3

81.6

1, 62\g~1

68\g~g

1, 7583~~i

1,807,926
34. 5

1,877, 276
3;;, 2

-

.160

I

. 5!)3

1,

- --1.-7
2.1
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6.-A diilt teachers, niirnber, grade, ancl training.

TABLE

Certi:fiecl teachers (teachers having Government
diplomas).
Noncollegiate (not trained
in normal colleges).
DonominaMons.

d
(I)

s0
d
~
~
- - - - - - - - - - - ---78
455
2, GOl

Total, 1890 ......

206

5, 90-!

30

2,923
136

<d

s

8,691 12,329
531
58-!

2,123
152

9,645
749

370 1,997
998
994
412 1,197 1,296
872
15,565
10,381
8,636
6,903
15,961 15,023 15,616 21,223 31,718
52,941
14,756 12,770 12,873 18, 704 137, 8:15
46,539

105
315
2,352

~

'C

--:l

- - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - - 7,416
5,376
194

292
740
7,770

6,193

0

Q)

~

5,764
448

~

s

d

0

>-1

6,857
335

0

(I)

s

d
(I)
:,;;j

0

~

~

.i

d
(I)

(I)

(I)

5
12
26
141

96
2

0

.i

~

Church schools .......
4
"\Vesleyan schools .... ·····Roman Catholic
schools ...... ... . ... .......
British schools .......
2
Board schools ........
1
Total, 1895 .•••..
7

,..Q

cd

d
(I)

0

~

f

(I)

Total.

(I)
~

d
(I)

s

g

~

Assistant
teachers.

College (normal school)
trained.

Provisionally
certificated,
in charge of Certificated.
schools.

290

1,122
659
2,191
5,047 22,914 11,678
27,961
5, 254 116,530 5,210
21,784
1,440
1,301
9,779

To the totals abovo given, 92,580 in 1895 (73,533 in 1890), should be added the
number of pupil teachers, 28,664 in 1895 (29,610 in 1890), giving as grnnd totals
121,244 in 1895 (103,143 in 1890).
TABLE

7.-Avm·age salaries of certificated teachers.

i

I ....

Head.

'~~~~

'Denominations.

Mistresses.

Masters.

\

r::I
•rl
I>-

ci! i::·rl 0

aJ.~r:n
Cl)rc ~

0

:B •

b,Ci:!.._.s.,~

I- ;~
121 4 3
170 13 6
117
143
162
137
134

3
16
11
16
2

3
1
0
10
G

-~

C\l

(I)
00

(I)

~

;:l

~tn"'
M ~,....,

bl)
c;S

~.3 g
;.;

p,s::::i:;a;,

Cl)

':~-~ §

C\l

d

~

z

cl
.;a,
0

d.
6

84 12

2

8.

£ 8. d.
114 0 10
150 3 6

"\"''

252
1,423

92
103
6, 022 1 97
5,332
80

105
12 3 130
6 4 127
13 0 \ 122
17 2 I 119

(I)

3 3
6 0
2 11
6

18

;\

~

0

C\l

:

•rl (I)

l>-rn

8 ;:l •
A,3 i

z

~

E-i

74 19

\ £

4,256
63

~ A~

"O

a,-' <Da;;,.

I>-

Q

(I)

"O

I

i::·;;;

;.;

Jg~-~

.....

.... ;.;0 0

ce~eg
~o ~o_: .
'°~cnrn
~'8 § s
;f,S~ ~ ~ $rd~ tl·~g
t g;.; g § §~ ~ ~--=-~-S
p,C~caQ

'(f)-~

,V.-< ct!~
&:l•,-t
~ blJO"-<
ct!
0

-~ ("j

Cl)

•
ll)-~ c;:-

11.)

Head.

(I)

1::::~5
Q)

~g ~ ~ s $~~
~:.::.P..i8 §"~ ~
Church schools . . . . .
Wesley an schools .. · \
Roman Catholic
schools ............
~ritil:1h schools ...... '
l3oard schools ...... .
Total, 1895 ....
Total, 1800 ... .

J-t~i/)

11.)

oOO
;.;

~~

'j:~·:

.....

,;,

(l;)·~

ci:s-

Q

,;,
(I)

·cC\l
]
Cl)

bl)

cs:

~

Q)

~

i

0

E-i

£ 8. d.
75 10 5
86 13 0

3,616
2

£ 8. cl.
52 6 3
54 1 0

£ 8. d.
60 19 10
73 3 9

4
9

315
152

52 12 5
57 1 3

62 17 2
72 0 3

I 4,563 7310

81 3 3
76 0 5

66
81
114
87
82

14
5
4
11
17

,
9
5

478

I 4, 501

I '"' , ~
oo

1 9

TABLE 8.-A.1mual expencliture ancl Parlia111enta1·y grant in boarcl ancl t'Olunlary schools

at specifiecl elates.

Y•ar.

A:crage cost per child
m average att n dance.
Boarll
scboohi.

Average annual grant
paid per child in
average attendance.
Voluntary
schools.

£ B. d.

···2·· ······
2
2

i
2

Boarcl
schools.
8.

d.

!l¼ ....... .. .. .
5

6.i
Ol
03

i~

15 71
18 51
1 D¼
18 11
1 1

rn i
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Prior to 1876 the amount of the Government gra,nt to a school coulJ. not exceed the
amou.ntraised locally. The law passed that year provided that the grant might exceed
the l ocal income but should not be more than 17s. 6d. per capita without corresponding increase in the local funds. In view of the proposal to abolish this limit it has
been declared that voluntary st1bscriptions declined as a consequence of the liberal
Government provisions of 1876. The following table shows iu fact that a reduction
in the per capita of voluntary subscriptions did follow that change:
TABLE

9.-Sources of income of denomlinational schools, with the oost and arne,unt from
each source per capita of attendance.
DENOMIN.ATION.AL- SCHOOLS.

Year.

Cost.
£

1860.. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
1870 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
1871............... .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1872.................... . ........... .. . . . . .. . . .
1873.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
1874 . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .
1875...........................................
1876............ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
1877.......................... .. ... .... . .......
1878............ .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
187\l...................... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
) 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
)881 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. • • • . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .
l 8~ .. . . . • . . . • .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . ..
18it3 .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18!H
l ~5
1 8(l
1 87

........................ .. ....... ........ ~
....... .. ............................ ......
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On the vote for £4,162,232 ($20,811,160) to complete the sum of
£7_,122,213 ($35,611,065) necessary for public eleme11ta,ry education in
England and Wales, includiug the expenses of tlrn education office in
London, Sir J. Gorst (Cambridge University; said:
TIIE l:",CRgA ED ESTIMATE AXD TIIE H.EASOXS FOR IT.

The expenditure during the past year exceeded the expenditure of the year before
by £275,000. It was greater than h ad been expected, and a supplementary estimate
had to be taken to meet the excess. The increaBed expenditure was well spread over
all the principal items. I do not know that there is anything in the increased
expenditure to call for special mention, except that it indicates the continuecl
progress of ec1ucation in the country. There is an increase in the numbers on the
books, an iocrea e in the average attendance of those on the -books, and an iucrease
in the grants that the chilc1ren earn. In the corniug year we ha,ve only estimated
for an increase of £ 186,000. That is partly dne to the fact that the stimulns giwn
to education by the act of 1881 is gradually becoming exhausted, and tue progres
iu all parts of education, which still goes on, is the normal increase due to t,he
increase in the population and the weaJth of the country. This increase of £186,000
is again spread over every item of expenditure. The cost of inspection has increased
chiefly because the evening schools :tre .i ust now making great progress, aucl h ca,nse
the new system of makiug two surprise visits a year, instead of the regular iuspect10n
ED
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formerly made once a ye~r, has increased tho inspectors' traveling expenses. The
decrease of £3,645 in the charges for pensions which appears on the estimates is
apparent and not real. In previous years £6,710 had to be providetl in order to
defray the temporary cost of the exchange from half-yearly ·to quarterly payments,
and, so far from there being a diminution in the charge for p ensions, there is really
an increase of £3,065, ancl an increase in the number of pensions given of 129.
Another cause of the increase in the expenditure is the increased payments which
will have to be-mado to school boards .under the r .. inety-seventh section of the act of
1870,1 a section which was very much discussed in our education -debates. Tho
effect of that discussion was to reveal to some school boards rights to grants out of
the consolidated fund, which they had previously overlooked. The consequence
will be that every school board which is entitled to such a grant will make a deman<l.
for it, which we calculate will take £8,850, and even tlrn,t may proYe too small a sum.
INCR~ASE IN SCHOOL ATTENDANCE IN DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOLS .

But the gr.eat increase in expenditure this year, as in other years, is due to the
increase in the grants made to day scholars. The increase we anticipate this year is
70,000 in ayerage attendance, a penny increase in the ra.te of tho grant earned, and
an increase in the amount which has been cha~gcd on tho consolidatecl fund for that
pur1)ose of £86,000. Since 1891, when the l ast education :1ct was passed, the increase
in average attendance is as follows: In 1891 the increase was only 0.86 per cent, the
norma.l increaso,; -·in 1892 it sprang up to 3.22; in 1893, to 5.92; in 1894 it sank to 3.47:
in 1895, to 2.3; aml this year, we anticipate, to 2.2; so that, although tho increase
has become less ra-pid, it has not yet gone clown to the normal rate of 1890. Then
thoro is :m increase in the fee grnnt of £48,500. There is a,lso a satisfactory increase in the pharges for evening schools. In 1893, when the evening school code
was first introLlucecl, there wore 1_.977 evening schools and 115,000 scholars . Now
there n,re 3,421 evening schools ancl 270,000 scholars; so that, while the eveuing
schools have doubled, the scholars have more th.an doubled.
SCHOOLS FOR THE BLIND AND DRAF .

The schools for the blincl and deaf also show an increase. In 1895 there were 79
schools certified with. n,cco:m:noclations for 4,130 children, and there was an :1ctnal
grant maclo that year out of the consolidated fund in respect of 3,148 children.
This grant is 3 guineas n. year for every d eaf and dumb cldl<l. receiving an elementary
education, aml an additional 2 guineas for every chihl who receives manunJ instruction or industrial training. The whole of the 3,148 children in 1895 received tho
grant for elementary instruction, but only 1,934 obtaine<l. the grant for industrial
training, so that the average grant per child that year was £3 8s. For the current
year we estimate that the grant will be for 3,148 chiltlren, being :m a,verage of £3
10s. 9d. -pe-r child .
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when tho grnnt for laundry work was first made, the number of girls was 632; in
1892 it was 2,76G; in 1893 it was 5,64.0; in 189.J: it "as 7,338, and in 1895 it was 11,720 ;
so that tho teaching of laundry work is only beginning. It has already made such
progress that we may anticipate a great increase in tho number of girls taught in
the course of the next fe,v years.
THE SUPPLY A:XD TRAI~IKG OF TEACIIERS .

I do not think that, in reganl to tho supply of teachers, we aro making that progr ess "e all desire. Thero will bo in the present year an increase of £36,000 for
training colleges. But this increase is really only an apparent increase. There is a
tem1)orary reduction in the estimate for 1895-96 owing to tho change in the academical
;year from December 31 to June 30, and therefore the increase iu the grant to training
colleges is appaTCnt only, and not real. I wish we could see our way to a very great
increase in the expenditure upon tho training of teachers. At present there arc 43
residential colleges, antl these are attended by 1,38,1 men and 2,100 women. Besides
the c, there are 14 day truining colleges, attended by 385 men and 426 women. Taking these colleges together, the ,vhole number of teachers they had in training was
4,206, n.nd they turned. out annually toachors who n.ro qualified to take charge of
schools to the number of about 2,100. This number is quite insufficient to meet the
requiTcments of tho existing schools, and if tho wishes of tho Go,crnment were, carried out, ancl tho Cltucatiou in all tho voluntary schools of the country aml the poor
1)0:lr<l. schools ma.do moro efficient, the number of teachers turned out woul<l be
l:unentab1y deficient.
Tim l."TftODt'CTIO::S- 01!' TilE

· ~-QUALIFIED PRACTITIONER.

I have no tloubt that iu tho comsc of the discussion upon this vote I shall bo taken
t o task by houorablo memb •rs, perhaps on both sides of tho House, for tlre failure
of tho JJrovi ·ions of ihe codo to secure tliat e, 1·y teacher is a properly qualified
tcacbcr. I will not anticipate my answer to those objections further tbau to say
tJ1atwo coul<lnotget properly certific:i.ted and quali.fied teachers, and. that we had to
take those wo could. get. It is most desirable that somo provision should bo made
carl.r to socnro a very mnch greater increaso in tho nurn l>er of efficient teachers for
our scbools, especfally if wo aro to make somo progress in tho efficiency of our olemcntary education. I may be told that the account I ha,e given to the committee
is a, Yery sanguine one, but tho committee must recollect that I have been talking
only of the avora,ges, of tJre result of the summing up of the educational proceedings
of all the schools in England aml Wales . And when you look at it in the aggregate
it is a, ,cry satisfactory progress, and one for which we have reason to be thankful.
But this docs not in tbe least contradict what I stated to the House in the oarly
tlays of the session, nntl it woulJ. boa, very great mistake if the committoo were to
run nway with the itlea. that because things in tho gross aro Yery satisfactory tllero
is therefore no room for a.uy reform in large classes of schools in tllis conutry.
L,E FFICIEN1' DOARDS OF l\I~~AGE:.\1EXT.

Notwithst:1Udiug this excellent total, there are many schools in the country, both
boar<l and voluntary schools, in which it is impossible to say that the education is
efficient or satisfactory. There are voluntary school managers who have not got the
means to provide that standard of teaching which it is desirable should. be secure<lfor
tho children of the people; there aro mmrngers of voluntary schoo]s in man y of our
great cities who are quite unable, from lack of means, to bring up the standard of
ten.cl.Jing in their schools to the samelo,el which is attained in the board schools in ihcir
immetliatc neighhorhood, a.nd which h:.ive the a(hautage of snpport out of the rates.
And there are many school boards, some in country districts, where they care Yery little for educa.tion, and where the conduct of their small ,;;illage schools is oxcee11ing1y
unsatisfactory :mu leaves very much to bo desired. Thero arc also many school boarcls
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in large and populous centers ·who have efficient schools and who do their utmost to
k 0ep their schools efficient, but who, owing to the small ratable value of their areas
as-compared with the enorr~10us number of children th ey have to educate, have a strain
put upon them which is almost intolerable, and under which there is every probability that, unless Parliament does something to relieve it, they will be entir~y
broken down.
Tll\1ELY WARNING-" OUR RIVALS IN :FRANCE AND GERMANY AND THE STATES."

Therefore I hope the committee will not go away with any idea that in what I have
now said I intend to unsay what I said in the earlier part of the session as to the
urgent necessity which we are under if we intend our education to advance and if
we wish to give to the children an education anything like that which is being given
by our rivals in France and Germany and the States. If we mean to keep to the
general l eve\ ancl not to fall behind the general level of education which js now
given in the civilized world, I solemnly warn the committee that there is a gr~at
deal to be done, and a great dea l that administration alone can not do. The wisdom of Parliament must be applied to this l)roblem, and I wish I could think it
could be applied not in a party spirit, but with a sincere desire, in all quarters of
the House, to promote education.
THE STATE A.ND RURAL EDUCATION.

Mr. YOXALL 'congratulated the vice-president upon the tone of his remarks, au d
echoe(1 his aspiration that this question of education would be treated in future
not as a party, but as a national, question. He quite agreed that there were many
schools in the country, both voluntary and-board schools, which sa(l.ly required tho
provision of further funds. But he wanted to say a few words more, especially upon
the position of rural schools. He did not care very much ,vhether ·they were rural
boarcl or rural voluntary schools-they were much in the same cla-ss-and he would
po1.nt out that the rural schools of England and Wales were, taken as a whole, the
worst supported, the worst staffed, and the worst managed of the public elementary
schools in Europe. They lacked mea,ns, they lacked teachers, and they lacke_d
proper govermnent and proper supervision. It was quite a common thing-and th_is
was probably true of 6,000 or 7,000 schools in the villages of this country-to find rn
a school one adult teacher only with tho charo-e of six and sometimes seven different
classes, and teaching in something like si:i~'teen or seventeen different subjects.
That was a system which was bad educationally, bad nationally, and bad economically. The great neetl of the country schools was more staff; but he warnec.1 th6
committee, and he would warn the vice-pref:!ident if he thought he needed the warning, that they could not expect these schools to have more staff and better support
upon a maximum income in the case of voluntary schools of 33 shillings per scholar
l_)er year and in the case of board schools of 49 shillings. If tho e,lnca.tion dep artm~nt were to realize the wishes of the vice-president, if the committee were to
assent to continued, to real progress in their educational affairs, t he committee
would have to vote a very much larger outlay upon education than had been the case
hitherto.
EXPE ...'DITURES
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In Scotland they spent more than that, while in Germany, France, Belgium, a,nd
Switzerland their rntcs of expenditure were also hjgher. In the United States, too,
they found that after a,llowjng for all differen· es between the cost of mainte11:1nce
in the two countries, the sums expended on education were far in excess of what
th y spent here. Whereas the expenditure in London per child for public edncatiou might go up as far as 50 shillings, in New York it went up as high as £5 per
child, and in Boston it went up even higher. He did not suggest that they should
at one leap go so far as that; bnt he did suggest it was the duty of the House and
of the education department not to stint the expenditure year by year. The expenditure of money on public elementary and secondary education, hut especially elementary e(lucation, was a good national investment. The effect of the working of
the e(lucation acts in the last twenty-five years had been to decrease pauperism, and
to deplete the gaols, and to razo prisons to the groun<l, and to reduce the amount of
clrnnkenness. A board school scholar cost the country 48 shillings a :year, a pauper
co t £15 a year, an ordinary prisoner cost £25 a year, and a convict cmlt £40 a year.
'o the money spent on education was well spent.
0

TUE FOOTNOTE TO ARTICLE

73.

He wished to thank the vice-president of the council for giving effect to several
promi es made last year. He referred especially to the questions of teachers not
tra,ined iu tho colleg s and tho Rystem of teaching a1Hl inspecting drawing. But he
was sorry that the department had accedecl to the suggestion to suspend article 73
of tbe ·ode until March 31 next. That article pro-vi(led that after Angui,t 31 in the
resent year tho i;-ize of the classes in the elementary schools should be .recluced in
numb ·r. Even in tl.ie largest aud beat board schools it was no uncommon thing
to fin1l cla ses of O, 90, and 100 children, nnd no teacher could efficiently teach
fiO large a, cla . It was po sihlo to have Jarcr r classes than the code permitte,l,
heca11 o tho cla se were not examine<l in detail, hut tbe number of cbil<lren in tho
s boo! wa divided by tbe number of teachers. The right honorable meml>n for
Rotbcrbam bad given two years' notice of tho requirement in respect of swaller
clas e , a11d it was greatly to be regretted that tho operation of tho requirement
had been postponed. When the class was too large the scholars lacked inch vir1ual
attention, and consequently their school life was wasted. In the grammar schools
the average numher in the class was from 15 to 20, and in a girls' high school the
average was from 15 to 30. There was, besides, no need for tho suspension of the
requirement. 'l'he Bishop of Lon'1on had declare<l that 90 out of 100 voluntary
schools in the country conld meet the increased requirements without difficulty.
THE U TQU.A.LIFIED l'RACTITIO.'l<:R.

As to the failure of the supply of fu]]y qualified teachers, every year there were
four times as many applications for admission to the training colleges as there were
vacancies. 'fhe fault was that there wm·e not enough properly e tablish cl training
colleges. The supply of teachers depended on local enterprise and denominational
initiative. If there was a failure iu the supply of puvil teachers, it was because the
education department did not make the cnrecr snfficiently a.ttractiYe. Something
coulil be done under article 6 of tho code which euablecl a young woman without
qualification, but wHh the h1spectol"s approval, to teach iI the school. Tlle e girls
1Jelong to two categories-those who ha(l faile<l to pa a the pupil teachers' examimt.tion and those who had not even had that trtLining. At .first their employment was
narrowly restricted, hut now they were to ue allowed to teach ev n in l.,oys' schools.
Out of 92,570 adult teachers in schools, 66,310 were worueu, ancl out of 34,000 pupil
teachers 26,000 were girls. It looked a though the men were to be tbrnst ont of
the profession altogether, and no doubt in many circumstances petticoat government was not a bad thing for children. B11t th re came a time iu n, boy's school life
when he wanted something more, and therefore he hoped tl.Jat the de1Jartmeut would
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not assist further the tendency to r eplace men teachers by women. The department
was so an:s:ious to get graclna,tes of Oxfonl ancl Cambridge into the elementary schools
that now they wero permitted to accept head masterships without any previous training. Against this policy of introducing untmined and unqualified men into the
mo t responsible positions he must protest. However high a man's academic attainm ent,:, ho might be a complete failur e when put in charge of large classes ancl wh~n
re q uirou to teach them.
THE . RELATIOXS BETWEEN THE STATE AXD THE TEACHER.

He mshed to s ay a few words as to the whole attitu<l.e of tho department towaru.
its teachers. The treatment of the teachers by the department, not in detail but in
principle, was wholly wrong; it was shortsighted, out of harmony with the nsual
practice of Government departments, and rather cruel. Down to 1862 the department took direct responsibility with regard to teachers; it recognized them anu.
treate<1 them as civil servants. Since 1862 the department had disclaimed all
responsibility; it had saicl that it was no party to the engagement of a teacher; it
r efuset1 to bo a court of appeal or even a moderator in regard to dismissals; it
shuffled off all responsibility. It tested the teacher ancl certificated him; it dismissed him from a post for which he was not qualified; it took a great deal of care
that he performed the functions assigne(l to him, but it decline<l, though it hacl
often b een asked to do it, to see that the salary paid to him was suffici ent. It
sbuffiecl off the responsibility for that onto a boar<l. or committee, which was in the
position of~ contractor with the Sfate. In other cases tlie Goyernment took care
- that contractors c1icl their ,,ork well, paid their employees properly, and treated t~e_m
in a proper way; it secured fair pla.y to the workers; it repudiated this responsibility on1y in the case of teachers in their relations with school man::igers a.ml school
boards. It insisted on certain conc1itions as to fair wages, proper liours, and suitable management in shipbuilding yards, in army clotliiug factories, in _printing
works, and as to their carpenters employecl at South Kensington. Tlie local _governmeut board took interest iu the officials and employees of the boarus of g uardin.ns.
THE TEAC.i:IEil.1 S PAY.

If -:1 boanl of guardians appointetl a metlical officer at an insufficient salary, i.be
local government board said, "You must pay him more." The education department
never dill that kind of thing. Why should it not do sot If it did, tho present
lamentable state of things as to tc'i1 chers would not exist. There are 50,836 certificate(1 teachers. There were 435 who had salaries of under £40 a year, or less than 16
shillings a week; 1,342 at und.cr £45 ::i, year, or less than 18 shillings a week; 2,666
at under £50 a. year, or less than 20 s11illings a week; 18,395 at salaries under £75 a
-year, or less than 29 shillings n. week, and only 2,397 -who got salaries of £200 n. year
and o,er . This sta.te of things could not exist if the Government dealt with school
managers as it dealt with other contradors and saw that they fulftlled their contracts; and he had a right to ask that the attitude of the edncation department
toward school managers and teachern sbould bo radically changed.
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clothing works. Why should the education department decline to take steps to
safegnard tho interests of teachers when the House had determined that it would
secure tho payment of fair wages under Go,ernment contracts, They could do it
by simply inserting in the code comlitions as to the payment of grants. They could
lay down t.hat grants should bo withhel(l where salaries were not suitatle anu
sufficient, where extraneous tasks were compulsory, an(l where unreasonable and
capricious dismissals had taken place. This view might seem to be new at present,
but as time went on it would cease to be new. Tho edncation department woul d
lrn.rn to yield on these 11oints ns other departments bad yielded on the labor question .
TIIE surEI:AXXU..iTIOX QUESTIOX.

In other depart~ents public servants who were in direct rebtion with the Go,eri: mcnt received superannuation allowances or pensions, but in the case of the teachers
there was only the moft meager provision for a limited number. Eleven months bnd
passed since the last debate, when a favorable statement was made, but nothing had
been done to realize it. Still the bulk of aged and infirm teachers Lad nothing to
look forward to but charity or tho workhouse. That meant a waste of eclueational
resources. 'l'be teacher past work still "lags superfluous on the sfage," and that
inYolvcd a waste of money and of the time of the scholars. The State did not get
what it su:ppose(l it was paying for, niml thus the question became an economical one
as ,Yell as a sentimental one. But even the sentiment ought to have som e weight,
for l1cro you hau men an<l women who had worked out their lives for a mere pittance ;
they batl done valuable work, contributing to diminish pauperism anu drunkenness
aml to empty 1_)Iisons, aucl their rewar<l was that some of them got pensions of £25
n, y •ar, antl the bulk of them h::ul not oven that prospect. The teachers b:ul intimatctl th ir willin"'ncss to acco11t tho minimum scale of allowances proposed by the
d l">nrtmcnt; less tlrnn was proposed by the select committee, less than was gi-cn in
tho iYil service, less tban tho police scale, and less than the county conncil scale;
bnt tbis minimum, so accepted, was still withheld . Why, ho <lid not know. The
sum required wa from £30,000 to £35,000 a year, and in the flrst :five years it would
not ho oYer £100,000. 1Ie did hope the right honorable gentleman would bo able to
bolc1 out a hope that sometliing would be done. Ho believe<l. that money ought to be
given to volnntary schools, but when it was giYen it ought to be on condition that
the foll henefit of tho extra grant should go to the underpaid. teachers. [Schoolmaster, July 18, 1896.J
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PUBLIC INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION IN BERLIN.

When the old Trade Institqte of the city of Berlin was changed into
an industrial academy, and later was transformed into what is now
known as the Polytechnicmn of Charlottenburg, there became apparent
a gap between the public elementary school work and the technological
education, as well as a gap between school and practical life. It has
always been well understooll in Germany, that the education supported
k1:Y the State and· general taxatiou must not be special education, but
aim at general C!Jlture. In other words, public education can not prepare for any particular profession_, vocation, or occupation; it is intended
to lay the foundation for a general culture desirable for all citizens of
the State. While thus any special preparation for the trades, or for
commerce, or for the higher professions is excluded from institutions
that offer education gratuitously, on the other hand there has arisen a
- difficulty which makes the establishment of trade and industrial schools
a necessity. The labor unions, prompted by self-interest, frequently
proliihit t-heir members from engaging apprentices; naturally then their
number is very small, hence-very few chances are offered for the learning of trades. _ The great extension of mechanical contrivances and
machines of all kinds has liberated much human power that was formerly engaged in- mere mechanical performances. Hence the labor of
the hand has become much more complicated, much more difficult to
learn, and_, therefore, also needs much more careful study and exercise.
- All these causes combine to necessitate the establishment of a number
of special schools, and the city government of Berlin, fully aware of the
changed conditions of labor, liberally provided for them. But it must
be well understood that all the trade schools and institutions for the
preparation of skilled laborers in Germany have this one characteristic
feature, to wit, that they bestow less attention upon manual labor and
more to the underlying principles and the knowled ge skilled labor presupposes. This is the reason why drawing, mathematics, the sciences
of physics and chemistry, and the like are taught in trade schools.
The shop work, so often spoken of, and held up as models of imitation
in this country, is comparatively very limited and confines itself to
mern application of principles learned during lessons. It seems as
tb.ough these German trade schools carefullv abstain from coming into
competition with the labor market.
A recent report of the ·uperintendent of public schools in Berlin,
l)rivy o n ·illor, r. Bertram, states that the sum of 542 445 marks wa
'
. the year 1 93.
pent 11
f thi · sum 86,159 marks were contributed
by
~he • tat of_Pru · ic : 3_25!4 1 marks by the community; 16,565 mark
Y
muon , so ·1 he· 11 rcantile firm , etc., and the board of trad
4 0 1~1• ~k · · ~hile 110,320 marks, or about one-fifth of tlJ
· I id 11 . tl form of tuition fees. To this sum total of
2 ,1 - )
u t be added various donations in form of
w
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tools and other things, such as material, for which no correct estimate
can be made. While this money is spent entirely in the interest of
schools preparing for skilled labor, there must be mentioned also t he
fact that 337,560 marks ($80,339) is expended by the city for so-called
"continuation or supplementaryschoo1s," in which industrial education
is a very essential feature. These latter-named schools offer postgraduate instruction to boys and girls who have gone through the
eight years' course of the elementary school. Most of these supplementary schools offer gratuitous instruction, but not all.1 Though
Ber1in is a metropolis of large size, it seems remarkable tha,t it should
pay a bout $200,000 per year for purely industrial education.
Ilow this sum is distributed, and for what purposes it is used, can
be seen from the following statements taken from Dr. Bertram's report.
Tbe great variety of trade institutions and their scope appear to cover
up the fundamental idea, but careful observation reveals it. It i~ this:
The city authorities desire to give young men of aspiration who are
desirous of gaining knowledge, as well as persons of more advanced
age, opportunities for the development of their special talents and
skill that can not, in the nature of the case, be found in the workshop
or the factory.
It i · the desire of all concerned in this department of education tllat
tu stu<lent boul<.l not engage in actual practical work for pay, and to
1mt the in. truction in close contact with the circumstances or occupation of the learners. foreover, and this appears to ns here iu America tlw more important and nobler object of the scl10ols, the entire
rauge of instruction in these trade and industrial schools tends to
unify several branches of labor and to prevent too much specialization .
.Apprentices and young beginners are very apt in our modern time of
application of machines to learn to work mechanically. Specialization
is going so far that the workman is often degraded to an assistant of
the machine, instead of the machine being his assistant. A few grips,
a few touches, a few motions, are all the man has to do, ancl he loses
his respect for the dignity of labor ancl can not see all the bea.rings of
a single trade. These industrial schools lift the young man to a higher
standpoint, from which be can view all the bearings. of his trade and its
organic combination with other trades.
In accordance with this central idea. the choice of courses of instruction is left free to the student, and a, systcrna,tic, rigid course of study is
introduced only in cases where experience bas proven incontestably in
certain trades that such a course is profitable. The authorities also
desire to interest and solicit the active sympathy of trades unions,
societies, and experts, by offering for every trade that kind of instruction which is apt to supplement its practical application by theory. The
eminent success of the royal art schools and in<l.nstrial museum. is
utilized by employing the graduates of these institutions as teacllers in
1

Comparo article on such schools in last year's annual report.
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the trade sch.ools, for it is argued tbat a teacher should know very much
more than he is to teach. Hence mere artisans can not 1Je teacLers in
Berlin trade schools. The authorities insist upon their being gradua,tes
of schools of design and other art schools. The system of industrial
education of Berlin, it is admitted, is not entirely developed, and some
of the schools belonging to the system are still in their infancy; but in
the main features the course of education for young tradesmen aud
skilled artisans is designed to be as follows:
First, it must be remarked that tbe course of education sketcLed in
the following lines is designed for b'o ys, because trades and industrial
fields in Germany are, as a rule, not crowded with women. Every boy,
then, may attend a public elementary school, the so-called people's
school, whtch offers instruction gratuitously. If he and his parents
conclude to aim at a higher education than the elementary schools offer,
he may enter one of the twelve higher burger schools in Berlin, called
Realschule.u, which are so organized that a boy coming from the elementary schools at the age of 12 years may at once enter the fourth grade,
above which instruction in foreign languages begins. These schools
admit pupils at 10 years of age, but in the first two years the chief
work consists of language (mother tongue), history, a little of the science
of physics, and geometry. - These high schools are of course without
Latin. The graduates of these institutions receive the privilege of only
one year's army service.
Boys of tbe elementary school who enter these higher schools at the
age of 12, and cannot pay for their tuition, receive their instruction
gratuitously. Boys who at the age of 14 leave the elementary school
or are dropped out of the Realschulen owing to poverty, find opportunity for continuing their studies in the evenjng or on Snnda,ys ju socalled supplementary or continuation schools. Here the mother tongue,
arithmetic, geometry, physics, and some other branches are taught
gratuitously. Some of these continuation schools also teach higher
branches, such as foreign languages and double-entry bookkeeping; for
these Ligher branches a small tuition fee is to be paid.
And now we come to the purely industrial institutions: (1) The two
tra(le. schools of the city. The older of the two began in October, 18 0.
It was called into exi ·tence by the city authorities with the active
cooperation of the State. From the moment that the new principal,
l'rofe: ·or Jes en, was called from Hambmg to take charge of thi fir t
trade chool in Berlin the latt r has iucrea ed in extent and importanc
beyon<l everything that even the mo t extrava,gant expectation could
baye ima rined-enrolling 2 103 :tu<lents in 1 94-95. The other chooli ·
almo:t, a._<; Y f tb fir:t followin,,, in all es. ntialR the plan evo1 rl.
Y •.·p rum· in th fir tra e school. Professor Bertram de cribe ' it
fo1lo , · :
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in bookkeeping au<l arithmetic. The school was intended to accommodate 600 Rtndents; the expenditure, aside from the tuition fee charged, was estimated at 30,000
marks per annum, of which tho Sta to intended to pay one-half. At present (iu 1895)
the State pays 20,000 marks and the city 100,000 marks. Tho school folly lives up
to the origiual plan, hut it has extcndel1 its field of usefulness so much that it b a
source of pride to the industrial ,vodd of the German Empire. To prove thi11 it mny
bo mentioned that in the courses for mechanical drawing it prepares its stndents for
tlle work of a great number of trades, such as watchmakers, stone masons, and the
like . Iu day classes it prepares fresco painters. Students of these classes come
only i.n winter, an(1 they come to Berlin for this particular purpose from all over
tho l~mpire. Similar classes prepare cabinetmakers, wood engravers, etc. The
school has lately opened day classes for mechanical engineers, and likewise for
eledro-technical work. Among the students there are foun<l masters, journeymen,
ln.liorer:-i, drawing teachers, side by side with students who are just beginning to
prepare themselves for a trade.
Thi8 Berlin Trade School is a nursery of special schools, the first beginnings of
which are foun<l within its walls; thns, for instance, we find the typographical school
started here; but, above all, it is a nursery of modern methods of teaching. This,
indeed, is its most characteristic feature, and we may describe it by stating it to be
an experimental station for teaching trades.

Iu order to relieve the school· of its overcrowded classes a second
trade school was established in October, 1892. This second school had
alrcac.ly in 1 03 a total of 850 students. This school follows the fir8t
in all e,, entia1H ex.ce1Jt iu physics, which science is excluded owing to
want of suitable room ; in t ad of that it has a day class for painters,
an<l ha~ lately opeued al o a clas · for artistic metal and brazier work.
Drawing of metal and conventionalized floral designs is a peculiar featul'0 of this school.
Tlle lmiklersi' school, representing all the trades engaged ill the erection of buildings, i · formed according to the model prescribed by the
Prussian State authorities, and it is, like the two trade schools, supported by tlie State and the community jointly. It has 381 students
iu four succeediug yearly classes.
The weaving school in Berlin wa,s formerly intended only as a special
school for apprentices and journeymen in the textile industry, in order
to give them an opportunity to go from one department to another
without going- through the ot,h erwise necessary period of apprenticeship. But the school has greatly extended its usefnlness by attempting
to represent, and, as it were, foreshadow, the frequently changing fashions in the branch of textile industry. This school, like all other trade
and industrial schools in Berlin, constantly keeps this leading idea in
mind, namely, every workman should know more, and should be able
to do more, than one thing. It is not only desirable but in the nature
of the case neeessa.ry for him to know many branches of his trade. If
he be a weaver in silk he should know the tricks of the trade of the
linen weaver, or the cotton weaver, or the woolen weaver; and the same
holds good in other cases. The instruction extends over hand looms,
mechanical looms, and work in passementerie. The possibility of offering to Sunday and evening school students so :fine an equipment in
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n1)paratus and means of inst.ruction dates from the year 1889, when,
in addition to these courses, day classes were opened which, according
to tllc present terminology, are called the higher weaving school. The
two divisions are supplemented by an evening school for merchan ts of
tho textile branch; and lately the beginning of a school for dyers has
b een made . The organization of all Prussian weaving schools is occul)ying the secretary of the department of commerce and industry, anq.
his object is to make them more uniform than tlley are at present.
Tuition fees are not required of apprentices and workmen in the textile
industry. -Two other institutions must be n:ieutionecl which are probably characteristic of the- city of Berlin. They are the cabinetmaker's
school and what is known as the I~dustrial Hall.
In the continuation of supplementary schools it was noticed that
mechanical drawing engaged the attention of a large number of young
people in preparation for certain branches of instruction closely allied
with and formiJlg the basis of trade and industrial education. Indeed,
this special kind of drawing, the so-called drawin g of working models,
seems to be the backbone of instruction offered in the continuation
schools. The further this syste'm of schools developed, and the more
tho number of pupils increased, the more desirable became professional
supervision and technical instruction in the industrial features of drawing; and to meet this demand it w·as deemed a,ppTopriatc to establish
what is known as the Industrial Hall. The courses of technical drawing arranged for locksmiths and artistic metal workers, machine builders, tinsmiths, instrument makers, etc., remained where they bad been
given, but in the Central Industrial Hall aU branches of industry were
unitecl in one and taught by a, specially and well-qualified group of
teachers. At the head of this institution~was placed a very skillful
man who had, through long years of experience in tlle trades school,
proved to be pal'ticularly well fitted for this position. He is the supervisor of technical mechanical drawing courses; ho selects proper teachers and determines the method and means of instruction, so that now
the city authority has some guaranty that the various mdustrial courses
are appropriately prepared for by the instruction given in drawing.
The Industrial Hall has ten subdepartments distributed over the various varts of tb.e city. This is to enable the students in all parts of tlle
city to participate in the instruction, so that everyone finds instruction near his home. The e course are offered in the evening and on
Sum1ays. The drawing does not confine itself to technical and profo:-~i nal drawing only, but includes 1wojective drawing and mechanic ·
Tt _ a.u ~1 riti ·- ent rtain the hope that thi. instruction in drawing
1.i ,-h · ·nt •r. in th lndu ·trial Hall and which wa. paTticipated in
ng 11 ~ ·int r o 1 :; by 1,-1 0 . tudent. may in fntnre time change
• . ·110 l for
·hiue nilder:.
r d · 1 ' m n 11.
• n noti ·eel iu the school of cabin ·
· r- li · · gr at need fort chnical drawing and
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especially in designing new models; hence it was desirable to establish
proper supervisors, so that the various courses offered in the city might
be fostered and cared for uniformly. The city of Berlin has now a
large number of drawing courses for cabinetmakers, altogether seYen
different departments in various parts of t,h e city. The next step contemplated is to combine a school for turners with the cabinetmakers'
school. The Turners' Union has expressed the desire that such a school
be established, and it is the intention to connect it with an established
school, especially since the two trades of cabinetmaking and turning
are so closely allied. Woodcarving is carefully attended to m the
cabinetmaker ' school, and not having the desired space, some of the
appr ntices of this school have occupied the upper halls of common
school , whicb, of course, in the nature of the case, can be utilized only
in the evening. It may be of interest to remark that a successful trial
has been made to change this cabinetmakers' school into a day school,
for many of the apprentices and sons of masters in that trade have
been able to secure a release from work in their shops in order to attend
the school for a certain number of days a week. But in all parts of
the school, whether in the central school for cabinetmakers or in the
vari us branch sclwol , it is drawing which forms the chief branch and
mainstay of the course of instruction .
.A.. id from the school· thus far mentioned, Berlin bas 15 other special
scbool for trade , namely, for masons and carpenters, for painters,
clJimn y weep , barbers, wheelwrights, glaziers, shoemakers, blacksmitb , papeT bangers and decorators, basket braiders, bookbinders,
gardeners, printers, and tailors. The potters also have a school, but
that is supported by the city only in so far as the city allows the use
of certain available schoolrooms for its use. It is confidently hoped
tliat this school will soon enter into closer relations with the city
government.
l\fost of these schools have originated in trades unions, or, if not that,
they have been suggested and aided by the unions. In most of them
drawing is greatly fostered, although some of them represent trades in
which drawing is not essential, but which reqnire only manual dexterity; thus, for instance, the barbers and hairdressers, whose trade
is very extensive int.he city of Berlin, and whose school is very numerously attended. Wheelwrights began with a small workshop for pupils.
The bookbiitders have gone much further, using rooms which were
specially designed and erected for them. The same may be said of the
basket braiders' school. For such trades as bookbinding, basket braiding, and the like the necessity of maintaining a practice workshop is
very urgent. In the bookbinders' trade the division of labor has progressed to such an extent that a number of apprentices can practice
through their apprenticeship without ever having completely seen how
a book is bound. This school shows all the various branches of the
trade and enables the student to try his hand at all of them, so that·
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when he changes from one workshop to another in after life be may be
able to change his occupation as necessity or the vicissitudes of life
demand. There is scarcely a specialty in the trade that is not carefuily
and judiciously represented in the bookbinders' school.
Similar things may be said regarding the basket braiders. They
have so-called common beaten work as well as fine artistic work; they
a,lso manufacture wicker and rattan furniture. Each master of a shop
usually has a specialty, and hence apprentices in his shop would learn
only that specialty; but in a braiders' school he learns all the many
features of the trade. Other schools, like those of paper hangers and
decorators, shoemakers, and tailors, show certain features of the trade
ancl certain devices not commonly taught to apprentices in workshops,
/ Thus, for instance, the students of tailoring and shoemaking are taught
to use the cutting machine and t-;; calculate mathematically the size
of every part of the garment, one part being given. The authorities of
Berlin noticed with satisfaction that the courses in garment cutting
were attended by m~sters as well as by apprentices and journeymen.
The house decorators' school in Berlin is in a very prosperous condition, partly owing to the flourishing trade of paper hangers and fresco
painters. Berlin since 1870 has grown more rapidly than many Ameri can cities. Much building and remodeling of houses is going on, and
the refined taste of the inhabitants of the carpital seems to require the
art of decorators more generally. Other trade schools need not be
- desc-ribed; a mere mention will suffice. The gardeners' school draws
into its i_n ftuence young gardeners from far and near. They chiefly
study botany and drawing, make e;x:cursions with their teachers, and
practice surveying and leveling, drainage, and other practical parts of
landscape gardening. ~
Dr. Bertram, being asked, ''What is the result of these various trade
schools 1" says :
I can not as yet give utterance to a definite opinion concerning the results, because
this extensive system of industrial education has not existed. long enough to have
developed fruit; but I may confidently state, without apprehension of saying too
niucb, that with the opportunities that were offered. the eagerness to learn increased
extraordinarily, which is a most hopeful indication of wholesome influence. I
observe, secondly, that the opposition against trade schools, which used to be very
strong among tbe masters, has almost died out, and that, thirdly, the usefulness of
apprentices in workshops and factories is lJeing recognized all over the cit~·, been.use
they can apply in actual work that which they learn theoretically in school.

The real value of a. ystem of schools can not be estirna,ted until it
graduate have bad time to prove to the world what they have learned
a1Hl lH~w ~uc · ,·foHy they can apply their knowledge. That req 1ir
ffiOl' • tnn than many impatient people
concede.
Tl1eau t 1,uon
•
· 1
·
·
n erlm
· entertain the hope that the further d v l.- m
o m~ t >f tlii · · :t ·m of trad s ·hool. will aid the trade. in on
~ : Tl,e · cbool teache. the constrnction and u,
f
11
tl'&.<1 •
an<l acquaint the student with vari n

,vill
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motors, which will gradually lead to au extension of the tradesman's
busine s. The present extensive system of electricai motors enables
a poor man to use mechanical power in his shop, and thus to compete
with his wealthy rival A connection between workshop and factory
is established or made possible, since the factory owner will, it is
evident, prefer men who have learned in actual contact with machines
how to perform skillful manipulations. Aud whenever new inventions
change the aspect of any trade, tl.Je men skilled in numerous phases of
their work are apt to find occasion for their talents, while those who
only understand the mechanical part are easily stranded .
. .\. Rummary of statistics of the trade schools in Berlin is here
appended:
S1t1nrnary of statistics in 1894-95.
Number

of teachers.

Schools.

Number

of . studf'nts.

I~x:pem1·
itures .

- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - -i - -First City Trade School................................................
." coml City Trade School... ........................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

65
31

2, 193 1
908

C1.:u \ ral I udus trial Hall . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ii53

1, 235

8~t ~,~~~~~e~~~.t~~~,?~i :::: :::::: :::::: :::::::: ::::: ·. :~:·. ::::: :: :::::: :::
•"chool for-

'ahinc;tmak rs ........... ..........•........•......................
l~ri<'k1ayc·ra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .............•..
Painter!! ............... ............... ....... . ..................•..

n~:t ir':~~-~'.·~~>.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::
ii~~ir~;~i:i
.~~~~:.-.-:::: :.- .-.-.· :::::::: ::::::.-.-:::::: .- .·:::: ::.-.-: .- ::::::::
1'11p orhn11 rcrs ................................................. . ... .
1

' ho1•mnk rs .•... ..........••...•....•......•.................•.....

Bla <'k.~mitl1s ............ ..... ..... . ...... ... .....•.. ... ... .........
Braid ers ..... .. ........•.... ........................... . ...•........
Bookl>inders ... ............... ...... ..... ...... ............... _... .
Gardeners ......................................................... .
l'dnters .......... ...... .... ....... .. ............... ... ............ .
T a ilors ......................•................................•.....
/::i:i.d<llcra . ....... .. .... ....... __ •...........•....••...•••••••••••.•..

15
6
11
5
20
5
5
6

11
5
5

7
6
13
6
3

m

_,

it~~~

10, 202

4,504
233 1
755

388
120
402
05
83
250
228
168
27
111
98
372 1
330
162

___ ____

,

$32, &57
14, :342

2,222
3,155

:l72
1,869
883
373
2 7()2
1, 78]
522
506
1,071
287
1, 7G7
723
891
-----

Extra:fr~fi~~;; ~~pe~s~s·:::::::: :: :::: ::::::·:::::::::::: :: :::: ::::::: :: ...... ::~.... -~·-~~~ .1

113, 1:J2

Grand total ........................................................ _.......... _..... .
.Amouut spent for industrial education in continuation schools ........................ . .. .

120,102
80,330

Grand total ..... ............... ... ............................ _............... _..... .

200,441

15,070

In connection with the foregoing statement of what is clone for iudustrial education in the city of Berlin, it is interest111g to Hote an American opinion of inrl.ustrial education in Germany, and its effect upon the
uccess of that Empire in commerce and various domains of iudustry.
The following quotation is an editorial article in the Scientific Ameri~
can (September 26, 1896), which deserves great credit for shrewd observation and candid statement. The article is headed " The secrets of
Germany's industrial success."
Perha.ps the mo1:1t notable fact in the indnstrial world just now is the commancling
position which is being won by the German manufacturers ancl the rapid encroachments which they are making upon the foreign trade of other nations, and particularly upon that of Great Britain. In taking note of this development we runst
remember that it is nothing new-that it is not the result of a sudden outburst of
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energy. It is merely the larger-development, the coming of age, of a system which
has been steadily a,t work in Germany for ma,ny yca,rs. Her industrial triumph,
which bas come as a surprise to tho world at large, arnl with a rude awakening
shock to Great Britain in particu_lar, is no surprise to the German people themselves.
In school and college, in workshop a.nd factory, by carefully planned organizations
at h ome a.nd a.broad, they have set- in motion a, system of industrial forces which ar.e
now working out the desired r es ults with mcchanica,l regularity and precision.
The German minc1 is essentially scientific a.ncl methodical. It was these qualities
that contributed largely to the s1gnal triumph- of the German arms in tlle memorable war of 1870. During the quarter of n. century that has interveneu si nce the close
of tho struggle-and the consolidation of the Empire, Germany has been appl ying the
same scientific methods to the arts of peace; and with such success that it begins to
look_as though her inJ.ustrial armies w ere going to occupy the broad :fields of international commerce with the same resistless energy with which her battalions
marched from Saarbrlick to Sedan a quarter of a century ago.
Germany owes her industrial success to her system of scientific training iu schools
and colleges, to the close fellowship wh ich exists between her factories and her
schools, and tc,hcr elaborate organiza.tions for the control aud Jevelopment of commerce.
That the scientific course in German schools was thorough anJ effective has always
been well understood; but it has been r-ese~ved for a private letter written by Professor Ostwald, the distinguished German chemist, to his English friend, Professor
Ramsay, to open the eyes of the world, ::mcl particularly of the English people, who
are most nearly affected, to the practical use to which the scientific researches of
their specialists are put b-y the German people. It appears from this letter that
there is a close alliance between the German manufacturers and the universities and
high-grade. technical schools. In the chemical industry, for instance, it seems that
. splendid inducements are offered to tho gra<.1uates of technical colleges to enter the
laboratories which form part of tho equipment of the factories. These young me~
aro engaged, not for the executive work of the establishment, but for purely e:s:penmental work in the laboratory. They form a brigade of skilled inventors, who
devote themselves to the discovery of imprffved processes and methods of mnuufacturo
Speaking of this system, Professor Ostwald says:
"The r esearch laboratory in such a work is only ,lifferent froru one in a univ-ersity
by its l)eing more splendidly. and sumptuously fitted than the latter .. I have beard
from the business managers of such works that they h ave not unfrequently men who
h:we worked for four years without practical success; but if they kuow them to
possess ability, they keep them notwithstanding, and in most cases with ultimate
success sufficient to pay the expenses of the former resultless yen.rs ."
\Vhen we bear in mind that "there are often more than oue hnndrocl Ph. D. 'sin a,
single manuf:::tctory ," :1nd that this little army of qnnJifieu scientists is occupied
solely in "making inventions," we begin to understand why it is that Germany is
already preeminent in certain markets of the world, and is likely to become so in
others before long. Invention is no longer left to the unaicletl efforts of the wellmeaning but oft~n uninstrnctec1 indiviclual. In the special laboratory tliere will be
no long hours of fruitless search for an object whose supposod existence is based
U]'.IOn ignoranc of the first principles of :physics or mechanics. In this admirable
comliiuatiou of the skille.ll theori. t an<l the truineu mechamc there is little 1 ft to
lia cc, a.nu the levelo:pmcnt of an art is carried on by the sure and logical 11roces
(>f xncrit cnt, inv ·ntion, and de ib'll .
t f ar cly 1. ~ i :po at cc in · rman indn trial economy is her elaborate system
r h .r
ru :; ~m,1
n ion of trade. Thi · include the fonnding, in certain
\ ·u
· of hamb ·r of ommerc . Tb o in titutions arc intended to c1 al
<\U<~t1oru1 of o
~
. tbe broadest possil,le manner.
r 1· tra,le m
h
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"There is no question connecteLl with the development of trade interests, of mauufactnres, credit capacity of foreign countries, adYantage3 to be obtained by treaty
stipulations, injuries resulting from measures adopted b;r other n:i,tions in restrnint
of tr:ule, which is not thoroughly cliscussecl and carefully considered by tho many
German chambers of commerce scattere<l over the country . These bodies report to
tho minister of commerce ,,ith regard to the influence and bearing of all such matters,
as they are connected with the commercial interests of the various localities; and by
petiiion or otherwise they often secure action through their minister and the minister of foreign affairs which is of great advantage to them."
As the necessary counterpart of this organization at home, the Germans are about
to establish a system of commercial attaches, whoso agents shall be specially trained
for tho service antl shall form a recognized part of tho national representation in
foreign countries. Tho work of tho attach6 will be similar to that which is now
emuoclietl by our own consuls in their "consular reports,'' many of which, be it said,
aro admirable documents and worthy of a wider circu1ation. He will furnish to the
homo government a statement in detail of the particular commodities which are
rcqnired in his district, and will keep it informecl of the volume and nature of the
trade done there by competitors; and, indeed, he "ill report any facts which might,..
uo of service for dissemination among the various local boards of trnde above :mention <1.
Visitors to the Columbian E:s:position at Chicago will remember the truly magnificent <li play 1hat was ma<l.o by Germany, and particularly the collection which
ft•rureil so prominently in the Liberal Arts Buillliug. It was a special effort, carefully 11lannell and eIT ctively carried. out, and German foreign trade is feeling the
stimnlu of that costly (lisplay at the l)resent moment.
ur bri f con illeration of this sul>jcet suggests that, while it more imme<l.iately
cone ms tho commercial supremacy of Great Britain, it has also a practical interest
for tl10 nitecl tates . In our future commercial development :md expansion we
shall certainly outer into :i. most active competition with the two nations above
mentioned . It is a question which we shall do well to as ourselves, whether our
native inventirnness and mechanical skill shoulu. not be stimulated and rendered
moro efficient by such n, triple alliance of science, industry, and organization as is
now carrying Germany to the front by leaps and bounds.

SALARIES OF TEACIIERS IN THE PEOPLE'S SCHOOLS IN GERMANY.

The question of raising the salaries of teachers has of late been a ·
subject of discussion in legislative bo<lies of the various German
States, especially in Prussia. A. bill laid before the Prussian Diet
during its session in 1806 regulates the salaries, but in every case it
refers to the minimum beginner's salary, and leaves the adjustment of
the maximum sum to the communities. The following tables, with
explanations, -are gathered from an article by Rector J. Tews, of Berlin,
who carefully compiles and critically analyzes the educational statistics of his native country from official and private sources. He says:
In orcler to present the situation as it now actually exists in Germany, it is necessary to bring together as many statements as possible. There are Yaried opinions
as to what constitutes the proper pay for elementary s~hool t eachers. From sol!!e
States it was impossible to obtain the statistics, namely, from Alsace-Lorraine, Mecklenburg, Schaumburg-Lippe, ancl Waldeck. Little irregularities could ·not be
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avoided; they are ex1)l11ined in the text accompanying the tables. It is quite astonfahing to seo how many teachers are paid minimum salaries. According to the t:tbles
from Wiirtemberg that refer to the year 1891-92, there were 3,406 teachers, of whom
511 were markeu. as belonging to the eleventh year of service, yet these 511 were still
drawing the minimum salary. Besides, Wiirtemberg had in the same year 1,280
teach~rs not definitely employed who hc:1,cl been teauhing between one and ten years.
In Saxony, during the year 1894, Mr. Rocke prepared a statement from which it is
seen that among 8,239 teachers there were 1,902 definitely engaged and 336 assistants
wbo were still a.rawing the lowest salary, which is equal to 28.3 per cent of the
whole number of teachers in Saxony and 26 per cent of the assistants. The tables
following on pages 153 to 155 are arranged according to the annual increases prescribed by law or governmental regulation.
1. Only the minimum salaries, with regular increases owing to the age and length
of service which are required by law, are recorded in this table. No volunt:try
addition to the salary voted for by communities bas been considered. Thongh
these cases are quite numerous, it did not seem to be correct to consider them, inasmuch as it is the object to state the legal requirements only.
2. Wherever in any State, as for instance in Hessia, Gotha, and Weimar, higher
salaries are fixed by law for the cities and lower salaries for rural schools, the lower
sall\_ries have been inserted in the table in preference t,o the higher, the latter being
fa the minority.
3. \Vhere professional tea,chers, such as assistants, adjuncts, substitutes, etc.,
receive a salary fixed by la w, these salaries have been recorded in the proper column. Where promotion to a definite appointment is not regulated by law, the
average provisional period is assumed.
4. Where free fuel is granted in addition to the salary of teachers, 100 marks is
added in the salar:y in the table, and 50 marks to that of assistants. This has been
done with statements from Sondershausen and Liibeck, and also Saxony. For
Hamburg a different figure had to be taken, namely, 150 marks for teachers and 50
marks for assistants, since the~e are the actual sums paid.
5. "Wherever the teacher a.ctr:, as organist or sexton and receives extra pay for such
work, the pay is not mentioned in the tables, because, practically, it has nothing to
do with tho actual school work and its remuneration.
Special notes are made with reference to each separate State:
Bavaria: This Kingdom has no maximum salary :fixed by law. The law prescribes
increases of 90 marks at intervals of five years. After forty years service the Bavarian teachers draw 1,720 marks; after forty-five years, ·1,810; after fifty years, 1,900
marks; while the teachers in the Palatinate draw on 1y 1,620, 1,710, and 1,800 wark ,
;respectively. This necessitatecl a double entry in the table for Bavaria.
Iu ,vurtemberg tbe beginners in the profession draw 620 marks per annum during the first five years, and 790 marks until the:; reach the tenth y ear. Aside from
tho salary, they am provided with a furnished room, fuel, and ltghL The compiler
bas estimated the cost of this at 70 marks, hence the figures in the column will lie
fonncl to "be 690 and 860, respectively. Definitely appointed teachers are allow d
by 1aw supplies to the amount of 70 marks.
In .'a.·ony the as istants are grante,l free fuel or a sum of 50 marks. Very few
commuuitie · in , axony have gone beyond the minimum salaries prescribed by law.
In 1~aden the candidates, that is, the beginners, l<!Cl:ive 800 marks, and after baYill "
I>t ·<l heir ,'tate xamination the salary i increa ell to 900 mark . For old ·r
. i tant t:achers many <·omnrnnities pay a much as 1,100 marks, which is the hegiutnn' • lanes of r ctor or principals. Rent i calcnlatecl at 150 marks for such t :idi(• · J>riuci1>al. in ehool with four t achers r<w ·ive 100 m:trks, and wher · th ·
·\1 ol l. I ore than four t . ·11 ·r 200 mark ' a1lditional.
If the teachers erv in
l 1\ m ·n ar • · c•h,1,,1 ,' 1111 ,.,v mng
· c1a e. the worl· is
· p:ucl
· for by th ~- ar, 1wm< -1,•1
1 be · r.he gymna i · an atlclitional 25 marks 1s paid. Since mo t
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teachers in small communities act as organists, and some as sextons, their income is
inc;reasecl to a much greater sum tban is stated. in the table.
In Hes, ia a new law has been passed which ·will come into force April 1, 1897.
Definite appointment of tb.e teacher is calculated from the date of passing the second
State examination, while in other States it, is the :fhst examination. This examination is usually passed at the expiration of two years after gr_aduating from the normal
schools. In larger communities much higher salaries are paid, but since it is the
cbject to show the minimum sa,l aries they arc omitted from tbe table.
Oldenburg: The teachers in Oldenburg are classed as bead teachers and assistants.
Head teachers are the principals of graded schools ancl the teachers of ungrad.ed
schools in tho country; all other teachers are called assistants . The minimum salary
of a head teacher is 900 marks, but in the cities 180 to 300 marks are added. To the
minimnm (or "stock") salary are ahw added six increases at 75 marks each after
five, ten, :fifteen, twenty, twenty-five, and thirty years of service, counted from the
definite appomtment. The teachers are employed temporarily for nearly fonryears.
There is a further classification of the assistants into those of the :first and second
class. Tbis makes it difficult to calculate the salaries for insertion in tbe table.
The increases are not in most cases regulated by law ·but depend npon the good will
of the antborities rn office. Hence the table contains statements for Olclonlmrg,
with reference to the first ten years of ser vice, that may not in every case be correct,
but they are tho result of careful compntation. The higher salaries could not be
stated with exactness either, since in most cases a local increase is voted which is
rarely l
than 300 marks. In gra<led schools the second teacher draws tho salary
of ah acl teacher. The principal receives an indemnity of 90 to 120 marks if his
school, or rather his r sitlence, is not provided with an extensive garden in which to
raise yerr tables and fruit. This indemnity for laucl is invariably inserted in the
table au<l 1p1oted at 90 marks. 'l'ho Government of' Oldenburg js at present engaged
fo preparing a b11l to regulate the salaries of teachers.
In Weimar ther e i a distinction made between rural districts and towns of the
tliird, second, and f:irst class. The minimum salary fixed for towns of the third class
ranges between 860 a,nd 1,710 marks, in towns of the second class between 890 and
1,860 rnarks, and in towns of the first class between 920 and 2,010 marks; obtainable
after twenty-seven years of service, counted from the day of graduation in the normal Rcbool. There is a movement on foot in the duchy to do away with the differences and place the teachers all on the same level with those of towns of the first
class. Tbe teachers also claim remuneration for service in church, either as organist
or sexton, or whatever other service the church insists upon.
In Brunswick the city teachers have between 750 and 2,100 marks; besides that
they enjoy free rent, which in the country is paid "in natura" and is estimated at 150
marks, or an indemnity of 90 marks for the first five years, 120 marks for the second
five years, 150 marks for the third five years, and 180 marks after the eighteenth
year of service.
In Anhalt the teachers are not paid extra for rent. Where there is a residence for
the teacher connected with the schoolhouse, rent is deducted from. his stock salary.
1f J1e ,lraws less tbanl,500 marks, the sum of60 marks is deducted; ifhe draws more
than 1,500 marks, 90 marks is deducted for the use of the residence. In the table
these sums are already deducted. There is a slight difference between tho salaries
paid in 2mall cities a.nd in larger cities, but the teachers are endeavoring to equalize
the salaries and the Government is willing to meet the teachers in this.
In Gotha there is a higher scale of salaries for the three cities, Gotha, Ohrdruf,
and Waltersh,msen , than .the table contains. In Coburg the scales for city teachers
are considerably higher than those mentioned in the table. In Meiningen the Government gives tl10 tt1acher~ an additional salary of from 100 t0 200 marks and 200
marks indemnity for rent.
In Altenburg the rural teachers are classed with the teachers of towns of the third
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class, and it is this minimum that is contained in the table. In Reuss (senior line)
tho head teachers receiYe an additional salary of 60 marks for supervision of their
schools, but the cities pay the salaries.
In Schwarzburg-Sondershausen rent is not paid, but fuel and light are allowed.
These differences have been adjusted i.n the tables.
Sclui.umburg-Lippe has not been insertetl in the table because there was found no
basis of comparison between the teachers called hea,u te:1chers an<l assistants and
between teache~s of the various classes of towns. It may be stated, however, that
tho salaries range between 850 and 1,200 marks, ::md increase at intervals of five years
100 rn:uks each time. Increases are calculated from the day of definite appomtment,
and church service is calcul ated at 300 marks per year.
The salaries of rural teachers of the State of Hamburg are as follows: Assistants
from si:<to eight years receive between 800 and 1,000 marks, a furnished room, and
50 marks for fuel. Among the definitely appointed teachers, the following categories
are to be d istinguishec1 :
"Stock"
salary.
Te:icJJer s in ungraded schools with less than 35
pup~ls_:
-Minimum .. . ........... . ..... .. .... .. .. ... . ...
Maximum ... .... .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . ...... .. . . ..
T eachers in ungraded schools with more than 35
pup~ls_:

M1n1mum .... . .... ... .........•.... ... ..·.• .•• .
Maximum .. . ~ ······· - . ......•• •. . . ...... •. .. ..
H ead teachers in graded schools:
Minimum ...... . .... . .. ... ..... .. . ... . . . . . .. . .
Maximum .• •• . • . ..... •.. ....•• - ••..... .. - •..•.

Marks.

After 3
years.

After G
years.

After 9
years.

Marks.

Marks.

Marks.

--- ---

After 12
years.

Marks.
t, 400

1,000
1,200

1,100
1,320

1,200
1,440

1,300
1,560

1,200
1,500

1,320
1,650

1,440
1,800

1,560
1,950

1,680
2,100

1,500
2,000

1,650
2,200

1,800
2, 4.00

1,950
2,600

2,100
2,800

1,680

To these sums must be adcled a fixed sum for rent for unmarried t eachers, or a free
d welling, with garclcn an(1 fuel, for married teachers. ·where these can not be furnished in close proximity t o the schoolhouse, an adequate sum of money is paid as
an indemnity. At p r esent the school council of tho State of Hamburg is considering a new scale of salaries, in which the minimum salaries are greatly increased.
The so-called free city of Hamburg consists of the city proper, with about 500,000
i nhal>itants, and a surroun ding territory calle<.1 Hamburg land; both together form
one of the constituent States of tho German Empire.
Bremen : The figures quoted in .the fable for Bremen contain tho sums paid for
r ent; hence they appear greater in comparison than th€1y ought to be. It is reasonable to deduct 20 per cent to arrirn at the actual salary and thus make them comparable with tho other salaries granted.
Lubeck: The rural teachers of tho country districts of the free city of Lubeck
have free <.1 welling, fuel, and not less than 23 acres of garclen ant1 field. This is Y ry
much more than is comprised in the provisions for Prussian teachers, sinco Prus ian
teachers are provided with the kitchen garden, but certainly not with 25 acres of
fielcl. fuel for tho teachers in Lubeck has been calculated at 100 marks, henco the
scale quoted should read 1,000 to 1,500 marks, beginning with the fifth year of
service.
Though a.11 these Ya.rious calculation , which were unavoiuable in the att mpt
to equalize the firrures so as to cnal>le comparison, may not in every ca e bo ab ·olu ely ·orrect, they are ertainly as near the truth and the actual facts as possible.
f. n ial ·rrors aro ·x.cluded a.n,l the fignres submitted in tho followin" tn.lJl
for , w·n the po iblo exceptiou of h1eul,urrr ancl Bremen offer a safo ua i
f

?'

pa·

o

,

follo,·in,.., make!i possililo the repl~· ton. numb rof
nc : ·1 1at alary i offer cl n, teacher a.tan ag when
vi able• L ·tu take a completed twenty.eighth year
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of life, which would be about the ninth year of service as : --. teacher, and we shall
seo that (excluding Bremen) Hessia stands at tho head with 1,200 marks, while
Prussia falls short of that by 220 marks. After twenty-five years of service th~
teachers in Anhalt are at the head with 1,860 marks, while those of Prussia fall
short by 420 marks. The figures in full-face type indicate the date at whlch the
maximum salary is reached. Here we notice enormous differences. Hamburg (land)
stands at the head with from seventeen to 'twenty years of service; Wi.irtem berg at
tho foot of the scale with thirty-six years of service. Bavaria has no maximum
salary fi.:x.etl at all.
The second fable contains the total sums paid for sala.ry as well as .average sums.
These figures a;p}_)ear to bo of greater value than those of the first ta.ble, inasmuch as
thc-y e:x.emJ_)lify the actual value of certain orders or classes. · In both graml tot::t1s, namely, in that of twenty-five years and that of fifty years of service, tho little
State of Anhalt is at the head, while Prussia remains behind with 227 and 323 murks,
respccti vely.
If the numerical relation of the Prussian teachers is taken into consilleration, a
greater emphasis must be bid upon the salaries up to the twenty-fifth years of service; gi-eater, certainly, th:m upon the increases offered after that time. For this reason in the year 1891 there were engaged of every- 100 teachersIn first to fifth year ............... __ ... _______ . ____ . ______ . ____ . ___ _ 22.42\ 43.22
In sixth to tenth year __ .. _...... _... __ .. ____ . ___ .. _.. __ . __ ._._. ____ _ 20.80f
In elev nth to fifteenth -year . ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____________________ _ 15.42} r
lu sL-t nth lo twentieth year ________________ .-- ---· ______________ _ 10. 43
o. 85
In tw •nty-first to tbi.rti th ye:11: ___________ .. __ .. _________ . __ . __ . ___ _ _15.98 15.98
In thirty-first io fortieth y ar ______________________ . _______________ _
In forty-first to fifti th year. ______ ·----- ____________ . ____ ·----- ____ _ 3.98 H.95
1\-foro than flfty years ______ . ______ ... _________ ... ___________________ _
. 40

10. 57}

Total . _. __ ..... ____ . _______ .. __ . ______________ ____ .. _________ _ 100.00 100.00
Tho salary re:tcbecl after the tbirtieth year of service is dmwn only by one-seventh
of tlw total nmnber of teachers, while two-thirds of them reach the salary offered
at fifteen years of Gervice .
Tllo figures in the tables must not be mistaken to mean minimum income, but they
are to represent the salaries only. There are other sources of income for teachers,
and their normal school training prepares them for that purpose. The professional
preparation of a teacher includes instrumental and vocal music, particularly ihe'
playing of the organ. We quote a few figures showing what income teachers in
Germ::wy derive from this church service; but it must bo understood that tho figures
arc all minimum not m::iximnm salaTies, since it is the intention to show tho minimum income of German teachers.
In Bavaria service as organist or sexton is pai<l. for only in a few communities,
and tho compiler is unable to state the salary with any degree of accuracy. In
Wtirtemberg the teacher is expected to eerve in church without any special pay
whatever. In Saxony tho income from church service is calculated only when it
amounts to more than 000 marks. In Baden all church service on the pa.rt of tbe
teacher is prohibited except that as organist: and the least salary paid for that i~
100 marks a year; but in most cases it is much more. In Hessia tho same conditions
pre-mil. In Ohlen burg the highest salary for service in church is paicl in tho rrotestunt communities, namely, 300 maTks. In Catholic communities the payment of
salary is not r egula.te<l, anu varies considerably. In Weimar the teachers' p:1y for
serving in church is not r egulated either. In Brunswick 200 marks, in Anhalt
between 100 and 150 marks are paid, wbilo in Gotha the rural districts pay only 9J
marks. In Coburg the salaries for church service vary and are not regulated. In
Meiningcn i.ho salaries for church service in rural districts amount to 175 to 250
marks. In Altenburg no salary is paid, and in Reuss (senior line) 240 marks while
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in Reuss (junior line) 200 marks are paid. Schwarzburg-Rodolstadt pays from lOJ
to 150 marks. In Scliwarzburg-Sondershausen 200 marks; in Lippe, according to
the size of the congregation, from 70 to 250 marks; in Schaumberg-J:..,ippe, 300 marks;
in Bremen (rural districts) between 200 and 600 marks. These sums must be divided
by four to express them in American money, but that procedure would not approximately come near the real state of affairs, because the purchasing power of money
is very much greater in Germany than it is in America; however, while tho necessities of life, sugh as bread, fruit, and meat, are only a little cheaper than in this
country, everything that bears the· character of luxury or contributes to comfort is
vastly cheaper than in this country.
' One more point may be stated, and that is the number of years after which a
definite appointment can take place That period is counted from the date of grad·
uation from the normal school. Bavaria, after seven years; Wiirtemberg, after nine
to ten years; Saxony, after three years; Baden, after eight years; Hessia, after
fourtofi.veyears; Oldenburg, after four years; Weimar, after two years ; Brunswick,
after five years; Anhalt, after two years; Gotha, after two years; Coburg, after two
years; Meiningen, after two years; Altenburg,- after t,,;,o years; Reuss (senior line),
after two years; Reuss (junior line), after two years; Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, after
two years; Schwarzburg-Sondershausen, after two years; Lippe, after fonr years;
Hamburg (land), after five to eight years; Bremen (land ), after five years; Liibeck
(land), after four years.
vVe add a list of German cities with the statement of average salaries paid to
teachers in elementary scb'oolR. This list has been compiled from a w ork entitled
"Die Gehaltsverhaltnisse der Volksschullehrer," by H. Heuck and H. Ischerland.
A cursory glance at this hble will show that the teachers in cities are not as well
provided for as they deserve .
.A.YER.A.GE SAL.A.RIES IN GERMAN CITIES IN 1889.

As a basis of calculation it is assumed' that the average length of service of teachers in Germany is thirty years. Calculations made in this Bureau from official
tables :published by the minister of education in Berlin make this appear correct,
for the result 5,rrived at was twenty-nine years and five months. The following list
states the amount of salary only, and does not include any indemnity for rent, which
is almost invariably paiu, in addition to the salary, at the rate of 20 per cent of the
latter. For the convenience of American readers the amounts are expressed in
d,ollars and cents:
Frankfort on the
~fain ... __ ...... $743. 50
Leipzig ..... _.... 701. 00
Berlin . .... _.. , ___ 700.00
Ham1mrg --·· ... . 691-. 00

• lanubeim ...... .
l cg ensburg ..... .
:Munich ... _.. -- ..
• Iayence ....... ..
'a1·1.-ruhe .... _.. .
Dre:.dcm ... _..... _

673.75
64-1. 00
63 .75

626.25

Elberfeld .........
Barmen . _... ___ ..
Bremen ......... .
Lubeck ........ ..
Offenbach ...... ..
l!iirth .......... ..
Kiel ............ .
1~sseu .... ....... .
Brnuswick ...... .
\Yorm · ....... -· ..

Ulm .............
Hamm . . . . . . . .. ..
Mtilhausen ...... .
Alton a ......... ..
Hof ............. .
Breslan ......... .
Aix la Chapelle ..
Jlurtschei<l ...... .
Hanov r ...... - ..
Bayren th . ....... .
Bremerhafen .... .
Posen ...... ... - ..
Wies lmdm .... - ..
Bochum ........ ..
Ansbach ........ ..
Dliren ......... - ..
Hanan ......... ..
, chalkc .... . .... .
5::U. 50 11'i11.Jrolll ...... ..

$5gl. 00
58 L. 00
577. 00
576. 00
574. 25
572. 40
5G3. 25
563. 25
560. 00
559. 00
558. 00
555. 50
550. 00
512. 00
541. 50
536. 50
535. 75

$534. 00
52 . 50
528.25
527.60
526.75

526.75
517. 00
517 0
515.00
51 1.00

515.00
510. 00
501. 00
502.50

49
49!.

492. :!:5
4 1.00
4 1.
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W ilhelmshafen .. . $478. 00 1 Osnabrli ck ...... . $452. 00
Hagen ....... .. . . 478 00 Gorhtz ... . ...... . 452.00
Rostock .. . . . ... . . 476. oo I Ju11 ch ........... . 450. 00
Siegen . . . ...... . . 475. 50 I P assau ....... . .. . 445 . 00
Speier . ....... . . . . 475. 50 ' Neuss . . . ........ . 442. 50
Remscheid . . ... . . 474. 50 Bingen .. ........ . 442 . 50
Saarbril<:ken . . . . . 474, 00 Celle . .... . ...... . 441.25
Stettin ... ... .... . 471. 50 Liineburg . . ..... ._ 441.75
Glogau . .. .. .. . .. . 471. 50 Li egnitz .... . ... . 441. 00
Cannstadt .. . .. .. . 470, 50 Stade .... . ...... . 435.75
Gmtind . . .... ..... . 4.70, 00 Altenburg ....... . 435. 25
Ttibingen . . .. ... . 470. 00 Spandau .. . ..... . 434. 25
Ha11e .. . . . ..... . . 468. 00 Em den ... . .. .. .. . 431. 00
Miilheim on the
Elb ing . .. ....... . 4.31. 00
Rnhr .. . ....... . 467. 00 Eberswalde ..... . 423. 00
Solingen . . ... .. . . 465. 00 Nor clhau sen ..... . 423. 00
Bielfelcl . .... .. .. . 462. 00 I Brom berg ....... . 423. 00
Gelscnkirchen . .. . 460. 00 I Erfurt .. .. .. .... . 418. 75
Hameln ... . .. .. . . 459. 50 G1a uchau ....... . 417. 50
Magd burg ...... . 458. 50 \ Schwerin . ....... . 417. 00
Neu Brandenburg. 45 . 25 1 Kopenik . . ...... . 415. 50
Gottingen .. .. . . . . 456. 25 Ballenst edt ..... . 415. 25
chw rte ........ . 453. 25 Bern1mrg .. ..... . 415.25
Hildesheim ...... . 432. 00 ('i,then .. ... .. . . . . 415.25
Pot;dam ........ . 4:'2. 00 Zerbst ... . . .. ... . 415.25

I

TAHLE

Danzig . . . . . . . . . . .
P a derborn . . . . . . .
Lippstadt . . . . . . . .
Ver den . . . . . . . . . . .
Bran<len burg . ... .
H irsch berg ...... .
Gr unberg .. .. .. . .
Goslar ..... . .... .
Thorn ..... . .. . .. .
Coslin . .......... .
Lucken walde ....
Mar b urg • ....... .
Bunde .... . . . .. . .
Anger mund .. .. . .
Halherstadt ... . __
I-Iochst . . -- ... . __ .
F r ankfort on the
Oder ... _.. ____.
Konigsb er g ... ___.
Cob urg . .. . . _. _..
L auban ____ -----·
W ernigerode .... .
Sonc.lershausen .. .
Wittenberg .. __ ..
Bunzl a n ........ .

$405. 75
4.05. 75
404. 50
404. 50
403. 25
400. 00
392.75
392. 75
392.75
391. 00
390. 50
389.00
382.25
383. 00
381. 00
379.75
370. 75
377.25
377 . 00
367. 00
364.00
3G2. 50
354. 00
353. 25

1.-.Minimum teacher!J' salaries in German States, in rnurk , including periodical
increases.

rSums expr sse,! in marlcs, equal to 23.8 cents in American mouey.
rent.)

State.

.Add about 20 per cent JJaid for
·

IU

Year of service, counted from tho date of graduation from normal
school.

_!_:_

1_2_.

I

3.

4.

5.

I

1

6.

I

7.-- ~

10. j 11. 1 12.

1

Prussia, bill of 1896 . . . . .. .•.... 720 720 720 720 9001 900 900 980 980 980!1, 0601, 060 1,060
Bavaria, regulation of 1893-94.. 8r11 817 817 817 8171 889 8891 0001, 0001, 000 1, 09011, 090 l, JSO
Pa~_atinate, regulati~n of 1893-94 6,. 0 6-10 6~0 640 640 702 1 702 · 900 900 !JOO 1 990 9!JO !J90
Wurtemberg,1awofl895 ....... 6901 ti90 690 690 690 1 860 1 860 860 860 ~60'1,1501,1501,150
Saxony, law of 1892.. ... .. •. . . . . 7i0 770\ 7701, 0001, 000 1, 000 1, 0001, 000 1, 000 l, 000 '1, 200\1, 200 l, 200
lladeu, law of 1892 . . . . .• . . . . . . . 800 800 900 900 900 1 900 j 900 90v'l, 100 1, J 00 1, 1001, 200 1, 200
Hef!1:1ia, bill of 1896 . • .. . . . . . • . . . 7CO 700 !JOO 900 900 1, 100 1, 100 1, 10011, 200 1, 200 1, 20v 1, 300 11, aoo
Olden burg, law of 1888.... . . ... 4()51 495 525' 655 685 700 850 8501 925 l, 06511, 0651 , 065 l, 065
Saxe Weimar, law of 1892 . . . . . . 850 850 950 I 950 950 950 1 950 1, 090 1, 090 l, 090 1, 090 l , O!lO I, 180
Ilruuswick, law of 1895......... 720, 720 9JO 9001 900 1,000 11, 000 1, 000 1, 100 1,100 1,100 1, 200 I, 200
1 140 1,140 1,1401, 200 1,290
.Anhalt, resolution of 1892 •.. . . . 840 840 9401 940 940 1, 0-!0 1, 0401, 0401,
Gotha, law of 1892.............. 720 720 880 880 880 880 1 880 1, 030 '1, 0301, O:io 1,0301, 030 l, 180
Coburg,Jaw of l 95 •........... 050 650 800 800 8001,000J,0001,000jl,0001,0001,1501,1501,l50
Meiningen, law of 189-! ....... ,. 750 7501, 000 1, 000 l, 000 1, 000 11, 1001, 100 1, 1001, 100 1,100 1,250 1, 250
.Altenbura:, law of 1893......... 720 720 1, 050 1, 050 1, 050 1, 05011, 050 1,0501l, 0501, iOO i. l, 100 1, 100 ,1, 100
R euss (senior), law of 1891...... 690 690 840 840 840 1 840 840 9901 990 990 , 990 990 l, 140
1
Reuss (junior) , Jaw ofl803. .. . . . 900 900 1,0001, 0001,
0001, 000 1,0001, 1501, 1501, 150 1, 150 l, 1501, 300
Schwarzburg.Rudolstaclt, law
j
1
of 1891 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750 750 000 000' 900 900 000 975 075 075!1 075 075 1, 050
Scbwarzbur_g·Sondersbau sen ,
1 003 1, 0031, 1451, 1451, 145 1, 1451, 1451, 2881, 288 I, 288
law of 1896.............. .. . . . 858 858 8581,
Lippe, law of 1891.............. 720 7~0 7201 7W 8~0 820 820 1,000 1, 000 1, 000,1, ?OO 1, ?OO 1, ~50
Hamuurg (rnral), 1879.......... 850 850 850 8501 8;,0 8501, 150 1,150 1, 1501, 2501, 2501, 250 1, il50
Bremen (rural), 1891. ........... 1, 100 1, 1001, 1001, 100 I, 1001, 500 l, 5001, 500 1, 75011, 750 1, 750 2, 000 2,000
Liibeek (rt!ralJ, 1892 ............ ·1, 000 1, 000 1, 000 1, 000 1, 100 1, 100 l , 100 1, 163 1, 1631, 163 1, 2251, 225 1, 225
1

I

1

1

1

1
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TABLE

1.-JHnimnm teac!t trs' salctries in German Sta'tes in rnarks, inclucling 1;criocliccil

inc1'cases-Continued.. '
Ye::ir of service, counted from the date of gra<luation from norru31 s chool.
State.

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ ,__
u_
.\

15.

I 10. \ 11. \ 1s .

rn.

I 20.

2J. \ Z5.

21. \ 2~. \ 23.

1
1
1
1
Prnss~::i,, bill of 1_896 ........ 1, 140 l, 140 1, 14011, 220 1, 220 1, 220 1, 300 1, 300 1, 3001 1, 330
l3aYaria, r e-gulat1on of 1893\
\
I
j
I
/
D! ·:··············:······.- l,1801.180 1,2701,2701,270 1,2701,2701,3601,::GO 1,360
P a lat.mate, r e gufat1on of
I
~ j ~ j
~
\
'
1_~93-94 ........... : ....... l, 0801, 080 1, 1,01, 1,01, 170 1,1701, 1,01, 2601, 260 1,260
Wurtem berg, law of 18~5 . . 1, 150,1, 150 1, 150\1, 200 1, 200 1, 200 1, 200 1, 200\1, 250 1, 250
S axony, law of 1802 ......... 1,2001, 200 1, 350 1, 350 11, 350 1, 350 1,350 1, 500il, 500 1,500
J3atle::i, l a~v of 189~ ......•.. 1, 200,1, 3001, 300 11, 30011, 400 1,400 1, 400 1, 50011, 500 1, 500
Heesrn, bill of 189G .......•.. 1, 300,1, 4001, 400 \1, 4001, 500 1,5001, 500 1, 600 ,l, GOO 1, GOO
Oldenbur.g, l aw of 1~88 ..... 1, 1401, 140,l , 140 1, 140 1, 140 1, 2151, 215 1, 2151, 215 1, 215
1 180 1, 300 1,3001, 3001, 30011, 300 1,450
Saxe.'\Yenuar, l aw of 1892 .. 1, 180 11, 1801, 1801,
1
Brunswick, l aw of 1895 ..... 1, 300 11. 300'1,
400 \1, 400 1J 500 1,5001, 500 l, 000 1, 600 1 1, 000
1
Anhalt , resolution of 1892 .. 1, 290\1; 440 1, 44011, 44011: 560 1,560 1, 5601, 710!1, 710 1,710
GoJha, law of ~892 .......... 1, 180 11, 180:1, 180 1, 180 1,330 1, 330'1, 330 1, 3301, 330 1,480
Coourg, law of 18% ........ l, 150 1, 150,1, 300\1, 3001, 300 1, 300;1, 3001, 450 11, 450 1,450
1 250 1 250 1, 400\1 400 1,4001, 400 1,4001,
1
Meini11gen, law of 189.1 ..... l, 250,1,
550 1, 550
1
.A.ltenburg,_law of 1893 ..... 1, 100 l, 150): 1.50 11, 150 1: 150 1, 150:1, 200 1, 200 11, 200 1, 200
Reuss (senior), l aw of 180 1.. 1,140 1, 140 11 140 1 140 1 290 1 290 11 290'1, 2001,
2£0 1, 440
1
lleuss U1;1n io r) , law of 1893 .. 1,300 1, 300 1; 300'1'. 300 1: 4.50 1'. 450 1; 45011, 450 1, 450 1, 600
S chwarzonrg· Rudolstad t,
I
I
I
I
I
1
law of 1891. .. .. .......... 1, 050 1,050 1. 050 l, 050 l, 125 1, 125 1, 125 1, 1251, 125 1 ,2GO
Schwarzburg-Sonden::.11 a U·
I
I
I
I I I
·
sen, l aw of 1896 ... · - ...... 1, 288 1, 288 1, 430 ,1, 430 1, 43C 1, 430 1, 430 1, 573 1,573 l, 573
Lippe, l ~w ~f 18!H .......... 1, 1~01, ~~o 1, 1~0 11, 1501 , soo 1, 300\1, 300 1, 3001, 300 1,450
Hambmg (rural), 1879 ...•.. 1, 3.>0 1, ,foO 1, 4.>0 1il, 450 l, 450 1,580, .. .. . 1, . ... · ... : · .. · · : ·
Bremen (rural), 1891 ........ 2, 000 2, 250 l., 250 2, 25"0 2, 500 2, 500 2, 500 2, 7GO 2, 7o0 2, 7o0
Lubeck (rural), 1892 .. . ..... l , 288 '1, 288'1, 288\ 350 1,350 1, 350 1, 413 1, 4131, 413 1,475
1

1, 330 1, 380 1, 460

I

1, 3G0 1, 360 1,450
I
1,2601, 200 1. 350
l, 2501, 250 l, 250
1,5001, 500 1,000
1, 600 1, 000 l . 000
l, 700,1, 700 1, 700
1, 200 ,1, 290 1 1, 200
1
1,4501,
450 1, 450
1,7001, 700, 1,700
1, SGO 'l, SGOi 1,860
1,4801, .1so, 1, 480
1, 450 11, 4GOI l ,GOO
1,550 1, 5GO 1,550
1, 200 1I, 1::00j 1,300
l, 440 l, 4401· 1,440
1, 000 1, COO . 1, GOO

.. . . · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1

1, 573 11, 573 1,71G
1, 450 1, 450 J , 4.50

1

···· · · ·· · · · ···· ·
3,000 1· · · · · · · · · · ·

1

I

I

I

1, 475 1, 475 1, 538

-==

I

1

20.

1

1

Y ear of service, counted from. the d ate of graduation from :cormal school.
States .
21.

~

2s.

29.

p;iw~·
..~~1~.. ~~.
Barnna, r egula.

I so. I I I I
31.

32.

33 .

3J.

35.

1

1......

l~ I ~ I
1.· ·· · .1.·····1····· ·· ·· _I·····
/
I

!

36.

38._

40.

1,460 1, 4.60 1, 54.) 1, 54011, 54°'\ 1,G2ol .... .
1......
\
,
j
I
I
ti011;of 1893-94. 1,450 1,4.50 1,450 1 ,450 1,54.0l l ,5l01,5.J.0 1,5.J.O 1,54.0 1, 630 1, 6301,G30l,630J , C30
Pa1 atmate, r eg n\
I I I
l ~t10n of1893- 9-! 1, 350 1, 350 1, 350 1, 350 1, 440 1, 440 J, 940 1, 440 l, 4.40 1, 530 1, 530 1, 530 1, 5'.:0 l , G3
Wurt cmberg,
\
\
\
\
I
/
I j
I
1
sJ~~:~: 1f!!,· ·~r' 1,300\ 1,300 1,300 \ 1, 300 1,300· 1,400 1,400 \ 1,44.o, 1,400 1, 4.oo 1 ,soo ..... ..... . ....

1

I

I

1

1

I

I

\

1

1

·1······1
··· · ·····
·· ···

1so2: ..•... _. .. .. 1,000 1,000 1,600 1, GOOl , 700 1,7001,700 1,700 1 1, 700 1,800 ...... ····· 1
lfade:1,law.of1892 1, 700\ 1, ,00 1, 700\ 1 800'1, SOO 1 8001. 900 1, 000 ., l, 000 2,000 . ..... · · · ·
Re s srn,, l.>111 of
'
\
'
·1
\
1
1
1, 800 1,800 1,80°12,oo\ · ··· ... ...

I

oi1J!!ii~{1~g: ·i;~·

1

·····1······1··· ··· ······ ····· l ··· f ··· ·····
Sa~c.\~:i~~~j; {; l,290 j 1,200 1,3G5 \ l , 3G5\1, 3G5 1,3051,3G51,440
-1-- .......... l .........
n~!}:;;~~k~.i;;;· 1, 45011,Goo\ ..... . ,·· ·· .. ,· ...... .... ..... I. ..... ..... ·1· ...
I.....,.... .
.....

....

1

1

of 180.> ........ . 1,800 1,830 1,800 1,900 .. .... ..... ....

·· 1·••• • . . . • • .

J ..... \............ ..... .\. .... ··········

:I~rt:J!ii~:~. 21'°4\i 1·0 ..1. ........... '... J ...... ····- ······ ······1
.... ..1. ......... ..1. .. ..1. ··:: :::::
······ ...... ·····,:··
Co\nr~:-'g, law of \ '

\ '

30

······ . .... . ···· · \······ .... .. .....

.J-ci~i~.i~~: ·i-;,~: I······ ······ ······\······ ··· ·· ······ ··· ·· ······ ······ ······ ······ ····· ·· ···,· ····
Af:C;1!\·g,.. i;;;· 1,100 1,700 1,100 1,101n,1oo 1 , oo\····· ............ 1...... .1 ...... ....
1. . . . .

vf 1 !)3.........

3

•

I

.. . . .
1

TABLE

2.-Mini-mmn tcaolters' salaries in German Slates, in marks, inolN,cUng anniial increases.
[..A.<ltl nbout ?Q

~ })c,r cont })Uitl for -:en t ·]

1 to 5 ?"'~ars of j 6 1? 10 ~oars \

serv1co.
of sorv1co.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - -·_,

Stato.

Total.
\

Prussia, bill of 1806 ............ .
llavnrin, regulatiou of 1893-94 .. .
PaJ_ntinato, ro~ulnti<?n ot}893-94.
Wurteruberg, 1a.w of 1865 .. .•.. _.
Snxony,la.w of1892 -··--······-·
Baden, law of 1892 • _•.•.•••.. _•.
R ossin, bill of 189G .. __ ........ _.
Ol<lcnhurg,lnw of 18PS ...•......
Sa.xe-'\Yoirn ar, la.w of 18!l2 ..... _.
l~nmswiok, law of 1895 ... _.... .
Anhalt., rt-'solution of 18!l2 . . - . - ..
Gotha, law of 1892 . . ____ .... - .. '..
Colrnrg, law of 18!15 .. __ ........ .
Mein in gen, law of 189-! . •••.•• - . ·
A.lteuburg, law of 1S!l3 ........ - ·
Reuss (senior), law of 1891. •.. -·
Rouss (jnnior), law ot'l803 .... . .
8chwnrzburg-Rudobtatlt, law
of 1891 ..... _. ___ ........ - .... .
Schwnrzburg-Sontlorsh au son,
law of 189G .. _... _..... __. -· ...
Lippe, la.w of 1891. .... __ .. --··. Hamburg (rural). 1879. _____ ... ·
llrcmou(rural), 1891. .••.........
Liibock (rural), 1802 .• _..•••••..

nott_oservice
15 yoat·,i

I~~~r-

II

I

16 10

Total. .A :er- , Total. A ,er- -;

_ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _
n.,_o_._____

3, 780
4, 085
3,200
3,450
4, :no
4. 300
4,100
2,855
4,550
4, 1-10
4,500
4. 080
3,700
4,500
4,590
3,900
4,800

756
4, 740
817
4, 778
010
4,101
GOO 1 4,300
862
5,ooo
860
4, ~OU
820
5, 100
r,71
4,300
910
5,170
828
5, 200
ooo
5, 4~0
810
4, S.iO
74.0
5. 000
!lOO
5,.J.00
018
5,300
';'80
4,650
ooo
5,450

4,200

840

4,580
3, 1oo
4 ?50
1< 500
5,100

91u
7-1 0
8 50
1, 100
1,020

<> -

. -0 ycar,i
oi service.

.,.
rs
~l to-" rcn
of scrnce.

---:C- -

I...\.ver-

1

to 25 cars
f
~ '
o sen 1co.

?6 to 30 yea.rs
-

.

·.,

of scrvwe.

31 to 50 years

1 to 50 year-;

of service.

of service.

Total

I.Axer-

T t l

.Aver-

Total. _,\_ vcr-

Total. .A,er-

20 8~0
" 7' 733
58.,1,
25: 650
., 9 560
20: 700
31 800
795
28,050
30, 940
32, 700
27,080
28,200
30,450
27,340
27,000
31,100

1 Oi3
1 • 100
' 983
1, 025
118?
1: 188
1 ?7'.l
'992
1,146
1,238
1, 310
1, 11()
1,128
1,218
1,094
1,080
1, 24-1

7 460
7• ..,;. 0
r,'
0
450
8 000
8: 500
9 100
6: GOO
7,700
n. ooo
o, 900
7,850
8,000
8,350
o, ooo
7,530
8,450

l 4.g?
·
1 , 450
1 350
1 •• 290
1 600
1' 700
1 • 820
1: 320
1540
1, 800
1 ' 980
1' 570
1' GOO
1'.0,0
1,320
1,503
1,600

32 320
:is' 500
31 ' 500
29: 300
:i 500
5
39'. 300
40 000
2s: 575
32000
3s' ooo
40 1' 20 0
3') 000
3;• 000
35:ooo
29 , 000
31 000
35 '. 000

1, 610
1, 650
1 550
1: .t65
1 750
1: 865
2 000
1: 42;)
1,000
1 ,900
2,010
1 630
1' 600
1'.795
1 ,480
1 550
1 : 7 so

66, 700
68. 483
02, 834
61, 400
63,ooo
77, 500
80, 300
59, ~70
08,1.S50
77, 94.0
s2, 860
68,430
GS, 200
74,700
03, 540
05, 530
74,550

1, 334
1,370
1,251
1,228
1,4.GL
1, ~f,O
1,018
l, Hl 9
1,3 67
1, ~~~
1,
1,300
1, 31i.t
1,494
1,271
1,311
1,491

I

~ ~ - 3 ;~~- , Total. _a_g_o.____·_·___
a.g_e_.___0_:i..
_ _a_g_o_.___ _ _a_g_e_._______
ng_e_._

9.J.8
050
8:n
8u0
1,000
USO
1,140
878
1,0H
1,040
1, oso
970
1,000
l,OSO
1, o?o
930
1, ooo

5, 460
5, 720
5, 1so
5,750
6,000
G, 000
6,500
5, !75
~.,20
Ii, 100
6, ~50
5, 1,00
5,750
6,!~0
5, aoo
5,400
o, 200

1 002
1 ' 144
1 ' 0 ') 6
1: 150
1 200
1: 200
1 300
1'. 095
l,lH
1,220
1, wo
1,120
l, 150
1,220
1,110
1,080
1 ,240

s'. 800
u 15:J
u'. o:rn

6'8,30j 1'~-0 1·
· '
,, 0,1
;~~
~00
;
~
700
1

i'

~·
;:

l 348
•
1 • 360
1 960
l' :!~O
•
1 500
1' 5-10
1 • (iJ0
1' 245
1'390
1· 640
1 ' 77 0
1' 420
1' 450
1'.520
1 ,220
1 380
1: 540

0-15

5,100

1,020

s, 475

1 , 003

5, 850

1 , 11:i

'.'!5, 350

1,014

o, ooo

1,200

u, 000

1 , 200

55,350

1,101

5,72311,175
928
4, GJO
5 550 1, 110
7: 800 1,502
5, li25 1,120

G,4i0
5, 4~o
o, 500
10, 0~0
6, 2;,,0

1,288
1, ?9o
1, :no
2, 000
1,250

7, 8 G., 1,573
Ii, 950 1 1, 39:i
,, 750 1 550
1 250 2: 850
7,250 1 1,450

31_,760
~6,
31, .,,oo
19, 5~~
30, o,o

1,2!0
1,
1, 202
1, 1182
1, 239

~,:>73
~~o
7, , .,o
1~, OO?
( I SU

1, 715
1,540
1, 550
3, 000
1,562

34,300
32, ooo
s1, ooo
60, 000
32,000

J,715 7J,635
1, ooo os, 640
1 u5 o 70,300
i.J: 000 124,550
1, 600 70,787

1,4?3
1, 3o~
1,400
2, 49;
1, 4lli

4,725
1

--- - ·
6
~. 74g
1, ~'.'!o
6~·, ~oo
~o 1, 270
u, so
~, S~O 1, ~70
6, ~OO
1 .... 110 .
6
o' to ], 350
~ O
,- ' O:J 1,360 1 I, ~U
I l, 4~0 1 ~, ~~g
o'•>·
l,l~O ,
•J;:
7' 3
·
r.
.,
sc,o
'
,
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SALARIES OF TEACHERS IN '.l'HE PEOPLE'S SCHOOLS OF A US1'RI.A.

The Yearbook ~f Political Economy and Statistics, edited in Jena,
Germany, by four eminent university professors of Balle, Breslau, and
Gottin gen, contafos in the second number of the volume for 1896 an.
article on the income of persons engaged in elementary and burgher
schools. -The author refers in this to the forty-second volume of
"Austrian Statistics, Official Organ of the Government", which gives
minute information concerning the expenditures for public education.
in . A. .ustria. This publication is especially welcome, since information
on this- -.subject has been very difficult to obtain. The position of
Austria,n teachers is a new factor in the social life of the Empire. This
is plainly.seen from the rapid increase both in the number of teachers
and the amount of salaries paid.
Y ear.

Number
of

I

Salaries
paid.

- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ~ -i teachcrs. 1_ _ __
1865. · · ,·· .. ... , ... .. ............................ : ••....•••••••• ··•••• ............. .. .... ....... · .. .
1871: . .......... . . ................... _........ .. .......................... ·.. . ..... ............ .
1875 .... . . _ . . .................. ... ............. . .............. .. . . ........... . .. . ... ......... .
1880 . . .. ... ... . . .... ....................... . .................. · - · . ......... . ..... ....... .
1890 .... .. .... ...... ... . .................. ...... ....................... •••••· .•.. .. ... ...

20, 164
20,099
2~, 795
29, 050
40,733

F lorin;;.
4,940,000
7,802,000
12. 921,000
17,290,000
25, 738,000

Duriug the last twenty-five y ears about 20,000 teachers have been
addec.l to the number engaged in 186l>, and the great change in th eir
social 11osition is seen fro m the fact that their entire income to-day is
fi.ve times greater thau it was tweuty-:fi.ve years ago. But if we con- siclel' that the number has doubled, we may take it that the same social
stratum of 1865, placed on an e qual footing with 18!10, may l>e ·aid to
h aye an income two and one-half times as great as twe11ty.fi.ve years ago.
I\I any of the 40,000 teachers ( the annual statistics publi. bed by the
Government shows the number of teachers to be in the neigl1 borhoocl
of 70,000 instead of 40,000, but this includes all teachers of religion a11d
special branches, such as music, drawing, gymnastics, etc., which pecial
teachers are not includetl in the number of regular class teacher ; the
40,133 includes only cla s teachers, uch as head teachers aud prin ·i·
11als, teachers and assi ·tants) are eugaged in city , chools; hell(·e the
p rof ·ion of teachiug begins to exercise a political influence in munici ·
]_)al public life. That the teachers in Austria a,re considered a ne\l'
factor with which it i. well to reckon is een from the action tak •n by
the legi lativ bodie of the Empire as well a,s of the Crown Jan<l. A
i · w 11 kno,, 11, th citizen.· of Austria and Germany are <livided in t
el ·toral ·la ..: . , n<l h teacher are included iu the cla · of offi ·er
?f t1 1~ i'ta . Th : ·la:.- s vot .·eparat ly on election day and the
m I Hicr n ·e f the ael1 r' in voliti ·al affair is not without infl.uenc ·
a
I 1< in Y
n h 1 rg ~ ·itie ·, :u ·h as Vi nna.
<·~n • 11 l inert· iiw mun1J r f womc11 teacher· al ·o i au imp r·.1 1 r~ · ,r. - t r · 11 tl1e nnmb r of vomeu teach 1-.· i: a Iittl
11
n · 1 h f h tit 1 number. 'Ilie 1mmerical relati n of tb
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female sex in the various grades of the profession may be seen from the
following table:
Men.

Women.

Total.

------------------------ ---- --PrinciJ>als and bead teachers . .... .. ... . .... ..... . ........ . .............. .
Teachers ................................................................ .
.Assistants, definitely appointed .............. ....... . ............ ....... .
.Assistants, provisory .. ......................... . .................•......
Total. ........................... ... .......... ..... .. ...............

8,284
15,318
5,276
5,121

447
3,820
1,770
1,768

8,731
19,138
7,046
6,889

ss,"0001~14is~

This table shows that the position of women among the head teachers
is a subordinate one, since in the highest grade, in that of principals
and head teachers, the women are represented only by one.twentieth
of the number; in the next lower grade, in that of t eachers, they are
represented by only one.fifth of the number; but in the next lower
grade, in that of assi::;tants, they are represented by one.fourth of the
number. The cause is, partly, that the women in Austria have only
recently turned to the profession of teaching; hence those engaged in
it are not experienced-that is to say, not old enough to have been
promoted to the highest grade · of the profession. B nt the cause may
al o lie in th fact that the governmental authorities do not consider
w men adapted for executive dutie . .
A b tter in ight iuto the social po ition of the teachers in Austria,
aud partly into th difference exi ting between the ocial position of
the two sexe ', i' gained by a tudy of the following table, base<l upon
official data of 1890:
Sala1·ies of teachers in elementary and burgher schools in Austria, 1890.
Number
of men .

Salaries.

________________ ___ ,___
__;_

200 florins. ............. ... ...... ... ..... ... ................. .
200 to U9 1lorins . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250 to 299 florius . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300 to 34!) florinR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350 to 390 florins.............................................
400 to 450 florins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
450 to 490 florins ..... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500 to 5-19 florins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550 to 59!) florin fl • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . • • . . • • • • • . . • • .
600 to-649 florins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
650to 690 florins................. .. . . . . .. . . . ... . . . ... . .. . . . .
700 to 749 florins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
750 to 799 florinR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800 to 8-!9 florins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
850 to 890 florins ............ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
900 to 050 tlorin s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
950 to 099 florins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 000 to 1, 099 florins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,100 to 1,199 florins ....... ........ ····· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1, 200 to 1, 29!) florins ..... .. ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
l , 300 to 1, 300 florins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,400 to 1,499 florins.........................................
1, 500 to 1, 599 1l orins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l , 600 to 1, G!l9 florin~ ......... ........ . ............. ·· · · · · · · .
1, 700 to 1, 790 flor]Ds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

593
468
1, 520
2, 180
2, 718
3, 655
1,215
2, 219
2, 074
2, 246
2,340
1, 079
1,691
1, 514
I. 198
1, 191
1,041
1, 216
1,

~ti

449
356
204
125
5~

Ratio ofN um_ber
ot
i---...,.......--women.
Women.
- - -:Men.
---830
256
559
674
344
1, 019
561
34-1.
321
685
401
278
17!)
18-i
197
206
135
2 0
2 ~~
.,.,·,
1
6
3
··········

UgH~t:!HfEt~~~~~~ ~~:::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::: J~ :::::: ::::

1. 7
1. 3
4. 4
6. 4
8. o
10. 8
3. 6
6. 5
6. 1
6. 6
6. !)
5. 8
5. 0
4. 5
3. 5
3. 5
3.1
3. 6

n

10. 6
3. 3

7. 2
8. 6
4.4
13.1
7. 2
4.4
4.1
8. 8
5.1
3. 6
2. 3
2.4
2. 5
2. G
1. 7
3. 6
3. fj

.5
·. ,,
1 ,.,
.4
.1
1. 0
.O
·4 ···· · · ·· · ·
·~

:::
1~,~805--1-Uj·J- :::::::
--100
1

Total .......................•.•. .. ....................

Per cent. Per .;ent.
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If the foregoing data are grouped we obtain the following represent ation:
Men.

Sal aries.

Wcmen.

Per c:mt. Per cent.
Less tha.n 600 florin s .. .. ............ .. ... • .. .• ..... ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
48. 8
62. 9
600tol,000fiorins . .. . ...... ... . . :.. ... . . ..... . ...... . ................. ... .. . ......
42.5
32.6
More than 1,000 florins.. .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 7
4. 5
100

100

This shows that nearly one.half of the men and two-thirds of the
women teachers receive the" minimum of existence," which statisticians
have estimated at 630 florins ($303~66); 42½ per cent of the men and
32.6 per cent of the women receive salaries ranging from 600 to 1,000
florins. This again shows a very disadvantageous position of the female
sex, which is particularly noticeable in the highest group, where only 4½
per cent of the women are ranged, while 8.7 per cent of the men are
found there.
The foregoing tables plainly exhibit the fact that the income of
teachers, be they men or women, is low, about G50 florins at an average.
Althoi1gb. the sum total paid to the teachers amounts to nearly
26,000,000 florins, and although this social class has become an important political factor, it must still be admitted that the pecuniary condition of many teachers in .Austria is yery modest indeed. This i the
more striking as the school laws passed in 1868 lifted the profession
of teaching to a new social footing. The appropriations and faxes
voted for and paid by communities, districts, and Crown lands for school
purposes, and which have during the last thirty years added new
burdens to the taxpayers, are constantly incTeasing. Modern life la3 s
claims upon the exchequer of the iµoclern State which were unknown
in former times. The new school buildings, furniture, aml equipment
require enormous sums; so that interest.bearing debts increase tlle
annual appropriations for school purposes and even frustrate the best
intentions of ra.ising the salaries of the teachers. .Austria has ju. t
cause to be proud of its enormous expenditures for school purposes in
recent years, and particularly for its magnificent school building . Tlrn
teachers of Austria stand foremost in the profession and command
tho respect of the world for their lieroic efforts in behalf of public
edncation.

REFOR I SCHOOLS I~ THE

R

TD DUCIIY OF BADEN, GER}LL'Y.

Th .' ~ t m f r f rm ·hool. 1 in the rand Duchy of Baden in rmm:y 1 · r !!Uh t ll by law of ~lay 1 G, which began to operate January.
1 ·
h · c:r t~ rie · of the department(• of justice and the int~
1atec1 from a German ma,,.azino of recorrnizecl autborit,· in
c ,. fiir ~ational ekonomio uncl Statistik Volume XIII, IIeft ",

&ta.tislL\c!!' n n. ai:o tran

'· 1

4
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prepared the rules and regulations necessitated by the new law. The
law is similar to paragraph 55 of tho Imperial Criminal Code, adopted
February 20, 1870. According to this code, persons who commit a crime
before they are 12 years of age can not be tried for crime, but may be
kept in custody for the purpose of reforming them, according to the
special law of the separate State. Such children may be placed under
reform training, if both the criminal and the orphan court have so
decreed.
Tlle Baden law goes two steps farther than the general imperial code:
(1) It fixes tho maximum time limit at 16 years of age; that is to say,
juvenile criminals are not prosecuted or tried for crime in Baden if less
than 1G years of age, but are retained in reform schools. (2) The law
<loes not confine its operations to criminal acts, but requires that youtlis
up to lG years of age be assigned to reform schools for moral misderueauors, provided (a) that parents or guardians endanger the moral
life of the children by misuse of their authority or by neglect; or (b)
that the conduct of the children proves that neither the good efforts of
parents and guardians nor the means of discipline in school are adequate
to prev nt their moral depravity.
Th Bad n law ( ection 12) farther decrees that if a person accused
of crime L tw en 12 and 18 year, of age 1 is acquitted owing to his
tender ag and waut of good jndgment, tho conrt shall state whether
he is to er turned to bis family, or })laced in custody of another family,
or be detain d in a reform school.
The execution of the Jaw is left in the hands of tho county courts
(criminal and probate "Bezirks-A.emter"). Tho courts are charged
with the careful investigation of tlte conditions of tho child's home
environments, in order to decide whether the home gives proper assurance of wholesome influence in the future. In aggravated c:1ses of
moral depravity, which require constant supervision and strict discipline, the culprit is to be sent to a refor:m school without further delay.
Concerning the age of reform school pupils, only the maximum (lG or
18 years, respectively) is clearly defined, while with regard to the minimum the law is silent; but the ministerial regulations state tbat children under G years should be sent to reform schools only in specially
urgent cases. The law speeifically states that poorhouses, hospitals,
and asylums for persons of defective senses are not to be regarded or
used as reform schools in the sense of tq.c law; but it admits to legal
recognition as reform schools all institutions established by corporn tions and private persons or through endowment which have the pnrpo e of saving morally depraved children and training them to be useful
citizens and members of society. This recognition is granted by the
secretary of the interior; courts are not permitted to designate any
in -titution as a reform school so long as the secretary of ·the interior
withholds hi~ recognition.
1

In exceptional cases the timo limit is extended to 19 years.

•
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The State's right to educate '' by force" (that is, in reform schools)
ends with the completed eighteenth year of t he j uvenile offender.
Pupils may be dismissed from reform schools before they are 18, if the
purpose of their reform training has been accomplished, or if it is rea sonably secured by other means. This r elease is revocable at first, f o r
if inquiry reveals that the guardians fail to follow up the good work of
the school, a pupil may be brought back by the police.
One-third of the costs of this compulsory t raining is borne by the
poor fond of the town or district from which t he pupil comes. In cas e
the parents ca,n afford to defray the expense, the town may collect from
them, and the State bears two-thirds of the expenses, except the cost
of trave ling, which must be borne by the town or district.
So much concerning the lega l requirements. Now let u s see wh a t the
results of this compulsory training are. A ccording to offi cial state_ments (year 1893) the number of pupils in the various in stitution s for
that purpose and under the charge of families, was:
Nurnber of pupi ls under r eform training.
Year.

1887 ...••••••.•••.••.•••••.••••••• ··- .. ..
] 888 -·- - -- .. - ... _. . : .. ·-- - - .. _... _·. · . - ..
188\J . ...... . ... ·--- ·- ..... _..... _.. - -·- . .
~l 89-L ... - . . .... . - . .. . . - - _. ... ... .. . ..... .
1801 . ____ ••.. - ...... - .... - . . . - .. - - . . - - .
18i!2 . ..... - . . .•. ···- ... ···--·-· · ··--·. -- ·
1893 . . _. . ·-·--· ·····-··- ... ······---- ---·

B oy s .

69
181
303
410
505
583
697

Girls .

48
88
138
191
229
267
341

Total.

117
269
441
601
734
850
1,038

R atio of
Legiti- Illegiti· illegitimate .
mate.
mates .
- - - - - 1 - - -Percent.
96
224
368
507
622
721
893

21
45

7'.f

94
11 2
129
145

18
1 6. 7
16. 6
l 5. 6
15. 3
15. 2
H

From this table it is seen that more boys than girls were suh_iected
to compulsory training. I n 18U3 the number of boys amounted to o7.2
p er ceut of the total numb er , h encemoretban two.thirds. It is of interest t o note, also, that the p er centage of illegitimate children decreased
from 18 t o 14 per cent wit h in si x years. It is evident that famil y lifo
iu Baden bas improved even in the strata from which refractory and
d epr aved children are t aken to r eform sch ools. The official statement
from which the contents of this article are drawn gives no iufo rmatiou
concerning the occupation or profession of the fathers.
W ith r eference to the kind of provi ion made for the chil<lren in ne I
of compulsory t raining, it is stated that 440 (36.5 per cent) of t he tot:. I
number in 1 93 were assigned t o private families and 763 (63.4 pe
c nt) t in tit u tion , so.called reform farms or reform , chool ·
the whole n umb er (1,038) the majority (namely, 888) were le 'than 1
yea.1-. 1d and of the e 336 (37.8 per cent) were placed in prim
familie. whil 53~ ((U.2 per r nt) were a, :i(J'ne<l to in titution .
f th
31:-' ~·h hacl pa: l the fourteenth year of life, 104 (33 per cent) w
1~ · ·<1 i 1 familie
Il(l 211 (67 p r nt) in 111 titution . Year aft r ~' ·· r.
1 · ( l 1" ti n f the 1, w became mor, effective and th numb
f · il
igu d
ompul ·ory training iucrea ~d t be uumb 1
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those assigned to reformatory institutions remained in the nrnjority.
The latter proportion · amounted to 57.3, 61, 60.8, 68.4, 65.7, 68.2, and
61.3 per cent in tbe successive years from 1887 till 1893. .A.t the close
of the year 1893, ~9 pupils (1.9 per cent) of reform schools or given into
custody of private families had escaped from supervision.
Of the 290 boys over 14 years of age assigned to families, 224 were
apprentices learning trades; 114 in cities, 110 in the country. Of
these apprentices 144 were between 14 and 16 years of age, while 68
were 17 years, 6 were 18 years, and 6 were 19 years of age.
The cau es which induced the authorities to assign these boys to
reformatory training were (ct) degrading influence on the part of the
parents in 71 cases, (b) depravity of the children despite good home
influence in 153 cases. The conduct of 186 apprentices out of 224 (83
per cent) was reported to be good or satisfactory. Forty trades or
occupations were represented by the apprentices; 33 were employed as
table boy , 23 as farm hands, 19 learned the cobbler's trade, 18 were
in joiner' hops, 17 were bakers, 17 tailors, 11 saddlers, etc.
Of the 82 girls over 14 years of age assigned to families, 46 were
em1)loyec1 a lwnse Rervants, 3 as factory l1andf-\, G as dreDsmakers and
am tre,", e:. Of the e 55 1mpils, 42 were between 14 and 16 years of
age, 0 w re 17, 3 were 18, and 1 was rn yfars of age.
The cau:e for whi ·h tlH·y had been placed under eompulsory training". re (a) degradiug iuflnenee on tl1e part of the parents in 33 cases,
(b) depravity of the children de pite good home influence or neglect in
22 ca:e ·. Tl1e conduct of 45 (81.8 per cent) proved very satisfactory.
The official data give 110 information concerning the oecupation of
cl1ildren under 14 year/3 of age, but it is presumed that they attend
school.
Con, iderabJe differences are noticeable in. the ages of the pupilR.
They are liere tabulated in percentages for each year that the law has
been in operation :
Age of pupils unde1· refornt training.

Year.

Under 10
year s.

1887 .... .......•...........................••............... ..
1888.. ...... . ........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18 9. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1890. .........................................................
1891.. ........................................................
1892 ......... .......... . .....•.. ... '. ..........................
18!J3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A. verage . ............................................. .

10 to 14
years.

Ov('r 14 \
years.

'l'otal.

l'er cent. Per cent. l'er cent. Per crnt.
35
28. 6
31. 5 1
~1.3

47

JS

100

57. 8

l:J. 6

JOO

18. 8
27.6

20
19. 8

49.
51.1
46. 1
44. l
46. 8

] 00
100
100
100
100

25

48. 8

26. 2

24. 3

71

29. 6

:i5.9
33. 6

I

100

While the annual number of children between 10 and 14 years of age
remained at about one-half of the ·um total, the numbers of tho e under
10 and over 14 show an almo ·t uniform ehange, the former of descending the latter of aRcending tendency. From this it is seen that the
aut horities commit young children to compulsory training much more
ED

96--6
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rarely of late years than seemed desirable at the beginning. It is
possible that the cost of maintenance of these children induces the
authorities not to resort to reform training.
German governmental authorities recognize in their statistical tabu. lations only three religious denominations: Catholic, Protestant, and
J e~s, to which sometimes they add a column for Dissenters " or others.'~
The proportion of Catholics.and Protestants among the children under
discussi01}. was as follows:
Year.

Cn,tholics.

Protestants.

Per ,}ent.

Per cent.

1887 ···••• •• • ..••. • .•.••••.... . ...
1888 ......................... .... .
1889 ...•.....................•••..
1890 ......••......................
1891 . ........•... . .......... . ...• .
1892 ... ...... .... .......... .. .... .
1893 ..............•.. :. · .......... .

4.1. 9
33. 1
38.1
27. 6
34. 3
35. 3
35. 3

58.1
66. 0
61. 9
72. 4
65. 7

6J. 7
64. 7

This proi)ortion is very nearly analogous to the proportion of Catholics
and Protestants in the population which was in 1890, 3G per cent
Protestants and G3 per cent Catholics.
It is interesting to observe how many of the children under reformatory training had parents. .At the time when the courts decided upon
their fate there hadYear.
- - - - - - -- --

Both
- - --

I

- - -- j parents.

1887 ........................ ·•···· ..................... · ···•··
1888 .... ... ... .. .... .. ........ ········ ................. . ······
1889 ... ... ······ .. ... ....... ....... .......................... .
1890 ........ •........... . ........ ..... .. .. ····· _... ... . . ····· ·
1891 .......... ······· ............. ...... ......... -·· ......... .
1892 . ................. ·· · --· .................. ......... ...... .
1893 . ... ... ...................... ·- ...•.......................
Total ..................................................

60
76
76
'i2

72
02

100

~

Only
father.
25
21
31
28
38
26
55

I

Only
mother.

f~~~~h~~r
~

2

30
4.8
62
67
55

!)

12
7
4
8

44
66

8

- -221_1__372 -

50

1

Of tho total number 4G.3 per cent had both parents living, 18.G per
cent had only father left, 30.0 per cent only a mother, nnd 4.2 per cent
we.re orr>hans. The remarkably greater representation of ebildren wllo
had no father is ex1)lained by the relatively large proportion of ill gitimatc childr n, partly owing to the relatively larger number of wi<low ·
Th c n:us of 1 DO ·howed that Baden hacl W.521 " Tidowers and 70,23G
widow . Another au. of the apparent di proportion may be found
in t11 fa· that womans labor i. poorly paid, hence that lone mother
ar.c 1 ()~ alwa ·: • bl to prop 'rly train and look after their children.
Lll· ';vi. 'iut r . tin~ i: th fact that among tlrn 224: childr n who bad
111
• a a l r .!. J> r · n
· r girl. ancl that amon 0o· the ·372 who had
1 · a• 1n , tl 1 ·r ·'' ,- ..-J I> r c 1 ~· r girl
' .
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The following table gives information concerning the causes that
made reformatory training necessary:

Year.

Parents endan·
goring childr en's
character.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 1 _:X,J.,T_u_m_b_er_.

Depravity or
inadequate
home training.

_n_,a_t_io_. _:x_un_1b_e_r. j_na_ti_·o.__
N_um_b_e_r. _n,_ati_
·o._

Per cent.
188, .... .•............• , .•.•...•.••......
]888 .. ....... ...... ............... .... .. .
J8SO .••• ••••••••.•••.••.••..••.••••••••••
1890 ................ ·········· .. ... ...•..

1801 . . . .... ......... ········· ··· ........ .
1802 ......... ······· .................... .
1893 .....•• .... ... •. ··•···•··•••••• ...•..
Total. ........................... · /

Criminal acts.

I'er cent.

82
80
75
60
67
!)3

05. 8
53. 2
44. 2
43.1
40. 9
39. 4
39. l

97
94
94
98
138

543 /

45. 2

631

77

30
71

I

Per cent.

33. 3
46.1
53. 6
51. 0
55. 6
57. 7
58. 0

1
1
4
5
6
5
7

0. 0
.7
2. 2
2. 9
3. 5
2. 9
2. 9

52. 4

29 /

2. 4

The length of reformatory training- in 2G cases was less than one
year; in 44: cases, one to two years; in 65 cases, two to three years; in
51 cases, three to four years; in 41 cases, four to five years; iu 17 cas.es,
:five to six year , and in 5 cases, over six: years. Chihlren released: were
return eel to their parents in G3 cases; given over to relatives or guard,
ian. in 1G ca. s; 121 entered some sort of service; of the remaining 32
ca , 3 "w nt to America;" 0 liaving learne<1 a trade, became traveling jonrneymen; 3 remained in the institutions to learn housekeeping;
3 wero nt to asylums for idiot. or in. ane; 7 e caped; 4 were taken to
prison, and 1 girl wa "lo tin bad company."
Of all those who sin e 1888 bad been released, 125 (among whom
were 13 girls) entered upon some kind of jnclustria1 1rnrsuit; 23 (only
boys) chose farm labor; 41 (of 70) girls entered upon domestic service.
These facts give hints as to the strata of society from which the children came.
The resuJt::; or effects of reformatory training depend essentially upon
the causes which necessitate it, that is to say, whether the children are
snbjectccl to dangerous parental influence, or whether their home influence, though not viciou , is nevertheless injurious, because inadequate,
or whether their own depravity is so great that society is endangered
by them. It depends, furthermore, upon tlie sex, age, and method of
training of the pupils, and, LtstJy, upon their being assigned to an
institution or to a privat~ family. With regard to these various influences, the statistical data n.t lumd state results which may be tabulated.
To facilitate comparison ratios are employed. Of every 100 pupils the
effect was8atisfac.
tory.

Of thof.e releaRed ... ............... ....... ...........
Of ~l the pupil::1 .....................................

I

,
77.1
I Per cent.
76. 8
1

Doubtful

Per cent.

·

12.1
7. 8

I

Tot satis· 1 Un'·nown
factory.
"
·

,
I I'er cent.
10.4
.

13

Per cent.

0.4
2. 4
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Generally the effect was satisfactory.

Of every 100 pupilsIn families. I~ch~~l:~

.A. verage.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

85. 2

71. 7

Si. 2

71. (3
71. 8
69.1
74
67. 5
75. 8
72.1
71. 6
80. 2

Ii it2J1i~~:; : :: ::::::::: ::: ;:::::::: ::::::: •
Of children over 14 ....•......••..•..........•.•.................

81 t~i! ~~~:~l~:::: :::::::: ::::: :: ::::::::: ~ ::: :::::::::::: :: :::
grOf u~i:
~~~~eu~::::: ::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::: :::::: :::::: ::::: :: :::
children admitted because endangered by parents (cause
a) ..

Of ~l~i"ldren admitted owing to inadequate home training or

-~~~mimfr;:itt::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Of girls (cauaes band c) ...............•................ . .•......
Of released pupils:
Tota.I. ...................................•... · ... ·············

!rli: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

87. 6

92. 3
82.1
91. 2
81. 9
9::l . 9

82. 7
88. 2

76.8
76
78.4
78.6
75.8
76.1
76

82.7

75.1
83.3
71. 4
81. 1

77. 2

GG.1
78. 4
68 3
82
61. 8

75. 6
76. 7
72. 7

88. 3
84. 4
03. 8

77.1
75. 6
80. 5

82
85. 6

83. 1
92. 3

72. 9

86. 3
66. 9

The data show that the effect of compulsory training is not the same
for both sexes, nor the same with regard to institute and family training. GeneraHy speaking, the results are less favorable with the boys
than with the girls; much more favorable with children under 14 years
of age than _w ith those over 14, and less favorable among those who were
admitted owing to inadequate home influence or their own depravity.
In viewing the effects of family and institute traininQ' it must be borne
in mind that (1) the worst characters are assigned to institutions-children who could not well be ·put in families, and (2) tbat tbe opinion
concerning wbat is satisfactory conduct in institutions and fami]jes is
not in all cases equally well based.
The expenditures for the support of pupils under compulsory training
amounted to·
Year.
1880 ...... ·-···-······ ··--·· -···-··-······-· -·········-··· ···-·· ······ ........... .
$3, 731
$10, 773
1890 . ......... ___ .•..••• _•. __ .•.. _...•....... _.......... _.
1891 ........ ·- ········ ·········· ·--· ·····-·········· ··-·· ·
4,087
12,848
1892 .... ·-········· ·· ···················-···--······-·--·
5,083
15,614
18!)3 ...... •• - ... _.. - ....... _. __ ....... ___ .... _. _..• _.. __ .
3, 549
lG, 277

Total.
$9,857
14,504
16. 935
20, 697
10,826

Per cap·
ita.
$22. 71
22.16
21. 12
21.74
19.10

The decrea e in expenditure is explained by the more frequent as ign·
ment of children to families who desire to take them free of co t a
practice wbi ·h does not recommeud itself, since experience how that
the ·hildren thus a. igned are unduly burde11ed with work and merely
u ed a
rudge ·, and that tbe familie who petition that pupil be
a. ·ign
to them do not alway exerci. e the most wholesome educa·
tional influence up n their charg ·.
. It i · a ma ter f .- lf-evid n · that the citie furnish a larger pro1 r·
tion ()f 1~n il.: ~·ho n d r formatory training than the rural di. tri ·t ·
'm,l nn ad -ruh ·, r iburg aud Heidelberg are repre ented wi th
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37 per cent of the sum total _o f pupils, though these cities have only 23

per cent of the population of the Grand Duchy.
The population of tbe United States is about thirty-six times greater
than that of Baden; hence we ought to ha~,e 39,368 child-ren under
reformatory traiuing, taking the number Baden represents as a criterion, while actually we have only 20,201, according to the statistics
offered in the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education for
1893-94. These 20,201 children cost the States (in 1893) $2,562,411,
which is $126.85 per capita, cost of permanent improvements for grounds
and buildings not counted. The per capita in Baden was $rn.10 in 1893.
This enormous difference is explained by the foregoing facts.

STATISTICS OF GERM.AN, .AUSTRI.A.N, AND Swrss UNIVERSI'l'IES, POLYTECIINIC.A., AGRICUL'l'UR.A.L, VETERINARY, FORESTRY, AND MINING ACADEMIES.

The stati tical data concerning German universities offered in the
following tables are based upon official publications for the two semes-·
ter' quoted, namely, the winter semester of 1894-95 and the summer
seme 'ter of 1 95. The Lyceum IIo ianum in Braunsberg has not been
jucluded, inasmuch as the characteristics of a university al'e wanting
there; it comprise· only a theological faculty. The data concerning
the ~wricnltural school in organic connection with the university of
Bonn do no·t reveal a separate number of students; this, however, is a
mere trifle.
The data concerning the polytechnical and other professional schools
are based upon direct information furnished by the officials of these
illstitutiorn,. It was somewhat difficult to state the totals correctly,
s~nce the course of study in these institutions varies considerably, some
leanillg more toward mechanical engineering, others toward other
branches of technology. The statements concerning the number of
foreigners among the students of technological universities are not
complete, although it would be particularly interesting to compare the
attendance of foreign students in these institutions with that in universities. Irregularities and peculiarities in the employment of professors and the at.tendance of students are stated in footnotes to each
table.
The tables are compiled by the editor of the Acaclemisehe Revue,
published in Munich. (1: o. 16, vo1. 2, pp. 200-212.)
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STUDENTS IN 1894-95.
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XII.-Swiss Polytechnical University.
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_There is therefore in Germany 1 professor for 12.~ students, an a.verao-e of 78.4 professors ancl 926.3 students ( of whom 67.2 are foreigners) to
1 b1gber seat of learnino-; h1 Austrin. 1 professor for 11.7 students, an° averarre of 80.5 professors nnd 949.4 students (ot whorn 91.1 nre foreigners) to 1 higher seat ~f learning, nncl in t;witzerland 1 professor for 5.9 students, an avera.ge of 96.2 professors and 5139.6 students (of whom
208.3 aro foreigners) to 1 higher seat of learning.
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FOREIGNERS IN UNLVERSITIES .A.ND -OTHER HIGHER lNSTITU'I'I O- ~
OF LEARNING IN -GERM.A.NY, AUSTRI.A., .A.ND SWI'.I.'ZERL.A.ND, SUM:::.\LE
OF

1895.

The statistics offered in the following tables are taken from offici
statements furnished by tlrn rectors of the various institutions 1nen..tioned. They a1:e here reproduced from the Academhwhe Revue of
March, 1896. A glance at the totals shows that the number of foreigners stU(lying in Germany is not incousiderable. It must be borue in
mind, however, that the numbers giveu represent only those of matriculated students, for those are the only ones who can be considered in
official reports. The number of t,hose who visit Germau institutions as
hearers for some lellgth of time, and ,vithout being matriculated attend
clinics, work in laboratories, and listen to private lectures, is very large,
but can not be stated with accuracy. It is estimated that that num ber
exceeds those of matriculated foreigners. In the summer of 1895 the
universities and other institutions of learning fo Germany had upon
their ro11s the names of 3,362 foreigners. That is, in comparison to tlie
total number of matriculated students, equal to 8.48 per cent. Of these
3,36i foreigners the universities proper had 2,015 (7 per cent), the
polytechnica 1,041 (13.1 per cent), the veterinary schools 15 (1.53 per
cent), the agricmltural academies 101 (9.37 per cent), the forestry academies 58 (18.6 per cent), and the mining academies 132 (32.4 per cent).
Of the 3,362 foreigners there were 966 Russians, 514 Americans, 467
Austrialls and Hungarfrms, 346 Swiss, 180 Englishmen, 158 Hollanders,
142 Bulgarians, 116 Swedes and Norwegians, 82 Roumanians, 69 Italians, 57 Asiatics, 53 Frenchmen, 37 Servians, 36 Belgians, 36 Turks,
27 Greeks, 26 Daues, 22 Africans, 14 Australians, 8 Spaniards, 4 Portuguese, and 2 Montenegl'iaus.
In the Austrian univer ' ities and other institutions there were matriculated 1,106 foreigners in the summer of 1895 among a total of 18,031
students, or 6.14 per cent. Of these 1,106 foreigner there were 9 . . ,
(6.58 per cent) students of univer ities, the polytechuica, bad ·4 (3.1
per cent), tho mining academies 16 (7 per cent), and the agricultural
academy in Viem1a bacl 19 (7.66 per cent). The J ,106 foreigner ·oui. ted of 239 G rrnau , 236 Ru ian ', 11.3 Servian , 111 Italian· 1
American , rn Rouman ian , 71 Bulgarians, 33 Turks, 31 Engli:hru n
25 Swi.. , 11 Gre ,k , 1 Frenchmen, 9 Holland.er', 9 Sw <le an
orwegian: 8 Afri ·an,·, 6 Belgian , 6
iatic 3
1 -:\fo11te11egrian.
Th
wi ,. high r eat f learning matriculated n
forei<ruer. among c
talof ,90 tutlent. The p r,-,uta ·eof fr ·_ ·
l'.' Ii r
wa. 1:!.6. The univ r iti .' al II
moiled 1 , 41, r ,t.!.:!
· nt aucl th pol:rt ·hni ·al ,· ·hool iu Zi:iri ·h _6 or 4 p r ('l ut.
tot; 1 11nmber f th matricnlat d , tu<l 11t:. Of th 1.(ifi'" ior •i!!'
ul "'• Ii, 1 •
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Roumania 86, Italy 68, America 65, France 63, Asia 26, Holland 25,
Turkey 22, England 20, Greece 19, Servia 17, Sweden and Norway 15,
Denmark 5, Belgium 3, Portugal 2, Africa 2, Spain 1.
From these summaries it is seen that as far as attendance of foreigners is concerned, Switzerland ranks first with 42.6 per cent of the total
number, then follows Germany with 8.48 per cent, and lastly Austria
with 6.14 per cent. This does not, as has been said l>efore, include the
so-called free lances who attend these higher seats of learning only for
a time and who, being without proper preparatio11, can not matriculate,
hence can not be counted as students by the officers of the institutions.
They have, as a matter of self-evidence, most of the privileges of the
students by becoming the private students of renowned professors,
have accesR to the li!Jraries, laboratories, experimental stations, and
other accessories wllich are open to those who can pay the foes. In
Germa,ny it is the mining academies which are, comparatively, attended
most frequently by foreigners (32.4 per cent), and the veterinary schools
ar attended least by foreigner·s (1.53 per cent). '.rhe proportion of foreigners in German universities has risen from 5.16 per cent in the year
1 80 t 8.48 per cent in 1895. In Austria the school of agriculture in
Vienna ha" the greatest J.)ropurtion of foreigners, namely, 7.66 per cent,
while the J?Olytechnica have only 3.1 per cent. In Switzerland universities and the polyt chnical cbool are atte11ded by foreigners at about
a11 equal ratio.
We give the tables in full as found in the Acaderuisehe Revue.
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CHAPTER ~V.
MUSIC IN GER:\'.1AN SCHOOLS.

CoNTENTS.-Introdnction.-Opinion of T. W. Surctte.-Historical review of singing
in German schools.-Present state of method in Germauy.-Selection of matter for
singing.-Methods of instruction in the United States.-Methods of instruction in
Germany.-Value of folk songs in school.-List of German poets and composers.-Literature: German books on theory arnl method.-German song ~collections.
INTRODUC'l'lON.

The stuc.ly of music in tbe scl1ools of this country is attracting special
att ntion among teachers, especially since the department of music of
the National }'<lucation A.. sociation bas been making inquiries into the
J1istory and method of thi branch of study. The situation is rather
empliaticaJJy. tated ill an article iu The Citizen (June, 1896) by Prof.
T. W. Surette. The anthor asks:
WHAT P.lRT SCIOULD J\WSIC IIAVE IX EDUCATIONf

Looking at the present condition of music in America-taking the country as a
whole-one is struck by the fact that in spite of our great progress there does not
yet exist any real relation between music and life. By this I mean that ~ve have
not yet apprehended what music really is; it appeals to most of us only as an innocent sort of amusement, and the idea of giving-it any place in education and thinking of it as a potent factor in civilization, is only in its infancy.
It seems timely, therefore, to say a wor<.1 as to what may be done in the way of
bringing music more closely to people, so that a better use may be made of its great
power as an educational factor, anc1. to show wherein that power liP-s; to exJ?lain, as
far as may be, just wuat tbe relation is between music and life, and how it may
reach us antl help us.
It is not difficult to understand why music is universal. It antedates langua ge.
It is tbe cry, in its infancy nothing but a wild chaut of joy or sorrow, analogous
to the cry of animal. ; afterward the r0tle song of vickiry or the wail of <lea.th;
then the fisherman's song, tile rea.per's, tile soldier's-ca.ch giving expression to those
feelin,,.s for which speech is inadequate; without art, but true to natnre. Through
all th:se stages of ci v ilizatiou it has lJeen increasing its power of expression, keeping pace with the widening range of human adivity, wilh the spread of .knowledge,
growing as naturally as a tree grows, having a ~orm as beautiful and well ordered
as any form naturo has mo]dotl. \VherES" once 1t expressed the emotions of rude
peoples, it now has come to be the voice of our highest aspirations, to picture for us
-what we should, without it, never see. As Carlyle puts it, "It takes us to the edge
of the infinite and l ets us for moments gaze into that."
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It is the language of the emotions; in its highest expression it gives
very essence of beauty. Take the Heroic Symphony, for example. If you.
stand it, you get from hearing it ·a picture more vivid and real than an y ~
description could be of that turbid, fitful, solitary, and tragic thing which is -t;
of a great man. No words can convey to you as this music does the h e r
beauty, and love which are there. The inevitable and onward marching fate_
very ideal of it all-its essence-is perfectly expressed by the music. -Word
but symbols through which the ideas and emotions try to :find vent; music i s
natural and real voice. Every other medium gives them to you at secondhan d.
But of what practical use is all this f you say. What relation between m usi.c
life have you established by this statement of what music is f How does i -t a,
morals or conduct f
It all depends on your point of view. If you think education consists in k n o ~~
facts; if your idea of a thorough preparation for life is a knowledge of geo me
history, and the other things usually learned in school and college, then you
not agree with me that music should :find a place in our scheme o{education.
J\Iu..
will not make two· cabbages grow where there was only one before; it will not s :.
isfy you as a good dinner will; it will not give you the consolation to be deriv
from a spring bonnet.
But if education is that sweetening of life which comes from happy surrou:ndi::ng
from a home where only the most refinecl influences gather; if it is the broaden.in
of your mind and heart from love of nature, from observation, from _e xperien ce ; it is the growth in your soul of the love of beauty; in short, if it is all those thing
which tend to make you a better man and a better citizen, then music is a seriou.5
a logical, and a powerful factor in it.
I don't suppose any argument is necessary to prove the influence on charact er o~
great poetry, painting, or sculpture. What I desire to show is how much more active
the influence of music is; how thoroughly wholesome, and how easily obtained.
There is a whole side of our nature which is left untouched by the ordinary affairs
of life, and you find men who have devoted themselves to business exclusively, or
to the pursuit of knowledge in one form or another, in whom the perception of
beauty, with all the inspiration which comes from it, is almost totally inactive.
It
is perhaps a rather extreme case, but an interesting one, which Darwin:s life presents. He says in his autobiography that up to the time he was 30 he derived great
pleasure from Milton, Byron, Wordsworth, and Shelley; that Shakespeare ga,e
hirn intense delight, and that h e was fond of music; but in later life be could not
endure to read a line of poetry; Shakespeare nauseated him, and h e had entirely
lost his taste for music.
"My mind," he says, "seems to have become a kind of machine for grinding gene r al
laws out of large collections of facts. If I had to live my life over again I w oal
have made a rule to read some poetry and listen to some music at l east once a w eek:
for perhaps the part of my brain now atrophied would thus have been kept a ctfre
through use. 'fhe loss of these ta tes is a loss of happiness, and may pos ib1y
injnrions to the intellect, and more probably to the moral character, by enfeebl'n _
the emotional part of our nature."
This is, perhaps, too negative an illustration to carry conviction with it; b
po iti ve expression of what the effect would be if one were to hear mu ic contino
i. a little difficult. You can not measure such things by the rule of tbr
mea. nre is not of much u. e in timatinO' the beauty of the Venu. of ifilo
.
i no don ht that we are moved to the depths of our nature by th vi ion ·hi
aro YOU ·h a£ d by great mu ic. 1.Vhen we are educated to 1i ten to it it ton h
as notbin <7 1
an. For this r a on, a well a becau e it i a o mu ·h mor
fa ·tor in lifo than painting or <'nlptnre-so much more easily obt in cl-I
bo11 lrl h an acti v intl n n · in du ·ation.
Jo nr yon may r a onahl;\• h p to ,lo mor with an art whi
th p oi,l than ,·ith on in which only a. fow are intere t
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this further point: The influence of music is without taint; it does not give _YOU
immorality under the guise of art.
But you may say that music is fast becoming all that it is claimecl it shoulfl be.
vVe have our seasons of opera, our great orchestras; we crowd to the recitals of a
famous pianist, and from one end of the country to the other thousands of peop-le
are engaged in teaching mu.sic; every country village has its half dozen professors,
and altogether it seems as if we were really making music a factor in education.
And there is no doubt whatever that we have advanced very much in the last twentyfive years; we have passed through the stage when Monastery Bells was a classic.
But there is one fundamental difficulty with it all; we are on the wrong track. We
are not making music a logical factor in education; we do not study it, nor understand it in a logical way; we do not even look on it as possessing the quality of
logic, and we take it, or tolerate it, as a harmless kind of amusement. There is no
doubt, for example, that in our church services, where it plays so important a part,
it is simply tolerated by many people, even by some of the clergy. The names of
the men who have written great church music are, in' many cases, entirely unknown.
As a consequence of-this ignorance, a great part of our church music is vapid, not
to say irreligious, and it rarely appeals to you as an integral part of the worship.
Of course, if it is to be the factor in education which we have here proclaimed it,
it mnst !)OS ess the <1.nalities of greatness . To be great an art must be capable of
quickening t11e ima,gination; it must present beauty which compels you in spite of
your elf; it mnst give you a consistent, logical, an<l satisfying picture; it must have
a llhyBi.ognomy, a plan, a consistent purpose throughout. Everything great has
tlw. <' qna1iti , this orgn,nic nature. Wi.thont it nothing can exist, neither an institution, nor nn art, nor the human bo<ly.
1' nrth rmore, it will he on ecl<-cl that some undrr tanding of this organic natnre
j n ce., ary if we are to derivo grrat good from the thing which possesses it, and, in
tb ca e of music, the conditions which surround it as an art are so peculiar tLat an
under tan ding of its organism is absolutely necessary. A symphony possesses to an
eminent degree the qualities I have enumerated as essential to a great piece of art,
aud, to a less dcgrer, the same thing may be said of all music.
A moment's thought about the manner in which our impressions from music are
received, however: will convince anyone that order and balance are absolutelv essential to it. A piece of music which lasted ten or fifteen minutes, in which those
qualities were absent, would be meaningless to everyone. The very nature of a
musical phrase demands its repetition in some form or another in_order to have continuity; otherwise it would not remain in the memory. In a symphony or sonata
the themes are changed, thrown into new lights, dismembered, enlarged, treatecl in
a dozen different ways, not unlike the manner in which ideas are developed in a
sermon, or characters in a book or play. But it i s all done in the t en or fifteen minutes, aud when it is over you have only a faint notion of a tune here and there and
of a hopeless noise which has seemed confusing and meaningless.
~fost persons who have never stucti ed music in a systematic way are incapablo of
recognizing a theme when it is changed, however 1:1lightly. Consequently, when they
listen to a piece of mnsic, they are like a person who enter a theater in the middle
of a play and who has no programme and does not know what it is all about.
These qualities, then, which distinguish great music, which are essential to its
greatness, must be apprehended by us-we must be instructed in its form and manner
of speech; then it will educate us.
,Ye must take it out of the place it now occupies as a parlor accompli hmrnt, or
as the pleasure of the passing hour, and study it understandingly. Our chief aim
should be appreciation of the masterpieces of the art.
1JuivPr. ity ~tension suggests a right method of dealing with this music ([Uestioo.
Jf we can get our audiences to see the value of a mu~ical education, aud how much
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that is good and wholesome may be brought into their Ji.es and the lives of tb.e.:
children by cultivating the musical faculty with which they are endowed, we sha.J.l.
have carried ont thelegitimate function of-university extension.
_
If our colleges, besides teaching harmony and counterpoint to a few students,
wouM have courses jn analysis in which ihc form and structure of music is explained,
ancl the pieces performed so that an intern gent understanding of them were possible,
the amount of real education to te deri"ved from the music courses 1,ould be in cal cubbly increased. As they now stand, they occupy no vital relation to the college
life antl work.
If "" can convince i.be people that there is more in music than mere pleasure; i f
we can make them sec that their children may all ham something of its blessings in.
their lives; if we can substitute for or join with the conventional music lesson a
study of musical form, an understanding of tho ,niy music;l ideas are preE:cnted, -we
shall be in a fair way to make musfo a factor in education.

Music having been raised to the highest degree of perfection by the
Germans, it would seem proper to inquire into the met_lwds of,teaching
employed in the schools of that country. This inquiry will naturaIJy
first turn to the history of musical education. The best statement on
this poiut is found to have been published by Dr. Johannes Plew, professor in the lyceum in Strasburg, Alsace, Germany. Some results
of his profound historical researches, as well as those of Prof. J. Helm,
of Schwabach, are trans]ated bcre in introdudng a sketch of matter
and method of musical instruction.
IlISTORY OF SINGING IN GERlH.A.N SCHOOLS.

In the school of the Middle Ages singing was, next to Latin, the most
important braucli. The reason of this is found in the fact that teachers
and scholars were serYants of foe church. The churcb demanded of
its servant, the school, that it l)rcparo its pupils for singing during
religious services. How generally this was regarded one of the chief
objects of the entire instruction may be seen from the fact that Pope
Gregory I, who is considered the founder of church music, is also revered
as tbe patron saint of the school in Catholic countries. But since the
services of teachers and pupils were required several times a day, and
also occasionally in civH life, it was not always po sible to let the whole
school participate; and since not all voices were suited for figurate
counterpoint, differentiation and selection took place, which resulted in
the establishment of permanent choirs, variously called "cliancery
currencle 'or" ymphouiaci." These l10irs were recruited chiefly from
iudigeut but highly-talented tnd nt . In payment of th ir en~i e.· a·
cl10ri ter they receiYed free tuition and board. .A. sourc of privnt
income wa offered to. in°' r: y performing at all kind , f fe tiY
sion. in private hon
In:trumental mu. ic wa not kn wn.
ven d~ 11 ed t th a
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art of vocal music. It was the general opinion tl!at no one could be a •
good. theologian or a teacher without being a trained musician. Hence
musical knowledge and skill became a "conditio sine qua non" for
appointment. All through the Eixteenth cent11-ry this opinion prevailell.
The great division in the church during that century affected mt1sic
least of all the liberal arts, and if it be remembered that two of the
greatest musical compositions known, namely, Baclrs High Mass and
Grrll's Mass in sixteen part music, 1 that is, two masses for Catholic
church service, ,-vere composed by Protestants during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, it may be claimed that the great schism never·
actually affected the musical domain. Luther, as is well known, desired
• Protestant churches, and
that Catholic church music be retained in the
hence we see that the compositions of tlle old masters kept tlJeir prominent place in school till far into the nineteenth century. According to
school regulations in force in 1550, the pupils sang in church "The
'l\1agnificat,' a hymn corresrwnding to the pure divine scriptures, a
'res1)0nsorium;' on Sundays and minor festivals a 'kyric e.leison,' ancl
on high festivals a Christian 'scq_uence' (sic) or' gradual.'"
Luther al o utilized school singing as au essential agency in introclucino· cho1·u. singing of church congregations. School singing was
not only intentl.cll to lHC}_)arc for pa.rtici}?ation in congregational singing, but also to prepare the choirs for figurate counterpoint, and for
l eading the chorus, for the organ as an accompanying instrument came
into use much later.
]}Ju ic wa. not only required for Protestant church service, but for
the religious instruction of children it was found indispensable, since
hymns and other church music a\vakened veneration of God in the
h earts of the young. Luther, making tlJe school the most important
place, next to the church, for the teaching of the Gospel, considered
school-singing the highest and most elevating expression of :filial piety.
"School," he sajd, '' shall be the means to promote the art of music
and through it the true recognition of God, the Creator and Saviour."
He11ce, because music had au effect similar to that of theology, as he
thought, ho gave to musical exercises a place next to religious instructio11. If thus it --would appear that Luther valued music only for its
religious effect, we luwe evidence of his valuing it as important for
education in genera1, and in this he was quite in harmony with the
views of former times. Numerous exp re sions of llis in confirmation
of this might be quoted. Two will suffice:
To keep music in school is a necessity and youth shonrn bo kept practicing i.his
artJ for it makes skillful, genteel people of them. A schoolmaster must be able to
sing, or I would not recognize him.
!\Iusic is n, di ciplining mistress that mak s people gentle, tender-hearted, sweetmannered, and rational.
1 A coro position in which soprano, alto, tenor, and uass are each sub<l.ivi<led into
four-part mu ie.
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The methods of teaching thus far bad tended more toward stun t 1
than developing the mind. Not a trace in the schools of that time c
be found where instruction conformed to the laws of growth. Dur1
the century- marked by the thirty years' war all promising germs
popular education and good tendencies toward the cultivation of t
people declined. With the close of the war (1648) the desire to Ii
and to attend to education and culture returned. According to t
e
school regulations of this period, the teaching of singing was com Pu sory. The most important pedagogical theorist of the seventeen. th
century, Johann Amos Oomenius, includes singing in ~his course of
study. In the eighteenth c"ntnry, the Pietists made school instruction.
in music successful. Their laying stress upon individual feeling led
to individualism in all teaching. They had a singular abhorrence to
wholesale or class instruction, and hence studi.ed and influenced each
individual pupil. This had its effect upon music in their schools;
songs adapted for individual feeling, arias, and melodies received the
most attention.
Methods of teaching greatly improved in the eighteenth century.
The dull, mechanical singing by rote was set aside in a, regular system.
of instruction. Normal schools, though inefficient and imperfect as
they were at the time, included singing among their studies, and endeavored to make excellent singing masters of their students. In the
appointment of teachers musical ability was taken into consideration.
The relatively best standard was attained by the institute of August
Hermann Francke (1633 to 1727). Boys. and girls received two hours'
instruction a week in. vocal music. That for the girls was limited to
the practicP, of common. hymns, while' the principles of :figurate counterpoint were taught in the boys' schools. Instruction in counterpoint
began with the singing of the diatonic scale represented by letters
on the lines, aud followed by the chromatic scale and exerci e in
intervals. Tlle technical exercises were connected with the singing of
familiar melodies from notes which were followed l>y such new melodie ~
a required similar notes for their expression in writing. Pupils were
al o taught pauses, tempo, and the different values of note'. The more
advanced classes rendered religious airs of two part in ¾and ~ tim e.
Increased attention was given to singing al o in other part of iermany during the eighteenth century. The chool regulation of II · ·
Darmstadt (1733), Brun wick (1753), and Prus ia (1794) are expli ·it n
tbi. ubject. Singing wa al. o advocat cl by Ro ·how (173J-l, OJ). wb
urged pecial attention t cbur h mu ic. Ron, an rnak hit :fl.mil
cultivate a ''pur e en flexible, lea i110· voi e and an ar i r h, rm : •
an<l time. A y t m ti
ur
of rnn. ical iu tru ti u wa lik 1
p 1-. ue l in he ·h 1 f th
hilanthropini t foll w r .• n , P
f I n · au in
rm. y a in th
·h 1. of th
u trian I
rr
Ign, tiu · von • n io· r (l .A- 17 ). That th : w 11-int nd 1 a Ill
w, rd in 1 r vin"' in ru ti n in iuging brought a nt f ., ' r ult
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it mu~t be candidly admitted that at the close of the eighteenth century vocal music generally was below par) only proves how difficult it
is to carry thought ancl honest efforts .into effect, even when they are
accredited true and just.
The most important epoch in the history of the development of instruction in singing dates from the time of Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi
(17 46-1827). Pestalozzi maintain eel that elementary education '' should
develop and perfect the inborn talents and powers of the lrnman beingthat is to say, the talents and powers of the mind, the heart, and the
hand." For elementary education to attain this end, "observation
(Anschauung) must be considered the absolute foundation of knowledge." By "Anscbauung" Pestalozzi understands "the cognizance of
external objects directly by means of the senses, and the consequent
action of consciousness through the impressions received." As a matter of course, instances of the visible occur oftenest. Still the "simple
presentation of sounds to tho car and the action of consciousness resulting from the impression received through the sense of hearing is just
as much perception for the child as the l)ercer>tion of objects through
the eyes."
Likewise, in advancing and originating the proposition, "from perception to idea," Pesta1ozzi maintainecl induction to be the only method
couformable to the natural laws of development of a child's mind, and
turned the course of instruction into exactly the opposite direction
from that 1.Jitherto pursued. With tbo inductive method a new and
broad field was opened to the teaching of singing. The increased
interest awakened by Pestalozzi for enabling and educating the young
in Germany benefited instruction in vocal music, too. School authorities paid greater attention to singing and how it was taught, ancl provided for a better musical education of elementary teachers. The best
and most prominent men of the nation commended the art of singing
as one of the most effective means for cultivation and education. That
precious pearl of German life, the "folks' song," which hacl been forced
into the background by church music, gained in importance and was
looked upon as a valuable o~ject of study. School authorities devoted
more minute attention to vocal music in their plans of organization;
the most important, however, was the development of a literature on
the art of singing and its methods of in -truction, which in a comparatively short time made such progress as to promise a rational system
of instruction for even the most in ignifi.cant village school. .
The earliest production of this literature is the Art of Teaching
Singing, by Pfeiffer and Naegeli. Pestalozzi himself thus commented
on this work: ''There is promise in this work of excellent and welcome
results for the educator and mu ician alike." These expectations were
not realized, principally because Pfeiffer and Naegeli, as well as
Pestalozzj, saw in music only an accomplishment easily acquired, if
one had learned a little arithmetic and to measure. This narrow view
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1a
of the ·essence of music led to an overvaluation of rhythm a
<lepreciation of melody and harmony.
) The Art of Teaching Singil;J-g, by Naegeli, is synthetic througThc first part, "Elel.Ilentary work," is in two divisions, general an
cial theory of music. The first division treats -of the duration, P
and strength of tones, the combination of these three elemen -ts~
the written characters for tones. Each new chapter is preceded
thorough review of the preceding one. The second division, the
cial theory, treats of the methodical combination of text and melo
Single vowels, then syllables, words, and finally connected sentenc
are set to tones and combinations of tones. Meter, breathing, analy
of text, etc., are taught in connection with the foregoing exercisesWritten especially for people's schoolsi,.it was just in these sch-oo
that it could not be used. As excellent as are its details-the cbapt;e::l'
- in notation, for instance, is valuable for all times-as a whole it is too
comprehensive. Its methodic arrangement, moreover, contradicts Pe talozzi's "principle of sense-perception," particularly in that the beau.raful in art in its perfection is withheld from the pupil until he has learne
all its forms. Rhythm, dynamics, and melodics are, as the words
betray, not objects perceived directly through the senses, but results
of thought; in other words, abstracts derived from -the production of
music. A sufficient number of examples of melody and harmony should
be presented for direct sense-perception before the discussion of scales,
keys, strength, pitch, and the like is admissible.
Thus the merits of Naegeli narrowed down to the, deep reflections
which he arousec_l ou the methods to be employed in teaching.
The demand for a method of instruction in singing which retained
what had been approved in the works of Naegeli, and which covered
their deficiencies by be~ter and more practical suggestions, was met by
B. C. L. Natorp in his instructions for the teaching of singing. Natorp
also presents his exercises in rhythm, melody, and dynamics separately;
and his exercises in rhythm and dynamics are, on the whole, similar t-o
N aegeli's; in everything else he and Naegeli differ e~sentially. The
latter begins at once with theoretical instruction, whereas Natorp prefaces every Jc son with introductory exercises, co~fined wholly to ~in"ing by ear. Beginning with single vowels, and proceeding to yJJ. bl
and word , these preparatory exercise. were al ways to be u eel wi
accompanyin°· text, so a. to in nre a pure, di tinct enunciation. an
natural aud ca y intonation. Text and combination. of tone · 1, n
b taken fr m what come: -within -'-be com pa. fa bil<l' life.
hild
in thi · way acquire an amount f mu ical mat rial by e.·pcri u t
fi rm · th fi und, ti n for t lat r kn wledg
f th
lem nt f mu
Tb y have tlllO' ._ n l h ar l mauy thir l ' b ,f r th y ar r qui
firm th i n, f. third·; • n
ft n >er i,· l tw and hr
mu. ic hr ncrh th
u
fi r
hey nr expe t d t di tin~ui b
<lift" r n ·o <:leru·ly • ml i ti ctly.
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Another ad vantage is that N atorp, unlike Naegeli, does not conclude
the subject of rhythm before proceeding to melody, and so on. He grades
the different exercises proceeding from the first grade of rhythm to the
first grade of melody, and from this to the first grade of dynamics.
With melody, Natorp for the first time introduces the tones of the
major chord for understanding and practice, :first without, then with
regard to rhythmic order. The other tones of the diatonic major scale
follow the tones of the major chord. From here on the instruction consists altogether of practice. Nothing is offered but songs which contain elements that have been explained and practiced during the
:preceding lessons. Natorp uses dynamic exercises in combination
with other elements, or in special lessons combined with melody. He
uses ciphers as written characters instead of the customary notes.
N atorp's book is obscure on the psychological relation between the
systematic or technical exercises and the songs and melodies learned.
Nevertheless, the work met with general approval. For several decades
it, together with N aegeli's '' A.rt of Teaehing," was considered authoritative on the teaching of singing; it molded the literature on the subject. The many text-books that appeared in. the Recond and third
decades incline either to -~fatorJ? or Naegeli. A.11 deal with their subject synthetically ; none J_)roceeded from songs to study by way of
analysi , in order to arrive at the elements of melody, rhythm, and
dynamic.
Educator in Germany continued to intere t themselves in methodR
of singing during the years from 1840 to 1850. Ernst Hentschel
(musical director and teacher of the normal school in vVeissenfe1s)
brought about the next and most effectual measures for further improvement. Ile found fault that "in some schools pupils scarcely get as far
as singing songs and hymns, being constantly kept at exercises in
pitch, tempo, and note reading, etc. In many other schools singing of
cheerful melodies was persiste<l. in to the utter neglect of the formal
encl to be gained." Hentschel maintained tbat ''the elementary course
should combine technical exercises with singing of melodies, for both
are important. Both should be taught dtiring the entire school course.
During the :first two years, however, the pupils shoul<l. sing by rote
only; after tllat they should be taught altogether from notes." Ile
urged that young children had enough difficulties in mastering the
symbols of reading (letters) and arithmetic (ciphers) . A.n 8-year o1d
child might begin another set of symbols, the musical note .
Hentschel's .c laim were soon admitted, and received full consideration in the" Course of study in singing for 11eople' schools'' by Friedrich Wilhelm Schuetze. Ile proceeded from tlle fundamental thought
that "a child first receives the impression of an object in it· entirety;
after which it analyzes its individuality and examines the different
parts severally." "Musical education, therefore, progresses conformably to natural law, if, as soon as sound becomes perceptible to a. child,
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repeated single tones, a succession of tones, sounds in rhythmic for
or, as should oftenest be the case, real musical compositions are P
sentecl to it, and it is thus first of all brought into contact ·with t
e
world of sound." Consequently, '' children must :first become famil i r
with musical language in learning to sing by ear," and "subsequent
in singing from written characters."
The valuation set by Hentschel upon songs as essential material fi .1'
instruction in the theory, which yaluation has remained unchanged t<J
the present clay, created the demand for suitable collections of songs.
This demand was speedily supplied, and continues to act as a stim u1 us
to composers. Though it is a lasting honor for Hentschel to have
assigned the proper place for songs in the course for people's or elementary schools, and to have pointed out their educational value, it is
still claimed that the complete banishment of the technical exercises
from the primary school is a mistake, because it breaks the uniform
connection of instruction. During the last ten years authorities in the
method of singing, almost without exception, have decided upon the
union of both. Hentschel himself modified his :first opinion. .As a.
rule songs are so combined with the elementary exercises that a greater
or smaller number of exercises are directly supplemented by songs and
hymns, the melodic and rhythmic construction of which embodies the
elements of the preceding exercises. The only difference is that some
lay the greater stress on the exercises, while others attach greater
importance to the songs, to which the technical exercises are considered secondary. This na~nrally depends upon the, musical education
of the individual teacher.
To the text-books which make songs the living center of instruction
belongs among others the "Theoretical and practical singing school,''
by Johann Rudolph Weber. This book advocates that the teacuing of
singi11g should be nothiug more than ''instruction which helps pupils
on to ongs." "The singing of songs and technical instruction in sing in g should be combined and support each other." "In every grade the
essential material of the organic (elementary) exercises consists of t he
elements of song" to be practiced aud learned by heart, because to t lJ.e~e
a an entity in art the exercises are most easily applied.' "Instruction
mu t show the 1mpil how to perceive and recognize sounds severallyin
r gard to time, tone, and volume." All the material for inging mu
be made "elementary. ' The implest element., rhythm, forms the b ·!inning. In connection with melodies the pupil becomes a ·quainte i wi
major and minor chord , the chord of the dominant eyenth, a w 1l
with the foundation of all melodie , the major seal .
.
D parting from u tom, . . F. Pflueger ha adopted au auah .
y nth ti m th cl in bi, ' Introdu ·tion to the teachin · of in 2in"' 1
·ll o 1.-.
ft r v ral introductory xer i e , con i ting of hild •
11 g.; th t .·t an 1 m ·1 d · f which mu t b I arnecl by Ctr, ll d ,-.
tb th r · r heh ldin rr ft 11
for pitch nd yolum , and tll 1
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of scales, time, chords, and pauses; his lessons on notes, intervals, and
the most familiar major and minor scales are directly connected with
the preceding songs and hymns.
.
Pflueger advocates the method of induction, proceeding from simple
tones and combinations of tones to the chief elements of music.
A. warm interest is being shown at present in singing and in the
instruction of vocal music. A number of practical educators are
assiduous in their efforts so to plan instruction in singing jn people's
schools that, it must lead to favorable results. Psychology and pedagogy suggest the principles for the perfection of methods.
(1) Instruction in singing must not be isolated; by means of song texts it must
bo kept in touch with other subjects.
(2) The concrete material for instruction in singing in sacred and national hymns
and those peculiarly popular songs which in Germany for a long period of years
have proved to be a real production of art.
(3) All technical exercises should proceed from songs and lead back to them; the
elements for comparison in the procE}ss of abstraction should be taken from the melodics practiced.
(4) Symbols of tones, be they notes, ciphers, or letters, shoulJ. bo nothing more to
the pupil than visible signs and forms for the special sensations of sounds. The eye
should ou1y support the ear.

PRESENT ST.A.TE OF METIIOD IN GERM.A.NY.

Dr. G. 4-. Lindner, in his Cyclo1)eclia of Education, sketches the
present state of method in teaching school singing in Germany. His
sketch is here presented iu translation:
In modern times iustruction in singing h as become an integral part of the course
of study in common scl10ols, because it is generally recognized that it forms the taste,
ennobles the emotions, and proves to be also a good means of discipline, since it
concentrates the attention and forms a means which will unite many into a community. The object of this instruction is to awaken a sense of melody, to promote
the resthotic and emotional training of children, and to stimulate patriotism.
In singingwe recognize three elements: (1) the melodic, which refers to the pitch of
tone; (2) the rhythmic, which refers to the duration of tone; (3) the dynamic, which
refers to the strength and volume of tone and also to correct expression. Melody
gives life to the s:mg, rhythm gives regularity, ancl expression causes impression.
These three elements must be considered by the singing teacher. It wi11 not do, of
course, to treat tho one element exclusively until all nece2sary information jg given
and then take up the next, but the essentials of each of the three elements n.re to be
given, which are then followed by more difficult work ; but whatever song is taken
up, it is fi.rst· tho melodic, then the rhythmic, and, lastly, the dynamic element which
must be considered. In other words, first tho melody is taught, then the proper
time, and, lastly, the expression by means of variations in the volume of tono. F or
tho common school the melody is not only the most essential, but almost the exclusive element, for t empo and expression. are subject to individual preferences and
emotional conditions.
Concerning the method and tho course of study for lessons in singing in tlle public
schools, the following points may be considerecl to have found general approbation
in Germany. During the first two years of school, singing is practiced by rote. The
chief object here is the development of the voice and the musical car; later on
instruction is based upon the foundation of reading music. It is generally co1Jccded
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best to confine the children's knowledge to one key, making tbe Do mo,able a.a o c sion requires. In GePman schools a, number of popular songs of interest to child ---both with reference to text and melody, are firmly memorized and frequently pr
ticed. Above all, it has been found necessary to begin the singing of pleasant, cat-c
airs quite early, so that the musical ear be trained, and since Germans, as a, rule, a r
very musical, it is found that mothers ancl nurse girls work hand ju hand with t
school teacher.
A second and higher step in the singing lessons is singing from notes. The pu._p
· is introduced into the laws and symbols of the art of mnsic. A song which he h
learned by rote is analyzed into its elements, and the elements thus obtained are
reduced to the scale, sharps and :flats are intro<lnced1 an<l the various keys developed.
Instruction in singing from notes should not be neglected, because the su bseq ue:n_
musical training of the pupil makes it very desirable that he have knowledge o f
music. Methodical instruction in singing by means of which the pupil obtains a.
clear consciousness of the intervals, time, etc., is not possible without the ability to
read music. Moreover, in practicing songs of two, three, and four parts 1 it would
be exceedingly tedious to learn the several parts by ear orrly, since the accompanying parts rarely carry melody, and thus will allure those who cannot read music -t.o
sing the treble "unisono." The success of any instrnction in singing, however., lies
not in tho skillful r eading of music, but in the production of melocly; in other words:,,
not in the notes, but in tho tones. It is therefore very essential that the teacher
·should sing, or that he play a musical instrument, and thus make his pupils hear the
tones which they are to sing.
In the lower grades of the school the greatest simplicity is the greatest art. In.
tho selection of songs much care, taste, and tact are required. Cheerful, joyous
songs are to bo preferred1 especially when they have somo reference to nature and
the seasons; also patriotic songs, and airs which express general human sentimcn ts.,
such as popular airs. In the selection of these songs the scope of the voices of
children mnst be considered. In schools where music is read, the various symbols
or signatures are to be considered in class before the melody of the song is taken
up. In order to secure firmness and skill in singing, songs that have be.en learned
should be freqnently l)racticecl in class, especially if they are sung in two or three
parts, because the musical ear, while very faithful to melody, is less efficient in
retaining accompaniments .

The National Teachers' .Association of Germany, in its meeting of
1870, passed a number of resolutions, a declaration of principle , as
it were, concerning the instruction in music in the elementary schools.
These theses deserve to be translated and reproduced here, since they
express the theory and method followed generally in German schools.
(1) School shoulcl educate and instruct for Jife; hence for the instruction in rnn ic
the same principle should prevail.
(2) School instruction in singing should, first of alJ, nnrse Gorman popular on.;
(Volkslieder )·
(3) Artistic results can not be e.-pected and mu.st not 1,o demanded, but an U.SJliI'3tion for mnsica1 perfection should be awakened in the pupils.
(1) To songs should be taught ancl practiced which aro not of undoubted JlOC i
anc1 mu ical value.
(5) In tho tcachinrr of even the implcst popular song the object mu~ l,e to expr:
that which poet and compo er intended. Tho technique i not to be an aim n

1nean . .
' (G) - Iu ic is not only to reatc plea uro in m lody and harmon ·, but mu
nno 1 lin" tfect upon th b nrt.
' (i) P cln,,orrfr• 1 tr tm nt in m· ·ic 1 ons pre ·uppo
a teacher who i P
ionally JJr par d nncl killed in tho art f mu i .
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(8) The education of the German nation by means of music and through music
has a national significance.
(9) 'Singing should be taught in every school, not in lessons after school hours,
but during school sessions.
(10) Instruction in singing should be given with the aid of a musical instrument,
bo that the violin, piano, or organ, and such instruction can be successful only when
the teacher is well trained in the nse of his instrument.
(11) Every normal school should have an experienced singing teacher, who has
been well trainecl both in music and pedagogy, is acquainted with the methods of
composition, and understands the value of popular airs and hymns.
(12) It is the c.1uty of school authorities to seo to it that in every schoolhot-ise at
least one teacher be engaged who is trained in music.
(13) No pupil shall be excused. from taking part in singing lessons.
(14) Exercises in rnading music should be a part of ~very singing lesson all
through the counw.
(15) As to the matter of instruction, lJopular airs (Volksliede.J) and hymns should
be preferred in elementary schools.
(16) Only such songs should be practiced whose texts express noble, refining sentiments. The texts must be brought to tho comprehension of the pupils before
they are memorized.
(17) Punishment should rare1y be atlministered d~ring singing lessons, coiporal
punishment never.
(18) Lessons in singing are most suitably reserved. for the last hour of the forenoon
or afternoon, since they serve as recreation after severe mental work.
SELEC'l'ION A.ND .A.RRA.NGEMENT OF MA.TTER.

Mr. J. Helm, of Schwabach, Bavaria, Germany, an authority on
school singing and methods of teaching, says with reference to the
proper selection of songs that it is de.fined by the educational significance of singing and also by the position it occupies within the system
of education. A translation of -his opinion on this subject s.eems
desirable, and fa here inserted:
The beautiful is the sister of tho good. The contemplation of the beautiful awakens a feeling of satisfa,ction similar to the contemplation of the good. 1Esthetic
enjoyments elevate and idealize; they belong to the highest pleasures oflifo. Though
moral education is the highest of all human education, tho cultivation of taste
and artistic schooling aro by no means superfluous. Occupation with art refmcs the
mind, ennobles the emotions, and makes the individual more sensitive to tho highest,
which is moral beauty. ·within the wide compass of art, music, next to poetry, can
be brought within easy reach of the young, and within the extensive domain of
music nothing is better adapted for class instruction than singing. Tho combinations of tones which instruction in singing presents to tho ear excite involuntary
pleasure in the pupil, and offer him clements for his ideas of tho beautiful.
Singing delights the human heart and enlivens and animates the omoti.ons. It is
the language of feeling, the expression for pleasure and sorrow. Thero is no purer
or more productive source of pleasure, an(l no nobler or more heautifnl form of
expression for the feelings than song. Singing combines melodic, dyuamic, rhythmic, and text elements in such perfect symmetry, and so smooths contradictions and
restraints by harmonic combinations that nothing else can provoke greater rosthetic
pleasure. If technically correct relations and comb'inations of tones are often brought
to bear upon tho pupil's mind, more agreaable feelings will predominate to the probable development of a bright and cheerful disposition. Tho fatter factor, however, is one of the most importaint presuppositions for the development of the iuterest and
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e
the oclucation of the will. Singing and the art of music shoulu therefore no
wit-hheld from the young.
However great the pedagogical value of instruction in singing may be esti.ma
it can not l>e admitted that it follows musical la.ws exclusively, or satisfies its <>
demands alone. Consideration for the general aim of educational factors mak e
necessary for instruction in singing to keep in touch with other studies. I-ts tc
make this possible. Instruction can be purely musical only with reference to me1 o
rhythm, and dynamics, while with reference to the text it must consult the sen-time
expressed as well as the special claims of school life. Where this rule is obser~e
the songs to be practiced arc adapted to feelings and moods of the pupils awakene
by prece<ling lessons. They are then received with more interest, sung with grea
:r
feeling, and a deeper meaning is attached to their study. A fasting disposition. 0
mind can be awakened by instruction only when the subJect treated, to which interest is attached, is of such a nature that it appears of value not only to the child bu
21.lso to the adult.
The greatest attention must therefore be paid to the selection of texts. Only such
songs should be chosen in which text and melody are msthetic., and have been prove
to be productions of true poetical and musical nrt. Moreover, texts ancl melodies
should be in proportioned. relation to individuality of mind and vocal organ; otherwise songs can never become flesh and l>lood, so to speak; or, as the psychologist.
has it, can never l>e apperceived by children.
:::f these claill'!s are justified, the elementary schools must abandon all attempts at,
presenting and studying complicated works, as well as songs of four parts, ns they
arc a.hove the capacity of the pupils. They must also set aside all songs specially
composed• and set to music for "school purposes," bccanse they are seldom poetic in
thought or musical in form, and, a& a rule, rarely meet tho requirements of a noble
art. Moralizing songs must likewise be omitted, since they never originate in a.
healthy, strong, or vigorous sensibility, and therefore soon become distasteful -to
children. The source npon which instruction for people's schools should draw, can
and must be no other than tho national song, sacred or profane (secular).
"National songs are irreproachable music of God's grace; their author and con.tents are everywhere and at all times tho same-tho nation itself and the spirit of
national lifo embodied in song. ,vha.tever events excite national feeling, whatever
a,ffects the heart of the people, or is treasured. in its minu in thoughtful moods, forms
the inexhaustible contents of its songs and life."-(A. B. Marx.) The architecture of
the national song is so transparent and so simple, tho glorified deeds and events celebrated appear so plastic to the eye in their poetic garb, that it seems highly adapted
to a, child's perception; it is uesides an inexhaustible spring of resthetic a.nu moral
pleasure, truly classic in form anu content, and never losing its magnetic· force and
its viYifying .and refreshing charm for the mind.
Only those national songs (which term includes some of our church hymns) should
l)e accepted as suitable for elementary schools which in tho cour e of time havo been
permanently appropriated by the people, and have entered abidingly into mind and
heart.
The sacred church hymn must be sung and studied iu its original form, wbich ·rhythmic. Ielody, rhythm, anu i.ext are tho essential elements of e,cry song, an
an not be separated. without offending a cultivated ear. They exert a benefici
influence on taste anu x it resthetic pleasure only when they coopcrat and I '
th impre sion of mntnality. Th moYement anu complexity of the rhythmi c b.
i conformable t mu i al law, an<l ther fore uniform; tho rcstfnlne and aut IJ
of the hymn without m t r anu proper t mpo end inn, monotony al ulatecl nci .
to thrill nor to :rnimat . Th 11 mn ,vithout rb tbm dat from th tim in wbi
b lit oftbe hurch ancl r·Ii,,.iot;s f, cling bad cl<'g n rated, and th r for• · u n
on itler cl th.- r 11 f. b aJth hist rical denlopm nt. It i • tl1 con
of rc•lin'ion . inclilli r
lf-r linqni hmc>nt. Tba tb rln·t.luni li
i n t oh " tb nhility ancl ·ompreb n ion f th pupils in l m nt ry h
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sufficiently proved by the fact that many of our national songs, as they are sung in
schools, display as great a diversity in rhythmic forms and as much interchange of
accentuated and quantitative rhythm as the rhythmic hymn. Tho fact that church
congregations in a large part of the Empire observe the rules of rhythm in their
singing goes to prove that no insurmountable obstacle prevents its adoption in the
course of school singing.
Material for instruction in singing may be divhled into the poetical and the musical. The poetical half, the texts of songs, should be derived from object aucl language lessons. These studies should be so arranged that before a ehild begins -to
learn the singing of a song it has already become acquainted with the form and contents of the text. 'Where instruction in singing has not received this consideration,
it must analyze the text. A systematic acquisition of the text by the mind of the
pupils-not mere thoughtless memorizing-must under all circumstances be insisted
upon. Neither in language nor in singing lessons should an incomprehensible jumble
of mere words be permitted.
The chief duty of instruction in singing is to give out tho melody, and. in such a
way that the pupils not only understand it, but arc capable of repeating it with
technical correctness. Involuntary pleasure on the part of the pupil created by the
melody is to be developed gradµally to ::esthetic pleasure based upon comprehension. ·
This is possible only when tho pupils are ma,cle to umlcrstand the technique of music
in an elementary way. Hence it will not suffice to teach by rote songs of ono and
two parts, but the elements of melodics, dynamics, antl rhythm must be taught,
supplemented, perhaps, by the barest elements of harmony.
DETAILS OF TIIE A.MERICA.N METHOD OF 'l'EACHING SINGING.

Before the very successful mode of teaching singing in German
schools is presented in d6tail it may be well to quote au American
opinion on this subject. Dr. Edward Brooks, su1)erintendent of public
schools of Philadelphia, in a special report to the board of education
of that city described the methods in vogue in America. This report,
by showing how singing is taught in some cities, incidentally bears
witness to the advanced state of method in this country. The author
says:
Two distinct systems of reading vocal music have been current among musicians
and have divided the judgment of the musical world. These two systems have each
intelligent and earnest advocates, and it is therefore necessary to compa-ro their
merits and reach a conclusion as to which one is best suite<l to the work of the
elementary schools.
The methocl of staff intervals.-The old system, which may be called the Italian
system, taught singers to read music by tho intervals of the staff, somewhat as in
playing an instrument. The intervals between tho lines aml spaces in tho natural
key were learneu and readily applied to music written in this key. In tho different
keys the intervals were determined by tho flats and sharps of the signature, and
these intervals were sung without regard to tho key in which tho music was written.
Music was conceived as made up, not of scale intervals, but of a succession of tones
without any relation to tho tonic of the scale in which tho music was written. That
the mctholl presented great difficulties hi shown by tho fact that compara.tively few
persons taught by this method ever became ready rca<lers of music by sight. Most
of them required the use of an instrument to learn new pieces, and many singers
read music through the jnstrument which they played, imagining how it would
sound upon the instrument. In this system, when the sy llables clo, re, mi, etc.,
were used 1 these syllables were fixed for tho natural key and remained stationary
throughout all the different keys, the system being known as tllat of the "fixed do,''
ED
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This system has been aclvocatecl by many of the lealling musicians of this cou-n...
and of Europe. This advocacy is not unnatural or surprising, as most of these n..:t
cians are instrumentalists, and the instrumentalist does not necessarily think o f
scale or key note; he sees tho note and touches the key or string which corresp<>
to it on his instrument, sharping or flatting in n.ccordanco with the signature o f
key. He plays, or may play, entirely unconscious of scale relations, thinking o
of the note on the staff or upon his instrument. It is entirely natural, there.£or
that he should regard a method of singing by means of a movable scale as unnece
sary :mu inconvenient. Especially if the syllables clo, re, rni, etc., are used, does ;i
seem to him not only inconvenient but absurd to change the position of these sy l.I
bles for tho different keys in which the music may bo written.
This system of singing by staff or tone intervals is foe one that has been generali
used by those who train to astistic singing. The object in this instruction is :no
"sight singing," but vocal culture and the artistic use of the voice. Such singers
aro seldom ready readers of mnsic; they depend on the instrument to give them -the
tune, their aim being tho beautiful and :1rtistic rendering of the music. Even. -the
great singers like Patti are said to be very poor or indifferent readers of music, thei..r
d~pendence being upon tho instrument in learning a new score. These facts demand
our attention, so that the popularity of this method among so many eminent musicians ma,y be clearly understood and properly estimated. Tho advocates of -the
method are largely instrumentalists and hitve not been interested in sight reading
of a vocal score; or, when they were teachers of singing, the object was not to make
_independent readers of music, but artistic performers. Their views upon the subj e-ct;
arc thus not only natural, but, uncler the circumstances, entirely reasonable.
The methocl of scale intervals.-'rhe second method of reading music is that of scale
intervals and the movable scale. This method does not think of musical sounds as
intervals upon the staff or as abstrnct tone intervals, but as degrees of the scale in
their relation to one another and to the tonic. The scale is regarded as a musical
unit of thought, and each tone is considered or concei ,ed in relation to this unit.
T.he mind thus thinks music through scale relations, conceiving a tone as the second,
thircl, fourth, etc., of the scale. The course of instruction begins with drilling the
pupil upon the major scale of eight notes until he has mastered it and its intervals.
These fotorvals are learned in relation to the fundamental noto of the scale as well
as in relation to one another. Having mastered this scale, which is purely a vocal
exercise, tho pupil is taught how to represent it on the staff in what is called the
natural key. Ho is then drilled in reading by tho degrees of the sc:1le until be can
tell at a glance the position in the scale which any note upon the staff indicates.
Knowing tho sounu of tho different tones of tho scale, he can then reatlily read any
score of tho major scale in tho natural key set before him.
Ho is then taught the use of fiats and sharps and drilled upon tho simpler inter,als of the chromatic scale. Tho next step is to show how these ilats and sharp
pla.ced upon certain degrees of tho staff, gi,·o a scale beginning on somo other degr
of the staff than 0. For es:am1>lo, he learns that with the signature of F sharp th
scale. tarts on G, with tho signature of P sharp and 'sharp tho scale begins on D ct •
He is then drilled npon reading in tho different keys, naming sucoessiYely the de_
of the scale indicated by tho not s, reckoning from tho location of the tonic prec ·
as ho did in the natural k oy of C.
Iu all this work he reads ancl in...,s not by staff intcrn1ls or tonic r l::l.tion , bu
calc inter ·als. In lookiug at an w score he loo]-s at tho signature, determines
place of tho kc~·1 oto or toni , and count tho (lo...,re of tho ca.le from th t p l
tl1c J-cyuote. He tloc not think of F sharp or IJ 1.lat, tc. but of tho d gr o of
c le which tho noto rcpro cnt . Thu in tho fi t two or thr ro ur s of ·'Ho
w t home,· no mat r in wh. t l cy it ma· be vritten, hi tbon"h would b
tlir ~ , fo11r, 8ix, fire, tltrcc, fire .fou,·1 tliroo, four, t1ro thncj or if li u
J
; ll
,. i J1 ar ft n m1>l y l t tl i ia.te t o <le~
of th seal b bi · do, i J
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This methocl, it will bo seen, is entirely different from that of tone or staff re1ations; it is based upon tbe musical scale and conceives of the different notes of tho
melody in their relations to the scale. If the syllables clo, re, mi, etc., are usec1, do
is always the first of the scale, 1ni tho thir<l, sol the fifth, etc. If the scale begins on
C, then a note on C is called c1o; if the scale begins on F, as in tho key of one. fiat,
then a note on Fis called do, a note on .Li is caUed mi, etc. Tho clo thus naming tho
first degree of the scale is movecl with tho movable scale, from which tho system has
been called that of tho '(movable cio."
'l'ho difference between the two methods may bo illustrated by tho reading of the
following exercise:

By tho method of scale relations and the movablo scale this would be read as
follows: One-throe / .five-three I four-six I :five II .five-si:s: / four.seven I two-one I
tivo II tive-one / seven-four / three-two I one II .
By the method of tonic or staff relations one would think anuread as follows: Eb-G,
a major 3d I Bb, a minor 3d-G, a minor 3d \ Ab, a minor 2d-C, a major 3d \ Bb, n. major
2<1 \ Bb-C, a major 2c1 \ Ab, a minor 3c1-Db, an extended 4th I F, a minor 3d-Eb, a ma,jor
2d \ Bb, a 4th\\ BrEb, a 5th I D, a minor 2d-Ab, :~ diminished 5th \ G, a minor 2d-P,
a major 2d \ Eb, a major 2<1 \\ .
I have merely named tho intervals between successive notes, without indicating
whether tl:ey are ascending or descending. It will be noticecl that in reading by
tho methocl of tonic intervals one must distinguiHh 1)ctween major ancl minor seconds, major :.mcl minor thirds, perfect, augmented, and diminisho<.1 fourths; perfect,
augmented, and diminished fifths, etc., a thing not difficult for tho n,ccomplishecl
musician who is familiar with an instrument, but oxceedingly difficult for tho ordinary reader of -vocal scores. By tl10 method of scalo relations these intervals present no difficulties to the singer.
Tho method of the movable scale, as stated above, is usually known as that of tho
"movable clo." This name does not characterize it fully, however, as tho method of
scale relations may be employed '1"ithout the use of tho syllables do, re, nii, in which
case of course there is no do ~o be moved. While it is believed that there are adYantages in using these syllables 1,ith beginners to indicate the different degrees of the
scale, yet many good teachers of the method of scalo relations use other syllables, as
la or ta, for all the degrees of tho scale. Tho essential nature of the method is not
indicated by tho use of tbe syllables; it consists in the conception of sounds in
respect to their relations to tho sca1o, this scale being moved on the staff as indicated by tbo signature of tho key in which tho music is written .
These two methods have been and to a limited extent are still competitive for
public favor. While both have strong and intelligent advocates, tho tide of opinion is now setting strongly in favor of tho "movable scale" system. This is the
method that is generally used in tho elementary schools of Switzeriand and Germany. In France the same system is gaining ground und.or tho name of tho Cheve
metho<l, which is so well r epresented in this city by Professor Zobanaky. In England
tho old system WM found so difficult that in order to simplify tho work of popular
musical instruction they dropped not only tho staff relations but the staff itself,
giving rise to :M r. Curwen's method, known as tho "tonic sol-fa system ." The
method of tho movable scale was introduced into tho United States largely through
the influence of Dr. Lowell Mason, one of tl10 most accomplished Pestalozzian
instructors that this country ht.s produced. The widespread introduction of musical
instruction in the public schools of the United States is largely an inheritance from
and an outgrowth of tho labors of Dr. Lowell Mason.
The tonic sol-fa methocl.-In this discussion a passing word should be said in respect
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to the tonic sol-fa system. This method originated with a Miss Glover, of N
r
England, but is generally credited to Rev. J ohu Curwen, through whose infl u e
has been so widely introduced. The method is based on scale relations, and.
fore in pure musical conception agrees with tho method of scale relations a..
described. It differs in the r epresentation of music to the eye, introdu ci
entirely different notation from .t he 0110 in general use. This notation is simp
readily learned by the pupil; and it is this simplicity, especially as contraste
the method of intervals, which has given it so large a degree of popularity objection to the method is that it does not present a universal musical langu.a g
one that can ever become universal. Modern instrumental music would be imp oss by this system. A person when taught to sing by this method must afterwards Ie
the generally accepted notation, or be restricted to a very limited number of m u.s compositions. Tho present mode of writing music has been accepted by the m
cians of every count;ry; and a person taught only by the tonic sol-fa method ~ o
d
be unable to read the simplest score written in the common notation. The meth o.-1
is, however, extensively usecl in England and Canada, and is widely recomm e.:n.de<i
and strongly indorsed by some of the leading musicians and educators of bo
Europe and America. It is especially commended as an introduction to the sr;a notation. This r eference to the method is not designed as a recommendation o f .i.
introduction into the elementary schools, but is merely given because in the discussion of systems this is too conspicuous not to receive a, passing notice. Even i f i..f;
were thought best to use it in teaching the elements of music to little children, i-f,
should bo regarded merely a--s a stepping-stone to the generally accepted system 0£
musical notation.
In the introduction of music into the public schools of the city it is necessary to
decide upon the merits of the two principal systems described and to determi ne
which one should be adopted. My own judgment, based on a wide observation and
the experience of several years in early life in teaching music, is strongly biased in..
favor of the method of scale relations and the movable scale. Children, even those
who have not much natural ability for music, can be readily taught by this method
to r ead music by sight. The other method presents far greater difficulties to the
learner, and is entirely unsatisfactory for use in the elementary schools. The arguments in favor of the method of scale relations and the movable scale seem to me to be
conclusive. Tho method is simple anc.l logical and in accordance with the essential
principles of the art of music. The unit of the system is tho scale, which is the
foundation of all musical compositions. Each tone of the scale has its relation to
the tonic ancl should bo so conceived. ·w hen the key is changed, and thus the po ition of the scale upon tho staff is changed, the rela.tions of the tones to the keynote
are always the same; the scale is simply started from another pitch indicated by
another degree of the staff. Furthermore, all work in harmony is based on tho cale
rather than the staff relations; tho chord of the tonic, tho dominant, the subdom.inant, etc., are all conceived in scale rela.tions a!:! these expressions indicate. Indeed
it seems almost impossible for anyone to have an intelligent idea of either melody or
harmony without thinking of them in their relations to tho musica,l scale.

The foregoing de cription of Dr. Brooks i in erted becau e i wi
aid u in under tauding the ub equent tatement by Prof. J. Hehn
tho details of the method in vogue in elementary scho
in Germ, DY,
which i offered in transla i n:
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which elementary technical exercises are to maintain to the songs. However, one
thing seems to be decided. For the purpose of imparting knowledge of the musical
system, authorities on the methocl of singing have during tho last ten yenirs decided
upon the organic combi...1ation of exercises with songs. As a rule this combination
is e:ffectecl by connecting a number of elementary exercises from the beginning with
songs ancl hymns in the melodic and rhythmic construction of which the elements
of the preceding exercises are applied. A cli.:fferenco of opinion exists in that some
lay the greater stress on tho elementary exercises to proceclo the song, while others
give the preference to songs as a starting point. Pflueger ancl Reissmann propose a.
different method. They suggest that tho technical exercises depend entirely upon
the elements of music found in tho songs. Anything of musical notation, etc.J not
found in tho songs presented to the children should not bo taught. "Climb tho hill
when you get to it.' 1 Dornstedt maintains that as botanical knowledge is gained
by tho observation of single plants and parts of plants 1 geographical knowledge by
the observation of tho earth, by the study of relief maps and :flat-surfaced maps :1ncl
apparatus, and a knowledge of language by the study of classic extracts in prose
ancl verse, so all musical knowledge should be gained from tho study of songs and
their notation. .A.11 technical exercises should be derived from simple songs and their
analysis into tho melodic and rhythmic elements. Regard for the pupils' interest
alone can decide the method.
A tone in itself is no moro calculated to arouse a child's interest than a separate
letter or single sound. Pleasure is involuntarily excited by a natural, and, at tho
same time, technical combination of tones only. The compass of musical thought,
too, is en1n:rged only by combinations of tones. The musical judgment of the pupil,
in other words, his comprehension of th~ musical system, should be developed by
tho study of combinations of tones resthetical in every sense. Interest is aroused
by tho concrete; tho abstract in itself is not interesting. Consequently, the elements of m elody, dynamica, rhythm, and probably musical notation aro of direct
interest to the pupil only wllen they rest upon a concrete foundation of songs. For
this reason tho technical course should depend upon songs, and with a few incidental
exceptions, tbe systematic instruction of singing should ever proceed from songs
and lead back to them.
Though detached from the melody the technical e~ercise may reduce tho clements
of songs to single tones and intervals, they yet appear to the pupil as parts of a.
whole which it has learned to like. It is this which assures the interest and attention of children. The objection can not be made that an "analytic consideration"
of a song robs it of poetic form and artistic character, as the song itself is not the
object of systematic instruation 1 but is only used as a starting point aml to furnish
rhythmic and tonic elements. Truly systematic instruction can only be given after
the pupil has learned a number of songs; singing in elementary schools should therefore begin with songs. The only question is whether G and 7 year old children are
capaule of comprehending and reproducing easy songs without having practiced
preparatory exercises . I believe that experience has found it to be so . Children 2
and 3 years of age are able to repeat short songs, which they hoar at home, quite
correctly with reference to tone and rhythm. .A.nu what the family a.nd kindergarten
can accomplish is certainly possible in the lower classes of elementary schools. It
stands to reason that great versatility and thoroughness can not be required of
children. The very name of the "elementary" school precludes that.
A child knows the difference among a hundred trees and shrubs before it js
expected to distinguish typical leaf forms. The :first is in reality easier, although a
tree is far more complex than a len,f. It is much more difficult for the uncultivated
ear of a child to detect intervals when they are isolated than when they occur in
tho phrases of a song. The clearness of any idea1 and hence that of a distinct idea.
of sound, depends not only upon the light ancl distinctness which the idea itself possesses, but also upon that which it receives from combinations with and relations to
other ideas that throw light on it from many sides. Thus a pupil is more easily
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impressed with the methodic succession of tones in a chord when it is studied a
part of a phrase in song than when it is presented as a separate chord. It -w-ou
not b e impossible to begin the teaching of singing in elementary schools, and co
tinue it correfatively with the_ subsequent technical course in such a ·wp,y -th
tho separate exercises may prepare for the reading and fsinging of new songs, a
these ngain apply to those exercises _from which the technical wor~i: of music
instruction must be abstracted or derived.
Hearing is tho sense of music. The deaf are incapable of musical eclucatioL
Ideas of music can not be gained through any other sense than that of hearing; bu
as tho idea of an object b ecomes clearer and livelier in the mind it can be mo
easily r etained if tlie object h as been presented to the mind simultaneously, or iJ
tlirect sequence, through more than one sense; thus other organs of sense are n, hel1
to the ear; in other words, impressions of sound are clearer and more easily r e pro·
clucecl when combined with other impressions. This is the psychological reas on for
using characters to represent sound in the teaching of singing, motions of th e h and
::m d other gestures to indicate height or depth of tone, interva,ls, etc. It necessarily
follows that the symbols used., be they figures, letters, or notes, can be no more than
visible signs for definite sensations of sound. T4e eye can only s.upport the car,
never take its place.
As with all objects of ideation, so with music. We distinguish between ideas
belonging to immediate knowledge and originated by perception through the senso
of hearing a,nd ideas that form a pa,rt of mediate knowledge and a,re originated by
reason. Symbols arc required for both kinds of musical ideas. Tho ideas gained
by immediate perception and apprehension are defined in the genesis of sensations
of sound.
·
The matter for hearing is sound, in the same sense that color is a matter for sight.
Every sound. is produced by the impulse and vibrations of elastic bodies. Th ese
impulses and vibrations a,re communicated first to tho air surrounding tho oscillating
bodies; their motion to an<l. fro dispfaces the particles of a,ir, thus causing condensation on the one sido a,nd rarefaction or expansion on the other. Thus tho stratum
of air surrounding tho vibrating body alternately condenses a,ncl expands, producing
a wave-like motion which extends to all sides. If these wa,ves -reach the tympanum
of the ear they impart to it, to the air confined in the drum, and to the four small
bones their vibr:1ting motion, whi ch continues to the labyrinth and the nerve fibers
of tho cortical organ. Tb.is causes an excitement of tho nerves which, as soon as it
is perceived by tho mind, is recognized as a sensation of sound. If th e vibrations
of the elastic body and tho air waves ha,ve been regular-that i s, repeated in equal
periods of time and. in the same manner-,rn call the sensation a, musical sound.
Every impression of sound bears an adequate relation to tho air wa-vcs by which it
was produced.. Consequently, there are just as many kinds of sen sations of sound a
there arc kinds of air waves. According to present investigations, tho nerve fiber
of tho ear seem to possess in g roup s a limited specific sensibility for similarly limited
gronps of sound waves. Tho dilferinO" in groups of this sensibility of tho ncr,e
fibers of the e:ir has, as n consequence, that cycry tono quality is actunlJy reprc · nte
tons simultaneously by a. snm of qn::mtitively similar sensations which collc th· 1y
a.re apprehenclcd only as a. more forcible single concept. Bnt if tw·o Jdn<l · f soUJJ
or: ir waves strike tho ar, they produce two sen a.tions of <liflerent <1uality, which
:fir ·t, like other sensation simultaneously pre··entec1, leaYo a. single irnpr --i ·
snhse<J.nently however, whan tho mind ha de-vclo11ed snffici ntly for di..c mi hetwccn them, tho distinction affords n. criterion for fn;:th r jud!"lncnt.
to rctlnec the qualitie. of sound, lik tho o of color. in n. compr !l1cnsiYo ch 11 •
noi
nam ly, tho es usation of o m<l which ar pro<lnc d l>Y irr rrulnr vib i
antl aro a1mhlo of 110 <pmlitat.iYo :1L-ntion and compari. on, inn t l> mit ed.
L ·cry soun<l en a.ti on, . 11 !l mu ieal tone, progro scs in t o opJ)O 1tc dir
If wo o tinn thi pro~ ion for nny gr at lcn,..th wo have a tr irrh it
c ·t nu infini ly iu 1,oth dir ctiou hut in which y ry
f oun ·
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reason of its quality, has a distinct place; that is to say, is assigned to a <l.efinite
height or depth. This line should really be conceived as a continuity without l)reak
or demarcation of single points. Still, in tho 8cale empirically 11resented, we fi.ncl
single points ~parated and clefined by special names. These points--absoluto tonesform the elements of our musical system. They are likewise the foun<l.ation of all
empiric musical knowledge.
Though we are not able so to perceive an<l refain all of tho sensations of sound
unlimited in both directions of the lino as to recognize in them a part of immediate
knowledge, it certainly is possible to make clear to our consciousness the abovementionell points of the line, when they are })resented again and again at tho same
height. After a little practice, we can easily perceive them, and do not confuse
them with other sensations. '\Ve easily succeed in this, if we call upon tho eye
to help the ear, and if we fix tho marked points of the series of sensations of sound
in the scales in writing. A definite sensation of sound aml a definite sensation of
sight are, then, associated; but it is always presuppo11ed, as a most essential condition, that the tone which is flxed by a special name and symbol must invariably be
presented. at tho same height. If this is the case, these tones, in whicn we see the
elements of tho musical system and tbe perceivable material for practical music,
gradually become more clearly distinct from the combinations and series of sounc1
sensations. If this were not the case, sound sensations woul<l. not be qualified to
form resthetie relations. The :firmly establishell and finely articufate<.1 contrasts of
tone qualities s~ecially adapt sensations of sound for such relations.
If several sensations of sound am produced simulta.neously by dissimilar soun<l
waves or in such quick succession that wo arc still conscious of tho preceding sensation when the next one is perceiveu, there a.rises a coIDplox iuea of sounu, " ·bich is
presented to consciousness as a concrete relation as soon as the min(l has been sufficiently exercised in making distinctions to be able to recognize single tones as
_members of a relation. Every concrete relation is an object of perception, a nnit of
its kind, strikingly individual, and can only be represented by symbols in iixation
of its members. In the apprehension of the elements of our musical system ancl all
concrete sound relations, the mind can be supported by written characters only, i.e.,
by mnsical script.
Tho presentation of absolute tones and concrete relations of tones and exercise in
their apprehension sharpen the hearing and acquaint the pupil with tho diversity of
musical material. An insight into the inner connection of this material and. musical
ideas, laws, and rules can only be gainetl by comparing absolute tones and concrete
relations, and by a.bstracting what is common to include it in higher unities . To
these higher unities belong the ideas of scales anc.1 keys, and particularly tho ideas of
intervals, a.s seconds, thirds, fourths, fifths, otc. As the ideas of scales n,n(l lrnys are
formed l)y comparing single :phrases with regan1 to their material and accompanying
concrete tone relations, we gain tho ideas of different intervals as they occur in any
scale, ancl by comparing tho intervals of different scales "\Ye retain what is common
to them, namely, the uniform distance of tones (intervals) among all scales. Like
any other material of thought, those higher unities can be retained by :fixation in
language only. They are named, and thus a common understanding is established
concerning them. We then get names for both the tones and their symbols.
Absolute tones ancl concrete relations are best represented lJy notes, because they
are used exclusively in practical music; Jmt intervals and abstract relations by figum,, because figures are familiar to the pnpil and express tho rise and fall peculiar
to tone relations. The fact that it is difficult to comprehend absolute tones, becaus.o
of their limited individuality, so as to reproduce them exactly, is no sufficient reason
to omit symbols of tones from instruction in singing, and to use only the symbols of
intervals.
Tho ability to comprehend a combination of tones does not imply the ability to
reproduce it. It is easily possible to understand a series of tones 1,erfectly without
being able to reproduce them. lVo are able to recognize them again, however, and
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can tell with certainty whether they have been heard in tl.te same or another k e
How else could we speak of character in reference to keys, or be differently affect
by hearing an adagio played in A (natural) which is familiar to us in A :fl.at'F
The ability to reproduce presupposes more than the correct understanding of ~b.
has been beard. It is, moreover, dependent upon the anatomical and physiologi c
construction of the voice, which is not at all essential for musical com1)rehen.si 0
Tho gift of understanding combinations of tone is much more freq uent, a.ncl is gerierally found in a higher degree than the ability of musical r eproduction. It is in..
.tho natnre of instruction in singing to require both accomplishments of the pu.pi Thero will be greater and more pleasing success if the ear b~ supported by the eye,
sensations of sound by their symbols, and if the ear be continuously exercised in..
perceiving not only what is general, but what is distinctive in tone relations, i. e.,
the height and depth of their members.
Any writing of symbols of intervals represents what is. distinctive in concrete
relations of tho same kind, and therefore does not exercise the oar in the apprehen.si~n and distinction of different keys. Ideas of intervals can only be gained by
hearing absolute tones. They :fix only what is general to concrete combinations,
namely, abstract ideas of sound. The chamcters receive sense and meaning by -the
ear's perceiving a succession of absolute tones; that is to say, of any one of the diatonic scales to the parts of which the letters or :figures refer. A. system of instruction which fixes in writing musical ideas, wholly notional, acquaints the pupil with.
tho unity of tho musical system before he has learned its concrete elements. "The
psychological medium that should lead to the heights of perception is overleaped.,''
n,nd this results at last in a weakening if not in a complete stuntfog of musical sensibility. For this reason no symbols of intervals can replace notes, though they may
pontribute to the advancement and thoroughness of musical education if they follovv
th6 l earning of the customary notation, or supplement it.
Tho matter of which instruction in singing treats belongs to mediate and partly
to immeuiate knowledge. With the latter the inductive method should be followe d;
h ence the elements of mediate knowledge must bo derived from the immediate. If
the combinations and relations of tones belonging to immediate knowledge incl ude
what is abstract thought (definition, law, or theory), then the development and fixation in the memory of this abstract element must directly follow upon the presentation and fixation of the knowledge gained concretely. The presentation and learning of concrete relations and combinations, and the development and learning of
musical ideas and laws, become in this way a series of school occupations which
are in harmony with the inherently connected psychological processes of perception
and conception, apperception, abstraction, and secure retention of what is general.
From this it follows that the laws ofintollectual growth require instrnctioninsin "·
ing to adhere to the formal steps of analysis and synthesis, association, system, and
application.
Analysis is divided into the ::malysis of t ext and musical anaJysis. Analysi of
te:xt mu t precede musical analysis, so that the pupil may imbibe the poetic spirit of
tho song at tho Yery beginning of the lesson. If the text be familiar to tlie pupil ·
short review will suffice. If not, the form and contents must bo studied. In th'
case, analy is consist in the reproduction of those concepts and ideas which
related to tho song text, so that when the new text is giv n out correlative thou!!h_
are fresh in the mind of he pupil, n.nd it need not be feared that its apperceptio
ha.mp red by cli traction and contradiction .
... Iu ical analy is aim.- at n. uling tho pupil to compreh ncl andr produc then
m locly; tor produce the rh thmic aucl m lodic I ro nt alr acly f. miliar, in
a. they are found t
.·i t in ill new m Jody aocl ma , lJ fr lI n d in th P 11 P!
mind. .In i nl analy i c1
uo
on i t in a r prodn tion of pr Yi 1 ly tu ~
matt r hut it r f.•r.· inn. pe ·ial ma.nu rt tbn.t Irn wl 1" alrea<l · acqnir l
i
t cl hy th n '" nl j ct. A , 0011 • th pupil ar ac1J.naint d , i h
au<l the chord of tbr , anal ·tic x rci s 1.toulcl ·owm nee. The on
f
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diatonic scale and of tho tonic triad (in the same key, of course, as tho new song) must
bo so combined that the melodic turns and phrases which the song contains n,ro
heard in the analytic exercises. The chief tactic motive of the song to bo learned
must bo tho foundation for the rhythming of scales and triads. Musical analysis
necessarily presupposes· a certain development of musical thought. During tho :first
year of the school course it is therefore impossible to any desirable extent. Understanding of and feeling for what is novel are only conceivable when there is a residue of apperception material in the mind. But as most newly entered pupils have
very few or no musical ideas new concepts must be developed from correct perceptions n.nd sensn.tions, although aids to apperception can not be readily supplied,
because relative as well as opposing concepts are wanting.
So long as instruction in singing has not developed tho most important elements of
musical knowledg!l-the ideas of scales, keys, measure, time, etc.-musi~al analysis
must 1Jo confined to reviewing previously practiced songs of similar tempo, which
begin and end with tho same tone and include similar series of tones. A recapitulation of all that the pupil knows of tho laws of tones, of musical construction, enunciation, accentuation, ancl notation belongs to analysis, in so far as it is important
in connection wHh wha,t is to be learned, and only for so long as the pupil is not sure
of applying his knowledge.
Synthetic instruction is modified and ruled by the pupil's ad van cement and the
subject to be considered. If the text is new, form am1 contents must bo studied and
learned by heart. The melody must be then practiced, and tho other stanzas of the
text learne<l. It is of great importance that the new melody bo present~d pure,
namely, without tho mixture of alien. elements. The teacher must render it correctly
and as finished as possfole, either by voice or on an instrument. Pupils arc then
involuntarily ]?leased, the new melody enters their minds, and is appreciated with
proper sentiments. The more beautifnl and perfect the song at first appears, tho
moro earnestly wm the pupil strive to learn it. If the new melo1ly is short and
simple, so that tho children are still couscious of the first tones while tbe last are
perceived, then, for a deeper rosthotic effect, the whole should be at once presented
tot.he ear. Practice, however, must always follow tho law of successive clearness,
line by line. The presentation and practice of new melodies must continue in the
prescribed manner until the pupils are familiar with the written music. After that,
new means of jmparting must be resorted to out of consideration for the pupil's
!lelf-activity. The melody is then presented to the eye in writing, and the pupils,
under their teacher's direction, must convey tho moaning of the notes, line by line,
in corresponding tones and successions of toneR or phrases.
After having learned tho melody, the pupil's attention is c1irecteu to the time or
rhythmic construction. While tho teacher or cU:fferent pupils sing the others observe
whether an accented be fo1lowed by one or two unaccenteu tones, or whether tho
different to)l.eS of a phrnse have the same value or not. After some thoroughness in
this has been attained, the pupils may begin to reproduce the melody in writing,
under the teacher's direction.
Synthesis concludes with the writing of the melocly and the study of the text.
In the first, probably in the second, school year, during which periods the foundation
of musical knowledge is laid, the study of melodics can not successfully be carried
beyond synthesis. But from the moment in which the eye supports the car, or notation is mado use of; the teacher may go beyond synthesis. Is it necessary, howeverf
It has been saicl that involuntary pleasure can only develop into rosthetic, rational
pleasure after tho pupil has an insight into the musical system, and that therefore
instruction can not rest with the pra.ctico of a number of songs, but must acquaint
the pupil with tho elements of melody, rhythm and clynamics, etc. These elements
arc the foundation; they have the force of musical laws of' general value and necessity iu tho world of sound. The concrete inclndes this pleasure; but it is clearly
and distinctly defined by consciousness only when separated from the concrete, or
what is accidental and iudivic1ual. It receives a" general value" only after it has
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pro,ed to be the same always in concrete combiu~tious of tolles, or after it is fo
to .be a common attribute of r elations of tone.
The next step in instruction is to comparo the concrete tones hitherto practiced
the phrases of the songs le:1rnecl (step of association). The combinations of ton_
submitted for comparison can be faken either from the last or earlier synthc
exercises or from airs learned at home. In any case, only su,ch series of tones sho
. be compared with which the pupils are familiar. Comparisons may follow in diffi
ent directions ancl may cxtencl to lJ!elodic succession, rhythmic form, s trengt
tempo quality, etc. The r esults of these comparisons are fixed in proper technica
fanguage.
Whatever has proved to be common or gBneral value in the step of ass-0ciatio
must be isolated and learned in the shortest and most concise form-be it an idea, as
key or time, or a bw, such n,s "every measure has the same value," or "a word mus
not be torn asun<ler by taking breath." This work forms the next step, tha-t of
systematizing or generalizing.
Although, in general, it must be maintained that musical ideas and rules, lik e all
that is abstract, can only be derived from iihe concrete, now and then, for tho purpose of rounding off knowledge, a new idea may be presented, when ideas of
similar origin are discussed, which may" absorb or apperceive" a new but relati,e
idea. Thus, for instance, the idea of A major may be suggested if the pupils have
in the courseoftheirexercisesmetwith thoseofC, G, F, D, andBmajorand abstra cted
the general law.
What the pupil has found common to all lessons he may note in a separate book.
In this way he writes a kinu of "singing school" for himself.
As the different parts of synthesis can be treated with a regular insertion of correl ati rn analytic material, so a definite part of the step of systematizing can be dire<:tly
anticipated by concrete associate material_; in other words, every lesson in singing
and technical exercise can be followed by an abstraction of its salient points and
general facts.
Thus, if, by way of example, the newly learned song be compared with one previously studied in regard to quality of tone, what is found to be common may at
once be defined in a statement, as, unoth songs are in the key of G;'' or "Both
songs have {} measure;" or "Both are to be sung allegro," etc. Several songs
being compared, this statement may follow: "All these songs begin and end with
C, hence are written in the key of C." The comparison is continued, and i nterrupted by a process of abstraction. Thus, by induction, and according to the laws
of intellectual development, the pupils become possessed of many fundamental
musical ideas, laws, and rules. This knowledge would be worth little if the elements of music could only l>e applied to that concrete material from which they
were derived. If, for instance, the key, kind of key, measure, and time could only
be applied to those melodies which formed the stock of tho pupil's knowledge of
songs, tho musical education would be sadly deficient. The pupils must, therefore.
be directed and 1na.cticed in observing and reaclillg other combiuations and melodi~
and applying tho rulos and faws to Dew phrases and sono-s. neatling asy mclodie
and" second parts" must bo aimed at. Thi work forms the Jast of tho formal t p·that of applica.tion . If the
:xerci e · aro extensively practicetl clnriurr th I
year of school, the pu1)il will be n.ble to tell with tolerable certainty th si~1:i
of an w pi ce, wheth r it 110 major or minor, tb kintl of m tcr or tem1>0, tc.J
he wilJ, Io,,ly pcrlrnp , bnt ·orr ctly, r au the scdc f ton , i. ., r, :ul the no
while singing; ho will al o ol sen· tho rule· of br a thing, Yoico ultnr , aud
ci tion in ·ongs ou which lie ha rec i, rl no pccial in truction . Tli
:s::er i
• PJ>licatiou I-o inclucl tho trn11 position f a m Joel • from on - y to :mo
tr I cription of n. pltr.
in th di · r u ymb ] fo not :incl int n· l · t
of <1i~ r t t t to th nm m lody; th ropro uction of c l
nd
tll t nic · tlJe inn'iog of tlJ t n
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its inversion, etc. This is a comprehensiYe progrnmme of work, but German teachers succeed in carrying it on in elementary schools.
The matter gone over in the music lessons is, comparatively speaking, very insignificant. The children learn a far greater number of facts in arithmetic, geography,
and grammar. The only difference is that the application of the facts learne(1 is
more difficult,- owing to the freq_uent un<levelopeu. musical ear; but as the sense of
hearing is developed the difficultie.s disal)l)ear.
THE VALUE OF FOLKSONGS (VOLKSLIEDER ).

From the foregoing expose of the German method of teaching singing in schools, and from other authoritative sources, it is seen that the
Germans pay much attention to their national airs in school, both to
sacred and secular songs. It is done upon the principle that in
elementary schools it is not the chief object to increase the store of
knowledge of the children, but to train their minds to correct modes of
thinking, to build up their characters and will power for correct action,
to ennoble the emotions to perceive refi.ning sentiments and guide the
will, and to generally educate the young rather than instruct tbem, to
use these terms as the Germans do in implying a differentiation which
we in this country do not usually accept. In literature, and even in
simple language lessons, we natural1y use the best selections from the
works of classic native writers; in geogra1)by we direct the child's
attention, :first of all, to his home surrounding and the topographical
conditions of his own country; in history it is the events and memorable
deeds of his own forefathers and countrymen which he studies, and so
on through the course of study. We always bear in mind that the
civilization and culture of his own nation are the sources from which
his own culture derives its strengtl1. Precisely so the Germans proceed
in the teaching of music in elementary schools. Of course, music may
be severed from its national influence and taught purely as a science
and an art, but if taught in that way it does not serve the purpose of a,
school study which purposes to aid in the child's mental and moral
development. Every study in elementary school must do that. 'The
reasons for usi11g the musical treasures of the nation are pedagogical
and ethical and eminently sound.
The national airs of every nation reflect, more than anything else, Hs
peculiar traits of character, both in text and music. The Slavic songs,
mo tly written in Ininor keys, reflect the melancholy mood of these
peoples; the wild, weird ditties of Hungary reflect the fierce character
of the Magyars; the placid temper of the Scandinavians is seen in
their sweet hymns; the Scotch Iligblandcr's ~turdiness is noticeable in
his songs; the gaiety of the southern Frenchman, tbc cheerfulness of
the Tyrolean and the Swiss-all these peculiarities are plainly discernible in the native songs and lays of these peoples.
The vast treasures of mind, sou], and heart of the German nation have
from time immemorial been reflected in its folksongs, or popular melodies and rbyrnes, most of which were com1Josed no one knows l>y whom,
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but which were sung by all. From the fourteenth century to the
ent day the treasures of German popular airs have been increasi
The German "Volkslied" runs through the entire scale of internal
external life of the nation; it courses through feeling and thinking
all layers of society, and it is always true to nature, always gro"\V.U
l10me soil, always genuinely German. The 1,opular airs of Germ a
both text and melody, are the most fragrant blossoms of the civilizati
of that country. In these songs, the sources of which never clog, t
sounds of joy and merriment are as genuine and sincere as those o
sorrow and grief; the tones of mockery and defiance as true as those
of wrath and complaint. The heart of the German people pulsates these songs, and he who studies them will find revealed in them the
German nation in all its strength and weakness, in its virtues and
faults. A. collection of German "Volkslieder" may be considered -the
secret history of the people. He who knows history can see in these
songs that long chain of remarkable historical deeds that have made
Germany famous, from the "Nibelungen Saga" down to the'' Wacht
am Rhein." Everywhere along the line traces arc found of events and
deeds which alternately raised and degraded the nation.
The period in which the sources of popular airs and popular poetry
were most prolific was the second half of the fifteenth century and the
beginning of the sixteenth ce!ltury (the era of Reformation). The
dried-up court poetry of chivalry in the castles of knights and princes
was superseded by the people's poetry; the middle ages were sung to
their grave and a new era, was welcomed. But like the ancient stories
of classic Hellas and mythical Germany, so have the songs and airs
changed by adapting themselves to many new moods, conditions, and
sentiments. Most of the a.ir.3 now in use were composed or remodeled
during the second half of the eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth centnries. Of most of these we are able to state definitely both
poet and composer. A list of these is here added.
LIST OF POETS OF GER'.\fAN FOLKSONGS.

Adrian, J. V.
Anschutz, Ernst.
Arndt, E.U.
Arnim, .A.chim von.
August, E. F.
Bag"'csen, J ens.
B ckcr "\-Ym. G.
Becker _~ikla .

Claudius, Matthias.
Cramer, IC. G.
Cronstein, Ilenriette von.
Dach, imon.
Dirnbock, Jacob.
DissellJoff, August.
rimborn, E.G.
unker B. A.

Eranz, Agnes.
Freiligrath, Ferdinand.
Fresenius, A.
Geibel, Emanuel.
Gellert hr. Ji'.
Gerh:ml, Wilhelm.
Geriko, J. L .
leim J. W.L.
o ckingb, L. Fr.
Go tb ,Yolfgang, on.
~oettliun-, K.

¥OD.

·ou.
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OF

POETS

Haneke, G. B.
Haschka, L. Loop.
Hauff, Wilhelm.
Haug, J.C. Fr.
Hebel, Jolt. Peter.
Hecker, L.
Heim, Heinr.
Heine, Heinr.
Hell, Theodor.
Herclcr, J. G. von.
Herlossohn, Carl.
Hermes, Jolt. Thim.
Hiemer, Franz C.
Hinkel, Carl.
Hoffmann von Fallersleben.
Ho.fling, Eugen.
Holtei, Carl von.
Holty, Lu<l.w. C.
Jacobi, J. G.
Jager, Daniel.
Jiinger, l?r.
Keil, Georg.
Kerner., Justinus.
Kind, Fric<lr.
Kleinschmidt, E. C.
I{lcsheim, Anton von.

Klctke, H.
Klopstock, Pr. G.
Iropish, August.
Korner, Theodor.
Kosegarten, L. Th.
Kotzebue, August.
Krummacher, Ad.
Kugler, Franz.
Kuhn, Gottl. J.
Langbein, August.
Lange, Frieclr.
Lappe, Karl.
Lavater, Job. Kaspar.
Lessing, Gottl. Ephr.
Lo we, Feo<lor.
Ludwig, Fritz ,on.
Maas, J. G. E.
LIST

OP

OF

GERMAN FOLKSONGS-Continued.

Mahlmann, Aug.
Matthison, Fr. von.
Methfessel, A.
Miller, Joh. Martin.
Morhof, Dan. G.
Mosen, Julius.
Mnechler, Carl.
Mueller, Fr.
Mueller, J.M.
Mueller, Peter.
Mueller, ·wenzel.
Mueller, Wilhelm.
Nanny, J.C.
Nesmueller, E.
Nicolai, Fr.
Niebusch, Karl.
Niemann, August.
Nostiz, G. A. E. von.
Novalis, Fr. von · Hardenberg.
Opitz, Martin.
Opitz, Moritz.
Overbeck, Christ. A.
Perinet, Joachim.
Pfeffel, Gott1. C.
Praetorius, Johann.
Raimund, Ferdinand.
Rocke, Elisa von der,
Reinltard, IC.
Reinick, Robert.
Roquette, Otto.
Rlickert, Friedr.
Rudolphi, Caroline von.
Runge, Phil. 0.
Salis, Von.
Salomon, Elias.
Sauter, Sam. Fr.
Schenkenclorf, Max von.
Schiller, Fr. von.
Schmidt, Christ.
Schmidt, Geo. Ph.
Schmidt, Klamer.
Schneckenburger, Max.
Schunhuth, Otto.

Schreiber, Aloys.
Schubart, Chr. F. D.
Schubarth, (~).
Schwab, Gustav.
Seume, Joh. G.
Seyferth, Carl.
Simrock, Karl.
Smets, Wilhelm.
Btamforc1, Heinr. Wm.
ntarke, Gotth. W. Chr. '
f;tein, K.
(;teinhausen, Fr. Wm.
(Jtockhausen, A. C.
Stolberg,Fr. Leop.Grafzu.'
Strakerj::rn, Cbr. Fr.
'
Straube, Karl.
Sturm, Chr. Chr.
Sturm, Julius.
Sturm, Marcellin.
Tenner, C. Christ.
Tieck, Ludwig.
Ti edge, Christ. Aug.
Ueltzen, Wilhem.
Uhland, Ludwig.
Urncr, Barbara.
Usteri, Martin.
Veith, Emanuel.
Voigt, Friedr.
Voss, Joh. Heinrich.
Vulpius, August.
Wachter, Leonhard.
Wackernagel, Phil.
'\Vackernagel, '\Vm.
Wagenseil, Chr. Jacob.
'\Vaguer, Heinrich.
Weiclling, Wilhelm.
Weigle, Gottlieb.
"\Veissc, Chr. Felix.
Wiesener, M.
·wolf, P. Alexander.
Wyss, Joh. Rud.
Zarnack, August.
Zebe1ein, Justus Fr.

CO:IIPOSERS OP GER:IIAN FOLKSO:N'

'S .

NOTE.-Many German "Volksliedcr" are adaptations, both in text and music, of
songs in vogue during tho Middle Ages and the time of the "Minnesiinger," hence
some modern composers are credited with having composed tho music and some poets
of having written the words to songs that bear evidences of a much older age; but
there is no way of arriving at definite conclusions concerning their origin, hence the
names of poets anc.1 composers to whom tho songs are credited nowadays are mentioned in this list. Thero are numerous songs of which neither poet nor composer
are known; they have been collected by noted musicians, such as the brothers Ludwig
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uncl Frie<lr. Erk, as Grimm collcctecl tho German fair; stories by listening to thei~
recita.l by grandmothers and village-sages.
Abt, Franz.
Ahlstroem, J. A.
Albert, Heinrich.
Andre, Anton._
Andre, Johann.
Arn<lt, E. M.
AnlJerlen 1 S. G.
Becker, Wm. Gottl.
Beethoven, L. van.
Beneken, Fr. B.
Berg, ( f)
, Berger, Ludwig.
Bergt, August.
Berls, Joh. Ru<l.
Berner, F. "\V.
B_ornhardt, Joh. H. Carl.
Briesewitz, ( ~)
Burgweclel, Karl von.
Call, Leonhurcl von.
Coron, Alex E.
Dietrich, Friedrich.
Ditters, Carl.
Dobbelin, Karl.
Drechsler, Josef.
Dilringer, Philipp J.
Ebers, Karl Friedr.
Eberwein, Max.
Eidenbcnz, Chr. Gott!.
Erk; Frie<lrich.
Erk, Luclwig.
Etzler, Karl Fr.
F'cska, Fricdr. Ernst.
Fink, G. W.
Fischer, Ludwig.
Flemming, Fr. F.
Fuss, Johann.
Gackstatter, J. G.D.
Gehricke, ( )
Gersbach, Jos.
Gersten berg, I. D.
Gilbert, Hermann.
'Hiser, K. L. Tr.
Gluck, Cbr. von.
Gliic:k, Frie<lricb.

Pothko, ( f)
Grnnn, Rarl H .
Regnart, Jacob.
Greith, Johann.
Reichardt, Gustav.
Groos, Carl.
Reichardt, Joh. Friedr.
Grosheirn, G. Chr.
Reiclia,rdt, Luise.
Haibel, Jacob.
Reissiger, Carl G.
Hanitsch, Georg F.
Rig],iini, V.
Harder, Augustin.
Rolle, Joh. Heinr.
Haydn, Joseph.
Rust, Fr. vVm.
Hering, Carl G.
Schneiuer, Friedr.
Hiller, Joh. Adam.
Schneider, J. G. vV.
Himmel, Fr. Heinr.
Schneider, Wilhelm.
Hisel, Cf)
Hoffmann vonFallersleben. Schnorr, Heinr. Christ.
Schnyclcr, von Wartensce.,
Hoffmeister, F. A.
X.
Hurka, Fr. Franz.
Sclmbart, Chr. F. D.
Keller, Carl.
Schubert, Fra.nz.
Kempt, F.A.
Schultz, Christ.
Kirnberge-r, Joh. Phil.
Schulz, Joh. A. P.
Klein, B.
Seckcnclorff, Fr. L.A. yon.
Klein, Christ. Ben.
Seidel, Fr. Ludwig.
J{onig, Karl Gottl.
Seydler, Ludw. CarL
Kreipl, J.
Sievers, J. F. L.
:..fretzschmer, Andr.
Silcher, Friedrich.
Kreutzer, Conrad.
Spazier, Carl.
Kilcken, Priedr. Wm.
Spohr, L.
Kilcken, Heinrich.
Steifensandt, Wm.
Kuh1au, Friedrich.
Sterkel, Joh. F. Xavcr.
Kuhn, Gottl. J.
Strel.Jer, Valentin.
Kunze, G.
Thlimmel, Julius.
Lindpainter, Peter von.
Turk, Daniel G.
Loffler, A.Mendelssohn - Barth o 1di, Weber, B.A.
"\Veber, Carl Maria von.
:Felix.
Weiss, Fr. "\-Vm.
Methfessel, Albert.
,verner, H.
:Moritz, C. T.
l\Iozn.rt, Wolfgang Ama- Wilhelm, Carl.
"\Yinter P. von.
deus.
Witthn.uer, Job. Geo.
Miillrr, Peter.
"\Volf, Ernst "\Vm.
1\Iiiller, "\Yenzel.
Wollank, Fric<lricll.
Niigeli, Hans Georg.
Zahn, Chri1:;t. Jacob.
Nathusius, 1faria.
Zcltcr, Carl Fric<lr.
Kn.umann, ,J. A.
Zumsteg, J. R.
Pilz, arl Phil. Em.
Pohl nz, August.
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Kehr, C. Two vols. (a) Geschichte der Methoclik. (b) Praxis cler Volksschule.
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Kothe Wrn . Theoretisch-praktischer Leitfaden fiir die mct.hodische Behandlung des
Gesangunterrich ts.
Kuhn, E. Gehor- und Stimmilbungen.
Kuntze, .E. Uebungsbuch beim Gesangunterricht nach Noten.
Lange, Rud. Winke fur Gesang1ehrer in Volksschulen.
Lange, Ruel. Lehrplau filr den Gesangunterricht.
Lehmann, J. G. Grundzi.ige zur methodischen Behan<.llung des Gesangunterrichts.
Linnarz, R. Methodik des Gesanguntcrrichts.
Mauss, Aug. Liederschule. Theoretisch-prnktischo Anleitung.
Miille1·-Brunau. Tonbildung oder Gesangunterrichtf
Nierenberger. Wandtafoln fur den Gesangunterricht. Twelve charts.
Osburg. Deutsche Gesanglehrc.
Pfliiger, J. G. F. Anleitung zum Gesangunterricht in Schulen.
Rau: C. G. Singtafel fi.ir Yolks-, Real- und Lateinschulen.
Reichelt, G. Gcsanglebrer und Gesangunterricht der Volksschule .
Rein, Pickel and Schelle1·. Theorio nnd Praxis des Volksschulunterrichts.
Reissrnann, Li . E lementargesanglchro flir Schule und Haus.
Richter, E. Anweisung zum Gesangnntcrrichte in der Volksschule.
Sacher, Hans. Uebcr den Gesangunterricht, imibesonderc das Trcffenlehren.
Schiinblin, J. J. Gesanglohre fiir Schulc und Haus.
Schiiublin, J. J. Dreissig Tabcllcn flir den Gesangunterricht.
Schiiize, Fr. Wm . Praktischer Lchrgang flir clen Gesangunterricht.
Sering, Fr. Wm. Der Elcmentargesang-Untcrricht. Bedeutung und Aufgabc.
Sering, Fr. TVm,. Kurze theoretisch-J)raktische Anlcitung ftir rationellcu Geganguntcrricht.
Sering, Fr. TV11i. Die Kunst des Gcs:.mgcs. Vollsti.inclige Methodik .
Stieh ler. Das Lied als Gefilhlsausdruck.
Voss, Heinrich. Praktische Elementargesangschule.
Weber, Joh. R. Anleitung zum rationellen Gesangunterricht.
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Wiclmann, Beriedilct. P raktischer Lehrgang fi.i.r einen rationellen Gesangunterric:
in mehrklassigen Schulen.
Widmann, Benedilct. Kleine Gesanglehre fi.i.r die Hand der Schiller.
Widniann, Benedikt. Yorbereitungskursus fi.ir den Gesangunterricht.
W:id1n:ann, Bened-ilct. Geho.r- uncl Stimmbildung.
COLLECTIONS OF S ONGS FOR SCHOOLS,

.Anding, J. M. Schulliederhuch. Five parts.
Battke,_Gustav. Jugeudfreund. Three parts.
Baumert, .L. Deutsche Yolkslieder fi:ir Schulgebrauch.
Bell, .A. Liedersammlung fii:i; die Volksschule.
Berge1·, Gustav. Liederschatz fi.ir die deutsche Jugend.
Berge1', Gustav. Jugendklange.
Bliecl, J. Liederbuch fiir Yolksschulen. Two parts.
Bouffier, Fr. Liederbuch fUr Ma<lchenschulen.
Briihmig, B. Liederstrauss fi:ir 'l'ochterschulen. Five parts.
CMist, Bernh. Auswahl zweistimmiger Yolkslieder.
Damm, Gust. Liederbuch ftir Schulen.
Drath, Theo. Schulliederbuch.
Erk, L., ancl Greef, Wm. Singvogelein, Sammlung von Liedern.
Erle, L., ancl Greef, Wm. Liederkranz. Auswahl heiterer und ernster Gesan ge.
Erk, Lucl., ancl Jacob, .Aug. Deutscher Liedergarten ftir M~idchenschulen.
F1·anlcenberger, H., and JCaiser, J. Liederbuch fi:ir Schulen.
Fricke, W. Liederschatz fi:ir Schule und Leben. 'l'hree parts.
Goethe, E. Kleine Gesangschule ftir Stadt- uncl Landschulen. Two parts.
Goetze, Heim·. Liedersammlung fiir mehrklassige Schulen.
Groffmann, C. Liederschatz fiir Deutschlands Yolksschulen. Two parts.
Hamma, Ji'ranz. Liedersammlung fiir den systematischen Gesangunterricht. Three
parts.
Helm, Mart·in. Liederbuch fiir Mittelschulen.
Hentschel, Ernst. Liederhain. Three parts.
H en tschel, Ernst. Kinderharfe.
H c1'ing, Carl. Sang and Klang fiir Mi.i.dchenschulen. Two parts.
Jan son, Fried1·. Deutsche Schulgesange fi.ir Ma-dchen. Four parts.
J essen, A . Clw. Liederborn ftir Yolks- und Btirgerschulen. Two parts.
Jiitt'ing-Billig, Fr. Gr osseres Liederbuch.
Kern, C. Attg. ,Liederstrauss.
Kollen, Peter. Liedersammlung fi:ir obero Klassen in Miidchenschulen.
Kothe, B. Siingcrlust. Schul- und Volkslieder.
Kmuse, Theo. Sang und Klang fiir Madchenschulen.
Krieger, Ferd. Der Gesangunterricht in Yolks- und Biirgerschulen. Five parts.
Kunze, E . Volksliederuuch fUr Schule und Ilaus. Three parts.
Lehmann, J. G. Deutsches Liederbuch. Two parts.
Lin11ar.:: coul Bosche. Auswahl von Volksliedern .
Lochner, .cl . L. Dcutschcs Licderbuch fur, chulcn . , ix parts.
Lojlad, I. Liederbuch fi.ir chule und Haus.
Liil.::el, J . Ileinr. Liederkranz. Two parts.
Lu::, Geo. Licdcrkranzfiir Yolks-, Bi.irger-, Real- und Lateinschulen .
.Jlaicr-Kleemann. , angesbliiten .
.J1 Ielln cr Xarl .
out chcs Li derbnch fiir , chulen . Three part .
Miill r-Ilartung Brii1111lick and Gotlschalg.
.,.cues vaterlandi che
iedcrbucb f •
olk chul nun l hoh r Lebran talt o . ] our parts.
,.1/;ill r Ricltanl.
ie<l rbuch fiir iirger chnl n.
Pjlii[J r. J. r,
.,i cl rbuch fiir ch 1 uo L b o. 'l'hr 1,art .
c/1ii 1bli11 J. J.
i <1 r fiir UJJ" uu 1 .Ht. Thre pnrts.
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Schneide,·, F. Liederbuch flir Volksschulcn. Three parts.
Schwalrn, Rob. Volkslieder und Gesii,nge.
Seeger, Karl. Der Liederfreund. Two parts.
Seeger, Karl. Liedcrbuch fiir Volksschulen.
Seidel, 0. Lieder fi.ir die Volksschule. Three parts.
Seidel, 0. Volk:sschullicderbuch .
Sering, F. W. Liederbuch fiir drei- unc1 m ehrklassige Volksschnlen. Pivo parts.
Sering, F. TV. Elsass-Lothringischer Liederkranz. Three parts.
Sering, F. TV. Gesangswerk fiir hohero Tochterschulen.
Speye1·, J. Jugenc.Uieder. Three parts.
Stein, Ka.rl. Volksliec.1er flir Knaben- und Madchenschulen.
SteinhaltBcn, K. Wm. Zwcistimmige Lieder fiir den Schulgebrauch. Four parts.
Stoffregen, H . A. . Deutscher Liederschatz flir Schule, Haus und Leben. Three

parts.
Gesangunterrichtin der sechsklassigen VolksMethodisch geordnete Sammlung. Three parts.
Vogel, .Li.., and J essen, .Li.. Ohr. Lieclerbuch fur ostorreichische Yolks- unc.l Biirgerschulen. Four parts.
Webe1·, Joh. R. Gesangbuch fUr die Primi.i,rschule des Kantons Bern. Three parts.
Weebe1·, J. H., and Krauss, F1·. Liec.1ersammlung fi.i.r d1e Schule.
Widmann, Beneil.ikt. Fromm und frohlich ! Geistliche und weltliche Volksliedcr und
neuere Geslinge. Three parts.
Widmctnnn, Benedikt. Lieder fur Schule und Leben. Four parts.
Zahn, Joh. Liederblichlein fur die deutschon Schulcn. Two parts
Thorna, R., Kittel, W., cind Munch, J.

schule.

CHAPTER VI.
THE AMERICAN COMMON SCHOOL IN NEW YORK, NEW
JERSEY, AND PENNSYLVANIA DURING THE FIRST HALF
CENTURY OF THE REPUBLIC.
By Rev. A. D.

MAYO,

M.A., LL. D.

NEW YORK.
We have alreacly gone over the educational history of New York from its earliest
settlement by the Dutch on Manhattan Island to the establishment of tho first State
constitution and the beginning of the career of what in population, wealth, and
power is still the "Empire State" of the Union. \Ve havo seen why it was a practical impossibility that in a Stato settled by a cosmopolitan immigration, from tho
:first distracted u~~ sharp occlesiastica.l differences, through long year.s before tho Revolutionary epoch divitlec.l by antagonistic social and political tendencies, and during
the seven years of conflict for national independence its only seaport in the possession of the enemy, coulcl not be expected to inaugurate at once any effectirn system
of cc1ucation for tbe masses resembling tho common district school of New England.
Incl.ce<l7 at tho close of the great Revolutionary struggle tho present State of New
York west of tho Hudsoa River and north of Saratoga could hardly be said to exist.
The region that then constituted the Commonwealth, the islands surronnding the
harbor of New York, the two banks of the Hudson through its lower 150 miles, and
tho eastern meadows of tbe Mohawk were the seat of the old aristocratic organization of society, and this portion of the State remained until recently tho least progressive in all matters relating to the education of the whole people.
It is not, therefore, a matter of surprise that tl10 first constitution of the State of
New York confainell no mention of tho subject of education. But New York, like
Virginia, can look back to the earliest years of its lifo as an American Sta.te with
gratitude for the labors of a noble 1.>n.nd of its most eminent statesmen in tho ca.use
of -popular education. Contemporaneous with Jefferson, \Vashiugton, Madison,
:Marshall, and Cabell, in the Old Dominion, was found the entire body of the foremost statesmen of New York, who through tho twenty years of its early history as
::i, Commonwealth returned again and again to the nlmost hopeless task of waking
tho people to tho fundamental ob1igation of uniting on the one common interest of a
State7 destined ere.long to the political and industrial leadership of tho Republic.
At the first meeting of tho general assembly after tho adoption of the constitution Governor George Clinton struck the keynote of the future of Now York jn
these memoral>lc words: ''Neglect of the education of youth is one of tho evil· conseqnent upon war. Perluips there is scarcely unythjng moro worthy your attention
than tho revival and encouragement of semjnaries oflearning, and nothing by which
we can more satisfactorily express our gratitude to the Supreme Being for His past
favors, sin{)e piety and virtue are generally the offspring of an enlightened understanding." The response to this appeal wa.s the act establishing the body known as
"the Regents of the University of the State of New York."
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Yet tliis was doubtless all ihat could uc accomplished at the time. The peo
New York in 1788 by no means pro11osed to surrender their prejudices of nation
sect, class, and the furious n.nfagonisms of partisan politics even to the sacre
of the ecluc:1tion of their own children together for the imperious claims of th
American citizenship. The board of regents was at first essentially a, body £
to <lo all that was possilJle to improve and unify tho loose system of pri v-~ -t
denominntional academies an d colleges which had _h itherto been the chie:f de
cnce of tho people for education. It was doubtful if much could 1Je done in
direction. Tho original King's College, at Ne w York, after a troubled history of
than half a century, had collapsed in the earlier years of the war from the Tor . ,.
of its president, and from the first had been tied up as the representative of the Cb nr
of England. After its suspension, during the war, an attempt was made to reor=a
ize it as a universi~y, and on the failure of this scheme it became the Columbia. C
lege of the first seventy-five years of the present century-a respectable ins ti tut:io.11
oflearning, with limited 11atronage, but a reputation for large unavaiJa.ble :fund ·
unimproved lands on Manhattan Isla.nd. Besides this, there was no college in. t
State at the close of the war, and the academies ::mu private schools were mos-tly in
a demoralizecl condition from the strain of thoso terrible eight years. It did not ye
appear that the legislature ha<l in view, except in a vaguo and general -way., -the
e<lucation of the whole people under the direction of the State.
It was not till five years subsequent to this that the board of regents responded., in
1793, in an indefinite and guarde<l way to tho urgent representations of Governor
Cljnton. concerning "the a,dvantages which we conceive would accrue to the citizens in general from the establishment of schools in yarious parts of the State for
the purpose of instructing children in ibe lower branches of education, such as reading their native language with propriety, and so much of writing and arithmetic as
to enable them when they come forward into active life to transact with accuracy
and dispatch the business necessary for the daily intercourse with each other. "
The
Governor had already suggested the setting apart some of the unappropriated lands
of the State for the "promotion of literature." This side light, thrown thus upon
the co11dition of widespread illiteracy in certain portions of the Common wealth,
and the indifference of the influential classes of the J)eople to this condition, is
suggestive. There are no statistim; that reveal the extent of the popular ignorance, es1Jecially in the region first settled under the dominion of the patroons, on
tho shores of the two chief rivers; but tho energy of the successive governors of the
State in pushing the cause of general education is ju itself a revelation of what was
needed and tho difficulties in tho way of establishing an effective scheme £or the
remedy of the evil.
A year later, 1795, Governor Clinton returned to the charge and pointed out the
central difficulty of the situation in the following impre sive words: ""While it i
evi<lent that the general establishment and endowment of academies are highly t o
ue commended and are attended with the most 1Jencficial con equenccs, yet it can
not he denied that they arc principally confined to tho children of tho opulent and
that a. great portion of the community is oxclucled. from their immediate ad Yan tages.
The e ta.l1lishment of common schools through the • tate is ha.ppily ca.lculat d t o
reme,ly this in onvenienco and will therefore engage your early and <lecicled consid ration.' The legislature llad already moved, iu 1789, by requiring th
Y yor-genPral to et apart tbo lots in
a.ch township of the public lauds th
to be nrny ,1 for go p 1 and school purpose ."
ncl r thi original pro,i~ ·
r ·afli1med in . ub.· qucnt act , many of the ton-ns in ~ew York have public-~
land of mor or l ·s • t nt. t th J)T ent tim .
Th 1 '"'i.1. turo f 17 - r . pond cl to the puhlic app al f tb "' '" ruor by
a ·t ~ r tho dn ation f tho p opl of ... cw York. It 1n vid 1 that b
- . 00 11 nlll h · nppr print l fi r fiv
, nr ·· for th
f
m· i11tnini11,
h ol in th 8 '" r. l iti
th brnu ·h • n
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be distributed according to the taxable population of tho towns. The supervisors
of -the county were required to raise, by tax upon each town, a sum equal to onehalf that approririated by the State for similar purposes. A mischievous permissive
clause, at first voted down, was afterwards reenacted, and emasculated the law of
much of its vigor, sinco the communities most in need of education could be relied
on to shirk the burden of local taxation which entitled them to their portion of the
State bounty. This bad amendment was afterwards repealed and the public school
set upon its travels throug4 the State. Each town was expected to choose a board
of commissioners, from threo to seven in number, to whom was committed tho general supervision of the schools and the distribution of the moneys to the several
Llistricts. Each district of a town was authorized to elect two or more trustees, to
whom should be in trusted tho practical inauguration and management of the schools,
under somo oversight of tho township commissioners.
Here, at the outset, was introduced the habit of locating the responsibility for
education with the individual districts, so productive of mischief and so difficult to
abolish in New England. As each district was to receive its portion of tho State
fund under conditions, it can readily be seen how little aid could be expected at
best and how slow must be the progress of a school of this sort. In 1798, 16 of the
23 counties of tho State r eported 1,352 schools, in which 56,000 children were taught.
The extreme sum available for all purposes under the law woul<l. ue less than $2 per
capita per pupil; all beyond was to be supplied by mte bills, if even these were, at
that time, a substantial addi.tion. In the record of su~s appropriatet1 for popular
education no estimate seems to appear for this very unreliable clement of support.
In 1799 tho first practical effort to establish a school fund for the State was made,
under the legislative leadership of two men of Connecticut antecedents, Jedediah
Peck, of Otsego, and Adam Com tock, of Saratoga. The recent action of Connecticut,
in dedicating the avails of her great landed estate in the Western Reserve of Ohio
to the children, appears to havo been the suggestion of this movement. The act
authorized the attempt to raise $100,000 by four lotteries; $12,500 was to be at the
disposal of tho board of regents for distribution among tho :icademies of the State,
with. $87,500 for the common schools. Whether this plan, which was not then
regarded an inappropriate method of ru.ising money for any laudable purpose, was
a success may bo doubted from the record of subsequent attempts to hold the State
to its payment of the original $50,000 annually. A now act was J)assed in 1801
authorizing a new lottery of $100,000, the avails to be inYosted in real estate to be
at the disposal of the legislature.
Governor Clinton again appears in 1802, twelve years after hi.s first appeal, with
the declaration: "Tho system of common schools having been discontinue<l., and the
advantage to morals, religion; liberty, and good government arising from tho general
diffus-i.ou of knowledge being universally admitted, permit me to recommend this
subject to your d eli berate attention. 'l'ho failure of one experiment for the attainment of an important object ought not to discourage other attempts." The legislature did not respond; and the good governor makes another demonstration ju 1803,
even more forcible in its appeal. The indefatigable Jedediah Peck, as chairman of
the educational committee, reported a bill which died without attention. Again,
in 1804, tho governor prodded his l egislature and Jedediah reported a new bill, with
simHar result. In 1804 a new governor, Lewis, seconded tho efforts of his earnest
predecessor in even more vigorous language: "Common schools, under the guidance
of respectable teachers, should be established in every village, and the indigent
should bo educated at public expense. The higher seminaries also should receive
every patronage and support withjn the means of enlightened legislation. Learning ,rnuld then flourish and vice be more effoctnally restrained than by means of
penal statutes."
In a special message Governor Lewis, in 1805, urged on the legislature the J)lan of
placing the entire educational affairs of tho State under the absolute control of the
board of regents, who 1:honld be authorized to use the State lands as an educational
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fund, appoin t trust ees for school districts, who should be empowered to raise m
by t axat ion and g en erally administer educational affairs. But the people <>
American State have, so far, lookecl with favor on tho Continental European. sy
of placing t h e entire control of popular education in the hands of the Gover:nm
an d this system was not consitlerecl at the State house.
But the ea rnest appeal of the governor h a d this result, the passage b y t-he 1
latu r e of the act th at laid tho foundation of the school fund of tho State of - York. The entire proceeds of 500, 000 a cres of v a cant and unappropriated l a n ds ~
t o be invested and, w h en tho inter est should a mount to $50, 000, an annual dist;:ri
tion w as to ue m ado to the school districts. In the same year the right -to s u. bs er
for 3,000 shares of n, new bank in the city of New York was granted to the State a
its av ails added to the State school fund. In 1808 further provisions were made
the purchase of bank stock for t h e s ame purpose. But-until 1810 no availabl e syst
for the public schooling of tho children of New York h ad be.e n evolved from
-t
efforts of tho twenty J)r evious years. Obstinate resistan ce continued as before 7 .a
the people w ere in no mootl to bo taxed for the ca u se of universal education.
But the result of this twenty years of public discussion was not lost. I n 181.
Governor Tompkins again brought forward tho whole subject of popular ed u..c
tion, ancl was aut horized by the l egislature to appoint a board of five commiss ion e r s,
to r eport on tho organization of a system of common schools. The chairman o f t h i
important committee was our old friend Jedediah Peck. A r eport was soon f orth.coming which deserves an honor::tble place in th e national literature of educa t i.o:n.
In contrast with the 11ast two centuries of the educational history of New York 7 i. t
marked n, great forwnnl steJ). Tho committee h en..rtily a cknowledge the ben. e :fi t;
derived from their car eful examination of tho common-school systems of the l eading
New E n gland States, and tho plan r ecommendecl by th em was, fo some r espects7
superior, first, _in t h o provision for a l ar g er responsibility assumed by the Commonwealth for education, and, second, the establishment of a State superintendency of
s chools. Ne w York was the :firs t State to strike this keynote of effectiv e a dministration. For the n ext forty year s, until 1851, the office of State s uperintendent of
educ:1tion, alth ough for t hirty years comb ined with that of secr etar y of state, \¥US
hel<l. b y perh aps t h e ablest set of p ubli c men t h at ever st ood in this r elation to the
peopl e of any Am erican Commonwealt.h.
When wo consider tho al most insuperable o bstacles t h a t prevented the establishment of a good working system of common schools in the Empire State eighty years
ago, we can easily unclerstan<l wh:1t a procli g ious a dvantage t o t he good cause -wa
its almost unanimous support lJy tho series of wise, far-seeing, an <l persistent~ -e.-:York statesmen who filled tho })Osition of governor, a nd, after 1812, held tho office
of secretary of state and commissioner of public educn.tion . The a dministration
of Governors George Clinton, Jay, Lewis, Tompkins, Do , v itt linton, and ~Ia.rc y
cover the fifty year from 1790 to 1 40 . ~To American Commonwealth has b een
favored by a scri s of abler and more 1rntriotic . tatesmcu than iillecl tho o.ffic
f
chief magistrate of New York clnring tbis periocl of its history. An<l, beginnin
with the close of the fir t snperintcuclcncy of i<l.eon II::i.wley, tho tate wa
v
more ble ell, until tho ·ear 1 51, h - tho administration of n. s rie of min
1mblic men in the (lonblo office of secretary of stato nucl commis ioner of du ca i
John Yan Tess Yate , zari, h C. Flager John A. D i -, ancl .John C. p ncer occn ·
this position for thirty year until 1 10, at which time nIHl r tho ] a<ler h ip
o,· rnor "·mfam H . ,. wnrcl and, 'upcrint nden amu 1 Young_, • po ·itfre, ch ·
movcm nt was inaucrurat <1 along the whole lin .
In their 1 por to th 1 cri. l. tur th fivo commi ion r di n
Yari ty of topic
nn
cl with pnhli
clue. ti n-H vit, l onn
w lf- ro f. r •puhlican tat . b inabilit · f any s tem of 11
t
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report closing with a fervent hope that "God would smile on the efforts of tho
people in a. cause peculiarly His owu."
The outlines of the plan submitted by the commissioners, and with some alterations
afterwards adopted in the act of 1812 under which the State went on, with few changes
of legislation, until 1838, were mainly these: (1) That every town should be divided
into school districts by three commissioners elected by the citizens, who shonld have
control of tho distribution of all funds appropriated by the State or rniscd by local
taxation according to tho school population between the ages of 5 n,nd 15. (2) That
the voters of each district elect three trustees, to whom was to bo in trusted tho detailed
management of a, local school, under the general supervision of the three town commissioners. (3) That each town should r:1ise by taxation a,s much money as it r~ccived
from the State, the entire amount of State and town moneys being used for the support
of teachers; and that a further power of taxation for building and furnishing schoolhouses and similar expenses should be vested ju the district. (4) That the head of
tho whole system should be a State superintendent of education, chosen by the
'' council of appointments," to whom should be intrusted a general supervision of
common-school affairs. TLc board of regents, as before, retained its vague and semiadvisory po'ller of supervising the colleges and academies, the chief practical result
being the distribution of $10,000 annually from the literary fond among an increasing number of secon(1ary schools. A.t this time there were 45 counties and 449 towns
in the State. The commissioners urged tho point that the snm of $100,000, raised
by local taxation and contrilmtecl by the Government, would not educate the people.
But they J:lressed the absolute obligation of local effort to supplement the State and
public aid, and relic(l on the rate llill, then in New York considered indispensable to
any system of free schools, for the permanent support of education. The State fund
then amounted to $115,000. The policy of the Commonwealth is outlined in this
statement: "Tho object of the legislature is to arouse the public attention to the
important subject of education, and, by adopting a system of common schools in
tho expense of which tho Stato would largely participate, to bring instruction
within the reach of the humblest citizen."
It will be observed that in this scheme there is no provision for public education
beyond the ordinary elementary schools. The extension of tho common-school system of New York, through the secondary up in touch with the higher education,
was not then in the mind of any but its most radical friends. In fact, the State
waited during a fnll generation for the advent of the village ::mcl city system of
"union schools," which brought this opportunity to the children and youth residing
therein. The original idea of public ~llucation in New York seems to have lJeen a
moderate subsidizing of the collegiate and academic institutions, without regard to
their organization, rcq_uiring only the assurance tbat these schools maintain a certain. grade of instruction, with some other conditions. But the early suggestion of
the board of regents that the bounty of the State might be extcndecl to the masses
of the people was at once taken up by the foremost statesmen of tho period, and
after twenty years a legislature was found that gave to the people of New York a
working system of popular instruction. But from that time on the State suffered
in its educational interests by its division of responsibility in educational adminis.
tration. Until a recent date tho subsidizing of the academies ha.cl little effect, save
to postpone the time when tho common-school system should include tho high and
normal school ancl the State university. The subsidy was too small to be of any
practical bene1it to tho numerous academic schools that received it, while it kept
alive their jealousy of the enlargement of the sphctc of common-school instruction.
But especially was the mischievous result of this policy apparent in the abortive
plans lJy which the academies were iubsidized with a view to obtaining from them
the 'proper work of normal s chools. ·while of course every good school in its way
is a nursery of teachers, there was never a reasonablo probability that the large
number of academic and denomina\tional schools receiving a pittance from the State
would be able or willing to reconstruct their methods of instruction on a professional
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basis and become, in any way, efficient training schools of common-school teac
Yet for forty years did the Sta,te remain under the delusion that any class of
<> professional schools, especially any class of seminaries free from public control., co _
be relied on to do the most important work of professional training-the prepara.
of competent teachers for the common schools of the State. It was only after
failure of this experiment had been demonstrated beyond question to every com
tent observer of public education that the first State normal school was establis e
at Albany in 1851, and another long interval elapsed before the people finally s "\Ve
away the persistent academical influence at the state house and put forward the pre
ent splendid organization of State and city normal schools and teachers' institu te Even as late as fourteen years ago this hostile interest made its last demonstrati o
in the opposition of Governor Robinson to the entire scheme of support of norma
schools by the State. But the decided response of the people seems to have finally
put this contention out of court. The later policy of the board of regents in cooperating with the public-school system by elevating the standard of the secondary education has been, perhaps, the most effective service ever rendered to the people of
New York by that respectable body.
_
It was a great blessing to the children that the :first State superintendent of schools
in New York, Gideon Hawley, was a New England man with New England ideas of
popular education and a graduate of Union College under Dr. Nott. At the time
of his appointment he was a young lawyer in Albany and a warm friend of the common schools. His administration of eight years, from 1813 to 1821, was the genuine
beginning of what is now the common-school system of the Empire State. He faced
the difficulties and embarrassments of his trying position with a cheerful courage
and persistent energy. At first, in 1814, he reported that the efficiency of the system.
was greatly hindered by the refusal of many towns to avail themselves of their permission to tax, and, by his suggestion, the permissive clause, that enabled a town -to
shirk its obligation to educate by refusing to receive its portion of State money was,
changed and the power given to the supervisors of counties to impose a local town
tax corresponding to the sum donated by the State. In his second report, in 1815, he
was obliged to announce that because tho returns from tho several counties were so
few and so defective he must still postpone a statement of the statistics of education. But in 1816, three years from his appointment, he was able to say that 338
towns in 33 of the 46 counties had sent in their reports. In 2,631 districts the number of children between 5 and 15 years of age was 176,449, of whom 140,106 "have
been under instruction during n, portion of the year," while, by estimate, there were
5,000 districts in tho State, with 250,000 children, of whom 200,000 were" under instruction." The cities of New York and Albany were not included in this enumeration.
Each school district received some $20 from the State. but tho distribution of this
small sum was regarded by the superintendent as a. ~atter of great importance,
especially in securing the organization of a generr,l system which the State was
pledged to keep alive, even by moderate subsidies.
In the year 1 21 the office of State superintendent of schools was aboli bed and
the duties of that office combined with those of secretary of ta.te. During the
eight years of his occupancy , oporintendent IIawl y bad rendered crood proof of
his stewardship. Tuder his faithful supervision the numb r of school di tricts and
the s bool attendance bad doubled; a three-months term of common schoolin"' w
secured by State and local taxation, often npplemented by the rate biJI ancl th
private ontributions of tho people, ancl twenty-four twenty-fifth of the children f
the tate bacl been bron,.,ht under tho infln nee of the system. Tho American co ruon school "had come to stay· in th Empire t, t .
The con titution of tb
t to of
w York, re i ed in 1 22, coot, i tho follo jo_
prMi ion for tbo permau nt e tabli bmeut fa tat fund for the uppor of
mon s ·hool · :
•• HTt 1.1: YII-. ,·Liou 9.-Th pro
cl of all land. b longin"
such part th roof a may bo r on- 1 or nppr priuted to public u
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Un.itecl States, which 3b.all hereafter l>e sold or disposed of, shall remain a perpetual
fl}nd, t,he interest of which shall be inviolably appropriated and applied to the support of common schools."
The long an<l. brilliant administration of De Witt Clinton as governor of New York
dates from the year 1822. The governor, in his message to the legislature, calletl
attention to the distribution of the Unite<l. States public lands to the new St.ates of
the Union; that in eleven of these States ancl Territories there had already been distributed one thirty-sixth of the public domain in their limits for common scbools,
and a fifth of that thirty-sixth part for colleges and academies. He urged the equal
claim of the original thirteen States to a participation in the national bounty.
According to his estimate, the share of New York in this distrilmtion would be not
less than 800,000 acres for common schools and 160,000 acres for colleges aml aca<l.emies, a patrimony which '' woultl answer all the requirements of education."
In. common with many of the leading educators and a majority of public men of
that day, Governor Clinton was smitten with a great and persistent admiration of
the Lancasterian system of instruction, and urged its merits upon the legislature.
This method, which was a natural outcome of the crude provision then made in
England for public instruction, gives the most important part of' teaching, tbe
elementary, to the older pupils. It had its long day of trial in the city of New York
and elsewhere in this country, an(1 is now cast away with other broken furnituro and
lumber in the educational attic. 'fhe "pupil-teacher" arrangement that followed it
in Great Britain is now going the same way .
. The logislatme having conferred the t1uties of the State superintendency of
Gchools upon the secretary of state, Thomas Van Ness Yates succeeded Gideon
Hawley anc1 administered the functions of the position from 1821 to 1826. Ho was
succceclc(l from 1826 to 1833 by Azariah C. l! lagg, who was followed by John A. Dix
from 1833 to 1839. This period covers the administration of Governors De Witt
Clinton, Throop, and Marcy, until the advent of William H. Seward, in 1840. It is
doubtful if, by any different system of appointment, a body of men so eminent for
statesmanlike ability and more earnest in the cause of the common school could
have I.Jcen J>laced at the head of its administration. Each of them endeaYorcd to
signalize his term of office by the introduction of some improvement, and nono hesitated to keep before tho l)eople not only the substantial advantages of tho new system, but the serious defects in its working, which, even more than they realized,
impaired its efficiency antl prevented it from securing the respect and confidence of
the superior class in the education of their own children.
It is not necessary to follow in detail the history of the very gradual progress of
the common school in Now York uuring the period of twenty years from tho law of
1820. The points gainecl were not unimportant, and the growing support of the system by the people was tho best testimony that tho Sta to was working in the right
direction. First and foremost should be mentioned the . increasing attendance and
support. From 6,332 districts with 305,000 children under instruction in 1820, there
were 10,769 districts with 573,000 children instructed in 1840. From a, State and local
taxation of $200,000 in 1820, the expenditure in 1840 amounted to $1,386,000, of which
$476,000 was in tho form of rate bills or tuition fees, paid to secure a, longer term of
schooling. Superintendent Yates labored to inaugurate a system of school celebrations, to popularizo the common schools and inspire interest in the children ancl
parents, and 1mts tho significant question, '''Vby shoulcl not our common schools be
placed on a footing as respectable as any other seminnries of learning f" Governor
Clinton opens up a most important dis ·ussion, in his message of 1826, on the subject
of the curriculum of the common schools. Of the years spent in school be believes
that two would be sufficient to acquire the elements of instruction, while the remaining eight a,re too often spent in "mere repetition, idleness, or neglect of tho opportunity for further culture." He lays out a programme of instruction that includes
our 1>resent grammar and high school course of study.
ED
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But the painful fact stared the eclucational reformer in.. the face that .the mP·"teachers were incompetent for this advanced movement. He therefore urged estn.blishment of "a seminary for tho education of teachers ." The governor a_
urgeLl the increase of the State appropriation and the appointment of a, board 0
supervisors between the State superintendent and tho town commissioners. A -t th.is
juncture Mr. John C. Spencer aprieared as the ohairman of the legislative committee
on education, with a most suggestive repo_rt, the beginning of the long and fruitful
service rendered by him, fifteen years later, as State.superintendent of schools.
Ho
called attention to an abuse by which the academies wore subsidized by the board of
regents according to their number of classical students, and urged that tho students
in English should be included in the rulo for distribution of these funds.
He
recommended the selection of academies for the preparation of teachers, and the
printing, at public expense, of large editions of elementary school books, to bo sol<l
at cost.
Governor De Witt Clinton returned, year after year, to the task of stirring up the
legislature to tho importance of the schools. In 1827 au addition was made to -the
common school fund, and the regents were instructed to distribute a larger sum than
before to tho acil,demies on the basis of the number of their students in the higher
branches of au English education. In 1828 appeared the first suggestion for securing
the schooling of children engaged in manufacturing establishments. In 1830 ca.mo
the suggestion of the establishment of district school libraries, which Jater becamo
an important factor in the common school policy of the State. The school fun.cl hacl
increased to $1,700,000, and now first appenr0d at the capitol the rising spirit of
western New York in an important memorial to the legislature from tho city of
Rochester concerning the education of teachers, urging tho establishment of three
State normal schools and one proper grammar school in each town .
'l'he administration of John A. Dix as superinten<lent of schools was signalized by
a growing determination of the people to provide better agencies for tho training of
teachers. A sum or $12,000 per annum was to be distributed among such aca.demics
as would undertake the work of normal instruction. Superintendent Dix had still
abundant confidence in tho ability and disposition of these seminaries to do the great
work for the uplifting of the common school teacher's profession, an experiment of
cooperation never yet realized between the people's schools and tho denominational
colleges and academies. Several academies were selected, and the sum of $4W giyen
to each for this purpose. In 1835 the policy of the State of New York concerning
tho district school library was inaugurated by authorizing tho districts to impose a
tax of $10 a year. By the whole-hearted cooperation of Hon. James ·wadsworth, of
Geneseo, this act was so admini teretl as to become a great blessing to the people of
the State. In 1838 tho large amount of $160,000 from the income of the United Stat
deposit fund was added to tho general appropriation for education, $55,000 of which
was to be appropriated for tho building up of the district school libraries. The
Hon. Dn.niel D. Barnard, one of the ablest and rooi;t worthy of the public men of
New York, in 1838 put forth an ::.dmirable report, in wbi h tho whole subject of
popular education was discussed with remarkable boldness and breadth of Yie ·
All things wore tending to a decided forward movement for tho advancement ofth·
great common interest. The history of this moYement, beginning uncler tlte anspi
of Governor William H. eward, with John C. pcncer as seer tary of sta
superintendent of public instruction, will be told in another pln.c .
It is oviclent tbat, with the undeniable progress of the, tn.te in public school
ter dnrincr the fifty y ars now under consideration, there were gri vous deli t:
in the sy tern itself nntl in it~ administration, which impaired it usefnln e
largo c.·tcut .
.-.ir. t wa the inability of the school authorities to a c rtain the actual a n<l
of th ·hilclr n. All tho tate superintendents r port cl tho 1rnrnber of hi
'_r ~ ·iv~nrr in. trnction ' nring an:r J)eriocl of the y ar, without r !!tml to th
cli tmctiou h tween the nrollmeu aml tho average daily a.ttcutlaucc f pupil-.
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the people remn.ined under the mistaken impression that nearly the entire
fo ~ocly of children in the State were actually at school; indeed, that there wore some1~imes "under instruction" a larger number than the entire school population between
the ages of 5 and 15. In the majority of the States tho gap between the enrollment
and the number in average da.ily attendance is formidable. In the whole country
only 9,000,000 of 14,000,000 are reported in "average daily attendance." At that
early day there was no system of school statistics of practical value in any State
of tho Union. There is no proof that New York was an exception to the habit of
irregular attendance, which in itself is one of the most serious, defects of a public
school system. It was not until later that the county supervision of schools was
adoptecl. The town commissioners were in many cases grossly negligent of their
duty, and the local trustees bore the real burdens of administering the public education of the State.
This repeated exposure of the serious imperfection of the district schools by successive governors and State superintendents seems to leave little doubt that up tu
1840 there were, with fow exceptions, only elementary district schools in tho State,
and that tho academies and private schools of higher grade were Tegarded sufficient
for the demand of the secondary education. Of course this was a serious defect in
tho system, estranging from its supp ort the entire class of wealthy and more cultivated families, and building up a great body of academical and privato institutions.
It was not until after 1840 that the scheme of "union schools" in villages and neighborhoods supplied this deficiency.
Under this lurked the real weakness of the public school system of New York up
to this period of reform-the multitude of incompetent teachers, Governors and ...
legislative committees do not go on yen.rafter year ox.posing imaginary defects in a
great public institution they aro naturnlly inclined to estimate at its best. The
lamentable inefficiency of the common school teaching force as a body must have
been under.stood by all competent observers as re,;-ealing a state of affairs that
deprived the system of much of its value. The nght made by the academic and sectarian institutions against tho establishment of normal schools and the failure of the
attempt to utilize them for the purpose of normal instruction were great hindrances
to the proper working of the system.
While in this respect New York suffered in common with the New England States
ancl was decidedly in advance of them all in tho organization of a system of State
supervision, surpassing Massachusetts in her school fund and the increasing contribution of tho State, and Connecticut in the habit of local taxation, yet there was a
characteristic difference between the two portions of tho conntry in respect to this
as to all matters of public interest. The tendency of public affairs in New York from
tho first has been toward the ooncentration of power and vigor of public administration. In its larger aspects this feature of the public life of tho State has manifested
a splendid efficiency and breadth not to be denied, and has greatly increased its
influence among the States and in school affairs. But in local affairs it was long
since recognized as a growing evil by tho reign of the municipal antl neighborhood
"boss," who rules the public with a rod of iron, and turns government itself into a
dismal farce. Tho result is that in a New England community of the older type the
:people, "jointly and severally" -were a far more efficient power than elsewhere. To
this fact must be attributed largely the Yigor and intelligence of tho government of
the New England towns, the care of the schools, aml tho general prosperity and
competency of tho people. ·without State supervision, with only the reliance of tho .
people on local yearly taxation, there can be no doubt that. with all its serious defects,
public education in Massachusetts was practically in a more aclv::mccd condition during this perio(l than in New York. To this fact must be attributed tho earlier rno,emcnt for educational reform of tho system of popular instruction in Kew England,
tho reliance of New York on New England men in every period of educational advancement, and the decidecl leadership from 1840 to 1860 of the New England States in all
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matters of pnblic scuool administration. But, in turn, New England and the
t
bavoderivedfromNcwYorkmostimportantlcssons in the matter of school super,--ri • on
ancl the organirntion of educational forces. At a later periou tho normal schools of
that State struck ont on the "new ueparturc" of the natural methods of instruction,
in which has been developed the most characteristic growth of the American common
school since tho close of the great civil war.
·
But whatever may have been the reasons for disappointment in respect to the efficiency of the common school system, it seems already to l:aYe arrested the development of the private and academic seminaries in the State and to have in clined the
thoughtfnl educational public to insist more strongly every year on tho enlargemen. t;
of tho district into the graded school and the transfer of the important business of
training teachers from the subsidized academies to an institution wholly under -the
control of the common school authorities of the Commonwealth. The report of -the
board of regents, Simeon De ·witt, chancellor, and Gideon Hawley, secretary, for 183-4,
shows that there were 5 literary and 2medical colleges in the State, tho former having
under instruction but 760 and the latter 375 students. The 5 colleges r eport only 100
graduates for the year. Columbia, Union, Hamilton, Genesee, an(l tho University
of the City of New York, with the two divisions of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, complete the roll of institutions devoted to the higher education.
Of these, Union College, Schenectady, then under the powerful and popular presidency of Dr. Eliphalet Nott, led all others as a representative of reformed methods
of c1isciplino and. a peculiar faculty in charncter training. Columbia, New York, with
a large reserve of unsalable property, had but lCO students in the literary department, although its legal and medical branches were of l arger extent, and its academical annex reports 217 pupils. Hamilton, in Oneida County, reports itself in an
impecunious condition, with 103 students, and Genesee reports but 58 students and
a meager income of $3,568, chiefly diviued among its president, 4 proJessors, and 2
lecturers. The University of the City of New York, with 10 professors anu 274 students, leads in numbers. No college in tho State appears to have had an :wailal>le
fund. Probably as many New York students were educated at Yale, . Williams, and
Princeton at this time as at home, and Union College had a large con-tingent of students from beyond the limits of the State.
The board also reports that 79 "academies and other seminaries of education 11 are now
under their supervision, several female academies having recently been admitted to
this privilege. Of these, 49 owe their organization to the action of the board and
28 were incorporated by the State legislature. The sum of $10,000 from the income
of the literary fund has been distributed among them in gifts ranging from $25 to
$400. These institutions altogether contained 5,506 students, 3,390 of whom were
engaged in classical studies. Since 1827 tho number of these institutions had more
than doubled (there were then 33 schools and 2,440 pupils), the forge increase being
due partly to the addition to the literary fond placed at the disposal of the board in
that year. The value of all these academic foundations was $381,000, with $24,170
invested in philosophical apparatus aud libraries. The 11ermanent funds of the
entire group amounted to less than $200,000 ($194,222). Their united incomo for
the yoar was $70,000 from tuition fees, $10,000 from other sources, and $10,000 from the
literary fund, $90,000 iu all. TTT"o hundred and ninety-five towns were represented
in the 5,000 pupils of these seminaries. Of theso the Albany academi 'S for boys and
girls report an attendance of 250 and 280, and the Rochester high school report· 3:. ·pnpil . Only 3 of the 79 had au attendance of 200, 17 of 100, and the board rcpor
that '10 had cea ed to exi t.''
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improvement in their methods of organization and instruction, the outlook certainly
was not brilliant for the secondary and higher edncation.
The board of regents at last seems to have become satisfie<.1 that the experiment of
relying on these seminaries of education to educate the t eachers of common schools
wns a failure. They say, "A considerable number of common-school teachers have
been educated in some of these schools,'' and give "special commendation" to the
St. Lawrence and Oxford acac.1emies . The board "had hoped that the opmion, so
often expressed by them, in favor of establishing in many academies a department
for the education of common-school teachers would have suecco<.led in attracting
from both tho trustees and teachers of academies much more attention than has been
bestowec.1 upon it," :mc1 express the opinion that a larger distribution of funds would
have securcc1 better results. The reports of meteorological observations made by
these institutions bear testimony to a greater interest in the changes of the weather
in New York than in tho improvement of tho quality of the 10,000 common-school
teachers of the Commonwealth . At a subseqnent period these subsidies were largely
increased, bnt with no more satisfactory result. It was plainly unreasonable and
unjust to expect that such a class of ucademies and "other seminaries of education"
as appear in this report, generally "living from hand to mouth," chiefly occupied in
the proper grammar school and el ementary educational work of n, limitec1 neighborhood, with teachers laboring on starYation wages, coul c.1 be inducet1 to concern themselves in such an experiment, even by a subsitly of $400 n. year, insufficient to l)ay the
salary of one competent teacher of pedagogics, for they we1·0 an the time feeling a
natural jealousy of tho common schools, which were a1reauy reaching upward to
underta1<.e tbe management of tho seconuary education . Tho only circumstan.ces
under which a, subsidizet1 grou]_') of academics could. be relied on to clo satisfactory
work in this direction, as in tho State of Penn sylvania., is where a small number of
strongly supported anc.1 endowe<l seminaries arc selected largely under tho control of
tho State authorities . But a comparison between tho normal-school work at present
done by the neighboring States of New York and Pennsylvania,, workrng under opposite systems, is suggestive of tho inevitable result of attempting to subsidize private
and denominational institutions in our American order of affairs to work for a great
common interest of education, which, in proportion to its importance, must inevitably become a rival to their own prosperity.
Of course there were in New York at this time other schools, private, corporate,
professional, and · denominational, not included in this report of the regents of
tho university. But it is certain that this group of 79 seminaries and 5 colleges
fairly represents the condition of the secondary and higher education 1nev1ous to
the great uational revival of education from 1835 to 1860. Tho city of New York
was still working unc1er the leadership of the Public School Society, of which
,-ro have alrcauy given au account . Born in 1805 as n. relief from the state of educational c1estitution in which tho old-time system of parochial church schools bad left
even the New York of that early day, enlisting the best efforts of the most eminent
men in tho State-De Witt Clinton, Theodore Sedgwick, G. C. Verplanck, and others
only less eminent-subsidized for many years by the city and State, it failed at last
to accomplish the en<ls of a pnblic-school system by the prolonged ecclesiastical
contest into which it was forced. Although not really a sectarian body, but a Protestant organizn.tion with Presbyterian affinities, and in jts policy, as far as was possible, acting with the best intentions for the common good, it was finally wrecked
on the rock of ecclesiastical jealousy.
In the prolonged controversy in which it was involved during the latter years of
its existence, which tnrned upon the general subject of religious and moral instruction in common schools, tho ablest eyer held in this country, excepting possibly
the similar discussion in Cincinnati, Ohio, th irty years later, thore1)resenta.tives of the
Public School Society, though triumphant in the general argument, were driven to tho
wall 1Jy their own logic. Under tho educational })Olicy that the State had pursued
from the :first, which by its board of regents assumed a modified superYision over the
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colleges and academies of the State, with a yearly subsidy to all secondary and
collegiate schools that would conform to its conditions 0f acceptance, the Catholic
parochial schools of New York had a strong argument for public support. By this
policy the State admitted to the full extent tho present policy of Englanc1, whereby
all classes of schools, private, corporate, and denominational, may be included in
the distribution of public funds on the condition of submitting to literary examinations and accepting certain limitations. offered by the representatives of the Government. The increasing moral ancl educational destitution of the children of the
poorer classes of the Commonwealth at a later period so wrought on the mind antl
heart of GoYernor William H. Seward that he was forced into the positio11 of recommending tho support of church parochial S{:hools by the State. But tho people o:f
New York saw further than theil' great philosophical statesmen, and in 1851 the Pub.lie School Society dissolved itself, and all its educational functions a.nc1 properties
were turned over to the common school authorities of the metropolis.
The city of Albany was also from the :first tho headquarters of the conservatiYo
idea of education. Its academies for boys and girls were always superior institutions and, with tho neighboring schools of the city of Troy, furnished a sufficient
opportunity for the secondary, as did the colleges of Union and ,vmiams for the
higher, education. But in 1840 Mr. Francis Dwight, the accomplished educational
journalist, at that time superintendent of schools for Albany County, makes the .following significant report: In Albany [city] there were 3 academies, with 503 pupils,
conducted at an expense of $12,500; 83 private schools, with 2,866 pupils, costing
$25,463, and 10 district schools, with 2,562 pupils, costing $9,081. Thus the 3,300
children "·ere educate(1 in the private schools at a cost to the people of t,ho city of
$37,900, more than fourfold the sum ($9,000) expenued on the 2,500 children in tho 10
district schools . Mr. Dwight affirms that in nine-tenths, probably in all but 0110 or
two of these private schools, the teaching was inferior to that of the public schools.
Fifteen hundred children in the city, which then had a population less than 50,000,
"were growing up in idleness, many of them in vagrancy and crime, all candidates
for the almshouse or the jail." The mayor of the city informed him that not a disturbance in the city has occurred for ten years that has not been traced to boys under
16. Evon twenty years later, 1862, the public schools of Albany were probably
inferior to almost every city of 75,000 people in the Northern States, with no free
high school and but one schoolhouse which the people cared to show. The colored
children of the cities of New York State were, at this period, schooled by themsel'ves,
1,200 being then provided for in the city of New York alone, although in the country
districts they often attended school with the white children.
The great result of the thirty years' work at tho public school problem, from 1 10
to 18-!0, appears in tho State reports of the fatter date, from which we learn that
thero wcro 10,769 school districts in the State, with 573,000 children '' under iDBtrn ction ," n.nd $1,415,129 expended on the system, $275,000 donated by the State, $663:6 6
rai ed by local taxation, and $478,129 paid hy the people in tho form of rato bills.
This implies an expenditure somewhat in excess of $2 for each clliltl un<ler in truction. But as tho number of pupils in "average daily attendance" was by no mean
qual to this aggregate, ibe sum expended on those continuously instruct d wa
somewhat larger.
Insufficient as may have heon this appropriation acconling to the later estimat ·
even less than that of any of tho States of the South that ha,e adopted th common
school system only within the past twenty years, it was a. most hopeful howin,.
compared with tho record of 1 15, when only $105,000 was rai eel by public t:1.n1tion for 1-10,000 children in 2,600 chool districts. In thee tablishment of, tato an
for :1. time ity supervi ·ion, in the founding of school librarie , tho iocrea
f h
tat scho 1 func1 and the growing demand for tho profes ·ional training ft ach
th · ·t. town. not b hind, in ome re pect was in ad Yance of the .Tew England . t
a th
. am date. Bnt in .fa . achnsett / Rhoc1 I land / and oonecticut th
revival of common acho I· was already_under full h auway, and the time w
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when the Empire State would look toward the sunrise and join hand~ _with ~-ew
England, and, toward the sunset, join with ~he ne_w N~rthwest, not failing to act
even with more direct influence upon the ne1ghbormg States, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, on the southern border.
DR . ELIPHALET NOTT.

We have already called attention to the peculiar genius for executive capacity in
public affairs dispbyed from tho earliest time in the State of New York. In no
instance was this fact more clearJ_y illustrated, and the dependence of tho people of
that State on a commanding leadership · in a good cause more triumphantly demonstrated than in tho buil<ling of Union College at, Schenectady under the rematkable
presidency of Dr. Eliphalet Nott. It may well be qu~stioned whether d_uring the
critical period in American education, from the establlslunent of the National Goverment to 1840, any singlo man contributed so largely to set in motion the most vital
currents of popular education in all its varied relations to tho new Republic in one
State as this great man. Born in 1773 and dying in 1866, his long life of 93 years
spanned the generations from the opening guns of tho Revolution at Lexington,
Mass., to . the surrender of the Confeclerate army at Appomattox Court-House, Va.
At the close of the first half century ofthe Republic, 1840, he said:
"\Vhen I enter&1 on life there was no provision for common s~hools, and next to
none for acadomie-s and colleges. To produce a change in public opinion in favor
of these interests, to lay their foundations, ret1uired activities of a certain kind, and
it has been my steady -pur!_)ose not to live for tbe -present, but to apply whatever
influence I had. so a5 to secure as far as l)Ossible remote and pflrmanent results.
What the end of my labors will be I leave with God, but I believe the whole process
now going forw::i.rd for cheapening education and providing tuition and books for
the indigent will be found on inquiry to have emanated from Union College."
This declaration, of course, applied to the State of New York, for Dr. Nott himself
was educated in and taught the common schools and academies of Con:pecticut, and
graduated, as an outside stu<l~nt, from Brown University, Rhode Island, before the
age of manhood. But the more we understand all the peculiar conditions of society
in the Empire Staie, and the difficulties which,. up to the comparatively late period
of 1812, prevented the establishment of anything like a fair beginning of universal
.education, tho more evident does it become that hero was tho right man, sent at first
into the wilderness beyond the Hudson River as a minister of the gospel, wh-0, in
obedience to the unmistakable call of Providence, in ten years founcl himself at the
central point of educational influence, on the verge of the new and in striking distance of the old New York, in tho most favorablo position to deal -with the legis1aiuro and call to himself the powerful aid of tbe remarkable succession of public men
who for half a century adorned tho :mnals of the Commonwealth. No better illus
tration of the peculiar way by which great things are clone in our American order
of affairs and the experiences by which tl,ecisivo .men aro educated for conspicuous
leadership can he found than may be s-een ir'i. the career of this great college president and most influential leader in the developing life of tho higher education in our
country. It is a significant fact that, as in tho other case of Washington, the ablest
men that knew Dr. Nott best always g:wo the highest estimate of his general ability
as an educational statesman, and hacl the most implicit faith in his character as a
man.
Eliphalet Nott was born in the town of Ashforc.l, Conn., in 1773, of very poor but
superior parents. His father was one of the well-known class of men who are all
their live.s held on the verge of poverty by some defect in business capacity, the only
serious defect in his pronounced manliness. His mother was fitly declared by her
distinguished son" a great and goo(1 woman." Tho family had drifted "from pillar
to post" for several years before little Eliphalet saw the light and was taken to his
mother's perfect confluence by that divine instinct whereby the mother of Jesus
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'' kept a,ll t11ese things in her hea,rt." To her he owecl his first instruction, for at
3 years of age he could rea d, and at ,1 he hacl read the Bible through. The Bibl e.,.
a spelling book, a primer, and a volume of olcl sermons constituted the family library·
Eliphalet tells his own story of occasional attendance at the district school of his
neighborhood at different ages, "always happy if he was not thrashed more than
three times a w eek." The unfortunate master may not have been all "to blame/' for
the toy h ad a brooding hurricane shut up in his fe eble frame. It is told th a t, coming
home from the Baptist Church where a powerful sermon had been preached ngainst
a prevailing style of female headdress, he proceeded to tear into shreds his sister's
ornament of this description, whereupon his "great and good mother" displayed at
once her greatness and goodness by giving the young family apostle of dress r oforll.l
a sound "basting." Between his mother's love and the severity of his scb.ool
thrashings, ho early came to the full resolve that "if he lived to be a man, ho would
never try to rule children at home or in school b y this old-fashioned way.7' He was
sent to live with his elder brother, Samuel, a young minister at Franklin, Conn., as
a relief to his overburdened father, but revolted from the iron rule of that bousehold
and came home to abide with his beloved mother until her death, when he was 16.
"The li ght of my young life went out when my mother died," said her great son,
years afterwards, decfaring like so many others of the world's most famous men that
the best of what ho was be owecl to his mother.
He h ad already attempted to be a doctor, at the age of 14 beginning the study of
medicine with the town physfoian. But the first surgical operation at which h e
was ca,lle(l in as the assistant of the old doctor found the poor woman on the
operator's table serene and brave and "Dr. Eliphalet " sprawling in a fainting fit on
the floor. That experience ended his career in medicine. It is foteresting to see
how, with a nervous organization so delicate and a bodily habit for many years
singularly feeble, was joined the will with which he not only accomplished the
mighty work given him to do, but by lifelong temperance and watchful care, built
up a state of reliable health that h eld out through eighty years of continuous labor.
For sixteen years in bis early manhood he studied fourteen hours a day and slept
but four hour!! at night, and in an age of indulgence in coarse luxury and drunkenn ess became a conspicuous object lesson of the wisdom of temperance and self-control.
His introduction to education al work ,7as in one of those old Yankee school districts where the bad bo ys had conquered a series of "masters" and held th e town
itself at bay. In a month, without striking a blow, by tho influence of bis charmfog and powerful personality alone, he had r eformetl the habit of years and become
a marked young man in "all the region ' round about." Another experiment only
more thoroughly establi hell his reputation as a manager of children and y outh,
and, before he was 20 years old, he was found in Plainfield, Conn., at tue h ead of the
most important academy in that part of the State. He took his degree at Brown
ninrsity, by advice of tho faculty, without residence, studied theology with his
brotl1er amuel, and was admitted to the Christian ministry at 22. He was greatly
indebted to the friendship of Rev. Dr. Benedict, and at 23 hen.rd the call to go forth
into tho wilderness of western New York as a mi ssioua.ry to Cherry Yalley, near
Otsego Lake.
Even then his remarkable foresight was displayecl by his determination to cape
tho imp ncling w:u of th eological controversy ho saw broouing li ke a thunuerclou d
over tho cccle ia tical horizon. ·while in Connecticut ho was brought 'under di··iplino' in n. church trial for plain speaking in matters th ological and p r onal,
and bi victor over his p r ecu tors served as the le on of a lifetim . Later after
h wa invit cl to tho pre idcn y of nion Colle.,.e, lie d lin cl a pr· ing "c, 11 •· to
ark, tr et hurcb Bo ·ton, altllou.,.h w nnd him pr aching in th 'uroad bur ·h ..
pulpit f r. Bnckmin t r, of the Bratt]e tre t 'hurch in that cit·. II th en
pr <li t ·d th long :md hit r p riocl f th ologi al ontr Yer y al out to m np n
,. • w 1:nglan<l nil t•lt in tinrtiv ly tb t whil pr a hing th, go ·pel in tb hr :ul
vn th gr at privil " of any man it wa nqt a .·irrucd to him to .J> uil
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lifetime wandering n.mid the boundless m n.zo of theological and ecclesiastical contention. He w ent cheerfully with his young wife to his now home at Cherry Valley,
only sleeping one night on the way in Albany, then a Dutch town thoroughly and
just mado the capital of the State. The region about Albany was stm but sparsely
settled, and t he journey of 75 miles to Cherry Valley, in the southwest, was largely
by a rough highway through the primitive forest.
This outpost of civilization hac.l been settlec1 in 1740 chiefly by Germans from tlte
Palatinate, with a corps of Scotch Presbyterians at the little village of Cherry Va,l ley.
During the Revolutionary war the settlement was desolated by a raid of savages,
and not till the r eturn of peace was the permanent occupation of the place secured.
A Rev. Mr . Dunlap, a graduate of Dublin University, Ireland, had established a
church and set up the .first school west of Albany. It was to this people, Presbyterian in church affiliations, that tho young Connecticut minister went with his
accomplished wife and at once began his public life work. In two years ho had
reestablished the church and built up an academy that for many years remfiined ono
of tho most successful and useful of the secondary schools of the State. At once ho
b ecame t he real church and educational center of the r egion, as he always was to
tho clay of his death the man of all good work inn, new country. He never seems to
have made any -very serious objection to the old-time Calvinistic theology he brought
with him from tho land of stiff creeds and "steady habits," anc1 remained. nominally
a consistent Presbyterian di,ine to tho end . But he was a great, good, broadminded, deep-souled, magnetic, all-compelling man, beyond any limitations of sectarian. creed and church. His policy was all comprehended in tho law of the love of
God and love of man . His wide charity and comprehensive fellowship included all
good people of all churches and of no church. "Let alone parties, let alone controversy, let alone h eresy," he wrote to his son-in-law, the rector of an Episcopal church
and the future bishop of Pennsylvania. Not that parties anc1 controversies and the
confutation of h eresy were not well enough for those who had a "call" that way.
But to the mind of Pastor Nott, called to tho leadership of the education of the
people of a loading American State in the most critical years of the new Republic,
its first b.alf century, the one thing needful seemed n, dispensation of fundamental
religion. And, for the time being, he believed that the most effective dispensation
of practical fundamental religion would be through a policy by which the populations of New York and Pennsylvanfa could be united to walk the common highway
of a Christian civilization, universal education for American manhood and womanhood, and good American citiz~nship.
It is not often that even a man so born to distinction as Dr. Nott graduates from
his elementary professional school so early. I n two years he had outgrown. Cherry
Valley, the outpost of New York civilization towarc1 tho southwest, and, at the earn est persuasion of John Blair Smith, first president of Union College, in 1796, removed
to Albany, as pastor of the First Presbyterian Church. Here, at once, in the heart of
the conservatism of the original settlers, alongside the largest domain of the Patroons,
he became tho r ecognized leader of the New England ideas and people. There were
th en only four churches in the little capital city of 8,000 people-Dutch Reformed,
Presbyterian, Lutheran, and Church of England. It was well that, appearing as the
representati ve of New England iucas and institutions, he adopted. the favorite middlestate ecclesiastical polity of Presbyterianism, under which the colonial reformers in
the higher eclucation had so far made headway. In1763Albanyhad but3,000people
andonlyfivoNew England families. Until1782thepreaching in the popular churches·
had been in the l anguage of Holland, Dr. Westerloo having begun to preach
in English only fifteen years before the arrival of the Presbyterian parson from
Connecticut.
Only a man like Eliph alet Nott, with his yaried gifts as a natural orator and most
attractrve presence, a statesman of consummate tact, and a born controller and leader
of men, coulJ. have made his way to the head of the Albany pulpit in the face of the
ED
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eternal feud between the Dutch and Yankee, whose echoes still linger in the spac1ous
halls of the new statehouse, in the present splendid capital of the Empire State.
His congregation was composecl not only of his own people, but included men like
Hamilton, Clinton, the best . portion of the legislature, and the throng of distinguished strangers that haunted the lobbies of tho capitol, crowded the hotels and
boarding houses, and swarmed on the steep slopes of State street. At once his natural
tendencyto ·eclucational activity was called into play by a movement in behalf of the
establishment of the Albany Boys' Academy. This school, projected in 18'04, -was
actually set up in 1813, at an expense of $100,000. "According to the plan projected
by Dr. Nott, this was to havo been the proper high school of the dty, with branches
in all sections of the town for elementary instruction. To what extent this wns to
have been a sufficient public school system for tho city, or an imitation of the Public
School Society movement in the city of New York, projected at the same time, does
not appear. It failed in this form, although tho academy which was :finally established, with the Albany Female Academy, a later foundation, became tho real head of
the secondary education for tho leading class of the town for half a century to come.
The young preacher soon became noted for his '' occasional sermons " preached in
behalf of the local charities and ·memorial discourses for distinguished }Jeoplo, and
generally for a free and bold dealing with tho mol'al and religious status of public
affairs. He early set his face against tho luxurious and drinking habits of the foremost society of the town, refused to attend the dinner p::i.rties of his rich parishioners, broke down the old-time custom of closing a funeral ceremony in the upper
circles by an adjournment to tho house of the deceased, with a mighty feast and all
that belonged thereto, u, high-toned imitation of a, "wake/' and in more ways than
ono became a noted "man of all work;" above all catholic and conciliatory, bnt
below the surface of his public ministry all the timo working at the uplift of society
by tho lover of universal education.
His large reputation as a 1Jreacher of "occasional sermons n culminated in a powerful discourse on the melancholy death of Alexander Hamilton. When we read this
sermon, than which few discourses preached in tho American p·u lpit have exerted a.
wider and moro wholesome influence, we may be somewhat at a loss to account for its
great reputation, tested by the more exacting pulpit standards of to-day. Although
rated among tho foremost of American preachers during his entire life, Dr. Nott
al ways used tho sermon as he used all agencies of influence-to accomplish a de:finito
P11,l'l)OSe. He wrote his discourses carefully, with a special intent, and the present
effect was greatly due to his impressive extempore delivery. His memory was n.
miracle. He could repeat with accuracy the entire proceedings of tho day beforo of
an important legislative committee, and only roquired tho short interval between
the morning a,nd afternoon church service to commit to memory hls later disconr e
so completely that ho was never at a loss for a word, and conl<l bring into play all
the forces of an attractive personal presence, a wonderful voice, "With tho facial
expression ail(l gestures of a born actor. In this specfal di~courso wo admire the
boldness with which ho assails the barbarous custom of duelling, the magniliccut
courage of his attitude in tho face of public opinion 1 his prophetic handling of t b
great themes of public life with nothi11g of tho apologetic manner o often a sume<l
by the great lights of tho pulpit before the leaders of public affairs. This ad<lr ' :
tho occa ion, and tho man, combined to make tho young preach r, n t yet 30 yea
of age, n. national character.
His ministr. · at .Albany was now a1)proacbing its natural conclusion. H ere, fter
h e wa to ho known of all men as tho ablest antl mo t 1>rogr . h-e r form r of th
hi ,..her ctlncation in tho country; tho 1,roper beatl of tho new educati nal moY m 11
in his alloptecl , tato, and, beyond thi limit, tho mo t prominent e.·p rim n t
r. clical methods of eo]lerr in truction and discipline which, ridi ulecl aucl tlcno u
at fir t lt-" now l,e omc the ommonplaco of uufr r ity nclmini tr ti n and trainin 'throu fY h th L ncl .
• I axrn hil hi. hom life had om to au tHl by th
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devoted wife, who died in Albany, leaving six children in his charge. He gave up
his home, placed his lit t le ones in care of judicious friends, and in the silence of h is
great sorrow awaited the call of the Lord. He had livecl at the capital city six
years, on a salary of $1,000 and $1,200; from an unknown missionary in a wilderness
had become the best known of the younger clergymen of the State, already noted uy
tho few whose appreciation is the final test of permanent distinction, as one of the
most remarka}>lo men in ihe Commonwealth. He bad served as a trustee of tho new
Union College at Schenectady, and, on the retirement of its third president in nine
years-Smith, Edwards, and Maxcy-was unanimously elected to the presidency of
that institution .
To the ordinary observer of educational movements in New York the acceptance
by Rev. Eli:phalet Nott, at tho age of 31, in 1804, of the presidency of Union College
would appear either an act of youthfui presumption or the venture of an ambitious
young man ignomnt of the condit ions of success in an undertaking so perilous. It
was now ten years since a little academy, ornamented with a college "sign," bad
been set up in the frontier village of Schenectady, a town of 3,000 people, inclucling
300 negro slaves, the negro graveyard a separate inclosure off on a windy hill in the
suburbs. Tho location of tho school had been sharply contested with Albany. But
it can now be understood that the placing of the new institution only 17 miles west- •
warcl from tho capital involvetl. the future ch:nacter of Union College. Governor
George Clinton and General Schuyler, with others, saw clearly tha.t what wa.s
needed in tho new State was a seminary of the higher secondary and collegiate education, planted in the frontier western town whose popul ation ::mu situation woulcl
bo favorable to such n.n enterprise, and whose aim would be to educate tho young
men to whom tho State must look for its progressive and executive leadership in a
near future, rather than in a city already olu, fixed in obstinate social prejudices,
hitherto displaying little interest in popular education, and in close contact with
all the demoralizing in:fluonces of public life. It is doubtful if' Mr. Nott himself
woul<l. havc consented to assume the presidency of a new collego established at t.he
capital. But Schenecfady, oven in tho parlance of many of tho older peoplo in
Albany in 1860, was "out west," and in 1804, in all essential respects, 20 miles "vest
of .Albany was a '' new country."
The final location of tho school at Schenectady was probably duo to tho vigorous
work of some of its own citizens, including General Schuyler, with the Rev. Breck
Romeyn, although aided by influential public men. It w.as expected that it would
represent the denominational interest of the Presbyterian Church as differentiated
from the Dutch Reformed and Church of England bodies that divided the po:pulation
of that portion of the State. At :first the venture was an aca,clemy of little more
than local importance. But a building erected. a.t the cost of $60,000, aftcrwanls
turned over to the use of tho public schools, was an announcement tha.t tho child
wa.s born to live.
A succession of presidents, all men of mark, Rev. Jolm Blair Smith, of Pennsylvania,
a distinguishecl Presbyterian clergyman called from his Philadelphia pastorate; Jonathan Edwards, son of tho great New England philosopher and theologian, and Rev.
Mr. Maxcy, coming from the :presidency of Brown University, Rhode Island, and afterwards president of South Carolina. College at Columbia, were an men a.hove the
average of college presidents in the colonial or earliest national era. But neither of
them seems to have apprehended why tho new college had a call to exist. Their
united administrations were included in nine years, during which a largo majority
of tho graduates were candidates for the Christian ministry. The school was in diro
:financial straits and literally "starYecl out" its presitlcnts and. professors. In 1804,
when :Mr. Nott assumed tho presidency, there wero hut40 students and 17 graduates.
In 1820, sixteen years afterwards, tho attendance bad risen to 300, with 65 gmduatcs,
an!l Union College of Tew York was already becoming a. name of national import.
The explanation of this sudden rnlly in what was regarded a doomed experiment
i!; now plain to every student of education in New York at the beginning of the
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present century. It is founcl in the fact that a man was i,,eated in the plain presidential chair who "took in tho situation" at a glance. Two problems were presented to his mind at tho outset, one negative, the other decidedly positive. The
negative problem was the fact that there were in New England and the Eastern
Central States already colleges of the ordinary type more than sufficient for the
needs of the people. Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, Williams, and Brown in NevvEngland, Columbia in New York City, Princeton in New Jersey, and the University
of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia-all respectable, well manned, and, according to the
prevalent ideas, moving on proper scholastic lines. The University of Maryland.,
William and Mary and Randolph Macon in Virginia, tho universities of North and
South Carolina, ancl other seminaries aspiring to college work were amply sufficient
for the Southern Atlantic Slope. With the single exception of the University 0£
Pennsylvania, which, under the guiding minds of Dr. Franklin, Dr. Rush, and others,
had been planted with a broad outlook toward a future system of public instructionall these in the Eastern and Central States were essentially ecclesiastical foundations,
devoted to the classics and tho fow studies that were but an annex to an exclusively classical culture, looking to the increase of tho Christian ministry for their
reputation and opportunity for usefulness. It was doubtless a great advantago during tho long cqlonial period that these older institutions should thus concentrate on
the training of a cultivatecl class (the clerical body), in order to resist the tendency
to sheer materialism which was the "terrible temptation" of a new country in that
day, and in order to lift the moral standard of private and public life in an age of
rough license and growing prosperity. There is no evidence that Union College was
founded originally with any essentially different idea than the establishment of a
Presbyterian seminary of education and a headquarters of denominational propagandism in the new country. At any rate nothing happened in its administration
until the advent of the young president from Connecticut, fresh from his laurels on
the frontier and at the capital, to disturb this ideal, under which the school had
been brought to the verge of practical failure and ultimate ruin.
If Dr. Nott had been born thirty years later he might have become one of the
foremost railroad builders orpresidents that New England has sent forth during the
past balf century to draw tho iron highways of civilization from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, and from the northern boundary to the Gulf. He had the maryelous "business faculty" that was an instinct in the original New England character. With
unerring sagacity he applied llis mind at onco to the financial situation. The entire
annual income of tho school in 1804 was $4,000, on which tho president and teachers
were working at starvation rates in the narrow limits of a frontier....-illage schoolhon e.
With the decisive energy and tact which characterized his entire career he utilized
the large professional fame ancl personal confidence gained by his sh years' mini try
in Albany for an attack on the legislature. Well knowing the impossibility of
obtaining from that body any decent appropriation as "State aid," ho availed himself of a common expedient by which so many benevolent church and educational
projects were founded a century ago, a lottery. He asked from the State permi ion
for the formation of two schem s of this sort, one for tho immediate relief of t he
institution in 1805, another, of forger scope, including several institutions be i<l
bis own, the former for $80,000, tho latter for $200,000. Tho lottery, like tho collefT
would becomo a success or a failuro according as the right man was at tho helm.
The result was that Pre ic:lent Tott him elf assumed the direction of the entcrpri
and, by a masterly feat of financiering, not only obtained the face value of t!J ori in al sums Lut laicl up in store a funcl of $600,000, turned oY r to .,.nion Coll<>ge a
personal donation at the clo e of hi. sixl,y-two y ars pr sidency.
f conr ·e this experiment, so original a departure from tho habit of tho re 11], i
coll g president of the day, drew upon the :first great edn ational flnanci r of h
J> rio<l the charges f aelfi hand corrnpt. dmini tra.tion that alw. y be t th upw
nth of any abl man on his app aranco upon the peril us ro:ul o . nee
r . .. ·ot d part d hio lit at t!J • age of 3 with no stain upon hi · per ·onnl b nor
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absolutely cleared from all imputation of self-seeking, an eminent object lesson of what
the successful president of a great American university is now expecte(1 to be. By
obtaining this incomo he was able to lift the college buildings out of the everglade
of petty village gossip and local intermeddling in which so many institutions of
learning ha,o lrnen smothere(1 in their infancy, and began to build upon n, broad
plateau overlooking the lovely meadov;rs of the Mohn.wk, one of the most attractive
sites of any American university.
The next point in order was to switch the college train from the narrow clerical
and denominational track out upon the broad "through route" of a collegiate school,
which, not unmindful of the cause of good learning and in no way indifferent to the
itlea of a broad r eligious and moral preparation for all coming life and work, should
give itself to that typo of the higher education of which the new Republic was most
in want, the graduation of a body of efficient young men, strong in self-reliant character, broad intelligence, trained executive capacity, and popular sympathy, especially
with the great problem before the life of New York and the new West-universal
education for American civilization. All this was introduced with the firm hand
and consummate t act that arc an augury of success.
Tho experience of Dr. Nott from fifteen years as a teacher in common and academical schools had only confirmec.l his youthful rnca of school discipline. For a
while he sat by and watched the regular habit of the faculty of Union College
sitting in solemn state to try every offender against college law and order, censuring, imposing fines, expelling, and loading with penal humiliations the unfortunate
boy whose animal spirits or crude manners were often n, large element in his disobedience. As he exl_)ected, there soon came UJ? n, case of unusual difficulty, when he
announced that hereafter that special high court "was adjourned without day."
Ire inaugurated in its place the assumption of a personal responsibility by the
president and professors, especially by the president, in dealing with every indi vidual case <.•f discipline on its own merits . As in the case of President Timothy
Dwight, of Yale, and Francis ·wayland, of Brown, at a subsequent period, this system, in tlte hands of a wise manager of men and an expert in human nature, was a
triumphant success. He removed, with his own family, and insisted on tho removal
of his entire faculty, to the boarding house of bis students, where for years they
lived together like one great household. Every boy was known personally, and
after the first observation was never for a day out of range of the manly affection
of the father of them aU. He ha<l the wisdom-so rare even among the best teachers-to fully understand that the secret of good school government is to bring the
more influential students into cheerful cooperation with the faculty as au indispensable element in the making of tho true community which every American school
shoul(l be. He conquered organized opl_)osition by dealing with individual students,
thus destroying the mischievous habit of class and society combination. If a pupil
was incorrigible he was quietly retired, with tho hope of restoration on fit evidence
of repentance. He did not unload his own failures on other institutions or encourage rejected students to come to Union, although accused of both these offenses by
rivals, who gave to nion College the nickname "Botany Bay." But, as the original Botany Bay of the British Government has now become Australia, the wonder
of modern civilization, so did. Union College outlive this slander and in the end set
the college clock of discipline l1alf a century ahead. President Wayland, of Brown
University, carried the same idea to Rhode Islanc1, anc.l more to him and the example
of Union than to any one influence does the American college and university of
to-day owe its exemption from the old. monastic rule of assuming that every boy
entering college is a child of the devil and a, college facnlty a detective police and
an infallible judge rolled into one to preserve the very existence of the institution
itself.
A distinguished public man, relating his experience as a student at Union College,
sait1 : "It was but a few weeks after I reached Union College, a, stranger to everybody, from a. New England State, that one day on the campus I saw Dr. Nott making
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haste to come up with me. He came up, out of breath, and threw his arm around
me, saying: 'My son, I want to say a word to you. We have in your class a studen-t
of fine abilities who is getting into trouble by disobedience to college rules. Now-,.
will you t.ake hold with me and try to savo that boy f We need your influence -with
the class to do your best, that this boy shall lie saved to be an ornament and a pride
to us all.'" Said my inform:1nt: "That speech lifted me up from a boy to a man.
From that day I first realized that I had the power to influence anybody but myself."'
,Vhat was true of this man was true of every susceptible student of Union during
the administration of Dr. Nott. Said. tho old president, many ye:irs later: "I love
to learn of one who formerly sat at my feet as a pupil." Unc1er this administration,.
in the h:inds of a natural administrator of largo affairs and a wise manager of men.,
it was not remarkable that Union College, in :fifty years from the accession of Dr.
Nott to the presidency, had received more than 4,000 and graduated more than 3,000
students from every portion of the conn try. As we shaU see, many of the most influential men in all the departments of active life, with a notable roll of eminent
clergymen of all the Protestant churches, went forth from its halls.
Of equal imporfance was it that the medireval spell of an almost exclu3ively classical curriculum which, even until the Revolutionary epoch had held the American
college, should be broken. Wisely avoiuing a sharp controversy with the collego
faculty in this direction, he quietly solveu the question by striking at the chief defect
in the reigning system-its ignoring of the English language and literature. He
assumed the direction of the chair of belles-lettres and made himself as eminent by
his method of instruction as Pr~sident Mark. Hopkins in philosophy at Williams.
Under his leadership of a class the hour of recitation, so often dull and dispiriting,
was lifted to a delightful exercise by a free talk from the professor and discussions
with the learners. Every boy who was not a clullard or a ''miserable offender" went
forth from such an exercise :filled with enthusiasm, with an ambition to be the kind
of orator that Dr. Nott was, a man talkiug with and dealing with the head an<l. heart
of every individual hearer, and longing to bring mind and soul in contact with his
finger ends in some :1et of decisive importance. Ho built Ul) the scientific department
of the conege, not only by precept but by his own lifelong interest in seientific
studies and his faculty as an inventor, having taken out thirty different patents and
made his name a household word through all eastern America by the invention of the
first stovo for burning anthracite coal.
Meanwhile tho interests of classic and philosophic learning were not· neglected in
the persons of Prof. Tayler Lewis, Prof. Alonzo Potter, and Dr. Hickock, who all
became men of nationa1 reputation in their respective departments.
Dr. Nott appreciated the fact that many promising youth were unable to come to
college or to remain during tho complete course, and appropriated $50,000 of the
earliest income to student aid, while he arranged his course of etudy for the convenience of those who n eeded an extra ti.me for graduation.
At Union was laid the broad foundation of the elective system of stuuy which,
carried to Brown University by one of its early graduates and professors, Dr. Waylanu, has finally r econstructed the entiro university and college curriculum of the
country .
But it was perhaps as a great reconciler in religion and a master of conciliation
lJetween the rival sects ancl groups of discontented clergy, whose contentions distracted tho early .American life, that Dr. Nott achieved his most signal succ
Both within ancl without college walls known as a conservative Connecticut pars n
he brought Union College into SJlCedy accord with the forcmo ·t represcnta!ini.: of
the Dutch, English, Scotch, and German l)Opnlations in the valleys of tho II ml
and dohawk, made Schenectady the receipt of a steatly patronage of tuden fro
the• outh, and r ached OYCr to -cw Englancl for ruoro than 0110 boy, who w n n
" nt
t 't becomo a man of murk. In tlie hi<rhe t sense be w the in tru t r
of ·· w 'ork politician~ nncl state men in thnt aptitnclo for g n ral a mini ro i
, ·hich i. tho mo t ovi ent note of ·uperiority in public lit of tho Empire -tit . F r
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fifty years he was one of the most important public men in the Commonwealth, anc1

all-powerful before the legislature; bearing bimself in a judicial attitude l)efore
people of all classes, p:1rties, anc1 forms of faith. He refused a pressing invitation
to go to Boston as a rep_resentativo of the prevailing ovangolical creec1 in the ministry
at Park Street Church, one of the head centers of the contro-versy which rent New
England, and from ,yhoso result;; these States have not yet recovered. But whilo
retaining his high standing as ono of the foremost preachers and executive forces
of the Presbyterian Church, ho absolutely refused to be dragged into any position
of hostility or theological antagonism with any of the great religious bodies, including the Hebrews, Catholics, Unitarians and other denominations, in bis broad Christian fellowship.
Thus, while Union College must have been regarded, in a sense, a denominational
establishment, it was in reality one of the first in the New West to deserve tho name
of an American unsectarian Christian university. And after the experiments of
a century in the art of eliminating religion from the life of an institution of
higher learning in a republican State, it still remains true that the only reliable
and permanently s11ccessful universities of the country are those resting on tho solid
basis of loyalty to a broad and practical Christian religion as the inspiring spirit of
a high and generous culture. President Nott became, as the years went on, one of
the most-notable builuers of the new American civilization. He saiu of the oft'en(ling student: "Let .t he boy have a, chance to try again ." He sent forth tho lea(lers
of the three great religious bo(lies from Union: Dr. Wayland, Baptist; Dr. Robert
Breckinridge, of Kentucky, Presbyterian; Bishop Alonzo Potter, of Pennsylvania,
Episcopalian, to sa,y nothing of eminent l)reachers and ecclesiastics in the Dutch
Reformed and other leading Protestant sects. Ire laid down his own ln.w of e:x:ecutivo service: "Wo mu.y take all tho comfort Gotl gives us, but we must defencl the
post at which he pfaces us, thongh it should cost us wearisome clays and sleepless
nights." His opinion of tho controYersios and bigotries that disgrace the saicrccl
cause of Christianity is given in full: "If the Christianity of to-day should bring
in a millennium, it would tako two or three more millenniums to make this world fit
to live in." Princeton and Brown bestowed upon him the college honors of D. D.
andLL.D.
Tho roll of trustees of Union College from first to last leaves ont few of tho most
eminent men of the State. No educational man in America has more widely gained
tho admiration and high estimation of its foremost statesmen than Dr. Nott. Many
of the ablest of the public men of Now York ancl other States-Spencer, Root, and,
above all, \Villiam H. Seward, of New York, Bayard of Delaware, Rico of Massachusetts, were not only graduates of Union but largely molded by tho influence of
tho greu.t president. He became ouo of the most powerful advocates of the temperance reformation, though a,lways doubtful of the political policy of State prohibition. Ile was on record, in opposition to his local interest, against slavery in the.
abstract anc.1 the policy of slavery extension .
But in no direction was the influence of Dr. Nott felf;-especfally <luring the e:1rly
years of his administration-more decisively than in tho movement for universal
education in bis adopted State. Coming from Connecticut, where the common
school had existed from the foundation of tho colony, be saw clearly the difficulties
and dangers that heset any movement for the introduction of n. common system of
public instruction. It was significant that the first twenty years of his presidency
fell in tllo years of the earliest experiment at organizing the people's school in r~ew
York-1812 to 1832. Tho first State snpcrintem1ent of education in New York, Gid eon Hawley, was a graduate of Union College, as was also the ablest of his successors, John C. Silencer. From Union College went forth Dr. Wayland, who threw
the powerful influence of Brown niversity on the side of the final movement in
Rhode Island in favor of popular education. Bishop Alonzo Potter, one of the ablest
advocates of state educatio::i in Pennsylvania, was a professor fo Union and son-inlaw to Dr. Nott. Dr. Robert nreckinrit1ge, who saved the common school of Ken-
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tucky, was also one of the graduates of Union. Pre&ident Tappan, the- creator o f
the University of Michigan; President Hager, of the State Normal School at Salem.,
Mass.; William H. McGuffey, eminent as an educator and compiler of commonschool books in Virginia and Ohio; Dr. Griffin, president of Williams College, Massachusetts, and Jeremiah Day, president of Yale College, were also Union·men.
Of the 4,850 students of Union College up to 1854, 885 were clergymen, 1,070 la-w-yers, 265 physicia.11s, 225 teachers and professors, and 95 farmers. Two Presidents of
the United States, Martin Van Buren and Chester A. Arthur, and scores of men in -the
higher public and industrial life were the pupils of this great school. Roger B.
Taney, William L. Marcy, Governor Rice of Massachusetts, John V. L. Pryne~ John
H. Reynolds, Erastus Root, ·wmiam Cassidy, Preston King, Amos Dean, John Van
Buren, N. P. Tallmadge, Peter Gansevoort, T. Romycn Beck of New York, and Albert
Barnes and Theodore Clapp, both clergymen of great public influence in the Middle
and Southern States, were of the number. It is doubtful if any .American college ever
sent forth a larger number of i'nfluential men in public and professional lifo than
Union during the sixty-two years' presidency of Dr. Nott. In Governor William H.
Seward and in John C. Spencer, secretary of state and superintendent of schools.,
he gave to New York the most important agents in the organization of the presen-ti
common school system of the CommonweaHh.
EMMA WILLARD.

While the great work of Dr. Nott was going on at Union College, Schenectady,
another enterprise, fraught with equally decisive results in the State of New York
and the nation, was inaugurated at the new city of Troy_, 20 miles to the east, on the
opposite side of the Hudson from Albany. This was the establishment, in 1820, of the
Troy Female Seminary, under the lead of Mrs. Emma Willard, with the cooperation
of her husband, Dr. John Willard. Although but 5 miles from the capital, Troy was,
in more than one respect, half a century away from its neighboring city of Albany.
The latter was the center of the solid conservatism of the ancient Dutch regime; a.
rural capital city, where the activo encl of society reyolved about tho yearly meeting
of the legislature and the residence of the State officials; a, city that, until the
advent of Dr. Nott and his new Presbyterian Church, had failed oven to provide
sufficiently for the schooling of the children of its superior families, to say nothing
of its neglect, until 1850, of any substantial a,rrangement for the education of the
masses of its people. It would have been impossible for Union College or the school
of Mrs. Willard to have become the characteristic institutions they were if located
at Albany, even as late as 1820. Dr. Nott wisely planted himself on the frontier of
civilization, at chenectady, as a point a out \Vest." Mrs. Willard, after the u ual
discouraging experience with New York legislators of that period, left the little
villacre of Waterford, where for two years she had supported a school, and accepted
the offer of Troy to furnish a $5,000 schoolhouse with a public gift of $4,000 and
private subscrjptions, that in this new city, practically a New England colony
on the Hudson, her great experiment might be tried for the hirrher education of
American girls.
As in the a e of Dr. ott and so many of the educational agitator ancl actors of
this period of ducational transition in 1:rew York, Emma Ilart -,,ya. a T w England
gir], straight out of tho center of Yankeedom.
ho was born nt B rlin, onn., in
1787, the year wh n Manassah Cutler, of onnecticnt an l .Mas achu tt w
manipulating the congre s of tho cou.C deration in l ehalf of the magniiicent
of tb national public lands t the Tew Torthwest, which gayo thi mpir
yon
the 11 ghani s tho first great lift toward its proud levation f puhli
cln ati n.
ho waa the ixt nth of h r
t -cl, y it h t ·laim t th admiration of tho world.
f, th 1., f! v nt n ·hililr n th
oung t being lmir:i, aft rward _ fr.·. Lin c I
Ii lp, ~·b , in lier d y, n<l pla , w, th trn ·oth r half' f tl11 p:iir of
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Connecticut girls. She came of good stock. Her mother, a second wife and the
parent of ten of the seventeen children 1 was one of those devoted, thoughtful, persistent women who seem born to refresh the generations by the gift of great daughters and sons. While yet little children, Emma and an older sister were sent out
every year, at the time of carding and sorting the wool of which the family clothing
was made, to scatter tho remnants for which there was no home use on the bushes
that the birds might gather tl;lem up to build their nests-a, beautiful prophecy of
the big nest for the shelter :::md trnining of American girls built by Emma forty
. years later at Troy. Her father was one of that class of r eligioni sts who, even at
that e_arly d ay, revoltecl with all his heart and soul and strength from the terrible
theology and ironclad bigotry of the ol<l Puritan creed and social order. Being
compelled, as an official act by his position in the church, to prosecute two men who
refused to pay the reg ulation parish tax to support a church in which they did not
belieYe, he did his duty-paid the tax himself, took the men out of j ail, and "freed
his conscience-' 1 by leaving the church, into which he could not be coaxed again until
the day of his death. It was out of such a, combination of deep religious mother faith
and love for all Gocl 1s creatures and the father 1s defiant courage in "forcing the fight"
of dissent that the character of this most womanly of women, most courageous and
capable of educational reformers, was all com1rnct.
Her education until the age 0£·15 was obtained from her pa,rents, with the aid of
the ordinary district school of the day. After 15 she spent two years with Dr.
Miner, where she studied hard to keep ahead of h er examinations, even wrapping
herself in a big overcoat and sitting on a horse block in her father's woodshed to
stmly her lessons whi.lo the home resounded with the ru.cket and roof-splitting fun
of a young people's party within. At the a,go of 17 she was urged to open a school
for young children in her native village. Tho forenoon of the first day was spent
in tho vain attempt to bring her crowd of incorrigible youngsters into any condition of obedience or attention to tho orders of the young schoolmistress. At the
1100n recess she supplied herself with a buncUo of stout rods and spent the whole
afternoon in administering a, sound thrashing to eYery member of tho school. Afterwar<ls that particular school understood that "order is Heaven's :first faw." At the
closo of the term her r eputation as a teacher was established at home and "through
the r egion ' round about."
From this experience she turned again to her own schooling, and spent two years at
Hartford, Conn., in two of the best schools of the town, with tuition at ,:two and sixpence and board at 12 shillings a week." This was the encl of her school life, although
she remained a persistent student until the encl of her life :1t the age of 83. She
returneu to teach the academy at Berlin, from which she was soon invited to attractive positions in three States. She lingerecl at tho old academy at Westfield, Mass.,
a few months on her way to h er final row England work a,t Middlebury, Vt. Here
she established a school for girls which soon made itself felt in such fashion that the
great clons of Middlebury College condescended to attend its examination s and commencements and warmly praised the young schoolmistress, with the qualification
that "it would be altogether irregular for her and her girls to be seen on similar
occa ions at the college." But already this bright y oun g maiden had "taken the
measure" of the college itself, and asked herself the decisive question that nobo<ly
but a wise and brave w oman can answer, \.Vhy can not tho girls of America be
a,dmittted inside the iron gate through which their brothers pass into the enchanted
land of the higher education i
Happily for her and the cause she so magnificently represented for half a century,
she was now turned aside into the '' green pastures and still waters" of a happy
marriage, and for five years, until the age of 30, lived as the wife of Dr. John
Willard, a physician by profession, then a, high official of the State and an enthusiastic political follower of Thomas J eiferson, whose educational ideas li e bad also
accepted. Tho loss of his political office and .fina~cial reverses were tho guiding
hand of Providence to lead the young wife back to her own great vocation as the
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pioneer of a superior educ;1tion for young women, especially of the great -world
beyond the Berkshire Hills. It would be an untold advantage if the "lady principal" of the .American female seminary could always, like Emma "Willard., t,Ome -to
her work with
personal knowledge of the common schools of the people and a
teacher's experience in every grade of elementary and secondary school7 crowned by
a few years of a successful and happy marriage. The launching of thousands of
young .American girls, with only the experience of a few years spent as pupils in an
exclusive female seminary, even ignorant of the common routine of home life 7 doubly
oblivious of the nature and habits of children, not even aware there is such a
science and art as pedagogics, into the most r~sponsible posts of instruction., often
the principalship of a large school for young women, is one of the !east hopeful educational signs of the times. When, in 1814, at tho age of 27, furnished with that
experience of life which to such a woman includes the best in the highest schooling.,
Emma Willard stepped forward in the reestablishment of her model school at J\.fiddlebury, Vt., she knew just what she wanted to do. With tho hearty cooperation. of
her husband, who managed the practical details of the enterprise, she succeeded in
bringing 70 girls about her, and up in tho highlands of Vermont began to dra.-w -to
herself the daughters of the most influential people of the neighboring State of New
York.
She early recognized the absolute importance, in every enterprise of education.,
of keeping herself and her cause before tho people. She had no respect for the
absurd attitude of exclusiveness and overstrained public reserve by which a class
of schools for .American girls seeks the patronage of the peculiar type of families
whose ambition seems to be to f;)ducate their daughters "under glass." Emma Willard was a woman of the people, not in tho vulgar sense of being an educational demagogue, appealing to the false pride and chea1) ambition of tho great crowd whose desire
is to clutch the prize of high position and eminent success without the labor by
which no real place in American society can be secured and retained. But she
stepped forth at once as a superior woman, sure of her own position, knowing what
sho would do, claiming by her right as the representative of thousands of young
.American women to demand the approval ancl cooperation of the most influential
men and women of the time. While yet at Middlebury she began that habit of correspondence with the most distinguished public men of the time which was so large
an element in her future success . She wrote to President Monroe, Chancellor Kent,
and other less celebrated but influential gentlemen in New York, unfolding her
plans through her letters and a prospectus of a college for g irls, carefully prepared
by herself, and such as had not until that time been addressed to the educational
public of tho nation.
It may be rem:1rked that this was seven years before the city of Boston hacl attempted
to es tablish its free high school for girls, which after a brief existence was aboli hed
aml waited a generation for its resurrection. Thero wero already a fow schools for
girls in New England, and fewer still in tho Middle and Southern States, wher t he
claims of a thorough and extended system of education w re acknowledged. B ut
these were gener:illy of an exclusive type, accessible chiefly to the daughters of t ho
eq.ucate<l and well-to-do families oftllo leading cities. Mary Lyon had not yet " one
forth in ~fa achusetts on her great work of making the secondary eclncation so cbe:ip
tlmt the girla of the poorer class of farmers an<l mechanics could "work th ir w:iy ·
up to an educational outfit for good service in the school ancl church. ~fr . ,vm
·
yo was upon tho , hole country. , he realized that -cw Englancl could safely
l eft to ma.ke its own way to the le t result, wbilo tl10 great new worltl op u ·n
b y n<l th Huc1 on a.ud th
Id • tat o.-t ndin" down the _\.tlantic oa t w
mo.-t iuvitin" fiel<l in whi ·ht plant au in tifotion of national :proportion . .
, h fir ·t ma 1 n. lodgmcn in ,Yat rforu, a suburban villn •r of lbany an!l Tr Y·
im·it cl hy n. '•w famili who· dau"hters hacl att n led lier Y rmont s 11001.
nttr ct cl tli attentinn of oY rnor
,Yitt linton. th for mo P
·tatc governm nt of .. - •w Y rk, th o
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intelligent friend of education in all its relations to a superior Commonwealth. By
his approval, through his messages to the legislature and the assistance of a group
of the foremost men then gatherecl about tho ca.pita], she obtained a charter for her
school in w·aterford, under the patrona,ge, such as it was, of the board of regents,
with the expectation of being admitted to the distribution of tho small annual
income of the literary fund. Her application for an a1)propriation and endowment
by the State, similar to that by which Union College had been lifted from tho obscurity of a, small village academy to a position among tho great colleges of tho country,
after two years of ~.lternato hope and disappointment, fell to the grouml, although
backed by the· great infl.uonco of the governor and other powerful friends.
Already the persistent opposition of the denominational academy and college,
·which has always been one of the serious drawbacks of popular education in the
States beyond the Hudson, was felt in the influence that defeated the movement
which would have made the Mary Willard Seminary tho Vassar College of New York
half a century before its establishment at Poughkeepsie. Convinced that she had
mistaken the source of patronage and material aid in dealing with tho- legislature,
and with o, decided sense of disillusion in her enthusiastic and reverent estimate of
the "fathers of tho State/' sho turned in 1820 to tho offer of the young and progrcssi rn city of Troy, then and for many years aft,er ono of tho most energetic and intelligent of the new American towns. The city corporation raised $4,000 by tax.
Another fund was raised by subscription. A brick building 60 by 4.0 feet, three
stories above the basement, was erected in the vei:y heart of tho town. Tho building
was rented to Dr. \Villard by tho city government, and in 1821 tho beginning was
ma.uc of the most celebra.ted school for girls that had "been hitherto known in the
New World, and a.ccording to eminent authorities no school of equal influence was
then known in Europe .
Her model school was now a fact, housed in a spacious building in the heart of a
progressive and friendly community, in the best possible situation to cover the
entiro space of the old .Atlantic and new Western school public. But this was only
the materfal beginning of'tho new education that was to bo the living soul of the
ins ti tu tion. She showed her wisdom by discarding tho name '< college," under which
so many inferior schools were already masquerading before a credulous public, and
then and always was the "principal of the Troy Femalo Seminary." Her leading
teachers wcro largely from the class of young women she had already educated, and
her younger sister, now a young widow and au accomplished woman, for nine yea.rs
was her alter ego in the practical work of the seminary. She decided at once that
while the general education in a way more exhaustive and thorough than had hitherto been known was an important need of American girls as au outfit for home
and social life, this could never be achieved until a superior race of women teachers
was educated to take the pla.ces of tho class of broken·<lowu females, second-rate
"masters," anc.l inferior instructors who were established as the principals and managers of the rogula.tion "female college." Iler seminary at once became the great
normal school for the training of young women for tho office of teaching their own
sex; tho first great school that began and continued through its long and splemlid
career with this intention at its heart.
To accomplish this it was necessary that a system of student aid should be inaugurated, whereby a, large class of superior young women, unable to incur the expense
of $500 a year, could enjoy the opportunities of the institution. This she took iu
hand as her o-wn vocation, a,nd by a system of loans to h er pupils, not half of whi h
eoulJ. e,er be repaid, she expended $75,000 during the years of her _principalship, one
of the most reliable contributions to the education of woman that had been mado at
this period of American .history.
Then came np the great necessity of the impro,ement of text-books suitable for
the education of young women. She at onco determined on a class of manuals higher
than those used in the ordinary public schools, to make science, philosophy, and the
structure and literature cf the la.nguage a prominent feature in tho curriculum. Thia
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necessitated the making 0f suitable books of instruction. Her attention was first
called to the study of geography, which had been only recently admitted -into the
course of study in any class of schools. Beginning with the fundamental proposition, "However well it may be for a rman to have a good knowledge of geogr:1phy7
yet it is better for him to have a sound judgment ancl a well-established intellect/'
she called to her aid Mr. ·wmiam C. Vfoodbridge, of Connecticut, the foremost pructical American geographer of his day, and in 1821 published the first American
geography that proposed the instruction. of that science by appeal to the eye through
ma,ps and charts and the 2icc11mulation of material in portable shape to be carried in
tho memory. In this c:1reor1 as the author of a series of schoolbooks, with several
volumes of history and science, including the famous Temple of Fame, a valuable
chart of universal history, she persisted. during her life. Her text-books at the time
were a great step in advance, had a circulation of 11 0001 000 copies, and were only
superseded by others made in the light of past experience in the expanding movo"'"
men ts of instruction. She was also a prolific author of articles and public addresses,
often of great value, especially to the home and social life of American society. Her
habit of correspondence with distinguished people in all departments of activity was
continued till her death. She wrote a model hand1 and was in the best sense a woma.n
of the world-beautiful, accomplished, high principled, and tactful; but with all
her womanly and social attainments concentrated on one SUJ)reme interest-the elevation of American young womanhood by tho lever of an improved system of education
of n genuine American type.
Another and most important step was taken in her refusal to organize her school
on the regulation denominational religious platform. Her father's experience had
long since made of tho daughter at once a most devout and loyal member of a Christian church, a thorough hater of bigotry, and a dissenter from the ordinary ideas of
denominational partisanship. Her letter to Rev. Dr. Beaman, then the head of the
Albany P:r;otostant pulpit, declining his offer to assume the office of religious instructor
and pastoral guide to her seminary1 and outlining her own ideal of religious instruction in a girl's collt1ge1 is still excellent reading, and at tb.at day must have exerted
a great influence in high educational quarters. Her plan was to leave her girls free
to attend tho church of their own choice and derive from their pastors such spiritual
aid and comfort as might be desired. But she assumed the responsibility of giving
a" course of instruction in the fundamentals of natural and revealed religion, being
careful to stop at the point where the different Christian sects divide." In a letter to
Catherine E. Beecher, of Hartford, Conn., in 1829, she outlined her idea on the rising
question of tho generation, "woman's rights," but conservative in thought, she wa.a
ever mindful of the fact that her own seminary was a nursery of the great idea of
the progress of American womanhood toward the goal of equal influence in American life, which is now the note of the higher society of the Republic.
It is not remarkable that a school organized on this principle at once assumed a
leadership in American education. Her pupils were largely drawn from the most
influential families of the whole country and from the remarkable class of able a.n.d
accomplished girls who sought their outfit for a career of usefulness. '!'he pecuniary
outcome of the institution and tho liberality of her patrons 11laced her above the
necessity of that demoralizing yearly hont for pupils that so degrades, especially a
seminary for girls. In 1825 her husband died, and, with tho help of her yonn"'er
sist r, already a distingnisbed teacher and author of text-books and afterwards the
principal of excellent schools in. Pennsylvania and l\.Iaryland, sho assumed the entire
control of the cuterpriso with eminent succe s, until she delh-crecl it into tho l.tan
of her son and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. John Willard, in 1 3 , at tho end ofa car crof
unexampled pro perity. After the unhappy experience of an unfortunate marriag
fr m whith she di entangl d her elf with tho resolution and common sense con pi
n in all Ii r nuucrtakin"' , she c ta.blishe<l herself as n, re itl nt in tho cl.tool gronn fb rb·l Y els minar·a.tTr yn.ncl,.,.n.Yoh r cJfton.lifoofb nefic nta hity.
h
was gr • tl · intcre t din the st blishment of n. school for girl in ir c
h
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active in the usual charitable and missionary enterprises of the day. On several
visits to Europe she made the acquaintance of many eminent people, and was heartily
appreciated in the highest educational circles, being the especial friend of Maria.
Edgeworth and the Marquis de Lafayette.
But she did not leave this world until she had crowned her long and admirable
success by several years of valuable labor in the cause of common school education.
The closing years of her seminary life, from 1820 to 1854, covered the central period
in the development of the people's common school, which is the subject of tliis portion
of our essay. Under circumstances so painful that many anoblo-hearted woman would
have fallen into despair, she found in Dr. Henry Barnard a friend and comforter. At 50
years of age she returned to her native town, and for a year, under the instruction
and oversight of this great apostle of the new education, the superintendent of public
schools in Connecticut, labored as a model superintendent of common schools in Kensington, a district of Berlin, with such eminent success that these four country schools
became a model for tho State, and nothing but the popular reaction that threw Dr.
Barnard out of bis position and the State back for a brief time upon tho failure of
the pas t generation prevented her from leading in the establishment of the first
normal school of the State. Returning to Troy, she became at onco interested in the
important movement in public instruction in the State by which the system of county
superintendents had taken tho place of the inefficient manageme1lt of the boards of
township commissioners complicated with district trusteeship. Sho began a series
of oxtenc1ed journeys through the rural districts of tho State, in which she ,isitod
severnl of the more important counties, adc1ressed great bodies of teachers and people, attended large educational conventions, and in all ways illustrated what may be
dono at a critical period of the school life of a community by a ministry of education
which includes all the elements of a Christian civilization in its comprehensive scope.
Iler la t years were signalized by a patriotic and most Christian effort to stay the
rising tide of civil war in 1860. Relying greatly on her personal influence, not realizing fully that the country had come to tho parting of the ways, where the final destiny of the people, in the language of Abraham Lincoln, was to be "all free or all
slave/' she went to Washington with a memorial signed by 4,000 American women
in ber hands, which was presented to the Senate by the distinguished Senator Crit.
tenden, of Kentucky, and by Governor Graham, of North Carolina, to the House of
Representatives. But while this patriotic plea for peace and brotherhood failed
of effect and was subjected to the natural misapprehension of some of the most distinguished statesmen of both sections, it was in itself an indirect testimony to the
peril of the neglect of universal education through vast regions of the country,
which it has been our duty to recorc1 as a part of the educational history of the colonial and early national period. Had the wise and earnest warnings of all tho great
fathers of the Republic-vVashington, Jefferson, Franklin, Adams, Marshall, and
Cutler-been followed by the early establishment of an efficient system of education,
reaching from tho country district school to the State university, and had the higher
education of the old thirteen States been developed on the broad and practical lines
of advance of which Union College was the most successful ex:periment, this dire
calamity of the greatest civil war of modern times would have been averted and the
national curse of negro slavery woult1 have been abolii;hed through the peaceful
methods of public life; to tho satisfaction of all reasonable people in all portions of
the Union.
But, repelled in lier effort for the arrest of hostilitie., Mrs. Willard fell at once into
her own place as a most intense and patriotic supporter o·f the Union cause, as far as
her advanced age and afflictions would permit. She died in 1870, at the age of 83,
her lifo having been consecrated for sixty-six years, from the age of 17, to the grand
ministry of education. It is doubtful ,vhether any woman in American life has lived
out her career in a way more womanly, with such profit to so many young women,
with such an amplitude of influence ranging through a,ll departments of society.
Her pupils had beel'. nuw.;>~~ld by the thousand. Her text-books had been used by
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multitudes of the most influential teachers in the country. Her labors for comm.on
schools were appreciated not only in two States but known all over the land. Her
seminary became the model for many schools, and her teachers carried her plans and
the spirit of her instruction to every State in the Union.
Emma ·w-mard doubtless had her limitations and weaknesses, like all who live on
the high plane of human estimation. But when we met her for the first time, in 1860,
still as enthusiastic as a young schoolmistress, in attendance on the annual examination of the Troy Female Seminary, we felt that it would be many a year before the
country "would look upon her like again·." .A.t the death of her son and his wife
the school was suspended. But its site has been adorned by a memorial statue and
building in the city she served so faithfully, erected by the children and descendants
of the mothers who sat under her powerful and inspiring admini:;tration of t,he education that educates, in the noble foundation that has just been laid for the Emma
"\Villard College on the site of the famous Troy Seminary.
Meanwhile, as the period of the great national re.viva! of the common school
approached its inauguration in 1830-1840, the half-conscious premonition of the people
for great impending events, always evident to tho careful observer of American life,
was more than evident in New York. Tho settlement _o f western New York, prac. tically the first "Great West" to the people of New England, was being rapidly stimulated by the coming of steam navigation and the building of the Erie Canal. It
was a prophetic instinct of his future that sent young William H. Seward from his
home in Florida, Orange County, on tho Hudson, first to Union College and afterwards to Auburn, then a new village on the extreme frontier, as his place of abode.
The new population of the State west of Schenectady was largely of New England
origin, who brought to their bc::rntiful new homes the peculiar habit of "spreading
themselves" and" stirring up things''-chief among all things the opportunity for
the education of tho whole people. We have seen that a memorial from the new city
of Rochester had already made a stir in the legislature. The educational journal of
Francis Dwight, printed first in ono of the western towns of the State, had awakened
an interest. Tho great influence of James Wadsworth in the establishment of district school libraries and generally i~ tho advocacy of popular schools was a powerful n.ddition to tho movement. The interesting experiment of the "public school
society" in the chief city of New York had demonstrated two thfogs: (1) That the
people of that metropolis would demand a system of popular education free from
ecclesiastical direction; (2) That it was becoming apparent that no private organization, however respectable and above suspicion of sinister motive, could continue to handle the educational affairs of a great city. Tho association met its deathblow in the great debate on "Religion in the common schools," precipitated by
Archbishop Hughes in the interest of subsidizing tho parochial schools of his church.
The outcome of this able discussion was that, while the -vast majority of tho 1Joople
indorsed tho conclusions of the opponents of this scheme, their own argument would
upset any prfrate organization in its attempt to make the State tributary to i
plan of the education of tho masses. The way was thus paved for the dissolution of
the public school society and its absorption into the common school board of tbo
city. In the -vote in 1851 on tho acceptance of a free-school system b y tho tate, tho
favorable majorities in the citi s of Tow York and Albany were the mo t dcci h-e in
the ommonwcalth; indeed, with a fow smaller citie3, constituted the entire majority.
The endeavor to subsidize the academics for the training of teachers for the common chools, although a d.isa_ppointment to the friends of public edn atfon, kcp
aliYo the com·iction tha.t the teachinO' force of tho, tatc mu t bo impro,cd and tu.
only the people in tlleir primary function of founder, npport r, and superri or of
1mblic education was omp t nt for it ncccss.
In 1
conld lJo o u a group of important schools th::i.t w re makin"' the capi
i • lbany the mo:t important enter of clucatiou for a. generation to om ·
rnon..,. th aclmir, h1 • pnl,lic m n who.
ar er 1 ak it a. y t hcli , all thn
l, afi,rm
of tho iutl 1euc f tho orin·inal mi ation .f.rom Holland iu th JU
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of the Empire State was Stephen Van Rensselaer, of the great family whose posses,
sions included a good part of the tbree counties of Albany, Rensselaer, and Columbia.
Born in affluence a.nd connected by marriage with the most conserYative, social, and
political class in tho Commonwealth, he was in fact ono of the most liberal an(l farseeing of the statesmen of his day. He was a member of the legislature :1nd Congress; lieutenant-governor and candidate for governor of the State; one of the
original commissioners of the Erie Canal, ::mcl rm associate with De Witt Clinton in
that important enterprise. He was the foremost and most important member of tho
State Agricultural Society and the promoter of tho first geological survey of the
eastern portion of the State. At the opening of the Erie Canal he sent an eminent
popular lecturer on a tour of its entire extent to wake up an interest in natural
science by free addresses, illustrated with apparatus and instructions for the collection of cabinets. In 1826 he projected the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy,
with the hope of support from the legislature. Defeated iu this, like Mrs. "\Villard,
he supported thill important school of the high industrial scientific type largely at
his own expense for fourteen years.
·
This concentration of schools of the secondary and higher education around the
capital city, Union College, tho Rensselaer School of Technology, and Mrs. ·wmard's
seminary at Troy, with the Albany malo and female academies, was making Albany
tho most important educational center of the State. The growing interest in. historical literature shown by tho increasing importance of tho State library, un<.ler
tho directorship of Dr. Homes, one of the most valuable collections for tho uso of a
public man in the country, tho establishment of the medical and law departments of
tho projecte(1 State university, the foundation of the geological and other scientific
surveys of tho Stato illustrated by the fino ollcctions in Geological Ilall, the annual
gathering in the city of tho most accomplished and iniluential uocly of people around
the legislature, tho appearance on tho field of politics of a younger generation of
public men, Thurlow Weed, and tho famous group that followed tho fortunes of
William H. Seward, reinforced fater by Horn.co Greeley and Henry J. Raymond,
representing tho rising power of the new metropolitan journalism, itself almost a
department of the common school, the rise of tho corresponding agency, the popular lecture that culminatecl in the period of the great civil war, the appearance in
Albany of a remarkable group of young artists, Page, tho Harts, Palmer, Boughton,
Thompson, and others, tho great influence of the largo body of capable political
speakers in which Now York then surpassed all States aud sections of the Unionall these developments -of a broa,d culture wore prophetic of a revival of the people's
common school as the corner stone on .which the fabric of the seconcln.ry, higher, and
all true education must rely for its permanent foundation.
Tho board of regents still hell!. on at the capital city a respectable, almost ·venerable, testimonial in behalf of what should bo attempted by the Commonwealth.
And, finally, the great uprising in tho East in favor ofpopula-r c<lucation, responded
to by the corresponding revival in the now Northwest, was calling as with a
thousand voices to the Empire State to add to all its previous honors tho crowning
distinction of the leadership of the American people in a new organization and
administration of the American common school.
NEW JER EY .
.A. popular historian of New Jersey prefaces the first chapter of his elaborate
account of the schools of tho State by tho ilatterjng annonnccment: "From the
first, New Jersey was in advance of every American State in education." The
record of the educational achievement of this colony pre,ious to the Revolutionary
epoch already mado in a previous essay will explain tho significance of this remark
and illustrate the patriotic intention of tho average local American historian to magnify his own beloved Commonwealth at the expense of its neighbors. In one
respect it may possibly be said that New Jersey, from the first, ,ms in advance of
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all other of the American States. This was in the persistence with which the ecclesiastical idea of the sectarian parochial schools was kept before the people by the
leading clergy and the churches of every religious body for more than two hundred
years.
The history of education in New Jersey, among the older coloniesJ in one respect
is a,lmost an anticipation of the record of the State of Indiana in the new Northwest.
In both these important States the American common school fought its way up to
its complete establishment against the intense and persistent opposition of a hostile
party composed of the most influential classes of ·the Commonwealth. In Indiana.
the conflict was greatly complicated for a term of years by the efforts to establish
negro slavery as a permanent institution, .although the jealousy of the Southern.
religious leaders was an important feature in the contest. But in New Jersey there
was a long delay of two hundred and fifty years in securing the possession of a
system of free common schools for the masses of the people, which brings us down
to the year 1871.
,Ve have already seen how at once on the settlement of the colony'in 1638 the
Dutch, Swedish, and afterwards the Quaker settlers established, in connection with
each of the churches, a school of the sect, though in many of the communities the
people relied on the clergy for the secular schooling of their children. We have
also seen how absolutely inefficient was this method of overcoming the illiteracy
which, in the early period of colonization, was the most dangerous foe of civilization, ·
and how abortive were the efforts of the people, up to the era of the Revolution, to
obtain a good working system of instruction outside the limits of sectarian domi- ·
nation. We have also borne testimony to the praiseworthy efforts of the Presbyterian people in the establishment of the College of New Jersey and the building up
of several important academic schools, as well as the extended influence through the
Southern colonies of eminent educators sent from Princeton to the headquarters of
the Southern higher education. The statement that the appropriation of an island ·
opposite the present city of Burlington, N. J., for educational purposes in 1683 was
the first school fund in America, is disposed of by the fact that in every American
colony from the first similar appropriations for local purposes were constantly b eing
nrnde. The permissive faw passed by the colonial legislature in 1693 has also been
shown to have been practically of no avail. The same influence that persisted until
1838 against the founding of a public school system and, even until 1850, left the
common school in a state that exposed it to the contempt of its friends, could be
trusted to nullify the success of any permissive scheme of public schooling. Indeed,
until 1838 the entire school legislation of tho State was retarded by the provision
which required that the State moneys distributed to the towns should be expended
only for the elementary schooling of children of paupers and the poorer class of the
people.
The first constitution of the State, established in 1787, when the new Commonwealth had a population of 18-1,000, made no mention of education. The fir t step to
establish a permanent Sfate school fund was made in 1816, when the sum of $15,000 was
appropriated for that purpose. In 1817 this was rai. eel to $114,000. In 1820 "the
first general act to authorize towns to raise money for the support of school "w
pa sed in the form of a statute that remained in force till 183 , to tax the public to
educate the children of paupers and poor people.
Iu 1824 the legisla.ture provided that one-tenth of a,Jl tato taxe should go to th
increa e of the school fund. In 1 28 the people of tho town were autboriz d 0
rais money in town meeting for the building of schoolhouses . In the sam Y
1 2 , the friends of au fficient school sy tern seem to hav made th ir fir't important demon trntion . A committee of ducation appointed a '' central commit
t work in nil ction with local mmittees to cauY, the ta.to and colle t ta i ti s of g n ral 1111 ational import. The result wa. another c1 mon tration if ·u h
". r n l 1 f th inabilit · of an;\· ·. t m f par chial 11001
ith r to furni
th m an of du ·ution rt p r uad the p opl to a a.ii th m h', of what •
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the ground. It was found that more than one-third the children of the State were
in no school. Some of the counties in their reports showec1 an advanced spirit.
Essex advised the establishment of a State normal school.
The same result of the sectarian system had been reached in New York and
Pennsylvania. After a two hunc1rec1 years' experiment in the city of New York it
was found in 1805 that a large proportion of the chilllren of the city were not in the
denominational schools, am1 the famous Pnblic School Society was established by
nn association of the most distinguisl10d men of the city to meet this crying neecl.
This association, the most important and unselfish of all the private comuinations to
support public education ever formed in our country, went to its destruction on the
same reE:>f of c1enominational jealousy. The same contention of sects delayed the
coming of the common school in the great and wealthy State of Pennsylvania until
a perioc.1 later than the educational revival in New England in 1830-1840.
The fact, always ignored or contradicted in tbe plan of the aclYocates of this
method of supporting universal education in this Republic, is that, like many other
things passably good in their day and generation, this is a method that can only be
usecl effectively under the union of state and church. All its proposed modifications
in our country lead the community to the o1d notion that the State shall take cognizance of the different religious sects am1 either stand behind one exclusively, as in
the meclireval days, or, as in Great Britain at the l)resent time, divide its bounty
among a large number, or, as now proposed here, extend a subsidizing charity to all.
But --when "the people of the United States" in the organization of their General
Government distinctly ignored am1 rejecte<l all connection witb ecclesiastical affairs,
anc1 when the people of almost every State placed a similar clause in their constitution, the deathblow was given to this ·ystem of pub1ic ct1ucation. AU attempts to
introduce it during the past one hundred year· by inuirection, as in Connecticut and
New Jersey, and in local and city s,rstoms of schools, bave been in open defiance of
the fundamental American idea that 110 distinctions of reUgious creed or polity shall
be recognized by tho State or nation. H was not remarkaule that a body of colonists,
traiued in the imitation of tho ideas of the Europe of three centuries ago, should use
all the machinery of tlleir powerful church systems to influence State and city governments to evade or override the express will of the people; but although tho contest may be prolonged, as it was till 1838 in New Jersey, the final result will always
be tho same. In this State, once relieved from this system, tho people took the field,
and since the civil war haYe placed New Jersey among the foremost of all States in
the most ample provisions for the schooling of the masses, while her colleges, academies, professional and scientific schools, rank high in the general record of tho whole
country.
The startling re,clations of the" central committee" of 1828 resultec.1 in the inauguration of what has been styled "the first comprehensive and 11rnctical school legislation" in the State. Tho school law of 1829 contained some important provisions,
though still clinging to the mischievous idea that free education is only to be offered
as a public charity to pauperism and poverty. It included: (1) A provision for an
annual State appropriation of $20,000, to be divided among the towns in proportion
to their tax valuation; (2) a body of town school commissioners, empowered to district the town for such purp.ose, examine teachers, inspect the schools, and report
annually on their quality; (3) an election of school trustees in each distJ;'ict, who
were authorized to provide schoolhous_cs and take the full control of schools; (4) the
school ago was fixed at 4 to 16, as a gnide in the local distribution of State school
fonds.
But as in all similar contentions between the mass of the people and tho po"erful
organized party of its opponents, the inevitable results came. In 1831 the ecclesiastical forces captured the legislature and swept from the statute book every provision for a practical common school system. By this law the, 'tate funds were to
be raid not to the trustees of school districts, bnt directly to all sorts of schools in
session in the tow11, includin g, of course, priYate and church institutions. The
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school district lines were abolished, and teachers w~re no longer required to su bJTI
to examination by any public board.
Here was pr~posed the most complete surrender of a State government to t
· demands of the ecclesiastical power on record by any American Commonwealth sin e
the inauguration of the National Government. And it is important to note the Ia<!
that this demand was not confined to one .church, but represented practically a co.D'.J
bination of all church organizations. In fact, the Catholic Church in our conn tr:
has suffered the unjust imputation of being the sole opponent of the American com
mon school. Until a period not forty years ago the same attitude toward the sys-ten
of public instruction was taken by a powerful section of tho clergy .and leadin~
laity of every influential church. It is noticeable how, through the free and seem·
ingly helpless effort of the masses of the American people du:ring a period of almo t
three centuries, our favored land has been fully delivered from this system. Thi
fact should be a significant warning to all-that, whatever temporary success may
a.ttcn<.1 such efforts as these, the movement will go the way of all _previous efforts of
similar character, and the end will come more spee{Uly with every advancing decade
of the educational life of the nation.
A seven years' endurance of this law seems to have been the final test of the
patience of the people of New Jersey. On July 16, 1838, the most notable con,en- tion of the common school public ever held in the State assembled at Trenton.
Chief Justice Hornblower presided1 and Bishop Doane, of the Protestant Episcopal
Church, presented an address to the people that remains one of the most emphatic
ai1d convincing arguments heard during the first section of the present century.
'\-Ve
ask no apology for presenting this memorable document in full.
THE

STATE

AND EDUCATION.

[An address to tho people of New Jersey in 1838. 1 ]

"FELLOW-CITIZENS: We were appointed by the convention of your own delegates
to address you on the subject of common schools. ,vo approach you with solicitude,
as deeply senBible of the great importance of the interest intrusted to 11;<1, yet, -as
freemen speaking to freemen, with prevailing confidence.
"The points which we propose for your attention, and, if we might, would press
into every heart, are few, simple, and practical; the necessary consequences, it
seems to us, from principles which all admit. We say that knowledge is the universal right of man, and we need bring no clearer demonstration than that intellectual nature, capable of it, thirsting for iti expanding and aspiring with it, which i
God's own argument in every living soul; we say that the assertion for himself oi
this inherent right, to the full measure of his abihties and o-pportnnities, is the uni-versal duty of man, and that whoever fails of it thwarts the design of hi Creator.
and, iu proportion as he neglects the gift of God, dwarfs and enslaves and brutifi '
the high capacity for truth and liberty which he inherits. And all experience au
every page of history confirm tho assertion, in the close kfodrcd which has e,erywboro been proved of ignorance and vice with wretchedness and slavery. .Ancl
say, further, that the security of this inherent riglit to every individua..l, and j ·
extension, in the fullest measure, to the greatest number, is the nniversa.l inter
man; so that they who deny or abridge it to their fellows, or who encoura!!e, r
froru w nt of proper in.fluence, permit them to neglect it, are undermining the fi u ·
<lations of government, weakening the hold of society, aml preparing the way fi r
tba.t uu ettlm an<l di solving of all human institutions which run t r ul ·
aua.r •by and ruin and in which they who ba,e tho gl' at t take mu b
great st sufferer . A le on J ar1y taught by that divin philos pb · 1n
I
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Maker of mankind becomes their teacher, re-veals the worl<l. as but one neigborhood
and men as brethren of one family, and writes upon all social institutions these
golden truths, the fundamentals and essentials of the true political economy, which
neither individuals nor nations have ever. disregarded with impu;nity: '.All things
whatsoever ye would that men should do to you do ye even so to them,' 'None of
us liveth to himself/ 'Whether one member suffer all the members suffer with it,
or one member be honored, all the members rejoice with it;' 'Bear ye one :mother's
burdens, and so-fulfill the law of Christ.'
"If the truth of these positions be established their application is self-evident,
and there n-ever was a nation since the world was made in - which their obligation
was so clear or its application so important. In the theory of our Constitution the
people are tho g-overnors. ~ practice they ought to be. And is ignorance t,he qualification for good governmentf Would you select a man to make your laws who can
not read, or one who can not write to execute them 1 Yet tho authority which
they exercise and the abuses of which they are capable arc nothing in comparison
with theirs from whom all power procectl.s, and without whose permission no wrong
can be done. Fellow-citizens, we are republicans. Our colmtry is our Commonwealth. We have all an equal share in her.- Her laws are alike for the protection
of all. Her institutions are alike for the advantage of all. Her blessings arc our
common privilege. Her glory is ouT common pride. But common privileges imJ?ose
a common responsibility, and eq_ual rights can never be disjoined from equal duties.
The Constitution, which under God secures our liberties, is in the keeping of us all.
It is a sacrec1 trust which no man can delegate. He bolds it for himself not only,
but for his chilclren, for posterity, and for the worl<l, anc1 he who can not read it,
who floes not understand its provisions, -who could not on a just occasion assert its
principles, no more sustains the character of an American citizen than the man who
would not seal it with his blood.
"It is in vain to say that e<lucation is a private matter and that it is the duty of
every parent to provido for the instruction of bis own children. In theory it fo so.
But there aro some who can not and there are more who will not make provision.
And the question, then, is, Shall the State suffer from individual inability or from in<lividual neglectf When the child who has not been i.rained up in the way in which
he ought to go commits a crime against the State, the Jaw, with ironhand, comes in
between the parent and his offspring- and takes charge of the offender. And sha.11
there be pro-vision to punish only and none to prevent f Shall the only offices in
which the State is known be those of jailer and of executioned Shall she content
herself with the stern at-tribute of justice and discard the gentle!' ministries of
mercy1 It was said of Draco's laws that they were writ with blood. Is it less ·true
of any State which makes provision for the whipping post, the penitentiary, the
scaffold, and leaves the· education of her children to individual effort Ol' precarious
charity1 It was well said by the distinguished head of our judlciacy,1 even more
distinguished as the president of the late convention for common schools, 'Tho State
has an interest in every child within her limits.' May not still more than th.is with
eq_ual truth bo said-the welfare, nay, the being, of the State is bound np hi the
character of every child t Think of the blessings which Washington, and Franklin,
and Fulton, and Marshall have brought down upon our land. Think of the scorn
and execration which the name of Arnold brings with it, tho single name in our
whole history at which tho nation needs to blush.
"If the positions be maintained that the education of the people fa indisper1sable
to the preservation of free institutions, and that it is therefore the duty of every free
State to provide for the education of her children, we are prepared, fellow-citizens,
for the inquiry, How far has provision beenmafle for the discharge of this duty in the
State with which we are most intimately connected-tho State of New Jerseyi That
ihe duty of making some provision for this end has long been recognized, the twenty1

Chief Justice Hornblower, by his deportment as the presiding officer of the convention, added
dignity to his office and to himse1£:.
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one years which have elapsed since the passage of the first act (to create a fund for
the support of free schools' sufficiently attest. That what has been clone is insufficient, yon have yourselves borne wHness iu the general impulse which, in December
and January last, originated so many of those primary assemblies-in our Republic
the true sources of power and influence-for tho consideration of this subject; and
in that large 1 intelligent, and most respectable convention, composed of delegates
chosen by yourselves to express your own views on the provisions for the public
instruction, by which it was resolved with singular unanimity that 'the general laws
of this State on the subject of common schools a,re cssentblly defective and ought to
be repealed.' Into the question, (Wha,t shall be substituted for the present law'?' the
convention did not enter. It was for them to declare the wishes of the people for a
more effective system of instruction. The plan and its provisions they loft with
perfect confidence to the wisdom of the legislature. The course wbich the convention pursued is even more becoming for us-the rather as the matter is at this very
moment in the course of legislative action. Aud after all, fellow-citizens, the question what the law is, is by no means so important as the question, What is public
sentimcntf If the people are but right the legislature never will be greatly wrong;
or if they should, tbe remedy is easy and the cure infallible.
(' Omitting all considerations, then, of what has been or of what may be legislative
enactments on the subject, we address yon as the sovereign people, and we say that
it is your duty and your highest interest to provide and to maintain, within the reach
of every child, the means of such an education as will qualify him to discharge the
duties of a citizen of the Republic, and will enable him, by subsequent exertion, in
the free exercise of the unconquerable will, to attain the highest eminence in knowledge and in power which God may place within his reacb. We utterly repudiate as
unworthy, not of freemen only, but of men, the narrow notion that there is to be an
education for the poor as such. Has God provided for the poor a coarser earth, a
thinner air, a paler skyf Does not the glorious sun 11our down his golden flood as
cheerily upon the poor man's hovel as upon tho rich man's paface f Have not the
cotter's children as keen a sense of all the freshness, verdure, fragrance, melody, and
beauty ofluxuriant nature as the pale sons ofkingsf Oris it on the mind that God
bas stamped the imprint of a baser birtb, so that the poor man's child knows with an
inborn certainty that his lot is to crawl, not climbf It is not so. God has not done
it. Man can not do it. Mind is immortal. Mind is imperial. It bears no mark of
high or low, of rich or poor. It needs no bound of time or place, of rank or circumstance. It asks lmt freedom. It requires but light. It is heaven born, and it aspires
to heaYen. ·weakness doos not enfeeble it. Poverty can not repress it. Difficulties
do but stimulate its vigor. And the poor tallow chandler's son that sits up all the
night to road the book which an apprentice lends him, lest the master's eye should
miss it in tbo morning, sball stand and treat with kings, shall add new province to
the tlomain of science, shall bind the lightning with a hempen cord and bring it
harmless from tho skies. 1 The common schooi is common, not as inferior, not as the
school for poor men's children, but as the light :1nd air are common. It ought t o be
the best school because it is tho first school; aucl in all good works the beginning i
one-half. Who <l.oes not know the value ton. commuuity of n. plentiful st1pply of t he
pure lement of water
And infinitely more than this is tho instruction of the common school; for it is the fountain at which tho mind drinks ancl i refre hed :iu d
strengtbenecl for its career of n fulne and glory.
"F llow-citizens, it is tbo wise ordinance of Goel that man ball work for wl.J
ho Yalu s. In all the dealino- of your ordinary lifo yon act upou tho prin cip
Y u plow ·our fi •lcJ . You nrg your spindles. Yon J)ly your fi h ri · . You t 0
Your hops. \"\ ith w at f brow or sweat of brain a h pr i 11 thin tlt at '
po.
. cs mu ·th rr , iu d and kept. At no less price an liberty and it
blc
njoy d. 'That whi ·h mak a. go cl
n.·titntion ." id wi:c an'1 pr l•'ra nklin ' Li~ .
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dent "\Vil1iam Penn,1 'must also keep it, men of wisdom and virtue; qualities which,
because they descend not with inheritance, must bo carefully propagated by a virtuous education of youth.' Ask not, then, when we enjoin on you the duty of pr<;»viding for the public instruction, where the cost shall come from 9 "\Vere your house
beset with robbers, would you stop to ask the cost of its defensef If an invading
army were to land to-morrow on our shoi:cs, must wo stop to count the cost before
we march to meet and to repel them 9 The common schools are in the place to us of
arms and troops and fleets. They aro our nurseries of men. They are indeed 'the
cheap defense of nations.'
What constitutes a Statc7
N"ot J1igh-rn.ised battlements or labored mound,
Thick wall, or moated gate;
Not cities proud, wHh spires and turrets cro,vned,
Not bays and broad-armed ports,
Where, laughing at the storm, rich navies ride;
Not starred and spangled courts,
Where low-browcd baseness wafts perfume to pride.
No-Men, high-mindetl Mon.
Mon who their duties know,
But know their rights, and, knowing, dare maintain;
Prevent tho long-aimed blow,
And crush the tyrant, while they rcnu the chain:
These constitute a State. 2

"Fellow-citizens, it is for you to say what shall be the present character, what
shall be the future destiny of New Jersey. \Ve have indeed a goodly heritage, but
it has been long and shamefully neglected. We have undervalued our privileges.
\Ve have overlooked our duties. \Ye have been content to be a pendent merely,
when we ought to be an independent 'tatc. There is now, thank God, the sound as
of a trumpet in the land that stirs tlrn old heroic blood. We feel the remnant sparks
of the forgotten .fire which warmed our fathers' hearts. The spirit of the elder day
is breathing on us with its quickening and invigorating power. Let us accept the
omen. Let us obey tlie noble impulse. Let us a-r ise to duty and to glory. Men
of New Jersey, it is you. that are to rise. You are the State. You create and you
control the legislature. You enact and you sustain the laws. Yours arc the means.
Yours is the influence. Yours is the work. You make, you are the State. Go on as
you have now begun. The system of common schools which shall be adopted ·by the
present legislature, take into your own bands. If it is not what it should be, se~
that the next legislature make it such. Act together. Act with system. Act like
men. The organization for the J)Urpose is comJ:llete. The general committee, the
committees of correspondence for the counties, the committees of tho townshipstliere is not an inch of ground that is not reached; there is not a citizen of Now J ersey whose heart may not be roused by this electric chain. Lay to your band s, then,
and employ it well . Tho work is great, ancl great must be the effort, and great tho
confidence. You must trust yourselves. You mnst tr~st your fellow-citizens. You
must trust tho legi lature. A system of public instruction is a groat and arduous
enterprise. You must repose such conftdence · in those who are to frame it as shall
enable them to do it well. \Vhen it is framed you will do wisely to commit its oversight, subject to legislati vo supervision, to a j uc.1icious board, 3 selected carefully from
your most tried and faithful men, with wisclom to direct and with devotion to exert
Preface to tho Frame of GoYornmcnt, 1682.
Sir William Jones, in imitation of .Alcrous.
3 It is said that there are pre,judices against a board of education and a superintendent. "\Ve can
barclly think that they arc general. If so, our appeal is to the good, sterling, common s,mse of the
people of New Jersey. Is there a turnpike road, or a steamboat, or a bank, or a cotton factory, whose
affairs are not intrustcd to a board of man:igers 1 Is there a mill in all the Stat,e without a miller, or
a locomotive in the land withont an engineer 1 Is the education of tbe people less important than
all these? Or h the system of public education to be the only case of a machine that goes alone 1
1

2
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its powers. Above all, give tho direction of the engine, with a forgo and Hoer
discretion, to a skillful engineer. And when it is made and manned, anc.1 set ·
operation, you must stiU support it; you must watch over it; you must bo yours el°'
a part of it. Tho school fund is not equal to the work. And if it were, it ~vo
not bo so well for you. Tax yourselYes for tho support of common schools and. :5will never bo in danger of taxation from a foreign power-you will need l ess tax
tion for tho support of pauperism and the punishment of-crime. Look to you
sehool~ouses. Seo that they are convenient of access, that they aro comf"orta bl
that they arc neat and tasteful. Look to the tc;achers. See that they are taugh
themselves and apt to teach; men that fear Goel and love th3ir country. Seo -fhc.
they are well accommodated, well treated, "'ell remunerated. Respect them and the
will respect themselYes, and your children will respect them. Look to the scholars.
I-favo them much in your eye, ::mcl always in your heart. Remember you are to gro
olcl among them. Remember you are to die and leave your country in their hands.
11
'Good common schools,' says Governor Everett, of Massachusetts, 'are tho basis
of every wise system of popular education.' This is precisely what they are, tho
basis of a system; but tho basis only. Let us now lay their broad foundation s deep
n,nd strong-foundations that will stand themselves and bear the noble structure
which our children and our children's children, as wo trust, ·\Vill rear upon them.
·wo arc tho citizens of a small State. -we can not, by our votes, control tho
electoral college. vVo can not, by our political influence, aspire to be the Empire
State of the confederacy. But there is a nobler empire, whose dominion does not
come by numbers or by physical power. \Vo may aspire, if we are just to ourselves
n.nd to our opportunities, to wield the suffrage of mind. The men of Athens -were
but fow, their territory small, their soil indifferent, yet did Athenian arms preva.il
against tho myriads of the East; and to Athenian letters and Athenian arts admiring nations still award the palm. In the same noble lists let us engage; and nia,ko
tho mastery of intellect tho prize of our ambition. Let us devote ourseh·cs and consecrate tho State to tho great work of education. Let us lay-hold in earnest of tho
remarkable advantages which we possess in this respect, in our accessible position,
our temperate climate, our freedom from absorbing interests, the moderate habits,
-and the simple manners of our people. Let us sustain our pr·e sent seats of learning;
and -let kindred institutions in every Yaried form be multiplied about us. Let us
collect the children of the land, and on their minds make tho mark which shall go
down to latest generations. Let other States excel iu commerce, or in agriculture, or in manufactures. But let the staplo of our State be mind; the products of
our soil, with God to bless tho culture, knowledge, and patriotism, ancl Yirtuc; our
highest object and our noblest aim to be tho State of common schools, acaclcrnic ,
and colleges-tho educating State, tho nursery of freemen."
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increased appropriations, new legislation to aid in building and furnishing schoolhouses, to enforco general attendance on school, and for the establishment of school
libraries, with au eloquent plea to the friends of education, is enforced by the most
graphic picture of the actual condition of affairs.
,
i In 1844-1846 the following articles were placed in the revisecl constitution of New
Jersey:
''ARTICLE IV.-Section 7.-The fund for the support of free schools, and all money,
stock, anu. othe.r property, which may hereafter be appropriated for that purpose, or
rccei ved into the trea.sury under the provision of any law heretofore passed to augment the saicl func1, shall be securely invested and remain a perpetual fund; and tho
income thereof, except so Much as it maybe judged expedient to apply to an increase
of the capital, shall bo annually appropriated to tho support of public schools for
the equal benefit of all the people of the State; and it shall not be.competent for tho
legislature to borrow, appropriate, or uso the said fund, or any par~ thereof, for any
other purpose under any pretense whatever."
PE:KNSYL VANIA.

;, It is tho privilego of tho Christian patriot to believe that to eYery American State
in its most -vital and sacrecl interest, the education of its children for American
citizenship, there comes once in its history a leader who is not only an educator of
unq_uestioned ability but an apostle of unive~·sal education. Such an one vrns James
Pyle Wickersham, su1>~rintendent of common schools of the State of Pennsylvania
from 1866 to 1881. Born in the State, of good English stock, a country schoolmaster
a.t tho age of 16, and from that age on until his honorable public career terminated ju an appointment as minister of the United States to Denmark, holding
almost every office of importance, local and State, in educational affairs; creator
and principal of tho :first Stato normal school at Millersburg, State superintend ent
during the .fifteen most important years of the development of the present syi;;tcm
of public instruction, with a, hand in every good movement for educational reform;
president of Stafo ancI national teachers' associations, chief architect of tho famous
system of teachers' institutes of the State, and author wiflely read and of extended
inflnence, universally respected by tho foremost educators of the country, he would
seem to have been to his native Commo1?-wea1th what Benjamin Franklin became to
tho entire colonial life, the representati ,·e of good schooling and good training for
the new type of American civilization that emerged from the clouds :mcl thunders of
the great civil war.
It will b e a grateful task to give a fit record of his administration as State superintendent of schools at the proper pla.co in a su1>sequent work. Bnt here it may well
be said that in no way has he better served the euucatioual public of the country
th::m by tho closing work of his life, the a<lmirablo History of Education in Pennsylvania, published in 1886. As a careful and judicial record of the evolution of tho
.American common school out of a roost complex tanglo of hostile elements and
environments, it is invaluable to the student of our national educational history .
.A.s a conclusive argument for all that has yet been a,chieved by the American common
school, clothed in the garb of a charming liistorical narrative and glowing with tho
patriotic appreciation of the radical significance of universal education to a republican state, it will attract and inspire while it instructs. Had many States of tho
Union been so fortunate in the attempt to narrate their edncationa.l history, a ·work
like tl10 present would have been almost an impertinence. His book stands alone,
yet a model for the coming race of enthusiastic young schola.rs who will discover a
new :field of historical investigation in the story of tho American system of unfrersal
education, without which the history of academies, universities, and all prfrat-e
ecclesiastical and corporate schools of the secondary and higher· culture must be
fragmentary and often misleading. No apology is needed for making this record of
the educational history of Pennsylvania. from 1785 to 1840 practically an abstract
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of the copious narrative of this author, with our own comment on what seems to
be the occasional bias of citizenship of his own great Commonwealth,
The reader who comes from our account of the educational status of the province
of Pennsylvania to the story of the first half century of its history as one of the most
important States of the new Republic, will not be surpriRed at the statement that
at the beginning and the close of the Revolutionary war were the most unpromising periods of its educational condition at any time in its history. The State then
had a population of 350,000, outside a fe"-important centers thinly sprinkled over a
·rnst area of 45,215 square miles. The old-time interest inspired by William Penn,
Franklin, Rush, and other laborers in education, was largely local and municipal,
and offered few opportunies for the rural districts. The main achievement so far bad
been the establishment of several reliable schools in Philadelphia, including the
University and the Friends' public school. The different religious denominations
were, as usual, at their work of establishing education on sectarian lines, although
some of them, like the Presbyterians, had a broader outlook beyond their own householcl of faith than others. But then, as for an entire generation afterwards, the
children of the common people were sacrificed on the altars of nationality, sectarianism, and social discrimination. "In 1775 not only was the number of scholarly
men in the province small, lmt comparatively few grown persons could do more than
read, write, and calculate according to the elementary rules of arithmetic, and many
remained wholly illiterate." "The college, the Friends' public school, the academy
at Germantown, and scarcely a half dozen private classical schools in the older
settled counties, with in all an attendance of 300 or 400 students, absolutely exhaust
the advantages or'this character enjoyed at home by our Revolutionary fathers."
In 1776 the first provisional constitution was formed for the State, and in it we find
the following provisions concerning education: "A school or schools shall be established in each county by the legislature fo1: the correct instruction of youth, with
such salaries to the masters paid by the public as may enable them to instruct youth
at low prices, and. all useful learning shall 1,e <luly encouraged and promoted in one
or more universities." In 1789-!J0 the subject of education came before the convention on constitutional revision, and here was the first great "general engagement"
of the opposing forces of universal education in the new Commonwealth. Under the
lead of Timothy Pickering, a native of Massachusetts and a resident of the portion
of Pennsylvania se_ttled from New England, a proposition was made for a constitutional recognition of the New England system of general education. Defeated in
this, Mr. Pickering substituted a compromise measure, under which the battle for
the free education of the whole people was fought with varied success until 187-!.
This cln.uso in the revised constitution of 1790 reads as follows"':
"ARTICLE VIL-Section 1.-The legislature shall, as soon as conveniently may be,
provide by law for tho establishment of schools throughout tho State in such manner
that the poor ma,y 1,e taught gratis.
"2. The arts and sciences shall be promoted in one or more seminaries of learninO'/'
Meanwhile tlio legislature had made provision for an indiscruninate appropriation
of public lands to seminaries of all sorts and conditions. For years it seemed chiefly
to concern the fathers of tho State to "aid the church and neighborhood schools in
carrying forward the work in which they had l)een ngag d for a hundred years. '
Between 1790 and 1834, the periocl now uncler consideration, "there were contributed
fuuc1s to one university, five college , and about sixty academies, one in nearl c,ery
county of tho , tate, a sum amounting to $400,000 or $500,000." In this wa.y did the
antipublic chool entiment of tho 'tate interpret the provi ·ion of the con titutio ,
"for the c ·tahli brncnt of school ." Tone of these " cminari
were under
ntroJ, altbontrh some f tb m em to have been under th direction of offi i
l t•!lbyth P'?l'l oftbo·onnty,anclmo ·tofthemwrerquirdtoeducat ac taiu nnmb r of 'poor gn ti .. ' The only provi ·ion of tlie legi latnre appropri. tin_
1 CJ n r
fl. nd f r pnhhc chools f. il cl of ffcct, th lau<l havinrr he u np
pri ted t thoru e]ve b · the aca 1 uti , which w re 11ractically the only etli i
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"a model school," in which the ohler children and youth were supposed to be pr
pared to teach under this the most imperfect and wasteful method of public cduca
tion that ever deluded the American people. Under this loose-jointed arrangemen
one master was placed in charge of a great school of several hundred children, hi
only n,ssistants being such of the older pupils as couhl be in trusted-with the teach
ing and discipline of tho younger classes. Here was sown the seeds of the diseas
that so long, like a mafaria in the vitals, has cursed the common school systems 01
all the English-speaking peoples; th e belief that anybody and everybody, from a
impecunious dame to a green school boy or girl, is good enough to be placed in the
most responsible educational position-the elementary training of tlie child. To call
t.his "model school" of Philadelphia the "oldest normal school in the United States "
is a misrepresentation of tho true idea of a State or city training school for teachers.
Its claim to this high compliment is less than that of any respectable academy or
coUego that in giving a youth a competent general education does lay the foundations of success in the work of instruction according to the maxim "You can teach
only what you know and as you know it.:' Under the incubus of this theory th e
· city of Philadelphia and ~everal of the larger towns in Pennsylvania established
schools, all of which died a natural death as soon as the people of the Sta to woke up
to their dnty of placing on tho ground a genuine system of common instruction, free
from the old discrimination in favor of poverty, in 1834.
Dr. Wickersham gives a copious list of the various local, church, and charity
schools by which the people of Philadelphia for almost half a century attempted in
good faith to educate the children. As early as 1800 there were more than 200 private schools taught by women in the city. Chief among them was t,he benevolent
system of the Quakers, who supported, in connection with the Friengs' Public
School, 14 charity schools in 1824. Tho University of Pennsylvania until a later
elate also supported a system of elementary schools. Dr. Benjamin Rush and Bishop
·white labored to build up tho original English system of Sunday schools, in which
elementary instruction in the "three r's" was combined with moral and religious
catechising, for the benefit of the children of the poor. The city was long handicapped by, and to-day bears tho marks of, these false methods of dealing with the
illiteracy of the less-favored classes. It was the perpetuation of the "good old
way," a superior class bending down to a lower class to dispense such "aid and
comfort," mental and spiritual, as in its estimation will be acla1)ted to fit :llld not
unfit tlie children of want in preparing for their pro1ler sphere of life.
An<l when, in 1818, tho city woke up to the idea of a reconstruction of its scattering and wasteful separate, denominational, and private efforts, it still looked abroad
for leadershiJ) and invited Lancaster himself to the superintendence of tho new y .. tem of Lancastorian schools. This famous ed ucator was born in humble circumstances in London, where, in the attem1)t to breast the great ilood of lower cla ignorance and dependence in the England of the eighteenth century, he opened a
school in his father's honse for the poor children of the neighborhood in 1778
tho school grew he was forced to call on the as istance of his older pupils for in tra ction. The ystem caught the fancy of distingui hed people; was appreciate l by
Ring Georg the Third; and, under tho l raclership of Lancaster, attracted atteut10u
among th literatt and educators. A gr<'at number of school under what wa nam 1
"Tho Lancasterian , ystem, ' w re c tablisbecl fn Great Britain.
f conr ·
om
p oplc wcro aidecl by this crude n.rrang<'ment and, under the uame ".Iodel 'chool ~
a :ort of normal school sYst m war o. tablished.
Tho I> ople of ho ity of ..._T w York, in 1 05, <liscoura.ged by the foilnr oft
att mpt of th
iff r nt r ligions sects to educate tb
h1ldr 11 of tb
ity, 11
<lcpn ation to Englan,1 to ex:unin the sy t Ill. The fawons "Public ltool so i Y· ·
that for forty y,•, r · :ith•mptecl to cl al with th pro bl m of public I dn nti 11 in
rn tropoli :ulopt rl Jii s ·h Ill of iu. truction. It won th appro,·nl of Y
mm _nt tat . m 11
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to the city :md placed at the head of the new system of schools. He remained several
years in the State. He was invited to South America, at the suggestion of President Bolivar, in 1823. But the public interest had greatly declined when he returnea.
He lrved in Philadelphia in sickness a.ncl poverty, only relieved by death that came
to llim in New York by accident, in 1838, In 1824: a system of infant schools was
established in Philadelphia which resulteu in the support of 30 elementary institutions at public expense.
All these schemes for public eclucation, including the Lancastcrian scheme of 1818,
were simply devices for educating the children of the poor. Neither the State nor
the city rose ont of this old European delusion that common schools were only for
"the common people," even the lower grade of the unlettered class, until half a
century after the organization of Pennsylvania as a Com.monwealtb. of tho highest
grade. While great good came from this bonevolent care of the poor by the more
fa·rnrecl portion of the people, like all similar charities, the permanent influence was
un-American and mischievous. It :fi:s:ed in the mind of several generations of the
superior people of that wealthy and cultivated cit? a pcrnicions idea that a "common school n is no place for the education of a, child of good parentage and comfortable means, a popular notion which, until tl:c last twenty years, made tho second
city of the Union perhaps the least favorable example of popular .education of any
community of similar importance in the Republic. / "Philadelphia had no free
schools open to the children of tho rich and 1,oor alike until tho law of 1818 had been
amendell in 1836 so as to admit all children without distinction ."
The able historian of education in Pennsylva.ni.:1 sa.ys of the Lancasterian scheme:
"In most r espects lit was] a mere sb.ow or sham that ought not to have deceived
anybody, lJut it required an e:s:perimcut of twenty years in Philadelphia to e:s:pose
its defects." One good result was lJrought out of tho "model school," by a bold
fignro of speech callell ' ' The First Tormal School in America." This institution
fiually became the PhifadeJphia Pnblic Normal an.cl High School for Girls, simifor to
tho Girls' Normal College in the city of New York. In thia arrangement a department for training common school teachers fl"-as combined with a public high school
for girls. At the present time this depnrtment of pedagogics is separated from the
general High Scl10ol for Girls and has recently been housed in ono of the most
admjrable public school buildings in the country. In 1834 tho city of Philadelphia
had 20 public schools, 31 teachers, and 6,767 pupils. The ten Jears succeeding the
reorganization in 1834 multiplied tbe number of schools tenfold, there being in 1843
214 schools, 499 teachers, and 33,130 pupils.
But the common school public of P<>nnsylvania tbrougb all these years re:presented
a slowly rising tide, every decade encroaching upon the :powerful influence which,
wedclell to the older system of subs1uizing elementary schools of all g-ra<les and
rel ying upon private, corporate, and ecclesiastical agencies for secondary education,
still h eld back this great Commonwealth from joining the grand army of 1)opnlar
eclncation which had already captured Lbe Empire State ancl wns gathering it f recs
for the assault along tho whole lino in 1830-1840 which eshulishou uuiver al eclucation un<l.er State supervi ion as the policy of the Torth.
In 1824 this resolute aucl :1ggressive minority made anot11er -£Tort in the 1<.n-islatnr ,
r epealed the faw of 1809, and put on the statnte bool{s nu n ·t tbat w, · a p. itive
advance on any previous legislation. Aft•r ma.king a mor tb rou<rh prov1 ton for
the free education of the children of the poor tbis atatut coutain cl: P rmiR ion t
any commnnity to establish a system of public d100Jg, fr •o ton h~ld for a loo'" r
period than 3 years, supported by puulic taxation, scllo l l)ook an~l ·t: tion ryfr • . :~nd
an examination of teachers by elected authoritie . But v •n this adv, n<· <1 po 1 1011
was C)_ualifi.ed by a provi ion that :my religions s hool ronJd h aclmittc_'1 tot~ 1) nc-ftt of publi support, and provided that no t tH·her Rhould 1,£! _:q,p~mit ,1 ~11. ll<'h
school without the approval of its own authorities. But v ·n thi mil<l a<~mmi ,tration of the public school medicine wns too much for th pati ·Ht a.t that tun
Th
obnoxious act never went into operation, was repealeu in 1 - , au l tlic old la.w of
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1809 reenacted. It is not to be wondered at that Governor Shulze uttered
memorable words of warning in his message to the legislature in 1827-28: &< K
edge can not be supplied to all in equal measure, but it is hoped the time w- 1 1 1
when none shall be left entirely destitute. Then will the leg1slaturf; truly b
this respect, what the framers of the constitution desired 1t should be-a pare
the children of the poor; and they, in return, will have strong inducements -to
honor, and do their utmost to perpetuate the free institutions from wbicb they de
so great a benefit, so prolific .a, source of happiness. To devise means for the elishment of a fund and the adaptation of a plan by which the blessmgs of the
necessary branches of education shall be conferred on every farmly within
borders would be every way worthy the legislature of Pennsy 1vania."
The outcome of the policy of the State for the fifty years from the close of the Revo
lutionary war has been tersely stated by Dr. Wickersham as embracing two obje c -:
'' ( 1) The establishment in all parts of the State of endowed academies, in w-hi c
small number of indigent pupils were to be taught gratuitously, mostly w.1th reference to their becoming teachers; and (2) the free instruetion of poor children in th
existing church or neighborhood schools." The first object is declared by the sa
authority to have been" only a partial success." Indeed, the policy of educating a
body of youth in the endowed academies unde1 a system of p:1Uperization as teachers
in the common schools of the State shows the popular estimate of these school~
at the end of the first half century of the national life in this great central Commonwealth of the original Union. A series of legislative reports, up to the year
1830, reveals the more than" partial failure'' of the favorite system of educating the
children of the poor. These reports show the inevitable -result of this un-.American
policy in the neglect, abuse, and often absolute ignoring of the laws already in force·
There were then in the State not less than 350,000 children between 5 and 16 years of
age. Of these, in 1828 less than 5,000 were educated at the expense of the State. The
secretary of the legislative committee proclaims the fact, borne out by all experience
in educational affairs, that even then the State of Pennsylvania was expending money
enough, "if applied under the control ot agents familiar with the most approved
systems of elementary instruction, to extend the benefits of an education to all the
children within the State."
The unfavorable comparison drawn by Dr. Wickersham between the New England
States and Pennsylvama, on the ground that some of these States kept a rate bill
attached to their school system even after Pennsylvania made her schools free
ignores the vital difference between Pennsylvania and her sisters of New Eugland
and New York. In none of these States was the public school system establisbedor
supported as a refuge for "the children of the poor." J<'rom the first, it was '·
common school" for the whole people, good enough for all, supported and under the
management of the whole people for their children. That for many years it exac
a tuition foe is in accordance with the experience of every State or city in thee £y
stages of its proper educational life. It was practically an rn1possibility for
Y
American community b efore or for many years dm·in" the fir t half century of
natioual life to support· an effective system of common fo ·truction by public
tion alone. The att mpt in Connecticut was ~L failure and, in 1 Tew York, t.o
date, the rate bill was relied on, a. now occas1onally in the, 011th, to prolon=
school an<l me t other exp nees. In this re pect the e tate. did uot 1h1f. r
Peun. ·lvania. for all remitted tuition fees in h half of tho c• unable to pay B
ontra t appear· in the raclical idea of a pubh s<·hool. lu thi , P 011. ,vh·ani
1 33, ca in h r lot with the outh.
he d1<l not pret n<l to do ruon th II esjtal:,lt.:~
a Ry t ,m of fr s hoole for th
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writ bout th
f th
• tat· m th ir p · nliar social an<l ill(lu:trial or anization u l JD
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school where only the poor, on satisfactory proof of poverty, might enjoy the meager
opportunities, at best, found in all sorts and conditions of schools.
The reason of this policy was found in the heterogenous elements of population in
this great State, the firmness of its ecclesiastical organizations, the refusal of the
seminaries of the secondary and higher learning to indorse any general system for
the common schooling of all children at public expense, and the high aristocratic
type of society in Philadelphia and the chief cities of the Commonwealth. That in
due time all these different elements were persuaded or forced to unite in the sacred
cause of popular education and that to-day Pennsylvania is one of the foremost educational States in the Union is another testimony to the irresistible force of the
American idea which, sooner or later, brings every community into line and will
fin ally compol, by the mighty power of republican institutions, every religious
sect, exclusive class or nationality to forget its prejudices and unite with all for
th e common welfare. The State of Massachusetts l ed the way about the middle of
the eighteenth century by the common consent of its towns in making the common
schools free to all, in this respect not only the pioneer in America but leading the
world as the first community that, as a permanent policy of the government, sup- .
ported free schools for all its children.
The governor of an American Commonwealth, if a wise, energetic, and broadminded man, is the moral and mental barometer of the State. By a careful perusal
of the messages of the successive chief magistrates of all the 44 American Sta,tes
from the date of their admission to the Union there could be formed a tolerably
fair estimate of the condition of public affairs on this important interest. The
words of Governor Shnlze, of Pennsylvania, in 1828, were prophetic of a more
elaborate utterance by Governor Wolf in 1831. This governor, under whose adminiHtration the State finally broke out from her old inclosure of caste, creed, and
nationality, had been a teacher himself and saw the point more clearly than any of
his predecessors. His message was reenforced by a strong petition from the Pennsylvania Society for tho Reform of Public Schools and by numerous petitions from
other sources. The chairman of the committee on education in the assembly presented a report of great force, accompanied by a bill for a complete reconstruction
of the educational policy of the State on a common-school basis. Although the
legislature was not yet prepared for a movement so radical, it did pass the fi.rst law
for the collection of a public-school State fund, providing that the proceeds of the
public lands should be placed at intere&.t, under the charge of a State commission,
until the annual income should amount to $100,000, when this sum should b e clistributed for th e support of common schools through the communities in s uch a
manner as should thereafter be providecl by law. It was estimated that this fund
would amount to $2,000,000 in 10 years.
But now the long-hoped-for day of deliverance was at hand. Th eloqu nt historian writes: "The people were compelled to wander in a wildernes during ne
hundred and fifty years, and to learn wi dorn from its har<l les ous b efore th y w •re
p ermitted to enter the promised land of universal education.
p to 1 , 0 tb · gr :~t
free-school idea was either yet unborn in P nnsylvania or cone al d hy J> r nt
fearful of dangers that threatened the life of such an infant in tho e old tun' -': lu
1828 the Pennsylvania ociety for the Promoti n of Common, ch~ol!-1 put n. 1wri Hof
memorials before the legislator which largely contribu <l t brrng that · n1wn• tive body to a sense of its clnty to the children of the 'tate. '~b~ so_ ·in • ~a~l
Robert Vaux for its chairman, and numb r d m ny of th mo ~ d1~trn 111 h •cl c1 1zens of the State as its m mbers, everal hundred in aJl.
tanclm . o~ h h l r ck,
it declared: "In every school system it should he ' fundam_ ntal p_rinc·11~l
child should have an opportunity of receiving an luc· 1 n wh1cll will .
fulfill his duties.'' It exposed without m r ·y he in vit 11 failu1·e f th .1umbl of
had be n f r d upon th
t, .t hy· b
devices that for one hundred an d fift Y year
.
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of 1830 it cleclared, without contradiction, that of 400,000 children in Pennsy-I,ani
between 5 and 15 years of age not 150,000 were in all the schools of -l;he State"Many of the children never go to school at all. Multitudes are li,ing and continue to live in ignorance, and multitudes now _receive at best the most superficial
instruction."
In 1831 Governor ·wolf aigain summoned tho legislature to its obligation, but aga ·n
tho cause of the common school suffered a, defeat by the negative of tbe senate.
In
two successive years of the legislature bills were introdu ced by strong reports, but
failed of enactment. It was not till the session of 1833-34 that the gathering impul -e
acquired a consistency a,nd 1msh which inspired favorable Lopes of success . The
im1~lacable governor became a very "wolf at the door" of both houses of th e legislature, and his voice resounded louder and louder to every member of that body.
Aml now, as so often in similar e mergencies, anotLer lea,der from "Yankee land''
appeared on the scene in.the person of Senator Samuel Breck, of Philadelphia. This
excellen t gentleman, already on the verge of old age, Lael come to the legislature
with the one view of promoting the cause of public education. He kept a diary in
which were written his hopes and .fears of the progress of the great, good cause.
Appointed chairman of a joint committee, with a strong body of free-school members as associates, he made a voluminous report which was a treasure house of information drawn from a wide corresp ondence with all the more :Hlva.nced States of the
Union. The result was that in 1834 was pa,ssetl, almost by unanimous consent, the
"Act to establish a general system of education by common schools," which committed this great and prosperous Commonwealth finally to the American policy of
universal education. While lacking in some of its administrative features, this law
contained the elements of a working system of free public schools for the whole
people.
This law laid off the State into divisious of counties and districts, of "arcls and
townships. It took one step in advance of the time iu a permissive clause autl10riziug every district to introduce mannal training. It also bad :.1,11 elective p ermission
for the inspection of schools and made the secretary of state general superintendent of public instruction. It clinched the nail by appropriating $75;000 from the
income Qf the State school fund for general State aid until the interest should reach
the sum of $100,000. The school fund had now reached the sum of $1,550,000. The
presiclent of the public school society proposed that a ,-olume entitled The PennsyJs-ania. Youths and Freemen's Book of Duties should be prepared and introduced into
eyery school, a suggestion that has recently been adopted in more than one State of
the Uuion, and is rn.pidl,r coming into popular favor among university men as a department of "civics" to be aclded to the curriculum of the American common school.
Well may the historian declare: "HistoricalJy, the passage of this bill was the mot
influential event connected with education in Pennsylvania, the first great victory
for frco schools." In this law the provision for the official mana,gement of the
divisions aucl districts was essentially the same as at present, a,s were al o the power
ancl duties of school directors in the location of schools, bniJding schoolhouse ,
Yisitincr chool , and making reports.
But the conflict wa not yet at au encl. The pas ·age of thi beu ficent Jaw like
au :ilarm bell, woke to its full •apacity for resistance all the hostile influences m the
Commonwealth. The tatute was permis&iYe, although dcclarinn· that only the
·o uutic Yotrn to impos a, lo al tax shonl<l re ·eh· tbe tate ai<l, tlrn · YirtnaH.r
pnttiIJcr into th h:m,1 of th majority of vot r. in any ·ommnuity th power
,•prh· it f tb bn1efli of a. common- ·hool RY t ru. Thou, and for yc:m,, h
majorit · of' ,·1tiz n · in 1110 t f tho ·onnii . aIHl cli ·tri ·t · w r • a Yer. to th ch:to!! ·
At fir. ii w.
nll' a, · · ·pt cl hy only a few di trict.· and gain d i-trl'ngth chi ·Jfy h •
I' of• tat• ai 1.
· f . - 11! tri ·t · then in the tat 1 ,.. ith r rn d alto!! th r
of th • contli t r
to th
ttl
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largely by emigrants from New England and New York, generally favorell the la,w, and
the new portion of the State west of the Alleghanies, the strongholcl of the Scotch
and North Irish p eople, also received -it with gladness. But in the old Pennsylvania,
•the central, south ern, and southeastern r egion, and, greatest of al1, in the German
counties, the opposition was formidable. The causes of this opposition ha Ve already
been clearly set fqrth. But it should b e said in resp ect to tho ecclesiastical oppositioa that it was chiefly fr om the evangelical Protestant sect s, the Catholic and Episco1)al chmches not yet being sufficiently numerous to represent an cffecti-ve oppos ition.
The Friends, Lutheran, R eform , ancl MoraYian peoples, with few e:s:ceptions, zotod
strongly against the American common school. All these religious bodies for a hun.:
dretl and ftfty years had been earnestly engaged in building up their own parochi~l
systems by t h e expenditure of money and the assistance and cooperation of similar
bodies in t h e old countr y. It required more than a quarter of a century yet to modify
these objections of sect and class and bring tho whole people of P ennsylvania into
hearty accord concerning th e education of the chiJdren.
Of course this opposition at once took the form of a fnrions political cagipaign to
repeal the obnoxious bw. The statute had b een passed by an unprecedented majoritJ·, on l y 4 nega,tive votes in tho senate and a solitary individual lifting his voice in
opposition in the house. But tho result of the campaign inaugurated in opposition
threw into tho statehouse in the sessions of 1834-35 a decisive majority of op11onents
in the senate ancl a doubtful majority of friends in the house. The governor "stood
to his guns," although with premonitions of the defeat whi.ch came at thfl ensuing
election as the "reward of merit" so often .served otlt to the public pioneer of a good
cause.
But now appear ed on the scene :.mother champion of the chihlren. 'fh:.uldeus
Stevens, the son of a poor farmer, was born in 1792, in humble circumstances, in
Ver mont. By severe labor and the savings of his mother he obtained an education
i n Dartmouth College, and at the age of 23 appeared as a teacher and law student
in Gettysburg, Pa. In 1831 he was sent to th e legislature, labored in favor of an
educational grant to a local college, and voted for tho school 1a w of 1834, though
with no hand iu its construction. He was theu and always remained unmarried,
but, like many another chilclless man, became a most conspicuous advocate of the
children's cause in its bour of peril.
Tho legislature was iloodecl w ith petitions for the repeal of the new school l a w,
32,000 J)eople h avin g s igned or caused theh names to be signed to documents which,
if rightly described by a committee of examination, w ere in themselves the most
conv incing p roo f of tho necessity of etl.ucatio11, more th~m 10 in eYery 100 having
depended on the ability of somebody to write their names, ::m (l not 5 in 100 signing
in English, with a woeful <li sr eg :wd of tbe minor J)rOl_)rietics of clea,nliness a,nd l gib ility. Tho Gen~an clergy of tho State h ad b een thorough1y :uonsell, and a Yery
formiuablo el ement of opl_)osition was the sect of Quaker s . Bnt GoYernor '\Volf an<l
his sncccssor, Governor Ritner, w re of tho superior class of Germans, "solid" for
schooling, and with refreshing obstinacy stood 1>y tho ship anll <lefi •d the rage of the
opposition.
•
The senatES at once passed all c(lncational l>iU -which partia.lly repeal 1l th law of
1831 and sont it to tho hon o, wh re the friends of r p al ·h3,l1enrre<l tho S<·hnol m ll
ton," fio-ht to the finish." It was the sort of conflict wher · Yict ry <·om ·s n1y:
tho rew~rd of tho fearless, po itivo, and relcntlc s devotion of a I •all •r folly ornp ·tent all(l afraid of nobody.
uch a cliampion ·wa fouud in Thadcl t1 .'t ·Y •u , ~·h ,
to tho amazement of friend and fo , with amall outfit f p ·r onal JlOpulari y t k
the floor, routecl the enemy by a toITent of mingl <1 ar rum n _, ·. r<·a m, an<l ,l •111111ciation and 80 confirmed tho wav ring ancl inspir <l th faithful th- th law of
183-i w~s n ot only sustained, but sent back to th s nate r Yi e 1 , n l impr " d h ··,
m:ijority that compelled acc1uiescenc ,
This au<l. a subseciuent speech in 1 3 in 1Johalf of lJ ·ucloww ·u f ,oll '•s an
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academies placed Mr. Stevens at the bead of the grand army of educators in
State during the remainder of his life. These speeches were printed on silk and pr served as precious relics, and a memorial hall commemorates his name in Penns
vania College. When that long-waited-for work, i'-fotable Deliverances in Behalf 0
Universal Education, is compiled, this series of legislative orations l,y Thadde
Stevens will take an honorable place by the side of the most eminent in the ed ucational literature of the Republic.
The date of this grea,t victory was April 11, 1835. Governor Ritner, who owed hi
election to a split in the Democratic party on the educational question, against
strong r esistance among his own supporters _bravely aud wisely stooJ by the new-policy and secured the practical working of the law in 1836 by diverting $500,000 of
the" surplus revenue" received by the State from the nation to a fund for building
schoolhouses to receive the incoming throng of pupils. It was none too early.
The
new statute had forever abolished the odious distinction between the rich and poor
and made the public schools not only open to all, but free from every trace of a rate
bill, a notable advance in which Pennsylvania placed herself twenty years ahead of
ber neighboring State, New York. In the smoke and tumult of that great battle onehalf the ancient policy of the State-that the public school is a pauper's school-disappeared forever. The yearly State appropriation, exclusive of the schoolhouse
fund, had leaped from $75,000 to $400,000 in two yean;, a dollar for each taxable inhabitant of the State.
The governor was fortunate in his secretary of state, the :first efficient superintendent of schools in the Commonwealth, 'rhomas H. Burrowes. Ayoungman, educated
in private schools and abroad, he came to his diffic·u lt office not only inexperie nced,
but with confused and inadequate ideas on the whole subject of popular education.
But tho practical experience of administration educated him rapidly into one of the
most efficient of the early superintendents of education in Pennsylvania, although
hi s peculiar notions, especially concerning uormal school instruction, a1dec1 to fasten
on the State the present system of subsidizing a group of academies for the training
of common school teachers. Mr. Burrowes held the office for three years, but during
a long life was a tireless and influential friend of popular education, and iu 1862 at a
critical time was again called to the State superintendency, did excellent st1rvice in
the establishment of soldiers' or1)hans' schools at the close of the civil war, and died
president of the State agricultural college in 1871.
In 1837 Superinteudent Burrowes reported 742 of the 987 school districts of the
State as having accepted. the law; 3,384 common schools were ju operatiou, with
3, 894: teachers, one-fourth women, and 150,000 children under instruction, with
mont,hly sal~ries of $18.38 for men and $11.96 for women teachers. The schools
were open four months and three days in the year. Thns in tbreo short years the
number of pupils had increased nearly tivefo1d from 32,000, and tbe offi ce of snperiutendent of schools bad been put in good working ordElr, with a vigorous adruinktration of educational affairs well under way.
Here w leave the consideration of tho public school system of Pennsylvania for
the present. It· was still a permissive system, not yet rnally taken to the bear of
th Commonwealth, still to encounter a long expedence of popular incliff rence an
oppo ition. It wa not till 184 that the p rm1 sive feature by which the oun i
eoul<l r ~ect or r fuse to act under the statute was rep uled and the sy t •m mad m
datory ov ·r tho eotir Commonwealth.
till, the hattlo of p pnlar cdn ·atiou b
be ·n fought, ncl ,von, ancl after on hundr cl and Jifty y ar wan<lerin thron~h
d sert
no ylvaui, was w 11 ov r Jordan, wi~h a go cl pro p ·t in due tim 0
rloriou promi •,l land.
Bu fort n · •ar mor th p opl of Peon ylvani: ,ver JI r n· cl
th_ ir origiut l JI li y of 1 a.vinn· th s "ondar~· aud high r du<·ation in th h
prn· t ,·011wr: t , , ll(l church :ll': d 111i . and coll •g-e , c·hart r ,I and Yt r' m
t 1. uh iiliz <l hy th•. tat , but , ith 110 public· authority r ·p • tin., th ir r
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zation or the administration of thoir affairs. Indeed, this statute clung to the
common school law like the superfluous tail of an antedeluvian animal on its upward journey by the highway of evolution-a mischievous provision for secondary
parochial schools. It required an earnest effort to reduce this primal irregular habit
of State aid to a regular system through five years from 1838, and then to convince
the most incredulous of the utter fatuity of this British idea in practical operation
in the United States.
William Penn brought from England the prevailing idea of a ''public school"-a
secondary school, generally of the classical type, endowed and sometimes controlled
by the government. Such was his meaning in bis celebrated document, the "Fo:cm
of government," in which he declared it the duty of the new government and
council of Pennsylvania II to erect and order all public schools/' The Friends' public school was established by order of Penn, chartered by the new government, and
put in operation betw:e«>n 1697 and 1711. This was a grammar school with several
branches in different portions of the city and county, free to those unable to pay
and from which no boy of sufficient qualification was excluded. In this Penn intended to establish a system of education for the province, a close reproduction of
that which sufficed for the schooling of the well-to-do at home.
In 1749 Dr. Benjamin.Franklin and his coadjutors moved on a similar plan by the
establishment of an academy with branches open to all male pupils and free to the
poor. In 1755 the academy became a college, and was reorganized as the University
of Pennsylvania_in 1779. It was endowed to the extent of less than $100,000 by the
Penn family, the provincial government, and an English subscription. At the reorganization it received a large sum from the confiscated estates of the Pennsylvania.
loyalists. Up to 1832 it was somewhat aided by exemption from taxation and small
benefactions from the State. These were the only institutions of learning that
received aid from the government of the provinpe before the wa,r of the Revolution.
Between 1783 and 1836 fourteen '' co_l~eges" were established by the State, and all
but two received a lift from gifts of money or lands. A list of nearly seventy academies is given which during the period from 1783 to 1836 were chartered, receivi,ng
small gifts of money with land. Superintendent Burrowes reported hi 1837 that not
Jess than $240, 000 had been distributed among these academies alone, adding: "It is
believed that no gifts have ever been made by the State with less general good effect
than those to academies." In 1834 Samuel Breck, the author of the first free school
bill, reported to the legislature: "Most of these academies have fallen to the grade
of common schools." It was asserted that only 4-4 or 45 were in existence. "Most of
these have fallen to the grade of the most ordinary common schools, some of them
are a burlesque upon the name of'' academy," others have lost their charter, not a few
* ~ " have become entirely extinct." It is difficult to anticipate any different
result from this indiscriminate chartering of local academies in a new country with
the meager public gift, in most cases insufficient for a single year's ~xpenses, at best a,
temptation to any ambitious teacher or group of people to undertake the establish .
ment of an institution of learning.
In 1838 the State legislature supplemented the common school law, revised and
improved in 1836, by an act intended to systematize this matter of State aid to these
seminaries of the secondary and higher education. By this law every college or
acatlemy with 4 professors and 100 students was to receive $1,000 annually for ten
years, and institutions of lower grade a smaller sum, ranging downward to $300 for an
academy or other school contai~ing 15 pupils. One advanced feature of this law was
the first acknowledgment of the State to aid in the education of girls by including
female seminaries in the State benefactions. Under this law during the :five years
of its existence the State extended aid to 9 "colleges," 75 academies, and 4.0 female
seminaries, 124 in all, and expended $217,000 in the costly experiment. Attheclose
of this :final effort, after expending from first to last in land and money $1,000,000,
the failure was so evident that in 1843 the J>Olicy came to an end. It was from the
ED
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firs t in fla,t contradiction to tho American idea of tbe support of education
government, although it had been adopted in Kew England and continu ed u n
late p~riod in a majority of the old ~tates of the Union .
Tho attempt to show that it was nn early acknowledgment of t,he duty of tb.e .:::
to e<lucate teachers is of little weight. Of course som e of the graduates and stnc.l e
from these academies and colleges became teachers ns alw:1ys ancl everywhere, c~
in n State well supplied with normal school facilities . But the only class of per
educated freely in these Pennsylvania schools were the u children of the poor,' ' ·w ·bo.s
school life was weighted by tho stigma of pauperism with only the destiny of a. P
it ion as teacher in" pan per schools:" This mode of the sccontlary education was g rn
uall,r supplanted by tho extension of the free-school age to 20, which enabled "t
public-school system to establish a free high-school department. Later came th
organization of the present system of normal academies, subsidized and to a degree
supervised by the State, flanked by a vast system of county institutes for teach er-..:
which is r egarded by tho educators of this State as superior to all others.
Thus dicl the State of Pennsylvania respond to the "star in the East," the no ta ulc
reviniJ of the common-school system in N ew England, under the leadership of
Horace Mann and Henry Barnard, from 1830 to 1860. While it was sorne,,ba t
inspired by that movement, it was a wave of the great tide of educational reforn.1.
aucl reorganization that, during the 30 years from 1830 to 1860, swept the entire
nation to t he most distant precinct of the then new ·west; including a profound
stirring of the mind and heart of the educational public in the South, as shown by
numbers of remarkable demonstrations by eminent .statesmen and educators an<1
public efforts, more or less successful, to establish a state system of education -for
the poorer white people of that section.

CHAPTER VII.
THE AMERICAN COMMON SCHOOL IN THE SOUTHERN
STATES DURING THE FIRST HALF CENTURY OF THE
REPUBLIC, 1790-1840.

It is still a favorite theory of a class of the representatives of the higher universit,y and college education to proclaim the invariable legitimate descent of tho secondary and even elementary schooling of the people a,lways and everywhere from this
fountain head. In one sense this assert10n is "fonndecl on fact." All thmgs in
organizecl society descend from the fountain bead of ciYilization, among the h1ghlalll1s of personal genius, culture, and character, to the lowla.nLls occupiecl by the
masses of mankind. In ages of c1arkriess; in nationalities still brooded over by tlie
sha.dow of barbarism; in European kingdoms ancl empires, where the superior class
is secured m tho possession of all the great opportunities of life, with tho power to
transmit them to their ch1hlren; in all ln.nds where tho peo1)lo have not awakened
to tl1c consciousness of tho most imperative need and sacred right of man-the need
and right to the education that shall develop tho nature and faculties of each us a
vital olomcut of tho genora1 good; it is true that, not only does tho superior minority
r ep resent this unconscious neeu. and right of the common J)eople, but, ns its ::igeut, is
intrusted by Providence with the duty of organizing the forces and n.dministering
tho institutions and systems of all that bears the name of education.
But, in proportion as men are relieved from tho involved and obstinate bonds by
which freedom has been suppressed for ages, have tho J)eoplo asserted their fum1amental :personal right to the educational training that develops their indiviLlual aud
social nature :md faculties anu. prepares them for the experience of 1:1elf-goverumeut.
With the earliest exercise of this right arises the inevitable conflict of the cultivated
class with the unschooled bnt aspiring masses. Thus, in every modern Euro11eau
nation the higher auu. professiouu.1, even the effective secondary eu.uca;Lion, strongly
intrenchetl in the union of church a,nd state, has resisteu. tho elemeut.ary schooling of
tho masses save in such q_uality and quantity as seemeu. gootl to these Tulcrs "lJy
divine right." It has only been after successi,-c perio11s of civil and Teligious 1·cvolutiou on the continent of Europe that tho governments have hee'1od tho clamor of
the inferior multitude and finally estn.blishecl, in tho majority of tlie ·o countrie , a
national system of popular education. But still tho European continental sc·hool
systems, from foundation to summit, are practically in the han11s of tlio gov r1111Hmtin several of them still implicated with the state chnrch-and repro · nt tho wc:11understood advantages and less ·ommendalJle defects of this form of :ulministration .
In Great Britain the opposite idea Las at last prevailed. It i only a quarter of a ·c·ntury since the old time method. of government control of a, uni Yer. ity HY t m, ti 11 up in .,.
tho bonds of r eligious exclusiv-cness, has given place to th present m tho~ of_snpporting public schools by tho snl>sidizing of a.11 sorts of private n,11(1 dcnom111,it1oual
institutions for elementary education, on condition of xaminatiou l>y a. go\'ernm nt
supervisor snpplemente(l hy local s ·hool uoarc1s to supply a, rn:.irk ,l dC'fici n ·y of
facilities. But Lore, as al w~ys, the fact is app:.i.r nt tbat Lho i1rnugurntion :t}l(1 dir ·ction of popular education proceeus from the univer ilir and r ·prc.-enlatiY '8 of the
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cultivated class, which cooperate to respect and further a universal instinct gradu.
realized by the m asses. As soon as the "common people" begin in earnest to a
the need aud right to education, these same representatives of the higher cul tn
with eminent exceptions, oftener than otherwise are found in combination -w-i t
watchful state and church, working at cross purposes with the interest of the peo
The original settlers of the :first American colonies brought from Europe t
notions which, as we have seen in our record of education in the provincial an d ca
day s of the Republic, were the most obstinate and effectual opponents to the e s -ta
lishment of the American common school: (1) The view that the church has the so]
and divine right to educate, or at least must hold in its hand the initiative and admi
istration of all education in the forrri of the elementary parochial, secondary, an
higher training in the denominational academy and college. (2) The European. ide
that the government must originate a complete system of education under the forn
of a university scheme that includes all departments of learning, subsidized by -the
state. ,vith this idea the leading colleges and universities, from the settlement 0
the country till the middle of the eighteenth century, were established according t-0
the theory that th ey r epresented education itself, and from them must proceed tbe
movement downward to the humble ranks of society. In a similar spirit several of
the original thirteen colonies attempted an organization which should inclu de all
schooling of the people under the form of a state university.
The original Harvard University was regarded as the center and soul of the educational system of New England. It was established and for more than a c ent ·1.ry
remained largely under the control of the State. The grammar schools were first
ma<le compulsory institutions as an arrangement to supply the materials of its student population, while the elementary schoolrng was in a fl.uctua~ing condition
whi ch, even till 1835, left the colleges and academies of Massachusetts still l argely
in possession of the :field. Y.ale, Williams, Brown, and Dartmouth were, from tbe
first, denominational colleges, neither asking for continuous State support, nor long
retained in the enjoyment of its educational benefactions. But Columbia, the rniversity of Pennsylvania, and William and Mary at first contemplated such a union
with the government as should make them the head and front of all else in their
r espective spheres. In every case the intent was antagonized and finally defeated
by the policy of rival sects, which also resisted the growing desire of the people for
a definite and effective system of popular education.
Witl). the organization of the National Government the same idea appeared in the
original establishment in New York of what was called" The University," with a
"board of r egents," and the evident intention that this body should be the great
ministry of the g overnment in its entire relation to education. The same arrangement was made in Georgia which, to-day, by statute includes every school aided by
public funds, under the title" The University of Georgia." In practice the Commonwealths of Pennsylvania and New Jersey seem to have agreed in the liberal ub ·_
dizing of colleges and academies and neglect ofinterest in the education of the ma
In every Southern tate t 1,e State university came first, with a more or l e JilJ r
subsidizing of acaclemie , with almo t total neglect of the public elementary educ tion, till late iu the nineteenth century. The most liberal and far-seeing of all th
schemes i fonnd in Thomas Jefferson's plan of education, proposed to Virgini 0
be oming a, ··tate of the nion; a plan to which its author adhered with path ·
1
0 , tinacy for half a century, only to Hee it fall in a mass of ruins, out of which ewer_
tb 'ni nr. ity of Virginia, in 1 20.
Ont id a. fi " loc. l ffort iu some of tb leading citi , up to th p •riod
.
gn•at <:dncational reYi,al of 1 30-1 40, non, of the '011th rn tat · bad any hi
·hich w nld b, r •g rd cl to-d y a a prop r sy t ru of ommon- •h ol
tion. Thi pow rfnl monm 11t for the clncation of tll chil Ir n f 11th
gra,l11ul Y · t 11(1 d thr ugh th .. ·ortb ru , t t
until l,:r 1 :iO • 11 of h
l. id h fu11111la i 11 of llwir 1m· •11t -y t m of p pn]ai·
'l hi m
J
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people in all the Southern States, and led to very interesting and more or less successful efforts to establish a system of elementary instruction for the poorer classes
of the white people. Hence the story of the American common-school in t he SouthJ
ern States before 1830-1840 is soon told and, possibly, would be better treated in
connection with the movement led by Horace Mann and his associates in 1830-1840,
and extending to the present year.
Still, it would be doing great injustice to the masses of the people of our Southern
States, especially to the record of their great edncators1 statesmen, and progressive
class, to drop these links of the historical chain. For in all these communities the
one determined impulse toward universal education is apparent among large numbers
even of the humbler sort of the white people. Although the educational movement
among the superior classes still held fast by the old European form of the denominational college and academy, there was from the beginning an attempt among the
people to educate their children.
The history of the higher education in the most prominent of these Commonwealths has been told in :t series of "Circulars of Information," published by the
Na,tional Bnreau of Education, in a way that need not in any detail be repeated.
But still 1 the universities, colleges, and academies of these States, up to a period
later than 1830-1840, virtually represented the 9rganized educational life of these
States, and in a degree attempted to meet the rising demand for the American common school. It will therefore be necessary to make a passing record of their operations during this half century, with an eye especially to their bearing on the" origin
of the Ame1·ican common school," which is the theme of this essay. Here, as elsewhere,Virginia set the keynote, and in a brief recorcl of the great conflict in behalf of
th ''holy caus "of general ducation, never absent from the mind and heart of J effcrson and bis eclncational colleagues for half a century, Rhall we fin cl our best guide to a
fair judgment of the early educational work of all the original States in this section
of the onntry.
·
VIRGINIA.

We have already recorded the progress of education in Yirginia1 from the ongm
of the colony in 1608 to the establishment of the Commonwealth in 1776. In this
period of nearly one hundred and seventy years we find nothing to remind ns even
of the beginnings of the American common schools, save, perhaps, the action of
n eighbors in the support of a "field school,' 1 or neighborhood arrangement, temporary in its character, but the outgrowth of a popular desire for the schooling of
the children. At the opposite end of society we have traced the history of William
and Mary College through the days of its greatest influence to the edge of Hs period
of declension, acce1erated by the removal of the capitnl from Williamsburg to
Richmond. William and Mary was in more than one rnspect a government college,
according to the pattern of the English universities. It was the creature of the
home government, uamed from the two great sovereigns of the new regime, represented by a member in the provincial legislature, p artly supported by public fonds,
a vital part of the estal>lislted church of Virginia1 situat d at the fo cus of th
civic, social, and ecclesiastical life of the colony. Until the breaking out of the
war of independence, it commanded the entire aJ)probation of th for •mo t ociety
of the province and educated such of the promi!;iug oung m n as w r not s ut
abroad or to the Northern colleges. Hut, with these advantages, it was 1 from 1iho
first a fit representative of the old-time high aristo ratio sid of Virginia, and id
not ~ttract students from a, ri. ing ancl most important class of tb population.
The first edu ational prot st against this policy came from the Pr sl>yt rian emigration to the tate1 about the mi~~e of the eighteenth c u~ury. As, a.rly a 17~
the Synod of Philadelphia h acl petition d 'overnor oo ·h, him If a• c t ·hma.u, m
behalf of the religious tolerati n of the Pr b t rian p opl , th n migrating to
Virginia. A favorable response, as f How cl by that r m rkabl mov mcnt <>f h
1
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Scotch, North-Irish, and German Protestant people that gaye :1 sort of backbone to
the original colony of tbe old Atlantic South. An early result was the establishment;
of an academy in Prince Edward Connty in 1776, under the rectorship of Rev. SamueJ Stanhope Smith, an eminent missionary of thi.s faitb,a nativ0 of Pennsyl vanin.
and :1 graduate of the College of New Jersey. In 1777 tho name of tho acudemj- "'--va.s
ch:mged to Hampden-Sydney, ·compounded of the- names of the two great Eng] ish
representatives of civil liberty. The academy developell to the college of that name,
-n-hich still remains an honored and moderately prosperous college of the convention.al
t.ypo. Until later days, always stinted for the means of support, this instituti on has
grudnn.ted many inflnentiul men, and numbers of the most sncccssfnl college men of
the South haYo been connected ·with its faculty. It established tho first theological
a.nd model medical school of the State, both of which arc still in existence. - But its
most notable reputa,tion for our purpose is that it was the first declaration of independence from the educational idea of a, church n.ml state college under which
Virginia had lirnd until well into the second century of her history. Its lligher
educational department dates from the administration of President J. P. Cushing,
elected to the presidency in 1821. President Cushing was a native of New Hampshire
aml a graduate of Phillips Exeter Academy. During llis administration of fourteen
yea:-s a proper faculty ,vas organized ancl the basis of collegiate education laid..
But while the Presbyterian Church was in the American colonies, as abroa<l, a
staunch representative of liberty in civic affairs and religious free<lom, as far as
tho emancipation of the polity of the church from the rule of Romo and the great
British State establishment was concerned, being the first organization of the Christi:m religion in modern days in which the Christfon people appear as the foun<l ation
of ecclesiastical power, its ecclesiasticism was still a bar to a furth er expansion of
the colonial etlucational mind. Almost contemporaneous in point of time came the
mo-vement by which a Presbyterian academy at Lexington, Va., in the Shenandoah
Valley, was docli catecl as "Liberty Hall," in 1782 receiYing tho .first charter of an
educational institution made by the uew Commonwealth of Virginia. In 1796
George '\Vashington proposed to deYoto to an institution of learning tho 100 shares
of stock of the James Ri,-er Company presentecl him by his native Stato. Liberty
Hall was selected us the recipient of tho Lounty and its nnme changed to Washington Academy. By ::till of this donation, now representccl by a fund of $50,000, and
another from the bequest of tho Association of the Cincinnati of Virginia, amounting
to $23,000, and a third of $40,000 from the est::tto of John Robinson, the academy blossomed into ·washington College, and, as a vigorous and well-supported. institution,
"·cnt 011 its wny till the close of the civil war, when it wus baptized anew into the name
"'iVashington and Lee," un<ler tho presiclency of the most distinguished commander
of the Confetlcrnto armies. While this college never contributed to the cause of
popular education, yet through its president, Dr. Henry Rn1Iner, it made a mo t
remarkable prote ,t against the institntion of slaYery that defied the unanimity of
sentiment that prevailed beforo the ciYil war. His rnn, Dr. ·william H. Ruffner was
tho fir ·t State s uperintendent of education of Vfrginia, still the most notable, outhern crlncator oflat enli ted in the cause of tbo peoplo's school, tho Iloraco 1faun of
the ontb .
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representative of that important study. In 1839 it combined with this another new
dep:1rtnro iu a, resolution by its trustees, '' That., as soen afl practicable, the trustees
of Ran<1olph-lllacon College will establish a normal school, as a department in tho
college, in which a, good ancl liberal English education can b e obtained n,ncl which~
in its organization, shall be ospccia.lly fitted to educate common-school teachers, and
that tho professor of English literature shall l)o tho rector thereof." Tho rapidly
increasing Methodist body thus, at a, l)eriocl of thirty yea.rs heforo the establishment
of tho present system of common schools in Yirginin, recognized tho importance of
lifting the inefficient and un1>opnlar "free school" of the Olcl Dominion in Lo respecta,bility through tho influence of superior teaching. Tho elective system of studies
was al o establishetl 011 the removal of the college in 1868. It is not remarkable
that in flll. educational atmosphere so genial, a group of the most progressi,o n,nd
clistinguishotl of the college men of tho South bas been fonnd in Professor Price: now
of Columbia, College, New York; Dr. Deems, late of the Church of tho Strangers,
New York; Professor Lupton, Chancellor Garland, Bishop McTyeire, and Professor
Baskerville, of Vanderbilt UniYers1t_y; Superintendent Peay, of Richmond; Professor "\Yoodward, of South Carolina College; Professor Sharpe, of Tnlanc; Professor
Edwards, now of Michigan .Agricu ltural College, and others, including its present
n,blo aud energetic president, Dr. W.W. Smith.
Emory and Henry College, 1>lante<l. in an id al sitnation in southwest Virginia in
1833-3,1 by tho untiring zeal of Rev. Creed Fu1ton, cnjoyecl an honorable n,nd 1>ros]_)erons arecr nntil th civil war. It still nee(ls ouly tho goot1 will of faithful friends
to make it one of tbo most ,alnablo of tho high r schools c f tho gr at mining,
manufa<"turing, and a."ricnltnral realm of southwest Virginia, which is not oxeellccl
by any portion of th Tnitctl, ' tates in it resources arnl cavablo, hy fair treatment,
of be orni110" itself a, pro rierous, tatc.
Emory and Henry shar thi opportunity with Roanoke College, estahlish tl by
tho Lutheran bo<ly hefor th civil war, now inn, st acl,r comso of deYclopmcnt. It
now share with ti.le reorgamzed ·wmiam and Iary the 11ccnliar merit of snstaining
a pro£ sor of pedagogy and a historian of education in Dr. Painter.
Ono of tho most prosperous and usefnl institutions of learning now in Virginia,
Richmond College, owes its existence to a movement in 1830 by tho Virginia. Bn,ptist
Education Society, "to devise aud propose some plan for tho improvement of young
men who, in tbo judgment of tho churches, are called to the work of tho ministry.'
The result of this effort for two years was tho placing of thirteen young men in
priYatc scboo] s. But in 1832 the society bonght a tract of la.n<l 4- miles from Richmond and opened n, manual-labor school, callecl "Virginia Baptist Seminary." Two
prominent clergymen of the denomination, Drs. Rylan<l an 1 Ball, insirndcc.1 tv.· utysi:x: students in the clements of :m Engh!-!h all(]. clussic·al c<1ncation; tll majority
with a view to tho Christian. ministry. In 1 33 the iustitniiou was r mov 1l to its
present site, now in tho corporation of Richmond. Lan,1 was :u·cp11r 1l with , view
of ex.tending the manual-labor :C atur , hnt this im1wn.dica1,1 cl vie for " ·Mkin•r
out au education" failec.1 hero, as overywh •re, and was abanclon cl in 1 ,11.
From this lrnmbl l)e<Tinnin(T this in titution wr 11ght st a,chly an(l hou . tl: a t Ii
prob]cm of lmilcling u; n. g 1~uine coll .g until 1 50, wlwn it may lw i;~i<l n h <
1)een fairly establishec.l on its pr sent fonnclation. Although rrr r 1v ells nrlw,l 1,~~
tho civil war, it was thoroughly r or(Taniz (1 anll lib rn11y c:u<lo_, • <1 on th• r, turn of
"n<l i s now one of the mo:t r liabl<- of th <1,•noru111at1onn 1 c·oll gPs of h
pea.co ...
.
· 1 1 · J1
State. Besicl s tho xtende,1 re1>ntati u of i s a.rly fa ·11ltv rn _c-I111rch c·ir 1· '
1~ rnon<l 'oll " has giYcn to th l:Jr,r r <•<lnc·r icmal mov •111 n , 1n
national distinction- r sid nt 'lJ• rle L. 'oc·k , for IJl:tn • Y :11 a~ul .
.
.
heac.l of Hollin. Insti ute on of th 1, t b10w11 a111l mo
11b t:111t1al 111 1 11 '. n
in th , 'on.th for the snp rior i strnctio11 of ~irl , an<l r . .T . L. l\!. '1rr~· for: tlm
prof ssor ancl 110w presi'1 nt of ih oll g • hon rel of ru t •e. :.1 prP. . 11 he
of all cln n.tors in th , 'ontlli'rn , ' atf' a. gen ral a rr-nt ot th
• ·01 ''
educational funu :mcl of th ,:lat •r fund for b, iu1lu t ial an 1 uorm, l
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colored youth. The history of the gradual growth of Richmond College io i
present honorable position, is ,in one important respect characteristic and worthy o f
imitation, namely, the honest and persistent intention of its management froffi. the
first to avoid exaggeration, work within its means, and make no professions i.
was not prepared to verify.
All but four of these coliegiate schools of Virginia were established previous_ to
1830-1840. It is a signal triumph of the common-school idea that the ancient college
of William and Mary, finally rejected by Jefferson for obstinate opposition to his
scheme of education a hundred years ago, is now in its reorganization practically a
State normal school for young men, with a larger attendance than in the best days
of its old renown.
All these institutions, established before the period now considered, doubtless contributed to keep alive the desire for an effective system of popular education; ea.ch
in its own way, sometimes despite of itself, being made to work toward the collling
policy of the New Dominion, the system of common schools for both races and all
classes established in 1870. But the University of Virginia, by its very origin, -was
more closely identified with the original conception of popular education. The
details of the establishment and subsequent history of this, for half a century the
leading Southern university, are so thoroughly given in the admirable" Circular of
Information" by Prof. Herbert B. Adams, of Johns Hopkins University, "Thomas
Jefferson and the University of Virginia," including its relations to the general ed ucation of the State, that we content ourselves with a reference to this work and a,
passing notice.
We have already told the deeply interesting story of the original conception of a
system of education for the whole people of Virginia, including the emancipation
and schooling of the colored folk, as outlined in Jefferson's II Notes on Virginia," and
brought forward at the organization of the Commonwealth in 1776. Also, the
practical failure of the popular side of the scheme in 1796, through that most
ingenious method of "heading off" a plan of universal education, a permissive Jaw,
placing the foitiativo of every public school of the State in the hands of the county
magistrates, the men of all others who would "have none of it." I<'rom that date,
possibly owing to the preoccupation of Jefferson in national affairs, the movement
was delayed until 1810, when tho literary fund was established from '' certain
endowments, penalties, and forfeitures, to the encouragement of learning." Five
years later this was made a substantial reality by the addition of the large sum due
from the United States to the Commonwealth.
During all these years, an entire generation from the time when the great project
of Jefferson was broached, despite the persistent agitation by the great state man
and his most influential friends, Washington, Madison, Monroe, Marshall, and Cabell.
the St.ate had hung back from any practical scheme of popular education, enn for
the majority of the white population. Baffled at every tep in the project near
bis heart, the mind and will of Jefferson more and more centered on the only practicable part of his large plan, the establishment of a university on the broad
foundations, combining the most advanced ideas for a great training school of the
new Am rican civilization, that would become in time tho 1>roper bead of the du tional scheme of th
tate. Jefferson' extended corr spondeu
·.vith the mo
eminent educators of Europe and America during these forty year ·, if 011 tell 1 0
properly dit cl with fit hi torical and biographical environment, would b<' • m
valnabl tr a.ti e for then e <' pe ially of the edu ational pnhlic of th 011th.
In U<16, th lit rary fund having grown to th sum of $1 000,000, the hoarll of clir or a ort of .·t ·mp riz d 'tat board of education, of which Gov rnor . . 'i 11• 1
wa pr idntwa invitecllyth 1gilaturetoreport"a.)·tmofpnhJic•du ti
in luclin • n univ r. it:. t b
all d the Tni\' r ity of Virginia an«l u ·h nd litio
c 11 ·g ·
•rni , nd ·b ol a h nld c1iffn.· th ben fit of duc:ation hr n
1
th·
· alth.''
· rom
l r
,f 1 brat
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opinions in reganl to an ideal school. As usual, each "great educator" addressed
presented his own ideal, probably not then realizecl •upon earth, and altogether a
mass of very interesting educational literature was placed before the boanl of directors. Bnt Virginia was not yet to be the leader of the educational column. It was
no part of the policy of any class, or of any save a select body of the 1nost eminent
statesmen and educators of the State, to open the gates of knowledge even to the
masses of their own l'ace. The disappointing outcome of the prayers, toil, and sacrifice of forty years was the law of 1818, appropriating the sum of $45,000, aiccruing from
the income of the literary fun(l for the schooling of upoor children," under the direction of commissioners of the local courts of each county. These children were to be
selecte(l and, with the consent of their parents or guardians, sent to a competent school
to be taught the elements of knowledge; supplies were to bo paid for out of the
moneys appropriated to the school. Along with this went an appropriation of
$15,000 for the snpport of "The Univer,·ity of Virginia."
On this perilous edge of failure did Jefferson a.ncl bis friends raJly for the up building of the university. A favorable commission of location chose Albemarle County.
A generous donation of land on an ideal site fixed the destiny of the school. A sel'ies
of loans amounting to $180,000 from the literary fund , afterwards remitted by the
legislature, placed in the hands of the executive committee the means of putting on
the ground the most unique and -probably the most attractive group of university
buildings then in the Union. Professors from abroad, including the famous Professor
Cooper, son-in-law of Dr. Joseph Priestley, then living in Pennsylvania, himself
deeply interested in education, though under the ban of belief in an adva,nced
religious ere d, were brought to the new foundation . Jefferson, tho head and front
of th enterprise, proposed with great enthusiasm a scheme of university education,
at that 'time undoubtedly the broade t aud most practiC'al in th country, which, as
far as po sible, was adopt d 1Jy the management. From tho imposing height of
Monticello tho old state man through his telescope watched the growth of the school,
practically directed the organization, and till the day of his death, in 1826, wa its
real president.
Without doubt tho organization of a university on a plan so progressive, especially
its freedom from ·ectarian control, though with steadfast adherence to th13 ftm~amental faiths _of religion and morality, its elective system of study, its l,roacl and
benevolent scheme of di scipline, its appeal to the pride of a Commouwealth, with
only one political rival iu the growing power of New York, was a pledge given by
Virginia to the coming generation that m due time the education of the masses of
h er people should be equally considered. But it was also inevitable thu.t, aft 1· the
d eath of Jefferson, the nniversity shoukl naturally pass unckr the control of tho
dominant influence of the class which was committed to the 1>olicy then 11p1) rmost
in favor. Jefferson could not fail to realize with what a pittanre th , tat wa 1>11tting off the majority of her children in the apology for universal clllcation ff re_d
by the'' poor school, " treated with undisguis d contempt 1,y "th po r 'to whom it
was offered even w the opening of the civil war.
f ·otu.i , witb the oll g<•s and
llumerous academies, fifty in number, that gr w up in all parts of th •'t:l.t , iuclntl
ing severn.l valuable female seminaries, and the p rs1 tent hab1~ of
w ·al thy P •op.I
of schooling its children in tbo Torth ancl a.broad, th l admg favor1·cl c-1•
h1t1lt
itself np to a condition of power and national ·oJJsi<l r tion al w~ ya
such conditions. The niver ity of Virginia in time b nm th m
institution of the higher dncation in all the ou h ancl II of th m
c·h r:
·.ristic and influential scats of learning in th 1 nion hr ngh th · ar h ·~ r · th 1•1 11
war. This is not th pla ·e to discu s r ov n d
rib th
f it
or its peculiar influence on the ri and dev lopm n f th .
section all of which wiH lJ found s alJly no ev< u ~ ct 1 n tel '
docuDJ;nts of the National nur an of · <luca.tion alr ady r_ •f •rr d t_ ·
Jefferson died in le •p di, appoin ment b
f th
a ual f1 1l11r
scheme for the ednca.tiou of the peop1
f hi. b 1
10m n' · , I th.
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in which he published his sorrows, in his declining years, arc among the most 1-')0~
ful and prophetic in the e(lncational literature of tho Republic. But their fnl:fillme
can be traced in the illiteracy that so widely prevn.iled up to a ln;te date in this pr?
oltl Commonwealth, cspocinJly through the interesting country beyond the mountain "
incl ud ing tho present State of W est Virginia and the southwestern section of -rb:
Oltl Dominion. The period now under consideration. was not tl.ic clay of education
statistics, and only by sido glimpses and incidental revelations can it b e under.stoo
1.iow deeply .the Stn.te of Jefferson suffered for its long delay in n,C{!epting his gospel
of th e trne democracy-tho education of tho whole people for republican citizensh ip.
In 1820 alteratignsin the permissive faws wero made by which tl10 benefi t s of free
prim ary s chooling were extended to all classes of white children. The county coul
bo bid off into districts of G miles square. As soon as the people of one of these
districts had raised three-fifths of the sum to build a s choolhouse the remaining t--wofifths might be appropriated from tho State literary fund, provided it did. not exceed
one-tenth the sum duo-the district from the Stn.te. There was the attempt to frame
something resembling a g eneral system of common schools; but with tlie sm all sum
of $-!5,000 for a State which in 1831 con fained 700,000 white people and not less than
100,000 children and youth of proper school age, and, with tho e:xtrome improbability tliat the counties most in. need of education would act, or the schools thus
established would be worth attending, there was very remote prospect of ::my considerable result. In fact, in 1840 the number of children in the State in attenclance
on the State schools was only 27,598, one-fifth of all the children between 8 and 15
years of ago. The other four-fifths were being educated by the more popular neighborhood field, private, and denominational methods, or not schooled at all.
A picturesque description of one of the better sort·of tho numerous Virginia "field
schools" of the old time ·would give a hint that a good deal was going on in this region
of etlnca.tional enterprise and even during these years was germinating the seeds of
a, great revival of educa,t ion. It will be a grateful task to record how, during the
period 1840-1860, an increasing body of the most eminent men of Virginia called the
attention of the people to the imperious educational needs of the time in a, way, not
only powerful and p,-. triotic, but prophetic of what was in store in a still far off
future, when, rising from the awful wreck of war, this grand old Common-wealth,
clismem bored of a noble estate, should turn at last to the counsels of i _ts great ed ncational sta,tesm:m in the establishment of the complete American system of common
schools for all her people, realizing tho idea. of Jefferson in a way more in harmony
w ith the ideals of tho present ago. And when, in tho summer of 1879, the University
o.f;' Virginia opened her doors to the first State institute of teachers, it requ irecl no
poetic 1maginat.ion to fancy tho marble statue of tho illustrious a1>0stle of freedom
and cclucation extending his hand in benediction, recalling tho prediction that he
and his aged friend, John Adams, from their abode in Heaven, should look down
wi tli rapture on what both had so long desired but had "died without the sight."
MARYL.AND.
,v1rn.tever credit may be accorded to tho original government of tho produce of
faryland for tho as ertion and maintenance of r eligious liberty under tile a.dminLtratio:1 ofLonl Baltimore, there is n o evidence tha.t, dnrmg the long half contnry
from 1G3-! to 1689, tho go,ernment hacldone anytliiug not worthy for ctlncntion. The
only attempt to found a school under governmental :1uspices, in 1671, failed and wa
ncYcr rcyh·cd. Tho failure was doubtless more tho resi1lt of tho .·om1feuclal au
int nseJy aristocratic strncturo of society than from tlio Jack of z al in a pric.. tboo
alwaysr ad,r to fortify their church at l a ·t by an c tabli hn ent of th hi"h r lucation. It has b n w 11 ·tatecl that tbe orirrinal fa sachn Ptt · J, w, omp llin _
c,· ry n •irrhhorhooll of iif y familie. to e ·tabl ish a. s ·hool wonlrl lrnx · h en of imp · ihlc <'nfor ·111 ·nt in ~fary]aiul from the fa t that nowh r out. icl a fow 11, ml
w r th ro a 111 ny hons •liol<l within u tici 11 cli.·t: nco of a h oth r for ncb a
ciatiou .
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Originally a, part of the vast territory of Virginia, tho ono earl y attempt i n Marylall(l to fonrnl :1 school of tho higher education was swallowed up by the.new enterprise that p1ace<l on the soil of the Ohl Dominion tho college of William and Mary.
Bnt tho "c:1Hhy an.cl ruling families of the new colony cJutifnlly sent back their son s
to Englan,l or France for ctlucati.on, a.ceorlling to their religious connections, and the
children that were educa.tcd at home uepcndetl on family instru tion or such "ai u
arnl comfort" as might oo obtained from the very questionable class of tramping
schoolmasters; some of them drawn from the crowd of indentured servants; too many
of them of personal ill repute.
Tho overthrow of the Lonl Baltimore regime and tho substitution of a, Protestant
11olicy n.t the beginning of tho eighteenth century mark the first departure cf the
government in behalf of education . Bnt nntil t.:Iie year 1865 the people of Maryland,
out ide one or two localities, ,vero educationally in the bands of a class of len,ders
who seem ueYer to have broadly a,pprchendecl the significance of the American common school. From an early day, a, fnll century before the organization of tho N:1tion:1l
Government, there was a growing, often a, vigorous desire, for something that would
offer tho "great America.n chance" to the children who wero being trained to face
tho tremendous crisis of the conflict for n:1tional iu<lepen<l.euce.
But the triple-beaded rock on which every movement snccessively fonnuered was :
(1) The establishment of a, system of county acatlemies of tho olll Engli h free-school
ra.ttern, subsidized by the, tate. These schools were really of the secondary classical
type, though proposing to deal with tho e1emcnt:1ry training of chi.ltlren for their
own l)r 11aratory work. 13nt these were not snpl)ortecl from uclow by any gen ml
syst m of elem ntary schooling and, afler a, few al)ortiYe attempts to fonntl a, col1C1go
or nniversity, ball no ontlook above. The majority of them were managcu by a close
corporation aft r it fir t a.ppointruent hy the government, shut out front all l)nulic
or privn,to interference. 'l'h y w re all ticcl to tho Church of Engl:lm1, atHl honored.
the Archbishop of Canterbury as their he:1d. In all bnt tho mall subsidizing by the
colollial government they were in no sense public schools accorc1ing to tJie American
idea.

(2) This very organization was the cause of tho pecuniary failure into which they
Ther was no public n ·e
of obligation to support thclll by a, tolerable dispensation of Stato aid. Tho school
revenne was ohtainecl by a system of taxa,tion on tho most importa.nt production of
tho colony, with all tho vices and none of tho virtues of a t:.iriff leYietl for rev nue
or protection. Thus, with no lJrovision for wbn,t was most ncodc<l.-a. system of elemcn tary education-the mass of the people during the en tire colon in,l period R em to
]rnye been chiefly interested, :first, in a. successful a.ttempt to <lcstroy tho <'o11 geH in.
behalf of tho acn,demics in which they had somewhat of an inter : t, an<l fat r th
1msnccessful effort to dh·ert the small annuity from these to the •l m ntary c-l1oo1 . ·
In stead of being instructe(l according i.o the American c·ommo_n-iwh~ol wa. ·- ·n·n.
then jn full operation in N w England-of puttrng then· hands m then· pocl- s ~or
tho pnblic educn.tion of the hilclren, the.i people w ro ]iYid. •<lo,· r tlH. rrpproprt. tion of n, men,gcr pittance clolctl out from funds not <·oll ct ·<l 1,y ta.:a~ton, now to
this ::mu now to that style of du ·ati.onal arrangement. As n. n·. 111 ot th 1:ic:1 _or
the ]lier her eclucation there was no l>ody f <·omp t nt t ,a ber8 to mah, 1lrn: ,Ill ·m 11'
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whole arrangement. But after the beginning of the national life it was always and
everywhere an invidious an<l hateful method, entailing inevitable failure on every
school entangled with it.
Complicated as it was in Maryland, even in the somewhat advanced law of 1825,
with the permissive clause which enabled any community to refuse to adopt the
system, the fate of public education from the first was doomed to the judgment pronounced by Governor Lyon in 1855. After more than two hundred years of effort as
colony and Commonwealth to educate her people, it was declared by the chief executive magistrate of the State that "our school system, except in Baltimore, is in a
state of most utter and hopeless prostration. Our plan of public instruction must
be reconstructed anew; made uniform in its operations through the State; supported
more liberally by State and county revenues, and, above all, it should be subject
to some controlHng and primary power, through which all operations should be
annually collected and made public, or it will fail to meet the exigency of our condition or be attended with any public benefit."
Our review of the pre-Revolutionary educational history of Maryland has sufficiently illustrated this general statement of the causes of failure of the public-school
effort, w bile it has accounted for the wealth of culture and patriotic character developed
by the first great effort for national life. The history of the higher education has
already been told in a "circular of information," from the National Bureau of Education. It only remains to briefly indicate the successive attempts of the legislature to respond to the growing demand of the people of Maryland during the .first
fifty years of the Republic for the educational opportunities that never came, save as
a sequel to the great war of emancipation from the most formidable obstacle to the
American common school, the institution of negro slavery. This institution had
lingered in Maryland for fifty years previous only as a burden on the progress of
that Commonwealth so favored by nature, and to-day becoming one of the commanding educational centers of the Union.
In 1790 the population of Maryland was 300,000. The only public provision for
education was the establishment of the "free school 1' or academy, already described,
in a majority of the couuties of the State. Of the :fifteen foundations of this sort
seven were afterwards consolidated with institutions of the secondary grade, four
were abolished, one became an elementary school, and two were utilized for the support
of tho poor. The constitution of 1776 contained no provision for education. In 1 05
the support of the State was withdrawn from colleges, and the nominal "Univer ity
of Mary land, 1' composed of Washington and St. John's colleges, collapsed. The funds
thus diverted from the higher Aducation were now concentrated, for a quarter of a
century, upon the attempt to develop the academic system of the separate countie ·
Several new academies were chartered, some of which succeeded and are flourishinrr
institutions at the present day. In 1802 a medical school was establi, hed in Baltimore, which in 1807 was chartered as The Medical College of Maryland, with P rmis ion to work a $40,000 lottery for its support. In 1812 this school put forth
departm nts of divinity, letter , and art., and assumed tbe title of Univer~ity
Maryland, but the only result was the securing of good medical and literary cbo '
At a later date1 in 1825 1 the Maryland Institute of Mechanic Arts was chartered
Baltimore, with provision for :fifty free scholarships. '.rhe foundation has become on
th real schools of the tate; has in tructecl 17,000 students and to-clay i prob, bly ·
it highe t ondition of u efulnes . Dnring all this half century the legi latur
busy with th chartering of many private and denominational schools with
in b half of education in eparate communitie , probably all of more or le
bnt nothing in the direction of the esta.bh hm nt of a practical working
C'Ommon ch ol, . The cli e t. hlishment of the Episcopal hnrch at the or :miz ·
f th
t,
governmeut in 177
nt forth mor than :fiftv l r m n of thi f: •
f ,\ hom r turn 11 to 1',nglancl, man of them i> comi.nl-{ te b
f th t fr, t ruit ·. The hronic plagu of the vacrran choolm
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to have been severely felt in Maryland even to a late day. Many of these people
were little better than tramps-drunkards, ignorant; in all ways contemptible . as
teachers of children. The lack of :fit home instruction sent multitudes of the superior
students to the neighboring States of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, even farther
north, for university opportunities.
Up to the year 1812 "the elementary education was still a matter of private concern, except as the academies performed the office of primary schooling." Each of
the :fifteen charterecl academies was governed by a close corporation of trustees. In
1814 the fortunes of persons dying intestate were appropriated for the .schools of
Baltimore, and proYisions for the schooling of needy orphans at public expense were
made by law.
In 1812 the first important essay at public aid for primary education was made by
a tax on bank stock and some other sources of revenue . In 1816, $50,000 a year was
voted for five years' instruction of the poor, the funds to be raised by a lottery.
In 1821 another attempt was made to move the National Government to a plain act
of justi ce by inclllding the original thirteen States in the gift of Western lands for
universal education. Maryland especially would seem to have had a claim to this
distribution, as it was the action of her Representatives in the Congress of the Confederation that set in motion the scheme for the magnificent land grant to all of the
new States admitted to the Union. An elaborate report was made aud resolutions
J>assed, which were sent to all the States, w1th no important result. In 1823 it was
enacted that every academy should educate free one pupil for every $100 received
from th , tate.
In 1825 the popular demand bad become so urgent that a decided new departure
. was i11augnrated. Mr. Littleton Dennis Teacklo was appointed chairman of a legislative ommittee to report a ystem of common-school mstruction for the white children of the Commonwealth. After due rnvestigation, the committee came under the
inflnonc of the Lanca terian system of instruction by monitors which at this time
was iu full operation in New York and Philadelphia and largely dominated the official
mind of the country. An elaborate plan was offered and adopted. But a great merit
seemed to be found in the fact that, by this system, where 300 to 500 children would
be under the supervision of one master on a salary of $300 per annum, the entire white
youth of the State could be educated for 62 cents per head. The system included:
(1) A State superintendency of education; (2) the appointment of nine commissioners in each county by the governor and council; (3) "suitable" trustees, elected
for each school district into which the county had been divided by the commissioners,
aud eighteen discreet persons, also appointed by the commissioners, to form with
them a body of sch ool inspectors. The commissionerA were to divide the county into
districts, examine and approve teachers, distribute the public money, and exercise a,
general supervision over the working of the system. The public money was to be
paid only for the support of teachers.
But this remarkable law bore in its own vitals the fatal <l.i ease of "local option;"
for it was only permissive, the public funds being di pensecl on a poll of the legal
voters. It never went into full operation in any county; thirte n only adopt d
and six rejected it. In 1828 the governor reportetl the law a practical failur . The
State superintendency, held by Mr. 'feackl , was abolished, 11 t to be resum d till
1856. The accomplished author of Education in Maryland ascril)es the failur to
the lack of training in lo al affairs lJy the people and indifference and opp siti u
to public taxation for public education.
Yet the educational policy of th State since the y ar of its eettl m n t bad b 11
working toward the schooling of all th ·bildren. Th ·i y of Balbi or , 1,y ~his
law, was mpowereu to organize a 1:1ystem f public· a ·hoola, tbr~n~h the app 111tment of commission rs by the ·ity gov •rnm nt. Iu 1825 omm1.-s10n r w r
ppoint <l who projec·t cl a sy t m of J m ntar_y duC'ation to li put on th ,.ro,u~<l
after five years. In 1 2 it was onlel' d that six ·l men tar sC'l1ools for hoy an<l a1x
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for girls should be established . But the funds were not forthcoming, and, in 1
ti;,·o schools for males and one for females were opened, on tbe L::mcasterian pla.
·with one paid teacher for '300 children. The system slowly made hen.cl, and it ~
not till ten years later, 1839, on the establishment of the boys' high school (no
Baltimore City College) and t'i\o of similar grade for girls, tlrnt the system foun
itself with a head and entered upon that career of snccess whi ch bas .lJrought -tbe
city of Baltimore abreast with the other mctropvlitan centers of public education.
Baltimore noy;r enjoys ri, generous system of cclucation, publi c and endowed, in i +
common schools: in the Stato Normal College, tho Johns Hopkins UniYersity, a?tho Peabody Institute, with several fonndations of wide reputation for the super.ror
edu cation of girls, industrial ::mcl art training, and charitable institutions o f' the
educational type, crowned by the admirable free library, tho gift of Mr: Enoch .P ratt.
-with the inauguration of the elementary school system of 1823 there broke out a;
war upon the chartered academies of tho State, with tho view of transferring the
fonds dedicated to them to the new common schools. But this made no sensible
impressiop_ on the policy of the State in this respect. Meanwhile, the public-scbool
fund bad grown from taxes of various descriptions and tbrongh a considerable sum
from the national "surplus revenue" donated to a11 the States in 1836.
In 1840 there were in Mar:vland 12 '' colleo-es," with 813 stuclents; 133 academies and
grammar schools, wHh 4,289 pupils; 565 primary schools, with 16,851 scholars, 6,624
of 'i\-hom wern receiving public aid. The number of white adul_t illiterates in the
Commonwealth was reported as 11,891.
This record of public education in Marylaucl is relieved, as in all the Southern
States, by eminent examples of tho efforts of educational reformers and the gradnal
growtll of a popula.r demand for better things. But, until 1865, at the close of the ·
cinl war, nothing essentially different was attempted.
DELAWARE.
Although, in population among the least, and next to the least in size of the fortyfour States, Delaware, rn her educational history, presents au impressive obj ect
l esson on the efforts of her people to o\·ercomo the vexatious obstacles to th e union.
of the divers nationalities, sects, and conditions of people of which her population
bas been made up. Delaware 'i\·as :first settletl and governeu. b y the Swedes and
Finns, from 1638 to 1655. It was then a Dutch colonial appendage to New York for
nine years. Iu 166-1 it passed under English rnle. In 1682 tho Duko of York ceded
to William Penn tho two lower counties of Delaware. After an unsuc cessful attempt
at indeponc1encc, in 1691, tho territory was finally separated from Pennsylvan ia in
1702, though s till nnder the nominal governorship of Pennsylvania until the close
of the R evolutionary war. As if worried to the last point of pnblic endurance hy
this gamo of political battledoor and shuttlecock, Delaware fled to the national
coYcr , becoming the .first State that gave its assent to the Union in 17 7.
The story of tho efforts of tliis original colony of Swed.cs to perpetuate them ch" as a Swcclish p e oplo in a n en· country, their obstinate attachment to tll eir own language :wd tho olc.l-couutry method of combining tlie cliurch and school <luring t!J
one lrnnclretl ancl fifty year s befor this little community of at be t 1 200 people wafinally merged in tho rising titlo of British life, might well b p ubli bccl a an
in ·tructi YO les on to somo of our recent European immigrants who in cline to tb ~am
xcln h· policy. Enouo-h to say, that while it is probable th
J) ople, cbiclh- f
tbc humbler sort, wcr after a. fa ·hion able to keeJ) up tbc horn
u ·tom of r e:ailiutli ir own lan..,.uag , 1t was fifty :r ars before a, school rrot on it· le"'· and ru lonh fore a gift
bo k came from the wcclish Gov rom nt with chooltn:i ter
tea ·h th
hilc1r ·11 t r a.cl th 111. That a p o ple Iese ml d from :i popnJatiou
S ni•rnlly int Iii"' nt anil w 11-in. trn ·t ·d a . th , wccl ·. of thr • c uturie. n~o 110
have thu
rn~rr}I 11 for onP- J1111111r 1 ancl Jiftr year ni.:-nin t th pn·vailin~ t u1 nc.
f th 11 \" mui nu lit only at ln t to 1, wnliow cl up lH'yoml fntnr v o~ui i •
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is one of the convincing proofs of tho absurdity of seeking to perpetuafo on American soil any state of society antagonistic to republican ideas ant1 tho inevitable
abolition of European distinctions in the national character.
Even less satisfactory is the record of th e brief perioL1 of tho Dutch occupation of
Deb ware as a distant suburb of 1\.1anbattan I shm1 from 1655 to the conquest of New
York by tho English in 1664. Despite the Yigorous effort to clepriYo Kew Englaml
of her -well-earned reputation as the mother of the American common school, there
was little in the original efforts of the Dutch colony, either in New York or tho adjacent States, to re,oal anything beyond the ordinary parochial school of the day;
even at that u. foeulc imitation of what was a vigorous system oYcr the sea. The
Dutch in Dela-;varc seem to bavo been even Jess fortunato in securing educational
fa i1ities for their chilc1ren than their brethren in New York, and the little that ""°as
acl1ieYet1 was 1ost in tho opening years of1hc Revolutionary epoch.
7
"
e have already, in tho early history of education in Pennsylvania, given the
recon1 of tho Society of Friends in rcgar<l to universal education . E,·cn the exclusive sectarian typo of their schools seems not to have benefited the province of Delaware while it was a 11ortion of tho vast domain of William P enn. Not until 1784:
was a denominational scbool csfal>lishccl in Wilmington, Del., t y this people, who
prol,ably were not in great force in this J)rovinco. In tho possession of a printing
press Delaware aml Georgia were tbe least favored of the Am ricau colonies, for not
until 17G l dicl a printer take up bis abode in Delaware, and but, one 11ewspa11er was
start t1 b fore tho Revolution.
B('yoncl tbo r,assing of suvernl acts confirming granls for schools in connection with
churches, et ., tbcro was no arly attomr,t ~t 'tato aicl for et1ncatio11 in Dcl:twar .
The :fir t constitution of tho Sta.to, in 1792, onfain cl no ref r n ·o to clncation. Tbo
reYis cl constitution in 1831 <lireots tho l gi In.tore "to proYi<l by l aw for th :tabli r'hment of school niicl 1n·omoting arts and scion ·es."
By sue essfro 1a.;,s of 1706-97 nn<l 1806, tho latter Ja,w nar1cc1 to ontinno in force
tiJl 1820, an attempt was mad to stablish a , tato s ·hool fund from YarionHli<'Olll, s.
This, with s uch l>cquests and gifts as might comofrom individual , was to be inY steel
in bank stocks in Delaware ancl Pennsylvania, with a provision that nono of it honld
be appropriated for tho secondary or higher cdncatiou . A snbscquent Jaw empo"·ered tl10 govornmont to divert this revenue to tbe support of the courts, with promi. o
of fnture restitution. It was not ti11 1817, thirty years from tho fon11datio11 of tho
State, that $1,000 was appropriated from this fund "to fnrni. h iu strnction to tl1 C'b ilclren of poor parents in reading, writing, and arithmetic." But the protci;t against the
Old vVorlcl discrimination of the "least favorecl" of th e l)eoplo came Hw iftly on tlrn
heels of the effort, an<l. the widespread discontent eugen<ler 11 lJy th atte1Jl1)t to 11forc·
the law paralyzed. the common-school mo\T ment for y ars to ome. II rP r.nmc on t,
in strong relief, tho intensely aristocratic spirit of tho i;nr, •rior so1·i ·ty of l l'lawn.r ,
whic:b,a1tho ughlon gretaineclinthes hoolgeogrrqlhi sasou ofth:'· .. 1il1cl1 .'tatl','
wns, from the :first, most thoroughly 'outh ru ancl s1aYcho1cling till th<· do.:· of th
ciYil war.
Probably the only American tate that ha tak n tho riginal .' nu<lny '"11001 i,1,.,
of Rol>ertRaikesintoits ducational syst mi
lawar. In 1 :.n tlrn_ • tat,_ 1,11,
vidcd that e...-ery school held on the, 'ab bath day for th iu:tr1H· ion cf ~·hit 1·~11l 1lr1
shoulcl be su1Jsidi.zed at tho rate of 20 eut pc1 capita. In 1, ~- 1h_,•rc: \' n lll.llf .' 1
schools of this sort, re ·eiving tho agrrrc :it sum of ·221. 1. h1 fi • tnr 1
111
r etained in tho common-school system of th· 'tat , 'ncl ca h o_f J
annually $500 for the ma.int nan o of ,·nncla: sc_h? 1 . H 1:rr: 1 1wr
English idea of subsidizing the school f ~l.c d1fi rcn r l1g11 11
J3nt no effort at amendm nt coul<l 1·ccon ·11 th, P >I 1
of panperism inject <l into tb pnl,li - ~hool ~- tr.111 1,: ., I' 1 : 1 , JI
•
crimination in 1, ·half of th<' l>00". In t11i. as in othn , at, th for m
pnl,h •
men recognized the fundam ntal n P-cl f tl < p •opl, Jc,n ' IJ for h I hur ·h r h
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legislative bodies were prepared to surrender to the inevitable American commonschool idea. From 1822 till 1829 a succession of governors urged in vain upon the
legislature the establishmept of a genuine system of public instruction. In 1829 -the
State school fund amounted to $151,643, with the meager annual income of $9,255-a
bare suggestion of the sum required for even the elementary schooling of the w-bi-te
children of the State.
At this crisis, as in so many similar emergencies, New England came to the rescue
in the person of Hon. Willard Hall, for forty-eight years United States district judge
for Delaware. Born in Massachusetts in 1780, a student at Harvard College wi-th
William Ellery Chan~ing, Joseph Story, and Lemuel Shaw, he came to Delaware in
1803, and, till the day of his death in 1875, was in almost constant receipt of public
honors. He was appointed secretary of state in 1811, 1814, and 1821, a member of
the State senate in 1822, and of the constitutional convention in 1831; the compiler
of '' The Laws of Delaware to 1829, Inclusive." As early as 1822 his attention was
attracted to the discouraging condition of popular education in the State and he
became a resolute advocate of school reform from the :first successful legislat10n in
behalf of common schools till the establishment of the present public-school system
in 1875.
The law of 1829 empowered the levy court to appoint :five commissioners for each
of the three counties, to divide the county into school districts in which no child
should be more than 2 miles distant from a public elementary school, free to all white
children and youth between the ages of 5 and 21. The voters of each district might
choose a clerk and 2 school commissioners and determine how much money should
be raised by taxati on, subscription, or other contributions to supplement the apportionment of the State fund. The erecting of school buildings and all matters connected with the support of the schools were there determined. A sigmficant illuatration of the estimate of woman teachers appears in the proyision to supply a.
female teacher, "when small children can attend school and others are engaged in
the common occupations of the country." No district could receive from the State
board a larger sum than appropriated by itself. The governor could appoint a
superintendent of schools for each county for a year, who, without compensation,
should report the condition of the schools to the State.
Here, as always, the permissive character of the statute greatly impaired the success of this otherwise progressive law. At :first the p eople seem to have rallied and
by 1833 133 districts had been organized. But the people had not been instructed
in the alphabet of popular education, the habit of taxing themselves for a common
school. The history of this movement for the next forty years, till 1875, is the old
story of the persistent effort of a few eminent friends of education, under their brave
and faithful leacler, Judge Hall, to stir up legislatures ancl arouse the people in behalf
of the most vital interest of the Common wealth. In 1836 a common-school convention was h eld at Wilmington, with Judge Hall as president, which almost became one
of the permanent institutions of the State for twenty yeatH. By its suggestion a
portion of the nited tates "surplus r evenue" received by the State wa divided
among the counties for e<lucational purposes. In order to encourage the reluctant
taxpayers, it was enacted in 1837 that the small sum of $25, raised by taxation, should
enable a district to recei v State aid. By 1843 the school fund reached the um of
$183,000 · there were 182 chools in operation, with 6,148 pupil , upported at an
expense of $32,000.
l p to they ar 181 th higher education had no position in Delaware. The on.,
of the superior famili s w
nd
t a•h rsfromoth r tate w r
youth at horn for oll g .
- ,000 by Iott ry toe tnhli ha coll " . In 1 21 a tax on t amlJoat and ta.,. Jin
wa adcl cl to it
Iu 1 3'" a forth r pormi 100 t rai . e anoth r • '•wark Co lle wa
·talJii h •<l anll lm1lclin,r er ct din 1
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Among the eminent men appointecl as trustees of the institution we come upon the
familiar name of Willard Hall, whose life for a full half century seems to have been
bound up in this sacred cause. The college was opened in 1834 with 10 11rofessors,
and Dr. Gilber~, a native of New York, was ·appointed to the presidency . He
resigned in 1835 from conscientious scruples concerning the support of the college
by a lottery and general discouragement. His successor remained in office but five
years, and in 1840 the college had but 42 students, 19 in the preparatory department,
although in former years the number had reached 71. Dr. Gilbert returned to the
presidency in 1840. The continued progress of the institution, thus founded in the
day of small things, will be noted elsewhere. It appears as a recognized Delaware
State college in 1869. But from its foundation till 1850 there were bti't 77 graduates,
and but 270 till 1892. The roll includes a large proportion of the distinguished men
of Delaware, with students from some other States.
In 1829 the public schools of Wilmington, the chief and the only considerable city
in the State, were brought to the head and front of common -school education in
Delaware. Beginning with 10 districts, 8 of them in 1834 united in a union school.
In 1836 there were 716 pupils and instructors. The present excellent system of common schools in Wilmington practically dates from the year 1852, when, l>y special
act, a complete system of popular instruction was established under the control of a
school board elected by the citizens with power to act.

NORTH CAROLI :r A.
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African laborer, yet in North Carolina from the beginning the so-called "middl
classn included a larger anu. more important body of its population, which came t,
the front at ::m earlier period and in a more decided way than in the adjacent colonies
north and south. Had not the restless love of emigrntion that so Garly seized upo1
this portion of the Southern people during the first half century of the Republic
depleted the State of a numerous and reliable class of its most enterprising and progressive young men, and had not the samo impulse moved the State to give a~.a;y
its splendid endowment of territory west of tho mountains, there can b e no don b1
that North Carolina would have lecl all the Sonthern States in the early establishment of a system of popular education, the nearest approach to the present American
common school possible under her organization of society. As it was; during the
half century now under consideration, 1790-1840, this State did make an educational
reco;d, if not in some r espects so brilliant as Virginia, yet beyond the Old Dominion,
more decided at first, more steady in the upholding of the secondary education, and,
at tho close, 1835-1840, was able to place on the ground beyond dispute the best system of public instruction in the fourteen Southern States east of the Mississippi
previous to tho outbreak of the civil war.
·
In our present essay we can only deal with the preliminary steps of this record,
tho founding of the Stn.te University with a, gl::tnco at the academic system, lea,ing
for futur e consideration the very interesting story of the est:1blishment of the publicschool system which closed this era of prosperity. .Even in this, as in the account
of education in all tlle older Southern States before the wn.r, we only sketch the outlines of tho upbuilt1ing of tho secondary ancl higher education, referring our readers
for detailed information to the excellent library of" Circufai's of Information " in the
National Bureau of Educn.tion, treating of this department of instruction in all the
orig n al Atlantic States, together wi th Floriua and Alabama.
It was perhn.ps fortunn.to for North Carolin::i, that tlle decided moYement of her
people for a university was not, as in Virginia at a later period, antagonized by riyal
institutions representing, like ·william and l\Iary, the ed\.lcational and ci de ideas of
the early colonial period, and the presence on the ground of several denominational
colleges which represented tho somewhat limited ideas of their followers . "\Yhile
North Carolina came forth from the trbls of the war of Independence with her populatio n of less than 400,000 of all classes greatly impo verislled, scattcreJ. over a -va t
realm of 52,250 square miles, yet one of the first act s of tlle legislature was the charter
of the University of North Carolina, with the following preamble to the act of incorporation: "'Vhercas in all well-regulated g overnments it is the indispensable duty
of eYery legislature to consnlt the happiness of a rising generation and endeavor to
fit th em for all honorable discipline of the ·cveral duties of life by paying the stricte t
attention to their education; and whereas a uniYersity supported by perm anent fun '
an(l well endowed would have the most direct tendency to answer th e aboYc purpo:-e:
"First, bo it enacted," etc. Tho corporation of tho new school incl uded forty of
the most distingui bed men of the State. Iu 1792 tho university was located on i
})resent site, hapel Ilill, in Orange County, 28 miles from the ca1)ital of the d ate.
The corner stone of the fir. t building n-as laid October 12, 1793. A ·onspicnou 1igu e
in tho o ·ca ion was Gen. ,vmiam Richaruson Dn,vie, a commanding officer dnrin ~ th
war, afterwarcls goYernor of North Carolina and minister of the ~nit d tat " 0
France. The address was delivered lJy Ilev. Dr. , . E. )IcCorkl , a nati,· of P n ylnmia, the president f several institutions, to whom 1,a offcrccl tho .fir t proli
rship, tho ·hair of moral and politi ·al philo. ophy. Tho act of 17 !J ncl w c
11niY r ity with "all tho property thn li::icl heretofor or shonlu th reaft r
h
to th
tat .
This fund in due time becam Yalu hie and with Y ral l rn· •
important for tho time. Tw lotterfrs nll<l money from th I !!i I
-· tent of .• 10,
ni, 1le up in I G2 tb .-mu of ·u .:i:.0.2 . Tbe m ncy n
m II went t wr <'k a th r oro-anization of th,· tnt after th • cfril war. - t r
th• ' ta 1 ~i latur 11hsi1liz s th uui,·er ity to tho xt nt of ,;;2 1
a year.
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During tho first half century of the nnivcrsity until 1840, its history fo largely
iu-rnlved in tho biography of Dr. Caldwell, its first am1, with a brief interregnum,
only president till 1835. At tho beginning tho school -was housed in one builuing
with 50 stuucnts. Forty were graduate(l in the first ten years. Rev. D:.w it1 Kerr, a
graduate of Trinity College, Dublin; Ireland, was chosen" professor of humanity"
and became tho practical head of tho institution with Prof. Charles ·w. Harris, and
S. A. Holmes principal of tho 11reparafory department. This arr::mgement h eld for
only five years, as, in 1798, Mr. Holmes, tho last of tho three, resign ed. The reaction
from the policy of the Church of England establishment, under which tho colony
had remained up to the outbreak of tho war, seems to have sunk deeply into the
mim1s and h ear ts of a considerable portion of the leading people of tho Sta.te and
prou.uced what was then callecl "n.n outbreak of French infidelity/I rerrcsenting in
religions faith about what may ·be called "tho radical wing" of the Unitarian
Church of to-day in the United States and Groat Britain. Tho entire faculty, incluJing General Davie, were implicated in this so-called "h~resy," all of them h avi ng
renounced their faith in Christianity as then commonly believe<.1. Professors Kerr
and Holmes retired to the practice of tho law, in which they distinguishe<.1 th mselves. l\fr. Kerr was appointed a judge by President J efferson. But, along with
these theological heresies1 this gronr of gentlemen seem to have been cnc.1owcc.l with
"ai le,.-el head" in their ideas of the higher education suitu.ble for the youth of a new
American State. Tho curriculum is a refreshing contrast to tho high classic pret usions of an tho co1lcges tbeu in 011eratiou in the country, auc.1 about 1800 the <1 c..-n•
of bach lor of arts was conforrec.1 for p:oficicucy in th English lu.nirnag awl the
sciences.
Th advent of Dr. Jo eph Caldwell, D. D., to au iinportn.nt prof •ssorf-lhip iu 17 ,
fo]lowecl by hischairm::msbip of tho faculty iu 17U, ancl appointrn ut n fir t l ' • i<lcnt in 1804, was thosignal1 11ot only for an important change in tll tltcologi al ton
oftlie university, butthorcal b egiuuingoftb emof solid work iu tho in titutiun
through the dangers and trfals of its first forty years. Dr. C hlwell wa a mitivoof
New Jersey1 of Scotch ancl French descent, eclucatecl at 1 rinceton, for several y u1·s
a teacher in New Jersey ancl a tutor iu his alma mater1 ancl at the age of 22 ·alled to
the infant university of North Carolina, then the only American colle<,·o s utb of ~irgmrn . Re at once, in good Presbyterian fashion, took up arms against tbe 11 w
"French infidelity," converted ColoJ1el Davie, an d stemmed tho tide of ":(r e
thought ' 1 in the school.
Dr. Caldwell resigned the presidency in 1812 and was succ e<l d by
v.
lwrt
R. Chapman, D. D. His influence seems not to h a,.-e been suftlciontl y vowcrful
check the tendency to disorder :md rebellion against a.uth rity, then hat:t t ri li · of
all American colle<res and which seems to have met its firnt d .,cisive ch cl· wi h ho
advent of Dr. Not; at Union College in 1820.
During the four years, 1812 to 1816, r. aldw n ,~a tho pr f
.
. ")lh" 1 1 . 1 .,r·i,·
nd•·1l
Ho t!Jcn resumed the presiden cy and helll 1t
ti
1s c ea 1, rn v •
.
'
_
.,
11
impulse to the study of the cl a sics. But thero ,,as littl dang r of • 11 11 Inc att !11
tion to this department in the face of th.e two great rrofes or -~ 11 l
h l1 · hll
from the ~:rorth during his administration.
.
The best known of these was Prof. Elisha. lit hell, c 11 11 fr n. n1
professorship of wathematics. Ile soon leY ,lop
t~1
r : t. l1l
science that mado him tho e. rly xpl r r of h ~pl udul mom
· 1·1 fa 1u
· 1 ·>-7 in
·
1 o • ·.
of
m• 1 11
Korth Carolina, wL.ere he lost his
.
01
11
for himself the hin-hest
peak ea.:t of tho ock • .. foun am.
h t
0
'
I · 1 '· t f th1 1101,
1858 his body was removed to ho 11g 1 " JlOlll
remained until 1889 his only and :fit monuro n ·
r
meteorology, and th geogr phy of his ~ loJ '1 ·
of liis profe ·sorship the nn i,ersi y incrca e.<l f
profes6ors and 410 students.
$
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Even more distinguished in national reputation was Prof. Dennison Olmsted
mate of Dr. Mitchell at Yale, afterwards a teacher and tutor in his alma mat:,
came in 1817, at the age of 26, to the professorship of chemistry ::1it Chape
Ho persuaded the legislature of North Corolina to intrust to him the geo
survey of the State, the first in the Union. In 1825 be returned to Yale as I)r
and was widely known as au educator of the first importance, not only in his
sphere of the natural sciences, but as an mfiuential friend of popular educatio
an author of school text-books. A third Connecticut man was brought to -th
versity in the person of Prof. E. A. Andrews, who was called to the chair oz
ancient languages m 1822. He was called back to an academic school in Ne~
in 1828, and in that place and Boston became a distinguished principal of ~.,
ladies' seminaries and the author of a well-known Latin grammar.
These four men of mark, representing Princeton and Yale, with others, ~er
soul of the m1iversity ,luring the critical period of its existence, ancl lifted it
a distinction equal to that reached by any American college south of Virginia.
successor of President Caldwell in 1835 was Governor David L. Swain, the son. 0 a
Massachusetts emigrant to Georgia, though educated at tlie Newton Academ y, near
Asheville, N. C., then the one considerable village in the western part of the Star:·
He was also a student in the university, of which he became president in 1835, a d
held this position through the civil war till 1868. Under his vigorous and con tin.nous
administration the university became famous through the South, at one tim e ""'itil
461 students. All these men wei:e, beyond their duties as college professors and
scholars, among the foremost .citizens of their adopted State; ardent friends of popular education, stirring up the people to the development of the marvelous res ourceof this wonderful country that now, for the first time since its settlement, appears
to be appreciated as not inferior in possibilities to any State east of the Mississippi.
For detailed information concerning the university during these years we refer the
reader to the excellent History of Education ·m North Carolina, by Charles L. Smith,
published by the National Bureau of Education.
So decided was the success of the State Umversity that it postponed for half a
century the movement toward the establishment of rival denominational colleges in
North Carolina. Indeed, the original charter of Wake Forest College, estaulished
:first in 1832 as a theological institute of the Baptist Church, upon a farm 16 mile
from Raleigh, on the manual labor system, was obtained only by a majority of one
in the legislature, although the State was not expected in any way to endow it. It
final organization as a college came in 1838 Davidson College, the child of the effort
to fonnd Queens College at Charlotte, by the Presbyterian body, arose from an attempt
to found a school in the south west corner of the State as early as 1820 under the name
Western College. The attempt was revived in 1835 under the name Davidson College.
from the brave General Davidson, who died in the patriot cause. General contributions enabled the fri nds of the movement to erect the bmldiugs, ann in 1837 the
college opened with 66 students. The Methodist Church followed the example of it
neighbors and established Trinity College, developed out of an academy founde in
1838, near High Point, receiving its final name in 1859. The famous Moravian Ferual
.Academy at al m was perhaps the fir t school for tbe superior edu<'ation of yonn
wom n set up south of Philadelphia. It was founded in 1802 and still remain on
of the fiv high r in titutions of learning under tl1e control of this fratemit:, in
'uited tates. For many years it was frequ nted by the daught r of the for'
famili s of all the, onth rn tates, and is still one of the b . t of the i•male coll of th
ommonwealth.
Tb n xt mov m nt for education following tbe ·hart r of the univ r ity
h half of tlto acad mic y t m, of whi h th ..,tat of • ·orth 'arolina. with
r<•a 11 than m: n,r ofh r . i ·t r, 't· t , ha alway b nprond. .At <litf r •ut tim
J I n hr
nnmh r of th• sc·110 I for tbo
onclar · clu a.ti u f bo~· • o w •ru •hart r tl, ru Uy by tho z al of th diff r ut r •ligiou · h di•
r by
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and contributions of the communities in which they were placed, but rarely as private
ventures. Half a dozen of these were in existence at the organization of the Sfate.
A list_of more than twenty is given as established during the last tweuty years of
the eighteenth century, Several of these, like the Caldwell, McCorkle, and Queen's
College schools, had a well-deservecl celebrity. The better-off people of the State inclined to this method of schooling their children. Coeducation was a heresy till a later
date. A full account of these seminaries may be found in the History of Education in
North Carolina1 before referred to. Of these the most celebrated was the Bingham
Classical School, originally planted in a log schoolhouse, by Rev. William Bingham, a native of Ireland, in 1794. It has grown with the growth of the State, always
holding a clistinguished place among Southern schools of its kind, and is now transferred to the beautiful little mountain "city of Asheville, under the management of the
grandson of the original founder . The Friends, Lutherans, and Catholics had their
own seminaries of the secondary education. In 1840 there were in North Carolina 2
colleges, 141 academies and grammar schools, and 632 primary and common country
s chools; in all, 775 educational institutions with 19,453 students.
While this development of the higher and secondary education during the first
half century of the national life in North Carolina was very creditable, both as to
the number and quality of the seminaries, the final effort for a proper common-school
system came later, and only at the close of these years, between 1835-184.0, was the
system put on the ground. Previous to this time there was a large amonnt of illiterncy
among the humbler classes of the white people, espe ially in the great pine forest
country of the coast and the vast mountain world of the west ; a State in its elf~ ev n
now hut little known outside the Commonwealth. Up to 1800 it is recorded that in ten
of the foremost countie of th State little more than half the people w re iustru ·teu
in tho lements of kuowledge, and at the close of tbe civil war North Ca,roliua stood
lowest of all the Stat s in the illiteracy among its white people. But as arly as
1816, on the suggestion of the governor, the legislature appointed Hon. Ar ·h1l>ald
D. Murphey to prepare a cheme of public education.
In 1817, Murphey, then a senator from Orange County, presented to the general
assembly the report of the special committee on education, of which he was chairman. In th.is report is proposed an elaborate system of public mstruction which
provides for every requirement of the social system. It was so far in advance of its
time that all its beneficent propositions have not yet been carried out. This chome,
wide in scope and large in proposition, is embraced in the report of that committee.
Its high and lofty plane is shown in the opening paragraphs:
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shall not die, and with n, zeal that sball not ~bat e, praying to the Father of all g~o
that He will enlighten and direct om: course, and tina1ly crown our labors -vi t
success.
"Your committee have entered upon the duties assigned to them with a full conviction of their importance, an<l of the difficulties which attend their disc_h arg_:e.
But believing that let the subject be taken up where it may those difficultie:9 --w-1ll
exist, an d availing themselves of the light thrown UJJOn tho subject by the w1.s(~om
of others, they have prepared a system of public instruction for North Carolina.:
which with much deference they beg leave to submit to the consideration of the _general assembly. In digesting this system they have adhered to tlie general princ1.1">leof tho report on this subject subrnftted by n, committee to the last legislature, an
haYo embraced n, provision for the poor as well as rich, and a gradation of scllools
from the lowest to the Ii.ighest.
"To give effect to any plan of public echication, it is essentially necessary thaii
ample funds bo provided, and that these fonds, and also the execution of the general
plan, be committed to the care and direction of a board com1~osed of intelligent and
efficient men."
Tho committee considered the subject in eight divisions:
(1) Tho creation of a fund for public instruction.
(2) The constitution of a board to manage the fund and to carry into execution the
plan of pnblic instruction.
(3) Tho organization of schools.
(4) The course of studies to ho prescribed for each.
(5) The moc1es of instruction.
(6) The discipline and government of the schools.
(7) The education of poor children at the public expense.
(8) .An asylum for the deaf and dumb.
In a special report the creation of the fund for public instructio:p. was considered.
The board of public instruction is the first division treated in this report.
Tho report recommend ed that six directors constitute this ' " board of public
instruction," with the governor as chairman, ex officio; three of these 11irectors to
be elected by tho general assembly from the counties east of Rale.igb, and three from
tbe western counties; the board is authorized to elect a vice-president and secretary,
and their compensation i::; fixed at the samo p er diem as that of members of the general assembly. TLey are to have direct supervision over the entire system of public
education, being given tho power to establish institutions and regulate courses of
study, "and in giving effect to this plan," says the report, "the board shall rcgar<l
the primary schools as its foun(lation." Members of the board are ex officio tru ·tees
of tho university. Section 7 recommends that "all expenses incurred in carrying
into effect this system of public instruction and supporting the same shall be
chargetl upon this fund and paid out of the proceeds thereof."
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matics, and other brnnches of science, preparatory to their entering into the university." The State was to be divided into 10 academical district , in each of which au
academy was to be established .
A strong appeal is made for the University of North Ca~olina, then twenty years old.
"At a moment," says the report, "when former prejudices have die<l. away, when
liberal ideas hegin to prevail, when the pride of the State is n,wakening, and an honorable ambition is cherished for h er glory, an appeal is made to the patrioti em and
the generous feelings of the l egislature in favor of an institution which in all civilized nations has been regarded as the nursery of moral greatness and the palladium
of civil liberty."
Courses of stn<ly are recommended for all these institutions : In the primary schoolA
the "three r's," reading, writing, and arithmetic; in the academies, Latin, Greek,
1?rencll 7 English , elements of geometry, n,lgebra, geography, ancient and modern history; in the university, all the higher branches of learning.
Modes of instruction and methods of discipline and government receive ample
treatment. "The great object of education 1' the report declares to be "intellectual
and moral improvement; and thnit mode of instruction is to be preferred which best
serves to effect this object. This mode is to be found ouly in a correct knowledge of
the human mind, its habits, passions, and manner of operation." l'he methods of
the schools of Scotland, of Pestalozzi in Switzerland, an(l Joseph Lancaster in
Engl:1nc.l are discussed.
"Inn, rel)ublic the first uuty of a. citizen is obec.lienco to the law. We acknowle(1ge
no sovereign but the law, and from infancy to manhoofL our children shoulcl be
taught to bow with reverence to its majesty. In chilul10od p::tr ntal authority
enforces tho first le sons of obedience; in youth this anthority is ::tided by tho muuicipal law1 which in manhootl wield th entire supremacy."
Thero was need of di ciplinillg at tlie time, f r th committee r calls the fact that
,, riot and disorder have di honored all the coll ges and nuiv rsitics of the Union.
The temples of science have b en cou verted into theaters for acting <lisgrac fnl sc nes
of licentiousness and rebellion."
"The amusements of youth may also be made auxiliary to tho ci- actncss of discipline/' states t110 report, and Thomas Jefferson 1s utterances regarding "manuel"
exerciso and military discipline are quoted.
"One of tho strongest reasons which we can haYe for establishing a general pln.n
of public instruction is the ropdition of tho poor children of our country . 'uc·h
always has beeu, and probably always will be, tho aliotments of human life that
the poor will form a large portion of every community; ancl jt is tbe clnty of those
who manage the affairs of State to extend relief to this unfortunate part of our spe. cies in every way in tlleir power. Providence, in tho impattial cl~tri.butiou of it1:1
favors whilst it has llonied to the poor ma.ny of the comforts of hfe_, 11:ia gc·norally
besto~ed upon tllem the blessing of intelligent chi.ldren. Povc-rty 1a he srlio~l <~f
genius; it is a school in which tho activ~ powe~·s of m~n are cl v •lop cl anc~ c11~. 1plined and in which that moral courage 1s acqmred wll1ch u· bl . h_11
oil "1
difficulties privations and want. :From this school generally ·0;11 forth th c m•·n
who act the principal' parts upon the theater of lif i l~l('l\ -'~ho imp! 8 n. _c·har:i_t;r~
upon the age in which thoy live. But it is a eh ol which 1 t l ft <> 1 lfi 11!1q ' 1 <l
vice in all its depraved forms gr ws up under i . Th , 't, t h ol<l a.k . 1
r. 110'?1
under her special care :ind maturing the gcmiu whi ·h tb •r ~ 1 ws 1 11 n \ 11 111 -· 11111 ;a.nee .,.ive to it au hon'orable :rnd. profita.ule dirc·ction. Pc r :lnld · 11 .: r t • pc · •
iar pr~perty of tho State, an<l ~y prop r cultivation th y will o~. itu '>. t f!1t1fl of
moral and intellectual worth wh1 ·h ,v1ll gr a.tly. nu: rv h pnh1 11 rnlt 1
·
Thus does this scheme of education ris ronnc1 upon ro mil n 1 il hP. top 1111"' f

y

scholarship is reachecl.
It is Jike some finely proportione<l Gredan tcmpl who •
stately perfection.
But the time was not ripe f r it.
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the hope that men will be convinced that wisdom's wa.ys nre ways of pJP..,1.~ ........... ,
and all h er paths are paths of peace; and be induced by such conviction t
their conduct by the rule of Christian morality, of doing unto ot.hers a
l _
they would do unto them; and that they will learn to do justly, to love m ere. ~
walk humbly before their God f"
The question remained in "innocuous desuetude'' till 1825, when th e l>
of a common-school fund were made. This considerable sum was furth er in
by the trausfer of the share of the State in the national surplus revenue to the
some figure of $2,000,000.
Then first did the Commonwealth move decidedly to give to the mass o f irchildren the opportunity for the ed_ucation for which the people had plead e<l t
two centuries of its previous history. The plan proposed to divide the State in
school districts, each with a schoolhouse, a normal department at,tachecl t o the
university for the training of teachers; and $100,000, the income of the State li
fund, distributed at the rate of $2.40 to each scholar; a local tax, the amo unt
imposed by the co.unt,); court; all to be supervised by five superintendents for
county and three committeemen for each district; the system to be cro vvneC1l
State superintendency of schools. But the plan as it came forth from the l egi -I·
was shorn of several of its most useful features. Nearly every county of the ~- re
voted for the system and in 1840 the first common-school law was enacted and r emai ed
in operation until 1852, when it passed under the charge of a State superin t e nd
This movement was really a part of that great revival of education whi c h s eJ'1
like a "celestial breeze" from a heavenly land through the Republic in the dee
from 1830 to 1840, and was felt in the Southland most powerfully in the Ol d So
State. It may be added that when the civil war broke upou the land i t foun d thi
State in possession of the most hopeful system of public instruction 1n th e South.
save perhaps Missouri and Kentucky.
Napoleon said, when prepadng to cross the Alps with his army to Italy: "Where
a goat can go a man can go, and where a man can go an army cau go." One of the
interesting elements in the history of education in North Carolina b e fore t he ci,il
war, as con.c erned the education of the negro, was noted in the experien c e of the
Rev, John Chavis. This young man, born free, was sent to Prince ton Coll eg;e by
some interested friends, "to see if a negro was capable of receiving a college education. " In 1805, haviqg demonstrated this possibility, he returned to North Car olina
as a minister of the Presbyterian Church, became the pastor of several chu rches
preaching not only to colored but to white people, was noted for the correc t ness of
his speech and the "entire orthodoxy" of his teaching. He opene d a c 1a ic&.'. .
school in three counties of the State, which was attended by many students that
afterwards b ecame distinguished men in the Commonwealth, and it is a d ded tba
"bis school was the best at that time to be found in the Stat,e " To-day n o well·
informed man in North Carolina doubts the ability of the negro race t o receive
education, and the children of its former slaves are educated, -with eqnal advantages
with the white students, in tlie public schools, while a large numb e r o f exc llenseminarie of the secondary and even big lier instruction are in operat io n , upporre
hy t he bounty of benevolent peopl e and tnitiou fe s, and aid d b y the m i sionar
boards of the great 1 orthern churches of all religious denomination
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1790 to 1865 represents the effort n,t first of only 142,000 white people, with a school_
populati.on of 25,000 from 6 to 15 years of age, not altogether exceeding the number·
of children and youth i.n a Northern city of 200,000 inhabitants, scattered over an.

extensive territory, which was largely an unsettled wilderness, divided into an upperand lower country as jealous of each other as any two sections of the Union; even
th e more fayored planter class in sore financial straits and the masses of the whitepeopl e in great po verty, with the social extremes of a highly cnltivated superiorclass and a lower estate almoflt destitute of th e elements of instrnction in letters to
educate itself.
B ut, as shown in the interesting essay of Mr. Mccrady already quot!}d, the colony
had not been especially wanting in its provisions for the higher education. With
several vi gorous academics at home and the almost universal habit of sending the,
young men of the superior famili es to England for university and professional trainin g ancl a certain amount of tutorship in wealthy families, a strong sentiment forthe higher education bad been implanted in the leading minds of the new Commonw eal t h. As early as 1770 a movement waA made for a college at Charleston, and in.
1785 a charter was obtained, with gifts from private sources amounting to $50,000t
and the b ginning of a library. The legislature r esponded to the demand of the "up
country" by chartering two similar institntions-=at Winnsboro i.n the northeast and
at Cambridge in the outhwest. A don ation of land fixed the location at Charlestontwbere, in 1785, the Charleston College, still in vigorous existence, was set up, with
Rev. (afterwards Bishop) Robert Scott as first president. But in 1797 the movement went into a t emporary eclipse after graduating several men afterwards eminent in, tat affair , only to bo revi ved in 1823-24.. In 1827 the Rev. Joseph Adams.
was calle1l from Brown University, Rhode Isl and, and under his able and hope ful
administration the school rallied an ll as urned a respectable rank among tho smaller
colJeges of the conn try.
1'.,rom this date it encountered tho formidable rivalry of the State College at
Columbia and has al ways been practically a Cbarloston sem inary. On the departure
of President Adams, in 1837, the city assumed th e co ntrol ancl nntil recently has
aided its funds by a generous s ubsidy . The college has also at different times been
the recipient of several considerable gifts, and to-day is perhaps the best endowed
institntion of learn in g in the St ate. Its museum of natural history was established
or greatly aided by the s uggestion of Profess or Agassiz in 1851. Up to 1885 the
graduates numbered 368, among whom ar e th e nam es of many well and honorably
known in the city and State. Under the present management of Dr. Henry E. Shepherd ,
the college still remains the proper bead of the excellent educational Aystem of the
city and is especially known for its course in the English lan guage ancl litcratnre.
ln the fnture develop ment of Charleston this foundation may be built upon a.a the
most importan t center of the higher education on th e outbern Atl antic Coast. Tho
Winnsborn "Mount Zion " institution is at pr s nt incorporated in tho graclPll public
school system of that city.
In no Atlantic Southern State did the jealousy b tw n th ru1ing phint r <·la. s of
the low country and the farmers of the "Piedmont di tri t'' reach a bigh<'r point
than in outh Carolina during the p riod following the R volulionar ' war. It w
with an hon~st attempt to reconcile Ibis differenc , nd xtencl. tll
pportnniti . or
ed ucation to the upland region, at that lim e in c1ir • n · '<1 v •n of 1
hooliog, that the famous school of lo s Wadd 11 was sta.l>U h
Ill 1
1 i.11
Al~
vil1e district, near th .'av nnah Riv r. As a Gn pc ·irn n of tb olcl -l 11~1 .c1 •. s1 •. l
seminary consecrated to "lean living" and b rd ud , with, , ·p. r~an clt 1ph11 ,t
was not surpassed by any scho 1 of it
. Whil in full op r : ~on fr~m 1 . I .
1819 when Dr. \Vaddell was callecl t th pr i<len<;y f th
111 v,
1 ): of ,,:or 'l, . 1
nruou' 1
wa,'b e yond ,1nestion , them st ffec iv c·l.Jool in hn t: ., numh •rm'
· ·
stu,lents .John C. alhoun and (' rg .1 uffi ., w t h nnrnh ·~ c~ t 1I pron11 m'
country boys of tho npl nd r gion. It i. prol bl th, from tl11~ 11 ti rnral
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learning ca.me the foremost group of distinguished public men whoso influenc
antl more dominated the political destiny of tho State, eyen to the breaki ng
tho ciYil war.
·
Other efforts in this region, especially on the line of manual-labor schools., a .r
record, ending, as did all this class of seminaries, in speedy failure. But in 1 .._
legislature moved for the establishment of the South Carolina College by n, gr n
$50,000 for bdldings and an annual subsidy of $6,000. Fer this mo,-oment the
seems to have been largely indebted to Paul Hamilton, the most conspicuo us fi
in tho educational affairs of the period. Of Scotch descent and limited edu,..u ti o
opportunities, at the age of 16 he enlisted in the patriot a.nny and fought thr~ till the end. His public career began in 1785. He steadily rose through tho lef:. 1 turo to the office of comptroller of tho State, bis public life closing !Jy a seat in
Cabinet of President James Madison as Secretary of the Navy.
In 1801 Governor Dayton called :1ttentiou to tho obligation of the State to c ~t a
lish "free colleges," and in due time n, committee of the foremost members of r e
legislature reported a plan for the organization of the College of South Carolina.
under thirteen trustees, appointed by the legislature for four years, with se,ernl
State officials as ox-officio members. This body seems to have bad little authority i n
the management of the college, tho real direction being given to the faculty.
Tue
new seminary was established at Columbia, the State capital, in a location that still
remains one of the most attractive of aU the university grounds of the couutr_r.
Columbia was then a village of 4,000 people, on the Congaree River, and is still
almost a city in a wilderness, the prospect from the upi,·ersity towers extendi;:;g in
one direction over a primitive forest from 30 to 40 miles.
Ono of the most powerful motives for tho establishment of this seat of learning
was tho laudaLle desire to "unify the State" by mollifying tho antagonism betn-een
tho upper and lower sections . This was perpetuated till the outbreak of the ciril
war by tho original ·apportionment of representation in the legislature in which, by
a property basis of representation, tho coast region ,vith its great wealth n.n<l o,-erwl!elming sbve population, with a minority of voting citizenship, was ablo to control the public a,ffairs of the Common wealth. As far as a liberal cduca,tion could
develop the natural capacity of the upper portion of tho State, tho collogo was a
grent success, and many of the most important men of n,ll professions wero among its
graduates. From the first its affairs took on the generous air of the old South Carolina, gentry in respect to appropriations from tho State and tho s npp ort of its faculty.
At first, tho Balary of the president was $2,:300 and of each professor $1,500, including a house. At a later date the pro,ident's salary was $3,500, tho professors $2,000.
and a tutor $1,000. In the six years from 1814 to 1820 the tate had giYen $2 G,6;;9
to tho college. It was fortunate that, like the University of Virginia at a later and
of i:Torth Carolina, at an earlier date, tho College of South Carolina planted it elf on
a broacl m1sectarinn religions platform from wbich it bas ne ver devin,ted, thoiwll often
maintaining it in tho face of opposition from the denominational college.· aJHl academics of th'· State.
While yet in its cbilllb ood, with n, student population of 46, tbe college bad th
great good fortune lo have as it pre ·ideut Rev. Dr. Maxcy, :1 natiYe of )fa ~ac
setts, a. gr::uluate and for a time president of Brown Univ<>rsity, Hhoclo J.·lan1l, aft ward. pre ·iclent of Tnion College, ... ~cw York, from wbich hP was cnll •11 iu 1
tbc same po ·ition in tho College of . 'onth Carolina,. B: per··i tent · tort. om i
i11nih·ing ltim in ouflict with bi.· trn ·t cs aucl faculty lH· huilt 11p a11 ff t>ti\·
le •1 c·11rri ·ulum, although, until 1 20, thP :tn<ly of tl11 ,·Ia ic .I lan,..n, !!'
I
with tho frc hm:rn y ar. But aftn 1829 the Latin la1wungc became: u im1
featnr · in ti <·our o of 1n ·trnr·tion .
•\t th· 11 a h f Ir . id nt fa.·<'y in 1 -0 tho oll "0 pa
11 nncl r th pr
f '1 horm1
'o p'r at h tim profi• sor of mnth matir . Thi r
1 rn m L n u in 17.>U an<l wu cdncat d at
for!l l nfror it~·.
1
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seerrIB to haY e displayed that fier ce radical t emperament and furious l)assion for
personal liberty, amounting to violent eccentri city, -which dominated him throu gh
life n.ud made him always and everywhere one of the most conspicuous l eader s of
the party of agitatiou of church, state, and education. A four months' residence in
Pari ,;, at the height of the French Rev olution , in full communion wi th the l eadmg
spirits of tl.iat troubled era., exposed him to grave suspicions and even deuuuc 1atio11
in Parliament on his return to England. He came to America, mt1,rried the daughter
of tlrn famous Dr. J oseph Priestly, an d settle<l in Pennsylva,nia as a fawyer. A
violent attack on President John A<l:.ims, in 1800, brought him in collision with tho
a.li en and seuition bw with a penalty of $400 and six months imprisonment. The
fine was afterwards r efun<led with interes t, a,ltbough the six months in jail rankled
in bis memory to the end . John Adams, one of th e best haters of a period cl1stin o-nished for good ha,ting, threw in the ndditional exasperation of deuonn"ing
Coope r as "a l earned, ingenious, scientific, and fal ent ecl madman. " Aftenvanls
appointed ajndgo in Pennsylvan ia , he was impeached a,nd removed from office at tho
encl of fi yo yea rs for intolerable self-will :.ind freaks of pett.y t,yranny. He now took
to tho more pea,ceal>lc work of education :.ind was appointed a professor of chemistry
in Dickin son College a,nd aflierw:.ircls in tho UniY er ity of P enn sylvani a.
All this was but a,J:'ocommemlation to Thomas Jefferson, ,vho, in sympathy with
extreme views, was alwa,ys l ia.bl e to b what John A<.lams was not. Coop 1· wa.
named as the first professor of tho Uni vers ity of Virginia, lmt the ·l r gy of th .'tat
Tais tl a, tumult tb:tt c mpclled tho withdrawal of his name. Thi s was to th in tens
disgnst of J ffer on, who declar cl that 0011er was th ma,n to whom h c ·p cially
looked as tho corner slo ne of llis uni ·ersity-"the grent st man in Am l'i "'in I ow r
of roin<l and origioa,l information."
But for some r ason all th •s t,h1n gri <l i<l not militat arraiu t hi appointm 't t a.
professor, :ll)d, nth d nth of Pr i<l nt .d:ax y in 1 2 a. pr sic1rnt of th ' Jlpgo
of South Caroliun . Thi.'! po ition li h l<l till 183 1.
f tlio sncc s of hi adlllinis- ·
tration as a, vigorous ancl nggressi,·o t ac:J1,r there au l, no qncslion. 11 rai& <l n,
t empest in tJ10 Dea.cl Sea of tho o1cl-timo superflcia1ity and wok up th miml of' ·o n1w
South Carolina, a ,':l it b-n d neYer been stirred before. IIo was e 11ecitilly sncccsi;fol ns
a lecturer on 11istory and 110Iitical economy, in the latter science indoctrina.tin r hi
pupils with tho theory ot free trade) which pfayrd so important a part in the fnt nr
public life of that State. He dicl his best to Jift the ancient languages to tho foremost
place in the sch eme of instruction and was in sympathy with :i l>roa(l stnc1y f mathematics and n atnral sciences. His personal eccentricities wero fair gum for th crow <l
of turbulent boys that mado the life of a professor in a Sollth .rn ·oll gos v n ty-fi ·
years ago" a bard r oad to trnvel." But his one unpardonable off nso of what w·ts tllf'u
called ' ' free thought," or "infiuelity," k pt him in hot w, l r tlu nrr1 l,i :'.ll_ir '
a.cln1inistration and finally brou g ht h im to a trial 11efor th
oll • ,,, : ntlwnt, •
Acquitted b y them of serious fault, he still f lt omp ·11 <l to re i <rn lrn11m·. ii1" 1 <'Y _111
retire to outsiic work, as tho compil r of the Jaws of tll'· ,·tat
JI wa. ocr-np 1
with constant auth orship till bis d a.th in 1 30.
It i s not easy in bis case as in that of J eff rsou, 1 r n ·Jiu. an,l oh ·1•
characters of thatclay,to<lecid injustwhathi "infi'1 lil)' c:>11 it 11 -.
and Calhoun ancl Iarsha.11 afterwards 11 wonlll proh:il,1 · 11 • 1, r r 1 :• 11
ber "in fnll communion'' ,vith a larfl' portio11 of , ·lia i f'all ·r~ '' h.' lil. r
·
· t·10ns f l1 n1·
"·11
,1a • · •
· • ·uni·
11 111
of several Christian
c1enonnna
.1:
•.,
•
·
·
. n ancl~ nn th 01 ·h'1p, 11
h'•'(1Uil 1
tho Old Testam nt rnsp1rati
of the mo t di. tiugrush d r pr s nta iY ·. f th_
.
America. Could his opinions l1nx h<!cn ,. rnhm '1 · 1 h a. J 1
and toleration be, p rbaps, "·oulcl not lHlY . fall: hy th
· · .
•
of the most interesting of th origi~1~l 1m1Yn 1 ,. JI f'f1 ~1f h
m_. r. •
1
biography -would be n, cl cicl
a 111 1011 t th ·dnca
nl :11 1
the early Arneri an history.
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From all sources of information we gather the testimony to the tnrbulent and reckless condition of student society in this, as in so many other of the early American
colleges. In the case of South Carolma this is especially notable. The autobiography of the celebrated Dr. Marion Sims, once a stndent in the college, is especially
full in this respect, as of the state of society in the northwestern counties of South
Carolina and afterwards the newly settled State o_f Alabama. Still, religious services
were made a part of the regular college exercises, and on tl.ie appointment of Robert
W. Barnwell as successor to President Cooper, in 1835, a professorship of the eviden ces
of Christianity was appointed and strict religions observances established. But the
college had suffered such d1minutio1i from the excitement of the Cooper episode that
the sympathies of the religi~us sects were alienated and only twenty students remained.
It was not till the appointment to the presidency of Hon. William C. Preston, in 1845,
that the reaction came. This gentl eman, celebrated in his day as one of the most
accomplished orators of the Union, after his retirement from the Senate of the United
States in 1842, was persuaded to accept this office in 1845. During the five years of
his administration the number of students reached 237, with an average of 191, the
largest in its history. The record of the college from the retirement of President
Cooper in 1834 and during the administrations of Preston, Thornwell, and Lieuer, and
its great influence on the higher life of the State, are not in place here.
From its foundation the College of South Carolina bas been in fact what so many
similar institutions have been only in name, the proper head of the public schem e of
education. All the remaining colleges of the State represent the different denominational religious bodies, and all were established at a period subsequent to that now
under consideration.
In 1811 the legislature, on petition of several counties, moved to establish what
was evidently intended as a working system of free common schools, open to all
w h1to children of school age. The law provided: (1) That in every election district
· thero should be established as many schools as it had representatives to the lower
branch of the legislature. (2) T~e "three r's" should be taught with such additional
stndies as the commissioners might direct. (3) While every white child of suitable
age in the district ha<l the right to this fostruction, the preference should be given
to destitute orphans and the chihlren of the poor, in case of a deficiency of funds. (4)
Thrre hundred dollars was appropriated for each school, while the people were
rnquired to furnish a schoolhouse. (5) The legislature was tlirected to appoint not
less than three nor more than thirteen commissioners, with power to establish and
supervi e schools, distribute funds, and increase or dimimsh the number of scholars,
fix the curriculum, etc. But this was declared a provisional and experimental
arrangement, until the establishment of a permanent system. The commiss10ners
were directed to make au annual report to the legislature.
Here would certainly appear to be a hopeful beginning. But it has been said by
one of the most accomplished educators of the State: "In no country or Commonwealth has there been witnessed o rnmarkable a spectacle of unanimity of purpo~e
among the leader of public opinion oo the subject of popular eclncation, with almo
utter failure of result , a in outh Carolina." In 1 47 a eomprehen ive and earching report to the 1 gi lature, prepared by Mr. Henry umm cr, as rbairman of the
committee on education, dec-lare~ that "nothing was don worthy so sacred a. cause
a: edu,·ation.
The annu, l appropriations by tho , 'ta.to which, for a period of forty
years, a.,·eraged $37,0 O, wa. of it lf a pittanc for the <lu<'atiou of at 1 ast 50 000
children :rn<l youth in ne '1 of lementary scboolmg. One bnnc1r d and thirtJ·-thr
cbool. w re at one stablL bed. \Vith the following year thi · numhn graclnall_
incr •as <l. In 1 2 tber wer
O cbool and 9,000 pupil ·; in 1 40 563
hool o
12 :-:?6 pupil . But in 1 !7, ace r<ling to thi. r port, "it wa declar din tb le_i ntra.di t d it... I
l atur • that th fr -. chool y t 111 wa a failur and n on
1 3
r •port had attrnC't ·d littl att ntion an,11b · urg n
fail d t tir th . lumbrou. father
f the tat .
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after resolution had been passed approving the free-school system and recommending that something be done to diffuse a greater amount of knowledge among the
children of the State, and committees appointed at different times to report on the
subject. But nothing had been done." Meanwhile the State was gaining in population and influential position in national affairs.
Indeed it was during this period that Sonth Carolina came to the front in a most
·conspicuous way as a leader in the movement for free trade, coupled wit.h the
extreme theory of States rights and including the right of the nullification of national
laws "implying the right of secession from the Union. Her statesmen in Congress
were the peers of any in eloquence and general ability. But still, in 1840, it was
reported that 20,000 of her white adult population were illiterate, and of her 50,000
children and youth of school age not one-fourth were under any form of public
instruction and probably half w~re growing to manhood and womanhood with the
most meager educational opportunities. At the same time it was reported that there
were in the State one college with 168 students; 117 academies anf1 grammar schools,
with 4,326 pupils; 566 primary schools, with 12,520 scholars; in all, 17,000 of the
52,000 between 6 and 16 at school. Of these but 3,524 were "at public charge." A
system of "combination schools" had grown up, as in other States at a r ecent date,
which, private or denominational in their character aud removed entirely from
public supervision, were permitted to appropriate the public funds and give free
schooling to uch "poor children" as should be assigned by the commissioners.
The ·auses of this failure can not be founcl so much in popular opposition to
ducation as in a radical condition of society in South Carolina which continued
until the civil war. ThiEI is well exp1·essed in an able article in the Southern Quarte1·ly ReYi w, in this pregnant statement: "While the popular habit of the South
Carolina p ople is essentially centrifugal, tho politicans ancl statesmen have strong
centralizing tendencies." No reacler of American history will impute to statesmen
like Hayne, Calhoun, and McDuffie, a "strong centralizing tendency" in national
affairs. The fact eems to be that, while all classes sharod alike in the assertion of
extreme personal aud local iudependoncy, the ablest public meu saw clearly the
prodigious disadvantage of this political habit in State affairs and endeavored to
support a real government at the State capital, while the masses insisted on the
logical application of the favorite theory and Jived almost without a sense of public
responsibility to the government at Columbia,. The same writer asserts that "a
stranger might live among us for years ancl see no traces of government." "Out of
the towns no organization exists below that of the State," save a few commissioners
for absolutely essential public action. "As organized members of a Republic, onr
districts and -parishes h ave absolutely no political existence." It is curious to note
bow the sensitiveness of the State in its relations to the General Government reappeared in every little district in a jealousy of State legislative action and a practical
nullification of all laws not agreeable to the people. The power of great families and
influential political leaders in their several localities; the jealousies between di ffcren t portions of the State, which almost divided the Commonwealth into little hostile
nations, added to the lack of effective organization even for local purposes, were the
radical causes of the failure of this attempt to school the children. The different
districts received the funds appropriated by the State, but failell to report to the
legislature in regard to their use. In 1817, of 4.5 districts 31 ma<le no report; in the
mo ·t favorable years not one-half appeare<l in a report to the legislature. Up to
1821, ten years, $302,490 had been expended hy the tate.
It is easy to see how any amount of money conl<l have be n practically wasted
under an administration so inefficient. "Combination schools" would absorb a good
deal; incompetent teachers, appointed by favoritism in useless schools, would make
way with more. The "poor p ople" were always iu a state of protest again:t a
system that h Id them up as subjects of public charity, aml thou. ands of f'bi ldrcn
were kept out of school by this cause alone. A meager appropriation, incompetent
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teachers, neglect of duty by com~issiouers, poor school bU:ildiugs-tbe whole train
of evils that follow :1 lack of effective supervisiou-were sufficient to account for
the failure of these schools. Mr. Summer declares in bis illuminating rnport tha-t
"the commissioners are absolutely independent and irresponsible." "There i s no
central power which .can control matters and which could inspire a common spirit
and. life in the whole system." "After all our legislation we have not even the elem ents in practical operation of a system of public schools; we have the whole work
to begin oyer.n
A fatal defect in the system was also tho apportionment of the school moneys to
different districts, according to their representation in the legislature. Until the
- civil war the system of legislative representation in South Carolma was based on
property. This gave to the low country, where were fon'n<l the great plantations
all(l wealthy slaveholders, a preponderating influence in public affairs, and did mu ch
to perpetuate the hostility between different sections of the Commonwealth. As
a case in point, the district of Spa.rtan1rnrg, in tho Piedmont country, 1,ith a larger
voting population than the two parishes of Charleston, had but fiye members in the
legislature, while tho city bad seventeen. The school appropriation for Spartanburg
was but $1,500, while Charleston received $5)00 for a smaller number of pupils.
One great district, St. Jolm's p a rish, containing 700 square miles, its extremes being
€0milesapart, its two sections divided by a deep riv(;)r, ha.cl hut one school, located
according to "pulling and ha.uling" of patrons or the whim of commissioners. With
ri ght Mr. Summer declares at the conclusion of his report: '' If the State do es not
arouse from this tor por she will see men as trees walking.'' The prophecy c::ime to
fulfillment during tho m emor:.tble era of "reconstruction," 1865-1876, when the
pe·ople saw th eir beloved Sta.te College changed to a, normal school for the freedmen
and tho first State superintendent of education appointed from a little mountain
town in Massa.chnsetts .
But with all its defects, this experiment, persisted in with patlletic obstinacy for
more tha.n fifty years, bears testi m ony to the great desire of the masses of the p eople
of So uth Ca.rolina for au effective system of schools for the children under the direction of tho State. Poor as it was, it did lift many thousands above th e slough of
illiteracy and kept alive the ' ' hope deferred" from generation to generation. The
great desire of the people for education was ma.nifestecl by their a.c ceptan ce of the
system established in tho era of r econstruction, notwithstanding objection able
features . And when the first n ati ve State superintendent of schools appeared in
the person of that eminent and admirable public official, Hon. Hugh S. Thompson,
in 1877, the people responded in tho establishment of a proper school system that
has surviYed the s torm of recent politics, eYen as the old time schools of the State
still wen t on through all the furio us excitements that shook South Ca.rolina from her
sea islands t o C resa.r 's Ilea.cl, from 1830 to the outbrea k of the civil ,;va r.
Tho city of Charl eston was from the first the e dncational head of South Carolina,
as it remains to the present clay. In fac t no city of s imilar popula.tion in the Southern States an boast of better or a greater Yariety of sch ool s for both races. In 1790
the city establi bed the Orphan Honse, au excellent asylum with an elementary
school attachment, which has beeu supported from its beginning by the city at an
aun ual expense of $20,000 . Its income is deriYecl from private endowment. and the
grant of cschcated property to tho extent of $50,000 . More tban 4,000 orpban cbil<lr u have been educated and protected within it walls, and afterward · appreutile<l
to various trades ancl occupations.
nrin"' the year 18-10-1845 the plan8 were developed for the cstauli hmcnt of tlie
, onth 'arolina. ~lilitary Academy. This in . titution combines th feature of milit ry
trai11ing with a thorough c·onrse in the phy ical science mathematic.· hi tor.r. E ~li ·h noel mod rn lan"na,,. . It has O'raclnatecl many of the for mo ·t men of the
tat and remain to-da 'in barl tor~ a State public ~chool until rec ntly in Ju
iu tho corporatiou of he Univorcity of outh Car olina.
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Tho free schools of Charleston date from the passage of the act of 1811, with au
attenuanco in 1812 of 200, which increased by 183! to 534. At a l ater <late, 1849-185!,
under. the suggestions of Dr. Henry B~rnard, of Connecticut, who was invited to the
State by the public anthorities, a new departure was made, under which v ery satisfactory results were obtamed; the schools in 1860 containing more than 4,000 wl11te
pupils .
Notwithstanding the early establishment of negro slavery m Soutli Carolina,, the
popn1ation of the State in 1790 being nearly half of that race, there was always a
. good deal of effort for the r eligious aml somewhat for tl10 school education of tl.10
slave. In 1744 a school was established, probably for free negroes, nuder the <.lirection of the English Society for the Propngation of tlio Gospel in Foreign Parts.
Until 1834, when by reason of the increasing excitement of the public mind cause(.l
by sev eral attempts at 1:,laYe insurrections ti.Jo school instruction of the slaves ,vas
})rohibited by law, tl.Jis moYement was an important feature in the development of
the raco in connection with religiou s and sometimes industrial training. It is prob able tl.Jat in a quiet way iu private this work went on np to the outbreak of tho civil
war. It was fonnd, after emancipation, that all the mechanical trades "\i'ero ropresente<l among these people, a portion of whom were free and them selves slaYcboldors.
Under the providence of God this in.':ltitution, so fatal to tho pcaco of tbo slave
States and disastrous to tho entire social system of which it was the foundation, wns
prolrn.bly the greatest elevator of a savage race in range of a Chri.stinn i.Yilization
throngh a period not exceediug two hundrell aml fifty years, of which th ro is n,
reconl iu tho history of mankind.
Here we leave the deeply interesting story of popular el1u ation in Son th Carolina,
especially relating to tbo pnblic schooling in a1l graclcs of institutions found within
tho Btate. It may be s:.ud, in passing, that in no Southern Sta.to was so mnch
<lon o at public expense previous to the civil war for the schooling of tho pe pl in
proportion to the white population n.ncl with dno consideration of circumstaurcs
as in t1Jis State. Tbe colleges of Cbarlcstou and of outh Carolma, tho ac:id my of
\Viunsboro, the Orphan Honse cf Charleston, tbo State Military Academy-with fr qucJJt gifts to private and denominational seminaries, bear testimony to tho p rsistent interest of tbe peopJe in the secondary and higher education. The continuous
effort to build up a goocl system of public schools for tho white children n.n<l. yontb
faileu. rntber from the peculiar organization of society itself outside the towns,
whereby tl.Je masse1:1 of the people seom to ba,·o been left almost powerless t a ·t in
behalf of any good thing, than from indifference or hostility to tbe sacre(l ans ·
Certain it is that no State of the South can point to a larger numuer of min nt
friends of nniversal education among its leauing men than this Corumonw alth.
GEOR ' IA .
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purposes." By the same act the governor was authorized to grant 1,000 acres of land
for a free school in each county. The act also inclurled a provision for the establishment of an academy in each of three counties, the most important of which, the
Academy of Richmond County, was opened in 1785. The master, an importation from
Maryland, taught the classical and English languages, mathematics, and common
branches. The tuition was $10 per quarter. Beginning with the master and two
teachers, this school .h as gone on till the present day, when, in new buildings, it
forms the highest department of the public-school system of Augusta.
In 1784-85 this preliminary legislation was supplemented by the act establishing
the University of Georgia. Two counties "out west," now near the center of the
State, Franklin and Washington, were laid out, with a grant of 40,000 acres of wild
]and, for the endowment of "a college or seminary of learning." Trustees were
appointed, who, with the governor, were empowered to put the act in operation.
Here again ·we meet the beneficent influence of New Englancl in the presen ce of
Abraham Baldwin, a graduate of Yale College, who originated the plan for the Uni·
versity of Georgia and obtained the ·legislative grant of land for its foundation.
In 1785 this act was expanded into a broader statute, which, for a century past,
has fixed the status of the relation of the Commonwealth of Georgia to the education of its people. After an elaborate preamble, reciting the advantages of education
to the State and the "humiliation" of sending the youth of the State to forei gn
countries for the schooling proper to republican institutions, this act empowered the
trustees aforesaid to establish "the University of Georgia.'' But, like the action of
the State of New York about the same time, the university idea was so extended as
to include all grades of schools supported or subsidized by the State. To-day ernry
public school in Georgia is legally a part of the State University. The administering
of this vast responsibility was placed upon two heads, one a "board of visitors,"
composed of high State officia.ls, the second a "board of thirteen trustees/ 1 electea
by the legislature._ A section of the act declared that "all public schools instituted
or to be supported by funds or public moneys in this State shall be considered as
parts and members of the university and shall be under thtl foregoing direction and_
regulation." By the same statute all officers of the university were required to be
"of tlle Christian religion" and to publicly take the oath of allegiance. The religious test for the officers of the university was afterwards abolished in consideration
of the Hebrew connection of one of the professors or trustees. But in the personal
direction of the university, as in Harvard and Yale, we find the broad provision that
no person is to be refused education on account of bis religious convictions.
But this effort was too great to bu expanded at once into a working sy tern of pnblic educft,tion. Thirteen year,; later, in 1798, although the State constitution of that
date required the com ing legislature to take measures to establish the univer ity.
there was found no pecuniary backing of the enterprise save the 40,000 acres of wil<l
land in a region infested by hostile Iodians, and not wortll altogether $1,000. Laud
was too plenty and cheap, every family of settlers being o~ red by tbe tate 200
acres, ''with 50 acres additional foreYerymember, young or old, whit orblark.''
Th ollege e. tate would not have hrongbt thr o c nt an acre. Even of this, 5,000
acre bad been ceded away to outh Carolina. in a boundary ttl ment. The nnancial knot was ·ut 1,y TOYernor John .Milleg , by a donation of 600 acres of laud in
the pre.-ent location of the plea ·ant little ·ity of .A.then .
·with thi m ager outfit, in 1 01 the 1miv rsity b gnu it cour:e nnd r th pr id ucy of Dr. Jo iah M ig , in a city f two bou,-e , with a fram <l buildin of 0
r m a it. only born , and th, rr at tr<'«' of th fore t ancl tbe hr ad campu of' 1
out door. ' a an ann x.
util 1 11 thi · grandfath r f
r i c 11 ,., pr id 0
labor d with 11 aicl, ondnctinn· r ·itatiou 1111d r th , haclow · of . i. n oak. • n
graclua+-in., fift • tud nt , owe of wh 01 w ·re mon•-r th fntur I a in~ n11 not h
·tat<·. At tlu clo· of Dr. • I ig · pr. icl n,·y tli
'univ r it;' t,ok a r a t hin _
Jl JI
f one J' , r, nncl th n <·ailed tn-. •Joh.u Brown who h lcl 011 tiJJ l 1 . -.,.
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ing twenty students. In 1815 the money question was solved by the sale of all the
college lands, from which $150,000 was realized. The State reimbursed itself from
the odd $50,000 and placed the $100,000 in an 8 per cent stock as a permanent fund,
From this foundation the ·,miversity has received $8,000 annually from the St,ate.
Th is arrangement was consummated in 1821. Since then the State has made this annual
grant to the university under the steady disapproval of a majority of the denominational colleges. These enlarge on the fact that the University of Georgia has,
during the past one hundred years, with its "branches," absorbed $1,200,000 of the
people's money, wh1le the Commonwealth could have expended its means to better
ad vantage by giving the opportunities of elementary education to the masses and
leaving the secondary and higher ~du cation to the care of private and church support.
But certainly, until 1819, the University of Georgia was not dying of tho" dry
rot" of luxury. At that date, fifteen years after its inauguration, "there were
neither funds, professors, nor students.I' It was a good Providence by which Dr.
Moses Waddell was brought from the shades of hiR famous Abbeville Academy, in
Sou th Caroliua, to the succor of the expiring college. He raised it from its bed of
languishing so that during his presidency of ten years new professors were called,
and, by the aid of a lottery, the library and the stock of apparatus were enlarged.
On the retirement of Dr. Waddell, New England was again called on for a president,
in ibe person of Rev. Alonzo Church, of Vermont. To replace a building clestroyed
by fire in 1830, the State camo again to the aid of the university in au extra annual
gift of $6,000, continued for ten years.
This donation wa regarded as a 1ate reimbursement by tho State of the $50,000
retained from the purchase money of the original landed property of the institution.
The e several appropriations, $2:5,000 in gifts :mil real estate; the yearly income of
the $100,000 fnnded from the proceeds of the original donations of lands, and the
$60,000 ontributed between 1830 and 18 lO, make up the entire contribution of Georgia
to its university tbrongh all the years from 1802 to 1875. The largest addition of buildings was made betweeu 1830 and 1840. During these years the institution retained
its original name, "Frankliu College." Dr. Church held the pface of president of
the univ ersity for thirty years, retiring in 1859. Since tlrnt time the institntion has
expanc1ed through private gifts and the establishment of its several branches, tha
Agricultural and Mechanical College at Athens, School of Technology in Atlanta,
and the Industrial College for Colored Youth at Savannah.
Mean while, in 1788, the State continued its policy of the endowment of academies
by grants to Sunbury and Savannah m Liberty and Chatham counties. We haYe
already told the interesting story of the famous New Englancl colony in Liberty
County and the Sunbury Academy. The Chatham Academy in Savannah now occupies the same place as the original 1:1chool in Augusta; it is at the bead of the publicschool system of that beautiful ancl prosperous city. The original grant of ·l,000
acres of wild lands for every county was supplemented in 1802 ancl 1810 by a provision that confiscated property should be turned over to these schools-a just though
small recompense for the mischief and misery inflicted on the people of Georgia by
the Tory party of the Revolution. At the opening of the present century some half
a dozen of these free schoo1s had been established in as many counties of this State.
Wben we remember that tlrn whole popnlation of Georgia at this period was less
than 90,000, perhaps not two-thirds white, and the white school population not
exceeding 10,000, we can look with respect on the early efforts of this enterprising
Commonwealth to raise, on the boundless wilderness of its immens territory, these
little fortresses of the secondary and higher education.
But Georgia fell intQ the same mistaken policy as all the original States beyond
and son.th of the Hudson River, in following the British habit of endowing and enbidiziog that department of the public school from which th masse of her people
could derive the least advantarre. In the third constitution of the tate, 1798,
appears the following provision, already qnoted: "The arts and sciences shall be
promoted in one or more seminaries of learning, and the legislature shall, as soon as
ED
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conveniently may be, gi vc such further donations and pri vi legcs to those already
established as may be necessary to secure tho enlargement of these institutions; an
itsha.11 be the cluty of the general as1,embly, at the next session, to provide effectual
means for the improvement and permanent security of tlie funds and endowments of
such institutions." This provision, of course, was m::tllo in view of the fact that the
University of Georgia included a school system for tho whole white people of the
Sbte. · It bas been well said that ba~l those original provisions been carried out:,
"Georgia wonld ha,ve bad a system of education eq tULl if not superior to that of any
State in the Union ." But at first the State moved exclusively in- tho establishm en+of tho coanty acn.demies, and by 1829 had chartered 64, and by 184-0, 176 of th ese
schools of every kind, with an :1ttendance of 8,000 pupils. _ Bnt these schools, in
a society oven so comparatively democratic as Georgia, ultimately fell in to the hn.n cls
of _tho well-to-do dominant class, and wero declared by a la te competent authori ty,
"in:1ccessible to the overwhelming majority of the people of the State." They -were
all tnition schools, in addition to the expense of board n,ncl transportation bills, and
were founded and worked rather as classical and high schools than on common
school lines, from the beginning. They became justly the pride of the people of thq
State; the favorite schools in which all families that could afford the cost were· <lesirous of educating their children. For more than thirty years from the time of th ei r
first emlowment, or until 1817, they, with tho Franklin College, absorbed and, from
1817 to 1~36, di videcl extensively with the "poor schools" tho educational resour ces
of the State. Bnt in 1840 these 176 seminaries contained but 8,000 pupils, while the
white school children of the State numbered 85,000. During these years not l ess
than $200,000 had been granted to this class of seminaries.
In 1817 an upward movement from b elow brought mto operation the system of
"poor schools," or rather appropriations for the free education of poor children.
Under this system the State languished in the most Yital interest of its education al
lifo for more than half a century 1 until the present system of common schools n-a.s
estal.,lished in 1870. Under this system tho interest of $250,000, in 1817, and in 1821 of
another $250,000, with some additional endowments, was appropriated to the project
of teaching indigent child ren, each for three yea.rs. Thus! for fifty years and more,
was the stigma of" pauper schools" applied to the most central and vital institution
of the Republic.
In 1836 the great educational revival of the nation, in its progress toward the Gulf,
struck tho" Empire Sta,te of the South." Tho sum of $350,000 from the surplus reYenuo n-as set apart as "a p ermanent free-school antl educational fnnd, " and a "plan
of common-school education n was tligeste(l by a joint committee of tho l egislature,
which, in 1837, established a general sys tem of common schools, to take effect in 1839.
By this act tho academi c and free-scl.J.ool funds were con solida ted and tho old status
r evived. But in 18-10 came the reaction, aml the State appropriations for eclucation
were merged in tho free-s chool fun<l, a..ud thereafter every pupil outside tho Franklin College, though enjoying the exclusive title of the university and receiving aid
fro m the State, was burdened with tho ba.clgo of p a..uperi ·m .
By this time-tho closo of the first half century of the Republic-the mind of the
l eading cla. s in Georgia bad so fallen away from tho ideal of tho fathers that there
seemed to bo no more mteution l eft of educating tho mass of the children at public
expense.
nder tho conditions then existi ng tho S tato was aillictc<l with a malady
ofwhi te illiteracy. Tho "poor people" rejected with contempt the pittan ce doled out
to tbcir children . ln 1 i5 ouly 33 of the 93 counties a.ppliccl for their share of the fund.
} rom 1, 17 t l 60 an annual di~trilmtion of $30, 000 was the extent of the contribution of tho. tatc to tho education of the people, 1u all $1,290,000. With tl10 ad<lition
f th $ 7 0 0
appropriated sin e 1 70, the , tato, during ernnty-t\To ~-cars.
xpPnrlcd $10,
00.
nring tho ;years from 1 17 to 1 4- tho chool population of
tho -~tttte wa 20,000, 30,000, and 50,000 for the succcssi,-e decades.
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ALABAMA.

The present State of Alabama was first settled by the French, at Mobile, in 1702For a hundred years later all outside the coast was a wilderness overrun b y Indians.
The only educational record js the repeated applications of Bienville, the French
0
governor of the province of Louisiana, to the home government for "a college,
which was refused by theJesmt fraternity, who at this time were at the head of such
affairs in the vast undefin ed region of the New World. The population of the colony
did not exceed 300.
In 1763 the territory known as West Florida passed under the control of the British, and in 1783 was transfeF-red to the Spanish. But nothing seemed to have been
initiated in education, and beyond the usual activity of superior families, chiefly
und er the direction of the clergy, there appears to have been nothing of rnterest in
this direction till the year 1800.
The Mississippi Territory, including the present /::ltates of Alabama and Mississippi,
by 1810 had established three counties within the limits of the present Alabama,
which had a w hite population of 3,481. One John Pierce appears in history as the
first schoolmaster of the Territory. Fro_lll 1810 to 1814 two academies were chartered
and $1,000 appropriated by the legislature of the Mississippi .Territory for their support. The latter, Green Academy, at Huntsville, Ala., is chiefly interesting to us from
th e fact that it was the real beginning of the present public-school system of the
State, supported as an academy for :fifty boys, and is now a part of the commonschool system of Huntsville. In 1817 the Territory of Alabama was formed , and the
State w a s admitted to the Union in 1819, with a population of 127,000. Previous to
this, Congress had appointed a survey of the Territory, the Indian title to whi ch bad
been extinguished in 1813-14~ including the setting apart of the sixteenth section of
each township and the oue, afterwards incroosecl to two, townships of land, for com·
mon schools and a "seminary of learning. '' In 1855, when the State first moved for
the establishment of a common-school sy stem, it was foun<l that the sales of tb ese
lands had placed in the treasury of the State th e sum of $1,244,794, the interest of
which, with th e addition of t h e surplus revenu e, direct appropriations by the State,
and other receipts, amounted to $237,515, and th e number of children of school aue
to 145,550.
P revi ou s t o 1826 no attempt was made at a system of public schools in the State.
In that year the city of Mobile began, in the manner by which such movements were
in augurated in the days b efore the civil w a r, by the appointment of a board of commissioners, to whom was given full power for t h e compl ete education of the white
children and y01ith of the city, a lready an important Gulf post. In 1830 a valuable
plotofland was obta ined, and an institution of learning, Barton Academy, was established. But for twenty.fiv e years, until 1852, the history of this seminary appears t-0
center on a perpetual strife concerning its organization an d admini tration. It w
:finally merged into a close corporati on , and the schools of :Mob ile were at a later date
set apart from the general charge of the tate in a condition of virtual independence.
p to this date the commis loners bad faJJen into the habit of su bsidizing tbe ,arious parochial and private schools of the city and county, with no attempt to upport
a proper system of public instrnction
The bi. tory of the common school in the
, 'tate really begin in 1855, when the leg islature, moved by a revival of inter tin
th chief city, embarked on the nterpri e of giving to Alabama for the next twenty
y ars u h facilities a were required in that direction.
The framer of the first on titut1 n of Alabama, in 1 19, strock a hio-h not
.propbe in the articl r latin r to the obligation of an American t· t to n
1
t ·bild~ n an<l you h.
ay this document: " cbools and the mean of ed nca i
hall b f r v r fD onrag cl in thi
tat , and th
neral a emhly h 11 t ke ID
o pr n- fr m unu
ar , a. e and damage au h land a ar • r h r
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this State, and apply the funds which may be raised from such lands in strict conformity to the object of such grant. The general assembly shall take like measures
for the improvement of such lands as ha:ve been or may be hereafter granted by the
United States to this State for the support of a seminary of learning, and the moneys
which may be raised from such lands by rent, lease, or sale, or from any other quarter for the purpose aforesaid, shall be and remain a fund for the exclusive snpport of
a State university, for the promotion of the arts, literature, and the sciences; and
it shall be the duty of the general assembly, as early as may be, to provide effectual
means for the improvement and permanent security of the funds and endowment of
such institution."
We have already seen how long delayed was the fulfillment of this noble, prophetic
utterance as far as it concerned the most important department of education-the
elementary free common schooling of the children. But, in accordance with the
prevailing idea of the day, that education must be :first organized on the summit of
the university that it may descend to the lowlands of common instruction, the legislature at once moved in the good work of establishing an institution of the higher
culture. At tbe first session of the legislature after the organization of the State
government, h1 response to the summons of Governor Bibb, he was authorized by
the general assembly to appoint commissioners in every county in which there
were lands set apart for "the Seminary of Learning," to lease the same till 1821.
The two townships reserved for the university hatl wisely been located in tracts
insteacl of in one block of real estate. Two years later the governor with twelve
trustees, two from each judicial district, to be elected by the general assembly, were
constitntecl "trustees of the niversity of Alabama," and were required to report at
the next session concerning the proper site, to lie determinecl by the joint vote of the
two Louses. It is unnec ssary to detail the various arrangements for the sale OJ:'. lease
oftbe university lands or of the investment of the funds. Suffice to . ay that to the
very liberal provision to lessees of lands for ninet_y-nine years is attribnted the financial disaster that afterwards overwhelmed the institution.
·
But at first all went well. Fifty thousand dollars was appropriated for buildings.
The State increased rapidly in population, nearly doubling in the eight years from
its admission to the Union. Th~ raising of cotton became the leading industry.
Negro slaves were multiplied, one-third the inhabitants of the State in 1820 being
colored, and the annual exports of Mobile were more than 25,000 bales of cotton.
Lands were sold at high prices, and the State appropriated the avails as the capital of
its new system of banking with interest at 6 per cent. The city of Tuscaloosa in
1827 was chosen as the seat of the university, and the sale of city lots proved favorable to the enterprise. In 1830, Rev. Philip Lindsley, president of the University
of Nashville, having cleclinecl the presidency, the position was filled by t.he choice of
Rev. Dr. Woods, president of Transylvania University, in Kentucky. Both these
men were from the North. Dr. Lindsley was from New Jersey, Dr. Woods from
Vermont, a graduate of Harvard and a classmate of George Bancroft, Caleb Cnshing,
and the distinguished educator, George B. Emerson. .After graduating he spent two
year. in study abroad, was afterwards elected professor of mathematics in Brown
Uni,·ersity, Rhode Island, and was called to Transylvania University, Kentucky, on
the retirement of Dr. Horace Rolley in 1828. On the 12th of April, 1831, Dr. Woods
was solemnly inaugurated, and the university op necl with the pre ident, 3 professors, 1 tutor, and 94 students.
Here first appears one of the most remarkable characters in the edncational history of .Alabama, Henry Tutwiler. A Virginian by birth, ancl one of the earliest graduates of the new University of Virginia; a friend of Thomas Jefferson and classmate
of RobertT. Hunter and other famous men; improved by years of travel and acquaintance with distinguish d scholars abroad-at the age of 24 he entered the State l niv ersity of Alabama as profossor of mathematics, where he remained for seven years.
He became subsequently master of the famous Green Spring Academy, where for
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thirty years ho was recognizecl at home and abroad as one of the foremo:st cclncators
of the country. The family name still remains among the excellent women of .Alabama in the person of Miss Julia, Tutwiler, principal of the State Normal School at;
Livingston, and widely known as one of tho most devoted and cultivn,ted of the
teaching sisterhood of tho Union.
The university was established at :first in ample buildings, the professors being domiciled in houses on the college grounds. Two additional professorships were established in the two following years. Tbe incumbent of one, Mr. Henry W. Hilliar<l,
was known afterwards n,s one of the most distinguished men of his State in public
affairs, bis official lifo closing as minister to Brazil i~ 1877-1881. At the first
commencement one student was graduated.
But with all of this commendable zeal for the scholarly outfit of the university, one
functionary bad unhappily been neglected-a competent bookkeeper ancl penman to
manage and keep the record of the material interests of the institution. The result
was that within five years o(its establishment the university found itself on tbe
verge of bankruptcy and the fund depended on for its support in p eril of collapse.
It required tho labor of two years by an expert accountant and agent to unravel the
tangle into ,vhich the affairs of the school hacl been involved from the ignorance or
carelessness of its bookkeepiug, ancl it was fortunate that the State escaped w·ith
the loss of only a portion of its university fund. Through this great trial Dr.
Woods held on for six yea.rs, till 1837, when he retired anclreturned to Rhode Island,
where be spent the remainder of his-life.
Besides the fma,ncial trouble, tho university was vexed by an extraordinary state
of insubordination among tho students, attributed to their oxtremo youth and lack
of preparation for college studies. This disturbance culminated in tho rebellion of
the senior class in 1837, which involved tho expulsion of the wholo muuber. So
discouraging were these early years that when Rev. Basil Manly assumed tho presi~
dency, as successor to Dr. ·woods, in 1837, ho was met by only 38 students, the liighest previous attendance having been 158. But tho new president held on for eighteen
years, until 1855, and steadily buiJt up the uni'\rersity in every way.
Up to the limit of this period, 1840, the record of Alabama in the public support of
education has little more to fJhow. Its institutions of charity, some of which ha,vo
been widely known 1 were all organized at a later elate, as was the medical school
of the university and tho Agricultural and Mechanical College at Auburn, under
the presi.d enoy of Dr. Broun, now one of the best in the South . The various institutions bearing tho name of" college" established by tho different religious boclie ,
Baptist, Methodist, an<l Catholic, and the numerous private and denominational
schools, somo of them of national reputation, all belong to a later period, although
some of them had their small beginnings in the clocado from 1830 to 1840. Ent iu
tho brief space of twenty years the Stato hacl dis playecl a spirit and set in motion
an arrangement of tho secoudary ancl higher education prophetic of good things for
the years to come.
MISSI

'IPPI.

The story of tho American ommon school in ~Iississippi docs not l>egin duri ng
tho time limit appropriated to this c. say, tho fir:t half centnr,r of tho Hepn l>lic,
lW0-1840. Incleed, until tl10 beginning of tho pri•sent century, th ro i , for t hi~
, tate, no story of cclncatiou of any typo connoctctl with schools to bo told.
tt letl
by tho Fron ch as early as 16!.JD on the shore of th grc:it ri ,·er1 J)as. ing nud r tho co ntrol of th British Empire for the brief period of twenty y<-ar, 1763-17 3 tll n fallin•r nuder tllo dominion of th <! 'pani . h power, whi<'h r ign d upr mo on the we ·ter
coa:t of the . Ii. ·i · ippi RiYcr from the ulf to tho summit of the Rocky :Uonnfain
and tho south rn bonnclary of Briti ·h 'anada, finally hecomiucr n. portion of th
t rritory f tho nitell • tatt• ne, r th openincr of tho niu ct, •nth ·cnt11ry th r
wa littlo opportunity for th< dev lopment f anytlling liko ,,It. •a.ti n out hi t
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_family antl. such instruction of children n.rn1 youth as always n.ccompa,nies the ministry of a priesthood so zealous as thn.t of the Catholic Church.
But here, as in the early records of the Northwest, wo fin(1 the l oca,l h istor ians
reveling in the vision of an it1cal social state, in their glowing descriptions of the
first Anglo- Sa.xon settld!nents in this territory. Up to the year of British possession
the country had been occnpicc1 chiefly n.t a, few military posts on the Gulf, at Biloxi,
and n.t Nat chez, ou the river, with small prospect of permanent occupation by the
group of wandering n,(lventurers from Franco, who scoured the country in pursuit
of imaginary gokl :fielus or n,n elusive cn.rth1y paradise. But with the approach of
the war of Inclependence there · came hither a considerable immigration of people
from New Jersey, Connecticut, and elsewhere, fleeing to the far-off wilderness to
escape the perils of the impending revolt of the thirteen colonie3. Tho carly exodus
of the British forces from New Engl::mcl, carrying with them n, body of sympathizers
with the mother country to the northeastern provinces of C;i,nada, had placed theso
colonies in a state of assurance concerning tho final issue of tho conflict that was
not shared by the middle pr0vinces, which thenceforth bore the brnnt of the war,
while the South, belo w Virginia, virtually until tho cl osing period of tho strife, was .
o,,errnn and demoralized hy tho enemy.
It is not always clearly taught in the school histories of tho Unitet1 States that
Florilh never "rcbellccl n against tho mother country, and <.luring the entire -period
of tho Revolutionary struggle, cspecia1ly in its western section, was a refuge for the
(1isaJfectecl class in all the Atlantic colonies. The New Jersey Company, unuer tho
lca11 of the .'wayze Brothers, was gr:1ntcd 19,000 acres of 1an.d iu Au.ams County, on.
the shore of tho Mississippi, in 1772. Later came Phineas Lyman, bringing along u.
crow<l of Connecticut Yankees, who were establishe<.1 on a big estate of 20,000 u.cr~s in
Chickasaw County, not far a.way. Rev. J edediah Smith, father of ten chihlrcn, was
tho first Protestant clergyman to inv::ule this prirniti vo Catholic res erve. In tho glowing recor<l of tho historfans of early Mississ-ippi, these people came to cul ti va to the soil,
bronght intelligencoancl capitaJ, raised indigo, tobacco_. n.ncl, later, cotton for export,
revolcd in a rural pn.radise of meats, Yegetablcs, fruits, "milk and wild honoy," and
made cvcrytldng at borne. AltJ10ugh too far away from Pensacola,, tho British seat of
government, to be affected by the laws, these people "were a faw unto th.emselves,"
paid their debts, dwelt in peace, and by sheer force of personal character ancl public
opinion kept down the evil-disposed folk that inevitably driftecl in. Natchez vrn.s
the only effort at a village, being a settlement of twenty log houses, under a great
bluff on the river bank, with four stone buildings. They were unclisturbet1 clm;ing
tho v,ar, but in 1779 Spain, lying alongside, a,t war with England abroa<.1, couqucrot1
i;he settlement and established its domain over a territory ·1arger than. tho olll
republic east of the A1leghanies. But tbere seems to have been no interference
with tho original settlers, eYen their r eligion. b eing toler atecl, as certainly the
Catholic faith would not have been in the old eastern English provinces from which
they came.
In 1795 the boundaries of tho Unite tl S tates t erritory a t the south were drawn
along tho northern lino of Florida, and this portion of the State of Georgia, ex:teU<ling to the Mississippi River, including the three States of Georgia, Alabama, and
}lississippi, then came under the control of the new Repul>lic. But even before thi ,
the groat expectations from the opening of the vast Southwest, even to the months of
the Mississippi, had set in motion another tide of emigration. This body of people
came to tho southern boundary of the Republic on the eastern shore of tho Pen.rl River.
They settled in tho pine woods, reared groat herds of cattle, and built np a community that, in contrast to the original emigration to iississippi, was a semicivilization . Tho natural antagonisms between them and tho better sort previously mentione<l, laid the fonnd.1tions of the bitter lo ca,1 jealousies and feuds that, for half a
century, hindered the progress of all good things in Mississippi. In 1798 the Territory was organized, and ·winthrop Sargeant, of Massachusetts, was sent down by the
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Government to drive the "wild team" that Mississippi undoubtedly was under circumstances so peculiar. Of course he failed, and not till Clair borne was appoin -ted
governor, in 1801, was the :first Territorial legislature convened at Natchez and the
new 'l'erritory really Aet on its feet.
Nobody claims that up to this date there had been any p,iblic movement for the
schooling of any class during the hundred years of French, British, and Spanish occupation. Of course the original settlers from the Northeast, in their characteri s-tic
extempore home way, did not let their children "grow up in so great barbarism" as
to be wholly ignorant of letters and unable to "read the word of God." To this firs-t
deputation of solid Anglo-American folk is Mississippi indebted for a good deal of
the remarkable ability and intelligence that in its early history towered above its
natural surroundings. Although it is on record that there was but one printer and
no newspaper in the colony, and although copies of the :first laws of the legislature
were made in writing, yet during his short administration, in 1799, Governor
Sargeant forwarded a petition of the people in Natchez for "a seminary" and a minister of the gospel. The trials of Parson Jedediah Smith in preaching his gospel of"
Protestantism are a, matter of local history. But the youth of Mississippi did not
incline to that profession, and in 1826 it was declared that, up to that date, no native
of the State had become a Protestant clergyman.
In 1802 the capita,l of the Territory was located at Washington, a village 6 miles
inland from Natchez. This littlo metropolis in the wilderness at once became the
center of all the society and culture, of which there seems to have been a good supply
in the Territory. Buildings wern erected, a village grew up, and again we are treated
to a brilliant picture of the social life of the place, including "wine parties and
duels." The Territory included the present States of Alabama and Mississippi, still
chiefl,y in possession of the Indian tribes and settled only in isolated localities in a
boundless wilderness. In 1803 the vast territory of Louisiana, iuclnding the city of
New Orleans and the moutJJs of the Mississippi River, fell into possession of the
United States. But the central and northern portion of the territory and State of
Mississippi were occupied by the Indian tribes until, in 1832, their final exit was
accomphshed. Previous to this, Gen. Andrew Jackson had carved out a military
road from Florida on the Gulf to Tennessee, and along this highway poured in a new
emigration, less d esirable in some way than the original body of excellent people
that "held the fort " at Natclrnz and on th e shore of the mighty river. In 1817 Mississippi was admitted to the Union and in 1820 its population was 75,000.
In 1813 the first effort of the people clustering about the Natchez district culmin at ed in the establishment of the school which became Jefferson College, the practical
b eginning of tho superior education in the new State founded at Washington. It
struggled through a varied career of success and discouragement for fifty years, till
it declined with the rural metropolis in which it was locaterl. Washington is now
only a hamlet in a remote suburb of the city on the bluffs and preserves the remains
of the old seminary as a v illage academy. The qongress of the nited States made
a donation of lands, first in Alabama, afterwards in Mis issippi, in it favor. Bnt
mi fortun after misfortune blockud its success, fi rst in a short experienca as a military school, and it was never p ractically more than an academy. "In its hi toryof
ninety years it ha never granted an academic degree." Yet, like o many of the little
scats of education in the new American life, there clu ter about it a notable group of
student and tea her . One of these instructors wa ir \Villi am Dunbar, a r markable, cotchman, of noble Jin age: who, for ome nn xplain d rea on, dnfted to the
shore of the . Ii i ·ippi at thi time, pur ued bi s ientific sturli on bis plantation
b , me am mher f th 1 arn cl ocieti . of Enrop , and thefri nd and orr pondnt of Jeffer n till hi. 1 a.th in 1 10. Tb
r at Ameri an natnraJi t, Auclob n,
r. t a h r f drawing in thir1 littl
i t of 1 arning wb r hi
Br wn tl1 ft th r f p pnlar du ati n 111 :\li · i · ippi,
nly 1 . s di ingni hed, w r al
acl nt .
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From the earliest period the ~pper strata of the Mississippi J)eople persisted
sending their chiltlren to the North or to Europe for education. Even as late as
1840 the governor of the State protested against the habit and urged the growing
hostility of the North to slavery as a reason why the people should builcl up an
effective educational system for their own State. For the thirty years succeeding
the admission of the Sta.te to the Union, Mississippi had nothing that could be called
a common-school system , During the early years of the country the educational
situation is described as" deplorable " by reliable native historians. "Schoolmasters
were difficult to be obtained and generally vicious or ignorant." A settlement of
Methodist people, in Warren County, was a positive addition to the educational side
of the Territory. The charter of Jefferson College, in 1802, was "the first act of
incorpol'ation in Mississippi." After great vicissitudes, rn 1840 it supported a fnl]
college course with a president and four professors and 1,500 volumes in its library.
The :fir, t seminary for girls was established in Natchez in 1801 by Rev. Mr. Ker, an
Iri h clergyman, afterwards lawyer and judge. It was taught by his wife and
daughters. In 1818 was set up at Washington the Elizabeth Female Academy, '' the
nrst fruits of Protestant denominational influence in an the extreme South."
Founded by and named from a devoted woman of the Methodist order, Mrs. Elizabeth Roach, it secured for its principal Mrs. Caroline M. Thayer, a granddaughter
or grandniece of Gen . Jo. ep h Warren; who fell at the battle of Bunker Hill. This ·
excellent lady, who afterw ards removed to another school in the State, is remembered
as an educational "Mother in lsrnel" by the grateful daughters of Mississ1ppi, than
whom there is no more zealous and farseeing body of school women rn the entire
outb to-day. Its commencement exercises in 1829 are said to have been the first in
Mi. ·si . ippi. The average attendance durmg the fi rst ten years was from ten to fifty
pupils. lt was abandoned with the decay of the vill age of ·w ashiugton in 1843.
The earlie t division of the sixteenth section of Government schoollands in Mississippi was made at the present city of Columbn , in the northeastern part of the State,
in 18211 by the establishment of an academy. Its patrimony included a portion of the
present .tlourishmg little city; tbe lease, being drawn for ninety-nine year s, secured
a fair income. Through all the years before t he civil war this was one of the most
noted schools in the State, maintaining a classical, to which was added an elementary, department. At the reorganization of education in 1868 it became the public
school of the city in connection with the colored department. To this must be
attributed the reputation of Columbus as the proper educational center of the extensive an<l fertlle country of northeast MissiAsippi and the recent establishment of the
Women 's Normal and lndnstrrnl State College, one of the most original, characteristic, and useful mstitntions of the New South, already copied in Georgia, North
and South Carolina, and worthy of imitation in many State of the Umon.
In 1826 tbe Miss1.Ssippi Academy and College were establisb.ed at Clinton, Hinds
County, 10 mlles west of Vicksburg, in one of the most favorab le sections of the
river country. Mrs . Thayer was called to the priucipalship of the fema le department. After an unrrnccessful attempt to obtain the State seminary fund, 1t went
through vanous experiences, until in 1850 it became a Baptist institution, and 1s still
one of the best schools of the higher class in the tate. To bis school a'! a prof<>ssor,
and afterwards as president, came Dr. Walter Hillman, from Ma sachnsetts, so well
known, with his excellent wife, as the head of the Central 1' cmale College esta.ulisbed by them at Clmton. We omit here the int resting story of this school,
inclndjng the romantic episode of its continuance by common consent of he rival
Union and Confederate authonties durmg the military operations around V1 ksburg-a little island paradise of peace and good will amid a Commonwealth involved
in the horrors of civil war.
In 1830 a distinguished divine from Pennsylvania, app aled to the Presb terian
people of Mississippi to establish a college at Oak Ridge, near Brninslinrg, where
General Grant crossed the Mississippi in bis final movement upon Vicksburg. He
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told the people of this State that u1) to that date no college commencement had
ever been hcl<l nor h::ul a single college student been gradnatc<l soutbn'"est of Tennessee through tho States of Louisiana, Mississippi, an<l the Territory of Arkansas,
an aren, of 14.5,000 square miles, inhabitecl by 200,000 l)eople, an<l not one nati,·c missionary ha<l enterecl tbe ministry. Ile also declared tbat there v,as not a. city or
village in tho State where ho was willing to locate n, college) 1rncuuse of the low condition of morals. Whatever of truth there may have been in his statements, tlie
wealthy peo11le of the State came to the rescue, subscribed $12,000 for the buHdmgs,
and gave 200 acres of lanJ, with an endowment, to the enterprise. The plucky president cut down the first tree on Oak Ridge and the new school OJJened in 1831, with.
65 students, and held its first commencement in 1833. Twenty-fiYe thousancl dollars
was afterwards a<lded for a, theological professorship. Tllis college, inaugurated
under such fayora,ble auspices) during its e.s:istcnee educated 11 000 students. But in
1851 its funds were lost, from b:id investments, and its distinguished president mur<lercd. After a few ;years of checkered success the property, was sold to the State and
transferred to tbo Alcorn University for colored youth . Tho remaining funds -n-ere
use<l to establish a seminary for young women at Port Gibson, in the nCJgbborhood.
These were but :1 few of the attempts to establ!sll acuderufo and collegiate schools
in tho State before the rnoYoment in 1840- 1850 to place on the ground 11 proper school
system and State unfrersity. Among others may be mentioned tho Oxford Female
College, established 1838, still known as the Union Female College in tbc university
to11n. Ce1Jtcn::i.ry College, establishecl by tho Methodists in 1839, was transferred to
Louisiana in 1845. "Dnring the twenty years from 1820 to 1840/' accordiug to
GoYeTnor Brown, ''no less than 110 coJleges and academies, male and female, bad been
inaugurated in Mississip1)i. Most of them bad :1 fitfu l existence and then ..cnt down.
to tbe great receptacle of old and useless things-the tomb of the Capulets. Tbe
children of Mississippi were largely educated in prirntc schools."
To this able and farseeing st::Ltesman, Governor A. G. Brown, is the State of )lississippi indebted for tho :first positfro aud persistent movement in fayor of a State
university and a system of common schools.
Tho seminary lands of tho State were first located in Alabama, afterwards in :Mississ1ppi. In 1821 tho legislature was moved to locate these lands. In 1830-1833 tlrn Planters' Bank was established, the Sta to owning half its stock, and being represented
by six. of thirteen directors. In 1833 the unfrersity lands were sold for $277,000.
Tho dismal story of the suusequent failure of tho bank, including a loss of $200,000
of this fund, with the long struggle of tho university, nomi1rnJly organized in 1 41,
to get on its feet !lnd into n, proper working condition for tho next twenty years, need
not be told in det:ul. It 1s the olll story of the futile attempt, in so many of our
new States, to establish a university on tlle uas1s of the Unitetl States lan<l grnrrt,
the neglect or perversion and loss of a large 1rnrt or tho funds, un<l tho :final rally of
the people, often ~'lgainst tho determined opposition of tuo denominational and oth r
acl\·erso in fl nonces, to place tho State system on its feet. To-clay, s1)ite of all 110 I1
iufln<'nces or early failnre , the public support of tlie higher education, both in it_
academic and industrial departments, is ns "·ell as-:;urc<l a any policy of the Hepubli ·
In ,.1 1s issipp1, as in Georgia, the complete succe s was rn1pcl'ilc•d by an uu 1
di, i~ion of th furnl.. Govcrr:or Rro11n favorecl a centrnl uninr. ity n11rl aux1h
acn<lemics. Tbo bitter content10n: that raged aronncl tho cr:Hllo of the uun·cr
were s ttl d in 1 45 by tho location at O.·forcl, and funds at 1. t 1nre g·:i.tlter rl fi
it opcumc, prior to 1 30. Bnt thi~ with tho hi ·tory of the iu t1tutwn aft r t
lo. coftbo<'tnl war. tho uh, CJ11C-nt '. tabl1 bmcnt ofth A,,.ru·1ilt11ral ancl fell
J<'al 'oll g , ancl of tlJ ""oman' • · rmnl and l11cl11 tnal oil g", riJI Jlrop rJ.
11ndc-1· con. idcration at a lntnrc lime,
1t wa no till th am tin11\ 1 5, and mu1 r th pow rfnl] adPrslJip f th "'
Nl11catio11.d go,· ·rnor of th • t.at , Hon. A. ,. H1ow11, thn 1h 1i1 t
'·anl ri ·ommou- ·hool m ruct 1011 for th· whit• hilt r •u 111111. ·011 b of
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was inaugurated. By tbo help of Jndgo J . S. B. Thatcher, a native of Massachusetts
and n, graduate of Harvard College, a plan was devised and a system of et1ucatiou
launched upon tho title of unsuccessful experiment. The first common-school law Of
Mississippi did not essentially differ from those of other Southern States already
described. The State hacl already placed in its constitution the inspiring words of
the immortal ordinance of 1787: "Religion, morality, aml knowledge being necessary to good government and the happiness of mankind, schools and the means
of education shall be forever encouraged." The statuto provided that the county
conrts should ap-point school commissioners, five in each county, ·who should take in
charge the entire "business of the establishment of a system of popular education
and 1mpose a tax which, with the approval of the people concerned, wouhl set the
great machine in motion. But all was predicated on the very uncertain hope that
tho majority of the Yoters woulcl consent to accept the system and pay for the schooling of all the children. It was just that which tho majority of- the voters never
decided to do until 1868. But during tho fifteen years before tho breaking out of
the great conflict the legislature was vexed by the persistent efforts of the enemies
of tl.10 system to re1rnal tho law. As it was, only a few of the counties would accept
H. By 1860 the original intent of tho law had been evacled aml moclifi.ed by ::m endless series of enactments for the benefit of ser>arate localities . The partial colla,pse
of the law of 1845 was a, new c.1emonstration of tho· folly of relying on "local option"
as the l)ase of any system of public ecluca,tion among a rieo-ple of such diverse origin
in a. .'tate torn by such fierce local jealousies as any of our Southwestern Common"ealtbs previous to 1840. But a great deal was uncloul>tedly uono in this way for
tho C'dncation of the peor,le into a, growing determination to school the children.
Tho speedy aucl inevitn.blo decision of all these Commonwealths, even under tho
most discouraging circumstances, at the close of the war to aclopt tho complete p1an
of tbo American common school for all classes and hoth races was the final result of
tho Jong an<l unsatisfactory experimenting of the Lalf century before tho great flood
of 1861.
l\,Ieauwl1i10 the state of education, as it existed during tho later years of this
period, rcceiYcs an illuminating side light from a, Jetter written in 1847 by Rev. Mr.
Morey, of Mount Sylvan Academy, on the prospect of Northern teachers coming to
Mississippi. With a detailed description of the peculiarities of tho country and the
qualifications of tho emigrating pedagogue, especially if a woman, he states that
two hundred good teachers could find immediate anu profitable employment in the
State. But he premises, especially to the male sex, "Come determined to teach; not
to speculate or marry; onr places for goluen in vestments are all occupied and our
heiresses all engaged. Not to farm it or to preach. ,vc know how to rai.se cotton
l)Ctter than you could, and we ha-ve a fair supply of preachers. Not to lJecome
politicians or lecturers on phrenology; the science of government is won<.lerfully -n-ell
known here and phrenology is not 11opular. In short, we need teachers, not pe<l.illers,
or doctors, or lawyers, or literary pretenders."
In 1840 the census of the United States reports in Missisf'lippi 7 colleges, conta.ining
454 r-;tudents; 71 academies, with 2,553 pupils; 382 primary schools; 107 pupils etluca ted
at public expense, and 8,360 white illiterates.
LOUISIA... A.
T

If tho genern.tions could he educated by procln.mation, and 1f tho statute law
could establish and support "seminaries of learning,'' the State of Louisiana, instead
of lJeing one of the most illiterat , wonl<l. to-clay be at the head of educational eminence
among tho States of the Republic. In reading its body of legislation from the beginning of tho century to 1860, connected with the early hope of educating the
masse ·, the reader is impressed at once with the eloquent elaboration of the statement aud the inefficiency of the administrative methods in providing effective
means for the enforcement of the law.
p to the year 1803, when the vast territory
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of Louisiana, including the present State, passed under the control of the Government of the United States, the educational affairs of the colony were in the
hands of the Catholic prie~thood, who favored a system of parochial instruction.
'11here is an interesting record of faithful and self-sacrificing labors by the devoted
members of the female, Jesuit, and other religious orders in this direction, that only
indirectly concerns our present subject. In 1741 Governor Bienville petitioned the
home government for a II college," but was put off with a slur upon the insignificance
of the colony. The expulsion of the Jesuits and the confiscation of their property
of $180,000, perhaps the largest snm of corporate wealth then in that country, in 1764,
was doubtless a backset to such arrangeme1its as were then on the gronnd.
But as soon as the Territory of New Orleans was organized, the attention of the
Territorial legislature was called to the entire subject of the education of the children and youth. Between 1805 and 1810 a general system of schooling was enacted
which, had it been workable under ·the circumstances, would have launched this
beautiful province on a career of intelligence and prosperity unparallel ed in the
Southwest. A · board of "regents ,of the University of Orieans" was established,
-consisting of the governor, judges of the supreme court and United States court,
mayor and recorder of New Orleans, and president of the legislative council, ex
officio, and twenty em;i.nent citizens, appointed by the legislature, of whom it might
almost be said, as of Lord Bacon,- that "they had taken all knowledge for tlleir
province.'' They were empowered, by successive laws, to establish "A College of
Orleans," with president and four professors in the city of New Orleans and one or
more academies in each parish or county. In their ideas of the edneation of women,
no leg islative body of the day was abreast with that of Louisiana. They say:
"Whereas the prosperity of every State depends on the education of the fem ale sex,
in so much. that the dignity of their condition is the strongest characteristic which
distinguishes civilized from savage society," and they authorize the regents of the
university to establish as many academies for their education as may be considered
fit. The same body was instructed to set up a public library in each parish. In
1808 tbe judge of each parish was instructed to appoint a "jury" of twelve to
twenty-four persons to establish such educational arrangements "as should appear
to them most convenient." Five trustees were to be appoint.ed to administer the
system.
Here was a scheme of education so broad and admirable that one is interested to
learn the names of its framers. They were certainly not behind, if not actually in
advance of, any similar group of educators in the country, not excepting Jefferson
and his noble bodyguard in Virginia. But when we come to the executive side of
the plan our admiration falls into a swift collapse. The educable children and
youth of the Territory could not have exceeded a few thousand, as half the population
was composed of negro slaves. 'l'hese were scattered over a realm of 48,720 square
miles, which, with its native fertility and resources, was perhaps the mo t difficult
of subjugation by man of any inhabited portion of the Republic. The majori ty of
the white people w re still Catholic, and could not be brought into cooperation with
any scheme of education outside the priestly programme of the ecclesiastical parochial
schools. There was yet no such accumulation of property as would ju tify the etting up of' a tate s bool sy tern so expensive. To meet the or1<Yinal outlay the Jawpropo ed ,L Iott ry scheme of $;"0 000 for he colleo-e and acaclemie and a pn blic t · ·
in addition to th meaO'er sum that could be r altzed from the sale of the ov rnwen
school land ·, with the provi o that all person who objected should be excu ed fr ID
the impo iti n of the chool levy.
f conr · with the e two provision · the r alization of thi educational ideal in h
Loni ian:i. T rritory wa only among the p
ibiliti sofa mill nnium. Tb r ul
follow
wiftly n tlie h 1 of the nl1eavor. In 1 09 ov mor lai orne di
in~ rm. th fath r. , "with r r t, that th act to provide t!J
p11bli · a ho 1 in th
rrit r~, i n t lik } , t pr clnc ih
tui h of P iu
up · provision h v been made for th
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schools; but no other parish has followed its example." Still the good governor is
pleased to hear that ''private schools are springing up in every quarter, and fathers
of families are interested in the education of their offspring."
Not till 1811 did the legislature actually lay hands on the treasury and vote $15,000
for the College of Orleans and $2,000 for one or more schools in each county, the
entire appropriation amounting to $39,000. Three administrators were to be appointed to each county, but only after the schools had been in operation three, and
in 1813 six, months, could they J_)rofit by the public bounty. At different times
until 1841 did the legislature work at this vain problem of "making bricks without
straw," gradually increasmg the bonus to each parish, arranging the school officials
in different groups m what always seemed to be a hopeless style of educational
"dress parade." The outcome of all was the sustaining of the College of Orleans,
of which the celebrated New Orleans preacher, Rev. Theodore Clapp, an importation from New England, was a prominent official, until 1826. It never had one
hundred students, and was finally transferred, with its funds, to a ' State university. " located at Jackson, East Feliciana Parish, with the same array of notabilities as trustees aud a small annual legislative gift for 1ts mamtenance. The lottery
method was repeatedlj' m voked, bott for the State system and tbe endowment of
tbe academies that sprang up like a crop of ' ' gourds in the mght,' ' only to be
withered by the first sunstroke of actual experience. Even 10 New Orleans, the
center of populat1on and culture, the 1111bhc scbooi in tne secon!l, the most progressive
of 1ts three mun1cipal1hes, did not contain sevent,y-five pupils; and these probably
the ch1ldren of ttrn -poor, wnose tuition and school supplies were paid from the public fnnd The 1,oard of regents was tinally abo1isbed, nnd the effort made to work
tbe schools by local administrators and trust('les appointed by the legislature or the
county court.
In 182;; $2 62t wa, appropriated to each voter in tho counties for public schools,
the murnuum and maximum of the appropr1at1on berng $800 and $1,350. But so
meager was the resu lt of all this leg1slat,1on that as high an authority as President
,villiam Pre ton Johnston of Tulane University, declares, "there was no such thing
as public school education in Louisiana previous to 1841. Parish schools were
founded and small appropriations made for th eir support, bnt they were not free
schools, and doled out the pittance of a public educati on to eight mdigent pupils in
each par1 h . ln 1841 the right and duty of supportmg free schools was imposed on
th e city of New Orleans, and in 1845 a system of public schools was established by
the cousti tution." It is estimatecl that $2.000,000 was expended in these abortive
attempts to educate the people of Louisiana dnrmg the first forty years of the cen_tury. A great number of academies were called into being by the ofter of legislative aid, only to fall in pieces on a real attempt to 1i ve and do educational work.
It is not necessary to impute dishonesty to tbe various organizations which received
or to the directors who handled this large sum of money, nlthongh the temptations
of a scheme so loose were very great. But, as in South Carolina, it is probable tba,t
a good deal of what was appropriated was absorbed by a system of subsidizing local
parish and private school . The city of New Orleans even at that early period had
received many hequests from private sources, the majority of which "vanishecl into
thinair,"orlingerin''innocuous desuetndo"to the pres nt day . ,veu may it be
said , in the word1:1 of the historian of Loui iana : "No , tate has ever been more lav:ish in its expenditure of money for the instruction of its childr n and youth and the
est ablishment of schoo11:1 than Louisiana, but all ha-s been a failure."
But we must not rnfer from the failure of the legislature of Louisiana during these
forty years to put on the ground a sy tern of public instruction that nothing was
accomplished. The education of an American State in a matter so great and complex
a . the training of its people into American citizenship is not the work of one but of
many generations. It was necessary that the people of all the States should learn
the chronic obstacles to the up building of the American common school. Even our
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young people nowadays are not thoroughly taught, through reading and hearing, the
commonplace arguments in favor of universal education. The only method by which
a great and diverse people can learn any essential truth in the policy of a republican
goYcrnment is by an experience, continued through many years, of a struggle toward
the conviction that it is one of the elements of free institutions. The vast majori ty
of the people of tho State that is now doing tho most for tho education of its masses
do not support this policy because.of arguments yearly addressed to their understan ding, but from an obstinate conviction, almost amounting to a violent prej ndice,
inwrought into the very texture of public opinion through the conflicts, dcfea,ts, and
victories that "blaze" the road to a final success.
Such was the experience of the Southern common school public during the se,enty:five years from the establishment of the national Government to the close of the
civil war. This portion of the Southern people, always including its ablest and most
worthy public men, and a growing eleme.nt among its most reliable citizens, could
always be trusted to advocate the educating of tho whole people for a progressh·e
citizenship. The whole proposition was so wrought out and the inevitable result so
ground into the consciousness of this cla,ss that when by the fate of war the greatest
hostile influence was forever suppressed, the common schoof came to the front almost
without opposition, save from the ignorance, prejudice, and bigotry that we al wnys
have with us.
it must not be inferred that, because of the failure of repeated efforts to establish
the common school, the people of Louisiana were left in the "barbarism of ignorance." At every failure an obstinate public opinion appeared in the legislature to
demand a new experiment. Every change in the laws previous to 1840 was made in
the interest of a greater efficiency, as 1f the people were turning the matter about
by e-vcry possible way to find out tho one successful method of schooling their children under circumstances so complex and disheartening. And although at the last,
on the eve of the great war, not ha1f the white children of the State v.ere gathered into
the schools, and illiteracy abounded in some portions of tho Commonwealtl1, yet, on
tho other hand, many thousand youth had learned something and were waked up l>y
such opportunities as tb.ey l)ossessed to a desire for more. The State fund was all
the time growrng, and only its misappropriation during the period of reconstruction
prevented Louisiana from having to-day one of tho largo educational funds of the
South. And no State in the Union during the :first half century of the Republic
receiYed into itself a greater proportion of brilliant, cnpable, and hopeful people from
all lancls and e,ery portion of the nitecl States than Lomsiana. Every feature of
tlie 111 tory of Louisiana durin g her p1ctures<]_uo past can bo easily written into a
romance: and her educational reconl bas been no exception to tlns fact.
One of these early histories was tllat of Alexander Milne, a young Scotchm::m
engage<.l in the per onal service of a nobleman m ono of the northern district of
Scotland. Coming homo from London, the master of tho house is said to h:1 •
is. nod an order that his men sern.nts sbonld all cut their h::ur after a fashion prevailmg- in certain great houses in the metropolis. " an<ly .i\filne cuts bis hair to
please no man," responded the obstinate youth, who thereupon betook him elf to
the 1Tew ,vorl<l neYcr stopping till ho arrived in .1.Tew Orleans. There, after :1 .:in ce fn1 bu ine s career bo found himself for that day n man of wealth, and hy .rill
e tabli heel an rn titution for boys that still cxi ts in the city. Be ·icle thi
rem mberecl his old home, and endowed a classical school, with th6 aid of th
n
bi: olcl ma ·tcr which has hecomo ono of the 1110 t u ful mstitution of learm oY r tho ,en rnoro int
of .John
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finally disgusted with the fruitless fumbling of the honorable board of Stato regents
with its educational n,ffa.irs, antl in 1841 <.lusto<.1 the "College of Orleans" out into
the country ancl obtaineJ. n, local board of eclucation, appointed by the governor, to
establish a central aml two primary schools of a pul>lic character, partly supported
by State funds and a local tax; with 150 p oor children euucated free . The- great
revival of the common school in the far Northeast had reached oven to-tho Gulf, and
the city fathers consulted Horace Mann aml H enry Barnard, who had n,lready become
national authorities in matters of this sort . Mr. Munn recommen ded Mr. J . .A. Shaw,
of Bridgewater, Muss., as a fit person to take control of tho now e.s.periment in public school work. Tho city was divided into three municipalities, each indopeu<lcnt
in l ocal affairs. Its entire populn.tion of 103,000, half colored, probably contained
10,000 white children of proper school ago. Mr. Shaw ca.mo to tho second munici l)ality as superintendent of schools, and began tho work ~ith l ess than 100 pupils. In
a yea1· his schools numbered more than 1,000 and in two years 2,000. Tho schools
were graded and taught according to the usual methods then prevailing in tho
Northern cities, including the French and English languages. By 1844 tho remaining municipalities had followed; and tho city of New Orleans from that clay to
1860 bad probably tho best system of common schools in any Southern city, with
some features of superiority peculiar to itself.
In 1815 the legislature of the State, cncouragecl by this success, made by far the
most vigorons antl practical effort of the century to secure the tmining of the chil<lrcn. The following articles were iucorporateLl in the revised constitution, which
went inlo oJ_)eration in 1845:
TITLE

VII-Public ellucation.

133. Thero shall ho appointed a superintendent of public education, who
shall bold l1is office for two years. His clnties shall 1.Je prescribetl 1)y law. He shall
receive such compensation as tho legislature may direct.
ART. 13.1:. 'l'bo legislature shall establish free public schools throughout tho State,
and shall provide means for their support 7Jy taxation on property or otherwise.
AnT. 13.5. The proceeds of all lands Jwretoforo granted by tho Un ited States to
this State for the nso ancl support of schools, and of all lauds which. may h ereafter
be granted or bequeathed to the State, and not expressly granted or bequcathecl for
any other pnrpose, which hereafter may be disposed of by the State, and tho proceeds of estates of deceased persons to which tho State may become entitled by law,
sha_ll be held by tho State as a loan, and shall be and remain a . lJorpetual fund, on
w~JCh the State shall pay au annnal jnterest of 6 p er cent, which interest, together
with all the rents of the unsold lands, shall be appropriated to the support of such
schools, an.cl this appropriation shall remain inviolable.
ART. 136. All moneys arising from the sale,, which have 1)een or may hereafter l>e
made of any lands heretofore gra.ntetl by the United States to this State for the nse
of a seminary of l earning. and from any kind of <.lonatiou that ma.y hereafter 1,e
made for that purpose, shall 1)e and remain a porpetua.l fund, the interest of wb1d1,
at 6 per cent per annum, shall be appropriate(l to the support of a seminary of learning for the promotion of literature and the arts and sciences, ancl no law sba1l ·•,·t•r
be made diverting said fund to any other use than to tho establishment and improvement of said seminary of learning.
ART. 137. A university shall be established in the city of 1Tew Orleans. It shall
1Jo composed of four facnltics, to wit: One of law, one of medicine, one of the natural
sciences, an<l oue of l etters.
ART. 138. It shall be called the ''University of Louisiana," ancl the M<'dical Collerrc of Louisiana, as at present organized, shall constitute the faculty of medicine.
ART. 139. The legif.ilature shall provide by law for its furthc·r organization and
government, bnt shall he under no obligation to contribute to the estaulishmeut or
support of sai<l uniYcrsity by appropriations.
The university established by this authority, as far as it bad become an accomplished fact, was included in tho organization of Tulane Tniversity in 180('. By a
gift from one of th<' excellent women of New Orleans, the widow of the former dean
of the }Iedical College, Dr. Richardson, this school is 110w housed in a fit building,
a.n<l, with the great Charity Hospital, has becorue one of the most eminent foundations
of medicai instruction in the country.
ARTICLE
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The school law of 1845, enacted in accordance with the constitutional provisio~
pr~vided for the education of all white youth under the age of 21 by a State tax of
1 mill on the dollar, which, wit! the income of the State fund, was disbursed to every
parish that decided to place itself in connection with the system. All parishes thaf.
chose gave up their school lantls to the State fund, or held them as they would. A
State superintendent of schools was a~pointed with a salary of $3,000 and $800 for
inci dental expenses, while Horace Mann began work in Massachusetts for $1,000 a
year and paid his own clerk hire. A parish superintendent of schools was ·e]ec-t-ed
by a vote of the people, with a salary of $300. Three district trustees were also
elected by popular vote. Alexander Dimitry was appointed State superintendent of
education in 1847, and for several years worked with great fidelity in the new system
of instruction.
But no machinery, however perfect, can educate a people without its own hearty
consent and cooperation. The American common school has been antagonized in
Louisiana, and wJ:iile it could not be overthrown, has fallen short of the proper
results of the best efforts. In 1856 thirty parishes were attempting to school some
12,000 pupils, at an annual expense of $142,000; or, according to another account, forty
parishes supported 740 schools, with 7,000 pupils, at a cost of $166,000. There were
no very reliable statistics of education, especially in the Southern States, before
1860: Until 1861 the National Library at Washington had no collection of pamphlets,
and all that concerns common school education in the way·of local information in
that vast repertory has been gathered since that comparatively recent date. In 1856
the State superintendent of Louisiana declared that half the children in the thirty
or forty parishes referred to were out of school. He says: "More than $2,000,000
have been appropriated by.the State in behalf of the system of schools since its
origin. Several laws have been enacted which, making no adequate provision for
their enforcement, have failed in great measure to attain the object hoped for. It is
evident that here is a lamentable failure, for it appears that nearly one-half of the
euucable children in the parishes have not for the year derived any advantage from
the system."
Governor Hobart declared in 1855: "The report of the superintendent of schools
is far from showing a satisfactory condition of affairs, and the schools may be considered almost a failure. 'I'he plan adopted at one session of the legislature is entirely
modified at th e next. It is not a system; it is the bewildering confusion of chaos."
It had already become evident that, whatever might be the success of the American common school system in a few of the cities and large towns of the South, the
sparse settlement and peculiar organization of society in all these States made its
satisfactory working through the open country, where nine-tenths of the children
lived, almost an impo sibility. Alongside the public schools were the private,
academic, p:uochial, and family organization . The strong feeling of personal and
political independence in every locality made all attempt s to supervise education by
the central government abortive. The slave class in Louisiana was a full half of
the entire population of the State. Under conditions like these, it is not snrprising tnat the persi tent efforti of the common school pn blic of Louisiana should have
failed to establi ha system of popular in trnction satisfactory to itself, and that onl
aft r the great obstacle to univer al education had been d tro,v d, was this tat , at ·
the end, practically, of ixte 11 years of warfare, brought again, in 1 68, to a :final
attempt to school all its children and youth.
TENNE
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Lindsley, of the University of Tennessee, who, from the year 1826, was beyond question not only the most eminent, but also the most aggressiYe and reliable of tbe educators of the State, declared at different times before 1840 that np to that date "the
State had done nothing for colleges or academies, and that, practically, no school or
child had been aided by the State school funds.'' In fact, durmg the period treated
in this essay-the first half century of the Republic, 1790--1840-there was no history
of the American common school to be told, as nothing of the sort existed iu this,
from the first and to-day, one of the most powerful and influential of-the Southern
States.
We have already given the account of the early history of such education as was
established in Tennessee during its brief Territorial period and early experience, as
the third Commonwealth admitted to the new Union in 1796, with an area of 45,600
sq·u are miles and a population of 77,000. It has already been related that the earliest
school in the Territory, ,vasb rngton College, in east Tennessee, was founded by
Samuel Doak, under the legislative authonty of North Carolina. Doak may be
regar<led as tile father of education rn tlus State, and, with his three colaborers,
Crai g be:.itl, Carrick, and Balch_ was a good representativ e of the vigorous and intelligu1t Presbyterian clergy that we ha-..e already met a.s the pioneers of tho snperior
schools in the onthern Atlantic States, from Vir~mia to Georgia.
'Within ten years, the two institutions that promised to become the leading collegt·s of the State, Dickinson at Nash ville and Blount, in Knoxville, with several
additional academies, had their modest begrnning, and, until 1816, these and a few
y,ri, ate schools ~.1,ppear to have supplied all the reenforcem e ut of family all(l ordmary
church in.·tructiou m th e State. At this time Congress made a. generons clistribution
of chool lands, which, ha<l they been preser ved won1d have placed Tennessee
at the front of the roll of new tates m all matter relating to the education of
her people. Tbis munificent bencfact1 n consisted of 100,000 acres for two colleges,
100,000 for academies, and 640 acres in each 6 miles sq uare for common schools The
bi s tory of thi great landed property, lik e that of so ruauy others in different States,
is but another testimony to the bottom fact hi popular education, that, w1tl10nt
an obstinate determination among the ruling class of th e people for the schoolrng of
the children and youth, nothing can be done. That determination in Tennessee, as
in all the States so uth of Pennsylvania, was a pfant of slow growth. The interminable legislati rn wrangles brought on uy the attempt of the common school public to
utilize the national bounty for the children, reveal the hos tile elements in th e ecclesiasticaJ, social_. and political centers of society that for eighty y ears postponed a n
effective organi zation of popular institutions for even the white children of the
State. It was not till 1823 t hat any i;erious attempt V'as made to est ablish a school
fund in Tennessee. T en years later additional lav.s were passed, and in 1837 the
fund was made a portion of the capital of the Bank of Tennessee. The fnnd grew
with the passing years, although with no r esult a dequate to tb c n ·cessities of the
people from the d istribution o f its income. At tb c breakmg out of the ci vil war
the State snpposed itself to be i n possession of a school .tund of $1,500,000, all of
which was wrecked in tbe destruction of 1861-1 65. Th e , tate, on the restoration
o f the Umon, assumed its present scllool estate, on which it pay.3 interest as its annual
contribution to the common school, although it bas not yet as!-iumcd any charge of
the Agricultural ancl Mechanical College at Rnoxvi1Je, w hicb, uncler the name of The
University of Tennessee, is becoming 011e of tbc prosperous and we11-conducted
seminaries of the l1igher e<lncat10n in the, 'outhwe t.
One of the most interesting and in trndi v chapters in the history of ed ucation in
the Southwest, when fully written, will b e the r cord of the niv r sity of Tashville.
It waH chartered in 1786 by the legislatnrc of North 'arolin a, first as Davidi;on, and
after a, l,rief perio:1 was 11amecl CnmberJand Coll<' ge. I n 1826 it was clrn.rtcr la. tbe
University of Nashville. It was finally absorbed, as far as its literary c1epartment
was ·on<·erned, into the Peabody Torma! School, which may yet come to the great
opportunity of becoming the first proper normal university of the couutry.
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But in spite of these fortunes it held up the banner of good learning and uriiversa.l
education , and sent forth n early 400 full graduates, w1th 1,500 undergraduates,
incl udin g 28 members of Congress ancl a large number of men d istinguish ed jn the
influential walks of life in the Southw est. In 1824, after twice declining th e invitation, R ev. Philip Lindsley, of New Jersey, a graduate of Prin ceton College, was
p ersu:1d ed to accept the presidency. He frrnd and toiled in the ser vice of his adopted
State till his death, s ubsequ ent to the war, but not till he had seen his beloved institution reorganiz ed for its new d eparture as the P eabody Normal School, under the
effi cient and inspiring l ead ership of Dr. Eben Stearns, aided by that great educational benefactor of the New South, the first agent of the Peabouy fund, Dr. Barnas
Sears.
By 1806 Blount and Davidson colleges, with an infant academy in each of the
tTI'cnty-seven counties of the State, all of them staggering under the burden of
irnpecuniosity, were laboring with the problem of education in Tennessee. The first
grant of land to Cumberland College- was wrecked, a lthough a subsequ ent gift and
tlie efforts of its friends enabled it to keep alive, with an occasional interreguam,
till th e first commencement und er the presidency of Dr. Lindsley, in 1826. Ou that
occasion th o president delivered the first of the seri es of remarkabl e addresses on
educati on in the South that has s urvived the g eneral destru ction of school literature,
including reports and statis tics, in the civil w ar. He calls the attention of bis
hearers to the education al condition of the State, from which not less than $500,000
was a nnually carried beyond the Alleghany Mounta ins for the higlrnr educa t ion, "A.
tribnte to th e supreme wisdom of distant and foreign States." He asserts that, if
placed on a :firm foundation, in a year 500 students could be gathered wit h in the
spacious walls of the new university, and tha expenditure abroad in one year, if
utili zed at home, "would create a Cambridge at our very doors."
His plan for t he universit y: was doubtless somewhat copied from the new University of Virginia, and, could it have b een carried out, would. have made t he Unirersity
of :Nashville for all time the h ead of the h1gl.J er educa tion in the Sout h west. It
iu cJud ed an arrangement of six g r oups of umvers ity bmld in gs, a n oble estate of 120
acr es, s ix gr eat college dor mi t ories, with r ecitation ro oms that would accommodate
one h undred s t udents each , with l od g ings fo r t he maJority of the twenty-three
instru ctors, and seven h ouses for the ac commodation of t h e president and lending
mem bers of the facu i ty. Each group of buildings sh ould inclnde a r efectory antl
to 10 acres fo r gardening an d exer cise . Machme s hops and an a dd it ional 100-acre
farm would proYide for a thoroug h orgam zat1on of t h e in du stri a l department of the
un irersity, w hi ch incl uded in tl11s p l an a gr oup o f professional sch ools of all Yariet1es. It was beli eved tllat $200,000 would be su ffic ient for the fi r st outlay. ~·a:;hville was a lready a fl ouri:h rn g city of 4,000 p eople a u d Andr ew J ackson an early
member o f tho board of trust ees. Th e president d id not fai l to remind h1s bearers
that the village of Amherst, Mass , w ith bu t 2;500 peoplo llad recently coutriunt
$50.000 t o tbo founding of a new college on its beautifu l h ill overlooking one or the
loveliest of American l andsen.p es, a.ud dil ated on t h o easy way in wliich a siwi
amonut could bo raised there, i u the sout h wes tern. eetion of t h e Republic.
Later, in 1 43-1 4 , we hear arrarn from tlle rndefatigablo president. Almo.-t lica sick with "bopa deferred," a. Yeteran y •t an a1'hl te, "strikmg out from
slioulcler ' in the Y ry fa c of his adopted •'tate, telJin,,. uch truths a. · that. 1
this period, ontsi<le a few schools au,l the nmv r ity, there bad been 110 real pro!!T
towan1popnlar c1ncation, au,l recommend mg n. rctnrn to tb homo traiuin rr of th
J.:T w England cl. y., a· if a. p oplc that ha.cl so ]OU"' necrlc tecl tbeir school. TI·on tl
eith<·r chspo c<l r '}U::tlificd for sn ·b au experiment.
nc-tonth of th whit I P •
lation of Tenne :e wa~ still in th honda.ire of an ilJitern<'y v n wor liann u
tl1 Commonw alth th.nth ntt ·r ign rn.nr of th "i nt rior r. ce, " to hom
YlllJJllthi s of tb 7.C, lou · Tortberu •tlucator on • oath
· t ·utl.
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But no man can do eyerything, and the work of Dr. Lindsley, carrying the university in his heart and on his shonlders, with an a,Terago attendance of sixty to
seventy students, and the indescribable burdens of a man occupying the foremost
literary and educational position of an entire section of the Republic, remains a
notable memory and a perpetual inspirn,tion to the generous youth of tho present
clay. Nashville still remains the educational center of the South west, an<l , with
Vanderbilt University and the reorganized UniYersity of Nash·' /illc, including the
Peabody Normal School; a su11erior arrangement of common schools, first csta blishecl
in 1848; several flourishing semiiiaries for the secontlar,r, higher, and professional
education of the negro; excellent professional schools; al). important public library,
and several }_)ri.vn.te anil academic fonndations for boys and girls, among the best in
the South, is the final response of this great Commonwealth to the lab ors an<l. sacrifices of Lindsley and tho noble band of his coworkers who, during the dark day s of
popular indifference and distracted educational councils1 hoped on and toiled toward
the sunriso of a brighter day.
In 1829 foe first real moYcment was attempted in behalf of n, system of common
schools in Tennessee. Tho county authorities were instructed, in 1830, to appoint
commissioners "to di\'i<lo the county into school <listri ct s an<l. number the heads of
families." An attempt had already been made, in 1823, to cstabli. h a, school fund;
am1 in 1838 the Commonwealth founc1 itself 11ossesscc1 of $18,000 for academies and
$100,000 for annual expem1iture for common schools. In 1834 the revisec1 constitution
of the State provides as follow :
ARTICLE

XI.

SECTION 10. KnowlcclgC', learni11g, :.ml v-irtne, being essential to tho preservation
of republican institutious, and the diffnsion of tl.Je opportnmties and advantages of
educa.tion throughout fho different portious of the Stat e being bio·hly condncive to
the promotion of tliis encl, it shall be the duty of tbo general asse~bly in all future
periods of this government to cherish literature and science. Ancl the fond called
the common sclwol fond, and all tbo lands and proceeds thereof~ dividends, stocks,
and otber propert.v of any description whatever, heretofore by Jaw appropriated by
tbc general assembly of this State, for the use of common schools, and all snch as.
shall hereafter ~e ~fpropriated,.shal_I remain a 1~erl?etual funcl, the prin cipal of which
sballnevorbechmrn1shed byJeg1s]ativo nppropriat1on; aud the interest thereof shall
b e inviolalJly appropriated to the support and encouragement of commou schools
tbronghont the State, and for the eqnal benefit of all the people thereof; and no l aw
shall bo made authorizing said fund or any part thereof to be diverted to any other nse
thau the support and encouragement of common schoo ls ; and it shall l>e the duty of
the general assembly to appoint a board of commissioners, for sucli term of time as
they mn.y think proper, who shall have the general snperintem1ence of said fnud, and
wl10 shall make a report of the condition. of the same from time to time, un<ler such
rules, regulations, and restrictions as may be req_uired liy law: Provided, That if at
any time hereafter a division of the :public lanc1s of the Unite(1 States, or of the
:money arising from the sales of such lands, slrnll be made among the inc1i vid ual States,
the part of such lands or money coming to this State shall he devoted to tllo purposes
of cdncation and iuternal improvement; and shall never be applied to any otl10r
1nnpose.
EC. 11. Tho above provisions shall not l>c construed to pro,ont the legi laturo
from carrying into effect any laws that have been passed in favor of tho c·olleges, universities, or academies, or from authorizing beirs or distribntees to rocei-vc· a.n<l enjoy
escbeatecl property, under such rules anll regulations us from time to timo may be
prescribed by law .

The law of 1829 proviclecl that ftve school trust es shonhl hr elected in each c1istriot. But one of the most serions mistakes f ibis rm,1 subsequeut legislation seems
to have lJe<'n the rnultitl!(le of offic-ials thronrrh which tlle school 11101 cys w<·r to
pas. before they reached the schoolhouse. In this journey th<'y ~ere lost or frittere,l
away in a wilderness of detail. In 1838 another act was sent forth into toe ta.te to
wn:::tl with the popular indifferenc or hostility to general ec1ucation. It appointed
a superint ndent of schools to preside over the d tails of the a lministratiou of the
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system; made 6 to 16 the school age; endeavored to achieve a school· course, and
restricted the distribution of State funds to districts that stipported a school three
mon.ths in the year. A rate bill was affixed to the system, and five commissioners
for each county, elected for two years, managed the executi ve affairs of the <listrict.
In 1845 the feature of self-help was first introduced to the system, each district
being permitted to tax itself for education. But in 1848 the governor of the State
says: "The effort for popular education bas slumbered and languished and pined
and exists now rather as a memento of the past than as a living system for future
growth and expansion."
But we have already exceeded the limit of our essay, 1790-1840, in this necessarily
fragmen.tary account of the attempts of the common school public to plant a system
of popular eclucation on-the soil of Tennessee. Outsicle less j;han a dozen cities, no one
of the fifteen Southern States previous to the war, save, perh aps, North Carolina, h a d
succeeded in establishing a common school system for its white children that commen<led itself either to rich or poor, the stigma of a pauper school and social inferiority everywhere being attached to it. The absence of reliable records, either
because of failure to keep them or by destruction during the civil war, mnst al w ays
be a great barrier against the most industrious histor ical investigation whic h
attempts to do more than sketch the progress of educational affairs and do late justice to the eminent men and women who then wrought in the faith and hope of the
coming of the great hereafter in all the Sonthern States.
KENTUCKY.
'fo the student of the educational development of the American people, no chapter
of this involved history is more crowded with significance than the record of t h e
prolonged and obstinate conflict through which the- Commonwealth of Kentu cky
made its way to the nominal establishment of a common sch"ol system in 1838, only
then culminating in a final "general engagement," crowned by the people's victory,
which placed in the constitution of the State a pledge for the safety of the school
funcl in 1850. The details of this long-drawn battle for the children, which, with all
its relations to the building of an American State might be well ampJified to a ,-olume, have been so often and so thoroughly told by the friends of the common school:
especially l>y the able State historian, Hon. Z. F. Smith, :first superintendent of pub lic irn,truction after the civil war, that we may best refer the reader to these interesting memorials for more complete information than can be crowded into the pre en
essay. It will suffice for tbe present sketch to attempt to overlook the field and on
of the conflicting recor<ls of succes& and defeat endeavor to draw some general c onclusions that sherl light on the original drift of American thought and the <Tra<lnal
rise and inevitable triumph of the people's determination toward the American c ommon school.
It must be remembered that, iu comparison especially with tho
early settlers of Kentncky were neither cosmopolitan by origin nor an in,lepen l n
colony. The early movement upon the new Northwest from New England, and 1 r
from all the original thirteen tates, was not a journey of exploration by a gro P
aclventurou. pioneer ·, hnt a thoroughly organized movement, with a fixed pnrp
of tabli. bing new , tate uncler an imperatiYe ordinau e that secured the ri !rh ' •
th<' ,· ttler to Jus home, pie<lge<l th faith of the nation to provid the rneau for
grade.· of Nln<·ation anc1 the 1mpport of tho Chrh1tian mini try, and plac cl th iu
'ommonwealth und r the protection of the most complete
i-;tem of Jecral ian lup th u .· 1shnrr m the worl<l.
u the contrary, from the early c.·plora i
th va:t wil,1 rne. of K ntnr.ky by Damel Boone ancl b1 pion r a;. o<'iat ·
him. If at. pi al .· orth arolina "man of tbe wood· ' till 1t .· acln11 ·ion mto th
tate in 17, ~, • lmo:t a full .rt 11 rat1011, Kentucky wa · a r tl
b
provinr· of Yir~mrn, with all wlw·h that uupli sin onr priroitiv Arn ri an 111
lin 1 • rly ·111 ff r · an<l e ttlcrti wer not the r pres ntative of the po,ver t l
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tocracy beyond the Appalachian Mountains, but mainly a group of strong, self-willed
men, of unusual native intelligence and great military and executive force, largely
nntaught by books or schools, bnt with. a sprinkling of men educated according to
the ideas of the day in that portion of th~ country.
It was as representatives of the great middle estate which, under Thomas Jefferson'
overthrew the most concentrated aristocracy ever planted in the provinces and made
the Virginia of the revolutionary epoch and the first thirty years of the national
life, that men like George Rogers Clarke and his sort went forth to clear the ground
for the coming "great \Vest," while Washington and the patriotic Northeast were
holding the British Empire at bay along an unprotected coast line of 1,000 miles.
At the same time th.is splendid little extempore army of the North west, with b.eadquart,ers in "the dark and bloody ground" beyond the great m·ountains, toiled,
fonght, and died with a chronic sense of the neglect, almost the contempt, of the
mo~er, the Old Dominion. Only a few of the long-sighted statesmen of the home
country, ahove all, Washington, appreciated the importance of what they were
doiug. The same feeling that, ninety years later, assisted in driving the entire
State of West Virginia into the arms of the Northwest in the struggle for the
preservation of the Union, wrought like a fire in the bones of Kentucky from
the close of the revolutionary struggle till its admission as a State. So violent had
this feeling become that the original clique of disunionists, who proposed to carry
off the great Southwest, fonm1 in this State a hearing and succeeded in prol1ucing a
tnrbl11ent an<1 reckless condition of public opinion not a day too soon checked by
the admi ·siou of the State to tb.e Union in 1792. Even then, the agitators for the
extrem i<lea of " tat right " in Virginia founc1 in the new legislature of Kentucky the fit body of daring political theorists to challenge the new Republic in the
famous K ntucky resolutions of 1798.
It was this politic-al prominence of the State which, like an ambitious and headstrong boy that had c1eserted the home to which he still heJd with a half-hearted
allegiance, fixed the character of Kentucky for many years to come. The early
early introduction of negro slavery determined its public destiny, as the aspiring
political 1eacler of the new South west. Henceforth the cosmopolitan and 1rntionat
type of emigration avoided thi border land and swarmed the mighty realm of freedom from Pennsylvania to the Pacific. This mnltitncle also swept along a later contingent from the new State, the descendants of the original settlers, men Jike
Lincoln, Miller, and Corwin, thousands of able and liberty-loving youth who found
it difficult to resist the steady drift of their native land toward the conservatism
which bas made Kentucky, of all the southern Commonwealths, perhaps the best
remaining representative of the olcl-time aristocratic social constitution of the Atlantic South.
These facts also explain the history of education in Kentucky during the seventy
years from 1780, when the Common wea.lth, after a most embittered conflict of opposiug
parties, finally planted the standard of the American common school in the revised
constitution of 1850. The original settlers of Fincastle County, Va., beyond the
mountains, were not indifferent to the importance of schooling their own children,
and went about the work in the rough-and-ready way only possible to their provincial life. Each of the fortified villages, which were the only places of safety from
the depredations of the savages, set up its school. One was taught by a woman, the
humble pioneer of the mighty army of Western schoolmistresses who now teach,
vote, bold office, and generally dominate the ri ing generation from the Alleghanies
to the Pacific shore. More than one of these brave pioneer schoolmasters met his
death about his work; all taught amid an environment of difficulty and perrl t11at
make the career of each a special romance. They took their meager pay in tobacco
and the produce of the country. , everal of them afterwards figured iu the pulpit,
on the j ndicial bench, and in tho governor's chair. They surveyed the Janel, like
young Washington, fought wild cats and wilder Indians, and became the "men of
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all w ork" in the n ew settlement. .A.11 these early schools were private, for t h e o riginal K entucki a n w a s a, man who "had no use'' for a, priest or a church that proposed
to m a k e him a docile disciple of any overbearing eccleRiasticism or stringent creed.
In 1780 ca me -the first ex periment in Kentucky of the establishment of a school
su 'ls i<1i zed by tbe State. Col. John Todd, afterwards a victim of the chronic malady
of au Indian massacre, appears as the only delegate of the Kentucky represen tation
in the Virginia legislature who carecl to moot the question of education. H e prevailed on this body to make a grant of 20,000 acres of land, confiscated from British
subj ects in Kentucky, for th e establishment of a school of the higher order. I n 17 3
the seminary that was a fterwards developed into Transylvania University was organized with an imposing array of home celebrities as trustees, and with stri ct l aws for
the examination of its teachers an<l. students, all of whom were exempt from mi l itary
duty. The charter was premised with a, stately preamble: "It is to the in terest of
the Commonwealth always to encourage and promote eYery design " ·hich may tend
to the improvement of the mind and the diffusion of useful knowledge, eYe n among
the most remote citizens, whose situation in a barbarous neighborhood and a savage
intercourse might otherwise render them unfriendly to science ."
In Novemb er, 1783, the first meeting of this board of trustees, which, according to
th e local historia n, comprised an em inent roll of the foremost men of all the p ro,.·c.'-sions in the colony, met in the county of Kentucky, near Danville, filled t h e time
with "high debate," resolYecl h eroically, and adjourned with a, solemn ca ll to the
p eo1)le of th e district to furnish p ecunia ry aid to the n e w institution. The fact that
"it ,,rns found impossible to do so'' is one of the side lights, even at the bcgi nnmg.
cas t on the educational record of the State. Why this eminent body of the fathers
of the section which was alone to b e benefited by it did not put their han ds in their
pockets, but left th eir enterprise to drag out a stinted existence for six years, until
1789, when its first spasm of g enuine life seems to have been experien ced at Lexington, is not so easy to Le unders tood . The first donation to the school came from
di stant Virg inia, cons isting of a s mall library an<l some philosophical apparatw.
There was y et no ne wspaper in th e colony and. " only a few of the wealthy familie
from Virg inia had books, and th ey of au inferior class. '' The little scho ol, under
]\fast er J ohn Mitchell, wit h a, salary of $400 a y ear, beg an its humble life u nder tbe
shadows ancl a lmost st u nn ed by t he fas t and furiou s <lin of the local political wrangl
,,d1ith oven t h en do mina t ed the "still small Yoi ce" of wisdom, pleading witll the
pubJie m en of Kentu ck y for justice to the children. At .Lexin gton, again bysp ecial act of t h e leg islature of Virg inia, the semin ary found a temporar y home in
a h on:e on a v a cant p lace in a g oYerqment lot, n ntil a part y of gentl emen r:11
t lle funds to h uil c.1 a t wo-stor y llonse a ncl to g ive its p r esent home t o Tran ~·h-alll
in 1793, t en yea rs after t h e firs t movemen t for i ts exis tence .
Meanwhil e p ri vato schools of v a rions g rades w ere spring ing up in different I or·
t ions of t he Terr itory, a caclem ies "·er e ch a rt er ed by the Virg inia Jcgislature, nucl pri
mary sch oo}s generall y estahlish ecl b y ne ig hborh ood gr on ps of fam ilie,;, in trnc i
in the latt e r bei ng limi ted t o the elemen ts . In 179-1 t h e Meth odis t Ch urch beg. 11 i
illnstr ions c:-impaign for d enom inationa l educa t ion i n the "\V est, w hi ch, in one huncl
yen,rs, has sown t he seeds o f cult ure t hron g ll t he high ways a nd byways of the th·Commonwealths st retching b eyond the Allegh a ni e , to-<l.ny one of the mo t 110 1
ng ncies fo r the general uplifting of t h e p eopl e. It ucgan by the establi bmen
Bethel Acade m y, in J c samiuo 'o u nty, 011 a hi •d1 bl uff ab oYe the K ntn ·k · Ri In 17!)5 the legislature of Kentncky, then a ,'.tate of th l'nio11, incorporated t
chool in the Yentucky Aca demy. Th is was a P re> byt •rian school :tart cl wi
remnrl·ahl . ub. cription pa.per contai n ing the namc. of G •orrr \\'a. hin!!'ton
Joh11 ~\clams for $100 each, and Aaron I3urr for $50 . Fir:t locat ·cl n ar L _·in
wn 1•n,low cl with G:O O :l<'rcs of Janel by t he , 'tat . Ju 17!)~ the Kentn ky .\ :i
,, ·n unit <l. with th Tr.1n. ylYanin. , cmi uar.,· fo rm i ng 1h Trau .rh·. nia. l"nh·
1 h • tw
·011. titnt1011s of Kontncl·y :ul opte«l in the lir.
,jrrht yc•ar. of it
.i
a :\ · ta
il ut on th topi · of •cln ·ation a w r, th• m
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governors; but in 1807 a plea for a more extenclecl scheme of snperior instruction
was ma\.fo by one governor, ancl one cant1iJate for the office, who failecl of bis election in 1808, though st::r nding on a platform with an eclucationa1tpl:.mk. Nottill 1816
did Governor Slaughter take the tielcl in a strong plea for a more generous provision
for the people by scl10ols, especially free to "the children of the po.or." In 1817 he
return ed to the subject in an cxtencle(l J)assage in his message, which would make
an excellcut '' fly leaf" for d1stribut1on among "all orders aml conditions of men"
anywhere in behalf of uuiYersal education. Ko Southern State is richer in an admirable literature of th1s sort than Kentucky ..
But it was not so much au rnsens1b1hty to education as a source of personal power
anLl public IHos11enty as an uncerta111ty about the way of applying it in the building
of au American State that made tile record of Ken tncky iu behalf of the schooling
of the masses so IJarreu clnnng the first thirty years of ber Ii fe as a Commonwe8lth
It is true there were ruany d1 tnrbing cause~ in these years which largely explain
thi. neglect. We have atready referred to th e characteristic featnre in the early life
of this State, tbat uefore Jts admission to tl.Je Union it had been involv ed in a long
and vexatious family d1fference with its mother boyoucl the monntains, while, l>y a
J)rocl1gal outlay of toil aGll acnfice 1 1t had <lone a great service to the new Republic.
This peculiar tramiug of tho loading people who came to tho front in St:1te affairs
gave to Kentucky at once a prominence iu national affairs unprecedented in so
-young n, Comrnonwoaltb. Th pa ', a.ge of tbc extreme State rights :i·csol utions in
17
h:ul <lir.ectell the attent1011 of the wbole conntry "°est wanl. Thi interest
wai-, kept ati,·o by rumors of <li~un1ou connectell ·w'itb the groat Southwest, ag()'ravatell hy tho peq)Otua1 anti b1oot1y 1nc11an war , ancl cn lmi nate<.1 in tbe war with
Gren t Britam 1111 12-1 14 , w111ch ;,pent its fury in tho n.lley of the l\1is issippi, and in
which 1{ ntncky nu<l Tcnuc~se carrie<l off the honors of the land, ervico. A series
of a.ble political J a.den; from tb .- two States, representatives of Southern ideas in
the new outlnve, t, mad the oJJgress of the United States the central fi eld of
actiYity for tbc a. pmng :rouug mcu of tile section. The nrns:es of th e people were
perpetnally excited by calls to a.rrus and by tbe b an1Jy l ess fierce struggles of political life. All tJJese things, in addition to the ordinary perils ot pioneer life, were
doubtless a, ,·alid reason for the long neglect to make provision for tl.Jc schooling of
the people.
Bnt, in addition to this. perl1aps more responsible tban all these conditions for
what came to pass was the fact rlrnt it became more endent as tlle years went on
that Kentucky was Lo become one of tile most conservative and a!Jle r presentat1ves
in tho Union of tbe peculiar ideal of sociaL life produced l)y the inst1tut1011 of slavery. The failure of the early attempts to abolish the institution. in Kentucky ~et
in motion a stea<ly exodus of tbe class of young men from the State into the open mg
Northwest whose presence at home would have tol<l powerfully in the impenclrng
national conflict. Hence it came about that, although originally largely r epreseutiug the progressive clement in Virginia, the successfn l pnbl1c men of Kentucky, and
behind them the most mfluentivJ element of the population, were committed at au
earJy date to the belief that the chief educat10nal interest of their Commonwealth
was the traini11g of a, snperior class for eminence m the learned professions, e':!peciallv the Christian ministry, law, and politics.
It ·wa under this rnfluenco that tbe legu;lature of Kentucky as early as 1798
entered upon the policy of sul>s1dizing a system of county a cademies and a , 'ta,te
uun·ers1t~, with absolute n glcet of tlle elementary edncation. Even in thi<J the~e
was an apparent advance on tbe line of the Yuginia scheme of 'I'bomas Jefferson,
whicll provided that each county or distnct sboulcl have a "collec-re" tributary to
tbe , 'tate uniYnsity, to which as lect few shonlcl be admitted as free State pnp!ls
from the elementary schools, and these seminaries were to be generously su b. iclizccl by
th, , ·tate. It bas been already shown how Y1rrrinia rejected thi., with tlrn common
sehool department of the system proposed l>y her !IT at ·tat srnan, ancl flung hnt a
poor p~ttance to the masses for the support of wl!at came to be justly regarded as :,a
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pauper school." Bnt the Kentucky legislature took up the secondary member of the
triple-headed scheme of Jefferson, and for the first thirty years in the life of the
State wronght at its- establishment with remarkable patience and for the time a
reasonable liberality.
A bonus of 6,000 acres of land was given to every cou~ty in the State for the support of a county academy, still a "college 11 in the popular educational vocabulary
of the section, and a large number of these school1< were founded. At the same time
Transylvama University at Lexington was, in theory, raised to the position of a
State institut10n, although for au entire generation the State had given it altogether
but $20,000. It was on these county academies that the first generations of the
respectable Kentucky people depended largely for the schooling of their boys, the
girls still being left on the back seat, with small care for their school instruction.
But here was again demonstrated the fallacy of the idea that the secondary education can safely be made the fulcrum over which the lever of State educa.tion shall pry.
It 1s possible, as European experience has shown, that a national government can
support a magmficent system of uniYersity education, with a limited annex for the
·s econdary studies, as long as the demand for the educated class is not too great
and the admission to the upper story of life is guarded by strong barriers of sect,
caste, and political privilege. But the absolute breakdown of the system of endowed
secondary schools in England, which has force.ii from the greatest erlucators of the
Empire the confession that in this department of schooling their country is behind
all the leading European nations, was a warning that might well have been taken
by some of our American States ba,d it not come so late; for the imperative con<lition of success in any great scheme of American public secondary education 1.s
found in the esta,blishment of a reliable and extended system of elementary schools,
without which the most pretentions academy or college inevitably sinks in rank, the
energy of its teachers being absorbed in setting green and ignorant youths on their
feet in the elements of knowledge.
This was the capital failure in the scheme of the Kentucky legislature and in more
than one of the Southern and original Central States. Below the county academy,
aspiring to handle the entire circle of the liberal educ~t10n, ·was nothing but a huddle of elementary schools, extemporized in neighborhoods or supported by churches,
generally inefficient for primary use and quite nseless to graduate a class of pupil
fit for a proper secondary scboolrng.
Io givrng these generous subsidies, the legislature seems to have reserved no right
of the State, either over the control of the funds or the direction of the instroctwn.
These bountiful land grants were carelessly thrown into the bands of irrespon.i ,le
board of trustees, often self-perpetuating. The result was inevitable. A gener tion of such experimentrng, whatever might have been the temporary result on th
education of the young men who attended the schools, left the great majority of th
academies financially bankrupt) their generous endo,vmcut parted with "for a on_,
the ::wails of the sale ab orb<'cl in the erection of the first hnilcling, often with
income and principal the prey of rncompetents or dishonest speculators. By
the academic side of the scheme came to nangbt.
The, tate University only h<'ld on a decade longer. From the first. the Tran ylv:
nia, 'rmmary and nivers1ty sef'ml'd to tand to tlie di~ rent relig10u bodie of
rnte as a declaration of war. The appearance of every new faculty wa the L
for a fre h onthr ak. The conflict cam to a head when r. Horac HoJley, the _r
lil, ral preach r of Bo ton Ma.. , wa hrou<Tbt to Kentn ky, with th mo.
Of th warfare prornk d by
bortly nftr•rwnrd 1
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conflict ended with a victory for the opponents of State direction of the higher eclucation, who captured the institution, which, after a protracted struggle of more than
half a century, is now held as a :flourishing collegiate school of the Christian denomination, probably a better institution of learning than ever before. The final establishment of a State university wholly under the control of the Commonwealth has
been the work of the past :fifteen years.
Meanwhile the power of the different religious bodies, somewhat in abeyance during the first generation in the life of the State, was now rapidly coming to the front,
displayed in the erection of a number of denominational colleges and many academies, which still remain the almost exclusive agencies for the secondary and higher
education outside a few cities. Here was developed an influence even more
unfriendly to the establishment of a thorough system of common schooling than
under the former experiment. The nrst generation of the leaders of Kentucky were
not especially enamored of ecclesiastical pretension in any denomination, and in
their scheme of imbsiclizing county academies and the university appeared to have
sharecl the broad idea of Jefferson. But with the downfall°7>f this experiment came
in as a practical necessity the activity of the only set of people who for the coming
years appear to have cherished a vital influence in education, the leading clergy of
the different religious sects. Under their influence was built up a great number of .
. choo1s of the a,·erage, occasionally of superior, merit, which in many of the considrable towns of the State still appear to the leading class sufficient for all educational nece ities, leavmg the common school fo1· the "common people." Still it
runst be a<lmi.tt l1 that the movement from 1820 to 1850 iu behalf of the common
school wa l:trgely led by influential clergymen, Peers, Bullock, Bishop Smith, and
Dr. Ilrcckinridg being all eminent leaders in the church life of the State.
B.v 1821 the failure of the system of subsidized academies had been so fully demonstrated. that the attention of the friends of universal education waf'I conceut,rated on
the snpport of a system of elementary schooling for the masses. An act was passed,
evidently suggested by the policy of Virginia., setting apart one-half of the net
profits of the Bank of the Commonwealth as :t literary fond to be distributed to the
people for a genernl system of education, aud the sum of $60,000 was at once found
available. Then opposition came to the front. For thirty years longer the favorite
policy appeared to be, after an act of apparently creditable generosity for building
up a school system, to reapproprfate funds thus established and apply them to the
ordinary expenses of the State. The history of the common schools in Kentucky
from that early period to the present time is one of the most instructive records
in the annals of the Republic of a persistent and patient campaign of education,
which, like
Freet1om 's battle, ouce 1iegun,
*

Though hafflecl

*

oft, is ever won.

Our present limits will compel us to halt on the eve of the final struggle between
the opposing forces, which extended over the entire decade from 1840 to 1850, and
was closed by the planting in the revised constitution of the , tate a proYision for
the preservation of the State school fund derived from the surplus rev nne of the
United States and its defense against a1l comers.
The ruovement for the inaugnration of a, scheme of public elemeutary education
for the masses of the white people was apparcutly successful in 1821 by tho establisbment of a literary fuud. But the triumph was short-lived. \Vi thin five years
the legi81ative majority hac1 captured and. diverted the ntire sum to other uses, and
oo bing came of the effort. A sharp contest over the appropriation of the revenues
of the branch 'tate bank to Transylvania and. Central colleges seemed at first to have
established a more liberal policy for these 8<'hoo1s. At the sanw time Kentucky,
in connectiou with several of the tate , uncl r the lead of Maryland, was moved,
both in it legislative lJOdies an,l by its governor, to a remonstrance against the
restrictiou of the •ducational grants of the national land to the new States of
ED
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tho Union. An elaborate report was made, strong resolutions wero passed, an<l. several governors protestec.1 Yigorously against the great injustice of this policy, which
left Kentucky and Tennessee especially "out in the cold" in this distribution of
school lands. Nothing came of the moyement, since, with the exception of the first
two new Southern States, all tho remaining new Commonwealths sharec1 in this gift,
ant1 the olc1 thirteen, for reason" oft.heir own, seeme<l. little interested in claiming their
rights. Ancl it could bo said with somo share of justice that inasmuch as Virginia
ha,c1 ab:mdoneclher own claim upon the whole territory of Kentucky and North Carolina upon Tennessee, each of these States .had within its own borders, like Tcxn s
at a later period, a sufficiency of land for all educational uses. Had the original
appropriation of their legislatures for education, reenforced by subsequent direct
gifts from Congress, been carefully guarded. and wisely usec1, there would ha,vc b een
little cause for such complaint. l3nt the painful fact was that for a variety of reasons neither of these States in the first half century of its life "as sufficiently
. in earnest concerning matters of universal education to insist 011 any strong control
./ over or a wise and economical use of its valuable patrimony.
The same influence that created the literary fund ::mcl urged tho legislative demon·
strations concerning the distribution of Government lands went further and causecl
the appointment of four commissioners, of which Mr. 'William T. Barry was chairman, t::> collect information ancl devise a system of schools proper: for tlle State. Tho
attempt of this committee to collect information from the homo schools was a failure,
their elaborate inquiries generally uringing no response. The result was a striking
, revelation of popular indifference to the whole matter. l3ut earnest and able res1)onses
'7ere secured from eminent statesmen of all sections, inclu<ling Thomas Jefferson,
James Madison, Joh{i. Adams, and Robert Y. Hayue. Tho report of tllis committee
is pronouneetl to-clay by tho leading educators of Kentucky one of the most irupo~tant deliverances ever made in the State on the schooling of the whole people. Bntit
fell dead on.the legislature, notwithstaniling the efforts of Governor Dosha to P_ersnade the fathers of the State to try tho grand experiment. · It did, however, brrng
ont in full force tho hostility of tho average popular politician of that day to anything that would so surely, in his cstima.tion, "disturb tllo political equilil>r~u~"
as a general :u1vanco in popular intelligence. For eight years longer tllis cond 1: 10 n
of affairs continued, as usnal the most intelligent p eople of the Stato encle::worrng,
by tho building up of private, neighborhood, and denominational schools of e,·ery
grade ancl tlle growing habit of sending young men ancl women ri,way from home for
cllncation, to supply their own imp13rions need for tho scbooliug of their own bonsehol<ls.
In 1828-29 the new charter of the city of Louisville provided for the establishment
of free schoo1s, and a, beginning was made of tho present ilonnshing common school
system of that city by the enrollment of some 300 pupils, instructed on tho Lancastcrian monitorial plan by two teachers at an expense of $1,000 annually. But the
rising spirit of cduc:1tional reform ,,as not daunted uy the failure of the movement
of 1822. Some of the presidents of tho locn,l colleges camo forwar<l as adYoca~e~ of
universal ctlucation, meetings were lwld, informaition circulated, and public oprnion
again arouso'l. Meanwhile the lrnihlings of tho , tate Tran sylYunia University ,rcre
<lestroycd by fire, and tho effort to interest the legislature in the institution was only
partially sn<'cessful. The college struggled on agaiust a hopeless publi c indiffi rencc
a few years longer, and finally pas. cl1 into the bandH of the religious denomination
which for the past half C'Cntnry ancl more has carecl for its wants anc1 now bas made
it Olli! of th<' mo t 11ro perous of tho collegiate foundations of tho Commonwealth.
The histo1·iaus of this periol1 point to Rev. Benjamin . Peers as tho foremo::;tof
~he cc1ncational leaders develop d l y tho mergeucy now upon tho , tate. Accordrng to 0 11 of them: ".A close examination into tbc educational condition of K ntn cky
~n: 11 e. h · friendlr c·yes sho ·c-cl that in the 1,100 or 1,200 primary schools in the tat
1 rf! were :11,831 chilc1r n in ·chool and 13 ,142 out of school. One lar~c
m 1
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county in the State, whose children numbered 893, did not have a school in its
limits or a single cllild at school. Large tiers of counties had their children at
school iu proportions ranging from 10 to 300; from 10 to 180; from 10 to HO; from 10
to 130.
* " Even the most fayored county in the State in 1830 had its children
at school in proportion of .10 to 23. The number of people in New York who could
then read and write, as compared with the whole population, was 1 to 3; "TI"hilo in
Kentucky it was 1 to 21. Our Sfate was behind three-fourths of the monarchical
countries of Europe in the matter of education. Only Portugal, Russia, Poland,
and France were behind us. The masses of our people as yet had mamfcsted no
::i.biding interest in the educational legislation of the State. Members of tho logisla.ti::·e, when reproached for the slowness of their movements upon this great
subject, always responded that #their constituents took no interest whatever in tho
matter."
Tt 1s not strange that in such a juncture t,vo pronounced. results were sure to occur.
The growing common school public of the Commonwealth would be stung to an extra
effort, both in the direction of a popular revival and action upon the legislature. But
no action of the law-making power could be expected at once to meet an effectual
response from a. people still con te11 t with its position as tho extreme rear gnard of
the educational army. Tho legislature again responded to the plea of the influential and doYoted school men of the State, and Rev. Mr. Peers was requested to mako
a report of his investigations among the common schools of New England a1Hl New
York concerning rna.tters pertaining to popular mstrnction. In 1830 ho prepared
another of those able antl comprehensive documents which make tho State as cclelH'atecl for its rich educational literature as for its long :1nd almost inconceivable popular insensibility to the cause of general cclncation . Mr. Peeni's report "ITas not
favorable to the attempt to estaulish a large school fund as a, basis for a common
school system, for tho perversion of the Connecticut fond and the inefficiency of that
of .Kow York, these States ha,ving the only considerable school funds iu the Union,
seemed to him of unfavorable import. Ile saw clearly ihat an unmistakable l)Opular interest is the only firm basis of a movement to educate the 1Yhole people. He
was also attracted hy the success of Massachusetts iu supporting her common schools
l.)y l oca l taxation and supervision and recommended that as the most feasible plan.
Dut he m::ulc tho mistake, so common in all the States outside of Now England, in
supposing that a "district" carved out of a county or a ''township,'' which is only
a local name, can have the qualification for local self-government of a New England
"town." Each of these towns "TI"as a genuine local republic-from its earliest history instensely local and insulated in its public interests, endowed with many of tho
po,;-ers and obligations of an American State. Many of them, for a century or more,
had been tho most effectiYe training schools in Christendom for tho ability and disposition to deal with a matter at once so personal and general as public cLlucation.
~Ir. Peers suggested tho division of tho counties of Kentucky, a new State not yet
half n, centnry old, into artificial districts, with some of tl1e most important powers
and obligations of n, New Englancl toTI'"n for this special use.
On the im1rnlse of this enthusiastic report the legislature acte<.1 in the bw of 1-30,
-which was founded on tho Massachusetts system} even then unsatisfactory to tho
educational reformers of that State. Tho county courts were instructed to district
the State ancl their people were empowered to establish a system of public instruction hy local taxation . It was urged, in objection to the uill, that some twenty
counties were so sparsely populated that II the heads of families <lid not average ono
to the square mile, the districts would be 10 miles S()_nare, and the children would
req uiro a guard to keep off the bears and wolves." It was also urged that people
~ith no property were given the power to tax those who had. These ominous predictions unfortunately proved to be nearer the facts of the caso than tho hopes of tho
author of tho ln,w. The statute only landed another literary corpse in tlie oclucatio11al ccmetory of the State.
Tot a school district was organized under its
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provisions . The friends of the meas~re, with a chivalry worthy of that mucn-abused
name, moved to wake up the popular mind and heart for eight years longer, until a
more practical effort could b e attempted .
·
The good providence which at l ast committed the State to the idea of public education was t he distribution of the surplus revenue by the United States Government
in 1836. Thus, after a fashion, was made a late atonement for the manifest injustice
of the national policy in the omission of the ol<l. Atlantic States in its general distribution of school lands. The State of Kentucky received the sum of $1,433,757.40.
The a.pplication of this sum being left to the decision of each State, 1,he friend s of
popular education at once moved for the establishment of a common-school fund,
and after the usual legislative wrangle, which raged around every measure for
thP- educational advancement of the people, secured an appropriation of $850,000 as
a perpetual fund dedicated "to founding and sustaining a general system of public
instruction."
In 1838 this act was followed by the passage of another law "to establish a system
of common schools in Kentucky." The interest of the school fond, $850,000, was set
apart for its aid, a school system was put on paper, and, in 1838, Rev. Joseph J.
Bullock was appointed the first superintendent of public instruction. The new law
was framed on the basis of the New York law, as that of 1830 had been on the sys tern
of Massachusetts. It did not propose a free, but a common 8Chool, very moderately
subsidized by the interest of the St ate fund, the bonus of the Commonwealth to be
given on condition that the people of a district should build a schoolhouse and lay a
tax to support a school. In connection with the passage of the law a "campaign of
education" was again attempted in the State, led by the first State superintendent
of education. In this campaign, by po:rmlar addresses and the press, the people
were informed and stimulated to effectual action. In 1840 a few districts in the
State had been induced to act. A school tax of 10 to 30 cents on the $100 was
voted in several counties. The town of Versailles is said to have organized the first
common school of the State under the act, and the county of "\Vayne adopted the
new system entire. Bishop Smitb, of the Protestant Episcopal Church, was
appointed third superintendent of schools, and all things seemed ready for the final
triumph of the good cause.
Here, at the supreme crisis of popular education iu Kentucky, we mnst leave the
rncord of its efforts for schools. For fifty years had the common school public
of the State labored, sometimes, perhaps, with "a faith not according to knowl·
edge," but with a persistence and expenditure of personal and moral power that
reflects imperishable honor on their State, in behalf of the children against a combination of hostile influ ences sufficient to dampen the courage and exhaust the
patience of men less in earnest and ontbnsiastic than themselves. Bnt now, apparently on the threshold of success, it became apparent to this patriotic II army of the
Lor<l" that it had only come up to the day of decision to face a violent conflict such
as had hitherto not been encountered. All the force8 of opposition and reaction
made haste to combine for the destruction of the new system. This decisive contest
was waged with varying fortunes through the coming ten years, from 1840 to 1850.
At last the common people of Keutilcky were aroused to the trne intere t of the
tate, and saw clearly the intention of the opponenfa of popular education. Happily
for the Commonwealth, the great occa!'lion fouud its great leader in Dr. Robert
Breckinridge, who not only saved the common school to Kentucky, bnt fHteen y<'ar,
la.t<·r again came up to the salvation of the nio11, fighting the goo,l fight at the
'tate and national end of the great issue. The cletaile<l account of this magnificent
<lefen e of the people's i;cltool against all its foes, and the final victory of popular
<·<1H<·ation in K ntucky, may wC'll introdnc<' tl1 history of ellucation rn that 'om111011w(·altll clnrin, tho ·ccond half tentury of it lif·: from 1840 to 1 90.
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ARKANSAS.
The two remaining Southwestern Commonwealths, whose statehood comes within
-the range of the 11eriod included in this essay, are Arkansas and Texas. The former
-w-as admitted to the Union in 1836, with an area of 53,830 square miles and a population of 52,000, the third State carved out of the vast ''Louisiana purchase." Texas,
it elf an empire in its immense area of 265,780 square miles, more than ten times the
size of New York, with a population of 212,500, was admitted, then an independent
Republic_. into the Union in 1845, with the proviso that it might be afterwards divided
in to five States in all, an expedient to neutralize the possibility of a continuous
accession of free States out of the "Louisiana district." of the Northwest. Neither
Arkansas nor Texas was in any considerable state of advancement in the foundation
of educational institutions by 1840. In each the establishment of the State university was postponed to a period subseque11t to the civil war.
In 1827 the Territory of Arkansas received the usual gift of one township of land
£or a university; and in 1833, on receiving a valuable donation of school lands, the
legislature devised a plan for leasing all ~he school !anded property of the State.
In 1838 the price of such lands was :fixed, first at $10, afterwards at $6 per acre.
But in 1844 the State turned the 72 sections of the university estate into the common
£urnl for the support of schools, and in 1855 reduced the price to $4 an acre. Whateyer of educational value was established previous to this time was in the line of
the private, family, and church substitntes fur a system of public instruction, common to the early life of all the Southern and several of the Northern States.
In 1836 an article was placed in the :first constitution of Arkansas which was good
enough in itself to excite a great hope, but was destined to bide its time for a long
probation before its prophecy became a recognized condition of society, on the bitter
side of the Red Sea of reconstruction through which eleven of the fifteen Southern
Commonwealths marched to a final destiny far more glorious than the dreams of
-their enthusiastic leaders of the earlier days.
The constitutional provision of 1836 reads as follows:
ARTICLE VII. Knowledge ancl learning, generally diffused through a community,
eing essential to the preservation of a free government, and diffusing the opporunities and advantages of education through the various parts of the State being
igh]y conducive to this end, it shall be the duty of the general assembly to provide
~ law for the improvement of such lands as are or may be hereafter granted by the
-nit"d, tates to this State for the use of schools, and to apply any funds which may
e raised from such lands, or from any other sour<1e, to the accomplishment of the
The general assembly shall, from
0 ujed for which they are or may be inte11ded.
· roe to time, pass such laws as shall be calculated to encourage intel1ectual. scienHic, and agricultural improvements,'by allowing rewards ancl immunities for the
promotion and iroproYement of arts, science, co;111~erce, manufact?res 1 anfl natural
h,i.:;tory, and countenance and encourage the prmc1ples of humamty, rndustry, and
orality.
TE'XAS.
The portion of the Republic of Mexico which, under the name of Texas, b ad for
one hundred and fifty years been a sort of "no man's land" of border contention, in
1 35 revolted from this dominion, and under the leadership of a group of men of
e_-v:raor<linary ability, representing every section of the United St ates, achieved its
:i:n<lep •ndence. After a brief period of existence as the ''Republic of Texas," it was
a,dJJ'.l,i ted to the Union in 1845.
Jll- nothing did the fathers of Texas vindicate their claim to statesmanship so conc1 si vely as in their original "provision for the education of the people. While yet a
:Republic, in 1839, the legislature gr anted 3 leagues of l and in each county for a gramJllar school or academy, increased in 1840 to 4 leagues . The chief justice and two
a: ociate j11stices were made a school board for each county to protect the lands and
~e nrrangements for the appropriation of the funds. In the more progressive
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counties schools, generally of the academic sort., were set up and the neighborhood
system, resembling the old Southern type, inaugurated. The constitution of 1836
was silent on tho subject of education; but in 1839 three leagues of laud were set
apart for t,YO colleges, and every tenth section of tho vast territory granted to railroads an<1 a navigation company was added to the generous school domain . Out of
these and subsequent donations, aU of which by the terms of admission to tho Union
were rcscr-zecl to the State, Texas found itself in 1865 possessed of a school fund in
public lands equal to that of half a dozen of tho most fa,orcd Commonwealths of
the Northwest.
But the slow growth of the State b efore the war, its interminable extent of territory, and the system of disposing · of school lands, which often seems to have been
designed rather to invite population than to school the children, greatly tlclayed
the growth of the public school until the last fifteen years. Since that period the
increase ha,s been so rapic.1 that in 1890 there were 150 graded free public schools in
as many cities, villages, and counties, a number probably as large as, a.t that date,
in a11 tho old Atlantic Southern States. Within the past fifteen years tho State has
established a unfrersity for academic and one for incmstrin.l education, both well
housed, -n-ell supported, and emuarked on a fair career of progress, with a State
norm::-.1 school, a, similar urr::rngement for colored youth, and a, large supply of
private academies.
But this history of progress belongs to tha,t period in which the details of the
groat moYcment of the half century of educational revival in the Uniteu States18-10-1890-shoultl be written. It r emains only to reproduce here, for convenient
reference, the elaborate provisions for general and university education at different
times placed in the constitution of Texas . These re:i<l. as follows:

l Constitution of 18'15.]
ARTICLE

X.

1. A gener:11 diffnsion c,f knowledrre being essential to the presena~ion
of the rights ancl liberties of the people, it sh~l be the duty of tho legisla~uro of the
State to 1nako snitable provisions for tho support aucl maintenance of' public schools.
SEC. 2. The legislature shall, as early as practicable, establish free schools throughout ~he Stn.t,e, and sha11 furnish means for their support by taxation on prope_rty.
Auel 1t shall oe the. duty of the legislatnre to set apart not less than one-tenth of ~be
annual revenue of th e State derivable from t:1xation as a perpetual foml, which
Jund shall be 3:ppropriate_d to the snp110rt of free public sc_hools, a~d no law slrnll
~yvcr bo m:alc chve~tmg; sa1<l fund t~ any otller use; and 1111~11 snch times a~ t~e lcgJSlatnre shall provide for the establishment of such schools m the scYernl di stricts of
the State t;he fund thus create<l slrn.11 rcmaiu as a charge against the State, I>assed
to the credit of the free common school fund .
SEC. 3. All pnblic lands which haYe been heretofore or which may herea~ter ~e
granted for pu blic schools to the varions counties or other political di visions Ill this
Sta,te shall not lJe alienated in fee nor disposetl of othenYise than by lease for a term
not exceeding twenty yean1, in such manner as the legislatnre may direc~.
SEC. 4. The se-Yeral counties in this State which have not received theu quantum
of l ands for the J)tuposes of education sha11 be cntitle<l to tho same quantity heretofore appropriatct1 uy the Congress of the Republic of Texas to other counties.
SECTION

[ Constitution of 1S6G.]
ARTICLE

X.

Sf; TI<?~ 1. A gen~ral <~iffusion of knowledge heing essential to the pr~serYation
of _tu nghts a.u<l liberties of tho vcople, it shall lie tho <111 ty of the legislature of
this ~tate to make suitable provisions for the support and m:nntenance of publtc
schools .
.8E . 2. The legislatnro shall, as early as practicahle, esfabHsh a. system of free
s 1_1001 · throughout ~he tat ; and, as a basis for the cnclowment and support ~f
SaH1 Ryst,·m, all the fund , lauds, or other property h rctofore set npart and approp_na.tc~. or th~t her~after mn.y hos t apn.rt ancl appropria.t cl, for the support ancl ma10t n,rn,·c _f pnhhc s<·.hool. shn.11 cons ti tntc the pu hlic sd1ool fnncl; and !3:tid fund,
ur 11 the rncomo tl ·nye(l therefrom, shall be a perpetual fim<.l <'xclusiv ly for the
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education of all the white scholastic inhabitants of this State, and no law shall ever
be made appropriating said fund to any other use or purpose whatever. And until
such time as the legislature shall provide for the establishment of such system of
public schools in the State the fund thus created and the income derived therefrom
shall remain as a charge against the State, and be passed to the credit of the free
common school fund.
SEC. 3. And all the alternate sections of land reserved by the State out of grants
heretofore made, or that may hereafter be made, to railroad companies or other corporations, of any nature whatever, for internal improvements or for the development
of the wealth and resources of the State shall be set apart as a p art of the pe1·petual
school fund of the State: Pro1:iclecl, That if at any time hereafter any part of the
public domain of this State shall be sold, :mu by virtue of said sale the jurisdiction
over said land shall he vested in the United States Government, in such event onehalf of the proceeds d erived from said sale shall become a part of the perpetual school
fond of the State, an<l tho legislature shall hereafter appropriate one-lrnlf of tho proceeds resulting from all sales of the public lands to the perpetual public school fund.
SEC. 4. The legislature shall provide from time to time for the sale of lands belonging to the perpetual public school fund, upon such time and t erms as it may deem
expedient : Providecl, That in cases of sale the preference shall be gi rnn to actual set-tlers: .And provided fnrthcr, That the legislature shall have no power to grn11t relief
to purchasers by granting further time for payment, but shall in all c:ises provide for
the forfeiture of the land to the State for tho b enefit of a perpetual pul)li c echool
fund, and that all interest accrning upon such sales shall be a part of tho iucomo
belonging to the school fund, and snbJ ect to an appropriation annually for educational purposes.
SEC. 5. The legislature shall have no power to appropriate, or loan, or invest, except
as follows, any part of the principal sum of the perpetual public school furnl for a11y
purpose whatever; and it shall be the duty of the legislature to appropriate annually
the income which may be derived from said fuucl for educational purposes, nnder
such system as it may adopt; and 1t shall, from time to time, eanse tho principal snm
now on band and arising from sales of land, or from any other source, to be in,este<l
in the bonds of the United States of America, or the bonds of tho State of Texas, or
such bonds as the State may guarantee.
SEC. 6. All public lands which may hav e been heretofore, or mn,y be h ereafter,
granted for public schools to the variotw counties or other lJOlitical division::; in this
State shall be under the control of tho legislature, and may bo sol<l on such terms
and under snchregulations as the legislature maybyln.wprescriue, and the proC'ceds
of the sale of such lands shall be added to tho perpetnal public school fond of tho
State; but each county shall receive th e full benefit of tho interest arising from tho
proceeds of the sale of the lan<l.s granted to them respecti voly: P1·oviclecl, That the
lands already pat~nted to tho counties shall not be sold without tho consent of such
county or counties to which the lands may belong.
SEC. 7. The legislature may proviue for tllo levying of a fax for educational
purpo~es: Provided, The taxes levied shall bo distributed from year to year as tho
same may be collected: Ariel provided, That all tho snms arising from saic.l tax which
may lJo collected from Africans, or persons of African d escent, shall be e:x.clnsively
appropriated for th e maintenance of a system of publie schools for Afri cans ancl their
children; and it shall be the duty of the legislature to encourage schools among
these people.
SEC . 8. The moneys and lands heretofore granted to, or which may hereafter be
granted for, tbe en<lowm~nt and supp_ort_of on~ or i:n?ro universi~ies shall _cons~itute
a ~pedal fund for tho mamtcnance oi sa1d unr".'er~1t10s, and nn~1l tho u111_v?rs1tx or
nnhersities nre located and commenced tho prmnpal and the mtcrest ansmg; irom
the principal's inve. tment shall b o invested in like manner and under tho same
restrictions as proYidecl for the investment and control of the perpetual public sC'hool
fond in sections 4 and 5 in this article of the constitution; aml the kgislatnrc shall
ha Yo no power to appropriate the university fnnd for any other purpo~e than that of
the maintenance of said universities, and the legislatme shall, at an early day, make
suc:h provisions, by law, as will organize and put into operation tl:e nniversity.
S1~c. 9. 'l'be 400,000 acres of lancl that havo been s:1rve_yed and set apart, uncl r t~e
:provisions of a law approved Augu t 30, A. D. 1806, for the beueftt of a lunatic
asvlum a deaf and dumb asylum, a blind asylum, an orphan asylum, shall constitute
a, fund for the support of such institutions, one-fourth part for each, ancl tho said
:fund shall never be diverted for any other purpose. The said lands may be sol<l and
the fund invested under tho same rules and regulatio11s as provided for tho l:Jnc1s
belo1wing to the school fund. Tho income of said fund only shall be applied to ihe
snppo~t of such institutions, and until so applied shall be im·ested in the sarue manner as the principal.
Si::c. 10. The go-vernor, by and with the advice and consent of two-thirds of the
senate, shall appoint an officer, to be styled the superintendent of public instruction.
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His term of office shall be four years, and his annual salary shall not be less than
$2,000, payable at stated times; and the governor, comptroller, and superintendent
of public education shall constitute a board to be styled a board of education, and
shall have the general management and control of the perpetual school fund ~nd
common schools, under su ch regulations as the legislature may hereaner prescribe.
SEC. 11. The several counties in this State which have not r eceived their quantum
of the lands for the purposes of education shall be entitled to the same quantity heretofore appropriated by the Congress of the Republic of Texas and the State to o_ther.
counties; and the counties which have not had the l ands to which they were entitled
for educational purposes located shall h ave the right to contract for the location, s!1rveying, ·and procuring the ])atents for said l ands, and of p ay ing for the same with
any portion of said lands so patented, not to exceed one-fourth of the whole amount
to b e so located, surveyed, aml patented, to be divided according to quality, allowing to each part a fair proportion of land, water, and timber.
In some respects the details of the constitutional provisions for education in Texas
ha-ve been changed, due information concerning which will be given hereafter.
IOWA.
Turning to the new Northwest beyond. the Mississippi which was included in the
Louisiana purchase, we find the State of Iowa, organized as a Territory in 1838,
admitted to the Union in 1846, with an area of 55,000 square miles and a population of 82,000. Even before its existence as an independent Territory the city of
Dubuque built the first public schoolhouse in 1833. One of the first acts of the TerritQrial legislature, in 1839, was to pass a law providing for the establishment of" a
common school or schools in each county for all white children and youth from 5 to
21, school districts to be governed each by three trustees." In 1840 a more comprehensive law was passed. In 1841, :five years before the admission of Iowa to the
Union, a State superintendency of schools was estabUshed, to be susp ende<.1 the following year and -r evived in the first general plan for common school education,
which followed immediately on the admission of the State to the Union in 1_846.
· The first constitutional provision of the new State of Iowa, made in 1846, reads as
follows:
ARTICLE IX.
SECTION 1. The general assembly shall provide for the election by the people of a
superintendent of public instruction, who shall hold his oHl.ce for three years, ~nd
whose duties shall be prescribed by law, and who shall receive such compensatwn
as the general assembly may ·direct.
,..
SEC. 2. The general assembl v shall eneourarre by all suitable means ·the promo~1on
of intellectual, scientific, moral, and agricult~ual improvement. 'J'he procee~1s of all
lands that have been or hereafter may be granted by the United States to this St ate
for th e support of schools which shall hereafter be sol<.1 or disposed of, a~<l ~he
500,000 acres of l and granted to the new States, under an act of Congress d1Jt~ 1bu ting tbe proceeds of the public lands among tbe several States of the umou,
approved A. D .1841, ::i,nd all estat es of deceaseil persons who may I.lave died without
leaving a will or heir, and also such per cent as mav be granted by Congress on the
sale of lands in this State, shall be and remain a· p <>rp et nal fond the interest of
which, together with all the rents of the unsold ]aJHls aud snrh other means as the
assem 1Jly may provi<le, shall be in violahly appropriatecl to the support of con1mon
schools throughout the State.
SEC. 3. The general assembly shall provide for a system of common schools by
which a school shall he kept up and supported in each school district at least three
months in every year; an<l any school district negl cting to keep np and supvort
snc·h a school may be deprived of its proportion of the intercs~ of the public fund
during sn('h neglect.
.
• E '.~- _The money which shall be paid by persons as an eqnivalen~ for exemption
from nnhtary duty au<l th ·lear proceeds of all fine.- collected 111 the ACYl'ral
conn1iN1 for any breach of the peual laws shall be c.·cln ively applied, in th<· several
onnti<~H in whic11 sueh money is paicl or fine coll •ct c1 a.111011~ the 1-wveral school c1i tric·t of . aicl countie in proportion to tbP nnmh r of' inlrnhHm1tR in such district ,
to th 1111port of C'ommon s ·hool. or to the estahlishm ·nt of lihrari •s, a the g ·n·ra.l a t11~bly hall, from time to tim , proviclP liy law.
m~ .. ,. l_h, ~1~crnl a . embl. • ·hall tak nwa nre.· for the prot •ction, improvern nt,
or other ch po 1t1on f snch lands as hav · b · 11 or rna.y her ·aft ·r 1.,e reserv d or
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granted by the United States, or any person or persons, to tl!,is State for the use of a
university, anil. the f)_m<ls accruing from the rents or sale of such lands, or from any
other source, for the purpose aforesaid, shall he and remnin a permanent fnnd the
interest of which shall be applied to the support of said university, with such
brauches as the public convenience may hereafter demancl for the promotion of
literature, the arts, and sciences, as may be authorized by the terms of such g, ant.
And it shall be the duty of the general assembly, as soon as may be, to provide
effectual means for the improvement and permanent security of the funds of said
university.
MISSOURI.
In 1820 the Territory of Missouri, organized ill 1804 as a part of 4.ihe vast upper
"District of Louisiana," was admitted to tho Union-the result of the first grand
conflict and compromise of the two sections of the Republic on the contested question of negro slavery. The prohibition against the "peculiar institution" in the
ordinance of 1787 for the Northwest Territory did not affect the region beyond the
:Mississippi River. This had been secured to the sfavery J>ropaganda by the original
contents of the agreement by which the Republic came in possession of tho Louisiana.
purchase. The original French occupants who were found in St. Louis iu 1804 were
gradually outnumbered by the incoming of immigrants from all the States. In 1810
there were 10,000 people in Missouri, all concentrated in a strip of territory upon the
Mississippi River 15 to 20 miles wide. In 1808 two-thirds the area of the State was
in possession of the Indian tribes, but by 1815 all Indian titles were canceled. In 1811
came the great earthqnake which upheaved a region 300 square miles in extent, from
the Ohio to the St. Francis River. In 1812 the population had increased to 12,000,
scattered through five counties, each of the size of an ordinary New England State,
and in 1820 there were 66,000 people in :fifteen counties. In 1804 St. Louis was a
French village of 180 log houses, the logs being set upright, surrounded by garden.. In 1809 it was incorporated as a town, and in 1820 "had streets of brick
houses like Philadelphia," 232 buildingl::l of brick and stone and 4-19 of wood. In 1808
the second newspaper published west of the Mississippi appeared at St. Louis, the
first having been printed in New Orleans in 1794. There were 1,400 people in the city
in 1811, briefly described by the epithet of the fi.rstju<lgeofaCincinnati (Ohio) court
a "hotorogenous." There were 12 stores and an annual trade of $250,000, largely
in "barter."
From four to six months was the regulation ti.me of a voyage by an ordinary flatboat from St. Lon is t o J\" ew Orkaus, although a sailhoat could make the passage in
thirty days. But in 1817 the first steamboat puffed leisurely up to the wharves of
the little metropolis, although that sort of craft ha<l been navigating the Ohio and
.Mississippi since 1811. By 1819 the whistles of sixty-three steamers were waking
the echoes of the boundless wilderness between St. Louis ancl the Gulf. The Bank
of MissoUl'i, established in 1816, had 286 of its 780 shares in the hands of French:xnen; for many of the original families had prospered greatly in wralth by the ri e
in value of their estates. The Southern population, originally in a majority
among the immigrants to this tbe northern borderland, .fl.owed into this new proYince,
'where "with two days' work a week one could do as much as in a full week down
East.J' There also came a growing contingent from the old ~tllites, even ew England ending some of her most reliahle elements of population to this new land.
The early settlers from the olcl States found little of any sort of education in
this new Territory. At first Missouri was only a portion of the vast "District of
Lo11isiana;' under the Territorial law of Indiana. The popnlation at once felt the
st '.'iving of the American spirit, and petitioned Congress for an independent organization of government and" that funds and ]ands should be granted for the support
of" a French and Bnglish school in each county, in which also the cla. sics, mathematic , and Constitution of the United States should be taught." Eight of thrse
fif eeu petitioners were Fr nch. In 1807 the unpopular admini. tration of Governor
Wilkinson was succeeded hy the appointment of Captain Lewis, one of the partners
ED
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in iho famoT,s Lowis nnc1 Clarke western exploring e:s:peclition . In 1812 Congress
on1eret1 that ii all lnnds not of privde ownership bo reserYctl for school purposes"
ill a tlozon of tho larger Yill:1ges of the new Territory. This grant _.,·as confirmecl in
1831, "·ith the result that St. Louis ultimately came into possession of a great landed
estate, from ·which an annnal income of $50,000 to $60,000 is realized at tho present
time for common school purposes. For this tho city was indebted to Mr. F--·,
n, natiYo of Virginia, ,Yho made a, horseback journey from St. Louis to Washington
to ca,rry the measure through. In 1812 Missouri was granted a full Territorial c:s:istcncc, with n, legislature, 0110 house being e1ectec1 by tho people, and a legisbtiYe
conncil of nine members, which was appointed by the President of the Unitecl States
from eigliteen chosen by the lower honse.
As enrly as 1794 tho Catholic Cnthcdra.l of St. Louis boasted the presence of :1
cousillerablc library ancl seYeral ya,luablc works of art, ulthough a large proportion
of tbe original French settl ers were unable to read. In 1811 there were two schools
in the little city, one kept by n, young lawyer who afterwards became chief justice
of the State, the other by ai Frenchman, J.B. Tradeau, who held on for fifty year 3 ,
from 1774 to 1825. Bnt all these were private institutions. "As yet there was no
such thing in the Territory as :1 public school." In 1811 the Catholic College, now
the St. Louis University, was founded in St. Louis. In 1817 the :first step "-as taken
rd
toward organization for public school purposes in the city, one member of the boa
being the rising young politician, Thomas H. Benton. But for twcnty-~nc years
th
longer the effort was directed chiefly to carrying on the almost hopeless suit for e
recovering of the vacant lands cedc<l to the city by Congress. In 1820 tho S~ate ~ad
receiYecl the usual grant of public domain for common schools ancl a umvcrSity,
with tho aclditiou of valuable "saline lands" at a fater period. It was 1838, aucl
"aJter much contention," before tbe first pnulic school was opened in tho city of
St. Louis.
·
4
The State Uni ,·ersity was established in a very moderate way at Columbia in ~84. ,
The common school t1omain consistcl1 of 1,199,137 acres, with 46,000 l!cres for n,nn~,·ersity. It was not until 18,12 that the first public schoolhouse was erected in St. Loms, n.t
a cost of $10,000. By 1835 the l egislature moved for a snn·ey of school lands in each
of tbe counties of the State. But few township schools were establi ·hc(l before 1837 ·
In 1843, when the State hacl :1 population of 4.00,000, Dr. \Vi1liam G. E liot, long 1rn~wn
as one of the foremost educational men of Mi,·souri wrote to n, friend in Connecticut
that ii there was no public school system in St. 'Louis." There were four pr~blic
schools for boys and girls, with GOO pupils; their management was almost entirely
left to the teachers, although nominally under the charge of a board of directors
chosen liy the people. The great expectation from the landed property, still 111 th0
courts, was a hindrance to the progrern of education, an income of $4-,000 being all
that could be secured, while the present arrangement was utterly inefficient for t~e
public demand. There were 100 children in Catholic ancl Protestant parochial
schools. "There were 80,000 people in St. Louis beforo there was anything clone iu
behalf of public instruct10a. '' Incleed the historian declares: '' Up to 1812 Missouri, llespito the patriotic injnnctions of her citizens to the contrary, had don e hut
little to favor the cause of 1)0pnlar etlucation."
In 1839 Boone Connty obtained the university at Columbia by the pa.yin ut of
$117,900, :in<l $70,000 was obtamed from the sal~ of scmmary lands. In 1 40 build·
ings were rcc~ccl; but for twenty-flve y :us the leO'islatnrC' gave no snpport.
Tniversity lands, then solu. 'for a song," are now valued at $4,500,000. It was mno Y a.r
l>eforc th unh-ersity was r all,. on 1 tt~ feet. In 183-1-3- an act was pass d to reO'ulato
thP i-a.1 of the 1nxtccnth section hncls grunted for schools. In 1839 a, ta.to sy tom
of schools was stabl1 heel hy n. Jaw creatin~ a snp1·r1JJt ndent, 6 to 18 being the
school a.g , a.ncl iu 1 12 tl.J1rte<·n conntic!-1 of thr , ta.to ri• eive<l cbool money. In
1 13 10 0 ·O all(l in 1 11 21,0 pupil. wc·rc in attcncla.nc·, on the schools. By 1 ~o the
Il llllb I' hacJ. Ii. I'll to 73,
, With U (lj frilJutiOU Of ,.:n,0 ,
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But the "conclusion of the whole matter" was that up to 1840, twenty years after
the organization of tho State, with such opportunities as wero grante(l to no Western
Commonwealth, Missouri still "lingered, shivering on the brink, and feareu to
launch awayn in the great enterprise of the public schooling of her ch11<lren. The
loud call to the leadership of the new West, through the location of tho possible
metropolis of the Republic near the junction of her two great rivers, had been thrown
away for the poor privilege of adding another to the roll of slave-holding Commonwealths. Outside of St. Louis ancl a few rising cities and towns the common schools
had little success, even till the coming on of the civil war. But no State bas more
splendidly demonstrated the determination of the American people, through whate,er difficulties and delays, to educate the children for American citizenship than
~Iissouri during tho past twenty-five years, nobly redeeming the promise of her
original constitution of 18201 which leads off in this prophetic strain:
ARTICLE VI.-0/ education .
SECTION 1. Schools and the moans of education shall forever be encouraged in this
State; and the general assembly shall take measures to preserve from waste or damage such lands as liave been or hereafter may be granted by the United States for
tlio use of schools within each township in this State, and shall apply the funds
which may arise from suc"!l lands m strict conformity to the object of the grant.
Ono school or more shall be established in each township as soon as pTacticable and
necessary, where the poor shall be taught gratis.
SEC. 2. The general assembly shall talrn measures for the improvement of such
lands as ha.ve been or may hereafter be granted by tho Unitocl States to this State
for the support of a seminary of learning, and the fonds accruing from such lands
by rent or lease, or in any other manner, or which may bo obtained from any other
source for the purposes aforesaid, shall be ::mcl remain a permanent fund to support
a university for the promotion of literature and of the arts and sciences; and it
shall be the duty of the general assembly, as soon as may be, to provide effectual
means for tho improvement of such lands, :1ncl for tho improvement ancl permanent
security of the funds and endowments of such institution.
THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA..
It was ch:uacteristic of ·w asbington that in his first message as first President of
tho ""Cnited States he should invoke the attention of Congress to the importance of
th o eclucational question, and in his own guarde<l. way suggest the direct interference
of the National Legislature in its favor. Tho founding and occupation of tho city
bearing his name furnished an occasion fo:i; a more positive and practical presentation
of his educational views. Ho bad long pondered the lurking danger of the obstinate
differences of nationality, sect, and section to the new Republic, and through
tho exasperating and discouraging experiences of the war period had learned how
e a sy it might be to destroy a Union not half aJ)preciate<.1 by tho masses and fought
over with bitterness by tho leaders of public opinion. His miml dwelt upon the
establishment of a national university in tho city of \Vashington where tho promising young men of all portions of the country could be educated together into a
patriotic pride and. affection for their who]o country through observation of tho
operations of the Federal Government that might ho a daily instruction in good
citizenship and a preparation for a public career. At his death he left what seemed
a.t the time and under the promise of the investment a generous sum in tho stock of
a 1irojected canal for tho establishment of such an institution of the higher learning.
But tho time was not ripo for tho success of a project so l>road ancl beneficent.
Each section of the country had already built up its own school of the superior
education. Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Prin eton, The University of Pennsylvania,
. William and Mary, with other colleges of less note, were buttressed by an environm ent of academical seminaries, each to a greater or less extent representing one of
the 6rreat rival ecclesia tical parties of t~e country. It may not be possible to
naeertain what has become of this clonation of Washington, or if indeed it ever rep:rcsente<l. a definite value. The fate of the original plan of a national university at
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the National Capital was prophetic of all separate attempts in the same direction.
While numerous schools of various grades have boldly assumed the name" national,"
no institution of learning has yet been established in Washington to whose merits
the rapidly increasing fraternity of colleges and universities has done homage as
the legitimate head of the American system of universal education.
But could Washington have foreseen the present condition of educational affair's in
the great and beautiful city that bears his name, in these closing years of the nineteenth century, even he might have acknowledged that in all essential respects the
National Capital is rapidly becoming a national university in a way that no institution of learning, however famous, could be. With -its excellent system of .common
schools, probably in general efficiency not inferior to those of any American city, aml
in some respects, notably in the education of the colored people, the best in the
Union; the Catholic C-ollege at Georgetown, with Columbian and Howard universities- already established; the group of private denominational and professional
schools; the national library, now sure of a permanent home, with the numerous and
-valuable collections of books in the various Departments of the Government; the
gathering of scientific men of national reputation in connection with Governmental
operations; the National Museum and Smithsonian Institution; the sessions of Congress and the Supreme Court; the development of music and establishment of one
valuable gallery of art; the great variety of associations, clubs, and groups of educational people for mutual improvement; the residence of the official representatives
of all the nations of the earth, and the development of the most characteristic t-ype of
American society-all these and other agencies working together, with the great plans
for at least two new universities rapidly unfold.ing, m ake the city of Washington
to-day the most important arrangement for that all-round education which will realize
th e ideal of American citizenship that filled the soul of the Father of his Country.
But this latter day achievement is largely the result of influences that have come
to the front since the close of the great civil war, which, among other things, changed
Washington from a provincial to a national capital. The District of Columbia was
originally composed of two essentially southern colonies on opposite sides of the
Potomac River. Georgetown, the oldest of these, was a rural settlement of Maryla,ml people as early as 1751. The legislature condemned 60 acres of land at the
falls of the Potomac River, out of which 80 lots were assessed, at a valuation of $280
each, George Beall, the original owner of the territory, protesting to the last against
the summary procJeding, but taking two lots by choice, on the principle of "better
saving a little than being totally demolished." But having treated it8elf to this
sensation at first, the little town s nbsHled into an educational slnwber of sixty years
before its people moved in b ehalf of popular education. In 1799 Georgetown College,
tb e first Catholic college in the original Umon, at first only an academical school,
was founded by the ecclesiastical authorities of the Church rn Maryland, although it
was not till 1815 th at it was authorized by Congress to confer degrees.
Still this, the original settlement of the District, was in advance of Washington
in its apprecin,tion of the need of popular education. In 1810 a hundred substantial
citizens of the place formed an association "to secure the advantages of education
according to the system devised by Joseph Lancaster," and raised $1,000 as an eviclen('e of their sincerity. They memorialized the corporation for aid, but the fir t
substantial gift was a school Jot preseated by Leonard Neal, on which a schoolhouse
was built and <leclicatecl. The school opened in 1811, under the mastership of fr.
Rob ert Oulc1, a teacher sent from Englan<l by Mr. Lanca ·ter. This school, which
immechately gathered 340 children, was declared by its ma ter "the second reaLan('a terian s hool in Ameri a,."
But a very n· t11ral prejudico against coeducation instead of clestroying the school
was made th occa ion for obtaining a gift of '1,000 from the corporation to build
an a<1clition to tbe choolbou to accommodate 200 of wliat w re gallantly d scribed
b ~· the c1ir r· or a "th di. tin rnh,hecl ornamPntf! of er •ation." 'fhi gift was made
t xteucl over four y an;; but meanwhile th city government consented to appro-
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priate $1,000 annually to the school on condition that all poor children shoul<l be
edncated free and at the close of their schooling be bonnu out to service. Ample
arrangements were devised for supervision and reporting. The organization continued for nine years with fair success.
At this point an application for snbsidizing denominational religious schools was
made, but after a trifling experiment the city rejected the policy and thereafter
went on by the method of supporting a public school through the united contrilmtions of friends, collecting tuition fees, and annual public gifts. For thirty-two
years this school upheld the cause of popular education, as was clone in the city of
New York. In 1842 the city corporation assumed its entire control, and put it under
the charge of a board of" guardians. 11 This date briugs us to the close of the period
included in the present essay, and marks the change in administration from a private
society, aided by the municipality, to the entire assumption of public education by
the city. It is a pleasing record, such as was furnished by few communities in the
Middle or Southern States at a date so early.
But in the neighboring settlement, which afterward became the metropolis of the
Republic, the cause of education did not thus prevail. From the first the people's
school moved on its laggard and wearisome way, like a vessel beating up the Potomac against a, stiff north wind. The District of Columbia, composed of ·washington,
Alexandria, and Georgetown, was organized in the year 1800, each settlement nuder
its own municipal control. The first charter of Washington in 1802 contained no
notice of education. But in 1804, possibly through the influence of the first president of the Washington school board, 'l'homas Jefferson, a provision was inserted in
the revised charter "for the establishment and supervision of schools." An act
passed the same year authorized the city'' to establish and endow a permanent institution for the education of youth." An elaborate statute, with nn eloquent preamble, provided for the election of a board of thirteen trustees-seven to be chosen by
the city council from the body of the citizens and six elected by the contributors to
the school fund. The sum of $10 contributed entitled the giver to a vote. This board
was iustructed to receive contributions at home ancl abroad toward the expense of
educating the children of the poor. The avails of certain taxes, including tbe tax
on "slaves and dogs," to the extent of $1,500 a year, were available for this pnrpose.
One hundred and ninety-one persons contributed tho sum of $3,782, Thomas Jefferson giving the sum of $200. Jefferson was elected president of the board, with a
body of twelve good men a8 assistants. In fl,ccepting tho position he writes: "Sincerely believing that knowledge promotes the happiness of man, I shall ever be disposed to contribute my endeavors to its extension."
"\Ye seem to recognize the hand of Jefferson in the almost i.deal scheme of instruction proposed by this first board of trustees. It provided for the establishment of
"an institution in which every species of knowledge esseutial to the liberal educa.tio11 of youth may ultimately be acquired in three great uepartments." (1) There
bould be an elementar;r school for instruction in the common branches; (2) a college equivalent to a modern high school; (3) a university" in which the highest and
mo. t splendid attainments may be ac(]_nired." It was lJelieved that while tho elementary school wouhl he the special concern of tho District, the college antl nniv<'r·ty would commend themselve to the benevolent com1ideration of liberal-minded
people e-verywhere, and that national aid might be hoped for. But a current of
common sense seems to have blown across the magnificent project, for it is suggcstecl
tl1at all this must be of gradual achievement and that the incredulous puhl1c should
not he too s<·Yerely tried by the expert. A most eloquent plea, setting fortµ the
ad-vantages of education to t,h metropolis of the Republic, was drawn up and the
''new education'' stepped forth to fight its way through a long period of i1ulifference and hostility, a battle virtually prolonged for half a century.
And for forty years it was a battle for life. What would hrive been the result had
the friends of education in Washington, like those of Georgetown, courageously
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faced the position and esta.blishecl a proper system of schooling for all classes and
conditions of white folk, can not be predicted. A.s it was, the launching of a
scheme for the supp~ort of a school for the poor, in which the u children of the indigcnt17 alone should receive free education and the "pay department,, at best be a
sort of uneasy appendage, was sme to array against itself not only tho prejudice of
an extremely exclusive order of society, but~ what was even more obstructive, the
scheme was born with the stigma of the upauper school." It was not till 1848,
- when the city came to itself and established a system of common schools fo1· whi_te
children on the plan of the Northern and Eastern States, that any real success was
achieved.
The city first responded to the enthusiastic petition of the thirteen trustees by an
offering of $1,500 a year from the avails of certain taxes and fees. Two sn1all schools,
one half a mile east of the Capitol, the other the same distance from the White
House, were set up. Mr. Bentley was appointed the :first teacher at a salary of $500
a year, with the addition of the fees of the tuition pupils, out of which be was to
pay the xent of hi.s schoolhouse, hire assistant teachers, and meet all the general
expenses of conducting the school. It was soon evident that no school system
weighte<l. like this couhl live, and this experiment came to a speedy collapse T110
city soon reduce(l its appropriation to $800 a year, ancl in 1809 the two were merged
into one school. During the first thirteen years the corporation had furnished bnt
$10,000, and ihe contributions of the citizens, amounting to $4,000, alone held up tho
scheme. During ten years twenty different teachers had been elected, only to be
"starved out" or discouraged by the popular indifference to the obscure institution
that was dragging ont a feeble existence in the lower regions of the proud little
cnpital on the Potomac. The board of thirteen trustees was a public vagrant, without a home, meeting anywhere and everywhere, half tho appointed sessions failing
for want of a quorum. Notwithstanding tho concealment of the names of tho
charity scholars, the" pauper" clement was an indelibi ~ f:tigma that could not be
overcome.
Baffled in their effort to commen<l. the system to the reople of tho District, the
trustees turned to Congress for '' aid and comfort," only to meet tlrn same cold receptfon. From 1812 to 1828 their efforts effected nothing but an in<lirect appropriation
of city fees collecte<l. by the United States marshal and of all escheated estates.
A lottery was authorized, and by a desperate effort, at large expense and the
incurring of a city debt, was made to yield some $40,000, which has increased to a
present fund of $60,000. Until 1818 there was an annual report by the managi::ment.
But after that tlloro seems to have Deen little in<lucement to "report progress," antl,
for twenty-seven years, until 18-15, the goings on of the educational department are
to be laboriously gathcrocl np from the occasional notices of tho press and formal
reference in the city documents. In 1820 the schools were declared to be exclusively
of tho charity orcler, no pay pupils being received. fho whole story of these years
is a mefancholy record of a board of well-intentioned gentlemen, working ''again t
the grain" of a community that coul<l not b e lifted up to tho hearty support of a
scheme of charity etlncation, Yirtnally confined to tho children of the poor. In 1836
a new effort was made to interest Congress by a memorial from the three cities, with
the usual result.
It was not till 1840 that the schools found a wise and persistent friend in the person of )Iayor Seaton. Ile start~e(l the good people of Washington by the announcement that only 1,200 of tho 5,000 children of school age were attending the public
and private schools of the city, leaving 3,800 out of school altogether. This, of
conr e, incluu cl only tl.le white cliildren and youths, for all there was of schooling
for the fr e colored folk was h:y pri ,·ate and personal effort. It is not to be npposed
!ha~ tho white popula.tion of Washington was in the desperate state of ignorance
in<hcat d l~y this startling r cord. Dnt the ·wa hington of that early day was not
th e charnnnrr metr polis of the present. It wa a new and di agreeable town, far
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away from the great centers of social and cultivated life, where tho wealthy aucl
influential people schoolecl their children elsewhere and tho "lower orders" drifted
on, as in all communities of similar type. The population of the city must have
been far less stable than now, and the contentions of nn.tional politics during tllosc
exciting years, including the second war with England and tho nullification movement of 1832, were doubtless a great hindrance. It :was only by degrees that tho
press of the city came to pay any respect to the schools. In fact, a scheme of "pauper education," altogether including less than 1,000 children, with no fit place of
abode, with schoolhouses, books, and apparatus of the lowest order, would hardly
attract attention outsic:le its own poor environment.
nut the time was favorable to a forward movement. Mayor Seato:a had the good
sense to understand th at only by a chaJlenge of tho town to rise up and establish tllc
American system of universal education at public cost coulcl there b e a reasonable
hope of success. Tho fact that as soon as this plan of tho mayor was plainly stated
tho ci ~y responded, and in 1844-45 put on the ground a system of common schools
correspon ding to thp,t of the chief Nortllcrn States, would seem to prove that it was
not due so much to tho inchfforence of the people to educ ation as to the lack of competent l eadership that Washington had so long remained in the rear rank of American cities in t his respect .
In the city council Mr. J. F . Halliday brought forward a plan for a system of seven
public schools, to accommodate 3,000 pupils, and a tax of one-sixth of 1 per cent on
all the assessable property of the city. This prec ipitated a sharp di scussion in which
the poverty of the present arrangement, where 200 children were placed in surroundings rather indicating "a place of punishment for offenders than a school for instruction," was made evident. John Quincy Adams, Caleb Cushing, Justice "\Voodbury,
and other eminent residents of Washington added their powerful influence The
result was the passage of tho s chool law of 1844, by which a board of twcl ve trustees,
three from each of tho four wards, wns chosen by tho city council, and $3,6 12 was
appropriated for erecting schoolhouses nncl renting rooms. From this date tho 1rnblic schools of \Vashin gton h ad n, real existence. In tho four years following this
action more than $5,000 a year was appropriated. In 1848 a tax of $1 a year was l ai d
on c,ery w hite ma.le citizen for education, and the board of trustees was assigned a
place of meeting in tho city hall.
One of the most interesting chapters m the educational history of tho national
capita.1 is the records of tllc efforts of the free colored people for the instrnction of
their children 1n-evious to 1860 . In the nineteenth volume of Barnard's Ameri ca n
Journal of Education will bo found an elaborate treatise in which the details of this
wonderful story a.re set forth in a, way so complete as to obviate the necessity of
their repetition. Of course all this wns in tho lino of private and Sunday-school
work, tho Sunday school at one time bearing the same relation to tho elementary
education of these people :.s at au earlier period in England. nut so pers1Steut was
this movement and so thoroughly did it impress itself on tho mass of superior colored
people that it laid tho foundation of tho remarkable public-school movement in 18G~
which has resulted in tho development of the mo3t elaborate aml successful system
of common schools for this people in "\Vashiugtou known in tho country.
In tho year 1807, two years after tho earliest movement for 1<chooling the wllitc
people of the city, three men, Bell, Franklin, and Liverpool, cstablislled tho Jlrst
school for free negroes in the city of Washington. There ·were then but 5,000 white
people in the city, 1_,000 slaves, and 500 free negroes. ·when we consider tho clifficul ties through which the :first public school in Washington for w hitc children struggkd year after year through a sickly life with 5,000 people of tho "superior raC'c"
behind it, we ca.n appreciate the courage of these three men, all mechanics and just
ema11cipated from slavery, in the establishment of tbeir own school, representing
but i:,00 people, with no hope of public aicl. Neither of these men could read or
-write. Bell was tho leader in the noble enterprise. Ilia freedom was purchased by
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bis enslaved wife for $400, earnecl by market gardening, and be returned the favor
by purchasing her freedom out of the :first earnings of bis free labor. The teacher
of the school was a Mr. Lowe, a white m:1n, and it was continued for several years.
Abont the same time a Mrs. Alethia Tanner, afterwards the housemaid of Thomas
Jefferson, began a remarkable career of purchasing, first, her own freedom, anu then
that of 21 relatives and friends, including the Cook family, which has been identified
with tho education of their people from the first. In 1818 an asso eiation of colored
folk, under the name the Resolute Beneficial Society, established a school which
:first under the instrnction of a relative of Rev. John Pierpont and anerwards of
John A,lams, the :first colored teacher in the District, did good service. From that
day until the breaking out of the civil war, in Washington and Georgetown, ancl in
Alexandria, until its retrocession to Virginia, in 1846, a series of schools for these
people were established, each with some characteristic of special interest. SeYeral
of the most succe~sfnl teachers were from England and Scotland, and a good rnunber of Southern white people of recognized social standing. At one time there was
a habit of educating colored children in the private schools for whites, and even
slaves were permjtted to receive instruction. The Sunday schools of the l eading
churches bad also a colored department.
·
But all this came to an end in 1832-1834, when, as the result of the Nat Tur~er
slave insurrection in Virginia, the public mind in the South was wrought to a high
pitch of excitement. The schools of these people in Washington were largely
brolrnn up by mobs, the colored churches assailed, and several of the leading teach ers
obliged to flee the town. But nothing could suppress the determination of such as
remained, and in due time the schools came up, every year better than before. The
cons~ituen cy was not large, the free negroes of the District up to 18,10 not numbering more than 6,000. A careful study of the r ecords of these numerous private colored schools will show that a good proportion of the 1,000 children of school age
must have been under instruction. The Catholic Church was not behind in this
movement. There was one important school in Georgetown and another under the
management of the Sisters of Providence, an order of colored women devoted to
the education, of their race, is still an important seminary for girls. The school of
Rev. John F. Cook, teacher and clergyman, was ·the beginning of the valuable e(lucational labors of this family, one of whom is the excellent superiuten<lent of the
colorecl schools of the <lity of ·w ashington.
In this movement the colored people were supported by the sympathy and eucoura.ge il by the aiil of many leading people of the District. Thomas .Jefferson did not
hesitate to publish his belief that the African race is capable of education and
shoul<l be atlwitted to all opportunities of gooll schooling. In a lettn to Benjamin
Banneker, a remarkable colored man of Maryland, the son of native African parents,
who, by self-eclncatiou, became noted as an author, mathematician, and mechanician, a publisher of au almanac, known to the learned Aocieties of Paris and Loudon,
Mr. Jefferson wrote: "Nobody wishes more thnu I clo to see such proofs as ~ou
exhibit that nature bas given to our black brethren talents equal to those of the
other colors of men, and that the 11ppearance of a want of them is owing only to
the dcgraued condition of their existence both in Africa and America." .Jefferson
sent the almauac of Banneker to the Aeademy or Sc:ience at Paris as a ".in tifkation
againAt the doubts which have l>een entertaine<l of them·" ancl it was qnote<l hy
Pitt, Fox, and \Vilherforf'e in the British Parliament as an argument in behalf of
the emancipation au<l e<lucation of tho negro race.
Out of thi notn.hle ancl mo t prais, worth., effort of the superior fre c·olorc•d people
to educate their chil<lr n it h as ·ome to pass that in no part of th conlltry is there
so fine a group of cducatecl an<l wortl1y families of this race as in Washington. At
the ·1 iti 1·al :p riou of th civil war, when thonsancls of enrnnc·ipatecl laves were
t'?ru ~·n npon the cit;r, thPR -peopl cam to the front :111<1 have hren largely inflnenti· l m th or~aui;e;ation aucl hi~hly succ · fol management of their department of
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the public school system, in which 12,000 children are now educated not only in
elementary schools, but with excellent high, normal, industrial, and artistic training, their teachers being paid the same salaries as those of the white race, with
s choolhouses of the most approved pattern. Half the expenses of the public schools
of the District of Columbia are now paid by the Congress of the United States,
which also makes a generous yearly grant of money to Howard University, one of
the earliest and best known institutions for the higher and professional education
of this people in the country.
CONCLUSION.
The close of the first lrnlf century of the Republic may be regarded as the limit of
the period included in this essay. At this decade, 1830-1840, the idea of the original_
New England system of public instruction, the organiz:ition, support, and supervision of a scheme of education by the people, acting through the ordmary agencies
oflocal, colonial, and State government, had finally been adopted by every Commonwealth in the New England, Central, and Northwestern States; and although none
of the slaveholding States had fully accepted the system, all were either partially
committed to it, or the educational public in each of them-a steadily increa sing
factor in their educational affairs-was working along the same l111e, gathering the
elements for the prodigious effort for the establishment of the American com ;uon
school as soon as the chief hindrance to universal education-the institution of
slavery - should be removed. Before 1840 every American State had either adop~e d,
or its educational public was working toward, the jdeal of a common system of
instruction and discipline, under the direction of the State, for the training of tlle
children and youth into good American citizenship.
If this story of the origin of the American common school has been fitly told, it
will be seen that its one original, characteristic, and essential idea i8 only the application of the American idea of government and society to education. The American
common school is only the American people keeprng school. It is their will :rnd
pleasure expressed through the agency of a flexible majority. This is the radi<-:1.l
note of difference between the American and any other type of national education
in any previous age or rn any European nation at tl..te present time. Arnl because
this i -s its orily essential characteristic the American common s·chool has this couspicnous a<lva.ntage over all other systems: It becomes, in its development, tho
recipient of the highest thinking, aspiration, and Jiving of a great nationality composed of the most powerfnl and progressive elements of all civilized peoples, working under the boundless encouragements and opportunities of a new world toward
the realization of the broadest and most practical ideal of freedom consistent with
a safe and conservative order of society.
It is not therefore essential that the American common school shoui.cl be free in
the sense of instrudion without direct cost to the p11pi], although, since under all
conditions the indfrect expense of schooling bears more he:wily on tlrn family than
the public, it is good policy to make the public school free to all. Neither is tho
system chained to any despotic or essential method of organization, discipline, awl
in.·trnction. It "lives and moves and has its being'' in the expanding e<lncation::l
con sciousness of the whole people. Thus, it may with perfec:t eonsistency adoJ •t
ronch that is excellent in the systems of otber peoples, :.w ail itself of tlJ e fruits (I ;·
the largest <'<l ncational experience everywhere, and make its o,\·n the most admirab:n
results of the wisest thought and noblest achievement in all countries and all time,.
So that, "without variablenesss or shadow of turning,'' it ithides by its own ideal
that this is the people'R school. It violates no radical Americau principle and vindicates its right to "claim the earth " in behalf of the children of the Republic.
In the rn<le and t entative beginnings of the American eommon school, as in tl 13
earliest motions of the co~onial life, which was feeling aftertbe be 0 -innings of r ep ul. liean institntions, we have seen that misapprehensions and mistakes were inevitab],· .
Hence, no 'tate may claim exemption from criticism and none should resent a corre: t
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and fair statement of its ea.rly erlucational history. For no CommomYea1th has
failed to contribute some valuable element of thought in its foremost educators and
rich experience from its various experiments in school-keeping toward the present
condition of edu cational affairs. In each the educational public appeared in due
season arnl became an inevitable an<l. vital featme in the life of the State, wrought
in its own way, u.n<l. finally triumphed. And the most significant fact is tllat this
victory was often achieved in a style inexplicable to tho educational pedant, in the
face arnl eyes of tho schemes and predictions of the great educationa l theorist., iu a
way that can only be appreciated by him who believes in the American idea of the
gra<l.ual development of the whole p eople under the direction of a gracious Divine
Providence.
The opening decade of the second half century of the Republic became momornble as the period of the great American revival of uni,rersal education . Under
this great uplift of public sentiment, through the direction of the most notable
group of educational leaders that had appeared in the country, tho local d1stnct
elementary school of the old time evolYed into the graded common school of the
later years; was immensely extended aud enriched in all its departments; was
especially improvetl in its methods of instruetion and discipline, chiefly tllrongh
natin.i genius and experience, gradually by the careful adjustment of tho best
European methods to home use, and largely under the pronounced influence of the
State normal schools, and most important of all is the fact that tllis was a veritable
people's reYival, in which the intelligent and patriotic masses in every State were
aroused, educated, and confirmed in the conviction of their imperative right and
dnty to provide the best for the children.
One may see how this fruitful period of reform in education fouucl its grand
culmination in the generatiou that followed the close of the great civil war. Then,
first, under tho inspiration of a renewed an<l. reconstru cted nationality, the American common school ha<l. free course, ran, and was glorified through the entire area
of the Republic. Aml very siguificant is the fact that the older States, m wllich
the conflict for universal educatiou bad been most involved :1110. prolonged, now came
to the front in the most decisive way and in some respects surpassed all the original
States. Antl the South, tlJat so long remained. outside the expanding circle of t.he
common school, has r esr,ouded to the cry of the cllildreu during the past tweuty
years by the most r emarkable achievement in the organiza.tion an<l. support of popular education recorded in lJistory.
To tho careful rea<ler of this "great anll wouclrous story," who is in full accor_d
with the American iclea, there can be no conclusion possible saYe a profound confid ence in the American gospel of universal education, and an abiding faith that
under a wise and graci ous Providence the American people is now snmmoue(l to the
apostleship of this gospel in a career o~ly now well begnn.
[N0TE.-The fact that the constitution of the State of Delaware in 1792 contained
the provision for educatiou, afterwards adopted. in the revised. constitution in 1831,
directing the legislature "to provide by l aw for the establishment of schools and
promoting arts and sciences," was inadvertently omitteu; also1 on page 276 the name
Lyon shoulcl be spelled Ligon.-A. D. M:.]

CHAPTER VIII.
PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBR.ARIES. 1

~eferences to preceding re~orts of the United States Bureau of Education, in which
this subject has been treated: In annual reports, 1870, pp. 541,542; 1871, pp. 668677; 1872, pp. liii-lvii, 820-887; 1873, pp. lxxxvi1i--xc1v, 729-763; 1874, pp. lxxxv1ixcii, 753-793; 1875, pp. civ-cvii, 797-883; 1876, pp . cxxiii-cx.:xv, 777-779; 1877, pp.
c:s.xxi-cxlii, 583-585; 1878, pp. cxxi1, 599-600; 1879, pp. cl vii-cl viii, 618-619; 1880,
pp. clxvi-clxvii, 738-741; 1881, pp. cci-cciv, 668-671; 1882-83, pp. clxx::s.v-clxxxv:iii,
694-699; 1883-84, pp. clxx::s.iii-clxxxiv, 724-737; 1884-85, pp. ccx:s.ix-ccxxx, 691782; 1885-86, pp. 716-719; 1886-87, pp . 901-972; 1887-88, pp. 1031-1039; 1892-93,
pp. 575--583, 691-1014; 1893-94, pp. 1503-1504; 1895-96, pp. 339-599. Seo also in
each report statistics of libraries of schools and colleges. Refer also to rndex m
each annual r eport from 1888-89 to 1895-96 for libraries in foreign countries.
special reports and circulars of information; 1876, Public Libraries in the United
States of America, their history, condition, and management, Part I, edited by
S. R. arren and S. N. Clark, pp. xxxv, 1187; Rules for a printed Dictionary
Catalogue, Part II, uy C. A. Cutter, pp. 89; Circular of Information No. 1, 1880,
College Libraries as Aids to Instruction, uy Justin Winsor and Otis H. Robinson, pp. 27; Circular of Informat ion No. 1, 1881, Construction of Library Buildings, by \Villiam Poole, pp. 26; 1881, Library Aids, by Samuel Green, pp. 10;
1886, Statistics of Public Libraries in the United States, pp. 98, reprinted from
1884-85 annual report; 1886, Special Report, New Orleans Exposition 1884-85,
pp. 650-655; 1891, Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue, by Charles A. Cutter, pp.
140; third edition, with corrections and additions, reprinted from the 1876
special report; Circular of Information No. 7, 1893, Statistics of Public Libraries in the Unitcc.1 States and Canada (m 1891), by Weston Flint, pp. 213; 1893,
Catalogue of A. L. A. Library, 5,000 volumes, for a popular lLbrary, pp. 592;
1896, Papers prepared for the '\Vorlu's Library Congress, held at tho Columbian Exposition, edited by Mehil Dewey, pp. 691-1014, reprinted from annual
report 1892-93.

,-r

Tho public liurary is recognized as one of the great forces in modern educational
ogress. For nearly thirty years the United States Bureau of Education has conntly emphasized the importance of these institutions as aids to instruction. In
ery annual report from 1867-68 to the present year has appearecl information
~ating to college and school libraries, and periodically tbe Bureau bas published
tailed statistics of public libraries. Tho annual report for 1870 contained a list
161 principal libraries not including college liuraries. The report for 1872 conincd a list of 1,080 libmries of 1,000 or more volumes. A special effort was made
1875 to obtain a list of all tlie libraries in the United States having 300 v olumes
<l over. The list as printed in the report for that year included 3,648 libraries,
cl uf these, 2,039 had 1,000 or mo_·e volumes. This list was also published in the
eat special report issued by this office in 1876. That report was a volume of about
00 pages cleyoted to "Public Libraries in the nited States of America, their
1
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History, Condition, and Management." The volume contained 39 chapters by as
many as twenty eminent specialists in subjects relating to libraries. In the annua,l
report_ for 1884-85 was published a list of 5,338 libraries of 300 or more volumet;
2,988 of these lillraries ha<l. 1,000 or more volumes. This list was reprinted in a
parnpulet of about 100 pages. A valuable chapter of about 70 pages appeared in
the 1886-87 report <levoted to "Libraries in the United States." The stat~stics of
1,779 libraries were published in seven tables, classified as follows: (1) Free public
lending libraries, (2) free public reference libraries, (3) free public school libraries,
(4) free corporate lending libraries, (5) libraries of clubs, associations, etc., (6) subscription corporate lil.JrariesJ and (7) circulating libraries proper. In 1893 this
Bureau published 20,000 copies of a ·circular of mform ation of 213 pages, giving
the statistics o~ 3,503 public libraries in the United States having 1,000 volumes and
over. The sta.tistics collected were for the year 1891. Also in 1893 the Bnreau pubbshed 20,000 copies of "Catalogue of A. L.A. Library, 5,000 volumes for a public
library selected by the American Library Associa.tio1 1 and shown at the World's
Columbian Exposition." So great was the demand for this publication that a second edition was printed in 1896. This special report contained about 600 pages.
The papers prepared for the American Library Association for its annual meeting
held at Chicago in 1893, and read before the World's L1 brary Congress at the
Columbian Exposition, were printed in the Education Report for 1892-93. These
papers, which were prepared by about twenty leading members of the association,
occupy 324 pages of the above-mentioned report, pages 691-1014. A small edition
· of the matter was reprinte<l. in a separate pamphlet. One of the most popular
publications of this Bureau is Cntter's Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue, which was
published in 1876 as Part II of the specia1 library report of that, year. The third
edition was published in 1891 in a pamphlet of 140 pages. The special report issued
by this Bureau in 1886 on" Educational Exhibits and Conventio11s at the \Yorld's
Industri:11 and- Cotton Centennial Exposition, New Orleans, 1884-85," contained
much valuable matter in relation to libraries. This report is now ont of print, ns
are all the earlier reports above mentioned. In addition to the statistics of college
and school libraries published every year in the annual reports of this Bureau since
1870, many of the reports have contained valuable facts concermng libraries in
foreign countries. This is particularly true of the reports from 1888-89 to 1895-96.
STATISTICS FOR 1896.

Five years having elapsed since the collection of statistics of public libraries pnblishe<l in Circular of luformation No. 7, 1893, this Bureau sent out under date of _\pril
1, 1896, forms of in(]_uiry to all the libraries reporting to this office in 1891 and to
seYer:tl th onsall(l others. Efforts were made to secure the names of all the libraries
in t,he United States, bnt it was the purpose to publish a list of only public a11d school
libraries having 1,000 or more volnmes. Nearly 10,000 addresses were obtni.ned and
from tl,is unmher ahont 8,000 responses were received. The number of !1hrarie
r er,orting 1,000 or more volumes was 4,026; the number reporting less than 1,000
volumes hnt not less than 300 was 3,167, while nearly 1,000 bad few<'r than 300 volume ea<·b. To ohtnin the 8,000 reports it was n c<·ssary to 1-,encl ont 1::,,000 hll~nk
fo1 ms between th<' 1 t of April and the 1 t of Angm-;t. ...Tot more than 30 Jl<'r cent of
the librarians responded promptly, and many hnn<lrecls ip;1101e<l the i,e("ond ancl ven
tbethirclreqne tsforiuforma.tiou . Itispresumed howev r,thatmo tofthelibrarie
from whic·h no retnrus <·oul<l be ohtained were Ho small that those m charge of tl1em
c1i<l not cl<·ern th m of snffi<"tent importance to 1,e in ·lndecl io the list. It Hi sa.ft} to
a !>11111 tu· t tho list of 4,026 pnhli<· and sc·hool lihrari,·s y,nblisbrcl m tbi report
111 ·Jiu\ 'ery nearly all the libraries in the United Stti,tc having 1,000 or worn
·v oluru
(, · page 300.)
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1.-Sumrnary of statistics of public, society, ancl school libraries of 1,000 volumes
and over in 1896.
NUMBER-OF LIBRARIES AND NUMBER OF VOLUMES.

Increase since 1891.
States and Territories.

Libraries
reportVolumes.
ing .

Pamphlets.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - 1 - - - - - 1--

;
Libraries. • Volumes.

l

- - -- 1-·- - - - , --

Per cent
in IlUID·
her of
volumes.

- - -1- -- -

United States .............. .

4,026

33,051, 872

5,444 788

523

7, 074, 229

27. 23

North Atlantic Division ......... .
South .Atlantic Division ......... .
South Central Divis10n .......... .
North Central Division .......... .
Weetern Division . ............... .

2,000
322
255
1.195
254

17. 647, 723 / 2, 801 270
966. 999
4, 015. 087
215. 856
1, 360, 451
1, 250, B42
8,016, 780
210, 321
2,011,831

231
18
20
175
73

3, 893, 631
614, 26!)
238, 085
1 756, 970
571, 274

28. 31
18. 06
21. 21
28. 07
3!l. 66

107, 288
179. 870
85. 702
~~ ! 997, 626
7 '
113, 072
216, 653
28
1,289,499
101
159 466
4
744, 455
1

24. 67
43. 25
31. 33
22. 40
24. 20
24. 47
32. 55
24. 85
33. 53

15,230
143, 156
300. 855
686
11, 157
52,516
47, 936
46. 208
a,3 , 475

22. 22
17
20.15
. 20
31. 90
31. 59
25. 98
20. 64
a,7 ..40

3, !)24
96 10!)
21. 171
39, 556
33, 610
44,619
a4. 500
5. 157
a 1 561

1. 25
43. 20
22. 02
31. 07
18. 75
51 52
a4. 89

a,4.1. 45

329 . 455
12!l. 625
181 . 451
248 , 765
178, 539
167, 6,34
176. 070
159,445
15,802
14. 277
58,492
97, 215

26. 18
24. 74
11.06
34. 25
39. 86
55. 92
40 79
30. 23
200 53
69 35
34. 76
47. 29

48,083
4. 485
178. 923
2:119
2. 47'.l
:N,856
11,774
7. 023
35: 640
24,646
231, 253

227. 46
23. 24
146. 58
19
16. 48
100. 53
30 81
117. 05
86. 01
37. GO
21. 48

North Atlantic Division:
Maine .....................•..
New Hampshire ............. .
Vermont .................... . .
Massachusetts ............... .
Rhode Island .. .............. .
Connecticut ................. .
New York ................... .
::S-ew .Jersey . ................. .
Pennsylvama ................ .
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ............ . ....... .

~i~~rt~tii ·c~i~~b·i~·:::::::::

rJ~ft~~r:gi~i~ ::::::::::::::::

N ortb Carolina ...... . .. •.....
South Carolina .............. .
Georgia ...................... .
Florida ...................... .
South Central Division :
Kentucky ................ ... .
Tennessee ................... .
.Alabama ............ ........ ..
:Mississippi . . . . . . . . . .......•.
Louisiana ........ ............ .
Texas ............. ..... ...... .
.Arkansas ... ........ . . ....... .
Oklahoma .................... .
Indian Territory ............ .
North Central Division:
Ohio ...................•......
Indiana ..................... .
Illinois ...................... .
Michigan .............. . ..... .
Wisconsin ........... . ....... .
Minnesota ................... .

~::~~~i ~ ~ ~

~:: ~ ~: ~::: ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

North Dakota . ............... .
South Dakota ................ .
Nebraska .......... .. ........ .
Kansas ... . ........ . ......... .
Western Division:
Montana ..................... .

~ri~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::
New Mexico ................. .

Arizona ..................... .
Utah ..................... .... .
Nevada ................ ...... .
Idaho ........................ .
Wasbmgton ................. .

8~!fi~~ni.;; ~:::: :::::::::::::::

93
122
67
494
74
572
94
330

542, 6G6
595,800
359, 213
5,450, 397
580, 305
1, 102. 082
5, 251, 347
801, 152
2,964, 761

100 443
108, 887
13, 827
1,231,953
95, 950
214,405
563, 914
116: 327
355,564

14
67
55
50
10
¼O
32
41
13

83, 763
985, 330
1, 793, 910
341. 225
46. 137
218, 757
232,418
270,041
43. 506

15,264
127, 660
735, 231
31. 550
7 548
16 ]92
9,372
19, 262
4, 920

47
62
28
31
27
39
17

27,739
29. 436
35, 121
23. 915
46. 4,ll
13, 804
37,502
1, 200
708

a,12

2
2

318,661
318, 571
117. 337
166, 870
212. 828
131 222
87. 600
5: 157
2,205

202
107
214
153
102
75
113
104
6
14
42
63

1, 587, 891
654,651
1,822, 580
975, 031
626. 442
467, ;,97
607, 765
686. 955
23, 6f(2
34, 863
226. 743
302,780

205,754
53,357
447 168
70, 455
132, 224
46,364
56, 3B9
115,855
3,100
10 564
26,093
83,569

29
9
11
18
22
22
24
11

13
4
34

69 222
23. 785
300,990
13, 273
17, 472
49,582
49,989
13,023
76. 646
90, 190
1, 307, 659

9,892
3, 200
20,318
3,200
250
18, 002
2,240
10,230
19,380
6,628
116,981

154

~

4
11
6
5
20
16
35

a Decrease.

7
35

0
2

5
5
4

2
1
0

al
13

5

2

al

12
6

2

al

4

5
13
7

8

1
11
1
1
5

0
3
11

1
31
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TABLE

2. -Sumrna1·y of stat'istics of public, society, and school Ubraries of 11000 volumes
·
and oi e1· in 1896.
1

VOLUMES .A.ND P .A.MPHLETS ADDED .A.ND BOOKS ISSUED .
Periodicals.

Books issued
for use
in library.

Volumes added pd:mdpdhle~s Books i ssued for
during the year . a e
urmg
home use.
th_e year.

States-and T erritories.

t

L---------,---------- - - - - - - - - - ---1-- - - -1-------United States -. 2,166 116,248 2, 851 - 1,591,861 1,303 439,412 1,852 35, 075,055

59! 1_7,
70~, 831.'

- - - - - --- - - - -· - - - - - ---1--- - -1- -

North A.tlantic Divi' sion-- - ·- · · ········-1,053
South Atlantic Divi1 sion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153
South Ceutral Divi1 sion................ 130
North Central DiYi1 aion . ... , . . . . . . . . . • .
672
Western Division . . .. 153
North Atlantic Division:
Maine ............ .
New Hampshire .. .
Vermont ........ . . .
Massachusetts ... . .
Rhode Island ..... .
Connecticut . ... . . .
New York ........ .
J New Jersey ... .. .. .

883, 121

615 235, 947 1, 088 19, 407, 838

205

9, 626

198

120,586

104

54,638

89

om

39

310,995

4,057

14.9

48,909

96

22,314

41

185, 086

19

128,286

38, 371
8,527

832
167

428,781
110,464

396
92

88, 398
38, 115

541 11. 476, 578
93 2, 701, 934

198

4, 330, 105
587,517

49
74
37
336
51
89
287
38
127

600,978
698,295
316. 304
6, 706, 970
534,089
1,480,748
4,525,641
1,290, 171
3,254,642

14
10

8
15
14
17
2
8
6
15

]49, 001
706,006
148, 576
90,987
59, 616
27, 651
:34, 054
81, 764
6,064

55,667 1, 505

·- - - - - - - - -

1

I~0;!~ 1If::~~aD.i~i-- ·

43

2, :l49, 927

- - - - - - ===,===== !=== = =
1

48
56
32
267
40
83
300
54
173

l, 556
1,402
973
14,351
1,945
4,065
18,119
3,621
9,635

7

191
2,852
3, 2!!8
1,244
118
834
376
542
171

12
42
37
30

517
1,297
534
427
493
379
271
127
12

34
26
17
18
14
25
12

74

so

54

406
58
110
433
53
227

21,027
23
34
26,283
15,761
16
249,986
159
24
24, 4-to
70, 751 49
249, 985
189
43,987 : 27
180,901
94

l
I

rn, 822 j
'i, 901
3,268
65,409
5,389
16,674
49,897
9,919

60,668

6

01
9

]7
-123
15
40

82, 054
102,568
20, 875
373, 621
35 815
49. 123
1,238,708
47, 806
309,357

-~
l

sion:
1
Delaware __.. .... . .
Maryland ... ... . . . .
Dist. of Columbia ..
Virginia ... .. ..... .
,'\Vest Virginia .... .
North Carolina ... .
South Carolina . .. . .

- -

1, 303,

1iri:ril:::: :::::::::

[South Central Divi:-- aion:
. :Kentucky ....... ·.·
T enn essee ........ .
.Alabama ......... .
Mississippi ....... .
Louisian a ......... .
'.£exas . .... .. ..... .
.Arkansas .. ....... .
Oklahoma ........ .
Indian Territory . .
North C~ntral Divi1
aion :
Ohio ............ .. .
Irnli::.na ........... .
Illinoi s ........... .
~ii~~~~~~~:::::::::
Minneaotn. ........ .

Iowa ...... . ...... .
Missouri. ......... .
North Dakota ... .. .
South Dakota ..... .
"ebraska ......... .
Kansas ........... .
Western Division:
Montana ...... .... .

irir~l~~::::::::::
New 1Icxico ...... .

Arizona .......... .
tab ............. .
vada ........... .
I,labo .... ... ...... .
V.':lllliington .. .... .
T

Or•

•011 •••••••.••• .

California .... ..... .

40
21
27
5

19
13
1D

7

23
27
18
18
12
18
11

2
1
122
51
119
73
57
49
73
56
2

8
26
36

10

1
22
3
2
5
6
4

13
13
74

7,075
1,604
8,016
3,336
7,443
2,188
2,553
2, 284
105
261
] , 120
2,386
1,049
43
1,309
72
66
170
120
2.'34
5 5
618
4,162

5

20
17

26
!)

2

1
145

6,1
144
116
73
58
75
67
3
11
33
43

9
2
26
4
3
7
5
5

13
12
81

4,587
34,380
42, 723
13,026
1,667
5,763
3,057
13, 365
2,018

10
26
21
]5

4

1. 758
9,660
36, 727
1,601
883
1,126
665
] , 568
650

10, 557
6,428
4,939
5,017
6,041
5,001
10,312
574
40

20
16
12
13
10
14
10
1

3,676
1,925
2, 325
2,324
4,450
1,988
4,426
1,200

62, 945
23,447
96, 588
59,965
40,!la
37,300
31,569
36,354
1,488
3,892
15,548
18,741

63
29

15, (H7
5,443
17, G78
6,201
6,634
4,480
7,441
10,001
600
1,142
6,020
0, 211

78
51
104
85
50
32
50
38
1

7,536
830
21 ,128
1,056
230
0 0
2,060
1,915
4,769
3,067
65, 08-1

3

952
300
2,033

7

3

7
7

11

66

4:-i
27
29
43
39

2
6

22
27
2

12

~~ I 1,046
7~~
273

41
3,705
0
3,665
9
40

1,480
23,770

,le

5

13
5
3
2
8
5

6

19
27

2
12

3

8
10
9
1
2
1
3

2
6

27,144
62,432
8, 797
10,855
1,896
62,561
11,401

3
4
1

1
3

31
25

2, 088,278
843,191
3,039,273
1,464, 103
905, 640
046, 628
565,452
89.J., 391
1,257
28,710
445,824
253,831

35

38
11
11
11
15

2
8
11

180,807
JO, 980
475,490

4

1
5

2

1, 5-15
141, 247
148, 06'i
3, 41a
12,908
880
250
1,216
1,470
55,711
33 , 184
6,061
800
23,441
8,589
500

549,157
333,996
J, 992. 736
676,077
45, 612
327,937
49,358
24-1, 239
1,453
81,129
28,411
60, 5, 6
1, 2()0
29, 7 5
50

··-·a· ·-·-i4:·u· ··-·a· --··1a:020.
5
17,253
2
1, 5~ 0
G
132,645
8
46,761
48 1, 821, 634

1
2
3

a

I

19

], 0
5. 00
16, 107
3 o
452, 3 9
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3.-Summary of statistics of public, society, ancl school libraries of 1,000 volumes
ar1Cl m:er in 1896.
SOURCES OF SUPPORT-CLASSIFICATION.
Own or rent
buildings.

Supported by tax.
ation or by corpora.
tion.

Free or subscrip·
ticn.

Circulating er
reference.

a5

<)

co

States and Territories.

j

I-<

0

t

1!=

0

<l)

-

~

c

]

P<

a!

.&

.µ

t-1

P,

0

z

~

-~a!
0

I-<

i
.D

P,
~

~

P<

NorthA.tlanticDivision:
Maine........ ........ 30 21
New Uarnpsbire ...... 37 17
Vermont . . • . . . . . . . . . . 20 12
Ma,;sacbusetts ....... 141 72
Rbodolsland ......... 14 16
Connecticut. ......... 52 22
Kew York ............ 01 70
New Jersey .......... 34 22
Pennsylvania ........ 45 35
Sou th Atlantic Di vision:
Delaware......... .... 6
2
Maryland.. .......... 8
8
2
~~stz:ic_tof Columbia.. 5
'\ irgm1a .............. 11
5
,Vest Virginia .......... . 1
North Carolina.. ..... 5
1
South Carolina.. ..... 8 ....
Georgia . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 18
2
Florida.. ........ ..... 4 ....
South Central Division:
K entucky....... ..... 15
3
Tennessee............ 4
5
Alabama ................. 2
Mississippi....... .... 1 1
Louisiana........... . 5
Texas........ ........ .... 2
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
1
Oklaboma ................... .
Indian Territory ............ .
North Central Division:
Ohio ............ ...... 32 23
Indiana .............. 18 11
Ill_ino_is.. ............ . 43 41
.M1ch1~an .... ... .... .. 24 28
Wisconsin ............ 12 18
Minnesota.... ....... . 4 10
I owa ................. 2-! 16
Missouri . . . . . . .. . . . . . 9 11
North Dakota ............... .
S outh Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
N e brai-ka. ... . . . .. . . . . 4
7
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 11
Wes tern Division:
Montana............. 3 2
1

I

iJofirU:d~g-: :::::::::::
:bi'e w:\lcxico.. ........

3
3

Arizona ............. .
l::ta.h ............... .... . .
..1:· e svacla............... 3
Ida ho......... ....... 1
V,ashington.... ... . .. 2
Oregon....... ........ 4
C a lfforma . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

7
1
1
1
... .
... .
3
3
29

I-<
I-<

0

P<

P,

0

-

z

a5
(1)

<l)

-- -

R

H
.p

p

z

58
45
38
243
38
85
334
57
214

-

2
....
1
5
....
1
.••.
....
4

5
14
14
25
17
31
50
20
90

41
39
21
21
23
22
14
1
1

3
7
1
2
1
2 .. .•..

147

78
130

101
72
61
73
84
6
12
31
42

46
43
87
60
44

30
37
16
2
3
15
22

H

~

H

-- -

5

-

~

~0

.µ

0

P'.l

--

z
~

379

29
53
26
29
22
37
15

3

A

(1)

<)

0

1'f1

~

~
d

135

10 ....
57
24 .... 11
32
15
4
4
23
1-!
21
8
35
6
10
2

5

P<

t:0
fr
H

301 1. 348
78
173
77
122
197
801
52
150

275
62
47
94
41

6
2
51
10
48
20
34
3
9
2
34
3
2,!
3
21 ..... .
0

2
3

0

(1)

.s

14 519 1,558 635 Ti2 1, Of.! 342 705 2,600

600 1,112 13
44
216 . . • .
25
183 ....
405
696
73
139
1
28
03
14
221
19
37
179
17
22

A

~

928 276 364
53 71 64
64 50 00
424 209 230
89 29 54

\
42
68
35
281
44
80
411
38
250

t:i,

~

.D

Q)

H

H

R

A

I-<

:3

-~

c8

(1)

H
.p

cO

cO

r::l

~
G)

I-<

0

0

-- ---- -

464 287 1,249
05 21
230
26 14
215
180 178
837
30 48
176

(1)

I-<

:3

<)

United States .... 765 548 2, 713 1,147 2,346
Nortb .A.tlanticDivision
Soutb A.tlantic Division
South Central Division.
N orth Central Division.
Wes tern DiYision . . . . . .

A

co

I-<

H

<l)

c

r::l

0

.... 1
.... 20
.. •. 5
. . .. 7
. . .. 1
.... 10
. .•. 2

128 .... 28
55
0
5
122
6
87
42
16
1
44
8
68
77
11
1
3
3
8
25
2
37
4

7 .....••.
8
6
3
2 ........•. 2
24
10
17 .... 7
2
2
4
3
2
1
10
2
0
3
1
5
4 ......
4
1
15
6
8
6
9
1
14
1
95
41
73
20

41
87
20

301
50
72
241
30
77

4
!)

13
7
2

8

-

6
9
59
4
13
106
17
54

24
17
16
53
11
46
87
16
94

1
15
17
9

11
3
10

4

0

1

4
0
5
3

11

0

!)

4

3

1G

2

4

17

0
11

11
1!l

4

6

7

4;J2 1216
13-! 17
81 11
3321 !)2
82
O

7
6
12

8

0

5

4

7

11

5

- 20
12

16 12
22
8
11
5
72 05
7
6
14 11
38 117
7 14
20 63

00
86
46
345
58
122
379
60
193

3
4
3
32
6 22
22 .... 21
24
1
7
3 .... 3
1G
1
6
13
4
7
17
1
6
4 . .• . 3

28
27
34
5
20
17
29

13

81
0
23
138
31
105

13 .•.. 17
25
1 15
11
3
9
8
4
6
6
3 10
10 .. .. 10

4
6
5
2 •. . . 0
2 ..................... .
1

52
44
88
71
45
24
39
17
3
5
18
18

1 ..... ........ .

40
lfi
30
13
19
15
21
30
1
6
8
11

48
1!l
39
35
8
10
20
18
1
8
18

54

45
lv5
40

62 lG
29
2
57 12
34 2:1
30
7
26
6
27
8
30 10
2 ....
2
2
3
8
16
3

5

8

2
11
7
8
2
13

4
5
2

2

1

45

r22
72
158
104
72
45
78
55
3
10
34
48

3 .••..••••.
10
2 ...... . .
2 ..•..•..
0 10
11
7
8
l
1
3
2
1
2
2
1
5
3
1
3
2
1
2
1 •.•. .. . . . . 2
4
1
8 . . .. 2
3
8
7
2
1
2
2
5
44
8 31
52
2 29

6

5
12
3
7
38
13
4G

27
3
26
20
15
1
14
7
3
11
18
11
8 .•••

1
26
28
12
15
17
18
25
1
.. . .

5

I
10
7

16
14
8

7
!)

14
2
2
2

0 .•..
3
1
22
3
4
2

5
6
3
13
13
76

28
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4.-Sitrnrna,;·y of statistics of public, society, a11cl school libra1·ies of 1,000 volwrnes
and ove1· in 1896.
GENERA.L CLASSIFICATION OF LIBRA HIE .! .
~

lQ
-~

1.,,

«!

~

J"o

2:;

rn

i:,:,

.~

.E ti

i,

States and Territories.

~

·a

~

o

o

~

~

:

a;,
o
- - - - - - - - - - -+-::-(!)- w

O

O

~

North Atlantic Division....
SouthAtlanticDivision ....
South Central Division.....
NorthCentralDivision .....
Western Division..........
North Atlantic Division:
Maine . .................. .
New Hampshire ......... .
Vermont ................ .
Massachusetts .......... .
Rhode Island ............ .
Connecticut ............. .
NewYork ............... .
New .Jersey ............. .
~ ennsy lvania ........... .
Sou.th Atlantic Di ,ioion:
Delaware ............... .
Maryland ............... .
Dist~ic_t of Columbia .... .
_V1rg1ma ................. .
We~tVirginia .......... . .
North Carolina .......... .
South Carolina .......... .

Kentucky................

«!

s

5
12
7

2
17

6

12

2

2

7
5

13

9

7

8
5

5

2

5

12

l?--1 gJ
bl)..tj -~

~

0

18
9
8
17
2

=

1
8
17
4
15
10
15

·--·
2
5

5
17

o

-.;A

~ '::'.___ ~

..tj 1~

4

3

3

~
-~

,:i

-~ -~
0

___

17 57 78 ~-

26

2
1
4

~

~

.z
~ t& ~ ~ ~ -a
'8 ~
~o
c.i

I§

57 150
2 10 46 56 2
3
13 11519 2 , 7
6 3
3
5 3 2 ... 6 4
3 3
1
34 29 11 2 5 26 lti 2
6
18 4 ...... 3 4
3 4
4
====j=== == === ·= = == =--- - == ===

5
6 2
2 . ..........
3
1
17
12 14
2
1
4
1 5
30
20 9
'7
2
3 5
45 13 14 14
20

1~~
~ r:::.i

~I§ ~ ; ]

W

54 127 97 44 23 26 ~87 : 84 14

===== ==== 52 10
90 16
46 13
315 62
50
7
103 23
193 203
38 26
99 74

E-1

o~

1

,-g ·gf§

§

-~ ~ ~

H

L

1

~

w.<=lalo~rno

986 434 115
56 70 95
31 59 122
41'1 309 247
74 68 47

iiiJS:.::::::::::::::::::
South Central Division:

..;

] 1o 1o ~ ] ;e ~ 2

United States .......... 1,560 940 626

0

5 .~ A
cS '--' .s

~

~ ~- ~~

43-5 421
37
5 5
...
5
4
===

5 8 60
2 .. . 6
2 .. 1 1... 5
22 116 4 11 30
7 2 2 l
7
- - - 1-

=

1 ...... 5 2 3 1
1 4
1 ... 1 2 ........ ... 3 ... 1 .. .. .
1 1 ....... .... 2 ·Ii· ii· · · ·
6 1
1 12
10
2 8
2 1
3
2 ....... 1
1
5
3 .. ........ 1 5
1
9 1 2 13 27 1 .... 12 15 5 2
2
4 1 2
...... 1 2
2 4 14 8
4 . . . 2 8 15

...
.. .

· · · ·io
.. . 4
1 I 2
3 25
1 '· ..
2 1 12

1
2

.... ...
l

1
2

1

1

1
1

2

l

1

3

1

1

1

2

1 .. . , - - - · · · · · ·

i,~~~;:i:i::::::::::::::: i :i !: ..:. )~ :i: ::: ) -~- :~: / :~: :::: ::: :~: ::: ::::::, !
r,~~~~~~-~:::::::::::::::: ! : g .... ~ ::· _~. :· f t .. ~ .. ~. ::::::: :::::: ·i · :: : :::
1
t{taabno~~:::::::::::::::: .... ~. --~- ~ :::: .. ~. ::: .:: .:: -~- .:: . ~. ::: ·::: ::: ::: ::: ,::: :: .! :::

N~:~~~i~~!-;~~~i~~~~~~~:~::: ~
Indiana..................
Illinois
~ii~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::
Mmnesota ·············· ·

~::o·~;.{:::::::::::::::::
Nortlt Dakota............

47

i

4: ·-~- ··~-1~- 5.-:-i:·· -~- ··;· ::: ··~- ·~- ·~\r: ::f

32
91

28
36

25
42

2442
16
2

~!J7.
36
1

296
31
3

~g ir ~t

4
7
1

6
3

1
7

~ 1~

53
3

j 22

1
1
2

.

·

1 ·.· . 11

3

1

~

I 22

1

Anz<ma .. ........... ... .

1 1
1

1

t ·i· ::::

i .....2. :·:

2 .. . 3

·1··

·1··1 21

1

2

.... . . .. . -

· · ·

1

:;.:. :•••J,..,,....j

1 1 .............. . ..... .. j......
1

~ ~

l i: : : : : : •:. ii:.: :: ...

fi~;~ft'~ ::: :! ii i! /i J 1 : ; i I
"i~~rJ???: : : J l i21....:: •T:;::::: i1i
Nnw .M xico............ ..

1

3

1

1

··1···6 33 j·- ··· · ..· · ··1 8
~ ~ -i- t ::: 1~

.. 13 I 2 .. . - -- · ·
2 4
2 . .. 1 1

: :'.
1 ·· .· ·. ::

· ··

~'W~tt:~~i~~:-.:.:::::::::::
.~J::'.n~~L>:: : : "~l ! i : :~ J~ \·a· :_•
\ : ( t ii •• • • : :
::: l· 2· .. ~ I ~ ·a·;·1p·
~
-1~

1~

::. -~

1

i.

·i· ·i·
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TABLE

5.-Siinimary of statistics of p-ublic, societ.LJ, and school libra.1·ies of 1,000 volumes
and over in 1896.
CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SIZE.
Number of volumes to a library.

States and Territories.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

500,000 300,0001100,000 50,000 / 25,000 10,000
and
~
~
00
~
~
._o_v_e_r _. ~9:_:'.99_. 299,999. - ~9~99. _49,999. ~,999.

I

5,000 j 1,000
~
~
9,999. _4, 99~--

1

United States.......... ......

2

41

28

69

155

411

630

2,727

North Atlantic Di vision . . . . . . . . . . .
16
South Atlantic Division...........
1 ........
4
South Central Division ..... .............................. .
North Central Division............ . . . . . . . .
1
6
Western Di vision... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2

35
12
3
14
5

87
18
6
34

192
40
26
125
28

325
55

1,341
192
184
841

North Atlnntic Division:
Maine . ..... ........... ...................... ......... .
New Hampshire.... .... ......... ................... ...
2
Vermont ...................................................... .
Massachusetts. ... ..... . . . . . . .
1
1
3
10
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Connecticut..... .... ........ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
3
NewYork................. .... ........
2
6
9
New Jersey............ ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
1
3
Pennsylvania.................. .... .. . . . . .. . . . .
5
4
South Atlantic Division :
Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:Maryland ...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
3
District of Columbia. ..........
1 ...... ..
2
6

10

4.

4

20

~I

9
5
62

i~ I
103 '

27

2
5
27
4
14

2
4
7

iilil:~ittL::::::;:::::: ::):: ):::: :::::;:: :

36
174
40

6

l
12

10

11
42

13
81
10

41

63

9
7

10
10
1

2

i:

! !

Soufi6~}~!£~iii~i~ii~:::::::::::::: ::::::: : :::::::. :::::: :: ... ... ~. ::::::: : /...... ~.
Kentucky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 . . . . . . ..
Tenn<'ssee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2

5
9

Ohio...... ............................. . .......

2

3

2
1

. 1

2

30

11
5
:-i

27
15
10

Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
2
Wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
2 '
Minnesota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
4
6
Iowa........................... ..... ...................
1
3
12
Missouri. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
1
4
7
Korth Dakota.. ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l
South Dakota ..... . ................................ .. ... ..... ......... ........ .
.Nebraska ........................... .. .......... · - ····
1
2
1
Kansas. . . .................................... .. ...............
2
5
-We tern Division:
Montana . ...... . .... . ..... .. .. .. ..... .. ............... .. ............ . . .

~l:rU:l~~::::::::::::: ·.::::::: ·. :::::::: :::::::: .::::::: ······i · · -· ·· ·2·

1

3

29
6

29
21
26
10

10

il34 I
17
]6

11
16

16
1

41
19
27
16
30
14
2
2

134
72

144
115
72
53
81
75
4

12

2
5

33

10

46

9

19

ifiZ~:~: :~: : : : : : : : : :::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::) i ::::::~:
8iit~tfl°": ::::::::::: \ ::: ::::::: :::::; :: ; :::::

22

33

New Mexico ........................................................... j •••••••••••• •• •••

Idaho ..... . ·-····· .... ... ...... ....................................... . .. .. ... . '

10
39

7

1

Indiana..... ... .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

64
95
49
287
53
121
405
64
203

:

it\:~fs~\~p{::::::::::::::::::::
:::::: :: :::::: :: :::::: :: ······i : ::::::.3 . 4i
i
Louisiana ................ :..... . . . . . . . . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
I~{!~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ······i · r f
r:Ctf::T:;;;i~;i:: ::::::: ::::::::: ::::: :::::: :: :::: :: :: :::: :: :: :::::::J:::::: : :::: :: ::
North Ventral Division:
Tilmois... ....... . ... .. . • . ... . . . . .. . . . . .

169

1

i! I ,!

9
3
6

3
8
4

4
15
11
87
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G. -Summary of statistics of p"itblic, society, and

TABLE

INCOME FROM VA.llIOUS
.A:l,)propriation s , State, - ~~~~1~~~;.·
county, or city.

From taxation.

From book
rents.

e·

t.

States and Territories.

From mem·
bership fees
and dues .

t

I
ti.
t ~Oi
t ~,
"A
A.mount. _,., :0 : .A mount . ..a '.;s Amount. J5 :;:i .A.mount.

5~)
§&
§~
z
I
z
,2i
___I
- -- - - - - - - I

-

United States .. - . 600 $1,679,210 773 $1,513,352 594.\$1, 033, 052 833

$386,441 303

$38, G84

721,423 4~5 · 203,114 174

~

1

2

North Atlantic Div i.

3

South Atlantic Divi4
7,470 28
sion.
South CentralDivisi-011.
3
2,100 22
NorthCentralDivision. 213 1,163,766 171
·westernDivision ..... . 42
201,424 31
North Atlantic Divi- -

~a.

4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

siM~ine .. . . .. . . .. . . .

;;~!~~.~~~~~~:: ·.

~

Massachusetts.....
Ithode Island......
ConIJecticut........
New York .........
NewJersey ... . .. . .
Pennsylvania
South .A.tiantic Di.~i·. ·
sion:
Delaware...... . . . .

19

20
21
22
23
24
25
2 ~,
2
28

",

30

~j~~~~atg~il~~i:,1;::

]

Virginia .... _......

1
l

300
160
6, 980

iri:i~::::::::::::: .... ·----·····

South Central Dh'ision:
,I~entucky .. • - . . . . .
1
200
1:ennessee ...................... __

133,674

7
DO
15

1,608
11,000
3,322

I

7

60, 3~~
5,555
O
2,156
1, 500 .. .. . . . . . . . . . .

g~~·--i·······600
s

3

o
4

3

g~[~:;T!r~·ito1::v::: ~ ....... ~~~i::::
:::::::::: ::::
I
I

2,080
1, 427
600
1, 305
1,400
35
8, 000

33
21
42
35

Illinois
....... --...
Michigan ... - . . . . . .

·w_isconsin . ..... ...
Mrnnesot:i. ...... - . .
Iowa.- ............
Mis8'onri. · · - . - -- . . .

131,861 15
72, 508
9
50J., 425 27
01, 521 38
58,857 29
84, 638 11
45905 12
33' 8051
7
3

19
l?

2-.l
8

ri1:t~~~t~~::::: :: ... i ...... '.9001
1

Nebraska .. --- -··--

Kansas ... -.. .. . . . .

We!~tern Division:
~~o~tm_ia.... .......

~

D
7

19,988
9 358

12

5

,!.ii\·,

25,2;J;J

2

i,l.'.,~!"; : :::::: :

' __I

-

~

5
3

~

13
4
5

13

6

9
4

-

3, 958
4, 84!)
1,796
20,160
5, 679
6, 202
80,720
5,173
74,487

1

~,
l

2
2

8,~~~

~

l, 593
8, 49!.

2

2 ~~

1:l 004
110

28

1 ~~
•. 61

;J.>

3

789
. -- -- • · - ..

1
230
902 ....... · · · · · · ·
!190 ........... - -;,
1"
1

916

··--i::::::::::

·---- .... ··--,

2
3
7

1
3

4
8
4

302
1
, · · .. · -.... .... ..

'~~gl···i ·······200 ···21···- .. ·ioj

7,259
23 825

12

I
_
i~~'

(j .... • • • .. • .. - • I

11

21, 688
10, 238
117, 309
9, 49-i
8,013
6, 102
1 ,267
41, 792

168
42J
1, 589
3,729.
2,408 :
2,470

mi

22,422
9, 263
11. 470
5; 890
2,183
2, 537
4,!!51
22, 206

28
lo
20
12

D37 1

~~~
s, _ 1

50
6
27
30
13
19

2
1:402

4

····

147,005
4, 390
32,891
31, 555
3-!, 5~3
15, 920
25,3!J7
11,554
2

= = j

9
1~

l , 039

5
320

1

North Central Divi.
sion:
Ohio.. .............
Indiana.... ........

3
30
40
41
42

15,096
87,107
47,420

434

2

1,000
3
6,750
2
65
2
1
1,3 50
550
1
4, 960 . . . .
2,600 ,
1

2

11, G60 46
217,003 261
17,829 48

28
28
23
92
15
43
Si
26
86

3,000
525

1 500

DGl

19, 098
8, 000
8,550
197, 009
11,465
74, 218
2G9, 809
9,348
123, 926

1
2

. ... . .. . . . .

11

24, 586 25
26, 585 33
9,535 21
507, 540 163
19, 301 14
35, 561 46
180, 914 69
7,564 13
1~,8, 297 (H

i

1

33,614

II _ _ . _ _

19, 057

I

53

67, 137

__

4
2

Alabama ........ _.

~'exas ... -..... _... . . . . . . . .. .. . ..
..o.rkansas ... _.....
. ..........

I

g ~u~~ ~

Lomsiana . . . . . . . . .

'

21 ,

17,775 10
337,421 1031
34,599 12

3

3
3
1

:Mississippi........ . . . .

~u.~

!i45
!~
"

1

!

989,883 448

3, 132 29
15, 154 26
3,749 13
103, 537 151
3,525 42
23, 077 33
51, 707 199
99,969 10
600 18

SouthCarolina--····· · -···--····

,.,

~~
"G

3M, 450 521

9
38
8
128
8
15
122
8
2

?o~\tcii~;~li~~~ ::::

~g<,l

:~

338

43
20
54.
40

rn

10
22
20

70. 14
830 17

3,824.

~iif

8
10
16
8
7

551
64!J

4, r,.u
440

!t

9

4

!J

2, G.,

--·"i,"o50
~1

3oG
I
'
1,750 .................. , ... ... .... --··r···· .. ·--

'

2 338

1

i2:soo,···3 ....... :i5o,.. ·s ·····2;oio ·--21"·--···i~il

i i:If.?n<lHJLi I rnH; :::Lso1v
....

1

~56

_v__

( /Ti•:.:on • . . • . . . • . • • . • • • . • . • . • . . . • .
C:iliforuia......... 30! Hi, 83t

1

1
12

51l(l

2
4; 83:J

2

o

1

5 5551

11; 814

6
28!

:111: ;,

4 966
38: 2!lll

1
7

:::::; ;,

fa

'.!, 50~j
1
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
school licraries of 1,000 volttrnes ancl oi:er in 1896.
SOURCES, ENDOWMENTS. ETC.

I- - - - - -1--- -- Fro~ do::::iat1ona.

From sources
not stated.

t ct
I ;..., ....
0

I ~~ .Amount.

Total income.

e.

A

.Amount.

t

.tl.illOUil.

I 164

21
17
71

9
37
102
23
58
2

7
1
8

7
5
4

51

i1

569

]2, 488

51

28, 722

133 _ 284, 066

5,855
75,729
16. 212

39
3051
53

33,046
151,892
26,667

10()
87, 140
73012, 044, 9()8
134
347,473

11
100
18

72
67,785
88
63,402
49
30,966
3()2
970,577
54
54,677
116
244, 369
358 1, 099, 443
53
157, 700
182
45D, 070

29
32

5, 35()

489,220 1,334 3,147,089

28 --1-0, 718

5, 608
31
4, 705 / 19
48, 607
161
3. 091
18
29. 492
48
292, 199
147
4, 645
32
25 3()3
85
425
4,975
2. 315
1,045
1,452
1,645
275
356
1,260
2,184
155
152
249
1.197
623

6

11

2
8
3

6
10
4

12
7

2
3
4
6

4

3, 011
2, 322
84, 956
11, 188
74, 140
220,365
28, 593
53, 927
9,064
7,639
4.143
2. 027
. 80
270
945
3,830
715
19,694
3. 227
. 385
] , 145
1, 141
4,283
3, 146
25

36
10
26
12
15
H
22
14.

12, 731
4, 335
14,.094
1, ()63
9, 201
19, 705
10, 158
1, 7551

51
17
53
55
27
18
39
20

2
12

3GO
1, 437

8
14

I---i . -----.200 . -.. -s
1
1

$i29, 54? 2,437 $5, 911, ()36 _ 605 $17, 5i~, ()i 3

,no, 066

35

5

Amount.

.AmoU1Jt.

4.54 11,243,839
22 . 2, 301, 170

5()7$33, 291,259 2, 2331$1, 574,410
349 11,408,874 1,218

878,028

42

7, 697, 050

130

278, 675
3,563, 99.6
182,993

15
138
23

596, 750
6,978,017
610,568

l CG
6G2
117 ·

38,144
463, 721
90, 720

94, 797
4
5
6

406, £03
128,470
54,725
3,389,528
175,289
1,404,927
3,101,445
251, 163
2,331, 389

20
30
17
115
9
36
74
17
31

409,400
569. 341
315,350
5, 800, 935
231, 700
1, OG3, 150
4, 250, 536
739,200
4, 02D, 2G2

54
81
43
342
43
93

21,524
23, 205
11,999
289,474
30,002
66,079
294, 363
35,341
106, 041

7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15

8
25
24
24
2
16

8

33, 241
3
8, 150
6
129, 200
10.1, 310
5 2,107,000
5
986,000
93 785 .. . _. . . . . . . .. . . .
4 G, 281,000
13,204
6
43, 970
5
82, 200
8,581 ..•.................. ·-···· -· . ..
4, 521 . . • . . . .. . .. _. . . .
5
21, 500
5, 142
2
86, 000
6
16, 650
17, 739
3
28, 250
7
149. 000
3, 543
3
27,800
4
81, 5CO

3,!l41
28,088
39,249
· 8,834
1,280
4,208
1, 147
G, 361
1, 689

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

20
23
9
14
10
16
12
1
1

2-t 903
5
52. 000
8
304, 000
22, 746
2
21, 750
4
121, 250
4,599 _.... ---- _... _. . - - _.. ------. _.. _
4, 542
1
1i50
1
15, 000
10, 8!2
1
200, 000
1
150, 000
11,430
1
175 --- .. ···•·······
7, 618
1
4, 200
1
6, 500
400 . .......... -· ....... _ .......... .
60 . .•. ... . •. ... - - .. ••...•.... . ....

' 8, 361
7, 322
3, 819
2, 340
3. 056
7. 948
2, 38()
2,874
35

25
26
27
28
29
00
31
32
33

117
63
131
109
73
42
74
40

374, 099
30
291 , 099
24 1,040,487
118, 437
11
2H, 091
10
440, 700
787, 262
17 2,388, 197
36 2,081,575
142, 869
11
195, 300
21
658, 200
124, 453
8
148, 901
9
162, 700
1 35, 879
6
216. 323
3
500, 000
104,421
()
17,585
15
217,500
16!l 045
4
41,900
9
651, 055
2,300 .. --- ................ -·- . -· .. --3, 836
1
2, 500 .•.....••. - . - - - .
41, 951
1
1, 100
4
116, 300
40, 416
5
25, 000
7
209, 500

76, 3)1
35, 2221
85, 758'
59, i 11
34,066
52, 704
35,086
47, 128
1, 500
3 525
15: 042
17,668

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
41
45

4,211
900

46
47

1

1(31

I

.Amount.

z

36

3
3
3
6
5

:.. el)

Q),s
S~

PA

625 , $520,350 1, 017

I 32

Expended for
books during
the year.

1- - ~ - - - 1 - -

:~ .=I

P ermanent cnValu e of lidomncnt
brary buildings.
fond.

38, 0()7
16, 742
16,519
32, 091
7, 038
6, 531
16, 329
5, 303
581
10, 419
2, 272

1, 154
50
5
!JOO •••.••.•.•.•..•.
2,797
8
7,028
1
750
2
548
1
50
2
295
3
1, 38'3
3
3,035
4
2,138
]0, 286
24

11
29
13

22
5

12
14
19

3
6

25
38
8
3

lG

3
3

5
5

4
10
11
G6

19

171
9

49
71
16
58

28, 209 _. . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
3
78, OG8
1, 100 .. ... ...•...... .. ..... --- .. - . - . 47, 033
4
11, 200
3
57,000

:::::::::::

3, ~~i
2 . ____ ~~·-~~~
4, 158 -- .......... -- .. -· ... ··· - - .. . - - .
3, 056
1
3, 480
2
12, 000

1~:m·-··21······1:soo

15,334
223, 852

3
8

96,100
70, 413

~

1
9

2~:~~i

150,000
266, 500

349

42
171

10
]3

8

28
16
12
10
11

16
10
2

1
90
56
119

09
()3
50
Gl
51
2
9

26
36
7

1
19
2
3
5
2
4

7
10
57

13

~~6

:i

538
1, 142
1,473
2,282
2,868
6, 312
59,010

50
51
5
53
54
55
56

20,
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EDUCATION REPOLtT, 1895-96.

TABLE

7.-Summary of statistics of public, society, and school libraries of 1,000 volumes
and over in 1891.
DISTRIBUTION OF LIBRARIES .A.ND OF VOLUMES .

States and Territories.

I
Number
Books
.
. I.
•Population, of people per 100
Libraries. Volumes. census 1890,
per
of popul1
library.
lation.

United States . ..........................
North .A.tl:1ntic Division ......................
South Atlantic Division ......................
South Central Division ..... . .... . ... ..... .....
N ortb Central Division .....................•.
Western Division ..........•• , , .. , , , ..........
North Atlantic Di vision :
Maine ..........................•....•••...
New Hampshire ....... .. ........ .. . . .... .
Vermont ........... . ..................... .
Massachusetts ...... .. .. . ......... : ...... .
Rhode Island ............................ .
Connecticut ...................... . ....... .
New York ............................... .

25,977,643

62,622,250

17,877

41

1,769
304
229
1,020
181

13,754,092
3,400,818
1,122,366
6,259,810
1. 440, 557

17,401 545
8, 857, 920
10,972,893
22,362,279
3,027,613

9,837
29, 138
47, 917
21,924
16,727

7!)
38
10
28
48

86
87
51
462
67
126
471
90
3?.9

435. 378
415, 980
273. 511
4,452,771
467, 233
885,429
3,961,848
641,686
2,220,306

661,086
376. 530
332,422
2,238,943
345,506
746, 258
5, 997; 853
1,444,933
5, 258, 014

1; 687

4,328
6. 518
4,846
5,157
5,923
12, 734
16,055
15,982

66
73
82
199
135
119
66
44
42

14
65
50
45
6
38
31
41
14

68, 533
842, 174
1,493,055
340, 539
B4, 980
166, 241
184,482
223,833
46,981

168,493
1, 042,390
230, 392
1 655,980
762, 794
1,617,947
1, 151, 149
1,837, 353
391,422

12,035
16,037
4,607
36, 800
127, 132
42,578
37, 134
44,813
27, 959

41
143
6!8
21
5
10
16
12
12

1, 767, 518
~i , ~M: m 1,858,635
1,513, 017

31,502
36,072
65, 783
44,469
39,950
82,797
102,562

17
13
6
10
16
4
•8

21,227
22,371
18, 849
15 510
:tl, 086
· 24-, 563
21,482
28,808
91,360
36. 534
36,514
25,484

3!
24
43
35
27
23
23
20
4
6
16
14

3,503

; i::n:;r::ri~·~:::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::::

South Atlantic Division:
Delaware .. ... .. . ........................ .
Mary.land ................................ .
District of Columbia ..................... .

_·:I~ttt:,li~~:::::: ::::: ::::: : ::: : : :
South Carolina ........................... .

ii~!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
f!~~~~:Je·:::::: :::: :: :::::: ::::::::::::::

South Central Division:

.~}!~~1~i~~:: :::::: :: :_::::: ~::::: ::::::::: ii f~U!i
Texas. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

N

=======:=::==.

- - - ============= - -

27

86. 603

3

8, 766
1, 258, 436
524, 826
1,641, 129
726, 266
447, 903
299, 763
431,695
527, 510
7, 8ti0
20. 586
168, 251
205, 565

1,289,600
1,118,587
2, 235, 523
1, 128, 179
61 ,834

t{r::o~~ :::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::::::::: :::1....... ~~ ...... ~~·.~~~- --· ········· ······-·· .
..... ............

ort~t:~t;~{m~rli~;; i ............... ·······.

Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Illinois....................................
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·wisconsin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Minnesot.a ................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iowa.................................... ..
Missouri...... ........ .............. . . . . . .
North Dakota.............................
South Dakota......... . .................. .
Nebraska . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kansas.................... . ...............
Western Division:
Montana . .................... . ........... .

.iJ'
Ji~:i~~ :::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
New Mexico ............................. .
Arizona ........ .. ........ . ............... .
Utah ................................... .
Nevaua ...................... . .......... . .
Idaho .................. .. .... . ........... .

173
98
203
135
80
53
89
93
2

9
29
56
5
3

23
5

3
6
6

i~:ir~~t:::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::: JII
104

3,672,316
2,192,404
3, 826, 351
2,093,889
1. 686,880
1,301, 826
1, 911. 896
2, 679, 184 .
182, 719
328,808
1,058, 910
1,427, 096

132, 159
60,705
412, 198
15:3, 593
11,154
59, (i20
15,000
207,005
24 726 I
45,761
38,215
81, :i85
6,000
340, :ino
41,006
3}:1,767
65,544
1,076,406
1, 208. 130
21,139
19,300
122, 067

I

26, 41!2
20,235
17. 922
30, 719
19,873
34,651
7,627
42, 193
38,821
20, 91
11, 617 I

16
32
30
7
21>
12
84
7
12
21
9
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
TABLE

8.-Snmmary- of statistics of public, society, and school libraries of 1,000 voliimes
and over in 1896.
DISTRIBUTION OF LIBRA.RIES .A.ND OF VOLUMES.

States and Territories.

Libraries. Volume;,,
I

Estim~teci Number
population of people
in 1895 ·
Ii6r~ry.

0

Books
per lOO
iaii~~~t·

United States .......................... .

4, 026

33, 051, 872

69, 954, 000

17, 376

North .A. tlantic Division ..................... .
South .Atlantic Division ..................... .
South Central Division . ...................... .
North Central Division .......... ~ ............ .
Wes tern Di vision .............. . .... .. ....... .

2,000
:J22
255
], 195
254

17, 6i7,723
4, 015, 087
1,360,451
8,016, 7fl0
2, 011, 831

19,318,000
9, 436, 000
12, 091,000
25, 234, 000
3, 875, 000

9, 659
29,305
47,416
21,116
15, 256

!H
43
11
32
52

93
122
67
494
74
154
572
94
330

542. 666
595, 800
359, 213
5,450,397
580,305
1,102, 082
5, 25], 347
801. 152
2, 96-1, 761

666,000
391, 000
333,000
2, 675,000
382,000
821, 000
6,557,000
1. 632,000
5,861, 000

7, 16l
3,205
4,970
5, 415
5,162
5,331
11;463
17,362
17,761

81
152
109
204
152
134
80
49
51

IIft¥;~:tbia?:E/:HE

14
67
55
50
10
40
32
41
13

83,763
985,330
1,793, 910
341. 225
46,137
218, 757
232, 418
270,041
43 ,506

180, 000
1,095, 000
284, 000
1,722, 000
835, 000
1, 690,000
1, 195, 000
1,960, 000
475,000

12, 857
16,343
5, 164
34, 4.00
83, 500
42-, 250
37, 3~ ,
47, b:'
36, 53S

47
90
632
20

r11~~!ti::: ~:: : : ::::::::~: ::::::::::::

47
62
28
31
27
39
17

3I8, 661
318,571
117. 337
166,870
212,828
131, 222
87, 600
5, 157
2,205

1,955, 000
1,890,000
1,625, 000
1,350,000
1, 190,000
2,445, 000
1,290, 000
145,
201,000

41,596
30,484
58,036
43,548
44, 074
62, 692
75,882
72,500
100, 500

16
17
7
12
18
5
7
4

1,587,891
654,651
1,822,580
975,031
626,442
467, 397
607. 765
686,955
23, 682
34,863
226, 743
302,780

3, 882, 000
2, 290,000
4,200, 000
2,350,000
1,939,000
1,660, 000
2, 025,000
2. 970. 000
316,000
522,000
1,490, 000
1, 5!l0. 000

19,218
21 ,402
19,626
15,360
19,010
22,133
17,920
28,558
52,667
37,286
35,476
25,238

41
29
43
42
32
28
30
23

69, 222
23,785
300,990
13,275
17,472
40,582
49,989
13,023
76,646
90, 190
1,307, 659

217,000
91,000
546,000
173,000
67,000
255,000
45,000
126,000
575, 000
388,000
1,392,000

16,692
22,750
16,059
28,833
16,750
23,182
7,500
25,200
28,750
24,250
10,311

32
26
55
8
26
19
111

North .Atlantic Division:
Maine .....................•........ .......
New Hampshire .............. ............ .
Vermont ................•.................
Massachusetts ........................... .
Rhode Island ............................. .
Connecticut .............................. .
New York ................................ .
New .Jersey .............................. .
Pennsylvania ............................ .
South .Atlantic Division:
Delaware ................................. .

South Carolina ........................... .
Georgia .................................. .
Florida .................. ................. .
South Central Division:
Kentucky ................................ .
Tennessee ................................ .

:J..'exas .......................... ...... .. .. .
Arkansas . . .. . ... .......... .... .......... .
Oklahoma ................................ .
Indian Territory ......................... .
North Central Di.ision:
Ohio ..... ...... . .......................... .
Indiana .. . .. ....•.........................
Illinois ................................... .
Michigan . ................................ .
"\Visconsin . .. ..... ....... ..... ........... .
Minnesota . ............... . ... .. .. .. ...... .

if
;;:o~;i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
North Dakota ............................ .
South Dakota ............................ .
Nebraska ........ ......... ............... .
Kansas .......................... ... ...... .
Western Division:
Montana . ......... . .. . ................... .

Yo:ri::~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
New Mexico ............................. .
Arizona .................................. .
Utah ..................................... .
Nevada . ................... . ......... .. ... .
Idaho .................................... .
°"Tashing1.on . ............................. .
Oregon . ................ .. . .... ... . .... . .. .
California ..•.•............................

2
2
202
107

214
153
102
75
113
104

6
14
42
63

13

4
3,l

6
4
11
6

5
20
16
135

coo

I
I

6

u

19

H
9

1

7
7

15
13

10

13
23
94

C;.:)

Ol

0

trj

tj

c::!

a

f;l>-

8

1---4

0

z
~
t_zj

1-d
0

~

-8
~

00
CZ>
C)l

100

ANO OVER.

II

50]099.

~

25 T049.

~

TO TO 24.
L ESS

Ch11.rt s11owing robtive number ,o1umes to each 100 -population in 1896,

THAN

lo•

-

~T.l
~Ul}

I
CZ>
~
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBH.ARIES.
of statistics of libraries in 1875 of 300 vo lumes and over.

TABLE fJ . -Sll1nniary

NUMBER 0]' LIER.A.RIES .A.ND NUMBER OF VOLUMES.

ILibmries b.aving 1,000
volumes ancl o,er.

States and Territories.

Libmries.

Liuraries having less
than 1,000 ,olumcs .

Volumes. Libraries.

Volumes.

Total
libraries.

Total
,olu1ncs.
·----

1:7nite<l States ............

2,039

11, 487;778

1,609

841, 748

3,648

_-orth Atlantic Di,ision . ......
South Atlantic Division .......
Sou th Central Di vision .. ......
_ ·orth Central Di,ision ........
V. es torn Division .. . ..........

1,127
223
138
482
69

6, 714, 765
1,776, 099
580, 179
2,045, 797
370,938

818
128
142
455
66

431,357
05, 708
70,654
240,527
33,502

1,945
3iil
280
937
135

7, 146, 122
1, SH, 807
650,833
2, 286, 32.1
40J, 4-40

47
54
33
307
34
67
310
53
222

211,644
190,146
119,483
2,128,734
210,063
394,750
1,980, 4-45
262,993
1,216,507

38
32
32
146
22
58
307
38
145

21,136
15,607
14,815
78,405
Ia,073
29,496
1()7, 229
17,938
73, 658

85
86
65
453
56
125
617
91
367

232, 780
205, 753
13J. 298
2,207,139
223, 136
424. 246
2, H7, 674
280, 93 i
1, 2!)0, 165

7
47
46
44
!)
25
16
26
3

41,300
366, 634
756,288
236, !)55
32,000
113,507
107, 679
109,236
12,500

11
30
11
19
14
12
10
18
3

5,740
15, 707
4,645
10,301
6, 575
6,200
5,782
9,108
1,650

18
77
57
63
23
37
26
44
6

47, 04.0
382,341
760 ,033
247, 256
38, 575
l 19, 707
113,461
ll8. :144
14; ]50

34
37
1!)
10
20
15
2

184,505
125, 2]2
55,090
31, 929
126. 812
48,607
7,024

38
34
12
13
11
27
4

North Atlantic Di.ision :
~aine .................•...
Kew Hampshire ...........
-Vermont .. .. ..............
:Massachusetts ..•......... .
IU1ode Island ..............
Connecticut ..........•....
:Kew iork .................
New Jersey ...............
Pennsylvama ..............
South Atlantic Division :
Delawaro ..................
Maryland ..................
District of Columbia ......
Virginia ...................
,,est Virginia .............
North Carolina ............
South Carolina ............
Georgia ....................
Florida .................•..
South Central Division:
Kentucky . .............••.
Tennessoo .................
.Alabama ..................

fTexas
;~~!r:~Pl::::::
::::::::::
.... . ..... .• .........
.Arkansas ..................
Oklahoma ... ..............
Indian Territory ..........
l:\ o:rth Central Division:
Ohio .. ..................•..
Indiana ... . ....... .. .. ....
Illinois . .. ...... ...... . ....
~ fic!Jiuan ..................
"'\Y1sconsin .................
:Minnesota . .. ·- .. . .........

~\:I~:~A~~.:::::::::: ::: ::: :
,lalio ...... ................

,-a. hington .. .............
Or<,t?on . .. .. ...............
Calff,,rnia .........•.....•.

-

rn, 710
17, 533
5,525
6,581
5, 066
13, 024
1,625
-- --- .. - - - .. 1,590
3

............... ·-· .. -..... -- ···········

~i::o~;r·i~~·.:: ::: : : ~:: :: : : : :
lfort h Dakota ... . ... .. ... . }
Ho nth Dakota ........ .. ...
-ebraska ..................
:Kansas . ...................
W e,-tcrn DiYis1on:
Monta11a ..................
_ ·c·w ::'tlcx.ico .. ... .. ... ... ..
..Arizona ..... . . . ....... .. ..
i·tah .......... . .. .... .... .
~~CY:?tla .. . .... ..•.• ... .. . ..

12, 32!), 526

----

1

1,000

119
55
98
4.3
41
16
42
47
1
7
13

578,736
200 527
424,231
185,854
169,004
59,359
121,500
2!2, 614
1,900
2-i, .264
37, 808

1

1,250
3,011
10,997
4,500
2,600
9 253
15,000
1,846
6,459
25,292
2!JO, 730

1
5
1
1
2
3
1
1
6
47

104
78
79
46
32
23
37
40
3
7
6

50,463
40,342
42, 147
2b, 8Gl
lG,710
13,471
18, 7GO
19,738
1, ll83
2, !)96
3, 05G

550
1,475
1,257
1,485
628
1, 600
] , 100
.............
500
1
3,650
8
21, 257
40
l

2
3
3
2
3
3

··---------

204, 215
142, 745
60, lil5
38,510
131,878
61,0:ll
8,649
..... .. ..... . . ............
2, 5()0
4
72
71
31
23
31
42
6

223
133
177
89
73
39
7!)
87
4
14
19

635, 199
240, 8G!)
466, : n8
211,715
184,714
72,830
140,260
262,352
3,883
27, 260
40, 8G4

2
3
8
4
3
5
6
1
2
14
87

1,800
4,486
12,354
5,985
3, i28
10,853
16,100
1,846
G, 959
28, 942
3ll, !)87
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TABLE

10.-Summary of statistics of lib1·aries in 1885 of 300 volumes and over.
NUMBER OF LIBRARIES .A.ND NUMBER OF VOLUME S.

I
States and Territories.

Libmios having 1,000 Libraries having lesi,
volumes and over.
than 1,000 volumes .
Lib,ane,.

I V olum,a.

Libraries. I Volumes .

U nited States ............

2, 988

19, 401,·199

2,350 I 1, 321, 194

Nort)l Atlantic Division .......
South Atlantic Division ....... .
South Central Division .........
.North Central Division ........
Western Division ..............

1,545
289
200
815
139

10, 722,466
2,753,420
846,838
4,129, 203
949,272

960
155
159
911
165

74
78
42
426
65
98
397
74
291

353,549
328,606
204,317
3,489,159
387, 157
663,070
2,959, 798
436, 581
1,900, 229

6:l
51
33
143
13
81
383
52
142

12
62
53
46
6
35
28
4:l
5

60,562
600, 54-4
1, 197, 169
307, 235
30,000
145, 685
170,679
219,446
22,100

North Atlantic Division:
Maine .....................
N ew Hampshire ...........
Vermont. ..................
Massachusetts ...........••
Rhode Island ..............
Connecticut .............•..
N ew York ..... .... ........
N ew .Jersey . ...............
Pennsylvania ...........•..
South Athntic Division:
' Delaware ...... . ..........•
Maryland ..................
D~sti:ic_t of Columbia .....••
Virg1n1a _..................
West Virginia .............
North Carolina ... -- ........
South _Carolina -............

iriJ~i:::::::::::::::::::::

South Central Division:
Kentucky ... .. ............
54
Tennessee .... . ............
44
Alabama ...................
23
Mississippi ....... .. .......
23
Louisiana ... . ...... . ..... . .
23
T exas ......................
22
.Arkansas ..............•...
8
Okl~homa.,. .- .. . ..... .. .....
Indian T erritory ........... ·••••• ···s
N ortb Central Division:
Ohio ... ... . .. ..............
158
Indiana ................ . ...
82
Illinois ....................
172
Michigan ..................
103
Wisconsin . ......... .. .....
62
Minnesota .................
36
Iowa . . ..... . .... .... . ......
68
Missonri. . ...... . ... .......
69
North Dakota ......... .. .. . }
7
South Dakota._ ..... .... . . _
Nebraska .......... .. ......
19
Kansas .. .. .. ....... . ..... .
39
Wes tern Di vision:
Montana .... ...............
2

255,856
180,614
85,083
89, 140
130,858
57, 521
43,500

I

6
27
13 29
13
22
12
24
9
45
28
18
14
19
20
8

5,338

20, 722,393

525. 646
so: 622
163, 778
469,759
81. 389

2,505
444
359
1,726
304

11,248,112
2,834,042
1, 010,616
4,598,962
1,030,661

35,062
25,837
18, 120
80,536
7,873
44,089
208,504
27,081
78,544

136
129
75
569
78
179
780
126
4-33

388,611
354,443
222,437
3,569,695
395,030
707, 159
3, 168, 302
463, 662
I , 978, 773

3,758
14,950
6,587
14,612
6,138
12,365
5,884
11,768
4,560

18
89
66
75
19
57
40
66
14

64,320
615,494
1, 203,756
321,847
36, 138
158,050
176,563
231,214
26, 660

24,654
14, 572
10,220
6,032
89,001
10, 221
4-, 643

99
72
41
37
42
42
16

·1···· ··4."2a6· ········-··7 ······-----·
3,535

~Io~~A~~:::: :: :: :: : : : : ::: :
New Mexico .. .... .. . ......
Arizona ............... ... .
Utah .......... . ..... . .. .. . _
Nevada ............... . ....
Idaho . .. -·· · · ..............

i~~~~~~~~~ :::::: :: ::::: ::

California .. ... ... ......... .

--

-

1
17
4
2
7
5
3
7
11

I

I

80

I

-

998,821
371, 759
853,624
4-75, 934
363,882
155,544
286, 938
380,521
10,830
80,718
150,632

132
88
145
236
52
46
52
77
11
29
43

n,4-38
42,569
75,776
116,226
26,901
23, 397
30, 392
37. 385
5,720
15,626
24,329

12,200
10,000
56,377
13,470
7,456
23, 4-99
25 , 977
7,000
12,436
44, 789
736, 068

4
3
13

2, 200
1 8!l2
7,351
900
1, 2(10
4, 0:15
850
1,800
6, ]26
5,051
49,984

2

2
7
2

1i
10
108

I
I

Total
volumes.

Total
libraries.

I

280,510
195, 186
95, 303
96,072
219,859
67,742
4-8, 143

10

·----··1:soi

290
170
317
339
114
82
120
146
18
48
82

1,070,259
414,328
929, 4-00
592, 160
390, 783
178,941
317,330
4-17, 906
16,550
96,344
174-, 961

....... .....
I

I

6
4
30
6
4

14
7
6
]8
21
188

14,400
11,892

63,728
J.i,370
8,656
27,534
26,827
8, 00
18,562

49,840
786,052
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TABLE

11.-Summary of statistics of public, society, and school libraries of 300 i·olumes
and ove1' and less than 1,000 volumes in 1896.
LIBRA.RIES, VOLUMES, .A.ND CLASSIFICATION.
Free or subscrivlf,n.

j
States and Territories.

Libraries.

~

f.

Volumes.

,,,

'8g

rt,...,

R

-

,0

~
~
~

]

.8'

t-< 4)
4)4l

~

.C

~

.,

e

Classification.

,g

to

~
w.

4)

~t

o

c!:l

0

1'

~

w.

i

a;,

1
::::
0

~

;g

""i

3,158
1,544,386 - - ; ; ; ; - ; ~ 2,m 2,455 1~
i~ ~
""C"nited States ......... .
1
North .Atlantic Tlfrision ... ---9-12-._/___4_9_6_,4_4_1_,___3_2_8
38
82
609 --7-177l119
South.Atlantic Division...
176
84,832
21
5
17
133
117
33
5
21
South Central Division....
242
115, 504
24
15
21
182
J50
54
7
22
North Ceutral Division....
1,043
510,154
271
10
67
686
833
52
80
78
Western D1 nsion.... . . . . . .
785 1
337, 455
35
11
23
716
737
9
2:J
10

464

6=l;;::=
15= --22- =
North .Atlantic Division: l====i34~=1·'·==19-=,=1=45=1==1=3=r===ll==
Maine ... ....... ........ .
New Hampshire ....... ..
40, 176
61
3
11
13
Vermont ................ .
16, OR9
7
6
3
17
19
Massachusetts .......... .
136
76, 041
66
11
59
68
Rhode faland ........... .
16
8, 807
3
3 1 10
10
Connecticut ............ .
2ii
~
1~i
-- · · 2·
NewYork ............. ..
1
New Jersey ............. .
Pennsylvania ........... .
1~
1~i
S outh Atlantic Division:
Delawaro ............... .
7
4, 17-!
2 . .. . ..
2
3
3
1
Marylancl ............... .
District of Columbia .... .
2~
l!:~~~
::::::
1~
1~ I
37
17. 490 . . .. . .
l
33
u
8
Virgini~ · ·:·:············
We t '\ 1rg1ma .......... .
18
9,426
1
2
14
14
3
North Carolina ......... .
1
l I
1
Sonth Carolina .......... .
1

m

l~~:m 1~r1
ii
~~: ~~t it 1--·20·
I
i

iror~~!:: :: ::: ::::: :::: :::
0

South Central Division:
Kentucky .............. .
Tennessee .............. .
.Alabama . .. ............. .

ri:!t!~a~~::::::::::::::
Texas ................... .
.Arkansas ............... .
Oklahoma .... . ......... .
Indian Territory ........ .
North Central Division:
Ohio .................... .

rur~~~a::::::::::::::::::
~\~~~~:rn::::::::::::::::
Minnesota .............. .
Iowa .................... .
Missouri . ............... .
North Dakota ........... .
South Dakota ........... .
Nel,raska ............... .
Kansas ................. .
W' es tern Division:
Montana ................ .

3~

1~:~1~

~f

~~: ~~~

~

19
30

9,178
13,744

3
8

9, 806

4

~i22

2~J~~

~

2, ~~~

144
88
134
127
87
79
139
103
17
12
36
72

i

~ri:a1J~~::::::::::::::::
New Mexico .. ...... . ... .

2!

~rizona ................. .
-Ctah ..... ............... .
Nevada ................. .
Idaho .......... ....... .. .
Washington ............ .

1~
2
~
1

g~m~~ni;::::::::::::::::
ED

06--12

68, 529
41, 258
66, 992
66, 241
43. 416
41. 539
65, b50
5o, 924
7,463
5, 425
18, 495
34, 322

5
•

6~~ I

i~~ \

i 2!
.... ;, · ~ ~i

i

1

1
3

l

1

~

3

~:

4i

1i

1~

1

Z

I i .... 1~ ......
5
......
l i 1 ~
~I ~
~
i ~ I if J ~
11 I
, 1 12
17
10
ih··i3.3 .. .. i.. 1~
18

t1

~ 1' ::::::

i

7
5
23

14
19

!~
1G

8

I·... ~ ·I:: : : : :I.... i. .... 5. .... 6. ::: : : : ::: : :: ...... ~

I
·1

19
9
25 . . . . ..
40 .....
49 . . . . . .
16
6

8
6
12
4
4
6

28 . ••. . .
26
1
2
1
2
IO
20

14

36

......

5
1
3
4

108
121 •
57 1 76
&2
107
74c
100
61
77
37
62
97
97
'i7
73
14
16
8
9
23
27
48
53

1
9
6
6
5
G
16
l
9
8
1
6
3
4
9
4
8
20
14
18
6 I
11
l .... ... .... .
1
1
5
4
7
6
6
1

I

~~~ 1. ... ~. :::: :: .... ~.

l~j~~
I

2i1

l:~

Ug~ .... ~. i

i~

5 --7
55
9
45
3

i I .......... ~ ...... ~
I t .... ~ .....~. . 1~ I 1~ 1 .... ~. i

km
..... 1i. ::::::
----i·
600
. . . . . . . .. . . .
900 : : : : ::1' ...

it i~~

294, 644

2
21

I

.
22
4

1

I

~I
I

10

1i
1
1
5
13
66!

I
1

1··...· ·.·.·

1i :.:.:· :·:·:·
--···1·
1
1
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .
2

1g

~

675

3

1· . . . . .
J

1~

t
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12.-Surnmary of statistics of pub lic, 8ociety, ancl school libraries in 1896 of 300
'i'o l nmes cwcl ove1·.
•
NUM BER OF LIBRARIES .A.ND NUMBER OF VOL uMES .

Sbtcs uml Terri tories .

•

L ibraries baYing 1,000 Libraries having less Total libraries of 300
, ol umes an tl over.
than 1,000 but oYer 299· volumes antl oYer .
L ibraries. Volumes.

Un it etl States . .... . ...... __
North Atl:1ntic D ivision . ..... .
South Atlantic Div ision .......
Sou th Central Di vision ....... .
North Cen t ral Division ....... .
·w ester n Di vision ............ .
N ort.h A t lan tic Division :
Maine ... . ...... . ......•.. . ..
New H ampshire .............
Vermont .... . ................
Massachusetts .......... . .. _.
l{h ode Islantl ...... . .........
Connecticut ....... . .........
New York ................. . .

::~f;r::~;;::::::::::::::::

Son t h .Atlantic Dhision :
Dela ware ...... . . . ..... . .....
l\Iarylan cl . .... . .... . .........
Distr ict of Col umbia .... . ....

~~ftni~;gi~i~: :::::: :::: :: ::
North Caroiina ..... . ....... .
South Carolina ..... . . . ... . _.

i1i1~;1a~~::::::::::::::::::::::

out h Cen tral Division:
Kentucky ...... ... ... . ......
T ennessee ........ . ....... . ..
A labttma ...... . .......... . .. .

ri~!~~:tt::::::::::::::
::::
Texas ............... . ...... ..
Arkansas ...... . ..... . ...... .
Oklahoma . . . ........... . .... .
Indian Territory .............
North Central Division:
Ohio . ... . ......... .. ........ .
Indiana . .. . ..................
Illinois __ ...... . . . ......•.•..

~~i~~i~:;~

_·_. _. .· _.: _. _. ::_. .·.- _. _. _. _. ::

Minnesota . . .... . ..... . .. . . _.
Iowa ...... . .. .. ....... . ... ...
Missouri .. .... . . ... _.... .. . . .
North Dakota . ... .. . . ...... ..
South Dakota ... . ... . . ..•• .. .
Nebraska .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. ..
lCausas . . ... ...... . .. . ... .. . .
Wes tern Division:
Montana ... .. ...... . . . .. ... ..
ci:Yir~A~~: ::: ::: :: : : : : :: : : : : :
New Mexico .. . .......... ....
Arizona . .... ....... . .. . . ___ ..
1Ttah ...... •••••••••• •• • • •• •• •
Ne,·ada . .... ....•.. ... ... . . ..
Iclaho ............ .. . . . . ... . ..

~~~;~~n-~~~~-:::::::::::::::::
California . . .....•••....... ...

4,026

33,051,872

Li braries. Vol umes.

Libraries.

Volumes.

3, 158

l, 5!4, 386

7,184

3!, 506,258
18, 14-1, 16-1
4, 09!J, !)l!J
1,475, !)55
8, 5'.!6, !)34
2, 3!9, 286

2,000
322
255
1, 195
25!

17,647,723
4,015,087
1,360,451
8, 016, 780
2,011,831

!)12
176
.:42
1, 0!3
785

496, 4.41
8!, 832
115,504
510,154
337,455

2, 012
498
497
2,238
1,039

93
122
67
494
74
154
572
!J4
330

[i42, 606
595,800
359,213
5, 450,397
580, 305
1,102,082
5,251, 347
801,152
2,964,761

3!
75
33
136
16
G3
282
116
157

19,145
40,176
16,039
76, Oil
8,807
32,487
160, 124
60, 08,l
82,938

127
197
100
630
90
217
854
'.: 10
487

561,811
635,976
375,252
5,526,438
589,] 12
1, 13-1, 569
5,411,471
861,836
3, 0!7,6!)9

14
67
55
50
10
40
32
41
13

83, 763
985,330
1, 793,910
341, 225
46, 137
218, 757
232,418
270, 0-11
43, 506

7
26
9
37
18
22
18
31
8

4,174
12,817
4,913
17,490
!J, 426
10, ]57
8,100
13,842
3,913

21
93

87, l/37
998, 147
1,798,823
358,715
55,563
228,914
240,518
283,883
47,419

47
62
28
31
27
39
17
2
2

318,661
318,571
117, 337
166,870
212,828
131,222
87,600
5,157
2,205

48
51

95
113
47
61

22
1
6

22,657
23,897
9,178
13, 744
6, !JOO
26,257
!J, 806
600
2,465

!JO
3!)
3
8

341,318
842,468
126,515
180,614
219,728
157, 47!)
fJ7, 406
5,757
4,670

202
107
214
153
102
75
113
104
6
14
42
63

1,587,891
654,651
1,822,580
!)75, 031
626,442
467, 397
G07, 765
686, 955
23,082
34,863
226,743
302,780

144
88
134
127
87
79
139
108
17
12
36
72

08, 529
41,258
66,992
66,241
43,416
41,539
6\ 550
50, !)24
7,463
5,425
18, 4!J5
31,322

346
195
348
280
189
15!
252
212
23
26
78
135

1, 65G, 420
695, !)09
1 88!l, 572
l 041 272
G69 858
508 93(:
673,315
737 , 87!)
81, 145
40,288
245,238
337, 102

13
4

69,222
23,785
300, !J90
13, 2'i3
17,472
49,582
49, !J89
13,023
76,646
!JO, 190
1, 307, 659

9
1
21
4
2
13

5,790
450
10,071
2,237
1,272
0, 427
000
900
4,973
10,091
29!, 6-14

22

75,012
2!, 235
811. 061
15,510
J 8, 74-1
56,009
50, 5 9
13, !)23
81,619
100. 281
1,602, 303

34

6
4
11
6
5
20
16
35

H)

30
14

nl

2

2
10
22
099

64

87
28
62
50
72
21

41

5
55
10
6
2!
8
7
30
38
834
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TABLE

13.-Summary of Statistics of libraries cniii·cly free to the pubUc havin;; 3,000
volumes ancl over.
0

ia
Libraries. Volumes
libraries.

States and Territories.

·\?o1:~~!
issued for
home use
during tho
year.

"Cnitetl States ....... . .................................. .

G27

9, 0G2, 363

27,015, 234

North .Atlantic Division ..................................... .
8outh .Atlantic Division ....................................... .
South Central Division ....................................... .

421
10
8
155
33

5,846, G12
255,297
Gl, 000
2,414,181
485, 273

15,205,998
848, 631
117,863
8, G79, 783
2, l(i2, 959

19

24
33
60
13
20

147, 035
250,412
128,273
3,062, 101
238, 477
330,718
1,034,544
210,872
4-!4, 180

402,309
589,103
270,355
5,913,568
418, 051
1, 20J, 403
2,801, 1!)5
1, 1()0, 2:20
2,446,794

2
1
2

28, 834
166,854
12,762

138, 255
5i8, 278
72, B80

~o;;i~~:J5I!{s~~::~i.~~:::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : :-: : : : : : : : : : : :
~ ortb

.Atlantic l>ivision:
:l[aine .................................................... .
1'iew Hampshire .......................................... .
Vermont ................................................. .
:hlassach usetts ........................................... .
Rhode Island ............................................. .
Connecticut ...•.............. . ............................
NewYork ..................... . .......................... .
New Jersey •................ . ..................•.........
P ennsylvania .............................. , ............. .
Sout h .Atlantic Division:
Delaware.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Maryland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
D)stric_t of Columbia......................................

JlltllU/

33
1(j
l!)J

[:\\\:•\:I\\\\\\:;I\1:\\ ••::-::••; •••••: •::;:ll•••:: :••:;: ili

!!:i!! !

i§!~{:;:•: \

\\:\\•if/: •• :f•.

I)

i -·- ---:;!

ff •• :}//):))• ••• ···--·---

~i--··-.;:fli

.Arkansas .................. -.···.. ···· ··········· ········· ········· ·· ·· ············ ·········.'. ···

NJrg!£tIItBi~-~ii~:~::::: :::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: ::: :::: ::::::: :::: : ::: : :::::::::::::::::
f;i!iis;::~ ::::~:::: :: ::::::::: :::::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::

lu 1.chiga1?·················--·· ............................

ii !!t m 2JiH!~
26

429, 323

1,244,238

!JftJt~l~: • •!::•::i.i{ii• •:• \\ItI• • \ \) : ::: ;}. . . iiH!I _...... i;: ~l
Nebraska·················································

Kansas ·········-·································.. ···-·. .

,Western Division:

5 ....... 74.-870 ........ 353;oii

5

30,797

161,

600

illli!!ii:!l!•:•!;;\\!!:!\'.!iii:iii!::: !ii::;::ii::::::::•i: •:::•••I~l· •• • •ille
1::

••.•.• .••••..•••••. .•...........•.........•...•..

18

sig:900· ..... i."i2-2:ii4
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14.-Libraries in the United States entfrely free to the public having 3,000 volurnes
and over.

TABLE

Volumes
issued for
Volumes. home use
during
past year.
-----------1--------------------1---Location.

Name of library.

ALABAMA.

Birmingham................. Public Library ...••....•.•. ; .•...................
·

5,000

4, 188 ·

ARIZONA.

Tucson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . • . • . . Public Library ...•.....•.•..•..•......•..........

3,000

* 6,000

20, 342
3,000
43, 238
5, 94.0
5,092
25,000
10, 000
6,835
7,337
25, 575
13, 000
85, 000
13, 118
3, 061
10, 770
9,596
7,005
26,000

114,784
Ci, 746
371,638

15, 842
118, 605
75,710
10,475
55,506
69,220
64, 545
244,483
100,555
11,460
36, 778
39, 004
* 14, 010
68, 753

29, 005
32,243
7,777
6,589
7,060

147, 076
210, 562
7,803
46,578
* 14,120

6,000
26,092
5,854
3,500
3,300
12, 801
3,600
3,193
50,000
3,355
3,600
10,783
7,000
3,000

* 12,000

CALIFORNIA.

f~:kel~;: ::: :: :::: :: ::::::::: .~.~b~ii.~~~~~?::::: :: ·. :·.:: ::: :: : : :: :: ::: : : : : : : : : :

~f
iiir\\))\\\)\:: •~?t.i~tfiz;~;~;/:;;:;:::;;::::::: \\::::::::•
i:~:=: ::::::: :·.:: :: :::::::.~.~~Ni.~!~~-~?::·.·.·.-.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
f~~:!:~!i~:::: :::::::: ::: ::: .~~-~dr~-~~i~-~-i~·r·~?::::: ::: : : : : : ::::: ::::: :: :: : ::

~!~~~~a~c"i~~"c;: ::::: ::: ::: : : : : : : : :~~::: : : ::::::::::::::: :: : : :: : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : :
San Jose ......... ........... .... . . do ........................•. ........ ... . ......

IE~l~t~\i:: :: ;:; : •f] t~~:~:tt::::;::•::;; ::;: :;\: •::\ \:

Stockton.................... . Free Public and Hazelton Library .•......... - ... -

4,

:;oo

COLORADO.

Denver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . City Librarv

.

. -· · ·

Puc:;t-;::::: :: ::: :::::::: :: i~t~~ ~~~,~~ti:~;~ii~ ~-:-:~ ~ ~ ~: :~:: :::::~:: ~ ::: :::

La
Pueblo ............... ........ McClelland Public Library ..... . .. ....... ..... ···
Trinidad-..................... Free Public Library .................. ...... - .... .
CONNECTICUT .

Branford. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone Memorial Library ................... ·
Bridgeport .................. Public Library and Reauing Room . ........ . ... . .
Bristol....................... Free Public Library

i~ltFH/'.iYlii1~{}?'.i'.'.'.I'.}/'.
1

Lyme ................... . .... Old Lyme Public Library ....................... .

~ff~~6J~~~::::::::::::::::::
~~;i:;1£J>;!;#~.r-~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Moollus ...................... East Haddam Public Library .......... .. ..... .. .
;:;fH\~\"c:n:::::::::::::::::: Howard Whittemore Memorial Library ......... .

ti~ir? : ;: :::•: : : •~iji!ffrm::;:::::::;;:;:::::::H:::

l~~i;;L~LiJj i~ ~ i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~i~~tJ~fif\'.fffr~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i~ i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i
i.

South Torwalk .... ... ...... . Public Library ancl Reading Room .............. .

11!#{\\\\\\l\Jtiti):]'.{\?;I'.(/'.:

31,500
15, 550
7,175
3,300
20,559
3,300
3,400
4,000
4,396
3,000
8,000
3,700
4,500
3,247
51, 954
7,412
4,500
4., 200

12J, 175
32,316
15,500
2,000
70, (j4l
17, 672
6,505
207,685
8,666
*7, 200
20,076
31,300
5,857
17,256
232,014
70, 735
13,795
500
97,562
11,631
16,764
5,000
14,002
1 , 470
12,699
11 ,804
*9, 000
*G, 494
71 , 005
11,733
8,685
12,671

3,132
25,702

1, 0-10
137,215

4,047

I>ELAWARE.

~)iimf.;·,~~ ~~:::::::::::::::

Corbit Libra7r ........... ··-· ................... .
,vnmingt-0n nstitnt I-'re Library ............. .

* Circulation e11timu.tcd.
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TABLE

14.-Libraries in the United States entirely fr ee to the public, eto.-Continued..

Location.

Name of library.

Volumes
issued for
Volumes. ho mense
dudng
past year.

DISTRICT OF COLUl\1BIA.

Washington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Peabody Library .Association ..................•.
Do ..... .................. Washington City Free Library ...•.... . ..•....•.

8,000
4, 7G2

* l G, COO
5:i, 680

4,500

1,000

17, 000
5,000

20,000
8,430

14,350
5,450
14,511
9, 3(i2
16 068
7. 100
4; (j50
3,500
5,838
217 065
8,000
14,766
17, 000
15, Gl5
9,375
18,469
6,000
7,500
12,325
7,400
4,178
li, 882
4, 15;)
8,956
3,383
3,700
8, 000
3,187
57, (]04
7,000
19,400
28, 000
12,634
3,075
28,639
7,526
7,500
3,783
3,000

90,117
18, 127
20, 52!)
23 950
79 ,562
17,565
* 9,300
* 7, 000
15, lil
1,147.862
30,000
86. 774
121,911
55,271
41, G88
c;:1, 782
k 12, 000
30, (lJ6
59,%'1
20,142
23,443
23,316
17, !)09
19,554
11, 9G9
11. 253
28,077
5,747
131,691
21, 000
71. 058
93,809
36, :i23
7,500
72,960
21,470
rn, !l60
8,717
7,518

3,000
21,743
6,206
4,597
62,270
5,028
H.,280
7,000
3,500
9. 784
8,665
4,912
20, :-114
6,000
12,000
4,227

31,573
45, 9H)
88, 196
15, 0:18
233 776
22. 645
5!l, 277
J:3,676
21 , 0.JO
18, 181
42,256
4,000
()2, ~89
24,069
35,361
22,909

3, 105
14. 928
4, 100
15,000

44. 436

FLORIDA.

St. ·.Augustine ................ Free Public Library ............................ .
GEORGIA .

I

.A. tlanta........... .. . . . ... . . . Yo-ang Men's Library Association ........... . .. .

Washington ............•.... Mary Willis Library ............................ .
ILLINOIS.

f~ao:i~: ::: :::::::::::: :::: ::

.~.~~~;-~i.~~~?::: :::: ::::::::: :: ::: :::: .:: ::: ::::

Belleville ...... . ............. I.... . do .................... _............... _...... .

~~~tUU!!!TH}?ft\t~?ttYYUYF\
Chicago ... ... ....... . .......... .. do .... . .. .. .. . .... _................... .. ..... .
DanYille .......................... do ................... . . __ ._ ... __ .... __ .. ___ . . .

Jii~~;~::::•::••••:•:•::::: gfi~gtf~)/'t7:•:•••:••••••:•::••••:•

Galesburg .... . .......... .. ....... do . ... .. ....... ... .... _____ . . .. .. . . .......... .

rii:if!;.~i~l!~: ~~~~::: :::::::::'::::Jt::::::~~:~::::::::_:::::::::: : : ::::: ::::::
Kewanee ........................ . do . ...... .. . .. . ... .. ...... . .. .. ...... . ...... . .
Lincoln ..•........................ do. __ .... ..... ........ _..... . .. __ .. _. . .. .. __ . .
Macomb ... . ...• __ ........... .Free Public Librarv __ . . __ ........ __.. .. . .... .. . .

t~t~~~~::::::::::::::::::::: i~tT~s l%~~;/~ ~. ~?:::::::::::::::::: .· ::::::::
1

i~~L/IUY Yj~~~1ii~I11::{i+Uii>nLii
Quincy ...................... Free Public Librarv and Reading Room .. .. __ .. .

~~~~t'f!I!.~ii::::::::::: :::::: -~-~bi~-~·i·~~~?:::: :':::::::::::::::: :: ::::: :::::::

f;~i~t@e·1a.· : :: : :: : : : : : : : :: : : : i~~~17~\Jt:ir~~~~~?.::::: :: :::::::::::::::::: :::
~I:~~:f.
:: :::::: :::::: ::::::: ·j/;e:Lt;~;i,: :: :·:: :::::: :::::::: :: ::: :::::::: :::
Warsaw . .... . ............... Free l't1bbc Library . .. ... ... ........•.........•.
Wheaton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A.dams Memorial Library .. .• •... ............••..
INDIANA.

Anderson ...........••.••.... Public Library •••. •••.•..........•............•. .

Evansville .................. _

·w illard Library

........•........................

i~~!~~lc~::::::::::::::::: -~.l~~~i. ~i.~1:~?:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Indianapolis ... ..• ............... . do ........................................... .
Kokomo .... -... - -.. ...... .. . -.. - .do ... -... - ....................... - -.......... .

iiit~~~~::::::::::::::::::::
:::::i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::
Marion ..... ................ . - ... . do ..... . ....... . ... . ......... .. .............. .
Muncie . ..................... - .... do ................ .... ....... . ...... -·········
New .Albany ...••.............. - .. do .......... . ..... .. ......... . - ...... .. . ..... .

~!i{~~~~·:::::::::::::::::::
S<>uth Bflnd .... ... -...... ....

~~~r~~~~{Ko·~~~ L{b~a~;;::::::::::::::::::::::::

Public Library .............. ..... ............... .
Terre Haute ... ...... .. . ........ - .do ........................................... .
Vincennes .......... .............. do ............ ... .......................... .. .
IOWA .

Boone .... ........ -.. .. .. ..... Free Public Library .. . . ..... .................... .

~~,r~:riil
::: ::: :::::::::: ::j. ~.~~Ni. ~i!~~~:::::: ::::::: :: ::::::: ::::::::::::::
Cedar Rapids. ............... Iowa.
Masonic Library .....• •...••••...•.••......
* Circulation estimated.

10,160
5, 8GO
350
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TABLE

14.-Libraries in the Unitccl States entirely fr ee to the public, etc.-Continned.

Name of library.

Location.

Volumes
I ,.
iss uecl for
[Volumes. hom e use
during
p::ist year.

IOW A-continm~d.

19,886
10,158
7,380
4,000
12,203
3,000
3,025
3. 271
9,600
4,000

02, 970
!JS, 292
17,160
10,800
52,333
15. 502
9, 987
8,507
3!l, 133
13, 000

4,000
3,897
4. 400
5,000
13,500

18, 197
12,932
10,000
3fl, 729
80, 742

4, 00~

* 8,000

18,000
4, 000

* :!6, 000
* 8,000

KENTl'CKY .

Louisville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gmnd Lodge of Kentucky, F. and A. M ... ..... .
LOCISIANA.

New Orleans .......... . ...... Fisk ]'ree and Public Library........ . ...........
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grand Lodgo F. and A. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l\IAINE.

Auburn .. .... ................ Public Library .................................. .
l~gn~\:t~;: ::: : :::::::: ::: :: Lith:fi:°w Library and Reading Room .. ......... ..
Bath . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~!~tena~;e~

t~::lj:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::

i!~~~i~~:::::::::::::::::::.~.~~}r~.r~~.~~~:: : : : : : :::::::: ::: :::::::::
Calais ........................ Free Library .................................... .
Cumberl:rnu Mills ........... Cumberland Mills Library ...................... .

1111~}\\\;;; \\'.!!'.'.'.\!!;

lil i~t~~,(;\\ '. IIl;;\; \ \\
!t!

!

\Vestbrook .................. ~emorial Library ............................... .

5,414
7,000
5,200
7,874
7,192
6,000
(i, 000
4, 8!ll
3,000
4,373
4,977
3, fi40
5, 610
8,500
5,000
5, coo
41, 583
10,500
5,281

32,760

* 14. 000

9,044
32, 331
23, 951
D, 000

21 ,000
19,143
!), 050
18,381
]9, 333
"7,280
8,756
13, Oi!l
13,952
3,000
86,269
2i, 000
34,980

JIIARYLAND.

Baltimore .... ........... ..... Enoch Pratt Free Library ....................... .
•

ll1ASSACHUSETTS.

I '

.

Abmgtou . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abmgton Public Library., ........... , .......... .

r ............. , Bo~lt1tonPubheL1brary .... . .................. .. .

* Circulation estimated.

160,851

548, 2i8

10,732
5, 5!)0
7,191
7,500
7,070
13,826
13, !)58
4,200
4,000
4, 5 2
4,200
6, !)24
12, i18
5,445
4,064
5,000
9,113
5, 00
10, 265
5,560
630, !)61
3,760

l!l, (i91
8,766
22,671
27, 757
17,867
20,314
38,579
3, 500
1,348
* 9 164
24: 000
8,913
3,500
7,147
6,305
10,204
11,966
6,557
41,&63
6,854
8J7, 321
3,553
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14.-Libraries in the United Slates entirely fr ee to the public, etc.-Continuecl.

TABLE

Location.

Volumes
isflued for
Volumes. liome uso
during
past year.

Name of library.

::\I.\SSACHCSETTS-continued.
Brau.ford .................... Public Library .................................. .
Bridgewater . ..................... do ........................................... .

li~i!ir::::::::•+::• .~~~fJf~?~fWf +;::.;;•;;•••:;•;;::
~tfg~r;.::;• • ;.) ).:• •.l~}f/~i;~f~~+)!••;• !••!!!;

Canton ........................... do ........................................... .

!•••••

!!

I~~??.: : : •: ·: : •: !il~~~f;¾~2:7::••:::: •:::·:::•••::::::: •:::
1~¥ii~~: •··: : : :••: : t~ti;~:~FJ:tt~;y••:•:•••:• •• ••:•••:
Deerfie:d .................... Porumtnck V:1lleyhlemorial.AssociationLibrary.

Jri~l}I~~~ ~: ~: :::::~ ~:: : ::: r~}}i!~l~f?r-?::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::

i~:~~~~b;_~·:
::: :: ::::::::::
Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

¥~r:~ey}t~~:~.~.i~·r·~?:: :::::: :: : ::: : : : : : :: ::::::
Pnb~ic Library .................................. .
Gardner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Levi Heywood Memorial Library ••..............
Georgetown ....... ,. ....... . Peabody Library .... . ... ...... .. .............. .. .
Gloucester ................... Gloucester Lyceum an<l Sawyer Free Library ... .
Grafton ...................... 1~nblic Library .................................. .
Great Barrington ............ Free Library ....... . ..... . .... . ................. .
Grcenlield ........................ do ........................................... .
Groton ... .................... PublicLibrary ........................ ·.......... .

i:~~::J:::::::: ::: ::: :::::: : ~~t1i~tr:;r;y:: :::::::: :: :: :: ::::: :::::: :: ::: :::
i!ffl~fl:::::::::::::::: '.::::

~~~f; l!Je1~'l~;~~~?:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Haverbil!. ........................ <lo ........................................... .
Hingham Center. ....... .. ... Hingham PublicLil>rary ........................ .

1~1~~i~t :::: :::::::::::: :::: .~.L~~1ii.~:~~~?:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i~ln:~o~-::
:: ::::::::::::: ::: ¥iL~i!rLfb¾~~~~~~:::::: :::::: :'.: :: ::: :::::: ::::::
Holyoke .......................... clo ........................................... .

tiJ I~;~tiPt/ ,JJ.UtT\<l<TT< nu

i:!:.r.~~~~::::
::: ::: :::::::: :: i~~b1i~Lbf~~a¾~~~~?:: ::: ::::::: :::: :: ::: :: : ::::::
Leicester ......... . ......... ...... do ........ ..................... . .. ........... .
Lenox . ...................... Lenox Library .................................. .

tf:~:iPr:: ~::::::::::::::: ~~tt~l%r;~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
illi:~~:":: • • • • • ;••••i[~mfrf;;;i•••••••••••::........:•••••

Littleton ..................... Reuben Hoar Library ....................... .. .. .

::\Ian chester ....................... clo ........................................... .
Marlboro .......... ........ . . .•... do ........................................... .
Ma'°nard ............. .. ......... . do ........... ................................ .
~If><lfiel!l .......................... do .......................................... ..
M<·<lford .......................... <lo ........................................... .
Y ·lro:se ........................... <lo ........................................... .

~j:~~:~~:::::::::::::::::::: ~~~\fctl1~~a¾t~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
iir,i~1~\o"r~ :: •. : ::: : : : : :: : : : : ~!h/fc Lii?;;~;i.a·l· ~i-~~~? :: :::::::::::::::::::: ::
0

8

::M.idclletou . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . Flint Public Library ............................ .
* Circulation estimated.

3,014
0, 020
3,062
23,533
13,417
43,768
[,0, ]28
8,450
4,715
14,789
16,000
20, GOO
5,505
27,848
G, 500
0, 145
16,585
13,500
6,000
3,000
10,112
12,000
49,395
3,°'10
30,000
5,800
4,300
18, 101
0, 000
o, 510
8,744
10, 000
8,700
0, 000
0, 550
7,268
3 356
4: 007
5,000
5,000
58,000
10,000
3,500
7, ~44
4,180
5,336
18,000
5,079
3,000
5,625
8,000
1-!, 250
26,204
44,713
4,000
8,217
11,000
16, 781

15,200
6,000
0, 470
53,825
3, 770
51,901
28,000
8,200
]2, 000
4,100
4,050
18,000
11,200
3,408
5,000
]2,815
6, 92
4,570

21, 06,l.
23,808
3,445
102,835
25,417
88,033
137,702
17,101
10,960
70,423
46, 144
45,018
8,692
26,074
* 13,000
15,833
24, 256
Z7, 092
* 12,000
4,320
5-!, 033
G4, 000
100,343
8,086
57, 0!.15
11,461
15,758
4'.?, 564
10,000
19, 153
7,813
23,868
33, 124
], 500
36,537
7,075
7,000
4,998
* 10,000
5,000
80,392
13, 155
5,000
12,070
G, 273
14, 574
46,092
8,420
8,300
ti, 558
24,000
33, 578
14,480
109,444
k 8,000
8,954
7,286
40,312
25,131
4,300
5 846
128,800
5,036
ll0,549
98,658
11,115
46,120
4/J, 000
!), 618
r,2, 985
30,276
4,240
8,683
J4, 000
23, 'i61
5,225
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Volumes
is,me(l for
Volnmes. home use
duri11g
past year.

Name of library.

Location.

- - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - MASSACHUSET'l'S-con tinued.

~rnrb~~y:
:::::::::::::::::::: _,~-~~~~~ ~-i~~-~~~::::::::::::: :::::::::::·:::::: ::::::
Milton---- __________·___ ---- __ Public Library ______ ------------ ._--· _- -·. -- . -- -·

if~:~t~<lf~~d
t~t·•:: •::::::•: •;:~::::::::
::: : :•_I~~~!Im&~:::••~·:::::•••::::::::::•••::•::
ImllJ;;i~~~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _~~~i
J~[~~:;. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
i~b~fi tii~::;;: ::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::: ::::: ::::::
~~l~~~i;_n_~~i~-~i~l~~?::: :::: :::: ::: : ::: :::::: ::: :::

! i ! :. ! !!

Nor%i~~~~~-. ::::: :::: ::::::
NorthAnd°'-erDepot ... ____ .
North Attleboro. - -·- ___ -- . _.
Northboro_-· ....... .. ......
North Brookfield .... , _......

i

North Andover Public Library._ .. __ .... _- . ---- -nicharcls Memorial Library ______ .. _._ -- - . - ---- -Free Li\.Jrary ______ . ___ ... ____ .. _____ .. _..... -- . - .
Free Public Library and Reading Room ......... .

ii!l~~{:::::t:::: ~~l~t~T:••I••::•••:::••::•::•;••••:•

8~\~,~i~::::::::::::::::::::::
j~:es:i~li~ff~;r;y:::: :::::: :: :::::::: :: :::: :-::
Palmer .... -- .... -- .......... Young Men's Library Association- .. -- .... - ---- ..

I:ii1~!1~::::::::::::::::::: t~~~~~fl~frt:~; t~;;?:::::::::::::::::::::::

Phillipston .......... _- ...•.. Phillips Free Public Library .......... .... - - . - - - Pittsfield . _. _. _.............. Berkshire Athenreum ........ __ ..... -........ - - - .

~~:Y:~i~~::::
:: :::::::: ::: ::: -~~~~i-~~~:~:! :::::::::::: :: ::: ::: ::::: ::: :: :::::
Provincetown ....... _. ___ .. _ ... . _do . _. ... ... _............ __ ............ . - .. - .. .

t~~rJt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·: ~ ~ ~; -~-~[ir?.~~fI-I~~trt? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~
! !!

!~

Rockland----- - ---- _.. ...... .. _... do ................................. •..........
Salem. -- . -- ......... . ....... .. _... do._ .. ______ .. --·--·-- ............ ........... .

i~i~tt ~))'./H (ij:ftfI};;u:u::+t/H\

South B~arntree . ........ .... Thayer l'ubhc Library. ______ . .. __ ....... _._ ... - .

9 772
8: 000
11,000
5,793
4. 345
9,800
17,500
4,100
70,000
31,261
49, 775
3,768
14. 270
~5. 650
28,347
8. 000
5,000
9,142
5,128
13,974
4,013
4,024
4,000
6. 570
3,200
5,394
4,290
32,893
7,000
8,000
4,903
24,000
11,300
3,900
6,519
18,500
15, 000
7,704
4,900
9,185
31,775
3,958
4,4«
7,955
4,900
3,950
30,981
7. 049
10. 877
15,921
4,600
12,000
9, 735
93. 374
6,000
7,000
8,395
6,041
3, 500
4,500

4g'. t~i
nrnn11 FallR ................ Montaµ;uo Public Library ....................... .

I

4,851
4,617
6,892
4.:H5
4,089

1

iit~n\\;\}\/(\!;\\:li!illi{jfili·:;;~:\i,n'.
* Circulation estimated.

IIIIIiiI; ill I! ·

3,210
8,040
12, 157
6,700
2:1, 000
10,882
9 n6
:i' 60

:s. 429

I

12,374 I

28,756
15, 000
13, 378
10,287
7. 870
8. 741
33,690
13,508
108. 128
38. 830
16-!, 341
9. 094
58, 170
8. 924
56 , 753
19,000
24 984
7. 751
24,364
14,216
4,378
7,018
5,519
16,374
5, 880
ll, 439
12, 273
28,715
9,766
5,000
4,050
60. 000
30,280
4,314
11,812
70,075
23,794
21,165
23,490
21, 193
108,071
11,744
10,364
* 15,910
"9,800
7,210
68,231
5,488
20, 9!13
l!l, 752
4,500
14,000
27, 135
1]9, 000
!'i, 962
7,700
20, 145
26,835
11.250
5,343
6,422
73,009
13, 25
6, 191
6,435
14.. 515
2, :rn4
7, !lOl
12, 70
21. 9
l!l,420
50. 0 0
2-i, 71-l
13 •>?

:i: 254

35, I l
5,706
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I

MASSACHUSETTS-continued.
3,950
9, 1D4
0, 834
4,779
6,709
8 564
3,400
9,923
5,000
17, 126
5, (i02
9,500
3,754
5,035
11, 198
3,820
35,092
105,000
4,401

19,739
16,422
32,064
6,978
G, 961
12, 093
5,000
9,303
* 10,000
6-!, 771
12,579
36,111
8,314
22,472
42,734
12,250
54,704
178,129
3,975

12,836
3,163
5,112
14, 130
15. 966
3,800
13.585
130,360
7,000
3, 123
41,381
16, 144
22,300
8,017
3,000
9,600
3,864
3,669
21. 412
24,000
11, 163
8,125
5. 500
4,818
25,000
3,156

13,235
42, 770
46,030
* 7,600
18,408
348,400
18,000
11,758
182,515
82,171
52,000
27,858
14,000
26,608
20,000
10,371
60, 817
* 48,000
40,868
36, 500
* 11,000
17,967
36,727
* 6,312

~~EU~ ti~~~rLb;a:;; :: ::::::::::::: :: :::: :::: :::
~~En~ tl~~~fLb·r·a:~y::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

20, 84.2
4. 900
84,000
3,500
3 460
3: U39
41,000
3. 088
11,982

122,845
4. 200
450,588
* 7,000
16,542
16, 202
186 336
10,874
55,104

Hannibal ................... . Free Public Library .........................•....

6,000
14, 000
109,663
4,000
5,000

42,500
108,000
476, ooo
21,658
16,894

3,351
19. 423
3,500
16,950

If>, 000
64,842
20, 220
67,712

Webster ...........•••.•..... ~~~Jt~~~~ay ?:: :::::::::::::::::::: :: :::::::: :::

:;:~:b!~~:::: :: :::: :: ::::::::

!:::i;f~~~ ::::::::::::: l~NiRr.g;";~;;; ;:•:: ; ;:; ;:;: •;; : : :
!it::~I:~t~::::::::::::I!tirfti!:~?::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Weiitminster ................ Town Library .......................·........... .
Weston .......................... . do ........................................... .

;:ttf:r:~~:;.~::::::::::::::: .~-~~N;_ ~i-~~~?:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Winchendon ...................... do ........................................... .
Winchester ....................... do .......................... ___ .............. .
Winthrop ........................ do ........................................... .
Woburn .......................... clo ........................................... .
Worcester ................... Free Public Library ............................ .
Yarmouth Port .............. Yarmouth Library Association ................. .
.MICHIGAN •

.Adrian . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alpena . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ann Arbor..................
Battlecreek..................

Public School Library ......................... .
Public Library .................................. .
School District Library ......................... .
Public School Library ................. ... .... . .

~!tu~!L:: :: ::: ::: :: ::::: :: -~-~~!i;·~·i·~~~?::::::: :: :::::::: :::::::: ::::: :: : :·.

f~~f

~t:e:~::::::::::::::::::: . ~.~~;i. ~i~.~~r\~i ~;:a?::~::::::::::::::::::::::::
3~:~g fa~rld~:::::: :::::::::: .~-~~~~. ~-~~ ~~~. ~i-~~~?:::::::.:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
~ i;~1!Ht~{i~::z:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Lowell ....................... School Library, District No. I .......... .. ... . ... .

!:1;~iz~~~:::::::::::::::::

;~;!~~~~:::::::::::::::::: .~~:fi~~~rtt:~?:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Muskegon...................
Saginaw East Sicle ...........
Do .......................
Saginaw West Side ........ ..

Hackley Public Library ....................... .
Hoyt Public Library ....... . ... . ............ .... .
Public Library ................ . ................. .
Public and Union School District Library ...... .

~~:e~sRi~~;~:::::: ::: ::::: :: j~~:ni,~\;u~tit~I~:v:: ·. ·.:::::::::: :·.: :: :::::::·.-. ·.

WootBayCity ............... Sage Public Liurary ............................ .
Wyandotte .................. Public Library........ . ...................... .

~~: i~~ '

MINNESOTA.

Duluth ..............•..•....

:f;oiis·::::.::::::;:::::
Moorhead .................. .
1
~~~

Rochester .................. .
St. Cloud ................... .
St. Paul .................... .
Sank Centre ................ .
Winona .........•.••.••.....

Public Library . ................................. .
Public Library and Reading Room .............. .
Public Library .................................. .
Bryant Library association ..................... .
Free Public Library .•...•..•................... -.

MISSOURI.

~!: i~~fs~::::: :::::: :: :::: :: ·P,~biJc L.ib·r~~y:: :: ::::::::::: :: :::::::::::: ::::::
Sedalia . . .. .. . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . .... do .......................................... .
0

Trenton .........•...••....... Jewett Norrie Library ......•.•..................

1

MONTA-',A.

Bozeman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Butte .... ....................
Greatfalle . ...................
Helena . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Free Library .... ................................ · 1
Fre Public Lihrary ............................. .
Valeria Public Library .... ...................... .
Public Library ............ .................. .... .

* Circulation estimated.

ED

96-12•

..
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NEB RA.SKA .

i:~id
.City.:::::::::::::::::: .~.l,~~zli.~.i~~~.?: :: :::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::·
Grand I sland . .........•.......... do .......................................... ..
t~~~;~:::::::::::::::::::::: ~~l1~t\~~!;i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

51,420

li, 507
Ci, 000
12,881
SJ, 155
235, 378

10, 5S7

5,232

2,970
3,000
5. 680

11, soo

NEVADA.

"'Virginia City. ............... Miners' Union Library.... . ......................
KEW HAMPSHIRE.

Charlestown ................. Silsby Free Public Library ......... ... ......... .
Claremont..... ............. . Fiske Free L1brnry ............................. .

g~i:~~:i~::: ::::::: :: ::::: :: :

-

.~.~~a~.~.i~.r.~r.~: :: : :: : ::: : :: :: : : :: :: ::: : :: : : : : : : : :
I)over . ......................... . . do ......................... . .. •..... ... .......
Dublin ....................... . .... do ........................................ . .. .

i!~I;:{• : : • • • • : . •ii£fL\t~~;t.:.::::• :••••••••••:•.••••:• • •

!~t;l~t::::::::::::::::::::
!Jc~~~Irli~~V.:i:°:r:?:::::::: :.::::::~:: ::::::::::
r:i~:j~:::: ::: ::: :::::: ::: :::

.~.~bai;.~~~-r·a·r-~:::: :: :: : : : :::::::: ::: : : : : : : : : ::: ::
Lancaster .... . .... .. ......... .•• . . do .. . .......... . .......... .. .... . .... . . ....... .
Lebanon ................ .' ....... . . do ........................................... .
Littleton ..... . .................. . do ............ . .. .. ..... ... ...... .. ...... ... ··

il11:;,;.-_.•\\•.U\ ~ii~ir;;;;tv••••··········:···········

ii1~5T•••••: \\; ; ; ~~l~~~}T~iH'.•'.•: ; ••:• ; ;:;• ;

·windham ........... . . .. ..... Nesmith Library ..... . ...... ... .. ...... .. . . ... .. .

* 7, G52

3,826
7 000
3,500
18, 157
20 500
3, 000
4 ,767
3, 150
0. 000
4,293
3. 112
3, 3G5
4,500
4, 03G
10, 000
G. 488
7. 500
5 000
5. 446
39. 700
5, 000
5,575
H , 000
6,000
4,8 12
7,890
13. 000
4, 135
5,697
5,074
3,850
6,000
3,039

* 14, 000
"7 000
87, 122
G7 , 183
2 i85
J O ·000
7 559
17 111
, 8, 58G
"6,224
r 6 730
12 000
5, 000
29. 137
32, 038
9,000
19, 30i
13, 716
59,495
5,200
20, 5!)4
38,000
* 12, 000
!J,!JG2
12. 260
26: 000
• 8, 270
5,754
8,893
G. 035
* 12, 000
1, 590

NEW JERSEY .

Elizabeth .................... Public Lihrnry and Reading Room .............. .

~.~~~r~~~j~·~·i·b·~~~:: :: ::: ::::::::: :::::::::::: :::

¥c~~~;eCity::::: :: : : :: : : : : : : : .
Montclair ......................... do .... .. ...... .. .......... .... . . ... . .... _.... .
Newark ......................... . do ........... .... ..... ... ................ .... .
New Brunswick .. ... .. ..... ...... do ........................................... .

¥m!.!t::::::::::::::::::::: .~J.:_;1~?~~?'~i~~~~~:: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
Pl:tintiolcl... . ................ Public Library ancl Reading Room .............. .

~i:~l~
L~;ia::::: ::::::: :::: 1:!:1.J\~tt~bLftl.~t:y: :: :::::: :: :::::::: :::: :: :::::
,\roodbnry ................... Doptforcl I nstitute :Free Library ...... .. ..... ... .
0 0

8,000
14.5H
50. 275
5 036
55. 002
14,000
7,089
5,432

I

it~~; I
3,080
4, 88:J
3, !)60

27, 28!
104. 633
376 977
31,3H
332 078
50 302
34. 87l
2:). 926
111 , 236
30,473
* C. 160
* 9,766
15, 067

NEW YORK.

nion Library ........... . ........ .. .. . .
±~!feti~~::::::::::
'. '.: '. :::: CathoHc
l~rce L1brar:v .. . ................. .... . .. ....... .. .
Attica ... ................... .
Auburn .................... .
l~ath ..•. .. ..... ......... . .. . .

Ste\·em1 .hlcmorial Lil>rary ... •. ..................

n:~·i;t~ :::::::::::::::::::: ~(Ji~faltf~~~~)::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::

Fort JlamiltonFreeLil>rary .. ........ ... ..... ... .
Do . ..................... . l'rco Lending Lil>rary of Umon of Christian
,vorkerii.
Pratt Instituto Freo Library ........ ............ .

i;iid L\t,rr~;!t~.?: ::::::::·::: :: :::: ::::: ·.:::::::
1

..

,. Circulation estimated .

5, 296 1

3,021
6, OGO

12 , :;02
on, 138
3,776
3,400 t
33,862

3, 16
34, 000
11,061
8 660
!J, 802
J:3,0 6
!l, 000
172,812

5'.l, 788
207, 899
:!'.\ OflO •••••••••••

5, ooo

I

2, 600
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YORK-continued .

Cazenona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(;oboes ............ .. .•.. .. ..
Dr.rd en ......................
Elmira ......... ...... ........
Flu bing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Public Library Association ......... . ........... .
City Library .................................... .
Soutlnvortl.t Library .... ......... .. .............. .
Steele Memorial Library ......... . ......... . .... .
Free Library ............................. . ...... .

i~1ti::~. ::::::::::::::::::::

¥~bu~r1t:a;:~.e.r. ~ i.~~~?:::.·.· ::::: :::::: :::::::
Gleuo Falls... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Crandall J.i'ree Library ........... .. .. ······· · ···· ·1

,s~~~itc;;:::::::::::::
r~i~:i: :~.: • • : .::::•::•::•:.;;~[if
ii¥Jfi~~:: ••••::: ••••••• :••••••••••
~~b~r~1r,~t~~~7.
::: :::::: :::::::I
I

~~~~~~~~~~~::::::

Jamestown . .. .. . . . ... . .... .. James Prendergast Free Lii.>rary .... .. .......... .

i~o~~t~-~~1}1.t~~ ~:::::::::: .~~~w~~~~a~?:1~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Newlmrµ: . .. . .. ....... . ..... . Free Library .................................... .

~:: t~~i~e.l~~.::: ::: :: : :: ::: : r~~~\~f1br:~rtib~;lcy : :: :: : :::: :::::::::: : : : : : : ::

~~: : : : : : : : : ~: ::: : :: :::: : : g~~~~~\j~for:~?l:~~~~~~~.~.i~.'.~?:: ::::::: :: : ::
Do.. ...... ... . ... ........ ]'ree Uirculating Library ........................ .
Do .... .... . ..... .. ...... . Frr,o Library of General Society of Mechanics
aucl Tradesmen.
Do .... ....... .. .. .... .... Maimonides FreoJ.,ibmry ....................... .
Do.. ..... ... ............. ·washington lieights Free Library .............. .
Do .. . .. ....... ..... ..... . Webster .lfreo Library ............... . ........... .
Nin,'.!nra Falls. .. ........ . .... Public Lforary . . ....... .. ....... ·•· ....... . ... .. .

gf~~~~ :!·~::: :: :::::::::: ::: .!~~(fft!~!~H: ::::::: :::::: ::: :::::::~: :~::::: :::
1

0 wegu City .. ....... ..... ... City L:i.>rary ... .. .. ... ...... . .• ...... ..... ... . ...

g~~fstiii:::::::::::::::::::: iritlr:tb·;:{y:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::

3,200
3,717
5, 'i08
5,000
0, 000
4. 227
3,000
6,239
13, 068
4,300
10, 000
8,733
20,000
3,000
12,440
5,656
5,000
5,300
20, G63
3, 121
31, 160
20, 702
38,569
81,783
108, 000
45,131
10, 000
5,775
3, 912
3, 50
5, 98]
4,600
13, 00
7,000
0.167
4,045
7,201
18,963
30,000
32,896
7,623
3,316
35, !)61

0
.~:::: :::: : : :: ::::::::::::

Yonkers .......................... do ........................................... .

---- ------ G34. 451
217, 006
9-1, 828
29,219
22,998
15,996
21,600
14,081
22,000

-- -------17, 000

33,400
20,506
3,501)
11,021

0, 000

1,034

15,433
4,763
]4-, 000
188, 400
7,375
24,500
36,903
12,500
3,350
6,550
6,917
6,075
4,650
4-, 800
9, 616
17, 03-t
35 050
3,700
10,870

GB, 000
21,195
17,305
312,81 0
2J, 123
77,254
100,000
13,000
4,257
20,568
* 13,894
2!), 700
18,953
0, 848
* l!l, 232
83,641
111, 758
8,300
39, 800

Tarrytown ......... . . ........ Yom1g Men's Lyceum Free Library ..... . . .. . ... .

i~l~::::
:::::::::::::::::::: :ibn~ t~;a~:~~~~~~:i.
Watkins . .. . . ........ ..... ........ do ........................................... .

l'.l, 500
5,078
1,200
31-. 278
6'.l, 368
4,971
30,000
40, 915
15, 000
10,000
5::l, 190
15,844
------ . - - - .
* 10, <iOO
07, 700
15,658
250,963
59,160

22,000
9,347
18,862
40,485
10,873
15, 107
3-!, 651
5,548
13,716
78,503
5,000
53, l!l2
108,258
1,566
31, 1!12

l~fr,~~1;,o ..::....... ... it:f~EifJC:?:•• • • ;:•••••• : • :• • •:•
Rorfe~: :::: :: ::::: ::::·: ::::::
~~;:~~i~~:: : :::::::::::::::: i~}Ifi1~Jl:7ftit?:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3~7ggg
fil~~lf~t!;'.;~;a~!. : ::: :: ::: : :::::::::::::: ::: :: : ::

8,696
15,534

* 11,416
* 10,000

NORTH CAROLINA.

L tlger ............ ..... .. . .. Goodwill Free Lihrary ...........•...............
OHIO.

Akron ...................... . PublicLibrary .. ................................ .
Cantou ............ ........... Public Library Association ..................... .
Chillit-othe ......... .......... Public Library ................... .... ....... .... .
Cincinnati .. ..... ...... .. ......... !lo ...................... .. ............... .. .. .
Circleville .... ............. . .. - . . do . .. ...•. ....................................
Columbus .... ................ Public Library and Reading Room .............. .

?:t!~1:ii:: :::::::: :: :: ::::::: ~l~~t~Iiit"H~~I;i :: ::::::::: ::::::: ::::::::: ::::::
i~~~i:~~~~:::::::::::::::::
i~1~~j~~i~Li~Yr~~i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Hillsboro .............. ... ... Public Library .............................. . ... .
Mansficlrl.................. . . ll'morfal Library Association ................ . . .
Mount Vernon ............... Public Library .......................... . ... ... . .

f:fo~~~ffi!~::
iffit:r1i: •••:::••:::::::
•::••:::::••: :::: f1:~itgfi;~;.;,•••:•••••••: ••••••••: ••••.:
1

.Libr~'\(~;;is~~ci~ti~~: :::::::: : :::::. :::::::: ::::::
* Circulation estimated.
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PENNSYLVANIA.

Allegheny .................. .
Allegheny .................. .
Braddock ................... .
Danville ............. . ...... .
Germantown ......... ,. .... .
Harleysville ................ .
Haverford ................•..
Johnstown ................. .
Mauch Chunk ..... . ..... ... .
Mount Holly Springs ....... .
Philadelphia ................ .
Do ...................... .
Do ...................... .
Do ...................... .
Do ... •........ : ......... .
Do ..................•....
Do ......................".
Do ....... . .. .. .... . ..... .
Do . .............. ~ ...... .
Do . ..................... .
Do ..................... .

I~;!~~~:~::::::::::::::::::::
Shenandoah ................ .
South Hermitage ........... .
Tidioute .................... .
Warren ..................... .
Wilkes barre ................ .
Williamsport ............... .

Carnegie Free Library ... __ ..............•.......
Public School and Citizens' Free Library ........ .
Carnegie Free Library ....... ..... .. ......... ... .
Thomas Beaver Free Library ................•....
People's Institute ...................•............

~t:,~:~~~t{tr~I!i;::::::::::::: ::: :::: :::::: ::::::

Cambria Free Library ................... . ....... .
Dimmick Memorial Library ........ .. ........... .
Givin Free Library ............................. .
Apprentices' Lil>rary .. .........................•.
Christian Hall Lil>rary .......... . .............. ..
Drexel Institute ................. ............... ··
Free Library of Philadelphia ......... . .. .. ...... .
Friends ' Free Library a,n d Reading Room ....... .
Friends' Library ...... .. ........ . ............ - - - ·
Hebrew Education Society .... . . ........... ..... ·
Keneseth Israel Public Library ................. .
Library Association of Friends ......... ........ .
Lovell Memorial Free Library .................. .
Moyomensing Literary Institute ................ .
Carnegie Library .............................. -.
Public Library .. .................. . ·....... - · · · · ..
Public School Library .......... .... ....... .... · ··
John Mc.Ally Library ........................... .
Tidioute Library ............................. ····
Pnl>lic Library ..... .. ...................... .... ··
Osterhout Free Library ........ ............... ... .
P1..blic School Library .. .•••............... .... · ..

29, 316
15,000
11,659
9,357
3,300
8,000
32,255
8,190
18,000
3,000
17, 333
6,287
18, 433
105. 308
19, 000
14,500
3,000
3,364
8,000
9,434
7, 125
21,374
26. 230
3,700
4. 000
3,000
8,374
23, 632
4,000

122, 781
46,000
51, 952
31,079
1,500
* l{i , 000
* 64. 510
63,067
15. 000
7,000
71, 212
10. 512
36,866
1,500,000
13,401
1,948
1,500
19. 759
2,290
15, 492
6, 448
41 ,992
149,769
15,000
* 8,000
* 6. 000
48.144
71,569
• 8,000

RHODE ISLAND.

A shaway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free Library ..•.•••..••.••••••.•••....••........ ·
Barrington Center......... .. Barrington Public Library ...................... .

~~!!\~
;i F~iis· ::·.·.·.::: :: :::: :: ~~fipJi1r: f;l~;;J :::::: ::::: :: :::: ::::: :: :::::
Centerdale................... Union Free Library
~~~t&~~~~~i~h: :: ::: ::::::: ~~:: tt~~:g ·xs·s·~~iit~~~ :::: :: ::: ~::::::::::::::
Eas t Providence . . . . . . . . . . . . Natchewoket Free Public Library .......... . ... .
0

East Providence Center......
Hope Valley .......... . ......
Jamestown......... . .... ....
Johnston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .

East Providence Free Library .................. .
Langworthy Public Library .... . ........ ........ .
Philomeniau Library ............................ .
Olney ville Free Library ......................... .

f !~!~~~i::::::::::::::::::: 6fde.J!~~i~1r· ~;;ci ·i~k~~~c:ci ·F~ea·ixi;~~~y:::::::
fPeacerlale
:;r;~:ai·::::::::::::::::::
~~~tP:bii~bI~t{~~s::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
........ .... ........ Narragansett Library Association ........... . ... .
Phenix: ... ...................
Providence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do ...... ................ .
Tiverton.....................
Warren......................

Pawtuxet Valley Free Library Association ..... .
Public Library ...... . .. ......................... .
Union for ()hristian Work ............ . ......... .
Whitridge Hall Free Library ..•..................
George Hale Free Library ....................... .

~~~~~ f~~~ftVt~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::

; ~~~esrJ[k;t:::::::::::::::::

3,000
8. 250
12, 254
6,700
3,300
4, 616
4,300
4,021
3, 608
3, 780
3,805
7,000
5, 000
3, 155
29, 200
14, 765
6,239
4,600
75,559
4, 759
3,415
5 000
8,015
14,086

6, 214
6,593
18, 921
15,632
3,028
7,317
4, 500
11, 452
2. 882
5, 178
4,378
20,000
3, 199
4,481
34,407
47, 000
11,640
10,271
115, 743
13, 133
2, 135
12,600
26,905
30,442

TENNESSEE.

Memphis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cossitt Library . ........... ........ . ............. .
Do .. .................... . I. 0. 0. F. Hall and Library Association ......... .
Nashville ...... .... ......... . Howard Library Company ...................... .

33,000
10,000
3,024
4,500
9,000 ....... .. . ...

TEXAS.

Galveston . .................. Public Library·-·· ............. . ................ .
VER:'l[ONT.

6,500

25, 651

f.. 181
10,000
30, 000

18,432
24,000
48. 762
5,000
15,348
4,400
* 11,600

I

I!ellow11 Falla ........•....... \ Rockingham Free Public Library ............... .
~ra\.lehoro .... .. ............ J<·r e Library . .. ................. . .. . . . ... .... .. .
(':r 111
Fletcher Fr e Public Library ....... ........... . .

r1n ···········.......

ti~1~i?.:::::::·::::::::::::\·tdt~ihfa;::::::::: :.::::::::·::::::::: ~: ··::
1

1' liar · · · · ·. . ........... Kellogg.Jluhbard Librar , ....................... .

* Circulation estimate!

3, 1:16
3, 100
3,000
fi 800
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14.-Libraries in the United States entirely free to the public, etc.-Continued.

Location. ·

Name of library.

Volumes
issued for
Volumes. home use
dnring
past year.

VERMONT-continued.
Montpelier .............•.•..
Pittsford ................... . ~~~l~r~~f
Post Mill Village ........... . Peabody Library ................................ .
Rutland ...... .............. . Free Library ..............••.....................
St. Johnsbury .............. . St. Johnsbury Athena:mm ... .................... .
Town Library . . .. ....... . ....... . .... ........ .. . .
Harris Library .......................... . ·....... .
Windsor .................... . Library .Association .... ......................... .
Woodstock .. .. ... .......... . Norman Williams Public Library ............... .

:Jry:::::: '. '.::: '. '.: '. '. '. '. '. '.:: '. '.:::::: :::

~r:~ftf:t~.::::::::::::::::::

6,070
3,500
5,000
9, 724
14, 296
6,900
4. 000
7,800
9,766

13. 969
6,192
300
56,391
27,513
* 13,800
1,300
7, 924
15,424

12,635
4,558
5, 186

77,240
35,986
3,194

14,347

58,345

3,800
6,038
3,055
6,300
13,868
5,360
4,800
10,000
14,000
14, 561
5,349
3,813
85,094
3,558
6,210
3,342
10,253

15, 333
22,067
19,400
38,287
31,232
1,000
38,714
30,000
44,000
55,509
21, 308
14, 351
324, 463
16, ll2
7,142
7, 196
45, 923

3,500

9,980

WASHINGTON.

Seattle............ .. ... ..... . Public Library ..............•....................
Tacoma ................... ... City Library .. ........ , ......................... .
Do ....................... Mason Library ..••.....•....•..........•..•......
WEST VIRGINIA.

Wheeling............ ....... . Public Library................. . •...............
WISCONSIN.

Ashland...... ............... Va_u~hn Public ~ibrary .••.......................
Beaver Dam ................. W1lhams Free L1b1·ary .. ..... ....... ............ .
Chippewa Falls .............. Public Library ................................. .
Eau Claire ........................ do ............... .. .......... . .. ...... ..... ... .

~:iki~~~~::::::::::::::::: ~::i:~t~;;~1£:ftl~;y:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
fLa:::~~Me·:::::::::::::::::::
.:.~ ~rg .~i·b·~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·::::::::
Crosse ........ ... ...... ....... do ................................... . ....... .
~::~:~~~~:::::::::
.:::::::: ~:!~fJ1~:e!bffb~~;y::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::
Merrill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T. B. Scott Free Library ......................... .

Milwaukee .................. Public Library .................................. .
Monroe ........................... do ............. . ............................ .

~~=~u~~~-::::::::: ::::::::: ·F;etLb;~;y::: :::::::: :::::: :·: :::::::::::: ::::::

West Superior.............. . Superior Public Library ......................... .
WYOMING.

Laramie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albany County Free Library ..................•..
.. Circulation estimated.
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TTIE STATISTICS IN DETAIL.

The list of the 4,026 public and school libraries begins on page 370 of this report,
ancl gives for each librnry all the information that could be obtained. The information called for covered some 25 items. Most of tho forger libraries in which records
arc carefully k ept maclo reports which are full and satisfactory, but a large proportion of the small libraries did little more than report the number of volumes. For
example, only 2,851 of the 4,026 libraries reported the number of volumes added
during tho past year, and only 1,852 r eported the number of books issued for home
use in tho same time.
The list includes only the libraries reporting to this office. In cases where no
r~ports conl(l be obtain.eel, after a third request, from libraries which appeared in
the 1891 list, a special letter of inquiry was addressed to the postmaster . Wherever
the library ·was rnporto<l as still in existence a fourth request for information was
sent. These facts are recited to show that all reasonable efforts were made to secure
returns from all libraries having 1,000 or more volumes. ·
THE REPORTS SU:;\'G\'IARIZED.

Tho number of Yolumcs in tho 1,026 public and school libraries in 1896 was
33,051,872, as shown in Table 1. This was an increase of 7,074,229 over the number
of volumes r eporteu. by the 3,503 libmries of tho same kind in 1891. Here is an
increase of over 27 per cent in the number of volumes, while the increase in the number of libraries was scarcely 15 per cent. Unfavorable business conditions since
1891 have operated to prevent the establishment of many libraries, yet tho chea,pness of books has been favorable to the growth of existing libraries with fixed
incomes. More than harlf the increase m the number of volumes was made by the
librn,rics in the North Atlantic Division, which shows an increase of more than 28
per cent i-0. the five years. The North Central Division also shows an increase of
a.bout 28 per cent in the number of :volumes, while the ,vestern Division increased
its number of volumes ue·a rly 40 per cent. Tho increase in the South Atlantic Division was 18 per cent ancl in the South Central 21 per cent. 'fhc number of libraries,
tho numli or of volumes, anc.1 the increase for each State can Le seen in Table 1. It is
also shown that the 4,026 libr:uirs have 5,444,788 unbound pamphlets.
Table 2 shows at a glance the effective work of the libraries dnring the year ended
ApTil 1, 1896. The number of libraries reportincr their readin()' rooms supplied with
periodicals was 2,166, ancl the number of periodical pnblicat~ns thus furnished to
tho public was 116,248. Only 2,851 libraries reported additions made during the
year, the number of volumes added being 1,591,861. The additions to the number of
unbound. pamphlets aggregated 439,412, made by 1,303 libraries .
The records kept in 1,852 libraries show that 35,075,055 books wore issued to borrowers for home use. Only 594 libraries kept records of books issued for use in the
library reading rooms. The number of volumes tbus issued was 7,706,830. All these
items are given by States nnd divisions in Table 2.
Table 3 shows that763 libraries occupy their own buildings, ancl 518 occupy rented
bmldmgs. Of tho 2,713 liuraries not r eported as ownincr or renting a large proportion arc school l1brnrics which do not pay rent and yet
not be said. to own the
rooms they occupy in college or school builtlings.
This ta.bl also shows that 1,14.7 libraries arc Rn pportcd by taxation, 2,346 by corporations, :mt1 14 derive their support from both these sources. Tho remaining 519
c1ic1 not state how tb<'y arc supported.
There were 1,538 libraries r porte,1 as free G35 free for reference only, aml 77'2 free
to suh:cribc-rs. Tho rcmainmg 1,0Gl not r:.porting this item are m largo part corporation libraries fre t member:.
Tho numb r of strictly circnlating libraries was 312 tho number of reference
Hur: ri<·s 70:;,_ an<l th nnmh ·r cla :w1l a~ both circula.ting'au<l refrrcnr 2,GOO.
~alilo 1 <11-n,les thn ,026 lihrari s into 1!) ·la se~, as follows: Genna]. 1,;;GO · sc-11001,
01 i 0 11 g, 2 ; ·ollPg<} f'O ·i ·ty, 51; law, 127; theological, !J7; medical, 11; Gov-

;an
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ernment, 23; State, 26; asyl um an<l reformatory, 87; Young Men's Christian Association, 8J; Masonic, 14; Independent Order of Odd Fellows, 17; social. 57; scientific,
78; historical: 60; garrison, 14; mercantile, 10, and society, 108.
Table 5 shows the classification of libr,aries according to size . ·T here are 2 libraries
of more th~n 500,000 volumes a:wh, 4 more having over 300,000 volumes, 28 additional
having over 100,000, 69 more with over 50,000, 155 additional of oYer 25,000, 411 more
having over 10,000, and 630 more with over 5,000. The remaining 2, 7271ibrarieshave
less than 5,000 volumes each, but over 1,000.
Ta-ble 14includes t11ern1,mes of the 627public:libmricshaving 3,000volumcs and over.
These libraries arc entirely free to the public. They have in the aggregn,te D,062,363
volumes, as shown in Table 13.
EQUIPMENT AND I:N"CO:\IE.

Table 6 is a :financial exhibit of largely more tha.n half the libraries in tho United
Sfates given by States and divisions. The total amount reported as r occi ved directly
from taxation by 600 libraries was $1,679,210, and the amount appropriated to 773
libraries by States, counties, and cities was $1,513,352 for tho year. The amount
received from endowment fonds by 59-1 libraries w2,s $1,035,052; 833 libraries received
$386,44 1 from memuersh ip fees; 303 libraries rcceiYed $38,684 from book rents; G25
libraries receiYed $529,350 from d onations, wh11e 1,017 recciYed $729,547 from sources
not stated. The total income reported by 2,437 libraries was $5,911,636 for the year
ending April 1, 1896.
The permanent endowment ,funds of 605 libraries aggregate $17,570,G73. The
aggregate value of the bmklings owned by 567 librn,rics is $33,291,259 . Tho value of
the bcoks added during the year by 2,333 hbaries was $1,574,410.
Tho reader will find it interesting an<l. instructive to examine in detail the statistics for each State as given in Table G. This is the first attempt made by this
Bureau to present a condeuscd financial exhibit of pnblic and school libraries.
Great care bas been taken to gi ,e tho number reporting each item so that in finding
averages the libraries not reporting will not be included in the divisor.
THE GROWTH OF FI VE YEARS . -

Taules 7 and 8 are vrranged for comparison, the latter exhibiting certain statistics
for 1891 and tho latter for 1896. According to Table 7 there was in 1891 an aYerage
population of 17,877 to a library while, in 1896, as shown in Table 8, tho population
to :1 librnry was 17,376. The same tables show that in 1891 there were 41 books to
each 100 of population, while in 1896 the numb-er had incroasecl to 4-7 volumes to
each 100 of population. An increase is sbown in each of the five grand divisions,
but in certain Sta~es the increase in the number and size of tho libraries <l.i<l not
keep pace -with tho in crease in population. It is estimated that tl1e in crease in
population from 1890 to 1895 was 7,331,750, or nearly 12 per cent. As already i:;hown
in Table 1, there was an increase in the number of libraries of about 15 per cent and
in the n nm ber of vol nmcs of morn than 27 per een t.
Tho chart following Table 8 shows the relative uumber of volumes to each 100
of popu1ation in the mted States in 1896.
TilE GTIOWTll Ol!' TWEXTY YEARS.

Table 9 sho,vs the number of libraries aml tho number of volumes in each State in
1875. Thero were in the United tates 3,648 llbrari s of 300volurucs :md over, lin,ving
an ar,gregato of 12,329,52G volumes. Of the total num l>er 2,039 had. 1,000 or more volumes ca.ch, aggreg~ing ll,487,7i8, while the remaining 11 60!) libraries of less than
1,000 each had. a total of 841, 74.8 volumes .
Table 10 is a summary of similar statistics for 1884.-85. There were 5,388 libraries,
with a grand. total of 20,722,393 Yolumes. In the list havinl-{ 1,000 or more Yolumes
there were 2,988 libraries, with 19,401,199 volumes; and in tbo li. t having less iLan
1,0CO volumes, but more than 300, were 2,350 libraries, with 1,321,1/H nJ!nmPs .
Table 11 exhibits the statistics of the 3,158 libraries which in 1896 reported 300 or
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more volumes, but less than 1,000. The total number of volumes was 1,544,386.
Combining these numbers with those given in Table 1, it is shown that the total
number of libraries reporting to this office in 1896 having 300 and more volumes
was 7,192, and the aggregate nnmbcr of volumes was 34,596,258.
By comparing Tables 9 and 10 it will be found that the per cent of increase in
the number of libraries from 1875 to 1885 was 46, and in the number of volumes the
per cent of increase was 68. A comparison between Tables 10 and 12 sllows that the
- per cent of increase in the number of libraries between 1885 and 1896 was 35) and in
the number of volume; the per cent of increase was 67.
THE SMALL LIBRARIES.

The statistics of the 3,158 libraries having less than 1,000 but 300 or more volnmes
are summarized iu Table 11. The list of these libraries is not published in this
report. As no special effort was made to secure r eports from libraries having less
than 1,000 volumes, it is believed that the number havrng between 300 and 1,000 volumes is largely in ex.cef:s of the number given rn Table 11. It is uot improbable
that there are m the United States 4,000 public and school lib~aries having less than
1,000 volumes 1 but having 300 or more.
Among the 3,158 libraries, the statistics of which are summarized in Table 11, there
were 2,455 school libraries, 155 college libraries, 289 general libraries, and 259 of all
other classes.
It will be observed that 1,043 libraries, with 510,154 volumes, are in the North
Central Division, and 785 libraries, with 337,455 volumes, are in the Western Division.
California alone has 699 of these libraries, with 294,64-4 volumes. This is explamed
by the fact that the State provides for district school Ii braries. There are h un<l.reds
of such libraries of less than 300 volumes each, and doubtless many larger ones, not
reporting to this office. The report of the State superinteudent of public instructJOn
for California for 1894 showed that the district school libraries of that State contained 711,161 volumes, and that these libraries were Yalued at $689,652 . The amount
expended for books for these libraries in 1894 was $55,722, and there remained a
balance to the cre<l.it of the °library fund of $55,007.
New York stands next, with 213 school libraries, rn this list. Ohio has 1271 Pennsylvania 123, and several other States have over 100 each.
Since the statistics in the following pages were tabulated and summarized retwns
have been received from the following libraries having 1,000 volumes and over:
McLean Seminary Library, Simsbury, Conn., 1,200 volumes; Library of Danvers
Historical Society, Danvers, Mass., 1,200 volumes; Library of New England Society,
Orange, N. J., 1,500 volumes; Philadelphia Seminary Library, Philadelphia,
1,027 volumes; Pittsfield Public Librnry, Pittsfield, Ill., 2,000 volumes; Pn~lic
Library, Charles City, Iowa; 2,500volnmes; Western Normal College Library, henando ah, Iowa, 11230 volumes; Free Library, Puyallup, "\Vash., 1,000 volumes; Carroll College Library, Waukesha, Wis. 1 1,000 volumes; Colorado Scientific Societies
Librnry, Denver, Colo., 1,761 volumes; Iowa Industrial School Library, Eldora, Iowa,
1,950 Yolumes; Holton Iligh School Lil)rary, Holton, Kans., 3,847 volmnes; Genera,!
Reference Library, Farmington, Me .1 3,000 volumes; Smyth Pnblic Librar,v, Candia,
N. H., 1,050 volumes; Whipple Pree Library 1 New Boston, N. H., 1,750 volumes;
Library of the New England Society, Orange,
J., 1,500 volumes; The Arthur W.
Tams Musical Library, Ne\V York City, 150,000 volumes; Southampton Union cbool
Library, Southampton, N. Y., 1,001 volumes; Utica Catholic Academy Library,
Utica, N. Y., 1,735 volumes; Dioc san Library, Philadelphia, Pa., 7,000 volumes;
Phrenakosrnian Literary ociety Library, .i:'rewberry, S. C., 1,168 volume .
An additional 11 t of librari shaving 1,000 volumes aud oYer will l.>e printed in the
next annual report of this Bur •au.
_ Th work of collecting and compiling the statistics of public and school lthrari
n~ l .' !~6, as printed in this chapter1 was clone hy the following- derks in tll stati tical
dtvi. ton of th
Bureau of Edncation under the dire tion of th
tatistician: ~[r.
Li· ,i ,\. K::i.lliar.h, ~fr. Franc: . A. Reigart, Mrs. Pearl ·woolverton, Mis Nathalie
1
Lev · 1u ~, aud lis Bc1tba Y. Hebb.

Pa.,

T

.
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ALABAMA.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

Auburn .. ..... ..... .
Bailey Springs ....•.
Birmingham .. . . . .. .
. . • .. do . . ........ .. .. .
Cullman .... ....... .
Demopolis ......... .
Ea!=<t Lake ... ..... . .
Eufaula . ..... ... . .. .

Alabama Polytech1iic Institute . . 1872 Co1 . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Bailey Springs University....... 1893 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Public Library .. .... .... ...... . . 1888 Gen . .... . ....
C.
Zelosophian Academy. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . Sch. ... ... . . . .
C.
St. Bernar1 Bencd1cti~e Society .. 1892! So . . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Maren<ro}emnleinst1tute ...... ... ... _ ~ol . ...... R .........
How::ir~l College...... . .. . . . .. . . . 18-HI Col ...... · .. · ·
C.
U nion Female College .. . ......... 1893 Col .......... . ... .... .

Florence .... ....... .
Gudsden ........... .
Greensboro . .. .. ... .
Hnntsvillo . .. . . . . .. .
Marion ... . . .. ... . . .
Mobile ..... . .. ..... .
.. .. . do .... ... .... . . .
Montgomery .... .. . .
.••.. do .... •• . .......

State Normal School. .. .. ........
Jones College for Young Ladies ..
Sout,hern University . ............
Central.Alabama.Academy .......
Jndsoninstitnte ........... ... ...
Academy of the Visitation. ... . . .
Mobi leLibrary ........... . . . .....
State and Snpreme Court Library.
State Board of Health...... . . . . . .

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

Normal .. . .... ..... . State Normal and Industrial
School.
Spring Hill . ... .... . Spring Hill College.... . .... . . . . . .
..... do ...... .. ..... .
Stndents ' Library .. .... .'.....
Talladega . ....... . .. . Talladega Colleite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..... do .... .... ..... .
Theological Library..........
Troy ............ ... . State Normal College .............

1856 1 Sch... .... . . . .

C.
1850 Col ................. ··
~1870 Gen. ........ .
G.
1840 Gen . ........ .
C.
1833 Sch. ...... . . . .
C.
18!4 q-en ...... R. ···'.[·;·-J 828 Gen ........ · ·
·
1879 Scien . . . . . . . . .
C.
1859 Col . . . . . . . . . . .

· · · . B.
S. 1 n.
. . - . R.
F. 1 ~ :
S. l3.
1
· · .. n
*Fr. 1 ·

Fr. 1 n.
Fr. I B.
S. ~·

···· 1 ·
13
···· n·

J,:n'B

S.

j;.
]'.

·

1878 1 Sch....... . . . .

C.

F.

TI.

1830 Col .......... .
18G8 Col ...... .... .
. . . . . Col .......... .
. . . . . Theo ........ .
1888 Col .......... .

c.
c.
C.
c.

F.

n.
c.
n.

T.

F. ]L
Fr. B.
I

24

Tuscaloosa . . . . . . . . . Pierson Library (Alabama Insane
A.&R ........ ········ .... C.
Hospital).
. ... n.
25 ..... do .... . ..... . ... Stillman Institute.,... .. .......... 18,7 Gen .... . .... .
C.
I

26

Tuskegee........... Alabama Conference Female Col. . . . . . Col .......... .
lege.
27 ... .. tlo ........ ...... Normalam1Indnstrin1Institute .. 1881 Reh ..... ...••.
28 UniYersity ..... .. .. University of Alabama .... .. .. . .. 1831 Col .......... .

C.

c. . ... I n.
c. F. IL

ARIZOc'\A.

29

Phronix .... .. .......
30 Tucson ......... ....
31 •••.. do . . . . . . . . . .. ...
32 Yuma . . . .. . . .... . . .

Territorial Library .... ...........
Free Pnblic Library . ............. 1
Unh'erRity of Arizona ......... . ..
Prison Library ...................

1864 Law ......
Jl<8G Gen.... ..
11<91 Col . . . . . . .
1888 A. & R ....

¥: ii:

R.
T.
. ...
CT.
] .
3
....
·
.... ......... · · · C.

ARKANSAS .

33 .A.rlrnclelphia. _..... . Arkadelphia Methodist Co1loi:;e .. 1800 Col . ........ · ·
34 ... .. do .. .. ......... . Ouael.Jitu College ........ . .. ...... 1886I Col ...... . · · ·

35

:rn
37
38
39

40

Batesville ......... .
Clarksville ........ .
Conway ........... .
Fayetteville ....... .
Ilrlrna. ............ .
Little Rock ........ .

Arlrn.nsas College ............. ...... ..
Arkansas Cumberland College. ···j 1!-!!H
Ilenclrix College.................. 1887
.A.rkanimainclnRtrial University .. 1871
Women's Librnry ................ ]888
Arkansas Female College ........ 1878I

Col....... . .. .
1 ...
('ol. .......
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
Col . . .. . . . . . . .
(:en . ...... O.
Col . . .. . . . . . . .

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

1{ fr
S. R:
n
13r.S.· R:'·
It.

41 .•... do ............. . Arkansas State Lihrary .......... 18.W State..... ....
T.
F.
42 ..... do ............. . Little Rock U11h-ersity ........... 1874 ('ol. ...... ....
C.
F.
1
43 ..... do ...... .... ... . :MarquandLibrary ....................
Y .• l.C.A. R.
C.
s.
1
1
1
4A .•... r1o ............. . Sn promo Court Lihrary .......... 1836 Law ... : .. 1............ S.
45 • farianna .......... . falo ancl l~emalc Insti"tutP .... ... 18 !) 8c-h . ..•••...•..•. .. ... 1"r.
46
fountain Jlome ... . Mountain Home Baptist Gollege.. l !J4 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
'.Fr.
47 Pine IHuff ......... . !nmch .,-orm al College ........... 1 73 ~ol .......... · c
C.
48 Ro~ rs ............ . ,o~c·r'i ~icar1emy ................. 18 ! ,-,C'h....... . •• .
.
'·
40 \ Southland ......... . .-onthlancl Gollego and ~·ormal ..... Sch....... . . . .
C.
I~.
In,itituto .

5

r

n.

IL i

TI.
JL

n.

ii:
l!.

.ALIFOI:. ·1.\ .

50

~-~

.,_
53

Alam ,111 .•••••••••••
.!nahtitn ......... .
1, lmont .......... . .
B rkcl .......... ..

Pnhlir: Lihrarv ................... 1 70
l'nhlk ."<'ho,,l 'r,ihrarv .................
l:1 lrnont. "r,hool. .... : .. ................
Boono s uivc, it,r School........ . . . . .
,. :Fr., free for r •fer nc ·.

I

n.

Gnn ...... R.
T.
F. B.
Sc:h ...................... · · · ··
.'C'h... .. .. . . . .
('.
Sch . . •• • • . . • . . . C.
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StaieJ of 1,000 '!:olunics ancl oi:er in 18DG.
Receipts.
er.

Name of librar'ian .

]
0

t>
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·1-- - - - - - - - - 1

11

10

9

- - - - --

l.2

13

14

15

16

17

- - -- --- --- --- --- 1

!l, 051 15, 500
1, 000
501
5,000 1,800.

JS

- -- 1 - - - - - - - - - - -1

407
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 821, . .. . . . . . . Chn.fl, U. Thach .. . .. ... .
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55 ............ . ..... . .... . A. 13. Ellis ... . ....... . . .
150
300
4,188 .. .. . . ... 1••• • • • •
362 . . .... .. .

U~t ·..5()()I·... 25 .... 30:::::::::I:::::::::/::::::: :::::::: :::::::::
1. 500

1, 0001

15

75

200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

P. 1.'heodose .. ... .. ... . .

15 . .... . .. .

T . J. Simmons, presid en t .
C. A. Beasley .. .. ...... .
A. n. Jones, president ..
D. P. Christenberry . ... .
A. W . .McKinney ..... . .
.Anne Kirtley . ......... .
M. Stanislaus Campbell.
A. U. 1\J oscs ........... .

~~~;J~ia~~h~~;;."i~~~ith.
2,

"'11.0001 1, 500

100 . ...... ... .. . .. ·· \·· · ·...

oflker.
6 ••••••••. Miss .F. M. Ilolston . ....

ll : t::: : : 't : : : :: :::
!

1,

ooo

4, iiOO . . • • • • .

G. W. Andrews ....... .

315 ........ . E. R. Eldridge, presi·

13

14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

800!

1, 000

200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .... . J. T. Searcy, superin·

24

tenclent.
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. L. Phillips, superin·

25

I

400

"\V. E. Ilutchison ...... .

9
10
11
]2

1, 500

1, 200 . . . . . . .

500

·j~~---ii."ii~~k:::: ::: : ::

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

dent.

~~~~

2,000 . .................. . ....... - .......... .. .... - ••........ · · . . · · - · · · · - . · . . · · - · · · · - · · - · · · ·

?.6

7
2, 009 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T. L. ITunt . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 . . . . . . . . .
706 . . ......... . ..... . .. .• •. .Amelia Gorgas. . .......

27
28

10, 000 . . . . . . . . ...... . ... . . . ............... . •.. . ..... . . .. ............ . ....... . ..... . . .. . .....
2, 980 . . . . . . .
90
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
450 . . . . . . . . . Mrs. JI. S. Batte, acting.

29
30
31
32

;; ;;; :::;; ,:::;;; •••1:: •:'.: '.'.. '. ••;'.:. '. '.: '. .'.;::.;; :::: ::1•'.; '. :::;'.:. ;;;;;~;:;;;~;

33

7, Q.;!)
10, 000

35
5, 005

121

1!)7

3

3, 500 2, 000
7, 000 12,000

2CO
456

u~~ --~~~~~: ···~~~

500
2, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
738......... . . • • . . . . . .. . . . . .

1

200 ...... .'.. .A.. C. Milfar, president ..
500 ......... J . .A.. Garside .... .. .... .

·- ~~~ ....:·.~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: ...~·.:~}::::::: .iii;~~;~--~;~~;e;,-pri~:·

35,000 10,fOO 8,250
500
4,000......... . .. . . . .
1, 100
3, 000 1, 200
100
300 ........ . . .............. . . .......... ... .. .
2,500. ... . . .
100......
1,951 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
320
$4, 200 1
I
1
15,000 4,000
5'.)() 1,000.........
......... ...... .
1,450 ........
3,000 1, 0()0
25
101)......... . . . . . . .. . .... .. .
150 .........
1. 000 4, OOiJ
100 1,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1001. . . . . . . . .
2, 777
802
l 521
38 . . . . . . . . .
500 . . . . . . .
500 . . . . . . . . .
........

1

.

J.B. Armistead ....... ·

W. T. Lewis ........... .
Thomas Johnson, secro·
tary.
W. l'. Campbell ....... .
T. A. Futrall . ... ... .. . .
'\V.S.,Johnson, president
J. C. Corbin ........... .

i: ~ ::::::: ::::::':::::: ...."': ::: :: ::: :::: :: :..... 'Ill::::::::: ~v:.i;:;;£\'':: :::::: ::

~: fJ : : : ': 235 ::::::

114,

'84 ..":'IO! ': '"j·..~·. ~~·~
,::::::::: .~-. ~·.~~~~)~.t~~~~:::::::

t~L::::: :::::: ::::::1::::::::: :::::::::i::::::: :::::::: :::: ::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

3,L

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

50
51
52
53
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CALIFORNIA-cont'd.
Head's (Miss) School. ........... . 1888
Instit-u tion for the Deaf and Blind. 1886
Public Library .. . ......... ..... . . 1893
University of California ....... . . . 1860
Chico Library and Free Reading 1879
Room.
59 CollegePark ..•..... University of the Pacific ............ .
60 Colusa.............. Public School Library ................ .
61 Gilroy .... ......... ...... do ...... .. . ... ........ . ....... 1895
62 Golden Gate ............. do .. ..... .. ......... . ............. .
63 Grass Valley...... . . High School. ..............•• , . . . . 1856
64 Healdsburg ......... Healdsburg College .............. . ... .
65 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public School Library............ 1860
66 Hueneme . ......... . Public and School Library ......... . . .
67 Irvington........... "'\Vash ington Female Seminary ... .. .
68 Los Angeles........ Historical Society of Southern 1883
California.
69 ... .. do .. ............ Law Lil.Jrary of Los Angeles 1891
· County.
70 ..... do . ......•... a • • Los Angeles Academy............ 1887
71 ... . . do ............. . Public Lil.Jrary .... . ......... ..... 1872
72 ..... do········-···· ·
73 . . ... do ............. .
74 .... . do ............. .
C:ty Library .... . ................ 1859
75
76 -~~ra~vi:~~:: :::::: :: College of Notre Dame.............. .
77 Mills College ...... . Mills College (Sage Library) . . . . . . . . . .
78 Modesto ........... . Public School Library............ . . . ..
79 Monrovia ... . ...... . Public Library................... 1893
80 Mount Hamilton ... . Lick Observatory........ ... ..... 1875
81 M.urpbys .......... . Public School Library............ . . . . .
I 82
Napa . .. ........... .
83 Nevada City ....... .
84 Oakland .......... . . California College .. . .. ........ ... 1874
85 ..... do ............. . Convent of Our Lady of the Sa. 1868
creel Heart.
86 . .. .. do ............. . Field Seminary ...................... .
87 .. . .. do .......... ... . FreePublicLibrary ......... ..... 1868
88 .... . do ... ..... .. .. . . PaciJJc 'Fhcologjcal Seminary . ... 1869
80 .... . do ............. . Pubhc School Library ..... ·-· ....... . .
90 .... do ............. . St. M_ary's Collep:e .... ...... _.... . .... .
91 Ontario ............ . Public School Library .............. .. .
92 Orange . ........... . Free Public Library ... .......... . 1885
93 Oroville ........... . Public School Library ... .. .......... .
04 Pasadena ... .... .. . . Pul.Jlic Library ................... 1883
95 ..... do .. .. ... ...... . Throop Polytechnic Institute.... 1891

Sch . . . . . . .
Sch .......
Gen ......
Cul.......
Gen ···-··

54 Berkeley .......... .
55 ..... do ............. .
56 ..... do ......... . ... .
57 ..... do ... ........ .. .
58 Chico ........•.... ..

R. . . . . . . . .
-. . .
C.
lo{.
Tc.
.
.
R.
B.

Col......... ..

C.

ltttl:t I

~\)~6.'~1t\t:~:;~~:::::::::::::: .~~~~

96

1

Sch...........
Hist ...... R.

C.
C.

s.

R.

Law...... . ...

C.
C
·

S.

R.
.B.
B
R:

Sch ....... · · · ·
Gen ...... · · · ·

100
110
111
112
113

·······1····

Gs'!~~:::::: ::::

114 ····.do •. ... .. ....... Californi.~

I

cademy of Sciences.. 1 5:Jj

l

r ~: t

Sch. -... · · · · · · · · · .. · · · "jj; ·

.B..

g~i:l~:: :.·:.<.<.·:.:.-:.:.:.:_

gc:.

Fs:·. ~:.
.u

Sch ....... ·-··
~en . ...... O.
'lheo . .... ....

T.

C.

·j.~_- ·r;·_-

C.

F

·

R.

~~~::::::: ::::1···u.· ·· :::: ::::
Sch ..... . . ... . ············ ·B··
Gen . . . . . . IL I T.
F ·I ·

2;::::::::~: . t ... ii: 1·
T.

!~.·.::·:.:·.:·. J;~bf~nLit.~~.;?::::::::::::::::: i:~g 8:~::::::: ·R:· f:

1

i~:

Gen....... . .. .
'1'.
F.
Sch
C.
·.ii'· · "ii.·
Col ....... O.
C.
Sch
... · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · ·

Petaluma ........... PublicLil.Jrary .... .............. 1867 Gen ...........

San Francisco . . . . . . .Astronomical , ociety of the Pa· 1880
1
cific.
..... do .............. Bancroft Library ......................
..... do ... .... ....... Bar A11. oc·.iation of an Francisco. J 84
..... ,lo .............. BibliothNJll clclaLigueNation· 176
....• ,lo
ale Franr·PiRe.
.•... do .............. B'nai Brith Library .............. 1 70
·············· Bohemian Club Library .......... 1872!

F

6' ;:

1
~~~~~~i.

RiYCr!;ido ..... ...... F1·"0 Pul.Jlic Library ............. 1880
100 ..... do . . . . . . . . ...... RiYersicle County Law Library .. 1805
101 Sacra.mento ..... ... . CaliformaStatc Lil.Jrary ......•........
102 ..... do ............ .. Frr.cPublic Library.···········-· 1870
103 St. Ilelena ............... do ................. . . ......... 1892
104 Sa.linas ........... . . District S<"hoo l Lil.Jrary .. ........ \.....
105 , an Anselmo . . . . . . . 'an Francisco Theological Semi· 1871
uarv.
106 1 San Diogo .......... Free Public Libraq· .............. 1880
107 ..... do . .......... .. . SauDiego.'choolD.ii;trietLibra.ry l ....
108

R
:
D.

S.

~~L::::: :::: I i·. l

t~if:~~l~Ajffii1:i6i1iiii~~: Hi~ ~~L::::: : : t

ii90

F. 13.
I<'. R.
Fr.

Gen ....... R.
T.
Law...... . . . .
C.
Gen .. ...... . .. ··· ··· · ·
Gen ....... O.
'l'.
Gon. ...... . ...
T.
Sch
Theo •..... O.
C.

F.

~:
F.

~·.
..c

R:
H·

R:

J'
'·

F.

F.

~:

·······1···· ········1·F.··· ·:ii··

Gen ....... R.
SC'h ....... R.

I

T.
'l'.

Scion . .... R.

C.

Jiiat ...... O.
L-tw
R
:-i~·iai::::: R:

C.

c.
Gen .......... .
c.
c;,,11 •...... R.
."cien_.... ·j·.. ·j c.

F. ~ ·
('r.
·

·

B.

lf· TI:
n.
n.
R.

11''.

R.
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A(!)

::ls
0~
So

<11 'O

17

1.S

~: i~~ ::::::: i~~I:::: :: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: .....3, $40
: : :: : :~::
200 . - ...... .

3, 0001'
500 1, 61~
100
6, 746 .. - ... - . . $3, 200
62, 323 . _... _. 4, 684 3, 868 .. _... _.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
1, 780 . . . . . . .
45 . • • . . .
1, 116 ... _. _. . . . . • . . . .
9,

oool

3, ooo

.AnnaHead ........... _.
W . .A. Caldwell ..... ... .
D. R. Moore, secretary._
7, 931 $50, 000 .J.C. Rowell .... _.. _....
246 ........ . Mary P. Hendricks,
superintendent.

~· . _.. 1.. ____ ....... _. _. _. _. _... _.. __ ...... _......... _.

1, 200 . . . . . . .
50 • • - - - · - • •.......
50
50 . • • • .... .
1, 300
350
100
150
2, 000
1, 000 . . . . . . .
130 .... . .. ..
1,083 ··-···. ·-···· ·--·-· ·-··-·-·· ... ······ ...... . ··-·· _.... -···· ..
1, 6561
701
485
302
2, 705
806 . . . . . . .
150 .•.......
1,000 ............. 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • -· • • • • • • • • • - - - · -- • • • • • • • - • • • - ••• - ••
1, 200
300
100
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . .
125 .... _.. _.
1, 9501 1, 500
150
50
650 .. _.... _..... - - .
148 ........ .
2,000 ....... ·-·-·· 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - - · - · · • • · - - · ••• · - - - · · · · ·
1, 100 3, 850
90
280 . ___ ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1~0 . _...... .
0 .. • •

5,770 25,000

•

• •

300 5,000 .. _...... . . . . . . . . .

1,833

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

.Jno. E. Hayman ....... .
W.W. Pettit .......... .

'..i"1iy;; o: T;j-i~~-::::::::
·.1i".

·n: B;1ii::: :::::::::::

R. B. h~,ydock ......... .

J.M. Guinn, curator ... .

3,833 .... .. ••. F. H. Howard ... _......

69

C. A. Wheat, principal..

70

1, OOOI
500
40I
40 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50
43, 238 . . . . . . . 3, 289 . . . . . . 371, 638 169, 819 21, 595 23, 076
4, 000
700
50
150 .. ..... ..... .............. ___ .. . .
4, :i82
100
742
20
3, 000 .. - - ...... - -. . . . . . . . . . . .
1

54
55
56
57
58

....... : .
. . . . . . . ..
.. . . . . . ..
. . . . . .. . .

. ........ _...... . ...... ..

71

D . .J. Healy ...• _..... .. .

. ....................... .

!: 11 •i:mi •••m•••.r;;••.:m•••••••••••••••••:::•'.:: :::i::::: •;1}:;::.~r::m•
2, 183

50J

700 .. ·- .... : . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

351

377 .. -- ..... Mr,,. 0. A.. Wheeler .....

t ~g~ ..~~ ~~~j:::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::.~-- _s:

5, 092 . . . . . . .

43 . . . . . .
15, 842
2, 200 ........ - .. - .
76
965
5, 000 2, 000 1, 000
200 . - . . . . . . .
1, 400
108
8
36 ....... ..

. . . . . . . . . 1, 200
1, 200 . . • . . . . . .
..........................•......
. . . • . . . .. . . . . . . .
2, 000 .. _. .....
......... .. •. - . .
80 ......• - .

-~·o_l~!·e·~·- ~~~~~~~~: :.:
Mary F. Boggs ... _._ .. .
.J. C. Rich ............. .
S. R. Morse, president ..
Mother Elizabeth , superior.

1,000 ·· ·-··· .••••......................... ······· _-· -- .. . ······ . -· ...... _ ·· ·-· ... ·-· ...... _
5,000 3,007. --·.. 118,605 ......... 16,000 16,537 .. _....... Henry F. Peterson .... .
2, 000
684 . -- .... - ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150
2, 500 George Mooar ......... .
2,000 ····-·· ·· -··· .......•.. ·····. ····· ... ····-·· .... . .. . ·-···· . _....... ·····- ...... ···-·· _
10,000 ···-··· ...... ···--· .... ····· ··-······ ....... ·-·-·· .. .... . .... ······ ·-···· -~··. ·--···-1, 404 .... ... ··---- ·--··- .................. ·--·--. ·--··-· __ .. _.. ·-· .................. ···-·· .
2,000 .................. ..... . ............. -··---. -----· .. ··-···· -· .Anna C. Field.- .. -- ... .
1,000 ··-·-·. ···-·· ·-···· --- - ·- ... ·-···· .......... _... ..... ........ ·-···· .............. ··-· _
] 0, 000
800 1, 500
160
75, 710
19,530 7, 109
7,462 . . . . . . . . . Mrs. S. E. Merritt ..... .
2, 400 1, 000
400
200 ........ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600 . . . . . . . . . Chns. H. Keyes, presi-

25, 00~

7. 02;:i

6, 835 . . . . . . .
460
160
10,475 .. _. ..... l, 100
1, 230 . . . . . . . . .
4,000 2,000. _.. .... ........ .......... ... . ....... ........ ....... ..
4, 845
322
402 _... ..
12,684
3,699 1,600
1, 600 . - . . . . . . .
7, 337 . . . . . . .
789......
55, 506 .. _.. _... 2, 784
3,014 . . . . . . . . .

dent.
Mrs . .J.C. Lackie .... - ..
F. F. Barss .... - ....... .
E. P . Bartlett ......... .
Mary M. Bmith . -...... .

86
87
88
R9

90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

106:ggg\
.... ~~~ ... ~~~ :::::: :::::::::
::::::::: ::::::: .....7,977
~~~ ::::::::: .~.~~.e_s.~!~~~·.~~~~~~~~~:
2.5. 575 ...... . 1,239 ... _..
69,220 .. _...... 7,800
_........ Caroline G. Hancock .. .
1 , 190
100
184 ····-.
3,417. ·-· .. _..
452
466 ........ Louisa Thompson ..... .
1. 042 ·--··· .... ...... ... · ··· ·· ··· ········· ...... . ····-· .. ···-····· ····-· -····· ·············
16,000 2,000 1, oo\ ....................... -· -··· .
500 ... ...... Thos. F. Day .··- -- .... .
1

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

100
101
102
103
104
105

6, 747 ......... Mary E. Walker ....... .

106
107

2, ::: ·· -·~--~~~ ~:c;{{:~::c::::::~~~.

108

g:ggg ::::::: ::::::
::::::20 :::::::::
::::::::: ::::::: ···1,··.:;50
::::::::: ·n:M:r·;i~"e".·.·.·.::::::::.15. 65:J 1,523
268!
16,088....... .. . . . . . . .
354. ........
Masson, secretar,v . _.

109
110
111

1, 750 . . . . . . . . . A. Wilner .. _.. . ........

I J12

13. 000. .. . . . .

600

150

64,545

7,912

6,257

:: ::: ·-~~~J .. ~~~ :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: .... ~~~
6

.A.

10. 700 . . . . . . .
200 . . . . . .
27,683
1,000 . . . . . • .
8 . 000 1,700 ... .... . ·- ............ __ ......... -- _

·1·......... _. .....

8,495

6,000

113
Willis E. Davia,.chair·
man .
114
72212,506 ..•... --. ·--······ ·· ----- ··-··--· · -·· ····· F. H. Va lit, assistant
secretary.
I
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CALIFOR~IA- cont'd.
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
12'.,!
123
124
] 25
120
127
128
12n
130
131
132
133
134
135
136

San Francisco ..... . California State Mining Bureau .. i880
Chamber of Commerce .......... . 1851
De la. Salle Collego .............. . 1876
Free Public Librar.v .. ....... .... . 1870
Geo~rnphical Society of the Pa. 1881
Citic.
. ... . do .. ........... . Grand Lodge, l!'. & A. M . •••••...... ...
..... do .... ......... . Reald's Business College ......... .. .. .
... .. do . . . ....... ... . I. 0. O. F. Library Association... 1854
.... . do ............. . Irving Institute.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1876
.•.. . clo •.••..•••..• •. Rni:i;hts of Pythias Library ..... 1874
..... do .. . ... ....... . Ladies' Sodality Library ......... 1870
•••.. clo .••••• • •. .•••. Lake's (Miss) School for Girls.... 1887
.. ... do .....•........ Law Library, Sonthern Pacific .... .
Co.
... . . do ............. . Lowell Rii? School ....•..•...........
..... do ... . .. ....... . }Jecl1amcs Library ... .. ....... . ..... .
..... do ............. . New Jerusalem Cb urch Library. . 1853
.... . do ............. . Notre Dame College .......... ........ .
San ]'rancisco Post Library ... .... .. .. .............. .
(Presidio).
s~n l<'rancisco ..... . Presentation Convent ............ 1854
..... do ......... . ... . Sacred. Heart Academy.. ... ...... 1887
San Francisco Sacred Heart College . ............ . , . . .
(Eddy and Larkin
streets).
San Francisco (1G23 St. B..-ic1get's Convent ..... .... .. . .

.••.. do ............. .
..... ~~o ···········-·... . . do ...... . ••.....
..•.. <lo·-- · ····· ·····

Scien ..... R
Mer . . ..... R
Col .. ........ .
Gen .... .. .. .. .
Scien . . . . . R.

T.
C.
C.

Maiwnic ..... .
Sch . .... .. .. . .
I.O.O.F .... . .
Sch ....... R .

C.

C.
C.

~~~i;i::::: .~·.

C.

Sch .. ........ .
Law .•.... R.

'.r.

C.

c.
c.
C.

c.

F

R.
R.

s.
F.
s.

H.

B.

n..

R.
s. B .
Fr. D.
Fr. n.
s. B.
R.
R.

i ~~~~~~~!!~· ·~:· · 1·1
Gar . .................. · · · .D.
Sch .......... .
Gen ... ....... .
Sch ........ .. .

c.
c.

Sch ......... . .

c.

c.

s.

R.
B.

Droad 1rny).

s. R.
St. Ignatius Collogo .............. 1855 Col. Soc. .. . . . .
C.
S. B.
St. Vincent's School... ....... .... 1856 Sell. ...... . . . .
C.
S. B.
San .lfr:.i.ncisco Law Library ...... 1866 Law...... . . . .
C.
s. R.
San Francisco Microscopical 1872 Scien . . . . R.
C.
Library.
C.
B.
141 1.... . uo ........ ..... . San Francisco Verein Library.... 1852 Soc . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. B.
142 ..... do ..... _....... . Society of California Pioneers.... 1853 Soc . . . . . . . . . . .
1.13 ..... do ...... . ...... . ~npr
\Court Library.......... 18U8 Law . . . . . . R. .. . ... . . "j/ · ~:
H4 .. ... do . .. ........ .. .
145 ..... <lo ....... ... . .. .
140 ..... do ....... ...... .
147 San ,Jose ..... ...... . Colle;e o! K otre :.pamo .... _...... 18511· qot . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
S. B.
1-18 ..... clo . .... ••...••.. District Scllool L1bmry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sch ......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·ii·
140 . . ... do .. .. ......... . l<'ree l'ublicLibrary ....... ..... .. 1880 Gen........ .. .
:B.
150 .... do .... ......... . High School.. ... .............. . .. 1866 Sch..... .. . . . .
·
·
151 ..... do .... .... ..... . St.Joseph 's Col)egc . ....... ...... 18~0 Col........ ...
C.
F.
T.
S. n·
152 ..... <lo ............. . San Jose Law Library .... ....... . 1816 Law..........
153 . . . . do .... _........ . 8tato N_orma_l ::-5chool.. .. ......... ]862, Sch .... .. · . · · ·
S. B.
151 San Lnis Obispo._ . . S,an Lms Oh~s~o Library ... ~····· 1804
R.
C.
·
155 San :Mateo .. . _..... . Church D1v1mty Sci.tool of the . . . . . J:!Jco . . . . . . . . .
Pacific.
156 ..... clo ............. . Public School Library ................ . Sch .... .................•. ····
157 ..... do ...........•.. 8t. Matthews School .. .... ........... .
·B_158 1 San Quentin ..... .. . Sta to Prison Library ..... . ........... .
T.
F. Il.
150 j Han Hafael. ........ . l<'reti Library...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18S7 Gen ...... It.
C.
160 ..... clo ...••• •••••••• Mount 'l'amalpais Military Acad- ..... Sell.... ... ....
cmy.
161 Santa .Ana .......... Public Library ........... ........ 1s01 Gen ....... R.
T.
162 .... <lo ......... _.... Public 'chool Library.... . ....... . . . . . 1 Sch....... . . . .
T.
1
lli3 Santa Darbara ...... 1 Free PuhJJ.rLibrary ............. . 188.! Gen ....... O.
T.
16l ..... <lo .............. ll1gh Scl'l'1,bl. ..................... 18~2 Sl'l1. ... . .. . . . .
T.
165 ..... c1o ... ..••.••..• . Society of .._'ntnral llistory ....... 1 iU Gen.
R.
C.
16fi ."ant a Clara . ..•..... Santa (;Jara Collt·ge .............. )851 Col....... . . . .
c,-_
1
1G7 ."a11t,~Crnz ...... .... Free Lilirary ..................... 1 70 ncn ....... R
168 ,:autn.1lonica. ... .... J>ublicLil~ra.r~········· ···· ······· 1 l 'f, Grn ....... 1 R
T.
l~!l , autaRosn. .......... Fr Pnbhr L1hrary ................... (,Pu....... . ...
T.
1 ~O ..•.. ,lo . .. . . . . .• . . . . . Pacific fotbo1li!lt College......... . . . . . Col . . . . . . . . . . .
U.
·:·i;,~~~ "r:;,i~;}····· ··· ~uhl~c :r;lrnol. Librnry .....•...... 1••••• ~ch . .......... ····;····:·· ·:ii."
1il
··· •·••• l uhhcL1hra1y ................... 18 7 <, n . ...... O.
.
.
173
n' .:; 110 ;;-rn llomo ...... _r,1!1ier '}Iom~!Li!:rary_-···:······ J 8~ ~odal......... C.
_,
.
1i • ·;:··.·····.··· , 011oma, allo, mrmH1~h8chool. 1 !1;1 , ch ............. . ... . . , .
1 '"
u ... iu · 1ty L ·J:inrl Stautord Juuior l! niver. 1 01 'ol . . . . . . . O. j C. Il!'r.
I
e1ty.
1

137 San Francisco . .... .
138 .. .. . do .... . .. .. _... .
130 .... do ..... ..... ... .
140 .. . .. do .. .... ......•.

'f

i:;:<{~~~~}:~r~::::::::::::::~ :::::\t:~~.~:f: :::: :::~:::: .~:. l
i: i·

xcn. ...... ....

<ii.

t\,:ri:::: ::::

8: ::::

i.

I

······1

~7} 1.

1!'· '
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States of 1,000 '1:0lurncs ancl over in 1896-Continued.

Name of librarian.

lS
-

-- --- - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1--- - - - - - - - - 1

R. L. Og-clen ........... .
·w. L. Merry, sooretary.
B . .Albertian ........... ..
Geo. T. Clark . ......... .
T. F. Trenor, assistant
secretary.
Geo. J . Johnson ....... .
M. T. Smith ......·..... .
44. 45!)....... .. . .. . . • .. . .
22, 387 . .. . . . .. . .. .. . ..
3, 475
$1, 826 A, J. Cleary ......... _..
1,500, ..................... . ................. . .................. . E. B. Church, principal.
D . .Allison ............. .
M. Marasihi, director .. .
5, 0001
500 . • • • . .
200 . . .. . . .. .
2, 500 ....................... .
4, 2661 2, 000
130
68 .................. - ..•••...•...... - ...... .
5, 000
100
30 . .. .. .
1, 500
500 .. .. .. .
;J;301........ .
85,000.. ... . . 5, 697
975 244,483 176, 972 $40, 200 40,855 ........ .
4, 3341 7, 722
8!)
232 . .. . .. .. .
834 . ....... . .............. .

115
116
117
118
119

i: ~~~I::::::::::::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::::::: ::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

}~lil }'.:.,::!! :~ ;:: •:;,;;: ••••:. ~:· • ~••••••,;;:;;I\. ~ •
1. 250

100

25 . .. . . .

40°1' .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .

80

Wm. F . Herrin, chief
counsel.

A. M. Jellison .......•..
1, 500 .A, W. Manning ....... .

T . .A . .Atlams ....•••....

,1;:;;: :~1::::: ::::;; • /i'.' \ ;: ; •; ;·.·:::]•••;;;;

M. Gorman, superior ...

2, 001 ..............................••.
3, 000 . . . . . . .
100 . . . . . . . ........................................ .
13,000. ......
400 ............................................ · · •.
200, 000 15, 000 . . • • . . . .......•. . .......................... --· ........ .
3,600 ..........................• . . . ............ . ..................
1,000 ....... ..........•........... . ..... -.......................... .

UiL:::::i::::::
::::::1
:::::: ::: ::::::;::
::::::: .....3, ~:~
:::: :: :::
200
223
25 100, 555
6, 000 3, 087
348 ..... - ...

secretary.
Theo . .Angelis ......... .
J. I. Spear, secretary .. .
Benj. Edson ........... .
Geo. Moss ............. .
H.J. McCoy, secretary.
Mme, B. Ziska ......... .
.Anna Raphael, secretary

: :• ,ii •i;t =::: •

Agnes Barry .. ....... ..
.A..E.8humate,principal.
C. .A. Barehi ........... .
Gertrude H. Baker .... .
Rnth Royce ........... .
R. ·w. Summers ........ .

;: ; i:::'.1;:;:: .,;;;, ••:;:~ ~:: ·······~· ····~· •• ···•]•·•~ ~····
t ~~1:::::::1...~~ :::::: .-.~~·.~~~,....'.·.:~~ .. ~·.~~ ... ~·.~:} :::::::

A. Drn!Jms, chaplain ...
.A. N. Boycn, secretary ..

13, 118

t:ffi .i hii : : : /7:.

2, 500
1, R40

250
50

10,7,0 ....... 1
2, 600
450

1 ~:

750 . .. .. .
24. 000 . . . . . . .. . 1, 200
400 ............... . ........ . ... . . .
1
1
418 ...... \ 36,778 ......... \ 3, 500
1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350:
50
4, 5001
3

g~ i: ~~' 1t8

1

2,000
200

900
2001
365 ......

1,000

15

so,...... f

39,004, ......... 12, 300
19,340 ......... 1,593

1, 3~6

10,;~

725. ......

HB

14!)

150
]51
152
153
154
155

156
157
158
159
160

3,53t ....... .
2501.......•.

163
164
165
J6G
167
168
169
170
171
172
li3
174
175

2, 500 . .... ... .
] ,610 ........ .

tonclent.
Mrs. M. C. Rust ....... .
C. Y. Roop ............. .
Mrs. ]'. C. Lorcl ........ .
J. W. Riordan ......... .
:Minerva ,vaterrnan ... .
Elfi e .A. Mosse ......... .
E. J. Jackman ...•......

1371........ . J. G. Blumer, president.
D. C. l'ntnam ...... ... ..

:::::::::1::::::: ...... si :::::::::

Benj. Weed, principal ..

3::;, ~ 110, 000 12, oooi 3, oo\ ....... ·!···· ............ ·....... ··.. ·· ·· · l:' , J, Tegg~rt .......... .
1

141
142
143
]44
145
14.6
147

161
Hi2

t*° : : ~:~ : :~~t:?::::::::: ::::::::: :t:~~~ :::~·:~~t:::::::
lJog 2ig o~g, 4i

137
138
1:19
140

1, 602 .... . ... . n. L . Bisby, secrotaqr ..
518, ...... · .. F. E . Perham, supenn·

~g ::::::::: ........ ~ ::::::: :::::::: :::::::::

5!6
2,734

!),

133
13!
135
136

.A.. :M. Coltclli . ......... .

l,5CO
250 .............. . ...................................... .
35, 000 . . . . . . . 1, 101 . • .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .
0, 700 ........ . J. Il. Deering .......... .
1, 500 . . . . . . .
120
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . Wm. E. Loy, recording
4, 690 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

128
12\J
130
131
132

376
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CALIFORNIA-cont'd.
Stockton ............ FreePublicandHazeltonLibrary. 1880 Gen .... ... O.
177 ..... do .............. PublicSchoolLibrary ................. Sch.. ..... ....

176

T.

T.

F.

B.

. .•. B.

178
179
180

Temescal .......... ...... <lo . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sch ..... ............. . ....... .
Tulare City......... Free Public Library.............. 1878 Gen . . . . . . . . . .
T. · F. B.
Vallejo ............ . . Puulic Liurary ................... 1885 Gen ...... . R.
T.
F. B.

181
182
183
184'

Ventura............
Watsonville ........
Whittier . . . . . . . . . . .
Woodbridge ........

Free Public Library .............. 1874 Gen ...... .... .

T.

Whittier State School............ . . . . . .A. & R ....... .
San Joaquin Valley College ...... 1879 Col ... ... .... .

T.

c.

I. O. 0. F. Library . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . 1876 I. 0. O. F .. R.

C.

F.

s.
. ...

C.
B.

B.

COLOR.A.DO.
18g A.spen .. ........... . High School................ . . . . . . 1889
18 .... . do ............. . Miners' Athletic Club ............ 1894
187 Boulder ........... . University of Colorado, Bucking-- 1877
ham Library.
188 Canyon City ....... . Ladies' Library A.ssociation ...... 1886
18!) ..... do ............. . Penitentiary Libmry ................. .
190 j Central City ....... . Public School Library ........... ... . . .
191 Colorado Springs .. . Colorado Coll ege. ... .... . ........ 1894
192 .. .. . do .. ........... . Free Library and Reading Room. 1885
193 ·! Del Norte . ......... . Pre;;byterianCollegeoftheSoutb· 188:J
west.
104 I Denver . ........... . City Library..................... 1886
195 ..... do ....... . ..... . College of the Sacred Heart. . . . . . l 888
19G ..•.. do . ...... . ..... . DiocesanLibrary, Matthews Hall. 1870
197 ..... do . ...... ... ... . Ernest ancl Cranmer Law Library. 1891
198 ..... do ............. . Jarvis Hall Military .Academy . .. .... .
199 . .... do ............. .
200 ..•.. do ............. . ~~~~i<t~~:r~~::: ·.:: ~::::::::: : : :
201
202
203
204
205

1 - ••••

do ...... ...... ..
.. .. . . . ..... . .
... . .. .. .... . .
..............
.. ..... ..... .. f

..... do
. .... do
..•.. do
. .•.. do

T.
C.

Sch ..... ..... .
Gen ...... R.
Col ..... .. ... .

C.

S.

B.

S. B.
Fr. B.

Gen . . . . . . O.
C.
S.
.A. &R ......•.............
Gen.... ......
T.
S.
Col . . . . . . . O.
C.
S.
Gen ...... R.
T.
F.
Col. ·. ..... ....
C.
F.

B.
C.
B.

B.
R.
B.
R.

m~

Gen......... .
T.
F.
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr.
Theo . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr.
Law ......................
Sch . ..........
C.
F.
Gen...... ....
T.
F.
State . . . . . . . . .
T.

Supreme Uourt Law Library ..... 1862
Symes Law Library.............. 1883
"\Vol~ott Equitable Library ....... . : . .
Wolfe Hall.. ......... ............. ... .
Y.M.C.A.Lil>rary ................... .

Law ....... .. ......... F .
Law . . . . . . . . . .
C.
S.
Law . . . . . . R. .......... · ·
Sch. ...... . ...
C.
. ...
Y.M. C.A. ....
C.
Fr.

R.
B.
R.
· ···
B.

B.
B.
B.

B.
R.

1

R.
R. R. D ept.
1
FGordt Collins . . . . . . . . SSLato .A. grw ultfurMal College....... 1870 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
o1 en . . . . . . . . .. . . . tate 8 cboo 1 o
ines ............. . ... Col . .. . .. . . . ..

206 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Y. M. C. A. Library, D. &. R. G.
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215

Greeley ........... . .
..... d o ............. .
La Junta .. ...... .. .
Puehlo ............. .
. .... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .

ft~~tr
~~~::ri~h"d~i:::::::::::::
Yonng Folks' Library .. ........ ..

1891 Y. M. C. A

C.
TC.
.

i~~~

Gen . ..... R.
T.
Sch .................. .
Gen ...... O....... . .
Law . . ... .. .. .
C.
Gen ...... R.
T.
Law..........
C.
School Di strict No. 1 Library ..... .... . l::kh... .... ....
T.

1888
Central Block Law Library ...... 1890
McClelland Public Library ....... 1890
Opera House Library ... ..... .... 1892

216 Trinidad ... . .. ...... Free PublicLibrary ............. . 1882 Gen
R
217 l •.. .. do .............. 1 Tillotson Academy ... ............. ... s c 11 .. :.:. :.:..:.: ·.·•••·•.
218 University Park .... University of Denver ............ 1880 0 0 1
CONNECTICUT.

~i?i ±~~~~.~~~:::::::::: ~ r~~t~1t?b~~y:::::::::::::::::::

I

···c·,:.···

····1 c.T.

1793: Gen
Gen ...
. ... . .
1895
.........

221 Ansonia. . . . . . . . . . . . . Ansonia Memorial Library ...... . 1 92 Gen . ...... O.
222 ..... ,lo . . ............ Y. M. C . .A. Library . ............. . 1 61 Y. M. C . .A. l.
22::
224
225
22!l

Berlin ............. .
Heth! hem ......... .
Bra11tor<l .... .... .. .
BM1l,;,.1,ort ......... .

2'.!i .•••. ,lo .•..........•.

Fr Library . ....................
Library .Asiiociatioo ........... .. .
Black. tonu Memorial Library ....
I•'ni.rti Id County Historical ."o·
(•Jl'ty.

0

. . . . . Gen....... 0.
1 57 Gen . ......... .
1 o:J ,en . ...... , 0.
1878 Hist ........ ..

I11.,1i·: hool.. ......................... ."ch ......
1

l···(1 ·

c.
c.

S. B.
Fr. B.
F. B.
F. B.
S. B .
F. B.
s. R.

F. B.
R.
R.

Fr

F. B.
•••••• ·B··.·

]

... , ~:

F.. 1B.B.
F.

'

F.

B.

B.
R.
ll.
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,States of 1,0CO voll'rncs crnd over i11 1896-Continued.
'O

Receipts.

(1).

'C ....
'C c;j

,~
c;j <I)

<I)

Name of librarian.

t:.O

:a.s
~~

~ 'd

p.,

--- --- --9
10
.11
12

---- - - - - - - - - -13

14

ta

16

----·,----------/

lS

17

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1

26, 000
6,0oo

2,015 5,000
200
1,0001......

.......
1

68, 753

45, 912 $5, 822 $15,081
$2, 487 W. F. Clowdsley .. . .... .
150
1,000 ........ . J.~.t~arr,superintend -

...... . .. •••• • ••••

~; ~~~ :::: :: : ... 234 I:::::: .... s: 299 :: : : :: : : : .... 925 ...i: 275 : : : :: : : : :
130 .•.• . .

2,524 .......

1

200 . . . . . .
2, 5CO . . . . . . .
3, 000 1, 500 ...... j l , 500

15,311. .... . . . .

1,056

8, 285 . . . . . . . . .
782
3, 500
5, 000 . . . . . . .

176
177

'i1 ;;L;;J;;f;~: :::: ::

178

1, 116 ......... W. Dudley, jr., secretary .
782 . . . . . . . . . . ....................... .
155 . . . . . . . . . Belle M. Jen kins ..••••.

180

Si.~1~·0·~

u::I :::::: :l::::::i::::: ::::. :::: :: :: :::: :::::: :1::::: ::: ::: :::::: -;v:;-. I[;,;;;:::::::::::::
1,200
100
300
50
4,500
200
250
280 ......... F. H. Clark . ........... .
1, 300 .......
300 ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. L. Ogden, treasurer . .
12, 180 . ..... . 1, 733 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A. E. Whitaker ........ .

179

181
182
183
184

185
186
187

1

2, 476
600
3, 043 1....... 1

147 . . . . . .
324......

5, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l, 030
200 Mrs. S. F. Megrue ..... .
24. 960 ... . ... . ............ ... .......... L. J. Hall, chaplain .... .

!:l~/:::<o :::2: ::ii,:::: : :: i:::: ::: )!?, : i,ooo f~fftt~!f)j)

1

Cbas. :r-,. J?~dley ....... .
B. A. Sch1ffim ......... .
JobnF.Spalding, !)ishop
Garrett Owens ........ .

29, 005_ 5,500. 2, 101
500 147,076
27, 647.......
9, 815 .........
GO . . . . . .
550 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 , 000 . . . . . . .
8,000 5,000
50
100......... . .. . . . . . . . ... .. . . . ... . . .
2,000
9, 000
150
250
300 . . . . . . . . .
1l00 . . . . . . .
1, 413 1. . . . . . . . .

3i: ~~g1 --2:ooo ·1."2s2 --·i5o ··2i9:s62 ::::::::: ·2i:ii2i ..22."sos/::::::::: Tc:ii~~~·.·.-.·-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.

99, 986

602 ...... ... ... . . . .... .... . ...... .

.......

1,000 ......•.. H:~~fM. Nixson, assist.

188
189
190
101
192
193
194
1!)5

196
107
198
199
200

11, 000 1....... 3,000 ........•.....................................•. James A. Miller ....... .
7, 000 . . . . . . .
200
500
6, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 050 . . . . . . . . . Nellie D. Oswald ...... .
8, 000 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P.H. Cowherd .......•..
1,000 ····· ·. ····· · ··· - ·· ............ . .......... . .....•....................... . ............
1,500 .......
15 ................
HowarclE. Warner, sec·
retary.
l, 010 .. .. .. .
20......
600
150. .•. . . .
1, 952 ......... Le Roy Burdick ....... .

201
202
203
204
205

954 .............................. . ................. Marguerite E. Stratton.
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Regis Chauvenet, president.
105
80......... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
515 ......••. Freel. E. Smith ...•.....
1,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,800......... J oseµ h F. Daniels .•....
380
16
7,803......... .. . . . . .
1,300 ....... .. Mrs. Laura Leib ....... .
... . . . ... . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . .. .
180 . . . . . . . . . A. M. Reccl . .......... •.
1, 289......
46, 578
1; 488. .. . .. .
3,000 .••...... J. W. Chapman . ....... .
50
200 ................. .. ..................•.... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
82
12 . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . • • • . J . S. McClung, superin·
tendout.

207
208

········1······ ..................

5, 781
3, 650

......

850
1

2, 500
500
4, 000
500
7, 777
100
2, 300 . . . . . . .
6, 589 .......
1, 750
500
1, 000
140

i;3, O0v
g~ :::::::I
... ~~~:::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ?~~'.~~~.~T~~~·o·r··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·
500
300
100 . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .
650
1, 500 W. F . McDowell, chan·

206

209
210
211
2l2
213
214
215
216
217
218

cellor.

1

1,111
1, 800
{:

sis'............
1001

119 ..•. .... ..••• .• .

········!·········

400 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

5001' ........

~ ::: :::: ... ~~~ ::: : :: : : :: : : : : : ::::: :: ::

.. ~'.

~~~

I

1,575 ..... ..
nsl······
3, 996 ........ .. ......
1, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. 000 . ... . . . ... . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
4,500 6,500.
208
2771. ........ . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

1,

OOOI

50:-····· t······

1,

J eRsieE. L.De7ni fl .....
E.t.~y .Yeo~ans, secre-

210
220

6~~ ...... ·251~~~.CD~~~~~:~ts·~.-r~·_-

221
222

12n
l66I
25 1. . . . . . . . .
11,0001 150, 000
350 .........

E1~Y1fnmndeiree ...... j
Mrs. 'N . L. 13101;s ....... .
A. Van Nnme. trustee ..
Ed war<l Deacon c ura
tor.
Simonds, princi .

········r········ ............... 1... ... : .. Hp~:
1

223
22!
225
226
227

378

EDUCATION REPORT, 18D5-9G.
Public, society, ancl school libraries in the unitccl

~

Name of library.

'"'o .....2f

Cl ass .

:::1

<l)

d

2

3

----1

4

CONXECTICUT-cont'd.

&~ ~

co

p,'"

0

51"2 ~

l ~.., ~ "' 189:5~
5 --6-1
7 1§
;:j ,.Q

A
1

1

:t 111 ~!ii

~

Location .

E~ . I~ ~i

'g

's;:j:l

0

---iC.
T.

F.

13.

230
231

Bristol. . . ... . . . . ....
llrock lyn - . . . . . . . . .

Park .A.,enue Institute .. . . .. .. ..... . . 8ch . . .. ... . . . .
Publ ic Library and Readiug 1882 Geu . . ... .. O.
Room.
Free Public L ibrary . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1893 Gen. . . . .. . R.
Town Library. ... . ... . .. ......... 18!)0 Gen . ... . . ... . .

T.

F.

232
233

Cana:m . ... . ... . .... Douglas Library . .. . .. . .. ........ 1821 Gen.,.. ... O.
Cheshir e. ..... ... .. . E piscopal Academy ........ ... . .. 1794 Sch .. ... . ... . .

T.

F.

n.
c.
n.

~i~

Chester . .. ... ..... ..
Clinton . ... . .. . .....
Colchester.. . ... . ...
')olumbia . . ... . .....
Cornwall . ......... . .
Crom-well. . . ........
Danbnry . . .. .. ..... .
Danielson .. . . .......

Ptib lic Li brary . . .. . . . . ... .. . ..... 1875
Morgan Scbot•l. ... .. .. .. . ... ..........
Libra,ry Association . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1856
Free Library . ... . ... .. . ... ... .........
Library Association . .. .. .. . .... . . 1869
Belden Library Association . .. ... 1888
Danbury Library . ... . ... ..... . .. 1869
Free Public Library . ... .. . .. . .. . 1892

Gen .. . ·· · · · · · ·
Sch .. .. · · · · ·i ·
·
Gen .. . . . . . l . . .... . · ·
Gen.. . . ... O.
Gen . ... . . .. .. ·
R
Gen .. . . .. · . . · ·
T.
Gen .... . .. O.
Gen . . . ... . I:.
'I'.

242 Deep TI.i ver ........ .
213
244
245 Durl.rnm Center .. . . .
24.6 East Hartford . . ... .
2!7 •.. .. do . . ... .. . . .... .
248 East River .. ... ... .
249 Fairfield . .. . ....... .
250 Falls Village . ...... .
251 Farmington ....... .

Union School. ... . . ... .... . . . . ... . .. . . .
Allis' Circulating Library . .. . . .. 1856
1891
1894
Public Librar y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1896
Raymond Library . .... . . .. .. . .... 1889
East River L ibrary Company .. .. 1874
"Memorial Library... .. . . ....... .. 1876
David M. ll unt Library . .. . ...... 1889
Miss Porter and Mrs. Dow's .....
School.
"Village Library. . . . . ... . .. . .. . .. . 18!J0
Public Library ...... . . . .. . . . ..... 1887
Greenwich School.. . ..... . . . . . . . . 189-l
Reading Room and Library Asso· 1877
ciation .
Coit Library Association......... 1879

Sch.. . . . ... .. .
T.
Gen.. . . . ......
C.
Gen . .... . .. ...
C.
Gen.. .. . . . . . . .
'J'.
Gen... . . .. . ...
'l'.
Gen .. . . . . . 0 .
C.
Gen ....... O.
C.
Gen .... . .... . ... . .. . ..
Gen ....... O.
Sch.... . .... . .
C.

228 Bridgeport ....... ..
229 • . ... do .... . ... . .". .. .

,,
2" 6
237
238
239
240
241

Cogincbang High School........ .
~~~t!~1·::::::: :: ::~Durham
Publi<: Library . . . . . . . ...

252 •• . , .do .... . . . . ..... .
253 Granby ...... .. . . .. .
25-l Greenwich . .. . .. . .. .
255 .•• .. do . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
256

Gr]swoltl .... . ... . . .

257 Groton .. ..... .. ... .
258 Guilford ... .... . . . . .
259 Hampton ..... ... . . .
260 llartford .......... .
261 . . ... tlo ..... . ....... .
262
26·3
264
265

..... tlo
..... do
.... . do
. . ... do

.... .. . . . .. . . .
........ .. ....
...... . .... .. .
.. . . . . . . . .. . . .

Dill Memorial Librar y . ....... . . .
Circulating Library .... . . . ...... .
Free Public Library .. . . ....... . .
American School for the Deaf ... .
Caso Memorial Library of Hart·
ford Theological Seminary .
Conneeticut llis torical Society...
Goocl WillClt1l>forBoys .. . ... ...
Ilartford Jlar Library .... . .. . ... .
Hartforcl Ilosp1tal Library.. . ....

c.

r ·;.-,
8.
F.
8.

s.

13.

D.
13.
13.
B.
JJ.

F.
l !' .

n.
n.

F.
S.

n.

C.
IL
F. 13 .
F . C.
S. 13.
S. H .

t fl·

·

··· ····

Gen....... .. . .
C. I S . n.
Gen ......... . ...... . .. F. 13.
Sch .. . . . .......... . ... Fr. B .
Soc . .. ... . O.
C.
S. 13.
Gen .. .. .... · ·

c.

1888 Gen ...... O.
1871 Gen . . . . . . R.

c.
c.

m~ ~c<\~.:::::: ::::1 c.c.
1

]!'

B.

F.

B.
B.

s.

T.

1834. Theo . . . . . O.
1~25
1880
.....
.....

::;.

c.

F.

n.

.F.

B.

IF

R.

n,

Hist .... . · · · ·
~·
~·
Gen ·· · · ·· I O.
C.
Law .. . .......... · · · · ·
· ll
Gen ..... · · · · ·
C.
1

206 ..... do .......... . .. . 1 Ilartforrl MedicalSociety ........ 11875 Motl ...... ....
267 .. ... do . .. . . . . . . . . . . . llartforcl Retreat for the Insane. . 1824 A & R . .... · ·

C.
C.

F

R:

F.

n.
ll.

I

J... T.
n..
... . . tlo . . . ... . .. ..... l PublkLibrary . .. ... ..... . ...... 1892Gen ... . . J ... T. IF. 13 ·1
..... !lo .... . ......... State 13oard of Education ............. r:cd ..... ··\···· ····; ··· [; }t

268 . .... do . .. . . .. . ...... Il1gh School................. . ..

1638 Sch ......

269
270
271 ..... do ........ . .. . .. TrinityCollege . ........... . .. . ... 1823 Col. ......

····j (). I ·
ft~~l_::::::I:::: 8: .~~-. TI:

m:::J~ :::::::::::::: ~~~t~;(~~i~~~~~~~-:::::::::::~::
274

1

1858
J ewett City ......... 8lalcr Library ................... 1884 Gen ...... O... ..... . }

Lchanon ... . ........ 1 Iln<'kingham Pastoral Library . . .
Lc<l.rnrll ............ Jlill Library ......... . ........... .
Litchliclu.. ..... ... . 'ircnlating Library ..............
..... <lo .............. Wolc·ottLibrary .. :··············
~·me ............•.. OldLvmoPuhhcL1brarv ........
·rid ·n ............ Conn ctirut 'chool for Boys....
. . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . JiiGh .'c-bool......................
..... do .............. 1 Y . ..}1. C. A. Library .............. .
I!1ldl fl 1<1 ••• • •• • •
'oo Library .Assocrntlon....... ..
:M.1d11l town ....... J~erkPlc.v Divinity School . . . . .. ..
····.do · · · · · · .......
'1,~:11·cticutlndu,,tnal, 'cbool for
1rl..
2M ····.do········ ...... Hus ell Fr 0L1brary ..... . ...... .

·1

1805 Th<'o ..... O. II . . . · · · · ·
1807 Gen ...... O.
.
1870 T ·n ...... ....
C.
1805 G n
..
1872 G n
. .... A. & 11. • . . . . • .
C.
. . . . . Rrh ...................
1800 Y.:::U.C.A.. ...
C.
1803'1 Gen ...... 0.
'
18541 '.l.'heo ..... O.
C.
. . . . A. & R . . . . . . .
T.

:::::~,·c,:,:::::: ..

1 70,

en ... . .. O.

C.

R.
, · n.
,·. B .
• · 13.
I!'. J3
I:'r. Il .
···· ····
llll.
F.
·
Fr. B.
.··· ·· ··

· ·: ·

I

l F.

B.

PUDLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
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States of 1,000 rolmnes and orer in 189C-Continued .

Name of librarian .

JS

2,000 _-- -·· ....... ····-· ······-·· ......... ·--··· ... ···--· ......... ·-·-·· .... ·- ··-· ... ····-.
26, 002 2, 014 2, 160
196 12-.1, li5
16, 506 $14, 126 $1-.1, 126 . _.... __ . .Agnes Rill. ...... __ ._._

228
229

3, 150 $10, 000 C. L. Wooding ......... .
35 ...... _.. Fannie L. Palmer, as.
si~tant librarian.
200
1, 300 ....... _................ .
200 ......... James Stoddard, priu·
cipal.
450 ......... 8.·w.Turner,chairman.

230
231

5, 83-.1
175
1, 332 .. _....

504
3-!
53 . . . . . .

32, 316 . . • . . . . . . 2, 500
2,158 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

1, 000 1. . - - · · ·

~. 500

400,
75
300 ··-··-

15,500 . . . . . . . . .
100
300
150 .......

1, 6-!7 1 •• _ •••.

250...... ..................

I

500

I

1

~:~gg1···-soo ·- ·iso

3, 300 . . . . . . .
2,400
250
1, 050
150
12, 801 . - - . . . .
3,600 .•.....

1,

050

1
::::::

100

····6.-78ci ::::::::: ::::::: ·····201 ::::::::: ·i~fU:\v;g~-c·;.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·_·_
85
1, 500 A. lI. Fox ... .... ...... .
120
2,000 Mary Whitney ... _.... .
27 ......... Sarah Jl.1. Sa;vag;e .. _... _.
5, 500 100, 000
Sanford ..... .
781 .. ....... F. T.

100
100
2, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1741
30......... 1. . . . .. . . .
45
30. .. . . .
1. 318,...... _.. . . .. . . .
200 . . . . . .
70, 6H
871 .... - . .
324 ......
17,672. ..... ...
669

Mrs. C. Preston,
H.
presi·

17/ ..............I................

50

240 . . . . . . . . . F.c~~hanchett . .... . - ..

I!

!Ii;t;;;
1931

3,
1, 400

w :::

150
50

!i!!•i ii. i:::::: !ill.i::::::. ii;;1•• ::: !!1
124
60

25
15

6, 595
200.......
2,042......... . . . . . . .

!: m:::::::::::::::::::.... f 2ci11::::::::: :::::::
1,

Go/ ... __ .

2, 930

38

':; :!: I.II:!.~~-\~:.~·

293
2,970 Mrs. T. H. Root ........ .
65 .... _.... Mrs . .A. E. :Edwarclii .. _.

m::::::::: ~:"a~y~~11J1r:i.~~i.~~~:

75

2

800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15i

J17

2

8, 2.57......... . . . . . • .

532

3,000 Geo. R. Lathrop, secre·
tary.
10,000 .Abbie M. Clarke ...... .

t!gg : : ~~1.-~~~l:::J....~·-~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: .....~~~!::::::::: :~~~~f::~~~~~~~~:::::

67, 000 35, 000 4, 968 3, 953!
1

2,500......... . . . . . . .

234
235
236
237
238
239
240
2H
2 12

2-!3
2H
245

1

101

232
233

0, 21\........ .Alfred T. Perry ....... .

24G

2-!7
248
249
2:iO
251

~52
253
254

255
256
257
258
259

200
201
262
263
264

265
266
267
268

j 5g: ggg ::::::: G,o~g :::::: ..:~'.'.~~~ ::::::::: :::::::
36. 000 23, 500

4o, s3.1 . __ • . . .

500
1, 035

700
1, 300 . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • .
101 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

·-~~·-~~~ ... ~~·-~~~
1, 200
5, 666

8~n~\~l~n~·s!ir':!::y:::

28, 000 Samuel Hart, acting ....
100, ooo :;~~ ~

t.;1fK ::::::::::

::;i!\J-:~;:\;;;;:t:///\---~
;:\,::
;&;.;::;;;:/;:~::
I

!

4' 000 .•..•. · 1

269

270
271
272
273
274
2i5
276

200

150 . .• • . .
75
25

4,500 . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . .
125 ...•... .. .......

~::gg ::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: m::::::::: ~~~-~·e·r-~~~~::::::::::::
:, ggg ··i;700 -··502 ···goo ····s:872 ··· ·2:000 ·.:::::~ ·····9g9 ~:::::::: ·A·s·;H~W\.1CO~~::::::::
1'. 670
00
182
90
3,275 .. _....... ... - _.
210 . . . . . . . . . L.A. Rockwell. ...... - .
~: ggg .~~:~~~ ... ~~~ :::::: ···-~·-~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ~~~~~:~~~~~-~~:::::::

277
278
270
280
281
282
283
284
285 ·

10, 783 •.• _...

493 . . . . . .

20,970 ...... _.. . . . . . . .

286

1: ooo

I

250 . . . . . . . . . Mrs. Mary J . .Buell .....
110
2,500 .... . do ...... ·······-····

3, 475

60,000 L. I~. Philbrook ........ .
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EDUCATIO~ REPORT, 1895-96.
Public, society, ancl school libraries in the U11ited

_.,

~

A

A

<!)

;,

cB
Name of library.

Location.

bo

Class.

<+-< A

o-~

~

~

0

A

2

:;::

:=
.i.c

<!)

1

bii
A
;5;a
i,..

4

3

ii

1

6

Is

1 - - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - · I- - - - - -

-

COXNECTIC-PT-Cont'd.
Middletown ....... .
Miltord ....... .. ... .
Moodus ..........•..
Mystic ............ .
Naugatuck ........ .

287
~88
289
290
291
292
2fl3
294
295
296
297
298

New Britain ....... .
.•... do ............. .

New Canaan ....... .
New Haven .... _... .
..... do . . ........... .
..... do. __ .......... .
..... clo ......... __ .. .

299 ..... do ............. .
300
301
302
303

c.
Wesleyan University···- ...•.... 1833 I Col . . . . . . . 0.
T.
Taylor Libr_a ry .............. - •... 1894 1 Gen ...... 0.
T.
East Haddam Public Library .... 1888· Gen ···- .. R.
Mystiq and Noank Library····-· 1893 Gen ...... O.
().
Howard Whittemore Memorial 1894 Gen ....... O.
Library.
C.
New Britain Institnte .... -. ·····- 1853 Gen ....... R
().
New Britain Normal School.._._. . . . . . Sch .......... .
T.
Circulating Libraxy ........ , ..... 1877 Gen ...... - 0
c.
American Oriental Society .... _.. 1842 Soc -....... · ·.
T.
Free PublicLibrar_y ....... ...... 18861 Gen ...... · O.
T.
Hillhouse High School........... 1859 Sch .. - . - - .....
New Haven Colony Historical So· 1863 1 Hist . - . . . . 0 ·
ciety.
New Haven Orphan Asylum .. --.··-·· A&R ................

I

..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do

304
30:i
306
307
308
309
310
311
312

............. . StateBoarcl of Health .... · ·-·---- 1880
.. ........... . State No_rmal_Training School.--· 1893
............. . Yale Umvers1ty ............ ·-·-·· 1700
............. .
Historical Library of Foreign 1891
Missions.
TrowbridgeReferenceLibrary 1870
..... do ............. .
..... do ... .... : ... __ . Youn&: Men's Institute ........... 1826
New London ....... . New London County Historical
Society.
..... do ...... ....... . Public Library.. ............... .. 1891
NewMilford ....... . Library Association.......... . . . . 1886
Newtown .......... . NewtownLibrary ..... ·· ··-······· 1876
Norfolk ............ . Norfolk Library .......... _....... 1889
Northfield ......... . Gilbert LibraTy ... _...... _. . . . . . . 1892
North Granby ..... . Cossit-t Library .. __ ··----- ......... ... .

313 North Haven ...... .
314 Norwalk ........ ... .
315 ..... do ............ . .
316 Norwir.h ........... .
317 .... do···-··········
318 ..... do ..•...........

c.

Memorial Library .•••........ .. ..
Public Librar1, ......... _........ .
Young Ladies Institute(Baird's).
Norwich Circulating Library .... .
Otis Library ..................... .
Peck Library of Norwich Free
Academy.
Raymond Library .. ............. .
Oxford Library ..... ............. .
Free Public Library ............. .
Library Association ............. .

Theo ...... O.
Mer ...... 0.
Hist . ... . · ·· · ·

337
338
339

340
341
342-

343

;!t \ ·.-~~
C::;<1 ······ ·····1:i;:1·~gu11~n Li?rary ............... .
't 1 ,.,-ton······ ·· · 1'r< L1hrar) .................... .
346

• orra . · .. - ......... I

FIB.

Fr. B.

F. B.

• ... 1

]!'r

B.

n.

···· B.

C.

s.

c.

n.
B.

F.
S.

B.
B.

1884
1865
1871
1871
1850
1858

Gen ..... ..... ·
C.
Gen . -.. - - . R
T.
Sch ..... · · . · · ·
C·
Gen ....... R. ··· ·;···
q:en.. .... . O.
'IC.
Sch ....... . . . .
.

F. C.
l!'. ~:
···· c
8·

1884
1883
1894
1871

Gen. . .... . O.
C.
S.
Gen . . ··- .. R. .. · · · · · ·
Gen. ..........
Tc,·
S.
Gen ....... R.
.,.

RR1'dcg~fiilelled. ·.·.·.·.·.·.._-.·...
0 ,k,
Rocky Hill . . . . . . . . .
Salisbur_y...........
Saybrook . . . . . . . . . . .

:~~

;I:,il

Gen ....... O.
C.
Gen ....... R.
Gen ....... R.
Gen ....... O ....... . .
Gen...........
C.
Gen ....... 0.
T.

326
327
328
329
330
331

334

D.

R.

.Pomfret . . . . . . . . . . . . Pomfret Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1882 Gen .. - .. -· . - - ·
Portland ............ Buck Library
1895 Gen ... . .. O.
Putnam ............ Pul>licLibrary~·-~~~~:~~~:::~:~~~~ 1886 Gen: ......... .

..,

13.
D.

F.

n.

s.

323
324
325

~~~

s.

R:

Oakdale ........... .
Oxford ............. .
Plainville .......... .
Plymouth ...... ... .

~~!~~~~::::::::::::

D.

Scien ..... ····
C.
/ · B.
Sch.··-···.. . .
T.
;· B.
Col.·----· O.
C.
Fi.
Hist ...... . - · · · · · · · · · · ·.

319
320
321
322

Library Corporation .. •....... ....
Public Library ........... ....... .
Library Association ............. .
Scoville Memorial Library ....... .
Acton Library .. ............... . .
Public Library ................ _..
Hotchkiss Library .............. .
8 holton . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plumb Memorial Library ........ .
Simsbury........... Free Library .................... .
South Coventry..... Circula,tm~ Library ............. .
- .... do .............. .Hale Donation Library .......... .
South Manchester . . Free Library .................... .
South Norwalk .... . PublicLibraryandReading Room
..... do . . . . . . . . • . • . . . Roth and Goldschmidt Free Li·
hrary.
Southport ......... · 1 Mill p'Jain Circulating Library .. .
.•.. . rlo .............. Pequot Library ................. .
Staffor<l Springs . . . . Hil,!h School. .................... .
. - - .. do . • . . . •. . . . . . . . Stafford Public Library .......... .

S.
F.

F.

C.

s. n.

B.

F.

F.

C.

F.

B.

I
In·
[i:. n:
B.

i: ~-B.

1871
1896
1794
1895
1874
1893
1893
1892
1874
1880
1804
18 ~,1
1885
1887

Gen ....... R.
Gen ..•.... R.
Gen ....... R.
Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... 0.
Gen ..... . ... .
Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... 0.
Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... O.
Theo •... . ....
Ge n •..... 0
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... 1••••

1871
1894
l 882
1874

Gon .... - . O. j
Sch . . . . . . . . . . .
Gen ...... R

I.

s. n.

T.

c.

F. C.
F. 1 B.

c.
c.

SF. 1B
n..

T.
T.

S.

S.

B.
. B.
F. B.
F . n.

T.
T.

s. c.

F.
F.

B.
B.
B.
. ... B.
1

IF. '

ucn ..... . ...... - -. · · ·
C.

B.

l<'.

T.

c.
c.
c.
T.
c.

B.

T

C.

F. B.
Fr. H.

C.

I F.

0. 1 T.

:.

n.

F.

B.

1 ·o Gen ......
1884 Grn ...... R.
torra Af,rricultural Colleg ..... - . 1884.1 Col . . . . . . . . . . .

C.

t

D.

F. , B.
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0

--- --- --14
15
16

9
10
11
12
13
--- --- - - - -- - - - - - --- ---

Wm.J.James ......... .
W. S. Chase ........... .
Nellie E. Chaffee ..... ..
Miss A . .A. Murphy ... .
E. Spencer ............. .

287
288
289
290
201

15, 905
483 2, 657
70
26, 713
2, 812 . . . . . . .
9, 629 165, 000
10,520
698 1 425
15......... . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .
900, ........
1, 000 . . .. .. .
175 .. . .. .
3. 914 . . . . .. . .
$200
320 . • . . . . .. .
5, 430 3,550
75
160 ............. . .......... .. ....... ______ ___
31, 500 ....... 3, 381...... 232,014......... . .. .. .
10,650
61, 000
5. 000 .. .. .. .
100 .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .
500 .. .. . .. ..
5, 000 .......
171
440 ........................ . .................

Anna G. Rockwell. .... .
Mary E. Goodrich ..... .
Martha Silliman ...... .
A.VanNarne : ......... .
W. K. Stetson ........ ..
Isaac Thomas ......... .
Dwight E. Bowers ..... .

2fl2
293
294
295
296
297
298

;~~t:~~;t''i:'.i

299

8,215 ................
31, 300
500 . . . . . . .
5,857......... . . .. .. .
7, 162 ......... . ... , ..
17, 256 . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .

1
; ; , -;;;:: ;;;;; ::;~ :::: ::

::: :::: ::::::

::::

210. 000 75, 000 8, 090 7, 200 . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. ..
3, 696,
739 1, 260
2101
1, 789
71 . . . . . • .
3. 500 .. . .. . .

I

1S

17

$2,285 $19,625
1, 113 . . . . . . . . .
625 .........
180 .. .. . .. . .
2, 539
40, 000

45,000.. ..... ...... ......
7, 000
100 5, 000
20
3,000
350
275
35
4, 300 . .. . . . .
142 .. . . . .
4, 0-171
10
625
3

•

Name of librarian.

::s E

200 .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . .
784 .... ..
42 687...... .. . ... . .. .
500 ............ 1. . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l!l, 617 .......

1 150

13, 550 1,510 1,429
150
2,800 .......
100 ......
3. 079:
500
110
108

U~L:::::
2, 500 . .. . . . .

:

:::

:

28, 815 111, 000 A. Van Name .......... .
600 . . .. . . .. . Geo. E. Day .......... ..
330
3,933
........

5, 500 Frank C. Porter ....... .
9,000 .............. - - ........ .
Wm.M. Stark ........ . .

70, 735
2,646 .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. Mnry A. Richardsou ... .
4,765... .... .. . . ..... .
313 ......... Elizabeth .H. Noble ... ..
2,206
1,000. ......
310
200 Abbie L. Peck ... ...... .

1,~iL:::: ...1~'.'.~5 :::: : :::: ::::::: ..... 250 .... 5.. 000 -L~{,fi·w~'o's·t·e~::::::::
217

19

3,388......... .. . .... . .

351

5, 000 Kate E. Dewey, assist·

2, 000. .. .. . .
100 ... . . .
5,824...... •• . . .. . . . .
348
2,000
3. 300 ... .. . . .•. .. . .•....
500 ........ ·............... . . ........
1,500 ······ ............................................. _... . ... .
8,000 2,000
300 .... ....... ........................... . .........
20, 559
400 1, 344
150
97,562 . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • .
6,928
60, 000
10, 00\······ ...... ...... ......... ......... .......
750
12,000

ant.
Harriett D. Andrews ...
Lawrence P. Mott ..... .
_.. _..... ........ . ...... .

Jrtmes H. MyerR ...... ..
Jonathan TrumbulL ... .
Henry W.Kent ....... .

1

2, 3871 . . . .. .
190......
950 ........ s ••• • •• •
335
7,000 Lucy R. Parish ....... ..
1,000 .. ......... _.l. .................. _.................. ..... ..... W.W. Hughes ....... ..

300
301
302
303
:!04

:rn5

306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
816
317
318

t ~~ ::::::: m:::::: :: 6~ :::::::::::::::: g~ .... s: 300 i~-as. le!;j~~';~ p~esi.:

319
320
321
322

2,400
300
l, 030 ... . . . .
1, 000 .. . . .. .

175 ........ - .. -- ... - · · · .. - -- · · · · · · · ·
4, 200 ......... R. S. Mitchell .......... .
600 . . . . . .. . . E. H. Johnson. secre-

323
324
325

Mrs. W . S. '.l.'odel. .....•.
Geraldine Keating ... .
.Adelaide W. Wright .. .
Della E. Parsons ..... .

326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339

0

clent.

3, 000
2. 500
1, 251
3, 300
4, 500
1, 328
2 , 900
3, 400

100
30
280 . . . . . .
200 . . . . ..

1,600......... .... . . .
10,400 _........ ... . . . .
12, 000 _........ . . . . . . .

.. . . . . .
11.8 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
20 ...... I . • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.....
54
3
1,550
30 3, 300
30
11, mr1
300
75
25 . . . .. . . ..
800
320
100
5, 115
. . . . . ..
80 . . . . . .
5, 598
...•.. -1l, 0001... . . .
16. 764

--1

t :i :::::::... ii o::::::
1,3741······ -1
171
2, 970 .. . .. . .

4, 396

19
4
255,
2
al3. .. • . .

......... .......
• • • • • ••• ,

•• • • • • •

. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .

. .. . •. • . . ••. . . • .
. .. . . . . .. . . . .. ..
.........
300
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
. . . . . . . . . 1, 100

~: g~~ ::::::::: :::::::

26
50 .......
14,002 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18,470......... 1,107

t an·.

290 ........ .
20, 000
135
750
600 ... .... ..
225 ........ .
465 ........ .
695 ........ .
1, 200 ... ..... .

• • • • • . • •

Iva E. Sharpe ......... .
Ir,;. F. A. Ryan ....... .
J.Thomlinson,secretary
E.J. McRoy ..... ...... .
Sadie C. Wood ........ ..
3!1
.!750 B. F. Perkins ......... ..
39 ....... . . Ali ·e B. Cheney ....... .
1,300 ........ . Angeline Scott ........ .

t~~ ...~~·. ~~~

;;; :::~ii;;:;i::::;, ::;,;~: ::::::: :::::: --:.::: ::::::

J\Irs. Rnrr Perry .... ... .
JosephfooS. Heydrick ..
S. A. J acohs, principal..
100
i57 -· · · · ·300 ::: : : : : · · · · ·236 : : : : : : : : : Alvarado .Howard, treas urer.
10. 000 . . . . . . . 1.. . . . . . . • . . .
8, 948 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
2, 381
45, 000 E. Van Hoevonuerg ... .
3,700
200 ... . . . . . .. . .
11,804... .. . . . .
30
110 ........ . K. Ilabn ............... .
818,
400 . . .. . . . . .
453 . . • . • . .
121 ........ . Miss A. Loomis ....... .
3 138 2, 000

i:~ ····

!81···ico ····a:

340
341
342
343
344
345
346
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CONXECTICUT-cont' d.
347 Stratford . . . . . . . . . . . Stratford Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1885 Gen . . . . . . O.
348 Suffield .........•... Connecticut Literary Institution . 1833 Sch ....... . . . .
· 349 ..... do .............. Free Public Library .............. 1884 Gen ...... R.
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
36l
362
363
36-!
365

J

Talcottville ........ . Talcott Free Library ............. 1882
Terryville ......... . FreePubli cLibrary .............. 1895
Thomaston .... . ... . Laura Andrews Free Public Li- .....
brary.
Thompsom·ille ..... . Enfield High School...... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Torrington ........ . Library Association ..... . ........ 1865
Wallingford ....... . Public Library ...... . .................
·warrenville ....... . Babcock Library.... ..... ....... . 1865
Washington ....... . Reading Room and Circulating 1880
Library.
Waterbury ........ . Convent of N otro Dame ... . ... : . . . . . ..
..... do ............. . Silas Bronson Liurary...... . . . . . . 1870
Watertown ........ . Library Association .... .. ........ 1865
Wauregan ......... . Village Library Association ...... 1861
WestHartford ..... . Free Library ... ...... ....... ..... 1883
Westport .......... . St,aples High Scbool.. ............ 1884
West Winsted ..... . Beardsley Library.. .. .. .... ...... 187-!
Wethersfield ...... . Connecticut State Prison ..............

366 ..•.. do ... . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library...................
367 Willimantic ....... .
368 ..... do ............. .
369 ·windsor ........... .
370 Winsted ........... .
371 .. ... do ............. .
372 1 Woodstock ........ .

C.
C.
T.

F.

B.
B.

F. 13.

n.

Gen ... .. . O.
C.
F.
Gen.. ........
T.
F.
Gen ................•. F.

B.

B.

Sch ... ....... . ............ - - -·
Gen .. . . . . . . . .
C.
S. JJ.
Gen.. .... ....
C.
S. B.
GGeenn -.·.·. -. -. ·. _R.,_·. -· ·c·;_· · · Fs'.· Q·_
JJ

Sch . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Gen . . . . . . O.
C.
Gen ..... . 0.
C.
Gen . . . . . . .. . .
C.
Gen ...... .. ..
C.
Sch .............. .....
Gen . . . . . . R.
C.
A . &R... . . ...
T.

1804 Gen . . . . . . . . . .

T.

Gen .. . ... O.
C.
Gen ...... R.
T.
Gen..........
C.
Sch ....... O.
C.
Y.M.C.A . ...
C.
Gen ..................

Dunham Hall Library............ 1878
Public Library ...................... . .
Library Association .............. 1889
Gilbert School.................... 1895
Y. M. C. A . Library .......... ..... 1887
·woods toe½ Library .............. 1880

.D.
.11.
B.

F·

F.
S.
F.
S.
S.

n.

F.

C.

B.

~:

F. n.
F. Il.
F. I',,
J!'r. n.
Fr. B.
S.

Bl

DELAWARE.

373 Dover .............. . Delaware State Librarv .......... 1830 Law ...... O .
374 .••.. do ............. . Scott Library of 1-v'ilrnington 1876 Sch....... . . . .
375 Lewes .. ........... .
376 Milford ............ .
377 Newark ........... .
378 ..... do ............. .
379
Tewcastlo . ........ .
380 Odessa ............. .
381 Wilming ton .....•. .

C.

F. R
Fr. JJ.
1

U~i~i:t~~~~o:t::.a.~~~?·....... .... . . . . .
Milford Library ...... .... _....... 1881
Delaware College ......................
Delta Pl.Ji Literary Society ... 18:35
Library Company ... . ............ 1812
Corbit Library... ................ 1847
Brownson Library Association ... 1886

···I

Sch .......... ... ........ -- Gen ...... R.
C.
S. Jt
Col....... ... .
C.
- - -· - -· ·
Col. Soc ... --· ·
C.
('.
Gen ...... 0.
C.
D.
Gen . ...... · · - -· · · - · · ·
Social. .... O .
C.
·

1

382 .••.. do . ..... ..... .. . German Library Association..... 1873 Social..... 0.

J8641

3 3 ..•.• do .•....... ..... Historical Society of Delaware ...
Ilist ...... R.
384 ....• do ........... .. . Law Library .A ssociation of ew. 1873 Law..........

castle County.

385 ..•.. do ..•........... :Ofanning Association . . . . . . . . . . . . 1888 Gen . . . . . . O.
386 .•••. do ............. . Wilmington Institute Free Li- 1787 Gen
O.

nISTRICT

T.

§.'

8·

C.

S.

C.

C.

F. lL
S . R.
S n.

C.

C.

F·.

T.

B.

brary.

OF COLUM·
BIA,

387 Washington._ ..... . :tac'~my ~f t)ie Il<rl\CrDB .. : . . . 18i6 Sch . . . . . . . . . . .
388 .. . .. do ............ _.
rrn!~~~ibi~~u o t e istnct ... . . Law ..........
1

380
3!JO
391
3!l2
393
391

..... do
.• •. . do
. .... do
..•.. rlo
..... clo
..... do

g- ~- ~:
.

·

~-

·

0

...•.......... ~arrol~Iusti_tnte:····:······:···· 1873 Soc . ......... . 1
............. . Cathohc mvers1ty of A1uenr-a.. . . . . . Col . . . . .. . . . . .
............. .
1
........•.....

C.

-· · ·

C.

:: :: ·

n.

ii:

g~fi~t;1~iti~~!~t:::::::::::: :~: ~ ~~L:::::: :::: : :~:_: : :::: u_-

......... .. .. .
.......... ... . Eastern lligb Schooi.. ......... . . 1 !JO Seit. ...... . . . .

IL

~iii :::J~ :::::::::::::: Exr-cnth·o.fansion
Library ........... Govt ............... ... I:;;: "ii."
Gallauclet College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 '[ Col . . . . . . . . . . .
'
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Stat rs of 1,000 1:olmnes ancl ore,· in 189C-Continuec1.

Name of librarian.

10
11
12
13
14
15
1.6
IS
9
--- --- - - - - - - - - - - --- --- ----1----------1
4 , 500
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . $43, 000
$8, 000 J"oel S. Nes, presillent .. .
2, 000 . . . . . . .
26 . . . . . .
150
200 . . . . . . .
75 ..•...... W. Scott, principal. ... .
2, 5Pl)I
15
250
6
8, 448 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
501 ....... , . Mrs. Calvin C. Spencer,

3-17
348
349

1, 700 . . . . . . .
25 . . . . . .
1, 000 ................................ . David Ferguson ....... .
1,162 ....................•............................... ········· Gertrude E. Ells ....... .
2,3661
60 ............
10,000 ................
418 ......•.. Hattie Norton ......... .

350
351
352

1 , 250 ................................................••....................................

353
351
;;55
356
357

director.

1
t:tbg
::::::: ... ~~~75 ::::::
~:~f~1::::::::: :::::::
3. 247,.......
...... ......... ......... ...... .

2, 400I

50

100 . .. . . .

1, 811 .....•.... . .. . . . .

~~~ :::::::::

":E;;~;·i·~~i;:::::::::::
3,000 Peter Platt . ........... .

120
156 ......... Wm. G. Brinsmade .... .

] , 800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... • • . • • .... , .......... .
51, 954 1 13, ODO 1, 098
254
71, 005
3, 76C...... 12, 554 207, !)(Jl H.F. Bassett...........

I

r:i1i1:·:::::: ... ~~~i::::::
...~~·.'
.~~ ::::::::: ::::::: ... ~·.~~~72 ...~~·.~~~
.j.".i.".it~~~ci:;g~;;t::::
06 . . . . . .
4, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,200 Elizabeth S. Elmer.....

2, 16b . . . . . . .
2, 070 . . . . . . .
7, 240 • • . • . . .

300
245

2 .. . ... . . . .. . ... . . . ... . .. .
26
8,896......... . . . . . . .

3;J8
359

~~~

114 . . . . . . . . . Carrio S. Bradley.......
980
6, ODO Louise M. Carrington . .

362
363
334

::: ····~.-~~~ :-1~~=::c;r:::~:"~::

:::

1

:::::,::::::: ···~~~ :::::: ····~.-~~; ::~:::::: :::::::

4 , 500. .. ... .
120
52
8,685......... .... .. .
20 .........
4, 200
600
254
200
12, 671
100
$500
500 . . . . . . . . .
1,044.......
31. ..... . ....... . ..................•.... .. ........
2, 500 . 100 2,500
100
700......... . . . . . . .
r., 000 .........
1,200 .......
50 ................................................
1, 6 00
200
100
25
1,000 .... •• ••• ...•••.
75 ..••••••.

dir<'ctor.
J"ennio A. Ford........ .
A.. D •11 Carpenter......
GmcoM.J-Hake ........ .
J". E. Clarke... ........ .
E.B.l'billips,secretary.
L. B. Flynn............

1

367
368
369
370
371

372

4,000
000
100 ......................... 10,375 ... ..... . PeterC.Grnwrll ...... .
100
20
20
150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75 . . . . . . . . . W. L. Gooding, princi·
1
pal.
1, 400 .... ............. ... ........ ·····••·· ....... ·••····· ................. __ .............. _
1, 650
500
80
50 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
110 . . . . . . . . . Miss Georgia. Arnolcl. ..
6, 736 5, 714 .............................................................................. .
185
90......
386 ..........••..................... EvereltC.Jobnson .... .
1, 9381
5, 000
800
30
100
2, 600 . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . .
425
5, 500 R. A.. Challenger. ·...... .
3,132
5001 150
100
1,040 ..•... ...
30
107
1,150 Jose~1,i.L.G~bson, cl~rk.
1,184
500! 200,
156
5,380
740 .......
1,700 ..•...... J"~~t.'Kerngan,ass1st·

375
376
377
3i8
3i9
380
38l

435 . . . . . . . . . Fritz von Bomdon .... .
750\
1,500 Hcm-yC.Conrad . ..... .
700 ......... vV. Il. Porter, president

382
383
384

1, 400 . . . . . . . . . Thomas Bakey ........ .
17, 16!. ........ "\Yillis F. Sewall ....... .

385
386

100
50 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .••.. .. .....•..••.............................. .
350 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11. K •nnon Peter .... • ..

387
388

'H1: g. t:: ;;): ;•; : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: J£):~J,:?f.,~ii~~;:

389
390
391
392
393
394

26, 000
1, 200

4, 521
1 000

700
2,0001

3; ooo . . . . . . .

125,J , 7300
02

50
125

au!

35
1, 930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.........
5.......

ooo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

265
50
..... . . 1,892

1, 000 1, 000
7 500 . . . . . . .
4: 600

1,

186

100
89i

300
800 . . . . . . .
137,215......... . . . . . . .

911 ............•.................... Wm. Il. Lepley ....... .

34

373
374

800 2, 175
500 1, 500
3, 070
7, 890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U. ~1. Lacey Sites, prin·
c1p:il.
2. 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jin~. LoefTlrr .......... . 395
J , G73 •••••••
11 ......
32\········ ........................ E"cifi~?allaudot, presi· j 306
1

1

384
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DISTRICT OF COLUM·

BI.A.-4lOnt'd.
1789 Col ..... - - - - - -

c.

Fr. B.

Col. ..... - · - - ·

c.

s.

399 ..... do ............. . Gonzaga College .... __ ..... . .......... . Col ....... - · - ·
400 ..... do ............. . Government Hospital for the In- 1855 Gen ...... - · - ·

c.
c.

397

Washington........ Georgetown College (Riggs Memorial Library).
398 ..... do ... . . . . . . . . .. .
Senior Students' Library

!i~ I: : : ::~~ :::: :: :: : :: : : :
403
404
405
406

..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do

............. .
............. .
............. .
.......... .. . .

G:!~a°Lodge F . .A. . .A.. M ·. __ . ___ ...
House of Representatives U. S.
Library.
How::trd University . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I. 0. 0. F. Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LibraryofConi;.ress ..............
Light Battery G, Third Artillery.

_.... Masonic . . R.
C.
. .... Govt. - . - . - - · · · - - - -·· ··
Col . _.. _. _ ____ C.
1870
. . . . . I. O. 0. F ... - - C.
1800 Govt . ..... 0.
T.
1870 Gar ........... -- . -- - - ·

407
408
409
410

..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do

..............
.......••.....
..............
........•.... _

Mount Vernon Seminary: ........ 1875
Norwoou Institute ................... .
Olney Institute .......................
Peabody Library , Curtis 8chool.. 1876

B.
Fr.
-· ··
Fr.
Fr.
F.
Fr.

B.
-· · ·
B.
B
·
R.
R.

R.
R.

. .. .
. ...
....
....

C.
C.
C.
C.

411 ..... do .............. St.Johus College ...... . .. .. ..... ... ... Col... ........
412 .... . do............. School of Notre Dame ............ 1873 Sch........ ...

C.
C.

B.
R.

T.

c.

Fr. B.
Fr. B.

R.

4J3 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Suprenrn Council A. & .A.. S. Rite..
4H ..... do ... .......... . United States Department of .A.gri culture.
415 ..... do .............. UnitedStatesDepartmentofJustice.
416 ..... do .............. United States Department of
State.
417 . ... . clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . United States Department of the
Interior.
418 ..... do ... . . . . . . .. . . .
nureau of Education .........
419 . - - .. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
420 ..... do ..... ........ .
421 ..... do ... .......... .
422
423
424
425

. .... do
..... do
....• do
..... do

......... .... .
............. .
............. .
........ .-.... .

Sch.. .....
Sch .. -··..
Sch..... ..
Gen ... - ..

B.

1880 Gen...... . O.
1869 Govt ..... - .•..

B.

F.

Govt ......... .

T.

1789 Gen ....... ---

T.

B.

1859 Gen .......... .

T.

Fr. B.

1868 Perl. ......... .

T.

Fr. B.

General Land Office... . . . . . . . . . . .. Law ...... . .. .

T.

Fr.

{;_

Fr. B.
Fr. R.

Geological Survey ........... 1882
Scientific Library of Patent 1836
Office.
United States Fish Commission.. 1871
"Cnitecl StatesNationalMuseum .......
United States Navy Department .. ... .
IIydrographic Office ... ........... .

Govt...... . . . .
Scien . ....... .

n.

Govt...... . . . .
T.
F. R.
Govt .......... ·· ·····
B
Govt ... - - . - . .
'f · Fr. R.
Go.vt .........
:r. F. ·

I

1

426 ..... do ............ ·..

Nautical .A.lm:rnac Office . .... 1850 Scrnn ...... .. ..... ... · ··· · R.

427 ..... do ............. .

Naval Museum of Hygiene ... 1882 GoYt . . ..... . .

T.

F.

428 ..... do ........•.....

Naval Observatory ......... .. 1845 Scien ........ .

T.

F. 1R.

./.29 ..... do .............. Unitecl Statei; Post-Office Depart-

B.

1862 Govt ............... - - Fr. B.

m~ Statei; Seuate. .. . . . . . .. . . . 1863 Law...... . . . . I
4~0 ..... do .............. U11ited
431 .. - .. do .............. United States Soldiers' Home ......... Gen ...... O.
432 ... . 11 0 • • • • • • •• • • • • • •
nited States Treasury Depart· . .. . . Govt
ment.
····· ····

T.
C.

T.

· · · ·1~F. B:

····

i~~: ::::::::: ·--T_-·· ~:

I

i:

!~i ::::::l:~·::::::::::::::I

~)~1~fh~~1:1~~~~iJs.:::::::::

435 -- .. · do - - . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 36 ..... do ..............
437
<l 0

MariM Ilospital Bureau . . . . . 1872! Med .... .... __I
T.
- • · · R.
OJlic<'of.'olicitoroftheTreas- 18:iOLaw ...... . ...
T.
F. R.
ury.
B
Coast and G od tic Survey ... 183:t Govt ................. Fr.
.

•••• •

• ••• • • • • • • • • •

·1

.i.52

1
438 .•... !lo··············
nitr•d, tah1 WarDepartment .. 1. .... ioYt ......... ........ Fr. B.
4:10 ••• .. <lo ••••••••.•••.
,'urgl•on-G nernl'i; Office .... . 186'.J Med......
. I 'l'.
]!'. R.
440 .. .. . tlo ... .......... . Wa hingt<mCityl•'reeLibrary ... 100;; Grn .. .... R.
'
F. B.
44 1 · · • ·
\Vaylnn,l 'rmiuary ... . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .'ch ....... 0.
ll.

.,1,, ·· ···. ........

"

bout, 175,000 volume , om bracing 344,000 titl s, are dep sit <l in tho Library of C ngr
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 volurnes ancl over in 1896-Coutinued.

Name of librarian.

IS
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 -- - - - - -- - - 1

71, 450 44, 473
4,000 ....••.

711

210

4,500

3, 600 . . . • . . .

$3, 843 . . . . . . . . . Henry J. Shandelle . . . .

100 ........•.......••........••••..•............... John W. Corbett, di·

rector.

397
398

9,000 ··--·· ............. ········· ................ ·····--· ......... ··-··· ...... ·-·-·· ....••.
3, 000 . . . . . . .
50 . . . . . . . • • . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . I. W. Blackburn .....••.

899
400

2,941 . . . • . . .
122 ••....
874......... . .. . . . .
50 ..•... _.. W.R. Singleton .. _.....
100, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . •. . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N .S.Galleher, assistant.

401
402

g~g/. ~~: :~~ ._.~:~ ... ~~~ .... ~·. ~~~ :::::::::::::::: ._63,... ~~~
::::::::: ifeH~ i~~!~~::::::::::
720 . . . . . . . . . A. R. Spofford ..•••.....

1
~:
740, 000 250, 000 13, 745 2, 000 . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 400 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . A. Peterl:'en, first ser-

1, -100 ................ - . . . . . . . . . . .

geant.

1

~;ggg[:~~~ : : ~~ :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :~~~!.~:~-:~~~~~:: : :

9, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . Walte C. English, as.
sistant
], 200 ........ .•......... . .•.................•..•... . ....... ..... .. Brother .Fabrician ....••
8,500
200
20
20 .••...................•................... Mary Euphrosia, superintendent.
40, 000 .... .. ......... .. ....................... .... ................. Frederick \Vebber .... .
53, 0-17 . . . . . . . 4,493 . • . . . . . • . .. . . . . 110, ooo . . . . . . .
6, ooo . . . . . . . . . W. r. Cutter .......... .
25,000 . •.•...

8i7

::: :::/50' ~: ...

415

~21

,::

:1:::::::: ::::::: .. '.~ 00':::::::::

2, 5001

5,000 . . . . . • .

Mary Fuller, acting .•..

2, 251. ....... . Henderson

r-~ .- ~~~: : :::··~.-~~~:: : : :

i .':~; •;~;;.: • • • :::• •:: : ::. .:;~:: • • • • •
10

Presnell,

actin~.
C. W. Gray, receiving
clerk.
Chas. C. Darwin ......•.
Howard L. Prince ..... .
Ebenezer Ellis ........ .
8

ii!b~r~1Yl~{h _e_~~~~r·a·~ :
200 ......... i· ·--····························· D. H. Mahan, acting
hydrographcr.
Eben J. Loomis, assistant.
N. L. Bates, medical cli·
r ector.
It. L. Phythian, super·
18 ......•.
intendent.
25
7, 0001
3, 500 . - .. - •...... - ....•..• - .. L. A. Henley ........•..

1:: :::,··~.-~~~ 1:: · ·~~~ ::::::::r::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::::
18,7601 3,286

550

11, 0001

300

500

.1. ........ ·----·- ................ .

82, 000 .••• - . . 4, 584 • • • • • • · • • • · · • • • I • • • • • • " • • • " • " • • • • " • • • • • • • " " • ••• • • Alonzo W. Clmrch .....
7 , 042
123
24
16
5, 0251
1,076 .•.• ·- ... - ...•... - .... - .
30, 000, 10, 000 . - - - - - .. - • . .
2, 0001
1, 000 .. - - .. - . - - .. - ........ - •.

ii~fn1t~~i~i~~:::::::::

6

'

~gg

1
:

413
414

416

4:: :::,·~~: ~~~ 2. o:: ~~: ~~~::::::::
1,0001 2,000

411
412

Andrew II. Allen ...... .

68,000,120,000 2, 500 10,000

.¾.iiil: ~

407
408
409
410

93 --···· -- ..... ···-· ·--·-- .. --·· .....•.•..•. JaIT.cs A. Finch ....... .

1·

~: ggg

403
40!
405
406

B. J olmson,
1ii ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: A.clerk.

chief

417
418

419
420
421
422
423
424

425
426
427
428

429

430
431
432
483
434

.::::::::° •:•~; ::::i :::•:::•: ::::::::: ::::::: •::••'.~ ::::::::: ::;::::~~:::

435
436

32, 000 . - . - - - . - •• - - .... - - .. - - ... - ... - •. · · · - · · • · - - - · · - - · · · - · · - · · · · - - ·
17, 263 190,000 2, 20010, 000 ......... I. ........ .......
8, 00~ .........
4.762 ....... 4, 762 ...•..
14, 170 1
2,600 .......
2,31.J .........
2, 500 .•.....
70......
700 ..... .... ........•........•......

438
439
440

437

tcndent.

ED

96--13

· · -· -· · --- -· · · -- -· · --•••D. L . lluntington ...... .

Malinn.A..Gilkey ..... .
J.B.Simpson ......... .

441

386

EDUCATION REPORT, 1895-96.
PubUo, sooiety, and school libraries in tlie United

Location.

Namo of library .

Class.

3

1
1- - -- - - - - - l - -FLORIDA.

442 De Funiak Springs.
443 De Laud ........... .
,444 J acksouville ..... .. .
445 ..... do . ............ .
44G Jasper ............. .
447 Lake City ..... . •. . .
448 Leesburg ...•.......
449 Milton ........••..•.
450

Ladies Library.................. .
J olm B. Stetson University.......
Cookman Institute ....... ..... .. .
Library Association . ....•.......
Jasper Normal Institute . . . . . . . . .
State .Agricultural College.......
Florida Conference College.......
Santa Rosa Academy, Public
Library.
St. .Augustine ..•.•. Free Public Library ....... . ......

451 St. Leo ............. .
452 Tallahassee ..... .. . .
453 , .•.. do ..... •........
454 Winter Park ...•...

,, s

6

4

- - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - -1- - - - - -1-~ - - - - -

s. n.
C.
Fr. B.
C.
B.
Sch..... .. . . . .
C.
s. n.
Gen ..... . O.
C.
Sch.... ... . . . .
C.
Fr. B.
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
s. B.
Col .....•.. ... C.
Gen ... ........•...... F. n.

1887 Gen . . . . . . O.
1888 Col . . . . . . . . . . .

.. ...
1882

. . . ..
1884
1892
1874

1874 Gen ....•. O•.••••••. F.

St. Leo Military College .......... 1890 Col ... .... . ...
Supreme Court Library .......... 1845 Law ...... . ....
o.
Gen
University Library .Association ..
Col ....•.. . ...
Rollins College ..•................

F. R.

0.
.Americus ....••... .. Library Association ............. 1878 Gen
Athens ..•.....•.•.. City School Library .............. 1887 Sch ....... . ...

C.

s.

C~l ..... ..... .
Col. ...... 0.
Col . ..... . ... .
Col .......... .

457 ..•.. do ...........•..
458 ..•.. do ..•...........
459 Atlanta ............ .
460 ..... do ...........•..

Lucy Cobb Institute ................ . .
University of Geori:tia ............ 1785
Atlant:1 Baptist Seminary....... . 1879
.Atlanta University (Graves Li·
brary).
461 ..... do ............. . Girls' High School ................... .
4G2 ••••• do···'"········· Morris Brown College...... . . . . . . 1885
463 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sp~lmau Seminary (Quarles Li.

. : . . . Sch....... . . . .

brary),

40-l ..... do .............. State Library .................... 1847 Law ......
405 - .•.. do . ...... .... ... YoungMen'sLibrary.Association 1867 Soc. ......
4GG Augusta ........... .
467 ..... do ............. .
468 Cavespring ........ .
469 Columbus ....•......
470 Dahlonega ......... .
471 .••.. do .. ........... .
472 D ecatur ...... .. ... .
473 Hawkinsville ...... .
474 Lagrange ..•.....•..
475

Medical Colleie of Georgia ...... .
YoungMen'sLibrarN" .Association
Georgia Institution for the Deaf
Public Library .................. .
North Georgia .Agricultural Col.
loge.
Decora Palaestra,Society . ... .
A~ncs Scott Institute ........... .
Liorary and Litera,ry Society ... .
Lagrange Female College ....... .

c.

R.
B.

B.

c.

8:c.....
·icn:
n.
C.

Fr. ll.

C.

·o··· ···c·· ···
·

·

1835 Mecl ...... O.
1818 Gen ...... O.

C.
C.

B.

F
F.
·

S

·

n.

B.

l

mi gif:~:::: :?.-: :::~_::: ·ic 'f
1870
1891
1879
184.G

Col. soc ... .......
Col ..... .. o.
Soo ....... R.
Col ....... ...... .

Macon .......•.•.... 13allard School. .......... ......• .. 1888 Sch .......

o.

C.

c.
c.

C.

s. n.
s. B.
s. B.
R.

C.

B.
R.

1837
183!
1834
1874

Col .... ... O.
Col. soc ...... .
Col.soc ... O.
Gen . ..... O.

C.
C.
C.

S.

B.

C.

S.

B.

.Association.
St. Stnnislaua Colle[e .................
WeslcyanFemaleCollege ..... . . . 1838
Sarai\ F. Clarke Library......... 1893
Georgia. Norm.al and Industrial
Colleg .
48! ..... do .............. MiddleGeorgaMilitaryallll.Ag- 1880

Gen ...... O.
Col ...........
Gen..... .. O.
Col . . . . . . . . . ..

C.
C.
C.
C.

13.
R.
S. B.

47G
477
478
479

..... do .............. McrccrUniversity .............. .
.... . do..............
Ciceronian Society ...........
..•.. <lo..............
rhiDeltaSociety ............
..... do .........•.... Public Library and Ilistorical

s.

C.

GEORGIA.

455
456

:U.

c.
T.
c.

480 ..•.. do ............. .
481 ..... do ........ ...... .
482 Marietta ..... . .. ... .
483 Milledgeville ...... .

S. R.

Col..... ......
C.
B.
1
!: ·oxrg:d~:::::::::::::
;:~~-::::::::::::::
&~1~~:::: :::: ···c:·· ~- ~:
487 . •... do ··············1 ]few Literary Society ....... . 1839! Col. soo .•. o.
U.
n.
!:490 ....iio~d:.::::::::::::::
bo~~:g:n~!.~~~~~~~::::::::::
·iso2 8~1-~~.~::: .?.-. 8: s. l
... do .............. YoungMen'sLibran-Association 1887 oo ..... .. It.
C.
B.

~i~:r~t~:\

491
~I)~

.~~~:I

~avannah ........ - .. Gcorg;ia. Historical Society ....... 1 30 Ilhit ...... O.
outh.Atlanta......
lark nivcrsily ................ ]877 Col.......... .
do········ ...•• . Gammon Theological Seminary .. 1883 Tl.Joo .. .... O.

"' ·>

••••

4 -1

W

hington ...•.... Mary Willis Library . ............ 1880 G

4115 .•••. do .............. St ..J o

I> h' i,

I

JL ••••••

C.
C.
C.

B.

Fr. 13.

Fr. B.

O ....... . . F.

cad emy ................. Sch.......... .

c.

In.

.... ··· ·

PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
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States of 1,000 i·olnmes and over in 1896-Continuecl.
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l.5

0

1,287
400
100
100
1,764
785 .......
$347 ..•......
5,800 .......
439 ......
2,000.... ..... .......
1,005 $20,000
1,000 ······· ............................................. ·•·······
100
300 . . . . . . . . . .. . • . ... .. . .. • .. .
325 .. . • .. . • .
2, 500 3, 000
1,000 ....... ····~· ·•···· ......... ',. .............................. .

·!:igg :::::::

1.8

Mrs. Ann:.M. Everett ..
Julia A. Dickerson .... .
........................ .
Chas. H. Smith ....... ..

tit~\f?~~~~::::::

4, 000.......

50~ :::::: ::::::::: ...... 085 ::::::: ...... 60 :::::::::
350 ................ ~-...... . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . J'no. Carloritz ......... .

4, 5COr

125

300

50

1,000 .... . . . .. .. .. . ..

2, 80() J'obn C. Wilson, presi-

487

1, 800

120 .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. • . . . . .. . . • . .. .. • .. . .
104 . . . . . . . . .
7, 119 . . . . . ..
301 . .. . .. . . • . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .
800 . .. .. . .. .
5,000 1,000
100
200
1,300................
415
5,000
3, 000
100 ............ ..•.............•....... .. .•....... , . . . . . .

dent.
Father Benedict ...... .
J'. B. Whitfield ........ .
W.H.Carter,president.
. ...•. , •.....•......•....

442
4LH
444
445
446
447
448
44.9
450
451
452
453
454

273 . • . . . . .. . Mary C. Granberry . . • .
4,470 .. . . .. • • . . . . . . ..
1,000 ................................. FraDk M. Harper, assistant superintend·
ent.

455
456

~i:ggL:::::
::::::20 ::::::20.........
""2,'aisi ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ·s;~;~{Fri-~r·,;o~:::::::::
3,000
JOO
. . • . .. . . . .. . . .. .
50 ....... ., George Sale .......... ..

457
458
459
460

3 .... . .
200 ..... .

2, 54or ·--··.

3,001) ......•

9,142

530

906

60 ......... ......... .......

6,000 E.J'ean Stenabaugh .•..

300

3,000 ............. '! •••.. ·····•••· ......... ....... ........ .........
1, o.oo
200
14
100 .. • . . .. • . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . ..
3,000 .......

,

Name of librarian.

oi:::

C)

- - - - - - - - - --·l.3

i::l

'o~

200 ......

·x.president.
·st.'G~·;_-Ri~h"~;ci~~~: ·

850 ................................. Lucy H. Upton, asso·
eiate principal.
3, 000 . . . . . . . . . J' no. MillcdgH . . . . . . . . . .
3, 565
12, 250 Hooper
.Ale:s:ander,

GO, 000 . . . . . • . .. . . . . . .. . . • . • . . . .. . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . .. .
17, 000 . • . . .. .
GOO . . . . . .
20, 000 .. . • . .. . . . .. .. . .

chairman.

3, 000 . . . . . . .
20 ...... .... ......... ...-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . Eugene Foster, dean . . .
7,508'. ... . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .
4,099 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . • . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

401
462
463

464
465
4GG
467

;i;)II~]; ;

;;!;;~: : ::::;i iiii! : : :·: ;: : :'.:\~: i\\\_ :i)ii\'.:'.\'.'.\\'.
mfr::::: '* : : : : :; ~, : : : : : : : : - - ·:k::::::: ~~i~t~~:: : : : : : m

10,504 ......
6 000

·1

300

356 ... . . .
40

10,872 ......... 1. ... .. .

30

~ 5 ...1~1:::20° ::t :j~ ::::
1,500
3,878
18. 000

100

200
1

3,339
1891
1
3, 00018,
ooo

1,000 ......... Mrs. Nora L. Barbrey..

470

R. .A.. Narready....... . .

480

1

:"ti:i:; :::i~; ::::::: ~~-~~

1;;:::: ::::::

J.......

85 ......... .T.C.Woodwar<l ........

484

20
2J560 ....... . .\ ............... 1......... l!obt . .A.. Trippe ....... .
500 .................. I. ..... ..... .. ... ........ Il. H. Stone... .........

485

50 ........ .... .....

1

~:ggg ::::::: ..... \:: ::: .... ~,.~~ :::::::::c::: : .....~~\::::::::

1,500. .. . . . .
150. .. . .. ....... ..
2,500 .......................... ..
21, 065 3, 363
3031 34.4
12, 472
1, 000
500 .................. ...
1~ 200 3,000 1,

1

'°'\

!Ii

iEleanorC.Gibbs,teacher
ii:l~~~~::::::::::::

...• .. .. . . ... . . .
160 ...•.....
........ .I. ......
300 . ••• • .. . . Miss L. J>. Hargrove....
........ .I . . . . .. .
5, 406 . . . • .. . . . ·wm. Harden....... .. ..
......... I... ............ 1...... . . . ·w. H. Cro!P!1~n..... . .. ..
Thu-k,eld,p,ea,:

"T"" . - - -·····. ·r ·.......... "l """'" wd!t.

:::. .~·.~~}::::r:::: ....~~~~~ :::::::::c::::.....~~\..~~~~~~! ~~~~~~·.~·a·r·~~~~·.~~~~~

486

m
489
490
491
492

499
:::
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Name of library.

~
cD

~
A
p
~

~~
o ....

1-4

A

Class.

1-,• ...

o'1:1

~

~

A..0

A

0

=

1

p-,1-4

.0 0 ~

bO

3

...,...,i-.
<l) •r<<'J

1-4 "'0
0 ~ P<

P<"' f:l
g-...,

~

4

AO
rd 0 ~

<.)

:+!-.
·
C!)..<:l

p .
rtl

§

1-4-+-'
-0

l::.O~

A;...

~~ ~o
o.e< ~af
1-4

C!)<.l
C!)rtl

1-4

~

111

a

~

6

7

c.

s.

.--- -

::I<.)

<.l

-~

A

~
O<ll

-

s

IDAHO.

496
497
498
409
500

Boise ... ........... . Free Reatling Room and Circula.
ting Library.
..... do ............. . State Law Library ........••... . .
Caldwell .......••... College of Idaho ....... ·......... .
Hailey ...........•.. High School ..................... .
Moscow ...•••...... University of Idaho ........•.....

1894 Gen .. .....
1871
1892
1887
1889

--··

Law ...... ---Sch ....... o.
Sch ....... ......
Col ....... .....

B.

......... F. R.

c.
c.
C.

F. B.
F. B.
F. R.

ILLINOIS.

·501
502
503

Abingdon . . . • . . . . . . Hedding College............. .... . . . . . Col .......... .
Addison . . . . . . . . . . . . Seminary Library................ 1864 Col .......... .
Alton............... Jennie D. Hayner Library Asso· 1852 _G en . . . . . . O.
ciation.

:~~;
i!~o~~a::::::::::::: r:~l~ \ii~~In"~;.v::::::::::::::: ::::: g:~ :::::: ::::
506 .••.. do ...•.......... Public £ibrary. .. . . . . . . . . . . . •. •• . 1882 Gen ...... O.
.507
508
509
510
511

Barry ................••.. do ............................
Batavia ....•............. do........................ .. . .
Belleville .......-......... do............... .. ...........
Belvid_ere ........... Id~ Public Library .............. .
Bloommgton ..•..••. C~i~tfo~~ndAltonLibrary Asso·

512 ..•.. do ....... . .... ..
513 ..•.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
514 .Bourbonnais .. :.....
515 Braidwood..........
516 Bunker Hill . . . . . • . .

Illinois Weselyan Unh-ersity .•..
Withers Pubhc Library..........
St. Viateur's College . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Public Library...................
Bunker Hill Military Academy . .

527
528
520
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
530
540

541
542
543

F.

n.-

c.
c.

T.

T.

T.
T.

T.
C.
T.

sity.
Blackburn Unh-ersity ........... ..... . gol -. ... ... ....
Carlinville Library ............... .... .
Public Library ................... 1873
Carthage College. .............. .. 1871

. . . . . do .............. Free Public Library .....•....... 189-!
Centralia........... Public Library . ................. . 1873
Champaign ............. . do..................... .. ..... 1876
Chicago . . . . . . ... . . . Acad emy of the Sacred Heart. ....... .
. • • . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.colytlncal Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1860
. . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Armour Institute of Technology . 1893
. . . . . ao .............. Art Institute of Chicago......... 1870
- .... do .............. Aurora '.l.'urn Verein ...... . . ... . . 1872
..... do ........•..•.. Bibliothekdes Germania Manner- 1891
chor.
..... do ............. . Chicago Academy of Sciences ... . 1857
.... do ............. . Chicago Athenaenm.............. 1871
Chicago (465 State Chicago College of Pharmacy... . 1850
street) .
Chicago (142 Dear- Chicago Ilistorical Society....... 1856
born avenue).
Chicago (81 Ash- Chicago Theological Seminary 1850
l anffboulevard).
(Hammond Library.)
Chicago (Station 0). Chicago Traiuinir School...... . . . 1800
Chicago (Wabash Do La Salle Instituto . . . . . . . . . . . . 1891
avenue and Thfr.
ty-fifth street).
Chicago (Station 0). Englewood High School.......... 18i2

Chicago ............ . Field Columbian Museum........ 180-!
Chicago (481 Dear. Girls' Coll giate 'chool . . . • . . . . . . . . . ..
born avenue).
540 \ Chicago . ..... . ..... . Grant ollegiate Institute ............
M7 •••.. do ............. . Ilahn mann Medical Co 11 g e . . . . .
Hospital.

544
545

s.

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.

. . . . . Gen ...... i- ••.
1882I Sch . ......... .

521 Carbondale ......... Library Association .............. 1876 Gen ...... R.
522 .••.. do . . . . . . . . . ..• . . Southernlllinois Normal Univer- 1874 Sch .......... .

8:
glF.:::::I::. 2:

Gen ...... .. . .
Gen ...... R.
Gen ...... O.
Sch .......... .
Soc .......... .
Col ..... . . ... .

B.

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

c.
T.
c.

gen ......

B.

T.
T.
T.
T.

c.

1854 Col .......... .
1856 Gen . . . . . . O.
187911 Col . . . .. - - ....

1

s.

F: B.

c.

·c··.-do .............. ti~ ~ryL~sociation ..............

--··
:Fr.

T.

Gen •....... ..
Gen . . . . . . R.
Gen . .. . . . 0.
Gen ......... .
Soc .. ..... O.

1876
1882
1883
1885
1879

m
m~I
i·
m 2t~li~~~:::::::::: ·p:~11Ii·:1z;r::~:::::::::::::~~ m~I&:~ :::::: ~:
523 Carlinville ..........
524 •••.. do ..............
525 Carrollton ..........
526 Carthage . . . . . . . . . . .

c.

C.
C.

C•

T.
T.

c.
c.

F. B.
Fr. B.
F. B.
B.

s.

B.
F. B.

F. B.

F. B.
s. R.

:::t:.
s.
B.
s. B.
Fr. B.

F. B.
F. B.
F. B.
B.
s. C.
F. B.
B.
B.
B.

Heh .•.........

C.
C•

Gen .. . ... R.
Hist ..... .... .

c.
C.

Scicn ..... O.
Col .•.........
Col . . . . . . . R.

C.
C.

Hist . . . . . . O.

c.

F. R.

Theo ...... 0.

C.

Fr. B.

Sch ...... .... .
Col .......... .

c.
C.

Fr. B.
F. B.

Sch .......... .

C.

F.

Sci en ........ .
Sch .......... .

c.

F. R.

C.

R.

Sch ....... R.

c.

B.

1fed .......•..

c.

F.

R.
B.

R.

C.

B.
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States of 1,000 volumes and over in 1896-Continued.
Receipts.
Name of librarian.

c5

-El
dO

~o
0
E-1
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 -- -- - - -- - - 1

10

9

11

12

1,154

6,

30

300

30

15

14

13

- - - - - - - - - - - --

--- -

54Q

16

1'7

800. - - ....

$403 ......... FannyL.Cobb,secretary

ooo . . . . . . .

340...... ••••••.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
1, io·o .. _·.·_·_· .....· ..
100
75
25
1,000
5,000.......
2001
600
100
150 ...... ... ......... . . .. . . .
200 .........
9,500 1, 100 3, 500 ..........................................

1, 000
1,369
.3, 500

1S

-- --- ----1----------l

Mrs. Mary S. Wood .... .

"\V. I!'. Boone ........... .
N. I. Garrison ........ ..

496
497
498
499

J, E. Boucbright ....... .

500

~: iigj i: ~gg .... Go .... so::::::::: .... -·iso: :: ::: : ······no::::::::: ·F."iii°i<l·i~·a·~;-_·:.:::::::

$5, 000 l!'lorcnco Dolbee ....... .

501
502
503

1, 000 . . .. . . .
'iO . . . . . .
1, 444 . . . . . . . ..
$100
103 . . .. . . . . . Alta Chenoweth ...... .
1, 000!1
100 . . . . . .
24 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . R. Cronce ........... .
14, 350 . • . . . . .
614 .... : .
90, 117......... 4,000
4,225 . . .. . . . .. James Shaw .....•......

504
505
506

10, 000

300

290 . . . . . .

11, 161......... .. . . . . .

0031

JJHj:~:~~6 - ·~~~ : :;~~ iUil :::i~:~ii --ut~ ··1 ~~1: ::: :: ::: :;i ~~~~;~~~i~i: : : :
9, 362 . . . . . . .
2, 540
200

6,
16,
5,
1,
1,

156 . . . . ..
75
21

23, 950 . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .
2,372
1, 200.......

771 ................................. .
660 .... . .... F. W. llri<lgcs, secre·

i,ary.
1\1. Luella Denman .... .
E vva L. Moore ....... . .
J. Leclair .... .......... .
Elizabeth Moore ...... .
S. L. Stuer, superintendent.

250 2,000
199
250......... .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .
207
475
068
625 • . . . . .
323
79, 562
6, 860 3, 500
4, 471 , . . . .. . . .
125
500
75
100 . . . . . . . . .
4, 800 . . . . . . .
125 . . . . . . . . .
900 . . . . . . .
107 ................................................
001 . . . . . . .
30
25 . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

~: i5~ .. 2; soo ... 476 ... soo

1~:

m1·... 2,"500 '"2,' 4s5

4,650 ••••.•. .•.... . ..... . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .
550
3, 000
70
517
35
26, 791
2, 453 1, 700
1, 700 1, 500
50
100
800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

'i:i~ -~:r~I:·; ::i:, :: :;;:

2,

m::::::::: .ii~·z·i~· i:P~~;~ii.". ::::::

560 ......... M. E. York ..........•..
2, 700 . . . . . • . . . Mrs. J osepbino H. Resor
77 . . . . . .. . . J\fary E. Hull .......... .

1

4, ooo

2, 000 1

: ::::

:::::::

_'::;

::

::

;;::;_;;:;::::::::::::;::

507

508
509
510

511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
5:ll
522
523
524
525

Troup, vice
1-)resi<lent.
300 . . . . . . . . . Elizabeth E. Pennock ..
700 ..... . ... N ellie Surles .......... .

526

~: ~gg .... ~:\ .. ~'.~ .... ~~ ...:~·.:'.: ....:·.~~~ .. :~~~~ ...:·.~~~ ...:~·-~~~ -~~~_i~ ~.-.~~.~~~~~-:::::

529
530

2, 1541.......
3, 500 1. ..... .

1

100 ......................... . .......... . ..... W. W.

200

125
25
10, 3891......... . . . . . . .
2'i8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
700

,uii::::Jji: \o ;;~/:::::) : ;;, ii:::::g~f?t~~~;::::
1

1 ' 200

2: COO

1

50 ..................•................................... Haakon Nyhuus ....... .

5, 000\

395
6liG......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8,500 .... . .... F rauk U. Baker, curator
2,000 ....... !......·! ................................................ ········· ... ······ . ..... .

:I;1,.·:;iii•••:!I• :~ •:••:'.'.'.J:::•:'.: ::;::::••\~:•••: : :~ ~t;~;~~\
2 , 500 . . . . . . .

I

200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . J. E. Armstrong, principal
6, 448 G, 820
628' 1, 008 . . . . . . . . .
l, 50:J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Eel war<l L. Ilurch:ml.. .
2. 300 •.••..•...........
Rc\.Jecca S. Rice ....... .

·I·...................... ·...................

~::: :::::: 1--?--T:: : : : : ::: : : :: : : : :_M~!f,t~''.'.~':·_P~::

527
528
53l
532
533
534
535

538
537

538
539
540
5-il
542

543
544
5<i5

546
547
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ILLINOIS-continued.
548 .C._h·i·cdago....·.·.·.··.·.·.·.·.·.·-·.
5-i!)
0
550 Chicago (40 Scott
street).
551 Chicago (Station X).

Hyde Park Hif!ih School.. ...•.. .. 1874 Sch ....... ................ n.
.John Crerar Library .....•....... 1894 Scien .. ... It.
C.
F. R.
Kirkland School.. .•..•........•.. 1875 Sch ..•.... R.
C.
R.
Lake View High School.......... 1873 Sch .... ...... .

565

Chicago (Tribune Loyal Legion Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
building).
Chicago .......••••.. McCormick Theological Semi- 1825
nar;v (Virginia Library.)
.•••. do ....•.•.•..•.. Married Lad~es~Sodality Library. 1889
..... do ••••.••.•...•. Newberry Library •....•... .••..• 18!17
..... do .••...••...•.. Public Library....... . . • • • . . . . • . . 1872
Chicago (Pullman). Pullman Public Library . . . . . . • . . 1883
Chicago (Station X). Ravenswoocl Historical Society.. 188~
Chicago •..••........ St. Francis Xavier's Academy ....... .
Chicago (Station H). St. Ignatius College . ...• ... .•.. ·.. 1870
Chicago ............ .
Students' Library .•.......•......
Chicago (135 S. Des- St. Patrick's Academy........... 1863
plaines street).
Chicago .•••••.•••••. Theological Seminary of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church.
Chicago (94 Dear- Union Catholic Liurary Asso- 1868
born street) .
ciation.
Chicago ..•......•••. Union League Cluu Library . .• .'.. 1879

~~~

:::::a~::::::::::::::

552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
· 561
562
563
564

Vv:~~~~t~~; iii~:t~ u~i~~-Li~·

T.

Fr.

n.

Soc . . . . . . . R.

c.

n.

Theo . . . . . 0.

C.

D.

Soc .......... .
Gen ...•.. O.
Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... R.
Gen ...... O.
Sch .• : ....... .
Gen ..••......
Col .....•...•.
Sch ...•....•..

'.I.' •

F.
F.
F.

C.

F.

C.

c.
c.

C.

C.
C.

c.

s.

n.

n..

n.
c.

D.

n.
s. n.
s. n.

F.

Theo ..•......

C.

Soo .•..... R.

C.

s.

Gen •••••. O.

C.

m~ gf11e~·::::: i?:

C.

n.
s. n.

B.

B.

C.

Jj'.

brary.
568 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Wes tern Society of Engineers . . . . . . . . Scien . . . . . R.

c.

F. R.

569 ..... do ............•.
570 Chicaj!o (Eleventh
am1:May streets).
571 Chicago (153 La Salle
street).
572 Chicago .•...........

Western Theological Seminary . . 1885 Theo ........ .
Young Ladies' Sodality Library.. . . . . . Soc ....... O.

C.
C.

c.

573

Y.:M.C.A .....
Y. M. C. A. Library (central
department).
Y . P. S. C. E. of' Third Pres byte. 1880 Soc .......... .
rian Church.
Cobden ............. Library Association .. ............ 1877 Gen ...... O.

574

Cordo,a . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Libra_r y................... 1878 Gen ......... .

T.

s. c.
s. R.
s. c.
s. c.
F. n.

5i5 Danville ............
576 .... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
577 D ecatur . . . . . . . . . . . .
578 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
579 Desplaines..........

. ... . do .. .. ...................... ..
Public School Library............
],'ree Public Lil,rary..............
High School.. .......... _.........
St. Mary's Training School. ......

~:t
586
587
688
589
500
591
502

c.

1882 Gen ••.... R.
T.
. . . . . Sch
1875 .G~~ekn.·__:__:_.:_.:·.:_ ·.· :. R:.:._.: .. .
1865
1882

F.

c.

s. n.
n.

·.r.

F.

Dundee .................. <lo............................ 1879 Gen ..•.......
Duquoin ............ Public School Library ........... 1806 Sch •••... .. ...

T.

c.

F.
Fr.

n.

Earlville............ Public Library................... 1865 Gen ...•......
Gen ...... . .. .
c~ii~. ~:: :: :::::::: ::::: :: .:~:~ Col .......... .
Elgin............... Gail Bor,len iublic Library...... 18i2 Gen ...... 0.
..... do ............. . Illinois Northern Hospital for In- 1872 Gen ...•......
sane.
..... do .............. Y. M. C. A. Library............... 1885 Y.:M. C. A. n.
Elmhurst ........... Mensch Society of E\·angelical 1877 Col. Soc ...... .
Pro. emiuary.
Eureka............. Eur ka College................... 1857 1 Col ........ .. .
Evanston........... Fr o Public Librarv........ . . . . . . 1870
en ........•.
..... do .............. ~arrett lliblical I~stit~te ........ 1~4 Theo ...... O.

T.

F.

n.

T.
T.

F.

C.

c.
s. n.

l&:~t~~i~~~~: ::::: ·A;1~1?~

c.
c.

c.
C.

T.

s.

J!'r.

591 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • or thwestern Un1vers1ty........ 1855 Col . .. . . . . O.

C.

F.

51\5

u.

1

Ewing ..•........... Ewi.n"Collcgc> ......................... ! Col .......... .

n.
]3,

n.

13.

F. r,.
F. n.

c.

593

TI.
····

ai:: .. .FF·:· ~n·.

580 Dixon, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dixon Hose Company.. . . . . . . . . . . 1872 Soc .•••.•.... .
581 .••.. do . ............. Public Library ................... 1805 Gen •..... R .
582
583

Q.

n.

n.

13.
1
.. . • 13.
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Receipts.

0]
'S~

Name of librarian .

..,;::l

A

<D

5~
So

--- ---

<jeo
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _____
,___________ ,

1.3

9

1.5

1.4

1.6

------ - - -- - - - - - - --- ---

____,__________
1.7

1.8

,

2, 000
500
200
50 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ........ . C. W . .Frenclt, principal. 548
1, 216
53 1, 216
53 .......................... $96, 204 $1, 937, 708 Clement ·w. Andrews .. 549
1, 2001.......
30 ..•... -- ........... ... .......•.......•........... Emma S. Adams, prin- 550
1

cipal.

2, 200 .•.. -- .

2:: ~:: ::::::: ___

200 . • • • • . . ·- . . . • . . . . _ . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . •...... . . Jam es H. Norton, prin-

I

-

I .

•

~~~c:: ····~.- ~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I

551

paL
Roswell H. Mason, re- 552
corder.
Charles Evans •.•...... 553

.

5, 000
100
250
50
6, 000
100 .....•.....•............. Mrs. B. Palmer •.•...... 554
555
135, 244 35, 054 10, 863' 5, 098 . • . . . . . . . 398, 486 .....•..
217,065 42,000 18, 4851 1, 2361, 147, 8621, 337,190 $404,850 501,396
12,000 Fred H. Hild .......... . 556
Mrs. Charles B. Smith .. 557
Chas. E. Sinclair, trustee 558
559
L. :M. Kenny .......... . 560
W. F. Robison ........ . 561
Brother Bald win: •.•... 562

I..... . ......... .

J!5 :)::: :::]::;:: .J: : \;~ : : : : )ll ::::::::::

: : : : ~~ ::::1:::: :::: ::: :::::::: :::: : ::::''.' ::::::::::
2, 500 .•.•........

3,000 .... .. .

_I......
i

150 ........•.......... . .....•........•.•............ E. E. Noyes, asr..istant

305, ooo 180, ooo 10, oooi 2, ooo
2, 000 . . . . . • . . ..... 1· . . . . .
2, 300

1, 500

:: ggg .. ~: ~~~
800

1,125

2,300 ····•·.

563

1, 000 .... ..•• ..•.... , ................. . Alice Coffey. . . . . . . . . . . . 564

2651
1~ 1:

20

. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

275 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • . . • . . . . . .
:: : : :

~~~::: : : : : : :

5 ·•·•··

100

25

20

1, 439

100

75

12

550 ......... . .•.••••••.. .. .. .......... 567

500 .••..•.•.. Nelson L. Litten, sec-

ig~::: :::::::

568

retary.
Francis J. Hall . . . . . . . . 569
Miss K. Dooner . . . . . . . . 570

12,050 ....•••.

125 ..•..••••. W.M. Wood, director .. 571

1,750 ............•••..

150 . • . . . . . . . . 0. N. Caldwell.......... 572

300 ......•. .

2,900

: : : : :: : :

565

secretary.
Zella A. Dixon . . . . . . . . . 566

..........................••••.............

600 ...............•.

49 ..... ; •... Mary S. Peebles, sccro-

573

tary.

2, 391

200

225

230 ......... . N. R Freek, secretary

8, 000
200
500
25
30, 000 . . . . . . . . .
2, 250 2, 2501....... .. .
1, 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - .• - . . . . . . - - - . - - - . - · - - · - · · - · · · - · · · -- · · • · · • · ·
14, 766 . . . . . . •
725 . . . . . .
86, 774
34, 500
4, 800 5, 004 .•........
], 090. ••.•..
46 ······ ............ ...... ·•···· .. ······ . .......•..
1,200
200
50
4.0 ....... 00 ....................•.............
1, 780
40 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 661 .•. . . . . . .. • . . . .. . ..
1 74!l,

076
100 . . . . . . . .
3,112.........
1,991

..... ........ ......•.... . 576
Alice G. Evans ........ . 577
E.A.Gastman ......... . 578
l3ro. Alcimia11, secre- 579

tary.

27 . . . . . . . . . . Henry S. Dey ...... - - .. 580
2, 0561.......... Orris n. Dodge, presi- 581

: i;~::\: ::\:\:; \\::: : : :;" . .:.r\:;: ilf~i: ~~~~:~:
360

dent.
H . .J. Baumann . ....... . 582

360

1
;:;

1~;2~~j--i;ooo ·i;isil :::::: .. i2i,"liii ··--a,-963 ···1:140 ··1;140
1, 250 . . . . . . .

100 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . .

: :r-~:~~~

1::1··--~~·1·---~:~;~,::::::: ::1
:::::~::
6,

31, 234 l!l, 500 1, 173!

500

55, 271
872
4, 4.34

7, 852
62:.l
82\····-..

1

I

:::::::::::::::::::::::::

J ......... ..-i~t_e~~~~-t: ........... .

::t:::::::: ::

583

584
585
586
587
588

589
590

;i;:r~~~ :::::::::: 591
6,872 . . . . . . . . . . Mary B. Lindsay ...... . 592
591r ········· 1~.:1::V.nishop,assist- 593

4,364 ...•...........

I

::::::::::

1
500,..........
.Arthur Loewy, super-

1, 000 .•........•.........•.....•........................

15, 515
100 1, 964 . . . . . .
7 , 890 .•.....
32\·····

57*

protem.
.Josephine E. Durham . . 575

125,000 Lodilla Ambrose,

I

sist:mt..

.

as-

5!)4

1
4, 000 .•.••.. 1, 000,...• _. ...........................••.•.•......••...
.J. A. Leavitt, president. £95
1
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1895-96.
Public, society, and school libraries in the United

L ocation.

Name of library.

1

Class.

3

4

ILLIXOIS-contin ued.
Fr.

Freeport ............ Public Library .... . .... .......... 1889 Gen ...... 0.

T.

F.

Fulton.... . . . . . . . . . . Northern Illinois College . • . . . . . . 18Ci6 Gen ......... .
Galena...... . . . . . . . . High School...................... . . . . . Sch ..... . .. .. .

c.

T.

B.
B.

T.

F. B.

Flora . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public School Library............ 1894 Sch .......... .

597
598
599

600 .•••. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library

and Reading

1894 Gen ... - . - ....

Room.

601 Galesburg.......... Knox College ......... ........... . ... . Col....... . . . .
602 •••.. do ..... .. ....... Lombard University ...... ..... .. 1852

~i! ..Geneva
o~~~ie~-::::::::::::
.~.~~!~.~.i~-~~~~::::::::::::::::: :: mt
............. Free Public Library ............. . 1894

605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612

613
614
615
616
617

618

610

Gilman . . . . . . . . . . . . . Library Association. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1870
Glenwood .......... Illintiis School of A griculture .... .
andManual Training for Boys.
Godfrey ........... . Post Memorial Library........... 1890
Greenville ......... . Greenville College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1892
Griggsville .... . ... . Public Library ............. ...... 1888
Hoopeston ......... . Greer College . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1892
Jacksonville ....... . Illinois Central Hospital for the .....
Insane.
••••. do ............. . Illinois College....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1829
.•••. do ............. .
Phi Aloha Literar y Society.. . 1845
.. •. . do ............. .
Sigma Pi Literary Society.... 1843
.•••• do ............. . Illinois Female College ... . . ... ....... .
.•... do ............. . Illinois Institution for Education 1860
of Deaf ancl Dumb.
..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Illinois Institution for Educaca- 1847
tion of tbe Blind.
. .. •.. do .............. Jacksonville Female Academy ....... .

g~~·:::::: "ii."

~~~ ·j-~ii~L:::: :::::: ::

C.
C.
T.
C.
T.

Fr.
Fr.
F.
Fr.

Col .. ..... O.
Col. Soc ...... .
Col. Soc .. .... .
Col ..... ..... .
Sch .......... .

c.
c.

Fr. B.
B.
Fr. B.

Sch ........ .. .

im g~~·:::::: ~:

:::::1~ :::::::::::::: ~~i\~·t1~~~7.::::::::::::::::::

627
628
6~0
630
631
632
G33
634
635
636
637

Kewanee ................ do ............................ 1875
Knoxville .............. . do . ........ ... ........... ........ . .
. . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . St. Mary's Scl1ool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1868
Lake Forest........ Lake Forest University .. ..... . .. 1857
Lebanon ............ McKendree College ......... ..... 1834
. . . . . do..............
Pbilosophian Society ......... 1837
. . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Platonian Literary Society.. . 1850
Lincoln ...... ... ... . Public Library ....... .......... .. 1895
. .. .. clo .............. Lincoln University .. ................. .
Litch:fiehl. .•........ ]free Public Library ............. 1882
Lombard ........... Free Library •................... . 1882

638 Macomb ............
639
640
641
642 Menarcl..... ... . . . ..
643 Mendota ............
644
0
6i5 .~~~~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
646 Monmouth .........
647 .••. . do ..............

Gen ...... R.
Gen ........•.
Sch ......... . .
Col .......... .
Col ....... 0.
Col. Soc . ..... .
Col. Soc .. . ... .
Gen ......... .
Col .......... .
Gen ...... R.
Gen ......... .

Free Public Library .............. 1882 Gen ......... .

-:::~~::ci::::::::::: -~~~~!i~~~~~::::::::::::::::::: tm &:L::::: :~~:

651

Morgan Park . ......
..~on~!'! ..............
=ornson ...........
fount Morris ... ... \
oun Vernon......

Houthern Illinois Penitentiary . ....... .A. & R ....... .
Graves Public Library ........... 1894 Gen ...... . O.

¥~ti~:~b~~;y:::~:::
:::::::::::: ·ia12
Monmouth Collrge ......... ... .. . 1854
'V:arrenCoontyL1braryandRcad·
mg Room.
GeorgeC. ,valkerLibra.ry ........
Library As ociation ..............
Literary and 'cientific Associa·
tion.
ount Morris College (Cassel Li·
hrarv).
n11reiue ourt Law Library . ....

8· ···· ·:s·:
T·.
.F_. B.
T.
:: l
T.

....
....
R.
....
....

Col . . . . . . .
Col . . . . . . .
Gen . . . . . .
Col . . . . . . .
A.&·R.. ..

~~~~

~~g

ll.

Gen ...... R.
Gen ...... R.
Gen . . . . . . O.
C.
S. B.
A.&R ....................... .

Col .. . . ...... .
Gen ...... R.
.~.~~1~.~.i~·r·a.?:::::: : :::::: : ::: :: .
Gen ...... R.
622 ..•.. clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Russell's Business College... . ... 1866 Sch ....... R.
623 ..... do .............. State Penitentiary Library .......... . . Gen ...... O.
G2.l Kankakee . . . . . . . . . . High School...................... 1877 Sch .......... .

648
6-10
650

.n.

T.

596

~ce~1::::::: . ci."
Col .......... .

B.
B.

B.
B.
C.

C.
C.
T.

:

T.

Fr. B.

c.

T.
T.

c.

....

Fr.

F.
F.

s.

'l'.

T.

c.

n.

n.

B.
R.
B.
R.

s. c.

B.

'l'.

F.

T.
T.
C.
C.
C.

B.
s. B.
Fr. B.
Fr. B.
B.
s. B.
Fr. B.
F. B.
Fr. B.
Fr. B.
F. c.

c.

C.
T.
C.
T.

c.

T.
T.
'l'.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.

c.

F.

F.
F.
F.
F.

B.
B.
B.
B.

c.

B.
.R.

F. n.
Fr. B.

18!!0 Col .... ... .. ..

c.

s . n.
s. B.
B.
s. B.
s. n.

1854 Law .......... 1,

T.

F.

1868! Gen . ...... O.

18 9 Gen ....... O.
l8i2, Gen . ......... .
18771 Gen ....... 0.

C.

c.

C.
C.

R.
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States of 1,000 volumes and over in 1896-Continucd.
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"d.

a,l>.4)

$h

"'!:J)

s-.-.

.~ b(js

Receipts.

:;·~ h.

~
<U.

-~ 4)

,!4 ~'"

.!41-13

s-S
0..,

~~
..,o

0.

p::i

~

~

'"'

E-1

Ao

a,·-..c:l

~~ ~,g
I>-

A

4)"'"

8,c,.;l

~~

::I~

i§

4l bL

4l A

"d

~

•.-<4)

"''"'

-+> A

"'::I <U

8cS~

..... ,E
o..,
-+> A

Name of librarian.

A a;,

g~

So

0

--- --- - - - - --- --- --- --9
10
:1 l.
12
1.3
1.4
1.5
16

<lj'-='

lS

11'

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - 1

1, 200

1, 250

200

150

1,000 ....•..... .............. J. L. Hughes, superin.
ten dent.
$3, 191 ..•...... Smith D . .A.tkins, presi.
·dent.
200
1,000
26 ....................•••. ···•·•· .•............... R . .A.. Morley, president.
10
1,300
4.0
4.0 . • • . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . • • • • • .
150 ..•••.... I. C. Baker, superin·
tendent.
2,827 .•............•....
26,441 ........ .
969 ...... .. . .A.nna E. Felt, secretary.
815
9, 375 . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

600

41, 688 . . . . . . . . . $3, 191

~: ggg ::::::: :::: :: ::: ::: ······100:: :: ::: ::1:::: :: : ····· i5o · · · · ·$ioo "i~iii; u."i~~· :·.:::: ::: :::

18, 469
900 1, 092
136
53, 78i
14, 066 . . . . . . .
5, 208 . . . . . . . . .
6,000 .•••.•.
200
25 ......••.......... 1••••.•.•••.•••• 1.....•••.
1,245 .•.....
290 .... ..
10,247 ......... \ 1,100
1,1211.........
2,425
75
123 ... . ..
3,144 ........ . ... ... .
109 ......•..
3,000 ..•.............•• ..••...•...•....... 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1••• ••••••
I

Elizabeth Phillips ....•.
EmmaM.Cbapin ...... .
RelenL.Plato ........ .
Mrs. Fanny .E. Patter ..

·••·••• ••••••••••••.••.•.

I-

596

597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
G07

i:2,077
ggg ::::::: ····50 :::::: ::::::::: :::::::::c:::: ::::::::i::::::::: ·M~;:,v;1;~:;;;.r."i=i~g·g::
.•••...
225 ......
3,339 ..•....•. \
350
350' ..•...... LizzieE.Stono ..... . .. .
l igg .... :~~ ... ~~~ :::::: ::::::::: :::::::::I:::::: : ~gg ::::::::: l ~.1:;f:~d::::::::::

608
609
610
611
612

12, 000 1,500
60
24
55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. W. Milligan ........ .
2, 000 . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . .
75 . . • . . . . . . Elmer D. Read ........ .
2, 200
55
200 . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
180 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. .
1,000 ·•····. ···--· .•.•.. ··-··· ....•.........••.• ·............................ ············ .. .
11,581 2,500
450
70
5,013
1,200 .•••••.
500 ..... .... John H. '\Voods, acting.

613
614
615
616
617

1, 0_50 . . . . . . . . . W. F. Short, superin·
tendent.
2,000 .•...•....... ······ ..•..••....•............ · ............. .... ........ '. · .... ······· ... .
7, 500 1, 700 1, 100
200
30,616 . . . . . . . . . 3, 770
3,855 . . . . . . . . . C. W. Alexander ...... .
12, 325
344
92
35
59, 954 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 300 . . . . . . • . . Sarah C. McIntosh .... .
4, 100 . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i~:l, 000
ggg .. •-~·-• •~~~.
-· 20039 :::
:: : .. ·1s; 000:::: :: : :: :::: :: : : :::::: : :::::: ::: r~h~u~~il~th::: :::::::
•. .
... •. .
200
1, 503 . . • • • • .
31 . . . . . . • • . N om V anderwater, as·
sistant.

i: ~ggj·... 200 i,!ggi::: ::: ::::: ::::::::::::: ::::::: t m::::::::: ·.i~~ir·~~·s:
c~tie;;P;~·s:·
ident.
1, 506·
28
7, 500
500
4 , 178· . ....•.
3,000
500
2 , 9 9 0 .••• . . .
1 00
2 0 37
1
6,882 .•. _...
1 350
70
1:543 ••••••.

20,142 . • • . • . • . . 1,800
1, 856......... Miss S. E. Gray ........ .
7, 523 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Ella V. Lightner ...... .
11
. :~~~:~~30 .......••.......... . .••..•••.................... .A.. G.,Tepson .....•.....
75 . . . . . .
150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 . . . . . . . . . E . C. Cham borlin ...... .
75 ...••....................•..... · ••••.... • · ...... · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · ·
482 ..•...
23,443.... .. ......... .
566 . . _....... IdaWebster ..... _. .... .
20
30. •. . . . . . . .•••.•... . •. . . . .
100 ......... .A.. E. Turner, president
3, 385 . • . . . . . . .
500
650 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•..
128 . . . . . .
77 . • • • • •
3, 008 . . • . • . . . . . . . • . • .
25 . . . . • . . . . Josiah T . Reade, secrt1·
tary.
512. .. . . .
2:i, 316......... . .. . . . .
848 ........ . Mahala Phelps ........ .
150
25
1,000 . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . .
101 . . . . . • . . . Dwight F. Morton ...•..
4771······
22,308 .•..........•...
1,102 .•.. . .... .A.liceF.J"ennings ..... .

1 107
s' 956 1

440

7, 400 . • • . . . .
3, 3;ll . • • . . • .

448 . . . . . .
162 . . . . . .

m:::::: ....~·.~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: ·····soo ::::::::: ~-~-\i~~:;~~

1~:~gg
:::::::
5, 000 3,000

17: 000

73\

323
320
200
4, 000

4,000
150
1 500
3'800 :::::::

21:

ooo\

5541

36. •. ... . . . . .. . ..••. .•.. .. .
8
19,554......... 3,359
25 .••. .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
85
22, 001
30, Oi2 . • • • • • .

350

10

3,500........ . . . . . . . .

......... .......
:::::r:::: ····2,"367 ........
. .......

1,500

5~l

s, 000 ••••.. . ·
ED

too

150 .••........•........• - • • .

27.., . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . .

!l6--13•

625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637

]'rancis llntler ........ .
II. S. llauson, secretary .
J. N. Swan ............ .
................ ........ .

638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
0!7

650 . . . . . . . .. Sarah E.111ills . ........ .
52 . . . . . . • . . J.C. Carr, trustee ..... .
'.!64
7,000 Robert Wallace ....... .

648
649
650

~:~ig
::::::: ... ~~\
::::: ....17,909
~·-~~~ ::::::::: .... ~~~ ..... ~~~ ::::.-:::: ::::::::::·:.:::::::::::::
4 , 150.. ••• . .
350 ... . ..
.. .. ... ..
660
822 ......... W.R. Foster ... ....... .
a' ooo

618
619
620
621
622
623
624

289 .... . ....
3,626 . . • . . . . . .
25 .••......
3, 630
41, 950

3,500 J. G. Royer, president ..

051

1,000 ......... Frank W. Ilavill ....... .

652

225
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ILLINOIS-continued.
-653
·554

Naperville- ......... Northwestern College ............ 1871 Col·-· -· ·- ....
Normal. ........•.•. Illinois Soldiers' Orphans' Home. 1869 State ...... O.

C.
T.

F.

n.

655
656
657
658
659
660

1857
1883
Olney - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library .................. . 1886
Onarga . . . . . . . . . • . . . Grand Prairie Seminary . .. . ..... . 1863
18n
1
1873
~.i~.

Col .. -.... - - ..
Gen. --···· O.
Gen_ ...... R.
Col ... ..... - ..
Gen .... . . . O.
Gen ....... R.

c.

Fr.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

n.

·0~1/ia:;k::::::::::: { 1~~1lfesi~;t~~t~~~:.~.~~~~~~~~~:
1

.o·;i,tin·::::::::::::: .:.~~~i. '.~r.~:::::: :::::::::::::

c.

T.

c.

T.
T.

B.

B.
B.
R.
C.
B.

Ottawa . . . . . . . . . . . . . High School.. ........... _........ 18'i9 Sch ......... - .
662 ..... clo ............. _ Illinois Law SchooL .................. - Law ...... -· · ·
·663 .••.. do .•.•....•..... I.0.0. F. LibTary . .. ....•....... . 1870 I.0.0.F .. --··

'I'.
C.

T.

B.
F. It.
l!'r. B.

664 .••.. do .............. Reddick's Public Library .. ·..... - 1888 Gen .. ..... 0.
·665 Pekin............... Public Library................... 1896 Gen .. ..... R.
666 Peoria.............. Peoria Law Library.............. 1879 Law ..... - · · · ·

C.
T.
C.

F.
F.

667 •••.. do ...•.......•.. PublicLibrary .....•.........•... 1880 Gen ....... R.

T.
C.
T.
T.
T.

F.

.. · O.
O.
O.

B.
B.
F. ]3.
Fr. B.
F. B.

672 .••.. do .......••..... Princeton Township High School. 1807 Sch ...... - .. · ·
-673 Quincy . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chaddock College .................... _ Col ...... - ... 674 ••••. do ...•........... FrecPublicLibraryarnlReading 1887 Gen ...... O.

T.
C.
T.

Fr. .B.
B.
F. B.

C.
C.

Fr. B.
R.

661

668

ti69
-670
671

P eru................
Polo ................
Pontiac .............
Princeton ........•..

St. Bede College .................... ...
J3uffaloPublicLibrary_ ...... , ... 1871
Iliinois 8tate R«>formatory ...... . 1875
Matson PublicLibrary .•••....... 1885

Room.

Col ...... Gen ......
.A.. &l{ ....
Gen ......

·575 .... -do .......••..•.. St.FrancisSolanusCollege ...... . 1860 Col .•.... -····
676 RiverForest ........ RiverForestinstitute ........... - 1879 Sch ....... ··· 677

·678
679
680
681

682
683
684

685
686

687

Rochelle ........... .
Rockford .....•..•..
. .... do .............. .
..... do ............. .
Rock Island ....... .
.... -do····-· ....... .
Rockton ........•.. .
Rushville .......... .
St. Charles ......... .
Sparta_ . ........... .
Springfield .•••••• ..

B.
B.

s. n.

F. B.
F.

R.

B.
B.
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~
--- --- - - ~ --- - - - --- --9
10
11 ,12
14
l ii
13
l.6
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 3, GOO l, 200
300
50 ..•...••...... . ... .......
3,000 ....... . ...... ...... ...... ....
2,000 ......... .
10, 000 2, 000 1, 002
629
9, 662 . . .. .. .. .. .
739 . . . . . .

25, 131 ................. .
48, 240
1, 902 ...... .

Name of librarian.

-PA
<l)

0~

so
~"O

17

lS

$238 . . .. . . . . . . H.F. Kletzing ......... .
300 ......... C. E. Bassett, superin·

tendent.
Ange V. Milner .......... .
Martha E. Buhre . ... .. .
Mrs. Hattie Kitchell. ... .
S. Yan Pelt, president ..

3, 700
30
2, 000 . . . . . . .

125 . . • . .. .
11, 253 . .. .. . . . .. .. .
GO • • .. .. . • • . • . .. . .. . . . .. • . . • • .. .

1,700 .... .....
4,869 $25,000
800 ..........
50 ..••..•..
308 .............. · ......... · · · ...... · · · ..
200 . .. • . . . . .. . "\V. H. Guilford, presi·

055
056
657
658
659
660

1,000 ............
8,000 . . . . . . .
1,200. ... .. .. .. .

25 .............................................................. ,T.O. Leslie ............. .
300 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .
1,000 . .. . . . . . . . A. H. Taylor .......... .
20 ...... ..
200 ........................................... L. A. Williams, secre..

601
662
663

8, 000 . • • • • • .

725 . . . • • .

i}~~ ····200 .... 30 ...... 20 ... ~~·.~:~ ::::::::: .... !~~~
300
200

dent.

I

I

653
654

tary.
28, 077 .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . ..

3, 300

60, 000 .................. ... ................ .

~:tt~ ::::::: .... ~:~ :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: . . . . . :~~ ::::::::: ¥.rir~~i~h~~~~!~~c~i;:
tary.

I 57, 604
I 1,900
3,187

2, 600 3, 153
216 131, G91
4, 392 14, 154 14, 817 ............ .
2,000 1,000 ............................................................ .
2,000
<l4
5, 747 . .. .. . .. .. . . .
631
631 ... ..... .. .
225
1, 100
30
200 . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
500 .•.......
7,000 ......... .
21, 000
1, 800 . .. .. . . . .
1, 726
14, 964
600 • • • • . .

E. S."Willcox ................. .
Leopolcl Probst ........ .... ..
E. Frances Barber ......... .
I. Mallorv ....................... .
Eugene d. Bates, secre .
tary.
1, 814
100
300
20 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .
350 .......... . R.A.."Metcalf, prmcipal.
2, 000 1, 000 . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. • . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .... · ..... · B.W. Ba1rnr, president..
19,400 . .. .. . ... . 2,404 .. .. . . .. ..
71,058
3,550 4, 889
5, 122 .......... . John G. Moulton .. ~ .......
4, 500 . .. .. • .. • .
1,200 ..... .. • . .

400 .............................................................................. · · · · · · · · • • · · .. · · ·
100 ............................................................... ·wobster Hakes, princi ..

pal.
1, 906 .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. • .. . . ..
46, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 300
1, 323 .. . . • . • • • . Mrs. Henry Loomis ......
1, 120
100
25
20 . • . . . . . . . . . • . . .. .. .. . . • . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . B. D. Parker, principal .
28, 000 . . . .. . .. . 1, 740
403
93,809
9, 156 8,000
8,201 . . . . . . .. . . W. L. Rowland .......... .
5,850
250
274 ................................................... ... .. .... .............................. .
10, 000 4, 000 ............................................................................................ ..
12, 634......... .
705. .. .. .. .
36,523
8,000 3,783
3,847 .......... Ellen Gale .............. .
3,075 .......
400 - - - · · ·
7,500.........
700
775 .••.•.... E.S.Waito.-····-···-··
2,000.- .•••.
25 1........
1,000................
771······-·· LewisD:Erwin._ ...... .
1, 3301
150 . . . . . . . • • . . .
2, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
1, 370 . . . . . . . • . Genivie Lewis ......... .
1,000
300
15
10
1,500 ..•..••. . ·-·-···
40 1• • • • • • • • • J.M.Nickles,princital..

:::;,··~~~~ ~~~~~~ :~:::~ ::~::~::: ::::::::: ::::::: :~·.-.:~·.·,L::::::: .~~~~~~~t-.~~~~. ~·.

4,000'
4
~:

2,000

478

250 ....... .. ..•...... .......

1,000

JosephineP.Cle-veland.

.........

1

ggg ·-2:soo .~·.'.~~ :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ...~·-~~~!::::::::: ·w~.":E-:ii:o~~i~i:~~~~:
•

28,639.- .•.. . 2,4.22

78

72,960

68,280

3,400

tor.

3,610

JamesP.Bryce ........ .

.........

UIL~~~~~ ~::~~~ :::::: :::~~:~~~ ::::::::: ::~:~~~ : :~.:~~1
::::::::: .;Mrs.
~r~~;:~L.~;"\,~~~iright~~~i... -...:-:
1

5, 221 . . . . . . .

151 . . .. . . .

7, 909 ..•....... _.....

598 . . . . . • • . .

M.

:: igi ::: :::: ::: ::: :::::: .·-~~·.~'.~::::::: :: ::::::: ...... -~~i:: :::::: .~l·o·r·~ ~·. ~~~·_-_-_·_-_-_-_-.-.·.·
9,000

300 ..........•..••... ····-··

350 ·-····· . GeorgiaT.First ..... _..

5,9501 1,520
- .. ·- ······· ........
1 loO ......
1,000
42\......
8,717 ............. -...

3,~o .......... 1 P.F.B1cknell .. _.. ...... .
6.>0
5,000 Mrs.L.I.Baldwm ..... .

3,000

80

tffl :d: :::f: ?\: : :'.'.·: , \\::;:: :/::: i}L\\:\: :~:lt:tHE?
29,110
3,733

ii~ : ~:~1:: ~ : ;: : jii, ::::::~; ):::: 5:~· :),:~1:~f:~~:;tijt"t
1

2, 153 . . . • . • .

200 . _....

5, 000 . . .. . . .. • • .

594

600 . . . . . . . . . Gra!:6 E. Sloate ........ .

t~ ·-~·.!~\::::: :::::: ·-··~·.~~\::::::::
::::::: :::::::: :::::::::,·:·~bio":s:"iii,.pri~-cii;;i:::
786,......... . . . . . . .
W. Boyes,
1, 900

100

35,

11

1,

62 • • • • . • • • •

F,

principal..

664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
080
681
682
683

684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
(i98
699
700
701
702
703
70!
705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
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Location.

Name of library.

Class.

1

4

5

6

7

S

F. B.

INDIANA.

715
716

Anderson ........... Public Library .........•.....•... 1894 Gen ....... n.
Attica.............. Public School Library .••..•.•..... ... Sch....... . .. .

T.

717

Aurora ............. Public Library ...........•••••... 1882 Gen........ ...

C.

T.

B.

S.

B.

718 Bloomington . • . . • . . City High School................ . . . . . Sch ............ ........... · • • ·
71 9 ·B··· .:ffdo .........•••.. Indiana University .......•....•...... Col....... . ...
~720
lu ton . . . . . • . . . • . . City Library.............. . . . . . . . 1893 Gen....... . . . .
.

BBorden . . . . . . •.•• •• . Borden Institute................. . . . . . Sch ........ ii·
razi 1 ...... . •.... PublicLibrary ...•............... 1880 Gen.......
.

723
724
725
726

Cambridge City..... Public School Library .......... ·•
Columbia City ...•...•... do ...................•........
Crawfordsville ..•.. Wabash College ...•..........••..
Crown Point .•...... Public School Library............

727
728

Danville............ Central Normal College.......... f876 Col ....... O.
Decatur .... •• . . . . . . Public School Library............ . . . . . Sch....... . . . .

729
730
731

Dublin . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library................... 1886 Gen . . . . . . . . . .
T.
F. B.
Elkhart............. Public School Library .••..•......... · - SScchh _· ·.::::: : : : : · · · T." · · : : : : .
Elwood ..........•....... do ............................ 1891

732
733
734
735
736
737
· 738

Evans ville ........ .
.••.. do .........•.•..
..•.. do ..........•••.
Fort Wayne .....••.
.•... do ............. .
.••.. do ........•..••.
.•••. do •.•....••••••.

Evansville Law Library...... . • • . 1892
Vanderburg County Library ......... .
Willard Library................. 1884
Concordia College................ 1839
Public Library ................... 1895
Public School Library............ 1866
Westminster Seminary. . . . . . . . • . . 1883

R.
F.

B.

Law ......... .
Gen ..•.......
Gen ...... 0.
Col .......... .
Gen ...... R .
Sch .......... .
Sch,. ..... R.

C.

Fr. B.

C.

s. B.

----

T.

F.

~fL::::f::

T.

F. B.
Fr. .B.
B.

1837
1883
1891
1887

Col ....... ---Theo ..... --··
Gen ...... R.
Sch ....... .....

C.
C.
T.
T.

Hanover College . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1827
Philalathean Society.. . . . . . . . 183:3
Union Literary Society ....... 1830
Hart~ville Colle~e .................... .
Pnbhc School Library ............ 1874
Central Indiana Hospital for In. . .•. .
sane.
College of Physician s and Sur· 1880
t;eons (Clark Library).
s;c·i~ty::::::: . iaji
IndianainstitutionfortheBlind ......

Col ....... 0.
Col. Soc ...... .
Col. Soc . ..... .
Col .......... .
Sch .. ........ .
A.andR ..... .

c.
c.

C.
C.
T.
T.

Med ......... .

c.

partment).
Frankfort .... ... •. . H1gh School. .................... . 1875 Sch . ......

742 .••.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library .................. . 1881
, 743 Franklin ...... .. . .. Franklin College ................ . 1834
744 Goshen . . . . . . • • . . . . . Public School Library ........... . 1885
745 Greencastle . . •• . • • . De Pauw University ............ .
746 ••••. do . . . . . . . • • . . • . .
School of Theology .......... .
747 .••.. do . .. . . . . • . . . . • . Public Library ... . .............. .
748 Hammond.......... Public School Library ........... .

756 .••.. do ............. .
757 ..... do ............. .
758 .••.. do ............. .

f 8i~!itf~\~~i~~i

............. .
............. .
............. .
............. .
............. .

~~ }~°;~~~--iii~:::::::

. .... du ............. .

Institution for Education of Deaf
ancl Dumb.
Marion County Library ..........
PublicJ.ibrary ...................
, ta.ta Law Library ...............
State Library ....................
William Ilacker Library (Scotti h Rite Masons).
Bnt!er Collf'g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ITt lfhana_Sta~o Prison :outb ......
0

I.....
1831
.. . ..

I

F.

F.
F.
Fr.
Fr.
F.
F.

R.

R.
R.
B.
B.
B.
B.

B.
B.
B.

c.

R.

Sch ........ - .......... - . . . ~:
F. R.
Sch

1873
1868
1825 1
18 3

c.

'l'.

R.
B.
B.
B.

fct~:::::: :::: ~:

759 .•. .. do ............. . Indianapolis Bar Association . _.. 1878 Law . . . . . . . . . .
760 .••.• do .... .. ....... .
•••.. do
..•.. clo
.••.. du
..... do
.... . do

R.

B.
B.

o.
o.

1888 Y.M.C.A..

755 .••.. do ............. .

s.

F.
F.
F.
F.

1884 Y.M.C.A.

749 Hanover .......••••.
750 •••.. do ...........••.
751 .•... do .....•..•.....
752 Hartsville .....•....
753 Huntington ....... .
754 Indianapolis ....... .

c.

T.
C.
C.
T.
T.
C.

ment).

7

C.
T.

R.
B.
B.
B.

n."

740 ••••. do . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Y. M. C. A. Library (railroad de·

761
762
763
764
765

.

. . . . . Sch .......................
1892 Sch ......... ...
T.
1850 Col ....... 0.
C.
Fr.
. . . . . Sch....... . . . .
T.
Fr.

739 ••••. do . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Y. M. C. A.. Library (city depart-

741

~-

·ii: ·n:
·ii: ·B_-

72~
72~

·······1· ...

Gen...... .
Gen .....•.
Law......
G n. ......
llist......

....
... .
....

oil......

O.

C.
C.

S.

B.
B.

S. B.
F. B.

..•.

T.

O.

T.
T.
T.
C.

.... R.
}'. R.
F. R.

C.

Fr. :B.

1 62 ~- and R .................. 13.

wnsh111I;-1brary ..................... , Gon ..••... R.

T.

F.

:B.
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Name of librarian.

-::i
g~~
cl
~,g p:ig--,~
~
0
~'O
p:i
I>
P-l
~
E-i
~
--- --- ---- --- --- --- --1:;
9
1.0
1.1
1~
13
14
16
--- --- - - - - --- --- --- ---

.,,

3,000 . ___ ··· 1,500 ...•..
1,200
300
100......
4, 000
2,000
20,000
1, 3G5
3,000
1, 700

100

122......

IS

31,573 ................................. AnnaB.Myers ........ .
3,600......... ..••••.
$100 .... . • . .. Wm. A. Millis, super.
3,250......... . .. • . . .

intendent.
190 ......... Jno . .A. Conwell, treasurer.

............. ······ . ...•.... ········· .....•.. ······· ......•..........••••••..•.. ·•·•··
.•.•••........................................••........................••...•.•.••...
...... . ...... ......
3,402
5, 000
$512
512 . . . . . • . . . S. E. Hitchcock ..•.....
....... ······ .....• ········· ········· ................ ····•••· ..•...... ········•·••••··
.•. •. . .
100 . • . • • . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .
150
150 . . . .. • • . . C. W. Crawford, presi·

dent.
Frank O. Beck ....... ..
I. Lillian Clark ........ .
H. S. Wedding ....... ..
J. J . .Allison, superintendent
4, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. A. Joseph, president.
1, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300
300 . . • . . . . . . A. D. Moffett, superin·
tcndent.
1,347 1,040
100
172
2,438
1,000
103
107 ......... Tamar H. Elliott ...... .

1,000 ........................... ..........
2, 774
914
308
207
1,068
4,347
32,500 ..•. .. .
985 .... .. . . .... .. . ... ......
1,000 . • . • . .. • . . . .. .. • • • . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . • . .

........................
........................
.......
2,274 $21,392
. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3,000 ..•..•............. ·••······ ...........•••. . · ···•··· .•..•.••. · ······ ...•......•••..••.
1,500
100
400
40 ......... ......•.. .••••..
600 .....•••. T.F.Fitzgibbon,super·

in ten dent.
James T. Walker . ..... .
Harry Stinson ......... .
0. F. Jacobi, treasurer ..
A. Crull ............... .
Mrs. Susan C. Hoffman.
Mary Irwin ........... .
Mrs. D. B. Wells, prin·
cipal.
1,200 . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . W. F. McCaughey, sec·
retary.
1, 500
200
50
40
2, 500
1, 500 . • • • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . J. W . .Burns, secretary ..

1,200
3, 500
21, 743
6,000
6,206
6, :126
1,500

...•...
...... .
400
1,000
..•.•..
. ••••. .
300

2,000

... . . . . ... .. . . . ... . . . . .•...... . .. . .. .
200 .......•.
...... ......
600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
1, 150
100
45, 91!)
3,259 .. . . . . .
7,095 200,000
32
10 . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
100 . . . . . . • . .
2,485.... •.
38, 196......... 5,272
5,525 ......••.
150 . . . • ..
22, 007
18, 000 . . . • . . . . • • .. • • . .. .. . .. ..
.... ... ...............................................

500

50

75 .......................................... John A. Wood, princi·

pal.

1,600 ·-·....
200
11
9,935 .......
450 ..... .
1,720 .•...•........•....
23,200 1,500
4,000.......
4, 597\
120
1,200 . . . . . . .
1

6, 000
350
18, 000
846 ..........••....
5,486. ....•••.
270

375
200 ......... . . . . . . . . . . .. • • ..
50...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. ••. .
200 . . . • . .
15, 038 . . • . . . . . .
751
75. ••. ..
1,808.........
100

385 . • .. . . . . . Miss Hubbard ......... .
472
649 R. I. '£hompson .......•.
270 . • • . . • . . . W. H. Sims, superin·
923
1,850
25 .•.......
1, 251 . . . . . . • . .
169 ....•....

dent.
Edwin Post ........... .
John Poucher ....••.••.
Bello S. Ranna ....• : .•.
W. C. Belman, supenn·

t~gt~·.~~~ ... ~~~oo......
:::::: --·--·ioo ·······20 ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::~~~:~~\::::::::::::

715
716
717
718
719

720
721
722
723
724
7:15

720

727
728
729
730

731
732

733
734.
735
736
737
738

739
710

7il
742
743
744
745
746
74'7
748
749
750

50 .....•.•. R..Apple~bite,jr . ..•••.
15 . . . . . . . . . Ilazen Kim ball. ....•...
1,298 ......•.. Maggie Daily ....•••••.

751
752

;: ~·.;: :: }; ,::;;; ••:: ..~, •;:••:::: ;: •:: •:::,: iii1 •• :;~ ~; ;.~:;;::::7-_:_:_:_:

755

1,200.......
1 390
600
8: 400' 1,400

26
994

1, 000 .......

100 ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . .•. ... . . ... . .. .

1
1::::::: ...

i:~~

50
335

1,560
43.......
250
100 . . . . . . .
17,119.... .. . • . 1,298

I

500\ ......... \V. H. Glascock,

perindent.

~~~I::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...~·.~~~1::::.:::: ·Rici;~;<i··o:'j-~h~ao~:·
1

5, 0001. • . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • • •
250 . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . .
8-l-1
2, 000
62, 270 5, 000 ...... . . . . . . 233, 776
53, 023 42, 000 42, 891 . . . . . . . . .
25, OOC .•••... 1,600. .. . .. . . . . . . . • .
85,000. .. . . . .
8,500 .......•.
26,6441
127
3501
50 ..........................................
1, 000 . • . • • . . 1. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

I

SU·

~
·g~1·····,;a :::::: :::::: ::::::::: :::::::::
:::::::
1; 500 ••..... , 223 .•.••. ..•.•... .
25
500

I •..snnp,ne
1:, 1.1c·\~~~~~.o~~-•.•• ••
Eliza G. Browning ... ..
John C. McNutt ..•••••
E. L. Davidson ......... .
N. R. Ruckle, chall'·
man.

~gg
::::::::: ·c·:,v.-,v~~ci~:::::::::::
500 ..•.•.•.. .Alta. Williams .•••.....

753
754

756
757
758

759
760
761

762
763

764
765

766
767
768
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INDIANA-continut"d.
769 Kendallville........ Public School Library ....... , ........ .
770
771
772
773 . i~piit~: '.:::: ::::: :: ir1;~usc~i;[~~~i.t:.::::::::: :: : : : : .
774 . .... do .............. Library and Natural History As· 1863

fi~~~t~~::::::::: :: .~.~~Ni!:'~~~~~:.:::::::::::::::::::

~~~i
~~'.~

Scl1. ......... .
Gen .......... .
Gen .......... .
Col .... ...... .
Sch ...... .... .
Gen ..... .. O.

sociation.

775 Madison............ Public Libra,ry' ................ ..... . . . Gen .. .. ... R.
776 Marion . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marion Normal College . . . . . . . . . . 1890 Col ... .... O.
777 .••.. do ...........•.. Public Library ................... 1888 Gen ... ... . R.

778

m
781
782
783
r84
785

Merom ............. . Union Christian College .........
Northern Indiana Prison.........
~i~~~~~k~i.t:.:::::: PublicSchoolLibrary ........ . ...
Mitchell ........... . Southern Indiana Normal Col.
lege.
Moores Hill •••..••. Moores Hill College..............
Mount Vernon .... . .A.lex:mderLibrary ... .. ......... .
Muncie ............ . Public Library ........ .. .........
New Albany ....... . De Pauw College.................

789
790
701
792
793
79!
795
796
707
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807

n.

R.
B.

F. B.

T.

s. n.

C.

Hist .................. F. R .

s.

Col .... ...... .

c.

Sch....... ....
Col....... . . . .

C.
C.

· ·· · · ···
S. B.

Gen ....... .. .
Sch ... .... . .. .
Col ......... . .
Col. Soc ...... .
Col. Soc ...... .
Gen ...... O.
Law ......... .
Col .......... .
Gen ...... R.
Sch .......... .
Gen ...... O.

T.
T.

F.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
S.
F.

c.

C.

c.

T.

B.

B.
B.

B.
B.

R.
B.

s. n .

C.
C.
T.

F. R.
F. B.

c.

F~--

C.

B.

Sch . ...... ........ . ... Fr. B.
Gen ...... 0.
T.
F. 13.
Gen . . . . . . . .. .
C.
S. B.
Gen . . . . . . . . . .
Col....... . . . .

808 .•••. do .............. 1 Law Library Association ........ 1895 1 Law......
809 .••.• do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pul>lic Library....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1882 Gen . . . . . .
810 ..... do ............. . llose Polytechnic Institute ...... 1874. Col..... ..
811 .... . do .............. State lformal School. ....... ..... 1889 Col .......
812 Union City ......
Stono Library ......................... Sch. ..... .

C.
T.
C.
T.
'1'.

Upland:············ ! 1:aylor Unive~!lity -;... · .. ...... . ....... 1 Col. ..........
Valpara1 o .......... :Northern Indiana:NormalSchool. 1873! Col ....... O.

C.
C.

···I
·I

s.

C.
C.

. .. .
R,
....
O.
....

I

F.
F.
F.

c.

']\

1856 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
. ... B .
1894 Gen ... ...... .......... F. B.
1875 Ge11-. . .... .. . .
T.
S. B.
. . . . . Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
R.

Notre Dame ........ Catliolic Reference Library of 1876
.Am ertca.
.•... do . . . . . . . . .. . . . . University of N otro Dame (Lem·
onnier Library).
.•••. do ............•. St. Mary's Academy ..................
Oldenlmrg .......... Library of the Sisters of St. 1870
Francis.
Plymo11th ......... . City Library .. ,................ . . 1878
Rensselaer ......... . Public Scl1ool Liorary........... . 1880
Richmoncl ......... . Earlham College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1854
..... do ............. .
Ionian Society ............... 1871
..... <lo··· ·· · ....... .
Phrenix Society.............. 1878
•••.• clo ..•.•.....•••. Morrison.Ree-veg Libr~ry ........ 1864
.... . do .... ......... . Wayne County Law Library ........ ..
Ridge-ville ......... . Ifolgevillo Colleg-e. .............. . 18G7
Rockport .......... . Ohio Township Library .............. .
St.Marys .......... . St. Mary's .Academic Institute . .... . ..
St. Mein rad ........ . St. M einrad's College and Abbey 1854
Library.
South Bend......... High School...................... 1880
.•... do .............. Public Library ............... .. .. 1888
.•... do ........•..... St. Joseph County Teacher's Li· 1884
brary.
Spiceland........... Spiceland Academy............. . 1870
Terre Haute........ Coates College . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1801

813
814

C.

T.

1868 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C..
F. R.
. . . . . A. and R.. O. . ....... · · · · C.
1883 Sch......... ..
T.
F. B.
1881 Col....... ....
C.
R.

786 ..... do .............. Public Library' ................... 1885 Gcjn . .. .... R.
787 New Harmony ...•.. Workingmen's Institute ..... .. .. 1838 Soc ....... O.
788

F. n.
F. B.
F. n.
Fr. n.
Fr. n.
s. B.

T.

,,T.
c.c.

R.

s. B.
s. B.
F. n.
F. r:..
s. B .

F. B.
... .

F. B .

T.
C.

F. B.

....

C.

B.

eh . . . . . . . . . . .

T.

F. R.

819 .•... do .............. ,vomnn 's Librarv .......... ...... 18 9. Soc....... ....
1
820 Winr.b . ter ...•..•.. Public, hQol Lt'brary ........... 1886 ,'ch. ..........
821 .•... do .............. 1:Randolph County La,v Library.. 188!1 Law...... . . . .

C.
C.
C.

815 Vincennes ......... Public Library................... 1889 Gen , . . . . . . . . .
816 .•••. do ...... .. ....• . St.Francis Xavier's Cathedral 1834 Gen ...... O.
I

817
818

.....

Library.
I
do .............. Vincennes University ............ 180GI Col .......

Wabash ........... · 1 Iligh School..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

1

F.

R.

s. B.

I

Fr. B.
R.
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Name of librarian.

~
0
0

1S
-9-----..;-"1"1314
~ 11 0 •,,
- - , -----------1-----1
1,100 ..•....
70 ..•...
5,028
490 1,2301f
80
14,280
800
400
200
6,865 2, 700. .. . . . . .. . . .

~: ~~~. ·4,- 000

22~, ·-·

1,000
2,000
$30
22,645 ......... J,500
59,277 .... _.... 3,000
2,300
2,700 . . . . . . .

soii ---.4," 75i ... ·2: 000 ::: : :: :

$90
1,500
3,200
1,000

.........
...... ___
... . . . . ..
...._... __

D . .A.Lambright ...... .
J.C.Leach ...... _..... .
Mrs. Virginia Stein ... .
Elizabeth D. Swan_ ... .

3i~. - . $!,- 200 ,~:~i~li~e!!s·~p:::::::

769
770
771
772
773
774

7, 000 . . . • • . .
100 . . . . . .
13, 676 ...... _. . . . . . . . .
400 ....... __ Nellie G. Harper ...... _ 775
1, 000
500 . . . . . . . . • . • . . ... _. . . . . ...... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... __ .A. Jones .............. _ 776
3, 500 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
21, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . Welford D. Weaver, su777
3,100
3,000
1,240
1,500

500
40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .
000 . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
20, 000 ........•...............
500
30
52
400
650
40
90 ... .. ... .
500 ·····- ...... ····-···· .....• --- .................•......

3, 000
200
100
25
100 . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . .
50 ........ .
250 •..•..
300 .... _..
335
500
1, ooo .... .. .
0, 784 - •. - . . .
369 . . . • . .
18, 181
1, 594 . . . . . . .
353 ........ .
1,000 .•.•••....•........•.•....... ... .. . ...•.••........ - . .... · · .. .

_·I······ _

8, 665 .............· . . . . . .
13, 000 2, 400 2, 000
,25
14, 000

42, 256
480 2, 261
15, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 261 ....... _.
2, 400
1, 500

3, 000 ....•...•••.....•... .... ... ... .••..•....... . - ........ .

perintendent schools_
L. C. Phillips ......... .
.A.H. Currie, chaplain.
B.J. Bogue ...••.......
Juo. C. Willis, prcsi.
dent.
B. W . .Aldrich ......... .
Wilson :mackbnrn .... .
R.A. Wili;on ...... _.. ..
.Adelaide L. Packard,
principal.
J as. H. Asbabranner .. _
.ArthurDransfield, secretary.
J. F. Ed wards, director_

~: ;; ::::::::::;~ :::::: ::::::::: : : ::;;, ;;;;;;::: ::::r:::::: :~; ;:.~.:;:,;.~;~:: :::
4, 912
750 1, 700 . . . . . .
4, 115 . • . . . . . . .
245
245 ......... R. .A. Clrnse .....••.....
1,300
100
60
50
1,000... .. . . . . •••• •• .
50 1.•...•••. W. H. Sanders ......... .
6,000 .•........•......•. ··•······ .•....... ·•····· ...........•.... . ······ ···········• ......•
4, 000 . • . . . . .
30 . . . • . .
407 _..... __ .....•... .'......
2, 000 Harlon Lindley ....... .
1,000 .••..•. ...... .... ..
80 .........••.•.................... Maude Taylor ...•......
20,314 . • . • . . • l, 200 . .. . . .
62,389
16,000 0, 000
1, 300
5,000 Mrs. Sarah .A. Wrigley.
3, 200 3, 200
32
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . .
150 . . . . . . . . . e. C. :Hinkley, treasurer
2,000
500
100
50......... . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . .
500 .......•. Geo. Hindley, president
1,050.......
100 .......•..•.•................................... John Burkhart, trustee_
4,000 .....•. ··•··· ...... ········· .......•....... - ·•··•••· ............... ······••·••• ··•··· ·
13, 000 . . . • . . .
200
100 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • • . Bede Maler ....••••....
1, 642 • . • • • . .
35 . . . . . .
6,000 ••• • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 020
200
108
65
1
1: 400 •••••••

1 , 075
11 075
12, 000
7,~6?
10, 170
1, 003

686 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Thekla Sack .......... .
24, 0691.... . .... 4,000
4, 000 ......... J. Du Shane, secretary ..
450 · • . . • ••. ••.
131 ......... John H. Bair, county

4 ••••.•.•....... : : : : .... : .•.... :
11. . . . . . . . .
•••• ·7·0· .•.•. o. ._._·_ -. ·.·. . . . ·. - .. - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 229 .........
1.........
1, 200
1, 200 . • . . . . .
3001
1
. ••••. .
400 .. ....
35, 361
4, 684 3, 826
3, 826 . • . . . . . . .
...••..
202 ....................••••••••••. ········!·········
500. •. . . .
75
35,057 105,171 ••••...
8,772 .........
370
50
36 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .

1

B!~t~1~IT~~~1~~~~: ..... .
Ja~~:.-Creighton, cbairThos. N . .Allen ....•....
L eatha M. Paddock ... .
F.Arnold Ts~hudy ... .
Arthm Cunmng:bam_ ..
Mrs. Susan G. Patterson, superintendent.

778
779
780
781

782
783

784
785
786
787

788
789
790
791

792
793
794

795
796
797

7118

790
800
801
802
803

884
805
806
807

808
809
810
811

812

200 . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ....... - - - ..... - - .. - . - ..
3,000 .............•.....•........•......•.......•. . •....... O. P. Kinsey, vice.pres·

3;_3
814

~:m ··3,-~\-·~~~ :::::: ...: ·.~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: ::::::~y::::::: -~~~:~:~:.~:~~~~::.::

815
816

1, 300
7,000

iclent.

4,000

vOOI

200

50

50~,·........ .•.....

1,200

200

100

20

. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,500 . • • . • . .
1,391
100
1,300 •••• •. •1

1901" .....
3, 469,........ . . . • • . • .
35
25
857 . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . .
25 ...... 1...... ... .. • ... ... ••••••.

E.d:~t. nbberly, prcs1.

817

100 ......... M. W. Harrison, super-

818

121 ..•...••. Mrs. II. B., hively ..... .
15!1
Victor Hedgepeth ..... .
250 ::::::::: Jesse Camerlcy ....... .

821

L5 .........

intcndeut.

819
820
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(1)

~

A
l.

2

t:j)
A

'+-< ~i,

0

a

4

3

~ 1~-=

l>,1-1
0
•
A§ p . ~"5
o·"' a:i§ bl).-0
1-1·[1:5 (,
1~~
1-1 ol 0 o.~ J~ 4)

.0
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rn

R

p.ol;..
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--- -

•..-1

~

O<P

6

7

8

C.

Fr.

B.

INDIAN TERRITORY.

822

Muskogee . . . . . . . . . . H ·e nry Kendall College ..•..••......•.. Col .•. . .• . . . . .

823

Tahlequah .......... ~ation::l lLibmry . . ... . ........•....... Gen .......... .. •... .. F. R.

824

Afton............... Afton Normal and Business Col- . . . . .
lege.
Ames ............... Iowa Ao-ricultural College ....... 1874
Anamosa ........••. Prison Library ......•••••........ 18721!
Atlanti0 ............ High School. ...................... __ ..
..... do·"···········- Powers Memorial Library_....... 18S!J
Boone
Library
.................
...
. . do... ._.........
. . . . . . . .....
. . . Public
Public School
Library
...........- _- 1885
1883

IOWA.

825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837

~~J;i:i~Ys:::::::::
..... do ...............
Cedar Rapids.......
..... do . . . • . . . • . . . . . .
..... do··············
..... do ...........•..

·~-~~i~-~~~~-~?:::::::::::::::::::
State Normal School. ..........••.

m~

Sch .....•.....

c.

Gen ...•.. 0.
C.
F.
Gen..........
C.
. ...
Sch
.... ............... Gen· ::........
C.
S.
GGSce~~n- :· :··: ·: :· .·_ ·: ·: ·: ·:
T~-:
FF•·_

Gen-·····
1870 Sch.......
Coe College .. _... _.......•..•..... 1881 Col . ......
Iowa Masonic Library........... 1844 Gen . . . . . .
Washington High School. ....... ····· ysc_hM·.·c·.-. ·A··.
Y. M. C. A. Library .......•••..•.......

R.
....
....
0.
·.·.::

R.
C.
- -· ·
B.

RBB:_

T.
T.
C.
C.

F.
Fr.
Fr.
F.

B.
B.
B.
.B.

s.
s.
s.

B.

···c:·· ·;,-.- ·B:

838

Charles City........ Charles City College............. . . . . . Col .......... .

C.

839

Cherokee ........... Ladies' Library Association ...••. 1886 Gen . .. . . . R.

c.
T.

B.
B.

840 Clinton............. Public School Library............ 1887 Sch .......... .
841 ..... do .............. Wartburp: College ............ .... 1868 Col .......... .
842 College Springs ..... Amity College... ................. 1855 Col ......... . .

c.

C.

R.
R.

Council Bluff,, ...... Iowa School for the Deaf ......... 1878 Sch .......... .

T.

B.

84! ..... do .............. Public Library................... 1882 Gen ... _.. R.
845 Davenport ........•. Davenport Academy of Natural 1867 Scien..... O.

T.
C.

F. B.
F . R,

846 .•... do .............. Davenport Turngerneinde. ... . . . . 1856 Soc .......... .

C.

847 •••.. do .. ............ ~rantLawLibrary ...........• _, ..... Law .••.......

c.
c.
c.
c.

s. B.
s. R
s. R.
s. B.
s. .R.
Fr. r..

843

Sciences.

·

848 ••••• do ............. . Immaculate Conception Acad-

emy.

1859 Gen .....•....

8-!9 ..•.. do .....•••••••.. Library Association ...••••••..... 1852
850 . __ .. do ........•..... St. Ambrose Colle?e.............. 1885
85l .. _. . do ............. . Soldiers' Orphans Home ......... 1806
8."i2 Decorah ..........•. Norwegian Luther Colle~e ....... 1861
853 Denison ........... . Public School Library ............ 1874
854 Des Moines ..••..... Des Moines College ............. _ .....
855
850
857
85ll
859
860
861

..... do .....•..•• .• ..
..•.. do ............. .
..... do ............. .
..... do .......... ... .
..... do .. ..... ...... .
..... do , ....•........
Dubuque ...•••••••.

862 .•••. do ............. .
863 .•... do ..............
864 •••.. do ..............
865 EastDesMoines ... .
86G Eldora ............. .
867 Emmet11burg ...... .
868 Epworth .......... .
860 \ Esth rville ....... _.
870 l!'airfield ........... .
871
872

sn
874

do -. . .. . . . . • . . . .
,arett,- . .... - .......
ort Undge .........
E ort ~tadison .•.....

· y·· ·

Drake University ................ 1881
Highland Park Uollege ...... .. _.. 1889
Iowa State Library ..... .. ... __ .. 1830
Public Library . .............. _... 1866
State Historical Library ......... 18U2
State Horticultural Library...... 1880
Germn.n Theological Seminary of .....
the Northwest.
St.Jose11h's College ...................
Wartburg Seminary ................. _
Young Men's Library Associa· 1856
tion.
High. chool.. .... ... ............. 1871
Public Library................... 1878
Public .'chool Library ............ _....
Epworth minary............... 1 83
PublicLibraryanoReadinrr-Room
Je~ rson County Library"' Asso· 1853
tion.
Par11on11 Collc,go..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1875
-Cpp<-r Iowa Unh-er. ity ........ _. 1857
rreo publi<· Library . ............. 1874
Cattermolti Memor'ial Library.... 180-!j

Gen ...... O.
Col . _..... 0.
Sch .... _.. O.
Coil. ......... .
Sch . ...... R.
Coll .......... .
Coll . ...... 0.
Coll .......... .
State ........ .
Gen ...... R.
Hist ......... .
Hort ......... .
Theo ........ .
Coll .. ........ .
Theo ......... .
Gen ...... R.
Sch .. ........ .
Gen ......... .
Sch .......... .
.'ch .... _... _..
G n ...... R.
Gen ...... O.

····-1

1

Coll ....... ... .
'oil .......... .
l:cn .... _. R.
G ·n . . . . . . 0.
1

T.

c.

B.

T.
C.

Fr. B.

C.

Fr. B.
Fr. B.
F. R.

c.

T.
T.
T.
T.
C.

C.

s.

]!'.

F.
F.
F.

c.
c.

......

T.
T.

F.

c.
c.
c.
c.

C.
T.
T.

B.

B.
R.
B.
R.

s. B.
s.
B.
s. B.
Fr. B.
F. n.
F. B.
s. B.
F. B.

B.

F. B.
F.

B.
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Receipts.

~,d

<D i=l

~~

Na.me of librarian.

~g

s:
So

<lj"O

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , -- - ~- - - - - - - - <
9
10
11 12
17
14
l.S
13
16
--- --- - - - - - - - - - - --- ---- ----1,----------j

1,000
1,205

40 . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • .
$60 . . . . . . . . . W . .A.. Caldwell, prcsi.
dent.
608 . • • • • . . • . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . John L. Adair, secre.
tary.

100

823
824

1,000 .. ••••..•.....•••••.••...••..•...............................
12, 000
300 2, 000
75 . . . . . • . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . .
1, 850 ...... .. .
3,300 .•••••.
100 .................: .............
614 ... , .... .
1,133 .•••••........................ ······· •................•....•.
1, 943 1, 500
130
111
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 ........ .
3, 105 . . . . • . .
308 . • . • . .
10, 160 . . . . . . . . . $1, 000
1, 198 ... ..... .
2, 000 . . . • . . . . • . • • . . • . . . .
1, 000 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
300 ........ .
14, 928 2, 000
646
150
44, 436 . . . . . . . . . 8, 000 14, 100 ...•.. . ..
4, 100
300
225
15
5, 860 . . . . . . . . .
700
720 . .. ..... .
7,202 1,030 1, 051
750 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • .
1,500 ........ .
2,470 1,000
100
100 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
35 ........ .
15, 000 3, 000
450
600
350
1, 200 . . • • • • .
2, 218 ..•.. ....
1,500 ...•.................•......•••....•..•••••......••... · ..... .
2,300 ..•.....••••.........•••••.....•••••..•••••..•••••....•••••...

822

Flora Wilson ....•......
J.M. Crocker, chaplain.
W. B. Martin: ....•••••.
Bertha Skliba ......... .
Geo. J. Miller .......... .
Geo. Flachenecker ..... .
H. H. Seerley, president.
Marian H. Kilbourne .. .
N. R. PaI"Yin, D. G. S ... .

Frank Mathes, assistant secretar:v.
1,200 .........•••.........••••......•••..•.•••••..••••............ Chas. L. Weilemeyer,
assistant.
1,300 ..•••.....••..••••..••..••.......•.•........
100 ········· Mrs. M. W akefi.eld, sec·
retary.
4,876
753
1,054 .......•.
423 . . . . . .
10, 180 . . . . . . • . . 1, 000
1,720 ...•• ..
100 ........ . H. Kuhlmann .••••.....
76 ............... ·······•· ...... .
2,500 ...... .
50 ..•. ..
600 ..•.•.......•...
50 ···•·· .. . J. M. Littlejohn, presi·
dent.
2,500 ..•....
200 ........ . Henry W. Rothert, su1,200 ...... .
800
210 ······
perlntenclent.
19, 886
500 1, 200 . • . . . .
62, 970 • • • • . . . . . 6, 444
6, 444 .••...... Elizabeth Peterson .... .
31, 763 ... • . . .
66 1,245 ...•.•. ~· .•...••....•••...........•••...•. W. H. Banis, curator .. .
26, 168 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Adolph Petersen, secretary.
7, 000 . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . Flora B. Haddix, custodian.
2,596 ...•..........•..•........•..........••.•••................•. Sister Mary Gonzaga...

825
826
827
828
829
830
83l
832
833
834
835
836
837

838
839

840
841
842
843

844
845
846
847
848

S. A. Billen .....•...•...
H.F. Brennan ... ...... .
Etta Peaslee ........... .
Chr. A. Naeseth ....... .
Mrs. Georgia McClellan
Mrs. F. T . Stephenson,
acting.
J ennie Carpenter ..... .
Minnie D ennis .... . ... .
Mrs. LanraC. Creighton
Ella M . McLoney ...... .
Charles Aldrich ....... .
Geo. H. Van Houten ... .
A.. C. Kroesche ........ .

849
850
851
852

5, 000 ..•••...•..•......................................•................................ ·~.
3,600 1,000 .... . .........•. . ..... ••··· ....•.... . ..............•...... .. ..........•. · .••...
16,893 .• . • • . .
754. ••• • .
30,586......... . .••••.
a, 115 $6,685 C. Wilder . . . . . . .. .•.. ..

862
863
864

E.H.Wl1ite ........... .
Clara Estabrook ....... .
Dig ht G. McCarty ..... .
lI ,1en I. Hanna ....... .
Inez L. Westcott .. .... .
T. L. lloffman, assistant

865
866
867
868
86!)
870

W. A.. 1Yirtz .......... .
L . .A., tout .. .......... .
J. :i\l. 'arpenter ....... .
l!'.de~fretsinger, presi-

871
872
873
874

i:~gg
::::::: ···200
:::::: ....~·.~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: ...~·.~~~
:::::::::
1,717 ...•...
100 ...............................
]00 ........ .
7,755 .••• : ..
1, 400
500
3, 300
300
5,169 ··•·•··
5, 000
500
50, 608 . . . . . . .
19, 158 ...•••.
4, 694 2, 236
1, 000 . . . • • • .
4,000 ..• •• . .

365 .. .. ..
36
75
165 . . . . . .

4,000 ................
285
4c,o
150
1, 100 . . • . . • . . . . • . • . . .

380 ........ .
150 ........ .
250 ........ .

.•• .-...•.•....•..........•............................
300
100 ........................................•.
2, 563 . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 000 ........ .
5,617 . . . . . .
98, 292
9,228 15,000 15, 200 ........ .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . •. . •. . .
6, 000 ••.......
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . .. . . . . .
2, 600 ...•.....
25 .•...............•..•....••.•......••...........

1, 600
200
150, 100 ..•......... - ........• -......• - ..... - .... .
2, 5001... . . • .
2501
50
4, 021 . • . . . . . . .
438
521 ...... .. .
1,050
3001······ ..•.•..... ..• .. , .•...................... ·········
1, 325 . . . • . • .
56 • • • . . .
1, 083 . • • • . . . . . . .. · · · .
3 ........ .

1k:gri5;00011,4i~ ···aoo

~:~~·, ···ao:ooj :::::::

1,m ····i;750

2, 5001 1, 0001 1001 125 ..............................•...........
5, 000 1, 000
300
100
5501. - .... - • · · - · · · - ·
200 ........ .
7,301,200
695
100117,1601" .....•.. 1,115
1,128 ........ .
2, 500 ....... I 1, 000 ... . . .
3o, oo°i" . • . . . . . . 1, 700
2, 200 ...•.•...
1
1

853

854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
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o ....

A
r,.- ...
0~

;::]

(!)

~

~

A

0

p-,1-4

,.c O •

A§
o· ...

"g:3"E

t:o ci! A0
I><!

§:.:;

8

Fort Madison.......
Glenwood ..........
Grinnell ............
Hampton •........ .

State Penitentiary Library ....... 1866
Public SchoolLibrary ........... .. ... .
Iowa College ...... ...... ......... 1848
Public Library ................... 1891

879 Hopkinton ..... . ...
880 Independence.......
881 Indianola ... ........
882 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183 Iowa City . . . • • • . . . .

Lenox College....................
Free Public Library .. . . ....... . ..
Pubhc Library ...................
Simpson College..................
High School......................

..•.. do ............. .
.••.. do ....••........
..... do .....•........
Iowa Falls ......... .
Keokuk ........... .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .

State Historical Society..........
State University of Iowa ........
Law Library .................
Ellsworth College................
I. O. 0 . F . Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
K eokuk Bar Association Library .
Public Library ...................
I. 0. O. F. Library . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895,

1

O.
....
R.

-~
1-4~ h

-~ 1g
p.

0

(!) 0

a>"' OA

J-1
:::
f;r.t
r.n
--- -

i·.•:r.

....
....

~-.

Hist ...... R.
Coll ....... 0.
Law .. ....... .
Coll ... .... 0.
I.0.0.F .. 0.
Law ......... .
Gen . .. ... O.
l.0.0.F .... .
Sch .......... .
Gen .. ........ .
Lemars . .•..........
Lyons ...........•.. German Association Library ..... 1860 Gen .. . .... O.
..•.. do .•.•.•..••... Young Men's Association Li· 1863 Gen ....... R.
brary.
Gen .......... .
Manchester . ....... .
Gen ...... R.
Maquoketa. .••. . .... ~~:~:~~:1f~~::?i~·s·t·1t~t~-::::: .
Marengo ........••.. Public School Lib'rary............ 1894 Sch . ......... .
Gen
........•..
Marshalltown ...•.. Marshall County Library...... . . 1892
..... do ............. . Public School Library . . . . . . . . . . . 1891 Sch .... .... . . .
MasonCity .•....... Public Library..... .. ............ 1888 Gen ....... O.
Mount Pleasant .... Iowa Hospital tor the Insane ..... 1860 Gen ..• ••......

T.

1857
1855
1868
1890
1868
1883
1863
1848

i:~~w~~::::::::: :;t\\~1~~~1~·y :·:::::::::::::::::: m~

896
897
898
899
900
901
902

~

rn A bJJ,.C

,,

-~ f

0(1)

-

s
-

A. and R. 0.
C.
C.
Sch ..•.• ..... . ............ B.
Coll ....... 0.
C.
B.
Gen...... ....
T.
F. B.

Coll ... ....
Gen . . . . . .
Gen ......
Coll...... .
. . . . . Sch . . . . . . .
18Gl
1873
1894
18G7

....o

(!),.::l

::l.

i)
6
1
4
3
1- - - - - - - - -1-- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 1------1-- - - - rnw A-continued.

875
_ 876
877
87-8

.,:..

..6

isss

v

c.
C.

C.

c.

C.
T.

c.

C.
T.
C.

c.

T.

s. B.
F. ]3.
Fr. B.
Fr. B.
Fr. B.
F. R.
Fr. B.
F. R.
R.

s.

F.
Fr.
Fr.
F.

n.

R.

.Il.
.B.

B.
B.

s. B.
s. c.

F. B.
s. B.

c.
C.
c.

Fr.

c.

Fr. B.
s. B.

Col...........
Gen ....... 1 O.

C.
C.

F.
F.

B.
B.

Gen . ...... l 0.

T.

F.

B.

Sch...........

C.

F.

R.

911 ..... do .............. Sage PublicLibrary .............. 1873 Gen ....... O.

T.

F. B.

T.

]3,

903 ••••. do .............. Iowa Wesleyan University . ...... 1870 Col ....•.. , ..
904 .·••.. do .............. Ladies' Library ........... , ...... 1875 Gen ....... R.
905
906
907
908
909
910

Mount Vernon ..•... Cornell College............. . . . . . . 1857
Nevada ............ . American .A.rchreological and 1887
Asiatic Association.
.••.. do ....... ... ... . Public Library................... 187G
Newton ..........•.. High School.. ... ..................... .
Orange City ....... . North western Classical Academy. 1890
Osage .............. . Cedar Valley Seminary. . . . . . . • . . 1877

913 ..... do . . . . . .. . . . . . . . Oslrnloosn, College. ...............
914 .. .. . do ...... ~....... Penn ColleJZe................ .. . . .
915 ..... do .............. Public Library .••................
916 Ottumwa • . . . . . . • • • . High School......................
917
!Jl8

910

920
921
922
923

ii~
02~
i ~s
f

.120

~~o

1

9032
33

. . . . . Col . ......... .
1872 Col ......•....
1895 Gen .......... .
1875 Sch .......... .

Pella................ Central University of Iowa...... 1853
Redoak ........ ..... High School (Society Library)... 1886
Sigourney .......... Keokuk County Educational Library.
Sioux City .......... Mormngside College ..................
..... <lo .............. Public Library ................... 1877
oldiers' Home.. .. . Soldiers· _Romo Library.......... 1887
Spencer ...... ....•.. Pubhc Library- ...............•... 1882
~tob Lake . ..•..... Public .'chool Library ............ .....
a or . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Tabor College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Toledo .............. We tern College .........•....... 1857
iraer · · · · ·.......••. Il1gh chool...... ..... ........... . . . . .
,r nton ............ Beury ountylnstituteofSclenco 18GO
, mtoo . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iowa College for tho Blind ........... .
,· ;;v ·110. · ·· ·• · • • •• • ·• ·1Tilford 'oll ~giate Academy ...... 1872
',a hmgton ........ Fre PubhcLibrary .............. 1876
"Merloo · ·•· · ...... Library .Aseo iat1on . . ...... ... . .. J 67
Wav ·rly ......... ... Public Library ............•.•..•. 1881

C.

n.

s. B.
F. c.
J!'. B.
B.

~~~::::: :: :::: ···6:·· i{-: ·n:

Oskaloosa........... t..:ity School Library .............. 1872 Sch .......... .

912

T.
T.
C.

Col . . . . . . . . . . .
Sch ....... · · · ·
Ped....... ....
Col...........
Gen ....... O.
Gen . . . . . . . . . .
G n ...... O.
Sch.. .........
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
Col...........
, ch
AGe_nnn.:d::R::_·.. ·.o.··.·.·
1

Sch....... . . . .
Gen ...... 1. ...
Gen ...... R.
Gen ...... 1 R.

C.

c.
c.

---·
Fr.
s.

C.

C.
C.
C.
C.
T.
T.
T.
T.
C.
C.
.....

F.
S.

n.

B.
B.
R.
B.
B.

I

F.
F.
Fr.
.F.

R.
B.
B.
B.
B.
. 13 ·
Fr. B.
.... ... .

·.·.. ·..·....·.·. _c... .
Fr. n.
T.
C.
T.

F. 13.
'.
F.

PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND · SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
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States of 1,000 volurnes and oi:er in 18.96-Continued.
Receipts .

.s

Name of librarian.

~

... a
Cll 0
+" 0
0

H

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 - - - - - -- - - ~ 1
.10
l.1
12
13
14
16
9
1S
15

=-=

8, 000 =

OOJ~:-~:-= 0-00 .. ,...... W. C. Gunn, ohapl,Un ..

1',
$3,
100
25 ·-···"' .......................................... J.L.Laird ........... ..
1,400 1, 100
100 . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J.M. ChanJ berlain ..... .
200
250
100.. •. . . • . .
4,000
$4.00
410 ...•..... L. B. Raymond, presi-

875
876
877
878

2, 500 1,800
100
200 .................. ·............... /.........
4,000
250
284
100
10, 800 . . . . . . . . .
900
1,452 •........
2,400 . . .. . . . . • • . . . . . . . ..
3,320 .. . . . . . . .
530
651,.........
1
3, 000 3,000
· 50
584
850.........
.....•.
18 • • • • • • • • .
1
1,200
100
20
12 ......... ......••. .......
100 • • • • • • • • •

A~b-~\Vilson ......... .
D.S. Deering, secretary.
Hannah M. Babb ...... .
P.W.Jenkins ......... .
Wte!'d~~tner,superin·

879
880
881
882
883

10,000 5,000
40
50 •.. ~..... ......... .•••...
1,0001. . . . . . . . .
30,000 ....... 1,200 ...••..•................... ; ...
4,950 .........
8,500 ··-····
220 .•.....••............... ···-···
750 ......•..
1,200
300
500
200.. .. .. . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . .
400.........
2,000 ..•• .. . . . •. . . . . . . . .
4, 162 .................................
1,000 ·····-· ..... . ................................................
12, 203 . _.....
727
158
52,333 . . • .. . .. . • . • . . . .
2, 711 . . • . . . . . .
1, 600 . . • . . . .
8 .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. .... .•.. . .. .. . . .
15 . . . . . . • . .
1,450
100
150 . .. . . .
1,500......... . . . . . . .
200 .........
3,000 . . • . • . .
200 . • . . • •
15, 502 . . • • . . . . . 1,000
1,040........ .
1,100 .••.•..
60 ····-·
700 .................................
5,000 .......
50 ·-···· ......... .••••. .. . .•.•••.
355 .•.•.•...

H. W.Lathrop ........ .
J.W.Rich ... ·-······ ··
J.G.Marner .......... .
C. W. Lyon ............ .
John Eisenhuth ....... .

884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
89-i
895

1,000
21, 000
1,600

1

•

3,025
2,976
1,000
3, 006
4, 500
1,460
4, 000

.....•.
140 ...•..
9,987 .........
997
1,017 .........
.. . • . . .
111
52
4,957. •• .. . . . . . . • . •• .
505
$5,000
200
150
50
4,000.... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . .• .. . •• .
200
239
108
5, 523
1, 839 . . . • . .. . • • . . . . . . . .. . . • • .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................... _..... .
256 . • • . . . • ..
4.00
70
JOO
3,546 ...... ...
750
915 .........
. . . • . • . . •• . . • . • . . . .
1, 000......... . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • • . • .

··-···------ .. . ......... .
Sarah W c]ch .......... .

W. B. Maltbie ....•.....
S. J. Finley .. ......... ..
W. A. Simkins ........ .
l!°'.C.Nehlfien .......... .
P. C. \Valmven, presi·

doo~

J ennieJones ..•.....•..
Ida M. Si:ropson ....... .
C.H. Carson ...•.•......
. ........... . .......... ..
. ...................... ..
Mar_y .A. Hurlburt ..... .
H. A. Gilman, superin-

896
897
898
899
!)00
901
902

tentlent.

5,000 1,000 .• -.'·· ............................................... . EdwinJohnson,Jr ..... .
5,382 ..... ..
230
09 ....•..•. ···-····. ··-···.
197
900 Emma L. Schwenker,
13, 833 _......
12, 340 2, 019

'719 . •. . . .
12, 000 .•. . • • . . . • . . . . . .
84
108 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

chairman.
.505
3, 000 May L. Fairbanks ...•..
2, 180 . . .. . . . . . G. W. Bailey .......... .

3, 271
500
269
100
8,507
500
400
636 .......•.
1, 500 ............................................. · · · ·. - · · • •. · · · · ·
500 .•.......
3,000
500
200
200 .•. ••. . .. . .. ... ... . . . .. . .
2, 000 1, 000
100
50
1,000 . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . .
75
250
3,000 .......

121......

1, ,94

200

340

8,235.........

200

60 . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

Mrs. Lillian Monk ..... .
· ·. - · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Ph. Soulen .......•••••..
Alonzo ..Abernethy,
principal.
84.5 ......•.. Alonzo Abernethy,
chairman.
200 . . . . . . • • . 0. C. Scott, superin.
tendent.

903
904

905
906
907
908
909
910
911

912

4, 000 ······. ··••·· ..•••. ··-······ .-•... .......•..................•.
4., 000 .....• . ····-· ·-···· ·••••···· ·•······· ···••··
200 ........ . Rosa E. Lewis.···-·· .. .
1, 029
300 . . . . . . . . . • . .
1, 426
300 • . . • . • .
572 ......•.. E.W. Hearne ......... .
1, 090 . _..... . . • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . •
50 ..•..•••. A. W. Stuart, superin-

913
914.
915
910

4, ovo • . • • . • . . • . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • •. . . . • . . . . • . . .
1, 000 ..... _ . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

1, 000

75 •......•. Martha Firth ......... .
50 ........ . Ira S. Condit, principal.
300 . . . . • . . . . • . . . ....•.......... • ........ · • · · · · · . · • · . · · • · · S. A. Potts ....••...... .

917
918
919

l , 080
9, 600
3, 000
1, 500

21
86
140
652
50 . _. . . .
400
300

O. A. Schotts ....•......
Mrs. R. Oberholtzer •••.
E.L.Lunt ............. .
.Mrs. M.A. Steele ...... .
Edith McGee . ..••......
A. E. Barry ....•••...•.
D.D. Zilm ...•..•••.•.. .

020
921
922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
!)30
931
932
933

21 ......... • ••...•........ . .. - ......• ••.••• .
45
39,133 . . . . . . . . . 3, 844
4, 026 ..•......
8
2, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... .
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .
300
370 ......... .

tffl \\l\j •ii] \I'.[1!\l\l\'.\\ \\[\ll;J Ill;; :::::];!:}j\
4, 000 . - . . . . .
2 200 1 500
600 .• :.. ..

1:

250 ...... \
50
250
187 .... ..

t endent.

T.F. Tobin .. .......... .

13, 0001. . . . . . . . .
500
5001.......•. Miss ' . J. Springer .••.
3,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85 ..•• .... Mrs. J.M. Brainard ..•.
1, 444, ................ ·····••· .•.. . ..•. Anna Mills ..........••.
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Q<D

-
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IOW.A-continued.

934

Waverly............ Public School Library............ 1880 Sch ....................... B.

03"5
936

Wilton.Junction .... German English College ......... 1894 Col.. ..... . . ..
Winterset .......... Public Library................... 1801 Gen ...... R. ·

C.
T.

Fr. B.
F. B.

KANSAS •

Firth I. 0 . 0. F. Library ••••.•.... 1875
Midland College.................. 1887
Public Library ................... 1879
St. Benedict's College ............ 1858
Baker University ................ 1858
Ladies · Library .................. 1873
High School. ......................... .
Free Public Library............. 1894
Public Library................... 1883
Hi~h. School. ..._.................. 1885
Puohc School Library .... ...... .. 1880
College of Emporia (Anderson 1885
Library).
. . . . . do .............. Free Library ..................... 1884
. . . . . do .............. State Normal School ............. 1889
Enterprise.......... Central College ....................... .
Eureka............. Southern Kansas Ac:idemy . . . . . . 1887
Fort Leavenworth .. Post Library ..................... 1883
. ... . do .............. U. S. Infantry and Cavalry 1881
·School.
Fort Scott...... . . . . Kansas Normal College . . . . . . . . . . 1878
Great Bend .... ..... Central Normal College .............. .
Highland ........... Highland University ............ . 1840
Holton ............. , High School. ..... . ............... .... .
Independence . . . . . . Public Library................... 1882
Irving .................. . do ............................ 1877
.Junction City ...... Ladies' Readin__g: Club ............ ]875
. . . . . do . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 'l'rott's Select Library............ 1870
Lansing . . . . . . . . . . . . Kansas State l'enitentiary . . . . . . . 1868

937 .Atchison ...........
938 . . . . . clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
939 . . . . . do ..............
940 . . . . . do..............
941 Baldwin ............
942 Blue Raphls ........
943 Burlingame .........
944 Burlington . . . . . . . . .
945 Cawker City........
946 Clay Center.........
947 Columbus . . . .. . . . . .
948 Emporia .•••••..••..

Gen........ ..
C.
Col......... ..
C.
Gen . . . . . . 0.
C.
Gen...... ....
C.
Col...........
C.
Gen ...... 0 ,
C.
Sch.... ... ....
T.
Geu ...... R.
'l'.
Gen ....... O.
C.
Sch... .... . .. .
T.
Sch ............. ......
Col...........
C.

949
950
951
952
953
954

Gen . ...... R.
Sch .......... .

T.
T.

Govt ......... .

T.

955
956
957
958
959
960
961
962
963

Lawrence ........... City Library ......................
do .............. Umversity of Kansas (Spooner
Libraryf.
966 Leavenworth....... High School.. ....... .. ...........
967 .••.• do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library Association . . . . . .

~~l:::::::
:::: 8:T.
Gar .......... .

S.
Fr.
S.
S.
F.
F.
S.
Fr.
F.

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
13.

n.

B.
F.

B.
B.

·ii: ·n::
F. B.
Fr. B.

Col.......... .
C.
R.
Sch...........
C.
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. B.
Sch .......................... .
Gen ...... . R.
C.
S. B.
Gen. ..........
C.
S. C.
Gen ....... R.
C.
S. B .
Gen . ...... R.
C.
S. C .
Gen...........
T.
S. B.

s. B.

1868 Gen ....... R.
1865 Col . ...... 0.

T.
T.

F.

J892 Sch ..... ..... .
1806 Gen .......... .

T.
C.

Fr. 13.
s. B.

968 ..•.. do ............. . Y.M.C.A.Library ................... . Y.M.C.A. R.
969 Lindsborg ......... . Bethany College . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1886 Col . . . . . . . O.
970 McPherson .... . ... . McPherson College and Indus· ]890 Col .......... .

C.
C.
C.

Fr.

n.

C.
Fr.
C.
'ch ..................... · ·
] 885 Gen ..... .. R.
T.
F.
1885 Sch....... . . . .
'l'.

B.
R.
.···
B.
B.

9 6~
9 6v

•••••

trial Institute.
Manhattan ........ . State Agricultural College.......
Modern~ ormal College . . . . . . . . . .
~~~
Public School Library........... .
974 Newton ............ . Free Library .................... .
975 Olathe ..••....•..•.. Kansas Institution for Deaf and
Dumb.
976 ..•.. do ............. . Library Association..............
977

978

979 1 Ottawa .............
980 ..... clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
981 Paola...............
982 P a body............

983

.....

18i4 Gen. ..... . R.

Osa~e City. ........ . School Library................... 1880 Sch .. ........ .
Oswego............. Oswego College .•................ 1888 Col ..... ..... .

St. Marys ...........

984 · · • · .clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ottawa Library ..................
Ottawa University .............. .
Free City Library................
Public Libmry...................
St. Mar,Ys College ................
emor Students' Library.....
St. Francis Monastery...........
Public School Library ........... .

1372 G n . ...... R.
1870 Col .... ... . .. .
1880 Gen . . . . . . O.
1875
en . . . . . . O.
18GO 'ol .......... .
lSG!l 'ol ....... ... .

;ss6

~t. :i.>anl . . . . . . . . . . . .
alina . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

g~

.iope
.. 11~·:1.......
··············
........
.... 1.....
. .. . . . , We!!1eyan
'oil ge of l;niversity
the 'isters of
Betliany.
.....

0 0 · •· .. tlo ···· .......... Fr

. . . . . Th o ........ .
.... . Sch.······ · · · ·

I

Col
'ol ..........
.......... ..

ruulic Library ............. 187J Gen ...... O.

C.

S.

T.

F.

c.

B.

s. n.

1860 Col . . . . . . . O.
1892 Col . . . . . . . . . . .

971

.~~:Kti.1~~:::::::: ::

s.

B.

B.

C.

B.

c.

S.

T.
T.

F. B.
F. B.
Fr. B.
B.
Fr. B.

c.

u.
c.
c.

'l'.

C.

B.

B.

.~~-1 ~:

c.

.... B.

T.

F.

B.
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in 1896-Con.tin.ucd.

Name of librarian.

10

9

1,600

100

1,500
2,000

200
1,000

11

12

150 . - ---200
500

13

ta

14

- ......... ..........

·-·--·

200 ·

300
3,308

lS

.......

$50 .......... S. H. Sbeakly, superintendent.

100 ------- ........... .......... C. J. Hoebeke ..........
690 .......... Mary Cassidy ..•..••...
.......... $500

935
936

. . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . A. Bindewald .•••......
225......... G. H. Meixell .......... .
. • •.• • • . $10,000 Mrs. Leontine Scofield ..
. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eugene Phelan ........·.
600
1,000 E. M . Wood .........•..
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Cora M. Butler ......•..
175 .....••..........•...•••••.•..••..
450 . . . . . . . . . . .....••••••..••.•....•..
112 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•............•••.

937
938
939
940

20 . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . M. R. McCabe .••.......

948

3, 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 000 1, 000 1, 000
200
5,215.......
215 ..••..
11, 054 1, 389
032
05
5,435 . .. •• • .
300 . . . . . .
2, 549 . . . . . • .
45
GO
1,500 .. . . . •.
150. .. . . .
1,902 , • . . . • .
106 . . . . . .
1, 500
700
84
120

. . . . . . •• . •• •••••• .
.. . ... . . . . . .. .. . . .
9,316.........
. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . •. .
4,500.........
•••••••• . ••••••• ••
4,100
2,000
. . . ... . . . . . . . . . •. .
3, 000
25

•••• . . .
.......
.•. . . . .
.......
. ••• . . .
•••• •• .
75
400
.......

m····50 ....~:~~-~ ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ~~~--~l~~~e:::::::::::::

tg~~ ~~g
5, 000 . . . . . . .

934

4,000. .• . . . .
175. ..• ..
11,274
300 1,592
50

18,197......... 1, 100
5,000.. ..... .. .... .. .

1, 183 ......... MrA .•\.. J. Wicks ...... .
4,052 ......... A. R. Taylor ........... .

H~~ ::::~~~1
::::i~ :::::: ::::~.:~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: ::::::~~,::::::::: ·tt~~iitf~~~~~~~~~:
420. ... . .
52
2,600
4,000 ........................ C. W. Penrose, secre-

7,060

tary.
3,000....... . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . •• . . • . . .. • • . . . . . . ..
250 ......... D.E. Sanders, president.
2,000 .................................................................
· · ...... · .....•..•...
1
4, 000 1, 000 . . . . . .
75 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ch.as . .A. Read ......... .
1,200 ....................••........................••......•............................•..
1,600
600
100
75
717.... .. . • . .. .• . . .
229 ......... Mrs. H. D. Grant. ..... .
1, 050
36 · 50 . • . • . .
400 . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .
12 ................................. .
1, 000 . • • • . . .
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . .
115 . . . . . . . . . .Annie B. White .....•..
1,300 . . . . . . .
40 . . . . • .
340 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
41 . . . . . . . . . C.H. Trott ............ .
5,128 ••. • . • .
78. .. . . .
12,000.. •. . . . . . . .• • . . .
270 ...•..••. John Moorhead, chap.
lain.
5, 000
500
450 . . . . . .
20, 000
5, 000 . . . . . . .
1, 050 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24,280....... 2,500. .. . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. • . . .
5,000 ..•...... Carrie M. Watson......

941

942
943
944

945
946
947
949

950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961
962
963
064
965

240......... W . .A. Evans, principal.
460 . • • . . . . . . Syrena McKee, secre·
tary.
1, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600 . . . ... . . . . . • . . . .
100 . . . . . . . . . S. W. Moore, secretary ..
3, 490 1, 500
100
80
700 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . G . .A. Swallander ...... .
1, 500
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 .......•.•••......................

966

16,200 5,300 1, 123 ... . . .
11,000 .. ....... . .. •. . .
2,085 ......••. Julia R. Pearce ........ .
2,000
200
100
100 .... __... . . •... .. . .......
60 .••••.••. J. G. Ellenbecker . ..... .
2,200 ...•................ ··· · ·· ·· .•........••.....•................... .. ...... . ........... .
3,897
900
302
114
12,932
917 1,083
1,133 .......•. L.Mc.Alpine ...... : ....
2,4001' ...... ..................... ,................
200 .•••••••. M.W.Games ...•..•.•..

971
972

1, 200 .. . • . . .
250 .............. .
1, 000 . . . • . . . 1, 000 . • . • • .
2, 255

1

2, 000

500. .. . . . . •. . . .

1, 100 ...•...
2, 0001
200

1...... ......

2001

7,385 ...... .
46 ...... .

300 .. •• .. .

35 ..•.••••. S. B. S. Wilson, presi

4,000 1,0001••••••
2, 000 1 00011
59
4,4001
'500
150

~~~~:

~450 ... ..................... ·••··•••· •..
................ .
Lillian Bossler, princi·
pal.
210
7,011.... . .... .•.....
700 ....•.•.. Juli aM.Walsh ......•..
100 ......... 1......... . . . . . . .
40 ......•.. Il. C. Merrill .......... .
25
10, 000;.........
500
505' .. ....•.. E.Ilei ske1~--·.--········
0
~~~~~::::::::
75 .•.. . .•...... .......• .....•.......... . •••. Tbos . F. ,vallace ..... .

.................... · \ · ................................

~:~~i ::::::: ·--aoo :::::: ...~~'.:~~ ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::::

iF.xi!i
~:~gi ..~'.~~~ •••~~~ :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::·:::: ::::::::: 1.t enclent.
Tf~~1~~;··a•;pe~:·
ooo
500
50
200 .... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200 ......... .A. Gricllev . ........... .
1, oo°r ........ · ................. r ..... ··········....... ......... .A.~{~;/ trooley, prin•

2,500

400

1

50

968

909
970

973

974
975
976
977
078
979
980

981
982

983
984
985
986

1

4,

13, 500 • • • • . . .

067

750

1351

80, 742

5, 088

4, 700

5, 1801

8, 000 Mrs. E. S. Lewis .•....•.

987
988

989
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-
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KANSAS-con tinned.
990
991
992
903
99-!
995
99G
997
998
990

Topeka.............
..... do ..............
..... do ..............
..... do ..............
..... do ..............
..... do ..............
Troy ............. .. .
Wichita .. .. .. . . .. ..
·winfield ............
..... do ... .. . .. .. . . ..

1000
1001
1002
1003
, 1004
1005
100G
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012

>- Berea .............. .
Bowling Green .... .
..... do-------------..... do ............ ..
Ceciaan .......... ..
Cynthiana ......... .
Danville ........... .
..... do ............ ..
..... do ............. .
Frankfort ......... .
·----do ............ ..
..... do ............. .
Georgetown . ...•....

Kansus Academy of Science . . . . . 1880
Kansas State Library............ 1857
Masonic Library ................. 1856
State Board of Agriculture...... 1872
State Historical Society .......... 1875
Washburn College ............... 1865
S.L.K.Association ......... . ... 1880
Public School Library .. ... .. .. . . 1891
High School. ..........................
Southwest Kansas College .. . .. .. 1886

Scien . . . . . . . . .
F. D.
Gen .. . . . . . . ..
T.
F. R .
Masonic .. n.
C.
F. n.
Agrl...... . .. .
T.
F. R.
Gen......... .
T.
J,'. R.
Col .... ... 0.
C.
F. D.
Soc ....... ....
C.
S. 13.
Gen .. .. . . . . . .
'l'.
S. D.
Sch ...... ................... ..
Col .. .. .. . .. . .
C.
Fr. D.

Berea College ........ - ........... 1865
Ogden College .. . . .. . .. .. . . • .. . . . 1883
Potter College ....................... .
Southern Normal College ....... . 1875
Cecilian College.................. 1860
High School ....................... 1872
Centre College of Kentucky ..... 1819
Danville Theological Seminary . . 1855
Kentucky School for the Deaf . ... 1850
Kentucky Geological Survey ......... .
Kentucky Penitentiary Library . ..... .
Kentucky Stat!} Library_ ............ .
Georgetown College.............. 1837

Col........ ...
C.
Q.ol ....... ....
C.
Col. ..........
C.
Sch ....... R.
C.
Col ....... 0.
C.
Sch... ... ... . .
'.l'.
Col ..... .. 0
C.
Theo ..... 0.
C.
Sch...........
C.
Scien ... ............. .
A.&R.... ....
C.
Stato ..... ....
T.
Col ....... O.
C.

KEXTUCKY.

1013 ..... do..............
Ciceronian Society ...........
1014 ..... do ....... ---·...
Tau Theta Kappa Society....
1015 ..... do .. . . .. .. .. .. . . Scott County Library and L ell·
ture Association.
1016 Hopkinsvillo... ... .. Public School Library . ___ .......

1839 Col.Soc ...... .
1830 Col. Soc ..... . .
.. .. . Soc .......... .

C.

1882 Sch ......... . .

T.

c.

C.

S.

D.

D.
D.

Fr. n.
F. ll.
I•'r. D.
F. n.

n.

J,'.

n.
n..

Fr. D.
F. l!.
F. D.

s. D.
F. H.
s. D.
s. D.

Col .......... .
Sch .......... .
Col .......... .
coi. .......... .

c.
c.
c.

1021 •••. . do .... . .. ...... . Kentucky University ............ 1783 Col .......... .

C.

F.

1022 ..... do..............
Pbilathean Society ......... :.
1023 ..... do .............. Lexington Librarv ...............
1024 Louisville .. .... .. .. Girls'1I.igh School. ...... ........
1025 ..... do . ..... ..... .. . Gran cl Lodge of Kentuckv, F. &
A.M.
.
1026 . .... do .............. Hampton College ... ..............
1027 .... . do .............. Kentucky Institution for Educa·
tion of Blmd.
1028 ... , .do . .. .. .. . . . .. .. Mift~lnPa!fi~~ment, University

c.

s. n.
s. n.

1017 .. -. .. do ..............
1018 Jackson ............
1019 Lexington .. .. .. .. . .
1020 ..... do .... , .........

l.....

South Kentucky College ..............
Jackson Collegiate Institute..... . .. . .
Hamilton Female College . .. .. .. . . .. ..
Kentucky State College .......... 1885

1020 ..... do .............. Polytechnic Society of Kentucky.
10:.10
do .......·....... Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary.
103i ..... do .............. Woman 's School of Pha.rmacy ....
1032 Maysville .......... ·1Maysville and Mason County
Library, Historical and Scien·
tific Association.
1033 ... : .do .......... .... Odd Fellows' Library............
1034 1 Midway ...... ...... KPntuckyFemalo Orphan School.
1035 Millersburg ... .. . . . Millersburg Female College......

1868 Col. Soc ... ., ..
li!l5 Gen ...... . O.
1873 Sch ... ....... .
Masonic .. R.

R

C.

T.
C.

].<'.

n.
R.
ll.

n.

1878 Goo ....... O.
Scb ......... ..

c.

F.

'l'.

]!'.

1837 :lled...... O.

c.

Fr.

n.

1878 Soc....... O.
1859 Theo ..... O.

c.

s.

D.

c.

Fr.

1884 Col ....... n.
1878 Gen . .. .. . 0.

c.

F.
F.

1850 I. O. O. F ..... .
184-8 Gen ...... O.
1877 Col ......... ..

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

Fr. n.
F. R.

c.

1

1036 \ -azaretJ1 ........... Nazareth Literary jl.lld BenoYO· ..... Sch .......... .
lPnt Institution.
10:::7 ..-ewport ............ Bellon1eSchool. ..................... Sch ........ ,- v.
103

l'rinccton .... ..... .. Princeton Coll giatoinstituto .... 1880 Col. .........

103

T:.ir·hmon,1 .. .. .. .. ..

1011)

TI

,u

::::1::::

C.

J

0. 1

'cntral n;vcrsity and Landis 1874' Gen ... -- · 1
lihrari ..
llvm, ......... 1 n tll'l 'ollcg ....... : ............ 1802 Col. ...... O.

lt.

n.
n.
n.
n.

::J n.
F.

n.

s. n.
F.

I n.
I ll.
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States of 11 000 volumes and over· in 18.9G-Continuccl.
"C

't:l

"C ....
'Cd

~~
fsl»

a.i

cD

s

.:?0

~

2cD

d~
"1!:,.()

::aA
s
d

::)cDC1J

gJ hp

.....

s ...

-d

A~

~'t:l

p..

.;ia;,;,'.,

di

~.

~,d

a:, A

~~
o...,

.s a>

..., A

.., A

~ ~ ~

s-~
0...,

.....asos

i:Q

~

~

E-t

g,o~

~"C

Receipts.

'O
A
Q)•rl
::i..<:l

'° "'::l C<S....
:4,...~

c,O
"1·-..<:l

;i:l.S

C, ....

cD

t:.oS

cD t,.()

cD A

p..

'al~i

Q)

cD.

g~~

....

-+>0
0

§ cD

Name of librarian.

0~

So

- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - -

JO
9
11
12
is
16
13
14
--- --- -- - - ------ - - ---

~'t:l

1S

11'

3,250 4,500
175 1,100
56
550 ... ... .
$300.·-······ n.B.8myth ...... :-:-. .. .
38,000
500 1,000
500 ....... .. .... . .... .......
4,600! $5,000 J.L.King ..... ... .. .. . .
1
1,487 4,000
500
500:········· ......... ....... ···--··· ;···--··-- ........................ .
l . 000
500
120 . 200'......... .. . . . . . .. . ... . ..
100 ......... F. D. Colmrn, secretary .
33, 551 1 50, 079 2, 268 1,462.........
2,500 1. . . . . . .
7, 838/1 • • • • • • • • • F. G. A.d~ms, secretary .
7,000 3,000
677
300
1, 198......... . . . . . . .
200
1, 000 L. D. Whittemore ..... .
1, 500
800
100 1 300 .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .
150 . . . . . . . . . Chloe L. Brown ...... ..
3, 894 1
75 1, 260!
8 ....... ........... $1, 500
2,226 ' ·- ....... Dula Pease ............ .
1. 100 ................... ········· ·· ·· ·· ··· ....... ·•···•·· ................ ..... ....... ..... .
2, 800
200
1001 25 ....•...... · : ·.. . . . • . . • . .
200 . . . . . . • • . C. A, Plaoo, p,osidont ..

2

090
991
992
093
994
095
996
997
998
099

1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
100 . . . . . . . . . C. A. Leonard, prmc1pal 1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
420 ......... .J. K. Nunm,lley, assist· ]012

li~t~i?/:+•

i: m:::::; - mi:::i:: ••••••: ••••••••: ••:u ·• •::::'.: •: •••:•t: rI
: 87 j

l , 787

325

20

212

30 . . . . • . .

10,000

500

600,

1, 800

300

100 . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ••• • •• . . .. . . . . . . . N. F. Ashcraft ......... . 1013
1014
2
1
]015
.•.••
I

Jffi ;;::m-;:~[t I:11••••\\:::;l\ :I;:• ::::!;;; /~~h:;;;~f:::fH••
50. .. . . . . .. .... ... . . . ... . . .

ant.

J

t ~~g :::::::

~~

4:::: :: : :: :::: :: :: : :::::: :

i: ;I;:;;::: :::~, :;:;: ::; :;:::;:;:;;;::::

~i ::::::::: i~~/;,~~~i~i~·: ::::::::

:J/'.'; ;: ; ; ?~~!r·:;~;:·:~~;

!016
1017

1018
1,200 ...... . ..................... ...•... : . .... ...... . . ... ··•·••··· ................ ........ . 1019
2,662
176
153
!JS ........ _ ................................. Jas.G. White,business 1020

agent.

14 672

! , 114

80 .......................................... Cltas.LouisLoos, prcsi-

166

1021

dent.

1,200 ............................ ···-····· ....................... . V. Williams .......... .. 1022
Katherin B. Akers .... . 1023
H. Bartholomew ...•... . 1024
H.B.Grant ............ . 1025

1!:~i:::::. ·:: :::7, ?::::: <?: : : :~ :::·_·_i~ ::y~
: : i. ~~~~~ . .~~ · ·-~~ : : ~: : : ·:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
1

50,000 .•••• . .
706 •.....
23,410
54,691 .......
21, 000 10, 000 1, 0001 !!, 000 . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
l, 260
2, 700

18,628 ........ . Miss A . V. Pollard ...... 1029
1, 000
20, 000 J olm n. Sampey ........ 1030

3, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . .•.•.....••.. .. ... .. .. . J . P. Burnum . .......... 1031
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .... . .•...... I 20, 000 W. D. Hixson .......•.. 1032

3001

2, 200
109
9°'
25
1, 000 ...•......••. 1......

90 ....................... . John W. Thompson .... 1033
400 ...... . .••...........•.. Miss Corbin, principal. 1034
Catlcsrnan Pop , prosi· 1035

500

.. . . . .. . .

:::::::::::::::::c:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1,500 .......

1
89 ......
9621···· ·
1
150 .. : ... ·········

6,000

1,0001

200

10, 000,

1, ooo.

150

1,1051

L. D. H. Cowlin~ ......... 1026
B. B. Huntoon, superm· 1027
tendent .
.J.M . .Bodine, doan...... 1028

2351

··· · ...... .. ....... ······•··

········l······

!5\ ········1
50,

2,000,

15\········

300, ..•.•..

600 .•....•..

200 • • • . • • .

360

1, 000

dent.

··----·------·----------J.M. N. Downes, super·
int ntl nt.
.John M. Richmond,
preAident.
L. H. Blanton, chancel!or.
H. L. Trimble ...•......

1036
1037
1038
1039

1040

408
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PnbUc, society, crnd school Ubrar-ies in the United
_.,

r:::I

A

A

<I)

p

Location.

Name of library.

"bi)

~

'"'~
o.,...

Class.

3

........A ~:;;~
o:::l

.
..6 ..:....<!l.d
..,
::s.
a,J:l t,iJ$
0
~~

:§~

1:~o o.~
... ~~

A] §'_., 8 <ll"' po
OA
... -~ f
~
w.
R O<ll

i=l
2

A§
o· ....

O~A
A~,..

2

1

I>,!'<
O •

.c

0

4

- - , - - - --, -

a

---

<I) Q

-

-

s
6
7
------

KENTUCKY--cont'd.
104.1

Russellville . ....... Logan Female College ...... ...•• . 184.6 Sch .. ... . . ----

1042

St.Mary .•..•. .. .... St. Mary's College ............•... 1821 Col .......

1043
1044

Shelbyville ... .. .... Science Hill School. ..............
Springfield ...•..•.. Academy of St. Catherine of
Sienna.
Waddy ............. Central Normal Colle e ......... .
Winchester ...•..•.. Kentucky Wesleyan ollege .....

1045
104.6

5

R.

C.

---· c.

s.

R.

s.

R.
B.
R.
R.

o.

-- --

C.
C.

o.

c.
C.

F.
F.

----

c.
c.

F.

c.

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
Fr.

R.
B.
B.
R.

1825 Sch .......
1850 Sch .......
1886 Col .......
1866 Col .......

---·

LOUISIA.J."\'.A.,

1047
104.8
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055

Baldwin .........•.. Gilbert Academy and Industrial
School.
Baton Rouge ...... . Louisiana State University ......
Clinton ...•.......•• Silliman Female Collegiate Ins titute.
Convent .....•...... Jefferson College ............ . ... .
Gran cl Coteau ..... . St. Charles College ....•..........
Jackson ........... . Centenary College ................
Keatchie ........••. Keatchie College .....•••••.......
Mansfield ... ....... . Mansfield Female College ........
Natchitoches .•••••• State NormalSchool. .............

-- ---

Col .......

-----

. ....
Col ....... .....

1860
1836
1825
1856
1856
1885

Gen ...... o.
Col .. .. ...
Col .......
Col ....... ......
Col ....... o.
Sch ... .... .......

1877 Col .......

-------

1056 New Orleans ....... . Charity Hospital Medical Library. 1881 M ed ......
1057 ..... do ............. . College of the Immaculate Con·
Col .......

ception.
1058 ..... do ...... ..... .. . Fisk Free and Public Library ....

Gen ..•••.

.---·
....
... .

1060 .••.. do ............. . Howard Memorial Library .. ... .. 1889 Gen ......
1061 .•.. . do .....••....... Jewish Widows and Orphans' 1887 A. &R ....

o.
....

1062 .••.. do ..•........... Leland University .. ..... .. ...... 1870 Col .. .....

.....

1063 . ••. . do ............. . McDonogh High School No. 1 ... . 1890 Sch . ......
106-! .••.• <lo .•••••..•••••• New Orleans Law .Association ... 1856 Law ......
1065 .••. .
New Orleans University ......... 1873 Col .... .. .

uo ............. .

1066 ..•.• do ............. . St. Alphonsus' Circulating Li-

............. .
.. .. ......... .
............. .
............. .
............. .
...... ....... .
...... ....... .

brary.
St. Joseph's Convent ... .....•... .
Soule College .....................
Southern .Academic Institute ....
State Library of Louisiana . ......
Straight University ..............
Tulane University ...............
Y. M. C. A. Lilirary ...............

.•••. do
.••.. do
..... do
.••. . do
..... do
.••.. do
. •..• do

1074.
1075
1076

A.lfred .. ........... . Alfred Readin~ Club ............. 1875 Gen ..... .
.•• .-. do ............. . York Connty ar Libraz ....... 1815 Law ......
Auburn .•.•.• ...... Androscoggin County
aw Li· 1855 Law ......
brary.
..•.. do .. ...... . .... . Public Library ...... . ............ ]890 Gen ......
. .... do ....... ..... . . Y. M. C. A. Library ............... 1807 Y.M.C ..A.
Kennebec Historical Society . .... 1891 Hist ......
Kennebec Law Librarl ...... . .. .
Lnw ......
..•.. do ............. . Lithgow Library an l leading 1881 Gen ......
Room.
..... do ............. . Maine J3oard of .Agriculture .......... AgrL .....
..... do ...... ....... . Maim, Insane Hospital {Black 1850 A&R ....
Library).
..•.. do ............. . Maine, 'tate Library ............. 1820 . tat
Ilan~or Theologicai Seminary .... J 14 Theo ......
1' nobscot Bar Library Associa· 1849 Law ......
tion.
.••.. do .. . .......... . Public Library................... 1883 Gen ......
Ilar Harbor ........ . llar llarbor Library .............. I 1870 Gen ..... .
1

1868 Gen ......
1856 Uol] ..•.•..

Sehl· ······

1838 State .....

Col. ......
1884 Col .......
1852 Y.M.C ..A.

C.

c.

C.
T.
T.
C.

c.
c.

c.

R.

B.

Fr. B.
F.

B.

F.

R.

F. R.
Fr. R.

F. B.

-- --

c.
c.

-- -·

c.

B.

1860 Gen .••... 0.

1007
1068
1060
1070
1071
1072
1073

C.

c.

---- . ........

1050 .••• . do ............. . Grand Lodge, F. & A. M .......... 1858 Masonic •.

Home.

C.

B.

......

. ......

o.

C.

c.

c.
c.
c.
T.

....

c.
C.
c.

R.

c.

s.
s.

B.

R.

s. c.
s. c.

-----·--

R.

.ii:

F.
Fr. B.
F. R.
Fr. B.

MAINE.

1077
1078

mg .~~~los~~::::::::::::

1081

1082
1083
1084

mi .~.~~~~r.:::::::::::::
1087
10

s.

.... --- -- --- ......

C
R.

..... ......... F. R .
F. B.
T.
R.
o. c. Fr. B.
F. R.
....... c.
R.
.... c.
o. B. F. .B.

....

T.

F.

R.

o.

T.
C.
C.

F.
F.

D.
B.
R.

R.

c.
c.

F. 13.
F. .B.

---o.

c.

c.
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 voltimes ancl ove1' in 1896-Continuecl.
Receipts.

A-d
c..,E
C)~

O.µ
.µ 1::1

ss

Name of librarian .

H

<tj-o
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - -- - - - - - - - 1

10

9

11

HJ

13

14

1.5

16

1,,

18

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----1-------------j

150
80
48......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$8~ ......... .A.. G. Murphey, presi·
dent.
2,000 .............•....... ..•. .. . .....•.•..•............... ,Joh11 Fehrenbach, vicepresident.
2,000 .•.•...
150
1 .....•.................................... W.T.Poynter .......••.
1, 500
450
25
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . • • • •

1,500
4,000

1, 000
2,500

1, 500
l, 000

1,000

26
300

1041
1042
1043
1044

200 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Robert .A.. Burton, jr... 1045
200 .......................................... E. H. Pen,rce, president. 1046

500 ........•....•.............• ...... ......... ..... ....•. .A.. E. P . .Albert ......... 1047

20, 000 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . W. H. Goodale.......... 1048
1,500 ..............••.•........................•. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1049
P . .A.. Wright ...........
C. M. Widman ........ . .
Thomas Carter.........
J. H. Thigpen .......• .•
T. S. Sligh, president . . .
J. L. Westbrook, secre·
tary.
2,017
43
41 ...................•......•............... Lawrence Justin .......
2, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15,000 3,700 ..... . ..... ...•. . ... ....... .................. .........
9,500 4,500
200
300 ..........................................
5, 600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,000
300
4C
18 ................. . ...... .. ................
1, 0C0 . • . • . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . • • • • • . • .. . • • • • . • . . • • • • • • . • . • • . • . . • • • • • • • . .
2, 800 1,649
100 ... . . .
1,206 ......•...•••••....•.............

1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055

4,977
15, 000

1056
1057

33, 000 ....................•........•........ •••••.. ..............•. M. C. C;lbertson . . . . . . .
4, 000 . . . . . • .

25, 952
1, 000

6, 760
100

1, 000 .•.•. ~. .
1,500 ...... .
8, GOO ..••••.
5,000
500
1,700 .....• .
1, 500

130 . . . . . . . ....................... .

150 ........ . Richard Lambert, sec·
retary.
1, 456 1, 964 . . . . . . . . .
23, 44] . . . . . . .
8, 500 $200, 000 William Beer .... ...... .
12
4 .. ............... . ....... ................ . Michel Heymann, superintendent.
. . . . . . . • • • . • . . ...................... .
10, .... ... . . Edward C. Mitchell,
presi<lent.
J.V.Callhoun,principal.
000 ...... ~~~ :: :: :: : :: ::: : : : :
P. G. Labarre . ....,..... .
100
50 ...................•......•.............. - L. G . .Adkinson, presi·
dent.
...............................•.....
82 ........ . Everline .A.. Waldo .•••.

~gg .i;

~g~1:::::: :::

30 .•••••.. . Sister M. Augustin .•••.
1
~.·:::::::::::.·:
21,905 1,325
848... ... . . . . ... . . . . . .......
470 ......... M. C. Taylor ......•...•.
.......
25 ...................................... . ......... Ennty W. Nichols ......
2,000 2,120
200 . . . . . . . . . .•. . • . . . . . . . . . . .
500 ......... E. Vii.lava,io, acting .••••
............................................................. James Sherrard, aecretary.
500

40

25 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . .

?:iig ::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: .?.~~-. ~~~
28,619
3, 800
15, 000
2, 000

1,000 ······ ....... ······ ......... ··•··•··· ...... .
2,000. ..••..
25 .............. . ............... .
2, 200 • • • • • • .
102 . . . . . . . ....................... .

5, 414 . • . • . . .

163 . . . . . .

32, 760 . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . .

1058
1050
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067

~gii

1070
1071
1072
1073

30 .....•••. I. M . .Akers, assiatant .. 1074
620 ......... Jam es E. Rowey ....... 1075
600 . . . . . . . . . I. W. Hanson.... . . . . . . . 1076
1, 345

1, 000 .Annie Prescott . . . . . . . . 1077

i:1, 875
ggg ·...........................................
···500 ~g ···ioo ...... ~~~ ...... ~~~ :::::::. :.................
::::::: ::::::::: 8i1~"i
1!i E~1:l;sh~ .r.~~~1! ~g~:
]'. A., mall. .......•••.. 1080
0

11

7, 000

1, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • .

1 500 5, 000
4' 000 . .. . . . .

43:

oool

100
725
13
1001···.. . . . .. . . . .

8, 752 ...................

]g: i:g1·.~·- ~~~

J ........... ··..

m.... ~~:::::::::I::::::::: :::: :: :

39, 1681 2, 445 1, 5G21 426]
5, 200 [.......
3001······

7, soil
49,044,

2, 100

20,000 Julia M. Clapp......... 1081

l ..................................... - . . . . . . . . . . . 1082
a, 000 . .. . . . •
200
4,000 lligolow T. Sanborn, 1083

32, 503 . . . . . . .

500 ...•. ..

1-?c~;~:t:~~~:......
i~g ... ::·. ~~~ I1t~~-i~3i,!i~ii:::::::
1

5, 000 ........ - 0.

0

5, 820
04.4

108(

mi

112, 000 Mrs. Mary H. Curran . . 1087
150 S ..A..WasgattKavanagh 'J.088
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I'tiblic, society, and school libraries in the Unitecl
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d
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d
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Location.

Namo of library.

~.9

ClaRs.

.Bd

2

3

.......d
0~

·s

d,.Q

fl:

~

1

p,,k
,.Q O

bO

0

4

5

•

i:i§

':

~:5

ko

o·"" ®.§ ti?
i:; k
..... 0
a5:;:s
1'.:<s!O
d<D
h ..... Q
0 ~ P.

~f

~! g

r:n

Cl) c:J

.)rt)

k

R

6

7

T.
C.
T.

F.

dd

.§ f

00

s

MAINE-continued.
108!)
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094
1095
·10!)0
1097
1098"

Bath ............... .
Belfast ..........•..
Biddeford .......... .
Brunswick .•.......
..•.. do.~ ........... .
Bucksport ......... .
..... do ............. .
Calais ...........•..
Castine ............ .
Charleston ......... .

1099 ,
1100
]101
1102

Cherryfield .... . ... .
Cornish ........... .
Cumberland Mills ..
Doering .•..........

1103
1104
1105
1106
1107

Dexter ....••.......
East Machias .•....
Eastport ......•.....
Ellsworth ......... .
Farmington .....•...

ratten Free Library . . • . . . . . . . . . .
l<'ree Library.....................
Public Library...................
Bowdoin College • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Public Library .........•......•.•
Buck Memorial Library..........
East Maino Conference Seminary.

¥~~Jt?b~~iy::::::::::::::::::::
Higgins Classicallnstituto ('l'ibbetts Library).
.Public Library...................
Library Association ..........•••.
Cumberland Mills Library.......
Westbrook Seminary (Frost Li·
brary).
Town Library....................
Public Library Association ...•..
Public Library...................
City Library.....................
Abbott Family School (Little
.Blue Library).

Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... 0.
Gen ...... R.
Col ....... 0.
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... O.
Sch .......... .
Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... R.
1891 Sch .......... .
1890
1888
1862
1794
]883
1807
1855

~m

18!l7 Soc . . . . . . . R.
1867 Gen ...... R.
1879 Soc....... O.

..... Gen ..... .
1881
1874
1879
1870
1844

m~ :::::~~ :::::::::::::: §:~~~~:~r;{l;h~~i:::::::::::::: .~~~~

·1110 Gardiner . . . . . • • • . . . Public Library................... 1871
1111 Gorham .........••...... do............................ 1882
1112 •••.. do ......... , . . . . State Normal School.............. 1879

Ui!
.~~~1c1:~~~:::::::::::
1115 Hebron.............
1116

Kennebunk.........

1117 ..... do ........•.....
1118 Kents Hill.. ....•...
1119
1120
1121 .•••. clo ••••.••.••••••
1122 ..... do ............. .

~~:i~;:::::::::::

1123 ..••. do ..............
1124 Machias . . . . . . . . . . . .
1125 NewGloucester .... .
1126 New Sharon ........
1127 North Bridgton.. . . .
1123 Norway .............
1129 Oldtown ....•...... .
1130 Orono ............ ·...
1131 .... . do ..............
1132 Oxford ..............
1133 Phillips.............

m~

Por~land ............

1136
:::::d~: :::: :::::::::
1137 .••.. do ..............

~~~bear~l:~et~i~ii~h5oi
Gi;i;: . ~~~~
Hebron .Academy ........ ....... ..... .
]first Congregational Parish Li· 1801
brary.
Free Library Association . . . . . . . . 1882
Maine Wesleyan Seminary....... 1821
Rice Public Library ..... .'........ 1874
Bates Colle~e .... ... ........... ... 1863
Cobb Divinity School . . . . . . . . 1840
Manufactnrersandhlechanics Li· 1861
brar.v Association.
Nichol's Latin School. ............... .
Porter Memorial Library......... 1804
J>ublic Library .................. . 1889
Town Library .• ......•.... ....... 1859
Brid~on Academy ................... .
PublicLibrary ... ·................ 1891
..... do ...... • ..................... 1891
Maine State Collego.... .. . . . . . . . . 1865
"\V. C. T. U. Free Public Library ...... .
Freeland Holmes Library ....... . 1876
Free Public Library.............. 1894
g1ark'f C/f_ulattf Library ...... 1877

ro~:

O.
O.
O.
O.

c.
c.
c.
C.
c.

T.
C.
T.
T.

c.

U;½ ..... do ............. .

I

n.

n.

s. n.

F. ;n.
F. B.
F . n.
F. R.

s. n.
s. C.
F

B.
B.

F. B.

s.

B.

F. B.
F. B.
R.

Gen ...... R.
C.
S. TI.
Sch ..........................•
Gen..........
T.
F. B.
Gen...... R.
C.
S. B.
Sch...........
T.
. ... ll.
Gen • . . . . . 0.
B.
]'. B.
A.&R ....................... .
Sch........ ...
C.
n.
Gen......... .
U.
Gen . . . . . . O.
Col. ...... O.
Gen ...... O.
Col....... ....
Theo.........

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

S. C .
().
· F. B.
Fr. ll.

n.

······1···· ()~.· j_~:. -~···

~~?.:::: ::::::

r!iflibrary, Fort Preble ............. 1 Gar ....... , ... .
1867 Gen ....... O.
1809 ·oc ....... R.
. . . . . A. and n ..... .

.•... do .............. PublicLibrary ....•...•....••.•••
1143 ..... do .......... ... . Ro siuiClnbLibrary . ...... ......
1144 ·· ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sta to Reform School (uoys'
1145 p
I
library).
sic.···· ... Library Asso iation.. ... . .. .. .. . .
1140 1

I
.
1870 Gen .......... .

mi -~~~.
z~;\:::::::::1·¥t~!\~b8;ii~::::::::::::::::::: i::i §=L::::: ~:
Sk·~~rer, ········ ...
1150

T.
C.
C.
T.
T,

Gehn
S
Gcen·:::::To·:
T.
Gen ...... ....
T.
Gen ...... O.........
1
Sch...........
C.
Gen ...... R.
T.
Gen..........
T.
Col...........
C.
Gen ...... R.
T.
Gen ...... R.
T.
Gen ...... R.
T.
Gen ...... R.
C.
Law..........
T.
nI;f1ns~i10ot~ .. ~.
·is12 Sch........... C.
Maine Charitable Mechanic ..As- 1815 Soc ...... . 0.
C.
sociation.
Maino Genealogical Society . . . . . . 1884 Ilist. ........ .
c.
Maino Historical ·ociety ......... 1822. Ilh1t. ........ .
C.
Portland Society of Natural His- 1843 Sci en ..... O.
c.

1138 .•... do . . . . . . . .• . . . . .
1139 .••.. do ..............
1140 .••.. do ............. .

,:'1qn

Gen ......
Soc ...... .
Gen ..... .
Gen ......
Sch .......

c.

]'.

F. c.
Fr. n.
F. B.

Rears fnh!ic :J;,ibrary ....... ······ 1870 Gen ....... R.
an .. .... ... FreelublicL1brary ....•......... 1880 Gen .•..•.. O.

T.
T.

c.

Fr. B.
F. n.
F. B.
F . B.

F. B.

F.

B.

F. B.

F.
F.

13.
B.

s. c.

S. R.
Fr. B.
S. B.

s. R.
Fr. Il.
Fr. 13.
Fr.

F.

n.

n.
C.

B.

().

T.

s. c.

q:

F.

T.

F.
F.

c.

B.

R.
B.

B.
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States of 1,000 i-olumes and over in 1896-Continued.

lfame of librarian.

lS
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 1 - -- - - - - - - - 1

7,874.......
400 .. _... ' 32,331
1, 239, .•..•.. $1,750 $10,000 ........... , .••••••••....
7, 19'.l . . . . . . .
024 . • . . . .
23, 951 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •
53, 153 .Annie V .Field, assistant
0, 000 . . . . . . .
80 . . . . . .
9,000 . . . . . . . • • • . • • . . .
280 . . . . . . . . . Emma Hatch...........
57,169 2, 000 2,200
400
6 090 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
2,396
18, 700 Geo. T. Little...........
6,000 . . . . . . .
383 . . . • . .
21,000 ..........•.... :
1, 130 . . . . . . . . . Mary G. Gilman........
3, 050 . . . . . . .
200 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . •. . • • . . . . . • . • .
576
10, 000 .Alice ll. Gardner.......
5,924 2, 500 . • . . . . . . . . . .
1, 335 . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .A. F. Chase, principal..
4,891 . . . . . . .
591 . • • • . .
19, 143
300 . . . . . . .
1, 394
6, 000 ...........•..•.•.•• -·...
75 ...•... '. ....... ......... .......
165 .... . .... P.J.Hoke .....•...•.•..
2,700 .......
175
30
100 . . . . . . • . .
600 . • • • • . .
60
1, 000 C. C. Richardson ••• u..
1, 310

U~1·····i~ J!1
· · ~~ ···ttf:~:~:::: : =~::~ ......~
t.:.:_:·:·:·:·:·:·
3,000j.......

4,373.... •• .
1, 200..... . . .

~0 ........................ ····~--

3:,6 . • . • ..
361. . . . . .

18,381 . . . . •. • . .
$000
1, 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

t~l
::::::: ···i66 :::::: ... ~~·-~~~ ::::::::: :::::::
a,ooo

2v

1089
1000
1091
1092
1093
109,i
1095
1096
1097
1098

r~~ ri:t:::::~:: m~
0

H.S.Whitman,president 1102

577 . . . . . • • . . L. S. Springall ..•. --- . . 1103
45 . . . . . . .. . Josiah Harris..... . . . . . 1104

m:~::::::~ ~~!iSi:rt~~: ::.~~~-:~ n&!

1, 000 ............................................................................... 1101

5,000.......
275 1,000
15,000......... . .. . . . .
450 ......•.. Mrs. Flora .A. Brooks ..
1,750 ..........•...........................•.•.••................. ·•···· ................•..
5,610. ....•.
100 .. . . . .
8, 756......... 1,000
1, 100 ..•...... Chas. 0. Wadsworth ....
3,000
250
101
40
3,761... •. ... . . • •. . .•
580 ..... -· .. Sara L. Robie . . •..•.....
1,697
569
59 ......................... -·....
200 . .. . . . . . . W. J.Corthell, principal
8,500 . . • . • • •
395 •. . • •.
13,079 . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . •
1,402
11,000 .Aru1ie F. Page ......... .
l, 000 .••..••..•.. _ ......................................................................... .
1,175 ................... ········· • ........ ·•····· ....................... ················ -··
3, 000 . . • . • • .
125 . • . • ..
2,500......... •. . • . •.
116
1, 600 F. P. Hall ............. .

1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116

4, 500 . • . . . . . • . . • • • • . .
459
700 Annie M. Nason ....... .
........•...•....•........•••...•...........•... .A. F . Caldwell. ........ .
25
13,952......... • . • •. • .
1,500
30, 000 .Abbie A. P. Goodsoe .. .
..........................,.....
700 ....•..•. Caroline.A. Woodman ..
. . •• . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . .. . . •••••.
100 . ........ .Alfred W . .Anthony ... .
. . . .. .
15,000......... • ..• • . . •
1,108 .•.... -· ......................... .

1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122

1,336 ... .....................................•••.....••.. - - .•..... - ........... · · · · · · - • · · · · ·
2, 5C0......... .••....
425 ..•••...........................•.
3,000 . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . •• . .
2, 127 . . . . . . .
387 . . . . . •
7, 500 . . . . . . . . .
307
316 . . . . . . . . . Helen A. Moseley ......
2, 126 . • . . . . .
152 . . . . . .
152 .......... __ •• . .
GO
500 Nollie Neal.. .•......•..
1,000 .•.•....•.......... ········· ··•······ ....... ·····•·· ................................. .
30
3, 000
700
500
2, 550 . . . . . . . • . .A. E. Monahan ........ .
5, 000
400
300
1, 267 . . . . . . .
185 . . . . . .
26, 000 . . . . . . . . .
300
334 . . . . . • • . Euphemia Ililliard .... .
9, 012 3, 000
602
800
'], 393 . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . .
2, 000 ... -·.... Harriet C. 'Fernald .... .
1,200
100
30 ..•.•.
2,500 .. _...... ······220 ......... Mrs.F.L.Harvey ..... .
1,200
200...... ...... .....•.•. .....••. .
50
50 .. ·-····· GoorgeR11,zen ......... .
1,458
24
582 ............... ········300
330 ..••..••. Mrs.A. M. Greenwood.

1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128
1129
1130
1131
1132
1133

3, 000
8,000
5,000
12,400
3,600
6,300

.......
5,000
200
. ......
. •. . . . .
. • •• • . .

40 . . . • . .

300
470
280
100
4Hi

t~L::::: ir~ :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::·····ii~::::::~:: ;;?ai&{t~t:::::::::

15, 000 . . . . . . . 1

225

1,253
760i
0,585 12,500
2,622 1, 9171·

120
375
250

1, 000

107

382

4t~~ .:~~~~~1 ·~'.~~~
2, 126 . . • • . • .

33

14, 320 . • .. . • •. . . . •. . • .

~~~ 1. . . . . . . . .

......... ....••.

290

.,., 0

..

120[

~~~1

872

245 . .• . . . .

86,2g~ ... ~:·.~:~ ::::::: ..
70 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . •• . .

1~o

1

1134

1,000 Jo,i~hP.Thompeon ... 1138
10,000 H . . Bryant .......•.. 1130
3,000 Joseph P. Thompson ... 1140

100 . . .. . . . . . Jno. H. Gifford......... 1141

~~·.~~7

42

... :~,.~~~ .r.tJ~~:i_F'tJ~~~:;~~:::: m~
700

1, 109 . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . .
6, 000 ........ . . . . . . . .
225 . • . . . . . . .
~027 .....•. .•.•.. ...... ......... .••.•.... .•••••.
1,3231
1,000
10,500 .••••.. j 400 ...•..
27,000
2,000 ..•..••........
46,000
1 7
~·.~.---··5 :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ..... 75 ' ~ :::::::::
1
7, 000
800
245 .•. . • .
7,631.........
.•. . . . .
3,786
16, 000

ggg ..

1110

1135
1J36
600 . . • • • . • .. W. H . .Averill, chairman 1137

7301.. ••..... . .•. .. ... . ...•.•

......... ..•....•. .......

1108
1109

R. Farrington, super·
intend cut.
Fred TI. Blake..........
Wm. JI. tuart ...•.•••.
Jobnlfaloy ............

11«

1145
1146
1147

n:

~~u'\eD;_~n~~t~i·t·~~::::
Clara A. Morrison ...... 1150
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EDUCATION RJ<~PORT, 18fl5-96.
Public, society, and school libraries in the United
"d
Location.

§
<S •

'E.s

Name of library.

Class.

4)

~

A

1 - - - -- - - - - 1 - -- - - - - - - - - - - - 1· - - l -- - - - 1 - - - - - -

1

3

1-- - - - - - - - 1 - - -- - - - - - - - --

4

-

7

6

-1--1-----·1-- - - - -

S
-

MAINE-continued.
1151 · South Berwick . . . . . Berwick A.cademy (Fogg Memo· 1894 Gen....... 0.
rial Library).
1152 Thomaston ......... Ladies' Library ••.•.............. 1841 Gen .••••.. R.

C.
C.

1153 ..•.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Maine State Prison Library......
A. and R.. . . . .
1154 Togus .........•.... National Soldiers' Home ....•..... 1869 Gen ....•.. O.

C.
C.

1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162
1163

Waterville .......... Coburn Classical Institute....... 1829 Sch....... . . . .
..•.. do ...•....••.•..
..•.. do ...........•..
. ... . do .........•.•..
Westbrook ........ .
·winterport ........ .
..... do ............. .
Winthrop
Wiscasset .....•••..

Colby University ...........••••••
Library Association ............. .
Waterville ·woman's Association
Memorial Library ............... .
Free Library .................... .
Ladies' Circie Library ........... .
P~blic Library_ .................. .
Lrncoln Law Library ............ .

1820
1875
1887
1894
1895
1865
1890
1824

Col . ......... .
Gen ...... .
Gen ....... R .
Gen ....... O.
Gen . ...... R .
Gen .......... .
Gen ....... R.
Law ......... .

1164 ..... do .............. Social Librar_y .................... 1799 Soc . . . . . . . . . . .
1165 Woodfords
Deering Public Library .......... 1870 Gen...........
1166 York Harbor ....•.. York Lit>rary .................... 1881 Gen ....... O.

F.

C.
B.

B.

C.
C.

c.

c.

T
T.

c.

T.
C.

8:C.

B.

s. c.

S.

B.

S.
F.
F.

B.
B.

s. c.

S.
F.

B.
C.
B.

F.

R.

s. c.

S

B.

s. c.

MARYLAND.
1167 Annapolis ......... . Maryland State Library ......... .
1168 ..... do ............. . St. John's College ............... .
1169 ..... do ............. . Unit.ed States Naval Acr..demy
Library.
1170 Baltimore ........•.. Academy of the Visitation ...... .
1171 : •••. do ............. . Arch bishop's Library ........... .
1172 ..... do ............. . Bal~imoro and Ohio Employee's
Library.
1173 ..... do ...........•.. Boys' Rome ..................... .
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178

..... do .••••.........
..... do ............. .
.•... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
.•... do ............. .

Bryn Mawr School .............. .
Calvert Hall College..............
City Library .....................
Enoch Pratt Free Library...... . .
Friends' Elementary and High
School Library.
1179 .•... do ............. . Germania Turn:verein .......... .

1827 Gen
....
1696 Col ...... .
1845 Col .......... .

T.
C.
T.

F. R
Fr. R.

1838 Sch .......... .
1808 Theo .... .
1884 Gen ...... O.

c.
c.

B.

c.

R.
Fr. B.

1870 Sch .......... .

c.

B.

Sch .......... .
Col .......... .
Gen ..... .
Gen
O.
Sch ....... R.

T.
T.

F. JJ.

1891
1875
1882
1864

8: :i~:
F.

R.
R.

C.

R

1855 Soc. and R.
Hist.
1180 ..•.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Girls' Latin School.. ............. 1893 Sch .......... .

C.

Fr. B.

C.

R.

1181 ..... do .............. HouseofRefuge ................. 1855 A.andR ..... .

T.

B.

1182
1183
1184
1185
1186

c.
C.
c.

s. c.

..... do
..... do
..... do
... .. do
..•.. do

..••...•......
............. .
..•..••.......
...••...•.....
............ .

I. O. 0. F. Library................
Johns Hopkins University .......
Knapp's (F.) Institute . ......... .
Knights of Pythias ..............
Library Company of tho Balti·
more Bar.
Loyola College ...................
Maryland Historical Society.....
Maryland Institute for the Pro·
motion of tho Mechanic Arts.
Maryland Penitentiary. ...... ....
Maryland School for the Blind...
Masonic Librar;v Association....
Medical and Chll'urgical Faculty
of Maryland.
Morgan College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mount St. Joseph College ........

1845 I.0.0.J!' . . C.
1876 Col ....... O.
Sch ...... .. .. .
1878 Gen
... .
18!0 Law ..... .

Ilaltimore ...•....... Tew Mncanlile Library .....•••.
:Baltimoro ( tation Notre Dame of Maryland ...•.....
L).
110!1 Baltimore ..... ..... . Peabody Institute Library.......
1109 Baltimor (310 St. Public ·chool Library............
Paul street).

1187 ..... do ............. .
ll 88 ..... do ............. .
1189 ..... do .......•....•.
1190
1191
1192
1193

..... do ...•.•••...•..
l·····do ............. .
.... . do ....... . ..... .
Baltimore(847 North
Eutaw street) .
1194 1 :Baltimore .......... .
1195 Baltimore (Station
D).

1106
1197

1853 Gen
... .
1843 Hist ..... .
1848 Gen .•........
1837
1853
1880
1799

A. and R ..... .
Sch .......... .
Masonic ..
Med . . . . . . O.

B.

c.

:i~:
s.

c.
c.

Fr. R.
S. B.

T.
C.

C.
B.

c.
c.

Fr. B.

c.
c.

c.

c.

R.

R.

c.

C.

S.

B.
B.

1887 Soc ....... R.
1896 Col ........•..

C.
C.

S.

B.

13;_;7 Gen . . . . . . O.
1865 Sch ....... R.

c.

F.

R.
B.

1876 Col ..... ..... .
1887 Col .......... .

T.

R.
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 volurnes and

OV(W

in 1896-Continued.
Receipts.

.s

J:1,d

Q)Cl

~~

(I)

....al s
0

-+" 0
0

E-l

u

Name of librarian.

g~

~,g

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 · -- -- - - - - - 1

9

10

11

·~

13

15

16

3,400 ·····-.
3, 000 . • . • • • .
1, 832
300
8, 489 . - •. - . .
1,700

200

31, 500
2, 08!)
1,200
5, 281
1, 000
1,600
1, 650
1, 000

20, 000
360
.......
55
... . . . .
···-·-.
.... - - .
500

1,300 .......
1, 690 . . . . . . .
2, 500
400

lS

11'

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

1- --

-------1

150 ... .•.....•... ..... ........... •..... ...... ...... Evelyn .H orne.......... 1151
$125 ...... _. _ Emil.v C. Smith, presi
<lent.
129 . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .
431 ........ . C. .A Plumer, chaplain.
Stephenson,
110 . . • • . .
25, 272 .•••••.....•.••..••............•. Luther
governor.
100
20
950 ..•...••..•.....
180
$3,000 F. W. Johnson, princi·
pal.
750
5,000 Edward W. Hall. ...... .
1, 30010, 000
7, 000 ...........•.••.
110
90
4,000 ..........•••••.
120. ·····•·· .A. . .A. Plaisted .......•..
250 .•....
10,400 .....• , ..••.•••.
240 ········· Miss E. L. McLain ..... .
2, 429
10, 000 Harriet M. Raymond .. .
261
12
34, 980
2, 433 ...... .
1, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........•.....
280
100
25 ........ .
47 ....•.
1,352 ...... -· .•••.•• _
170 ........ . Fred W. Sinclare . ..... .
50 . . . • . .
800
250
$100
348 .•.. ..••. Geo. B. Sawyer, secre·
10 ...•...•....••.. •.....•.....•..
tary.
····-· ..••.•.•.•.......••..... ·••··· ....... _......... . Warren Rice .......... .
60 . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . .
152 ..•...... Mrs. .A. • .R. Huston ..... .
150 . • . • . .
1,, 000 ...•••••.....••...•..••......••••
150 ..... .

150 .•••••.... ·-····

~;!: :~~81ht~tt~~~~:

1152
1153
115i
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162
1163
1164
U65
1166

90, 000 30,000 .................• -. . . . .• • . • . . . .•• • .. •
1,750 ...••.......... .•.•....••••••••••. 1167
7, 000
400
150
200 . _........••.•..... _•• _..
500 . . . . . . . . . Thomas Fell, president. 1168
35, 000 . . . • • • . . • • • . . . ..........•••..••....... _.... . . . • . • • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • . • . 1169
4,000 .... _........•...... _........ _•..•••...•..•.....•• _.......•.. Sister Mary L. Neale ... 1170
5,000
350
150
200 .•........••.......•..•••................. lfov. Wm. T. Russell... 1171
14, 000 . . . • . . . 1, 000 . . . . . .
32, 000
2, 136 . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . • . • . . .A.. M. Irving. . . . . . . . .. . 1172
2,500

100

150

150 ...................... .. John H. Lynch, super·
intendent.
.........................
................ - .• , .....
893 . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 23:i ........ . Geo. C. Wedderburn ....
Bernard C. Steiner .....
Eli M. Lamb, principal.
50 ••••••···

t~~g ::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::::
16:: gg~I·... ~~~ ~:: ~~~ .~: ~~~1
~~: ~:~ ~~~
~~~
~~~
1 , a77 13, 260 1, 787

·.~:~·.:'.~ .-. ,. . . ~:'. ~,. :~~:

:: :::1:::::: :::::::::::::...... ~~~ ::·.·.::::·. :::::::... ~: ~~~ :::::::::
3, 000

100

23, 5Cl0 ... _.. .
7

75

100 . • • • . . • . .

287 ..• _..

13,000

Frederick Turnt, r o.

1179

Mi~!d}~~ifecri~a~bit· 1180
bread, vice.principal.
1, 000 ........••.............. Robt. J. Kirkwood, su- 1181
p erintcndent.
400 .. _....
1,709 ......... Benj. l!,. Cooper .. ....... g~~

u~i .~~:~~~ .: ~~~ .~:~~~ ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ~~.~~~~~!.:::::::::::::

1~: 5iig :::::::

1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178

~~g :::::: .... ~·.~~~ ::::::::: :::::::

6, ~g~

:::::::::

~:~~~.~~-i~~~.

0

.~~~:::::

1184

~m

40,000 ...••...••• -· ... - .. .••••• •.....• .. ....••••....•............... ··- ..... - ............... 1187
30, 000 10,000
258
181 . _....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300
10,000 Henry F. Thompson.... 1188
21,829 . ...•..
177 ................................................ George L. McCahan .... 1189
4 , 000
2 , 050
2,000
7,500

500
110
4,000
1,000

2,000 .•••••.
6,000
380

20,000 ....•..
300 .........
300
250 .. .••....
140
53 ................ .. .•••.......•••.. _....•..
1, ooo ..... ..•... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200 . • . . . .
200
200
800 . • • . . • • . . . . . .. • .
2,400.... . ....

1190
1191
1192
1193

200 ..•....••.......... _............••... ~ . .••. . .... F. J. Wagner, president 1194
200
150
1, 200
1, 050 . . . . • . .
50 . . • . . . . . . Bro. Isidore . • .. . . . . . • . . 1195

40,000 ...••.. 1, 601 . ..• •.
85,873. ........ . •. • . . .
5, 300
400 . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .

124. 501 15, 605 2, 991
456 . . . . . . . . .
8, 507 .. .•.• .
600 .•.•..
7,005

I

JobnF.Weyler, warden
l i'. D. Morrlson .....•...
E. l\1ann ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C. F. Parsons...........

77, 990 . . . . . . .

6,432
6,000 John M. Glenn ........ . 1196
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • • .. .. .. • .. .. • . 1197
10, 000

840, 000 P.R. Uhler............. 1198
J.Plaskitt ........ ...... 1199

••••••••••• •••••••• ••••••••••••••
1
1
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MARYLAND-cont'd.
1200
1201
1202
1203
1204
1205
1206
1207
1208
1209
1210
1211
1212

Baltimore ........ _:. Iled Men's Library (Improved
Order).
Baltimore (1214 Eu· Sarah Randolph School. •....... _.
taw Place).
Baltimore .......•.. State Normal School Library ..•..
Baltimoro (1108 Mad· Stinnecke Maryland Episcopal
ison avenue).
Library.
Baltimore .......... . Visitation Academy Library .... .
..... do ...........•.. Woman's College of Baltimore .. .
.•••. do •..••..•...••. Wood berry Free neading Rooms
ancl Circulating Library.
..... do···········~·· Y. M. C. A. Library ••.•....• - ... - .
Catons.ille ........ . Mount de Sales Academy ....... .
Charlotte Hall ..... . Washin~ton and Stonewall Soci.
ety Liorary.
Chestertown._ ...•.. Washington College ............. .
College of St. Jam.es. College of St.James Librarv. - .. .
College Park ...... . Maryland Agricultural Coliege ..

.~1:~a~t~?~~:: ::: :::

1213
1214
1215 Frederick .......... .
1216 .••.. do ............. .
1217 ..... do ............. .
1218 Gaithersburg ..•....
1219 Hagerstown ..... _..
1220 ..... do ............. .

186i Soc .......... .

C.

. . . . . Sch .........•.

C.

1866 Sch .......•...
1879 Gen ...... O.

T.

B.

C.

F. B.

1837 Sch ..•....••..
1888 Col . .•.... O.
1886 ::;oc .•••••. R .

c.
C.

F.

1852 Y.M.C.A ....

C.

Fr. R.

1852 Col ........••.
1800 Col. Soc ...

c.

S.

1782 Col ....•... -·.
1842 Col ...••......
1859 Col ....•.. O.

Rock Hill College.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Charles College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Frederick College ................
Maryland School for Deaf........
Woman's College .................
Fair View Seminary ... _._ ... __ .. .
Kee Mar College .... _.............
Y. M. C. A. Library .•.......•.....

1857
1848
1860
1871
1845

Redemptorists' Library ... - . . . . . .
McDonogh School................
Mount St. Marys College .........
Mount St. Agnes College.........
New Windsor College ............
Tome Institute...................
Tillard Memorial Freo Library...
St. Gee,rge s Hall for Doys ........
Free Library .......•.......... _..
~ringfielrllnstitute ............ .
~~s~~:t~~·:::::::
estern Marylaml Colle~e .......
..... do ............. . Westminster Theological Semi·
nary Library.
1233 Woodstock ........ . Woodstock College...............

1868
1873
1808
1870
1874
1803
188i
1870
1800

1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226
122i
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232

Ilchester ..••..••....
McDonogh ......... .
Mount St. Marys .. .
Mount Washington.
Now Windsor ..... .
Port Deposit._ ..... .
Reisterstown ...... .
St. George ......... .
Sparrows Point .... .

1852

Col .......... .
Col .......... .
Sch .......... .
Gen ......... .
Col ..•.....••.
Sch ..•..•.....
Col ....... R.
Y.M.C, A R.

Theo ........ .
Sch ..•••......
Col ..•.•......
Col .........•.
Col .......... .
Sch .......... .
Gen ...... R.
Sch .......... .
Gen ......... .
Sch ...... .
1866 Col .......... .
1882 Theo ........ .

Fr. C.

C.

c.

R.

B.

B.

C.

. ... B.

c.
c.

l!~;_-

c.

B.

C.

Fr. R.
B.

T.
C.

13.
B.

F. R.

C.

c.
c.

c.

·s:·
S.

C.

S.

B.

B.

B.
R.
Fr. R.

c.

T.

s.

c.
c.
c.
c.

.R.

Fr.
F. C.
Fr. R.
]'. B.

c.
c.
c.
c.

. .... ii."

c.

Fr. R .

1869 Theo ........ .

C.

B.

1878
1890
1883
1801
1856
1878
1821
1867

T.
T.

F.
F.
F.

T.
T.

F.

C.

F.

JI.

c.

C.

Fr.

1242 .... . flo ........... __ .
Library .................. . 1874 Gen ..... .
1243 .•... do .............. Stf~di:~~Ilomo School for Young

T.

F.

1244 1 .Andover ... . . . •..• .. Abbott Academy ................ .
12¼5 ..... do . ...... _... - . . Ando,er Theological Seminary ..
124G ..... <lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iemorial Hall Library .......... .
12H ···.do .............. '.ra:ylor Memorial Library (Phil·
.A.rl'
lips Academy).
1248 A b1{?f:<>n ...•...... Robb~ns Library ................ .
1219 .A. hbu~nham ....... Cush:ng A a~emy .............. .
1250
P~blic Llbraq· .. _. ............... .
12 :;1., A!!hll d·············
···· · ···· · ·· Library ssoc1ation ............. .
125__
11
1 anc1 ·········- - · Public Library .................. .
A ?,·lum Station ..•.. D, nvers Lunatic Hospital ... _... .
125i
t;l~\x,;· · · · · · ·· · · · · Public Library .................. .
o ................ do .•....•.........•..••....•..

1826
1807 Tlleo.. .. . O.
1873 Gen ...... O.
1875 ."ch .......... .

c.
c.
c.
c.

Fr. 13.
I!'. 13.
Fr. R.

18351 Gen •• . • • . O.
l 75 , ob ....... , ... .
1874 G n ...... R.
1860 G n ...... R.
18 0 Gen ..... .
18i8 Asyl.. ....... .
1878 Gen ...... I!.
1885 G n ...... It.

T.
'£.
T.
T.

M.A.SSACHU'SETTS.

1234 Abington........... Abington Public Library ........ .
1235 Acton ........... _.. Acton Memorial Li bra.ry ..... _••.
1236 Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library .................. .
1237 Agawam............ Free Public Library ............ .
1238 .A.mes bury .............. . do ...•.. . .......•......•......
1239 ..... do .......•...... Johnson's Circulating Library .. .
1240 Amherst ........... Amherst College ........ _....... .
1241 ..... clo .........•.•.. Massachusetts Agricultural Col·

P~b~f~

.

};5~

1

Gen ......
Gen ......
Gen ......
Gen
Gon ..... .
Soc .......
l'Jol .......
Col .......

R.
O.

R.

....
R.
O.
0.

::~:::::::i::::

T.

s. c.

c.

In.

F. B.

c.

C.
ll.

R.

F. I

B.
Fr. B.
F.
•.

T.

c.

F.Jf. , B.

]3.

. ... B.

T.

T.

B.
B.
B.

I

j: 1~:

i
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States of 1,000 1:oliones and over in 1896-Continued.

Name of librarinn.

18

5,000 ...••..

3 •• ••••

$100 ......... Wm. Benson ........ ... 1200

350 ......... ·•·····

2,500 ...................................................................................... 1201
150
100 ...... .... ............ .... ................. W. C. A. Hammel. ...... 1202
707 .•.... . ••... ••. . •.. ..••. .•••... .• ... • . .
$1,000 M. H. Whittingham .... 1203

2,500
500
22,046 ... .. . .

4, 0001······· ······ 1······ .................. ···:··· ........ ... :., ... ···-·· ····.······ ···· ·····
8, 000
50 1, 153!
·137 ••••...•..••...•..•••••..••••••••••••••.•. Joseph S. She.l:loe ...... .
1, 840
50 . . • • • . . . . . . .
13,300 • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • .
510 . • • .. • • • . Robt. P. Simpson, sec.
·
retary.
1, 0001"..... . . • . • . • . . . • • . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . • • . . • • • . W~e!;-:f:/:rr;~ss, general
4, 009 1
200
2, 000 . · · · · ·.

150
.... ..

300

1207

175 ..•.•. .•...... •.... ...•...•.........•.•. .. SistersoftheVisitation. 1208
.... .. .. ...... . . ........ .......
50 . • . • • . • . . G. M. Thomas, principal 1209

3,100
600
400
50
800 . . . . . . . . . •• • • •• .
100 . . •• • . • . . James L. Stephens ...•.
1
1, 5001······
..... ; .. ............•........ ............ .....•.•..•...•••••. ············ ...... .
GO
100 . • • . . • . . . . • . . .. .. . ... . • • .
400
R.H. Alvey, vice-presi2, 500 1, 500
dent.
7, 000 . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • .. . .. . . . • • . .. . . . . • • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . .. • • .. . Brother D. Ambrose ... .
11, 950 . . . • . . .
420 . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
200 . • . • • • . . . G. E . V 1~er ............ .
2,700
500
125
100 . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
25 ...•••... Lucian S. 'l'iJto.n •.•.....
2,590 ...•................••....................................... Chas. W. Ely, principal.
2,000
500
100
50 ....•.... . .•....•. .•..••.
250 .....•... J.H.Apple,president ..
1,700 ...•.. .. ......•..... ·····••· ·•····· ..••••...•.•......•.•..•.......••••••..•..........
2, 500
105
25
10 . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • .
35 ......••......•.............•..••.
4,000 .......................................................... . .. H.B. Hawkins, general
secretary.
18, 000
300
130 . . . . . . . • . . .. . • . . . • . . • • . . . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . • • •. . • • . Elias F. Schaner ....... .
3,284.......
70......
1,600....... . ........
80 .•.•••.•. FrancisB.Crawford ... .
16,000 2,000 1,000
300 . . • . • . • . . . • . . . . •. . . . .. . .. 1,000 . . . . . . •• . Edw. P. Allen ......... .
1,000 ...•......... ······ ········· ............•....... . ... ··•···•·· ..•..... .. ...•...........
2, 000 4, 000 . • . . . . . ....................•....•..• ...... .......••...••.....•.•........••••...
2,400 ... . .. .
300 ...................................... . ..... .... Helen G. Sheldon ...... .
1, 552 . . . . . . .
56 . • . • . .
2, 700 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
106 . . . . . . . . . . ....................... .
1,000
200
30
25 .......................................... J.C. Kinear, principal..
1, 000
150 1,000
150 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .
29 . . • . . . . • . Chas. T. Woodruff..... .
1,000 ........•. ......... ·······•· ....... .. ·•····· .•............... •··•·· ...............•...
2,000
300
500
50.........................
500 .•......• Geo.W.Ward . ........ .
1,400 ..•••...............••..••........••....•••.......•..••.••••. J, T. Ward, president .._.
67,000 10,000

1204
1205
120(3 .

1210
1211
1212
1213
1214
1215
1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226
1227
1228
1220
1230
1231
1232

150 .......•..•.......................••..•••. A..J.Maas . ............ 1233

Mary 0, Nal\h.,.,,., ...
Wm. D. Tuttle, trustee.
Miss Lucy C.Richmond.
Mrs. U. L. Hayward ... .
Alice C. Follansbco .... .
John F. Jolm son ...... .
Wm. I. Fletcbor .... ... .
H. H. Goodell, prcsi·
dent.
Il. H. Goodell, director ..
M.rs. W. F. Stearns,
principal.
Mabelle C . .Bosheo . .... .
'\V. L. Ropea .......•....
Ballarcl Holt ........... .
Vecil F. P. Bancroft ... .

1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1230
1240
1241

13 958 . . • • . . .
502 .. •• . .
38,579.........
632
4,
65, 300• Eliz11,bell.J J. Newton .. .
1:000
50
40
25 ...... ;.····· .. ···· ·····--·
lOOI H.MNerYell ....••....
1 ·······
1 670 . .• • . . . . .. . . . .• ••••
1, .>19...... ...
100
100 ..•..•••. H. W. Bun ............ .
4 200j
100
176
20
3,500. .. .. . ••. .•••.•.
3141
1,500 l!'. G. Howes, secretary.
4'000 .•.•.• .
250......
1,348.........
210
535 ......... ,EllaF.Wiggins ....... .
5001······· ...... . ................. ... ... , ....... . ....... _....•... . Galon Clapp .......... .
4 5 2
60
600 .•.•...•.........•...... ••.•...
1,000 ......... Mrs. M . . Doane ..... ..
4; 200 • • • • • • . _ 156 . • • • • •
24, OOC • • • • • • • • •1• • • • • • •
1, 600 ...... ; . . N. A. Blackinton ...... .

1248
1249
1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255

10,732
5,590
7,191
1,509
7,500
4,570
64, 500
17,161

418 . . . . . .
19,691
...... .
1!)7 . . . . . .
8, 766
·······
289 . . . . . .
22, 671
······.
l 06 . • • . . .
3, 158
·······
556
88
27,757
·······
90
23
2, 960
256
700
10, 600
10, 000 1,800
..••••. 1,120 .•..•• ·•···•••·

7, 070 . • . • . . .

4.01 . . • . . .

. . • • . . • . . $1,273
1, 31611 ........ .
. . . .. .. . .
600
616 .•...•.•.
. . •. . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 069 ....... ..
. . . . . . •. .
233
253
500
. •. .. . . . .
600
774
200
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
148 ........ .
. . . .. . • . . . . . . . . .
3, 000
50, 000
....•............•....•. ······•· ·

17,867 . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . .

708

1,000

1
1, 000 ........................... . ............... . .................

3, 977 . • • • . • .
50, 000 23, 000
13, 826 7, 526
3, 500
400

90 . • . • • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . .
380 1 000.. . ...... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
378 '133
20, 314
712 .. - . . . .
200
60 ......••.......•.....••..

125 . . . . . . . • .
3, 500 .........
2,658
35,200
5501. . . .. • • • .
1

1:

0731

1242
1243
1244
1245
1246
1247
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Class.

cl)

~

A

1---------1--------------l---l------1-- --- -

1.

3

4

5

-

7

6

1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - 1 1 - - - - - 1 · - - - - -

S
-

:MASSACHUSETTS-

contin ued.
1256
1257
1258
1259
1260
1261
· 1262
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275

Auburn ............ Free Public Library ..............
Aubnrndale ........ Lasell Seminary for Young Women.
Avon.............. . Town Library....................
Ayer ............... Ayer Public library .............
Ballard Vale ....... .
Barnstable ......... .
Barre .............. .
.Becket ..... ........ .
Bedford ............ ·.
Belchertown ....... .
.Belmont ... ....... . .
Bernardston ....... .

~uT::Jla: ::::::::::::

Bradlee Library ................. .
Sturgis Library ................. .
Free Public Library ............. .
Becket Athenreum .............. .
Free public library ............•..
Clapp Memorial Library ........ .
Public Library ........•..........
Cushman Library .......... ..... .
Public Library ..............•....
Bennet~ Public Library ......... .
Free L1brary .... . ............... .
Free Public Library ............. .
Free Library .............. ...... .
Public Library .................. .
Academy of Notre Dame .... . ... .
American Academy of Arts ancl
Sciences.
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.
American Unitarian Association.

Blackinton . ..... _..
Blackstone ........ .
Blandford ......... .
Bolton ............. .
Boston (Station B) ..
Boston (10½ Beacon
stre~t).
1276 Boston (l Somerset
street) .
1277 Boston (25 Beacon
street).
1278 Boston ...... ....... . Boston Athenreum . ..............
1279 Boston (102 Post-of- Boston Bar Association. .........
fice building).
1280 Boston .••........... Boston City Hospital Medical
Library.
1281 •• •.. do .•............
1282 .••.. do ..•........... Bos;~sg~~£i~g~·l{~adi;;g ii~~~.
Library.
1283 ..... do ............. . Boston Latin School Library.....
1284 Boston (13ack Bay) .. lloston Library Society ..........
1285 Bostont ....... ..... . Boston Society of Civil Engineers.
1286 ..... do .......... .. .. Boston Turu-Verein .... ... .......
1287 ._.... do ............. . Boston University ....•..........
1288 Boston (10 AshburBoston University School of
ton Place).
Law.
128!) Beston (Station A) ..
J3oston University School of
Medicine.
1200 Boston (20 Beacon Bureau of Statistics of Labor ....
street).
1201 Boston (5 Somerset Carter's Circulating Library.....
street).
1292 Boston ............. . Congregational Library..........
1293 Boston (155 Frank- Directory Library...... . . . . . . . . . .
Im straet).
1294 Boston ............. . English High School.............
1295 ..... do .•••.......... Female Academy of the Sacred
Heart.
1206 Boston (Transcript Franklin Tj po graphical Society.
office).
1297 Boston (53 Monnt General Theological Library.....
Vernon street).
1298 B oston (West New. Girls' Iligh School ...............
ton street).
1299 noston ... - ......... . Gran,1 Lodge of Masons .. ..... .. .
1300 ..... do ... _.......... . Lending Li brar.v of Society to En1301 ..•.. do ............. .

m1 :::::i~ ::::::~~:::: ::
1301

Bo ton (30 Tr mont
str · l).

Li1~1:~f!!ci~1;;:, ~!0o~~: ..... .

1872 Gen
....
1851 Sch.......

T.
C.

F.

1892 Gen . . . . . . . . . .
1871 Gen ...... O.

T.
T.

F

C.

F

B.

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.

F.
F
F.
F.
Fr.
F.

B.
B.
B
B.

1878
1867
1857
1888
1876
1887
1872
1862
1855
1880
1859
1855
1892
185G
1863
1780

Gen ................. .
Gen
O.
C.
Gen ...... 0
T.
Gen . . . . . . O.
C.
Gen
T.
Gen . . . . . . O.
C.
Gen .... .. ....
T.
Gen ...... 0.
C.
Gen
....
C. ·
Gen ...... O.
C.
Gen ...... . ...
T.
Gen ...... R.
T.
Gen . . . . . . O.
T
Gen ...... ....
T.
Sch.......
C.
Sci. ....... R.
C.

B.
B.

F.
F.
F.
Fr .
S.

C.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.

C.

F.

B.

1854 Theo...... ...

C.

F. R.

1807 Gen
O.
1885 Law...... . . . .

C.
C.

S.

1810 Theo . . . . . R.

R.

1872 Med .......... T. &C.

i~~~

8~{ ::::::::::: 8:
c.
c.

B.
R.

Fr. B .
B.
R.
B.
B.
B.
R.

Sch .......... .
Soc ... .... O.
Sci.. ...... R.
Soc .. ........ .
Col .......... .
1872 Law ..... .

c.
c.
c.
c.

1873 Med..........

C.

B.

1873 Govt ... .. R.

T.

Fr. R.

1635
1792
1848
1857

S.
S.
Fr.
. ...

1870 Gen . . . . . . R. .... - . - . S.

C.

Fr. R.
F. R.

1853 Theo . . . . . . . . .
1846 Ilist...... R.

C.
C.

. . . . . Sch . .. . . . . . . . .
Sch ......... - .

C.
C.

1824 Soc ..... .. - . . .

C.

S.

B.

1860 Theo ... -. 0.

C.

S.

B.

1852 Sch....... . .. .

C.

Fr. R.

1864 Masonic ..... .
1874 Gen-----· ... .

c.

C.

F. B.

1865 Gen ......... .
Lorin g's · lect Library ......... . J859 Hoc ....... R.
Massachusetts College of Phar· 1867 Med ......... .
macy.
Massachusetts Ilistorical Society. 1791 Ilil1t. ... - - ... .

s. c.

C.

n.

C.

F. R.

c.

Fr. B.

c.

c.
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States of 1,000 volumes and oi:e1· in 1896-Continuccl.
Receipts.
Name oflibrarian.

10

9

l.1

12

13

14

15

16

1.1

18

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 1 · - - - - - - - - - 1

140
30

129 ..... .
31 ..... .

$165
$2,000 .Josie E . Prouty........ 1256
1,513 . • • . . . . . . . ... .. .
300 .••.......••.....•....•.......... Mabei S. Cogswell...... 1257

1,225
75
6, 921 . . . • . . .

20
18
105 . . • . . .

1,225.........
8, 913 . . . . . . . . .

2,197
1,900

1,900 ............. ,......
12,718.......
216 • • • • • •
5,445
836
209 11• • • • • •
1,700
125
50 ... . . .
4, 064 . • • • . . .
148 . . . . . .
5, OOCi
GOO
100
100
9, 113 . .. • . . .
561 ... . ..
5,800 .......
100 ......
814
134
19,265
150
3,000 . • . • • • .
77 . . . . . .
2, 650 . . . . . . .
100 . . . . . .
5,560
142
242
5
1,756 .•. . . . .
117. .. . . .
2 ,· 719
···
5 ···- · ·
50
4 0 00
2 00
10
25,000
900 8,096......

1····

$234
1, 000

259......... Walter Blanchard...... 1258
1, 000 . ~....... G(lo. H. Brown, secre· 1259

l,GOO
10 .•......••........ .. .......t.~?.t.r.~~~~~~·.........
3,500.. ..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15,000 Elizabeth C. Nye.......
7, 147.........
600
9C9
1, 700 Mar:y E. L ane. .........
1,800......... . .. . . . .
30 ..•...... OmnS. Willis, president
6,305'... . .....
100
3,292
3,500 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
10, 2041
. 138.......
650
9,000 L:ydiaA.. Barton ........
11, 966 .........
800
1,057 ......... Ed. W. Brown ..........
6,557 ......... .......
375
7,500 ···· ······ ··· ··:······· ··
41,8G3 1......... .......
2,467 ......... MarthaP. Smith .......
5, 774 1. . . . . • . . . . . . . . • .
430
8, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . . .
2, 966
52 . . . . . . .
110 . . . . . . . . . O. A.. Archer. ...... ....
6,854...... •• .
438
4.55 .... . .... Wm. A.. Cole ...........
2,373.........
150
162 ......... Hattie Parks Herrick ..
3,357 · .-.. . . . ..
100
200 ......... Jfidelia C. Newton . .....
1,000
1,500.... .. .
50 ......... Sisters of Notre Damo ..
196 ........ ....•...
9,221 153,982 EliotC.Clark,trcasurer.

1260
1261
1262
1263
1264
1265
126G
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275

105 ••. .•......... . ..........•...................... .Judson Smith .......... 1276

8,378 .......

1, 275 1••••...
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . Geo. W. Fox, assistant 1277
secretary.
1
180, 000 70, 000 3,675
777
58,980 .••... .•. ....... 34,807 ......... Wm. c. Lane .... ··-···· 1278
6,804
200
300 .......•...•...............•.....•..••.•••...... A. M. Phillips Porter .. 1279
3,139

G, 500

131

430......... . . . .. . . . . . .. . •. . . . •. . . . . . • . . . . . . . G. H. M. Rowe, super.

1280

intendent.

30, 000 1. . . . . . .
75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D. A.. Quinn, S . .J....... 1281
6,000....... ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . ... .. . . .. • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1282
4, 387. ..• . . .
208 ...... . . . ... ... .... ... ... .... .. .
2001 .........
33,795 ••.• •..
804 ......
10,4-14 ..•.....................••.....•.
J, 000 1, 200
90
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 673 • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
1, 057 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50 . . . . . . . . .
4,000 ...........................................................•.
7,500
500
300 ...••.......••.•••...•.....••...........••.•..•.
3, 340 .•••.•. 1

75 . . • . . .

500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

248

Moses Merrill ..........
LctitiaF.Stubbs .......
Alfred D. Flinn . . . . . . . .
Emil S.A.. Schieftgiessee
Wm. F. '\Varren ........
RoscoeE. Learned ......

1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288

1, 500 .J. T. Talbot, dean...... 1289

1

1,575 11, 9G5 ••........•...•. . .... • •....•......... . .......•........ Horace G.Wadlin, chief. 1290
25, 000

5001 1, 275

38,417 34, 4101
3,000
200

004
100

400

50 . . . . . . . . . Hattie M. Baker........ 1291

85, 000 . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • .

539......... • . . . . . • . . . •. . . . .
1,721
15, 000 William H. Cobb ....•.. l'.!92
50 ..........••.........•.•.......•.......•.. Wm. E. Murdock ....... 1293

::::r:::r:~; : : :;: : : ; ; : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : :~:;:·~~~~:·: : ~;~~ :
1

14, oool 5,
2. 800

245

100 . . . . . .

·

6 000

ooo\
'

1 5001

3401

75

,o. ooo

4

95, oco

ED

. . .. . . .

25,000 L~~tF.Doggett,:i.ssist·

12!!7

100 . . . . . . . . . May M. Smith, a.cting

12gs

GO

•• • •• • • •• ••• • •• •

Jibra.rian.

150 ........ ..... ................... .... . . .... SerenoD. Nickerson .... 1299

i ::~;:,:: :::/
1

1, ooo..... .. . .

25 1. . . . . . . . .

::: ::;;; ;;::::;::

;;::;:il:::::;J:::: ;~:i:i.:i:-~~;;ii;;;; ili

•ool 2, 000 ,- . . . . • . . . . •••.••.. • - - - - - .

96--14

11,

'°\ ·.......

·,ru u,I A. G.-e,n.......

130<
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1305
1306
1307

1308
1309
1310

1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319

1320
1321
1322
1323

Boston (101 Tre· Massachusetts Horticultural So.
ciety.
.
·
mont street),
Boston ........•..... Massachusetts Institute of Tech·

··-·

c.

1870 Col ....... ....

C.

1829 Sci. .......

Boston (16 Arlington skeet).
Boston .....•........
Boston (18 Somerset
street).
Boston /36 Brom.
field street, room
21).
Boston (39 North
Bennet street).
Boston (Fort War·
ren).

M~~~~~t1setts Now Church 1804 Theo ..... ---·
Union.
Museum of Fine Arts ............ ·---- Soc ....... ··- New Enfland Historical Gene· 1845 Hist ...... o.
ologica Society.
New England Methodist Histor· 1880 Hist. ..... ---ical Society's Library.

Boston (Copley
square).
.Boston ............. .
Boston (court·
house).
Boston (room 142,
State House).
Boston (State
House).
Boston ..... ••..••.. .

Public Library a . ... ............. 1852 Gen

C.

F.

B.

c.
c.

:Fr.

n.

C.

F. B.

-·-·

c.

1~. B.

·----- o.

T.

F.

Theo ...... .....
Scbool of Theology ..............
Social LawLibrary ..•............ 1804- Law ......

B.

C.

s. B.

State Board of Health.... . ....... 1869 Sci ......... ·.

T.

Fr. R.

State Library of Massachusetts.. 1820 State ...... .. .

s.

]'r. R.

1858 Med ......... .

C.

1879 Gen ... ... ._.. .
1880 Gen ......... .

c.
c.

1851 Y. JU. C . .A. ... --

C.

1831 Y.W.C. U .....

c.
c.

1865 Y .W.C . .A. .... .
Gen ...... O.
Gen ......... .
Sch .......... .
Gen ...... n.
Gen ...... 0.
Sch ..... ..... .

...... n.
I ,Gen
oc . . . . . .. . . . .

134_9 ..•.. do .•.•••••••••. • E.F.Ilunt&Co'sCirculatinrrLi·
1831/
0
hrary.
J3:,0 Canton . .•••••.•... . L:i.,li.ea". orial Library ........... ......
1~51 ··;-- }o .............. J>nhl ic Lihrar:\" ... ................ 18,5
1.,;;2
ari. 1e ............. Glea.onL1brary .................. 1872

Gen..........
Gen ...... O.

.B .

s.

B.I
Fr. B.
B
B.

·.r.

l!'.

B.
R.

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
Fr.
Fr.

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
C.

1877 Gen.... ......
T.
1855 Sch... .... . .. .
C.
1867 Gen ...... . ...
T.
1867 Gen ...... O.
T.
185" Gen . ... .. O.
T.
1800 Gen ...... O.
C.
18=->81 Gen ..........
'l'.
1891 Gen.... ..... .
T.
1874; Scien ...... ...
C.
1871 Soc... . ... . . ..
1850 Sch.. ..... . . . .
•.r.
1860 '.l.' bco . . . . . . . . .
Hi38 Col. .. ... . O.
C.
1866 Theo .. . . . . . . .
C.
l 66 Sci ...........
C.
l 58· Gen ...... O.
T.
187!), Col....... . . . .
C.
1 78 Gen ...... R. ...... -1892 Soc ....... O.
C.

FreoPublicLibrary .. .. ..........
Hitchcock Free High School. ....
Public Library .. ............•... .
Merrick Public Library ..........
Public Library ....... .'...........
Public Church Library ...... . ....
Public Library ...................
Bourne Free Public Library .....
Cambddge Entomological Club ..
Cambridge Social nion ..........
English Iligh School........ .....
Ep1scoJ)al Theolo~ical 8chool.. ...
Harvard University ..............
Tew Church Theological School..
PeabodyMuseumLibrary ........
Public Library .... ...............
1 adcliffe College .. ..........•....
E.A.abslJtoEt_t Pll aC~l·krc:;..Li·ainbranry_ .n... ·.·.·........_
11
1 1 ~"
10

R.
Fr. B.

F.
l!'.

1330
1331
1332
~333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1330
1340
1341
1342
1343
1344
134.5
1340
1347
1348

~.~~1ii.

R.

s.

C.
T.
C.

1873
1880
1803
1800
1879
1840

1

s. n.

C.

1324
1325
1326
1327
1
~i~.~~ ~~: :::::::::::: ::: : ::
1328 ·n·1:ia(1°e~~t~;: :: :: : : : .
1329 ..... do ...........•.. State Normal School. ..... . .... ..

1

Fr. R.

......

North Bennet Street Industrial 1880 Gen ......
School.
Post Library, Fort Warren ....... 1850 Gar .......

Treadwell Library of Massachusetts General Hospital.
..... do ............. . Wells' Memorial Institute ....... .
Boston :264 Boyl· ·women's Educational and Indus·
1:1ton street).
trial U nion.
Boston (458 Boyl- Y. 1\1. C. A.. Library ...... ... ..... .
ston street).
Boston (48Boylston Young Men's Christian Union ...
street).
Boston(40Berkeley Y.W.C . .A.. Library ..............
street) .
Boxford ....•........ Public Library .......•.•.••......
Boylston Center .... Boylston Public Library ........ .
Bradford ........... Bradford Academy ........... .. ..

Brimfield ..•••...•..
..... do ..............
Brockton ...........
Brookfield ..........
Brookline .......... .
Buckland ... ...... ..
Burlin~ton . ........
Buzzards Bay ...... .
Cambridge .....•... .
. ... . dr ..............
..... dt .... .. . . • .. . . .
..... do .......•. . ....
..... do ............. .
..... do ... . .. . . . . . . . .
..... do ..............
..... do ..............
..... do ..............
Cambrillgeport .....
. .... do .......•. .. . . .

s. n.
n.

Fr.

c.

R.

F. B,

T.

C.
.
T.

'r.

a lnclndes Central Library, thirteen branch libraries, and ten dcli,cry suttions.

n.

C.

-- -- B.

Fr. I B.
Fr. B.
-- -- R.
Fr. R.
F. B.
· · · ·1£ .
• · 1 C.
F. B.
'-'·

1

C.

-- · ·
·
F. Il.
I F. 13 ..

I
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 volurnes and over in 1896-Continued.

Name of l,brarian.

lS

9

- - - - - - - - - --1----1--~-1---1--- - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - -1

s, 000

7,500 ........... .

300 .... . .. .. .••••• . .•..••...•....... Robt. Manning .... .. ... 1305

39,432 12, 180 3, 189 1,085 .......................................... Tiol>t. P. Bigelow .... .. . 1306
2,300 ... ..• .

42 ··•••·

598 .... .. .. . ...... . ............. .. .. Eclw'dA. Whiston ...... 1307

1,388 2,232
22, 000 19, 000

408
!J62

736 ....... . . .. .... .•. . •••••.

$508 . . .. . . • .. B. I. Gilman, curator ... 1308
7,746 ......... ·w-m. Prescott Green - 1309

4,064 17,317

09

118 .. . .•. .. . ..... .... .......

376 .... . .... Willard S. Allen ..•.••. . 1310

42 . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .

low. assistant.

2,400

200

50 ......

1,200 .. .... .. ..... ... ... .
630, 061

3, 000 30, 611 ..... .

7,000 ........................ ········· ......................... 1311
300 . .... .... . ... .. . . . . ..... . . .. ... . . S. Smith. first lieuten ant, Second U . S. Ar·

1312

tillery .
8!7, 321 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250,000 $201, 213 Herbert Putnam ..... .. 1313

4,000 ..... . .... . .. ...... ········ · ... . .. ... .... .. . ········ .... . . . .......... ....... ... ..... .. 1314
28,500 ... . . . .
909
59 .... - . .. . . . .. .. • . . . .... . • 15,556
20,051 Francis W. Vaughan ... 1315
3, 000

1, 000 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . Samuel W. Abbott, sec·

retarv.

90,000 67,000 4,175 3,202 . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. .... . . .

1316

6,800 . . . .. . . . . C. B. Tillinghast.... .... 1317
275

5, 000 J. W . Pratt, resident

3,000 ...... .

25 . . . . . . . .. • . . . . .. . • . . . . • . . . . . • .. .

1,200 ...... .
2,000 ...... .

40 ...... ·· - ··· ........... .. ..... ... .. .. .. ... ...... .... .. .. ... . .. .. ........ . 1319
25 . . . . . . . .. . . .. • . . • .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . • . M. L. Durgin, general 1320

4,163

100

38 . .. . . .

13, 489 . . • • . . •

666 .. .. ..

physician.

1318

assistant.

8, 750 .. .. .. .

100 . . .. . . . . . Edw. M . Donnelly...... 1321

20, 570 . • .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . • . . Richard Ray, jr........ 1322

53 .............................. . ................. Sarah J. Buttrick,

1, GOO .......
1. 765
3, 769
5,375
3, 914
9, 929
4, 000

6, 021

. . .. .. .
76
. . . . .. .
216
.......
35
400
341
.. . . . . .
134
2, 000 . . . • . .

.. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. • . . .
$80
100
500
.... ..
3, 553 . • . . . . .. .
90
870
500
··· ··· ......................................... .
200
21, 664 . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .
980
2, 500
.. .. ..
23, 808 . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .
994
500
. . . . . . . . •. . . •. . . ••. . . •. . . . . . •. .
200 . .• .. ... .

3, 962 1,000
105
20
3,445. .... . . .. ... . .. .
150 .........
1, !J80' . .. . . . .
25 . . . . . .
486 . • .. . .. .. .. . . . ..
75
5,000
23,533 2,655 1,775
562 102, 835
7,567 0, 371
9, 936 .•.......
13,417 .. . . . . .
300. .. . . .
25,417 . . . . . . . . .
650
1,290
12,000
43, 768 1 2,000 1, 873
354
88,633
23,596 12, 000 12, 726
15,000
1,740.. •. . .. . . ... . . . .
45
1,000
2,300 ... . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .
2, 550
456
7
27
2, 000 . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
1, 050
l, 000
1, 287
50
12!.. ....
2,661. ... . . . ..
274
291 .........
1, 000 .... .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ... . . . . .. . . . . .. . • . . . . . . .
4, 500 .... .. .
240 ...•..
10,684 .... . ... .. ... ....................
3, 000 . .. • . • .
90 . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . .. .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9,000 .......
395. .....
1,212 ................
1,000 .........
460. 000 375,00010, 00012, 000 105, 000 .... ... . . .. .. .. . 50,000 440, COO
2, 500
500
25
10 ..........................................
1,497 l , 863 ......................................................
1
50, 128 ....... 4,000 ... . .. 137, 702 ......... ....... !8, 820
8,500
1

i:1,300
~g :::::::
:ii::::::
....~·.~~~:
:::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: .~~~~
200
200 ......
150 .................................
1

•

SU·

1323

perintendent.
Miss Mary Sawyer ..... 1324
Geo. L. Wright......... 1325
Helen L. Crane ........ . 1326
KateE. Jolrnson ... . .... 1327
Lncia L. Christian. .... 1328
Albert G. Boyden, prin· 132tl
cipal.
Miss :M.A. Tarbell ..... 1330
Geo. W . Earle.. .. ...... 1331
Mrra F . Southworth .. . 1332
Eliza P . Robbs . ........ 1333
Chaa. K. Bolton........ 1334
A. C. Hodges ........... 1335
E. S. Foster, reporting.. 1336
Fred. C. Small .......... 1337
Sam'l ll. Scudder....... 1338
L. R .Pearson ..... ..... . 1339
Martha L. Babl>itt...... 1340
EdithD.Fnller .. ....... 1341
Justin Win~or . ... . .... 1342
Theo. F . Wright ........ 1343
F. ,v. Putnam. curator . 1;34.4
Wm. L. R. Gifford ...... 134.5
1
1
.~.~~-.~~~
J'ohn F. Walker, soper· 1 1348
intendent.

~!.:::::

m~

::~. :4:;o.,::;:.. . ::. . :. ...~~~
:::: :: :::17,:::101
::::::::::: :::::::: ....l,-~~~::
:: :: :::::: ::: :::::: .·.·_·_·.·.·.·~~~~~~I;;;:
454 ......
567 ......... Jenmo .A. Jfowett ...... U51
. .. . .. ... .......

1,500 ... ..• .

131 ......

1, 431 1.........

751

150 ... ... ... ! Thomas .A. Grcen .... . . 1 1352
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1353 Charlemont......... Free Public Library.............. 1891 Gen ..........
T.
1354 Charlestown........ High School...................... 1850 Sch... ........
T.
1355 . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . State Prison Library............. 1805 A. & R .... 0. State.
1356 Charlton............ Free Public Library .................. . Gen ..........
T.
1357 Chatham....... .. ... Public Library................... 1&88 Gen •••... R.
C.
1358 Chelmsford......... .A dams Library... . ............. . 1893 Gen ....... O.
T.
1359 Chelsea. . ........... Boyden\:; Circulating Library ........ . Gen ....... R.
C.
1360 .... do .............. Fitz Public Library .............. 1868 Gen ....... 0.
T.
1361 Cheshire ............ Library Association ............. 1866 Soc ....... 0.
C.
1362 Chester ............. Free Public Librltry ............. 1894 Gen ,..... ....
1'.
1363 Chesterfield . . . . . . . . Town Library.................... 1872 Gen.. ........
1'.
1364 Chicopee........... City Library..................... 1854 Gen ....... O.
T.
1365 Clifton dale . . . . . . . . . Public Library................... 188!'i Gen ...... R.
C.
1366 Clinton ............. Bigelow Free Public Library .... 1875 Gen ...........
T.
1367 Cohasset............ Free Public Library.............. 1880 Gen. ..........
T.
1368 Concord ............. . . .. do............................ 1851 Gen ........ O. T.&C.
1369 Concord Junction . . Massachusetts Reformatory ..... 1884 Reforn:. .. . . . .
C.
1370
1371
1372
1373
1374
1375
1376
1377
1378
1379
1380
1381
1382
1383
1384
1385
1380
1387
1388
1389
1390
1391
1392
1393
1394
1895
1306

CCoontuw_tay
.. ·.•.·..·.·.·.·.· ._ .··... Town Library ...................
1
Cotuit Library...................
Cummington . . . . . . . Bryant Free Library.............
Dalton.............. Free Public Library..............
Danvers....... . .... Dan,ers Hospital Library . . . . . . .

T.

F.
F.

B.
B.

c.
C.

F. B.
F. B.

s. c.

F.

B.

s. c.

F.

B.
.F. C.
F. B.
F. B.
F. B .
F . B.
F. B.

c.

F.
F.
F.
F.

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.

F.
S.
Fr.
F.
F.
F.

B.
R.
R.
R
C.
C.

1878
.....
1872
1861
1878

Gen .......... .
Gen .... .. . 0.
Gen . ...... 0.
Gen... .... 0.
Med ......... .

.... do . .•...........
Dedham ........... .
.•••• <lo ••••••••••••••
.... . do ............. .
Deerfield .......... .
..... do .•......•.....

Peabody Institute ................ 1866
Dedham Historical Society....... 1862
Norfolk County Law Library .... 1815
i)?-bl~c Library................... 1872
1ckmson Library.... . .......... 1878
Pocumtuck Valley Memorial As· 1870
sociation Library.
Dorchester . . . . . . . . . High School. ......................... .
Dover . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Town Library.................... 1894
ConantLibrary .................. 1870
Nichols' Academy .................... .
Dunstable.......... Freo Public Library.............. 1878
\ Duxbury ........... Free Library..................... 1890
..... do .............. Powder P oint School. ....•....... 1886
East Bridgewater . . Public Library ................... 188-!
East Cam bridge.... Middlesex County Law Library.. 1814
East Dennis ........ East Donnis Association . ........ 1870
East Douglas ....... Free Public Library ............. 1879
Eastham ... ..... ... Public Library . ............. ..... 1878
East,hampton ............ clo............................ 1881
..... do .............. Williston Seminary .............. 1841
East Northfield..... Talcott Library of Northfield 1887
Seminary. .
East Orleans . . . . . . . Orleans Public School Library... 1806

Gen ....... O.
Hist . ... .. O.
Law ... ...... .
Gen ...... . O.
Gen ....... O.
Gen ....... 0.

.~~~J~~:::::::::::-::

!::::::::: :b~:::?·::: t"i·~· ·n:l

.East Saugus........ Circulating Library ..............
Enfield ............. Enfiehl Library ..................
EE• rsnse.nxg..· .··.·.·.·.·..··.·.·. ·. ·. Town Library ....................
T. 0. H. P. Burnham Public Li·
brary.
1401 Everett .. ........... Parlin :Memorial Library .........
1402 1 Fairhaven .. ........ Millicent Library ................
1403 Fall River . . . . . . . . . . ll. M. C. Durfee High School.. ....

1307
1398

mg

1865
1881
1803
1893

lm ..

l!lt tu't'

C.

T.
T.

c.
C.

Sch. ..........
Gen... .... . ...
Gen ....... O.
Sch....... ....
Gen . ... ... R.
Law..........

C.
T.
C.
C.
T.
C.

Sch...........
Sch...........

c.

F.

B.

0.

R.
B.
C.
C.
B.
B.
Fr.
n.

Sch .......... .

T.

Fr. B.

Gon ....... R.
Gen . . ........ .
Gen ....... R.
Gen....... O.

c.
c.

i!Li) ::: ·i-· t:
T.
C.

Gen . .
R
T.
Gen::: .. :: ..... ........
Gen ....... O.
T.
Gen...........
T.
Gen . ...... O. 1. . . . . . . .
, ch ........... , tat .
Gn ....... O. 'l'.&C

P.:tyi:m::J::::::::::::::::::: iisa gel~:::::::
·n_- ,;·.C.
Gen ....... O.
°!'

F. B.
Fr. B.

s. C.

F.
F.
F.

B.
C.
B.

1878 Gen . ...... 0.
T.
F. B.
180:1 Gen....... O.
C.
F. B.
1887 Sch ........ .. ............ · B.

140,i .•... do .............. Public Library .••...•.•.......... 1861
1405 1· Falmouth ........... Free"PuhlicLibrary ............. 1891
1406 Fitchburg .......... Public Library ... ... ............. 1850
1407 Florence . ........... Lilly Lil.miry ........... ... ...... 1861
1408 Foxboro . . . . . . . . . . . . Boyden Library.................. 1870
1409 Framingham ..... .. , tate ... Tormal ·chool. ............ 1830
·:E;··d~ :············· TownLibrary .................... 1855
1
~.~~lo~.::::::~::::
1
~arclne-r ............ Len Heywooc'iMemorialLibrary. 18 6
own········
nhocl~ Library . ............... . 1 1 60
· · · · · · · · ·..... .. .1 rown L1hrary........ .... ........ 1 72

1m

c.
T.
c.
c.
c.

Gen ..... .. O.
Gen....... . . . .

C.
T.

B.
B.
ll.
F. B.
F. B.
B.
F. Il.

F.
l?.
]!'.

F.
F.
F.
F.

~:
B.
B.
B.
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States of 1,000 rolurnes ancl over in 1896-Continued.
Receipts.
Namo of librarian.

lS

1,000
150
3, 375 . • . . . . .
G, 800 . · · · · · ·
2,098 .•.....

92
100
3,170...... ... . . . . . ..
$l15
$1, 000
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .. . . . . . . . . . .
50 . . . . ... . . .
400 ......
31, 177 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
276 1. . . . . .
3,248 .........
$200
220
500
1

,Hi! -j; ,. :ffhii
1
3,127 ...•...

U~~ ..... :~

43 ......

:t;: :\ ; , ::):.-: !:::::::}:~~??tcl:::!:;!
2,300................

~~:::::: 2'~~t::::::::: ~~
1~:~~~ ::::::: ... ~:~ :::::: 4n~ ::::::::: :::::::
20, 600 . . . . . . .
451
280
45, 018 . . . . . . . . . 2, 000
5,505 .......
144
27
27,848 ...•••. 1,059......
3, 5001······. .... •. ......

Lizzie M . Temple ......
J . 0. Norris, head master
J. W. F. Barnes, chaplain
J.F.Rich,trustee ..... .

75 ......... EmmaE.Martin ...... .

~g1::::::::: ·ci~~t"o"~·N·.iii;;~c1~;::::
&:~:J:Ii!::i~~~::::::
C. L . Greene .......... .

2.6~~ ...... 500
2, 025 . . . . . . . . .
8,692... ...... .••• .. .
1,000.........
26,074....... •. . . . . . . .
2,500
51,076
52,000 ............................. ,. ..

Sarah B. Collier ....... .
Ellen I!'. Whitney . .... .
Joseph l!'. Scott, super·
t endent.
1, 000 Henry W. Billings .... . 1370

I·... ..

2, 209
125 ......
1, 830 . . .. . . . . . . . . . • ..
95
2,500 .....•....•..............••................................................••.•......
G, 500
800
9001
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75
75 . . . . . . . • . L. H. Tower .......... .
6, 145
700
645
70
15,833
404, . . . . . • .
731 . • • . .. • . . Carlott:t Bicknell ..... .
1,800 2,000
25
500......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . .. . . . . .... .. . . . Chas. W. Page, M. D.,

superintendent.

16,585
500
4, 500 6,000
3, 000
700
rn, 500. .. . • . .

1353
1854
1355
1356
1357
1358
135!)
1860
1361
1362
1363
1364
1365
1366
1367
1368
1369

483 ... . . .
2!, 256.........
1251 282......... . • .. . . . . .
125 . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . .
786 . • . . . .
2i, 092.........

...... .
2,455
67 , 695 Emilie K. Davis ....... .
. . •• .• .
703 ......... ,J. H. Burdakin ....... ..
. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eras tns Worthington ..
...... .
4,072
5,625 Miss F. M. Mann ..... .

1371
1372
1373
1374

~:~~~ ··o; 000 :::: :: :::::: .... ~'- ~~~ :: :::::: : :::: :: : ..... ~~~ ::::::: : : ·N~i: ·Hifu i;c·o~k,' ;~~~~-_-

1375
1376
1377
1378
1379
1380

2, 000 .....•...... · 1· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~~~~~~·r·e·r: .. .
1,000 .. . . . . .
406 . .. . . .
5, 160
56 .•. . . . •
510 ......... Marion 13. Hodgson ... .
2,800
410
64
42
1,400
2,446. .. . •• .
928 ......... .Alfred G. Collins ...... .
1
2,600 ...•.................•.......••.......•••.........•................................••.
1,650
200
20 . • • • • •
9i5 . . . . .. . . .
25
72......... Lizzie H. Swallow ... ..
2,380 ... ••• .
150 ..••••
4,300. .. . . . .• . . .. . .. .
450 1
8,000 W.W. Wood .......... .
1, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. B. Knapp, principal.
2, 480 . . . • • • .
106 . • • • • •
9, 733 . . . . . . . . .
500
595
1, 500 Lucy L. Siddall ....... .
9,050.......
650. ••• •• . • • ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • • . .
4,000 ........ . Grace L. Rowley ...... .
l 516.......
55 . . . . . .
400
25 . . . . . . .
52
500 Blanche E. Hall ....... .
2, 805 . . . . . • .
238 . . . . . •
9, 163 . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . Mrs. A. L. Bnffington .. .
1,153 . . . . . . .
65 . • • • • •
1, ;::92 . . . . . . . . .
47
80......... Mrs. H. C. Clark ...... .
10,135... ....
113 .•••••
15,550.........
500
992
1,500 C.H. Jolmson. treasurer
3,500 ............. 1...... ......... ......... .......
250 .•....... ·wm.Gallagher,Ph.D ..
5,065 . . • • • • .
172 . • • • • •
1,500 . • • .. .. . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . • • . Marga.rot F. Newell ....

1381
138~
J383
1384
1385
1386
1387
1388
1389
1390
1391
1392
1393
1394
1395

~~?. ~~~.

1,500

40

11

4

1, 300 • . • • • • . . • . . . . . • . • • •
3,000 ... • . . .
150 . . .. . .

200 . • . • . • .. . . • . . • • . . • • • .. . . . . • .. . . • . F. E. San born, principal 1396

high scl1ool.

300 . . .. .. . . . . . • . . . .
4,320.........
100

U~g ::::::: 3ig,:::::: g:g~~ ::::::::: ..... :~

30 . . . . . . . . . Henry J. Mills ..•...... 1397
100
3,000 A. L. Harwood ........ . 1398
1399
1400

7~i ···io:sso r~:nlu~{~o~a;;;~:::

10, 112.......
7121" .....
54,933 ......... 2,000
3,650 ......... EllenL . Johnson ..•••.. 1401
12, 000
~o 1, 200
25
5!, 000.... .. ... . .•• • • .
6, 150 100,000 Don C. Stevens ........ . 1402
1
1, 500
20 1
15......... . . • .. . . • . . . . • . . . . . ... • • . . . . .. . . . . C. C. Ramsay, .A. B., 1403
1v 0
49,3951.•••.• . 1 2,003 I
65 109,343
61 , 0::!1 7,000 11, 148 .........
3, O!O........
277 . ..• . .
8,086..... . ... .•..... . . . .. . . .
3,000
30,000 ..•..•. 1,335. •• • ..
57,095
4,378 5, 000
7,269 .........
5, 800 ...... · 1 225 . . • • • .
11, 461 . . . . . . • . .
500
922 . . . . . . . . .
4,300 . . . • . • .
2001......
15, 758.........
450
594
l , 500
2. 985.......
239 .•.••..... ...... .....• . ..•..•..........•...... .
18, 101 . . . . • . . l, 028 . . . . . .
42,564. . • . . .. . . . 1,850
3, 8-16
47,500
1,350 ····•• ...•...............
6,000
2001
60 ,
10,090 .........
700
897
2,500
1
6,519 ..••••.
83 ......
19,lo3.........
500
2,309
18,000
1
8, 744.......
284......
7,843 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
1, 300
32, 763
1. 5591
1
87
l
700 ................................. .

111

.A. M .. principal.
Wm. R 13allard ........ .
Clara L. Davis ......... .
Prescott C. Rice ....... .
Mary A l!' uller ...... . ..
M. D. Torry ........... .
M. E. llobbins ......... .

1404
1405
1406
1407
1408
1409

........................ . LUO
1411
Ella. G. Campbell.. .... . 1412
NellyS. Osgood ....... . 1413
Rog r 8. II owe, trustee. 1414
Mrs.11. L. Purple ..... . 1415

···!········· .................................................
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Name of library.
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gi
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Class.

t-~fl§.
0""'

:+!.·

.::i

o:>""'>
::: . ,..-+'
•o

rn

§ tt--0
::i,..

A
S:§ ~:;~ ;;~ :;:j C
... 1t
·a
1-1 ...
o A
A~ g_
p."' 0
\:!"' .~ f
~.p 0
:::
;:::, Q<D

tcig,

o:) C)

~

A

0

w

-

--- :;
7 §
2
4
6
1
3
1 - - - -- - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - -1--- 1- - - - -1- - - - - l\IASS.\CHUSETTS-

continued.
1416 Gloucester .......... Hi!!:b School. ..................... 1888 Sch . ...... ---·
1417 ..... do ........... •. . Gloucester Lyceum ancl Sawyer 1872 Gen ....... 0.

Free Library.
Grafton ......... ·- .. Public Library .......•...... ..... 18GG Gen ....... . ...
Great Barrington ... Free Library ..................... 1881 Gen ....... .... .
Greenfield ........... Franklin County Law Library ... 1878 L::i,w ••.... . ....

c.
C.

Fr. B.
F. B.

'l'.

F. n.
F. 13.

T.

] '.

R.

F.
1421 ... .. do ............. . Free Library. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1881 Gen...........
T.
1422 ..... do ............. . Library .Association .............. 1855 Soc ....... O..••..••. s.
1423 Groton ............ . Groton School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1884 Sch...........
C.

13.

1418
1419
1420

1424 .... . do ............. . L::i,,vrencc .Aeademy .............. . ... . Sch.......... .

1425 ..... do ............. . Public Library................... 1854 Gen . ...... O.
1426 Hadley ............ . Young Men·s Library ..A.ssocia· 1856 Gen ....... R.
1427 Halifax.............
1428 Ha.mil ton...........
1429 Hanover............
1430 Hardwick . . . . . . . . . .
1431 Harrnrcl . . . . . . . . . . . .
14"32 ..... clo . .. ...... .....
1433 Harwich............
1434 Hatfield .... .'. • . . . . .
1435 Haverhill.......... .
1436
1437
1438
1439
1440
1441
1442
1443
1444
1445
1446
1447
1448
1449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1454
1455
1456

~m

tion.
Holmes Public Library . . . . . . . . . .
Public Library...................
Free Library................ .... .
Free Town Library..............
Bromfield School.................
Public Library ............. . .....
Brooks ll'ree Library . ............
Public Library...................
Morse & Son's Circulating Libra·

1876
18!Jl
1887
18!J2
1876
1856
1887
1872
1870

..... do . . . . . . . . • .. . . . f>~blic Libmry.............. . .... 1273
Hayclenville........ Library Association .............. 1884
Hingham Center .... Hingham PublicL1brary ......... 18GO
.Hinscl?.le . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library .......... ,........ 1860
Holbrook ................ do ........................ . ... 1874
Rolclen . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gale Free Library............... . 1889
Holliston... .... .... Public Library....... ......... ... 1879
Holyoko ................ . do................... ......... 1870
..... do . . . . . . . . ... . .. Teachers' Professional Library ... 1879
Hopedalo . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library................... 188()
HoJlkinton . ....... . ..... do ...••..................... ., 1890
Hubbardston ............ clo .... , ....................... 1872
Huclson .................. do ............................ 1868
Hyannis . . . . . . . . . . . . Hyannis Library................. 1867
Hydepark .......... Public Library ................... 1874
Ipswich ............ Free Library ...... .. ............. 1868
Kingston........... Library Association. ............. 1871
LancMter . . . . . . . . . . Town library...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1862
L::i,nesboro ......... ... ... clo ............................ 1870

Lawrence........... Eseex County Truant School. ..... ... .

t!fc·i;i~; ::::::::::: .~.~ ~1i.~i.~~~?::::::::::::: :::::: tm

Lenox Library....................
Paulic Library ...................
Cary Library.....................
Lincoln Library..................
Reuben Hoar Library............
City Library ............ . ........
hliucllesex '.Mechanics' .Associa·
tion.
Old l{csidents' Ilistorical Asso.
ciation.
1467 \.···.do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Rcdore' Library of St. ..Anne's
I Churcl1.
HOS . ·• .. do .............. St. Patri<-k's Sunday School. .....
14GG Lunenberg ......... Public Librarv ...................
H70 Lynn ............... Free Pul,lic L"i brary .............
14!1 ..... tlo ...........•.. Landrr PosL~o. 5. G. A . R. ... . . .
1-1!2 I 1,ynnlHdCenter .... Lrm1fHdl'ublicLibrary ........
14,3
laldcn. .. .. . . ...... JUgh 8chool..... .. ... .. . . . . . . . . . .
HH ···· .do . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Laili s ' Exchange Circulating
Lihrarv.
i .. dt·········· ···· Public I~ibrnry ...................
rn 7 ~~~~11
~,n\t~n JlranchLibrary ...........
111llcL1brary ...................

i!1i ..

~~fe~:::::::::

C.
T.
C.

Gen .. . ..... ,..
C.
Gen ...... R.
C.
Gen ...........
T.
Gen ..........
B.
Sch...........
C.
Gen .....•. 0.
C.
Gen ....... O..••.•••.
Gen... ........
T.
Mer ....... R.
C.
Gen .. . .... O.
Gen ....... O.
Gen ....... O.
Gen ....... O.
Gen... ........
Gen . ..... . O.
Gen...........
Gen.... .......
Sch.. .........
Gen ...........
Gen.. ..... O.
Gen ...........
Gen....... . . . .
Gen ...... R
Gen .... .. . R.
Gen ....... O.
Gen .... ... R.

C.
T.
C.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
C.
T.
C.
T.
T.
'.l'.

T.
C.
C.

1

":ii;: ·.ii."
s. c.
F.

J<'.
F.

F.
F.

F.

F.
S.
F.
S.
F.

B.

c.

TI.

n.

n.

B.

B.
B.

C.

TI.

C.
TI.

F. C.
F. TI.

F. B.
F. B.
F. B.
R.
F. B.
]'. B.
F. B .
F1_, ~8
·
l?. B.
F _. R .
8
C.

I:r: l r

1855
1856
J 868
1884
1887 Gen ....... O.
18-!4 Gen. ........ ..
1833 Gen ....... O.

11~ '.Ii

1868 Ilist .•••. . •••.
184G Tbeol. ....... .
1864 Soc .. .. .. .... .

1 52 Gen .......... .

C.
T.
C.

I<' . n.
S. B.

c.
c.

····1n.

c.

'l.'.

Gen . ......... .
Soc .......... .

T.

Grn •••••.•••.
Sch .......... .
G ·11....... R.

T.
C.

187G Grn ....... O.
1 62 C,i•JJ ••••••••••.
1871 G ·n ....... O.

T.

1862
l G
18!>2
1857
18 G

C.

c.

g:~::::::: .?:. ~: ~: ~:

..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free Public Library.............. 1872

1459 Lenox . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1460 Leominster .........
1461 Lox.ington..........
1462 Lincoln.............
1463 Littleton . . . . . . . . . . .
1464 Lowell ............. .
1465 •••.. do . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
I
1466 ..•.. do ..............

T.

c.

F.

F . .R.

S.
F.
F.
Fr.
F.

c.

T.
T.

·

B.
B.

n.

B.
B.

R.
(J.

F.

F.

n.

1~. B.
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States of 1,000 1:ol umcs an cl over in 1896- Continued.

Name of librarian.

lS
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

1,700 .•.....
10,000 .......

1,2{)6
21,921 .•••••.
23,868 ......... .••••• .

$250 . ....... . A.W. Bacbeler ......... 1410
5,000 1 $120,000 Edw.Doliivar,clcrk ... . 1417

357
10 33, 124. ....... . ...•...
350 . . . . . .
1, 500 . . . . . . . . .
$500
250
100 ......... ......... .......

1,035!
6,300 H.S.Nichols ......... 1418
650 ......... A. C. Collins. ... . . . . . . . . LUO
1,000 ......... SamlD. Conant,attor· 1420

37 ......
300 .•••.•

8,700 1
50
Ci, 000
300
7,000 .... ._ .

- - - - - -1 - - -- - - - - - - 1

ney at law .

g~i ::: ::: : m··-·52 3~: ~l :: ::::::: ::: :::: 1• ~gg ii; ooo. ~~1'.1~:.!!~~·.-.-.-.-: :::: :.
~~gg,:::::::
... 48~.
~~~ :::::: ::::.:::: ::::::::: ::::::: ..... ~~~ ...~~·.~~~ ::::::::::::·:::~:: ::::::
7,268...... .
.....
7,675.........
859
1,113\
4,500 Emmaymood . ........
1

1

1t

...

1

2,51\· ·····

6a

10.... . ... .. ...............

08 ...• ..
1,595
25
2,600 .••.•• .
1,965 .......
233. .... .
3,153.........
3,356
55
5!18
7
7,060 . .... . ...
1, 500 1,....... . . . . . . . . . . . .
603 . • . . . . . . .
1,-000 1
300 ...... ..... ......... . ..... . .. .
95 ......
4, 098 .........
4,G07 .... ...

500
7, 244 . . . . . . .

4,lS!l .......
5, 336
33
1

13 , 1 55 . . . . . • • ... • · ; . .
_00
1 000
51 000

146. .. . . .
......
200
187 . .. . . .
109 ......
184
6

•

1

1
12,979.
... . ....
6,273
3'.l3
14,574 . • • . . . . . .

600
200
378

1425

James T. '£homas ......
AnnieE.Woodbnry . ...
E. E . Sylvester .... .....
H:mnahR. Spooner . ....
Lilla Frost, principal...

1427
1428
1429
1430
1431
.....••••••. . •........... 1432

~:ggg ~gg ···200 :::::: :::::::::\::::::::·. --··soo ·····soci ::::::::: .i."ii."s~~d;;;~~::::::::

10, coo
3, 500

im

09r ··· · ···· FranklinBonney,M.D. 1426

.......
83 .... .. ...
...... .
2001. ........
··~····
419 ....... . .
... •. . .
130
2,000
........•...... ... ......
.......
ll74
4,000

;;; ··~:i: ;,~i ···;i: ,;: ;;:::;;::::: ;;::::

m~

1 '· , ;

;;;:;~

1,200
23, ooo
310 . . . . . . . . .
892
3,000
200 .........
454 1
1, 000

mi

r~~~~.~~~:: : :; ;;;;

Hawkes Fearing. ......
P.R. Birmingham . . . . . .
Sarah R French .. ... ...
A . M . Holden ...... . ....
J.E. RockwoocL........
1
.~::::::::: ::~:::
J, 194. .. .. .. .. Frank H . Jfrench.. .. . . .

1438
1430
1440
1441
1442

~,ggg::::::: ... ~~~::::::
...~~·8,429..
.~~~:::::::::
::::::: ... ~·.~~~::::::::: .~:.~: ~
im
215
30
....... . . . . . . .
1'.145
1
~: ~~~ ::::::: igg
::::::1
~:
~~~ :::::::::1:::: :: : ' ~gL .. ~·.~~~ ~arl.J~r1;:~~~~:::: ::: i!~
t g~~ ::: ::: : 5000gi ::::::1
...~~·.~~~1
~~~ ~~~ m::::::::: .~~a~~.~:::.~!~~~~~~~:: t!!g
14,250.. . ....
... ...
33, 578
4, 310\ J, 650
2,691 .•....•.. H. A. B. Thompson ... .. 1450
5; 079... . .• .

....~: ....

1

12, 300 . • . • . . .
1,972 ... . .. .
26, 204\ 15, 50:l
1,800 ..... . .

10, 0001......... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
30,000
1, 0001.........
14. 4891. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 745
8,200
2 000 .. ... . ...
90
120 ......•..

200 ......
40 . ... ..
027
7G-i
301......

........................

Lyda A.Caldwell. ... ... l451
Emma T. Ransom ...... 1452
Alice G. Chaudlcr ... ... 14.53
Rev. C.J.Palmcr .... .. . 1454

J: mj··o: 900 ·6; 236 .. ·so(.icio:· 4441· .. io; ssi1::: :::: .. ioj22::::::::: .L.8.
j/;ed~ ii lle<l·. ;: :::::::: ~m
RowLmff ........ ..
1

4,000 ...... .
200 ............... ········· [
400
8, 217 1, ODO
2591 277
8, 954. ........ . ••• .. .
11,000 1.......
344 ......
7,28G ... . . ... . ...... .
16, 781 2, 021 . . . . . . 1. . . . . . 1 40, 3121........ . 1 1. 200
15, 200
85
4 03 •..· .· .· .. •.
25, 131
2, G52 . . . . . • .
1
4 00
202
40
53,825 •.... .. 1,822 ...... 1 12,800
lG,554 3,229
20 000
500
100
200\
5, 000
1, ODO • • • • . • •

I

~:m :::::~:
~oool 2,000

so

12

431 .. . .. ....
1,380
2,000 H. L. Watson.. .. .. ....
625
5.000 n. ooclman,treasurer ..
2, 386
7, 000 J. M. Bronson
3, 113
13, 000 Florence E. Whitcher. .

t~: :::::::::!::::::: ...~~~~~

........ ...... ... . . ......
1

1

~:g~~ r·l--Jtt~~~:::::::::::

1457
1458
14.50
1460
14Gl

i!~~

17,665 .. . ....•. Frd.A.Cbaso ......... 1464
1, 200 . . • .. . . . . Abbie G. Watson....... 1465
185 ... ...•.. Clnreuco W . W11i<ldcn,

1460

A~eSt. ~g~ Cbambre,

14.07

6

;:;. :;:::r :;;1:::;s::~~. : :; : ::::;;, i- ·;;, L::::~,,:r,~,; :::::I;:::
ua ~~--- :::'.:'.l
Y:-1-i:tt~:::: mi
-

51.!>91 4,041 2, 237 1 400
1,205. ......
75......
1

119,5401

:::'.

~

1

28,000 6,200 2,083
230
1, ~2-1 j...... .
129 . . . . . .
8, 200
200
2971
26

36,404 ..•....

1,500 ... . .... . ... ... .

40 ..... .• •.

8, 975
16,930 JohnC.Honghton .. .... 1470
112 ...... •• . Ch s.W.Co,,in ..... .. .. 1 1471
1

2·'~ :::'.'.'. ••. ~:::::::::

1

98,65 .
7,59!! .•.... .
2, 900,........ .
112
11, 115
210 . . . . . • .

9,777
5,500 L.A. Williams ......... 1475
l 12 . . . . . . . . . J olm Ilolt, trustee. ..... 1476
1, 0!!5
2,500 D. L. Bingham .......... 1477
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continued.
1478 Mansfield .......... . Public Library •.................. 1884
1479 Marblehead ........ . Abbot Public Library ............ 1878
1480 Marion ............ . Tabor Academy...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1889
1481 Marlboro .......... . Public Library................... 1870
1482 ..... do ............. . Unitarian Parish Library........ 1851
1483 Marshfield ........ . . Free Library..................... 1888
1484 Mars tons Mills ... .. Public Library...... . ............ 1888
1485 Mattapan (station, Beston Insane Hospital .............. .
Boston).
1486 Mattapoisett. . . . . . . . Free Public Library..... . . . . . . . . . 1881
1487
1488
.:.~~d~.:'.i~_r.~r-~::::::: ::: : : : :::::: i~~~
1489 Medford ............ ..... do ...... ....•..... ..... ....... 1856
1490 Medway ............ Dean Library Association . . .. .. .. 1860
1491 Melrose ............ . Public Library ....•..•........... 1871
1492 Mendon . . . . . . . . . . . . Taft Public Library.............. 1881
1493 Merrimac........... 1 Public Library................... 1876
1494 Methuen...... . . . . . . N evms Memorial Library........ 1885
1495 Midclleboro ......... Pratt Free School. ..... ......... . 1865
1496 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library................... 1874
1497 Middleton.......... Flint Public Library............. 1879
1498 Milford ............. 'l'hurber Medical Association ... . 1859
1499
1500
:1'.~~vd~ ~.i~·r·~~~::::::::::::::::: : : :
1501 Millis............... Public Library ..............-..... 1886
1502
~,~~u~
is10
1503
1504 Monson............. Flynt and Packard Library of 1840
Monson Academy.
1505
1506
1507 Mount Hermon ..... Mount Hermon School. . ....... . .. 1884
1508 Nahant ........ ..... Public Library ................... 1819
1509 Nantucket.......... Coffin School Library............. 1827
1510 . . . . . do ......... . .... Nantucket Athen~um ........ ... 1834
1511 Natick .............. Morse In stitutfl . ........... .... .. 1862
1512 Needham ........... Free Public Library ...••..••..... 1888
1513 New Bedford ............ do .....................••..... 1852
1514 . • . . . clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fri en els' Academy..... ........ ... 1812
1515 . • • . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Higll School ..••••...........•.........

~!afi!i1J1.::::::::: ::

.Minb~y:::::::::: :: .

.~~~i~::: ::::::::: ::

Gen .. .. .......
Gen... .......
Sch...... .....
Gen... .......
Gen..........
Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... O.
Gen..........

T.
T.
C.
T.
C.
'I'.

C.
T.

Gen ...... R.
T.
Gen ., .. :. R
T.
Gen... .......
T.
Gen ...... O.
T.
Gen........ ..
C.
Gen ..... R. 'l' . C.

3~~

:::::: ::::

.P,

'I,:

F. B.

F.
F.
F.
Fr.
F.
F.

B.
R.
B.
B. ,
B.
B.
C.

F.
F.
F.
F.
S.

B.
B.
Il.
13.
B.

F.

D.

¥: N:

¥: R:
F. B.
Gen . .. . . . 0 .
C.
F. B.
Med . . . . . . R.
Tc.
l ~-c:
Gen.... ..... .
.
m~ i:~
:::::: :::: ili: l B.
~~·::::::
·ii: ...C.?: ... ·:ii: ·n:
ttt~~~;.~.-.·.·::: :: _._._. :::::: · Sch...........
B.

·M~~~~g~~·:::::::::: ¥~~:L~t:~~~;:.·.::::·.·.:::: :: :::: ::

m~

ice:.::::::
8: T.8:
Gen.... . ... ..

Gen ...... O.
Gen ......... .
Sch ..... .. ... .
Gen ...... 0.
Sch ....... O.
Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... R.
Gen ...... O.
Sch .......... .
Sch .......... .

c.

T.
C.
T.

c.
c.

T.

'l'.

T.
C.

C.

F.
F.
Fr.
F.
Fr.

B.
B.
B.

n.

B.
B.
F. c.
F. B.
F. B.
Fr. R.
R.

s.

s. c.

1516 ..... do ....... -. ..... Hutchinson'ri Circulating Library 1864 Soc ....... n.
1517 ..•.. do .............. Swain Free School. ............... 1882 Sch .......... .

C.

Fr. B.

1518 ..•.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Y. M. C. A. Library............... 1867 Y. M. C. A .... .

c.

Fr. B.

1519 New Braintree ......
1520 .Newburyport.......
1521
1522
1523 Newton .............
1524 Newton Center .....
1525
1526
1527

C.

T.
Freo Public Librarv ..••.•••.. .. . 1881 Gen..........
C.
Lunt's Circulating Library....... 1880 Gen ...... R.
Gen ...... O..••...•.
1
.~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: • ~~~~ Gen..........
T.
C.
Freo Library ... .................. 1869 Gen..........
C.
Newton Theological Institution.. 1825 Theo!.. ... O.
Gen ..........
T.
Gen ...... It.
T.
:~tit~;~:r:a:r:~:::::::::::::::::~:
Gen ...... R.
T.

·N~js~i~~·-~::::: :: .~.~~~ig_~

imfl~ijf~::::

1528

mi

North Amherst . .... Public Library Association .. , ... 1860 Gen ...... O.

C.

F.

13.

F.
F.
F.
Fr.
F.
F.
F.

B.
B.
B.
B.
C.
B.
B.

s. c .

F. B.

1529

Northampton....... Burnbam Scl1ool.................. 1877 Sch . .................... · · B.
1530 ..••••. do............ Clarke, chool Library .. .....• ... 1867 Sch.... ... . . . .
T.
B.
1531 ..... do ............. .
1532 ..... do ............. .
1533 ..... do ............. .
1534 .... . do ...... .•. ... ..
1535 ..... do ............. .
1530
Torth Andover D ··
pot.
1537 ...• orth ttleboro ....

Forbes Library . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . 189{
Hampshire County Law Library. 186v
Lunatic Hospital ............... . 1858
Publi Library ..... ............. . 1800
, mith College .................... I.....
Torth Andover Public Library .. 1 75

Gen . . . . . . O.
Law ......... .
~Tcsnyl~~~.:: 1· • ·_,T
0
'ol .......... .
en ...... R.

Rich:m1s :Memorial Library . . .... 1 1860, Gen . ... . . O.

C.
T.

F.
l!'.

B.
R.

C.

l!'.

B.

c.

T.
T.

n.

·:ii.--c:
F.

D.
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 volurnes and ove1· in 1896-Continue<l.
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a,Po!
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Name of l1brnrian..

s~

..., Q

-<.g

0

pi::q
I>ili
E-l
P=l
~
P-i
--- --- ---- --- - - --11
9
10
1.3
14
1.5
16
--- --- -- - - --- --- - - ---

l.,,

1S

H~t::::: - -~~t:::: - -~~:-~~~ ::::::::: : :!~~~ ~m,::~~.:~~~ i~Y!JJ~\ii~~ii~i:
Sn,rah E. Cot ting ..•....
J. V. Jackman ........ .
Rosa M. Sprague ...... .
M. E. Daxter .. ........ .
Wm.Noyes, M,D ..... .

14i8
1479
1480
1481
1482
1483
1484
1485

2, 622 1.......
197,......
6,027.........
150
335 ......... L. L.B. Dexter, trustee.
4, 1~0 . . . . . . .
1061......
40, 000
100
300
3001................ ·................. .
4,0;>0 1.......
100 1. . . . . .
9,6481.........
349
424
1,500 LucrehaM. Johnsen ....
18, 000 .... ...
968
76
52,985. ' ......... .. .....
5,215 .... . .... Mary~- Sargent._. .... .
6,000. ......
200 . . . . . .
7,800......... . . . . . . .
250
2,500 M.M.F1sller, president .
11, 209 1,751
493
94
36, 276
260 . . . . . . .
1,600
2, 000 E. H. Goss, trustee .... .
3, 408 .. .. .. .
113 ...·••.
4, 246 . . • . . . . . .
175
185 . . . . . . . . . Sara F. Towne ........ .
5, 0001. . . . . . .
182 . . . . • .
8, 683 . .. . . . . . .
500
534
200 Louise C. Brackett ... . .
12, 815 . . . . . . .
307 . . . . . .
14, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.0, 000 ...•••.•••.•.•••••.•.....
1,200 ........................... . ..........•......•..................•...•.••• ··•·••· ..... .
6,892 ......•
485 ... .. .
23,761. ... . .. . . 1,000
1,085 ......... A. K. Thatcher ........ .
4, 570
127
393
8
5, 225 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • .
507
15, 000 Samuel A. Flctcl1er ... .
1, 200 . . . . . . .
0 . . .. . .
32
50 . • • • .. .
60
600 Chas. H. Cole, M. D ... ..
9,772 .•.. .. .
565 ......
28,756.. ... . . . . .......
1,291 ......... N. F. Blalrn ........... .
8,000 . . . . . . .
150 . . . . . .
15,000.... .. . • .
583
649 ......... Miss C. C. Waters ..... .
2,200 ..... .. ...... ...... . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . ..
200
210 ......... Mrs. J.C. Thorne ..... .
], 500 .•.•••. · .. · - · ..•.•... ·. - . - - · · .. · · · · · · · ..•. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ••. · · · · · · •• ' ••.•.•..•...... .
11, 000 . .. . . . .
172 . . . . . .
13, 378 . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .
2, 202 ..............•.......•.•.•....•..
1,864
200
18
36
311 . • • . . . .. . . . . • . . .
80
2,000 A. N. Burke, principal.

1486
1487
1488
1489
1490
1491
1402
1493
14!14
1495
1496
1407
1498
1499
1500
1501
1502
1503
1504

Nellie F . Squier ....... .
Kate A . .Armstrong ... .
Mary J. Miller, B. L ... .
Caroline M. Johnson .. .
E. Il. Fox, principal.. ..
Sarah F. Barnard ..... .
Nellie L. Fox ......... .
Riella J. Dunn ... . .... .

1505
1506
1507
1508
1509
1510
1511
1512
1513
1514
15l5

1

1

12, 000 .......
428 ......
46, 120 . . . . . . . . . 2, 000
:::, 080
850
3,200
150
85
25
1,253. ... .. .. . .......
160
1,000
2,477 ....... 2,4771. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
300
805 .........
1, 000 1. • . . . . .
50 1 • • • • • •
1, 300 .. ....... . . . . . . .
100 . . . . . . . . .
1,070 .......
llO ......
497 .................................

5,793
4,345
4,665
9,800
1,700
7,500
17,500
4., 100

.......
.... .. .
300
... • . • .
1,000
. .. . . . .
. .. .. . .
.......

300 .•. ...
189. •• . . .
235
50
349 . . • • . .
50
20
250
50
375
152
200 . .. . . .

10,287.. .. .. •. .
300
7,870.........
275
1, no......... ... . . . .
8,741
155 1,200
1,200
1,500 . .. . . • .
12,000.........
217
33,690
833. •.. . . .
13, 508 . . . . . . . • .
250

1,387
30,000
371 .........
32 .........
1, 200 .........
200
4,000
1,553
23,364
2,000 1 15,494
822 • . • . . . . . .

l ggg :~~: ~~~ :~:~~~ :::~~~ ::~~~·: ~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: :t~·:~~~I:::~~·:~~~
-~~7~-.-:~: : ~~:i~ii:-:
I

pal.
2,454
498 ...... .•. . . .
26,970 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
1, 341 .... ..... H. S. Hutchinson ..... .
2,370 ............................................................. And row Ingraham,
master.
3, 506 . • • .. • .
75 .. • .. .
625 . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Geo. A. Dudd, general
secretar.v.
1, 608
50
62
40
1, 950 .. • . • . • . .
100
1051. . . . . . . . . Carrio F. Dush ... ..... .
1,500 1,000
100
75... .. . . . . . . . . . .... . .. . . . .
660 1......... Ilannah E. Lunt ...... .
31, 261 3,000
708 . . . • . .
38,830 . • • . . . . • . . .. .. . . 14,625
50,000 John D. Parsons ...... .
2, 200 . • . • . . .
180 . . . .. .
1, 680 . . . . . . . . .
40
80
1, 000 Venice M. Marshall.. ..
49,775 ...•.•. 2,000 .... • . 164,341 . . . . . . . . . ...... . 16, 4251. . . . . . . . . Elizabeth P. Thnrston.

l r~ : : :~~ : : ~~ : : : . . I ~t~ ::::::::: :::::~~ __ .. -~~\ ::~~·:~~~ :~~
1

14,270

679\

440

12;:i

58,170......... . •. . .. .

0
.~_:.:.:_:.:_:.:.:

1
~~~:~:·~~~-

4,726 ......... Miss C . .A.ub,usta Dun·
\
ton . .

::::: - - ~~~1 5:: · -~~~ ....~·.~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: ·----~~\:::::::: ·~--~~t~~~~~~~~:~~·~~~~.

1516
1517
1518
1519
1520
1521
1522
1523
152-!
1525
1526
1527
1528

1529
100 .•.................................... ... ...... . Caroline A. Yal , prin· 1530
cipal.
35, 650 2,763 31,027 2,632
8, 924
2, llfi . . . . . . . 21,018 . . . . . . . . . Chas. A. Cutter ....... . 1531
1532
:1, ...
:::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ·::::: :
:::::::::
1533
28, 347 . .. • • . .
650 . .. . . .
56,753.... . .... . . . . . . .
fi, 200, 50,000 Caroline S. Laidley ..... 1534
6,000
50 ..... .. ........... ... ········· .............................. ·· ····· ············ 1535
8, ooo
400 j 466
175
19,000. ........ 1,200
1, 600 .. . ... .. . M._ II. Pulsifer, trustee . 1536
2,061 ••••••.

U~L::::
5, 000

300

E

I

~:~

200 . . . . . .

96--14•

··-~~~~~

24, 084

400

1, 800

·c1: ·Fieici:::::::::::::

1, 9451. . . . . . . . . .Miss Irene W. Day ..... 1537
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Public, soc'iety, a11cl school libraries in the Vn'ited
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~

A

1- -

- - - -- - - 1 - - - -- -- - - - - - --t---t - - - - - ·l - - - - - -

3

1
-

4

5

6

7

S

- - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- i - -·l - ~ - - - l - - - - - l\lASSACHUSETTS-

CQlltinued.
1538 North Billerica .... .
1530 Northboro ......... .
1540 NorthRrookfi.elrl ___
15~1 .•... do .. '. .......... .
1542·
1543
154.4
1545

Talbot.Library Association ..... .
Free L1l.>rary ..... .. ............. . .
Appleton Library ............... .
Free Public Library and Reading
Room.
North Chelmsford Library ....•..
Am es :Free Library . ... _........ .
Public Library .... . ............ .
Branch of Orange Free Public
Library.
Flint Lil>rary ..............•......
Peirce Memorial Library ....... .
Rumford Historical Association ..
Public Library .................. .
Wheat.on Semmary . ............ .

1880
18138
1857
1880

Gen ....... .. .
Gen ...... 0.
'.rheol. .. .. O.
Gen ····-· o..

C.
T.
C.
T.

1872
1883
1813
1805

Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen

...... O.
...... 0.
....... _..
... ... R.

C.
C.
T.
T.

1873
1893
184.5
1886
1835

Gen ......... .
Gen ...... 0.
Hist ......... .
Gen ...... O.
Sch .......... .

}~~!~-~~~~;!.::::::::::::::::::~ mi

Soc .... ... O.
Gen ...... R.
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... O.
Gen ..... . O.
Gen ......... .
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... ... .
Gen ......... .

North Chelmsford _.
North Easton .. __ . __
Northfield ........ _.
North Orange ..... .

1546 North Reading _.... .
1547 North Scituate .... .
1548 North Woburn .... .
1549 Norton ............ .
1550 ..... do ...•.•........
1551
1552
1553
1554
1555
1556
1557
1558
1559

1\::::: ~:::::
Orleans .............

~l1i~e

The Snow Library .......... . ....
Public Library...................
Free Public Library . . . . . . . . . . . . .
YoungMeu'sLibraryAssociation.
Free Public Library . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Eben Dale Sutton Reference Library.
1560 . . . . . do . . . . . . . • • . . . . . Peabod.v Institute Library . . . . . . .
Osterville . .. . . . . . ...
Oxford . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Palmer ... ..........
Paxton . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Peabody ............

i:::;i:i1_:::::::::: t111ii~itb~rcy:::::::::::::
:::: ::
Memorial Library ......... _......

1561
1562
1563 Petersham ..... . .. _.
1564, Phillir,ston . . . . . . . . .
1565 Pittsfield ... -- ......
1566 . . . . . do ..............
1567 - .. -.clo ........ - .....

1877
1881
1870
1878
1877
1869

1854 Gen ...... O.

mi

Gen ...... R.
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... O.
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... 0.
Law ......... .
Sch .......... .

1879
Phillips Free Public Library..... 1862
Berkshire Athenreum. -· ... .... _. 1876
Berkshire Law Library .......... 1856

Ml~\~~i~abnry's Family and Day

1568 Plymouth ...... -· . . ~ilgrim Society's Library ........ 1820
156!) . . . . . do ........ _..... t ly~out\1 County Law Library.. 1894
0
1570
1
~.~~~::::: :: ::::::~ ::::::
ln71 .p·;i~~
1572 Provincetown ........... do ............................ 1874
1573 Quincy . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas Crane Public Library.... 1871
1574 Randolph ........ -·. Ladies' Library Association...... 1855
1575
1576
1577 Rehoboth ........... Blan cling Library ................ 1886
1578 Revere ............. Public·Library ................... 1880
1579 Rochester . . . . . . . . . . Free Public Library.............. 1876
1580
1581
1582
1583 Rowley...... . . . . . . . Free Public Library.............. 1891
1584 Roxbury............ High School.. .. _...... ...... ......... .
1585 . .. .. do .............. Notre Dame .Academy .... ........ 1854

et~~·:::: :: :::: -~.~~t~-~.

m~

.ii~~3?og·:::::::: ~::: ~~1>1i~r£b~~[;!~~~?:::::: ::::::: m~

i~~}.~t:·~~~: :: :::-:::ti~::::~~~::~::~~:::::::::: HH

}~i~ R~ -a?o. -.. -.. ... - . .

y, ston ..........
Rutland ............
Salem . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
•
1
1500 ..... rlo
1591 - - . - .do ........... - - .

1588
1580

Roxb_ury_Latin School.. ..........
Pabhc Library ...... . ........... .
Free Public Library ..............
American A ssociation for the Advancement of Science.
C11aritableMechanicAsl'ociation.
Classical aml High School........

-··-····-··-··1

1

Hist ...... 0.
Law ......... .
Gen ...... R.
Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... O.
Soc . ...... R .
Gen ...... 0.
Gen ...... R.
Gen ........•.
Gen .. ....... .
Gen ...... 0.
Gen ...... R.
Gen . •........
Gen ..••.. R.
Gen ......... .
Sch . ......... .
Sch ...•.......

T.

c.

c.

·r.

T.
T.

u.

T.

R.

t

F. B.
F. R.
.... R .

s. n.

c.

c.

B.

Fr. B .

c.

c.

1

F. B.

F.

c.

1;!)6 :::::~~ :::::::::::::: ~:1~!!ic Li~~~~~~:::::::::::::::: mo180~ ::::::I 0:

F~>~i~ity

n.

F . 13.
F. B.
F. 13.
l•'. C.
F. 13.
F. n.
F. n.

T.
C.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
C.

18701 I. 0. O. F .... . .

1591 - ... . do .•••••.••.....

setts .. Ied:cn.l ·of'icty.
Lodgo ~o. 118, I. O.

B.
B.

F. n.
F. n.
s. B.

c.
c.
c.

c.

F.
F
F.

R.
F. R .
F. B.
Fr. B.

C.
T.
T.
'.I.'.
T.

c.

::.:: South District Massacbu-

n.

F. n.
F . R.

T.
C.

T.

B.

F.
F.

F. c.
F . R.
F . B.
F. B.

c.
c.
T.
c.
c.
c.

1804 1 M cl.. •••• R.

1503 \ ·~~·_·.do -...•..•...••. E!!

s. B.
F. n.
F. R.
F. c.
F. B.

T.
T.

1817 Gen ...... . .. .
. . . . . Sch .....• _I .•..

B.

R.

c.
c.

T.
T.

B.

F. B.
F. B.
F. c.
F. n.
F. B.
F. n.

c.
c.

1645 Sc_h . ......... .
l8751 Gen ······ ... .
186[ Gen ......... .
184.8 Scien ..... R.

1

s.

F.

C.

do ........•..... Esscxinstilntc .................. 1818 Scicn ..... O.

1502

s. n.

F . B.
Fr. R.
F. C.

Fr. 13.
, Fr.
I

! Fr.
Fr.

I F.

n.
R.
n.
n.

c.

[;
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States of 1,000 voltttnes and oi·er in 1896-Continue<.1.
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Receipts.
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:·; .
..... ~ E'

.!4 ~ ...

.i4..,]

rn -1""'!~

6._;

<VA

p:;3

,n

pd

~
' 1-1

d .

+:> A

s-~

-~ <Ii
... s

....o..,
,e
+aA
• A <V

'§~ ~.g g~~ g~~ ...0 ..... ~g
~
0
p,p,ll;
i:q
~
~
E-i
--- ---- - ~ - - - - - - --- - - 0
l.O
It l.2
13
l.4
16
--- --- - - - - - - - - - - --- ---·
2,535
240
9,142 ...... .
5,000
100
5,128 .••....
2, 999
13, 9i4
4,013
1, Oi6

A'"'

·~

~'T;!

ts

17

Lillie Bottomley . . . . . . .
Sarah E. Emery... . . ...
Rev. A. J. D.rer.........
Mrs. Emma S. Ludden . .

1538
1539
1540
1541

5,666..... .. . . ... •...
290
J, 000 Emma J. Gay ..........
14,216
277. ... . . .
1,350
40,000 Mary W. Lamprey .....
4,378......... . . . . . . .
234 ......... Mrs. F. J. Stockbridge.
573 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
3. 000 Sara E. Rich . . . . . . . . . . .

1542
1543
1544
1545

29
58
2, 564
25 ...... .
228
8
7,751 .......•........
12 ............•..................
88 . . . • . •
24, 364
1, 379 $1, 500

. . . • • . . - 163 ..... .
...•.. .
143 ...••.
.......
183 ..... .
...•......•........

N rune of librarian.

oS
So
0~

$23-3 . . . . . . . . .
·922
$4, 625
120
3, 000
1,500 .........

4,024
20
149.... ..
7,018.........
2, 041
500
17
125
2, 430 . . . . . . . . .
1,500 ... . ............ ................• ••..
4, GOO
471
166
25
5, 619 . • . . . . • • .
5, 260 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . .

60
237
3,000
.......
97
139
............. ........ : . .
...... .
600 . . . . . . . . .
. ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,750
300
115
140
3,215.........
O, 570 . . . . . . .
229 . • . . . .
16,374 . . . . . . • . .
1, 517. ... .. .
290 ...•..
22,267.. .. . . ••.
3, 200.......
100......
5,880 . . . . . . • . .
1, 787
100
75 . . . . . .
12, 000 . . • . . . • • .
5, 394
500
200
23
11, 439 . . . . . • . . .
4,290 . • . . . . .
301 . . . . . .
12,273 . . . . . . . . .
1,558 .. .'.... ...... ......
1,191.........
3,002 . . . • .. .
24
175 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . .

. .. . . . .
238
. . . . •. .
938
.... .. .
600
. •. . . . .
295
.......
350
430
2, 096
1,000
1, 119
. ..... .
79
. . . . . . . . . • . . •. .

32,893
1, 870
7,000
8,000
4,903
24,000
6,000
1,100

Sarah H. Whitcomb ... .
Sarah J. Marsh ........ .
W. B. Perkins ......... .
Miss E. A. Titus ...... .
Ed win Barrows, treas.
urer.
Joseph F. Merritt .... .
F. P. Thompson ....... .
Mrs. W M. Pomeroy .. .
Hiram Mye.a ......... .
Bertha Lovell. ........ .
Mrs. C. A. FuJicr ...... .
Chas. B. Fiske ......... .
HerbertS.Robinson ... .

1546
]547

1518
1549
1550

4,500
.........
.........
4,500
.........
.. . .... ..
.... . . . ..
.........
35,000 ........................ .

1551
1552
1553
1554
1555
1556
]557
1558
1559

.......
608 . . . • . .
28, 715 . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . .
5,200 200, 000 J. Warren Upt.on ...... .
. •. . . . .
6! . . . . . .
1, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . .
109
50 .............•...........
1,000
350
50
9, 76G
500
400
400 ......... M. F. Shattuck ........ .
500
150
100 · 5,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
245
1, 500 Mrs. Emerson Goddard.
200
160
25
4,050. ... ..... .......
160
5,000 Mrs.T. H.Cbalfin ... - ..
4, 000 1,000
500
60,000.... .. . . . .•.• .• .
6,000
65,000 H. H. Ballard ......... .
.......
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
1,200 ........ , Chas. E. Burke ........ .
.......................•..........•.....•.•.........................•••••.............

1560
15()1
1562
1563
1564
1565
1566
1567

T. B. Drew ............ .
E . E. Hobart .......... .
NellieThomas ......... .
Susie A. Davis ........ .
Hattie M. Dyer ........ .
A.meli.a L. Bumpus . ... .

1568
]560
1570
1571
1572
1573
1574
1575
15i6
1577
]578
1579
1580
1581
1582
1583
1584
1585

1,200 1,800
15
25 ........ . ........ ........... ..... ... .....
2, 000 . . . . . . .
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 000 . . . . . . . . .
11 , 300 .......
643
29
30,280 ......... .••...
2,173
0,267
3, 900. .. . .. .
167 ... . ..
4,314. .. .•..•.
150
380
6,000
6,510 . . . . . . .
298 . . . . . .
11, 812 . . • . . . . . .
500
1,070
5,000
18,500....... . . . . . .
88
7u, 075 .................................
1Ut~1:::::::
7,704. ... .. .
J , 556
250
4 , 900 ..... . .
2 1 00 01
75
9, 185 ......
2, 550 . • . . . . .
1, 230 •..... _
1, 743
50
1,640' .•••...
4, 126 . • .• . . .

·1

I

1
2,500 .•.....
1, 735 . . . . • . .
1,
50
2, 341 . 6, 4031

6431

a.~i,:::::::
400

3: ::::::
23,m
467 .... ..
21,105.... ..••.
40 .... ..
090..... ••••
300 .... . .
23,400 ......••.
1,974.....
•••.
106
10
257. .. . . .
21, J..93 . . . . . • • . .
151 . . . . . .
1, 500 . . . . . . . . .
1!l0 . . . . . .
045.... . ....
111
1
5,252.........
50 ...... ......... .........
3·1 . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . .

••.....
1,000
. ..• . . .
1,469
400
25
163
.•.....
. .. . .• .

···ao:ooo ~~::
i:;:~ba~::::::
L. S. Cox: .............. .

1.5~~
875 .........
27 .........
1,040 ..... . ...
135
500
1,530 ........
4, 439
4, 500
25 .........
176 .........
100 .........
102 ... , .•.•.

·I

Wm. H. Marvel. ...... .
RattieT.Fenno ....... .
Sarah A. Haskell . ..... .
Amelia. Pool.. ......... .

.......•...•...... . ......

Mrs . Freel. ,V. Newell..
Catharine N. Mighill . . .
Chas. M. Clay ......... .
Sister Josephine Ignatim,.
280
6,001) Mr. 0. f. Farnham ... . 1586
200 . . . . . . . . . Lizzie W. Chase ....... . 1587
83 . . . . . . • . . Mrs. F. R. Foster ..... . 1588

50 .•...•. .. . ..•.. .....•.. . .......
115 . . . . . .
918 . . . . . . . • .
100
74 . . . . . .
2,389 . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .
75
50 .••........................•..•. . ...... • •...........•.............. 1589

,::::;~;:~\;:;~I;:;~ - ;:;;;:::: ::::\::::::: · ;:~; ··;;:;;; ~1~::p~:~:::
5 747 . . . . . . .

1041......

2, 652

110 . . . . . . .

704 . . . . . . . . . G. A.rt.hur Bodwell ..... 1590
15!Jl

~i:~:;:i; :i: i : :~::;~:;: •:::•:::I:::::: ::::.:i:: 35~;;, _;~;'.:~;;~;;~:::

1592
1593
1594
1505
1596
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1597
1598

Salem .... ........... StateKormalSchool. .....•...... 1854 Scl1- ... .. .... ... .......... B.
Sandwich........... Free Public Library ... : .... .,. ..... 1891 Gen . . . . . . . . . .
T.
F. B.

1599 Saugus ..•••••........... do ...•....•...................
1600 Scituate . . . . . . . . . . . . Satuit Library .............•.....
1601 Sharon.............. Public Library ............••.....
1602 Sheffield . . . . . . . . . • • . Free •rown Library ............. .
1603 Shelburne . . . . . . . . . . Free Public Library .....••...... .
1604 ShelburneFalls ..... Arms Library ......•••.... .. .....
1605 Sherborn . . . . . . . . . . . Town Library ..... .............. .
1606 Shirley ..•.••....... Public Library . ........•...•.....
1607 . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shakers Comm.unity Library •....

1887
1884
1879
1892
1892
1854
1860
1886
1793

Gen ... ...... .
Gen ...... O.
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... R.
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... R.
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... 0.
Soc ....... 0.

T.
().

'.I'.
T.
T.
C.
T.
'.I.'.
C•

F. C.
S. B.
F. B.
l!,. B.
F. B.
F. B.
F. B.
F. B.

R.

1608 Shrewsbury .....•..
1609 Somerville ......... .
1'610 Southampton ...... .
1611 Southboro ....••••.•
1612 ..•.. do ......•....•..
1613 South Boston ....•..
1614 .•. _.. do. _•...••...•...

Gen . . . . . . 0.
:f: l l
~::.::::::
.?:.
T.
S. B.
Gen. ... .. ....
8· F. ~:
8:~
:::::: ·n·: ....C..- ... ·s:· cB..
Sch...........

1615

Reform ...... .

T.

Soc . . . . . . . R.
Gen ...... 0.

C.
T.

1616
1617
1618
1619
11120

Free Public Library. • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1872
Public Library.................. . 1873
Social Library................... . 1883
Fay Library ...................... 1852
St. Mark's School................ 1865
Payne's Circulating Library..... 1869
Perkins Institution and Massa- 1833
chusetts School for the Blind.
.••.. do ...•.......... Suffolk County House of Correo- 1850
tion.
••• .· .do • • • . . . . • • • . . . . Tollgate Circulating Library ......... .
South Braintree .... Thayer Public Library ........... 1874
Southbridge........ Public Library.................. . 1870
South Deerfield ......... . do......................... ... 1871
:::\orith Framingham. Reformatory Prison for Women . . 1878
South Gardner ..... .
South Hadley ...... .
South Natick ...... .
South Sudbury .... .
South Williamstown
South Yarmouth ... .
Spencer ........... .
Springfield· ........ .

B.
S.

l lC.

~:~ :::::: ·R·_- ~: F. C.
Reform .......... . ........ C.

Soc.·..........
T.
Fr.
Col ..... .. 0.
C.
F.
Gen ...... 0.
C.
F.
Gen ...... O.
C.
F
Gen .•.... R.
T.
is69 Soc...... ..... C. S.
Richard Sngcten Library ......... 1857 Gen ...... 0 . ....... . F.
Boston and Albany Rallroad Li- 1869 Gen....... .. .
C.
brary.
1!129 .••.. do ............. . City Library Association ......... 1857 Gen . . . . . . 0.
T.
F.
1630 .••• . do ............. . Elons (The) ......... ..••.......... .... Sch ....... . ........•......

1621
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626
1627
1628

1631
1632
1633
1634

..... do
.••.. do
.••.. do
.• •.. do

...... ...... ..
......•... ....
. . .• . . . . . •• • . .
. . . •• • . . •. . . . .

1635 ..•.. do ..............
1636 ...•. do ..............
1637 Sterling . . . . . . . . . . . .
1638 Stockbridge . . . . . . . .
1630 Stoneham ...........
1640 Stoughton. ..... . ...
1641 Stow ..............•.
1642 Sturbridge.... ..... .
~u~f rland.........

m:

1645
1646
1647
1648
1649
}:~

South Gardner Social Association
Mount Holyoke College..........
nacon Free Library ..•...........
Goodnow Library ................

§ic~}{i°L¾i~~~z.:::::::::::::::::: .

French-American College ....... . 1885
Hampden County Law Library ... 1813
High School. ......................... .
Historical Library of tho Ameri· 1877
can Young Men's Christian
Associations.
International Y. M. C. A. Train- 1801
ing School.
Snhool for Christian Workers... . 1885
Public Librar_v................... 1871
Library Association.............. 1864
l!'ree Public Library .............. 1850
Public Library...... . ............ 1874
Randall Library .................. 18tl3
Public Libra17.................... 1873
iunclL~fnd Library............. . 1860

~a~~·~:::::::::::: p~~ic
rib;[cy:::::::::::::::::::
Bristol County Law Library . ....

,
Taunton ............
.•.. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.•... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Templeton ...•••.... '
··· · .<lo ···· · · · · · .... .
1652 T ewl< bury.........
1653
lGj.i · T ··110 · · • · · • • • • • •••.
op11fi ·lcl • . • • • • • • • • .
lCS' Town cn,1 ........ .

1841
1837
1881
1862

m~

1 58
Old Colon:v Hlstorical Society.... 1853
Public Library ....... ........... · 1 l 66
Taunton Lunatic Ilospital . . . . . . . 1 60
Bo~·nton Public Library .......... 1868
Laclicll' ocial ircle Li"brary ..... 1sn
Public Lih1·ary.... . .......... . . . 1878
Stat Almsbon!le Library . . . . . . . . 1860
Town Library.................... 1875

:R.

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.

c.

l

Col....... .. . .
Law..........

C.
C.

F

Y. M . C.A .... .

C.

Fr. B.

,

~:

i~1k::ti.i: :::: ···c":·· -F~: ·n:

Theo.........
C.
Gen ...... O.
C.
Gen ...... 0 .
T.
Gen ...... R.
C.
Gen ....... ...
'l'.
Gen ...... O..•......
Gen..........
T.
Gen. .........
C.
G n ...... .. ..
T.
Gen.. . .......
C.
Law . ... ... ...
C.
Ilist .. . ... O.
C.
Gen ...... It
T.
Gen .. ....... .
Gen ...... O.
c.
G<'n ..••. .. ...
T.
Gen ...... . . . .
T.
tato ........ .
c.
Gen ......... .

rnl,lic Library...... .. ........... 1873 Gen .....

J...

T.

Fr. B.
F. B.
F. B.
F. B.
F. B.
F . B.
F . B.
F . B.
F. B.
s. B.
R.
R.
]'. B.
R.
F. c.
B.
F.
Fr. B.
F. B.

F.

n.
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States of 1,000 volurne3 and over in 1896-Continued.

Nar10 of librarian.

lS

G, 000 ...... : .......................•...........• .. ................ Dan. B. Hagar, Ph.D .. .
1,200 .......
180 ...... ......... ...•.....
$100
$274 ......... .A.lice P , Cooke, secretary.
3, 958
400
265
100
11, 744
25
200
505 ......... Emma C. Newhall.. ••••
1,800
50
60
10 . ..... ...
1,350 .... .. .
l!J5 .. ... .. .. Julia E. Webb ...•.•••.
4, 444 . . . . . . .
25() . . . . . .
10, 364 . . • . . . . . .
376
401
$800 Emma .A.. Baker ....... .
1,000 .......
125......
4,800......... .......
185
1,000 Mi~sJ.M.Dewey ..... .
1, 000
60
320
50
2, 000 . .. • . . • . . . . . . . . .
305 . . . . . . . . . Mercy .A.. Anderson ... .
7,955 . . . . . . .
104......
15, GOO . • • • • • • • • • •• • • • .
550
5,000 Mrs. Flora A. Halligon.
4,900
200
200
20......... . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . .
264
1,091 G. F. Gale ............. .
2,040
100
150
25
3, 706 . • • . . . . . .
300
350
100 Mary J. Hazen, trustee.
1, 400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . John Whiteley, elder
ancl trustee.
3, 950 . • . . • . .
155 . • • . . .
7, 210 . . . . . . • . .
321
522 . • . . . . . . . Mabel E. Knowlton ... .
30,981 .•.••.. 4,010
200
68,231 ......••..•.... .
0,417 ......... JohnS.Hayes ......... .
3, 000
500
50
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
100 · 125 ............•.•...........•••.....
7, 049 . . . • • • .
201 . • . . . •
5, 488 . . . . . • • . .
189
422
1, 500 Francena E. Buck ..... .
3,100 .•.•••.
600 .•...•............. .. ...........•...... .•.................•...•..••..••..

1!:~~g ::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::·::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ··ioi:Ooo ~i~;&ai. L~~e:::::::::
11

1597
1598
1599
1600
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605
100G
1607
1608
1609
1610
1611
1612
1613
1614

3,000 ...••.. 1,500 .•......•..•....•••..•....•.••.......•.......... Jno. C. Whiton,m:tster. 1615
1, 600
10,877
15, 921
1,241
1, 500

. •. • •• . . ••. . . . •. . . . . . •. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
· ···•·•
450
283
20,983
2,742 1,200
1,23]
821
419
48
l 0, 752 . . . . . . • • . 1, 500
3, 262
.•. ••. .
4.1 . . . . . .
4,875......... . . . . . • .
75
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. ••• . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. • . . . . . . . .

1, 371
105
16,000 .......
4,600 1,000
12, 000
700
1, 000
8

I

. . . . . . . •.
........ .
1, 000
.. . .. . . . .
. . . .. .. . .

5
13
25 . . . . . . . . .
3
23
500
452 ...... ..•...... ......... ..••••. ..•..••.
10. 000
35
50
4,500.. .. . . . . . . .. . . • .
450
13,000
100
40
14, 000 . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . .
850
20, 000
50 . . . . . .
1, 112 ..........•.•.• ~
75 . • . . . . . . .

Cl:trence Hallett ....•.. . 1616
•·····•···········•·· .•.. 1617
Harriot Stanley . . . . . . . . 1618
J.M. Billings, treasurer 1619
Ellen Johnson, super- 1620
jntondent.
L. W. Brown . . . . . . . . . . . 1621
MissMai·yO.Nutting .. 1622
Adelaide Williams .. ... 1623
H. H. Browne, treasurer 1624
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1625

!:~r::: ::;;! :::::: ···me:::::::::::::::::::: ::::2:000 :t~:~t~::::::::: !~!

93,374 . . . • . . . 3,504
900 119,000
27,000 . . . . . • . 25,735
60, 000 William Rice...........
GOO • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . Miss Charlotte W. Por4, 100
ter.
1,500 1,000
600
400
500......... . ......
500 . ... .... . Z.WillisKemp.'.' ....•...
8, 200 . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 000 . . . . . . . . . Robt. O. Morris.........
1,898 ······· ...•....•............ ········· ·· ···· · .•...... ········· .. .... ···················
1,093 5,500 ...••.
213. .•. . . • ..
903 .•.••• .
311 ........ . J.T. Bro·wne, custodfan.

1629
1630

T. Browne, <lept.
superintendent.
M. E. Shanks .......... .
MaryD.Peck ........ . .
MissCarrieP. Wells ... .
M. II. Boyce ........... .
Mattie S. Ilnssey ...... .
Mrs. S. M. Lawrence ... .
Mrs. F . .A.. Whittemore.
.A.l>bio 'I'. Montague ... ,
Sarah M. Mills ........ .

1635

1,390

4,010

2,375 1,500
6,000 ..•....
7,000 ···•·•·
8,305 ··••·•.
6,

o-nl-----·.

3, 5001
36
4, nOO •••••••
2, 7781······.
3,491
200
1,733 3,035
5,000 .•.•...
4,000 1,800
40,540' ...... .
2,900 ·•••·· .
4,851 .•.•...
2, 72-1 .••••••
4. 617 ..••...
3;G, 892
2001'
300
764
2,942 ...... . 1

92

135.........

125
50
134......
170 .••...
56
7
229......
J 95
15
150 . . . . . .
134 ... . ..
130
25

4, 516 ........................ J.

4,800......... . . • • . • .
97
350
5,962. .............. .
3:J6
6,500
7,700 ...... ... .•.•...
885
1,700
20, 145 . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26, 3351..... .... . . .. .. .
769 .••......
11 250
25 . . . . . . .
508
1, 200
5, 34.31. . . . . . • . .
200
200 . . . . . . . . .
4., 959 . ..•... .. ...•...
103
2,200
1 .. ..... . •..•••.
C, 422.
215........ .

,. ~I::::;;•::;;::i:i\:::::: i:: :/:::___::_ffl::::;; ~ :i;~*~~:c;;;r:::
218 . . . . . .
40......

13,825 . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • .
1, 021......... . ..•...

20 1

5, 758 . • . • • . . . .

256

1636
1G37
1038
1630
16-10
1641
16-12
1643
]6-l4
1645

1646
]647
1648

1049
612
10, 000 II. F. Lan e ............. . 1650
33 ......... Miss LizzioE. Iladley .. 1651
1652
1653
560
0,522 Dr.Justin Allen, trus- 1654
teo.
307
500 Frances J. W orcestor ... 1655

~~g,--·ioo
·---~·-~~~
::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: li:;lrf1?flot~~ci::::::
2101
30
6,435 .•••..••. ...•.•.
152

1631
1632
1633
163-i
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Public, society, and school libraries in the Unitecl
'd

§

Location.

Name of library.

-~ b£
~-~

Class.

<I)

~

A

1-- - -- - - - - e- -- - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - -1---1- - - - --1- - - - - 6
4
3
1
,

-

_________ ,______________ ,__ _,______ ,__ - - - - MASSACHUSETTS-

con tinued.
1656 Truro ...........••. Town Library .............. ..... . 1893 Gen ......... .
1854 Col .......... .
1657 Tufts College . .•••..
··Li:· 1834 Theo .. ... ... .
1658 ·.•.. . do ..•........•.. Tn{}~i~~~lsea1fst· ·

Hi;t~~i~~i

1659
1660
1661
1662
1663
1664
1665

Turners Falls .. •••..
Tyngsboro ....•.. - ..
·rrpton ..••...•......
Uxbridge •....... ~ •.
W a k efield ......... .
Walpole ........... .
Waltham ........•..

brary Association. ·
Montague Public Library. _..... .
Public Library ...•...............
Town Library: ............. ..... .
Free Public Library ... .......... .
Beebe Town Library .... ........ .
Public Library . .................. .
Notre Dame Traming SchooL .. .. .

Gen ...... R.
Gen ......... .
Gen . . . ...... .
Gen ...... O.
Gen ......... .
Gen ......... .
Sch .......... .

1874
1878
1873
1875
1856
1876
1889

1673
1674

tion.
Wareham .......... .
Warren ............ .
Warwick .......... .
Watertown ...•..... Free Public Library ......... . ... .
Waverley ....•••. , .. McLean Hospital and Medical
Library.
Free Public Library ............. .
Public Library ..............•....

J;}HJ~i~r!. ~::::::::::::::::::

; !?;~~~:. :::::::::::

F.

B.

B.

F.

1850 Gen ......... .
1889 Gen ..... . R.

T.
T.

F. B.

C.

B.

c.

B.

F. B.
F. B.
B.

F. B.

c.

F. B.
Fr. R.

T.
T.

F. B.
F. C.

T.

F.

T.

c.

8:~ :::::: :::: ~--

Sch.......... .
C.
Gen ...... O.
T.
Sch .... ..........

g:~ :::::: :::: ~,:

c.

F. B.
B.

J·. ii:
F.

r ... j,-_-

B.

13.

~:

F.

:U.

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

B.
13.

~if::::::?~: l f i.

Gen .. .... ... .
Gen ......... .
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... O.
Geu ......... .
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... R.
Sch .......... .
Soc ...... ... . .

Gen ...... R.
Col ... .. . . 0.
Col. Soc ...... .
Gen ...... O.
185 : Gen ...... R.
1 56 Gen ......

O.

1812 Hist ...... O.
1711 .••.. do . . . . . . . . • . . . . . City Ilospital Library ..... ...... . 1872 Med ......... .

1710

~ ~ ~ ~ ·.d: ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.

B.

l!'. B.
Fr. R.

T.
'l'.
T.
C.

mi I!i~mi~?:::::::: :::JL:::::::::::::::::::::::::: rn5g, ge~ :::::: ::::
Iw~~~~~e;:::::::::: ·A~!\~~;;;.A~t.iq;;a:;ia~·s~~i~t:r:::
l?H

F.

T.
T.
T.
C.

F.

West Boxford ...... Public Library . ... . ... .... ....... 1884
West Boylston ..•........ do............................ 1878
West Bridgewater .. Howard Somin ary ..............•......
West Brookfield.... Merriam Public Library .............. .
Westfield . .. ........ Normal School .... ............... 1839
Westford ........... Public Library . ..... ............. 1859
·westhampton ...... Reunion Town Library .......... 1800
Westminster . .. . . . . Town Library .................... 1868
West Newbury ..... Pnblic Library ................... 1895
West Newton ....... West Newton English and Clas. 1854
sical School.
Weston .....•• ...•.. Town Library.................... 1857
West -Springfield ... Public Library ......... . . . ...... . 1854
West Stockbridge . . Free Library....... ...... ........ 1891
West Tisbury ..... . Free Public Library ............. · 18!33
Weymouth .....•... Tufts Library.................... 1879
Whately ........... . Free Public Library .............. 1872
Whitinsville ..... . . . Social Library.......... . . . . . . . . . . 18.J.4
Whitman .......... . Public Library..... ......... ..... 1880
Wilbraham ........ . Wesleyan Academy .... .... . . .... 1835
Williamsburg ..... . Williamsburg Library Associa· 1877
t1on.
Williamstown ... ... Public Library .. .. ....... ..... .. . 1874
..... do .......... .... Willia1!1s Colle~e . .... _. .......... . 1793
..... do..............
Philotechman Soeiety ....... . 1705
Wilmington ........ Public Library .................. . 1872

m~ ·····i

B.

F. B.
F. R.

c.

1679 West Acton . •. . . . .. Citizens' Library Association.... 1883 Gen . .. ...... .
1680 Westboro ........... Free Public Library.............. 1857 Gen ......... .
1681 ..••. do .............. Lyman School for Boys ........... 1848 Sch .......... .

0 •••••••••.•••• ,

F.

T.

•..... R.
...... O.
......... .
...... 0.
......... .

Gen
Gen
Gen
Gen
Med

1891
1879
1870
1868
1834

z

1702
1703
1704
1705

T.
C.

F.
F.

Wellesley........... Free Library..................... 1881 Gen . . . . . . O.
16 1 6 . . . . . do ........... _.. Wellesley College................ 1875 Col .......... .
1677 Wellfleet ........... Public Library ................... 1893 Gen ...•.. R.
1678 Wen ham............ Public Library . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1857 Gen ......... .

1692
1693
1694
1695
1696
1697
1698
Hi99
1700
1701

B.
B.
R.

F.

T.

16 5

1682
1683
1684
1685
1686
1687
1688
1689
1690
1691

F.

T.

C.

1666 .••.. do ............. . Public Library . ................. . 1865 Gen ...... R.
1667 Ware ............ -·. Young Men's Library Associa· 1873 Gen . ... .. 0.
1668
1669
1670
1671
1672

c.

C.

c.

T.
T.

c.
'l'.
T.
T.
T.

F. 13.
F. :B.
F . B.

c.

Fr.

T.
C.

F. C
Fr. 13.

T.

F.

c.
c.

T.
T.
T.
C.

c.
C.

1

lark nh-crsity ........ ........ . 1880 C'ol .......... .
1 O (ch .......... .
la~ icul lligh 'chool. .. . ... . ... .
'olleg of the Holy Cross ....... . lS-14 1 Col . ......... .

c.:.

B.
B.

T.

C.

s.

B.
B.

s. »

C.

F. 13.
F. 13.

F.
F.
F.

1 C.
13 .
1t.

n..

:Jn.
Jlr. R.
1
Fr. R-
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States of 1,000 ,rozumes ancl over in 1896-Continued.
'd
Q

•

"O

Receipts.

Cl)

:g ~ ; ~
d ~'
°'bD

s.s
E

j

~

C

O'd

I>-

I>-

"'~
~bD

Name of librarian.

:c;.s
i:,.~
§"O
P;

--- ----- - - - - - --- --- --9
10
.11
12
13
14
15
16
17

__________ ,
1Sl

300
409
177
500
300 . . . . . . .
$91 . . . . . . . . . Mrs. Laurena .A.. Ryder. 1656
3, 912 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . $25, 000 H. L. Mellen............ 1657
1, 500 . • . . . . . . . . .. . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thos. J. Sawyer . . . . • . . . 1058

l, 177

33, 700 . . . . . . . 1, 816 5, GOO

4, 000
4,345
4,089
8,210
8,040
12,157
6,700
3,200

...... .
•••....
19
..•....
.•.•.•.
.•.....
80

250. •. . ..
14,546.........
$550
754 ..•.. , •.. N. P. Farwell .••.••.....
96 . . . . . .
2, R94 . • . . . . . . .
!)4
116 . • . . . . . . . E. L. Perham .......... .
100
19
7, 901 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305
60 Mrs. Laura C. Sadler .. .
345 . . . . . .
12,708....... .. 1,200
2, 025
5,000 Nettie H. Crocker .... . .
382 . • • . . .
21, 849
1, J 95
200
1, 02ci
4, 000 Mrs. H. A. Shepard ... .
300 . . . . . .
19, 420 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
831 ................................. .
240 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . Sister Georgiana, super.

,

23, 000 . • • • • • • 1, 000 . . . . . .
10, 882 . • . • .• . . .• . . . . . .. ..

50, 000 . • . . . . . . . 1, 900
24,714 . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .

l, 600
9,136
3, 160
23, 429
5,700

intendent.

165!)
1660
1661
1662
1663
1664
1665

3, 7091. . . . . . . • . Mrs. Mary E . Bill .•.... 1066
1,025......... F. D. Gilmore ......... . 1667

('i~o .... .... .

...... .
..••...
...•...
10, 455
...... .

100 ... .. .
3'.l5 ··· · ··
115 ... .. .
921
542
150
50

7,471 ............... .
13,922.........
389 .t l, 273
5, 000
3,254 . .. ........... . .
159
1,500
3,957
6,051
35, 181
6, 452 3, 200
1,600 ............... .
GOO •••••.••.

12, 3i4 ...... .
3,950 ...... .

38
203
400 .. ... .

5, 706 .... ~.... . . . • . . .
19, 739 . . . . . . . . . 1, 500

9,194 ···· ·· ·
46,500
500
1, !)73
50
2,528
300

698 . . . . . .
16, 422 . . . . . . . . .
600
794
60 ......... ···•··• ........ .
193
12
4, 587 . . . • . . . . . . ..•...
213
57
4, 018 .....•.•........

t

Fanny .A.. Sawyer ••••..
Jos. G. Hastings ....•...
Clara .A.. Jones ........ .
Solon F . Whitney ..... .
Ed. Cowles, M. D.,
superintendent.

1668
]609
1670
1671
1672

600
1, 100 •........................
1, 566 . . . . . . . • . Henry .A.. Blake, secre.

1673
1674

600
4, 420
299
110

l(i,5
1U76
16i7
1678

.........
. . . . . . . •.
.. . .. . . •.
.........

tary.
·
JuliaF.Jennings ..... .
Lydia B. Godfrey ..... .
Mary O. Sparrow ...... .
Benj. II. Conant, secretary.

], 100 ..•••.••...•........••..... _ . ... ...•......................................... __ ...... . 16i9
9,834 .• . • . . .
543
38
32,064 . . • . . . . • . . •. • • • .
1,018
14,136 Martba J. Eastman . ... . 1G80
1,703 ... ... .
10 ...........................•.....•.............. W. M . Day, assistant 1681

superintendent.

1, 031 . . • . . . .
51 . . . . . .
8:i4 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
60 . . . . . . . . . Nellie Spofford . ....... .
4, 779 . . . • . . .
119 . . . . . .
0, 978 . . . . . . . . .
304
304 ..•................ .......... .....
4,000 ....................•.. .. ... · ······•· ................. ······· ······ .................. .
163 . . . . . .
6,961 . . . . . . . . .
300
726
3,000 Charlotte E. Wilbur ... .
6, 700 .......
2, 560 1.... :. .
50
30 . .. ... ....... ..... .•••.•.... .............. James C. Greenough . . .
8,564
380
495
34
12,093.........
150
471
2,000 Carrif' E. Read ........ .
1,900 . . . . . . .
69 . . . . . .
1,586 . . . . . . . . .
69
109
500 Geo. E. Knight ........ .
3, 4001.. .. . . .
175......
5, 0001•••••••••
300
319 ..•...... M. B. Hager ........... .
2, 334
91
198
70
10, 687 \
70
410
429 . . . . . . . . . Caroline Carr ......... .
4,000
250
30
8 ......... . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .
100 ..• ,., ... Nathaniel 'l' . .A.lien .... .
9,923 1. . . . . . .

507 . . . . . .

9, 3031......... • . . . . . .

1,225

1,086 . .•. . . .
167. .. . . .
2,951 . . . . . . . . .
JOO
17,126 .......
817 ..•...
6..1,771 .. ....•..
589
1,945 . . . . . . .
108 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .
5,602 . . . . . . .
214 . . . . . .
12, 579 . ........
400
9, 500 1 2, 000
351
52
36,111 . . . . . . . . . 1,800
6,500 ...... . 1,500 ......
700
200 ...••..
2,378
35
72. ... . .
1,350......... ... • . • .

100
3,568
137
496
1,947
1,100
88

~: ggg1·.. ·250 .. -.75 .... 25 .. --i: 000::::::::: :::::::

I

1

:1, 630 . . . . . . .

1691

~gg:: :: ::::: rr~~j\Jia;;~~r\ui·;~;;::

tary.

2: 174. •• ••• .
135......
2,925.........
150
170 .•••..... Fr:rncenn .A.. Morse ... . .
5,035 . . . . . . .
270. .. . . .
22, 4i2 .. •. . • •• . 1,112
1,112 .• . .. ..•. 'l'heo. K. Parker, trustee
11,108. ••• •. .
561 . ... . .
42,734 .• •. . • •• . 1,200
1,929
1,500 Com .A.. Quimby ...... .
12, 2.50'.........
800
836 . . . . . . . . .
a Yid Floyd, trustee .. .
3, 820 . . • . . . .
355 ......
35, 092 8,350 1,6441 406
51, 704 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
6,393
55,269 ·wm. 11. Cutter ........ .
100, 000 • • • • • • .
908110, 260 ................. ....•••...•............ ....... .. .......•...... .•..
1, 0001
850
20
24 . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60
1, 500 Chas . .A.. Peabody, su-

21, 800 1• • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l(i90

7,400 Elizabeth S. White .... . 1692
1693
1694
..... ... . Ec·a·.A.r . D
_naev.A.is_, praensicdbeanrtd... 1695
0 11
1696
15,000
l3 1
. . . . . . . . . Mary R. Gould ....... . . 1097
1,001 Arthur F. Whitin .. . .. . 1608
. . . . . . . . . Miss E. S. Spilstecl .... . 16P9
· ······ ·· ·············:···· · ······ 1700
2,000 Henry .A.. Bisbee, sccre· liOl

3!:I~-:~~:~~~ ·i;25~ :::~~~ ....~·-:~:\: :::::::: ::::::: ...~. ;;~ :::~~:~~~ .~;;}??~~~t~~.~~.:.:.:
tg: --~:~~~ ····25 :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::

1682
1683
168-.l
1685
1086
1687
1688
168!)

perintendent.
4'0~~ ...... 646 j~~~~!·~~~il~~.-pri;·.cipal assistant.

1702
1703
170-.l
1705
1706
1707
1708
1709
1710
1711
1712
1713

250 . . . . . . . . . Rev . .A. Dufour, S. J .... 1714
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A

A

~

~

Location.

Name of library.

.:::
'¢.~

Class.

~

~

2

A§

..o;::1-~

'
..:::J

I•

,

1~..c

~.i0

~J

:;:3
~]~ o.~]
g
·5 t.eo
o~A ID
;:i A
A..:::J Adk

~

A

1.

p,,k
,!:l O .

kt,ji
A

0

~

g-.... 8

'(/),

A k
0

•l""I

O

eca loH

R

,,

s

a

6

---·
o.

....

C.
T.
C.

1874 Sch .. ..... - ..
Sch ..... .. ....

T.
C.

R.

3

4

MASSACHUSETTS -

continued.
1715 Worcester .....•.••. District Medical Library . • .• . ... .' 1822 Med ......
1716 ..... do ...•.•........ Free Public Library ...........••. 1859 Gen ......
1717 ..... do .........•.... Nelson Wheeler Library of Wor- 1891 Sch ...... .

1718 .•... do ..............
1719 ..... do ..............

cester ·Academy.
State Normal School ...... .. .......
Throop 's (Mrs.) School for Young
Ladies and Children.
Worcester County Horticultural
Library .
Worcester County Law Library ..
Worcester County Mechanics'
Association.
Worcester Lunatic Hospital. .....

~

s.

B.
B.

F

n.
n.

1842I Sci . .... ..

o.

c.

Fr. B.

1842 Law ......
1843! Gen ......

C.
C.

F.

---·

1878! Asylum ..

C.

Fr. C.

1724 .••.. do •••••• . ....... "Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 1868 Col .......
1725 .... . do . ..... ........ Worcester Soclety of Antiquity .. 1875! liist ......

c.

C.

B.
F. R.

T.
C.

F.
F.

C.
'l'.

. ... R.
F. B.

1720 ..... do ............ . .
1721 .... . do ..............
1722 ..... do .•....... .... .
1723 .••.. do .....•.....•..

1720
1727

Wrentham .......... Public Library ................... 1892 Gen ...... R.
Yarmouth .• ,. .•.... Yarmouth Library Association . .. 1866 Gen ...... ....

1728
1729
17:30
1731
1732
173:3
1734
1735
1736
1737
1738
1739
1740
1741
1742

Adrian ••••••.••....
••••• <lo ............. .
..... dq ...... . ••.....
Agricultural College
Albion ............. .
..... do .......•......

n.

B.

c.

B.

MICHIGAN.

Adrian Colleye· .................. 1870 Col...........
Sch ..... . . R.

r~~· oi~-i;:: .1857
~ ~~~

i

Battle Creek ....•. ..

§~i~1!d~~fri~iUi~;
Mic~ig-an Agricultural College ...
.A.lb10n College...................
Ladies' Lil>rary Association......
Public School Library............
Allegan Township Library...... .
Alma College.....................
Public School Library ............
Public Library ............ ..... ..
Ladies' Library Association......
St. Thomas' Catholic Library.....
School District Library. . ........
'l'appan Presbyterian Association, McMillan Rall.
University of Michigan..........
Students' Christian Aasociation.
Battle Creek College.............

1746 .••.. do .... .•. . . .....
1747 ..... do ..............
1748 BBaeiyleCviutYe·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·.·.·.
1749
1750 Benton Harbor. .... .

C. & G. T. R. n. Library ..........
Public School Library............
Public Library ...................
Bellevue Township Library......
Benton Harbor College.......... .

1886
1870
]877
1846
1886

1751
1752
1753
1754
1755

Benzonia . . . . • . . . . . .
Big Rapids... .. .....
Birmingham ........
Buchanan . . . . . . . . . .
Cadillac ............

Benzonia College.................
Public School............ .. ... ...
Ladies' Library Association ......
Buchanan Township Library.....
Higld:ichool............. •• .. .. . . .

1891 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. B.
1881 Sch....... . . . . . . . . . . . . Ji· R.
1886 Soc ....... O.
C.
Fr. B.

. . . . . Gen . . . . . . R.
. . . . . Sch.. .... . . . . .

T.
C.

F, B.
F. B.

1756
1757

Calumet .... ... ..... Public Library ................... 1880 Gen ......... .
Cassopolis...... .... Library Association. ... ... ...... . 1871 Soc .......... .

c.

C.

B.

.••.. clo ••••••.••.•••.

Allegan ............ .
Alma . ............. .
..... do ............. .
A.lpcna ............ .
Ann Arbor ........ .
.... . do ............. .
..... do ..... ........ .
..... do ............. .

1743 •••.. do ..........••..
1744 .••.. do ............. .
1745

1861
1870
1876
1~78
1889
1888
1876
1866
1873
1850
1891

Ifliiii : : ·1·· l
Gen . . . • . . O.
Gen . . . . . . O.
Gen.. . .... ...
Theo.........

C.
C.
T.
C.

c.

C.

F. B.

1875 Col .......... .

C.

F.

Soc .......... .
Gen ...... ... .
Gen ...... R.
Gen ...... R.
Col .......... .

c.

C.
T.
C.
C.

c.

1762 Crystalll'alls ....... . Publi<_i School. Library............ 1893 Sch .... . ..... .
1763 Detroit ............ . D tr01t Bar Library Association .. J8G7 Law ...... . .. .
1764 .••.. do ............. . Detroit College, tu.dents' Library 1878 'ol .......... .

T.

1765 \· .... do ............. .
troit Home ancl Day School.... . . . . . Sch . ..... . ... .
1766 •••.. do ............. . Dt:troit •rninary. .... .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 'ch .......... .

c.

I

Ladies' Library Association ......
Public Library...................
qiarkePa~licLil>rary_ ............
State Public School Library......

B.
B.
B.
F. R.

1837 Col ....... 0.
1801 Col. Soc... O.

Soc .......... .
Gen . . . . . . R.
Gen ...... O.
A. & R ....... .

1758 Charlotte .......... .
1759 ..... do ............. .
1760 Coldwater ......... .
1761 .•... do ..... .... .... .

i·.S.

1868
1804
1881
1874

T.
T.
T.
C.

c.
c.

B.
R.

B.
B.

F.
F.

n.

F. B.
R.

F.s.

c.

B.
B.
F. Il.
Fr. B.

IF·. I

!rlt
I

j:::: ·:n:
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States of 1,000 volumes and over in 1896-Continued.

Name of librarian.

18

7,288
483
130
105, 000 . . . . . . . 5, 203
2, 200
300
150

187 .... . .•...•.....
764 178, 12!)
85, 816 .••.•..
30 .•...........•.••....••..

$530
31,132
200

$9,540 .A.. C. Getchell, M. D ... . li15
61,775 Samuel S. Green ........ 1716
4,000 C.H. White ............ 1717

9, 540 . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .A.nna P. Smith . . . . . . . . . 1718
1, 750 . ..•.•....•..................•. ..• ••...•......•..••. .• ...•••. MaryJ. C. '.I.'hroop ...... 1719
3,000

200

12, 000 •.••••.
12,150 ...... .
2, !)00

100

4,750 3,000
12, 000 20, 000

40 .•••••

350 .......•.. : .....

250 ......•.. .A.din.A..Hixon ...... s .. 1720

500 •••••••••..... ... ..................•.•.......... Wm. T. Harlow, clerk .. 1721
12,050
1,200 ........................ JeannetteP.Babbitt ... 1722
456 ••••• ·.
200

100

6,500 ..•....... ····· ..••••...

5,199 R. M. J"umley, superin·

tcndent.

1723

50 ..........•.••.•.......................... Elizabeth K. Francis ... 1724
100
509 2,057 .....••............••.....•••............. F. L. Hutchins, presi· 1725

dent.

2,100 ·•·•··.
4,40] ...... .

125 . . . . . .
156 .•••••

12, 500 . . . . . . • • .
$500
3,975 .•••.•......•...

540 ........ . Mary .A. Smith ..... ... . 1726
300
6,000 Rev. Wm. H. Mayhew, 1727

trustee.

6, 000 . • • • • . .
87
100 ....••.•.•• , • • • • . • • • • • • • . . .•..•...••. , •••.. . . , , • • • •, . , , •,, • •, , · • · · ·
52,010......... .•. . •. .
1,000 ......... Margaret F. J"ewell .... .
12,836 .•..... 1,515......
1,000 ·•····· ...... ······ ......... •••··•••• .••••• . ·····•·· .. ..................•.............
1
··4;000 '
2,463 ..••••.
109 ......
5,500 ......•.. ...•...
107 ......... J"ulietB. Gemberling .. .
2,000 1, 500
200
200
5,000
10, 000
75
175....... .. Warren C. Hull ....... .
1, 000 • . . . . • .
115 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • .
125 . . . . . . . . . E. A . Ferris .........•..
14, 233 10, 809
401
109
4, 833
7, 613 . . . . . • .
641 • . . • . . . . . Lizabeth B. Case .•...••
1, 481 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
528 . • . . . • • • .
150
218 . • . . . . . . . Ralph C. Ely .......... .
3, 163
234
476 . • . . . .
12, 304 . • • . . . . • .
600
600 . . .. . . . . . Emily E. 01i ver ..•..•..
3,384.. .....
83 .•.•••
2,175......... . • • • . • .
312
1,000 Mrs. Marie J . Root ... .
5, 000 . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . • • • • . Rev. E. D. Kelly ....... .
5,112 .•••••.
126 ... ...
13,235 •••..•... .••. . .
400 ..•...•.. Nellie S. Loving ....... .
6, 400 . • • . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .
3, 741 ..••.... .•...••..••. , • • • . Ida C. Finney ..•.......

2~~ ·--~~~ ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ... ~·-~~~ ::::::::: ·ii:~c±~jio";::::.:::::::

{g:~~g

98,707 17,241 G, 47!)
904
6,469 122,352 •••••..
1,500
100
10 ...... .. .. . ...• ......... ...... .
2, 500

1,000

700

100......... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

15 000
30,000 Rayr;:;.ond C. Davis ..... 1743
'400 ......••. C. IL Winkenwerder ... 1744
100 . ........ .A. W. Kelley, .A.. M.,

Pb.D.,M.D.
F . P. Conuon, secretary.
Fannie A. Brewer ..... .
.Annio lt. Parsons ..... .
Mrs.FrankMorten ...•.
G. J". Edgcumbe, • .A..
M ., Ph.D ., principal.
35 ....•.... Edson L. Whitney .... .
5,, 2221··1·'·0·2·9·l···2·3·G· ···1·3·8· ......... ......... ••••.•.
600 . • . . . . • . . . • . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Esse Osgood .......... .
1 800

1,800.......
14, 130 . . . . . . .
15,966. ... . ..
l ,300 .......
1, 980'
500

75. .. . . .
1,000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
700
270
42, 770 . . . . . . • . .
321
770 ......
46,030 .. . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
100......
l,040......... .. .. ...
80
25 .... .. ••

·1·........ .......

1728
172!)
1730
1731
1732
1733
1734
1735
1736
1737
1738
1739
1740
1741
1742

150
751
3,642
124
100

..... ... .
10, 000
. ........
.........
.........

1745
174.6
1747
1748
1749
1750

40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
4, 000
100
100
15 . . . . . .
250
100 . . .. . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • . .

1751
1752
300 ................................. . 1753
131 . . . . . . . . . W. F. Runner ........ .. 1754
300 . . . . . . • . . Geo. R. Catton, super· 1755

3,8001.•••... 2,400. .. . .. . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . .. . . . . .
1 275
• •
30 .. . . ..
500......... . • . . •. .

900 ......... J"ames .famef! ..... ..... . 1756
::;o •••.••••. Mrs. J. L. Yost, corre- 1757

1, 8501
1001
1, 610 . • • • . • .
1, 200
200

,

1· · · · ·

inten tl ent.

1, 860 . . . . . . .
150
200 . • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . • . . . . • . . .
225 . . . . . . . . .
1,500 ..•.•........................•...............•...............
13,585 . . • • . . . 3,000
160
18,408
220 1,672
1,749 . . . . . . . . .
1, 2001
200
150. .. . . .
500......... .•. • .. .
100 .........

t~,>;;:1::·~'1\:\;;;}:1•::::::•: ::::::• ::::::;. •••:: •:•

sponding secretary.
Mrs. Geo. h rwood ... .
Sarah N. Williams ..... .
Ii'lorence M. llolmcs .. . .
.A. F. forray, superin.
tend ent.

~rt~: : ~:
nnt principal.

1758
175!)
1760
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766
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. EDUCATION REPORT, 1895-96.
Public, soc·iety, aml school Ubraries in the United
A

A

<D
H

~

~

Location.

Name of library.

...... t:D
o.~

o.e,cl<li

.8

<D

~

0

Q<D

5

4

3

ti::

e (/) -~ eg
R

i::..c

A

·1~~

r1.2§ t:iP
J-4·~ -~ ~

c~

<D

1

tiii

:. ·S

Class.

~

MICHIGAN-cont'd.

~

+a

"d

- - i - - - - - , ·-

- 6-71§

--i-

1767 Detroit............. High School...................... . . . . . Sch.. ..... . . . .
1768 ..•.. do ........•.•.•. Honse of Correction .............. 1861 Reform... . . ..

T.
C.

. .•. B.
C.

1769 .••. . do .............. Post Library, Fort Wayne ....•.. 1865 Gar ..... ..... .

C.

F. B.

1770 ..•.. do ............. . Public Library .......... , ........ 1865 Gen . ..... 0.
T.
F. B.
1771 .... . do .•........... . Springwolls School District Li· . • . . . Sch . ......... .. ........• • · · · · ·
brary, No: 1.
1772 .•• .. do ............. . Y. M . C . .A. Library, Railroad Do· 1876 Y M. C . .A. . . . .
s. B.
C.

partment.
Men's Sodality of St.
Soc... . ...
Joseph's Church.
Dowagiac .......... . Ladies' Library .Association...... 18i2 Gen ... . . .
Eaton Rapids ...•... Public Library................... 1882 Gen . . . . . .
Escanaba .......... . High School...................... . . . .. Sch . . . . . . .

1773 .••. . do ............. . Young

....

C.

1774

0.
R.
....

~;.

1775
1776

1777 Fenton ............ .
1778 Flint...............
1779 · .... . do.·.............
1780 !~~~~nla;;~~:::::::
1781
1782 ..•. . do . .. ...........
1783 Grand Rapids ......
1784 ..•. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1785 ..•.. do . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
1786 .••.. do ..............

m~

1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801

Ladi es' Library .Association ..... .
.Yichigan School for the Deaf. ...
Public Library . ..................
Ladies' Library .Association......
.Akeley Institute.................
PublicSchoolLibrar_y ........... .
Ladies' Literary Club ........... .
Law Library.....................
Medical Liuraz .Association .....
PublicSchool ibrary ..........•.

.L

C.

s.
s.

B.
F. B.
F. B.

C.
S. B.
C. · Fr. B.
T.
F . .B.
T.
S. C.
C.
F
_
T.
· 13
C.
.B.
C.
B.
C.
It.

Social..... ....
Sch ....... j....
Gen ... . .. ;. ...
Gen ...... , R.
. . . . . Sch ......... · ·
1874 Sch ...... T ...
1873 LS~cw··.·.·.·.·.·. i::::
1869
1854
1855
1873

t

1886
,.
j
1891 Med ...... R.
1861 Sch ....... . . . .

~·

~:

l!~;i~ct·:::::::::::
·iiiii~~5ch~~i:::::::::::::::::::::: .~~:~ ~~L:::::c:: c:
Hillsdale ........... Bills<lale College ................. 1854 Col .......
C.
1

1
••••
S.
.. . ......... 1. . . .
C.
Gen ······ I R.
C.
S.
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
· · ··
Gon ...... 1••••
'1'.
]'.
Soc ... ... R.
C.
S.
High School. .......................... Sch....... . . ..
C.
MichiganMmrn~Scllool. ........ 1886 Sci. ....... ....
'.I.'.
F.
Portage Townsb1p Library . ........ ... Sch....... 1....
T.
F.
Ladies' Library Association ...... 1875 Gen······ !····
C.
S.
.... . cto .. ... ........... ... ......... 1876 Gen ......... . ....... . S.
SLato Bouse of Correction and 18731 Reform . . . . . . .
C.
····
Reformatory.
Public Schoo! Library .. .. ........ 1888! Sch. ...... . .. .
T.
F.

.•... do .............. UityLilJrary . ...... ........ .......... .
..... do:············· Ladies' Library .A ssociation ...... 1879
Holland ............ Graves' Library of Hope College. 1866
.•. .. do .............. HollandTownshipL1brary •..... 1852
Holly ............... L~dies Library ................... 1871

Boughton ..........

.... . clo ..............
.... . do ..............

Howell .. ......... ..
Ionia ... .. ...... ... .
.••.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iron Mountain .. ....

B.

·1

l

B.
B.
B.
B.
C.

n.

B _.

0

n.
C.

n.

{:~i
.~~~~~
.?.i~!d~~~~~?::::::::::::::::::::: ·isss ~c t:::::: :::: I ~~-. l
1804 Ishpeming .......... City Library ..................... 1875 Gen ...... . ...
C.
S. Il.
0

0

~~:::::::::::

1805 Jackson ............ Free Public Library ..... ....... .. 1885 Gen ...... R.
1800 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Michigan State Prison . . . . . . . . . . . 1880 Sch. ...... . . . .
18(!7
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815

T.
C.

F. B.
C.

.•. . . do .......... ... . PublicSchoolLibrary ......... .... .... !Sch ..... ..... .
Jonesville .......... Laches' Library .Association ..... 1874 Soc ....... R.
Kalamazoo ... ...... . Kalamazoo College............... 1833 Col.... ... . . ..
..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . K1ilamazoo County Law Library . 18701 Law...... . . . .
.•.. . do .............. Ladies' Library Af!sociation ..... 1853 Soc....... O.
.••. . do ............. . :Michigan Female Seminary ...... 1837 Gen ...... ....
..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library................... ] 860 Gen . . . . . . 0.
Lake_Lindcn :....... Town. hip Library . ............. . 1P76 Gen ...... . .. .

C.
. ... ····
C.
S. B.
C.
. ... n.
T.
Fr. R.
C.
S. l3.
C.
. ... B.
T.
F. I C.
C.
F. C.
Lansrng ... -. . . .. . . . Industrial Scbooi for Boys....... . . . . . A. aud R .................. B.

1816 ..... do .............. :Michigan School for the Blind . . . 1881 Sch . ... . . . .. .

T.

Fr. Il.

1817 ..... clo .............. Michigan State Library ......... . 1828 Gen..........
F.
T.
1818 ..... clo .............. Public School LilJrary ... ........ . 1882 Gc·n ...... . .. .
F.
T.
1819 ···.do · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Stat Boa.rd of llealtn ........... . 1873 Med ..... . .... ....... . F.

1·

1820

lf.,.~
~~

1
Low. 11 ......•..•••.. , hool Lihrar.,, Dir,trict No. l •... 1857 Sr.It . ..•••. R. 1
Luch? ton · .• · ...... , Public School Library ........... . 1876 :ch . ...... ....
u1a eo ............ . . .. do ........................... . 188G Sch....... . . . .

1

I

T.

C.

C.

n.

B.

n.

F. B.
F. n.
F. 'H.
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States of 1;000 volumes and ove1· in 1896..:._Continucd.
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Name of librarian.

(1)

oS
~

s

-<lj,g

--- --- -- - - --- --- --- --12
10
11
13
ta
9
16
11
14
lS .
- - - --- --- --- ---- ---- --- - - - ----1----------1
3,192
20
36 .•.• : . ..•.......••...••......................... Eleanor S. Candler ..... 1767
3,300 ... ......••...•......... .. •.. ···•···· .•...... .••..•.. ········· .Joseph Nicholson, sup· 1768
420

1,000

25

25

erintendent.

150 .......•...•..................••. Frank McIntyre, first

1769

lieutenant and adju·
tan t Nin teen th In fan
try.
347,224 $40,526 $49, 192 ..•...... II. M. Utley ........... . 1770

139, 360 ....... 12,033 . . • . . . 348, 409
1,200 .•••••.........••.. ········· ···· · ·•·· ...•.... ······· .......•.
1,669 .•••••...•.........

1771

983 ..•...•• . ........••......••...... .J.G . .Jenkins,R.R.Sec.

1772

145 .....•.•. Rev . .J.'S. Mies . . . . . . . .

1773

retary.

1,300 ·••·•• ...... • ····--

3,799......... . .. • •. .

1,652. .••...
52 ..... .
2,052 ........•.......•..
1, 600
500
100
200

2, 623 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
107 . . . . . . . . . Mrs. A. ReShore ....... . 1774
5,021
280
450
458 . ........ N. A. Strong, secretary . 1775
5, 000 .... , . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . S. S. Beggs, superin - 1776

tendent.

45 ......... Ella M. Williams ...... . 1777
250 . . . . . . . . . F. D. Clarke ........... . 1778
1779
1780
.•••••...••.................. ········ ........................ ······ .................. . 1781
150 ...... .. . . ..
11,758. ... . . . •.
200
L276 ......... Isabel M. Thomson .... . 1782
300
45. 200
385......... . . . . . . .
25 ......•.. Carrie B . .Jewett ...... . 1783
.......
150 . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ••••.
1,354 ......... Mark Norris .......... . 1784
870. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3,557 . . . . . . .
1,144 .. ....••. Bessie S. Nitham ...... . 1785
1, 900 1,390
326 182, 515
2, 953 . . . . . . .
8, 000 .. ...... .
1786
100
250
120
11,500..... . ...
50
265 .........
1787
1788
..• .••. ······ ······ ......... ······••· ....•... ···••·· .... .. .. .
4, 000
96
75
5, 500
3, 000 . . . • • . .
600
$8, 000 J~l;~
178!)
.•••••..... : ........................................ ······ .. .
1790
.•.....
100 ...... ...... ... .......•.
66
245 ........ .
A:
1791
1, 000
300
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 ........ . 0. Does burg ........... . 1792
. • . . •• .
120 . . • • . .
1, 555 . . . . . . . • .
35
115 ........ . Albertus Van der Haar. 1793
. . •. •. .
31 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
138 ........ . Edith M . .Allen ........ . 1794
.•••••........................ , .........•........•..........................•.•..•..•. 1705
1, 524
663
388
1, 021. ............•................••.
1706
. ••. . . .
20 . . . . . .
1, 000
200 ....................... .
1797
100 . . . . . . . . . . • .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7'5 ........ . Miss Mollie A. Burt ... . 1798
................•............ ········ . ..... .. ······· ......... . Hattie McMullen ..... . 1799
800
500
200 . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . .
750 . ... . ... . Geo.Dysinger, superin· 1800

1,100 .•.•. ..
4, 081
250

24. .. . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . .• .. . .•.. ..
65 . . . . . .
11, 287......... . . . . . . .

i; ggg ::::::: .... 44 :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ...... 5i ::::::::: ·M;;:ii.·E:Ni~:::::::::

1, 000
3,123
1, 255
5,400
1, 625
41, 381
1,430
1,650
9, 100
1,000
1,930
9, 000
1. 000
l, 310
2,000
11, 200
1, 000
1, 000
1,700
2, 000

'iC.i."ii;~~k:"::::::::::::
ii: \v~iie·:::::::::

rr·~t~· ii~;;~ii::::::::

n: M~~ii;;~t s~~~~::::::

100
2,100
300
264
3,186
50
200
1,650 ••.•.• .
274
4,640
261
16, 144 .•.• •• . 1, !)63
426
3,000 ...•••.

100
75
.. . . . .
6, 500
. . . •. .
4, 500
100
8, 584
. . . • ..
82, 171
........• ·~....

25 . . . • . . .
500 .•.......
.. . ... ••. . ... . ..
600 ..... ... .
.......• ·.
350
350 ........ .
......•..........................
. . . . . . • • . . . .. .. .
5,588 ... . . ... .
. . . . . . • • . . .. . •• .
350 ........ .

tenclcnt.
T. W. raton .... ....... .
H. Susie Bates ......... .
Callie Mace ........... .
E.W.Fisko ........... .
C.F. Waldo ........... .
Goo. N. Howe, superin.
tendent.

1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806

1, 200 ...... . : ............................ . ....................... .
2, 574
200
44
50
] , 050... .. . . • . . . . . . . .
109 ........ . Sarah Sinclair ......... .
70
87 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
155 ........ . S.G . .Jcnks ... . .. ... ... .
5, 996 3, 087
1,400, .•.•••.
100 ..•.......... : ... ... ....
200
200 ........ . Geo. M. Uuck .......... .

1807
1808
1809
1810
Laura Wilson ......... . 1811
2
1812
22, 300, .... . . . 1, 100 . . . . . .
52, 000 . . . . . . . . . 3, 000
3, 000 ........ .
1813
1, 000 1, 000
252
72
1, 200
250
97
512 ........ . Encharisto Brule ...... . 1814
4 000 ·•••·•· ···· ·· ...•.• ········· ·••······ ..... . ................•. J.E. St. .John, superin· 1815

~: ggi ::::::: ~g .....~ ::::::::: :::::::::::::::: . f~ :::::::::

1: oool

soo

164

80

48 ........

T-.....

tende11t.

385 ........ . Vernon J, Willey, prin·

"i:~ -~:::: ·-r~ : ; ; · 21:i~ :::: :+::0-00 ::,.:'.~ :::: ::
3, 000
100
230
45
2 500
36 . • . . . . . • . . . .
1, s oo ...•.•• I 1so ......

14, 000
200
560
20, 000
300 . . . . . . .
5,200 ... ...••. 1.. .. .. .

cipal.
M. C. 'pcncer ......... .
Mrs. A. F. Cady ....... .
Ilenry B. Baker, secre.
tar)' ·
560 ........ . Mrs. L. R. Robinson .. . .
29 ..• . ..... Kate S. Hutchins ...... .
442 ..•••..•. Lillian Browurigg .••..

1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822

436
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Public, society, and school libraries in the United
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0
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6

0

oa
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.......

QQ)

-

8

MICHIGAN-cont'd.
1823 Manistique ........ .
1824 Marquette ...... .. . .
1825 Marshall: .......... .
182G .... . do ............. .
1827 ..... do ......... . ... .
1828 Mendon ........... .
1829 Menominee ........ .
1830 Midland ........... .
1831 Monroe ............ .
1832 ..... do ............. .
1833 Mount Clemens .... .
1834 Muskegon ......... .
1835
1836
1837 Nort.h D etroit ..... .
1838 Northville ......... .

School Library, District No.1 .•.. 1892 Sch ....... R.
White Public Library ............ 1891 Gen ...... O.
Sch .. ........ .
is69 Gen ......... .
Public School Library ............ 1884 Sch .......... .
Mendon Township Free Public 1889 Gen ...... R.
Library.
City Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1873 Gen ...... R.
Public School Library ...... . ..... . .. . Sch .......... .
City Library..................... 1837 Gen ...... R.
St. Mary's Academy.............. 1862 Sch .......... .
Public Library .. :................ 1891 Gen ......... .
Hackley Public Library... ... .... 1890 Gen ...... 0.
Public Library ..•................ 1860 Gen ......... .
Public School Library ............ 1880 Sch . ......... .
Hamtramck Township Library ...... . Gen ......... .
Ladies' Library Association...... 1888 Soc . ...... 0.

1839 Norway ...........•.
1840 Olivet ............. .
1841 .... . do .... . ........ .
1842 Opechee .•..........
1843 Orchard Lake ...•...
1844 Oscoda ............. .

Hi~h School ......•••.••.•.............
Oh vet College.................... 1847
Walton Township Library .•..... 1880
School Library ....................... .
Michiv;an Military .Academy..... 1877
Woods Re:3-ding Room ..•..•.•... 1882

~f1i!u.~~~::::: ::: :::

f!!~~.ct~b~~~:v A;~~ci~1;i~~·::::: ·

Ladies' Library Association .....
Ladies' Library and Literary As·
sociation.
1,847 .•.... clo . .. . ......... . Public School Library. ...........
l848 Pentwater ......... . Pentwater Township Library....
1849 Pe toe key .... . .•.... District Library..... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1850 •.... clo ..............
1851 Plainwell...........
1852 Plymouth ....... . ...
1853 Pontiac.............
1854 .... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Sch .......... .
Col ....... 0.
Gen ......... .
Sch .......... .
Sch .......... .
Gen ...... O.

C.
T.
C.
C.
T.
T.

F.
F.

B.
B.

s.
F.

B.
B.
C.

T.
C.
T.

F.
F.
F.

B.

T.

F.
F.
F.
F.

c.

c.

T.
T.

T.

c.

c.

c.
T.
c.

c.
c.

c.
c.

b.

B.

B.

c.

B.
'E. B.
s. B.

s.

13.

.F.

B•

F.

R.

---Fr. B.

1873 Gen ...... O.
1867 Soc . . . . . . . R.

c.
c.

s. B.
s. c.

. . . . . Sch . ...... .. . .
1873 Gen . . . . . . R.
1893 Sch .......... .

T.

T.

F.
F.
F.

C.
(.).
C.
T.
T.

F.

s.

R.
B.
B.

F.

B.

Graves NormalSchool. ........... 1888
Ladies' Library Association... . .. 18G8
Uniou School. .........................
E~stern Michigan Asylum....... 1893
High School...................... 1870

Sch...........
Gen ...... 0.
Sch....... . . . .
Asylum . . . . . .
Sch....... . . . .

T.

B.

B.

C.

c.

1855 ..... do ... . .......... Ladies' Library Association ...... 1882 Gen ...... R.
185G Port Huron ............ .. do . . .......................... 1860 Gen ..... . 0.

C.
C.

Fr. B.

1857 . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1858 . . . . . do .• . . . . . . . . . . . .
1859 Republic ............
1800 Riu~eway . . . . . . . . • .
1861 Sagmaw East Side ..
1862 . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

T.

F . B.

T.
C.
T.

F. c.
Fr. B.
F. R.
F . B.

C.

. ....

Public Library...................
St. Clair Couuty Bar Library.... .
Township Library ...............
Hall Memorial Library...........
Hoyt Public Library .............
Public Library...................

. . . . . Gen . . . . . . R.
1888 Law...... R.
1876 Gen ......... .
1887 Gen . . . . . . O.
1883 Gen ...... O.
1873 Gen . . . . . . R

1863 Saginaw West Side. GerJl!an Luthe:ran Seminary...... . . . . . Sch . ......... .
1864 .•... do ............. . Pubhc and Umon School District 1855 Sch .......... .
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872

.... . do ............ .
St. Clair .... ....... .
St . .Johns .......... .
St. .Joseph ......... .
Sault Ste. Marie ... .
Sturgis ............ .
Tecumseh ......... .
Three Rivers ...... .

1873 Trayer C.:ity ..... .
1874 West Bay City ..... .
1875 .... . do ....... . ..... .
1876 WbJtehall ......... .
1877 ·wyandotte . ....... .
1878 Ypsilanti ......... .
1870 ..... do ............. .

Library.
TeutoniaLibrary .................
Ladies' Library..................
Ladies' Library A ssociation ......
City Lihrary .....................
Public 1:,ibr~ry . ..................
To~:nsh1p Library . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
]>ubli cSchoolLilir-ary ............
FreeruulicLibrary .... .. ........

1808
1809
1871
1880
1850
1882
1895 1
1886!

Soc ....... O.
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... R.
Gen ......... .
Scb .......... .
Gen . . .... R.
Sch . ...... R.
Gen ...... R.

Ladies' Library Association .... . . 1809!
High :-chool. ..........................
age ru_l,lic _Library ............. . 1 1884
Tuwt)8h11? Library................ 1874 1
Pu bl1c L1 hrnry................... J 8 O
Ladi ·A' Liurary .................. 1808
.Public .'chool Library .................

Soc ....... O.
Sch . ..... . .. . .
Gen . . . . . . O.
Gen . . . . . . R.
Geu ......... .
G •n ... . . o.
, ch ... ... .... .

l

1880 .... . do ............. . State ..:·ormal: ·bool. .... ...•.. ... 1853 Col ...... .... .

c.
c.

s.

s.

B.
R.

B.

T.

F.

c.
c.

s. C.
s. B.
s. c.

C.
T.

c.

F. B.
s. Il.

T.

J;'.

B.

'l'.
T.

F.
F.

B.

c.

s.

Il.

C.

T.
'.C.

....

I!'. B.
F. c.

'l'.

F. B.

'1'.

F.

c.

T.

Fr.

B.

c.

B.
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States of 1,000 1:olumes and over in 1896-Continued.
'Cl

a:,.

'Cl

Receipts.

a:,

;g ~ ~ ~
oj

~

lfl

"-0

2

-~ 4)

P,
a:, b.O

s.s
.E;;:l

:a.s

~-0

~'d

~;:;

.... 0

0

8
---- ---- --- - - - ----1----------1

--- --- ---

10

9

11.

Name of librarian.

....dl sO ·

12

13

15

14

1s

16

- - - - - - --~ --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

1, 278
ll, G99
1,692
4,000
1,650
1,962

.......
200
1, 624
756
.. .. .. . .... ..
.......
]00
.••....
83
.......
302

......
5, 897 ............... $130 . . • . . . . . . W. H. Hill . • • .. .. .. . • . .
280
2G, 608
11, 658 $2, 887
3,867 . . . . . . . . . Rose E. Patenaude.....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . • .
... ...
120 ..••... .. .... .. .
371 ...............................••.
. . .. . .
G, 000
1,000. ......
200 ......... Gertrude B. Smith.....
......
7,369 .... . ....
562
568 ......•.. Mrs.U.A.Calkins ......

1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828

3,864 ..•....
800 .•. . ••
20,000
200 1,000
1,020 ......... Jas. H. Walton ........ .
1,000 .•.....
24......
1,841......... .......
13 . . . . . . . . . Mrs.L.H. Wood ...... .
3,669
400
212
150
10,371
4, 700 . . . . . . .
518 1......... Miss A.. E. Yarclley . ... .
2,927 . .. . . . .
88 .......••............•...............•............•...................•..
2,868.. .. . . .
254......
29,735.........
500
540 ......... Stella ., LWiding ...... .
21,412
700 1, 004
368
60, 817
5, 472
982
5, 189 $75, 000 Julia S. Wood .. , ... . .. .
2,000.......
10 . . . . . .
5,000
25
250
250 . • • . . . . . . N. J. l!'oley .•.......•...
2, 165
500
100
52
2,000
450
100
205 . . . . . . . . . ,J. D. Schiller .......... .
2,000
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
67 . . . . . . . . . Michael G. Kullman . . .
2,000
40
100 . .. . . .
5,326......... . . . . . . .
479 .••...••. President of Ladies' Li-

1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838

1, 133
25,000
1, 191
2,020
10, 000
1,500

1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844

brary Association.
................. - ..••...•........•..
....... 1,200
150......... . . . . . . . . .
. . ••. •.
181 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • .
....... ······ ............... ··•··· .. ·
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . • .
500
200
500
100 ... . .. •••...... . .•. . . . . .

· · ••.• · .. - . · ......... - · · ..• · - · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
.. . . . . .
1,916
15,000 Joseph L. Daniels ..... .
.......
133 . . . . . . . . . M. A.. Hance, town clerk
...... · ········ ............... ·······-······· .•.•..
. • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. Sumner Rogers ..... .
.•••••.
50C
1, 500 Edwin F. Holmes, sec·

retary.

1,000
2,800

200
50

900
900 ...... .
4,993 ......... ······.

75
12
92 ..... .

189 ......... Mrs. S. D. Hains ....... . 1845
217 ......••. Georgia E. Colt, secre- 1846

tary.

1,000
50 . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 000
300 . . . . . . .
125 ......••. E. T. A.usiin , principal. 1847
1,760 ... . . . .
250. .. • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100
140 .•...•••. D. J . Halstead, clerk .... 1848
1, 300
100 . . . . . .
20 .......................................•.. W. M. Andrus, super- 1849
1, 000
100
100 . . . . . .
1, 707 . . . . . . .
73 . . . . • •
1, 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 671 . . . . . . .
150 . . . . . .
2, 000
200
100 . . . . • .

2,400. .. . . . .
3, 900 . . . .. . .
2 500
9: 000

.. . ... . •. . •. ... . . .
1, 707
1, 707
. . . .. . . . . .. ... . . . .
. ••. . . . . .
2, 000
. . . . . . •. . . ••. . . ••.

. ........•...........••.
. •••. . .
85 .••...•..
.... .. .
.31 ........ .
.......
1, 000 ........ .
. . •. . . .
250 ........ .

89 ...........••••.................•••............ .
125 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
220
2, 000

intendent.
M. 0. Graves .......... .
Mrs. JennieM. Clement
,T . .A. Beddow ... .- ...... .
J.E. Lapham .......... .
F. E. Converse, superintendent.
Mrs. C. P. Stewart ..... .
Helen W. Farrand,
president.
Anna A.. Manwaring . . .
Roso Sulli .. an ......... .

300
50
75
12, 500
400 1, 128
l, 407 ..•......
400, ..................... ······ ... ······· ........ ·········
300
2
M~~
~~ - ·• · · · -- - · i · iaii · · · ·· · · · ·
2joo ii
24: 000 .... 400
458 : : : : : : .... .'...... ·
032 ::: : :: : 4, 000 50, 000 Harriet H . A.mes ..... ..
11,163
477
320
22
40,868
361 1,000
1,555 ......... Wm. F. Denfeld, sec-

·· ·····

m.. ··

ag:

·±: 1;~;;pi~: 1;;~~i~i~~t

1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862

retary.

1,000 ............. ······ ................. . · ······ .......................................... 1863
8,125 . . . . . . .
125 . . . . . .
36, 500
1,200 . . . . . . .
600 . . . .. . . . . Edith. A . .Barnard...... 186!

u~L:'.' . ::; ; ::: --,::::::::: ::::::; ; :::; ; _t;~.'i1'.~,~~;::::::::;m
2, 081
100
1,500,1
200
5, 500; 1, 000
1, 800 .......
4,818 2,592

255
50
6,002......... . ... . . .
6
40
3,500
1, 500 . •. • . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 200
115 . . • . . .
15, 000 . . . .. . . • .
443
253 ......
17, IJ67 . . . . . . • . . 1,567

242 .... ....
50 . . . .. . . . .
1, 200 . . . . . . . . .
489 . . . . . . . . .
1,966 .. .. . ....

Geo. ·w. Loomis ........ 1868
J oanoa. Kemp.......... 1809
. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1870
Gertrude J. 1I uey...... 1871
E. 13. Linsley, president 18i2
of lion.rd.

i: :g :::::::
... ~~~1:::::: ...35,-~·.~~~:::::::::
::::::: ....4,-~~~::
:: ::::: -~~·~: ~: :.·. ?~r-~~:: :::: :: m:
25, 000
600 3, 000\ 130
727
G, 402 ..... . 071 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 1875
1

1

1,124.......
3,156
100
4,300 .... ...
2,532 . . . . . . .

I

16, 150

no......

.... ..•..
. ........
.........
. . . . .. . . .

Mrs. llel n D . Iledges .. 11!76
F. E . Welsh , s er tary .. 1877
Mr.. Vicy B. Loomis ... 1878
M.A.. Whitney, super· 1879

........................

intenclent.
G. M. Walton •......... 1880

9,100.........
150
80...... . . . . . . . ..
80
300
165 ......
6,651 . . .. .. .. . ...... .
208 .. . . . .
1, 221
450
100

I

53G, 1, 072.

50

38, ooo

!J6, ooo

183
433
426
184

4,33.
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MINNESOTA.

1881
1882
1883
1884-

Albert Lea ......•.•.
Alexandria . . . . • • • • .
Austin ... . .....•...
Blue Earth City.....

. Albert Lea Co'llege .........•.... .
High School.......................
Library .Association..............
Public School Library...... . . . . . .

1885. Collegevill"e...... ... .
1886 Duluth . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1887 ..... do .. -· ..........
1888
1889
18!l0
1891
1892
1893 ..... do ...............
1894 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1895 Fergus FaHs .......•.

1885 Col ........ ... .
1885 Sch .......... .
1869 Gen ...........

1902 ... . . do ..•............
1903 Minneapolis ... •....
1904 ••••. do ............. .
1905 .••.. do .............. .

s. . B.

F. R.

St. J_ohn's University.............. 1857 Col .••.••........
Central High School. ................. . Sch .......... .
Duluth Bar Library Association.. 1889 Law ...... R.
Gen •..... R.
~~!~. ~i·b·~~~~:::::::::::::::::::
Gen •..... lL
Sch .......... .
Gen ......... .
Gen ......... .
SeaburyDivinit.y School. .... ... .. 1858 Theo ........ .
Shattuck School............ . . . . . . 1866 Sch ...•.......
High School.. ........•...•........ 1892 Gen ........•.

C.

c.
c.
c.

Fr. R.
R.

Sch . ......... .
Col .......... .
Gen .......... .
Gen ......... .
Sch ....... . .. .
1895 Gen •..... R.
1869 Sch .......... .
1876 Col. Soc .. .... .

C.
C.
T.
T.
C.
T.
T.

F. B.

s.

1890 Law . .' .... ···-

c.
c.

1883 Law ....... -..

c.

s. B.

c.

R.
F. B.

Stevens Seminary....... . . . . . . . . . .
Hamline University...............
Public School Library ...•........
Public Library ............ . ......
Higlr School ................... .. .
Public Library and Reac1ing Room
State N onnal School.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Augsburg Seminary (Idun Lilirary).
Guaranty Building Com1rnny
Law Libra:ry.
Minneapolis l1ar .A ssocin.tion Library.
New York Life Law Library .....

1880
1854
1884
1891

1906 •.... do ...............
1890
1907 ..... do ............. .
1908 .•... do .... . ........ .
1909 ..... do ............. . Ieachers ~1brary ................ 18!J3
1910 .... . do ............. . Univeniity of Minnesota......... 1869
1911 • • • .• (10 •••••••••••••.
Medical Library.............. 1880
]912 Montevideo ........ . Public Library ...................... _.
1913 Moorhead .......... . Public School Library............ 1875
1914 . . ... do .. ... ......... . State Normal School.............. 1888
1915 New Ulm .........•. Turnverein Library.............. l 858
1916 Northfield ......... . Carleton College.................. 1867
1917 .... . do .......... ... . Goodsell Observatory Library.... 1876
1918 ..... do .......•...... Public School Library ......... _...... .
1910 .... . do ............. . St. Olaf College . ..... . ... _........ 1874
1920 Owatonna .•........ High School................ . . . . . . 1888

~;a~t~l~~;r~: ::::~:: ::: :: :::::: t~~6

1921 ..... do ............. .
1922 Red Wing .......••.
1923 ..... <lo ............. .
1924 Red woou Falls .. ... .
1925 Rochest'}r .......... .
192.G .... . uo ...... ·····-· ·
1927 ..... <lo··············

B:.

Fr. B;

Fr. B.
Fr. B.

mg
:~:~~~t\::::::::: f}~Aft~i!:it~;i::::~:::::::::: ·Hit
f~!!iifes: ~::::::::::

c.

T.

. . . . . Sch . ...........

.F~i):o~t::::::::: :: .

1896 Glencoe ............ .
, 189'7 Hamline ........... .
1898
1899
1900 Mankato ........... .
1901 ..... do ............. .

c.
c.

PHi_llshbusry .Aclauemy ...............
1g
choo .. . .... ...............
Stat~ 'frainin\~chool.. ..........
~ubhc Sf1bol 1brary ............

Law ..•.......
Gen . .. .... O•
Sch .......... .
Gen .......... .
Col .... ... O.
Mecl .. .... ... .
Gen .......... .
Sch .......... .
Sch .......... .
Gen ....... O.

~ii~;·::::: .?.·.

Sch .......... .
Col ..... .. . .. .
Sch . . ..... -···

1878 SSch ....... ....

.....

ell ....... ····

1869 Sr.h ... ... . · ·· ·
1800 ~ch······· ·R·j

H1;hi~hior.~~:::::::::::::::::: .~~'.~

See:::::::: ...·.
Public Library........... . . . . . . . . 1866 Gen....... . . . .

'.l'.

C.
T.
T.
C.
C.
T.

T.
C.

c.

c.

C.
T.
T.
T.

u.
c.

c.

T.

c.

s. B.

F. B.
F. B.

s. B.
s. c.

B.

s. B.

F. B.

F '.

B.

F.

B.
B.
B.
R.

R.

c.

F. R.
Fr. R.

F. B.
F. B.
B.
F. B.
Fr. H.
Fr. R.
F. B.
s. · B.
R.

T.

g-T·. .... ·B·.C
F. l
c· S. c.
T:
~- l
T·
·

1928 ..... do ............. . R<?chcster State Ilos1Jital.. .. _.... J880I1 .Asylum . . . . . .
T.
Fr. ~·
1020 St. Cloucl .......... . High School. ..................... 1876 Sch....... . . . .
T.
···· ·
1030 .... . do ... ....... . .. . 1'11innesota ·tate Reformatory... . . . . . . .A. &. R ..... -....... · - - · · · · · · - ·

rn:n ..... do ......... .... .

'PnblicLibrarvandReadi11gRoom 18721 Gou .... .. IL

1032 . .... do ............. . State rormal School. ... ·......... . 1860! Sch....... . .. .
1033

mt •-~- t

I

I

, . au . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,a w1n Seminary ......... _.... . 185:l 8ch....... R.
1036 ..... do . . ... . . . .. . . . . Cleveland lligb School.. .....•...
1037 1- · ... d .............. Ed rnrcl .- ill Library of :Unc·

103

F.
lfr.

C.
T.

Fr. C.
Fr.

;t. Jame....... ..• •. Public School Library.......... . . 1878 Sch . ...... . . . .
os?h · · · · ·..... '1~t.l,Jdos~ph,'s ~ibrary .... __ .... _.. . ]865 Gen ...... . . ..

::::

~:~ : : :: : : :1' : : : :

alestC'r College.
..... do .. ........ .... Il!gh ·chool. .............. _... _.. 1875 Sch ....•.. ··-·

l·

'l'.
T.

B.

ii:

F.

c.

B.

B.
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· Name of librarian.

18

17

12
180 . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . , $100
150
25 ..•............••........
178. .. • ..
2,590 ............... .
100
12
1, 12:'i . . . . . . . . .
20

1,500
500
1,200
50
2,900 ...... .
l, 0501
200

~: ~i~1.....

11, ooo, 2, 000

i4

20,842 .•.....
1,400
50
1,000 ..•....
5, 000, .. .... .
1,503, ...... .
8,000 ...... .
3, oool. ..... .
1,000
500
2, GOO
6,000
4, 900
1, 612
1,000
2, 808
5,000
1,500

$100 ......•.......•..••••••.••.•.••... 1881
1882
1883
42 ....•.... V. R. ·wasson, superin. 188i

~~g :::::::::

~l~Jl~!~~~t::::::::
tendent.

350
100
1,500 ...........•••....•......••...... .AJexius Hoffmann .... .
125 . . . • . .
700 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . .
$400 ........................ .
125 . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Myrtil M. Hicks ....... .
4,610
354 122,845 ... ... ... 12,459 12,899 ......... .Angie Neff ............ .
125
12......... . . . . . . . . .
350
860 ......... Miss MinnieBircl. ..... .
8 .. . • . .
725.... .. . . . . ... .. .
15 ......... G. M. Wilcox, principal.
13
02
2,820......... .......
62 ......... Mrs. T . .A. Davis ....... .
155 .. .•................... . .........•.... . ......... Louis C. Tuck ......... .
150 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
125
1,200 .Alford .A. Butler . ..... .
. 200 ............•.......... . ....................•••. Miss C. L. Dudley ..... .
150_... ...
1,500.... .. .. . .......
270 ......••. C. .A.. Ballard, superin·

100
600
40
5, 000
1, 000 . . . . . . .
400 ......••.
..................................•.......................••.
2, 000
200 . . . . . .
4, 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250 .•••..••.
600
147
56
6, 538 . . . . . . . . .
800
315 ........ .
....... .... ................. ..... .•...•..... .. . ........ ......
. . •. •• .
808 . . . . . .
32, 354 . . . . . . . . . 2, 000
2, 080 ........ .
..........................................•..••...........•..
.. . . .. .
23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
73 ....•.•..

10,000 .•. . .• .

O, 500 .•• . •• .

1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

tendent.
E. E. McIntire ......... . 1896
1897
1898

Mrs. W . N. Davidson .. . 1899
1900

.Minnie McGraw ....... . 1901
F. L. Searhlg, clerk.~ .. . 1902
1903

300 ............•..............•....... ...... ....... Geo. K. Belden . ...... .. 1904
282...... . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . ..•••. .

2,850 ......... Edw. S. Waters ...... .. . 1905

12,000 .............................................................
84,000 1, 000 11,197
67 450, 588 250,000 49,492 57,236 200,000
1,800 . • • . . . .
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
600
6, 000 . . . . . . .
300
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39, 909 . . . • . . . 3, 050
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 0351. · - · · · ·
11 · · · · · ·
2,470 ..•.........................•....
1,525
200
420
25
6,401).........
303
378 .........

Jessie T. Morgan ...... . 1!)06
James K. Hosmer ..... . 1907

........................ . 1908
Blanuhe Grimshaw .... . 1909
Wm. \V. Folwell ...... . 1910
Mary Edith Brown .... . 1911
Margaret E. Webb .... . 1912
1913
1914
1015
1916
0 1 1917
~~~ ···200 ... ~~~ ····s:500 ··· ···500 ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ilG:'Ia!'!r.1~~~~i~~.c_t_ • ~ 1918
400
108
101
740 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
193
123 O. G. l!'elland ..... . .... . 1()19
75 . . . . . . . . • . . .
996.........
50
50 . . . . . . . . . L. II. Ford, superintend· 1920

Jffi
\~io '.! : ~; : : liii ::::::i: )' : ~;:;: :::;;;;;; i'.i~i~i;;;:::::::i
U~i ....
1,410
1,600

ont.

1· 500
200 1,000
100
1,425
600 . . . . . . .
110 . . . . . . . . .
1'. 000
30
10
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100.........
1,469 ..•..•.
98 ......
4,476 .................................
1
3, 469 . .• . .• .
151 . .. . . .
16, 542\.....
....
700 10,909 .........

1921
1922
1923
J. L. Torrens ...... -... . 1924
Roht. Riebe, trustee ... . 1925
MabclE.Peck ......... . 1926
Mrs. S. P. Edgar, secre- 1027

t~~ :::::~ · -~~~ : : ~~ ....~,.~~t~:::~~~ ::::::: : : :~~~ :::::::::
.........

.~~~:~;!~~:.~.~:-r~~~~:._~:-

n~~ ::::~ii~~~ ::::~6 ::::::::: ::::::i66 ::::::: ···~j~~ ::::::::: .~'.~~·~.~~1.~t.t~-~{.i~~\~~·tary.

1928
1029
19:30
10
16,202 ....... .. 1,200
1, 585
Mrs . M. E.13nck ...... . 1931
50 .......................................... Geo. R. Kle •berger, 1932

3. 639 ..•. .. .
3,980
300

347
300

1, 3;:;o . . . . . . .

120 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .

I
50I

1
I

prosident.

.

100 ........ . M.. H. Manuel, sul_)erm-

1933

_tenclcnt. ,
_
1
1, 500
1r,o
15
400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1. . . . . . . . . S1s t 'Tli of , t. Beneu1ct
.. 1934
1, 000 ....... .•.... ...... ......... ..•...... ...•...
90 ......... '.J.Backns ........... . 1935
66
35
16 ....•• ..
860 .......
400 . ........ S . .A.Fnrnswortb, prin- 1936
1 122
r.

6: ooo

200

2,800

2001\

600!
601
1

751................• .\. •.... . .•............•.. Ja~!>!\r-al!ace, profcs.
1

15 ................

I

··I······ .................. M~°J.
1

1937

0

teacher
English literature.
~,~:;~·

1938
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1895-96.
Public, society, and school libraries in the United
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;..; bil
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Location.

1

Name of library.

2

cS bl).

.._. A

o .....

A§

o ·'"'

A

Class.

i..;a 15:;;~
o-

8
A .0

1l~

;:

A

0

3

~k
,!:IO.

A

A

4

~~o

p . H• +"
o
t..c.O
0

<11 A

~·_p

0;:,..

-~

-~ ~.
~

A
..,w .;::-a<.> ~
~~~
r;:s+>
f
Q <ll
f=;
<l)<.)

<.)

w.

--5

..:.<l)..0.

,!:I

k

- 7

6

1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - -- -- -- - -- l - - l - - - -- 1 - - - - -

s

-

l\lIXNESOT.A.-cont·d.
St.Paul. . ...... ..... Minnesota Historical Society ..... 1849 Hist ...... .....

T.

F . R.

1940 ..... do . ............. Minnesota State Board of Health. 1872 State .. ... R.

C.

R.

1!)3()

Public Library................... 1881
St. Paul Seminary......... ...... . . . . . .
State Law Library................. 1849
Stryker Seminary .....................
Visitation Convent ............... 1873
Y. M. C. A. Library ............... 1856

F.
T.
Gen ......... .
c.
Theo ... . . ... .
Law ......... . State. F.
C.
Sch ...... . ... .
C.
Sch .......... .
c. Fr.
Y. M .C ..A .... .

Gustavus Adolphus College ......
Bryant Library .Association ......
Library .Association ............. .
Pu l.Jlic School Library ........... .
Ladies' Library .Association ......
Public School Library ..•.........

Col ....... -···
Gen
Gen ...... R.
Sch .......
R.
Gen
Sch ...... . --··

c.

1953 Willmar .....•...... Willmar Seminary .....•.......... 1883 Col ....... .....
. ...
1954 Winona ............. Free Public Library .............. 1805 Gen
1955 .•... do . .........•... State Normal Scliool. ............ 1858 Sch .....•.

C.
T.

l!l41
1942
1943
1944
19!5
1946

..... do ..............
.... . do . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
... .. do ..............
..... do . .............
..... do ..............

1947 St. Peter .... ........
1948 Sauk Center ........
1949 Stillwater ........•..
1950 ..... do .•.•..........
19;;1 Wabasha ...••••....
1952 Waseca ....•....•...

1936
1!)57
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1068
1969
1970
1971
1972
1!)73

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

1876
1879
1868
1891
1871
1870

T.
C.
T.
C. T.

c.

MISSISSIPPI.
.Agricultural College Mississippi Ay:ricultural and Me. 1880 Col ....... ...... State .
chanical Col ege.
c.
Bay St. Louis ....... St. Stanfalaus Uollege ..•......... 1854 Col ....... .....
Blue Mountain . .... Blue Mountain Female College . ..
Waverly Institute ................
Lesbian Society of Hillman Col
lege.
..... do . ........ .•... Mississippi College .. ... ..........
... .. do ........ ......
H ermonian Society ...........
.... . do ....... . ......
Ph1lomathean Socie?r ........
, Columbus .......... Mississippi Industrial nstitute
and College.
..... do ...... .... .... Public Li bray ............... .. ..
Crystal Springs ..... Graded Schoo Library ........ ...
Daleville ...•........ Cooper Huddleston College . . ..•..
Edwards .•.......... Southern Christian Institute .....
Harpersville ....... . Hargersvil!e College ..•...•..•...
Hebron ............. Rig School.. ....••..............
Rust University .•...........•...
. ~~~1o
State Normal School.. ....•......
Houston ..........•. Mississippi Normal College .......
Jackson •••......... Millsaps College .................
..... do .•••.....•.... Mississippi Institution for tho
Blind.
..... do .....•........ Mississippi State Library ........
Lexington . ... ......
Natchez ........... . ~:~~~a;~f l::::c?il~go~i::::.
..... do . ......... . ... Fisk Memorial Library . ..........

~ri~f~~:::::::::::::

s~~i.~!~:::: :::

Oxford ..............
Pontotoc............
Port Gibson .. ......
Tongaloo ...........

1873
1894

R.
R.
B.

Fr. B.
F. c.
Fr. B.
B.

s.

F.

.n.

F.
F.

R.

n.
n.

R.

s. B.
s. R.
s. c.

c.
---..... ------··
---- u. Fr. B.
c. Fr. R.
Col ....... ....
c. Fr. n.
Col. Soc .. . ....
s . n.
C.
Col. Soc ... ......
T.
Fr. R.
Col ....... ---s. n.
C.
Gen ....... .....
c. s. B.
Sch ....•.. .....

1873 Col .......
J.880 Sch . ......
1853 Col. Soc ...
1862
1853
1852
1880

B.

Col .......
Sch .......
Sch .....•.
Sch .......
Col ...... .
Sch .......
Col •.•••..
1892 Col ... •. ..
1850 Scb .......

1884
1873
1889
1868
1871

....
....

C.
C.

F.

B.

c.

s.

B.

l!'r. R.
..... C.
F. c.
...... C.
..... C.
..... ....... ... Fr. n.

....

...... ........... l!'. .....

n.
--··
·~c c .
s. c.

F.
---· ......T.. . .... ...
..
Uol .......
Sch .......
C.
1883 Soc ....... R.
1838 State .....

Union Female College ............ 1854
Chickasaw Female College....... 1852
Chamberlain Hunt .Academy .•.. ......
Tougaloo University ............. 1869

Col ..... ..... .
Sch .......... .
Gen .. ..... .. . .
Col ..... ..... .

c.
c.
c.
c.

B.
Fr. B.
F. B.

F. B.
C.
University.......... Univ rsity of Mississippi........ 1849 Col . . . . . . . 0.
Yv estside . . . . . . . . . . . Alcorn .Agricultural and Meehan. . . . . . Col ...... . ... . c. Fr. B.
ical College.
1986 Yale ..•............. Oakland Normal Institute ..•.... .. .... Sch ..... . ... ........ ... · · · · · · ·

1984
1985

nssoum.
1987
1088
1989

.Arcadia ........ ... .
rsuline .Academy.. . . . • . . • . . . . . .
A shl y ............ . Wat ou Ilistorical Library ......
Bonneterre ........ . t. Joseph Lead Company Free
Libra.111:.
It mper Family School Library..
Library !l~ocrntion . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ll •llovue Collegiate Institnte.....

J 877 Scb . . . . . . . . . . .
185!l Hist...... . . . .
188:J Gen . . . . .. . . ..

C.
C.
C.

s. c.

F. 13.
F. C.

. . . . . Sch .......... . ...... · · · · · · · · · ·
1871 Gen ...... R.
.
Fr. n.
. . . . . Sch ... .... ..... .. .... · · · · · · · · ·
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pa

0

~.g

E-1

- - - - -- - - - - - 15
l.1
12
13
14
16
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

17

1S

18,000 .. . . . . . $G, 000 ......... Warren Upham, secretary.
882 .................................... - . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . Chas . N. Hewitt, M. D.,
secretary.
41, 000 . . . . . . . 3, 164
219 186, 336
54, 829 $14, 217 15, 3.12 . . . . . . . . . Helen J. Mc Caine ..... .
4, 500 .............................••....•............................................•••••.
2
1
25,330 31 , 207 1,272 2, 151.........

1, !J17I

1939
1940

1941
1942
1943
1944
~~;:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 1945
G. H. Gamble, general 1946
secretary.
J. S. Carlson ..••........ 1947
L. R. Barto .....••••.... 1948
1949
1950
1951
Lafayette Bliss, super· 1952
intendent.
N. J. Houg ............ . 1953
Jeann ette .A.. Clarke ... . 1954
Frances A. Elmer ..... . 1955

U~t::::: t~~~ :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: : :~:~~~ ::::::::: :~:tt:
2, 0001

500 .............••........•.......•...•......••........•.
·
200
100
500 . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .
310 . • • . . . . . .
348 . .•. •.
10,874.........
551
551 .........

7,000 3, 000
3,088 . .. . . . .

l:!!l!:::::: :::'.'.'. :::::: .J:~ ::::::::: :::::: .....';: :::: :::: :i;~:;~,ii~i:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·
l , 000 .... ·. -

50 .... - .

1,200

800 . •• • . . .

140 ..•..•.•.

1, 000
100
60.. .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . •. . . . .
50 ..•......
11 , 982 .•..... 1,062 ..•...
55,104
1,048 2, 596
2,779 .........
3, 4001
100
100 . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,275

5, 800

625

225

8,700 ............... .

600 .••..•... G. C. Creelman ..•...... 1956

350 . . . . . . . . . nrotlter Celestin, secrotary.
1,500
500
50 .•..•............••......••... 150 ..... • ....•.••.. . ........••..••••.
200
8 . . . •. . . •. . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . •••. . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 500
1,200 ...•.........................••••.....•.......••.....•••••... Mrs. Mary E. Rice ......

]958
1950
1960

2,000 ............................................................ . .A. J . .A.ven .............
450 . . . . . .
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
150 . . . • . . . . . .A.lex. Donell............
2, 700
1, 015
190 . . • . . . ••• • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . .
50 . . . . . . . . . W. Il. Horton..........
500
25
30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . Rob ert Frazer..........
1, 200

1961
1962
1963
1964

~: ~~g

m~

800 •......

200 .............. .

6, 000 . . . . . . .

~~g

~gg

~~L .. ~·.~~~::::::::t::::::

~~L::::::: ¥~t~;:~1f~l:~.~~~~:::

·1·................................................

1957

3, 500
2, 000
2,000

5, 000 ...........................•.
1967
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . J.B. Lehman, president 1968
1,500
2 .............. . ......•.....•.•........
F. B. Woodley, .A.. M .... 1969

3, 250

3,000

2, 000

500\'

~~:: >

·1·........

i:m\i~ :): ::::;; ::;;):
:.~~)~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ;~it;~~;?;~;~;~~~~ mi
1:~:;::;;;I;i:;fi;;:;;; :;;;::;: :;;;;;:;;;; ;; ::::;:;;;f :: ::::;•
850

G5I

~~~~)

$550 W. L. W eber .. . ........ 1974

75 ......... ...... .. . 1...•...

239

50 ... • .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• • . . .

435 ..•....•. Miss M. B. Montgom·
ery, secretary.

~·~Ft;~;~;':·;~~;: iii

1079

t~g....:~:,...i: i. .;~~I·········
::::::::: :::::::::(
:::: : : : ~~ :::::::~:
mi
................................. i~:~}~it~food~~~ib~·
1

3,500

ira~h~~diini~;::::::::

100 1, 000 ......

14, ooo1 1, 000
2, 855! 8, 300 1
1

150
42

1

1

1983

200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
700 . • . . . . . . . R. B. Fulto11 , cliancellor. lP.84
194
055 .... . .. .. ........... , . . . . • . . . . . . . Joseph Auderson....... 1985

1

:-::i ···:i· ··:r:::: :: ::::: :::::::::::::: :::::: :: : :: . .· .· :::::::::::::::: :::
i: i~':: :;I::;;,1::::;;!:;::•:::!:;;•:::;:::;;; •••:::::;;, ::•::::::.;t:;;t:od:; : ; ;ru
1: 375

'-

25

130 ... ...
1

130

130 .•..••.

40 .... . ... . A. R. Coburn, principal. 1988
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1895-96.
Pnblic, society, and school librari.es in tho Unite.rt

§
Location.

Name of library.

.s .
"o.~

Class.

<I)

~

A
1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J - - -1-----·1- - - - - 7 S
1
4
6
3
1--- - - - - - - 1 · ~ - - - - - - - - -- - --1-- 1- - - - - 1 -- - - - - - MISS0URI-cont'u.
1993
1994

Cameron ............ Missouri Wesleyan College ...... 188i Col . ... . . . . . . .
Canton............. Christian University............. 1889 Col . . . . . . . . . . .

1995 . . . . . flo .............. Meridian Lodge, I. O. O. F .••..••.
1996 CapeGir:mleau ..... Missouri State Normal School. ...
1997 . . . .. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . St. Vincent's College.............
1998 Carrollton.......... Pul>lic School Library............
1999 Carthage ................ do............................
2000 Chillicotl.Jo .. . . . . . . . Hazelton Public School Library..
2001
2002
2003 . . . . . do .............. Public School Library ...........

C.
C.

S.

R.

R.

I. 0. O. F.. . . . .
C.
Fr. R .
Sch .......................... .
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. TI •
Sch... ........
C.
. ... C.
Sch.. ..... . .. .
T.
.l!'r. B.
Gen ..... . ....
'1'.
S. B.
Col .......................... .
Sch ..••................·...... .
T.
Fr. B .
. ... . Sch.. .........
1885
1874
1843
1886
1888
1890

.~-~~(t~~::::::::::::: gu~'to~1ifte~y:::::::::::::::: :::::

College Mound..... McGee College Library.......... 1896 Col .......... .

C.

F. R.

2005 Columbia .......... . Stephens College Library........ 18i6 Col .......... .
2006 ....• do ..........•... "Cniversity of tho State of Mis· 1840 Col .......... .

C.

s. B.
Fr. B.

c.
c.
C.
C.
C.
T.
. c.
c.
c.

B.
s. C.
Fr. B.
Fr. B.
Fr. R.
13.

2004

2007 Excelsior Springs .. .
2008 Farmington ....... .
2009
2010
2011 Florissant ......... .
2012 Fulton ............ .
2013 ..... do ............. .
2014 Glasgow ........... .
2015 · Green.field .......•..

souri.
Wyman School Library . . • • . . . . . .
Barroll's Circulating Library ....
Central College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Howard-Payne College...........
St. Stanislaus Seminary ..........
Missouri School for tho Deaf.....
Westminster College . .. . . . . . .. ..
Lewis Library...................
Ozark College....................

2016 Hannil>al...........
2017 Harrisonnlle .......
2018 Iberia ..............
2019 Inuepenuence • . . • • •
2020 ..•.. do ..............
2021 .Jefferson Barracks ..
2022 .Jeffersen City . . . . . .

Freo Public Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1889
:Public School Library ................ .
Iberia Academy ..•............... 1800
Public Library................... 1894
Woodland College ...... ... ........... .
rost Lil>mry ......................... .
Missouri State Library........... 1835

.~~~~~t~.:::: ::::::::

~g:

~~;li~~~.:::::::::::
Kan sas City ........

Sch ........ .. .
Gen . . . . . . O.
Col .......... .
Col ... ....... .
Col .......... .
Sch .......... .
. . . . . Col ...... .... .
1868 Gen . . . . . . O.
. . . . . Col ......... . .
1887
1892
1868
1880
1823
1855

~i~ S~h~S~.i~~?::::::::::::::: :::::
0

Kiduer . ............
Kirksville .....•....
Lagrange ...........
Lamar..............

P~1blic Libr'.'-l'Y · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kidder Institute ........•........
State Normal School .............
La Grange College . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Public School Library............

2030 Lexington..........
2031 ..•.• do . • . • . . . . . . . . . .
2032 Liberty ..... ........
2033 Marshall ............

Central Female College . . . . . . . . . .
High 8chool.... ...... .... ..... ...
·wrniam.Jewcll College ...........
.Missouri Valley College ..•.......

2025
2026
2027
2028
2020

c.

1Si3
1884
1872
1858
1887

s.

B.
1:,.

Gen ...•.. R.
T.
F. C.
Sch..... .. ....
'I'.
:Fr. R
Sch.. ........ .
c.
n.
Gen...... ....
T.
F. B.
Sch ................... Fr. R.
Gar ..... ...... Govt. F. B.
Gen.... ......
C.
F. R.
Sch....... ....
c.
n.
Sch ......... ...... . .......... .
Gen . .. . . . O.
'.l'.
S. R
Sch...........
C.
Fr. 13.
Sch....... ....
C.
F. B.
Gen . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. It.
Sch....... . . ..
C.
Fr. B.

18i5 Col . . . . . •. . . . .
C.
l3.
. . . . . Sch
.............. · · · · · · · ·
1849 Cc' o1 :•••·:·:·:····· ••••••••
Cc.·
Fr.
1890

R:

01

2034 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public School Library............ 1881 Sch . ......... .
2035 Maryville .... ....... Maryville Seminary .............. 18::ll Col .......... .
2036 1 Mexico . . . . . . . . . • • . . Blanton Public School Library... 1880 Sch .. ........ .

c.

c.

T.

s. B.
Fr. R
J!'r. n.

2037 ..... do .............. Hardin College . .................. 1873 Col .......... .

C.

s.

R.

F.

J3.

2038

T.

X eosho . . . . . . . . . . . . . rublic School Lil>.r:.u-y..... .... ... 1887 Sch .......... .

'1 ·· ...

C.
S. R.
2030
do ............. . Scanitt College Societies......... 1888 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
2040 Mevada ..........• .. IlighSchool. ...... . ................... .'ch ..... ...... 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • •••
2041 •••.. do ....•......... Fublic Scl.Jool Library...... . . . . . . 1884 Sch . . . . . . . R.
C.
Fr. n.
Col .......... .
Uol . ..•••.•...

c.

c.

lt'.
l!'.

Sch .......... .

T.

Fr.

2o.t8 •••.. ilo .... ........•. Sn.crc·cl Ileart.\car1emy ..... ...... 1816 Col ....... ....
1
204'.> • •••. (l<) ••••••• ••••••• ,·t. Cbar]f'.i ]Jorromco Catholic 1 501 G n ......... . 1

c.
u.

Fr. It.

2050 ..... do ....•......•..

c.

2042
204'.1
20!4
2015
20.JG
20-17

Otterville .......... . Otten·ille College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
rarkville .......... . Park Coll"rre..................... 1875
J>lattslmrg ......... .
J>ortland ........... .
Rolin. .... .......... . c·hool of Mlnrs.................. 1871
St. Charles ......... . Public Scllool Library............ 1860j

~,l~ii~~~~ffs~~~~f.~::::::::::::::: .~~~: ~iL:
:: ::I?.
'ol .......... .
Lihrnr_y.
t. 'hnrl :1 Coll go............... . . . . . Col .......... .

c.
c.
c.

I

B.
J3.
R.
]3.

B.

n.

n.

PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
~
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States of 1,000 volumes and over in 189C-Continued.

f·
I

rd
<l).

:g ~
.,;

rn

d~

,c:l

13cv .....A

i

<l)

El

<l)

'Cl d
d <l)
,nl>,

rn!:J)

Po

-§

"''Cl..:

El
d

'*~

~!:J)

-i:1
,c:1
•...,
p.i-.

sc

="'

,o A

"'O ~ ~
0 c:! 171

c

<ll;E

rn~<D

~

C

<ll

Receipts.

: ~ t'.

·:.tf!

•r<

J.l~]

,!ai-.i-.

g.§~

A't:iA

<ll

~~

~

ol.

..,... A

o+<,.....

<D

+> A

-S0 8

01:::

i-.

CS

~,g

p-p-p::i
~
E-i
P-t
R
P-t
--- --- -- - - --- --- --- --9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

--------1
1,285
1, 000

Name of librarian.

A <ll

... s

S·S
o+>

0.0 . .-4

~~

.s

<e

lS

17

120 ................................................ Chas. W.Reed ........ . 1903
200
300 . • • . . . . . .
200 . • . . . . .
$200! $16,000 C. Lockhart, Ph. D., 1994
president.
1995
1996
1997
50
130 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100 . .. . . • . . . L. W. Rader .......... . l!l98
200
200
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
34
B. K. Chase ........... . 199!)
60
100
60
G,376 ..•..................... , .....•••. .AnnieM.Broaddus ... . 2000
2001
2002
100
165 . . . . . .
4, ooo ............•.. · \
200 . . . . . . . . . C. B. nc:yuolus, super· 2003
\
intcncle_nt.
.
.....................•.......... ...•..•...•... •....... ..... .. J".B.Cre1ghton, pres1- 2004
1
dent.
. . . . .. .
15 . . . . . .
300
300 . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. 1\I. Christian ....... . 2005
28,000 6,700 2,750 .... ·. . .. . .. .. ... .. •..• .. .
7,500 ......... J. W. Monser ......... . 2006
500
1, 200

Jjgg ::::i6~ ::::~~ ::::~~ ::::::~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: :::::J::::::::: :r~-:~~~l~;: : : :~:~~::
1,200
3, !JOO
7,500

1

••• •

•

•

•

•

•

tiii
::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::c::::r ::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::
1,300
1,000
1, 000
21,000

1, 126 . . .. .. .
1, 2001.......
G, 000 2,000
1,000
100
8,000 1,000

3 . •• • • .
4.50 . .. . .. . . . . .. • . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • .
200 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .
150 .••....•.
10
100
350
20 ........................
130 .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .• • . . .
100 .........
100
60 .. . ......... . .......... .......... .........

6,000 . . . . . . .
1, 12-!i
100

500 .... . .
124
20

i: ffl(:;,

Leslie Bates ..•.........
Charles E. Ilarroll. ... .
R. 'l'. Bond ............ .
H.D. Groves, president.
F. llagemauu, rector .. .

~; i::i; 5 ;;; ::::?)::::::;i:::::::: ii£}iiiij~{i~:
1

42,500 ......... $1,850
1,050......... ... . .. .

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

1, !lGO ......... Ilobt. Elliott, prcsitlent. 2016
120 ......... Margaret Volle ....... .. 2017
2018
201!)
2020
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Chas. E. Dutton ....... . 2021
2, 000 . . . . . . . . . J. W. Zevcrly .......... . 2022
0
2023
~~·.~~:~:::: 2024
1
12,601 . . . . . . . . . ~arrio W.Whi~ney ...•. 2025
.. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . G. M. Sl..law, pnuc1pal .. 2026
260 1. .. .. . . . . C. E. Ross ............. . 2027
150 ......... ,Jcro'.l.'.ftti:,",Proside_nt. 20'.!8
140 ........ . Wte~~l!1nt~tm,superm- 202!)

H~ . :~~;: : :~~~ : :~~~: ::::: ::: ::: ::: ::: : : ~~~: :: ::~~~ :::::: ::: ~},:~ctr:~~~::~:~~~:

1,400
10 . .. .. . . . . . • .
1,287 . .. . . .. . . . . . • . . .
30, 000 . . . • . • . 2,000 . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

UgL::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: .~:?:.~~~~

25,000 ....... 1,028 ......
GJ,331 176,065 11,593
1,500
500 . . . . . .
1001. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
4,100 1, 600
320I
260
4, 220 1......... • • • • • • •
4,QOO 2,000
500
520
1,0001
3,0oo .•..•..
1,200,
300
400
oO
3,800 ......... 1\'. .....

1, ooo· .........................••...•......•....................................•... . .......
1,000 .•.......•..........••...... ········· ..•.... ········ ········ · ······· ................. .
O, 2lG 6,500
347
300
10,000 ......... .......
750 ......... Chas. Le Smith ....... .
2, 0171 2, 000
200 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .
300 ....... . . Wm. II. Black, D. D.,
presi<len t.
1 173
634
84
1171·
472
1,423 .... .. .
1001. ... .. . T. E. Spencer .......... .
1'.20011,020 ..................................... ···--·.;· ......... Geo.B.Mo<?re ......... .
1, 200
2o0
30
50 ......... .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. .
1.,1 . .. .. . . . . D. A. Mc~!Jllan, super·

2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2030

0

1,000 ............................................ ·
1, 000

3, 000

I

100

1
420\

Gi8

436

260

2,000 . .•. .. . ...... .•.... .. . . .. . . . .. ..... .. .......

70 1.. . . . . . . . A~ J(~c~~ncey, presi· 2037
dont.
382 . . . . . . . . . J". M. 8tc,enson, super. '.!038
ten<lent.
075 ........ . C. C.\Voou ............ . 2039
2040
2041

·I

l ~i1··i: 000\···20:/\···ioo ·· ·· 3,- 115\:::: :: ::: ::::::: ··· .. 23.3.::::~: :: l'~J :f~i~~i·~~.-~~i,~~:·

~,ggg •···100 ... ioo .... 50 ::::::~:: ::::::::: ::::::: ::::::::1····5:000' ftr:<'ic~l;·::::::::::
-1-- ...............................

3' 150
500
50
40 ........
2'. :;oo ••••••....••. ·...... . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • . . . . • ·
3 000 1 200
150
300
GOO......... . •. . . . .
2 .........
2'. 750
' 300
175
25
4, 500
500
200
210 . . .. .. . ..

I

,J. W . J~llis, president .. .
P. E. Allc·yne, rector ... .
'l'. L. llnbey ........... .
G. W. J onoR, superin.

::: · ·:: :::::t:/:: : : : : : : : : : : 'l::::::l:1t?:.•~:i,~O~ir,i;:::

2012
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2040
20::;o
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Public, society, an(l school libraries in the United
+:>

'CJ

<I)

::s

~

Location.

Name of library.

1:,j,

c..
><
o ....

Class.

0

3

•

~~8

;::

A

0

A§
"t>i
.:I ~-~~
$+>
k
5§
·5 ~~&
;::.o

~
1

~k

.0

><

A

:;

4

rn

~rC
...

::s • . .,
o

.0

02.~

t£.0
A k

·c ~~
::s

k-+"
0 p.
<I) Q

<ll"-'

k

~

0
Q><

k <I)
.... k
Q<I)

--- - 8
7
6
---· - -

MISSOURI-cont'd.

c.

2051 St.Joseph .... . .... . Academy of the Sacred Heart ... . 1853 Sch ......... ..
2052 .••• . do ............ .. Free Public Library ............. . 1890 Gen ...... R.
2053 .•... do . .. ....•...... German-American Bank Build- 1889 Law ......... .

T.
C.

ing Company 's Law Library.
2054, ..... do ............. . High School.. ................... . 1890 Sch .......... .
2055 .•.. . do ......•....... St. Joseph Commercial College . . . 18G7 Col . ........ ..

C.

c.
c.
c.

205G .. ~ .. do .. .. . . . .. . . .. . Y. M. C. A. Library............. . . 1882 Y. M. C. A ....
2057 St. Louis ............ Academy of Science.............. 1857 Scien . .... R.
2058 St. Louis, Station D. Academy of the Saored Heart.... 1877 Sch .......... .
2059
20GO
2061
2062
2063
20G4
2065
206G
20G7
2068
206!)
2070
2071
2072
2073
2074
2075
20,G
2077
2078

St.. Louis ........... . Bibliothek des St. Louis Turn Verein.
Bishop Robertson Hall.......... .
Christian Brothers College .......
Concordia College. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Concordia Turn· Verein ...........

..... do ............ ..
..... do ............. .
..•.. do ............. .
••••. do ............. .
..•.. do ..........•...
.••.. do ............. .
.•... do ............. .
..... do ............ ..
..•.. do ............. .
.... do ............ ..
..•. do ............ ..
..... do ............ ..
..•.. do ......•.......
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............ ..
..... do ............ ..
..... do ............. .
..... do . ........... ..

2070 . .... do ............. .
2080 ..... do ............. .
2081 ..... do ............ ..
2082 Sedalia . .......... ..

C.

B.

F. B.

R.

n.

Fr. R.

s. c.
R.
s. C.

1856 Gen ......... .

c.

B.

1874 Sch...........

C.

R.

.. .. .

c~·::::: :::: 8: .... 'c".'

1

1850 ~~
1875 Soc ....... R.

~i~~a~fj~~fi'~~tit~t~::::::::::: '. m~
Engineers' Club Library ............. .

Kenrick Seminary................ 1893
Law Library Association ........ 1838
Missouri Botanical Garden....... 1889
Missouri Historical Society...... 1866
Missouri School for the .Blind ........ .
Odd Fellows' Library ..•......•.. 1868
Public Library ................... 1865
St. Louis Law School. ......... . .. 1867
St. Louis Medical College.. . . . . . . . 184.0
St. Louis Mercantile Library ..... 1846
St. Louis University . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1829
Young Men's Sodality Li- 18GO
brary.
Ursuline Academy............... 1852
Washington Universty .......... 1853
Y.M.C.A.Library .............. 187G
Public Library .......... ;........ 1893

C.
Fr.
Th eo.........
C.
Sch...........
C.
Fr.
Scien . . . . . R.
C.
Theo .. . .. .. . .
C.
Fr.
Law..........
C.
S.
Scion . . . .. .. ..
C.
F.
Hist...... O.
C.
F.
Sch ..... .. . ...............
I. 0. O. F.. R.
C.
Fr.
Gen ...... R.
T.
F.
Law..........
C.
Med. .. . ......
C.
Mer . .. .. . O.
C.
S.
Col .. .. . .. O.
C.
Fr.
Soc ....... O.
C.
l<'r.

c.

c.

R.

····
B.
B.
R.
R.
B.
B.
C.

n.

C.

Sch ......... ..
Col ......... ..
Y.M.C.A. R.
Gen ......... .

C.
B.
B.
B.
R.
R.
R.

B.
lL

2083 Springfield ......... Drury College .................... 1873 Col .......... .
2084 ..... do .. .. . .. . . .. . . . High School............ . .. .. .. .. . 1894 Sch ......... ..

c.

F. B.
s. B.
Fr. B.

2085 ..... do .............. Y. M. C. A. Library .............. 1889 Y.111 .C.A. R.

c.

s.

2086
2087
2088
208!)
2090

g~~·:::::: j·o·: 8:

gi:;:t1~r%~ss~1~~1?:::::::::::

B.

·n:

I

MOXTANA.

.Anaconda........... Heal'at Fr!\e Library .............
Bozeman ........... College of Agriculture and Mc.
cllanic Arts.
2093 ..... do ...... ... ..... Free Libr'.1ry._. ...................
2094 Butte............... Free Public Library ..............

2098
2099

T.

Stanberry ......... . Stan berry Normal School......... .. .. . Sch .................... · .... -Tarkio ............. . Tarkio Colle~e ...................... ..
·F:
Trenton ........... .
f~~~ Sch........... C. Fr. B.
Warrensburg ...... .
Warrenton ....... .. Central Wesleyan College ........ 1876 Col ....... . . ..
C.
Fr. B.

2091
2092

20!)5
2096
2097

T.

1895 Gen . ... .. .. ..
1893 Col ....... R.
1884 Gen.. ...... ..
1892 Gen ...... O.

I

C.
C.

F. B.
F . B.

T.
T.

F.
F.

T.
C.

F. lJ.
Fr. R.

B.
B.

·u~;tt~·dg~:::::::::1
Nd1~!~:· 3n~~J~~~Z::::::::::::: i~~!I ~~i ::::::: ::::: 8: 1{:
~:
Dillon .. .. . • .. . .. .. . Public Library................... 1890 Gen .......... , C.
l!'.
Great Falis .... ..... Valeria Public Library .......... . JS!)O 1 G n ...... O.
Ilelena ............. Grand LodgeLil>rary (Masonic) .. 1866 Mnsonic.. ....

2100 ..... clo .............. \ Ilistori cnlSocietyofMontanaand
'tat Misc llaneousLibrary.
2101 ... :.do .......... ..... Puhli Lil>rary .. . ................
2102
1!1 s q1ty .......... J>nblic ·c11ool Lil>rary ............
2103 M1SSou, .............. l Fr Public Library ......... .....

I

. .... G •n ...... 1....

T.

, n ...... O.

T.
C.
T.

1858

1 85

'ch . ...... ....

1893 G n ...... 1 R.

I

I F.

I F.

R.

B.
l<'r. B.

I F. B.
1
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Name of librarian.

o1::=
So
<j-o

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1·-- - - - - - - -1

1.2

13

l.'1

1.5

1.6

17

1S

$50 ........ . .A.. M. Niederkorn ..... . 2051
7, 000 1•••• ••... H. L. Elmen<lorf ....... . 2052
25 ........ . H. G. Buckingham, sec- 2053

1, 600
•300
60 .•..•...............•.•........
14, 000 2, 000 1, 100
300 1G8, 000 . . . . . . • . . $6, 700
1, 976 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
1, 200 .••..•.•........

retary.
25 . • • . . .
1, 980
3, 500 . . . . . . .
12 ........ . C. E. Chase ............ .
50
10 ............•........•.•.................. Brother .A.rthemian
president.
.•.•..................................•...................... R. D. Duncan, secretary
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •...............••••....•.•.................... Dr. G. Hambach ....... .
125
51
100 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
111 .•....... Treasurer .A.cademy
Sacred Heart.
...... .
378 ..... .
3,533 ...•........•...
177 ........ . C. Retzer .........••....

1,500 ...... .
1,000
300
1,400
20, 000
2, 300
3,300
1, 800
11, 700
6,000
1,339
4, 050
1,220
1,500
20, ooo

2059

............ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ...... __ . . . . • . . . .
...•...
54 ...••.
10,453.. .. . . . . .
5,000 8, 163 1, 300 476,000
46,000
. .. . . . .
500 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
.•..•. _ ... _....... _ .. _. _...... _...• __
5, 000 3,
435
94, 135 . . . . . . . . .

2070
. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • • . . • 2071
F. M. Wood ......
2072
:Fred. M. Grunden ...... . 2073
Wm. S. Curtis, dean .... 1 2074
HenryH. Mudd, dean ... 2075
iorpcf
~g~~

80 . . .. . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . .
.. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . ... . ..
200.... .. . . . ... ... . . . .......
.. . . . .
300
150.......
, 36 ......•...............•. .
......
840 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150...... ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . .

. • .. • . . .
.... .. ..
200
.. .. .. ..
.....•..
... . .. ..
. . . . . . ..

.... .. . ..
. . . . . •. . .
.........
... . . . . . .
_........
.. ... .. ..
. . . . .. . . .

t:i~i
·io:030 1,i~~ ·i;ios ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ... :·.~~~ ::::::::: ~;:~~1le~~~~di;~~£~~::
5,000 3,000
400
150 ......... .. ..... .. ...... . ................. Wm . .J. Seever ..........

:t•

2056
2057
2058

Sister Miriam . . . . . . . . . . 2060
. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2001
Ludwig Fuerbringer ... 2062
Albert S. Schulte ....... 2063
L. Haeberle, president.. 2064
.J. Toensfeldt........... 2065
W . .A.. L ayman ......... • 2066
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2007

1, 500
20
1, 400 . . . . . .
2,000
200
24
10
315
83
120
35
500
100

2

4, 000
4,876
109,063
8, 000
3,000
:~~

2054
2055

*~G

. . . . . . . .. .•. . . . .. . . . . . . .
. ... . . .
751 .........
61,000 64,000 . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . •.
1,500.........
........................
. . . . . . . 51, 956 . . . . . . . ..

~g~~

--····I

Kr p;ap........

;:~1•::;:; • •·;: :i:::: ;;;;·:~: ::::::::: :::::~: :~:;:::: ::::;:~:: j:J:~~;~;i;it'.'.'.: i~
4, 00\ ...... 1,000 . . . . . .

.~ ~

2

;: ; ;:

21,658.........

1

:~ : : :

2,000

L1:i·::·:·i -:<"o

:: •••~:: :::::::~::;::\~ ::;;

5,000 . . . . . • .
400
50
16,894 . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • .
0, 0001
500 1, 200
100 . . . . . . . . .
10,000 . . . . . . .
•, 000 · .. .. ..
50 • • • • • •
2, 000 • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • •
2,1751..••............•...........

:: :::i..~·.~]

..

1, :;: ...

....

64,t~ ·--~~~~~~ .:~·-~~: .. :~·.~:~ :::::::::
:~~ ... :~~ :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::::

1
3, 000 . ..•... •....................
• • •••• •• ·

1

16, 050 1, 0001 1, 846.... ..
1,000 ...•..
180 . .• . . .
2, 0-10 . •• • •• .
710\--·...

·1

~s{;r~~:~\ ir;

1,785
20,000 Carrio J. Roberta....... 2088
1,500 . . . . . . . . . Henry C. Fike.......... 2089
100 • • • • • • • • • Ronry V ooboll . . . .• •• . • 2090

~~~ ... ~~: ~~~ ...... ~~~ .. ~: ~~~11·..~: ~~~ ~:::::::: -~~~;~ ~: ~~~~~~~~:::::: ::::

3,5001 . •.••.. 1,000. •. . . .
20, 220 ......... 3,000
1, 200 2, 500\
50
300 . . . . . . . . .
300. .. . . . .
10, 000

2082

17,648 ........................ FredClark .... __ ..••••. 2091

1~:t~~ .. ~·.~~~1-~·.~~~ ~~~

~:~i8

2,028 ......... F.d!;t.Sampson, presi-

0

67, 712I......... 6,350
1,337......... . . . . . . .
11, 059 .•..•••.. 1,038
1

~~~~;ifa~:;~~::::::::: ~gg~
i~~:-J.Vn~:s:!;~lf:,~-;e"a"_.
~gi;
irlcnt.

3,000 . ..... ... Bella Brown ........... 2098
50.. ... .. . . . Corn li us Hedges, 2099
1cerrc8t _a·r·y··· ..... 2100
750 j....... • • w,g.1E·a_n~,'.lans,
D
6,600 ......... Frank C. Patten ........ 2101
143 ......... W. Dunal<l Campbell ... 2102
1, 0781...••••.. .J. Watsou Buford, sec· 2103
1
retary.
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Public, society, and schoo l libraries in the United

Name of library.

Location.

7 S
6
5
41- - - - - - - - -,- - - - - - -- - -- -- ,- -1---1-----;-- - - - NEBRASKA.

2104
2105
2106
2107
2108
2109
2110
2111
2112
2113
2114
2115
2116
2117
2118
211!)
2120
2121
2122
2123
2124
2125
2126

Beatrice .. . . . • . . . . . . Free Public Library .••••.•••.....
..... do .............. HighSchoo.i ................ . .... .
Bellevue.... . . . . . . . . Bellevue College .........•...... .
"Blair ............. • . Library Association ........... . . .
College-dew ........ Union College ......•.... . ....... .
Crete ............... Doane College ................. . . .
. . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library .................. .
David City ............. ".do ........................... .

l~!!~~t:::::::::::
Grand Island.......
Hastings . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . do •.............
Humboldt... .......
K earney............
.... . do .. . ......••...
L ancaster ..........
Lincoln.............
. . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . do..............
. . . . . do..............
. . . . . do ..............
Minden. . ... ........

J~;~~~f ti:!~iJ~1~~.i::::::::::

Public Library .................. .
H astings College ................ .
Public Library ................... .
Brmm Memorial Library ........ .
Public Library .................. .
W. C. T. U. Hospital Library .... .
Nebraska Prison Library ........ .
City Library .................... .
State Hist orical Library ........ .
State Library ................... .
T each er s' Library ............... .
Uni-ersit,v of Kebraska ......... .
Public School Library ....... ..•..

N obraska City ..... . Ladies' Library Association . . ... .
Gates College .. ...............•..
Lincoln Normal Universit y ..... .
2130 N0rth Platte .•.. . .. . Y. M. C. A. Library (railroad
tlopartmen t).
2131 Omaha ... .... ...... . Brownell Ilall ................ . .. .
2132 ..... <.lo ••••••••••••• • Creighton College ...... . ........ .

2127

mg

~~~~~i:::::::::::::

1893
1888
1884
1880
1891
1872
1878
1891
1884
1885
1884
1882
1886
1884
1890
1880
1876
1877
1878
1867
1893
186!)
1892

F. n.
T.
Gen ......... .
n.
C•
Sch .......... .
s. B.
C.
Col . . . . ...... .
B.
s.
C.
Gen ......... .
c. Fr. B.
Col .. -- ...... .
B.
s.
C.
Col.. ..... O.
F. B.
T.
Gen ......... .
·
B.
F.
'.l.'.
Gen ......... .
c. F. B.
Sch .......... .
B.
c.
Sch .......... .
F. B.
T.
Gen ......... .
F. B.
c.
Col .......... .
s. B.
C.
Gen ...... R.
F. B.
'.l'.
Gen ...... 0.
F. B.
T.
Gen ..... .. . . .
c. F. c.
Gen ...... R .
T. Fr. R.
Reform .. .... .
F. B.
T.
Gen ...... R.
F. B.
T.
Hist ......... .
State ........ . State . F. B.
c. Fr. 13.
Sch . . ........ .
F. n.
c.
Col ......... . .
F. B.
'.l'.
Sch .......... .

1876
1882
1893
18!)1

Gen.. ....... .
Col . . ..... . .. .
Col ....... . ...
Y. M. C.A. R.

0.
C.
C.
C.

s. c.
n.
n.

Fr.

s.

B.

mi ~~L::::: :::: ···c:·· ···- R:

2133 I._ . . .. c10 .••••••••..••. L aw Library Association . . . . . . . . 1870 Law ...... R.
C.
S. 13.
213.1 . .. .. do ............. . Nebraska Institute for the Deaf
Sch .............. - ·· · · · ·· · ·· - ·
I

and Dumb.

2i.35 .• .. . do ............. . Presbyterian Theological Semi· . . . . . Theo . ... .. .. .

c.

2136 ... .. do ............. . Public Library................... 1877 Gen . . . . . . O·
2137 Porn ...... . ........ . State Normal School. ............ 1870 Sch .... .. ... . .

T.
T.

F. B.
F r. ]3.

nary.

n.

2138
2139

Plattsmouth.. ...... Public Library.... .. ... . .... ... . . 1893 Gen ...... R.
Santee Agency. .... Santee Normal Training School . ..... _ Sch .......... .

T.

c.

F.
Fr. ll.

2140
2141

South Omaha ....... Public Library................... 1894 Gen .. . .. . R .
Superior ........... . Ladies' Library .A.ssociation . ... . 1884 Soc ..... .. O.

c.

c.

F . B.

2142
2143

University Place ... N~braska Wesleyan University .. 1892 Col ....... ... .
Wahoo ............. High School.. .... ... . ..... . . ..... 1888 Sch .......... .

c.

Fr.

C.

····1B.

2144
2145

Wayne ...... . ...... Nebraska N ormal College .. . .. . .. 1891 Col ..... . .... .
York. ............... Public Library ................. .. 1893 Gou .... .. .. . .

T.

c.

Fr. R.
]'. 1B.

2146
2147

c.
Carlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Library .Association.............. 1873 Gen . . . . . . O.
Carson City ..... ... . Ne,adaStateLibrary ...... . _. ___ 1865 Gen ......... . State.

NEVADA.

2148
2149

1

Reno ............... Nenda State Unfrcrsity ..... .... 1886 Col ......... . .
Virginia City. ..... . liiglt School.. . . . . .. .............. . . . . . Sch ..... .. .. . .

Watlsworth... .. .... Engineers antl Mechanics' Li·
brary .

n.

Is. n.

.1:'. ) 13.
I

Fr.

n.
n.
n.

1

0.

c.
c.

1870 Gen

O.

C.

s. B.

T.

F. B.

T.

l•'.

2150 ..•. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~iners' Union Library........... 1877! Soc . . ... . .
2151

C.

s. c.

I
it1 .A.cw~rth._.
.......... Silahy Pn~lic Library ............ 1892 q<'n ...... O.
\l xandrm ......... llaynca L1hrary. .. . .. . . .. . . ... . . . 1 86 (,en . . . . . . O.
215
l•t··· -···········1rutlir I~ihrary .. .... ............ . . , 1891 (i cn ......... .
2155
•_, ~.,r, • m_,1 r t...... ...... Town L1hrary ...... .. ........ . ... J 879 Gen . . . . . . O.
1
.n11uo,er............ l'roc or .Acaclemy
s h
2167
lilnu<l .. .. .. . . . . .. Town Libr;ry ... . :::: :: : : :: : :: : :: 1· i ·70, Go1i"::::::,::::

F.

NEW JU:,IP-mRE.

1

..t

c.

c.
c.

'l'.

}'.
J.,'.

1:'.
lf.

n.

ll.

n.

13.
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Name of librarian.

n

lS

- - - i - - -1 -- -;

2,800 . . . . . . .

392 . . . . . .

7, 050
2,970
3,000
2, 500
3, 500

176
250
80
350
300
150
40
50
500 . . . . . .

$1, 00°1" •••••••. Mrs. M. E • .A.bell........ 2104
O. H. Brainerd, principal 2105
David R. Kerr, president 2106
-----1~47:0~ (1~.~1~0~0; Clara L. Kenny........ 2107
C. C. Lewis ......•...... 2108
0
3, 224. . . . . • • • . . . • • . . .
'I'
Prof. Wm. E. Jillson .••. 2109
17, 597.... . ....
250
365,1..•...... A.line '.l.'. Sherrill........ 2110
6,000
1,000
49
2021........ . Maymo Tay 1or......... 2111
600 ..•..•............••... . ....•.•.. D. L. McEachron....... 2112
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . W. Il. Clemmons ....... 2113
Mary E. Irvine......... 2114
... ~:: :::::: : : : ::: : : : : ::: : : : : : :::: :: : :: vV. N. Filson .......... - 2115
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
280 ........ . Mary M. Micbacl...... . 2116
.• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• 125
.560 ........ . E. '\V. Elwell, secretary. 2117
19,000 . .• . . . . . .
354
381 ........ . Mrs. H.,J. Seaman ...... 2118
. . . . . . . . . . ...... . ....... . ... . ... .. ... . ... . Mrs. ,J.C. Hull ......... 2119
. . . . .. . . .
12, 207 ................•.••.... C. F. Hammond ..•.. .•.. 2120
81, 155
12, 807 4,000
4,458 ..•...•.. Carrie C. Dennis. . . . . . . . 21~1
. . . . . . .. . . . •••. . . . . . . . . . .
1,500 .....•... J. A. Barrett ........... 2122
........ : . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . .
5, 200 .•....••. D. A. Campbell ....... .. 2123
700 ...••• . ................ . . ......... J. F. Saylor ............ 2124
.. . . . . . . . . •• . . . . •. .. . •. . .
0, 660 ........ . Mary L . .Jones...... . . . . 2125
. ....• - - .......... .-. . . . . .
300 ........ . A.H. Bigelow, suporin· 2126
18, 022 • • • • .. • • . $1, 000

U~l: )oo JL)' :::::::: ;::::::;: ;:;;;:;
3, 889
1,272
1,000
1, 000
500

u~i .... :~~

i~i ····50

l, 200
70
150
25
2, 2001.......
60 . . . . . .
2,862
100
200
50
1, oooi.. . . . . . . . . . . .
50
2, 0001 1, 000
87
500
11,800
400
700
100
2,825 7,400
273 1,882
32, 2551 2, 800 1, 863
200
1, 200
100 . . . . . .
50
32, 000 . • • . . . . 2, 821 l, 340
1, 8511
233
350
125

~~~

tendent.
3, 088
5,200
2,000
1, 085

117 . . • . . .
2, 1!)7 . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . .
112
700
200
75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
75
500 .................•.................... ··• ··••·
700
22
127
2, 187
507 . . . . . . .
50

2127
2128
2120
2130

••••••.. .
........ . ~[. Belle Chellis ...••...
·····•••· E. C. Bishop ........... .
........ . H. B. Hollingsworth,

secretary.

3,000
800
52 .... . ..................• ..•. ........ . .... . Robert Doherty, rector. 2131
8
9,000 ....... ·· ····· ........ ··••··· ..•...... · ..•... · · · .. · · · · · · .•..•. Creighton College sec· 2132

rotarv.

3,000 ..••.... .....................•....... . ........••.•....... ·. ·. Bessio Hammond ... ... . 2133
2134

,:: ::1...~;;' :;:::::::::::: ::: ::::::::: :::::: ::::::: ::::::::
,4201· · ····· ' 4,~11. .....
7,000
600 ( 200
179
1, 009

:: :::

500

....

100

240

235,318
44,60:> 13,500
G, 000......... . .. • . . .

25, 000

8, 050

360

~~~ ... ~]: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1, 652 . . . • • . .

2, 700l.......
1, 215 . . . . . . .

128 . . . . . .

2, 160 . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .

2135

15,000 .... .. .. . B. H. Barrows ...... _...
1,020 ........ . A.. ·w. Norton, prcsi.
dent.
515 ....•.... Olive Jone!'! ............
Fred. B . Riggs , assist.

2136
2137
2138
2139

:::::

1.".... .....
~ ·.: ·.:62·. ........
·.:·.·.. Mrs.
A~i~ Eft~~[:
J. S. Johnston,

2140
2141

president .
400 . . . • . .
1, 200
1, 5402031·. ·.·•·. ·. -. ·.
300 ......•.. C. L. Crook, rh. D . . . . . .
476 . • • • . .
1, 378
181 ......•.. Geo. W . Ilaan, superin·
tendent.
J.M. Pile ..............
~~~ ···io,"945 ::::::::: .•.. 350 ..... 350 ::::::::: Grace Ilurlbut ........

2142
2143

u: ....~~~! m...

I ; .

1,250 .•....... ..••.. .
4,500 .....•..• ......•

1
2601········· W . A. King...... . . . . . . 2146
1,233 ····••• ·· Eugene Howell, secre. 2147

225 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . .
25
5, 000
1, 800 . • . • . . .

1, 000 ........ . H. K. Clapp . . . . . . . . . . . . 2148
240 ......•.. C. L. 1\IcLane, princi· 214.0

2,000, ....... ···•·· ......
30,0001· ······ 1 1,0001······
4, 000

1, 200

2, 000
24011

10,587r ······

,8241 .·.··········

tm

276

23

2001

2 1 202

1

545
48

2:

2144
2145

tary of state.

J

pal.

3,480 J . F. McDonell, record -

5,232 ....••..•....•..........

2150

ing secretary.

1,271 . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .

32~ .••...•.. Miss Gertrude Dunlopo . 2151

4,618.........

101 ........ . H.V. llanrnrcl,

1····
2.l......

25

trnstco.

2152

.......... 2153
~g~I ~g ···i2,"258 --·· i.- 040 ···· i:ii · ·· ··i62 ::::::: :: C.Geo.A.II.BuJlock
Demeritt ..... . 2154
Elisa J. S tearns ........ 2155
1..... ~~~' ::: ::::::
i'.~
:::: :: : l~~:
:: :::I....~·. ~~~1:::: :: :::I:::::::
2.441,..... ..
206, ........................
140,
151,. ······ ·· r?i. i.t~;b~~~ ::::::1m~
1

1
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Publ-ic, society, ancl school librm·ies in the United

..,

'd

~

Location,

N ame of library.

... ~
o ......

Class.

_

2158
2159
2160
2161
2162
2163
2164
2165

NEW HAMPSHIRE-continued.
Atkinson .......•.. .
Belmont ........... .
Berlin ............. .
Bethlehem .•........
Bristol. .......•••...
Brookline ......... .
Center Sandwich .. .
Charlestown ....... .

2166
2167
2168
2169

Chester ............ .
Claremont ......... .
Colebrook •.........
Concorcl .....•......

2170 ..•.. do ............. .
2171
2172
2173
2174
2175
2176
2177
2178
2179
2180
2181
2182
2183
2184
2185
2186
21 87
2188
2189
2190
2191
2192
2193
2194
2195

.•... do
.•••. do
..... do
..•.. do

........... . _.
.........•....
............. .
............. .
Contoocook ..•......

~

o-

·5

0

4

d 0

o,1P..

g-.., g
p.,(j!i.

U1

::I •

•o

b.C..C

"'.~

'"..,
0 P< ~~
-~

(j!

6

C.

Sch .......... .
Gen ...... 0.
Gen ...... R.
Gen ......... .
Gen ..... . O.
Gen ......... .
Soc ....... R.
Gen ...... 0.

Free Public Library ...... _..... .
Fiske Free Library ............. .
Public Library .................. .
New Hampshire .Asylum for the
Insane.
New Hampshiro Historical Library.
New Hampshire State Library ..
Public Library ..•. '. ............ .
St. Paul's School. ............... .
State Board of H ealth .•........ .
Contoocook Library ............. .

1894
1873
1891
1843

T.
Gl'n ...... o.
T.
Gen
T.
Gen ...... R.
...........
Asylum .. . .......

1823 Hist ......

o.
o.
o.

T.
T.

~~bffn: :::::::: ::::: .~.~~Ni.~.i~.~~~~::: :::: :: ::: :::::::

.j/." ~:

T.

T.

F.

c.

s. c.

·i~~!~n-~t~~; ::::: ::: .:.~~~ii.~.i~·r·~~: :::::::::::: ::::::
Fitzwil iam.........
Francestown •..•.. .
Franklin ............
Franklin Falls......
Gilsum.: ....... • ...
Greenville..........

2196 Hampstead ........ .
2197 Hampton .......... .
2198 Hampton Falls ..... .
2199 Hancock ..........•.
2200 Hanover ........... .
2201 Hr..rrisville . ....... .
2202 Haverhill. ......... .
2203 Henniker ...•.......
2204 Hillsboro .•..•......
2205 Hinsdale . ....••... .
2206 ..... do ... .......... .
2207 Hollis ............. .

m~

Town Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1871
..... do............................ 1873
Franklin Library .. .. ............ 1861
Smith Library of the Unitarian 1880
Society.
Public Library ................... 1891
Chamberlin Free Public Li· 1879
brary.
Nelson Ordway Public Library.. 1889
Public Librar:y............ •••••• 1865
Ladies ' Social Library .•..•.•.... 1845
Town Library ....•........... ... 1860
Dartmouth College............... 1770
Town Library...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187/l
Ladies' Library Association . ... . 1880
Free Library ............•... _....... . .
Fuller ru bllc Library............ 1877
High School.. ...•..•....• .............
Public Library ..•••.•.••.•.•..... 1864
Social Library ...• .. . ...... .. .. . . 1799

C.

F. n.
F. B.

F. B.
Fr. C.

c.

F. R.

T.

F. R.
F , B.

s. B.

F. R.
l!'. B.

R:B

f

'c:r:

F.

Gen ......... .
Soc .......... .
Gen ......... .
Gen ...... R.
Gen ...... .. . .
Gen ......... .
Sch .......... .
Gen ...... O.
Ge.n .. ... . .. . .
Gen ... ...... .
Gen ...... O.
Gen .... . .... .
Social. .... n.

c.
c.

F.
Fr.
F.
F.
Fr.
F.
Fr.
F.

T.

F. B.
F. c.

Gen .. .... . .. .
Gen ......... .

T.
T.

F.

Gen ...... R.
Gen······....
Social.. .... ..

T.

Gen ....... O.
Gen . .. . . . R.
Gen ....... R.

T.
~-

1868 Col....... ....
1892
184.0
1876
1883
1870
1885
1781

8

F. B.
S. C.
F. B.
.I<'. B.

C.
'.l'.

State .....
c.
Gen ......
c.
Sch ....... .....
Stato.
Med ......
T.
Gen ...... R.

m: g:~ :::::: ::::

0

-

Deerfield Center.... Philbrick·.T ames Library . : ..... . 1881 Gen ... - -... · - · · · · · · · · F.
D erry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pinkerton Academy ............ . 1881 Sch ...... . -...
~F.
Durham . . . . • • . . . . . . College of .Agriculture and Me·
chanic .A.rts.
. . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
East Canterbury . . . Shaker Community Library......
East Derry . . . . . . . . . Taylor Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
East .Jaffrey ..•..... .Jaffrey Public Library ..........
East Rinclge . ....... East Rindge Library.............
East Rochester..... East Rochester Library ........ _.
Exeter...... . . . . . . . . Phillip11-Exeter Academy.. . . . . . .

::I

,, -

- - - - - 11-- - - - -

1879
1893
1893
1877
1885
1878
1883
1894

•

..-<<l)

<l) 0
ai"' OA
k <l)
k
...... I.
R Oai

--- Ii

Atkinson Academy ............. .
Public Li~rar:y ......•............
Free Public Library ............ .
Library Association ............ .
Minot-t:Heeper Library .......... .
Public Library ................. .
Sandwich Library Association .. .
Silsby Free Pubhc Library ..... .

1833
1855
1856
1883
1860

.0 ~..ci
k..,

as~~

~;a
~

<IS

•

A§

o ·~

;:j ,Q

A
3
__ ,______________ , __

,Q O

<l)

'"enA

.s
1
, _ _ _ _ __

t>-,1-<

A

A

::I

.

T.

T.

c.
c.

C.
T.

T.

T.

c.
c.

i"
0 c·
8:1. :::::: o: c:

F.

B.
B.

c.

B.
B.
B.
R.

B.

n.

s. B.
s. B.
F. c.

B.

lS ~:C.

F·. B.
S. B.

fF. ~:B.
F.

B.

Hopkinton . . . . . . . . . Public Library................... 1892 Geu.... ... . ...
T.
FF•.
T.
·
rnton ····... ... .. Gr eleylublic Library .......... 1893 Gen ... . .. R.
Gen...........
T.
F.
Gen....... .. . .
C.
F.
2211 Ka:en:~.:::::::::::: .~.~~l~ i~·r·~~:::::::::::::::::::
2212 Kensington . . • . . . . . ."ocial Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1895
.ocial. ... jO.
C.
~--·
!~~:~ton··········· anb?m ~emmary ..... .............. . Sch . ...... ... . ........ .
T.
F.
~ L k a.···· ... -- - . . Public L1 brary....... ........ .... 1878 Gen ....... R.
1
221
.,l~o.rt · · · · · ·..... IIubl?ard'.s Circulating Library . .. 1883
1/
2217 Lanrast ······· ····· PobhcL1brary ................... 1891
T.
~2218 L ba 0 r ··········1·····<1~·;···.··· ······· ............ 18_2 Gen ....... R.
en . .......... -··; ··· · ~:
~mo .... d~ .~::::::::::::
Gen ....... , O. , :r. 1

~-.

2208
~~~g

~m

...

·

l~L~~~~~ !) ··1··

m~

2210 \·. -~

8:~·--.-.·.·.-.- ::::,·--T_-··

~~1,'i1~\~k~~~1!::::.-.-:::::::::::

m~

ti

N"

If
.. :.
13:
R.
13 :
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States of 1,000 volumes and over in 1896-Continued.
'O
<I)
'O •

-~

'Ci...

.;
~

.,;

s
p

:clp,

'o
t>

Ps

<I)

<lib()

<I)

"'

cl)

AO

sc:i! 'Oi:l

t>

02

Ii::

"'"'<ll

h

,:q

,:q

11

12

13

~.-d

<ll A

~.e

.s

0 _..,

~ ~

<I)

"2 '-'

~ ~~

o'O~

Ps

Receipts.

<I)"~

:::.9
Ill ....

.i,: '-';.
0 i=l 0

a,-~..d

p. ....

o'-'

<I)

'd A

qSO

~ij

~
E-!

g.S..::

- - - - - - - - - -

10

9

.... bl)s

A
,.d.,..

S·'"'
p ;l

sal

"'l>,i=l

_:£1>.

<llA

- - - - - -

'O ....
<l)c:i!<ll
p <l)<ll

~~

't:lc:i!
cil<ll
I>,

- -

14

Q

Name of librarian.

<1-i:::

_ _ _ , _ _ _., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J

16

lS

17

H. N. Dunham . . . . . . . . . 2158
......................... 2159
BattieL.Johnson ..... 2160
Benjamin Tucker ...... 2161
Emma Pratt Berry ..... 2162
O.D.Fessenden ........ 2J63
E. Q. Marston ......... 2164 Frank W. Hamlin, trus. 2165
tee,
Isabelle H. Fitz........ 2166
A.bbie Field ..... .... .. . 1 2167
J. H. Darby, chairman. 2168
Dr. C. B. Bancroft, SU· 2169
perintendent.
11,000 Rev,N.F,Carter ....... 2170 0

1, 500 . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .....•.....•.............. _. . . . . . . . . .
1,000 ···-···
81......
3,083
3
$150
$150 ······--·
1,944
181,172
25
6,132.........
500
581. ........
1,400 .......
70 ...... . ........ ... ..... . .......
75 .........
3,243
200
190
14
5,776 .....• .. .
331
456
$2,500
1,600 .••••............... ·•..........•.............................
1, 121.......
75 ......
1,800 .......•. .... .. .
39 . ........
3, 826 • • • • • • .
51. ....•.......... ~... ....
259
259 . . • . . . • . .
1, 250 . . . . . . .
906 . . . . . .
4, ooo,1... '... .. . . . . . . . .
100 . . . . . . . . .
250
4.50
5,000
7,000
3,500 .......
400 .... .. .... . . .. . ......... ..•.. ..
300 .........
1,956 . . . . . . .
30 . • . • . .
3, 900 . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . .
100 . . . . . . . . .
1

•••••••

••••••

13,000 50,000

••••••

•••••••••

•••••••••

380 1, 000 .... ..... ......... .......

1,730

50,000 25,000 3,000 2,500 .... . ........ . ~-.. . .. . . . .
·5, 550 .........
18,157 .......
500 ... .' ..
87,122
89,122 .......
6,458
2,500
10,800 1,700 1,609
77 ..•.•.....•...•.. ·--····
780
1,000
50 .•.•..... ........•.............•••..............
1,000 ... . . . .
2, 000
400
200
30
860 . . . . . . • . .
150
406
500

Arthur C. Chase . . . . . . .
GraceBlanchard .......
··· ·· ·-··················
Irving A. Watson ......
Frank J. Morrill, trus·

2,276
500 . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,159
3, 700
100 . . . . . .
25
1, 7ti5
20,500
742 1,003
75
67,183
2, 953 . . . . . . .
138 . _....
2, 785
4,000. .. . . ..
595
329 . . . . . . . .

J.t~·H. Burbank ..... __I
Mary U. Biu~ham .... . . 1
CarolineH.Garland ....
. . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C. W. Scott ............ .

4, 7671

200

417 . . . . . .

. . . ••• . . .
. •. . . • . . .
....•....
.. .. . . . ..
.• •• • . . . .

.......
.......
3,500
...... .
.......

10,000,........ ••• . •. .

271
2,500
500 . . . . . . . . .
3,7Jl
750
173 . . . . . . . . .
745 .........
586

1,900
50
72
8
5,844.........
200
420 .........
1,500. .. . . . .
15 ..•••..••................•......................
1, 7001
100
165 . . . . . .
6, 321 . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .
600 . . . . . . . . .
1, !100 . . . . . . .
25 . _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . .
200. .. ......
9,000 .... _..
444......
17,111......... 2,000
2,.272
7,000
2,038
380
153
25
9,116.. .... .. .
187
212 .........
4, 293 . . . . . . .
65 . _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75
75 . . . . • . . . .
2, 511
158
176 . • . • . .
3, 476
83 . . . . . . .
136 . . . . . • . . .
71 .•. _••
3,000 .... .. . . . . .. . . ..
75 .........
2,883 . .. . . . .
2, 500 .......... _. . . . . • . .
2, 840 . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . .
3, 000
42 . • . . . .
2,807 . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . .
90
452 .. . • .• . . . . . . . . . . . .
300

1, 387 .... .. .
61 .• .•.•
1,595.. •..... .
2, 020
125
70
6
2, 192
25
1, 020 1. . . . . . .
12 ....... _..... .. . . . . . . . . .
3,112. .... ..
172 .... .. . . . .. . .. . . ... . . . .
6,000.........
82, CiOO 20,000 1 458 1 270
1,563 . . . . . . . ' 75 .. ~ _..
1, 725.........
1, 000
80
108 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l, 800
300\ 100.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2176

:n 77

2178
2179
2180

1,200 Miss M. E. Smith .•. . . . 2181

::~~~\~:::::: ···200 :::::: ····7,-559 ::::::::: ·····15 ..... i!i5 ····s:ooo

1, 054 . . . . . . .
2, 5171
452

2171
2172
2173
2174
2175

...-iMrs.."ci~S.i ~U..v~~iSlason
d~::::::::::
...... .

mi

2184
Cynthia S. Converse ... 2185
J. H. Whittier.... . ... . . 2V36
J. A. Tufts, secretary . . , 2187
Frances E . Moult.on .... ' 2188
GHreancreycs_.1:P1.acvh1a·sr:;s·o·n· .· .· .· _- 1 22118090
"
u
Geo. K. Wood .......... ' 2191
Mary .A.. Rowell ........ 2192
Mary E. Daniel. . . . . . . . . 2193

79 . . . . . . . . . ,T. A. Loveland....... .. 2194
314......... G. Ernest Merriam ..... 2l!J5

.•••...
379 ..••.... ·1Dr. Geo. R. Bennetts ...
100
107 . . . . . . . . S. Albert Shaw.........
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . HeleJJ M. San born. ... ..
. ......
450
12,000 Jobn P. Hilh1. trustee ..
.. . . . . .
3,500 ......... Marvin D. Bis Lee . . . . . .
50
50 . . . . . . . . . Laura M. Tuttle........
.. . . ..
132 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
200
215 ......... Mrs. J.C. Cogswell .....

2196
2197
2198
2199
2200
2201
2202
2203

r:m :::::::... ~:~ ···379 :::: ::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ----.~~~iai ........~,.~~~
~.~?-~:-~~~~.~::::::::: ~~~~
.. . . . ~:!:
g~~

5001

2~~

100

1~. ~~~ .............•..... .•

~-a[~hGe~~t~t:e~:

~~~~

1

1

1:474::::::: 1
40~::::: ..... • • • • : : : : : : : : : · · · · ~ ~ ~
150:::::::::
2,172 ....... 1
60 ......
2,512.........
100
124 .........
1
1, 900
600
25
25
1,200 . . . . . . • • .
80
57 .. - ... - . .
10,000 . . . . . . .
335. .. • •.
29,137 . ... .... .•.. -·..
500 .........
1,000 · ·- · · · · · · · · 1, 3781. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .... - ...........

·1··.. ..

i:r~t: W.Kimball.. ... .
MaryN. Webster ......
(.). E. Meserve . . . . . . . . . .
Mary F. Hheldon .......
Mr1:1. A. M. Hilliard ... .

2208
2209
2210
2211
2212

i:~ ::::J:::::: :::::: : :~~,:~~~ ::::::::: : : ~~ : :~,:~~~ : : ~,:~~~ faii t·_niijf~·~r:~:::::: ~m
1, 678

46

9

12

9, 631 . ........... · - · ·

230 . . . . . . . . . Olin

. Davis....... .... 2216

i'5; ~
·-··soo
... ~~~
:::::: ....19,307.........
~·.~~\:::::::: :::::::
-··--~~~
::::·::::
·c,·e·n·_-i-.Lr~~~~;it::::::
000
500
200......
• •• ••. .
600
10,000 E, H. 'l'bompson ... ,., •.
ED

96--15

mi

2219
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EDUCATION REPORT, 18%~6.
Public, society, and scliool lib,arics in t>ie Uniteii
"d

.::
~

Location.

Name of library.

~bO

~.;:;

Class.

~

A

1- - - - - - - - - 1 ·- - - - - - - - - - - ---1-- - f - - - - - - l - - - - - -

1

3

-

7

6

4

1 - - - - - -- - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - --·1-- - - - -

S
-

NEW HAMPSHIRE-

continued.
2220 Lisbon---··· ....... .
2221 Littleton .......... .
2222 Londonderry ...... .
2223 Lyme .............. .
2224 Manchester _....... .
2225 .. _. . do ............. .
2226 Marlboro .......... .
2227 Marlow .. _......... .
2228 Meredith .......... .
222!) Meriden .......... ..
2230 M errimack ...•.....
2231 Milford ............ .
2232 Milton· -- · --········
2233 Mount Vernon ..... .
2234 Nashua .... _...... ..
2235 New Hampton _____ _
2236 . __ . _do _.......•.....
2237 ·-- .. do ............. .
2238 ---- · do ............. .
223!) Newington ........ .
2240 New London ...... _.
2241 Newmarket.·--·····
2242
2243

Village Library Association ...... 1864 Gen ....... O.

~-.

S.

ri~I~tii::::r::::::::::::::::::
m~ 8:~_:::::: ::::
Turner Social Library.-·-·--····· 17!li Soc ...... . R.

C.

;:

T.

S.

g.
n:
n.

CityLibrary· ------·····--···--· · 1844
State Industrial School .. _............
Frost Free Library . .............. 1867
Town Library .. . .... _.. _.... ·..... 1877
PublicLibrary·---- · ---------·· ·· 1882
Kim ball Union Academy L i.brary. . . . . .
Free Public Library.............. J 893

Gen . ... --- O.
T.
F. Il.
A . and R .. . - ............ - . . · -Gen: ... _.. O.
C.
F. j Il.
Gen.. ..... .. ..
'.I.'.
F. C.
Gen ....... R.
T.
F. B.
Sch .... ........... . - . - -- -- · · -Gen.. ..... .. . .
T.
F, U.

~~f/J?;~rJ~1;~~i::::::::::::::::
Appleton Library of Mccollum .....
Institute.
.
PublicLibrary ................•.. 1867
Goruon·NashLibrary. _____ __ ____ 1895
New Hampton Literary Ins ti tu- . . . . .
tion.
Literary Adelphi Society ..... 1827
SociaLl!'raternity_ ...... _.... _ 1831
LangdonFreePuulicLibrary ____ 1892
ColllyAcademy .. _.. _............ 1887
Town Library .. ...... . _......... . 1845

gS,c~h~ :. _: ·.· :. :. :. :_ :. :_ :. :_

m~

Pembroke Academy .... . . .. _.. _..
Town Library .. _..... _.. _._ ... __ .
Holderness School for Boys. ____ _
New Hampshiro State Normal
School.
224.8 .. _. . do ..... _. _..... . Young Ladies' Circulating Li·
brnry.
224.!l Portsmouth . _..... . Free l'ublic Library . ..... _..... .
2250 ..... do ..•........ _.. I>ortsmonth A thcnroum .. . _..... .

l

~F,'.:

Gen ...... . R.
T.
F. Il.
Gen ...... O.
C.
F. B.
Sch . .. ... .............. -- · · ·· ·
Soc ........ - . .
Soc ·-·····....
Gen . ...... -- -·
Sch-- --------·
Gen ........ - ..

Newport. _____ ._._._ Richards's Free Library _____ .... _ 1888 Gen ....... O.
Pelham ... _._....... Pulllic Library_ .............. __ .. 1892 Gen ... - .. 0.

2244 Pembroke ......... .
2245 l~eterboro . _..... _.. .
2246 Plymouth---··----·
2247 ... .. do ............. .

Cc~·.·

183i Sch ....... ,._.
1833 Gen .... _.. O.

C.
C.
C.
C.

F.

13.

T.

F. ll.
F. B.
S. Il.
F. Il.

c.

F.

T.
C.

T.

F. , 0.
B.

.. .. B.

F. B.

Sch. ·--·-· .... ··-···-········Sch .. __ .. . .. . T.
.. -- I R.

O.

C.

S. , B

1881 Gen --·--- R.
1817 Soc·---··- O.

T.
C.

F. B.
S . . B.

2251

Rindge . ..... _. ___ - . Inga!Js Memorial Library. __ . ___ . 1893 j Geu .... -.Q-

T.

F.

Il .

2252
2253
2254

Rochester .. __ ...... Public Library .... ~ ....... __ .. . _.
1803 Gen
n.
Salem-----·----··· · FreePublicLibrar~- ··---·--··-·· J8!J4 Gen ··-·-·....
Seabrook .. __ ..... . . Brown Memol'ial Library ....... . 18!l3 i Gen ·-·--- O.

T.
C.

F.

B.
Il.
B.

-----· 1

Somersworth-----·- Manufacturers' aml Village Lil>rary.
2256 Suncook. .. . ....... . Pentagon Circulating Library ...
2257 Surry ........ . .. _... Reed l!'reo Library . .. _. __ ._ ... _..
2258 Swanzey----- --- --· Mount CresarUnion Library._ ...
22501 'l'Pmple ....... . ____ . Town Library------··--·-·····-22GO Tilton ...... _....... Now Ilampshire Conference Sem·
inarv.
2261 ..... clo ·-------···--· 'Iilton":md ~-ortl1field Public Library.
1
2262 Wakefield ....... _.. Public Library ........... _.. _. __ .
2263 j \Yalpolo .......... _. J3rid :rc i11eruorial Library .. _. __ ..

2255

,0

mi

PillsbnryFrcoLibrary ... ... _...
Shedd l!'ree Library ..... _....... .
~~brary,As_-ociation ... ____ ··---··
J:1lden,en11nary .... _......... - . .
I•'rce Lillrary ........ _......... _..
\\: c~t , ·.wanzey .. __ . , ~trat_ton :i,·r Library .. _.... _...
\h1tefield ..... _____ IubhcL1brary .... _________ ... _..

~r~t~i~
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2220
Miss H . F.Merrill ..... 2221
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H enryG.H.Pillsbury
Holt ... ..
. .. . 22~22232

500 ........
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1:8G

oog

$1. 50

i'.lgg,::::::: .~·.125
~~~ ... ~~~ ... ~~:~~\ .. ~~:~~~ ::::::: ... ~·.~'.~ ...~~:~~~ .~.~~~~·.~~~.~~~~::::::::
5, ooo:. ... .. .
....•.
5. 200.. ... . . .. .... .. .
300
5,000 S. ll. McAllister, D. D ..

3

1, 000 .. .....
2 35?.1

401......
90

2, 600 . . . . . . . . .
4 571 . .

61
250

mt

2226
84 . . . . . . . . . E . A.. Jones, secn·tary. . 2227
266
Georgia M. Blaisdell . . . 2228
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2239
Mary E. Burpee . ....... 2240
Geo. L. Dearborn, sec· 22.J.l

1, 717 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 100, . ..... .
36 . • . . . .
4, 418 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78
1, 000
3, 568 1, 000
1051 300
1,707........ . . . . . . . .
6 .•.......
3,000 . . . . . . .
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14J ........... .

6,100 ..•........•..................... M . H. Leverett . ........ 22-!8

13,000
600 . .. . . . . .. . . .
18, 000 . .•... .
200 1 • • • • • •

26,000......... 1,500
1, 580 .. ....... Robt . E. Rich .......... 2249
2,000 ....................... . .. , ...... .Alfred Gooding, presi· 2250

2,753

I
I
:::::1 4:: l,:::
1. U06 . . . . . . .
2,000 . • . . . . .

1:: ....~·.~~~ .......~~ .....~~ ::::~',....~·.~~~ :~7f;::;;a:~~:t:. :::
dent.

216 . • . . . .
300 . .....

9, 000 ... ... . .... . . . .....

5,500
50 . . . . . . .
1, 158 . ....... . . . . . . . .

130 . . . . . . . . . Snsa.n A. Cluff... .. . .. . 2253
105
1, 570\ Mrs. ~- M. S. Tucker, \ 2254

1 ·· · ···· ...... . ........
5,00\·

pr s1 dent.

2,000 J aredP.llubb:ud ...... 2235

20/......82 ......
...... 300 •••••• . •.•.....57. ....•..187. ........
.
21,:624
1451. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . • . .
4,000
100 ......
1, 872 . . . .. . •. . ...... .
128
2,200
612 ..••...

1

J. Wilkins ........... . . \
Mrs. Mary K l"ield . .. .
Mrs. Flora E . .i: ewell..
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2,700 1•• •••• ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
AgnesM . Holt ... ......
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . Geo . L . Plimpton . . . . . .
1

1, 500
3, 000
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5 000

25

70
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200 . . . . . .
1

/4951.... .. .
352 ......
5,6!)\······ ...... 1......
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2, 864
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2, 675
3, 850
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3,039
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2257
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50\.... . ... L . F. Batchelder....... 22Gl

352 ... ..• ... ..••.. .
5,754.........
360

153 .. .... ... .Alice C . Milliken ...... 2262
404 .. ..... .. M~!r}ouisa B. Ilay. 2263

12, 000 . . . . . . . . .

. . • .•. .
230
15
8, 893
523
442
455 . . . . . . . . . :Mary Bartlett Harris . . 22G4
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1161
10.... . .... . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,500 [rs. Clara II. M. llurd. 2265
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271······
300 ......•.. .......
26 ......... , J ennie 13. Ilosley . ...... 1 22()6
...... . ...•............ ........... ....•.... .... . . .. .. ....... . W. I~ . Burton . ... .. .... 2'.167
1,750 ...... .. ... .... .. .... ... ......•. . Carrio E. Bryant . .. .... 2:?68
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62 .•. . . .
250
75
55
1,580.. •.. . • . . . . . . . . .
45 ......... Geo. I. Cutler·.- ... ..... 2269
.•.•...1 548
3881 14,243.. .......
200
342 .... .. . .. 1 '. Edwarll Wright . ... . 2270
128 1, 008
G, !135 .. . . . . . . .
300
482
4,000 Martha .A. Pu uam . .... 2271
. . . •. . .
250 . •.• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500
516
50 Geo. \Y. Pierce . ........ 2272
.•..•.. 1
51 .... ..
1, 590,......... . ......
60,
1,000, A. L. Barker, trustee .. / 2273
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NEW JERSEY.

2274
2275

Atlantic City .... . . . Public School Library ....... . .... - - . . . Sch - .. · · · · · · · · ... ~.- .. _ : : : : ·
Blairstown ........ . Scribner Library of Blair Acad- 1875 Sch ....... 0.

2276

Bloomfield .•........

G:~~n

Theological School of
Newark.

n·:

1875 Theo ................ - · · · · B.

2277 Bordentown ....... . Bordentown Female College . ..... 1895 Col ....... O......... Fr. R.
2278 Bridgeton ......... . South .Jersey Institute ............ 1869 Sch ....... -R-· · -·
2279 ..•.. do ......•....... Young Mens' Christian Associa- ..... Y.M.C. A.
.
,
·

·c····· ]'{ ~:

tion.
,
B
Burlington ........ . Burlington Library Company ... . 1757 Gen . .. ... 0. -······· Fr.
·
Camden ...•...• .•.. Camden County Bar Association. 1881 Law ...... R.
C.
S. R.

22SO
2281

2282 •••.. do .............. North Baptist Church Library ... 1886 Gen ...... O.
C.
2283 Chatham............ Chatham Circulating Library.... 1886 GScehn. ·.::::: _~~· _ · · ·
2284 East Orange ........ High School. .........•........... 1890

Fr. B.
~:

C.

F. B.

i." ·· Fr·

Elizabeth'. ...•.•.... PublicLibraryandReadingRoom 1885 Gen ...... R.

2285

·r

2286 .•... do ... .......... . Public School No. 2 ..•••.•••...•. 1881 Sch ............... ···· Fr. B.

~m

~r=~~i{~~:::::::::::
Hackettstown......

2289

2290
2291
2292
2293
2294

ir::~i1;/i1t;~;; ::::::::::::::: i1~8t74~ iscc~h~·_:_ ..-._· ·.·.:: :~-:
Centenary Collegiate Institute ...

Hightstown . . . . . . . . Longstreet Library of Peddie In- 1890
stitute.
Hoboken ...•.....••. Free PublicLibrary .....••....... 1890
..... do .............. Hoboken Academy ....................
..... do .....•........ R.R.Y.M.C.A.Library ..... , ... 1889
.••.. do . . . . • • . . . . . . . . Stevens Institute of Technology. 1871

2295

c.
T.

Gen ...... R.
Sch .. ........ ·
Y.M.C.A .... .
Sci ....... · · · ·

8:C.

.Tamesburg . . . . . . . . . New .Jersey State Reform School. 1866 A. and R .. - . . .

T.

2296 Jersey City ...•.....
2297 ... . . do ............. .
2298 ..... do .......•......
2299 Kearney ........... .
2300

Sch . ...... O.

:::iJ:.::: f

Free Public Library ............ .
Law Library. : .................. .
St. Peter's College .............. .
New .Jersey Home for Disablecl
Soldiers.
Keyport ........... . Public School Library ........... .

R.

F.

D.

i~: ·c:·
F. R.

Fr. B.
T.
Gen ...... R.
s. B.
c.
Law ...... .....
R.
c.
Col ....... o.
B.
F.
State.
o.
Social ....
B.
F.
c.
.....
Sch
.......
1883

1889
1872
1872
1866

2301 Lakewood ...•......
2302 ..... do ........•..•..
21:103 Lam be rt ville .. .... .
2304 Lawrenceville ..... .
2305 Long Branch ...•.•.

Lakewood Librarv ................... . Gen •................. F. ~:
The Oaks ....... ~ .................... .
S.
Styker Library................... 1882
Ln.wrenceviile School ............ 1888
Fr.
B.
Circulating Library . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1878

2306 ..... do ............•.
2307 Madison ... ....... ..
2308 :Millville............
2309 Montclair ..........
2310 ..... do ........•.....

High School . ..... .................... .
Drew Theological Seminary ..... 1866
Library and Reading Room...... 1864
Free Public Library ............. 1893
"Montclair Military Academy .... 1887

~Ce~·:::::: "f g:
~~~·::: ::: o: c:

Sch .......... .
Theo ..... O.
Gen ...... R.
Gen ...... R.
Sch .......... .

c.
c.

2311 \·····do .............. . Public Scl10olLibrary ................ . Sch .......... .

T.

2312 Moorestown ........
2;113 Morristown . . . . . . . .
2314 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
2315 Mount Holly . . . . . . .

I Free
Library.....................
Morristown Library ancl Lyceum.

2316 .••.. do ..............

I

2317 Newark ...••.••....
2318 ····.<lo ..............

231!l .... . do ..............
2320 ..... do ..............
~~~ · · - . -~~o -.............
232~

232

:::.::a.~::::::::::::::

T.
C.

":E·~: ":ii.·
F.

B.
B.

R.
R.

1853 Gon . . . . . . . . . .
1878 Gen . . . . . . 0.

C.
F · B.
C.
S · .B.
SGcehn. ·. ·. -. .- .· -_ ·R··.· · · · ·c·.· · · ·Fr···. ·B·•.·

St. Bartbolomew't1 School.: ....... I. .. . .
Bnrlin gton Count.v Lyceum of 1876
History and 'atural Scien,:es.
Mount Holly Preparatory School
for Girls.
Board of Trade .................. 1868
E ssex County Law Librarv .. .... 1880
Fre PuhlicLibrary .... . : . ...... 1889
Hall's (Miss) SchooL ................. .
High 'chool .. .. ......... ........ 1860
Now -T r11ey Ilistorical Society ... 1845
Public ·chool Libraries.......... 1878

····.do ··•· ·· · ·· · · - · -, Ytl~~~ 1 n's Catholic As11ocia·

C.

l

Sch ................•...• . .....
Mer ......
Law ......
Gen ......
,'-'c<·hb .··.·.·..··. .·
o

R.
R.
R.
·R··.·

C.
C.
T.

F.
·
F.

R.
R.
B.

·.·.::::::::::·:a:

llist .•••.. R.
C.
Fr. R.
, ch ...•................... B.

1850
1

'ocial .... O.

C.

. .•. B.
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232 . . .. . .. . . Eliza J . Thomas ..... _.. 2280
800 .......................................... .B. F. Haywood Shreve, 2281

• .. • • •

• .. • • • .. • .. .. .. • .. • • • .. • • • .. • • •

121

secretary.
2, 417 • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2282
2, 000 .. .. .. .
200 ..... _
1, 500 . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .
1, 000 . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . 2283
85
200 . . . . . .
1,600
200
$200
240......... G!~~~l~~~ StevensOJ1, 221!4
1, 200

1

1

8,000 .......

205 ......

I

27,384 ............... .

1, 272.......
85 .... . .
3,921
1,701
1, 056 . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,900 ..... . . ... . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . .
1,522
77&
94
100... .. . . . . .. ... .. . .

1,490 ......... Howard Richards,

.......
241.... .....
. . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.... .. .
1,350 .........
.... .. .
325 ........ .

50, 275 2, 500 5, 117
328 376, 977
13, 050 28, 000 29, 149 ........ .
4, 500 . . . . . . . . ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... _. . . . . . . .
520 ........ .
~. 000 ······ - ···--- ····-- -··· ····· ·····-· ......................... .
1,400 1,000
150 ......
2,610 ................ _............... .
1, 080

100

129

15

2,116

400 . . . . . . .

1

. ...... _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2287
Henrietta Northall ..... 2288
W. P. Ferguson, presi· 2289

dent.
C . .A.. Pullen ........... . 2290

Thomas F. Hatfield . . . .
··- _-- _..... ·-··- _...... .
F. W . Wisenflue ...... .
.A.. Riesenllerger, sec-

2201
2292
2203
2294

retary.
Ira Otterson, superintendent.
Esther E. Burdick . .... .
Henry C. Mccartin.....
Rev. J. Harper, S. J ....
Peter F. Rogers. . . . . . . .

2296
2297
2298
2299

63 . . . . . . . . . S. V . .Arrowsmith, prin-

cipal.
2,034
2, 000
2, 863
2, 5UO
3, 840

.......
70 ......
6,851 ................
453 ................................. .
• • • • .. .
10 .......... .. ................................................. .. - ........ ............ _ . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .
319
1, 350 - Amos Smith, treasurer.
500
200
100 ....................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T. D. Swift ............ .
. .. . . . .
90
55
6, 079
3, 000 ... : . . .
4, 670 . .. . . . . . . .Jennie L. Morris, treas-

tm, :~~~~~~ "i: tg~

3

2285

treasurer.
N. W. Pease............ 2286

2295

2300
2301
2302
2:J03
2304
2305

urer.

"flt~ .... fltt ::: ::::-.. --i ~~~~~~'~~~~:~-:~:-~:~~~~:: : : : : :

2306
2307
2:rn8
5,036
80 1,000
25
31,347
4,618 2,491
2,998 ......... Mary F. Weeks ....... . 2:io9
1,020 ..... __ . . . . . . .. • .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . • .. .. . • . J. G. MacVicor, princi- 2310

·a: 4~~ ..

pal.

2, 013

100

340

20 .. . . . . . . . . • . . ..... . . . . . . .

70........ . Randall Spaulding, SU·

2311

perintendent of
schools.
500 Anna Mary Kaighn ... . 2:312
4,000 Caroline 0. Lo1msl>ury. 23 13

1,5401. . . . . . .
143 ......
1,075......... . .. .. . .
244
19, 476
400
150
150
12, 916 .••........ - . . . .
852
1,000 ................... ·••······ . .•. . .. -- ....... ·······. - .............. - ................. . 2314
5,967 . ... . . .
18 .. . . . .
2,761
899. ... . . .
602
10,613 Char1 s Evam,Merritt, 2:n5

president.

2, 000 .................................... _ ..... ___ ....... _.. _........ _ ........ _.... _...... . 2316

u~ ::::::: ···ioo :::::: :: ::::: :: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::: :: :::

15, 915 .. . . . . .
13, 633 .......

1, 200

1

200

id~3d~'c~?!:~~~ ::

2317
2318
44,606 ......... Frank P. Hill ......... . 2319
21:!0
.:ii."o."ii~~~y-,
2321
104
194 ................................ . ................................. . 2322
630 . . .. .. . . • • . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .
752......... Wm. N. Barringer, city 2323

~: ggg --~'.~~~ :::::: :::::: :::: ::::: ::: :::::: ::::::: -- ·.. ioo :::::: :::

55,002 ...... . 5,914 ......

332,078 ...... ... 43,000

·p;i~~ip~i::

snperintendcnt.

I

12 -•• .. .

50

50 - ......... - -. . . . . . . . .. . . T . .J. R.van, secretary

I

anc! superintendent.

2324
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2327 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sage Library of Theological 1873 Theo . .... O.
~

rt

r:n

5

~i

• 1-c .p
•o
t1.;:i
A.,

§

A~ i..
ACll o
::I.., C)

I-<-+" 0
o Cl! A

.8

I:::
0

r/.)

:::'
.<3
0 Oil

-,+J ......

03

A..O

~

;:l

0

A "O
r,..i-..-t

A

NEW

bi!

1-c

<I)

.l

t-~ A. ;;

.p

,,:j
A
::I

Seminary.
Newton ..•••••...... Dennis Library ..................
Northvale .......... District School Library . .. ...... .
Orange . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free Library.....................
Passaic............. Free Public Library.............
Paterson ................ do ....... . ....................
Penni~gton ......... Circ~lat~ng Librnry .... _. .........
Plamfield ........... PubhcL1braryan!lReadmgRoom

1884
1888
1885
1874
·1881

2330
2340
2341
2342
2343

..... do .............. Princeton Theological Seminary ..
..... do . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Princeton Uni,ersity ... .........
..... do..............
American Wllig Society .. ....
..... do ..............
CliosopbicSociety ......... . ..
.•... do .............. E. M. Museum Lil.Jrary ...........

1812
174.6
1760
1765
1890

'l'heo. .. . . .
Col . ... . . .
Col. Soc . ..
Col.Soc . . .
Col ..... . .

2344
2345
234.6
2347
2348

Rahway ..... ~...... Library Association . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Redbank ................. do ............................
Rntherforcl ....... .. Pnblic Library . ...... ......... . . .
Salem ............... Salem Library Company .........
Scotch Plains....... Public Library...................

1864
1878
189-1
1804
1R80

Gen. ...... 0.
Gen .. ..... R.
Gen ...... .... .
Gen ... .... O.
Gen ....... R.

2349
2350
2351

Shrewsbury ........ Shrewsbury Library ............ . 1806 Gen . ...... O.
SomcrYillc .. ..... .. . Public Library . .... .. ............ 1871 Gen .. ..... R.
SouthOrange ....... lfreePublicLibrary .............. 1880 Gen . ...... O.

2328
2329
2330
2331
2332
2333
2334
2335
233.6
2337
2338 . . • . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ivy Hall Library .. ....... ; .. .. .. .

B.

F. B.

1873 Gen ...... O.

C.
S. J3.
Sch. ..........
C.
. .. . ... .
Gen ...... O.
C.
F. C
Gen ..........
T.
F. B.
Gen ..... . O.
T.
F. B.
Gen . . . . . . R.
C:
S. C.
Gen ... .... 0.
T.
F. B.
Sch... .... . . . .
C.
13.
Sch .......................... .
Col.. .........
C.
. ... ... .
1872 Social..... O.
J<'. 1 U .

:_~:r~£{~~:: : ~:: : : i{fil~t~itJi :~o~~~~~~~~:: : : :::::

O.
0.
O.
O.
0.

2352
.do . . . . . . . . . •• • . . Seaton Hall Co11ege............. . . . . . . Col .......... .
2353 ..... . do ........... - . . Semin ary of the Immaculate Con. . . . . . Theo ... ...... .

ception.
Summit.. ........... Library Association.............. 1874 Gen

2354

Toms River ........ . Public Reading and Circulating
Library.

n.

F.
F.

B.

B.

n.

c.

Fr. B.

s. B.
s. ]~.
C.
s. B.

C.
T.

c.
c.

F.

]'.

C.
C.

T.

s. B.
s. B.

F.

C.

Fr. R.

c.

D.

c.

0.

C.

F.

B.

1805 Gen . ...... R.

C.

F.

Il.

I

2355

T.
C.
C.
C.

·· ·····

2356 ... . . do . ............. Public School Library ........... 1892 Gen ....... ....
C.
F. D.
2357 Trenton ... . . . . .. . . . New Jersey School for D eaf .. ... Sch . ....................... · · ·
2358 .• •.. do ...... . L

.. . . .

1
.Mntes.
1
New Jersey State Hospital....... 1848 Social... .. . . . .

I

C.

. ... D.

2359 .••.. do ..•........... New Jersey State Library ........ 18221 State . .... O ......•.. F.
2860 .••.• do .............. New.Jersey State Prison ..... . ... 183GI .A..andR.. ....
2361 ..... do .............. State Normal School and Model ..... Sch . ...... O.
2362 ..... do ..............
2363 Vineland . . . . . . . . . . .
1

Schools.
I
Union Library ................... 1885
Historical and .Antiquarian ::io· 1864.
ciety.
Public School Library .................
Roberts Memorial Library ....... 1895I

T.

'.r.

1

1

lt.

F. 1C.
Fr. n.

I13.

Gen ....... R.
Hist...... O.

C.
C.

F.
S.

O.

2:

Fr. B.

I Sch .......

B.

2365

West Hoboken .....
Whippany ..........

2366

Woodbury ...... ... . DeptfordinstituteFreeLibrary .. 1894I Gen........ ...

C.

F.

2367

Woodstown ......... Pilesgrove Library .Association .. 1800 Gen
NEW MEXICO.
j
........ . ··1

C.

S.

2368

Fort Bayard ........ Post Library ..................... 18Gi Gar... ... . O., Govt. . .. . , B.
Las Yegas .......... Renata. Catolica ... ....•......... 1875 Gen ...•.. O.
C.
. ... R.

236-i

2369

Mesilla. Park ....... ...~ew ~[exico Colle~e of Al:,-ricnl·
.
tnre and M rbanic .A.rts.
• :mta Fo. · ·......... Loretto A ·a.demy of Our Lady
of Liitbt.
23 2
M:ichatl's C'ollPge.. ...........
23~3 : : : : ·· ·· · · · · .. · · · · St.
Territorial Librarv.......... . . . . .

G('n ... .... O.

2370

18!>0 Col ...........

C.

2371

1887 Sch.......

C.

j~ ···· ·· ·· · ·· ·· ·

.

1874
ol....... . . . .
1 50 Lnw ...... R. 1

C.

T.

F. , B.

n.
1

I B.

· • • · B.
S.

n.

I F. II B.
]'r.

lL
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000_volumes anrl oi·er in 1896-Continuecl.

Name oflibrarian.

lS
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - 1

14, 000 . . . . . . .
875 . . . . . .
50, 302
3, 593 . . . . . . . $4, 474 . . . . . . . . . Cornelia A. Seo . . . . . . . . 2325
33, 559 5, 000 1, 894 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •• . •••••.. . . • . . . . . $21, 000 Irving S. Upson........ 2326
43,017 7,676
456
48 .•.... ... . . .. . . . . . ••••••.
2,800
50,000 John C. Van Dyke ..... 2327
7,280
1, 350
7, 989
5, 432
2-1, 939
1,100

...... .
130...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •••.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •. ••• •.
500 l, 355 . . . . ..
34,871 . . • . . . • • .
...... .
380 . • • • . .
29, 026
2, 430
• . . . • • . 2, 248 . . . . • . 111, 236
1, 626
·•·····
50 ····-· ···· · ···· ..•......

.••• •• .
564
10,000 Sam M. Moore .... . ....
. . . •. . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . 15,474 ..•...... Laura E. Babcock ......
$2, 100
2, 984 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
12,989 13,493 . . . . . . . . . G. F. Winchester.......
···· · ··
20 ............. ·····················

2328
2329
2330
2-331
2332
2333

'H!! t;:: 2 :::' :?? : : : : : ::'.7 /?l?? ~-:E:~~Y~~?~~;;p~i: U!!
itm :~~:~~~ t~~~1:~:~~~ : :~~·:~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ·:~-~/:~: t: ~: ~:i: : : : im
tm ::::::: ],~~t:::: ----fl~~::::::::::::::::-----~~~ :::~~·t~ t~~t~:{~~!-~~~:: : mi
0

:i, 080

2, 000 1,020

58,000 24,500
1
4, 000

8, 000

Mrs. Thomas Swann,
presi.dent.

2338

400 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . William Li lJ bey, direc-

2343

800 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

830

50

80

......... . . . . . . . . .

... . .. .

90

1

•••••••••

64,000 Rev. J. H. Dnlles ....... 2339

6,176

tor.

1

1

JO, 6001.... a . •
1,000
125
1,500

200 ... - . .
21 . . . . . .

10, 265 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,290 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4,000 ...... ....... . .. .. . ..

100 .....•.

644I
5, 000 M. II. Stratton.. ........ 2347
526 ..•...•.. Geo. R. Nicholl, presi- 2348

385/ .........

---~~-n~-~~~~~l~_f_:~~~~~~~:

2349

!;g~~ ~~
:::::::::!::::::: -----~~~ ::::::::: ·E1~~~~~i;i;v~~-ii~~;~~-- ~:~~
~:gig--~~~~~---~~~---~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~:-~--~~~~~:t_:::::::::~: m~
.....

----~~ ----~~ :::::::::

1

1, 0501

350

220

70

1,800 . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .

I
1,236I

300 1,236

300

5,217 ......••. .....•.

F. Libby,
president board of
trustees.
125 ..•. • .•.. George Warrington
Ecclns, rector.
381 . . . . . . . . . Augustus

2354
2355

i'.~g~I::::::: ---~~~:::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ......:~::::::::: .~-."':'".-.~~~~:1:~.~i~~i~~:::

~m

5,000 John W. Ward, medical

2358

4,000 .. . . . . .

250. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. .

I

\

45,500 ....... 2,322 .•• ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••• •. .

1

6. 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 750I 2, 000
500
400 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • .

u:g ... iOO .. iOOj: ::::: ....
1

3, 9601____ .. _ 2 , 67 \

1

2, 760

'. " '\::::::::: : : : ::

·. ___

15, 06\........ . . . . . • .

33 . . • • . .

1, 031 . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • .

100

2, 000

460

200 . ... .. . ..

1

Ilamilton,

~:~~~

750 . • • . . . . . . ]'\fargnrPt C. Barbor . . . . 2362
50 ......... F~~i~~~~!Jtbcr:~i!~t '.!363

i1)1::::::::: .i ~~1~ ~a:,:~oicis; ·;~~~e_- ~~::
1

2

J..... .1.. .. .. ...

1, 6131. ... . . .
400
1, 800

director.
R.

3,000 .. ....... MorriR

2359
1
8, 000 ·..............................•.....
. ~~:~~:~~-- : • . • • . 2360
9,469
8,630 ...................•... . J.M.Grc no,principal. 2:rn1

1......

0, 0001...•.•.......
2, 560 . . . . . . .
30\ .. ···

1, 748 . . • . • • .

250

1
500 ........

354

6, 000 Lcb~~:l~i1T{-,~:f:eJ.ary

2366

72 . . • • . . . . . J cssie L, Colson ....... . 23 67

800~---··· .... .......... . ... Jnmes E. Brett .... ..... 2368
50 ...•.•..•....•...•...•.. Rev. C. M. Capilupi, 2369

T........ .......

rector.
750!......... F.c!·rfcster, co 11 o g e

2370

;:, ;;; .... iii :::;~r;;;r;;;;;;;:;:;;:: ;;:;;;;;;;·. 2,· J;;;;:;;;; :~::::r(~o~:;;t::::: :;;;
1

1

1

J. cgnraz .............. 2373
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1895-96.
Public, society, and school libraries in the United
'C:l

§

Location.

Name of library.

~ bi;
~.~

Class.

<1)

~

A

l- - - - - - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - --1---1--- - - I - - - - - -

1

3

6

4

-

7

8

NEW YORK.

2374
237;',
2376

Adams ............ .
Addison ........... .
Albany .. . ......... .
2tl77
.... do ......... . ... .
2378 ..... do ... . ......... .
2379 .. . . do ...........•..
2380

Adams Collegiate Institute....... 1865 Sch . ...... O. ........ Fr. B.

±i:!~C:
F:fe:h!s~~~1!1l H~;~t:: :: .isai ~~L::::: :::: ···c_-·· :::: ·ii:
Albany ~emale Academy ... ......... .

::::: :::: ... c." .. :::: .:ii."

Albany Institute ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . 1793 ~~~e~;
Albany Law SchooL........... . . 1883 Law •..... O.

C.

Fr. R.

.. . _do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Catholic Union Library.......... . . . . . Gen . . . . . . O.

C.

F.

B.

2381 ..... do ........•..... Christian Brothers' Academy.... 1869 Sch....... . . . .
C.
Fr. B.
2382 ..... do .............. Court of Appeals ................. 1869 Law ..•................. · · R.
2388 .... . do .............. Free Library ..................... 1891 Gen . . . . . . R.
T.
F. Il.
2384
2385
2386
2387
2388
2389
2390
2301
2392

..... do
... __ do
•.•.. do
..... do
..• .. do
.•... do
.. ... do
.. .. . do
.••.. do

. ............ .
............. .
............. .
............. .
............. .
.........•....
...... .. .... . .
......... . ... .
.. . .......... .

2393 .•... clo ............. .
2394 Albion .•............
2395 A lexauder ......... .
2396 Alfred ............. .
2397 Allegany .......... .
2398
2399
2400
2401
2402
2403
2404
2405
2406
2407
2408

. .. .. do ............. .
Amsterdam ........ .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
Annandale ........ .
Attica ............. .
..... do ............. .
Auburn ........... .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
Aurora ............ .

New York State Library......... 1818
New York State Law Library. 1818
Public School Library .. ............. .
Railroau Y. M. C. A. Library..... 1880
St. Agnes School................. 1872
St. J useph's Academy.. .......... 1890
StateNormalCollege . ................ .
Young Men's Association ........ 1833
Young Men's Christian Associa· 1857
tion.
Y. W. C. A. Library ........ .... . 1888
Public Library .................. . 1893
Union School Library ........... .
Alfred University . ........ ...•.. .
St. Bonaventure's College ....... . 1859

Gen........ ..
Law..........
Sch.... .......
Y. M.C .A. R.
Sch...........
Sch. ..........
Sch . .... ......

T.
T.
T.
C.
C.
C.

Y.W. C. A.....
Gen . . . . . . . ...

C.
~:

i~· R:

Col ....... O.

C.

Fr. R.

C.

R.

c.

i~~:c:A: :::: ···c_···

m~ g:~ :::::: :::: ........

St. Elizabeth's Academy......... 188J Sch...........
Amsterdam Academy ................ .
·ii:
Free Lil.Jrary..................... 1892
St. Mary's Catholic Institute .... .... .
St. Stephen's College............. 1860
Stevens Memorial Library . . . . . . . 1894
Union SchooL ........................ .
Auburn Prison ................... 1841 State . ..... ..
Auburn Theological Seminary . . . 1820 Theo.... 0.
Seymour Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1876
Cayuga Lake Military Academy ..... .

~c!i·::::::

F.
F.
Fr.
Fr.

R.
R.
B.
B.
R.
R.

·s:· .B_.
s.

B.

S.

C.

S.

B.

···c_-·· ·:ii.· ·n_-

~~L::::: ·o: ···a:······ B.
ice:.::::::.?:. f. fr·
. !:
6· FF. B.B.

&:~ :::::: .~-. ···c.··· Fr·.

R.
B.
B.

2-109 ..... do ....... .• . . .. . Wells College ......... ... ........ 1868 Col. ...... O.
2410 Avon.... ........... Union School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1881 Sch....... . . . .

C.
T.

2411

Babylon ................. do............................ . . . . . Sch....... . •. .

T.

R.

2412
2413
2414
2415

Bainbridge ... ..... ..... . do ............................
Baldwms\·ille . . . . . . Free Academy and Union School.
Ballst?n Spa..... ... Saratoia County Law Library . . .
Batavia............. State School for the Blind ........

....
. .. .
.. . .
....

T.
T.
T.
T.

F . B.
F. B.
Fr. R.
B,

chool District No. 2. .. . . . 1853 Gen ...... O.

T.

2416 .. . .. clo .............. Union

1873
1864
1813
1868

Sch.......
Sch .......
Law......
Sch. .. .. ..

2417
2418

Bath ................ Davenport Library .._..........•.. 1889 Gen .... . . O.
Bath Beach ...•.... New Utrecht Free Library ....... 1894 Gen ...... R.

2419

Bath.on-the.Hudson North Greenbush Public Library
Dit1trict No. 6.

~m
2422

~:~!!~~~:::::::::: I~~n~~~f~iit~Lib;~~y·c1~b:::::

2427

:::::?i~
::::::::::::::
Boou,·ill .......... .

F.

B.

]!'.

T.

F

B.
B.

T.

F.

c.

m: g:~ :::::: ~: ... ~:... r

Belleville .... .. ..... Union Academy .................. 1820 Sch....... . . . .

2423
Bulmont ........... .
2424 1Binghamton
....... .
~~i

1893 Gen . . . . . . . . . .

F.

Free Library .............. . •..... 1885 Gen ...... 0.
City :School Library ............. . 18611 Sch....... . . . .

C.

F.

C.
C.

1''.

B.

F . B.
I B.

IFr. n.n.

Lihrary Association .... . ....... . 1874 Y.M.C.A. ....
c.
'uprerue Court Library ......... . 1859 Law
T.
}'r.
Ervin Library and Institute ...•. 1885 Gen . .. • . . O. . . . . . . . . F.

······I·...

l

B
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PUHLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 volumes and oi·m· in 1896-Continued.
'O
Q).

;g ~

i
:ap.

.,;

ca~

'Q k

Q)

ai

~ Q)

a,

ca

J:I

,n~

!,:, ....
::I

k

•

'Q Cl

::I

::I....,

ca~
<l)

>,a,

-~ boS

'a5b.O
"'b.O
a, A

<l)

<I>

s::I

'Cl
'Cl~

,,:;J

AO

'.c.S
p. ...

~-~~

Q)

;a

:·;

.

·~ ~ ~
!J0.0~]
.

Receipts.

§-g

.s i

.... J:I

~
M
c:i!.
+> A

o'!;
+> A

A <ll

-S
caO

s-s:?
o+>

...... ::i
+><.l
ij ~'Q
'o
0
~,g ~g't:!~ ~0...., .......--4 ?',ck
p,p..
E-1
p..
- -- --- --- --- -- - - - - 16
14
ta
10
ll
12
13
9
--- --- - - - - --- --- --- ---

q
So

Name of librarian.

-<tl't:!

.,,

IS

1, 654
400
20
50
200
400 . . • • • • .
$50 .••...•.. Salem G. Pattison ..... .
1,700 ..•.....••..•.......••.......•••.•...........••.•............
3, 632
750
30
22 ..•.......••..... . ........................ M. Hoey, secretary .... .
3,000 ....................•.............•........ · · ····•·· ........ .
5, 000 2, 000
30
30
6 .....•••......................... George Rogers Howell ..
1,400 .........................••..•• ·••••· .•••••..••.• · ...•••••. · · W. R Dadctson, secre-

tary.

G4S

687

240

2 150
300
20 000
'.
·······
2, 200, .......

21

50

5, 29G

12, 600 . . • . • . . . . E. I. Flood,

3, 816 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

superin.

2374
2375
2376
2:.177
2:n5
2379
2380

te11dent.
200

300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Brother L"ontine ..... . 2381
2282
1
$600
dent. 1-t'o~-;;,·pr·~;i··· 2:.183

~g~ :::::: ···io:ooo ····i:soo ...

--·i;iiiio ::::::::: ;t~C;/l°.

320, 710 57, 23415, 700 7,869
12,187 280,000 . . . . • . . 46, 534 .••..••.. Melvil Dewey ......... . 2384
54, 877
300 . . • . • .
250 . . . . . . • . .
50, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ::\. B. Griswold ......... . 2:.185
8, 000 1, 000
150 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500
1,356 . . . . . . . . . Mrs. Alois Donhauser .. 2386
2:1s1
f ~ _t;~;tt~:~~-c·r·~t.~~~: 2388
1
1, 750
90
6 . . . •. .
280
120 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .Brother Thomas ..... .. . 2389
2,900 ................•........... ······ ... ........••. .... , ........•....................••••. 2c!!JO
17, 000 3, 000
350 . . . • • .
15, 59:.1 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
750 . . • . . . . . . N elhe B. Lovejoy ..... . 2::191
4, 105 . . • . . • .
434......
4, 287
5, 125 . • • • • . .
718 \
$200 A.. A. Clarke .......... . 2392

ug~ ::::::: .... ~~ :::::: ....~·.~~~ ......~~~ ::::::: ......~~ :::::::::
1

•

1,525. .. ... .
2, 8ti5
500
1, 200
150
9, 800 . . • . . . .
6,295
510
2, 234
1,200
3, 021
1,150
13, 000
ti, 950
1, 751
2, 389
23,912
12, 302

•••••

102. .....
2,750. .• ..• . • . . .... ..
80 ..•......
8. .• . . .
9,411
500 . . . . . . .
5 ....•....
20
20 . • • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . .
10
20 . . . . . . . . .
300
390
3, 800
4, 000 . . . . . . .
693.
5, 000
40
10 ....•... ... •........•.•...••....

·I·........

Alico Newman .... .... . 2393
Lillian A. Achilles .... . 2:J94
J Howertb .... ..... ... . 2:J!)5
E:l "'anl M. 'l'omliuson . 2:l96
Alexauder M. Hickey, 2397
secretary.

200
50
25 . . • . . . . . .
3, 400 . • • • • • .
40 . . • . • . . . . Mother M. Teresa ..... .
. .•••••..•....•......• ........•...• .. .. .•••.... . ....... .... . ...... . ..... _.......•••••
. . ••. • . . . •. . . . . . •. •
34,000
600 ....... . 2, 348 . . . . . . . . . Belle Huntley .......•..
..............•••. - ..•...... ...... ••...••••..•.. .. .. ...................... .... . ....••.
3,000 ................ ........ . . ••................ ·i 200, 000 R. B. Fairbairn ... ...•..
...... .
280 . . . . . .
11,061 . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . Laura K Loi and ...... .
500
13
60 . . • . . . . . .
1,362 . . . • . . .
60 . • • . . . • . . A. M. Preston, principal
.•................ .J ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500 . . . . . . . . . 1 Horatio Yates, nuavlain
5,0001 1,238
200 .... . ..•. ......... •••••••
1,747
18,310 Arthur S.Hoyt ....... .
...... .
345 . . . . . .
8, 6601......... . . . . . . .
1, 968
29, 050 Martha A. Bullard .... .

:i,ooo ....................................................
G, 000
1,000

447
60 ,

.........
1

v~:i!ie~i\l~~I~nd, su-

2398
2309
2400
2-!0l
2402
.!403
2404
2405
2-106
2-l,07
2408

1
li92
60.........
. . .. .• . . . . ......
200 ..•...
1,3941.........
100

730 ......... A . .A.. Woo1l. .......... . 2409
200 ......... Reulien J. \Vnllace, 2410

150 .•.... .• . . . . . . . . .•..• ••.

225 ......... William H. Lisk, prin·

principal.
1, 000 . .. . .. .
l.

400 1

175

}:2, ~gg1
.... ~~~
000 . . • . . . .
I

11 000
'

1· · · · · · ·

38
2

1 ... . . . . .
872.

12

100
25

~g :::::: .... 1,~·.~~~
.... ~·.~~~
.... ~'.~
150 . . . • . .
000
500 . • • • • • .
21,407 . • • . . • . . . . . . • • . .

90, 138 . . . . . . .
200 . .. . . .
1,382 ....... 1,000 ... ...
1, 35\······

150 ......

3,776 ••.•...
1, 5001
300

420 . . . . . .
13, 086 . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . .
100
100. .• . . . . . . . . •.. .•.. .••.•..

4,000 P.

2414
2415
2416
2417
2418
2(19

761 . • . . . . • . . Mrs. F. N. Dou blc<lay .. 2420
300 ......... Edward I. H. Ilowell, 2421

secretary and treas·

2422

cipal.

350 . . . • . .
366
1001

5, 000
100 2,000
40
10,000 ···•·· ·
150 .•....
2, 600 . • . • . . .
321......

ED

986

ur r.
350 .••...•.. ····•··. ·••····· ··•······ Cb..irlesJ. Galpin, prin·

2,150 •.•..•. .•••• : ...•.•
1, 600 . . . . . . .
9, 240
500

~iig
::::::::: ·ii:i."G;-~;;~·-·.·.·.·:.·::.·.·.·.
425 . . . . . . . . . Gardner Fuller, super·

interHIPnt.
P . .Bra.dish, clerk
boar(l of eclncation.
9,802 ..•...............•... - . . • . . . . . . . Il. L. Uncl rhill ....... .
10,4971········· ....•..
1,108 ......... Sarah P . Sherwood,
pr<·sideut.
5,000\·········
125
175 .•....... William A. Cuzner .... .

241 . . . . . .

2411

cipal.
50 ......... F. W. Crumb, A. M ... . 2412
2413

5, 000 . . . . . • . • . . • . . • • .
44, 6691
3, 000 . • • • • • .

400 . .•. . .•.. Mrs. M. E. Davis ..... . 2423
3, 081. .•. . .... Mrs.Josephine W. 2424

2,670 . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .

2,100 .••..... . J. K. Noyes ........... . 2425
600 .... . ... . E. (;. Harris ........... . 2-126
862, 18,000 L. W,Fiske ........... . 2427

·········!········· .......

96--15*

5, 634.

210 . . . . . . .

(;lonuey.
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Publ'ic, society, ancl school libraries in tlie Unitecl
'
A

::,
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Name of library.

A

.I

"o.;Jl

NEW

.:,

p .
"';:::

~1

~

... .s.., .....A"'0
8:§ ~-;;~
·;; t:8,><o:l ~E' o.e"' 3~
;:::,.::, p. o:l 0
~"
OQ
"'<!>
::,-+>
........
J:::
"' O<!>
0
r/1
r:ct
A

Class.

•

i=§
o·,...

"'bl)

~
3

,!:> 0

<!)

<!)"

<i,Ul

<:)

A

1

~"'

-+:>

rd

--- - 7 s
6
--- - -

:a

4

YORK-cont'd.

2428

Bridgehampton .. _.. Hampton Library ................ 1876 Gen ...... 0.

C.

s. n.

2429

llrockport . . . . . . . . . . Beach Library.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1852 Gen ... - . . R.

C.

F. B.

2430 ..... do ............. . Brockport State Normal' and
Training Suhool.
2431 Bronxville ......... . Bronxville I ,ibrary . ............. .
24:-!2 Brooklyn .........•. Adelphi Academy ............... .
2433 .. ... do ............. . Bectford Circulating Library .... .
2434 .... . do ............. . Berlwley Institute .............. .
2435 ..•.. clo .•...•••.•..•. Boys' High School .............. .
2436 Brooklyn (502 Ful- Brookl-1-n Institute of .A.rts and
ton street).
Sciences.
2437 Brooklyu (197 Mon·
Brooklyn Library .... , .......... .
tague street).
2438 Brooklyn (StationN) Fort Hamilton Free Library .... .
2439 Brooklyn (67 Scher. Free Lending Library of Union
merhorn street).
for Christian Workers.
244.0 Brooklyn ..•........ Girls' High School. .............. .
2441 ..... do ........... .. . The Law Library in Brooklyn of
the Second Judicial District.
2442 .... . do ............. . Long Island Historical Society...
2443 Brooklyn (356Bridge Mellical Society of the County of
street).
Kings.
2444 Brooklyn .......... . Packer Collegiate Institute . . . . . .
2445 ..... do ............. . Pratt Institute Free Library .....
2446 Brooklyn (Flatlands} Public School Library............
2447

2448

2440
2450

2451
5452
2-153
2454
2455

2456

2457
2458

Brooklyn (Driggs
avenue, corner
South Third
street).
Brooklyn .......... .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
.... . do ............. .
..... do ............. .
Brooklyn (620 Carlton avenue).
Brooklyn .......... .
Brooklyn (502 Fulton street) .
Brooklyn (Scher·
merborn street
and Flatbush avenne).
Ruffalo ............ .
Hu ffalo (507 Main
street).
Buffalo ............. .

Public School Library, ea~tern
district.

1868 Sch...... . ....

T.

Fr. B.

1873 Gen.... ......
18G!) Sch........ ...
1877 Gen ...... R.
1886 Sch..... .. .. ..
1895 Sc]!........ .. .
182,1 Gen..... .....

T.
C.
C.
T.
C.

F. B.
D.
S. c.
Fr. n.
R.
F. n.

1857 Gen .•••.• 0.

C.

S.

B.

1893 State ..•.. 0.
1882 Gen . .. . . . O.

c.

F.
F.

TI.
B.

1834 Sch ........ .. .

T.

R.

1850 1 Law ........•.

c.

s. n.

1863 Ilist ... .. . O.
18!5 Med...... O.

C•
C.

Fr.

n.

1846 Sch .•.........
1888 Gen ...... O.
Sch ...•.......

c.

C.
T.

F.
l!'.

B.
D.

1866 Sch....... .••.

T.

Fr. IL

m~ 3~1L:::::: ···· ···c:··
c.

Rounds's (Miss) School for Girls .
~t:I~~ne~sf1~~~lg.~:::::::::::::::
Heh.......
St.John·s College................
Col...........
St. J obn's Orphan Home . . . . . . . . . 1870 Asylum . . . . . .

n.

Fr. H.

c.

C.
C.

Spicer Memorial Library of Poly. 1891 Col ....... ... .
technie Institute of Brooklyn.
'I'rnining School for Teachers . . . . 1885 Sch .. .... .
Y. M. C. A. Library............... 1854 Y . .M.C . .A. .... .
Y . W . C. .A.. Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1888

s. n.

YWCA I··

c.

n.

T.

c.

Fr. B.
S. B.

C.

S.

c.

.Academy of the Sacred Heart ... .
Sch . ..... .
The Buffalo Catholic Institute... 1866 Gen ..••...••.

B.

C.

B.

·s:· ·.u:

!... .

T.

F. I

2460 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Buffalo Historical Society........ 1802 rrist ........•.

C.

Fr. J R.

2450

Buffalo High School. ................. . Sch .. .... .

I

2401 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Buffalo Library.................. 1836 Gen .••.•. O.

C.

2462 .. ... do ............. . Buffalo Seminary................. 1851
2463 ..... do ............. . Bnffa1o, 'oci tyof..,.'atural 'cienc s , 1so:1
246.l Buffalo ( Ellicott lluffalo Turn \rerein. .. . . . ... . . . . . 1876
str et).
2.u;5 But:l'alo ............ . C'nnisius ollege ................. 1860
2-lGG ..... do ............. . J<:ighth Juclicial District,
w .....
York Law.
2467 ..... <lo·············· Eric Railroad Lihrary............ ] 74
2-lG8 Buffalo (lM Mapl
G ·rman .Martin Lutheran ·emi- I 1854
lrN•l).
nnry.
216':> nntfalo (21l 'hip•
·rm:m Young fon's.A.iisociationl 1 1
l> vn etr · t).
24i0 Butfalo . ........... . Gro. , cnor Library............... 1 50

c.
c.

T

, ch ....... ... .

. 'cien .... .
Gen .......... .

S.

n.
B.

.... n.

Ji'r. R .

Col ...... .
Law ......... .

'£.

c.

.~.-.I::

Gen .......... .

c.
c.

Fr. 1 R.

·····1····
l .!

C.

Fr. R.

.. n.

'l'hco
Gcu •..........

c.

s.

G n . ...•..

c.

F.

B.
1

R.
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 vol1l11ies and over in 1896-Cont.inue<l.
~

~olp,,~
"'bJ..

s-S

E~

,-g

Receipts.

;~

.s

a.,P,,

~

t:I)

Name of librarian

Cl)

... s

::i:l.S

ojO

A~

..., 0

O'd
§'CJ
0
H
p,~
--- --- -- - - - - - --- - - - ----1----------1
9
10
11 12
I3
14
15
16
17
lS
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 1 - - - - - - -- - -1

4, 071

229

G5

24

976

60. .. . . . .

$673

$15,000 Jolm F. Youngs, secre·

2428

tary.

2,000 ............................................................. P.H. Carver, assist:mt

librarian.

2429

,

3, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. J }llletteReynolds, as-

2430

sistant librarian.

1, 560 .• . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
391
4 ...................•.... Rebecca E. Yonng ..... .
5, 929
200
2H
20
7, 465 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
60 . . . . . . . . . Mabel A. Farr ......... .
4,500 ...... ..,,. .............. . .................... •••····· ................................. .
2,150
60
50
20 . . ....... .... . ...........
70 ........ Julian W. Abernethy ..
3, 462
400
10
50 . . .. . . . ..
15, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . D. W. E. Burke ........ .
14, 000 4,000
300
200....... .. . . . . . . • . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . 218,000 Franklin W. Hooper,

2431
2432
2433
2434
2435
2436

flirector.

123,962 13,005 3,898 1, 704

02, 116

60,000.......

3, 400 . . . . . . . 1, 200 . . . . ..
33,862
400 3,510 ... . . .

9, 000
172,812

3,000 . . . . . . .
2,734 ...•...

20 ...... . . . .. .. ..

30,000 ····· ..

75

2,700

18, 688 . • . . . . . 1, 157 .............................. .

21,238

93,000 Willis A. Bardwell .. ... 2437

700 ......... H. S. Thorne, president. 2438
7,198 ......... Miss Fanny Hull ....... 2.J.89
5,000 ......... Calvin Patterson, prin-

2440

cipal.

6,700 ......... James D. Bell .......... 2441

56, 902 20, 000 3, 108 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9, 977 133, 962 EmrnaToedteberg ..... . 2442
8, 000 3, 000
502
628 ......................................... . William Browning, 2-!43'

M.D.

6, 573 . . . . . . .
272 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59,788 ....... 3,594 ...... 207,899
24,058 ...•...

2:: ::: ..... ~~ .... ~~ ..... ~

24, :::

669 ........ . Hannah J. Garahan ... . 2444
1,471 ........ . Mary W. Plummer .. .. . 2-!45
Moses Becker,jr., prin- 2446

4, ~:: .... ~~~ ......

~l::: . : :

cipal.
.Arthur D. Stettson . .... 2447

2,500 . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .••...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . • . .. • • • • . . . • • • . • .. .. . . 2448

U~t::~~~ : : ~~ :::::: ::::::::: : : : ~~~ ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::::: m~
1

1, 1001

550

40

100 .........

2,500 ........................ Mother _M. de Chant.al,

'.l-!52

supermtendcn t.

7, 500 . . . . . . .

oool

"l···

3,
17, 445!

7,

80 . .•• . .

100
2,500

700 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

50 . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . ..
560
200
19,'249

1, ooo . . . . . . .
21,595 •. .. .• .

500

10,000 Mary H. Chad wick..... 24.53

2,500 . . . . . . . . . Wm. Gallegher... ..... . 2454
3,500
5,500 Silas H. Berry ......... . 2!55

23, 262 · · · · ... · --................ -. . . . . Fanny D. Fish . . . . . . . . . 2'56

645 · · · · · ·

1,000 ............................ ·-....... . .. . .. . . •• .. . .. . • . ... . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. 2457

: ::: ....~~~ ::: ....~~I-.~~'.~~~ ::::::::::::::::...~·- ~~~ ....~'- ~~~ :~:n:
8,895

I

80,084
~,3
l ', 7581
3

1, 760

6,860

321

9,800 4,378
65!
58'v

245

I

44,585. .. . . . .

E~::v:n,.. ~~~--. ::::
ceptress.

400 ......... E. D. Stricklantl, cor-

2460

342,856 J. N. Larned, superin-

2461

responding seer tary.

17,470

ten dent.

490. .• . • . .

100 ......... L11cy L. Hartt ........ .. 2!62
2,810
24,278 MisH Jenni E. L kron. 2J63
150 ......... Frank Reuter .......... 2!64

200 ....
300 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

GOO ......... Ilubert A. Ilartmaun .. 2165
4,000 ......... Irviug Browne........ . 2.J.66

51

:::: ::iI ::

30,000 ...••..

\

550\ 140,651

61· . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . .

174. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .

1031

18,500 1 2, oool
O, 500 ...... ·

635......... . • . . .. . • . ... . .. .

52

570

··I·........ ........... .....

l\:::1
: : : : : : : . . ~:1:\~,.I.:.......................
~~:t:,:b~:~; : :~: ::
.I. ........I......... .......

ooo,.....

5,821 ........

· I 2470
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2471

~
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3

1
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a)~
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O
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-
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6
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s
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C.
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B.

--- -

YORK-cont'd.

Buffalo ............ . Guard of Honor Library.......... 1868' Soc . . . . . . . . . . .

2472 .••. . do. ...... . ...... . High School Library............. . . . . . Sch ......... . .. - -. .. - . - -· · · · · ·
1

2473
2474

Buffalo (320 Porter Holy Angels Academy ........... 1882I Sch....... . . . .
avenue).
Buffalo ....... ..... . L~r~:~an Young Men's Associa- 1873 Soc....... ....

C.

S.

B.

C.

S.

B.

F.

R.

C.

S.

f·

1

2475 _. __ . do. __ .......... . Merch ants' Exchange Library_ .. 1883 I Mer ....... R.

2479

Buffalo (219 Tonawanda street).
Buffalo _........... .
Bnffalo (24 High
street).
Buffalo ............ .

2480
2481

Cambridge ....... _. Union School.. ..... . ......... . ... 1891 Sch ......... -.
Camden . . . . . . . . . . . . Free Library..................... 1891 Gen....... . . . .

2476
2477
2478

NorthBuff::tloCatholicAssociation 1886 Gen.. ........ .

St. .Joseph's College ....... _...... _.... Col ........ - ........ .. . -·. B.
University of Buffalo, Medical 18451 Med ........ -·
C.
F. R.
Department.
Y. M. C. A. Library............... 1853 Y.M .C. A. -. . .
C.
R. B.
T.
C.

F.

B.
B.

2482 Canajoharie ...... _. Union School. ...... _............ . ..... Sch. ...... . .. .
T.
F. B.
2483 Canandaigua ....... Canandaigua Academy ........... 1795 Gen...........
C.
Fr. R.
2484 ... .. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granger Place School............ 1876 Sch ... .......... - ...... .. · B.
2485 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Union School...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1888 Sch ... : ... -.. 2486 ..•. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "'iVood Library. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1863 Gen ......... - .

T.

F.

2487

Canastota . . . . . . . • . . Canastota Union School. .... _... . . . . . . Sch ...... - . - ..

T.

Fr. B.

2488

Canisteo . . . . . . . . . . . . Canisteo Academy . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1871 Sch .......... .

C.

R.

2489

C.

Fr. B.

24!JQ

Canton . . .. . . . . . . . . . St. Lawrence University, Her· 1868 Col. ....... -.. .
ring Library.
Carmel . . . . . . . ..... . Carmel Literary Union ........... 1881 Soc....... R.

c.

s.

2491

..... do .............. Drew Seminary ancl F emale Col·

c.

Fr. R.

1866 Sch .......... .

c.

s.

B.
B.

B.

2492 Carthage ............
2493 Catskill ............
2494 Cattaraugus . . . . . . . .
2495 Cazenovia . . . . . . . . . .
249G ..... do ... -..........

H}:feschool.. ...................... _. .
Public Library .... ............... 1893
1!nion F_ree sci:1001 and Academy. 1887
UazenoV1a Semmary .... _............ __
Public Library Association ...... 1886

Sch....... . . . .
T.
Gen ....... R.
T.
Gen.. ..... . . . .
T.
Sch . _................ Gen....... . . . .
C.

F.
F.
F.
.. - F.

B.
H.
B.
-· · B.

2497 Chateaugay ....... _
2498 Chatham .......... .
2499 Chester ............ .
2500 Chittenango ....... .
2501 Claverack ......... .
2502 Clifton Springs .... .
2503 .... . do ............. .
2504. Clinton ............ .
2505 .... . do ............. .
2506 .... . do ............. .
2507
2508
2509 Cold Sprin~ ....... .
2510 College Pomt . ..... .

Union School Library............ 1881
Union Free School_.............. 1884
Union School Library ................ .
Yates Union School. ............ _ 1871
Hudson River Institute.......... 1854
Clifton Springs Sanitarium ...... . .. . .
Peirce Library ................... 1880
Hamilton College ................ 1812
Houghton Seminary .................. .
Union School. ................. __ . 1894
High School. .. .... .............. . .... .

Gen...........
T.
F.
Gen...........
T.
]'.
Sch . ......... . -·- · ....... .
~ch...........
T.
Fr.

B.
B.
· · ··
R.

Y.M. C.A. . . ..
C.
S.
Col ..... .. O.
C.
F.
Sch . ......... .............
Sch....... . . . .
T.
F.
Gen... .......
T.
F.
Gen .. ... . R.
T.
F.
Gen..........
T.
F.
Gen..........
C.
F.
Sch ...... ....
C.
.F .
Y.M. C.A.. . . . .
C.
S.
Sch._..... . . . .
T.
l ~r.
Gen..........
C.
S.

... .
13 .
R.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
R.
B.

8~1i!:~~: ~:: ::: :::::: ~i!Ycit~~U~o;; S~h~~i:::::::::::: i:g5
Poppenhusen Institute . ......... .

1868
Cooperstown ....... . Union School ....... _.. _.......... 1870
2.512 ..... do ............. . Y. M. C. A.. Library_.............. 1887
2.313
Free Academy _............. _.... 1860
2514
Library Association ... _. ........ _ 1873

2511

-~~~i~: :~: ::: :::: ~ ~

2515

Cornwall.on-the.
Hud!!on.

251R .... . 110 •••.••••••••••

[~~-:::::: :::: ... ?.· ... ~~-. g:

n.

B.

New York Military Academy ... . 188!l Sch .......... .

u.

Fr. B.

1895 , ch....... . . . .
1886 Gen ...... 0.

C.
C.

Fr. B.
B.

J8fl8 1 , ch.... ... . . ..

C.

Fr. R.
B.

Bard Hall ................... .
2517 Cortland._ ..... _.... Franklin Hatch Library Associa.·
tion.
~~8 ..... do ......•..• . ••.
tatf" .l T ormal chool. ......... ... .
1
Chaywl Lihrar.\· ..... _........ __ .. .
2520 C!"i°b"°~.~~. ~.• :::::::: Circulating Library ............. .

F.
1884 GPn ...... ....
T.
1872
n ...... I .. ...... .

B.
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'C

"O

;g ~

i!l ~

c;,.

Receipts.

<I)

~;...

>:i

"'b,()

s-~
~J
p,-

Name of librarian.

<l)Q(}

:g_.~
§,g

p..

--- --- -9
10
11

.,.

- - - - - - - - - ____ ,__________ ,

--13

1~

14

15

16

18

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - / - - - - - - - - - - !

1, 200.. .. . . . .. . . . . . •• • •• . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . .

$1,600 Fred. E. Williams, sec.

2471

retary house commit.
tee.

I

2,4881····--· .............................. ····•·· .......................................... 2472
2, 101

2,300 . . . . . . .

$11 . • . . . . . . . Sister St. Mary......... 2473

200

52/

50

1,000

300

48j

75

1,067 ..............•.................. Julius R. Braeunlich .. . 2474

1

3, 500i

2, 000 .......
1

200

...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

1

Wm. ThurAtone, secre.
tary.

2475

:: :::r··. ~~~

4, ~131 25, 000

1:t··~~ ···-~·.~~~:: : : : :: : : :·. . ~~~: : : : ::::::.:~:::::·::::::a~~. ::::

6, 750

415!1

50

3. 609 . . . . . . .

1.157 .......

693 4,000 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12

10,878......... .. . . . . .

150 . . . . . .
247 ......

6, 000 . . . . . . . . .
$150
9,572 ......... .......

I

520

1,200 EmrnaL. Chappell.. .... 2478

1,000 ... ...... Wti~n!dt:~~i~~-educa.

2479

325 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . 2480
452
1,482 Mrs. E. C. Case, secre- 2481

tary and librarian.

100
200 ......... lfl-Lell .._.··.-··i··· · ~f~i
i;~ii ..... ~~ .... J ..... ~ ........ ~ .........62 ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: Har.ri~taiifs\~~g:1~L~~: 2484

1,:01

~20

184

1

3, 25l l

380

5, 000 . . . . . ..

1,218

I

55

1::::: 1,,::
1

2

1,o~o ...... i

4

146
60......... . . . . . . . . .
225
10 . . . . . .
2, 600 . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . .
69

10

125
1

131

,:

:

:,;, :::

:: ::::::

350 .. ...... . J.rC:N'l~ris ............. 2485
119 . . . . . . . . . Miss I. P. Granger, 2486
150

president.
Geo. H. Ottaway, prin·

2487

·····;J<:;;; ;:g:::/~:,pdn ::

::::::-I ~; _ " : _ 'l:
::: ::::: ___" ::::::: :d:;;z:~;~::'.:~·. :::
I
I

1, 200
800 . . . . . .
100
1,600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, GOO • • • • • • .
300 ..... · I 15, 260 . . . . . . . . .
800
2, 177
80
225
15
1, 861 . . . . . . . . .
100
3,405 ............................ I. ........ . . . . . . .
3,200 .... .. .
208 .. .. ..
8,696....... .. .•.. .. .
1

1, 020
200
2, 713 . .. . . . .

130
50
26:3 ...... j

1 600

100

I

1. 254 . . . . . . . . .
75
12,000......... . . .. . . .

preAident.

25 .. . . . . • . . M. F. Perry............. 2492
1, 000 . . . . . . . . . Emil.V F Becker . . . . . . . 240fl
200 . . . . . . . . . J .L. Walth art, principal 2 l94
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2t95
469 . ......•. J. H. Ten Eyck Burr, 2106

secretnry.

.

.

202 . . . . . . . . . W_. .J. DennR, prmm pal. . 2197
400 ......... Miss Ella. E. Wagar . ... 2-!08

U!; ····ioo .... 60 :::::: ::::::::: .... .. 500 ·····25······50::::::::: ·wiiiiar~;Mi~~i~
. .F~;i::
A Liucoln Travis ......

f ~~g :::::::
rn,

33, 758

u~~

~~

:::::f: :i,:~6~: :: :: ::: ::::: :: ::::::::: ::::: :::: t~t~ Jt!~

::::::: ···ai2 ::::::
2~0

200 .......

898 2,499

3, 207 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
•••

~~~~
2501

~~~:

1
~~~: ::::::::
1,455 .. . . . . . . . Mel vine G. Dodge...... 2504

7. 505 ::::::::: .... i5o ·····aoo :::::::::

1, 680
100
57 .. . . . .
4, 250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3,717
700......
200
15,534........
500
6!l6 .........
2, 000
600
150
50
2,000
200
75
193..........
2,671
400
72
12
9:12
530 ... . . . .
198 .........
3, 31 i . . . . . . .
475 . .• . . .
3,000
25 . . . . . . .
61
1,025
82°1 •· •• ·.::: •••• ~'. ~~~ ..••
11', 31~~ ·• •• •• •• •• •• ·.
io· :: : ::: : ::

'M.
ii~~ie·.i°~d~~~~~:::::::
E Ackerman........

~~~~

2.;07
2508
2509
2510
251l
25
.Leigh
. . . . . . R. .Hunt
. . .. . . ..........
. . . . . . . . 2513
I2
7,000 ............................................................. Ilarry C. Heermans, 251!

R. A Ross ..............
Oti~Montrose. principal
J!'. Martens .............
A. Abrams . . . . . . . . . . . .

6,· 000 ..... io ......

=

presirlent.

8,220 ..• . . . .

150......

600 .••....

200... .. . . . . S. Jon cs,Auperinteudent 2515

2,200
300
3,660 ..... .

50 ... ..... ...................... .
132 . . . . . .
8,315 ............... .

100....... .. G. J. Wright, president. 2516
715
400 Miss Mary E. Hubbard. 2517

5 ,386
120
1,081
72
1,600 ...... .

816
25 ....... .... ............. .
51
56
2. 299 ............... .
70 ....................•..........

1,189 ......... J . Edw. Banta .......... 2518
15 . . . . . . . . . Jformlnio Hammond.... 2519
90
1,000 Mrs. Robt. S.Armstrong 2520

1,500
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A
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Location.

Name of library.

I-<

in

""'A
o .....

Class.

NEW

.;;

As..

I-< <ii 0

O~P.
p.o:I ~

g-...,
-~ f
Q<ll
~
--- - 7 s
6
a
--- - Q

<l)CfJ

I-<

en

YORK...:...cont'd.

2521 Dansville ........... .
2522 Delhi .............. .
2523 Deposit . ........... .
2524 Dobbs Ferry ....... .
2525 Dolgoville .......... .
2526
2527
2528 ..... do ...............

BVnt~k::::::::::::

2529
2530

~

d .
a,c:l

]]~ ~f
r-. ~~
·a
::s"
o" Q><
.:.o
0~

0

4

i~

.,Q

r-.·-

!::

A
3

O .
c:l §

A

~

l.

l>,1-<

.,Q

be

Public Library ........................
Delaware Academy............... 1820
D eposi t Academy ................. ....
Misses Master's School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Free Library..................... 1886
Son th worth Library . . . . .. . . . . . . . 1883
Library Association ...... , ....... 1872
School District Library .......... 1850

Gen ...... R.
T.
F.
Sch . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr.
Gen .... .. . ...
T.
Fr.
Sch ....... ... ... .. ....... SociaL.... . . . .
C.
F.
Gen . ... . . 0 ......... F.
Gen........ ..
C.
S.
Gen ...... ....
T.
S.

East Aurora ........ Union School.. ................... 1884 Sch...........
East Syracuse .......... do............................ 1887 Sch ....... . . . .

2531 Eddytown ..........
2532 Elbridge ............
2533 Elizabethtown ......
2534 Ellenville ...........
2535 Elmira ..............
2536 ..... do ...........•..

Starkey Seminary ................
~unroe 9011e~iate Institute......
C1rculatrng L1brary ..............
Public Library ........ ...........
Elmira College..... .... ..........
Elmira Farmers' Club ............

T.
'£.

B.

B.
B.

B.

F. B
Fr. R.

1843 Sch . ...... . ...
C.
F. B.
. . . . . Sch .................. - - - -· · · · ·
1884 Gen .. .... O.
C.
Fr. B.
1893 Gen ...... R
T.
Fr. B.
1855 Cocl.. ·.·.·.·. ·.·. ·. ·. ..
· · ... ?.-.. _... _ ~:
1870 80

2537 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free Academy....... .... ......... . . . . . Sch....... . . . .

T.

2538 .••.. do .............. New York State Reformatory .... 1876 A. & R.... . . ..

T.

2539 ..... do . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
2540 .... . do . . ........ ....
2541 l~ayetteville . . . . . . . .
2542 Fishki.11-on·Hudson.
2543 Flnshin~ . . . . . . . . • . .

C.
B.
B.
R.

Steele Memorial Library... . . .... 1883
Y.M.C.A.Library ............... 1858
Union School Library............ . . . . .
De Gnrmo Institute .................. .
Flushing Institute............... . . . . .

Gen... ....
Y .M. C...L
Sch...... .
Sch.......
Sch. ......

O.

B.

B.

R.

F.

C.
C.
T.
C.
C.

F.

2544 .•• . . do ...••...•..... Free Library .... , ................ 185!) Gen ..... . O.

C.

F.

C.

2545 ..•.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . High School............. ......... . . . . . Sch... .... . . . .
9 546
Fonda ......... .... . Union School..................... 1887 Sch .......... .

~;_
1

F.
F.

B.
B.

2547 Forestville .......... Forestville Free Academy....... 1867 Sch........ . . . .
2548 Fort Edward ... .. .. FortEdwardCollegiatelnstitute. 1854 Sch ....... '. ...
2549 ..•.. do ............. . Union School. ........................ . Sch.. .........

T.
C.
T.

F.
F.
F.

B.

. ...
.. ..
....
....

s.

13.

B.

ll.

B.

n.

2550 Fort Hamilton ...... Free Library ..................... 1893 Gen .................. - . · · -· · ·
2551 Fort l'Jain .......... Cliuton Liberalinstitute ......... 1832 GScehn .... ·.·.·... .- . .>·.·
CC..
~~-· Be.·
2552 I ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free Liurary..................... 1885
.r
1"
2553

Frank.fort . . . . . . . . . . ]'rec School Library...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sch . . . . . . . . . . .

255'1 Franklin .•.•••......
2555 Fredonia .......... .
2556 ..... do ............. .
2557 Friendship ........ .
2558 Fulton ............. .
255!) Fultonville ........ .
25!i0 Garden City ....... .

Delaware Literary In stitute ........ . .
Darwin R. Barker Library . . . . . . . 1883
State Normal School.............. 1869
High School......... ... . . ... .. ... 1800
Public Library................... 1 96
Starin Librar.v ....... .. . . . . . . .. . . 188~
Cathedral of the Incarnation of 1884
St. Paul's 'cbool.
2561 ..•.. do .•••..•••..... St. Mary's Cathedral School .......... .

T.

Sch. ...... ....
C.
Gen ...... O....... ..
Sch....... . . . .
'£.
8ch . . ... . . . . . .
T.
(ien ...... . . . .
T.
Gen . ... ......
C.
8ch . . . . . . . . . . .
C.

. . .. ·•··
F . B.
B.
Fr. B.
F . B.
F. Il.
Fr. R.

S.

B.

C.

F.

B.

C.
C.

. n.
Fr. B.

.'ch.. ..... ....

C.

2562 Geneva............. Classical and Union Scl1ool....... . . . . . , ch... .... . . . .
2563 .••. . do ...... .... .... De Lancey Divinity School....... 1861 Theo . . . . . . . . .

C.

256-l .••.. do .......•...... Hobart Colle~e ................... 1822 Col . . . . . . . O.
2565 .•... do .............. Y.M.C.A.L1brary .............. . 1890 Y.M. C.A. ....
2566
2567
2558

B.

F.

ilb rtsville .. . .. ... Free Library ..................... 1889 Gen ..... . O......... 1 F. B.
chool. .......... ..... :ch ....................... B.
Glens Falls......... Crandall Free Library........... . 1852 Gen . . . . . . O.
C.
F. B.

G1 ncoe . ... . ........ Ilopkins (Miss}

~t;i
·r.·i- 1° ··:··········· GlensFalls.A.cademy .....•............ ch .......................... .
c; oh rsnll ........ 1 ]'r Library ..................... 18 O , n ...•.. ..•. '£. I F . B.
:,
2 71
·n · · · · · · · · · · · · . Library ancl Historical oci ty... 1891 Gen . . . . . . R.
C.
S. 13.
1

0

:!j,'.!

OUT

rn ur · · · .. . . .1 Iligh School.. ............... ..... 1 2a 'ch....... . . . .

T.

1Fr.

1

B.
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Receipts.

po:!

~

o::;:
-+'>A
A <D

d)

gr.S~
~
~
lo<
~re p.,~'d
pp.,
E-1
~
P=l
~
--- --- - --- --- --- --11

10

9

12

13

14

d0
-+a><:.)
0

15

.16

- -~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Name of librarian.

PS

0~

So
~"O

JS

17

2,750.. .. . . .
200. ... . .
18,709.........
$500
$7091......... W. G. Carmer, trustee ..
2,200
840
]5
60
417
42 ........................ W. D. Graves ...........
1,707 .... .. . ...... ......
1,200. •..... ..
150
300 ......... Geo. W. Pye ...... ......
2,500. ... . . . . . . . . . . •.. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .

U~L::::: ····s: :::::: ::::::~~t::::::: :::::::

1,102.......

2, 248 . . . . . . .
1,600
100

45......

1

1

71 ......... J.:X;J!~~:ock,superin-

_1,580/......... ..•.•..

m~

150
50

2528

300 .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100 ......... Edwin H. Chase, super·
inteudent.
200
50
1,000 ................................. C. C. Wilcox, principal..
······ .........................................................................
...... ...... ......... ......... .......
350 ......... Elizabeth V.Hnle ..... .
03......
15,125.........
400
4001......... Retta L. Rnssell.. .. .. . .

25'.?9
2530

06
100......... . . . . . . . . .
75
]25 ......... Charles W. Evans, prin·
cipal.
450 ................................................ Z. R. Br?ckway,general
super mtcudcnt.
.... . . .
300 ....... : . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. • . • . Mrs. Mary C. Norton . . .
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
705 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Frank J. House........
............ . ....... ............... ............................ .... ...................
............................................................. Elias A. Faircbild,prin·
c1pal.
250
225 . . . . . .
12,500 . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . .
726 . . .. . . . . . Walter L. Bogert, secre.

2537

3,000
200
1,206 .......
],500 ...... .
], 618 .. . . . . .

303 . • . . . .
11, 278 . . . . . . . . .
100
10... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .

1

·~gL~~~~~~ -~~~?~~~~~ ~~~~~:::::

2521
2522
2523
2524

2531
2532
2~3~
20 3,.,

ui~ .... ~~~ :::::: ... ~~~ ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: .....~~~ ::::::::: ~:{1~~t~~1~·~.p~~si:· ~~:~
2, 2-18

1,000

4,177 .. . . . . .

2538

5, 000
2, 500
1, 662
3,000
1,335

2539
2540
2541
2542
2543

o, 000

2,175 .•.....
], 280. .. •.. .
1,000
100
1,000 ...... .
1, 550
12
] , 480 ...... .
3, f.JOO
325
1,063 . . . . . . .

J.trr. .................

175 ......
700 ................ . ...... ... ... . .. .
110 •.••.. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
104
208 . . .. . . . . . Cbarles A. Coons, prin·
cipal.
25
10
1,200
4.00 ........................ Virginia Hillebert......
50 ...... ......... ......... ...... .
100 . . . . . . . . . Jos.E.King ............
150 . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .
69
126 . . .. .. . . . W. C. Coleman, prin·
1
I
cipa1.
.......•.... ···· ··· ·· ................
50
90
525 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
1......... Kittie Clover .......... .
43 .......... ... .. , ......... . . . . . . .
12\........
Green, presi·

···----·!········· ....................... ..

Aa,~;~.L.

150 . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 1. . . . . . . . .

2544
2545
2546
,_,
2v t7

4

~~4 ~

~~~01

2:552

250 . . . .. . . . . T. P. Farrell, president
board of education;
board of trustees.
2, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . \ . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . - • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 2271
128
387 . .. . . .
5,076.........
350
633
1,375 Isabelle B. Greene ......
000
100
435 ....... ........ I................................. Franklin N. Jewett ... .

2553

5, 000

2560

1,000 . . . . . . .

150

'J;

1, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

~m

. . ........................... ... ................ .... .. E~~f~~l:ai~· Kouoa,

2561

U~~ : : ~~~ ....:~ : :~~~ d~~1: : : ~~~ :::::;~ : : : ~~ ::::::::: ·tt~faii~·2joc1r~~:::
D. C. Sayers, secretary..
200 . . . . . .

1
5,00\······

21>54
2555
2556

200 ........ ·

4, 15.J • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · , · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~-v~~23
1, oco . . . . . . .
7v ... . .. . . . . ... .. . . . . . . • . . ..•• .• . . . . .. . . .
000 Charles Wells Hayes,
u

I

I

32 053 5 706 1,075
772
3,503......... . .. . . . .
1; 776 ... '....
140 .......... . .... 1• •••••••• • • • • • • •

51,895

55,000

• • • .. • • • • • • • .. • • •

D.D.
.
has. D. Vail. ......... . 2564
Ern st L. Moi:rge, gen· 2565

~~~~~~r.~t.~?· ........ ,

1 0951
42 ...... ...•..
3,4, l ........ .......
250
4,800 ...
2566
2' 000 ... ... .. .. .................. 1................................. (Mrs .) Mary II.Hopkins 2567
6; 23() . . . . . • .
205.... ..
34,278.........
500
1,700......... 8h rman Williams, BU· 2568
perintendent of
schools.

I
1~:ggg .. i; i25 ·i; 205 ···i2s · · ·a2: 3ss,·· · ·5: 39i ··2: ooo · ·i4; ss4 ·· ..Ii; 300 ·x.-i~ i>~cic·.·.·.·:.-.::::::::
1, 7551. ......

150 .. . . ..

1, 289 .... .. . . . .. . . . ..

1,043 .•.....

2-14 ..••.. .. ... .. . . 1. . .. . . . ..

110

~~~~

350 .. ...... . Rob rt B. Clark, presi· 2571
dent.
220 ......•.. Jolm C. Bliss ........... 25i2
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YORK-cont'd.
C.
T.

Fr. B.
Fr. B.

C.
T.

s. B.
.....
F. B.

Hamilton........... Colgate Academy .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1873 Sch ......... ..

C.

B.

2580 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colgate University............... 1820 Col .. . . . . . O.

c.
c.

Fr. B.

2573 Gouverneur- ........
2574 Greene . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2575 Greenport . .-........
2576 Greenwich..........
2577 ..... do ..............
2578 Hamburg ...•..•....
2579

Reading Room Association ....... 1885
Union ::,chool and Academy...... 1882
Greenport Union School . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Circulating Library.............. . . . ..
Union Library ... ·................... ..
Union School ......• .•....•••..•. . 1847

2581 .••.. do ... . .. . . •.. . • .
Beta Theta Society ........... 1880
2582 . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hamilton Union School ......... ... .. .
2583 1 Hammondsport ..... Union School. ........................ .
2584 Hartwick Seminary. Hartwick Seminary.............. 1815
2585 · Haverstraw ..•..... King's Daughters ' Public Library 1896
2586 : Hempstead . . . . . . . . . Hempstead Institute ................. .
2587 ..... do . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Union Free School Library ........... .
2588 ' Herkimer ........... Free Library ..................... 1896
2589 ' Highland Falls ......... . do ............................ 1884
2590 Him rods............ Georgie Library.................. 1855
2591 Hogans burg........ Hogans burg Academy............ 1886

i

Gen ...•......
Sch ......... . .
Sell .......... .
Gen ......... .
Sch .......... .
Sch ...•.......

c.
c.

Col. Soc ... R.
Sch .......... .
Sch .. ........ .
Gen ......... .
Gen ..... . R.
Sch .. ........ .
Sch .......... .
Gen ...... O.
Gen ..... . O.
Gen ...... 0.
Sch ... .... O.

T.
T.
C.

c.

C.
T.
T.
C.
C.

F I
Fr.
Fr.
F.
. ...
F.
F.
Fr.
Fr.

R.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
R.
R.

F.
F.
F.

B.

T.
'l'.

J!,.

T.

]'.

B.

2597 I Hudson ..........••. Public School Library............ . . . . . Sch .......... .
2598 .•.. . do ...........•.. Y. M. C. Association ..•.... ..... . 1866 Y. M.C.A . ... .

I

T.
C.

F. B.
s. 13.

1 Huntington ........ Library Association .. .. . . . ... . . . 1875 Gen ......... .
..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Union School.... . ................ 1858 Sch . ......... .
I Ilion ................ Free Public Library ..... ........ 1893 Gen ...... O.
•••.. do .............. Ilion District Librar y ............ 1893 Gen ........ ..
1 Irvington ........... School Library, District No. 2 .... 1885 Sch .... ...... .
Iallp................ Library Association.............. 1884 Gen .. . .. . R.
Ithaca. ............ . Cornell Library Association ...... 1864 G'en . . .. . . O.
..... do .............. Cornell University ............... 1868 col . . . . . . . O.

C.
T.
T.
T.
T.

Holland Patent.....
Homer ..............
Hoosick Falls .. .....
Hornellsville . . . • . . .

2592
2593
2594
2595

Union Free School ............... 1802
Homer Academy ................. 1819
Union Free School ....................
Hornell Free .Academy........... 1882

Sch .......... Sch ......... . .
Sch ....... R.
Sch .......... .

2596 ' .••.. do ........•..... Hornell Free Library............ 1868 Gen .. .. . . 0.

2599
2600
2601
21502
2603
2604
2fi05
2()06

~~g~ Ii!~!!~~~·::::::::: ~~:tis~~~~F!.·.:::::::::::::::::: ·is67

u:ig

ie:.:::::: ::::

2609 Jamestown ......... James Prendergast Free Library.
}Gen ...... 0.
2610 ..... clo ....... . ...... Y.M.C. A.Library . ............. ...... Y.M .C ..A . R.
1

2611 ,Johnstown . . . . . . . . . School Library ..........•....•... .. _ . Sch....... R.
2612 I Jordan .............. Free Academy Library........... . . . . . Sch ...... - .. - .

T.

c.

s.

C.
T.
'l'.
C.
C.

F.
F.
F.
F.
8.
F.
Fr.
F.
F.
F.
F.

T.
T.

F.
F.

c.
c.

ll.

c.
R.

B.
B.
B.
B.

c.
B.
n.

n.

B.

n.
B.
B.

B.
B.

2614

Katonah ............ Village Improvement Associa· 1880 Gen ...... R. ..... -- . Fr. B.
tion Library.
Keeseville .......... Union School Library ................ . Sch .
T.
Fr. B.

2615

Keuka College...... Keuka College.................... 1890 Gen

2613

~m

Kings Park ...... .. Society of St. Jobnsland . .............
.~i.~~~~~-::: :::::.·.·.· Golden Hill School.. ..................
King ton Free Academy .. __ ..... 1774
2619 .••.. do .............. Kingston choolDistrictLibrary. 1838

2616

c.

F.

Social .............. -·· --- ·
G<•n .•.•.. ....
C.
Fr.
Sch . . . . . . . . . . .
T.
Sch....... . ...
T.

Thir.d Judicial District Law Li- 1874 Law...... . . ..
T.
F.
.
brary.
Lau ingburg ... . . . . Public chool Library .. _..... _. _ .. _.. ch ... .... R. ........ F.

B.
B.

R.

B.
B.

2620 ··-·.do ....... ......

R.

2621

C.

L rofc ... - . . . . . . . . . . 1 Lad1 s Library Association . . . • . . 1875 G n
2623 ···: ·' o ......... .....
nion,'r.hoo!Library ............. 1891 Sch.::::::::::
2 24 Lil, rty ............. Public Library ....... ........... . 1 94 Gen..........

2622

2625

1(

Lima·········· .. ... G ne., e We 1 yan emmary .. _....... Sch....... . .• .

···rr:··
F/
T.
F.
C.

B.

B.
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND 8CHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 'Volurnes ancl over in 1896-Coutinued.
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Receipts.
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]

i=l

0

~

1-..2l
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1-4
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ai
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0
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~
E-1
P-t
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12
13
14
16
-- --- - - - --- ---

63 . . . . . .
25
5

2,727
600

1,872. .. . . . .
501
$25

Name of llbrarian.

-+-0;::i

g~
~.g
lS

1'1

$726 ....•.... ,Jessie E. Paul ......... . 2fi78
50 ......•.. M. S. Parker, secretary :!574
2,75

rniv:: : :; ; )) \ ; , ~~:: )l\;, :::::;:>::):: :;;i;..:~:;~~~:~L
2, 0001······.
24, 221

30 ....... ... . . ... .... .. ... .... . . .
524 . . . . . .

...... .

3,035 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

50 ......... E.P.S1ssan,act1ngpnn-

2579

$25,000 Ralph W. Thomas, act-

2580

cipal.

2,450

iW librarian.

!~1:::::: ::::~,:~~~: ::::: :: : :::::~~: ::::~~~: : : : : i,?~.~--:~;~~~~y.i: : : : :
1

1

tm1

::::::: ....

4,495 1
260
19
J6
500
2 ... . .. .
10
200 J. L. Kistler ........... .
1, 000 . . . . . . .
350 . . . . . .
3, 583 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 061 ................................. .
l, 000 -- ..............................................................................••....
1,300 .. ... .
80. ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
25
50 .....••.. W. S. Newton ......... .
4, 300
43 4, 309 . . . . . .
4, 971 . . . . . . . . .
950 35, 750 . . . . . . . . . Mary Louise A very ... .
1, 300
300
50 . . . . . .
15, 600
75 . . . . . . .
1, 000 . . . . . . . . . Gertrude P. Parry . .... .
1, 800
400,
3
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . Louis A. Chrney ...... .
1, 870
376
39
301.........
1,037 . . . • . . .
359
112 Sr. M. Stanislaus Mc-

Garr. principal.

1

1, 050 . . . . . . .
1, 560 1
100 1
2,300 ... ... . 1
2, 704I
200

15 . . . . . .
1, 000
10
10
4, 000
110 ... . . .
4,382
350
50.........

. . . .. . . . .
50
..... ·. ... . . . . . . .
.........
130
. . • . . •••.
200

I

500. .. . . .

30,000......... ... . . . .

intendent.

20. ... . .
148
11

3, 500 • . . . . . .
1,200
200
8, 733
973

1001.....................•• "'......
301
20
100.........
25
315
226
40, 915 . . . . . . • . . l, 750

~:~g~ ::::::: .... ~'.!::::::

4
95 . .. . . .
5, 000 1, 500 j 300

1,590 .....•••. R. M. Tuttle, chairman

ui~ :::::::::

2

~~

1, 354 ......... . . . . . . .
15,000,
7,000 ... . . . .

M~~~~~erc~~f

395 . . • . . . . . .
iin ..... .
50 ..•...... C.J.Jennrngf'l,A.B ... .
2, 179
3, 000 Anna H. Perkins .. - . - ..
4

~~1::::::::: 'iii~e·s:c"a:;~~ij::::::::

90 ......... Ella S. Clock .......... .
3,700 1 85,000 1 Alonzo R . Cornell ..... .

~.~~--~:

~f.~ .~~~ ~~~
12, M~1
.~~ ~~~17 iii:7,936
t~bl.. -~~'8,961
.~'.~\:: :: :646:: .-~~·670
.~~l.........
.~~~·.~~~1 -~~.r~·.i~_-_-_· ::: : : :
137
41
CalistaS.Jones ....... .

18g:
3, 128
12, 440
1,455

2596

of man~g~rs.
4,390 ......................• . ......... J. Mace Snnth .. ....... . 2597
160 . . . . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . • .. . . . . • • . • . • • . Herb~rt W. Rice, gen- 2598

5, 000 1.......
l, 370I
29

1,000
20,000

2581
2582
2583
2:584
2585
2586
2587
2588
258!)
2,90
259]

H. A. Pride, secretary .. 25!12
E . L. Stone ............ . :.:!593
E.G. Merrett .......... . 2Ml4
W. R. Prentice, super- 2595

67 . . . . . . . . .
105
1, 000
170 .........
400 ....•.•..

1

10,000 ...... .'

2576

2577
2578

1, 000 2, 440
800
52, 190
5, 000 . . . . . . .
74
83 . .. . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . .. . . . .

5, 9001 100, 000

{MfrJ'e_Emogene Hazel-}

237 ......... Cba!I. N. Ramsey, gen·

259!!
2600
:!601
2602
2U03
2604
2605
2G06
2607
2608
2609
2610

eral secretary.

7,412
1,239

2,875
843......
7,000
5,000
260
520 .••...•.. Wm.8.Snyder ........ . 2611
60 ...................................................... Ad•lbert E. Brace, 2612

president board of
education.

1,500

75

4 ••••••.••...••..•••.•••.••••••.

1. 500 ...... . ..................••...•. .. ......•...
1,380 ----··.

23 .... ... ········ ............•.. .

40 ··•··•··· Leland L. Land era,
prrncipal.
80 ......•..

2, 000 ······ . ............ ········· ········· .....................••.

'"l".. . .

2613

258 ·········

2614

.~.-

~~~~~~~~r~ .~~~~~·. t ::~:

W. Cross . ........
i' ~gg ~gg ·-·-25 :::::: ·· · ·· ·is3 : :: ::: : : : ···· ·96 ·· · ··i 06 ::::::: :: John
M. J. \tichael.. ........
2

,: 785

•

' 581

1861-·····

150

185.. .......

1,053. - . ... .

1531. .....

2,299 ...... - . .

1001

ut!~~~~~tt~~h~~I~~r- 2619
T. B. Westbrook .... ... 2620

W. J. helliday, clerk
boarrl of education.
Catharine Cam eron .... .
Emma Henderson ..... .
1551.... . ... . Mi RH N . .A. Ward, sec.
re lary.

::~•••••:• ---]:::::: ····::~r•:::;::• :::::;: -----~ ••••:•: •

s, ooo!............................ !................................ .

2617
2tllS

I

2621
2622
2623
2624
2625
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2631 Lowville ............
2632 Lyons..............
2633 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2634 Malone.............

Public School Library........... . . . . . .
St. ,Joseph's .Academy............ 1866
Union School Library .......... . _ 18()3
Friimcls' Academy ............ ........ _
Public Library............. . . . . . . 18()6
Lowville Academy............... . . . . .
School Library, District No. G.... . . . . .
Union School..................... . . . . .
Village School District Library .. ... .. _

Sch . ...... R.
Seh . ......... .
Gen .... ..... .
Sch ......... - .
Gen . . . . . . R.

T.
C.
T.

O<t>

Ft

-

-

7

c.

C.

n.
n.
n.
F. n.

Manlius ..•...... _.. Union School..................... 1877 Sch ..... ..... .
Marathon........... Peck Memorial Library.......... 1896 Gen ...... O.
Maspeth............ Union .Free School. ............... _.... Sell . ..... - ... .

T.

ci;~y: ::::::::::::::::

c.

T.

c.

F.

F.
F.

l!'. B.
Fr. R.

m~ &:~ ::::::·.~:. ···T_-·· s.

1854
1826
J885
1891 1
1879
1872
1

Gen. .... . ....
Sch..... .. . . . .
Sch . . -.. ...... Asylum .. O.
Gen ...... R.
Sch... .... . . . .

T.
T.

T.
T.
T.
C.

F. TI.
F. B.
B.
F. B.
F. TI.

2648
2649

Mount Morris . . . . . . Union School. ..... .... ........ ... 1857 Sch . ......... .
Mount Vernon...... Public Library .................. _ 1&96 Gen ...... R.

2650
2651
2652

Naples .............. Naples Academy ... .................. . Sch .......... .
Newark ............ Union School and Academy...... . . . . . Sch .......... .
Now Bright-On ..... . Sailors' Sung Ilarbor ............. 1833 Social. ... - ... .

Tt~t~~l _English

2666
!!667

2668

New York City . . .. .
New York City (197
East 13roauway).
N ew York City . ... .
.... . do ............. .
NewYorkCity(77th
street and 8th
avenue).
N ew York City (11
W. 29th street).
NewYorkCity(llll 15 W. 38th street) .
N srr~~~k

a~td(7Jf~

av nue).

2609 1 N w York City (17
Wi!St 43cl street).
2670 N ewYork ity(127

East 23<1

267::.
26i2
2673

274

RtT

et).

· wYork 'ity(, Ul·

tion K).
T!'w York
ity (7
"'(· t21ltb lltT t).
·ew York City (20

F.
F.

T.
T.

Fr. TI.

O.
. ...
....
R.

T.
C.
C.
T.

m~ I/,~

0
~::::::

n.

F. l3.

]3.

Fr. 13.
F. R.

... _ T .
Fr. B.
_............ · · · 13.
n. 'l:.
F. TI.

.AcaclemvofMount St. Vincent ... 18461 Scli....... ....
.Aguilar.Free Library ........... _ 1886! Gen ...... R.

!:~~~:~:~ ~;~i,i~~1istt"e·t:v::::::

TI.
TI.

n.

c.

C.

Free Library ... .................. 1852 Gen . . . . . .
Macki e's (Miss) Seminary .... . ........ Sch.......
Newburg Theological Seminary.. 1805 Theo..... .
Secon<l Judicial Di strict Law ..... Law ......
Library.
2658 N ew pallz ..... ..... . Newpnltz Normal School. ........ 1886 Srh ... ... .
2659 New Rochelle . ... .. . Pof\t, Lilmtry . ........................ _ Gar ... ....
2660 ... .. do ............. . Public Library.......... ......... 18931 Gen . . . . . .

B:

T.

T.

ancl Classical . . . . . Sch.. .. ... . . . .

2654 Newburg .......... .
2655 .... . do ..... ....... . .
2Gt,6 . .... do ............. .
2657 ... .. do .... ... .... .. .

n.

l!' . B.
F. n.

Moravia ............ Powers Library .................. 1880 Gen ... ... O ••• • ••• •• S.
Morris .. ........... _ High School. .......................... Sch . ........ - .
C.
F.

2653 . ... . do ............. .

:n.

F.

T.
T.

Howland Circulating Library ... .
Union School. ................... .
1
~ie~Jtc~c}~~t
Uniou School. ...... .. ........ .... .
Leonora Bolles Memorial Library .
Public School Library ........... .
Cook Academy ................ .. .

F. n.

Fr. R.
Fr. n.

26~6
26,.7

2663
2664
2665

§

T.

Sch .... ...... .
Sch -......... .
Sch .......... .
Sch..... . . O.

2638 Matteawan ..•......
263!) Ma.vville ..•••.......
2640 Medina ........•.•..
2641 Mexico ............ .
2642 Midrlleburg ........ .
2643 Middleto,...-n ....... .
2644 ... .. do ............. .
2645 Montour Falls ..... .

2661
2662

0

at

oA
<1>"' ,_ O)
k
..... k

(t)"

YORK-cont'd.

2G26 Littlefalls .•••..... .
2627 L ockport ...........
2628 . _._.do _.............
2629 Locust Valley.·----2630 Long Island City . . .

2635
2636
2637

A§

;.. b(I

iJ

~

l>,k

,ao.

A

A

::,

·ii:

American Ethnological Society . . 1842 Scien . . . . . . . . .
1

C.
T.

i:

Il.
B.

8:C. ~-F. R.~:

American Geographical Society.. 1852 Soc . . . . . . . O.

C.

S.

R.

.American Institute .............. 18201 Soc ..... .. R.

C.

S.

13.

.Amc-rican Museum of Natural
Ilistory.

C.

18:0 Sci.en .. ·· .
.

.···

American Numi11mn.tic and Ar· 18..> ScJCn..... 1. . . .
eha•ofogi<-a.l Soricty.
1
mnican , 'ociety of 'h-il Engi· 1852 Scicn ......... ·
nP!'rs.
Ascbc~b~o cl 1 V" rein ............ , 18~8· Social

I

R.

C.

S.

C.

Fr. R.

C.

F.

B.

s.

R.

AR11nr·iation of 111 Ear of 1he 1810 Law...... O. . .... .. .
City of. · !'w York.
I
I
B rk ·Ir·;\" ' dtool. ..... ... . ........ 1804 ,'rh ....... ,....
C.

.'i'•Rt4lthl\tr t}.
• 11w York City ..... Bia kw ·llsI lan1lP 11itentiary .. 1..... Ill'form ... ....

I

Fr. R.

C.

r···'

B.
. ... C.
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 volu11ies ancl ove1· in 1896-Continuecl.
rd

Q)

as

•

'O

•

~

bl)

Receipts.

;gc:l I>,
~ ~~
ai ...
"'b.O

s-c
.E

:g_.~

I>

P-4

1.1

12

::l

::l
~"C

O'd

--- --- - -

10

9

Name of librarian.

- - - - - - - - - ----1----1-----------1

14

13

15

16

lS

11'

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - -- - - - - - - - 1

4,000
100 1,000
20
4, 1i87
100
$500 $1,500 ......... T. Il. Caswell .......... .
1, 100 . . . . . . .
20 . . . . . . . ................................................•.........•.......
5, 656
400
326
50
15, 844
5, 000
600
832 . . . . . . . . . Emmet Belknap ....... .
1, 00() • •••....• .••.••••••.•••..••.•••..•••. '.•••.••.••...•..••...••.............••••..•..•••.
5, 000
125 . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 260 . . . . • . . .. (Miss) Miriam S. Draper,

actin g librarian.

3,934
492
100
25
619...... .. . .... .. .
75 ......... Lincoln E. Rowley .... .
1,200 ............. ······ .•................................................... ···-·· ·•···•··
2,200 ... • . . .
158 ......
1,669. ... . . . ..
89
178 .. ...... . .F. H. Gardner ......... .
5,900 . . . . • . .
50 . . . • . .
12,200
1,525 1,000
1,229 . . . . . . . .. D. H. Stanton, district

clerk.
1,000
50
110
5
600.........
9
1, 000 . . . . .. . 1, 000 . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 0001
200
100
20 . . . .. . . . .
8001
25
6, 065 ... - . . .
158
120
40
11 1 001
1, 386 . . . • . . .
210
1, 600
600
200
1, 100 . . . . . . . . . . • . .
2,144
15
30
6,900
200
135
2,174
500
20

380 ............•...
1,000
500 ...... .

1, 000 ... . _. .

13 ... : _.
555 . . . . . . . • .
5,300 . . . . . . . .. .• . . . . .• . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . • • • .

75
2,000

62 .........
150 . . . . . . . . .
245 . . . . . . . ..
2,950 ........ .

80 ... . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
95 .........
RO ......
1,000. ... . . . . .
50
200 .........
50 ......
12, ;75 .......... ...... ... .... .. ........

1,000 ...... .
1,500 .... -- .
4,000 ····--.

principal.
Mrs. J'osephN.Badeau.
T. E. Lockhart, A. M ...
Henry Pease ........••.
C. W. Skinner .. ....... .
Wm. M. Marow ....... .
Selden H. Talcott ..... .
Mary K. Vankemeu ... .
R. W. Swetland, principal.
Mrs. Isaac Butler ..... .
George R. Greene, act·
ing principal.
Ida Kelsall ............ .
Henry E . Rhoades, secretar,y.
Wm. C. Noll, principal.
Della M. Young ...... ..
Geo. D. J'. Trask, governor.

1,800 .............. ........ ...... - ... ·-·- - ............... -•... - ....... - .............••.•••.
20,663
1, 250
3, 500
4, 600

.......
639
.... ... ......
. . . . . ..
225
500
. .. . . . .

2631
2632
2633
2634

1001........ . A. Meeler, principal. .•. 2635
1, 150 ........ . C. A . Brooks . ..... ..... . 2636
50 ... ..... . Arthur C.Mitchell, 2637

......
6, 054 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, ooo $13, ooo
10
1, 276
2, 742
127
190 ....... ..
......
1, 870
176
250
450 ... ..... .
100 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
25
210 ....... ..
......
6, 000 ................ - •...............
.•....
5,810 ................................ .
25
26,378 ........ .. 1, 400
1,494 ........ .
100
364
500 . . . . . . . 29,026
78, 658

8
12
75 ···•··

160
400

3,845
1,000

2626
2627
2628
2629
2630

......
67, 700 . . . . . . . . . 3,500
5,577
.. .•.. . . .. .. . . . . . . ... . . . .... •. . . . . ... . .
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- .• . .. . . . .. . .. .
4,600.......
2,600

. . .. .. . . .
.........
. . . . .. . . .
.........

2638
2639
26!0
26-H
26!2
2643
2644
2645
2646
26!7
26~8
2649
2650
2651
2652
2053

Chas. Estabrook........ 2654
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2655
J'. G.D. Findlev .. . .. . . . 2656
Howard S. Thornton, 2657

treasurer.

~:3, gi~
.... ~~~ ---~~~
::::::: ::15,::: :658:::::: ::::: ::::3,500
:: :::: 3,774
:: ::: :::::::::
l tr. 1~gd~-~~~::::::: :: ~g~~
121 1... _.. _
750. ••. . .
......... Albert O. Owen, secre- 2660
tary and treasurer.
5,000I 2,666
40
300
3,500
1,365 - . . . ...
106 ......... Mat W. B~enpan ...... 2661
31, 16\-..... 4, 045 . . • . . . 256, 963 ..•....... - . - .. . 13, 852 . . . .. . . .. Pau me L e1pz1ger...... 2662
1

1•• . . . • • • •

5 486
186 ................................................ Edw:ml W. Gilman . .... 2663
2:000 1:::::::
20
80 .......................................... F.E.Do<lge ............ 2664
2, 00°1' . _... . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. .. . . • . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. • .. . . .. .. . ..
or? Wood ware!., 2665

A.p~~

538 2, 215 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 115, 169 . • . . . . . . . Geo. C. Ilurlbut........ 2666

18, 000 26, 000
13, 8-!81... _. _.

48 . . . . . .

34, 0001 30,000
1,800
7, o 2

1

600

G, 000

89

9, 282

467

18

400....... •.

2, 500 ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Geo. Whitefield, jr . . • . . 2667
12, 000 ......................... Antliony

Ph.D.

1
491 . . . .. . • • . . . .. .. . .. . • . . . . .

Woodward,

2668

913 . . . .. . . .. JI crl, rt Valentine..... 2669

345 ................. .. .............

.I. ........

Charles Warren Runt .. 2670

:1:_ :.-:.- -_. :_::

:~:~::~::~~;~:::: : :

1

~1:.:5:0:0 : :

:s·,;.:··:~\::::_:·:·:-• ·_ •·.: ·_ ::•: •::::

•:::::I:•:::•

Louis D. Pilsbury.. .... 2674
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1895-96.
Public, society, and school libraries in the United
't:j
s:l
~

Location.

Name of library.

<E:cn

'o.S

Class.

a)

~

A

1 - - - -- - - - -- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l- - - - - - - - 1 -

l

2

3

,,

6

4

8

\ -- - -- - - - - \ - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 1 - -- 1 - - - - - 1·- - - - - NEW

2675
2676
2677
2678
2679
2680
2681
2682
2683
2684
2685
2686
2687
2688
2689

YORK-cont'd.

New York City (395 Broome Street Free Library ......
Broome street).
New York City .. _.. Bryson Library (Teachers' Col·
lege).
New York City (126 Cabinet de Lecture...............
West 25th street).
New York City .... . Cathedral Free Circulating Library.
New York City (120 Catholic Club Library .....•......
West 59th street).
New York CitY - -··· Century Association.............
NewYorkCity(City City Library .....................
Hall).
New York City (17 College of the City of New York. .
Lexington avenue).
New York City (668
Clionian Society..............
East 134 th street).
New York Ci ty (115- Codiel::\ro~t~macy of the City
119West68thstreet)
New York City (30 College of St. Francis Xavier .. . ..
West 16th street).
New York City (95 College Settlement Library......
Rivington street).
New York City .•••. Columbia University .............
New York City (32 Comstock School. .......•. : . . • . . .
West 40th street).
New York City ..... Cooper Union ....... .............

1885 Gen ...... O.

c.

F.

1887 Col--····· ....

c.

Fr. B

1884 Gen ....... R.

c.
c.
c.

S.

C.

F.

B.

1888 Gen .... ... O.
1871 Gen .......... .

'l.'.

. .. . B .

1852 Col. Soc ... ... .

C.

. ... B.

1829 Sci.. ......... .
1847 Col - ......... .

c.
c.

Fl'.

n.

1889 Gen .... . ... - ..

C.

F.

C.

F. B.

C.
Fr. Il.
1754 Col ..... .. O.
Gen ..... . . R ··•·•••· .... 13.

u.

1857 Gen .... . -. 0.

De La Salle Institute............ . . . . . . Col .......... .

2691

De Witt Memorial Free Library.. 1882 Gen ....... O.

c.

2697

Equitable Life Assurance Law
Library.
Female Academy of the Sacred
Heart.
Five Points Mission Free Reading Room.
Foreign Mis,!ion Library (Pres.
byterian Church).
Free Circulating Library ........ .

F.

R.

. .. . R.
F.

B.

Ely's (Misses) School for Girls... 1886 Sch ..... . .......... - - · · - · · Il.

New York City (226
West-42d street).
New York City (7
East lf>tb street).
New York City (18
East 16th street).

FrneCirculating Library of Y. W.
C.A.
Free Library of the General Society of Mechanics and Trades·
men.
2700 New York City (226 Friends' Literary and Library
East 16th street).
Association.
2701 New York City ..... G eneral Th eological Seminary of
the rrotestant Episcopal
Church.
2702 NewYorkCity(l37 German Hospital and Dispensary .
2d avenue).
2703
ewYorkCity(Ma· GrandLodgeF. &A.M ..........
sonic Hall).
2704 New York Ci.ty (2!l GrolierClnb ............... : ......
East 32cl street).
2705 NewYorkCity('ta. Harl em Library . .................
tion J . 32 West23d
street).
2706 ..-ew York City (45- Harmonic Club Library ......... .
W !It 42d stre t).
2707
Tew York City (27 Har'"":ml Club ................... .
W .,. 44th 8tr ct.)
270
.•:ew York City ..... H ealth Department ............. .
27109 ·•· .. do ..... ........ . H ebrew Orphan Asylum ........ .

2699

R.
R.

1852 Col .......... .

C.

New York City (108
Central Park).
New York City (28u
Rivington street).
2692 New York City (340
vVest 86th street).
2693 New York City (120
Broadway).
2694 New York City
(Manhattan ville) .
2695 New York City (63
Park street).
2696 New York City .... .

B.

Fr. B .

1847 Soc . . .. . . . . . . .
C.
S.
1847 Gen ....... ·-- · ·· ···-·· .F.

2690

2698

-

!

I

1876 Law ... ... .. . .

c.

Sch .... ... . .. .

C.

1868 Soc .......... .

c.
c.

1837 Soc . ......... .

T.

1879 Gen .. ---·· 0.

c.
c.

1870 Y.W.C. A .....
1820 Gen-··-····· - ·

. ... R.

Ji'.

R.

Fr. I B.
F. B.
F.

B.

F. Il.
S.

B.

1880 Gen .......... .

C.

1817 Theo...... 0.

c.

Fr. B.

1857 Med ......... .

c.
c.

F.

1868 Masonic ..... .

I

1825 Gen ....... O.
1852

I

Fr. R.
Fr. R.

1884 Soc .......... .
C.

ocial. ..... .. .

1887: , ocial ... .. .. ·

B.

I

1866 Med ..... .
1876 .A. ancl R ..... .

c.
c.

. ... n.

T.

Fr. R.

C.
I

. IB.
Fr. R.
. ... B.
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES
States of 1,000 volumes and o-ver in 1896-Continned.
Receipts.

~'d

<l.l

i::i

~~
..., i::i

-~

i::la)

Name of librarian .

5~
So

-=tj-o
--- --- - - - - - - - - - - --- --- ----1----------1

9

10

11

12

14

13

ts

11'

16

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - ----1------------1

2,250 '

42 ..... .

851 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. E. Waste............ 2675

6, 489 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . .

$2, 000 . . . . . . • • . Marg-aret Grey, assist- 2676
ant librarian.
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . L. Dermigny . . . . . . . . . . . 2677

4, 000
20,762
20,000

308 1,504
3, 500

250

68

59,169

100

269

6,013.......

12, !JOO .•••••.
6, 300

340
98 ........................ .
90 .............................. .

20,800

3GO

937

1,243

75

62

21

4,603

1, 467

26

50 ·•······· ·······•· ...... .

110

5,618 ............... .

150 . . . . . .

3, 500 . . . . . . . . . J. Herbert Senter...... 2680

7, ooo

1,468

.. ...... .

Philip naer............. 2081

$37,000 Chas.G . .Rnbermann ... 2682

67 ......•.......................... F. W. Hottenroth ...... ·2683

39, 0001 4,800 1, 800 ........................ .. .... .
2, 500 . . . . . . .

1,590 ......... Agnes Wallace . . . . . • • . 2678

125 ........................ James F. Manin ....... 2679

15, 000 ............... .

700 . . . . . . . . . 0. ,T. Griffin, assistant 2684
secretary.
800 . . . . . . . . . James P. 'Fagan, S. J... 2685
60 .......... Miss A. Hall........... 2686

220,000 ..... . . 24.839 ......
53,471 ......... . ...... 67,882 112,000 Geo. II. Baker .......... 2687
1, 100
3-10
20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lydia Day . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2688
33,569 ....... 1, 297...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . ..

435,000 L. C. L. Jordan, assist.

2689

ant secretary.

5,000

1,000

60 ..................................... . .... Brother Paul, F. S. C ... 2690

50

2,350 .................. .

8, 102 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Malco!n1 R Birnie...... 2691

400

150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J~lizabetb L. Ely........ 2692

14, 726 . ..... .

380 ............ .... ........ .. ................. ... .. Thomas Campuell ...... 2693

5,000

2694

5,000 ............................................................ .
2,050 ........................... .. ................................ A. K. Sanford, superin-

2695

tenrlent.
7,000

400

677 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

81,785 . . . . . . . 4, 925

......

•••••••••

654,451

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••

27,665 . . . . . . .
4,48\······

46, 775 Art Inn: E. Bostwick, \ 2697
Pb. D .
3,965 ......... Sarah W. Cattell . ...•.. 2698

4,205. ......

25,000 ......... Jacob Schwartz ........ 2699

1

24, 9101...... . 1,30\·····
108,000 ...... . 4,000 . .. . . .

I
1, 2251······.

"·,.l · I
5, 6001······
10, 000

·1

1, 000

·······1

4,178
19,000 ...... .

13,692 ...... .
1, 160

½:

1,500

107 . . . . . .

6-1,529\
247,906
2181

137 . . . . . . .

767 .............................. .
1351. . . . . .

\V. Henry Grant, ....... 2696

80 ............... .

43, 191

152 . . . . . . . . . John Cox, jr............ 2700
3,635

6,000 E. A. Hoffman, clean.... 2701

705 ........ . HeriHannG. Klotz, M. D

2702

100 ........ ..... ... .. . ...•..

1, 000 . . . . . . . . . E. Laewenstein . . . . . . . . 2703

336 ........ ····· ...... - - .. - .. .... .

976 ......... Richard IIoe Lawrence. 2704

850
1

935

250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . George M. Perry....... 2705

482 ..... .
90

8. 264......... . . ..• ..

300......... . . . . . . . . . .. .... •

1,660......... Hugo Hoffman . . . . . . .

2706

75 .... .. . . . C. Al x. Nelson . ....... 2707

~~i _... ~~~I_ --~~I. ···. ~~1:: _
: ::::::::::::::::::::. . _.'.~~:: : : : : ·n: ·frc:~~~.;;l· ·Baa~.-;~:-/ ~;~~
pf'rintendent.

1
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Public, society, anil school librcwies in th e United

...,

,;::

Name of library.

Class .

2710
2711
2712
2713
2714
2715
2716

2717
2718
2719
2720
2721
2722
2723
272,!
2725
2726
2727
2728
2720

0

6

7

s
-

P'-4

---5

•

_..<l)

0

<l)

f:<D -~ f
C.) <l)

--- -

YORK-cont'd.
C.

s.

B.

Home for Young Women ......... 1857 Gen .. ·-··· R.

C

--- ·

R.

Lieclerkranz Library . . _.. : ._ .... - 1868 Soc.- --··· ----

C.

Fr. R.

C.
C.

s.
s.

T.

Fr. B.

T.

s.

R.

C.

----

R.

c.

F.

R.

Holy Cross Academy·-----······· 1870 Sch ···-···

New York City (12
West 31st street).
New York City . . __ .
· -· ·do .. .. .. ....... .
New York City (150
5th avenue).
New York City. ___ .
..... do--------·· ....
New York City
(Governors Isl and).
New York City (26
Delancey street).
New York City (44
2d avenue).
New York City (1719-21 West 43d
street) .
New York City(Co.
lnmbia Un1ver·
sity).
rew York City (105
East 22d street) .

Mechanical :Engineers. __ ......... 1800 Sci. .......
Medico.Legal Society._ .......... 1872 Law ......
Mercantile Library Association . . 1820 Gen ... ... .
Methodist Library . . __ .. . _._. __ ..
Gen .......

C.
C.

... . R.

C.

2731

2733

~ ~

~jg

w.

0

4

3

d!

... d! 0

~,.Q

New York City (343
West 42d street).
NewYorkCity(Station 0).
New York City (111119 East 5 8th
street).
NewYorkCity(3477
3d avenue).
New York City (558
5th avenue).
New York City (203
East 57th street).
New York City
(Grand Boulevard
and West 131st
street).
New York City .. __ _

2730

2732

~.d
... ...,

rll A

0

d

NEW

::I.

A

~~
o.:::
i=:i

2

1,

=g .s ~
'd.~~ ;.,+>
]~
~
.....
~§
o .~
·s
::I
o-1
"'i,n

<l)

1

,.Q O.

<l)

~

Location.

l>,1-<

;::i

§

I

2734

2735
2736
2737

New York Gity (222
2d avenue).
New York City (226
West58th street).
New York City (170
2d avenue).
New York City (63d
street and Ave·
nue A) .
ew York City (6
,Vest 16th Rtreet).
NewYorkCity(Sta·
tion L, Ha.rlem).
Tew York City (412
9th avenue).
NowYorkCity( ta·
tion M).

1

---·

"Literarische Gesellschaft von 1883 Soc· -····· R.
Morrisaria."
Loios Cl u lJ ••• - ••••. - __ - - - - - •. - - •. 18701 Gen. ----·· ---Maimonides Library----·- ______ .
18511 Gen·-··- ·· R.
Manhattan College __ --·-·-·- · - __ . 1863 Col .... .. .

Maritime Exchange .. _.... _..... . 1814 Mer

····· · ---o.

·o·.·
---·
·--·

c.

B.
R

B.
f,.
F1·. lL

Metropolis Law School. .. _.. . ___ .
Law ......
Metropolitan Museum of Art . . __ . 1880 Sci.-··· ·- ·
Military Service Institution ...... 1879 Gar . ...... ....

c.
C.

.... ---·
Fr. R.
... . 1 B.

R.

c.

Fr. ! B.

N eighborhood Guild Library ..... 1887 Soc .......

I

Nativity Church Library .. _..... 1803 Gen ....... ......

c.

F.

c.

New York Academy of Medicine. 1847 Med ...... ....

c.

F.

J3.

New York .Academy of Sciences .. 1818 Sci.. .... :. .....

C.

Fr.

R.

New York Association for Im- ..... Soc ... ........ .. ... -·. F. R.
proving tbo Condition of the
Poor.
. .. . R.
C
NewYorkEyeandEarinfirmary. 1804 l\1ed .. ... .. .. .

c.

s. n.
s. R.

1880 Med ........ - .

C.

F.

New York Ilospital.._ ........... 1771 Med .. ....... .

c.
c.
c.
c.

New York Genealogical and Bio· 1869 Soc . ......... .
graphical Society.
New York Historical Society ..... 1804 !lis t ....... .. .

I

New York Ilomcopatbic Medical
College.

New York IlouseofRefuge .... .. 1825 Reform ...... .
New York Institution for the 1831 Sch .......... .
Blind.
N w York Institution for the 1820 • ch .......... .
Instruction of the Deaf and
Dumb.
Now York Juyenilo Asylum ..... 1852 A. and R ......

C.

R.

F. B.

. ..... n.
Fr. , .B.
. ... B .

············I

2738 \ New
B.
(176thYork
Rtr et Citv
ancl
Am . t rdam ave·
nu) .
~7:i!l
w York C'ity ..... New York Law Institute ......... 182! Law .............. .... Fr. B.
2740. ':1York 'ity(46
TwYorkPo,t'ociety ........... 18H ~en... .... . . . .
C.
1''. ll.
Cntliarinf' Ktr t) .
2741 .·ew York i y (34 ..• w York Pre s Club
1874 Gen ....... , R.
C.
. R.
. W t26th11tr t).
·
··••·· ···-··
27 2 •
·ork City .....•·ew York Produce Exchange .... 18,2 l[ •r ...... ....
C.
. ... R.

<

I

·

I
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PUHLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 vo~umes and ove1· in 1896-Continued.
'Cl

'd
Q).

.ri

r,;

<l)

C)

~

E0

.,

s

'Cl k

a)

'01:d ;g ~
cl a)
~~ ml>-,

i~
s....

P<

~!:,J)

'""'A
,.Cl.,..
P,k

:=3k
.....
p

8

8

0,0

•

a:,0,al

pct>;
CJ}

?,a)

a,•.-<

Ji

a::

•.-<a:,;;,
a, k

_..., A

.!a1~k

JJ ~]

9.S
0....,

..<:I

g"O~

~~

a:,

;::3.'iJ

-~ b.os
Ao
a,, ...

p

Receipt!:'.

~-S
CJ}

gcS~

~

csl

•

....~

ai

. .,. . s0
...., Q

0
k
cd'd
pp,P-1
R
~
8
~
P-i
--- --- - - -- --- ---- --- --12
9
11
10
13
14
.15
16

2, 000

84

500

2 .. . . . . . . .

A

'S~
..., A
A a:,
;::3

s

Names of librarian.

oi;::
So
<q'd

.,,

18

500 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . Sister M. Helena . . . . . . . 2710

1

:: :::i::::::: ---~~; :::::: ----~.-~~~ :::::::::1::::::: ----~~~/-:~::::::
1,277

281

146

19

581 ............... ·

:.tftFlt:1:w:::~.r:~.-- :;;~

276 ......... P. J. Moog .. , .. - ....... 2713

1, 000 . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . Curtis Bell, cashier..... 2714

1, GOO

45, 131 68, 107
8, 485

748

2, 299

106

315 ..... .

9J, 828

35, 537 .....•.

2,319 .....••.. Joseph_ineBacbarach ... 2715

460 ................................. Brother ,Tobn Chrysos-

tom, secretary.

2716.

1,000 ........................ F. W. Roughton, su-

2717

7, 5751 ......... F. R. liuttou, board of

27H1

1,500

2,000

130

250 ........ .

3,200

400

100

100. .. . . . ... .•• . . . . . . .......

perintendent.
trustees.

_1, 500! 2,000...... 3, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1. . . . . . . . . Clarie Bell, secretary . .. ~~ 19
20
524 142,175
37,389 ...... . 26,970 ......... W.T. Peoples ..........
2o2,954i- ····· · G,113
10, 000 3,000
150
750 .......................................... Rev. Joseph Conable 2721
1

? ~~~~~~·.

l, 380
345 ........................................................
~: -~· . . . . . . • 2722
4- , 230 1 1,058
265
88 . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
1,023
$7,200 Wm. L . .Andrews ... .... 2723
10, 0001 1, 000
500
150 . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . N. Bush, treasurer...... 2724
2,71\······

420 ......

28,290......... .......

520 ......... Helen Moore ........... 2725

1, 200. ... .. .

40. ... ..

2,500 .•_....... . ... . . .

10 1....•.... B. J. Reilly (Re-v.) ... ~ .. 2726

45 , 000 !.-.-.. . 2, 039

...... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4, 500

20, 000

J obu S. Browne, presi- 2727
dent.

1

1
8,000 .............................................................
Artl1ur Hallick .... ..... 2728

1, 200 .........................•...............•................•.. Wm. H. Tolman, gencral agent.

2729

700 2,·000 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wm. L. Dennett....... . 2730

1, OOO I 3,000

8:: : i. ~~~~~ . .~~~ . .~~~ : :~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~~~~:~.~.- ~-r-~~~~:: : : ::::
:::::i::::::: ... ~~~ :::::: ::::::::: :~: : ~~~ ::::::: :::::::: --·~;:~;~ ::::;ep~-~:::,:~r:: :::
·········I~m~J\fart,
3, 000

20 ................................................ George Janson ......... 2733

2, 000

1

2

5,

oo/......

1,

2COI

snpcrin-

39 ...•...•........•..........•.•......••.

7, 386112, !)74

500

2,393

378 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2736

4,200 Tbomas Francis Fox ... 2737

328

814

300

100 .......................................... A.

r. Garrabrant, first
assistant superin tendent.

2738

37 ······ ............••......•.•..........•.............. Wm. H. Winters ....... 2739
1, 000 . . . • . • .
3001.............. . .... . ....................... ... . . C. B. Wagar, financial 2740

44,447

3, 8 00

2, 6001

2, ooo

3, ooo

146

82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . .

airellt.

100 .... ... . . .Arthur Loring Mackaye 2741

.................... . ........................ I........ . James K.

Patrick... ... 27-12
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g

A

::,
~

Location.

Name of library.

'"'~
o .....

1-,

A

1-,"'"'

·5

A.D

<l)

;

NEW

2743
2744
2745
2746
2747
2748
2749
2750
2751
2752
2753

2754
2755
2756
2757
2758
2759
2760
2761
2762
2763
2764
2765
2766
2767
2768

,D 0

I,{)

o;!:!

Class.

~

A
1

t>,1-1

+'

"O

0

3

a

4

A§

~-o·'"'
-~
+'..,:, ...
1-, C: 0

OKA

. 1~.

,D

(!).cl

;:I

• 1-,~

"'s Ibi.D
-~

i:; ...

'""'~ .... 0

ot1~ 4i

§~
~! 2 ~;; QC!)
M

~

w

--- 6

---

7

•""4

'-I

-

- -

s

YORK-cont'd.

New York City (6668 East4th street).
New York City(Dniversity Heights).
New York City (67
Madison avenue.)
New York City .....
NewYorkCity(Station D).
New York City
(Gramercy Park).
New York City (21
Coenties Slip).
New York City (40
Lafayette Place).
New York City
(233 5th avenue) .
New York City .....
New York City
(City Hospital,
Black w e 11 s I s l and) .
New York City(5th
street, near Avenue B).
New York City (207
East 16th street) .
New York City (Station T).
New York City (6-8
East 46th street).
New York City
(137-139 Ren r y
street).
New York City (29
E ast 29th street) .
New York City (406
West 20th street).
New York City (109
University place).
New York City .... .

New York 'l'urnverein . .......... 1850 Geu ....... ... .

------· .. ..

C.

New York Yacht Club ........... ...... Sci . ....... ,... .

c.

R.

----

{.;,

R.

C.

c.

New York University ............ 1831 Col

Normal College .A.lumnre Library. 1886 Col ···---·
Olivet Memorial Church Library. 1876 Gen
Players' Library ........... . ..... ...... Soc .......

--- -

Protestant Episcopal Seamen 's 1876 Soc ... .... R.
Society (Out-<loor Station)
Public Library ...................
Gen ....... o.

F.

C.

B.

C.

F. R.
F. R.

Reform Club ..................... 11:189 Scien .....

----

C.

R.

St. A~nes Free Public Library .. 1894 Gen .. .....
St. Elizabeth's Guil<l . ............ 1877 Social. ....

. .. .
. .. .

c.

C.

F. B.
F. ll.

St. Francis Hospital Library .. . . . 1865 Gen . ..•.......

c.

c.

C.
St. G eorge's Free Circulating 1893 Social ..•.....
Library.
St. John 's College . .............. . 1845 Col . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . S.

c.
B.

St. Mary 's School. ............... 1890 Sch ..... ..... .

c.

St. Teresa s Ursuline Acarlemy .. 1874 Col ......... . .

T.

I s.

School Libraries................. . . . . . Sch .......... .

c.
c.

I

c.

IFr.s.

B.

Society Home Study of Holy 1889 Theo ...... R.
Scriptures.
Society Library.................. 1700 Soc . . . . . . . 0 .

C.

I

R.

1

'. l'echnical Society of New York .. 1874 Scien .. ... R.
Theological Seminary ..... . ..... . 18371 Theo ...... ' 0.
Typ ortkh.etre of the City of New 1883 Soc . ...... R.
Y0
Union L eague Club .............. 180:J Social . . . . . . . .

B.

B.
C.

C.

Society for the Relief of the Rup - 1872! Sch . ...... :.. - .
tur cl a11cl Crippled.
Spalding Literary Union...... ... 18851 Soc - -·· · :. . · · ·

~iu:

c.

s.

c.

F. B.

c.

Fr. B.
F. R.

C.
C.

I S.

R.

R.

University Club ................. 18791 Social .... I R . .. ..... ... .. R.

2769

New York City (26 University Settlement...........
Delancey st reet) .
2770 New York City (280 Van Norman Institute ...........
West 71st str et).
2771 New York City Washington Heights Free Li·
(Amsterdam ave.
brary.
nue and 156th
str t).
2772 New York ity (foot W ueter }free Library .. ....•.•..
N East 76th tre t).
2773
_:i ~\~eet~Ah Weil's School for Girls .......... .
0 1
str t).
277( New York 'Hy (19 ·woman's Library
'lint on vhu· ).
· · ······ ·· ·•·· ··
2775
·e v York City ... .. 1 Workhouse Library ............ .

I
I

T(~

C.
F. B.

New York City (34
West60th street).
Nn-;> 5Y;~·:t
street).
N EIW York City.....
New York City (106
Fulton street).
New York City (1
East 30th street).
NE:ar~~~b ~it%e\~~

I

C.

. . . ..

ch .. .....

.. ..

.

C.

. ••. B.

1857 Sch .. ..... 1 R. . . ....•.
1868 Gen .. .... R.

c.

R.
F. n.
I

F. B.

.....

C.

1807

ch ....... .....

c.

1864

'ocial ....

....

C.

I F.

B.

1876, Reform ...

.....

C.

I• •••

c.

1894 Gen ...•..

I

Fr. 13.

I
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States of 1,000 volumes and 01:er in 1896-Continued.
"d

Receipts.

~~

('d<I)

IDP->

ci,

Name of librarian.

~bli

:a.::

<I)

]

~~
,a"O

0

p-

- - - ----1.0

9

1.1.

P--1

1.2

- - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --1
13

ta

14

17

16

1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

3,500

350

30,985

65

36

2,200 .•...•••..••....

605 3,321 ..••....•...• :. . . . . . . • . . . •• • . . .

$125

-·---1-- - - - - - - - - 1
$100 Henry Wewerka ....... 2743

4,990 ..... . ... L. J . Tompkins .. ....... 2744

3,000 • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••• • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. Morris .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2745
5, 000 .•......••....•.•...•........•.. . .•..•••••.............. . .... • F.di th M . Rice, secre tary.
2,475 ••••••.
305 ..... .
6,019 ..•......••••.•..••......•...... 3, ooo

2746
2747

101 ........... _.. _ ..........••.....••.........•.•........ . ............. ... .. I 21<1.8

. . . •. . .

1,500 •••••..•••.•. . ......•....... .• ........•........... .... ....... I saac Maguire, 1>resi - 2749
d ent.
262,204 . • . . . . . 150,000 . . . . • •.• . . John S. Billings, di- 2750
r ector.
7,500
760
495
230 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. 13. Ritchie.......... . 2751

397,850 14,000 12,417 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 617 • • • • . • .
537 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
200 . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • . . 2752
1, 000 • • • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . .
4, 000 . . • . . • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Emil Borek. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2753

l , 030 • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . • • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Sisters of the Poor......

4, 100 ••••••.•••••.•..•..
33, 600 • • • • • . .

300 . . . . . .

3,000 .....•••. ,.......
6, 000

1, 5001...... .

2754

40 ...••.... Emma.A.Bays .•....... ::l755
150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . . • . 2756

3, 100

100

50 .. ........ . ... .. .....•.. , ...••...... . .. . .••...... Sister Superior ........ . 271:,7

1,000

500

50

100

2, 373 • • • • • . •

125 ..... .

3, 500

200 ..... .

200

I100, 000 • • • • • • .

1, 500

100 . . • • • • .

60 . • • • . . . . . M. Irene........ ...... . 2753

·I·......

2759

100 .•....•.. Mrs. Lois B . Ely, prin·
cipal.
2001. . • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ... • ... .. .....•.........

2,373 ......•.
800
27 ,174

90 .......•.......

1,300 •••••..

5,000.. •• . • •

9,725

2760

75,000 F . B. Bigelow ......... . 2761

650. .•• •. . • • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ••••.•

2762

200 . • • • • . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . George 'F. Dalton....... 2763

1, 000 •• • • . . .
3,000

390

800

1, ooo..••.•• . . • • . .

110

110 . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . J.

1

70, 000 25, 0001 ] I 000
2,000 5, 000
12
10, 602.......

500 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . • • • • .
150
2,000 .•••.•••..•••••.

S. Cbirurg, corre·
sponcling secretary.

2764

I

4, 500
80, 000 ...............••••...•.. 2765
1,800 ......... W.W.Pas~o ......•.... , 2766

859 . • . . . . . • • . . . . • . . • • . . • • • . . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wm. B. Child.......... 2767

13, 008 ••••... 1,024 . • • • . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . • • . . .• • . • .

2,034 ........ . Lyman H. Bagg .....•.. 2768

.::: ::::] ;:;:: :::::: :::~:.;.i::::;:;;. ::::::: :::::::: •••••••••

~~:i~i~i: ;.~~~il: :
librarian.

5, 775 . . . . . . . 1, 107 . . . . . .

229, 988

200 . • • • . . .

2, 200 .... . .••. Wm. Stone Booth ...... 2772
2773

2, 000

200 . ........... ···· · ··3·011 ···· · ··7·5· ::::::: :::::::: ·.•.·. ·. .•
· ··.::

1,500 ...•......... . .....
• ?, 363

1, 310

300

500

M. J. Kfmp, superin· / 2774
t ende11 t .
1, 000 . • • . . . • • . . •••....•..•.....•....•. E. F. Mead............. 2775
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,,:,
Name of library.

~-~
<l)

2

3

~§~M

.......A

+-l•.-4

O'O

k""° 0

o~Pt
Pt~ ...
Pt~ 0
D~ o

=s
~..o

A

w.

0

4

.:l
0

'"'bi!

Class.

~

1

,.Q O

<l)

~

Location.

l>,k

""'A

A
p

p . '"'¢
A

Gil

-~

KEW

2777
2778
2779

A'"'

<l) Q
<l)r/J

~

6

,,

1 - - - - - - -- - l -- -- -- -- - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - -

2776

ci..O

·~ 0

~~
:5~... ";:lo
... ·~~~...

--- 5

...:.<l)..c:I.

,.Q

Q<l)

8
-

YORK-cont'd.

New York City (52
East 23d ,,tr eet) .
N ew York City (5
W est 125th street).
New York City (361
:Madison avenue).
N ew Y ork City (222
Bowery) .
New Y ork City
(Station 0).
N iagaraFalls .. .. .. .
..... do ............. .
Nia gara. Uni versity.
N orth Chili. ....... .
North Tonawanda ..

Y.M..C.A.Library . . ........... . 1852 Y.M.C .A . ... .

1853
18-!0
1857
1869
.... .

.~~~d~:::
:::::::::::
Ogdensburg ....... .

Nyack Library ................... 1880
Union School-.... . ............... . . . . .
Public Librar y.. .. . .............. 1893
Foreman Librar.f ................ 1871
Sch ool Library (High)........... . . . . .
High School.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1880
Public L ibrary........... . ..... . . 1892
State Normal School. ..... . ...... 1889
Alexandria Library.............. 1811
City Library. ... ................. 1853
I>uulic School Library ... ....... . .... .
StateNormalandTrainingSch ool. .....
Union School. .....•...... . ...... .. .. ..

Y . M.. C. A. (Harlem Branch) Li· 1868 Y.M .C.A .... .
brary.
Y. M. C. A. (RailroadBranch)Li· 1887 Y . M .C.A .. ...
brary.
Young M en's Institute Library .. 1885 Y. M .C.A . ... .

s. R.
s. n.
s. B.
s. B.

c.
c.
C.
C.

Young Woman's Home .... . ..... 18&7 Gen . ... .. R.

C.

C.

De Veaux College ................
P ublic Library ......... . .........
Niagara University ..............
A . M. Chesbrough Seminary ......
Public Libnrry .................. .

Col .......... .
Gen . . . . . . R.
Gen ......... .
Sch ........ .. .
Gen ......... .

C.
T.

R.
F. B.
s. B .
Fr. ll .
F. c.

Gen ...... R .
Sch ....... . .. .
Gen .... -- O.
Gen ...... O.
Sch . . ........ .
Sch .. ... .. ... .
Grn . . . . . . R.
Sch .. .... . ... .
Sch ........ .. .
Gen . . . . . . O.
Gen ...... . .. .
Sch . ......... .
Sch . ..... .. .. .

T.
T.
T.
C.

2799
28()0
2801

0 wxfeogrod·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·..·.·.··..· Free Library . . ................... 1868 Gen ...... R.
Oxford Academy . .........•. ;.... 1794 Sch ... ... ... . .
0
Palmyra............ Classical Union School. ...... ... . 1849 Sch . ..... ... . .

c.

2802

Peekskill. .......... Field Library ........... . ........ 1887 Gen . ... .. O.

c.

2780
2781
2782
2783
2784
2785
2780
2787
2788
2789
2790
2791
2792
2793
2794
2795
2796
2797
2798

Olean .............. .
..... do ............. .
Oneida .. . .......... .
Oneonta ........... .
.... . do ........ . .... .
Onondaga Valley .. .
Oswego ............ .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
Ovid ............•...

c.

C.
T.

c.

T.
T.
C.
T.

F.
F.
.I!'.

s.

B.
B.
B.
B.

TIT
Fr. R.
F . 13 .
F. R.
] <'. B.
J<'. ]!.
F. B .

c.

c.

c.
T.

c.

F. B.
Fr. B.
F. B.
1
F. B.

T.

2803 ..... do . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Th e Institnto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sch... .. .. . . . .
C.
. .. · · · · ·
2804 Penn Yan ....... ... . Public Li brary . .................. 1895 Gen ..... . . ... ........ F . ll.
2805 Pine Plain s ..•..•.. . FreoLibrary . ...........•... .. .. . 1874 Gen ...... R.
T.
l!'. ll.
2806

Plattsburg . . . . . . . . . High School.. .................... 1890 Sch .......... .

2807 .... . do ......... ... . .
2808 . . . . . do ..............
2809 .... . do········ ······ !
~810 Poplar Ridge .. .•... .
2811 P ort B_yron ........ ·
2812 Port Chester ........
2813 . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2814 . . . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2815
2810
2817
2818
2819
2820

2821
2822
2823
2824
2825
2826
2827

28-

Public Libru,ry ... ........... .. .. .
State Normal School ... ..........
Y.M.C.A. Library .. ..•.. ... .... .
Hazard Library ..................

T.

Reh ....••.....
Gen ..... . O.
Gen . . . . . . O.
Sch . ...... ... .

T.

I Free
School and Academy.. ..... .
Library and R eading Room ...•..

18601
1876
Pemberwick Library............. 1880
School District Library . . . . . . . . . . 1845

Port Henry ... . . ... . Sherman Free Library .... •. .. .. . 1880 Gen ...... O.
Port J ervis .... .... .
~cc:_ :::::: .~~·.
Port Richmond ... . .
Polst1am .......... . . StatoNormaland Training School. .... . Sch .. ..... ... .
Uity Library .. ..... ......... ..... 1843 Gen ......... .
Classical and Home Institute.... . . . . . Sch .. . •....••.
•.• .. <lo ..•.....•••••. Vassar Brothers Institute .. ...... 1881 Sricu ...... .. .
•••.. clo .•••••..•..••• Vassar Collefie ...... ...••.... . .. . 1865 Col . ...... O.
.... . do ............. . Y.:ll C.A.LiJrary ............... 1862 Y.:ll.C.A ....
1
.
Pratts burg ..... ... . Ifr:tnklin Academy and
nion 1823 Sch .......... .
, cbool.
Randolph ...•..•.... Cnlvcr (II. c•lrn) Library of Cham· 18!J41 Sch ....... ... .
.
berlain Institute.
1~h 1 yeb ck ....... ... ta.rr In»titute ... ............... . 185i1 Gen ...• .. O.
1,o · ::,t ·r . ...•.. ... Academy of th<' Sacred Heart ......... Sc·h .. ..... ... .
0
• ••• •
·••••• • •• • • •• • \ \:ntral Library ........ .. ......•. 1863 Gen ..•.•. .... 1

F~~~;i,?!~t~h~~i:~::::::~:::::~: :: ::

.:~1~ff~~~~~.s!~.::::::

J

2829 ···· .,lo · · · · ·........ . 'onrt of .A pp al!i Law Lihrnry... 18401 Law . ..... R.
1
2830 ····.do···········. - . Nazareth (;onveut and Aead •my. 1873 Gen .........
.

n.

T.

18941 Gen . . ... .. .. .
18Ul Sch .. ........ .
.... . Y.M.C .A R.
1884 . Gen ...... O.

'l' .

c.

C.

c.

C.
C.

F.
Fr.
S.
F.

C.
R.
B.
B.

F.
F.
F.
Fr.

B.
B.
B.
R.

T.

F. 1 B.
F. B.

T.
C.
T.
C.

·F_- .ij."

c.

Fr. R .
F. ll.

·.r.

F. B.

·s:· ·ii:

c.
c.
C.

F.

B.

c.

F.

B.

c.

F. B.

C.

T.
T.

c.

j" i.· R:

Fr. R.
I

ll.
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States of 1,000 volumes and over in 1896-Continue<l..

Name of librarian.

ts
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

44, 830

0, 000 1, 182

2 , 6701. ... . . .
500

7,550

692 . . . .. . • . .

100 . . . . . .
434

250

2, 505

52, 414 .••.••.
1, 100 ...... .

12, 337 ............... .

::::t::::: ...:~~ :::::: . . ~:~~~ ::::::::: :::::::
1 000
3; 912
7,000
1,961
2,820
3, 850
1,327
5, 98i
2,432
3, 000
2,500
4, GOO
2, 000
1,000
13,000
6,030

- - - · 1 - - - - - - - - - -1

$9,000 $107,500 Werner J onghaus, act· 2776
ing librarian .
475 . . . . . . • • . Frank G . Banister, sec. 2777
r etary .
2, _000 .. . . . . . .. W . F. Stevens.......... 2778
300 ......•. .

2779

500 . . . . • . . . . V. F. Marsh, s uperint en dent.
300
70
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
75 . . . .. . . • . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . .
16
857 . .•. ..
15,996 ....... . . $1, 285
1, 685 ..•...... N. L. Benham ..........
300
300
50
400
600 . . . . . . .
15 . . .. . . • • . Rev. Luke A. G r ace. .. .
........................... . .................••.... . .......•. B. H. lloberts ..........
246
400 . . . . . .
1, 000 . . . .. . . . .
200
400 .. ....... Clinton S. Marsh , snp er·
intenclent.
200
400 . . . . . .
21, 600 . . . . . . . . . 1, 250
1, 450 .. . .. .. . . Miss Il . L. Powell......
29
7
9
2, 550
850 . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . Ira II. Lam ton ....... ..
....... 1, 933 ......
14,081 . ........ . .. . . . . 38,000 ......... Fred Van Dusen, Ph.D .
. ......
25 ......
6,923 . ....... . ...... .
680
8,000 E. P . Hazlett ... . ..... ..
.•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
.... .. .
400 .... ..
8,000
2,000
250
550 ......... Mrs. Joseph C. Ayres ..
300
400
75
22,000.. ... . . . .
825
1, 040 ......... AJ}m"aesSeMy.bMol t .n.e· ·..· .·.·.·.·.·_·
500
150
25 . • • . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. 1. . .. .. . . . ...,
11
35
300
30
. 750
250
100
200 . . . . . . . . . D. H . Cook . ............
.. .. . . .
135 ":..... . . . . .. .. .
10, 000 . . . . .. .
1, 615
10, 000 Robert , ·eeley Kelsey..
. . . . . . . . •• . . . .. . . . .
19, 000 . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 1. . . . . .. . . Robert Seeley Kelsey . .
604
5g
6,500
5,000 . .... is
7~~1······· .. riu5ystk ~mitb ._ ..._..

~·~ig .......

7::oo :::::::

1,123 . . . . . . .
3, GOO
25

1:: .... ~. ···~;.-~~~ ::::::::: .............. r ::::::: M¥:.i:r.:\;~;~~::::::.
67
400

18......... . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .
5
9,000......... .. . .. . .

2780
2781
2782
2783
2784
2785
2786
't.787
2788
2789
2790
2791
2792
2793
2794
2795
2796

~m

2i99
114 ..... ••• . W. C. Joslrn, principal.. 2800
400/ ........ S. Dwight Arms, prm- 2801
Clpi-11.

::::: ::: : :. .~~~ : : : . .~~·.~~~ ::::::::: : : : : . . . ~~l . :~:~~~ .~i~~t~:~~~~~~:~~~~~:. ::::
1

1, 524I
225
2,400 ...... .
1,4421.......

119.. .• ..
2,092.........
180 ................... . ....

21...... ......... .........

200
187
50

325 .. . ...... Henriet~a Hicks ..• _. ... 2804
374 ......... FrankEno,snperrn· 1 2805
tendent.
12\ 1 ····--·· Ja~f:nt~!i~ggs ,super· 2806

400

8071......... E . S Hall. ............. . 2807

379 .... .. 979 :::::::
~;ggg j.... 2001
1, 000 j.. . _.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

...~·.~~\: ::::::: ~~~~.~. .~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : · ~~ig

1,000

1

13

4.33
2

1, 000
150
2,369 .. .....

J

8,920 . . .. . . . . .

~i :::::: ......

60 . . . . . .
322
2

75 . . . . . . . .. . .. . . ..
4,668 ............ - ...

0

2, 500 D~!~~ Wheeler, secro- \ 2810

800i

8 . . .. . . . . . W. L. Harris .. • • . ••• • • . 2811
800 . . . . _ . . . . John\V.Diehl ......... 2812

~;gg?i ·····5o .... ~~ :::::: ::::::::: ····2:ioo ::::::: :::::::: :::::::::
1

4, 945 ...... .
500 ......
7,201 ....... 1,077
101

9,347 ....... _.
18,862 ...... -..

306
850

i·11::R~;t~;;,·P~~;ici~ii·t·

~m

board of euucation .
1,121
10,000 --·--···-··· ....... .. .... 2815
1,606 1. . . . . . . . . MaryK.Nowman ...... ~~i~

I

J~g ::::ibi <~:1:: i~ ...40:::: ....8. ~:: ··s:o:: .. -3. ~;t::::::::;~; ~~_:,:i~~i~~:: ~: : : ~m

1 , 0001- ........ .......... .. ............... ......... .... __ .1. _....... Miss Sarah V.it. Butler. 2820
1,:l<i2
500
100 . ..... . . .... ...... ... ... ··-···· . ...... . !......... C.N.Arnolcl ...... ..... 2821
25,000 ..... . . 3,0001•• _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - · · - - · ·
1,500 .... - .... Frances A. Wood .. .••. 2822

tg: ::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ·····2s ......5(L::::::: .~!:~~~.~:~:~~~:::::: ~m

] , 750

1, 500

ugg~oo .... 300

30,

..... - .

16, aOO1. . • .. ..
2, :J50
450

160

50

:i

1

I

800!..... ... . . . . . • . .

208

1:::::: • ••• ~·.~~\:::::::: ::::::: . .. ..

2, 646 . •••••

1
.
.d
1, 500j E. A. Bishop, pres1 ent. 2825

1

10, 87:t . - ..... _. . • . . . . .

J........ ... .. ..

1001 .......... ....
159, .. - . . . 1
2, 000 .. . . . . • . . .. • • • • .

~~\ •• ~~·.~~~, .~~~~~~.~~~.~~: :::::::::

3, 070!

80,

ooojMrs.
Kat.berine J . Dow.
1

i.~f

m~

2828

2, 600 . . .. . . . . . n.
ones...... ....... 2829
223, ....... - . 1 is ter llercl11nans . • • • • • 2830
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1895-96.
Piiblic, society, and school libraries in the United
'c:i

~
~

cS .

1,

Location.

Name of library.

~.s

Class.

<l)

~

A
1 - - - - - - -- - 1 - - - - - - -- - - - - - -1---1------1-- - - - - '7 s
6
1
3
4
1 - - -- - -- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - 1- - - - - -1- - - - - NEW

YORK-cont'd.

2831 Rochester ........... Powers Law Library ......•...... 1889 1 Law ...•..
2832 .... . do .............. Reynolds Library ............... . 1884 Gen ... ... O.
2833 ..•.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rochester Free Academy ........ . 18571 Sch .......... .

. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rochester H1f:!torical Society Li· 1888! Hist ..... .
brary.
. do ...•.......... Roc:.hester Orphan .A.sylum ...... . 1840! Asylum ..

2834
2835

2836 ••.. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Theological Seminary Library ... . 1853 Theo . . . . . O.
2837 ••• .. do .............. University of Rochester ........ . 1850i1 Col . ...... O.

c.
c.

F.

T.

F. R.

c.

Fr. C.

c.

B.

c.

R.
B.

Fr. B.

C.

Western N ew York Institution ..... A.. and R .............. ··•· ····
for Deaf Mutes.
F. B.
Rockville Center.... Public Library................... 1805 Gen . . . . . . . . . .
T.
F. B.
0
s. n.
~~- : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·. {~r~is/1.r.t~l~~i:j:::::::::::::::

2838 ... .. do ..............
2839

~m .~

i~~i i~~_-c·.A~ .?.'. §:

2842 Rondout ........... .
28,,l!l . .... do ............. .
2844
2845
2846 Salamanca ......... .
2847 Salem .............. .
2848 Sandy Creek . .. .. .. .
2849 Sandy Hill. ........ .
2850 Saratoga Springs . . .

Penekherkin PNblic Library ..... 1895 Gen ..........
T.
Ulster.Academy . ...... ............. .. Sch ...........
T.
Rryant Circula'ting Library ...... 1878 Gen ...... O.
C.
Ronnd Lake Institute ...... . .. .. ..... · I Sch .... ... .. · ·
C.
Umon School. ................... . 1• . • . . Gen ... . .. ....
T.
BancroftPubhcLibrary ...... .. . . 1 1891 Gen...... ....
C.
High School. ........ .'....... .. . . 1872 Sch.. ..... . . . .
T.
Union School .................... 1894 1 Sch. ...... . ...
T.
]fourth Judicial District Law ..... Law ................. .
Library.
I
2851 1 •••• • do .............. Publi c Library ................... 1867 1 Gen ...... . . ..
T.
2852 ' ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ht. F ajth's School . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1800! Sch....... . . ..
C.

~~~11c1 i~ir·e::::::::

2853 ... .. do ............. . Saratoga .\.thenreum ... .......... 1885 Gen ...... R.

~i~~ -~~~~~n:~~~::::::::::

~~f~~c~1~i;1?:::::::::::::::::::

?2J8~5~8 .~~~ddnoe~~~~!:::::::: FYU~eMi~:Cc~n~~i.~~~?::::::::::::::

2867 Sinclairville........
2 868 SingdSing ... ........
28 60 .... . o . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28i0 •••. . do . . . . . . . . . • . • . .

Mynderse Academy..............
Pu~lic Library...................
Umon Scho ,1.................... .
Buck Free Library...............
Public Library .......•..... . .....
Academic Department Union
School.
Free Lil>rarZ:.....................
HMolbrook
iJitary Academy .....
ount Pleasant Academy........
Prison Library...................

C.
B.

F.
F.
F.
F.

B.
B.
B.
R.

s. c.
.F_- ·u_-

F. B.
Fr. B.

S.

C.

B.

1

1

m~

1

2861 ..... do ............. .
2862 Sherburne ......... .
2863 Sherman ........... .
2864 Shortsville ........ .
2865 Sidney ... . ......... .
2866 Silver Creek ....... .

F.

m! iceh.:::::: .~-- ~: k }:

tit:U:,:.A·:: ~:
. . . .<>...Library ............... 1871 Y u.1. . • . • • • •
Schoharie........... Schoharie Academy.............. 1835 Sch ....... . . . .
Seneca Falls . . . . . . . . Library Association.............. 1801 Gen . . . . . . R.

.... . o . . • . . . . . • . . • . .

2859
2860

F.

1

1867 Sch .......... .
18951 Gen ....... · ··
. . . . . Sch .......... .
1890 Gen . . . . . . O.
18861 Gen ...... R.
1840 Gen .. · · · · · • · ·

j;_
S.

l

T.

F.
S.

B.
B.

T.

Fr.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

B•
C.
B.
B.
B.
B.

6C:
•

C.

u.
T.
c.
T.
c.

1894 Gon....... R.
C.
F. B.
1884 Sch ........ ...
c . Fr. ~:
0.
. . . . . Sch . . . . . . . 0 .
1842I1 Gen.... ... O.......••. - -· B.

~m
:::J~ :::::::::::::: I£~ ~f1;,~bs~~~~i::::::::::::::::: m~ ~c1~::::::: ::::
~i~:

::
i·a: .:.·.
S. ~:
·s·i·
llldD
im' ;;~~::::::: :::: T: .F_. Il.
S~;!;s·::::::::::::: ·s~;1e~~iib~~~·y::::::::::::::::::
C. ' S. B.
1

2875
2876
2877
2878
2879

Ska~eateles ........ ~i~rar,1/ssociation .... ... ....... 1877 ~oc ....... O.
o . ..•..• •••.••.
cbool... ..................
1875i ,·oc ....... R.

Soutbampt-0n....... Rogers Memorial Library........ 1896, Gen.. ..... O.

C.

~~fo;t.e.::::::::: Public Library .............. ..... 1893 Gen .......... .
Judson Library .........•........ 1876 Gen . .... ... .. .

T.
T.

F. B.
!

28 o Stanford ville ...... . Chri11tinnBiblicalinstitute ......
~8~
: ·\pleton ........ .. . , ta ten lt1lan1l Aca<ll"ruy..........
~
~t<:111 way . .••••••••. ~·re 'irculntiugLibrary ........
3
yra"u ..... ..... . enhal Lihmrv. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
..... do ....•..•• . .•.. Court of Appeal:i Library........

18681 Gen .. ..•.. ....
. . . . . Heh .. ...•.....
1880 Gen .......... .
1855 Gen .......... .
1849 Law ......... .

c.

c.

C.
T.

c.

F.
F.

B.
B.

R.

·¥: ·:n:
F.
F.

B.
R.
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.

States of 1,000 volumes and over in 1896-Continued.

.,;

<D

§

"O
<D
"O.

"O
<D.
"Oi-..
"Oc:<l
c:<l~

j

~p.
~

"0:-...

$h

s<DA. . . ~~
~·c
<ll b.O

::Ii-..

....., c

Receipts.

"d A

:ll

;~

<D cl
::,<D::I

"01il
cl <D

<llh<D

~ !?:: •

.! bl)g

. . . ~ t'

a,,S..c:1

g~]

,fJ ~]

.;,

@,g
~.E+"

.s <Ii

J~
9.S

A <D
::Is
0 !?::

E-1

<!j"d

<:ISO
-+" Q
0

o-+"
s ::I
cl
0"0
8~~
o:!"O
i-..
pp,.
p.,
11-t
o::i
~
~
--- --- - - -- --- - - - --10
9
11
12
13
14
15

Name of librarian.

-+" A

...... s

So

16

lS

I 1'

4, 821
926
46
185 ......................................... . Charles P. Lee .......... 2831
32,806 . • . • . . . 2,429 . . . . . .
15, 107
9, 748 . . . . . . . $14, 000 .......•. Alfred S. Collins . . . . . . . 2s:12
2,383
50 ....... . ............ ·. . . . .. . .. .
$300
450 .......•. .John G. Allen, prin· 2833

cipal.

1,367

1,238

53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jane E. Rochester ...... 1 2834

47

1, 186 . ...... ....... ~................ . ............................ . Mrs.Wm.N. Sage, man·
28, 713 ...... . 1
30, 386 3, 050

ager and registrar.

1

I 2835

625 .........................••.•...•............... Howard Osgood........ 2836
800
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 875 $50, 000 H. K. Phinney, assist. 2837

ant librarian . ....... .

::::: ::::::r::: :i:::::: · · ~.·~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: · · ·~~~ ::::::::: ·~;~·e~--~:~~~~~~ :::::: ::::
7,623
100 1, 149.. .. . .
25.. ....
2,800 ••••.. .

I

1,000
200
1,450. •. . . . .

1,890
17,158 M. Elizabeth Beach .... 2840
35 ......... H. E. Huie, general sec. 2841

34,651:........ . . . . . . .
900......... . .•• . . .

reta,y.

106..... ... ................
408 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

100 ......... DB.Abbey ............ 2842
300 ......... W. E. Bnuten ... ....... 2843

50
150

U!! ::::::: :::iJ::::: ::::::~~~:: : : : : : i ~ .....:~t::::::: t:s:~~~:~.:.~~!~t·:::]I~m
1

Frances F. Leighton ....
R.FL.8IJ'Ycler,principal.
Emily M. Storer ........
Carliss Sheldon ..... : . .

3,316
318
256..... .
5,548......... . .. . . . .
1,450 .........
1,000
100
180
20
500
350 ...... . ....... . 1• • • • • • • • •
1,422 .•.. .. .
174 ... . ..
2,493... . . . . • .
100
250 ........ .
2, 500 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600 . . . . . . . . .

2847
2848
2849
2850

1

75
iio
6,175.........
175
70...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

2,256
300
1, 570 ••.....

116'. .....•.. ThomasR.Kuei l. ...... , 2851
96 ......... Eleanor .A. Shackelford, 2852

/
4,000

500

1,794 ·······
1,100
200
2, 700 . • . . . . .
3

150

200

461t ....

1001 . 20
900 . . . . . .

j

principal.

9,000. ·····••· ...... .

900 ......... C~d~~et~ C. Lester, pres.

8,174 ........ .
300
1,000

225

686 .... . .... 1 Fred N. Moulton ....... 2854
450 1• • • • • • • • • 1 Fred.N.Mou1ton,prin· 1 2855

1, 500

1
2, 5501"
... . .... Henry Glen . . . . . . . . . . . . 2856

12, 537

279

1

443

2853

1

j

cipal.

,·

675 ········· \ Lil_lias Rumnsey San·

'I

~'.igi .... 2()01·--·so!lO ......
~g~ .... i,°200 .... i;soo ::::::: ..... ~~\ :::::::: ::::::·.·.·.·.·.~·.·.-.·.~·.:::::::! m~
. ... . . . . .
300
55 · 110 ......... Solomon Sias, principal. , 2859

1,000
200
2,793 .... .. .

1

157\......

1,524
90 j
21 1• • • • • •
1,000
900 ...... 1......
200
20 . . . . . .
1, 0~7
2,000
100 .••... 1.... . .
1,650 . • . . . . . 1 850 . . . . . .
1,857
95! 381
5

3,876. ... . . . . . ..••...

ford, secretary.

2860

450.........
108
1041..•...... F. L. Porter ...... .....
SOU ................................. \ Miss Anna Merrihew ..
1, 200 . . . . . . . . .
50
170 ......... 1 Lura A.. Sheldon........
10,000 ..........•.•.......... . ........ A. U. Buck .............
4,492 . . . . . . . . .
225
500 . . . . . . . . . Wm. Thorp . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,900......... ... . . . .
218 ......... .J. M. McKee .......... .

2861
2862
2863
2864
2865
2866

Mrs. Lizzie Fife.... . ...
Rev. D. A. Holbrook .. . .
C. F. Brasie. principal ..
.John C. S. Weills, chap·
lain.
8,000
275
400 ....••. .. .J. Irving Gorton . ......
. . • . . . . . . . •. . . . .
30 . . . . . . . . . Henry Lyall............
. • • . . . . . . .•• • .• .
1,113
2,000 L ydia A. Cobane.......
• .
•.
H . F Mmer ............
ii2 ..... 224 ::: : :: : :: C. 0. RichardA. principal

2P67
2868
2809
2870

·I

1

1, 450
7
100 . . . . . .
3,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 . . . . . . . .
1,078 ••.. .. .
80 ...... . . . . ..... ..•. .•• •.
40
40 .........
12,000 .............................••..•••...................•.....
5,000.. .. . . .
600. ... . .
41,095 .................•.•.......•... . .
, 35,961 . •. • .. .
254......
13,716
1,000
150
20
80 . . . . . . . .
8, 538 . • • . . . .
204
92
5,943
1 500
\
1 500
1: 000 :::: ::: .••

300: ::: :: .... .'.... :.:. :::......

~ I·. . .~~~ ~:: : : : :~:: :

~: : : : : : ~:: ~' 1,

o::,....

2, 000 . • . • . . .
2, 425\
457

300 . . . • . .
65
30

8, 000 . • . . . . • • .
272 .........

10,

o:: ·... ~~ ;~~ :1~1r:~on;.ki;s;
::e:::
trea,rnrer.

ggg'....'50 :::: :: ::: :::I::::::::: ::: ::::::'::::::: .....-~·: :: ::::: !:~~;~b:;::_;'
1

::::

500 . . . . . . . . . .J oho 8. V ddcr......... 2878
55 .•.• •• . .. W. II. McA.lpine, secre. 2870

275
25

1

2, 950
80,000
22,500

2871
2872
2873
2874
2~75

t'~; 1::i

45
185 . . . . . .
2,832
2,400 . .• . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MrR. Marie vou Poser.. 2882
8,000 3, 9H
200
78, 503 ..•. . .......... · / 11,234 ......... Ezekiel W. :\Iundy ..... 2883
250
500
250. .•. . . . . . 1. . . . . • • •. . . ... . .
3, 7001.••.••... T. L. R. Morgan ........ 2884
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' EDUCATION REPORT, 1895-96.
PubUc, society, ancl sch ool libraries in ilie United
+:>

'O
~

Location.

Name of library.

(!)

biJ

""'A
o .....

.Class.

A

NEW

3

4

A 1-4
~ ~ ..... 0

Q,)',-(

.._,.;.:,1-4
1-4 <U 0

OA ~ ci

-~

O~A
A.u

g-..,

~p
0
1.11

~

2

(/) g bi,.-0

.:J

A§
c.c
,J 'do:;;
d

~§
·s
5

~~
1-4 0

.6

•

1-4.

(!)

1

l>,1-4
..0 0

A

A

.:J

!:;

(!) <)
<!) (/)

<)

1-4

]§
-~ 1-4

Q<!l

R

s

7

6

YORK-cont'd.

2885

B.

C.

Syr acu se ..........•. Onandaga County Orphan Asy· 1885 Asylum ..... .
lum, White Li br ar y.
2886 ..... do .............. St.J ohn's CatholicAcademy .... . 1886 Sch . ......... .

C.

F r.

2887 .... . d o .............. Syracu se U niYersi ty ....... . ... .. 1872 Col . . . . . .. O.
2888 •.•.. d o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Y. M. C. A . Library............... . . . . . Y. M . C.A .... .

C.
C.

F r. R .

2889 Tar r y town . ........ Irvin g institute . . ................
2890 .... . do .............. U n ion Free Sch ool . ..... .. .. . .. ..
2891 ... . . d o .......•...... Y oung M en 's L yceum F r ee L i·
brary.
2892 Tompkinsville ...... Y . M. C. A . Librar y.. ............ .

n.
F . n.

J3.
J3.
J3.

1891 Sch ...........
C.
. ... . Sch .................. . F.
1895 Social..... O.
C.
F.
1884 Y . M. C.A . R.

C.

S.

C.

2893

T onawanda.... . .... P u blic L ibrary . ................ .. 1893 Gen. ...... . . . .

T.

F.

n.

2894
2805

Tren ton . . . . . . . .. . . . Barnevel rl L ibrary . ..... . .... . . .. 187'1 Gen. ...... 0.
Troy...... . . . . . . • . . . E mma Willard School. . . . ........ 1821 Sch .......... .

c.

s.

B.
R.

2896 ..... do ....... . ...... Hig h Sch ool. ........... : ....... .... . . . Sch . ......... .
2897 ..... do............ . . L a Salle Institute ............. ... 1878 Sch .. ........ .

T.

F. B.
B.

2898 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ren sselaer P ol.vtcclrnic Institute . 1824 Col . ......... .
2809 ... . . do ......... L ... RenssdacrSocietyof'Engineers .. 1866 Scien . .... R.
2900 ... _. .do .............. T roy A cademy .. ............... .. 1834 Sch . ......... .

c.

F r. B .
s. ll.
R

2901 ..... d o ... . ......... . Yyoung Mwen·s Association . . .. .. ..
2902 .... . do ............. .
oung
omen ·s Association . . . .
2903 U n ad illa ........... . Union School anclAcademy ... ...
2904 Uni on Sp r in gs . .. . . . Frien ds' .Academy Libr ary (Oak.
D:11~~h~~nf~:!;~~-ein ......... . . .
l!'axton Hall Library . ......... . ..
O?ei~a llistorical Socie~y .. .... ..
Piatt s (Mrs .) School L 1brary . . . .
P u?licLi.brary ......... . .. . . .. .. .
UticaLawL1brary . .... .. ... . ... .
Utica State Ilospital Medical Li·
brarv.
2012 ..... do ........•.... . Y . M . C. A . Library . . . . . ......... .

2905
2006
2907
2908
2909
2910
2011

2913

Utica ... .. ..... . ... .
. . ... do . .. . .. .... • •...
. ... . do ... . .... . .... .
.... . do ............. .
... . . clo ............. .
.. ... do ... ... . ...... .
. . ... do ... . ... . ..... .

1835
1805
1852
1706

c.

C.
C.

9. f ~:
::::J{L

Gen . . . . .......
Gen ....... . . . .
Sch . . . . .......
Sch. ...... . . . .

0.
T.
C.

1847 Soc .. . . ... R .
C.
1803, Soc. . ..... O.
C.
18781 llist .. . . .. R .
C.
. . . . . Sch ... ... . ... . .. · · · · · ·
18031 Gen . . .. . . . . . .
T.
] 876 Law ..........
C.
1843! M ed. ... . . . . . .
T.
1880 Y.hl.C.A . . .. .

1
Valatie ............. Union Free Scl1ool. . ......... ... . 18871
Gen ... ...

~~it
iJ~fd~~::~::::::~~:: %~r~tj~{~~r:::~~:::::::::::::::
2916 Walton . ... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. clo ..... . ... ................ ...

C.

I

r

R·

.

·
IL

C.

g:

. ...

rn~~~~1i ::::::: ::::
0

S. I C.
S. C .
S. 13.
· · · · 1• • • •

~· · ··· ·· 1• •• •

C.
T.
C.
C.

C.

R·
F.' u·
Jfr. n:
Fr. n.
f

2919

1868,
Wappingers ]'alls . . Grinnell Library . .. . ... ......... . 1867 Gen ... . . . O.
·warrensburg . ..... . Union ccl:ool ancl Academ y Li· 1850! Sch . . . .... . . . .
·
brary.
Warsaw . . . . .. .. ... . Union Scliool.. .... ... . .. . .. . .. ... 1853j Gen . . .. . . . . . .

2020

Warwick .......... . Warwick Institute... .. . . .. . . .. . . 1848 Sc h.... . .. . . . .

T.

F . B.

2921

Waterford . .... . ... . Iligh School..... . . ........... ... . ] 80::ii .'ch . .. . ... . . . .

T.

F.

B.

2922

Waterloo . ...... . .. . L ilm1ry and Ilistorical Soci ety ... 1875/ Gen ... . .. O.

C.

F.

I Il.

2023

Watertown . ... . ... . High School. ... .. . .. . ....... ... . . 186::i Sch .... . . . R.

T.

F.

B.

2024 ..... do ..... .... . ... . Y . M . C. ~.Library ... . ........... 180: i Y. ::\.I.C .,L .. ..

C.

Fr. B.

2917
2918

T.

1

n.

F.

F. ' .B.

I

Ir.

Waternlle . ..... .... Publ1eL1brary ........ .. . . ...... . J89o Or n .. . . . ..... 1 T .
C.
~~~~ ·watkin . ...... ..... ...... do ............... ... . . . ....... 180::i G f' n .... . . I.
T.
1°. B .
202
chool.. .... . ........ . .. .. . .. ... . .'c· h ...• . .. •• . · · ·· · · • · ......•.
Pu lie Library.. . ..... . .. . . . ..... l 89J Uen . . . . . . . . . .
C.
F· R
1
1
WetAJh:my .. ... . . RailroadY. ~I.C . . Library ..... ]87!l Y1IC ..A . .•.. ,
'.... .
;,,• · tchc tcr.. ......
rnmmar 'cbool, No. 09, No w ..... , ·ch ......... . ..... ... . · · · · l!.
York Citv.
~ 31 ·· · · .clo · · · · .. . .. . . . .. • ~ow York ·catholic Protcctory ... 1803, .'ch . ... . .. . . . .
C.
. . · · D.

2925

~~!11~~-\1·~:::::::::: Ilifj,'1

~~

I

,n.
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·states of 1,000 volumes and over in 1896-Continoed.
Receipts.
Name of librarian.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r - - - - - - - ---1

9
10
11
12
13
14
ta
17
1S
16
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1

::::: · · ~~~ :: ---~~~ ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::/ 2,::: :::::::::

: :~: ~: :x: ~:~~:· : :

assistant principal.
45,000 12,521
640
680 .............. .............. , .... $100,000 Henry O. Sibley........
1, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank R. Harris. acting
,C'.encral secretary.
1, 100 . • • • . . .
100 . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J .M. Furman, principal
2, 453 . . . . . . .
83 . ..•..
4,000. ••. . . . . . . .••• .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . Edith Carpcuter.......
3,000
50
300 .••.•.
5,000.... .. .. . •••••..
300 .•••.. . .. OscarJ. Cox ............
1,650

500

155 .•••••..•••............. Wm. McKenzie, gen·
eral secretary .
500
$300
500 ......... F. J. Diamond. president board of library
trustees.
•
43 •••• ..
350 ............... .
127
2,000 Miss Mildred French ...
246 . . . . . . . . . Mary Alwe Knox, prin·
115 ···--- •••....... ····•••· ...... ·
ci-pal.
150 . . . . . . . . . H. L. Tnylor. .......•... .
25 ..... .
400
1,000
75
800 ....•..
21 . . . . . . . . . Brother Arnold, vice
65
50
750
pri11cipal.
150
150 . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . .
386 .. . . . . . . . J ohu M. Peck ......... .
80
350 . . . . . . . . . . •• • • • . . . . •• •• ••
420 . . . . . . . . . H. G. Th-0mpson ...... .
. •••••
200 . • • . . . • • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maxcy & Barnes, principals.
1,592. .....
53,192
18,500 .••••. .
8,417
48,381 D. W ..M. Clinton ...... .
200
2,364.........
103 .......•. Miss Kate A. Farnham.
170
100
1 1 931
100
200 ......... M. J. Fletcher, principal
60 ..... .. . ... • • • • : : : : : : : : : . . . . . . .
75 ......... ElijahCook,principal..
75

1,600 ····· ·.
3,479
500
2,333 ...•...
1,200 ·•••·•·
1,900
700
6, 400 2, 500
2, 000
800
1, 100 . • . . . . .
33,400 .......
1,300 . .. . .. .
1,000
7fi
2,160
250

"!!

2889
2890
28!)1

150

365

2892

200 .••••.

5,000

2893

' .. .

...

1

3, 5001" ......

2887
2888

180 . . . . . .

800

!!;:: ::: :; ; ; •;!;::1'.'.::'.!;~

!i~!~~l:!.~:

2894
2805
2396
2807
2898
2899
2900
2901
2902
2903
2904

150 . . . . . . . . . J C. Sclireiber .......•. 2905
2906
2907
2008
2909
2910
2911

300 . . . . . . .

!•!•

!•!!•• !•• ;;;;;~ ;'. '.,;::: •• !•!

Sara M. Harrington ... .
D. C. Dominick ... ..... .
J. R. Fairyrievo ....... .
Mm, K A. llowarth ... .
M. V. Dickinson .....••.

2912
2013
2014
2915
2916
2017
2918

1,000 . . . . . . .
1, 261
600
'l., 600
400
5, 770
192
1, 0G0. •• • • • •

15... •. .
80
100
135
50
136
4
73 ... . ..

40
60
75
1,200.........
25
450 . . . . . . . . .
100
8, 000
4C0 . • . • . . .
400.........
25

150 .. ... ....
62 ........ .
250 . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . .
52 .........

3,625 . ......

200 .... ..

5,945.. .. . . . ..

360 ......... Irving 13. Smith, A. M.,
principal.

2919

37:6:81: ::1:0:.:0:0:0: :·l~:~:::ina:~;~~~~~:·
su-perinten<l nt.
William Smilh Onter,
secretar.v.
268 1••••••••• Wm . G. Williams, SU ·
I
perintend nt.
13, ......... ll:{~ ~ri;~e~·o!b~t

2921

175

J

:: ::i,. ---~~~I
G, 000

1::11 - - -

200

1
4, 000I

1

4

I

lOOI

2... .. . . . .

201····~

ug~ .- .: ~ :::~;i

1,820 . . . . . . .

~~~

2001

500

312 ········ · .......

1

I

5,010.........

75

355

.i~;~::,, ::::: :: :::: ::~~\I -.:·.: :, : :::: :ii~ .:i~: ~~:~~·· ·~i·~~~i~~::

5°1" ··· ................ ·I

8, 000 1 2,000

I

134

2920

2022
2023

2024

1,000 W . G. ]\fayer president, 2925
2926
2927
::::~~ . 2928
RPcretary.
401
6
1,124 ..........•...................... S. F. Fraf-!cr, s cretary .. 2029
40\···. ·
ilannah M . ] ' iu<lla.y ... . 2030
1 .. . . . .
500
200...
2,500 ...•... '
500, ......... 1 Brother Eusebius ...... . 2931

G-!7......

1

1,

1:: ::: : : : : : : : : : ....

200 . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,15°1".. ... .

1, 509
4.95

-~~

-r ·..... T........
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1895-96.

Public, society, and school libraries in the United
A

p

Name of library.

~~
o ....

Class.

A
3

NEW

]~f
k <:e 0

:3 i.~ ~
o.~~ 8

~~8

$

iii @g

J.,(

..... f,.,

k

r,;
U1
--- -

0

4

~

<tl

0 ~ ~

A.0

ll:

' 1~'1::i$e.s

~

o:a

A
k''"'
o"C

=s

a,

~

l.

.0 0 •
. A
AO

kcjJ

~

Location.

p,,k

~
a:> •

'd

Ii

6

---

C)

(I)

,, -s

-

-

YORK-cont'd.

2932

Westfield ........ __ . Union School and Academy .... .. 1868 Sch .......

.....

T.

F . B.

2933

Sch .. _....

---·

T.

F. B.

1802 Govt . ....

o.

C.
T.
C.
'r.
T.
T.

F.
F.
F.
F.

2934
2935
2936
2937
2938
2939
2940
2941

West New Brighton District No. 2 School Library
(Castleton).
Westpoint .. __ ...... United States Military Academy.
West Troy ......... School District Library ..•.. . . _..
WeRt Winfield. ____ .
Whitehall .......... i~r~~c
White Plains .. _. __ . ..... do ............ ___ .------·· · -··
.: . .. do···-·-.-···--· Westchester County Law Library
Willard .............. Willard State Hospital._ .• . ......
Willets Point.·--- .. Engineer School of Application,
u s, A.
Wyoming··-·-····· Free Library ........ _. __ .........
·-···do·····-·-······ Middlebury Academy and Union
School.
Yonkers .. ·--······ · Public Library .............. -....
Woman's
Institute Free Circu·
..... do·-·········-··
lating Library.

fctttE:::: :::::::::~:::::

----·
1894
1884
1855
1892

......

Sch .. _.•.. ---Gen ...... ......
Sch .......
Sch .·-····
Law ...... .....
Asyl um .. .. - .
Sci. .......

---·
~

s.

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.

c.

F. R.
R.
B.

c.

F. B.
F. B.

T.

1886 Gen ......
1865 Sch .......

---·

1881 Gen
1880 Gen ......

.....

T.

----

c.

F. B.
Fr. B.

2946 Asheville . ___ . _• . _.. Asheville Female College - .••....
Col····-·2947 . . - .. do·-··--··-··-·· Asheville Library ..... .. .. __ ..... 1879 Gen
2948 ..... do····--·-······ Bishop Atkinson Library ... _.... 1881 Theo ......

---o.
----

c.
c.

---·
f;.

C.

B.
Fr. R.

Belmont ........•••. St. Mary's College .. .......... - •. 1877 Col ... ....

---·

c.

s. B.

C.
C.

S.

2942
2943
2944
2945

T.

NORTH CAROLIN.A..

2949
2950
2951
• 2952
2953

Chapelhill ..........
Charlotte...........
Como .... _.. _.......
Concord .. - ....•. _. .

Univen,ity of North Carolina.·-· 1800 Col. ·-··-· 0 .
Biddle University Library ..•• __ . . . . . . Col . . . . . . . . . . .
Buckhorn Academy Library - . . . . . . . . . SScchh ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·o··.·
Scotia Seminary ... _...... _...... _ 1870

B.

· · ·c": · · :::: ·i:

2954

Col ... ....... .

T.

S.

2955 Durham .. __ ....... .
2956 . _... do ........•.....
2957 Elon College ....... .
2958 Fayetteville .... ___ .

Sch ...........
Uol .·-·-·· ....

T.
C.

;r.
r.

Gen . -...... - .

C.

. ... B.

Davidson .... _..... . Union Library of Davidson Col- 1887
lege.
Public School Library ... _..... _. _ 1884
Trinity College ... __ ... ··- .. --·· .. 1846
Elon College .. __ ... -·._ ...... __ .-· .... .
Cross Creek Lodge, No. 4, 1845
I. O. 0. F.
2959 Franklinton .... _•.. Franklin Christian College ... _. _. 1882

B.

l

~.c8.-o:i:: ·ii: ·--6:·· i;.' ·i:

2960 Greensboro .. - .... - . Greensboro Female College...... 1895 Col ................ - · · S. R.
2961 . - ... do .... ·- .. -· .... State Normal and Industrial ..... Sch ................ · · · · · · · · ···
2962

School.
Guilford College .... Guilford College .. ·-· ....... _.... 1837 Col. ........•.... - . · ·· Fr. R.

2963
2964

Highlands .... ...... Shortia School ·· ···-· ...... ......... .. SGcehn·.·.··. .- .·.·
Ledger .. ... ........ Good.Will Free Library ... _... _.. 1888

2965

Lenoir ............ _. Pioneer Library .. __ ............ . 1875 Gen ...........•... · · · S.

296f
296~
20Gl

Mount Pleasant .. _. North Carolina College .. ....... _. 1859 Col. ...... ...... ...... Fr. B.
Murfreesboro.- ·. __ . Chowan Baptist Female Institute. . . . . . Col.·-··.. . . . .
C.
Newbern .. ·-....... Collegiate Institute.·-··- ............. Sch .................. · · · · · · · · ·

·o·-_- ···6:·· ·F_-

~ wton ... _........ . Catawba College ...................... Col . ... . .. . . . .
C.
Oakridge .......... . Oakridge Institute .......... ___ .. 1852 Sch .. ·-_.. . . . .
C.
Raleigh . ....... _... . College of Agriculture and 1890 Gen ..................
1-rcbauic Art1<.
Institution for the Deaf, Dumb, 1877 Sch.···-·· . . . .
C.
and Blind (Kelly Lihrary).
.,.orth Carolina. State Library .... 1841 State ....... -····-·-··
2074 . ·-··<lo···- .... ···-·.
2975 •.... do ......... ·-· .. ~ta~ar~~~~~~~ft::::::::::::::: .ilitis
21176 .... . do ............. .
upr m Court Library._........ . . . . . Law ... - . . . . . .
T.
Rutbn·ford Coll ge............... 1853 ol . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
C.
, alem Female Academy. __ ....... 1802 Col ........ - . .

·n·.·
C.

206\
297('
2971

· · · · · · ··
F. B.
·
B.

:::: I::::::: ::::::::::::::

· · · · ·· ··

F.

R.

c~L::::: :::: :::::::: j-~: ·B.-

~i \ ~:it~~:~~'.\ ..'~~l.~~~:
2i

·-·1 I

ali bury.···· ·- ..•. Lh ingatone College .. _............... _1 Col ....... . ... 1

Fr. R.
F. B.
Fr. B.
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States of 1,000 1:olurnes and ovei· in 1896-Continued.
'd

'd
Q)
.
'd I-<

...,Q)

'g ~ ~

Q)

~~
rnh

'Cl~

pt::,~
aihQ)

'd

~

;~
rn·'"'

Receipts.

l=)'lj
a> A

.s 4i
'°
14 .
..., A
'°
i:, ~
8·~
1-<~
~~
s::i g._,.g ,.!,lg.g;::1
o"'
0'0
~
0
I-<
pp..
pi:q
i:q
p,~"'
8
~
--- --- - --- --- - - --10
9
11 12
13
14
16
1~
--- --- - - -- --- - - - --- --rD

a5

<D

<ll~
rn bO
4l A

:'3A

j

l§

2,500

1,000

1,150

56

~bl)
....., A

.~ bOS
Ao

p.1-<

]·~~

,.<:1.~

150

~
.... Q)p:,
ml-<

~

~

..., 0

50

3,000

·-····---

$60

50 ······

1,000

···-······

10

~~
..., A
~'Cl

50
100

20
100

11,021 ...... .
2,545 . ..... .

18

l '1

.......... A. N . Taylor, superin· 2932
tendent.
20 .••...••. Frances E. Moore ...... 2933

$60

39, 157 6, 016 1, 197
180
5, 600 . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
3, 400 • • • • • • • • •
2, 000 . . . . . . .
25 . . . . . .
1, 000 . . . . . • • . .
100
200 1. . . . . . . . .
1, 490
150
120
lO
12, 242
370 . . . . . . .
250 . . . . . . • . .
1,500. ...... ... . ..
75
2,500
500 ................... . ....
1, 946
300 1,224
250
2. 912.........
500
535 . . . . . . . • .
2,050 ............ . .....•...................•.•........••..........
1,850 .......
104
60.............. . ..........
235 . ... ..•..
1, 500 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
270 .........•........ , . . • . .
1,050
1,206

Name of librarian.

A 4l

5~
So

P. S. Merline . . . . . . . . . . . :l934
.Albert .J. Danaher...... 2035
A . .J. M errell . . . . . . . . . . . 2936

W.W. Rowe ....... ....
Emma L. Huestis......
Frederick F. Mi.Iler ....
WilliamMabon ........
Wm. E. Craighill.... .. .

75 . . . . . . . . . Geo.H. Smith, p resident 2942
10\········ S.H.Mcllroy,principal 29-13

239 . . • . . .
678
373

31, 192, .....•.• .
6, 194' ..••.•...

250
200

47901•• •• •• • •• • •• •• . Helen Blodgett.. . . . . . . . . 29f4
.E. R. Houghton, acting 29,. 5
40
librarian.

1,000 ..................................••.••••.•...... . ............ ... .............. . ......
2.386 .......
75 ......
6,175 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
675 ..... . .. . MissH.A.Champion . ..
2,025
332. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
730 ....•................... Rev . .Alfred H. Stubbs,
war<lon.
300
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F. Ber.uard, vice.presi.
7, 500
I
/
dC_Jlt. •
30. 000 5,000 1, 150
100
11,072 .••.............................. J BenJalllm Wyche ... .. . .

~'. ggg,.... ~~~ :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::: :.:::::::::: :::::::
1, 00\·····.

75

2!l37
2038
Z939
2940
2941

......

........ .

......... .. . ....

550 . ........ Dd~nfatterfield, presi·

2946
29-17
2948
2949
~~~~

2952
2953

1

:i:r.~!::;;::: ...~::::~°I::::,;;;,::::···::.;;;;;; : ::::;;;··;···· :~;:fi~i·;;;;;;::;;;• iiii
2
1 ',

5
4°0°01

10 0
"9 oo . . . . 5. 0. ·_ ·. ·_ ·. ·_ ·. 1· .
1

•.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

WN.. DD. eGl.asMtencR.·e·y·n··o·l·d·s·,.

2958

200......... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

2959
1?resident.
600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~i~~

::,,r ;, ···;; : : : :::.: : :::::::: : : : . . ·~; : : : : :~~~If~~:~~~~:~ : :
1

2, 60000

1, 000

~:gggi

:: :::::

700

·i;i)(io:::::: ····i;634 ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :::::::::

c~:~l~~- H. Wing, di,f!~f- Harper, presi·

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . I.

1, 500 . . . . . . .

2964
2965

l, 650 1 1,000 ............ . ..... ........ ..•............• •• .......... H. T. J. Ludwig ........ 2966
l, 000 •.......•...... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2967

oor . ~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.........................
:::::i.. .. ~~~ ...~~~ :::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: .~!~~~~-:~:)~~~~~~:.~~~~·- ::::
1 000

.. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . 2068

2:2, 200

1,000

200

150 . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

2069
200 . . . . . . . . . .J. Allen Holt ....... _... 2970

1

50, 000 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
500 ... ..... . J. C.Ellington ......... . 2973
3,000 ······ .........•. . .......... •·•••· ... ······· ········ ····•·· ..
2974
2fl75
·R:
2076
W. E. Abernethy ...... . 2977
Rev.John H. Clewell, 2978
prin cipal.
2979

'!! ~ :~,;;~ • :i;,\~ ~ ;;, ::::!! !:! :::!!!!:: ::::::: ::~~ :::;:::::: :::
ED

96--16

ir: n~~i1e;;::::::::::
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Public, society, and school libraries in the United

Location.

Name of library.

1·

2-

Class.

.,,,

7

fj

4

1-- - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - -1---1---- -1-- - - - -

S
-

NORTH CAROLINA-

continued.
Wake Forest ....•.. Wake Forest College ............. 1840 Gen . . . . . . 0.
·waynesville...... .. Public Library................... 1891 Gen ..........

2980
2981

2982 .•••. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wayne School. .......... : . .. . . . .. 1886 Sch ...... .

····I

C.
C.

S. B.
Fr. D

C.

~'r. R.

~983 Wilmington ......... English and Classical School. ....... .. Sch ......................... ..
C.
S. n.
2984 ..... do .......... , . .. L1b:vary Association .. .. .. . .. .. .. 1855 Soc.. .........
C.
S. B.
2985 Winston............ City School Library .............. 1886 Sch. ..........
NORTH DAKOTA ..

Bismarck ........... North Dakofa State Library ..... 1889 Gen ...... ....

C.

F.

R

2987 .... do . . . .. . . . . •. . . . State Educational Library........ 1890 Gen ......... .

T.

F.

B.

208G

2988 Ellendale. ... .. .... . Ellendale High School............ . . . . . Sch ........... -.... · - - ...... · ·
2989 Fargo .. . . . . • . . . . . . . Fargo College . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . Col .. . . .. . . . . .
C.
.. .. -- -2990 . ... . do .............. North Dakota Agricultural Col- 1890 Col...........
C.
Fr. B.
lege.
F. n
2991 University . ........ UniYersity of North Dakota ..... . 1883 Col....... .. ..
T.
OHIO.

2992
299;l
2994
2995
299G
2907
2998

Ada .........•...... Ohio Normal University ...•..... .
..... do ............. .
Philoruathean Society . ...... .
Akron ............. . Bierce Library of Buchtel College.
..... do ............. . Eva Hill Pan sh Library ......... .
..... do ............. . Public Library .................. .
Alliance ........... . MonnL Union College ........... .
••••. clo .••..•..•••••. Public School Library ........... .

1871
1871
]871
1888
i 865
1858
1888

F.
S.
F.
J<'.

B.
B.

F.

B
B.

TS:

S.
F.
F.

B.
B.
B.
B.

T.

S.

l

T.

F.

c.

s.

T.

3001
3002
3003

Athens ... . ......... Ohio University .................. 1804 Col ....... O.
.Austinburg . ........ Grand River lnsLitute........ .. . . 1832 Sch .......... .
.Barnesv11Je ......... Public School Library ........... .. .... Sch .. ........ .

C

3009

m~

Baldwin University ..............
German Wallace College .........
Library .Association ..............
Memorial Library ................
Public School Library............

Col .. . . . . O.
Col . ...... . . . .
Gen ... . .. R.
Gen . . .... IL
18!JO Gen ......... .

1856
1864
1883
1894

Cadiz . .............. Public Library . ...•.............. 1880 len ...... R.

8!~1:lJ~~::::::::::

t~~itce~~t~~~1ct~~~·Nrr;;;i S~h~~i

F. C

c.
c.

s. c.
s. n.

C.
C.
C.

mf ~~L::::: :::: ... 6." .. .i:

Canton . ............ Canton Public Library Associa- 1884 Gen ...... R.
tion.
3013 Cardington ........ . Ladies' Public Library ........... 1878 Gen ......... .
3014 1 Carthage . ......... . Longview Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1861 A ylum . .. .. .
3012

3015

S-

c.

Ashland ........... . ..... do........................... . . . . .. Sch .......... .
Ashtabula.......... Public Library................... 1895 Gen ......... .

3004 Berea . ..............
3005 .... . do ......... . ....
3006 Bryant . . . .. . . ... . . .
3007 Bucyrus ..... . ..... .
3008 .••. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

s. n.

B.
B.
13 .
B.

3000

29!)!)

R.

Col . ...... O.
C.
Col. Soc.......
C•
Col...... .....
C.
Gen ...... ....
C.
Gen ...... O.
T.
Col. ..........
C.
Sch .................. .

Carthagena . ....... . St. Charles Borromeo Theological . . . . . Theo ........ .
Seminary.

C.

R.
B.
C.

c.

c.

T.
F. B.
3016 1 Chillicothe ........ . Pnulic Liurary .............. .......... Gen...... . . ..
3017 Cincinnati .......•.. Bartholomew English and Classi· . . . . . Sch .............. · · .. · · · · · R.
cal ::ichool.
s. C.
c.
3018 Cin inmiti (Central Cmcinnati Central Turngemoinde 185! Soc .......... .
301D

Turnhall1.
Cincinnati ......... . Cincinnati Hospital Library . .... 1874 Med ......... .

3020 .•.. . do ..... ........ .
:ic,21
:l02'.!

'inc-inuati Law L ibrary .... ..... 1847 Lnw ........ . .
.do ............. . ~'.nc'.nnat'. Museum A.ssociation . 18 1 ·ticn ... ..... .
Cincinnati (. talion Crncnm:th bsnvatory .......... 1 18-13 Scien . ....... .

1····

{;).

3623

'i 11 ri nna

ti (312

Br adway) .

'i11l'inn1tti • ociety of ...-aiural 1870
Hi tory .
1

cien .. ... ... .

c.
c.

F.

R.

c.

R.
Jfr. R.

c.

Fr.

R.

I 1:·.

R.

c.

t
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Slates of 1,000 volumes and over in 1896-Continued.

Name of librarian.

18

II
11, 65G ------·
1,0~---·--·
2,500

500

250 . . . . . .
37 ···-··

4, 274 . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . .
J,226 ......... -······

$485 . . . . • • . . . Prof. W. L. Poteat...... 2980
62 ......... LucyBiddleLewis,sec· 2981

r etary.

06 .. __ .......................... _... _... _... T. G. Harbison, head

lOG

2!)82

master.

2, 000 . ______ ....... __ . _____ . _...... _........ __ -- ... -·-... . . . . . . . . . . .. __ ... _. _..... __ • _____ . 2083
5. 000 .............. --- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240......... Thos. U. Diggs......... 2984
2,760
350
170
40
1,860
150 .......
200 ......... John J. Blair, superin· 2!>85

tenclent of schoolR.

·:: :::[ : :::00 :::: ::::::: ::::::: :::: :: ._1·_::: :::::::::
l, 168
2, 782
6, 000

C. M. Dahl, secretary of
state.
Emma F. Bates, super.
intendent of public
instrnction .

2086
2987

. .. . . . . .. . _........... -- . 2088
!JOO .................................. - _................. . .... .. . . ....... .... ...... 2089
GOO
G88
200
1, 257 .................••.............. Mrs. P.A. Evans....... 20GO
2, 000

5, 450
3GO
1, 650 . . . . . . .

400 .. _..................... .

1, 000 . . . . . . . . . W. Merri flelfl, president

2901

50
24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 . . . . . .
500
500 . ·-·...

100 ........ . H. S. Lehr, president .. .
525
$2,000 B. C. Jll.ckson .......... .
C. lt. Olin . ............. .
l,
... :~:
Mrs. W. B. Raymond ..
4, 700 ........ . MnryPaulineEdgertou
227 ........ . William Soule, Ph.D ...
105/·:······· J. E. Morris, snpcrin·

2092
2993
2094
2995
2996
2097
29\.18

300

~: ~i~,::::::: ... 100
j49 :: :: :: :: : :: :: : : :: : : : : : : : :: :: :: :
.. . . . .
GS, 000 . . . . . . . . . $i, 200

15, 433 . _.....
10, 000 1 2, 000
1,6001·-·····

160
200
2, 537
8, 000 .. - • . . .
100 ...... ········· --······· .......

1, 205 . . . . . . .
!)2 ... - . .
2, 5391
150 1, 005
75
14, 000 2, 000
1, 500 . . . . . . .
1, 000 . . . . . . .

800
13, 073

200 ..... - .
300
300

~~~

~~~

tendent.

115 .......•. Raleigh Scott ......... . 2999
1, 566 ......•.. Miss Nellie E. Warm· 3000

Ett:B~0

1~1i~10 ......••.•••. 3001
750
200
5, 000
2, 000 ...•................•...
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . .
75 .•....... R. G. McClelland ...... . 3002
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
130 .•....... E. M. Van Cleve, super· 3003

intenclent.

3,650 1,400
110
400
] , 300......... . .• • .. .
260 ........ . James Hervey Smith .. .
4, coo 1, 000 ...................................•.................. Victor Wilker ......... .
2, 328 • • . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . .
2, 292 ......••......................... Alice M. Walt ......... .
], 074
71
471
71
10,000......... . .. . . . .
1,400 ........ . Augusta M. McCracken
1, 300
100
300
30
3, 065 . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .
100 ........ . J. J. Bliss, superintencl·

3004
3005
3006
3007
3008

~'. gg31:::::::
.... '85.~ ::::::
:::::::::
:::::::::
.... ~~~ ..... ~~~GO :::::::::
r1i~Jr~r-~::.-:::::::
1, 300
300
130
200
500 . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . J. A. c_nmmings, A.. M.,

3009
30t0
3011

ent.

pres1dm1t.

4, 763 . • . . . . .

631 . . . . . .

21, 105 . . . . . . . . .

1, 172

1,745 . • . . . . . . . Charles R. Frazer, sec.

3012

retary and treasurer.

1, 1701. . . . . . .
24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l 07 .....•........... ....... .......... 3013
2,000 ............. ...... ········· \········· ........................ F-i~r~
~~ron, super- 3014
0 6
1
4, 000 ••••••• ••• • •• 1v • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3015

1I

1

1-1, 0001 ..•....

58:> ••••••

10, 000

684

1

17,305 .........

524

738 .••....•. J.M.Barrows .....•.•.. 3016
30t7

~::::;:: : .·;;I:::::: ······~~t::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ·~~~~~;~~~~.·.·.: : : :
4, 000

327 . . . . . . . . .

3, 520 . . . . • . .

1, 407 . . . . . . . . . P. Alfr<'_cl Marchand,

3018
3019

3020
J. ...................... W~;~_ li;~;s .......... . :J021
0

18,500 .......... : ............
. ............
1

::::~I2,::: ....~~1

2~:::::::::: ....~·.~~~ ::::::: :::::::: :::::::::

4., 500! l , 000 ............ \. ... . . •.. . . •... ••. .•••••. .• ...••.

;:~~~J::r:s::::::o:~.·. 3022

40, 000 JosuaLindably, director 3023
1
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...

'd

mbO

A

::;

cE

Location.

Name of library.

1-,

bO

.._ A

o ....

Class.

4)

~

1
OHIO-continued.

3

r-1-B ~~~
O:::l -e
<:l 8

·s

A..0

~

A

0

4

..6 ..:..4>.Q.
i-.""
o.S ~ ii ~

p-,~

..0 0 •
;:1A

a

0:,: i:l.

~:3 ]~

o.~ ~0

g,... g ~g

P<~

1-,

~

rn

6

1

--- -

s,
;::l"

c;:i

s
-

~

c~·.

3024 Cincinnati ......... .
3025 ... . . do ............. .
3026 Cincinnati
(postoffice box 4).
3027 Cincinnati ......... .
3028 ..... do ....•.........
3029 ..... do ...........•..
3030 .... . do ............. .

Reform . ..
Sch.. .....
Theo......
Law . . . . . .

3031
3032
3033

Sch .. ........ .
Gen ......... .
Theo ......... .

c.
c.

C.

B.
B.
F . B.

Gen ......... .
Sch . ......... .

c.
c.

R. R.
Fr. B.

T.

F. B.
Fr. n.
B.
Fr. B.
s. B.

3034
3035
3036
3037
3038
3039
3040
3041
3042
3043
3044
3045

Cuvier Club Library............. . . . . .
Hebrew Union College ...•.....•. 1875
Historical and Philosophical So· 1831
ciety uf Ohio.
House of Refuge .. .............. . ]852
Hughes High School............. 1832
Lane Theologfoal Seminary...... 1833
Law School of the Cincinnati Col· 1833
legd.
.•... do ............. . Lupton 's (Miss) School for Girls ......
..... do ............. . Mount Anbnrn In stitute ........ 1856
Cincinnati (Fourth New Church Lihrary . . . . . . ... . . . 1865
and John streets).
Cincinnati ......... . Ohio Mechanics Institute........ 1828
Cincinnati (College Ohio Military Institute . . . . . . . • . . 1890
Hill).
Cincinnati ......... . Public Librnry..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1853
.... . do .......•••.... St. Francis Seraph Gymnasium . . 1892
... . . do ............. . St. Joseph's College .. ..... . ...... 1873
..... do ............. . St. Xavier College . ... .. ......... . 1842
..... do .......•......
Students' Library of St. Xa· 1870
vier Colle~e.
... .. do ............. . University of Cmcinnati. .............
..•. . do ......••...... Woodwarcl lligh School. . ........ 1835
.••.. do ....... . ..... . Young Men's Christian Associa· 1860
tion.
.. .. . do . . ........... . YoungM.en'sMercantileLibrary 1835
Association.
Circleville ......... . Public Library................... 1869

3046 Cleveland ..... ..... .
3047 .... do ............. .
3048 ..... clo ..•••.•••••••.
3049 ..... do ............. .
3050 Cleveland (62 Huron
3051
3052

Calvin College Library ...... . ........ .
Case Library..................... 1846
Case School of .Applied Science... 1881
Central High School . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1877
Cleveland Univer sity of Medicine 1849
and Surgery.
Hathaway.Brown School for Girls 1886

Rcien . . . . . . . . .
Theo...... ... .
Hist...... O.

C.

F. R.
Fr. R.
F. R.

............ Fr.
....
C.
B.
0.
C.
R.
....
C.
R.

Gen . . . . . . 0.
Col .......... .
Co l .......... .
Col .......... .
Col ....... O .

c.
C.

c.

T.

. .. .

Col .......... .
Sch .. ........ .
Y.M. C. A .... .

c.
c.

Gen ....... R.

c.

Gen .......... .

T.

Col.······ ·•··

8: ·EC ·ii:

C.

Fr. R.
s. B.
B.

F.

gir:::::: .?.-. c.
Sch ..•.........•..........

B.

R.
B.
R.

Med..........
C.
street).
R.
c.
Cleveland (770 EuSch ....... R.
clid avenue).
Cleveland .......... . Jewish Orphan .Asylum.......... 1868 Sch ... ....... . ........ -. -· B.

3053 ..... do .............. Law Library Asiwciation ......... 1870 Law...... ....
C.
S. R.
3054 ..•.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mb\~!~i~-i1i~J~t~~{ss) English and
Sch ................... -· · · · · · ·
3055 ..... do .............. Public Library . ............. . . ........ Gen... ........
3056
3057
3058
3059
3060
3061
3062
3063
306-i
3065

.... do
..... do
..... clo
..... do
. .... do

........... .. . St. Ignatius College... ........ ... 1881i
............. . St. Mary's Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1849
...•.•..•. .•• . University School.. . ............. 18!)0
...........•.. UrRuline College .. ................... .
............. . Wes tern Reserve Historical Soci· 1867
ety.
..... do ............. . Western Reserve University..... 1826
.. . .. do ............. .
College for Women. . . . . . . . . . . 18 El
.•.. . do ..........•••.
Law School, .Franklin T. 1892
:Backus Library.
..... do ............. .
Medical College.............. 1850
Columbus ......... . Capital University and Theolog- 1830

ci1:m"t:t:~r~

3066 .•... do ...........•..
3067 ..•.. do .......... .•.. Girls'
3068 1- .... do ............. .
306:l .••.. do ..•...........
3070 ..•.. do ............. .
3071 ....• do ............. .
~~~ •.... clo .•.••... .••• ••

307

:::::~~ ::::::::::::::

School . . . . . . . . . .
English and Classical
'chool.
L aw Library Association .........
Ohio Institution for Feeble-mindd Youth.
Ol1io Institution for the Deaf and
Dumb.
Ohio ln 'ltitutution for thoEduca·
tion of tbe nlind.
Ohio Penitentiary ................
·tnto Hoar,l of Agriculture..
o 8 tat Library...............

gto ,

n.

T.

F.

Col .......... .
Gen . .. ...... . .
Sch . ......... .
Sch .......... .
Hist .. . ... O.

c.
c.
c.
c.

B.
Fr. B.
B.

c.

Fr. R.

Col . . . . . . . O.
Col .......... .
Law ......... .

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

Fr.

Med ......... .
Theo ...... O.

--· -

13.
B.
B.

Fr. R.
R.

. . . . . Sch....... R.
C.
Fr. R.
1884 Gen .................. - - · - · R.
C.
S. R.
, 'ch . .......... .. - -.. · · - · - · · · · ·

1885 Law. ..... . . . .
1831 Sch....... . . . .

C.

- - · · B.

ch ................... ···· ·· ··
1867 Roforro... . . . .
1858 ci ........ . . . .
1817 Gen....... . . . .

'r.
~-.L

F.

F.

l.

R.
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Name of librarian.

~A
A Ql

5~
So

..q'd

.,,

lS

13, 860 56, 900

rn, ooo . ..... .

30 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chas. Drury, custodian. 3024
564 ................................................................. . ....... 3025
$3,850 Julius Dexter, record- 3026
357 1,480......... . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . $2,071

1,056 ...... .
2,500 ...... .
17,000 ...... .
6,000
500

60 . . . . . .
800
40. ..... . . . . .. . . .
100...... . . . . . . . . .
200
100 . . . . . . . . .

1, 200

2,000

.........
. .. . .... .
.. .......
. . •. . . . . .

.... .. . .. . .. . . . . . .... . . .
. .. . .. .
150 .........
. •. . . . .
900
19,000
. . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . •. . . . . . .

ing secretary.
Thomas M. Dill . . . . . . • .
E. W. Coy ..............
H . W. Hulbert . ... . ....
Alfred K. Nippert . . . . .

3027
3028
3029
3030

3, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3031
2, 000
900
200
90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3032
1, 41\0 5, 000
50 . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . Miss E .W . Gano..... .. 3033
5,000 . .... . .
3,000
250

75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

9,441 . . . . . . • . . R. E. Champion . . . . . . . . 3034
100 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1!035

5~~ ~~~·- ~~~ ~~~·-~~~ !:~: ~~~ ..~~·- '.~~ ...~'. '. ~~~ ~e~B!!!;~1~~;;~:::: ~~~;

188, 409 25, 959 ..... .
1, 200
96
48
1, 500 1, 000
10::l
17. 000 2,000
150
2,900
35
100

.•
••
100 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . James Ro~ers, C. t:i. C. .. 3038
200 .......................................... John N. roland ........ 3039
10
1, 600 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
103 . . . . . . . . . Thomas Nolan, S. J . . . . 3040

U~g ----~~~ ... i2s50 ::::::
::::::::: :::::::::50.:::::::
·····500 ::::::::: 'l."i.i.\+;~·nyke:::::::: :g!~
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
... . . .
120 ......... Edgar R. Mathers, sec- 3043

1,000 . . . . . . .

61,394 . ..... -1 l, 155 ......

retary.

59,310

16,374. ... .. .

::::: '.:'l.62' ...••• ...~:12' ....65' ·:~·

40, 000
1,125

1, 000 2, 000
250
50, 000 • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5001 250 ...... •••.... . . . .•....•. •••••..

Ug~ :gg

1
•••

~:~

10,275

12,000 ,John M . Newton ....... 3044

':'04 :::: ::: ~;,;,~~; "'.''

0
''.'·

I::;:

14,600. •• . . . . . . Charles 01 r . . . . . . . . . . . . 3047
425 • .•. ... .. Arthur S. Wright ...... 3048

----~~ ----~·-~~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

·n~ai~;;·s~iti)r:·n_;· :gtg
Mf:! ~!~; E~13;!~~~r.. 3051
1

1, 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . .

48 . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . S.

1, 385 . . . . . . .

I

,:V olfenstien, superin ten dent.

1!; ggg:: ::: :: ... ~~\ :: :: : ::::::::: :::::::::::::: :: ...:·.~~~:: :: ::::: .~--~--~_e_~:~'. ~~~:~~~~!.:
106,418

3, 033 7, 885

178

595,000

3052
8053
8054

78,928 47,898 127,898 . . . . . . . . . C. Lee Harbaugh,assist- 3055

a11t librarian.

1

~:1,200
~~g:··i; 100'
aoo i~g25 ·······
···ao \·········
::::::::: ......
~~~ ::::::: ::::::::::::::::: i: ~~8~tt~{-::::::::::::
.....•• •.• ...................••. Charles .A.Mitchell ....
1~:ggg --i;soo····soo ·--s5o ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: ·i>ei:e;~-~1r.·.·.·_·_-_-_:::::::
1

1

3056
3057
:1058
3059
3060

30,000 10,000 1,010 1,155
5,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 600
28,000 E. C. Williams.......... 8061
2,073
175
206
9
570....... •. •. .• .. .
600.... .•... Henry E. Bourn ... .... 3062
3,200
600 1,000
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E . R. Hopkins, clean.... 3063
2,500 . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. C. Asl1wum, M. D... . 3064
5,000. ..• . . . .. .• . . . ... . . . ••. . . . . . . • • . . • • •. •.. .•. .
200 ........ . .If. W. ·tellhorn ......... 3065
1,125
1,000

50 .••••..••...•••..•......•••...•••••.•..•.•.•.•........ FrankT. Cole, principal 3066
2001
25
7 ...............
Lucretia M. Phelps, 3067

···1······ ..................

principal.

:•::t~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::~: :::::::::::::I:::::: ::::::::::::::::::.~~~~: ~: ~:-~~~-:: :::::::
8, 000 . • . • . . .

475 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 448 . . . . . . .

4, 650 . . . . . . . . . Chas. T. Keech ........ . 3068
3069
3070

3, 857 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . ••••.....•••. - . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 8071

:~~~

:g~:

:::~ .•
·--~~~ ·--~~~,::::::::: ::::::::: ·---~~~ ··---~~~ :: ::::::: -~--~:~~~~~~::::::::::: 3072
70,000 ••• .•• . 2,391
885... . .. ••. • • • . . • • • . ••• • •• .
7,975 ..•...... Joseph P. Smith ........
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a::
0

A

2
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4

3

a

I~"

A§ I~p.i ~

bi.
A

~

1
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..0 0 •

A

A
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t!

i-.~~o

~i
g
p

! ;5 _g e

~ 0
o f<IA o.~ ~

r:n

R
I

,,
I

0

g-

C)O

§

- -

OHIO-con tin ucd .
3075 Columbus.......... . Ohio State University ............ 1870 Col....... . . . .
C.
Fr. D.
307G ... . . do .............. Pbelp.s (Miss) Englis'h an.d Clas· ..... Sch ...... .................... .

sical School for Young Ladies
and Children.

n.

3077 ..•.. do ............ . . PublicLibraryandReadingRoom 1872 Gen ...........
3078 .... . do .. . ........... Public School Library ............ 1875 Gen. ...... . . . .

T.
T.

F.
F.

3079 .•... do ...... .. . ..... Railway Young Men's Christian

c.

s. c.

308Cl
3081
3082
3083
3084
3085
3086
3087
3088
308!)
3090
3091
3092
3093
309.J,
3095

1876 Y.M. C. A. R.

Association.
St.Joseph's Academy ............... . .
Starling Medical Colle:;?;e ......... 1870
Supreme Court Law Library .... ..... .
Law Library ............ . ........ 1869
Public Library................... 1847
St. Mary's Instit.ute Library ......... .
Union Biblical Seminary... .. .... 1875
Young Men's Christian Associa· ..•..
tion.
D efiance ........... . Free Library..................... 1895
..... do ............. . High School.. ............. ........ ... .
.... . Jo .. . ..... .. .... . Public School Library ............ 1885
Delaware .......... . Girl's Industrial Homo Library ..... . .
.. .. . do ............. . Ohio Wesleyan University, Stur· 1854
ges Librar:r .
..... do..............
Monn.ettLibrary ............. 1854
East Liverpool...... Public School Library........... ]893
Eaton .........••......... do.................. ... ....... 1886

Sch ...........
Med ...... ....
Law..........
Law..........
Gen ....... O.

..... do ..... . ....... .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
Dayton ....... ..... .
..... do ............. .
..... do, ....... : .... .
..... do ............. .
..... do ......... ..••.

3096 Elyria ..... . ...... ..
30!)7 I 1'indlay ............ .
3098 Franklin ......... ..
3099 Fremont . ......... ..
3100 Galion ...... . .. .... .
3101 Gambier ........... .
3102 . .... do ............. .

E~yriaLibrary ...................
~mdtyhCllt~--·---··· ·· --·····
~~ee ·c
b 1 rary ..............
11 1
HY-;h ;bo~l
Kenyon College .............. . ...
Theological Library, Bex..ley
Hall.
Garrettsville ...... . Free PublieLibrary ..............
Geneva ..... ....... . Spencer Memorial Library .. . . . . .
Germantown ...... . Miami Military Institute .. _.... .

S

l°f

D.

C.

R.
R.
R.
R.

C.

T.
C.
T.

F.
S.
F.

TI.

~~;~~:::::: :::: :::::::: F~_- ·53·_-

Y .M . c. .A. •.••..••••••. Fr. ll.
Gen ....... R.

T.

F.

D.

~~~::::::: :::: ::::::::::::·cs:
ti~~:1::: ·o~· :::::::: ]'~: ·n:
Col .. ........ .
Sch ... . ..... ..
Sch .......... .

1870 Gen ....... O.
.... . Col ........ ii.
.
1874 1 Gen .......
0
. .'.
0 ·.
J 8 28 ~:r::heneo·.·.· .·.·.·.· ...

~~?.:::::::::::::::: mg1~\~~:::::::.

c.
c.

T.
~-

~-

·

R.

s.

n.

F.
S.

j,..
F.

B.
D.

"ii.'
D.

··t--· f ~:
C,._

Fr·. n.

C.
C.
C.

F. n.
l!'r. R.

3106 ..... do.............. ruulic Library................... 1888 Gen ....... R.

T.

F.

3107 Glendale............ Glendale Female College .........
3108 .... . clo .............. Glendale Lyceum ................
3109 Granville ........... Denison University ..... .........
31] 0 .. . .. do .............. Granville Female College ........
3111 Gree11villo .. ... ..... Mc,Vbinney Free School Library .
3112 Ilamilton ........... lligh School .....................
3113 . . . . . <lo .............. Lane Free Library ...............
1 0
3114
3115
:~ ~.~ : : : : : : : : : : :
3116 Jefferson........... Citizens Library .Association ....
3117 Kenton ....... ...... PublieLibrnry ...................
3118 Lanraster ........... Roys' Industrial School. .........

C.
C.
C.

Fr. B.

T.
T,

F.

B.

T.
T.

F.

B.

3103
3104
3105

1839

1879 Gen.... .......
18H2 Gen.... ... R.
188G Sch.... ... . . ..

1870 Col ....... .. ..
1.88:~ Gen ....... u.
]832 Col ....... 0.
18:lu Col.... ... ....
188!l Sch....... . . . .
1880 1 Sch...........
1866 Gen ...... O.
1

ir1:1:i ttt~~l. ::::::::::::::::::: m11~ir::::::
:::: a:T.
Gen . ... .. . . ..

fil~

s. n.

B.

s. R.
s . n.
s . n.
n.

n.
B.

F.

Fr.

Fr.
1883
F.
1886 Gen ...... R.
T.
1854 A. and R......
T.
F.
3110 ..... do .... .......... Fr ,eLibraryanclReadingRoom. 18781 Gen ...... R.
T.
3120 Lebanon............ M chanics' Institnte............. 18031 Gen .... · · .. · · · · · · · · · · s.
3121 ..... do .............. National Normal University ..... 1858 Col..... .. . ...
C.
3122
3123
312-i
3125
3126
3127
312
312!.J

:n-:o
3131

L ee ....... ..: ....... WellsLibra.ry .................... ]!158 Gen ...... O.
Lockland........... P f!~~ibrary and Free Reading 188, Gen .. . . . . R.
Mansfi ld ...........
Manetta............

: :: : : : :

1
:Memorial Lilirnry Association ...

1

1887 Gen .... .. . .. .
Jari.C'tta . 'ollege. Library . . . .. . . . 1835 Col .. . .. .. O.

n.

c.
c.

B.
B.

C.
T.

S. 13
Fr. Il.

T.

F. n.
Fr. n.

C.

1fi;t~~J1~~~~. ~~:~~~~~~~?.::: :: .~~~~ ~?1~. :::::: .~-....T.~: ......
. . ~.-.I
·.\.v
on:.U ....... , Pnblir.Lilmiry ................... 1 IGl'n ...... O.
IF,
1
n:~::. ilitary J>utnam Library ................. 1868 Hoci:tl.. ... . . . . C. Fr. B.

·r~~~~.~

1

··;··cl 11 k········· .... Tho!n:H1 (Grorg~ JI.) Library ..... 1 G!l Soria! ..... ,....
nr .. · ...... ·.. 1 Lad1e C1rculat111g Library .. .. . . 187ti Gcu . . . . . . . . ..
·

1

C'.
C.

.. .. C.

l •.

I

C.
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·Name of librarian.

g~

~8
0

0

So

E-i

--- --- - --- --- - - --l.O
9
l.l.
1.2
13
15
16
1.4
--- --- - - - -- - - - - - --- ---

-<tj-o

17

1.S

18,5::iO ....... 3,025 ............................... $4,000 ......... OliYoJones ............ 3075
1, 500 . - - - .... - - - ......... - - ... - - .. - - ... - ... - . - .... - - ... - .. - - ... - - .. - . - ..... - .. ... ......... -1 3076
2-l,, 500 ....... 2, 806 .. .. ..
20, 814.
370 4, 272
59

7i, 254
88, 055

1,000 ....... .... .. ......

33

3,000
3, 000
17,000
5,889
36, 903
3,600

.......
. .. • • ..
.......
130
1,304
...... .

7,988 $9,100
6, 147 6, 100

0, 483
$6,250 John J. Pugh........... 30i7
6, J SO . . . . . . . . . Hattie Toler, first as. 3078

sistant librarian .
mm croft, general
secretary.
SistersofNotreDame ..
Thos. C. Hoover........
Frank N. Beebe ........
C.W.Lcnz .............
Miss Minta I. Dryden ..

75 ...... . ................. E. D.

20:l ................................................
.. .. .. ... .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . ..
.. . ... ...... ......... . . ....... .... .. .
8,000 .........
102.
31. .. ...... ..................... ......... ...
1,702
89 106, OOl
45,364 9,957
9,957 .........
....................................................................... ·••····

3079
3080
3081
3082
3083
3084
3085

ugL ... ~~~ :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: _.....~~ ::=:::::: ~. J:R~~~~r~:::::::: : :~~;
1; 200
245
85. .....
2,500.........
500
500 . ........ Miss JewelFouke ...... 3088
2, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3089

U~1 ::::::: ----~~ :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ......~~,::::::::: .~: ~~c.~~~-i~::::::::::::.·

'i:~ll ;: : --:: /OO:::: ::: ::::::
2,000

2,000

100

300

:::::

3,000 ......... .......

I

·

:::;J:::::::

.2:~:r:~;~~r~~- ; ;

165; ......... J.P.Shar!rny, superin·

ten dent o.f schoo ls .

]i'. gggl .... 50()1... ~~~':::::: .. :~'.:~~I::::::::: ::::::: ... ~'-: :~ ... :~•. ~~~ .?.~~~~~~~~ ?.: -~~~-v.i_t:_-::

2. 100
1501 300 ......
4,150 .................................
12,500 ....... .... .. .... ..
13,000......... .......
], 000 .........
2, ooo .......
200 .... ..
4, u77
1,205
200
250 .. ., .....
20,000 1.......
343
26i.........................
400
5,500
8,000 1, 000
35
10.. ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .......
60
1,000

-------1

1, 500 .......
3,2081.......
]6, 782 .......
1, 000 1. . . . . . .

45 . .....

4,257... ...... 1

\

500

100 .... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .•. ...
76 ......
2,272.. ....... .......
552 ...... . .. .... .. .. ... .. .. ...... .
• . . • . . • .. . . • . . .. • . . .. • . . • . . . . • .. . . . . •

t:6,550
ggt :::::::
mi:::::: ...:~·-~:\ ::::::::----~~~
150
150\
50
20,568......... 1,600
6,9-!7 .......

5,

Rachel Ila.l'tley ........
Harri et A . Gast ........
A. W . Lewis ...........
E.E.Wrigbt ...........
H. W. Jones, D. D ......

3095

~~~~

3098
3099
3100
3101
3102

100
75 .. .. ..
1, 700 ........
85 .. .. .. . .. C. T. Northrop .. .. . .. . . 3103
400 1
145
100
10, 36i ........
250 ·-....... H.B. McCullom . .. .. . .. 3104
1
250 .............................. ........................ Or;r~~id~~f.Jf Brown, 3105

2, 400
1,400
1,000
3, ~30

J......
+-.....

1

~~~~

ooo .......

1,670 .......

~:~~~ :::::::

1

60 ............... , .........
925
100 ...... ......... .. .... .. . ...... .
2001......
7,148..... ... .
225

m':::::: ...:~·.~~~'\ ::::::::: .... ~~~
l ........

1, 004 ......... F. H. Schaeffer, clerk
1

board of educat_ion.

3106

100......... L. D. Potter, president. 3107
7551......... Robert Clark , sec'y ... 3108
336
500 l,ev. II. H. Tuttle ...... 3109
• . . .. .. • • . . .. . . .. Clarn. Sheldon, principal 3110

3?~1::::::::: \v.'i>:c~p_~·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.-.-.-.:
Wm .C. Miller, seer tary

:m

~~L::::::: ·i5.-~(na;;~;i::::::::::

~m

1, 7;.,~ .........
070 1.........
25~,, .........
300 .........

3113

:Mrs.M.L.Grgg ....... 3114
Geo~ n. C;ilton ... ,- ...... :. 115
A. C. White, proindent .. 110

2,700 1,000
150
100
1,397 ......... 1,000
1,000 ......... La.Ym:i.Busby ......... . 3119
2, 515,
500
146 . .. .. .
3, 01.lO .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. l\1ary L. Frost.......... 3120
10, 00\ ..........................
....... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . ..
llollJrook, prcsi· 3121
1,800 .. .. ...
12
2, 164

78 ... ...
137
2

.A~·r~t

3,536 ......... 1-- ... .. .. .. . . ..
1,000............. . .. . .. . .. .. . 3122
5, 8171'
2001
700
755 . . . . . . . . . E. Irene l'a.tterson .. _.. 3123

6,675 1....... 1 350 ... . ..
29,760
20,000 ...... .
52, 0001 15, 000 1, 200 1, 000 .............. -- .. - .. - .. .

1, 3011
2,344 Martli:i fcrc r ......... 3124
3, OO°j'........ E. M. Mon fort.......... 3125

tm::::::: <i: :~: : ---is:~::::::::::Ti~~~ :::i.:i~ ::::::::: :ii~~~:;~~~ii~-;:-;:~;:::: mi

10,288 .......

1

366 .......
2,596.
400

!),

480 ......

19,836 .••••••.. . .............. , ........ . J.13.Tbomas,goy rnor. 31:!0

331 ......
21,465, ................................... ... <1? ..... ... . ......... / 31:.JO
2001 100. ...... .. .. ....... 1...... .
260 ......... Mr3. ::Uartba Wright ... :ll31
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3132
3133
3134
3135

Newark ... __ ....... Li cking County Pioneer, Histor- 1867
ical, and Antiquarian Society.
New .A.then s . ....... Franklin College Library .... ... ... ...
New Concord ....... Muskin~um College ..•.............. ..
New Philadelphia . . Public School Library_ .......••.. 1889

Hist. ...... - - .

C.

Col .......... .
Col . .. ....... .
Sch .......... .

c.

C.
T.

F.

R.

Fr. B.

s.
c.
3136 Norwalk ........... . Young Men's Library ........... . 1866 Gen . . . . . . . ...
Fr.
31B7 Oberlin ..... .... . . . . Oberlin College .................. . 1833 Col ....... O.
s.
3138 ... . do--····--··-·-·
Union Library Association._. 1874 Col. Soc ... R .
Fr.
T.
3139 Oxford ... _.... _. .. _. Miami University ............... . 1824 Col .......... .
s.
3140 .... . do ...... ....... , Oxford College .....••............ 1856 Col .......... .
3141 ..... do ..........•... ·western College . ....••.......... 1853 Col ....... O .
3142 Painesville ........ . Lake Erie Seminary ..•••......... 1857 Col . ......... .
3143 ... . . do···-····-·---- Math ews' (Mrs.) School for Girls. 1791' Sch .......... . --····-· ---c. s.
3144 ..... do ...........•.. Public Library, Women's Chris· 18i7 Gen ...... R .

B.
B.
B.

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

3145
3146

tian Temperance Union.
Perrysburg ..•.... - . Way Library .................... . 1881 Gen ...... O.
Piqua .............•. Schmidlapp Free School ...... __ . 1890 Sch ...... - O.

3147
3148

Pleasant Ridge . . . . . Library Association ..... _........ 1879 Gen ..... - R.
Poland . . . . . . . . • . . . . Poland Union Seminary .. ..... _.. 1856 Sch - ..... · · · ·.

3149

Portsmouth ........ Public Library. .... . ............. 1879 Gen ..... - O.
Ravenna............ High School. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sch ....... - . - Reading . . . . . . . . . . . . Mount Notre Dame Academy.... 1860 Sch . .... -- -- · -

T.

31 52
3153
31543155
3156

Richmond . . . . . . . . . .
Rio Grande .........
St. Martins .........
Ss'tc.. M·a·r..v.s. _··.·.·.·... ·.........

c.

3157

Sidnoy ............. . Public Library...................
South Salem ._ ..... . Salem .A.C'ailemy ........ . _........
Ward, ·r Public Library ....... . . .
Wittenberg College... .......... .
I. O. O. F. Public Library . ....... .
Public School Library._..........
Heidelberg University.... .......
Public School Library............

31 50
3151

3158

10

3159 Springfield ........ .
3160 ..... do ............. .
8161 Steubenville ....... .
8162 ..... do ............. .
3163 Tiffin ............. .
3161, ..... do . ...... .... .. .

Richmond College ........... - . . . .
Rio Grando College . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ursuline Academy. ..............
Public School .............. .. ... .
Scio College... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

T.

c.
c.
c.
c.

. . . . . Col - -. · · · · - · · 1876 Col . ......... . . . . . Sch ..... -· - · · ·
1886 Sch .......... .
1866 Col ..... -... - -

c.
c.

C.
C.

1884 Gen ...... - . - .
T.
. . . . . Sch . .... .. .. . C.
1872 Gen ...... O.
T.
1845 Col ...... - O. - - - · · · · ·
1880 I. O. O. F ..... C.
1881 Sch ...... - R.
T.
J 860 scohl. ·.·.·.·. ·.·. ..
· · ·_ .·
CC._
. . . . . __,

3165 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tiffin Publi c Library............. 1880
8166 Toledo.............. Public Library........ .......... . 18i3
3167 ..... do .............. Toledo l'tlerlical College .......... 188!i
3168 .... . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ursuline Convent ............... ... .. .
3169 Troy...... . . . . . . . . . . Public School Library............ 1852

R.
R.
R.
B.

R.
B.
B.
B.

F.
F.

s. n.
F. , R.

.~J~.·R..
Fr.

B.
B.

R.
B.
B.

Fr.
Fr.

F. ~F. B.
F.

B:

· · ·· B
S. n·
F. R.

i·. B:
g:~ :::::: ·o·. f. ;-. i
Med.. .. ......
C.
~-- ~:
i~~·:::::: ::::1 g-_ F. B.
Gen ····· · ··-·
C.
S. IB.
Col . ... ... .... .... .... I<!· ~·
1

8170 Urbana ......... .... Public Library ................... 1890
8171 ..... do ........ . . ... . Urbana University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1852
3172 Warren .. ........... Library Association .............. 1890 Gen . . . . . .
3173 Waut1eon .. ......... Public Lil,rary .... ...... _........ 1875 Gen .....
8174 Wellintrton .. ........... . do ... _............................ .
3175 Wellsville .... ..... . Cleveland and Pittsbnrglfailro11,d 1865 Gen.... ..

qen .... ..

R.
....

C.
C.

'!-,-

O.

....
Reading Room .Association.
8176 Westerville ..... ... . Otterbein 1; niYersity. ___ ....... _. 1847 Col . ......... .
3177 :·····do ...... .. . .....
Philomathean Literary So· 1875 Col. ·oc .... .. .
Ci ty.
Philophronean Society....... . . . . . Col. Soc .... .. .

S. C·
S. B.
Fr.

B:

v.

c.
c.
c.

B.
B.
B.

Iligh School. ......................... .
Mentor Village Library ...•.. _... 1890
Wilberfor e Univer!'ity ......... 1856 Col . ......... .
Payn Theological eminary. 1 92 Theo ........ .
Wilmington Colleg .. _..... .. ... . . . . . . Col .......... .
Lutheran Teach rl!'
minary.. .. 1881 1 Col . . • . . . . . . . .
C.
"\Voodville Academy . ............ ..... ·c11. ................ . . ·· ·· .j ..
niv rsity of Woo~ r . ......... . 1870 'ol . ...... . . . .
C.
·
Public Library ............ ..... . 1882, G •n ...... R.
T.
F.
·

J·

--~.~:1~·::::: ::::::::: Lihrarv A>1.ociation .............. 1ss1I Grn ..........
Xenia Theological Seminary . . . . . 17941 Theo . . . . . . . . .

I

I· - ···

B.
13.
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States of 1,000 volumes and ovm· in 1896-Continued.

Name of librarian.

ts
--- --- - - -

1,000

200

-

60

- - - - - - -1- - - - 1 - - - -l ·-

20 ·-······. ·····•··· .•••...

-

- -1 - --

-------1

I
$25.........
Jam es H. Smith ........ 3132

2, 000 . - ..•........... _... _... . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • 3133
2, 700
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . _........ _..•. _.............. _........... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3134
1, 000 . .. . . . .
115 . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . • • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . C. L. Oxonebacb, prm- 3135
6,000
34, 527
9, 053
1:!_000
5,000
7, 92u

.......
200. .. . . .
8,000......... .... . . .
32, 000 2, 592 2, 4.00
13, 900
65, 924 .. . . . . .
.......
130 . . . . . .
3, 981 . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .
.......
400 ... - ...........................
. ..... : --···· ...... --···-· ·· ......... ......•
5 1,567. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .... . .

cipal.
Sophia Rowland .......
A. S. Root . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H. B. Thurston . ........
O.B.Finch . ............
Faye ,Walker ........•..
Carolme D White ... . ..

700/ $4,000
6, 841
14, 159
775 . . . . . . . . .
1,000 .........
310
1, 360 1
2, 150
•••••••••

1

tm :t~~~ it::;;::::::::::~:::::::::::::: · ---:;:,

::::;:;;;1

J......

3136
3137
3138
3139
3140
3141

~:N't~~:,~!:::: !m

4,800 .............
9,848... ...... ... ... . .. ......
15,0001 Mrs. A. E. Frederick . . .
5,730 . ... .. .
634. .. . . .
33, 132.........
$449
1,0171......... Frank A.. Hanly clerk 1
_
I
board of _e,clucation.
1, 9;>0
210
350 , 36
1,200
100. ... . . .
326 ......... George A. I urrill ......
300 .....................•............•.....•....••.... -1· ........ W. L. Notestein, president board oftrnstees.
9,616....... .... .. ...... . .. . . • ... . . . ..• • ..
962
962 ......... Nana A. Newton . ......
1, 450 .............................••....•......... - •.•.........•... - ....... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3,000 ............................................................. Sister Agnes Aloysia,
3,000
1, 170
3, 000
1,400
2,000

........................... . .................................
...... .
80......
46~.. •. . . • •. .... . . . . . . . . .. .
69,000
.... .. .
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . • . . .
10 .. . . . . .. .
...
30 . . . . . .
1, 200 . . • • . . • . . . . . • . . .
60 . . . . . . . . .
350
751
50 ..........................................
.

u~i -----~~

6

g ~~
1
....

. ...

~:~~~

....

~:~~~

3145
3146
3147
3148
3149
3150
3151

superioress.
Geo. W. Macmillan ..... 3152
Ruth E . .Brockett . ...... 3153
Sister M. Baptista...... 3154

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3155
W. G. Co~pber, A_. M., 3156
Ph.D., VICe president.

mi
m... -~~ ~~~. ~--~- ~~~~~~ :::::: :::::: mi

::::::: :::::::: :::::::::

·iE.-Wiiii~~~.-p~;~~ip~i:

5,883

6,060 ......... R.C. Woodward ........ 3159

3, 095 . . . . . . .
187
704
23, 011 . • • .. . . . .
540
10, 6:l8 2, 000
205
5
2, 000
500 . . . . • . .
1,000 ............................ 1......... . ... . . .

540 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • • .. 3162
377
5, 000 A. C. Shuman . . . . . . . . . . 3163
2 ......... J H. S11yder, superin- 3164

17,034 ... ___

~26:......
3

83,641. ........

t ~~~ _-~~ ~~~· ~L-~~~: ::: :::::1.... ~·-~~~ :::::::
!

4,000. •. • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
1, 89L........
35, 650
324 1, 092 • 76 111, 758
40, 796
1, 200 1, 000
200
200 . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
10,000 . .. .. . .
50 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • • • .
2, 200
10
10
10
4,000. ... .• .•.

2

tenflent.

.... .. .
202
2,000
13, 500 14, 293 . . .. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
250
1, 050 \.........

1

u~g :::::::
2,725 .......

g~,:::::: ----~·-~~::::::::: ::::::: ·----~~
7211-·····. ......... ........ .•.....
990

2. 142.---···
3, 70n.. ... . .
2, 285 . .. • . . .

98......
2,357................
150 ......
8, 300.... •• . . .
300
53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . .

3,450 1, 900 1,800
900
1,000
2, 500 .. . . • • .
2,045.......
50 .... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ...••. .
1,200.......

Anna M. Gibson .. ..•... 3165
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 3106
. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . • • • .. . 3107
Ursnline Convent...... 3168
C. L. Van Cleve, super- 3169

14. ... . .

325......... . . .. . . .

::::::::·

intendf'nt.
1

rn~

~1~~ Ii. iTlfi?i~~~~:::::

143
467 1

3,500 H. W. Woodford . .......
946 MaryS.Hunt ..........
2,000 Lenora Lannclon .......
J. ~t1t~~-c~

450 1
150\

5,000 GeorgA· Scott ........... 3176
3,000 J .B. Gilbert ........... . 1 3177

16\ ........

1

:!172
3173
3174
3175

~11~~fa~'u~:~:

1

35 ......... J.P. West, chairman of

~~~~J-t~~~--

I 3178

1,200 ...... ... .• ........ .... . .... ...... ......... ..... .............. .. ~i-l~r.~?.
.•. ,
1, 515
220
140
64
4, 746 . . . . . . . . .
97
1071. . . . . .. . . M. C. Angier . . . . . . . . . .
5, ooo. ......
50 . . . . . .
250......... •••... .
775 ..... .... W. E. B. De Bois ... ....
2, 1100
100
525 . .. . . . . . . . .. . • . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . Rev. Geo. F . Woodson . .

3179
3180
3181
3182

Hgg ::::~~~ ...?~ : : ~~ ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::~t::::::: -~~~~~~~~t~~~-:·:-~:-: : : : ~m

15,000 2, 000
2,000. ..• .. .

300
50
148 ... . . .

5,000
2,000 . . . . . . .
7,944 ... .. ....
355
1

1,700 . • • . . . . . . 'l'homns K. Davis....... 3186
A.lice F. Compton, soc- 3187

867,.. .. .. ...

retary.

i:n "i;soo .... 50 .... 50 ·--~~·-~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: ...... 50 ::::::::: w::.ri:J:iif~~~~::::::
ED

9G--16*
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I

Public, society, and school libraries in the United
'd

A
::,

Location.

Name of library.

~-

Class.

'o.~
(I)

"'cd

l - -- --

-

A

- - - 1 - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 - - - - - l - - - - - -

3

1

4

5

-

7

6

S

1- - - - - - - -- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - : - - - - - 1 - - - - - -

-

OHIO-continued.
Yellow Springs ..... Antioch Collogo .................. .. ... 1 Col ..... , . .. .......... F,. n
'.r.
F. ll.
Youngstown ...•.... Library .Association.............. 1880 Gen . . . . . . R.
C.
Fr. B.
Zanesville .......• .. Buckingham Library of Putnam 18±1 Sch ....... . . . .

3190
3191
3192

z!t:St~fi~YAthen:enm. . . . . . . . . . . .

n.

1827 Gen . . . . . . . . . .

C.

Norman ............ University of Oklahoma ......... 1892 Col .........•.
Stillwater . . . . . .. . . . A. & M. Collego ............ ...... 1892 Col ....... .. . .

T.

F.
F.

C.
C.
C.

Fr. n.
Fr. B.

3193 ..... do ........ • .....

OKLAHOMA.
3194
3195

c.

B.
]3.

OREGON.

319G Corvallis .......... . Sta~e A.gricu~tural College ...... . 188S Col . ......... .
3197 Eugene .... ..•...•.. Umvers1ty of Oregon ...•••...... 1876 Col . ...... 0.
3198 ..... do ........•..••.
Lawrence ancl Eutaxian So- 1876 Col. Soc .....•.

Forest Grove ...... .

3199
3200
3201
3202
3203
3204
320::>.•
3200
3207
3208
3200
3210
3211

McMinnville .•••...
Mount Angel ...... .
Portland ... . ..•.....
. . ••. do .. ...... ..... .
..... clo ............. .
.... . do ............. .
.... . do ... .....••....
Salem ....••••......
.•.. . do ...•••........
1
I· ... . do ............. .
\····-do ............ . .
University Park ... .

cieti es .
Tualatin .Acatlemy antl Pacific
U ni ver<ii ty.
McMinnville College ...•••••.. • ..
Mt. Angel .Academy ............. .
A . 0 . U . W. Library ............. .
Bishop Scott .Academy .......... .
I. 0. O . .F, Library .. ............ .
Library .Association. . ..•...... ..
Multnomah Law Library ........ .
I. 0. O.F. Library ............... .
Masonic Library ... ......... .... .
Or~gon State Li_brar.y ........•••.•
Willamette Umvers1ty .......... .
Portlancl University ............ .

1848 Col .........•.
188!l
1887
1895
1870
1875
1864
1800
1872
187!l
1850
1844
1802

Col ........ .. .
Sch .......... .
Soc ....... R.
Sch .. .... .... .
I. 0 . O. F . ....•.
Soc ... .... O.
Law ......... .
L 0. O. F .. R.
Masonic . . R.
State . . . . . O.
Col .......... .
Gen .••... O.

]3 .

C.

s.

c.
c.

F. n.
Fr. B.

c.
C.

c.

c.
c.
C.

c.
c.

T.

D.

s. u.

s. B.
Fr. B.
s.
s.
s.
s.

]3.

R.
ll.
B.

F. u.
Fr. I R .
13.

---···-- --- ·

PENNSYLVANIA.

Allegheny ..•....... .Allegheny Obserrntory .......... 1850 Sci .......... .

C.

R.

3213 ... .. clo ............. . .Allegheny Theological Seminary. 1830 Theo . . ...... .
3214 ..... do ............. . Carnegie Free Library........ .. . 1890 Gen . . . . . . O.

c.

T.

Fr. n.
F. ll.

1871 Gen ...... R.

T.

F . D.

1855 Theo ........ .

c.

3212

3215

!..... do ............. .

321G

I
1••••• do

3217

............. .

I·· ... do •• •• ••••••....

321 8 . .. .. do ........•.•••.
321!) . .... do .... . . .. ...•..
3220 .Allentown .•••••••..
3221 1..... do ...••••••.....
3222 1. .... do .. .•• •••• . ....
3223 Altoona ....•.••....

Public School and Citizens' Free
Library.
Theological Seminary of tho Reformetl Presbyte rian Church.
Western State Penitentiary Li·
brary.
Western Theological Seminar y ...
Western University of Pennsyl ·
vania.
Muh lenberg Colle&"e· ...•........ .
EuterpeanSociety . ......... ..
Sophronian Literary Society .
Mft~~~~cs' Library and Reading

Gen .... : .... . ... . .. ..
1859 Theo . . . .. O.

.... . Uol ....... . . ..

C.
C.

1867 Col ....... .. . .

c.

.. ... Col. Soc ..... ..
1871 Col. Soc ...... .
1860 Gen .. ....... .

322~ j .Annvi11e .. .. ..... _..
322::> Ashland ........... .
3226 .Iloatty .. ........ . .. .
3227 ..... do ... . .. ....... .
3228 Beaver .... . .....•..
322!>
3230

Lebanon Valley College . ......... 1807
High School.. .... .... ............ . . . . .
St. Vincent Library ................. : .
t. Xavier's Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18-15
Beaver College and Musical In· 1853
stitute.
Beaver Falls ....... . GeneYit CollPgo . ..... ... ..... ... . 1860
JHlefonte ......... . Y. M. C . .!.. Library ............. . 1860 1

3231

1

I

3232

Col.......
Sch . ......
Col . . . . . . .
Vol . . . . . . .
Col.... ...

c.

. .. .
T.
. . . . . . .. . . . .
....
C.
. . ..
C.
.. . .
C.

. .. .

n.

··--1D.
. ... J3.
I

Fr. I n.

Fr. B.
Fr. B.
s. 13.
S.

:F.

B.
V.

..·· ····
Fr. R.
F. 13.

Crol . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. B.
1'. .M. C..A.. R. ........ F . 13.

Berwick ..... .. . ... .. .. .. do ..............•............ . 1879 Y.:if. C ..A. . . . .

Dethlebem ... ..... . . Malin Library of Moravian Lit•ratur .
3233 .... . clo . ..•.• •....... • fora,·ian Arcbi'l"es Library ... ...
3224 ... .. do .. ... . ... . .. . . :MoraY_ian_ College and Tbcologi·
·al , em111ary.
8235 .... . do ............. . Moravi:w l'arocbial 'cbool. .... ..

C.

c.

1

C.

Fr. B.

1882! Hist . ....... . .. ...... . Fr. R.

c.

li42 Ilist. ... . .... .
.... ·1 Theo .. ... . .. .

u.

.....

C.

'ch .......... .
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States of 1,000 volumes and over in 1896-Continued.
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d d
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111i:n

(l)
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(l)
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0

..;;.

'd ..

o

~bl)
.0 A

A
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;ro

::sS•M..

P4"C

~.g
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,-;::A
o•M

0 d fl)

l1J

~

g,g

neceipts.

,j';3

~ ~~

0·~

0

"'II:

b£El

~

..

1--1

.,..,(D~

d .

"'
a}:::~

111·!:i ,g

~ ~ ~

+' A

S·:;;
0 ....

~ r-.]::
g~~

g~c8

:..

....l:l

~~

.., A
A"'

<O

.do
.. s

~s

"o '-'

p:i
H
P1
~
I>
R
P1
--- - - - --- ------ --- --12
lO
11
13
14
9
15
16
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

~:

So
<jro

... ....
$50 . • • . . . . . . E. C. Lewis.............
!~: ~~~ ...:: ~~~ .. -.-!~~~ i~ii~ct~i:~c·o-~~:::::
17,4001
.•.•...
1,500 .•.........•.•..•••••••••.•••.•...

~b~ .... :iili .~: ~~~ ... ~~~ ... ~~: ~~l~ : : : : : : : : :

10,000 ....... -----· .. ... . ·········

3190

:m

•

3193

400
400 . • . . . . . • . S. R. Boyd, president . . . 3194
300 • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • .. . . • ..
2i4 1,200 .••....... _............................... J. T. De Bois........... 3195

2, 860 . . . • • . .
2,297 1,200

:::!:i?--:ic::: ::::::? : : : - -· : : : : :~;
2, 006

1§

17

'
25 ........•.......•..•.•..

G, 000 . . . • • . .
1

Name of librarian.

0~

Otis Taylor ........... .. 3196
Dora, L. Scott ........... 31!l7
Chas.I-I.Eastland, pres· 3198
ident.
1
Jos. ·w. Marsh .......... 3199

I

60 ........ . T. G. Brownson ....... · \ 3200
Sister M. Rose, O. s: B .. 3201
S. G. Richardson ....... 3202
J. w. um .............. :1203
400
44
37
6, 422 . • .. . . . . . • • • • • • .
700 .. ...... . Carolyn C. Dilley. . . . . . . 3201
.•.. .. · 1 1, 752
820
2-!, 935 . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . .
8, 026
75, 250 Daniel F.W. Bursch ... 3205
l, 620
20, 000 Frank J. Raley ........ 3206
5001 500
200 . .. . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . .. . • • ..
2, 000
107
200
5, 000 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
450 ........ . C. M. Parmenter... . . . . . 320i
26
83
8
3, 152 1
30 . . . . . . .
90 ........ . Ilenry Schomaker.. .... 3203
• • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. .. . . . . . . .
2, 500 ........ . J. Il. Putnam ........... 320!l
2,400
50
32 ..... ..... - ..................... .. ...... .. W. C. Rawl y ...•...... 3210
..................................... •••••·· .•...••..••..•... B. J. Hon<lley .. • • .. • • . . 3211
700,

!)5

1, 000

100

40

750

200 . .. . . . .

H~~ .... !~t.~~~ . . ~~~ : : ~.:~~~ : : : ~~~ ::::::: :::::~~~ :::::::::

4, 980
23, 000
6, 000
2, 500
1, 863
20, 500
4,286
1,000

1, GOO

250 . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . • • . J amcs E. Eeeler, di -

3212

rector.

6,000. .. . . . .
100 ..•. ..
29, 316 2, 0001 3, 365
400

GOO......

15,000 .......

3,000 ..•....
67, 235 • . • • • . .

200 .••..••.. John A. Wilson, D. D .. . 3213
20, 000 . . • . . • • . . Wm. Marshall Steven- 3'.!14

4~,000 ......... .......

3,900 ......... James W.Ilenney ...... 3215
300 . • • . . . . . . D. B. Willson........... :!216

3,000
122, 784

son.

3, 400

300

1
.... . . . . . . .
100 .............. T....

7,432

334

120. ... . .

1

40,733'. ......•......•...•.......•...... J. L. Milligan. chaplain. 3217

I

23,000 .••.•..
462
15......... . . . . . . • . . . .. • • • .
1,800
30,000 James .A.. Kelso ........ 3218
15, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3219
5,000 2,000 ...........................•................... ...•••.
2, 50tJ
100
125
1 . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . .. . • • . . • . . . . . . .
1, !)50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
2·J 787
1 700
39 ?75
G 403

Da,,is Garber ........... 3:!20
Geo. W. Genszlor....... 322.L
• •.•..... - . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3222
Miss L. L. Snyder...... 3223

,i:iii •::iii: ::.}1·i··· •••:'::ii(·:·:···: i••••• --- 'l·····:•• t~?~?:~~iP~i: : H!l
1,203

102

26 ......

2, 500 1, 136
1,500 .......

J 80

4,063

1GC

50

GOI

100 ...•...

800

········!·········

Prof.J.R. Uhler ........ 3228

75

Geo. Rrnnod;v.......... 3220
F/{·ar'ta,generalsec· 3230
5,000 Iloraco Br cc, general 3231

2,500 .A..Schultze,president .. 3234

2;;0

40i······l········r::::::: ::::::: ········1:::::::::

455

1

1

142

::::: _;:~; ::r::::

5,203 . . • . . . . • . . • • . • . .

.L:1················
: : : : : _ J : _n,:h;!.!~--L·_..,,.•:: :::

0,500 •••••.. 1

200 .••••..••..•••.

1251

2,670! J,5oo

200 1
1

200j········· AlbertG.Rau,Sjperin.

1

300 .••...•.. . ••...••. .•••••.
1

tendent .

3235
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Location.

Name of library.

1

Class.

4

3

1- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - , -- - - -,--

--- -

-

PENNSYLVANIA-con.
3236

Bethlehem .......... Moravian Seminary and College
Sch . .... .. ·.·.
for Women.
3237 . .. .. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Preparatory School for Lehigh
Sch . . . . . . . . . . .
Universitv.
3238 ' ..... do ........•..... Young Men's Missionary Society ...•.. Soc . ... ... R.

C.

3239 ' Birmingham ........ Mountain Seminary .....•........ 1857 Sch...........

C.

3240 Bloomsburg ....... .
3241 Braddock .......... .
3242 Bradford . .... •... ..
3243 ..... do ....... .... .. .
3244 Browrn:;yille ....... .
3245 Bryn Mawr ......... i
. 3246 n-uckiugham ...... .
3247
3248
3249
32fi0
3251
3252
3253
3254
3255
3256
3257
3258

Butler ............. .
California ........ . .
Canonsburg ....... .
... .. do ............. .
Carbondale ........ .
..... do ............. .
Carlisle ............ .
..... do ............. .
.... . do ............. .
•••. . do. ~........... .
..•.. do ............. .
Chambersburg ..... .

State Normal School .... ..•..••..
Carnegie Free Library . ......... .
Library Association ..•.. .........
School Library ... . ..........•.•..
W. C. T. TT. Public Library ...... .
Bryn Mawr College ......... •. .•.
Buckingham Hugbesian Library.

1869
1889
1879
1891
1885
1885
1874

Public Library ..••...............
State Normal School ....••.......
Canonsburg Lil>rary ............ .
J etferson Academy .......... , ... .

1894
1883
1879
1820
1890
1874
1869
1783
1786
1789
18!10
1865

~:,i\~~tb~~~y~ :::::: ::: :::::::::

Cumberland County Law Library.
Dickinson College ............... .
Belles·L<'ttres Societv ....... .
Union Philosophical !:iociety ..
Dickinson School of Law ........ .
l<'ranklin Uounty Law Library .. .

B.
B.

C.
C.

S.

B.
B.

Sch .................•.....
Gen ... ... O. . .. .. ... F.
Gen . . . . . . O.
C.
Fr.
Sch.... .......
T.
Gen ..•... R.
C.
S.
Fr.
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Gen ... .. ...... ....... S.

Il.
B.
B.
B.
13.
B.
B.

~::.:::::: -~·- ...?:g- ... §.'S. ~:f
~~~: :::::: :::: c:
D.
Gen .......... T. &C. F. C.
Gen ...... R.

Law..........

C.

8~1.·s~~:~: .?:. g:c· h;:

Col. Soc... . . . .

f:: :::::: .~·..... :... .. :.

R.

!:

R.

R.

3259 ..... do ............. . Wilson College . •••••. ......... ... 1870
3260 Chester ............ . Bncknell Library of Crozer Theo- 1868
logical Seminary.
3261 ..•.. do ... ...... .... . Free Librnr,v...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1873
32<32 ..... do .••••..••...•. Pennsylvania Military College ....... .
3263 Clarion .. : . ........ . ~tate Normal School . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1887
3264 Coate11ville . ....... . Y. M. U. A.. Library . .... . . . . . . . . . . 1872

Col .. ........ .
Theo. ..... O.

c.

C

B.
Fr. B.

Gen . . . . . . O.

C.

S.

3265 Collegeville .. ...... .
3266 Cou<lf'r11port ....... .
3267 nanv1Jlo ........... .
3268 Darby .. . .......... .
326!) Doylel\town ....... .
32i0 East Brady ........ .
3271 East Downingtown .
3272 EaAton ............ .
3273 ..... do ............. .
3274 Edgewood Park ... .

Col...........
C.
S. Il.
Gen .................. S. C.
Gen . ...... O......... F. B.
den . . . . . . O.
C.
S. B.
Gen..........
C.
S. C.
Sch ................... ···· ··· ·
Gen . . . . . . R.
C.
S. ~·
Grn ...... 0
C.
S.
·
Co1 ...... ....
C.
Sch ....................••..••.

327fi
3276
3277
3278
327!l
3280
328l
3282
3283

Edinboro .......... .
Erie ............... .
Factoryville ....... .
Fallsington ........ .
Fredon in . ....•....
Germ au town ...... .
..... do ............ .
..... do ............. .
.... . do ..... ........ .

:~:; .~~~~v0s~~·r·~ _::::::::

I

3286 . ... do .......... .. . .
3287 \ .... do ............. .
328 .... do ....•..••.... .
328!) Glen Mills .... ..... .

~:~

3202
3293

c;~o~~t::~.::::::::::
Jlnrl •y11vill ....... .
Harria'lurg ....... _

Ursinns College..... ............. 1869
Coudersport Library............. 1850
Thon1as Beaver Free Library .... 1886
narhy Library Company ..... ... . 1743
Doylestown Library Company... 1859
High School.. ........................ .
Dowuingto\vn Lihrar.v ..... ...... 1876
EaRton Library .Association ....•. 1811
1

1v;i·:i:~e
~i~ :ff;J~.~~i~. l;·R·tlt;;.. :::::
tion for the Instruction of the
Deaf' anrl D1imb.
State Normal. chool. ........•....
Uity Library .....................
Keystone Academy ...... ........
Falh,ington Library .••.......... .
Fr~rloma lm;titute . ..... .. ....•. .
Friends Srhool (orthodox) . ..... .
LibraryanclH11'1tor1ca1.·ociety ..
People··s Inst!tute ................
Y. M. C. A. Library ............. .
Luth eran Historical Library .... .
Penns\·Lrnnia Uollege . ...........
Pli1Jomathean Literary So·
c1ety
Phrernako11mian
, ociety . . . . .
Theoloj?ical Seminary............
Philadelphia House of Refuge
(Bo.vs' Department).
Thwl College . .. . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . .

,
1861 Sch ...• ... ............ ····
1867 Y M.C . .A .· ··· ..... .. . F r.
18701 Sch . . . . . . . . . .
C.
F.
1802 Gen....... 0.
C.
,
)886 Sch....... . ...
C.
Fr.
... .. 1 Sch . ...............••. 1· · · ·
1870 Gen ....... R. ' T.
S.
18771 Gen...........
C.
1871 Y.,f. . .A. . .. .
C.
.
1853 Ilist ...... ....
C.
F.
1832 Col...........
C.
Fr.
1831 Cul. Soc . . .. . T . & C. Fr.

B

n·
n·
n·

·
B.
· ···
B.

I ~:

183:J I Col. Soc

. . . . . . I. . . . . . . .

B.
B.

n.

S. B.
1826 Theo . . . . . . .
C.
F. 13.
..... A. and R . . ..... .... ·· · · · · · · ···
18721 Col . .. . .. . . . .

f:'"'.L:t-r1ir:~..~~.:::::::::::::: ·is:i5
Da11phin County Historical So· 1860
clety.

B.

~it
::::::: :::: ...?:C.... ·:ii:
·n:
Y. M.C ..A . . . . .
S. B .

0

c~

~

::::::

·o·.-

Hist...... . . . .
1

13 ·
C
C.

°ji·:· ·ii:
S.

R.
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 vo lurne,) and over in 18.'JG-Continued.
Receipts.

A.-d

<DA

.s

~<B
...,
-<->A
A <t>

Name of librarian.

g~

So

<lj"d
- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -- - - - - - l

10

9
-

11

12

13

14

15

ts

11'

16

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - -1

4,000 .......

50 .. .. .. .... .. .. . . . .. . .. . . .... .. .

$80 .... ..... J. Max Hark, D. D.,

32311

principal.

2,500 . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Wm. Ulrich, principal.. 3237
1, 800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . Wm. J. Leibert,

3238

2, 000

3239

.......

sec·
r etary.
100 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M~1;J: · J. Davis, prin·

300 . . . . . .
2, 500 1•••• . .
258
11 6591
800 1,616
150 11
2 500
2: 000 : ::: : : :
25 : : : : : :

3,3~0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51, 9.>2 1 15,000 . • . . . . .
8, 500 . . . . . . . . .
11, O?O . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
l, 200 . . .. . . . . .
1, 0001
400 ........................

2tm
··s;ooo 1,o~i
···ioo :::::::~:1::::::::: :::::::
2, 206 .......
• 39 ...... . ............ : .... .......

F. H. JeJ;J.kins ..........
Helen Sperry ...........
Marjory C Gunn
Maria C. F~1llerto~:::::

~:~~R!1rtPeli~~~~~~~ m!

1
5,6~z ·iii10;000
66 .... .. .. . AnnaJ. Williams,treas-· 3246

urer.

~: ~ggl .. i; 500 :~~ -- ·200 21 • tii:.. ·65: ooo ::::::: :gL:::::: · ~~~fJJh:t¥::t~:::::
~:gtt:::::: ····io ····25 ....~'.~~\::::: ::: ::::::: ......~~ ::::::::: :1:a. tfi~~ ;~1!~ip~i::
0

~-. ~3 11.• : ·•._•• •- .·

,, o 32

.

6, 0001······.
32,000 1,200
12,000 .......
1

3240
3241
3242
3243

146 ..... · I
5,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
218 . • . . . . . . .
70 _··..··.·..· I.. _·1·'·6·3·2· .· ·.·. -. ·_.· .· .· ._ ·.•.•.•.•..•.·
251
2,600
204
747 .........
300
75
3, 100
. 600 .••••• .
000 ..•......
80 .•.. ..
800 .... • ............................

U~~1··a;ooo
~~g ::::::.::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ..... ~~~ ...... ~~~
100
35
20 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • .. . . . • • . .
50.. .. . . . . .

H.J. Hockenberry.....
E. A.Wheeler, secretary
C. P. Humrlck ..........
J. II. Morgan ...........
Wm. H. BoRl<"y .........
0

:~ti

m~
8251
3252
3253
3254
3255

m;

~V n~~Fr!i.~H\ie·;~:::: '
Wm. Alexander, secre· 1 3258
tary.
1
3,000 ................................................... ... ....... Anna J. McKeag ....... 3259
14, 000 ...... .
411 . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550
10,000 Ro~t. P. Bliss ..... ... .. : 3260
1

1, 6001

107 . . . . . .
8, 766
2, 366 . • • • . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
3, 045 1. . . . . . .
1, 800 ............................................................ .
5, 000
500
40
50 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600
20, 000
1
1, 600I.......
100 . . . . . .
3, 611 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Edith B. Burnap . ...... 1 3261
......................... I 3262
Nell M. Wetter ......... 1 3263
B.r~tiz.;~d, general sec· 326,

5,500
500
200
1001.... ..... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
450 ......... Prof. M. PeterR .........
1,500 ...... .
200......
600 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
86' ......... Mrs.CoraM.Thompson
1
9,357. .. . . . .
500 . .....
31,079.........
. .•. . . .
2, 5001 50,000 M. Wetzell. ............
4,000 ....... .•.... .... .. . .•. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .••....
125 ......... W. Lane V erlender .....
3, 050 . . . . . . .
!J5 . . . . . .
2, 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
125 . . . . . . . . . Cordelia Lear . . . . . . . . . •
1
1,373 ...... . •............................
. ••.•..•..•................................. ····••
1,586 . .. . . . .
36 . . . . . .
1,001 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
184 ......... Jan e Thomas ........ .••
5, !J74 . .. . . . .
121 . .. . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . •. .
149 ......... Ellen M. Baum . ........

3265
3266
3267
3268
3269
3270
3271
3272

2g~~ ..:'.~~~ :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::::·.-.-.-.-.-.-.:::::: m:
5, 81::,

408

1, 111 ................................. Wm. Most ..••••••••••.. 3275
3276
3277
3278
3279
3280
3281
42. .. . . .
1,500 .......................
!l, 000 John J . Kenney . ...... . 3282
······ \·· ···· 1· ·· ······1········ · ............. . . .. ....... \V.A.Smallev ......... . 3283
200
100 .... . .... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
500 ......... J . W. Richnrc'i. ........ . 3284
300 .. ... . 1
1, 000 . ...............
220
1,600 JohnA.Himes ...... .. . 3285
5\ ... .. ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . .
Friday, secre- 3286
15'

28

i:m i:::m ••·;~\;i•r ;;;(m1\\l••:•• I:•::;;;::::·I::::·:w

:rA?~;tt.;r••:

6, 0 O . . . . . . .

1
l!'~~/V.

1

3,300 . . . . . . .
3,100 .......
2 150 1, 000
11'.5!'>0 .......

6, 000 . . . . . . .
12,000 1,000

i:i1 :: !~ •••

30 ... . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
50CI
50....... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

33
300

600 1 P. T K Stockslager ... . 3287
1,000 J . W. Richard ......... . 3288
3289

t~: :;• • • • • i • :.: :• :• i;; ;;:•i• • • • i~.i~i .~~'.:i i

iii

3290
3291
32!12
3293

1
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rd

µ

::::s

k

0)

~

Location.

~.~

Name of library.

o·""

5;§ ]~~
k ~ 0

Class.

·;

AP

d

~

A
3

•

A§

I::{)
A

0)

1

t>,1-4

,.Q O

A

A

0

5

4

o 1-1

A
A~k

§';., g

,.Q

f~~
]6
0..

::l.

a, i::: i,(,.Q
C

:..,+3
0
0)

·;:: .9::::s
0

Q)

0

OA

o:i"' k 0)
k
·- k
Qo:,

~

w.

--- - ·7 8
6
--- - -

PENNSYLV A..>H.A.-con.

3294 Harrisburg ........ . Dauphin County Law Library.. .. 1866 Law ... . ..... .
3295 ..... do ............. . High School .............. . ........ ... . Sch .......... .
32!lG ..•.. do ............. . Pennsylvania State .Agricultural 1851 Gen ...... R.

-

3297
3298
. 32!)!)
3300
3'.lOi
3302
3303
3304

..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
Hatboro ........... .
Haverford ......... .
Hazleton .......... .
..... do ............. .
Hereford .......... .

Society.
Public Library ...................
State Library . . ....... .. . . . . .. . . .
Y.M. C . .A..Library ............ ...
Union Library Compa~y.........
Haverforrl College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hazleton Seminary.. ............ .
Y. M. C . .A. Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hereford Literary Society . . . . . . .

3305
3306
3307
3308
3309
3310
3311

Hoboken . ..........
Hollidaysburg......
Ho!mesburg . . . . . . . .
Honesdale ..........
Huntingdon ........
Indiana .............
.Johnstown .........

Allegheny County "\Vork House ..
Hollidaysburg Seminary .... .....
House of Correction.. ........... .
Law and Library As'!ociation .. ..
.Juniata College ..................
IndianaNorrnalSchool. ..........
Cambria FreeLibrary .........•..

3312

Kingston ........... Dennett Library of Wyoming 1890 Sch .......
Seminary.
Kittanning ......... Pnlilic School Library ............ 1887 Sch ..•.•..
Kutztown .......... Keystone State Normal School. .. 1868 Sch ....•..

3313
3314

3315 ..•.. do ............. .
Keystone Literary Society ...
3316 ..... do ............. .
Philomathean Society ........
3317 Lancast<:'r . .. ...... . Franklin and Marshall College ...
3318 ..... do .......... ... .
Diagnothinn Society .........

1890
1790
18541755
1833
1886
1874
1880

C.
C.
T.

Fr. R.
ll.
S. Il.

Gen.. ..... R.
C.
S.
State ................. F.
Y.M.C.A. ....
C.
S.
Gen ....... 0.
C.
S.
Ce>l. ...... ....
C.
F.
Sch . ...... R . ............
Y.M .C.A . ....
C.
F.
Gen . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr.

B.
R.
B.
C.
B.
R.
B.
B.

1802 Gen ...... . ...
T.
D.
. . . . . Sch
......•. · · · · · · · ·
1888 I~a· wa~_d_· ·.R.· .: :. _: :. :. •.· • • ·c··. · · · ·
1868 1878 Col. ..........
1875 Sch . ....... ...
1870 Gen ...... 0 .

18G5
1865
1853
1835
1856
1855
18G2
1838
1825

....
......

....

·---

s: · li'.

C.

g.·

S.
F.

R.

T.

Fr. B.

H··

F. B.
T.
C.&T. Fr. B.

Soc .......
Soc .......
Col ....... ....
Col. Soc ... ·-··
Col. Soc ... ....
Law ......
Scien ..... R.
R.
Gen
Theo ..... o.

T.
C.

s. .n.
c.

c.
c.

F.

c.
c.

c.
c.

s.
s.
$.
s.

---·
o.

C.
T.

s. c.

3326 Lebanon ........... . G. Da...-rson Coleman Library...... 1870
3327 . .. .. do ............ . . Public Library ................... 1890
3328 Low-isburg . . ....... . Bucknell UniYersity... ..... .. . . . 1846!
332!) ..... do ..... . ....... .
Bucknell Institute........... 1856
3330 Lewistown ..... ... . Library Association ............ .. 1869
3331 Lincoln UuiYersity .. Lincoln1Jnivers1ty .............. . 185GI
3332 Lititz . ............. . Lin<l e11 Rall Seminar:r, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3333 Lockhaven ...... ... . L ockha,en Library Company.... 1860
3334 ..... do ............. . State Normal School. .........•.. 1878
3335 Loretto ........ .... . St. Francis College ....................
3336 J\1 cK cs port ....... . l •'roe Library Association . . . . . . . . 1876
3337 McSherrystown ... . St.Joseph's Academy ............ 1854
3338 Marietta ........... . Lyceum ofNaturalHistory ..... . 11:!60

Sch... .... . . . .
Gen ...... . . . .
Col . .... .. . . . .
Col. Soc... . . . .
Soc....... . . . .
Col...........
Col .......... ·
Gen . . . . . . R.
8ch ....... . ...
Col .......... ·
Soc . . . . . . . R.
Scch_ n·· ·••••••·•• ·n··.·
8 10

C.
T.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
Cc:

3330 Manchcbunk ...... .
3340 Meadville .......... .
3341 ..... do ....... . ..... .
334.2 1.. .. . do ............. .
3343 ~ lechanicaburg .... .
3344 Media ............. .

Gen ...... O.

3;119 •••.. do ............. .
3320 ..•.. do ............. .
3321 ..... do ............. .
3322 ..... clo ............. .
3323 .•... do ............. .

Geothean Society ........... .
Lancaster Law Library ..........
Linnean Society ..................
M eclrnuics' Library ..... .........
Theological Seminary of tlie Re·
formed Church in i.he United
Stntcs.
3324 ..... <lo ............. . Y. M. C. .A. Library .. ............ . 1870 Y.M.C ..A..
3325 Langhorue ......... . Circulating Library .............. 1876 Gen .......

33~5 ..... do ............. .
334G

[crcersbnrg ...... .

3347 ..... do •••.•..•......
334S

1\lillers,ille . ....... .

Dimmick :Memorial Library...... 1887
Allcghrny College .................. . .
1llcadvillo 1'beological School.... 1844
Pnblic Library .. ................. 1867
Library anrl J,it,erary Association 1872
D laware County Institute of 1833
.'ciPnce.
[ di a .Academy.. ................ 1876
:\I rc<'rsbnrg Coll ge ............. 1865
W ~shiugton Irving Literary So· 1865
1ety.
First 1> nnsylvania State ... orm:il
,' ·boo!.
T

~i .....lilton
(lo ••••••..•.... .
............. . i~?~h~cf~~[~?::::::::::::::::::
33'il

m~

or"anza ......... . Penn ylvanin. Reform School. ........ .

C.

s.

J:.

C.
D.

s. n.

Fr. C.

s.

)5.

l.<'r. R
Fr. R

S. B.
S. B.
·F· :.: · - ·_13
1
F . B.
S.

... c...... ·.;.;.·
-"
C.

B.
D.
C.
R.

B.

*··
v

F . B.

~fi~~·:::::i-o·_- ... ~·... Fr.

Gen ...... O.
Gen ...... R.
Scien . . . . . O.

~·
CJ.
C.

B.
~· n.
, • B.
S. B.

1
Sch...........
C.
Il.
Col...........
C.
Fr . .ll.
Soc ....................... C.

Sch ......

-1- ··· ..... .... ... ····

Col. Soc . .. . . . .

C.

S.

i1.

:.:~~;:r:: · ·~· · ·..:.·~· ·
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States of 1,000 volnmes ancl over in 1896-Continued.

Name of librarian.

IS
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----1 - -- - 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1

j;; •:;:; , . .:;1::::;: •••/ :; :::::;;;; ;;;;;;!•••,.:;;:•$,::;, !I~~~:~11~;;;:••;;i
8,000 .. . . . . .
25. .. . . .
3,000
1,000....... . • . . . . . .
4,000
11, 668 1, 060
2831 220
4, 310 . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • .
373
2, 500
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 800
37, 000
32, 255 2, 500 1, 100
1,000 ....... .
JO ........ ..... ....... .. ......................... .
] I 000
50 ................................. • . • ........ ... ... • . . .
40 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . .
35 ... __ ....
1, 100
100
35

Homer Black ... . . . .....
J as. Van Horn. . . . . . . . . .
.A.llen U. Thomas . . . . . . .
E.R.Jack ..............

3299
3300
3301
3302
. ....... • • • • • ... • • . . . . . . . 3.303
H. Winston Fegley, 3304

M . .A..

l, G55
3,

150 .. . . . . . . . . . .

16,378 ................................. C. L. Bradshaw ......... 3305
3306
G, 4.20.... .. . . . ... . .. .
164.
3,000 Rev. I. Kirkpatrick .... 3307
......... ......... .......
65 ......... Wm.W.Lce ............ 3308
GG3
8,000 .•••...
83 ......... Jos. E. Saylor ......... . 3309
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
258 ......... D. J. ,Vallcr,jr . ........ 3310
G3, 067 ..•.. . , . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . "\V. D. Turner, superin· 3311

coo . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . •• • . .

l, 352
100
208 ......
1,700.......
34......
3,617 l, 4.32
452
346
31 .. . . . .
2,757 .. . . . . .
8, 100 . . . . . . . 1, 021 . . . . . .

ten dent.

3,803 . . . . . . .

GO . . . . . .

800 . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bertha Santee.......... 3312

1, 500 . . . . . . .
70 . . . . . .
1, 923 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
122 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3313
1, 200
4.00 . . . . . .
120 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rev. Cha.a. C. Boyer, 3314
l . 750
l , 850
10, 000
7. 000
8, ODO
G, 000
1, 000
G, 000
12, 000

. . . ••. .
30 . . • . . .
2, 000 . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • .
102 ...... .. .
25
50
20
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50 ........ .
2, 610
09.8
168 .....................•................. . ..
... . .. .
43 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
100 ......•..
. . •• •• •
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
325 .......•.
. . . . . ..
130 ................ ·........ . •• . • • .
630 . ....... .
2, 000 ..................................................... .
... . .. .
50 . . . . . .
a, 600 . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . .
280
4, 200
... . .. .
150 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . • • • . • .
575
5, 500

Ph.D.
Frank L. Kaufman .... .
:M:. A. Bitting ... ....... .
John B. Kieffer ........ .
Chas. J3. Rebort ........ .
Cbas. P. Stahr ......... .
Ed ward :Penrose J~unton
S. M. Seuer, secretary ..
Percy Carpenter ....... .
E. O.Keen ...........•..

3315
3316
3317
3318
3319
3320
3321
3322
3323 .

400 H. W. Gibson,socretary. 3324
4, 400 Elizabeth S . .A.lien, sec- 3325
retary.
2, 500 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . C. 13. Cross ............ . 3326

8,000
500
2, 731 . . . . . . .
1,500

100
300
235 . . . . . .

3, 000 . . . • . . •

1, 0'.?5 . . . . . . .

125
528

i\IJ:I\:::\\:;\ :\. :::;~\\\\iii:ff{tI~J'..:\\:

3327
3328
3329
3330
3331
3332
1
3333
;:::
3334
3335
100 . . . . . .
2,688 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
616 . . . . . . • . . Tbeo.'.rormele,prcsi<lent 3336
1
3337
20 . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . I. S. Goist, s cretary 3338

:!:fj:: :t:t:-.lli
1, ]85 .......

G, 000
1,000 . . • . . • .
2, 812 ~........ . • . . . . .

101······ ......... -....................... -......................... -...... .
and li rarian.

i~'25,.gg~
ugg ... ~~~ ---~~~ ·--~~·-~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: ...~·.~:~ ...~~·-~~~ .~~~l~-1~:~.?.r.~i~-----:::::::
000 13,000 3, 300 ................................................ Mrs. SaraB. Maxwc,11 . . .
7, 000 1. . . . . . .
3, 0581

845

5i8 . . . . . .
1201 140

G, 26G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8,277... ...... ...•...

3339
3340
3341
241 . . • . . . . . . Mi!!!! HuaauMcCracken . 334-2
126 ..•...... D. E. :O:ast ............. . 334'.J
3344

!:f~1:: ~~1:} •:: ·: • • • • • :• • • • /:;: :?]::\) ~:~t0~iij~<::
1

::::t.

.I 400 . . . . . .
~~t ~~ ~~

5, 000 •...•.

1, 500

1, 000 . . . . . . .

3318

25o'_........ JI.Justin Roddy ...... . 3349
3350

. . . .......~~ ...... J::::::: ..... J:::::::::
1

3345
334.6
3347

->~~e-~~~~i~ley,.super·. 3351
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A

::,
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0

Location.

Name of library,

Class.

"o.~
~

A
t - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - --1-- - - - - 7 8
6
1
3
4
> - - - - - - -- - 1 - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 1- - 1 - -- - - 1 - - - - - PENNSYLVANIA-con
3352
3353
3354
3355
3356
3357
3358
3359
3360
3361

Mount Holly Springs Givin Free Llbra.ry ..............
Mount Pleasant .... Western Pennsylvania Classical
aud Scientific Institute .
Myerstown ..••..... Albright Collegiate Institute....
Nazareth .......... . Mor,n-ian Historical Society . . . . .
New Berlin ....... . . Central Pennsylvania Uollege....
..... do ......... . ... .
Excelsior Library............
N eocosmian Literary Society .
. . . . . do .......... ., .. .
New Brighton ..... .
..... do ............. .

~'.\t8c~'.r\ib~~~i:::::::::::::

1889 Gen ...... O ........ . F.
1873 Sch . .................. F.
1
1

1881
1857
.....
1858
1858
1352

Col . . • . . . . . . . .
C.
S.
Hi~t . . . . . . R.
C.
Col....... . • . .
C.
Col. Soc... . . . .
C.
F.
Col. Soc .... ........... Fr.

George School ••.•.•••••....•.....
Newtown Library .... . ......... .
W estrniuster Uollege . ........... .
Montgomery Comity Law Library
Norristown Librar,v ............ .
State Hospital for the Insane ... .
,vrniam McU:mn Library ....... .
St . .Mary's College ............•..
Cheltenh am Academy ......•.... .
Ogontz School. .................. .
Oley Academy .................. .
Library Aasociation ......•..... .

1893
1789
1852
1869
1796
]885
]886
]881
1871
1883
1876

B.
R.

B.
B.

~?~:c:i: ·ii: ···c:·· ·~c ·i1·:

New Castle .............. do ............................ 1886 Y.M..C .A .... .

3362 Newtown .• ••••.••..
3363 ... .. do ........... .
3364 New Wilmington .. .
3365 Norristown ........ .
3366 . ... . do .......... ... .
3367 .... . do ............. .
3368 . ... . do ............. .
3:l69 Northeast •.........
3370 Ogontz . ........... .
3371 ..... do ............. .
3372 Oley ............... .
3373 Orwell .... ·- ...... .

B.
B.

C.

Sch...........
C.
Gen . . . . . . O. . . • .. . . .
Col. ..........
C.
Law ..................
Gen ...... O.
C.
Gen... .......
T.
Gen..........
C.
Col ...........
C.
Sch. ...... . . ..
C.
1en ...... R.
C.

Fr. B.

. ...
S.
. ...
F.
S.
F.

B.
13.
B.
R.
C.
B.
B.

n.

Fr. R.
R.

~Ce~·:::::::::: ···c·.··· ·s:· ·n·.·

C.
Fr· R.
Overbrook (Phila- Seminary of St. Charles Borro· 1832 Theo . . . . . . . . .
delphia).
C.
F. R.
3375 Philadelphia ....... . A~~~~my of Natural Sciences .... 1812 Scien ..... O.
3376 I . ... . do ............. . Academy of Protestant Episcopal . . . . . Sch .............. -· · · · - · · · · · · ·
Church.
C.
R.
3377 1..... do ............. . .Agnes Irwin's School ...••....... 1869 Gen. .........
C.
F. R.
3378 ..... do ............ . . American Entomolo~i.cal Society. 1859 Scien..... . . . .
C.
S. B.
33,9 . .... do ............. . American 1'hilosoph1cal Society . . 1743 Hcien ..... O.
C.
Fr. R.
3:;SO .... . do ......... . ... . American Sunday :-,cbool Union .. 1824 Sch...........
C.
F. C.
3381 ... .. do .....•.•..... . Apprentices' Li lirar.v . . . . . . . . . . . . 1820 Gen ...... R.
3:182 ... .. do ............. . Athenreum of Philaclelpliia ....... 1814 Gen ...... 0 ......... S. B.
C.
Fr . .B.
3383 Philadelphia (320 Carpenters Company ot Ci1y and 1736 Gen .... . . . . . .
Chestnut street) .
Count:v of PbiladelphiaLi brary. ·
3384 Philadelphia ...... . Central High School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Col .. . . . . . . . . .
C.
. -· · · · · ·
3385 Philadelphia (Chesf,. Christianl:l.all Library ........... 1871 Gen ...... O.
U.
F. B.
nnt Hill, Station
HJ.
3380 I Philadelphia ... ... . . College of Physicians ............ 1788 Med.. .... . ...
C.
F. B.
3387 ..... do ............ .. Day · School for Girls (the . . . .. Sch ........... .... - . -. · · · · · · · ·
MiRses Ilayward).
3388 Philadelphia (Sta· Disston Library .................. .l884 Gen ...... n.
C.
S. Il.
tion L).
3389 Philadelphia ...... . . Drexel Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1892 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
F · B.
3:190 ..... <lo ............. .
·±": · · : : : : ·
3391 \ Philadelphia (21 st ~::~~!nstai:~~Tta~·ti~~;;:::::: ·
and
Fairmount
a,·em1e).
C.
3392 Phil adelphia (Sta· Edwin Forrest Home . • . . . . . . . . . . 1874 Gen . . . . . . . . . .
t1on M).
3393 Ph1ladelphia (Mount Evangelical Lutheran Thcolog- 1864 Theo . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. D.
Airy).
3394 Pbiladelphia ....... .
1824 Srien .. . . . . ...
c. s. n.
3;195 .... do ............. . Fn•e Library of Philadelphia .... 1891 Oen ...... lt. T. & C. F. Il.
3396 I'hlla,lelpbia (4315 French and Engbsh Home School. . . . .. Sch ..................... · · · · · ·
Waluut street;.
3397 Philadl'lphia (Ger· Fri nd'fl Free Library and Jtead
1874 Gen
0.
F. Il.
mantown).
ing Jtoom.
33!1
Pbiladelphm .. ..... . Friend 's Library . ................ 1742 G n ...... O.
U.
F. -Il.
339!) J>h1lactelphta (140 Friend's .'olect Sci.Joo!. .............. .. Sch .................•.. . · -1· · •·
'orth 16th street).
1
34f)O Phil,Hlolr,bia ( ta- Georg Institute ................. 1872
n ...... O.
S. n.
lion, ).
3401 l'b1l <lelphio. ..•..... ~!'rmnn: o irty of P nnsylvanla. 18171 G<'n . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Jl.
~i~
clo ............. . (,nnr<l ollr~" ...................... . I C'ol ... ... ....
C'.
. ... - • ..
..... do ............. . Ilahu<•mann M •dicnl College..... 1847 l-11-d . . . . . . . . . .
, l•'r .. .. 3374

I

I
I

ci:

is.is ~~~t~·::::: ::::··

F:~:Lri~~1~!f!t~te .. .............

.....

I·
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Name of librarian.

lS

11'

3,000

500

100

100

$700I $10,000 Jas ..,L Steese, secretary 3352
3353

7,000. ••. •. • . . .......

::::: 1,::: :::::: :::::: ......::: ::::::::: ::::::: ..... J::::::::: ;1:1~;8:~:e~:~~:: : :

i m•:;~:; •'. '.li:::::'.iii:!!i( :;;;:;} iiii iii •::•:;1{ !!:!!-•E~!§LJL
!!

2, 000

500

~'. ~gg,..... ~~

75

3,500

secretary.
5,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . Phil. J. McLean, secre.
tary.

3354
3355
3356
3357
3358
3359
3360
3361

mi.... ~\:::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ·····370: :: ::: ::: .~~~.~~~~~~~~.::: ::::::

3362
3:153
2081 150 . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Margaret McLaughey .. 3364
71 ......
71.......
682 ......... JohnS.Jones ......... . 3365
3366
3367
5,729 1
150
200
2o. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .•. .......
375
7,500 A. D. Eisenhower ..... . 3368
3369
3370
00
3371
::::
3372
1, 250 ' 1,500
40
100
1, 100 . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . .
25 . . . . . • . . . J.P. Coburn, secretary 3373
and.librarian.
1
22,500 ............................................................. John F,. Fitz Maurice, 3374
president.
40, 000,. .. . . . .
600 4. 110 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . 13,665 160,000 Ed w. J. Nolan ........ . 3375
2,000 ...•....•......•...................................................................... 3376
6, oooj
150
3,000.......

1·········
t~~i ····200 ... ~~~ :::::~ ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ..... ~'.~ ::::::::: ·n~:F·:i(."w--~t:;~~:::::::

t ·;~f.?:"'~>

!J!L:; •i:: ::ti}'':):\\\:::::::: i>

0

I

2. 000
300
30 . . . • • • . • • • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 000 ...•... .•.. .. ...... . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. ... . . . .
200 .........
50,000. .. . . . .
!18 2,730......... . • . . . . • . . ... . . . .
1,000.........
8. 000 3,500
50
200......... . . . . . . . . . .•.••..
550 ... . . . . . .
17,333 ...... . 1,250 ......
71,212 ..•.•............................
i.
50~. ... ..
5, 000 1 • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • •
6,000
32,000
3~,

(•gg .. 000

Sopl1y Dallas Irwin....
Wm. J. Fox ........... .
Geo. Il. Horn ..........
Edwin W . Rice .........
Jennie Y. Middleton ...
~hnis KRLew: .. ·i:; .ff.

~~l:::::::: ::::::: .....~:: ::::::::: . .~~~;·s·i~~~~·

4::oo

, 900 .•.• : ..... ~: .•....
6, 287 . • . • . . .
106 . . . . . .
10, 512 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3377
3:l78
3379
3380
3381
~~:~

8

.... ~~. ••~.:. 3384
11, 000 Laura A. Wenner...... 3385

1, 494

50,306 25,723 1 1,730 6, 098
1.986\
8,815 . . . . . . .
4,082 ......... Chas. Perry Fisher ... 3386
1
1,000 .........•.......•.......... ·········1·······
········ ········· ........................ 3387
3 000
18,433

100

55

25

3,000 2, 832

,:::~ •:.: :•: ...·:I::::
21,0001 11,000

5, 394

1
360 ....•.

n7r·····

2,180

88,000 .......

18,272

1
13,40\········
.......

3,4R3j

450

:~: •:! :,:~"~Y.'. • .

3392

r. Goo,ge s,;g,, ...... .

3393

60,000 Alfr{'(lRi1rlin~ ....... . 3394
3:J95
~.. ~~~'. ~~: :: : : : : : : ::::::: . ~~~'. ~~~: :: :: : : : : .~~.~!~ :~,~~.~~~~: :: : : : : : : 3:196

1

1~·~ ::::::: ·--~~}::::·....~·.~~\:::::: :: ::::::: ...
9, oool 1, 200

soo ••• '. •••••.

1·········1········· ........................

10~;~gg ::::: ::~~'.~~~ ::::::
····· ·

7,400 . . . . . . . . . Alico J3. Krolgcr ...... .

J:::M, 5\:'.: '. .: : '.'.'..: •• :::':

41 , 9001 20, 500 2,577 1,561 .

19, 00\

667 . . . • . . . . . J. Luffberry . . . . . . . . . . . 3388

1, 000 . . . . . . .

307......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

225!

13, 000

45,000 William Kite .......... . 3397

~··~l· · ~·.:~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::

30, 000 Thomas ·wynne ....... . 3400

2, 000

n:g .... ~~1 . . ~~~ ...~~ ·- ~~~ :~~ . . - ~~~: : : : . . . ~~\: : : : :·. f~e~· ~. R~~;L:::::::::
. ...... .. . . . . . . .

1

10, 000

1

3, 000· 1, 000

3398
3309

500 .................................
I.........
1

1

0

3401
3402

l. L . Ilradiurd, M. D ... . 3403
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r.:J

A

p
0

'+-<.

Location.

Name of library.

't .s

Class.

Cl)

~

A

1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - ~- 1 - -- 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - -

l

3

4

5

-

7

6

1 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - 1 - - - - -·I - - - - - -

S
-

PENNSYLVANIA-con.
3404 Philadelphia ....... .
3405 ..... do ............. .
3406 .... . do ............. .
3407 ..... do ............. .
3408 Philadelphia (917919 l{ainbridge

Hebrew Education Society ........... .
Hebrew Literature Society....... 1885
Historical Society of Pennsylvania 1825
House of Refuge ...................... .
Institnte for Colored Youth ...... 1840

street).
Philadelphia (2001 Institution for the Blind ..............
Race street).
3410 ' Philadelphia ....... . Irish Library of the Cathedral, 1874
'l'.A.B.
3411 ..... do .. : .......... . lieneseth Israel Public Library .. . 1892
34i2 ..... do .........••.•. La Salle College.................. . . . .
3413 .... . do ............. . Law Association of Philadelphia. 1802
3414 Philadelphia (Sta- Library and Reading Room Asso- 1857
tion F).
ciation.
3415 Philadelphia •.•..... Library Association of Friends.. 1835
34](3 ..... do ......... .. .. . Library Company of Philadelphia 1731
3417 Philadelphia (Mount Lovett Memorial Free Library ... 1885
Airy).
3418 Philadelphia ....... . Meclinnics' Institute of South . 185-1
wark Library.
341!) ..... do . . .......... . .
3420 Philadelphia (4110
Spruce street).
3421 Philadelphia (Sta- Mount St. Joseph Academy ...... 1858
tion HJ.
3422 Philadelphia ....... . Moyamcnsing Literary Institute. 1853
3423 ..... do ............. . New Church .13ook Association... . . . . .
3424 ..... do ............. . Numismatic :mcl Antiquarian 1858
Society Library.
3425 ..... do ......... . ... . P ennsylYania Horticultural 1827
Society.
3426 Philade-lphia (Sta. rennsylvania Hospital for the 185!)
tion ll).
Insane, Department for Men.
3427 Philadelphia._ ..... . P<'nnsylvania Hospital Medical 1760
Library.
3428 Philadelphia(Mount P.enn sylvania Institution for
Airy).
D eaf and Dumb.
3420 Philadelphia ....... . Plnladelphia l loarcl of Trade . .... 1833
3430 Philadelphia (18th Philadelphia City Institute ..... . 1852
and
Chestnut
Rtreets).
3431 Philadelphia ....... . Philadelphi:i Cluli ............... . 1867
3432 .•. .. do ............. . Philadelphia Colle~eofPharmacy 1821
3433 ..... do .....•........ Philadelphia County Prison ...... 1835
3434 ..• . . do ............. . Philadelphia Dh-inity Schoo l ... . 1861
3435 .... . do ... . .... ... .. . PhiladclphiaMaritimeExclrnnge. 1875

3409

Gen. ...... . . . .
C.
F. B.
Gen. ...... R.
C.
. ... C .
Hist...... 0.
C.
F. R.
A . and R ......... . ........... .
Sch. ...... . . . .
C.
F. J3.
A.andR .................. ··•·

c.

Gen ......... .

C.

Fr.

Gen ......... .
Col .......... .
Law ...... R.
Gen ....... .. . .

().

F. B.

c.

C.
C.

.....

s.

s.

R.
B.

Gen .. .. . . . . . .
C.
F. J3.
Soc ....... O.
C.
S. Il.
Gen . . .. . . 0 ... .... -- F , J3.
Gen .. . . . . . . . .

C.
C

S.

IS

C.
J3.
R.

:r:;GJ~~fo~!~stlo~i:::::::::::: -~~~~ ~:r :::::: .?.· ......·..... :. R.

3436
3437
3438
34.30
3440
3441
3442

3443
3-14.,1

.•... do
.•.. . do
.••. . do
..•. . do

............. .
..... ........ .
............. .
............. .

Philadelphia Normal School. .....
Philatlelpbia 'l'urn-Gemeiud(:J ... .
.Post 2, G. A. R........... . .. ... ...
Presbyterian Board of Pnbhcation and Sabbath School ·work.
.•• .. do ............. . Presbyterian Ilistorical Society ..
..... do ............. . Rittenhonse Club Library ... . .. ..
Philadelphia (Bus· St. Luke's School................
11 ton}.
Philadelphia (Sta. St.Timoth:v'sWorkingmen's Clul,
tion I.).
and Institute.
Pliiladelphia (Ger· St. Vincent's Seminary ...........
rnantown).

3445

s.

Gen ......... .
Theo ........ .
Sci. .......... .

C.

c.
C.

F. J3.
F. 13.
s. R.

Soc .......... .

c.

n.

A. and R ..... .

c.

Med ......... .

C.

c.

s.

R.

A. :md R ............. - - . · · -· · ·
Mer . . .. . . . • . .
C.
Fr. R.
Gen . ............. . .•.. F. B.
Gen ...................... ·
Sci........ . .. .
C.
Fr.
A. and R.. . . . .
T.
Fr.
Theo...... . . . .
C.
Fr.
Mer ... ...... .......... -·· ·

..... Gen. ...... . . . .

T.
C.
C.
C.

R.

-···
Il.
R.
R.

~: ~:
Fr. J3.
R.

C.
F. R.
C.
. .. : n.
Sch ........ .. ......... - · · - ·· ··

1852 Hist. ..... . . . .
1875 Social. ....... .
1873 Social. .... R.

C.

S.

1851 Theo...... . . ..

C.

Fr. R.

3-146 1·... .(1

~t~nl·t~~

c.

1803 Sch...... . . . ..
1849 GPn. ... . .. . . . .
1866 Soc . ... . . . . . . .

Philadelphia ....... . Son~hw:irk Library .(;ompany .... 1si3
prrng arcl •n lllf!t1tut . . . . . . ... 18v 1
••••••••••••••
'l'eachf'r s Institute of tl.Je City 1868
and 'ounty of Philadelphia.
·
..
Tboma11 Holme Free Library..... 1867
meshnra).
l'hiladt•lpbia ....... . 17
..... du ... .. ...... .. .
I~~:aWJ.ome ........

:::~m ;~~::]~;~~~~. ·;~~;

Gen ......... .

~~~~!

C.

Gen....... O.
C.
S.
Gen.. ..... . . .. ..... ...
Soc ....... ,. . •.
C.
S.

B.

Gen . . .. . . . • . .

.B.

C.

F.

3~~~~::::: :::: ...?.' ... /;_

B.
Il.

~:I
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States of 1,000 volumes ancl ove1· in 1896-C ontinued.

Name of librarian.

"'
Cl)

s

E0

l>9
-

ll

10

- - - --

3 ,000
2, 250

12

13

15

14

lS

16

- - - - - - - - - - - - --- ----1---------1

400
200

300_ .. . ..
DO
30

1,5001········· ...•........... ··•·•·•·· ......................... 3404
3,100
7,000 . .. . . . .
$630 ... .. .... D. Feldman ......... . .. 3405

l ~i~ ::::::: ·~~ ~:: :::;~~:: ::i,:6~~ :::: ::i~~ ::::: :: ::~~:;~~::~~;: ~~~ ·;~:·.-:~~:rei i~:: ::::: mi
3409

6, 558 ·-····. ···-·· ..... . ·•·•····· ··-······ ............ .- .. ··-······
3,000

1, 000

40

300 ·······- · ........••.......•..... . Wm . F. Duffy .......... 3410

3, 864 . . . . . . .
585 . . . . . .
19, 759 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
1, 06~ ......•.. E . Heller, secretary..... 3!11
8,000
800 .......................................•...........•..
80, 000 . . . . . . . 1, 228 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15, 000 . . . . . . .
8, 818
500 L~;th~;if
4,256 ...... .
195._ ....
4,4491· ··· ·· ·· ·· ······
558
2,700 Robt . T. Taylor, secre· 3H4

·rr~;itt:::::: 1m

8 ,0CO .......
75 ......
188,625 80,000 7,113
800
9,434 . . . . . . . 1. 143 . .. . . .
8, 135 . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
177, ooo 10, ooo 2, 500

200

2,29'J ................
40,703 .......•....•••.
1

15, 4 :_2 .. ·. •.·...•.~.·.·. ·.·.·.·.·•·• ..
10 6 91
78, oool. ........ . . . . . . .

at~rJ

B. Carroll.. ... . . .
8,200
414,400 .James G. llarnwell .....
L. D. Lovett ............
2,036
35, ooo
1, 085 ........ . J . W. M.cElwee . ....... .

734
46,386

3415
3-116
3H7
3H8

130, ooo John Edmands . ........ 3-! 10
............ . ............ 8420

17, 110

::::: :::: - ;; :::::: :: :::: I :::::::: :::::: :: : :::::::

Sistor1> of St. Joseph ... 3421

7, 125 . . . . . . .
175 . . . . . .
6, 4.48 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
040
5,000 J. H. Davis ............. 3.122
1, 650
500 ..............•................... · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · .. Wm. Il . .A.lden .... ..... . 3.123
2,000 5,000 ........•... ······••· ............••.. ········ ········· Steuart Culin ........... 3-124
3,250 . ..........•...... .. ... .. ......... ... ...... . ..•.... . ... .. .. .. DaYid Rust ............ 3425
3,415 ·•·•··.

25 .............. .. .. .... ........ .

300 ..•. . ... . Ilenry D. Nunnemacker 3426

~;: ;;; :::::;. ·::iii:: :;;11 ::;;~;;;/:::::: ::: :;:: <::.\::ii;i ::":~::; ;;: :; ; ;
2,500 . .. . . . .
200 . ... . . . . .. • . • • . .. • .. .. • . ... ••• .
0,500
500 8,000
800 .•....... 1••••••••• •••••••
1,500 . .••. ..
150 ..... ..... . .. .. 1.. ............. .
1

uig ugg ···~~~ ... ~~~ :::::::::1

:::::::: : :: :::: :

800
20, 000 C. II. Hutchinson ....... 3431
750 ........ . Tbos. S.Wicgand .... . .. 3432
200 .. .. ..•.. P.Q. Matbewe!l,jr ..... 8-133
:::::::: \ :::::::::

2, 200
100\
25
30
6, 000 11
6, 000 . . . . . . .
48 . . . . . . . • .
2,400' ..... . .
140 1 135
700 • •• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • 1•••••••••
1,soo 1,000............
420........ . ... ... .
50 ...... . . .
3, 450 1I 1, 500 I
58
~50 . .. ..... ·1
· ..... .... .......................

l~Jig .~~~~~~I 2t~ ... ~~t:::::::1::::::::: ::::::: .......~
1

1
:::::::::

~~R.LS~~!~~ti;~~~:·
ii!3t
tary.
Geo. II. Clifl', principal..
A.F.Ilell>ling .... .. ....
·wmiamDedno ........
Rev, W. M. Rice ........

3436
:-1437
3438
843\J

•i·v:i;;gb~~;::::::::::: t!~
1

: ::r-;: ~; ··;;; -~; · ;:;J::: ::: I: : : -·;:~; · ·;:;;, ;~:;,; ~~ : : : : : : :::

12,00/ ..... . ..•••........................ . .....•.........
1

9, 000 1, 000J
15,000 . . • . . . .
14,050 5,000
2, 556 . . . . . .

I

300
200
2, 800
700
635 . . . . . .
6,781 . . . . . . . . .
5il
15 ... ...... ... ......
260 . .•• . .
2,708... . .....

. •. . . . .
. •. . . . .
.... .. .

. . . •. . .

·········I

;J.

W.::.\foore,s cretary .. 3!44

1, 500
5, 000 Victoria Mahan . . . . . . . . 3445
125 1. . . . . . . . . .A.. n. Bnrh, president... 3HG
1
.A.nnaE.Lin<lsay ....... 3447
507
10, 500I G. S. Clark . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3448

········1·········

~: ~5~ :::::::1 ~g .... '.~····.i;soi ::::::::::::::: : ..... ~~\ ... ~·.~~~I ;t,1i,~~:~;·::::::::::: ~!;~
1

EDUCATION _ REPORT, 1895-96.
P1tblic, society, and school libmries in the United
~
~

;cl

<8
Location.

Name of library.

...., bi;

Class.

o.S

tsell

A

f - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -1--- - - - - - --- - - - 2
3
4
5
1
6
1 - - - - - - -- - 1 - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1-- - - - -1-- - - -

-

PENNSYLVANIA-con.
3451
3452
3453
3454
3455
3456
8457
3458
3459

Philadelphia (Station B.).
Philadelphia ....... .
Philadelphia (2101
Spruce Htreet).
Philadelphia ...... .

University of Pennsylvania..... . 1749 pol . . . . . . . 0 .

c.

F.

B.

Wa~ner Free Institute of Science. 1855 Scien . . ..... . .
Walton· Wellesley School......... 1882 Sch . ...... .. . .

C.
C.

F.

R.

West Walnut Seminary ............... Sch . .. ..... ....... ..... ... R.

Philadelphia (1117 Wilson's Library.................
Walnut street).
Philadephia . . . . . . .. Woman's Medical College of
Pennsylvania.
.••.. do .............. Women's Christian Association ..
..... do ............ .. Y. M. C. A . Library, Central
Branch.
Phcenixville........ Public Library.~· ....... ·.·.......

3460 Pittsburg ....... .. ..
3461 ..•.. do .... .. .. ... . . .
3462 ..... do . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
3463 . .... do . .. . .. . . . .. . . .

1875 Gen . . . . . . R . . • • . . • . . S.

c.

1850 Med ... .... ... _.. ___ . _ S.

R.

1875 Gen .... . . . .. ,
1854 Y . M . C. A . ... .

C.
C.

1862/ Gen . . . . . . . . . .

T.

I

Allegheny County Law Library .. .. ...
Bishop Bowman Institute........ . . . . . 1
Carnegie Library..... ..... .... . . 1895
Catholic College of the Hol y

GhM~
3464 ..... do .......... '.. .. Engineera Society of Western
3465
3466
3467
3468
3469

... .. do
... .. do
.... . do
..... do
..•.. do

............. .
........ . .... .
............. .
...... . ...... .
....... ..... . .

3470 Pottstown .. ....... .
3471 ..... do .... .. .. . .. : ..
3472 Pottsville ...... . ... .
3473 Quakertown .. ..... .
3474
~::: ~:::::
3475 •
3476 Ridley Park ....... .
8477 St. :Mar~s ........ ..
3478 Scottdale .......... .
3479 Scranton ......... . .
3480 ..... do ............ ..

~~~~~~11~ ~ ~

3481 ..... do ........ ..... .
3482
3483
3484
3485

..... do
•••.. do
..... do
.•... do

..............
.. ....... .....
............. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

34.86 ..... clo ...... ... .....
3487 Selinsgrove .........
3488 Sewickley .. .. .... ..
3489 Sharon .. .... ., ......
34!10 .... . do . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
3491 Sharpsville .........

i

Law ••. . ..
Sch .. .... .
Gen . . . . . .
Col...... .

F. ll.
Fr. B.

B.

F.

.....••.... . - F. R.
. . ........• . ....... .
O.
T'.
F . 13.
....
c.

1880 Sci en . . . . . R.
C.
s. R.
Penns.vlvania.
·
I
High School.. ............ ... ......... . 1 Sch ...... . ....... ... ......... .
Library Association .... .......... J 848 Gen. ........ .
C.
S. B.
PennH:dvaniaVollegefor Women . J870 Cnl...... . ....
C.
S. B.
Ursnline Library.... ......... .... 1~70 Col ... ... ..... ........ S. B.
Y. M. C. A. Library. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1866 Y. M. C . .A. • • • .
C.
F. R.

Hill ~c;;cbool.. .. .. . ........... .. . ....... I Sch .. . . . .......... ...... .. ... .
Public School Library .... ........ 1870 Sch.. . . .. . . ...
C.
Fr. B.
Pottville .Athenreum....... ..... . 1877 Gen . . . . . . R.
C.
S. B.
Richland Library Company ...... 1796 f::ioc ...... , R .
C.
S. B.
Berks Conuty Law Library ..... · 1 18591 Law ...... . . . .
C.
Fr. R.
Reading Library . ................ 1808 Gen . . . . . . O.
C.
S. n.
Library Association ....... . ..... · j· .. .. 1 G<>n . . .... ....
T.
F. C.
St. Mary's nenNlictiue Priory ........ . Theo . ... . . ... .... ... . Fr. R .
Public.School Library ........... ·11890 Sch ....................... C.
Green nidio Library .A ssoriation. 1893 Gen . . . . . . 0.
C.
1<'. B.
Lack a wamia Institute of History 1886 Scien.. .. . . . . .
C.
S. R.
and Science.
Lackawanna Law and Library \ 1891 Law ......... .
C.
s. R.
.ARsociation.
.
Pub~ic.I:ibrary ........ ... . ....... 1890 Gen ...... O.
T.
F. B .
St. Ce,,1l1an .Academy.... ..... . ... . . . . . Sch . ..... . .... . ... ... .. ...... .
ficboc . of tbe Lackawanna.... ... . . . . . Reh ..... .. ... _ . . _.... .. . _. B.
Welch rhiloRophical Society and 1861 Gen . . . . . . H,.
C.
s. B.
Free Reading Room .
Y.M.C. A .Library .. ....... ..... . 1868 Y.M.C . .A. .••• .
C.
S. B.
Susquehnn11a University ......... J85D Col .. ... . .. ..
C.
. ... B.
Public Library.. ........ .. ....... 1885 Gen . . . . . . . . . .
T.
F. B.
Hnlllnstit.nte ......................... Sch .......................... .
Public School Library............ 1877 Sch ... .... ...... . .... Fr. R.
.•. .. do ................................ . Sch .................. F. B .

I

-3492 Shenandoah . . . . . . . . High School Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sch ........ . ................ .
3493 ..... do .............. Public School Library ............ 1879 Gen ......
F. n.
3494 Shippensburg ...... _ Cumberland Valley State Normal .... : Sch .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R.

····1········

3495 Slipperyrock .. . ... ..
3496 South Bethlehem . . .
3497 .... . do ........ . .....
3498 South Hermitage ...
3499 StateCollege ........
3500 Steelton ............
3501 Sugargro-ve .... .....
3502 Susqnelianna .......
3503 Swarthmore ....... .
3504 ... .. do . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
3505 .••.. do . . . • • . . . . . . . . .

Scl1ool.
Stato Normal Scl100!. . ... .. . ... . . . 1889
Bishopthurpe School.·········· - · · · · · · ·
Lt·ldo-!J Unfrersity · ·· ············ 1877
Jolrri'"McA.11,v Lihrary ············ 1878
Peunsylrnma~ta.teVollege ....... ·····
l.ibn1ry .,\ssoc1ation ........ .. .... 1884
Hopkins Library of Sugar Grove 1884
St>minary.
Susquehanna Library ...... ····· · 185'l
Swarthmore Colle~e ...... · ....... J 6-i
Delphic Literary Socitty ..... 187::l
Friends' Historical Library.. 1871

Scl1. ......... ... ..... .
Sch .. ····· · · · · · ...... .
Col· ·· ···· O.
C.
Geu ···· ·· ····
C.
Col···········
C.
Gen...........
C.
Sch....... . . . .
C.
q-en ···· ··
Col · ···· ··
C~l. Soc...
Hist ..... .

Fr. B.
..... - ..
R.
F. n.
F . R.
F. n.
. . . . B.

IF.

···· ........ S.
. . ..
C.
F.
....
C.
F.
. ••.
C.
F.

B.

n.

C.
R.
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States of 1, 000 vo lumes and ore,· ·i n 1896-Continuecl.
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Name of librarian.

C!l

::Is

0~

S0

0

H'

-<tj'-'

- - - - - - - - -- 14
16
15

- - - - - - - - --

A

..... ~

IS

17

- -- - - -- - - - -1- - - - - - - - - -1

140, 000 ...•.. . 25, 000 . • • • • . . • . . . . . • . . • . • . . • • . . • . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Gregory 13. K een . . . . . . . 3451
8, 500 20, 000
4,000 3,000

726 . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • • • • .
50
200.. •. . . .• .
400 .•. • . • .

$1, 000 . • . . . . . • . Thomas L. Montgomery 3452
225 ..•...... Mrs. J. R. Danforth . ... 3453

1, 100 . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . • • . . • • . . . • • . . • • • . • • • . . . . • . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . • • • . Henrietta Kutz, prin-

3454

cipal.
73,000

4, 500 7,590 2,900

1,800

1 , 500 . .... .

250,000......... . .. • .. .

11,750...... •• . W . 0. Wilson ........... 3455

250 ..•. . .••..•.•.•..••..••_....•.•••. Dr. H a nnah T. Croa~-

500

3456

4, 00() . . • . . . .
5, 110
530

260 ..... .
222
200

7,752 . . •.. . . • . .•••••.
3,414
2,500 . •.••.•

dale.
78 ......••. L. Voute ...... . ........ . 3457
309 . ••...••. J. H. Bosworth ......... 3458

2, 000 ······.

30 ...•..

1,000 .• • ....•...••-••.

300.. •. . . . • . Henry T. L eister, su- 3!59

perintendent.

30, 000 . . . . . . .
500 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
18, 326 . • . • . • . . . • . . . . .
2, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . .
21 , 374
800 21, 374 . • • • . .
41, 992
38,499 .•••.•. - 40, 000
2,000 ....... . ............•........••..•....•...•......•..
2,750 . .. • . . . .

100

751•••••••••

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 3460
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3461
Ed win H. Anderson.... 3462
- . . ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 3463

2, 500 . . . . . . . . . Dani el Carhart, secre-

tary. ,

2,639 ···•·· ..•.•.. . ..• - 21. 000 . •• • . . .
50
131
2,500
100
250
50
1, 00() ......... . ... - ..• - 1, 800
200
100
30
3,500
2,520
3,393
1, 815
4,000

• • • • • • • • • ••• • • • •

.. . . .•. •.
. . . .. •••.
.. . . . . ••.
- .•...•..

· •.. - .••..•• · · .• · · ...••. · .•... · · : · · · · · · · · ·
10,023 . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . .
2,347
$6,000 ·Ji: ·"i...
......... - .. . . - . . . . • . . . . .
220 - · · - - . - - . R. J . De Vore . ......... .
.• • .. · •. - - · • · - - - · .· - - ..• - . - · · - . ... · · · .. · • • · M . M. Ursula . ... ... .... .
..•...•...• : ...•...•••••..•...••..••...•.. ,J. B, Griggs, general

i~~:.· ::::::::::::

secretary.

........••..........••.... . ..••.........•••..•.......• : . . . . . .
..••...
1]5 ......
25,000................
100
2,000
900
91
·250
3,374
1,180 ..••.•.
541 . .•......
..................................... . ........... .. .. -. . .. . . . . .
.......
100 .................. . ................... . ........

3464
3465
3466
3467
3468
3469

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3470
Mrs.SalheR.Custer . . 3471
B. N . Hyde . ... . . . ..... . 3472
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3473
E<lw;i rd Yeager . ....... 3474.

ti~g ::::::: ... ~~~ :::::: 1, ~~g ::::::::: ::::::: ... ~·- ~~~:::::::::: i~~/~;t fl: ll.:~1~:~:::: : ~!~~
i:ggg
::::::: ···ioo
:::::: .... fooii ::::::::: ::::::: ..... ioo :::::::: : E:·r:·s1:.~~;~;:::::::::::: :m
1,587 . . . . . . .
132. .. . ..
12, -!83......... .•. •• . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .• . Emma R. Thompson .. . 3479
1,083

1,064

645

3, 50() . . . . . . .

300

743......... . • • • • • .. . . .. • . . .
\

2, 100... .. .... Chas. L eRoy Wheeler. . 3480
1. 000 . . . . . . . . . Herman Ostbaus, secre-

2uii - ~-.~~~ .~·-~~{~~-~~~\·.·.~;~:-~~~ - ··· -~:.~~~ -:~~-:~~-: --~~·-~~~ ::::~::::
uii .... 400 ::::::k::: ...... :ioo,::::::::: ::::::: ..... 488 :::::::::

H~~i;.- ,J.Carr . .........

3481

:m

·ti~g~~~1ri~.~: : : : : :!:t

n~i ··--~~~ ....~~\:::::: ....~--~~~ ....~·-~~~ ::::::: .....'.~~ :::::::::.Th~~:c.-iio;£;::::::::: :fi;
2,290
2. 000
1,763
1, 020

... . . . .
300
........•.. - ...••..
100
. •. ••. .
110

.... ..
7,698
510
$500
700
.... - ...• - ... . ..••. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
.•.... . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .... . . .
75
. • . • • • . . . . . .. . . . • . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. • • .

.. .. . . . . .
..... . •. .
.........
. . . .. . • . .

Miss Elizabeth Knapp.. 3488
. .. - . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-169
J . W. Mason,. .......... 3490
F. F. o~ borne, superin- 3491
teud ent.

a, 100 ...... . ................ . .............................................................. 3492
3,700 . . . . . . .
235 . ... . .
15, 000... . ..... ... • . . .
609 .. . .• •• . . Will . T. Trezise ......... 3493
1, 800
300
40
100 ........................ . ................ . Jos. E. Barton ......•.•. 3494
1, 400 . . . . . . .
100 .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • .. . . .. .. . . . • . . • . .. .. . . . • . • • . ..
1, 200 . . . . . . . • ••.. - . - - - . - - . - - . . . . . . - - . .. · · · -... . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
326 . 867
789
27,500.......
5,590 469,436
4, ooo..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. ...
250
5,000
10,651 .•••... 1,239 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ....
2,928 ...... ...
2,200
350
-18
28
1,690
986 . .. • .. .
150.. . ......
1,400
150
50
50 ... . ... . . ......... .......
25 ...... . ..

Albert E. Maltby....... 3495
. - . - - - . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3496
W .H.Chandler,dfrector 3497
Rev. I:obt.. Gamble ..... 3498
Geo. W . Atherton ...... ;1499
L. E . McGinnes ....... . 3500
G. W.Jude ............. 3501

14.0......
5,475 ............... .
510
200 ................ - - . ..... .
3 .............. . ..... . ......... .
146
50 ......•......•.••.•......

Mrs . M . H. Baynton ... . 3502
Sarnh M. Nowell ...... . '!503
J osepb .A.. Willis....... 3504
.Arthur Beardsley...... 3505

7:l, 8:'il 24,092

4,000 ...... .
11,650 2,000
1, ]33
]5
2, 188 1, 000

241 .•.. . ... .
625
10,000
33 . . . . . .. . .
125 . . . . . . . . .
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P:f!NNSYLVANIA-con.

B.
B.
B.

3506
3507
3508
3509
3510
3511
3512
3513
3514
3515
3,516

Tarentum ...........
Tidioute............
Torresdale..........
Towanda . . . . . . . . . . .
..... ao ............. .
Troy ................
Uniontown .........
Villamaria..........
Villanova...........
Warren .............
Washington ........

I.O.O.F.Library ................ 1870
Tidioute Library .. .. .. • • • . . ... . . . .. .. .
Institute of tho Sacred. Heart..... 1846
Susquehanna Collegiate Institute. 1853
Towanda Library ................ 1878
High School Lil>rary ............. 1870
Ilook Club Library ............... 1850
St. Mary's Library............... 1875
Villanova College................ . . . . .
Public Library ................... 1871
Citi~ens ' Library ................. 1870

1.0.0.F ..
Gen.......
Col.......
Sch. ......
Gen .......
Sch...... .
Soc.......
Social.....
Co'l . . .. . . .
Gen .......
Gen .......

F.
S.

B.
B.

8517
8518
3519
3520
8521
3522

..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
·waynes burg ....... .
West Chester ..... ..
..... do ............. .

Sch...........
C.
Sch ....... 1. . . . . . . . . . . . Fr.
Col...........
G.
Col...........
T.
Fr.
Gen .................. . ... .
Law ......................

·R.
B.

8524 ..... do ..... ... ..... .
.3525 ..... do ............. .
3526 ..... do ............. .

Trinity Hall Library ................. .
Washington 1remale Seminary ..... ~ ..
Washington auclJ efforson College 1800
Waynesburg College............. 1860
Birmingham Library .. . .......... 1795
Chester County Law and. Miscel- 1862
Janeous Library.
Darlington Seminary for Young
Ladies.
Frienc1s' Library Association .... 1880
Library Association.............. 1872
Public School Library............ 1854

3527 ..... do ..............
3528 West Sun bury......
3529 Westtown ...... .. ..
3530 Wilkesbarre ........

State Normal School. ............
West Sunbury .Academy.........
WesttownSchool ................
Law and Library Association . .. .

3523 ..... do ............. .

1871
. .. . .
1825
1850

S.
F.

R.
C.
. . . . .. .. . . ..
....
C.
....
C.
IL
C.
....
C.
. . . . . . . . . • ..
. . ..
C.
....
C.
0.
U.
R.
C.

B.

C.
B.
B.
B.

S.
F.
S.

n.

I{.
B.
R.

Sch .......................... .
Gen....... .. . .
C.
S. n.
Gen....... O.
C.
S. n.
Sch .. :. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . B.
Sch ....... . .. . .. . . .. . . s. n.
Sch ..................... __ ... .
Sch .......... .
C.
n.
Law...... .. . .
C.
s. R.

n.

3531 .. ... do . . . . . .. . ... . . . Osterhout Freo Library.......... ]887 Gen ....... 0.
C.
F.
3533 ..... do . . . . . . . . . .. .. . Wyoming Historical and Geo1og. 1858 Sci en . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F.
ical Society.
3533 ..... do . . . . . . . . . ... . . Y. hl. C. A. Library............... 1871 Y.M.C.A./·--· I
C.
F.

.D.

353,1 Williamsport....... Dickin son Seminary .................. . Sch ...................... .
3535 .... . do . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Public School Library............ 1880 Gen ................... F.

n.

333G ..... clo .......... . .. . Y.M, C.A.Library .. .................. Y.M. C.A .... .

B.

3537
3538
353!J

,vyncote ........... Chelton Hills School ................. .
Yardley ............ YarclYille Li!.Jr:iry ........ ........ 18J5
York .. . .. ..... : .... CassatLibraryofYorkCollegiate 1873
Institnte.
35-!0 ..... do ............. . United Library .Asso ciation ...... 18i9

C.

n.

F.

Sch ............... _....... B.
Gen ....... 0.
C.
s. B
8ch . . ..... ....
C.
. ... ,

n:

I. 0. 0. F.. . .. .

s. I c.

C.

!

3541 ..... do .............. T'ork County Law Library ....... 1868 L aw .................. Fr. /
RIIODE ISLAND.

1

35,!2

Anthony . . .. . . . . . . . Free Library. .................... 1872 Gen ................... F.

3543
3544

.A.pponang .............. . do ....... .. ................... 1886 Gen.. .........
.Arlington ...••.... . Arlington Public Library ........ 1895 Gen. ..........

C.

3545
3546

Ashaway ........... Freo Library ..................... 1870 Gen ....... R.
Ashton ............. Library Association . ............ 1871 Gen . ...... ·--·

T.
C.

m~
:m

m~ &:~::::::: -~·.

T.

i.i:

3554
3555
3556
3557
3558

TIBAaluorbcrk~~;stl~a~n·dc.;·~·t·~·;··.. :. . ~.~~)1ii.~i~.~~?: ::::::::::::::::::
1.1
IslandFreeLibrary .............. 1875 Gen ........ ..
Bristol. ............. Rogers ~ree Library ............. 1877 Gen .......·.· ..0.·.
u.·
Carolina .... ........ Public Library .... .. ... .......... 1881 Gen....
T
·
genira\:lfalls ....... ~eerublieLibrary . ............. 1882~en ........ c:n ere a e... .... . . .
nion Free Library .............. 1869 (.en....... 0· · · , epachet.......... Manto1; Library Association..... . . . . . Gen ... ···· · ·
~rompton ........... Free Library ..................... 1876 Gen ....... 0.
'ast Greenwich ........ . do ................. __ ......... 1867 Gen....... 0 ·
.
East Providence .... NatchemoketFreeLibrary ............ Gen ....... · ·· ·
T.
E c!n\.e;rovidence East Providence Free Library... 1819 Gen· ...... · -- ·
T·

3559

Exeter .............. Manton Free Library ............ 18821 Gen ....... · --·

3549
3550
3551

n.

B.

F.
F.

B.
B.

F.
S.

n.

I
l ~:
B.

F. B.
FF<. \ B.
B.
B.
s' . B.
~. B.
F. B.
F. \ B
F. B:
F. B.

'r.-- · l
g.
T.

F.

C.

1
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States of 1,000 rolumes and

Name of librarian.

18
- -- - - - -- - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -1-- - - - - - - - - - ;

3506
3507
3508
3509
3510
3511
3512
3513
3514
$7,000 MaryCbarlotte"\Veiss .. 31)15
3516
0 0
0

!i!ili:!! ~}!:::!if :::(/ii;:;;!/;,:::::::;tJ!!:-:: : :~;:~;I~i)IIhl
8,374--- - ---

524 ______

;:;;;1::::ooo :::J::;;;

4.8,144 ________________

1,826

;;;::;:: ; ;::: ;;:;:: · i:: : :'. i~i~;~t: ~i

3517
''.'.
3518
_900 __ __ . ___ . "\V. C. McClellancL - -... 3519
3520
3521
60 ..... _. _. .A.. M. Holuing _-....... _ 3522

12, 000 _. ____ _ ______ . ____ . _... ______ . ___ . ___ _. _____

ti~t:::::
::::::
:::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ___ !~~~------~~~ ::::::::: j"{llr.~1:t~i:~pi:,~~~i-~~~~::
2,000 - - . - . - _
100 __ .••. _. _..........•. . _.. ___ .• _
1,000 --·- __ _
1,057 --- ___ _
3,400 ··-·-- _
1, 100
200
7,000
a, 000
5,060
8,000

3523
53 _________ Julia.A..Cooper_ ........ 3524
673
1, 100 Rachel L. . Price_ - . - -- .. -1 3525
455 _________ Addison Jones, super - 3526

37 - --- - - __ .. - ___ . __--- - - - . --···· 170 - . - - - !), 725 ___ ...• - . - - - . - - 900 ...• __ _
800
160 __ .. _____

_______
248
20
6,117_ .. _______ ______
465. ________
.. ____ _ .. ___________________ . _. __ . _. _ . _____ . _________ . _.... _.
_______
133 _______________ --··----· ---···- ----···· -····-··_______
350 ______ -···-·--- ··· ··-·- " ·····-1,000 _____ .•..

23,G32 _______ 2,137-.....
71,569 ____ _____ -···-·G, 000 4, 000 ____ . __________ .. ___ ___ .. _.. __ ...•• __

16,000
1, 700

intendent.

G.M.Pbilips---·-······ 3527
_. _________ - - _- ... .... _- - I 3528
W.W. Dewees _________ ! 3529
Jos.D.Coons,secrctary 1 3530
and treasurer.

-

375,000 HannahP.Jameg ______ 3531
10, 000 H. E. Hayden, corrc- 3532

aponding secretary.

6, 26Q _. _.. _.
22
585 E. B. Buckalew, general 3533
2,000 -----· _ ·------ -----· -----·--secretary.
4, 000 . _____ _ ______ .... ____ ... ____ .... ___ " __ ... ___ .. __ . ___ . ___ . _.•.... _____ ___ . ______ . __ . ___ 3534 •
4,000 1,000
200
50-·····-----··-··-·--··--90 _____ ,. ___ W.W.Kelchmer,prin- 3535
J . Harder, general 3536
3,500 ___ ___ _ · --·-- _______________________________ --·----- ····-·-·- .A.cipal.

~-:~~ : _-:~'\ iti ·:::: -i': iir::::.. ?? _·:?" :?:~o ·f!'.E::::~i !~
.

urer.

3,000 ___ : _________ --··-- ·· ··-·--· ·-·-···-· -·--··· ·--- ---- ---·- ---- M . .A..11:illis. ---···· ···- 354-1

: : t~~~~: - -~~~ : : : --·-~~~~~:: : : : :·: : : : : ::~:: : : Ki: ;:~:~~:~~~~- ::::
1,000

3, 000

_____ ._ - ______

1

~: m1-·--ioo

8,250--·---·
2. 400 . 250
12.~54 _______
2, 378 ______ _
6, 700 ______ .
3,300
152
1, 100
200
4,616 _______
4, 300 . __ . ___
4, 021
50
3,658 ---·-· 2,800

---·-- ··-·-----

25

500

550---······ J . e!;~t~~~-Hammo"nd,

3544

8

1, 200

200

335

3g

500

1!----7,-G58 ::::::::: ----600

220______
85
50
272 ______
213 ______
628 ______
228
60
10
10
173 ______
300 ______
227
6
219 ---··100

6, 214 .••.• ·---~------

201

245-------- · H.F.LarkiD --- --· ····· 3545

~~L ::::::: iio~:-~_ci{:ii1i1i: :::::: 3548
3~!~

6,5§3 _________ ------·
512 - --··---- Mrs.EmmaS.Bra<lford_
1, 062-----·--·
100
200 _________ EclwarclP.Cbomplin ___
18,921 --------·
800
1,600 . ________ Geo. U . .A.rnokl. _____ __ _
l , 162 _- - - - - - - - _.. - - _. _.. -- - - . ___ . __ - - .
~~~~~~1~:::
15, 632 - . - . - . - - . 1, 200
1, 3461_. - . - . - . .
1
3,028-----·--·
125
253i- --·---- - FrankC . .A.ngelL ______
36 _____ . - . - - . - - - - .
180 _- - - - . -~ - Chas_. Potte~ . - .. - - -... 7,317 __ .. _- . - . - . - . - . .
710 1________ . .Anrne M. Livsey ___ .___
4, 5.00 ____ . - - . - - . - . - . _
634
8, 500 :Francis .A.. Loomis __ . __
1
11, 452 - - - . - - - . - . - - - - . 7001.
- - . - . - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - . - - . - .. - - .
2,882 ·--··---· ------387 -··--·-·· H. H.Dext er-···--··-· -

Ji:n~:i~e!~

l,OOO .. -·········-·-·

3549
3550
3551
33~5532
v

y5~4
35 v 5
3556
3557
3558

125.·-·-···· P,H,Edwards-·-·····- 3559
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Public, society, and school libraries in the United
s;j

§

Name of library.

Location.

.s .
bl)

'+-<A

Class.

0-.-.

~

A

1---------1--------------1--1-----I--- - - - -

1

4

3

--

6

RHODE ISLAND-con.
3560 Hope··-·-··········
3561 Hope Valley ........
3562 Howard.-· .. --·· __ .
3563 ... .. do·-············
3564 Jamestown .... --·-·
3565 Johnston ...........

3566

Kingston. -.• - .... - . College of Agriculture and Me·
chanic Arts.

3567 .••.. do ............. .
3568 Lakewood . -.....•..
3569
8570
3571
3572
3573
31:74
3575
3576
3577

Hope Library .........·-·-········ 1877
Langworthy Public Library ..... 1888
SockanosHetSchool. ................ _..
StatePrison Library.·-··--······ .....
Pldlomenian Library ............. 1849
OlneyvilJeFreeLibrary .......... 1875

Gen..........
C.
Gi,n ·-···· R.
C.
A. & R ......... --·····
A.. &.R... ....
T.
Gen·---·· .... ·-· · ··-·
Gen·-···· O.
O.

1890 Col ...... - . _..

lfJ~!~~~~i ~~di~k~~~~d-F~ea· ·issi

Library.
Free PublicLibrary .............. 1878
Library and Reading Room...... 1849
Manville Library ...... .......... 1872
Free Library ...... - . . ·-···--··-·· 1887
Middleto,Yn Free Library ........ 1876
Newport Historical Society ...... 1853
People~· Library .. _. .. ........ - . . 1870
Post Library (Fort Adams) ... - ... _...
..... do ............. . Redwoocl. L1brary • , ...... , . • • . • . . 1747
Little Compton ... - .
Lonsdale--· .. - .... .
Man Yille .... -... - - .
Natick .. -......... .
Newport. - ....... - -.
•••.. do ............. .
..... do·-·--··--·····
.••.. do · ··-··········

::: ::::::1:::: ·-·;_·-· F.s.
Soc ....... ·-··
C.
Gen- ··--· R ........ .
Gen . ···-··-·· ....... .
Gen ..... . ....
T.
Hist···-··....
C.
Gen· · - --· O.
C.
Gar ..... _. ....
T.
Soc, ..... . O.
C.

Pascoag .. ·- ........ Ladies' Pascoag Library .. _... _.... _.. Gen ·-·· ..... .

8580

Pawtucket....... .. Free Public Library . _. _......... . . . . . Gen . _.. _. R.

35/ll

Peaced ale .. - - . . . . . . Narragansett Library .A.ssocia·
tion.
Phenix·········-··· , P~~!~~fJt,i!:~ley Free Library

8588
858!)
85!l0
8591
3592

..... do ···········-·· i
..... do ..............
._ ... do ... ·-······· ··
..... do ....... __ ... _.
..... do.·-····-······

8593
3594
3595
3596
8507
35!'8
35!)9
3600
3001
3002

.•.. . do .... ·-·····-··
..... do ..... _... ·--..
..... do····-···-···-·
·-··.do.··--· .... ··-.
..... do .... ......... .
..... do·······-······
·-···do·-····-·······
..... do···-··········

3603
3604
3605
3606
8607
3008
8609
3610
3611
3612
3613
3614

3615

Free Library ....... ----···-····-·
.A<'ademy of the Sacred Heart·--·
BrownUniversit,V··-······ ····- ··
Browm,onLFeum ... -····-······
Butler Ilospital for the Insane...

R.

B.
F. B.

3578 •••.. do ...... ·--·-·-· Y. M. C . .A. Library ....... ....... ·-··· Y. M.C ..A.. R.

3583 Pontiac .. ·---····-·· '
3584 ProYidence.·-····-·
35ll5 .... . <lo . ·-····· ···--·
85R6 .. - . . do···········-··
3587 . _. . do ............. . '

F.

C.-

B.

B.
·-··
B.
F. B.
F. B.

Gen·····-·--···-···-· F.

8Q.79

3582

F.
F.
..•.
·-··

B.
B.

F. B.
F.
F.

B.
B.

F. R.
F. B.
F. B.

s.

B.

C.

S.

B.

c.

S.

C.

F.

B.

1852 Gen .... __ ....

c.

F.

B.

1884 Gen ····-- R.

C.

F.

C.

.... . Gen·-- -···--·
T.
1873 Sch---·--· ·-· ·
C.
1767 Col.-- ·--· 0.
C.
18;8 8oc ........ R.
C.
1850 .A. & R .... . _. . . . . . . . .

Davis's Circulating Library .... -. 1847
English and Clat-1sical School.._ .. . _...
FrieudsSchool .... . .... --········ 1819
Gregory·s Circulating Library ... . 1881
High School. .. - .........•.............

Gen·-·· ··
Sch .... - . .
Sch .......
Gen .... ...
Sch .......

F. B.
S.
B.
Fr. n.
F. B.
. . . . R.

R. ··-····· S.
....
C.
·-··
C.
Fr.
R. ........ S.

._ ..............

C.

B.
B.

C.
R.

::::·~~:::::::::::::: ~;o~t~i!n{i1:he!~~~:::::::::::
·issi5 ~~~:::: ::: ·o_- ·-·u.
··· ·s~·
·B.·
ProvidencePublicLibrary .. --·-· 1874 (hm ...•... R.
C.
F. B.
Rhode Jsland Historical Society.
Rhode Islaud Medical Society ...
State Law Library··-· .... -· ... _.
8tate Normal 8f'hool. .. -·····-···
Union for Christian Work·-····T. M. C. A. Library·-······--·· ..
Young Woman's Tea Room Li,
brary.
Free Pn blic Li.brary. ___ .........
Sayles Free Library ....... __ .. _.
Slaters-ville Library .... . .. _.... ..
Free Library. __ .... . _.... __ .... ..
Whitridge Hall Free Library . . . .
Union Public Library ...... ···-_.

Riverside .. _....... .
1879
1886
Saylesville ......... .
Slatersville . ....... .
1848
1892
Summit. __ .. ·- ..... .
Tiverton ..... .... _._.
1875
Tiverton Four Cor·
1814
ners.
Valley Falls ..... _.. Valley Falls Library._ . . . _____ . .. 1874
Warren ....... ···-·· George Hale Free Library·--··-. 1871
Warwick._ .. _.. __ . - League Library ... . .... _... __ . _. . 1885
Hig:11 Sclrnol .......... . _........ .. - .. .
Puulic Library . ........... _.... _. 1894
Wickford .......... _ Free Library ..... _.............. . 18!l0

.:: .8Ji1:1~ _. _. _. :::::::_.

1

1822 Hist. - .... 0.
... . . Med .·-··- R.
1868 Law...... 1.. . .
1872 Sch ... --···-··
1868 Gen··-· ·· ·-··
1853 Y. M. C . .A. ·-··
1884 Social· ·-· R.

C.

C.

T.
T.
C.
C.
C.

R.
Fr. B.
F. R.
B.
F. C.
Fr. B.
S. C.

Gen.·-·-·· 0.
C.
F.
Gen ..... _.·--·
C.
F.
Gen·-··--· R.
C.
F.
Gen. ·-·--· R.
T.
F.
Gen .. _____ .... ·····-·· F.
Gen .. ·--·· R.
C.
F.
Gen . ... ___
Gen .... --Gen .... _._
Sch··- ····
Gen ... ....
Gen ..... ..

·-··
C.
0.
C.
O.
C.
.... ·-······
O.
C.
·--··-······

Woonsocket.·-····· Harrisinstitute ...... -·----······ 1866 Gen .......... .

c.

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.

F.
F.
F.
....
F.
F.

B.
B.
B.
·--·
B.
Il.

F.

B.
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p".9

rn~.

..... ct>>,
mi...
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g,_,~...
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Name of librarian.

0

0

<j"d

- - - - - - - - P-t
--- --- --- --10
1.1
9
1.2
13
1.4
ta
16
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

l '1

IS

1,201. ..• • . .
140. ... ..
140 ................................. Joseph MaeDonald .... .
3,780 ...•...
362 ......
5,178
26 ...•...
$575 .... . .... LauraS.Yeaw .. .. ..... .
2,000 ...... .. .•.................. _...•....................................... _ .......•.•.. _
2,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500 ......... ... .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nelson Viall, warden ...
1
3,805. .. .. ..
]90 ... . . .
4,378.........
. ... .. .
121 ......... Mrs, L. C. Hammond ..
7, 000 .... .. .
300 ... .. .
20,000 ...•.. ... ...•.•.
950 ... . ..... Mrs. Harriet H. Rich-

3560
3561
3562
3563
356~
3565

ardson.
4,530 13,500 ............................................ .. ........ E. J. vVatson .......... . 3566
5,000 .......
3,]55 . . . . . . .

128

3,199 ................................. E.W.Coe ............. . 3567
4, 481......... .......
225 ......•.. George]'isher .......... 3568

100

...... ......

1, 600 1 . . . . . . .
3, 5371...... .
2,334. ... .. .
2,153,.......
1. 518 .... .. .
1, 7021 3, 710
29. 2001 3,263
2, 500 . . . . . . .
41, 778' .......

72 . . . . . .
750 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
121 . . . . . .
3, 5351. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
401 . . . .. . . . . Annie Toner. . . . . . . .. . . .
]21. ..•..
1,521. . . . . . . . .... . ..
125 ......... Wm. D eane Al<lrich ....
158 . . . . . .
4, 118 . . . . . . . . .
$100
250 . . . . . . . . . W ebster Knight........
57.... ..
506 .... .. . . . ... . . .
71 ......... D. M . Chase ........... .
2ori
627 . . . .. .
1. 189 . . . . . . . .. R. Hammett Tilley .... .
1 . .. . . . . . .. . . . ..
386
82
34,407
1,413.......
4,424 .... . .... David Stevens ..........
5 .. .. ..
600
400 . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . Geo F . E . Harrison. . ..
442
106
13,291 . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . .
3, 039 $52,040 Richartl Bliss , :first lieu -

1

1,400 .............................................................
1,398 ................ ......... ..... .............. .. ...............
14,765 . . . . . . .
6,239

300

47,000......... . . . . . . .

461

11,640

35

398 .... •. .

7, 240

1, 000

777

10,700

3578
3579
3580
3581

10,271 ............•.. .

513 . . . .. . . . . Geo. E. Sheldon......... 3582

200
50
20
50
10 . . . . . . .
.... ...... ...... ......... ......... ...... .

100 . . . . . . .. . Richard Russell ...... .. 3583
78 1......... A .E. Smnott . . ., .... . 3584
3585
1
3586
1
60
W . A Ginton , superin 3587

4,600 ...... .
2 000
3'040
9

948 . . . . . .

tenant and regimental
quartermaster, Sec ·
ond Artillery.
Samuel J essup, general
secretary.
Mrs . Fred. A. Gory.
secretary.
Mrs. Minerva .A. San.
ders
Herbert W . Fison . .....

3569
3570
3571
3572
3573
35U,
3575
3576
3577

250 ..... .

f i~~ ~~~·. ~~~ .~~ ~~~ -~·.~~~ .... ~·. ~~~: :: ::: ::: ::: :::: ...:·. ~:: .........
...~~·. ~:: Y~s~i>::ir°. s~~ft:: ::'.: ·2 000

'

100

\

20

lJO. ... .. . . . .. . . .. ... .......

................................ . ........
1
1

t1.1nclent.

6,750
500
300
50
Albert F. Davis ....... . 3588
1, 2001........................................... · \ ·....... . . . .. . . . . Goff & Rice, principals 3589
3590
3591
3592

Hit::~~~ igL:::: ·::::.::::: :·: : : : _ :::::::[·:::: :. :::: :: : ~ ·i~~if~~y~~~i.:~:;i~~i:

5t i~i\··ii: 10th: 455\-- ·a11 .. ·45,' iiilo::::::::: ::: ::J.·s: iii -..4f ~oo. io~tie·R~·i H~~~i·;~~: '. .
75,559 ....... + 4,251 ... . .. 115,743
33,373 ............... . ... .. .. .
15, 000 '\ 35,000
500\ l, 000 ........ . ..•. .- . . . . . . . . . . .
1,500.... . ....
12. 000 6, 000 . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
150
6
2
300 l,
~~~
4, 759...... .
256 1. . . . . .
13,133......... . •.• . .
l , 301
3,900
4, 173 .......
68 1. . • • • •
1,522 ......... .... ...
300
100
1,000 ... • . . .
100. ... ..
2, 9,7 ......•-.. .•.....
607 .........

kigg1·...

2,800
1,040
2,400
1,600
3,415
1,307

~gl.. -ioo ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ... ~·. ::::.:::: ~·:~~ri11°r~~~~~:::: . 8508
3599
4,147
1. 018
2,000
1,312
2, 135
1,120

.......
107 ......
125
62 .••...
700 ........... .
.......
125 ..... .
... . . . .
420 ..•.•.
...... .
88 ..... .

2,000
300
75
55
5,000 ........ .... ." ......

............... .
········· ...... .
............... .
..•.......... .. .
50 ...... .
............... .

375
50
143
138
179
·75

......•..
···· · ... .
........ .
........ .
........ .
... . .. .. .

J

8,015 2,500 2, 11:l
500
1,819 . . . . .. .
116 ..... . 1

I

317 ...... ,

Zepb. Brown. treasurer 3600
H emanL .·Faecl er .... .. 3601
Mary G. Huntsman .. .. 3602
M . W. Blotlget ........ .
Alvin C. Robbins ..... .
Archibald M . Clarke .. .
A. E.Nichols ........ ..

:'l~1?etlif~~~he;te~·-:

3603
3604
3605
3606
3607
3608

26,905......... . . . . . . .
4, :161 . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .

162 . . . . . . . . . Anna Earle ........... . 3609
695 1. . . . . . . . . Isabell e W.Bak er ..... . 31l10
1
3611
::::::::: .
~.:::::::::: 3612
200 11.. ..... .. Ethan Wilcox ......... . 3613
300 . . . . . . . . . Philand er J . Thomas
3614

30,442 • .. . . . • .. . . . . . . .

1, 700,......... .Auna Metcalf......... . 3615

1, 954 . . .. . . . . . . . .. . • .
12,600................

t r~i .... ~~~ ... ~~~ ....:~1
._..~~ ~~~ ..... _~~~ .... ~~~ ..... ~:~

14, 086 • • • . . . .

3593
3594

Wm E. Foster . ....... . 3595
Amos Perry .......... . 3596
Geo. D. Hersey ....... . . 3597

~~!. ~: .~~~

I

trcairn
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'
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~D1JCATION . REPORT,· 1893-96.
Eublio, society, ancl sch9ol lib·rarics in the Uiuited

Location.

Name of library.

Class.

3
4
6
7 S
5
1
1 - - - - ' - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 - - - - - 1- - - - - SOuTH CAROLINA.

3616
3617

Aiken ............. . Shinn Library of Schofield . . . . . Sch.. ..... . . . .
School.
Anderson .......... . Patrick Military Institute ............ Sch. ......... .

Cedar Springs ..... . SouthCarolinainstitutionforthe
Deaf, Dnm b, and Blind.
A ve1·y Institute ... -- ........... . 1868
Charieston Female Seminary..... 1870
Cha1leston Library Society...... 1748
Charleston Orphan Home ..............
College of Charleston ............ .....
Medical Society of South Carolina 1891
~~ lloper Hospital.
3625 ..... do ............. . Mihtary.A.catlemy ................ 1890
3618

3619
3620
3621
3622
3623
3624

Charleston ......... .
..... do ....... . ..... .
. ... . do ............. .
..... do ............. .
... .. do ............. .
..... do ............. .

I
I

C.

C.

C.

B.

A &R
Sc.Ji_ ..·.·.·.·_· .·.·.·.· · · ·C··. • · · F···r·.· ·B· ·_ •

Sch. ...... . . . .
O.
Gen ...... O.... . ....
.A.. & R.... . . . .
T.
Col . ...... O.
C.
Med . . . . .. 1. . . .
C.
\
Col...........
C.

.... B.
8. 13 .
C.

R.

Fr. B .
Fr. R

3626 ..... do ............. . Y.M. C.A.L.ibrary ............... 1870 Y.M.C.A ..... ........ S.
C.
3627 Clemson Collogo ... . Clemson Agricultural College.... . . . . .1 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
F.
3628 Clinton ............ . NellioScottLibraryofThornwell 1875, Gen . ...... O.

B.

B.

Orphanage.

C.
. .. . B.
3629 Columbia .......... . Benedict College ................. 1870 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
3630 ..... do ............. . City School Library.... ........ . . 188:1 Sch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . B.
3631 ..... do ............. . Columbia Theological Seminary .. 18::ll
3632 . ... . do ............. . South Carolina College ........... 1805
3633 ... .. do ............. . StateLibrary ..........................
11
3634 Conway ... ......... .
•
3635 Darlington ......... .
3636 Duewest ........... . .Associate Reformed '.l.'beological 18:JO

Thoo .. .. . . . . .
C.
Fr. n .
Col . ...... 0.
T.
Fr. R .
State ................. I•'. R .

~t11~t~ :gi1~:L::::::::::::::\s89 ~~k::::::J:
:: --·6:·· l ~:
Theo...... . . . .
C.
]'r. B.

3637 ..... do ............. .
3638 .. ... do ............. .
3639 Georgetown ....... .
3640 GreenYillo ......... .
36-H Newberry ......... .
3642 Orangeburg . ..... ..
3643 Society Hill ........ .

Semiuarv.
Enphe.rnian Literary Society.
Pbilomathcan Society........
W inyalr Indigo l:;ocicty Library..
Furman UniYersity ..............
Newberry College ................
Clat!in niversity. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Society Hill Library....... . . . . . . .

3644 Spartanburg .. ..... .
3645 ..... clo ............. .
3640 Williamston ........
3647 Yorkville ........ ...

Converse College ................. 1800
Wotfor,l Colle~o .......................
Williamston]'emaleCollege ...... 1872
Baptist High School......... ..... . . . . .

1839
18-i2
1735
1852
1857
1860
1822

Col. Soc... 0.
T.
Col. 8oc.. . . . . .
C.
C.
Gen ....... 0.
Col. ..........
C.
Col ...................
Gen ...... 0.
C.
Gen . ... . . O.
C.

S . C.
F . n.
F. R.
Fr. R.
Fr. B.
Fr.

S.

R.

13.

Col. ...... .. ..
C.
B.
Col..... .. ....
C.
Col. ...... ....
C.
. ... B.
Sch .......................... .

SOUTH DAKOTA.

T.
F. B.
3648 Aberdeen ... ....... . Public Library .................. : ..... Gen ..........
C.
Fr. B.
364.9 ..... do ............. . Publicf:ichoolLil.Jrary ............ 1887 Sch...........
3650 Broe kings ......... . i::iouth Dakota A..gricultural Col· 1883 Col ................... F. n.
3651
3652
3653

lege.
Canton ....... .... .. . Augtistarrn,College .................... fich .......................... .
C.
Fr. B.
East Pierro ........ . Pierre University ................ 1883 Col . ..........
Madison ...... ... .. . StateNormalSchool.. ............ 1883 Sch.... .......
T.
Fr. B.

3654 Mitchell ............
3655 Redfield ............
3656 Sioux Falls .........
3657 ..... clo ..............
3658 ..... do .......... ....
3659 Spearfish ...........
3660 Vermillion ..........
3661 Yankton ........•...

Dakota Unh·ersity ..... . ............ .
l{edfiel<l College .................. 1887
Public Library ...... . ............ 1886
Sioux Falls University ...... ...........
South Dakota Penitentiary . .......... .
StateNormalSchool. ......... .... 1885
U11iversitvofSouthDakota ...... 1883
Yankton College, ......••••..•... 1881

Col...........
C.
Col ....... R.
C.
Gen ...... R.
C.
Col..... ......
C.
A. & R .....•..........
Sch ...........
T.
Col. ..........
C.
Col....... ....
C.

3662 Athens . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grant Memorial Unh-ersity ...... 1870
3663 Bell buckl e .......... Webb School. .................... 1886
3664 Bristol..... .... .. .. . Kin~ College...... .............. . 1860
3665 .•... do ..............• ullrns CoJJeireLibrary .......... 1880
1,666 .Browns,ille ........ Lon,:rfell.ow Literary Society ...... 18 5
3607 Chattanooga ........ Cbat1.anooga College . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1889
3668 .... . clo ........... ... Unh-ersrtySchoolofChattanoorra . . ...
3669 1..... do .............. , Y . .M.C.A.Library ............ ~ .. 1]886

Col . . . . . . . . . . .
c.
Sclt ....... R.
c.
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Col.......... .
C.
Col. Soc... . . . .
C.
Col
R
C
SYc.1i;.: ::_:.::.. .;_·.... .._· ...
1•
0
0 4

l!'.
S.
Fr.
Fr.
F.
Fr.
F.

B.
B.

C.
C.
ll.
13.

B.

TE:N'XESSEE.

=

Fr. 13.
S.

ll.

S. B.
Fr. B.
Fr. R.
S
R \

··s·.·· ·n··.··
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States <>-f 1,000 volumes, a-nd,01,cr in 1896-Continued.
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Name. of 'librarian.

of:::
So

<j--o

17

18

,: : : : : : : ::':: : : : : : : : : : : : : +:: : : : : ::1_:i;;~~~~;::.,-,up_:,
1,000
2.00
2,500 ...... .

25 ...... ......... ..•... •.. .......
100...............................

3,000

600

102 ....... . . ... . .. ......... . ......

6,000

500

36'16
3617
3618

$25 . ....•... M.A.Holmcs, principal 3619
70 ................................. . 3020
3621
3622
3623
2.50 ......... T. Pridean Whaley,M. U624

:tm : :Y~ . . ! ~ : : ~~ ·--~~~~;~ ::~:::::~.::::::~ : t~~~ : : : :~: it!~~i~~~~l~ii~i~~~:
50

D.
lQO .......................................... Asbury Coward, super·
intendent.

3625

2,200 ...••...
120 ............... ......... ................................................ .. 3626
1,500 .............. -- .............. _............... _.................................... _.. :J62J
200
2,200. . . .. .... . . . . . . .
120 . . . . . . . . . Rev. 'iVm. .P ..Jacobs ... . 3628
5,000 1,000
480
2, 3()0 1, 000
1, 650 . . . . . . .
20, 000
31, 000
40, 000
1,500
1, 262
2,000

.... . . .
. .. .. . .
. ••••• .
...... .
100

300
30 . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. P . B. Guernsey ...... . ..
40 . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
75 .. . . . .. . . E. S. Dreher, superin·
ten dent.
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..
600 · $11,000 D . .J. Brimm . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .James Woodrow....... .
. . . .. . . . . . . .
4, 000 . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .
550 '......... Mrs. Caroline Le Conte.
........................ . ..
400 ... ...... Rev. W. S. Stokes ......
100 .•••.•
u,000................
100 ......... L.C.Glenn . ........... .
•••• .•
..
. . . . . .J.B. Hood ............ ..

3631
3632
3633
3li34
3635
3636

H. C. Bradley. . . . . . . . . . .
127 ......... .J. Augustus Black .....
Tbos.B.Hamley .......
75
75,000 Chas.Manly ............

363 7
3638
3'630
364.0

···1·· .. .. .

J ..... ~ .. ..~~ :::..... :

3, 000 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1
2,000 .. . . . . .
250. .. . . .
575
250 • • • • • • •
5,000 1,000 .... - ................ ·········!·······
300._ ....
50 .................. ,.......
5,000

........... ......

3629
3630

H~g ··i;t~~ :::~~~ :::::: :.:::::::\ ::·:::::f:::::} ::::::: ::::::::: I?1~~~ ~~fci;,::;~~~~~: mi
1

1~:iii
.. ~·.~~~ ....100~~ ....200~~ :::::::::
::::::::: :::::: L.~·.~~~ ::::::::: ~1~~.~.~~~1~~~~~~~~~:::: ~i!g
3,000 1,000
......................... I................ S. Lander, p.rcsillcnt... 364.li
2,000 ....... ····-· ............................... \..................... - ...... , ............. 3647

~~

i:4,108 --··;;;
'ii:::::: "-m\---- ·,os ___$'00\ ___,, 10.\: :: : :::: i.t'l":t;;.:;:: ::: ::: :::i
5, 000
494 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .J obn M. Parkinson..... 3650
1, 100 .............. _.........•..... _...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3651
l,uOO .......
100 ··-··· .......................................... Wm.M.Blackhmn ..... ;l652
1,600
300
60
30........ . . . . . . . .. . .. .• .. .
100 ......... W. Il. H. Beadle, presi· 3653

dent.

1,400
500 .........................•........................... .
1,500
100
400
25 .......... ·•··· .................. ' ........ .
1, 500
100
200
50
2, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250 ..•.... _.
1, ooo
400
500
400 ....... .. ... . .................... I........ .
1,570 ...................
5,593 .. ...... . ·-·-···
38t'. ... ... •.
7, 64.6
949 1, 090
337
3, 000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • .
1, 700 ........ .
3, 377
500
353
300
500
7so ....... .•.... .. I........ .
5, 412 2, 600
320 . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305
2 500

3, 000 2, 000
50
40
200 ................ ....... ......... .
2, 700
365
120
45 ......... .. ... - . . . . . . . . . .
605 ........ .
5, 000 2, 000
350 .............. ... ............. .. .............. ..
1,000 ....... . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . ...... ... . . . . . . . ... . . .
51··· · .... .
], 000
600
25
50 ...•.........•............................

i: g~~ :~::~;~: :: :~~: :::~~::: ~ :·:::: :::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::: :·:>

.T. M. Glidden, secretary
Gertrncle L. Morris .. :.
N. E. Phillips, warden.
Laura Robins ......... .
I. W. Price .. ...... , ... .
G. G, Wenzlaff ........ .

3654
3655
3656
3657
3658
3659
3660
3661

E. C. Ferguson.,, ..... . 3G62

W.RWeub ........... .
Chas. n.. Pepper ....... .
D. S. Hearon .... ....... .
C. A. Folk, president .. .

3663
3664
36()5
3666
3667
3668
3.669
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Public, society, and school lib1·aries in the United

Location.

Name of library.

1

2

Class.

_, __,_I__,. _
3

4

5

I

s

6

TENNESSEE--cont'd.
3670 Clarksville ...... __ . Clarksville Female .Academy..... . . . . . Sch ........... ' ..............•.
3671 •••.. do ..... .. . _.... . Southwestern Presbyterian Uni- 1879 Col ........... , C.
. . . . B.

ver,;ity.
3672 Columbia ........... Columbia .A.theneumLibrary .......... Col....... . ...
C.
3ti73 Como . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . High School...................... . . . . . Sch .......... . ..............• 3674 Culleoka............ Culleoka .Academy............... . . . . . Sch .......................... .
3675 ..... do ..........•... Culleoka Reading Club ........... 1871 Sch ....... 0.
T.
S. C.
3676 Dickson . . . . . . . . . . .. Dickson Normal School . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . Sch .......................... .
3677 Fountain City ...... Holbrook Normal College ........ 1893 Col....... . . . .
C.
. ... R.
3678 Franklin ........... Battle Ground .Academy ......... 1889 Sch . ....... _. . .. .. ... S. B.
3679 ..... do . . . . . . . . .... .. Wall and Mooney's Scl1ool....... . . . . . Sch .... __ . _. _................ ..
3680 Grandview ......... Grand. View Normal School. .......... . Sch ...................... .
3681 Grassy Cove........ Grassy Cove .Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sch .... _................. .
3682 Harriman .......... . American Temperance University . .... Col . . .. . . . . . . .
C.
s. B.
3683 Hiwassee College ... HiwasseeCollege ................. 1849 1 Col....... . .. .
C.
R. R.
3684 Hunting<lon . . . . . . . . Southern Normal University..... 1891 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
c:
s. B.
3685 Jackson . . . . . . . • . .. . Free Library Association . . . . . . . . 1884 1 Gen....... . . . .
C.
s. B.
3686 ..•.. do ...••..•...... Memphis Conference Female In- 1842 Col . . .. . . . . .. .
C.

stitute.

..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Southwestern Baptist University ...... Col . . .. . . . . . . .
C.
Knoxville .......... Lawson McGhee Library ..... .... 1886 Gen....... 0.
C.
S.
..•.. do .............. Southern Library .Association .... 1896 Soc ....... R.
C.
S.
..•. .do . . .. . . . . . . . . . . University of Tennessee......... 1807 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
S.
Lebanon............ Cumbe~land TTniversity...... .• . . 1842j Gen....... . . . .
C.
Fr.
Maryville ........... Maryville CollPge ................ J/<88· Col....... ....
C.
Fr.
Memphis ........... Bar and Law Library .Association. 1874J Law .................. S.
.... do . . .. . . . . . . . . . . Christian Brothers' College ...... 1872' Col . . .. . . . . . . .
T.
....

3687
3688
3680
3690
3691
3692
3603
3694

;Jf: ;;;;:;;;;: ~!~{n][;ft~::l;:;/::::: :::: ti>: t ;T;; :t ::::

1m

1847 Gen . . . . . . . . . .
C.
cintion.
Milligan............ Milligan College. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1882 Col ...................
Mossycreek .. ....... Carsou and Newman College .......... / Col .... .......... .....
Nashville ..... ...... Central Tennessee College .. .... . 1866/' Col . ............. .....

3700
3701
3702

:~~~

B.

1

3699 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I. 0. 0. F. Hall and Library Asso-

3705
3706
3707
3708
3709
3710

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
R.

:::J~ ::::::::::::::
..... do
..•.. <lo
..•. . do
.... . clo
.. ... do
..... <lo

........ _.....
..............
..............
.. .. . . . . . .. . . .
... . . . . . . .. . . .
............. .

3711 .... clo ............. .
3712 ..... do ..... ........ .
3713 Pulaski.. ...... .... .
3714 Rogersville ........ .

jf~{:U;~~~;.S;1y~~-~~.c~i.e_s_:::::::: ·jgfig
Howard Library Company ....... 1885
MasonicLibrary.Association ..... 1880
Roger WilliamsUniversity ....... 1867
St. Cecilia Academy.............. 1890
•renne,;see State Library.......... 1854
Umversity of N::ishville, Pea- 1787
body Normal College.
Vancterbilt University ........... 1875
Ward Seminary ........•.....•....... .
Martin Female College ...............
Synodical Female College. ........ 1849

Rugby ............. .
Sevierville ......... .
Sewaneo ........... .
Spencer ... ......... .

3719

Sweetwater .. . ...... Sweetwater Seminary for Young
Ladies.
Tusculnm . . . . . . . . . . Greeneville and Tusculum College
Washington College Wasl1ington College ..............
Waverly ............ Sont,hern Mrtbodiet Institute
and University.
Winchester......... Mary Sharp Col!ege..............

3723

8~} ::::::: :::: 8:

<"ien . .. . . . . . . .
C.
Masonic .. R.
C.
Col...........
C.
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Col . . .. . . . . . . .
C.

....

F.

B.

Fr.
S.
S.

B.

R.

B.

ji,;_· · B.
· -·

F .
S.
Fr.

R.
R.

F.

:a.

S.

F.

B.

R.
R.

Col . ......... ..... . . . . Fr. R.
Sch....... .. ..
C.
Il.
Col....... . . ..
C.
. ... R.
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. R.

Hughes Free Public Library . . . . . 1883
Mnrphy College.................. 1895
University of the South ...............
Burritt College .........•........ 1852!

3715
3716
3717
3718

3720
3721
3722

1

I

Gen . . . . . .
Sch.......
Col . .... ..
Col. Soc...

0.
.. ..
....
....

C.
C.
C.
C.

S. ( B.
. ..... - .

1· ... ' ... .
Fr. B.

Sch .......................... .

. . . . . Col .... _.. . . . .
C.
. ....•..
1798 Cnl. .... .. . . . .
C.
F. R.
..... I Sch .......................... .
. . . . . Col . . . . . . . . . . .

C.

TEX.A..

3724 .Abilene ...... _..... . Simmons College................. 18!Jl Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. R.
3725 Austin . ........... _ Institution for tlie Blind......... . . . . . .A. and R ................. .
3726 ..... do ........ . .... _ St. Edward's College ..... . . ...•.. 1889 Col....... . . . .
C.
S. ·

B:

3727 ..... tlo ............. . SnprPme Court Library . . . . . . . . . . 1846 Law . . . . . . . . . .
3728 ..... do ............. . Texas State Library.............. 1876 State . . . . . . . ..

1

T.
T.

F.
F.

R.
R.
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States of 1,000 volurnes and over in 1896-Continued.
Receipts.

A.-ci

cp A

....o...,
,e

..., A

§a

Name of librarian.

B

~'d

- - - - --

9
-

10

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-- - - - f - - - - - - - - - - l

11

12

13

14

15

16

IS

11

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -1- - - -- - -- - - l

1, 000 . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3670
10,000....... . .. . . . . .. • . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .• . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . Rev. Robt. Price, D. D.. 3671
10,205
1,000
1,000
1,200
1,000

........•••.....•...••...•....•..............................
........•••.....•........................•.....•.............
....................•................•••.••..................
.....................•..........••...........................
................................ . .......••...••..............

1,400
1,200
1,200
1,000
2, 450
3, 000
2, 000
6,300

................•.....................••..•......•........•..
........................................ .... ··•····· ........ .
...•......•........ ···· ····· .................•...•...........
................. . ..............••••.............•.. . ........
..... . .............. ···•···· ..............................••.
1, 500 . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
900 ..•..•...
l 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .
1,000
150 ........•...... - •..•.•........ · · · · .. · • · · · · · · · • · ·

t ~~g .... ~~~ ... ~~~ .... ~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::

$i~g :::::::::

.... ·····•·• ······. ······ 3672
....... ...... . ... .. ... . . . 3673
.... .. . ······ ............ 3674
Jonas T. Amis ...... .. . :1675
............ . . ........... 3676
J.J.Crumley, president. 3677
W. D. Mooney.......... 3678
....... ...... ... .. . ...... 3679
••••••.•••••••••••••••••• i 3680
•••••• ••• • •• .••• •• • ••• • •• ! 3681
1
•••• • • •••••• ••••••• ••• •• •
3682
H. B. Wilson ........... ' 3683
J. A. Baber, president .. : 3G84
S. A. M_rnders ...... .... 3685
Howard B. Key . . . . . . . . 3686
I

3,500
450 ................. - ......•. · - ..... · · · · ... · · · - · .. · • · · · · ·
9, 169 . . . • . . .
338 . . . . . .
12, 288
9, 926 . . . . . . .
2, 935 .... .... .
1,100 ................. ...... .......•.... . ..... .••...... .......... .
14, 000 6 100 1, 141
800
4, 036 . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • .
1, 200 $20, 000
15. 000 1, 000
75
100, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . .
275 .••......

ii ~g ::::~ii ... ~~~ ::::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~,: ~~~ :::::::::
1,000 ........•....................................••..........••..
10. 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . .
33. 000 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
7,220 ..•......
2,300 .........•....••......................•••.. · ........ ······ .. .
2,000. •• • . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
500 ................................ .
4, 500
20 . . . . . . . • . . . .
3, 024 .................••••••..• : ...•..

1,640
575
200
110...... .. . . . .. . . . . . .•••.•.
200 ..•...•..
3, 000 . . . . . . .
300 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
300 . . . . . . . . .
3,986
578
75
25....... .. . . . . . . . . . .•.....
125 .........
1,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 500 . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . .
2, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
355
1, 750
9,000 ........•................................... ...... ...........
3,000....... . •. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
2,000 .........
5, 167
700
179
150
828 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50 . • . . . . . . .
5,000
60
100
60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
120 . . . . . . . . .
34,500 5,000
750 ...... . . •• . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ....•..
720 .........
12, 000 5, 000
500
200
500
21, 563 . . . . . . .
1, 500 . . . . . . . . .

3687
3688
3689
3690
3691
3692
3693
3694
3695
Mell Nunnally .. ...... . 3696
36G7
3698
Miss Jennie Davis ..... 3699

Mary Louise Davis .....
Mi:-is Minnie Shanton .
Edwin Wiley .......... .
W.P.Bone .... .. ..•.•..
Chas. Marstan ........ .
E. A. Cole, secretary ... .
Brother Constautms .. .

J.P. McConnell ........ 3700
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3701
M. W. Dogan ........••• 3702
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 3703
Josephine Beard. . . . . • . . 3704
Jos. S. Uarels ............ 3705
B. R. Phillips .......... 3706
A. M. Townsend....... 3707
Sillter .Angela .......... 3708
E¥lr1_zsa. .blerethneRI.uglraa1'.kn ...·.·.·.· 1 33770190
Cl

Wm. J. VaugbtJ. . . . . . ..
J. D. Blanton . . . . . . . . . .
ReLS.N.Barker ......
Wm. M. Graybill, pres·
ident.
7,000 . .. . . . .
25 ... . . .
l, 988......... . .. • .• .
59 ......... M. S. Percival. ......••.
1,500 .•.•...... ............ ..................•.................... J.C. Eckles ............

15,000. .•• •• .
700
100
1,400......... . .. . . . .
l, 250.........
1,500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,000 .•••.. . .......... ...... ......••..... .. .••••..••...........•..
1, 200
500
50
75 .••. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60 . . . . . . . . .

3711
3712
3713
3714

34, ono
3,864

3715
3716
3717
3718

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
308

300 . • . . . .

2,468

1,695 . . . . . . .

462 . . • . • • . • . W. N. Billingsley, pres·

ident.
1,000 ••••.•............................... ······ .....••...........

3719

~:ggg ~gg ···ioo .... 75 ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: J~~~~·i,-."c~~-t~·r··.::·.-.:·.

m~

1,000 ···•·· ..••• . . ·•·•·· ·••·•·•·· ....... , ................ ····••·· ·

3723

2,000 ........•....................•. . .••...............................................•.. 3722

2, 000 . . . . . . .
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . .
1, 000 . . . . . . . . . Geo. O. Thatcher . . . . . . . 3724
3,400 ... . . . . .•• . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3725
2,000
500
50
100 ..•. .......•............. ..•... .... .. ..•.. P. P. Klein, C. S. C., 3726

presid,·nt.
10,600
12,852

200
3,231

200
678

35......... . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .
145......... • ••• •• • • • ••• • • • .

1,150 . . . . . . . . . Chas. S. Morse .......... 3727
2,000......... Eugene Diggs .......... 3728
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TEXAS-continued.
3729 Austin ........ ··-.. Tillotson College.................
3730 ..... do .............. University of Texas ... . . . . . .. . . .
3731 Belton.............. Baylor Femnle Colleg·e . . . . . . . . . . .
3732 Brackettville....... Post Library, Fo1'.t Clark . . . . . . . .

3733
373-i
3735
3730
3737
3738
3739

!.

3755
3756
3757
3758

C.
C.
C.
T.

. ... B.
Fr. B.

Fr. B.

il1~;1:~~1c!;:;:~~~~~:: : ::::: ~~L~~~~: ::/::6~::: :::: ::::n.

Brenham .......... ,.
Brownsville ....... .
Brownwood ........ .
College Station .... . Agricultural and Mech:1nical Col leo-e.
Commerce . ........ . East Texas Normal College ..... .
Dallas ............. . Cent.raJ.Academy ·--··-----······
Ennis .........•..... Public School Library ............

3740 Fort Worth ........ . Fort Worth University·-········
3741 Galveston ......... . Court of Civil Appeals .. ·-.......
3742 ..... do ............. . Public Liorary...................
3743 ... .. do ............. . f;t. Mnr,r's University ............
3744 .... . do ............. . Urs•1line A.cademy. .. . . . . . . . . . .. .
3745 Georgetown ....... . Southwestern University ....... .
3746 Houston ........... . Houston Lycen.m Library .. _. . . . .
0
3747 Huntsville ......... .
3748
374!)
3750
3751
3752
3753
3754

. . . . . Col .......... .
18S4 Col ...... .. .. .
. . . . . Col. ......... .
. . . . . Gar .......... .

1880/1, Col. ...... . ...

T.

Fr.

lSOC Col....... ....
1885 Sch ....... R
1888 Seu....... . .. .

C.
C.
T.

F. B.
Fr. B.
S. B.

..... Col . . .. . . . . . . .
1802 Law..........
1882 Geu ....... R
1885 Col . . . . . . . . . .
11:147 Sch . . . . . . . . . . .
Col... ........

C.
'.r.
T.
C.
C.
C.

Fr. B.
F. R.
F. B .
Fr. B .
Fr. R •
. ...... .

.1854
1879

~:~::::::: :::: ·--ci:·· ~: I~:

ps:~alo1~f~ Ni;fm~i~~!~huf
..... do ............. . Prison Library................... 1881 Gen...........
C.
Fr. / B.
Marshall .......... .. Wiley University .. .................. .
Oak Cliff. .....•.....
San Antonio ... . ... .
Col . ......
n..
... . . do ............. . St. Mary's College .................... . Col...........
C.
. ... n
Sherman ........... . .Austin College................... 1876 Col. .................. Fr. R.
..... do .....•....••.. Mary Nash College (formerly 1877 Col .. .. . . . . . . .
C.
S. 13 .
Sherman Institute).
.... . do ............. . North Texas Female College ......... . Sch .•..•.......•..............
Snlphnr Springs ... . l~a~t!11an C9llcg~ . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1895 Col ...... - ............ F. B..
Tehuacana ......... . Tnmty Umvers1ty . .................. . Col. ..........
C.
Waco ............. .. Add-Ran Christian University... 1876 Col...........
C.
. ... R.

:::: ... ?.·... ::::1::::
~f.ni~~i!c~T:L::::::.'.:: :::::: ::::: ~~l::::::· ····1
··--···· ....

3759 ..... do ..............
3760 Walnut Springs ... .
3761 Weatherford ... .... .
3762 Whitewright.......

Bay1orUniversity ................
Central College............ .......
·weatherford College .... . . .......
Grayson College..................

1845 Col ...........

....

C.
Sch .............. _. ...
C.
C.

1080 Col. ...... . . . .
1886 Col .. .. . . . . . . .

F.
_...
Fr.
.. ..

R.
_.. _
B.
B.

UTAH.

3763
3764
3765
3766
3767
3768
3769
3770

Logan . . . . . . . • . . • . . .
.•... do ..............
Mount Pleasant .....
Provo City ..........
Salt Lake City ......
..• .. do ..............
..... do ..............
..... do ........ ......

.A.grfoultural Collocre of Utah ........ .
Brigham Young c~hege .............. .
Wasatch .Acad emy ................... .
Brigham Young Academy ............ .
All Hallowes College ............. 1890
Firernen'.sLibmry .. .. ... ......... 1873
Latter.clay Saint's College ............ .
Pioneer Library Association...... 1891

Col....... . . . .
C.
Fr. B.
Col ... . ·-·---·
C. . . . . . . . .
Sch .......................... .
Sch . ......................... .
Col.... .......
C.
R.
Social.. ... . . . .
C.
F. B.
Col ....... R.
C.
Fr. J3.
Gen.. ........
C.
S.

B.1·

3771 .... . do .............. Salt Lake Coll~e- .... ............ 1884 Col .. ..................... n.
3772 . .••. do ...... ........ University of utah........ ...•.. 1860
3773 ..... do . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Utah State Library ................... . ~f~t~·: ::~: ::::
~:
:: ::
VERMONT.

3774

Barre .............. . Barre Library .A.s1:1ociation and
E. K French's Barre Library.
Goddard Seminary ............ ... 1870
Rockiugham .Free Public Library 1888
Free Library .. . .................. 1865
Merrill Library of High School. ..... .
1'i'oocl's Public Library .......... 1894
Ladi es'IlookCinb ............ .... 1864
Free Library... ............... ... 1882

3775 ..... do ....... ...... .
3776 Bellows Falls . ..... .
P.777 J3ennington ........ .
3778 Brailford ....... .... .
3779 ..... do ............. .
3780 Brandon ........... .
378] Bratt] boro ........ .

Gen ...... R ......... S. B.
C.
C.
C.

Sch .. ........ .
Gen ......... .
Geu ...... O.
Sch .......... .
Gen ...... 0 .
Social. ...... ..
Gen ...... 0.

C.
T.

3782 .••.. do ....... ....... netreat Library .................. 1870 A. and R .. ···- ,

C.

C.

C.

F.
F.
S.
. ...
S.
Fr.
F.

B.
B.

n.

B.

B.
B.
B.

B.

I
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States of 1,000 i,olu-rnes ancl ove1· in 1896-Continued.
Tieceipts.

-~

Name of librarian.

<I)

.... s
c:;l 0

.., Q

0

H

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

1S

17

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !- - - - - - - - - - \

1U~~
----~~~ ----~~ :::::: ···j2:ooo ::::::::: ::::::: ··$3:000
J~:1e~\f.m~;k:::::::::
2, ooo ......................................................................................
1:::: ·~::::

1,608. . • • . • .

20 . .• . • .

15,000 ..•••• ., • . . • . . . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . ... • . Gia.re.nee R. Edwards,

m~·

:n3r
3732

first lieutenant,
Twenty-third Infantry.
1,060 ...... .................................... ..
3, 000 .... .. ............ _ . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . • .
] , 200
300 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . • • • . • • . . . . . . . .
4, 674
593
00 . _~. _. . • • . . . • . . . • • • . • • • . . • • . • • •
2,500
1,020
1, 30!)

400 1, 000
200 ..•...•• ..• •.•..•..•••...
180
20
15 .•... • ••.......••........
100
100 .............................. .

..........................................
. . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . • . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .• .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ••. •. . . . . . .
. . • . . • . . . . • . . . • .. Charles Puryear . . . . . . .

3733 ·
3734
3735·
3736

800. ······•· W L. Mayo, principal .. 3737
50 ........ . Waldeman Malcolmson. 37;l8
180 ..•.•.••. H . F. Triplett, superin- 3739

1, 200 ...•••.
50 ···•·· •.... . ....... · •••· ....•..
100 ..••.•...
5,250 ....... ...... ...... .... .. ... .... ..... ....••.
500 ...••....
fi,500 1,500
54
450
25,651
547 .................•...••.
2, 000 1, 000
200
50
'iO
130 ...•....•......
1, 500
600
60
3 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••••• .
5,- •.....•.
1, 500
300 ........•..........................•.•........••...•.•
5,000 .... ...
120 ......
800 ......••....•.•.
298 ....... ..
7,000
500
500
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . •. • . • .
1,800 .••..••. .
2,500 •••••..
7!) . ... -7,540
7,912 .. ·-...
297
$175
1,200
700 .. .-.................................................. .
1,800 .•••• . . . -· ..•.•..............•..........•.. . ......•..........
1,000 .. .. ....• .•.. ··••·· ......................................... .
~. 000
150
50 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . •..•••..
6, 000 1,000
15
100 . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • .
40 ..•...•..
2, 000
500
500
100 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . • .
100 .•.......

tendent.
Mrs. O. L. Fisher ...... .
B. M. Knight ......... .
Mrs. Mary C. Felton .. .
.A. Cook, S. J' .......... .
Mother Mary J' oseph .. .

3740'
3741
3742
3743
37-14
37±5
Mrs. Margaret H. Foster 37'16
H. C. Pritchett,, prin- 3747

cipal.
Rev. W. L . Kennedy .... 3748
3749
3750
3751
Rro. Edwarcl .......... . 3752
D. F. Eagleton ......... . 3753
.A. Q. Nash, secretary .. 375-!

;:!~ . . !!!:::::; :;: j:•: : : : :: :::• : : :•:::; ,::: ::

3755
3756
.•••................•..•. 3757
.A. C. Easley, secretary 3758

·ii:i,,·, 'j{~;t~;;~:::::::::
and treasurer.

Eugene Wood .......... 3759
] , 200 ..••.....•.....•.•. . ..........•..••.....••...••..•........••. ........ ·········•••··•·. 3760
2, 500 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . .
1, 000 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . .•.•.... C. L. Crow............. 3761
3, 400
200
250
200
500 ..••••••..•••••..••.•••..•• , ••••. ..... ,,i••••• ............. 3702

. 2, 900 2, 278 . . • • . . . ••••..••.•.••..••.••••..•••••. - • • • • • • · • • • • • • • • ·
2, 500 · 600 . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . - ••• - - . . - • - • • · · ·
1,200 ................................. _•...•..........••• ••·••• .. .
3,000 ·•·•·· .......••••••..•..•....••.........•.. .. ....••.....•....
2, 000
500
200
150 .•••................•••....•.. - - .. - - - · · • • ·
1, 200 4, 000
200
500
1, 300
2, 000 . . • . . . .
50 ........ .
1, 568
400
23
50
162 . ... . .....•••••.•••.... .. .•••••..
10, 213 . • •• . . .
50 . . . . . .
13, 362
12, 000 . • . • . • .
838 ........ .

•••••• ••••••••••••• •••••·
..............••••..••...
•.•..• - ·••·•• ·•·•·· ..••..
···•·• ...................
Hug-h E. Ryan . . . . . . . . .

3763
3764
3765
3i66
3767
W. H. Bywater . . . .. . .. 3768
,vrnard Done, president 3769
Christopher Diehl, sec- 3770

r etarv.

1,500
100
16, 501 10, 124
7,000 . • • . . . .

3,200

75

400
2,051
6, 181 .•.....
5,761 1,000
2,000
400
2,300. •••••.
2,700 .• .....
10,000 .••••..

120
287
100

25 ................•........
271 .........
4,620 ...... .
50 ··•••· .... ··••• ... ··•••·.

175 ...••.
100
433
150
200
100
25
400

2,872 ·······- · .•.••..

170 .•••••.•. Wm. H. Tibbals, Ph.D. 3771
100 . .•...•• .' G. I. Coray ..•.......... ! 3772
3,000 .•••••.•. L. P. Palmer ........... 3773

392 .•••.• ~.. Lou-ise L. Boyce .....\ _.. 3774

50 ... .. . . .. ...•••... ..... ..
100
.•..•.
18,432.... .. ... . .... .. .
1,018
.. .. ..
3, 611 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • .
182
50
954
150 . . •. . . .
150
. . . . •.
1, 300 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
82
. . . • . . . • . . . . . .. . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • .. . . .
. . .. . .
24,000 . . • • . . • • . $1,200
1,900

................................. .
. ........ Mrs. E. J. Plantier .... .
. . • • • . • . . Mary B. Merrill. ...... .
2,500 C.H . French, principal.
. . . • . . . . . Annie C. Spalding ..... .
. . • . . . . . . Miss Margaret .l)'orbes ..
15, 000 .A. C. Davenport, treas-

urer.

3775
3776
3777
3778
3779
3780
3781

2,500 .................................................... . ........ S.E.Lawton .......... . 3,82
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VERMONT-cont'd. I
Brookfield.......... Town Library.....................
Burlington . . . . . . . . . Fletcher .I<'ree Library . . . . . . . . . . .
Parish Library (Congregational) .
St. Mary's .Academy..............
University of Vermont ...........
Vermont Episcopal Institute .....
Cavendish.......... Fletcher Free Library............
Chels~a ...... ....... [ P. ub!ic_Li~rary ....... :··:········
Danville ............ Ladies Library .Associat10n......
Fairhaven .......... Public Library...................

3783
3784
3785
3786
3787
3788
3789
3790
3791
3792

• .... do ..............
..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..... do ..............
..•.. do ..............

:m

17921 Gen ...... R. ............ C.
1874 Gen . . . . . . . . . .
C.
F. B.
. .... Gen ... . .. . . . .
C.
F. C.
. . . . . Sch ... ........... ..... ... . ... .
1791 Col. .... .. 0.
C.
Fr. B.
1855 Theo. . .......
C.
Fr.... .
1870 Gen . . . . . . R.
T.
F. C.
1892 Gen ...... O.
T.
F. B.
1880 Gen . . . . . . 0.
C.
S. B.
1887 Gen ...... R.
'l'.
F. B.

8~tf:i~d ·c~~·t~~·::: TG1;i1}~~ci ·F~-~~· iXbr"a:z:j:::::::::::: .isgi Gen
g:~ :. :. :. :. :. :. .O.o·.. :f:C. F.l B.~:

3795 Hartford . ........... I Hartford Library ................. 1892
37961 Ludlow. . ........... Black River .Academy...... . . . . . . 1895
3797 .••.. do .............. Florence M em orial Library ...... 1892
3798 Manchester ... ..... . Burr and Burton Seminary ....... 1829
3799 Middlebury .... ..... L~dies Library .. .. .............. 1866
3800 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M1ddlelmry College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1800
3801 .••.. do .............. l:iheldon .Art Muse,1m . . . . . . . . . . . . ]881
3802 Montpelier ......... Kellog,i r-Hubbard Library .............
3803 ..... do .............. Montpeli er Public Library ....... 1885
3804 .••.. do .............. State Librilry ........•........... 1825
3805 .••.. do ...... ........ Washington C,mnty Grammar

·

3806
3807
38013
3809
3810
3811
3812
3813
3814
3815
3816
3817

Morrisville . . . . . . . . .
Newbury ...........
North Craftsbury...
Northfi eld ..........
.... do ..............
Norwich ............
Peacham.. . . . . . . . . . .
..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pittsford ...........
Post Mills Village ..
Poultney ...........
..... do ............. .

c.

Sch..... . . . . . .
Gen ...... . . ..
Sch...........
Gen ... . .. . . ..
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
Gen . . . . . . O.
Gen . ..... O.
Gen ...... . . . .
State . . . . . . . . .
Sch....... . ...

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
T.
T.

F.
Fr.
S.
Fr.
F.
F.
F.
Fr.

B.
B.
B.

C.
B.
H.
B.
B.
R.
B.

aud M"ontpelier TTnion i::ichool.
Public LibrHry . .................. 1890 Gen . . . . . . R .
C.
F. B.
Village Lihrpry .................. 1868 Gen ...... . ...
C.
S. B.
Craftsbury .Academy............. 1879 Gen ... . . . O.
C.
F . B.
Free Public Lihrary ............. 1895 'Gen . .. . . . R.
T.
F. B.
Norwich Uni""rsity .............. 1819 Col...... . ....
C.
B.
Norwich Library ........ .. ....... 1880 Gen ...... . . . .
C.
Fr. B.
J n venile Li hrarv Society.. . . . . . . . 181 O Gen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S. 13.
Peacham .Acarlerny............... . . . . . Sch ......................... _.
Maclnre Library ................. 18:J9 Gen ....... .. . T. & C. F. 13.
Peabody Librarv . ................ 1866 Gen ...... 0 .... .... . S . C.
Public Librar_y................... 1895 Gen ...... R.
'.I'.
F. B.
'.rroy ConferPnre.A.cademy ....... 1837 Sch...........
C.
Fr R.

··1

3818 Proctor .. .......... . Free Library . .................... 1881
3819 Proctorsville .........I!'letcherLibrary(branch) .. ......... ..
3820 Randolph ........... Ladies' Library .................. 1870
3821 Randolph Center.... State Normal School . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18~0
3822 Rutllmd ............ Baxter Memorial Library ........ 1890
3823 .•... do .............. Free Library . ...... . .. . .......... 1886
382! ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . High School............. .... .....

Gen . .. . . . . . .
C.
S. 1 B.
GGeenu ·.·.·.·.·.·.RR . ::::·.·.-. : FS . \ BC .
Sch.......
Gen ......
Gen . .. . . .
Sch.......

....

0.

....
....

C.
C.
C.
T.

S.

F.
F.

B.
R.
B.
R.

3825 ..... do ............. . Rutland English and l;lassical

3827
3828
3829
3830
3831
3832
3833
383i
3835
3836
3837
3838
3839
3840

Sch . ......... . ............... .
Institute.
Vermont
Central
Railroad
Libra.
1852
Gen ......... .
St. .Albans . ........ .
C.
S. C.
ry Association.
St. Johnsbury ..... . St. John sbury .Atbeneum ........ 1871 Gen ...... 0.
C.
S. B.
Saxtons lUver ..... .
·jg79 ~~~·::::::
?.-... j,-_- ~:
Springfield ........ .
Strafford .. ......... . Harns Library . .................. 18551 Gen ...... 0 ........ . F C.
Thetforil ....... _. . Latham Memorial Library ....... 1876 Gen ...... 0 .
C.
Fr. B.
.... . do ......... . ... . Thetford .Academy. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. Seu ... .................. _.... .
Vergennes ..... .... . V~rgennes LibrarJ. ... . . . . . . . . . . . 1876 1 Gen ...... R.
T.
S. C.
·wallingford ....... . Gilbert Hart Library ............. 1894 1 Gen ...... 0
T.
F. .B.
Waterbnry ...... .. . Public Librar.v..... ........•..... 1888, Gen ...... R.
C.
S. B.
Wells River ....... . Library .association .............. 1848 Gen ...... 0.
C.
S. B.
West Rutland ..... . We11t ihltlancl Library ....•........ ··· / G<'Il ...... R.
T.
lt. C.
Williamstown ..... . Social Library.................... 1801 Social. .................... C.
Windsor ........... . Library .Association .............. 1882 Gen .... .. . . . .
C.
F. B.
Woodstock ........ . Norman WilliamsPublicLibrary. 1883 Gen ...... 0.
C.
F. B.

3841
3842
3843
3844

.A.r\"onia . . . . . . . . . . . . even Islands School. ............. _.. .
A sh land............ Randolph·Macon College......... 1832
B llevue ............ Bellevue High Scliool. ................
.Bla,:ksburg ......... Virginia Polytechnic Institute ........

3826

;~~Offb~::.~I~1:.:::::::::::::::

.?.-....

VIRG1NI.A.
Sch . .... _.. _................. .
Col . . . . . . . 0.
C.
Fr. ]3.
Sch. ___ ... . . . .
C.
. ... B.
Col . ... .. . . . . .
C.
Fr. B.
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 volurnes and over in 1896-Continue~.

Name of librarian.

lS

9

2, 000 . . . • . . .
30, 000 . . . . . . .
1,022.......

$55 . . . . .. . . . Cassius Peck .......... . 3783
3, 350 $10, 000 ...................•..... 3784
40
1,000 EflieMoore ........... . 3785
3786
3787
B788
.... .. . ... . .
5,000..... ..•.
$141
261
2,000 E.G . White ......... . . 3789
1501-·····
4,479 .........
50
191 ........ . Ge?, L. Stow .......... . 3790
i5,"iis ::::::::: .... 600 ..... 600 ::::::::: -~1.1.c_e.?.~_r.a~-t-~~~~ :::: : 3791
3792
43 1• • • • • •
2,560........ ...... .
100 ...•..... MissLauraA.Phelps .. 3793
7 .. .............................................. Mrs. F. L. Wellman ... . 3794
200 . . . . . .
4, 400
100 . . . . . . .
266
4, 024 Chas. N. Cone, treasurer 3795
1, 5001 100......... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
1,000 . ........ F. L. Bugbee, principal. 3796
144 . . . . . •
5, 645 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
273 . . . . . . . . . D. F. Coledg-e .... . ..... . 3797
15 11••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
10
125 E. Herbert Bosford .... . 3798
3799
3800
500
175......... . . . . . . • . . . ... . . .
100 ......... Henry S. SheldoL ..... . 3801
.... .. ...•.. . .• . . . . . . . . ... ... . ....... . .. .. . . .
15, 000 Mary E. Macomber .... . 3802
439 ......
13,969 ......... .......
1,294 ......... E-velyn S. Lease ....... . 3803
3804
3805
50 . • • . . .
663
460
10:......

500 ....... : . . . . • . . .
48, 762
20, 000 . • . • . . .
122................

4u~~ :~~:~~& ·2.-6~{,·i·t~ : : ~.:~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: : :~.:~~~ ::::::::: Ifa:~~J.ii~i~~::::
3,136 .......
1,100 .......

ugg :::::::
me::: ...
.......

2,100
1,000
3, 000
1,500
1, 790
1, 000

.......
.......
100
. ... •..
.. ., • • .

1U~t:::::::
!~g :::::: .... ~·-~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: ..... ~~~ ::::::::: ~-m;~~;i~i~J:::::::::
4,000 3,500
5,800. .. .. . .
6,070
400

3~: ggg: :::::: 1, 1~g :::::: :::::: ::: ::::::::: ::::::: ...~'.'.~~::: :: :::: J: /i.: ~oc1~:: ::: ::::: :::
F. Gleed Fleetwood ....
Frances M. Atkinson . _
R. C. Moodie, princip::d.
Wm. L. Hazen ..........

3806
3807
3808
3809

1, 819
900 Bertha M. Shaw........
100
2, 000 Han,ey Do<lge . . . . . . . . .
1, 030 . . . . . . . . . Addie Kilborn . . . . . . . . .
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Chas. W. D1.111ton, principal.
.
200
79
12
4,070......... . .. . • . .
210 ......... .James T. Glasson ......
4,000
2, 055 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
270
2, 000 S. E . Emery . . . . . . . . . . . .

3814
3815
3816
3817

1,513
200
200
150
7,328
25. ..•••.
301
600
l, 400. .• . . . .
50...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52
200
1, 200 . • . . . . .
251-.....
1, 000
500 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,290 .. . . . . . . . . . . . .••...
50.........
50
200 ........
1
~:

g~~ .. ~~ ~~~ ___ ~~~ .... '.~ _... _. ~~~ ::::::::: ::::::: ..... ~~~ ::::.:::: ~r!ii~~ te~;~o~:: ~:: ::: m~
ui~ ::::::: .... ~\::::: ::::::::: ::::~:::: ::::::: · ·--~~~ ....~·-~~~-~~~·a·~:~~~:~~~::::::: ~m

3,500 . . . • . . .
655,......
500 .
75 ·......
5,000
1, 119
20 1,119' ......
1
2,904 .. .... 1321• • • • • •

2Ugg :::::::

9,724 .••••. .
1,426
112

6, 192 . . . . . . . . .
91
300 ......... ...... _
9,622 . . . . . . . . .
915

3818
3819

~t:::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ..... ~~~ ::::::::: tl:.iri~iJl~~:::~r~; mi

1

1

804.... ..
56,391. .. ... . . . .•...• .
3,175
1,992 Mary L. Titcomb . ...... 3823
30
20 ..•..•••...•....•.•••••............•...... A. C. '.rhompson, prin- 3824

cipal.
1,000 .....•...•••..•.•...••..•.....•...•...•••.•.......•........ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3825
2,600 .••••...••.••...•....•...•...•........•••...

14, 296 . . . . . • .
586 . . . • . .
3, 850 . . . • . . .
35 . . • • . .
6, 900 . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .
4, 000
200
200
20
3, 000 . . . • . . .
68 . . . . . .
3,000 ··•··. - ····· ..... · ·
2,950
300
50
30
2, 100
200
75
50
1, 500
100. .•. . . ......
1, 175
100
50
50
1, 160 . . . . . . .
200 . . . . . .
2,640.......
4-0 . . . . . .
7,800 2,000 · 302
100
9, 766 . . . . . . .
459 . • .• . .

50

1, 000 A. Coote, president..... 3826

27, 513 . • • . . . . • . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Louise L. Bartlett ..... .
. ••. . . . . . . ••. . •••. . . . . . . .
205 . . • .. . . . . Charlotte Harrington ..
. . •. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ••. . . • .
425
2, 584- Mrs. F. E. Damon ..... .
1, 300 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
75
800 Marian C. Hatch ...... .
. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
127
2, 000 Margaret. Fletcher .... .
- .•.. · · · · · .•... · ...••••. · · .... · · · · .... · .... ...... ..... . ····,· ....•..
2,000
100. •. . • . .
300 ....... .. Rev. H. K Titus .....•..
10,000 . . . . . . . . .
352
380 . . . . . . . . . Wm. C. Mason ........ .
2,271......... .•. . •• .
79....... .. Miss J·asmine A. Straw.
1,400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
119 . . . . . . . . . Mrs. Kate D. Lee ...... .
4, 270 . . • . • . . . .
350
350 . . . . . . . . . Geo. M. Hascall ....... .
700......... .•. . . . .
47......... Geor1i:eBeckett . . ... ... .
7, 924......... ... . .. .
953 ..•...... Rev.EdwardN.Goddard
15, 424 . • • • .. • • . • • • • • . .
2,686 . . • . • • • • . Mrs. 0, B, Jaquith ..... .

3827
3828
3829
3830
3831
3832
3833
3834
3835
3836
3837
3838
3839
3840

1,000. ·•••• ........•••.•..•..••... .•... · ·, ... · .. · .••. · · · · · · •. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • ..•••• • • · · · 3841
9, 000 . . . . • • .
200 . . . • . . . • • . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . • • • • • .
336
1, 600 Richard Irby .......... . B842
38-13
3844

~:ggg ::::::: .... 75 :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::.: :::::::: :::::::·:
ED

96--17

~?i~P~~~;.~~~~~~~~::
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YIRGHi"IA-continucd.
Bristol. ............ . Southwest Virginia Irn,titute .... 1884
Burkeville ........ .. douth Side Female Institu.te..... 1890
Charlottesville UniYcrsity of Virginia............ 1819
(University Station).
Lcancler McCormick Observ· 1885
3848 ..... do ............ ..
ntory.
· 3849 Danville............ Ro:i.nokc l!'emal c College ... --·.-· . . . ..
3845
3846
3847

3850 Dayton ............ .
3851 Emory ............. .
3852 Farmville ......... .
3853 Floyd .............. .
· 385-1 Fort Defiance ...... .
3855 Fortress Monroe ... .
3856 ..... do ............ ..
3857 Hampden Sidney .. .
3858 ..... do ............. .
3859 Rampton ......... ..
3860 Rollins ............ .
3861
38u2
3863
3864
38G5
3866
3867
3808
38G9
3870
38il
3872
3873
3874
3875
387G
3877
3878
3879
3880
3881
3882
3883
3884
3885
3886
3887
3888
38F9

3890

National Soldiers'
Home.
Norfolk ............ .
. .. .. do ............. .
..... do ............ ..
Onancock ..... .. ... .
Petersburg ........ .

C.

c.

n.

Fr.

B.

Sch
Col : : : : : ~: : : : : .. ·;_i_,·_ .. ·1·
B_Sch....... . . ..
C.
.. .. 13.
Sch ....................... n.

t~~t r~lf;~gi~~?~~~.c~~~?:~:::: ·isos 3~-i~<:::::: :::: ·--c5_--\,-_· ·n·.·
1

1824 1 Gov . .. . . . .. . .
C.
Ji'.
1783 Col . . . . . . . .. ..
C.
] 824 Tlieo ...... 0.
C.
18801Sch...........
C.
F.
1S80 Gen .................. Fr.

IL

n.

R.

n.

B.

I

183fl Col .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . S. B.
1800 Col ....... O.
C.
n _.
1893 Col . .. . . . . .. . .
C.
.. .. 13
1

1

1S,8 Sell ............... -·.. .. .. B.

1

Natio1~al Soldiers' Ilomc . ...... .. ..... ! Gen ...... 0. ........ F.

B.

............

Law Library ..................... 1S86 Law ...... TI.
T.
::;. B.
NorfolkMissionCollcgc .............. / f'it:h ........... 1
13 .
PublicLibrary . ................ .. 1870 Gen ...... R
C.
S. 13.
Margaret Academy.............. 1880 Rc l1 . . . . . . . 0.
C.
Fr. Jt.
BcncYo!ent Mechanics' .A.ssocia· 1868 Gen . . . . .. .. ..
().
Fr. B.
tion.
/
Southern Female College......... . . .. . Col ....... I·...
C.
. ...... .
UniYcrsity School.. ................... Sch ....... , ... . .... _
........... .
Y.M.C . .A.Library ............... 1875 Y.hl.C . .A. I IL
C.
S. I C .
Grand Lodge A.~·. & A. hl ....... 1778 Masonic .. ....
C.
. .. . lL
Richmond College ................ ' 1832 Col ....... 0.
C.
. ...... .
Richmoml Tlleological Seminary . 18Ci7 Theo ..... 1.... 1
\ C.
.. .. I B .
1
Rosemary Public Library .............
Gen ...... R.
C.
Fr. I n .
Southern Historical Society ........... I ili!\t...... 1. . . .
C.
S . 1 n.
State Law Library . ..... ........
Law ...................... B .
Virgini:1,Ilistorioal Society ....... 1831 Gen ...... O ......... S. 13 .
Virginia Sta1e Library ........... 1820 Gov ... . . . .. ..
T.
F. R.

..... do ............. .
..... do ............ ..
.•... <lo ............. .
Tiicllmond ......... .
..... do······ -- -···-··
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
.... . do ............. .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............. .
..... do ............ ..
.•... clo ............. .
..... clo ............. .
Salem .............. . Roanoke College . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. ..
Staunton .......... . Augusta County Law Library
.Association.
. .... do •............. Vir_ginia Female Institute .. . .. ..
..... do . ............ . Y. M. C. A. Library...............
Theological Semi· Theological Seminary............
nary.
Williamsburg ..... . College of William and :Mary.....
·winchester ........ . Episcopal Female Institute......

1

·1-- ...

r~~~~.'~trl~f:;y:::::::::::::::11 :::::
i~ii:C.-.i :::: ...?:C. ... ·s:·
'n'.'
1853 Col . . . . .. . O.
S. n.
1850 Law . . . . . . R

I Colfax
•.............
CoupeYille ........ .

3893 Ellensburg ........ .
3 94 Olympia .......... ..
3805 ..... do ............ ..
3806 ..... do ..... ....... ..
3807 Pullman .......... ..
3 98 Seattle ............ .
3,99 ..... clo ............ ..
3900

..... do ............ ..

3901

pokane ........... .

R.

C.
U.
C.

.. . . 1 B .
8. , Il.
l!'r. B.

1693 Col . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . Col . . . . . . . . . . .

C.
C.

1.F.·.· .. n
__ ·_

I
Colfax College • , , , , , , •• , , . • • • • • . . . . . . .
Pu~et Sound .Academy........... 1886
State.Normal School . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .
Ol_ympi:iLoclge_I. 0.0.F.Library. 18~0
Tacornn.FreeL1brary ............ 1812
"\Yashington State L ibrary ....... 185-1
Agricultural College............. 1 92
Academy of the Holy Names ..........
~u]ilio-J:~ibrary ..... :·········---- 18Dl,
nn·er 1ty of Waslungton ............
Academy of the Eoly Names .......... ,
0

. -. . . . . . F.

.. . .. Sch . .. . . .. .. . .
1876 Y. hl. C. A . . . .
1828 Theo . . . . . O.

WASIIIXGTO~.

3801
3802

Scien . . . . . 0.
Col .......... .

s: l

Shenandoall Institute ......•....... __ .
Emory ancl Henry College........ 1840
Stllte Normal School.............. 188-1
Oxford Academy................. . . . ..

United Stites .Artillery School. ..
Hampden.Sidney College .. -·.....
Union Theological Seminary .....
HamptonI~stit;;.te ....... :--···-·
.A.lumnm Library of Hollws In·
stitutc.
Lexington ........ . Virginia Military Institui.c . . . .. .
..•.. do ............. . "\Yashington and L ee UniYersit y.
1
Lynchburg ........ . Randolph-Macon "\Voman's Co·
lege.
Miller school ....... . Mill er School.....................

.

Col .... .,. . . . . .
C.
. ... D.
Col ....................... B.
Col . . . . . .. O.
C.
J,'r. B.

I

Col . . . • . . . . . . .
C.
. ...... .
Sch .... . .. . . ..
C.
Fr. I B.
Sell ....... ' ... .
Gen .... -- . . ..
C. 1-- .. B.
Soc ....... 0.
C. I F. B.
Gen .......... ........ Fr. B.
Col....... . . ..
T. 1 . . . . B.
Sch ................
Gen ... . .. R.
~~- I B.
Col....... . ...
'I.
l!. R.
Sch ....... _................ ,.... I

l

···1···· ... .I
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Name of librarian. -

A
<D

g~
~.g
17

18

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - 1

Sam'lD.Jones,president 3845
R W.Cridlin .......... , 3846
F. W. Page ............. 3847
Orm end Stone .. :....... 3848 '
1,000 ............................................................. Rev. C. F. James, presi·
dent.

3849

uii
:::::::
::::::
:::::: ······soo ...... ioo ···;i;ii;o ..... 300
i<io ::::::::: ·c:G:ii~~;;;1~ii::::::::
2, 500
200
283 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . Miss N. Morton ... : . . . .

m~

}:~ii ····2001 ····12 ····so ······sii ....... 95 ::::::: ..... ii5 ::::::::: ·.r_··o·1;~·w:P~1ii~~n'::::::

mt

3852
1, 000 ...... ... .......................................... ..... ..... John K. Harris ......... 3853

11, 251
10,000
15, 000

400
1,000 ...•.................... Louis V. Caziarc ........ 3856
1,200 ............•••.
300 ......... H.R.Mcllwain ...... . . 3857
1, 500:........ . . . . . . . .
450
8, 000 Chas . .F. Han kin........ 3858

237
233
37
5,000 ............
4, 000
100 . . . . . .

I;~~tl::::::: ... ~~~ :::::: ·:··'.'.~~~;::::::::: ::::::: ..... i53 ::::::::: iii!·Ja t ~~~L--c~·c·k~:::
01

9, 412

4,913

405

100......... . . . .. . . .. .......

':::::r:::: '·::: :::: :::
10, 273 I. . . . . . . . . . . . .

GI

:i ::: : : .

48, 300

:~~g

410 ......... Col. R. .A. Marr ......... 3861

?::::::000

=~': :.:~:'.~: ;~,: :::
~®-

268 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Julius Breescn . . . . . . . . . 3865

u:t
: -:;: : : : : ; ; ; : :: : : : - ,.-:75: :..:..:..:... t?ifr~:t!Ji~c
!Hi
1, 575 400 75 100 --------- 150
F,ank P.
3869
... -- - 1

1

i:ii! ::::;o :::: :::;• : ::::
2, 000
500
12, 370
300
5, 000
500
5, 660 . . . . . . .
1, 000
500
1

~:gi!ol""5,"000

B<ent....... .

\;J;; ::;: : ; : ;: : tt:::,:,t::::: i i

50
300
500 . . .. . . . . .
203
30
2,000
800
150
50
400
200
660 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

.. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
.......
1, l,l9
20,700
.......
202
3, 220
...... . ........ .........
.... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .

. ~~g1···250 ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::~:::: :::::::::

Geo. W. Carrington ....
C.H. Rvland ...........
George '.Rice Ho\·ey . . . .
.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . •. .
B. A. Brock . . . . .. . . . . . .
1
1
~s.· .~:~~l~~.~ ~:::::::

?

G~:3,000
iig .........
~~ ~~~ ... ~~t ... '.~:: :: ::::: _
:: :: ::::: ::::::: .. -~'. ~~~ :: :: :::: : .:~: ?:·.~~~~~:::::: ::::::
, ...................................................... S.K.McKee ............

3874
3875
3876
3877
3878

~m

H882
3883
20, 00 . .. . . . .
380
220......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
380 ......... W. l!'. Morehead ........ 3884
1, 500 ............... -·... . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John M. Kinney........ 3885

1, 200 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . Mrs. J.E. B. Stuart..... 3880
2, 500 . . . . . . .
50 . . . . . .
4, 556 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100 . . . . . . . . . Geo . .A. Overdorf_...... 3887
16,000 ................... ··- ···· ·· ...... .. ...................... -. . . C.,Valker, dean ........ 3888
I

3889
3800

8, 020
300
425
56
1, 488 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GOO ..••••••.
1,100 .............................................•...... . •.......

1, 000
500 ......................... , •. · · · •.• · ..... : ..... · -· · · • · ·
1, 030
350
GO
20......... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
66 . .. . . . . . .
1,812 ................... ······ ......... · ........ · · ............. · ..
1, 019
100
119 . . . . . .
325 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 000
1,500
500. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
250 .........
17,874 4,026 1,296 1,471. .. ...... . . . . .. . . . . ......
3, 550 .........

· · · • .. • • .... "" .. • • • • • · ·
C. E. Newberry ........ .
······ ...... · ······ ..... .
0. B. Frisch ........... .
J. T. Otis .............. .
Geo . A. Kennedy ...... .

U~6 .. ~~~~~
.·.. ~~~ -.... ~~ ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :::·.:::: ::::::::: .~·.~·.~~~~~~::::::::::::
ooo

12, 635

1,

495

200

77, 2-!0

5, 765

7,864

3801
3892
3893
3894
3895
3896
3807
3898

8, 556 . . . . . . . . . C. W. Sm ith . ..... .. . .. . 389!)
3900
3901

ugL~:~~~ :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: -:::::.-: :::::::: ::::::::: :~:-~:~--~~-i:~1_::::::::::
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WASHINGTON-cont'd.
8902 Spokane .....••..... City Library ..... ,, ................... Gen ...... . •..
T.
S. · B.
8908 ..... do·············· / Gonzaga College ...................... . Col .....................•.....
3904 Tacoma... ......... . Annie ,Vright Seminary. ........ 1884 Sch ................... Fr. R.

:ii~ ::::J~ :::::::::::::> ~!:rfn~~1gr~~y::::::::::::::::: i~g~ g;~ :::::: ·ci." a:C. l l

3907 ..... do ............. . I Pug-rt Son ml University........ . 1890 Col ....... R.
8!:l08 Vancouver .......... Public Libnirv ................... 1890 Gen ...... R.
3909 ..... do·············· / Public Sch0<•l'Lilirary ............ 1889 Sch.......... .

F.

T.
C.

Walla Walla ........ Whitmau Cpllege ................ 1859 Col....... . . . .

3910

C. .

I

WEST VIRGINIA.

B.

F. B.
F. B.
B.

8911 Bethany. .... ....... Bethan.v College . ........ . ........ ' 1841 Col .................... ... B.
3912 , Buckhannon........ '\Vest Virginia Conference Semi· 1891 Sch....... . . . .
C.
Fr. B.

uary.
Charleston .•........ West Virginia Historical and 1890 Hist .................. F. R .
I .Antiquarian Society.
3914 Glenville . ........ . ·1 State .Normal School ............ 1884 Sch....... . . . .
T.
Fr. , R.
8915 Harpers Ferry...... Roger ·wmiams Library of Storer 1868, Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. B.
Uolleg_e .
/
3916 Lewisburg . . . . . . . . . Lewisburg Female Institute .... . 189:J , Col . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. 1 R.
3917 Morgantown ....... . West Virginia University ........ 1868 Gen .
j C
S, B
3918 Romney ............ West Viroinia Schools for the ..... ..A..andR:: :::: .... .-... .. a , . . . ·.
Deaf aua'. Blind.
1
8919 Salem.............. Salem College............ . ... ... . . . . . . Col .................•
..... 1....
8920 / Wheeling .......... 1 Puulic LilJrary ................... 1882 Gen ...... R. I
T.
F. B.
8913

1

I

8921
8922
3923
8924
3925
89~6
8927
8928

WISCONSIN.

.Appleton ........... .Appleton Library of Lawrence 1854 Col .......... .
C.
F. B.
I
.
U1J1versity.
1
.••. . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ryan High School Library ........... _ Sch .................
_..••.....
.... . do ............ .. Third '\Vard High S0hool ........ 1885 Sch.. ..... . . ..
T.
F. B.
I .Ashland ............ / VaughnPublicLibrary .......... 1887 Gen ...... 0.
C.
F. B.
· Bayfield . . . . . . . . . . . . Public Library................... . . . . . Gen . . . . . . R.
T.
F. B.
Beaverdam ......... Williams FreeLibrary ........... 1884 Gen ...... 0.
T.
F. B.
Belleville ........... Free LilJrary ..................... 1898 Gen . . .... . .. .
T.
F. B.
Beloit............... Beloit College.................... 1847 Col . •. . . . . 0.
C.
Fr. B.

m~ ·:se;11~ :::::::::::::: .~.~~gi.~.i~~~?::::: :::::::::::::: mi ~c8:.:::::: .~··1 ili:

3931
8982

Black River Falls .. City Library ..................... 1870 Gen ...... 0.
Boscobel.. .. ........ High School.. .................... 1877 Sch...........

T.

R_....
R.
....

T.
T.
CT..

8983 ' Chippewa Falls .... . \
8934 ..... do ..............
3935 Columbus ..........
8986 Darlington . . . . . . . . . 1

j

3937
3988

Public Library ...................
P°!lblic School ~i~rary............
Library .Association..............
Public School Library............

1894\
1890
1876
1880

Gen ......
Sch ... - . . .
Soc. ......
Sc h.......

J;.
l
F. B.

'.r.

F.

.

B.

I

1881 Gen . . . •. . . . . .
T.
F. B.
1870 Gen ...... ....
T.
F. B.
. . . . . Sch ...................•••. ·... .
1877 Gen . . . . . . R.
'.l'.
F. B.
. . . . Sch ............... . ....••.....
1892 Gen ....... R.
c.
F, B.

i~!~ !~i:s1*i1e·::::::::::
~f!\J~li';~~~~~~~~~?.:::::::::: .:~~~ ~!~::::::: :::: 8:
Grand Rapids . . . . . . T. B. Scott Free Public Library .. 1890 Gen....... . . . .
C.
Greenbay ... ..... ...
Hayward ...... .....
Hillsid~ . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jauesville ......... .
Ken~sha............

io;;o

~5_1
3 ~:
30
3954
3955

Public Librarv................... ....
Free Library: .................... 1887
Rillsjde ~ome School..._........ 1887
Publ1u L1urary . .................. 1882
Kemper -!}all . .....•............. ..... ·
Pub he Library...... . ............ 1895

I

j; · cf'' ····...... ....

J: l

F. B.
Gen ....... R.
T.
F. B.
Gen....... . . ..
T.
F. B.
8ch . . . . . . . . . . .
C.
Fr. B.
Gen .... ... R.
T.
F. B.
Sch ................. _... ; . /... .
Gen ....... R.
C.
1! · 1 B.

De~~~t·;1~~t~°ip;;bli~.I~sk~~ti~ii· .:~~~ ~:~:::::::j'?. ···rr···· j;_
1 Library.
1
0

1

s: · lB.

Delafield ............ St. John's Military Academy ........ . Sch ..................... °" ...•
Delavan . . • . . . . . . . . . Wisconsin School for the Deaf... 1852 Sch...... . . . . .
T.
B.

8939 Depere .............. Puulic Library...................
3940 Eau Claire ............... do . .......................... .
3941 :Florence............ High School......................
3942 l!'ond d11 Lac........ Free Public Library..............
3943 Fort Atkinson...... High. Sch.ool..... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
3944 •••.• do .... .......... Pubhc Library ...................

3947
3948
3949

B.

F.

M~~~s~:::::::::::

1

l
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;::i ~
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So
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H

~

-+> A

--- - - - - - - - --9
10
11 12
13
14
15
16
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

lS

17

3,500 . . . . . . .
650 . . . . . .
10, 000
10,000 $1,000 $1, 600 . . . . . . . . . Emma Driscoll ........ .
4,000 ........•. ........ . ..... ... ................. 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1, 000 . . . . . . .
30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mrs. Sarah K. White .. .
4, 558 2, 500
982 1, 431
35, 986 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 578 . . . . . . . . . Herbert Bashford ..... .
5, 186
354
5
308
3,194
342.......
342 . . . . . . . . . Allen C. Mason ....... .
1,000
300
200
35......... .... .. . .. ... .. . .
230
$800 Prof. C. W. Darrow . ... .
1,500
200
100
20
5,900 . . . . . • . . .
400
400 ..... ... . G. E. Beeson ........... .
1,500
350
250
100 . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ..•....
115......... C. W. Shumway, super·

3902
3903
3904
3905
3906
3907
3908
3909

in ten dent.

5, 200 . 4, 000

78 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. A. Bratton ......... . 3910

~: g~~ ~~ ~~~ ····so :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ·--·-·80 : : : : : : : : : .~-. ?: .~~~~ ~~~-: : : : : : : :
1

..

1

5, 360!

486

337

125......... . . . . . . • •. . .. . . . .

:m

1,200 . . . . . . . . . M.L. Downtain .. . .. . . . 3913

~: gg~I::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ~:::::: ..... ~~~ ::::::::: .N." c: B~;~kett::::::::::

m~

1

1, 025 1, 200
38
54 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3916
11,289. 3,862
274
704
271......... . .. . . . .
21 . . . . . . . . . Clara Hough........... 3917
1, 524 ................ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3918
1, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
14,347 .......
938......
58, 345
12,908 6,980
6,980.... .. . • . ...•... .. . . . . . . . . . .• .. .. .

14, 487 . . . . . . .

460 ..... .

4,751 ·· ······· ...... .

1,510 ........•.•..... - . . . . . . . . . . .
2,000
12 .........••.
1,437
3, 800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15, 333
1, 300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 800
6,088
744
289
30
23,967
1,400
100
116 ... · - 4,000
2

510

10, 298 Zelia A. Smith......... 3921

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500
300
300 ..... ....
. . . ... . . . .. .. .. .
5, oool 60, ooo
.........
600
600 . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . 1, 027
1, 669
10, 000
125
133
H3 . . . . . . . . .

. .. . . . . . . . . . . ..• • • • •• . . . .

W.F.Winsey .........
Janet M. Green . . . . . . . .
J. Andreas.............
Mary Doolittle.........
Wm. Shannan..........

~:~~g ::::::: -~~~~~!
... :~~ .... ~·.~~~ ::::::::: ""s,"400 ···s,",ioo ::::::::: ~~:~N1~~~i1~i;;~P::::
100 ................................................ Horace Mio er.. ........

1,200 .......
1,598.......
1, 200
200

78......
4,000.........
150
100
25 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3922
3923
3924
3!)25
3926
3927

mi

3930
200 ......... Mrs. M. J. Guon .... .... 3931
75 . . • . . . • . . F. W. Meisnest, prioci- 3032

pal.

1

675
Maude A. Earley...... .
I:::: ::::: '.::::: : 1'100
500 : : : : : : : : : · R. L. Barton. . . .. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . M. Adams, secretary . . .

3 055
631
19 400
2; 100 : : : : : : : 1, 000 : : : : : : ..... '....
2, 500
500
80 . . . . . .
1, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,500. .. . . . . . .. . . . ...• •.
4, 000.........
100

100 ....•.... James

Madison Ste.
veos, princip:il High
School .

2, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,456.......
110. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
130 ......... John W. Swiler, super1, 800
6, 300
1, QOO
13, 868
1, 200
1,500
5, 3(jQ
2,500
2,910
4, 800
2 000

3919
3920

3933
3934
3935
3936
3937
3938

intende11t.
350 . . . . . . . . . E. F. Parker............ 3939

200
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ... . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . 2, 446 . . . . . .
38, 287 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
3, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
..... . ........ .................................. ...... .. . ......... ...... -....... - . . . . .
1, 087
7J l
100
31, 232 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 600 . . . . . . . . . Emma K Rose . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... - . - -. . . . . . . . . . . .
70
100......
9, 05~ .. ....... . .. . . . .
330 ........ . Sue C. Nichols ........ ..
350
300. .....
1,000......... . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . Walter Jarvis..........
500
8 ................................................ ,T. George, president....
340
276
125
fl, 401 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
519
6, 103 Mrs. U. B. Raymnnd....
... . . . .
555 . . . . . .
38, 714
517 . . . . . . .
1, 900
15, 000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 700
368
380
Miss Christine Nelson ..

16'. g~g ::::::: :::~~~ :::::: .··so:·ooo: :::::::: ··a:ooo!

M~: ::: :: :: : ~~:~L~~fs~r~lest~~::: m~

3,
5, 000 ................ - . - ... - ... . - .. - .. - ...... - .. · , · - - ..• - - . - . . . . . . .
1,750 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l, 693 ..•.... . ........ . 2,400 .........
14,000.......
800......
44,000......... . .. . . . .
2,483
33,000
6,000
500
1
200 . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. • . . . .. . . .
150 . . . .. .. . .
1

3940
3941
RfJJ2
8943
3944
3945
39-!6
3947
3948
3949

0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3952
Clar~ P. Barnes ........ 3953
Anme E. Hanscome ... 3954
J. Q. Emery . •. . ~....... 3955

·j
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Pnblic, society, ancl school libraries in the United

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -· ---------,--- - - - - , - - - ·~

]

C)

;:l

Location.

Name of library.

e.
'o.;1

M Ci1

A

Cl:tss.

.sa:

8:.§
A.8

!s=,.c::,

0
i=l
1--- -- - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1-- ---------11-- - - - 3
4
7 S
1
6
1---------11-- - - - - WISCONSIN-cont'd.

Madison .••.. ·-----·
..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..... do ..............
..... do ..............
..... do··········---·
Manitowoc . . . . . . . . .

395(3
3957
3958
3950
3960
3961

Free Public Library .................. . Gen .......... .
State Historical Society.......... 1853 Hist ......... .
University of Wisconsin ......... 1850 Col.. .. - ...... .
Wisconsin State Library .... . .... ]836
·woodman Astronomical Library. 188-!
James ;Library Association....... 18G8

~ci':u·:::::1::::

39G5
3966
3967
39(38
3969
3970
3971

. .".. do .............. .
Merrill ............ .
Milton ...... , ... -· ..
Milwaukeo ........ .
.•... rlo ............. .
•••.. clo ..•..••..•••• ,
.•... do ..... ········-

Memorial Free Library .. _.... - ..
'.r. B. Scott Free Library ......... .
Milton College ........ _......... .
Concordia College ..............•.
East Side Hig.h School. .. -....... .
German.English Academy ...... .
Grand Lodge F. & .A.. M ......... .

3972
3973
3974
3975
3976

•••.. do
•••. _do
••... do
.•... do
..... do

LawLibrary.A.ssociation .........
MarquetteUollez~··-·······-·····
MilwaukeeandlJownerColleges.
Milwaukee '.l'urn Vorein ... -- . . . . .
National Gorman ..A.merican
Teachers' Seminary.
Public Library.·---····-·········
Public Museum .. _...... - ...... -.
Public School Library .... . .... __
Theological Seminary of tho
Evangelical.Lutheran Synod of
·wisconsin.
Free Public Library··- ·· ········
Public Library ..... ...... ..... ...
St.LawreucoCollege .. ---· · ·-····
Northwestern Branch N. JI. D.

............. .
............. .
............. .
.....•........
............. .

3977 ..... do ............. .
, 3978 ..... do ............. .
39'i!l 1• • • • • do.·-····· ..... .
3980 / Milwaukee (Station

B).

~m

1891
1891
1867
1881
1870
1851
1843

Gen ....... 0.
Gou . ...... ·-··
Col .... - ... ...
Col . . . . . . . . . . .
Sch .. .. _. __ ....
Sch . . . . . . . . . . .
Masonic . . R.

C.
C.
C.
C.
T.
C.
C.

lSGO Law·-···· R.
() .
Col...........
C.
Col.·--···....
C.
Hooial. .............. Sch . .•.••. ··-·
C.

R.
F.
F.
F.
Fr.

B.
B.
B.
D.
B.
Fr. 13 .
Fr. R.
B.
Fr. IL
·-·· n.
. - . . H.
·--· 13.

1878 Gen ..•... , R.
T.
F. D.
1883 SScc1 en
.. _·_·.·.· .· .R_'.· ..•• 'I.'.·••• :·1'-•'r_ ._ ·l·:t···

.... .

11

18G8 Theo .....

·-··1

/ Fr

B.

Gen...... ...
C. / F.
Sch'.... . . . . . .
().
F.
Col ....... ' ··-· 1........... .
Gar ...... . I....
C.

C.
B.

3985
398(3
3987

N cenal.J ...... ·-····· Public Library ............ ·-····· 188,J, Gen ·- .... .... 1
Oconomowoc_ .. _... _ .... . do.......................... . . 1893 Gen ...... R. \
Oshkosh............ High School...................... 1869 Sch ........ _..

v.s.

C.

1864
1855
18521
1851

. ~~i.~ ~ : : : : : :
Mount Cal"Vary .... .
National llome .... .

~i~~~.~!1

'I.'.

C.

B.
R.
TI.
R.
R.

: -- ~' :

3983
398±

I

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

i~;~~; ~~~ ~/Io;

Menasha............ High School.._ .................... __ ..
Mendota............ Wisconsin Stato Hospital........ 1860
Menomonie......... High School. ................. __ .. 1889 Sch · ··-·......

39(32
3963
3964

T.
T.
C.

1894
J87G
185(3/
1868

3988 .•... :lo.- ........... . Public Library .... ................... .
3989 .•.. . do .............. State Normal School. ........... . 1871
3990 Platteville ............... do ... ·-····-··-··············· 1866
3901 Pl,mouth.- ........ HubClnbLil.Jrary ................ 1876
3992 Prairie du Chien .. _. Sacred Heart College. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1880
3993 Racine ............ .. Home School. .... - ....................

C.

T.
C.
T.

B.

l.l.

F. B.
I<'. B.
Fr. Il.

Gen..........
T.
F.
1
Sch...........
•.r.
S.
Sch ...........
T.
Gen ..........
C.
Col.._.... . . . .
C.
....
Gen ......................

B.
ll.
R.

R.
l1.

:~i~ :::J~
:::::: :::::::: ~~t~c~.t1mr·~1:j::::::::::::::: mi ~~ii:c:i:
::: : ._.?:C. ... ·s:·
~:
Ripon . _... _. _.. . . . . Public Library ................... j
Gen . . . . . . . . . .
Fr. 13.
:~~~ .Ri~;~~°F;ii;::::::::: ½ii&Y:1s~r~~f~:.-.-.-.-.-.-::.-:::::::::: .~~~~ ~iL::::: :::: ~·. .~~-. R:
399G

1885

39!)9 .... . clo ...........•..
4000 St. Francis . . . . . . . . .

1875 Sch...........
187] Col .... _.. . . . .

State Normal School ._ ...........
Catholic Normal School and Pio
Nono Collco-e.
4001 .•... clo ··-··········· Seminary of'st.Francis .... - .....
4002 Sheboygan .......... J>ublic LibrarY-·······-··········
4003 Sinsinawa..... .. . . . • t. Thomas Aquinas College . . . . .

!gg~ ~r::!~~.P~i~ti:::::: !~:t~~t::L::::::::::::::::::::

T.
C.

····1
lt.
Fr. JJ.

1860 Theo.........
C.
S. n.
1890 Gen····-· O.
'l'.
n.
1852 Cul ..... _... _. . ........ _.. 1 R.

r.

m~ ~:i~.:::::: .~·... ?:·... :r·.

400G ..... do .. -....•.•.•.. StateNormalSohool. ...... -..... 1894
4007 Tomah ............. City Library ...•.......... _...•.......
4008 Two Rivers·····-·· Jos'epb Maun rublicLibrary .... . 189J
400!) Washburn ... ....... i:ubl!cI:ibraryandl1eadingRoom 1890

4010
401~

40L
~ol:J
~01 I

0!.i

1

R:

Sch ...........
T.
Fr. 13.
Gen..........
C.
:-5. C.
Gen ...... o.
T.
F. ' 13.
Gen ...... 0.
T.
F. B.
.•... do .......•...... I ubhc l:ichool Library._.......... . . . . . Sch....... . . . .
C.
Fr. 13.
1
I Watertown ..... - ... ,-orthwrsterupniv-ersity. -······ 18~~ Col ....... , .. _.
c. IFr. n.
..... rlo ... • ...••••... / .itrrcd IfrartColloge._. __ ........ 18,2 Col....
0
C
B.
1,:auke ha . . ·--····· Jlir,lJ ,'chool.. ......................... Sch ... _::: ...·.
'.r:
F·. B.
"\\ au pun ...•...•.•.. llifieycr Lil>rnry ...•••....... __ .. 1 58 Gen . . . .
R
S C
····do ......••••••.. 1 tat PrisonLil>rary ............. 187] .A.. andn:J ..·. ···,i:·· .. :. c·.

I

IS

I
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States of 1,000 volumes and over in 1896-Continued.

Name of librarian .

•
Georgian. Rough......
Isaac S. Bradley........
vValter M. Smith ... . . .
John R BerryIDllill......
.. . . .. . . ... . ... . .. . . .. . . .

3050
3957
3058
3959
3960

3960
3967
3908
3960
3970
3071

...... . . .... ... ....... .. .......
5,610 .........
... . .. . . . . .. •. .
100 . • • • . . .
50 . • . . . . . . .
108 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
115 . • • . . . • • .
.....•
1,400 ... . .............................
. ••••.
500
300 . . . • . . .
365 . . • . . . • . .

Janet I>. Russell........
. . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . ••. . . . .
Otto Rallstaldt.........
A. J. Rogers, principal .
Emil Dapprich . . .. .. .. .
John ,v. Laflin, sccretary.
_
Wm. W. Wight ........
A. Laur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L. I'd. Prescott . . . . . . . . .
Phil. W. Schaefer ......
. . . . . . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . ••. .

3972
3073
3074
3975
3076

8, 000 6, 620
583 324, 463 . . . . . . . . . 35, 519 35, 519 . . . . . . . . .
87
133 ................ ., ........................
5,953 . . . . . . .
2, 050 ..............•......................... ·. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l, 800 2,000
100
150.........
300..... ..
. 50 .........

Miss Thresa West.~....
H. Nehrling...... ... . . .
...... ...... ...... . ......
E. A. Notz . .............

3077
fl978
3970
3980

14, f\61
90, 000
36,800
28, 770
2,400

. •. ••. .
87, 000
10,000
... _. . .
2,500

. • •• • .
4, 534
3, 000
1, 130
.. • .. .

. •. . •.
55, 509 ..• . .•••. $2,500 $2,500 .•••.•...
2,441 . . • • . . . . .
40,000 ...• - - . 14,278 . . . . •. • •.
.•• ___ ......••..•... . .. .. •.•.•..• _.....•••. ·..••.
.•.••... _. . • • • . . • . . . . • • . • • • • • • .
2, 500 •••..• _. .
... . ...• • -· .. -· . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . .
210
$7, 500

!'.!!!'•:::~:: ···::: •::••; ••·):~ :•:•:•:·· •••):1········ :):····
3, 813
50
250 . . . • . •
14,351
500
420
044
7, 000
4, G81 . • • • . . .
110 ·-- •....•...... ~..... •. . . . . . . . . . . •.. . • • . . • • . •. . . .
1,683
300
75
GO
GOO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150 . • . . . . . . .
3,700.......
700......
700
2,000.......
175 .•.......
1, 450
250 . . • • . . . • . . . .
500
300 • . . . • . .
365 .. .. . . . • .
1,518 5,000
5U
600 ..........................................

G,
O,
4,
4,
l,

500 .......
500
150 1, 020
50
041
754
57
264 . . . . . . . . .. • . .
450
250 . . . . . .

85, 094

1, 817
20
3, 558
500
1. 000 ·...... .
7,529
G29

416
220

20 ..•..... ... ..............
75
16, 112
970 •......

5,787 ...... .
1, 8JO ...... .
1,505
500

G07 ...•..

8~~ ""i1i """30:05il::::::::: :::::::
20,495 . . . . . . • . .
865
1,050 ......•...•.... .
964 ...........•....

315
722
50
1,271

.........
.........
.•... .. •.
..•......

i~~fi~;:~i~~. !~

M:iry R. Gundry . . . . . . .
K. A. Smock.. ..........
P. A.Jphons ns, rector ... '
Moses Harris ....·......

noo ..... '.... Robt. Shiells .......... .

670 . . . . . • • . . Miss Clara Weber ..... .
256 ......... It. H. Halsey, su1Jerinteudent.
2, 514 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . 2, 000
2,000 .. .. . . . . . M.A. Olcott ........... .
7, GOO
500
900 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .. . • . . . . . . . . .
3, 582 . . . . . . . . . .A.delle Hamilton ...... .
4, 800
800 1, 175 ....•. ·...........................•..................................... - .
88

2

275

50

16'.g~g ··--ioii ···200 :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: ·--~'.~~~ ::::::::/=
~~-~

4,000
10,000
1,207
J, 807
8,000
1, 000
2, 700
1 , 582

0

-~~-t-t~~~:::::::::::

...................... -- ... _ .... _.... _. --- ...•...... _. _____ • __ .. _. __ ... __ ............ .
1,000
25
50 ......••..................•.......•....... Arthnr Piper ......... .
..••...
109 .•................... ·-·. ------ ........... --- --- ................... · ,- -···
.. .. . . .
176......
2,482......... . . . . . . .
454 .......•. Mrs. H.P. Cody ....... .
........ ___ ..................... , . . . . .. .. . ..
GOO......... C. Dwight Maub ...... .
... : . . . . . .. .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. L. ,Vil son, principal.
... . .. .
576 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
616 . _....... Lillian Currier ....... .'.
270
132
28
764 . • • .. . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. hl. Kasel.. .......... .

3981
3982
3983
3\l8.!
3985
3986 '
3987
3988
3989
3990
3991
3992
3003
3904
:.;995
3990
3007
3098 .
8999

,woo

12,000 ............................................................. F. Schulze ............. . 4001
4002
4003
4004
1,118
248
114
128
876......... . •. . . . .
146 ..••.•... H. A. Simonds ......... . 4005
3, 000
200 1, 500
100
8, 000 . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . .
3, 000 . . . . . . .. . T. B. Pray ............ .. 4006
l, 200
25
160 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . • .
156 . • • . . . • • . Mrs. Rockwood ....... . 4007
1,780
300
105. ... . .
3,784 ••••••. .. ••••...
560 ......•.. Jobn N. Davidson ..... . 4008
1, 200 . . . . .. .
300 . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 100
1, 000 . • • . . . . • . L. N. Clausen ......... .. 4009
1,115...... .
150
100 ......... . . . . . . • . .
100
250 ......••. Miss Florence V. 1Vill- 4010
iams.
2,698
500
300 ........ . Dr. J. R. Ott.. ......... . 4011
110 ••••••
500 ............... .
.••.
..
...
J.
0. Keeffe . .. ... . ... .. . 4012
5,000
800
50
600 .•. - ... - . - ••••••
3001 400
1,700 ...... .
170 .....•••. H. L. Terry ............ . 4013
5,300 2, 500
432 ••••..... L .. D. Hinkley ......... . 4014
l, 200 •••••• .
450 .••.•.••. W. G. Bancroft .•....... 4015

tm :·::~~~ -~~~~~ :::::: ----::-t:: :::::::::::::iii-----~~:::::::::: -:-:::~:::z::t:::::~:
!~~ ::::::

---~fl~L::::::: :::::::
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P1,.blic, society, and school libra1·ies in the V'nited
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'd
· Name of library,

Location.

;..bi

~

.0 0 .
A§

...o.,..~

Class.

1e
4

.d

k..,

~~o

rn

0

3

(I)

~- .... ]~e ~.,'"" •1"'10
""'~
ot~<D
p
~fl
e'
A.0 ,,.~ 0 i ~15§
p-+"
~
0~

C

A

' 1~.

.a

::l .i .o
o·"" "'o,~o.o

A

4)

l.

P..,k

§

A
p

5

... 1-~
fl,

6

k
Q (I)

!_I!_

WISCONSIN-COnt'd.
4016
4017

4018
4019
4020
4021
4022

Wauwatosa .........
Westbeud ..........
West Depere ....... ·.
West Superior ......

Harwood Public Library ..• .. .•.. 1886
Public School Library ............ ]886/
School District Library ............. ..
Superior Public Library ......•••. 1888 '

Gen ......
Sch.......
Sch.......
Gen .•••••

O.........
....
T.
. . ..
T.
R.
T.

.~~ti~.~~~~~:::::::
It~~~iN~:!z:irl~ii~~i:::::::::::::: mt·lch.:::::: .~·8:
Winnebago ...... . . / Nor-thernHospitalfo~thelnsane ...•• . Gen ..... .'....
T.
~

F.
F.
F.
F.

B.
B.
B.
B.

s. ~:

B.

WYOMING.
4023

Cheyenne ........... High School. ..... -.................... Sch...........

T.

. ... B.

4024 ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wyo~in~ State Law ~ibrary..... . . . . . Law .......... . ... . ........ ..
T.
F. B.
4025 Laramie ............ Publrn Library ....... . ........... 1887 Gen ....... R.
4026 ... .. do ..•...•..•.•.. University of Wyoming ....•••••• 1891 Col ................... F. B.

1
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PUBLIC, SOCIETY, AND SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
States of 1,000 volumes a~cl over in 1896-Continued.
Receipts.

Name of librarian.

--- ---~------1
14

2,394
1,000
1,000
10, 253
1. 400
3, 700
2, 100

163. .. . . .
7,500. .... ....
••••••.
100 . . . . . .
3, 000 . . . . . . . . .
...... .
10
.
.
.
.
.
.
G, 000 . . . . . . . . .
...... .
45,923.. .. . . ...
430
753 1,736
125 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...... .
50. .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
817
400
35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...... .

15

1S

16

.......
$756
$65
68
.......
50
7,000
7,124
.......
235
...... .
1,150
. . . . . . . . . . . ••. .

.. • ..... . Mrs, Agnes B. Roddis ..
. . . . . • • • . L. E . A.mid on .......... .
........ . .. ... ........ .. ...... .. . .
... ...... Mrs. DeliaL. Freestone.
...... .... ............... : ... ... . .
. . . . . . . . . Albert Salisbury •••••..
. . . • • . . . . W. A. Gordon, superiu,
tendeut.

4016
-4017
4018
40 19
4020
4021
4022

J . 0. Chur chill . .....• ..
.. .. .. ... . .. ... .. . ... . . . .
EttaM. Roach ..........
Grace Raymond Hebard

4023
4024
4025
4026

1,200 . . . . . . .
20. .... . . . . . . . . . . .•••••...
100
100 . . . . . . . .
15, 000 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3,500
200 ... . . . .
40
9,980
1,200
100
100 . •. . . . . . .
4, 085 3, 000 · 810
350
1, 000 . .....••..•••.. _900/.........
1
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CHAP'I'ER IX.

LIBRARY LEGISLATION IN THE UNI'rED ST.A.TES. 1
I.-Legis1ation for the incorporation of library associations, societies, etc.
II.-(ci) School district libraries; (b) Township librnries; (c) Free public libraries
· supported by the State; ( cl) Recent State library ln.ws.
III-Resume of library legislation.
IV.-State library laws.

I. .
LEGISLATION FOR THE INCORPORATION OF LIBRA.RY ASSOCIATIONS,
SOCIETIES, ETC .
Tho library, like every other institution of org::mized society, is dependent upon
l egislntion for its existence and development. The progress of Ebrary development
at first was very slow. It has grown from very small b eginnings. It is an outgrowth
of a clemancl of the people. Iu the beginning, tho existence of the library was recognized by legislation. In the m,xt place, the preservn.tion of the Ii brary was a special
object of legislation. As an example, the lil.mtry of the Rev. Thomas Bray, D. D.,
founder of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, may be
mentioned. The legislative assembly of Son th Carolina, on November 16, 1700, passed
:rn act in behalf of this library. In 1715 North Carolina passed a similar law for tho
preservation of a library sent over by Dr. Thomas ,Bray to the town of Bath, for the
use of the inhabitants of tho parish of St. Thomas in Pamlico.
In 1731 a movement began which result ed in th() formation of the Philadelphia
Library Company, called "the mother of all North American su liscription libraries."
This company was incorporated iu 1742, some ten years after its organization. In
1741 tho Charleston,·S. C., Library Company was organized, but clid not receive its
charter of incorporation until 1755.
From 1776 to 1826 many libraries were established which, though city institutions
or otherwise limited, were in a, general way important factors in the library movement, nncl were necessnry and logical steps toward the free public library. The
earliest legislation regarding libraries took tho form of general laws which provided
for the incorporation of cooperative library associations, generally known ns proprietary, social, subscription, or even public libraries. There js now ina number of the
States a, general law providing for the incorporation of such libraries, namely: Colorado, California, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Maine, New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, Mississippi, Pennsylvania, Rbodelslan<l, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, and there may lie some others in which similar provisions prevail.
These libraries were intended to be free, aml in fact many of them were substantially free public lilnarics . They were not supported by public taxation. As another
evidence of tho interest that the people manifested in this movement, libraries of a
certain size were exempted from taxation. This is an indirect though often an efficient way of legislating for libraries. The libraries of associations, societies, or
corporations, together with the buildings owned by such associations, arc exempt
from taxation iu the following States; Arizona: California, Colorado, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minn esota, Mississippi, Nebraska,
PennsylYania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Vermont, vVashington, West Virginia, and
Wyoming-in all twenty-two. The increased interest in the subject is still further
shown by l egislative enactment in the following States: Di strict of Columbia,
Illinois, Kansas, Massachusetts, Kew Jersey, West Virginia, Wisconsin, by which
priYate librari es of a certain value are exempt from attachment as well as from taxation . Many libraries b egan under such encouragement.
1 Compiled

by Henderson Presnell, A. M.
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II.
(a) DISTRICT LIBRARIES.

In this chapter it is proposed to discuss ma1.nly- the development of legislation
regarding school district libraries. Governor DeWitt Clinton, of New York, in his
message to the legislature in 1826, macle a recommendation for the establishment of
district libraries. In 1835 a law was passed by the l egislature of that State establishing school district libraries. These are not to be understood as libraries for the
schools, but for the people in the districts corresponding genera.Uy in areas with the
school districts. In each district the voters were authorized to levy a tax amounting to the sum of $20 with which to start a library, and $10 annually thereafter for
the support of the same.
In 1838 a Jaw was passed appropriating the sum of $55,000 annually from the
income of the United States deposit fund. This fund at the expiration of three
years might be used for the purchase of books, or for the payment of teachers' salaries, if the district so decided. In 1843 a special library fund was granted by law
to the school districts for the purchase of school apparatus and the payment of
teachers under certain conditions,
These school-district libraries increased in number until 1853, when they contained an aggregate of 1,604,210 volumes. This, says one writer, "was tile highwater mark," for, according to the report of the State superintendent of public
instruction for 1895, there was a general decrease until 1884, when the number of
volumes reported in these Ii braries was only 701,437. From 1885 to 1891 there
appears to h ave been a gradual impro vement. From 1853 to 1894 the State expended.
on district libraries alone the sum of $1,706,144.36 .
. The example of New York was followed by a number of otller States, which also
passed laws for th e establishment of school-district libraries. Among these States
were Massachusetts and Michigan in 1837, Connecticut in 1839, Iowa and Rhode
Island in 1840, Indiana in 1841, Maine in 1844, Ohio in 1847, Wisconsin in 1848, Oregon
in 1854, Kansas and Virginia in 1870, New Jersey in 1871, Minnesota and Kentucky
in 1873, Colorado in 1876. This system did not prove a su ccess ill a ll of these States;
in fact it did not prove an entire success in any of them, for the concurrent testimony from all is that the scheme was a failure. The want of success is attributed
to various reasons. First, because the. nnit (the district) w as too small; second, the
amount of money annually raised in each district was insufficient; third, the number
of volumes in each was too small to secure anything like public interest in the care,
preservation, or circulation of the books.
Out of the failure of this system the States which enacted laws for the encouragement of tho school district libraries learned from experience that additional legislation was ne cessary. Hence mauy of the States subsequently passed statutes
providing for township libraries. That is, the town was ~ade the ~nit, ~n<.l local
taxation became the means of support, Hi whole or lll part, for these libraries.

(b) TOWNSHIP LIBRARIE8.
The Massachusetts general court in 1848 pai:-:.sed an act authorizing tho city of Boston to levy a tax of $5,000 for the establishment of a free -public library. This was
a special act affecting only Boston, but it was tb.e initial step . In 1851 this act was
made to apply to all the towns and cities in tb.e State. The act of 1848 for Boston
is really the germ out of which has grown much of the library legislation in this
as ,vell as other countries. :Mr. Fletcher, in hie "Public libraries iu America," says :
"The first step in the movement for establishing public libraries ..
,. seems
to havo been taken hy the Hon. Josiah Qnin-iy, jr., mayor of Boston, in October,
18-17. He proposefl to the city council, and they passed, a request to the legislature
that Boston be allowed to lay a tax to establish a free library. The legislature
assented the same winter, and thie was probably the beginning of such legislation
in any part of the world . In 1851, otller cities and towns claiming the same pennissiou, thola,v was made general. The interest iu libraries excited throughont England
by the parliamentary investigation 1 already referred to (of which I shall say more
presently), wa perhaps the immediate cause of similar legislation in that country,
but the leaders of the movement there confessed that the idea came to them from
America."
, ~ew Hampshire, on .July 7, 184-9, passed a general law for free public libraries in aJl
the towns of tho 'tate. It was the tirst law of its kind kuowu in the history of
!ihrar:y J~gi~latio~1. '.There i · n,n interesting fea~ure connected with library legislation
111 this • tate wh1 h 1t 1s well enough to ment10n .
The town of Pcterboro, in 1833,
1

In 1817 a 1,arliamentary commission was appointed; in 1850 commission made a report.
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established a free public library which is still in existence. This library was maintained for many years in whole or in part by municipal authority, and is entitled to
the credit of being one of the first, if not the first, public library in the United States
supported by public taxation. Under date of August 7, 1875, tlle Commissioner of
Education at Washington, D. C., wrote in a letter to the late Prof. Albert Smith, of
this town:
"The first free public library supported or aided by taxation of which this Bureau
has any account was established at Wayland, Mass., and w;;ts opened to the public in
August, 1850. Tlle second, at New Bedford, Mass., was opened in March, 1853. If
the Peterboro town library was free to the inbabit:1nts of the town prior to August,
1850, whether supported by municipal taxation or by the income of invested bonds,
it furnishes the first exa,mple of \:l> free library, and we shall be glad to give it the
credit." In another letter, of August 12, 1875: "So far as any cbta are at present
known to us, yonr library 1[-l the earliest of its kind. Should we obtain information
of an earlier enterprise of the same kind, you will be duly informed.''
(c) FREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES SUPPORTED BY THE STATE.
The legislation in New Hampshire and Massachusetts had the effect of stimulating
the movement in other States, and general library laws were passed as follows:
Maine adopted a general library law in 1854; Vermont in 1865; Ohio in 1867;
Colorado, Illinois, New York, and Wisconsin in 1872; Indiana and Iowa in 1873;
Texas in 1874; Connecticut and Rhode Island in 1875; Mich,i~an in 1876; Nebraska
in 1877; California, Minnesota, and New Jersey in 1879; 1v1ontana in 1883; New
Mexico in 1884; Mi!')sonri in 1885; Kansas and Wyoming in 1886; North and South
Dakota and Pennsylvania in 1887; Washington in 1890, and Mississippi (embodied
in a municipal law) in 1892.
In the District of Columbia, 1 Delaware, Kentucky, Nevada, North and South Carolina, and Oregon there has been no general library legislation. Provision is made by
the Governm ent for State libraries in the Territories. These libra.ries are for the use
of the legislatures and the courts. In Kentucky general library legislation is now
pending.
It may not he out of place here to call attention to the subject of school libraries.
Two States are selected, and the legislation from these may be taken as typical of
legislation with regard to this subject.in other States. The provision invariably
tak es one of two forms, namely:
1. Permission is given to the school district (almost always onr local educational
unit) to tax itself for the purpose of securing a school library, or
2. The fund which is created by the State may be distributed to districts that have
secured a certain nnmber of books, or have taxed themselves to procure such books.
It will ue observed t,hat there are some general principles upon which the States
have encouraged the formation of school libraries, lrnt there have been different
methods of operating them to secure the object for which they were founded. For
instan ce, the two adjoini11g States of Michigan and Wisconsin deal with the subject
in a, somewhat different way.
In Michigan a·" township library shall be maintained in each organized township,
which shall be the property of the township, but be in charge of the township board
of school inspectors." But then 1t is added that "any school district by a t\vo-thirds
vote at any annual meeting may establish a district library, which shall be entitled
to its just proportion of books from the library of any township in which it is situated, and also to its equitable share of any library moneys remaining unexpended
in snch township at the time of the establishment of such district library, or shall
afterwards ue raised by tax or apportionment,"
Iil Wisconsin "the treasurer of each town (not toTnship) may withhold annually
from the money secured from the State school fund for the several school districts
an amonnt eqnal to 10 cents for each person of school age residing in the town for
the purchase of books for a school library." Under this law more than one-half of
the distri cts in Wisconsin have been suppli'ed with helpful libraries. "Year by
year," quoting the State superintendent," as teachers and pupils learn to use these
libraries to better advantage, they are becoming of greal,er value as educational
agencies."
The States which passed these laws evidently recognizeu. the principle that lies at
the foundation of all legislation for free public libraries, that the library is and
should be an essential part of the system of pub1ic education of the State, and, as
such, should be maintaine<l by public taxation; that it is the duty of the State to
educate Hs citizens, and for that purpose public schools should be maintained. The
public laws of many of the States had already recognized this principle. Here we
see clearly set forth that the public library shonltl complement the public school and
be maintained in the same way as the puulic school.
1

Since the above was written Congress has passed a general library law.
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An efficient school system is hardly possible without tho public library. From
wha.t has been said we see the tendency in library l egislation. Encouragement and
help on the part of the State bas become more and more prominent. From 1849to
1889 tho l aws enacted in many of the Sta.tes granted to the cities, towns, and commu.1:ties nothing more than the right to establish and maintain public libraries.
Permissive laws were unsatisfactory, and mandatory ones began to take tlieir place.
About the year 1890 a new era bega,n to dawn. The State becomes more th:111 a.
passive agent; it takes action; it begins to maniiiest interest in the est.a,blishmeut
of these libraries; it appropriates money for their support by a ppointrng library
commissions ancl providing, in some cases, for instruction in library economy, mana,gement, etc. Henceforth the establishment and maintenanre of the public liln·ary
is declared to be a proper object of municipal expenditure. Massachusetts, on 1fay
28, 1890, passed snch a law; New York, April 27, 1892; New Hampshire, March 22,
1893; M::dne, March 31, 1893; Connecticut, June, 1893; Wisconsin, April 19, 1895,
and the District of Col um bla, March 18, 1896. Kentucky and Kew Jersey havo such
laws pending, so tlrnt most of the States now r ecogu izo fully tl10 importanco of
making the library free, ancl aro alread,r carrying out tho idea so beautifnlly set forth
by Mr. George Ticknor in b is l ett er to Edward Everett in 1851, which is as follows:
"I would establish a library which differs from all freo libraries yet attemptedI mean one in which any popular book tending to moral and intellectual improvement sLall be furnished in snch number of copies that many persons can be readiug
the same book at tLe same time; in short, that not only the best books of all sorts,
but the present litera,ture of the day, !:ihall b e made accessible to tLe whole 11eople
·when they most care for it, that is, when it is fresh and new. I would therefore
continue to buy addtional books of this class a1most as long as they aro asked for,
and thus, by following the popular taste-unless it should demand someth ing injurious-create a real appetite for healthy rea<ling. Th e appet.ito once formed -n·ill fake
- care of itself. It will, in a grent majority of ca ses, demnncl better and better books,"
(d) RECENT STATE LIBRARY LAWS.
The following ol,scr,ations and suggestions on this subject haYe been contrilmted
by Mr. Frank C. Patten, librarian of the Helena public library, Helena, Mont.:
The new educational moYement for public libraries is everywhere a very rapidly
growing one. These libraries are fast increasing in size and usefohJeFs as well as in
number. For tho promotion of the best interests of this great moYcment experience
shows that a good Sta,te library Ja.w is a .-er~- frnportantfactor. Such a Jaw, by laying
out n, plan, encourages tbe establishment and promotes the growth of public libraries.
It is easier in any comm unity to awaken intnest in n, library project jf th ore is set
forth ju tho State Jaw a way of orgnnizing tbe library tbat Iias proved successful
elsewhere. The West is not beLind in other educational good works, and it need not
be in tl!e matter of library legislation.
E,,ery year several of the States either make 11ew library Jaws or make amendments
to existing laws. The advance in library legislation in the last few years is as marked
as is the growth of librari es . Tho follo,ving are belieYed to be the
IlEST RE CENT STATE LIBRARY LA'\.YS .

.IJ,Iassachusetts, 1890.--To be obtained from State libruri::m, Boston, who is chairman
of Massnchusetts library cornrnif-sion .
Illinois, act arnencled 1891.-'l'o be obtained from librarian Public Library, Chicago.
New York, 1892.-To be obtained from State hbarian, Albany.
Connecticnt, 1893.-To l>e ol>t::d ned from Miss Carolina M. Hewins, librarian Public
Library, Hartford, who is secretary of Connecticut public library committee.
New Hampshire, act amended 1895.-To be obtained from State hbrarian, Concord,
who is a member of State board of library commissioners .
Wisconsi n, 1895.-To lJe obtained from secretary State Historical Society, Ma<lison,
who is a member of the ::;ta,te library commiss101.1.
Mwhigan, 1895.-To be obtained from State librarian, Lansing.
·
In attempting tho enactment of any new library legislation or of any amendments to existing laws a, clear idea shoulcl be had of the essentials of a, good State
!ibrary Jaw. 'l'be following provisions are in line with the dictates of experience
m those, 'tates where most attention is given to public libraries:
(1) .A. SuRE .A.XD STE.ADY RET"ENUE.

Tho law sl~onlcl proYic~e ~hat, on the pe!ition of1 say, twenty-:five taxpayers, t~e
rate of taxati~>n for public library support many city, town, or other political umt
hall b" sn~m1 ttecl to Yotc at gen ral or special election. The rnte should not be
'.·h:rng cl without another Yote. 'l'bis J)lan proYidrs for wlrnt 1s of the utmost
rniportancc, a. sure and steady lil>rary revenue, not subject to cl1anges of city council
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action. Under such a plan there need be no limit of rate placed in the State law, as
no city will Yote to tax itself too high for library support. A small place will, in
fact, often fail to r ealize that in order to raise money enough to accomplish the
object the tax must boat a much higher rate than inn, large place. In Illinois the
tax is in some places as high as 3 mills on the dollar.
(2) CAREFUL .A.XD CONSECUTIVE M.A.N.A.GEMENT.

In order to r emovo public library management from tho influence of party politics
tho library ancl its property should be wholly left to tho control of trustees selected
from citizens of recognized fitness for such duties. Experience seems to show that
in cities tho proper board of trustees can best he secured by appointment of the
mayor and confirmation by tho council. Probably the best way is to provide for
seven trustees, two to be appointed each year ( one the fourth year) for a term of four
years . This number is large enough to be represenfatiYc and small enough to avoid
tho great clifficulty in securing a (J_nornm if the number is l arge. Tl10 length of term
in connection with yearly appointment securei; the much-needed continuity of management, and yet thero is sufficient change of officers so that the boan1 will not be
too far removed from the public will.
(3) .A. ST.A.TE CENTER FOR LIBRA.RY INTERESTS.

Within a very few years each of several States has proYided for a State library
commission, to bo in some sense the head of public library interests for the State.
By having small traveling libraries of finy or one hu.q_dred Yolnmes each to lend for
a, few months to localities that have no libraries, and b y having a little State aid to
distribute wisely, the commission is able to encourage communities to do more for
themselves in the matter of a librnry than they otlrnrwise would. The commission
gives advice concerning ·organization and administration whenever it is asked, and
a yearl y report is made of their work and of library progress in the Sta,te. The
State library commission has proved to be a useful agency wherever tried, and the
plan seems likely to i;pread throughout the country. The-most complete State system has been providec1 i n New York, where all center in the Stato library at Albany
as headquarters. The library system of New York seems to be working very successfully .
New Hampshire was tho first State to pass a compulsory law (1895) obliging each
town to provide a public library.
The following outline giv_es the
ll\1I'ORTANT PROVISIOKS FOR A STATE LIBRARY LAW,

General.-Purpose of public library hroa.dly stated, perhaps in tho form of a
definition. It may include loan, reference, reading room, museum, lecture, art, ancl
allied educational features. It may have branches. Mode prei;cribed for changing
form of organization of a library to conform to new law. 1
Establ-isltrn ent of publfo libraries.-.Any political body authorized to levy and collect
taxes may estu1lish the library itself alone, or conjointly with other such bodies, by
vote at any election. Vote of electors given for special tax or bonds to 11rovide
rooms or grounds and buildings.
Maintenance.-By annual rate of taxation voted by electors to continue until
changed by vote.
:Management.-Wholly in hands of trustees constituting a board so formed as to bo
independent of party political control. Appointment by mayor a.ml confirmation
by council a good pla.u in cities. Membership to change gradually-one or two changes
each year. Term of trnstees not less than three years. Number of trnstees not
less than fi,e. All property to be acquired, held, managed, or transferrccl by trustees. R{'>(] uests and donations to the library to be held and managed for the public
good by tho trustees.
I'rotection.-Penalties for theft, mutilation, overdetention, and clistnrbance.
State vublicatioris.-All publications of the State to be distributecl free to public
libraries.
State librar!f comrnission.-A body to be at the heac.1 of public library interests of the
State, preferably to have the management of tbe State library and to center its
work iu that institution. The State uniYersity library might be a good center for
the work. Members migbt be appointed by governor and confirmed by senate for a
term of five years-one a,ppointment each year.
1 Libraries for schoolrooms to be composed of reference books, books for supplementary readinoclass duplicates, ancl l>0oks for teach ers shonld be pro-vided for in the public school law. School fund'~
should bo used and school authorities should manage these libraries. Tho business of lendin.,. books
for home uso is better and more economically managed by a public library organization.
""
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What may be done by the comniission.-Give advice and instruction in organization
and administration. Receive reports from all public libraries of the State and render report. Manage the distribution of State aid. Manage system of traveling
libraries.
Counties or school districts may wish to establish and maintain libraries, and a law
should be worded as to allow it. It is probably most convenient to hav~ the library
year correspond with the calendar year. It is well to have the trustees .appointed
and the report of the library made at a different time of the year from either the
spring or fall elections. The library is thus more likely to be freed from the influences of party politics. To have a library treasurer is probably the better plan, but
library money may be kept in the hands of the city or town treasurer as a separate
fund, and be paid out by order of the board of trustees only.
Special conditions peculiar to each State often dictate modifications of any general
plan for a State law. Anyone interested in the matter for his own State could read
the general articles upon the subject and the various State Jaws, and then, with the
assistance of the best legal talent to be obtained, frame an act appropriate to conditions of his State.

III.
RESUMJi; OE' LIBRARY LEGISLATION.

Alabama and Ai·kansas have no legislation on libraries.
Arizona, in its school laws passed in 1885, permits school trustees in townships
where there are,a hundred school children to use $50 of the school fund and any
donations they may receive for the purchase of books for the school libraries, which
are to be free to the teachers and pupils and to residents on the payment of such
sums as may be prescribed by the trustees.
California, in 1854, adopted a district library law similar to that o:rthe State of
New York. In 1878 a law was passed modeled after the Illinois statutes (see statutes
of California). In 1880 an act was passed authorizing towns and cities to levy and
collect taxes as in all other cases for the maintenance and establishment of 1rnl>lic
libraries and reading rooms. See page 533 of this Report.
Colorado.-In 1872 Colorado enacted a law modeled after the Illinois plan, but the
towns and cities did not take advantage of this law. In 1893 an act was passed
authorizing the school board in any district to leYy a tax not to exceed one-tenth of
1 mill, the proceeds of which shall bo used exclusively for the purchase of books for
a library, to be open to the public under such rules as the district board may prescribe. The laws now iu force are given on page 536 of this Report.
· Connecticut.-In 1889 Connecticut passed a school library Jaw, and a town library
law in 1869. The public library laws of 1875 and 1876 permit towns aud cities to
establish libraries, but make no provisiou for their snpport by taxation. In 1881 a
law was passed permitting towns to levy a tax of 2 ruill1:1 on the dollar of valuation,
the funds thus raised to be used for the support of public libraries; the fines for
penal offenses may also be applied ror the same -purpose. In_1893 a la"'. was P3'.SSed
making the State board of education a State-library committee. This committee
bas the entire control of the public libraries of the State. (Seep. 321 of t11e Pnblie
Acts of the General Assembly of Connecticut, 1893.) A full text of the law is given
on page 538 of this Report.
Delaware.-The ouly library legislation in Delaware is an act to establish a State
library.
District of Columbia.-.A. bill authorizing a municipal approvriation for the support
of a public free library was passed by the House of Representatives on March 9, 1896.
This bill carried an amendment assessing the cost of maintenance on the District and
exempting Government property. On March 11 the Senate refused to concur in the
amendment and the bill was laid over for conference of the two Houses. The bill,
a copy of which may be found on page 539 of this Report, became a law June 3, 1896.
Florida.-In 189i5 the legislature of Florida provided for the division of any county
or_ counties into convenient school districts, and that any mcorporated town or city
might constitute a school district, and that money might be raised by taxation for
the pnrchase_of school libraries and text-books, for the salaries of teachers, autl for
other eclucat10nal purposes. This act also provides that the school commissioners
~ay perform all acts reasonable and necessary for the promotion of the educational
~nte~ests of the county or district and for the general diffusion of knowledge among
it citizens.
Oeo,.gia.-T~is State has no general legislation on the subject of public libraries.
'.l'h ·. law re<J.mres that _"money derived from fines for nonattendance at the county
mst1tute shall be used m purcha:ing teachers' libraries for the counties in which the
fine· are collected." In this way an attempt has been made to gather under the
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county superintendent of education a library in each county in the State, but as the
law has but recently been put in operation, very little has been done as yet toward a
collection of boo ks.
Idaho.-ldaho has no direct mandatory legislation as to public libraries; still there
is a permissive act which gives the school dist ricts the right to make purchases of
library material to an amount not exceeding 25 per cent of the school fund for any
one year .
Illinois.-In 1872 Illinois enacted a law with minute details for the establishment,
government, and management of public libraries, and thisfaw bas been substantially
copied by many of the Western States. It provides for a board of nine directors,
an independent body nominated by tlrn mayor and approved by the city conn cil.
This board has exclusive control of the library, with power to erect or lease buildings, etc. Towns and villages may levy a tax for the support of public libraries, the
tax not to exceed 2 mills on the dollar. Cities of less than . 100,000 inhabitants, 1
mill; cities over 100,000 inhabitants, one-fifth of a mill. .The full text of this law
may be found on page 540 of this Report.
Indiana .-ln 1871 Indiana passed a law making provision for public librari~s.
This law is claimed to be one of the simplest aDd most concise of any l6gislation up
to that elate. In 1873 the library association law was extended so that the towns and
cities were authorized to have libra,ries. In 1883 the old library legislation was so
extended that the trustees of the town where a library was desired might levy a tax
of not less than one-fourth nor more than three-fourths of a mill on the dollar of
assessed valuation for the support of the same. 'l'he money thus raised was to be
paid over to the officers of the library for the purchase of books and library equipment. See page 541 of this Report.
·
Iowa.-In 1840 Iowa enacted a district library law. In 1873 a town library law,
embo<lying a single section, was enacted authorizing any city or town to ]evy a tax
of 1 mill on the dollar of valuation for the support of a free public library.
Kansas .-On February 28, 1870, Kansas passed an act for the establish111ent of distri ct school libraries. This proved unsatisfactory, as usual, a,nd a free public library
l aw was passed in 1886.
Kentuclcy .-In 1875 Kentucky adopted a general library law, but little progress-was
m ade nnder that law. A bill prepared b,r the alumnre of the Louisville lii g h school
providing for the establishment of a State library commission is now pending in the
Kentucky legislature. It provides for the appointment by the governor of five commissioners who shall serve during 1896, without Ralaries, and shall make a careful
study of libraries in other States, extending tlieir inquiries iuto organization, maintenan ce, legislation, State systems, edu cational results of the work of libraries, and
any other matters pertaining to the modern library movement. Not la.ter than January 15, 1897, the commission shall make a report in writiug to the governor, embodying th e results of their inquiry and recommending such plans and legislation as in
their judgment will best promote the educational interests of the people of the State
through libraries . (A copy of this bill could not be obtained.)
Louisiana.-There is no library legislation in Louisiana, except that which pertains to the State librarv and to library associations. See library laws, page 546 of
this Report.
•
Maine .-In 1854 Maine passed an act that provides that any town or city may raise
by t axat ion $1 on each ratable poll for the establishment of a free public library,
and 25 cents aunnally thereafter for its maintenance. Under this law nothing was
don e, from the fact that the allowance was so meager that without aid from private
individ nals 11othing- could be clone. By an act approved March 21, 1893, it was provided that auy town may establish a free public lil)rary therein for the use of its
inhabitants, and provided suitable rooms therefor,. und er snch regulations for its
government as the inhabitants from time to time may prescribe. -See library laws,
page 548 of thit,. Report.
·
ll1ary land.-The Maryland Colle, article 77, section 87, provides as follows: "For
further encouragement of education, district school libraries should be established in
each schoolhouse district, under the care of the teacher as libra.riao. For this purpose
th e snm of $10 per a.nnum is ordered to be paid by the board of county school commissioners, out of the city school funds, to any schoolhouse district as library money
as soon as the people of the district raise an equal amount annually." See library
laws, page 549 of this Report.
Massachusetts.-Massachusetts began in 1851 with a law similar to that of Maine.
In 1859 a larger tax was allowed, and in 1866 a l aw was enacted similar to that of
New Hampshire, allo~ing any city or town to raise any sum which it deemed necessary. An act in 1870 "for the establishment of districts for maintaining street
lamps," granting power to "maintain street lamps, establish and maintain lihraries,
and maintain sidewalks." The law of 1890 provides for tt library commission. Massac}rns~tts seems to be the only State that bas ma<le and published a compilation
of its library laws. The historical value of this compilat.ion justifies its republica-
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tion. On 1rngo 549 of tbis Report will be found tho library legislation of Massach usetts from 1798 to 1890 .
..illicliigan.-Michigan stands alone in having in the first constitution of the State
the following clause: "The legis1atnro shnll also provide for the establishment of
at least one librn:ry in every township." A school-district library law was enacted
in 1859. This p1nn proved a failure, as it h ad clone in all the other States which
adopted it. In 1877 a free pnl>lic library law, similar to that of Illinois, was passed.
In 1881 an act ·was 1rnssecl authorizing tho qualified voters of any school district in
which a district library "may hereafter bo estal>lished, to vott,, a district tax for the
support of said librar_y," tho tax to bo levied and collected in tho same manner as
other township and school-district taxes. Sec library laws, page 566.
Minnesota..-Minnesota passed ft district libmry law in 1867. In the same year a
law was passed exempting libraries and their buildings from taxation, and in 1875
an act was passe(l for their protection . See library lnws, page 568.
Missonri. -In 1885 Missouri passecl a public library law very similar in character
to that of Illinois. This bw was prepared by Mr. Crunden, of the St. Louis Pnl>lic
LibraTy, and follows the Illinois law, with slight variations. The faw regardi ng
district libraries is given on vage 568 .
..ill'ississippi. -In 1892 Mississippi enacted a general library law (embodied in t he
municipal laws).
.
Montana. - In 1883 Montan n, passell a general library law, modeled after the Illinois
plan . It provided that the municipal anthorities of any i ncorporated town or city
may establish a, free public library, a.nd may levy a tax for its support not exceeding
1 mill on the dollar of assessed valuation. The bw provides that the question of
establishing a library nrnst first be snbmitted to the voters of the district for acceptance or rejection .
·
Nebraska.-In 1877 Nebraska enacted a general library l aw, a]so modeled after the
I llinois pfan, but going more minute ly into details . See library laws, page 568.
N ew Harnpshire .-As has been notecl elsewhere the first free public library (supported by mun icipal authority) was cstablisheu in New Hampshire in 1833. Tllis
State enacted tile first genernl free public library law in 1849. This ]aw is very simple
in form, and its ma,in features remain unchanged. , Any town may rai se and appropriate money for establishing and maintaining a library without limitation as to
amount and as to mana,gernent (the money to be raised by oruinary taxaiion). In
1877 an act was passed for the protection of public l ibraries, and in 1891 the pnblic
statutes of New Hampshire, chapter 8, sections 21 to 26, provides a law for the support of freo public libraries by th~ State. See page_571.
New Jersey.- New Jersey, followrng the example of many other States, has motleled
her library laws aft.er Illinois. An act was passed in 1884 which provides that npon
the approval of a majority of voters at a special election it sha,11 lJe the dnty of the
authorities to levy a tax of one-thinl of a mill on the dollar of assessell valnation
for a public library fund. The board of trustees, composetl of the mayor, superintendent of public instruction, ancl five others appointed by tile mayor is made a
corporate body to serve withont pay. The act fnrther empowers three or more persons to organize a corporation for the purpose of establishing a free public lilJrary.
See school library laws, page 572.
New j}fexico .-New Mexico, under an act of 1884 with regard to municipal corporations, allo,Ys the council or trustees of any city or incorporated town to appropriate
money for a public library, provided tlie annual appropria,tion shall not c.:s:ceed 1 mill
on the dollar of assessed valuation, and the law further pro-.;-icles that no appropriation, shall lJe made until the proposition has been submitted to a popnlar Yote.
Nevadci.-So far as can be learned , Nevada has no lil>rary legislat.ion of any kind.
New York .-As has been noted fully elsewhere, New York passed :.i, district pnulic
library law in 1835. In 1838 the general assembly appropriated $55,000 annuall.v
for the support of these libraries. As elsewhere, however, these distri ct libraries
proveil a failme. Under a provision of the school 1;:i,w in 18,17, there were a nurul;er
of free libraries supported inuirectly lJy taxation. In 1872 a public library law was
passed providing that upon the written petition of the majority of all tbe taxable
inhabitants of any village, town, or city, its common council, board of trnstees,
or town auditors, may establish and maintain a free public library, each qualified
vot~r 1Jein_g required to pay $1 for the foundation, and 50 cents annually thereafter
for 1ts mamtenance. In 1885 the law was amended so as to include pul>lic reading
r_ooms with or w_itbout libraries. It is not known that a single library was establ~ ~eel l~nde~ th1~ la_w. In ~~8G a law was passed to encourage the growth of free
c_ircul~tu~g hbranes m ~h~ c1t1es. On May 13, 1887, a!1 a ct was passed providing for
hbranes m towns and c1t1es of less than 30,000 inhabitants. In 1892, au act for the
enconragement of common school and pnblic libraries was passed and approved by
the,J~?vernor ?n )I3;y ~,:I.. See library laws, page 572.
1i 01 lh Carolrnci.-fhis State has no recent legislation other thau thn.t pertuiuing to
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the Stato library. On page 576 will bo found the laws in full, beginning in 1715, and
including all l egislation in regard to libraries.
North Dakota.-In 1890tho legisl::tturo of North Dakota passed. a lu.w for the establishment and maintenance of a law library for tho State University. In 1891 a ln.w
was passed for the purchase of reference and pedagogical books for a Sta.to educational library in the office of the superintendent of public instruction. In tho same
year a law was passed for the establishment of district school board libraries. For
library laws, seo page 58.t.
Ohio. -The first public library laws in Ohio were passed in 1867. Other laws were
enactecl in 1873 and 1875. Under tho school library la,w of 185S th e State hacl an
experience similar to that of New York, and in 1868 it was a question what to do
with the books of the school libraries of tho State. Tho present free public library
law authorizes towns and cities to raise money by taxation for the establishmentancl
maintenance of libraries. The law further provides that in cities of 20,000 inhabitants and over, the boar<l. of education may appoint a library commission of three
who shall have entire control of the library, its administration, appointment of
officers, etc., and even the levying of taxes for the s upport and increase of tho
Jibrary, but this commission is amenable to the boarcl of education. See library
laws, pago 585.
Oregon.-Tho only information obtained from this State is tho following regarding
s chool libra1.:_ies, taken from the school laws of 1893:
"SECTIO~ 37 a. The directors of school districts ::i.ro here by allowetl to purchase
from time to time, with tho common school fuml for their uistricts, such books of
reference n,nd apparatus a,s tho interests of the school demand; and tho books of
reference aml app a ratus shall be kept at tho schoolhouse during each term of school,
for the use of the teachers and pupils: Proviclec1, That the yeaTly expenditures
therefor shall not e:s.ceed $50 in districts receiving $500 or over from the common
school fond, and 10 per centum thereof in districts rec eiving less than $500
therefrom."
"""'. Pcnnsylvania. -Pennsylvania has a district library Jaw passed in 1864-, and a gen~°i'.al liurary law for the incorporation of library associations was passell iu 1874. A
l aw has Leen passed by the legislature appropriating all taxes on do g s for tho support aucl maintenance of public libraries now organized, proviued tho library company sllall provide and maintain a free r eading room. for the town, city, or borough
where established. See library laws, page 587.
·
Rhode Islancl.-In 1861 Rhode Island gaYe tho towns power to estal>lish public
libraries, and in 1869 a law was passed empowering two towns to coml>ine and form
a librnry j ointly. In 1875 n, free pul>lie library law was. passed. Any to,vn or city
may leYy a tax of 2½ mills on tho dollar of valuation for tho establishment of a
library, antl two-tenths of a, mill annually thereafter for tho maintenance of tho same.
Sonih Cm·oli na.--011 N ovcmber 16, 1700, the legislative assembly passed an net looking to tlrn prei.;ervatiou of tho library of the Rev. Thomas Bray, D. D., founder of
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts . There has been no
other legislation, except for the State library.
l'ennessee.-Thero is no l egislation in this State regarding public libraries. There
arc in Tennessee, as in a number of other States, general acts for the incorporation
an<l. protection of libraries.
Texas.-Texas enacted a law in 1874 which provides that any incorporated. town or
city may establish a free public library and may make such regulations ancl grant
such parts of its revenues for the maintenance and increase thereof as the municipal
government of the town ma,y determine.
Utcth.-On March 9, 1896, the legislature of Utah passed a bill which provides that
the common council of a city or town may levy a, tax for the establishment and
maintenance of free 1,ublic libraries. See r:ago 590 for l egislation in foll.
Vennont.-Jn 1865 Vermont estal>lished a law similar to thnt of New Hampshire, and
in 1867 moclelecl a law after that of Maine. It provides 50 cents per poll annually
for t.he maintenance of th e library. In 1869 n library -association law was passed.
In 1884 the generallibrary law ,,.as amended by raisin g the legallirnit of expenditure
from $1 to $3 per poll for the establishment of a library, leaving tho tn.x per poll at
50 cents thereafter for the maintenance of the same . On 1';0,embcr 9, 1894-, a, law
was passed creating a, library commission. Section 1 of that act reads as follows:
"The governor shall appoint five persons, rcsi<.l~n ts of the State, who shall constitnto a board of library commissioners. Tho governor shall desi g nate tho chairman
thereof. One member of said board shall be appointed for the term of five years,
one for four years, one for tl.lree years, one for two years, and ono for one year, and
there?-fter the term of office of the commissioners shall be fi vc years. All vacancies
of sa1cl board, whether occurring by e.xpiration of term or otherwise, shall be filled
by the governor."
TPashington.-So far as learned, there has b een no general library leo-islation
in
0
1Vashington.
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West Virginia.-Nothing reported from this State.
Wisconsin.-ln 1868 Wisconsin passed a law permitting towns and cities to raise
by ta,xation annua,lly $150 for tho purchase of books. In 1872 a law was enacted
similar to that of Illinois, by which towns and cities were authorized to levy a tax
of 1 mill on the dollar for the establishment and. support of free public hbra:-ies.
In 1876 an excellent law, prepared by the American Library Association, was passec
for the establishment an cl maintenance of libraries in towns and villages. The
substance of the law is as fo1lows:
"The common council of every city not exceeding in population 50,000 inhabitants, and the villag e board, or board of trustees, of every village, and the town
board of every town containing over 2,000 inhabitants, shall have power to establish and maintain a public library and reading room, and for such purposes may
annually levy, and caase to be collected as other g eneral taxes are collected, a tax
not exceeding 1 mill on each dollar of taxable property of such city, town, or village, or may set aside and appropriate a sum not to excee<l 10 per cent of the money
recf' ivecl in any year for license issued for vending or dealing in spirituous, vinous,
or fermentecl liquors, to constitnte a library fund, which fund shall be kept by the
treasurer separate an(l apart from other money of the city, town, or villnge, and
to be used exclusively for such pnrposes: I'l'ovirled, That no tax shall be l evied without the s:.1,rne first be submitted to a vote and be approved hy a wajority of the
votes cast at such election in such city, towu, or vilbge on such question."
For the government of snch free public libraries the law provides for a board of
nine directors who shall be appoiuterl by the mayor, president or' the town counci l, or
chairman of village trustees, and approved by the general council of the city or town,
the sn,icl directors to serve without compensation. The law of 1895, appointing a
library commission, will he found on page 596.
Wyoming.-Tbe public libra,ry law of Wyoming, as it appears in the revised statutes of 1887, reads as follows:
·
"SECTION 684. When the county commissioners of any county have received proper
and sufficient guarantees, "Whether in the form of conveyances or bonds of citizens,
or associatfons or corporations, that a suitable place shall be permanently furnished
for the prote()tion and use of a public library, as a couclit,ion precedeut to their own
action, under the provisions of this fiection it shall be their dnty to levy annually a
tax of not less than one-eighth of a mill nor more than one-half of a mill on the dollar on all tn,xn,llle property in the county for the establishment and maintenauco of
a public library to be locate(l at the count.v scat of ·such count;y."
The law also proYides that the county commissioners may appoint three trustees to
constitute a library board, the same to have entire charge of the organization and
management of the library. Tbe law further provides that no part of the library
fnnd shall be expended for sectarian or professional books, and that not more than
25 per cent of said fund shall be cxpende<l for works of fiction, but that the books
purchased " shall be of a kind best suited to inform the mind. aud improve the character of the reader." For library laws of the State, see page 597.
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rv.
STATE LIBRARY LAWS.
AD: e~ort has been made to collect the library laws of the various States and
rP-rr1ton~s. The success of this effort may be jnclg-ed from what appears in the
pa~e.<; whic~ follow. This effort, His ~oped,_ may be the means of stimn]ating States
which heretofore hnv0 taken no a,ett0n ,..nth rn:~ar(l to Jil1rary legislation. The
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information from many of the States is fragmentary and ·not altogether satisfactory,
but it is given for what it is worth. Iu other States it appears that the library laws
have never heen compiled, so that it would require an extensive search to ascertain
what laws regarding public libraries have been enacted.
Massachusetts seemi:1 to be the ·only State that has published a compilation of her
library laws. This compilation is of great historical value, and is given in full as a,
sample for other States desiring to make a compilation of their library laws. The
laws of North Carolina are given at great length, as much on account of their
quaintness as on account of the light which they throw upon the early history of
the State.
The more recent public library laws of several of the States are given as samples
for other States that may be contemplating the establishment of public libraries.
It may also be seen from this compilation what progress has been made in the several
States regarding the esta,hlishment an<l maintenance of public libraries.
The courtesy of the various State officials who have so kindly and promptly replied
to letters of inquiry is hereby acknowledged.
ARIZONA.
[Sections 95 and 96 of the school laws of the Territory of Arizona, as approved March 10, 1887, and
amended by the sixteenth legislative assembly.]
SECTION 95. Boards of school trustees in cities and in districts containing one
hundred or more cens·us children ma,v use the school fund, together with such moneys
as may be added thereto by donation, in the purchase of books for school libraries:
Proridecl, That the amount so ex:pend.ed from the school fnn<l in one year shall not
exceed fifty dollars: And providecl further, That no warrant shall be drawn by the
county school superintendent on the order of any board of trustees rn payillent for
any books unless such order is a ccompanied by an itemizetl bill showing the l>ooks
and the price of each in payment for whicll the order is drawn.
SEC . 96. Libraries are under the control of the board of trustees, and must be
kept, when practicable, in the schoolhouses. The libraries shall be free to all pupils
of a snitablo age belonging to the school, and any resident of a district may become
entitled to its privileges Ly the payment of such annual or monthly fee as may be
prescribed by the trustees. The trustees s-h all be held accountable for the proper
care and preservation of the library, aud t,hey shall report to the county school
supermtendent, when require<l, all library statistics on blanks furnished. by the
superintendent of public instructi~n for that purpose.

CALIPORNI.A.
STATE LIBRARY.
SECTION 2292. The State librnry is nuder the control of a board of trustees, consisting of the members, electe<l bj, the legislature in joint convention assembled, :.1ud
holding their office for the term of fonr years.
SEC. 2293. The powers and duties of the board are as follows:
1. To make rules and regulations, not inconsistent with law, for their government
and for the government of the library.
2. To appoint a librarian.
3. ·whenever necessary, to authorize the libra.rian to appoint an adf1itional deputy.
4. To sell or exchange duplicate copies of books.
5. To keep in order and repair the books a]l(l property in the library.
6. To flru,w from the State treasury at any time all moneys thereiu lJelonging to the
library fund.
7. To report to the governor biennially a sta,tement of their transactions.
SEC. 2294. The librarian hol<ls liis office for the term of four yearr:;, unless sooner
remo ve< l by a uuanimous vote of all the trnstees.
S:u:c. 2295. It is tlrn tlutv of tlrn lii,rarian:
1. To he in attendance at the library during office honrs.
2. To act as secretary of the board of trnstees, and to keep a record of their proceedings.
3. To purchase books, maps, engravings, paintings, and furniture for the library.
4. To number an<l stamp all books and 1.Uapt:1 belonging to the library, and to keep
a catalogue thereof.
/
5. To have bound all books an<l papers that require binding.
6. To keep a register of all books ancl property added to library, and of t.he cost
tll ereof.
7. To keep a register of all books taken from the library.
8. To est3:blish and maintain a system of domestic and foreign exchauge of books
and to obtam from the secretary of state such numbers of all State publications a~
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may be sufficient to meet the demands of the system established. [Approved March
30; in effect July G, 1874.J
SEC. 2296. Books may he taken from the library by the members of tholeg isbtµre
during the sessions thereof, and by other State officers at any time.
SEC. 2297. Books taken by members of the legislature must be r eturneu at the
close of tho session; and before the controller draws his warrant in favor of any
member of the legislature for his l ast week's salary he must be satisfiecl that such
member has returned all books foken by him and paicl for any injuries thereto .
SEC. 2298. The controller, if notified by the librarian tha,t any officer baa failed to
return books take n by him within the tim e prescribell by tho rules, and after demand
made, must not draw his warrant for the sahLry of such officer until the return is
made or t,hrce times the value of the books · of any injury thereto, has been paid
to the libraria11.
SEC. 2299. Bvery person who injures or foils to return :my book taken is liable to
tho librarian in three times the value thereof.
SEC. 2300. The State library fnncl consists of the fees collected and paid into the
Stat? treasury by th e secretary of state and surveyor-general. [Approv ed March 30;
in effect July 6, 1874.J
SEC, 2301. During the session of tho legislature and of tho supreme court the
library must be kept open every day from nine o'clock a . m. until nine o'clock p. m.,
ancl at other times, during such hours as the trustees may direct.
SEC. 2302. The annual saiary of tho librarian is three thousand u.ollars.
SEC. 2303. The ann ual salary of each deputy is eighteen hundred dollars.
SEC. 2304. The librarian must e:x:ecnto an official bond in the sum of three th ousand dollars.
SEC. 2305 . This chapter shall be in force and effect from and after the first c.fa.y of
May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two.
FREE I'UBLIC LU3P.AIUES .

Chapter CXXVI.
AN ACT to establish fr ee libraries anu reauing r ooms.
(.A.pproyeu April 26, 1880 .)

Th e peop le of the State of Califon1ia, reprcscntc<l 'in senate and assembly, do e-nact as
follow s :
SECTION 1. For the purposes of this act cities of this State are classified as follows :
L Cities of less than one h undred thousand population.
2. Cities of more than one hundred thousand population.
SEC. 2. The muni cipal authorities of any incorporatetl city of this State are authorized and empowered, by a, resolution duly passed for that purpose, to levy and collect
as in other cases annually, a tax not to exceed one mill on the <loHar, for the purpose
of establishing and maintaining in such city free public libraries and reading rooms
and purchasing such books,jonrnals, antl ot~er pnblicat~on_s, purchasing and l easin g
such real and personal property, and erectrng such bmldrngs as may be necessn,ry
therefor.
SEC. 3. All money and revenu e paid, collected, or received by authority of anythin g
herein contained, whether by taxation, gift, devise, bequest, or othenvise, shall belong
to and b e known and designated as the '' Library fund," and shall be pa.id into the
proper city treasury, and there kept separate and apart from other funds, and be
drawn therefrom as hereinaft,er provided, but only to be used anc.l applied to th e
purposes lJerein authorized.
.
.
.
SEC. 4. All property, r eal and p ersonal, acquired by pnrclJasc, g1ft, devise, bequest,
or otherwise, under the pr0Yisio11 s of or for nny purpose authorized by this act, shall
vest, be, and remain in the proper city, and may be protected, d efended, and sned for
by action at l aw, or otherwise, in tbe name of such city as in other cases .
SEC. 5. In a city of l eFis than one hundred thousand population five trustees t:lhall
be elected at the snme timo :m<l. in the same manner as the other town officers arc
elected. They shall hold office the same length of time to carry into effect the provisions of this a.ct.
SEC. 6. Iu a city of more than one hundred thousand population the mayor or chief
executiYe officer, during his contiunance in office, aml eleYen citizens thereof, to be
a1>pointecl by the governor of this State, shall constitute the first board of trustees
of any library or reading room established or acquired in such city under tlJis act .
. SEC . 7. The office of trustee shall be honorary, without snlary or other compensatwn, ::mu shall continue <luring good behavior; but for good canse a, trustee may be
~emoYe<l from o~ce l,y proceedings in the snpl'eme court in behalf of the proper city
m ~nanner prov1<led for the r emoval from office of other city officers.
EC . 8. 1'be trustees of any library or reading room established or acquired by
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authority of this act shall take charge of the f51.u11e and of all real and personal
property thereunto belonging, or that may be acquired by loan, purch::ise, gift, devise,or otherwise. They shall meet for business purposes on the first Tuesday of each
month, and at such other times as they ma,y appoint, at a place to be provided for
the purpose, and a majority of all their number shall constitute a quorum for bnsiness. They may appoint one of their number to act as president of tho board, and
may elect a librarian. They shall a1so elect a secretary, who shall keep a full statement and account of all property, money, receipts, and cxpem1itures, and a record and
full minutes in writing of all their proceedings. Tho secretary may certit:y to such
proceedings or :my part or portion thereof, under his hand, veTified by an official seal
adopted and proYided by the trnstees for that purp9se.
SEC. 9. _Such trustees by a majority vote .of aJl their members, to be recorded in the
minutes with tho ayes and noes at length, shall haYo power:
1. To make and enforce all rules, regulations, arnl by-laws necessary for the administration, government, and protection of such library and reltding room, and all
property belonging thereto, or that may be loaned) devised) bequeathed, or donated
to the same.
2. To exercise and administer any trust declared or creltted for such library or
reading roomJ and to provide memorial tablets and niches to perpetuate the memories
of those persons who may make valuable donations thereto.
3. To remove any trustee who may neglect to attentl the meetings of the board. of
trustees) or who may absent himself from such meetings, or without the consent
of the board, from the State for three consecutive months; and to fill all vacancies
that may from apy cause occur in the board.
4. To define the powers and describe the dnties of any and all officers, determine
the number an(l elect all necessary subordinate officers and assist,ants, and at their
pleasure remove any officer or assistant.
5. To purchase necessary books, journah;, publications, and other personal
property.
6. To order the drawing and payment, upon properly authenticated vouchers,
duly certified by the president ltnd secretary, of money from out of the library fund
for any lbbility or expenditure herein authorized; and generally to do all that may
be necessary to folly carry into effect the provisions of this act.
7. To fix the salaries of tlle librarian, secretary, ancl otller s ubordinate officers and
a ssistants, and by aml with the consent and approval of the legislative or otller
proper :wthority of the proper city, expressed by resolution duly passed, to purchase
said real estate, erect and equip sucll buildings as may be necessary for such library
and rcltding room.
'
SEC. 10. The orders and demands of the trustees of any such library or reading
mom of any city, ,vhen duly made and authenticated as above provided, shall be
verified and audited by the auditing officer, and paid by the treasurer of such city
out of the library fund properly belonging thereto, of which full entry ancl record
shall be kept as in other cases.
SEC. 11. The trustees of such libraTy or reading room on or before the first Montlay
of July of each year shall make an annual report to tho muni.cipal authorities of
their city, giving the condition of their trust, with foll statements of all property
and money received, whence derived, how used antl expended; the number of books,
journals, and other publications on liancl, tho number added by J1lUchase, gift,, or
otherwise during each ;year, tho number los t or missing, the num.bor and character
of those loaned, and such ot.her statistics, information, ancl suggestions as may be
of general iuterest. A financial report showing all receipts ancl disbnrscments of
money shall also be made by the secretary of the board of trustees, duly verified by
his oath.
SEC. 12. The proper municipal authorities of any city "·herein a public library or
reading room may be established shall hav~ power to pass orclinances for the protection of tho same and all property thereto belonging, and for imposing penalties
for tllc punishment of persons committing injury to such library or reading room, or
the property or books thereof, or for failure to return any book or otller property
belonging thereto. They shall also have po"IT"er, by a, resolution dulypassed forsnch
purpose, to grant, donate, or authorize the use of, eitller in whole or in part, any
land, square, or real estate belonging to such city or town, or dedicated to public use
therein, for tho purpose of erecting and maintaining a bmlding to be used only for
a public library and reading room, as herein authorized.
SEC. 13. Tho words "city or cities" wherever used in this act are intended to and
shall include all incorporated cities ancl towns, and cities and counties with conso1idatctl government, and shall be construed accordingly.
SEC . 14. An act entitled uAn act to establish and maintain free public libraries
a~d re~ding rooms," approved March the eighteenth, eighteen lnmdrecl ancl sevcntye1ght, ~s hereby repealed. All libraries ancl reading rooms heretofore established by
autbonty of the last-mentioned act in any city or town, or city and county, and all
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property, real and personal, thereto belonging, shall be turned over to the charge,
custody, and administration of such trustees as may be continued or appointed
therein respectively under the provisions of this act, with like powers and liabilities
as if such library had been established under this act.
SEC. 15. This act shall take effect on the first day of May, A. D. eighteen hundred
and eighty. [Code of California, p. 126.]
COLORADO.
[From Public Library Handbook, ·nenver, Colo.)

Colorado's library law is not in a very satisfactory condition. Statutes and parts
of statutes passed at different times seem in part to contradict and in part to duplicate one another, Just what may aud may not be done under the existing laws it
woulil. probably be imposs1ble to determine except through jud1ch1l interpretation.
The following digest may serve a good purpose in making it plam that our present
library law is very obscure .
..The establishment and maintenance of free public libraries is declared to be a.
proper object of municipal expenditure. The trustees of any city or incorporated
town may appropriate money for a publ.ic library if at a previous election a majority
of the people have voted in favor of such action: Provided, No such appropriation
shall exceed one mill upon the dollar. Every city or incorporated town in which
such a library shall be maintained sh-all be entitled to receive a copy of the laws,
journals, and all other works published by the authority of the State after the
establishment of such a library, for the use of such library, and the secretary of
state is authorized to furnish the same from year to year to such city or incorporated
town. (Mills's Annotated Statutes, sec. 4403, par. 76.)
The clear proceeds of certain fines and penalties may be applied to the establishment and support of a public library. (Mills, 2815.)
The council or trustees of any city or town may, if they see fit, apply any part
of the clear proceeds o_f certain fines in aid of any library association for the benefit of
the public: Provided, Snch library association give the council or trustees such representation in its board of management as the latter may ask. (Mills, 2821.)
The city council of any incorporated city may establish ap.d marntain a public
library and reading room, and may levy a tax for such purpose of not to exceed one
mill on the dollar annually; in cities of over one hundred thousand inhabitants this
tax is not to exceed one-half of one mill on a dollar annually. (Sess. Laws, 1893,
Chap. CXV, sec. 1.)
When any city has established a library under the foregoing section, the mayor
shall appoint six persons, who, together with the mayor, shall coustitnte the library
board. The appointments must be approved by the city council. (Sess. Laws, 1893,
Chap . CXV, sec. 2.)
One-half of these directors hold office for one year and one-half for two years
from the first of July following their appointment. The mayor shall annually thereafter appoint three directors, and shall fill all Yacancies. Any director may be
removed by the mayor and council for cause. (Sess. Laws, 1893, Chap. CXV, secs. 3
and 4.)
No directors shall rec:eive compensation. (Sess . Laws, 1893, Chap. CXV, sec. 4.)
~a'ch director shall give a bond of five hundred dollars. ( Mills, 2~19.)
The mayor is president of the l,oard. The board elects other officers, and makes
rules and by-laws, has exclusive control of the expenditure of all n;ioney, and the
management of all grounds, bmldings, rooms, etc., owned, leased, or set apart for
library purposes. The library fund must be deposited rn the city treasury. The
board has power to appoint a suitaule librarian and assistants and to tix their compensation. (Sess. Laws, 1893, Chap. CXV, sec. 5.)
All Ii brar1es established under this act shctll be forever free. The board may
exclude any person who wilfully violates the library rules. The use of the library
may be extended to persons residing outside of the city, but witllin the State.
(Sess. Laws, 1893, Chap. CXV, sec. 6.)
The board of directors must make an annual report to the city council. (Sess.
Laws, 1893, Chap. CXV, sec. 7.)
. The city council of .a ny city has power to pass ordinances impos111g snitable penalties for the punishment of persons injuring any book or other property of the ll brary,
or for the failure to return books borrowed. (Sess. Laws, 1893, Chap. CXV, sec. 8.)
Any person may make :my gift, donation, etc., to the library, by vestrng the title
of the same in the library board, as special trustees. (Sess. Laws, 1893, Chap. CXV,
sec. 9.)
If nfty legal vo~ers of any incorporated town present a petition askinO' that au
annual tax be levied to ~stablish and maint~iu a free ·public library, and t~ majority
of the legal voters vote m favor of such action at the next annual election th<> +~,,-
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- mentioned in the petition shall be collected and known as the "library fund." Such
tax shall '..lease whenever the majority of legal ,-oters so determine. (Sess. Laws,
1893, Chap. CXV, sec. 10.)
At the next regular election after any town shall have voted to establish a free
public library, a board of six directors shall be elected, one-half to serve one year
and one-half to serve two years. The board shall have the same powers as are conferred on the library board in a city. (Sess. Laws, 1893, Chap. CXV, sec. 11.)
The board of any school district may order a levy of not to exceed one-te11th of
one mill, the proceeds of which shall be used exclusively for the purchase of books
for a library which shall be open to the public. (Mills, 4032.)
Any library association can sell or lease its property in any manner it may desire
to the board of directors of any public library upon the vote of the majority of its
subscribers or stockholders. (Sess. Laws, 1893, Chap. CXV, secs . 12 and 13.)
Public libraries are exempt from taxation. (Mills, 3766; constitution of Colorado,
Art. X, sec. 4.)
·
The State librarian is directed to turn over to the librarian of any free public
library in this State, if desired for public use therein, and to take the receipt of snch
librarian therefor, one copy of each and every such book, pamphlet, or periodical
published by the State as can be spared, now on hnnd, or which shall be published·
by the State from time to time hereafter. (Mills, 2822.)
THE STATE LIBRARY.

The State superintendent of public instruction is ex officio librarian for the State.
The State library is open to the public from ten a. m. to twelve m., and from two
p. m. to four p. m. each day, except Sundays and holidays. (Mills, 280!:3.}
The lillrarian has charge of all books, etc., and keeps a regular file of ::iJl such State
newspapers ':liS may be donated. (Mills, 2803.)
He may employ an assistant librarian who shall have charge of the State library,
under such regulations as may be prescribed by the State librarian or by law. The
1rnlary of the assistant librarian is one thousand dollars per annum. (Mills, 3979.)
All books !:lent by other States are receivell and properly labeled !n1d arrauged by
the librarian. (Mills, 2804.)
Receipt of each book, etc., is acknowledged and a record kept. (Mil1s, 2805.)
The librarian makes rules and regula,tions. (Mills, 2806.)
Statutes, journaJs, legislative documents, and other books are to be exchauged with
other legislative bodies and State Ii braries as the librarian deems proper. (Mills,
2807.)
All persons are permitted to visit the library, examine and read the books therein,
and may take out any book and retain the· same three weeks on depositing with the
librarian, to insure its safe return, a sum of money equal to double the value of the
book. State and county officers have free access to the library, but they may not
obtain books for persons uot engaged in public work. (Mills, 2808.)
The State librarian makes a full and compiete report to the general assembly.
( Mills, 2809. )
.
The librarian must file a bond. (Mills, 2814.)
SCHOOL LIBRARIES.

The qualified electors of any district of the third class, when assembled at any
regular or special meeting, may order. a sufficient levy on all the taxable property of
the district to procure Hbraries for the schools. (Mills, 4027. See also p. 159, Mills,
,4032.)
[Section 67 of the school laws of the State of Dolorado as amended to date, 1893.)

67. On or before the day designated by law for the commissioners of each
county to levy the requisite taxes for the then ensuing year, the school board in
each district shall certify to the county commissioners the number of mills per dollar
which it is necessary to levy on the taxable property of the district to raise a special
fund for any of the purposes specified in se9tion fifty-one of this chapter, and the
county commissioners shall cause the same to be levied at the same time that other
taxes are levied, and the amount of such special tax which shall be assessed to each
taxpayer of such district shall be placed in a separate column of the tax book, which
shall be headed "Special school tax:" Provided, That a school board of a district
of the third class shall not certify, as above, to a higher rate than fifteen mills per
dollar. There ~ball also be a column in said tax book in which shall be designated
the number of the school district in which the property is listed. This tax shall be
collected in cash only, and placed to the credit of the proper district ns fast ns collected, and the amount placed to the credit of each district shall be reported to tlie
secretary of such district at the end of every month, and shall be subject to the order
SECTION
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of tLo district bon.rd. It is lrnre1Jy mad e tho duty of th o county assessor and county
treaisnrcr to so arrange their tax schedules and books ns to conform to the above
provisions: Prol'idell, That the county nssessor shall list all property, both real and
persoual, in the school district in which the sam e may be on the first day of May:
And p1·oriderlfurther, That the bo::ud of any (listrict may or<1er the levy of not to
exceed one-tenth of one mill, the proceeds of which shall be u sed e:x.clnsiYely in the
purchase of books for a librn.ry, to be open to the public, under such rules as the
district board may deem needful for the proper care of tho said library.

CONNECTICUT.
Below will be found the law relating to libraries pa,ssed by tho general assembly
of 1893, and found on page 321 of the Public Acts:
SECTION 1. Any town, borough, or city may establish a public library, tLe use of
which, nuder proper regulations, shall be free to its inl.t abitauts. Any town,
borough, or city may ex.pend snoh sum of money as may b e necessary to provide
ancl furnish suitable rooms or a suitn.ble lmilding for the library so established, or
for a previously existing public libmry, the use of which is free to its inhabitants.
SEC. 2. Any town, borough, or city may aunnally ex.pend such sum of money as
shall be necessary for the proper mn.intenance and increase of a public library
within its limits whose nse is free to its inhabitants. Any town shall have power
at any meeting, duly called for the purpose, to fix by a proper ty-law the amount
which shall be annually expended for the public library therein. The treasurer of
such town shall thernafter annually pay upon the order of the officer designatecl ?Y
the directors or trustees managing its puolic library the bills incurred for the mau~tenance ancl. increase of said library, not exceeding in the aggregate the sum spec~:fied in said hy-bw. The town clerk may deposit in a public library within lus
town any books other than records placed by law or other1Vise in his custody. .
SEC. 3. Any town, borough, or city may receive, hold, and manage any dev1s~,
bequest, or donation for the establishment, increase or maintenance of a public
library within its limits.
·
SEC . 4. In the absence of any other lawful provision for the management of a
public library in any town or borough, the said town or borough shall elect a board
of directors who shall manage said public library. Baid boanl may, from time to
time, make by-laws not inconsistent with the laws of this State for its own governme_nt
ancl may adopt rules controlling the use of the library aucl the administrntio?t of its
affairs. Sai'l ooarcl shall have the exclusive right to expeu<l, accon1ing to its best
.iudgment, a,11 money appropriated l>Y the town or borough for tho library, and shall
have control of tho grounds, buildings, :mu rooms useLl for the purposes of the
library.
SEC. 5. The first election of director3 mn.y take place at any meeting of the town
or borongh called for that purpose. It shall first be determined by a "by-law of the
town to be adopted at this meeting what the number of directors coustitntiug said
1:.oanl shall b e, such number to be in all cn.ses one clivisible hy tllrce. One-thinl
of this number shall then be elected to hold office nntil the next annual meeting,
one-tliircl until the second annual meeting, and tL e remaining oue-thinl until the
third n.nnual meeting thereafter. At each allnual meeting of said town or borongh,
one-third of the directors shall be elected by ballot to l1old offi ce for three years .
SEC. G. No director of a public library elected as above proYided shall r eceive
compensation for any services r endered as director.
SEC. 7. The State bon.rcl of education shall aunnally appoint five persous who shall
be knowu as the Connecticut Pnblic Library Committee.
SEC. 8. No member of said library committee shall receive any compensation for
his services as such member, but the board may expend. a sum not exceeding five
hundred dollarR annually for clerical assistn.nce and incidental al)(1 necessary
expenses incurretl in the discharge of its duties.
SRc. 9. The librarian or director of any public library and the teachers of any
public school may ask said committee for advice and assistance in regard to the selection and purchase of books, the cataloguing of books and any other matters pertaining to the maintenance or administration of the library, and the committee slrnll
give advice an<l assistance in regard to said matters so far as it shall :find it practicable to do so. The committee shall biennially make a report of its doings to the general a ssembly.
'Ee. 10. If a.ny town having no free public library shall establish a free puolic
library and ~hall provide for the care, custody, and distribution of 1 ooks and for the
f~1ture maint~nance and increase of snch library in a manner satisfactory tu said
library committee, s:1id committee is hereby authorized to expend for books to te
i,el · ·ted by the ·aid committee a snm not to exceed the amount expended by the said
to,;n for the establishment of such library and not to exceed two hun<lred dollars.
SEC, 11, The treasurer of the State slrnll pay the bills incurred under this act npon
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the order of the secretary of the State boanl of education. Said board shall keep
an account of all money expended under this act, and the compkoller shall annually
. audit said :;i,ccount. The provisions of sections 405 and 407 of the General Statutes
shall not apply to the payment of money expended under this act.
SEC. 12. No person shall be ineligible by reason of sex to servo on the boanl of
directors of any public library or on the Connecticut public library committee.
SEC. 13. Sections 143, 144, and 153 of the General Statutes ure hereby repeale<l.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
AN .A.CT to establish and proviue for the maintenance of a free public library and reading room in
the District of Columbia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatii·es of the United States of A-x.ierica
in Congress assembled, That a free public library and reading room is hereby established and shall be maintained in the District of Columbia, which shall l>o tho
property of tho said District :md a supplement of the public educational system of
said District. All actions refating to such library, or for the recovery of auy penalties lawfully established in relation thereto, shall be brought in the name of the
District of Columbia, and the Commissioners of said District are antll.orizcd on
behalf of said District to accept and take title to all gifts, bequests, and devises for
the 1rnrpose of aiding in the maintenance or endowment of said library; nnd the
(Commissioners of said District are further authorized to receive as component pasts
of said .tibrary collections of books and other 1rnblications that may l)e transt·e rred
to them.
_
SEC. 2. 'l'hat all persons who are permanent or temporary residents of the District
of Columbia shall be entitled to the privileges of said library, including the nso of
the books contained therein, as a lending or circulating library, suuject to such rules
and regulations as may be lawfully established in relation thereto.
SEC. 3. That the said library shall be in charge of a boarcl of library trustees, who
shall purchase the books, magazines, and newspapers, and procure the necessary
appendages for such library. The said board of trustees shall be composed of nine
members, each of whom shall be a taxpayer in the District of Columbia, and shall
serve without compensation. They shall be appointed by the Commissioners of the
District of Columbia and shall hold office for six years: Provided, Tba t at the first
meeting of the said board the members shall be divided by lot into three classes.
The first class, composed of three members, shall hold office for two years; the
second class, composed of three members, shall bold office for four years; the third
class, composed of three members, shall bold office for six year~. Any vacancy
occurring in said board shall be filled by the District Commissioners. Said l>oard
shall have power to provide such regulations for its own organization and government
as it may deem necessary.
SEC. 4. That the said board shall have power to provide for the proper care and
}?reservation of said library, to prescribe rules for taking and returning books, to fix,
assess, and collect fines and penalties for the loss of or injury to books, and to establish all other needful rules and regulations for the mauagement of the library as the
' said boaru shall deem proper. The said board of trustees shall appoint a libr:1rian
to have tho care and superintendence of saicl library, who shnll bo re8ponsible to tbe
board of trustees for the impartial enforcement of all rules ancl regulations law folly
established in relation to said library. The said librnri11u shall appoint such assistants as the board shall deem necessary to the proper conduct of the library. The
said board of library trustees shall make an annual report to the Commissioners of
the District of Columbia relative to the management of the said library.
SEC. 5. That said library shall be located in some convenient place in tho city of
Washington to be designated by the Commissioners of tho District of Columbia
upon the recommendation of the trustees of said Ii brary: Provided, That in any
municipal building to be hereafter erected in said District suitable provision shall
be made for said libra.ry and reading room sufficient to accommodate not less than
one hundred thousand volumes .
.Approved, June 3, 1896.
FLORIDA..
[Digest and com?ilation of the school laws of Florida. etc., 1893, page 4, eections 10 and 11. page 14,
clause XII. Constitution of Floriua, Article XII, Education, sections 10 and 11. School La-ws of
the State of Florida, 1893; clause XII of section 28. J

• SECTIO:N 10. The legislature may provide for the (1ivision of a.ny county or counties
into convenient school districts; and for the election biennially of three school
t~u~tees, who shall ho1u their office fo:r two years, and who slia,11 baye the snpcrv~s10:1 of all the schools within the district; and for tho levying :1Ild collection of a
district school tax, for the exclusive use of public f~ee schools within tho district,
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whenever a majority of the qna,lifiecl electors thereof that pay a tax on real or personal property Rbnll vote in favor of such levy. Provided, That any tax authorized
by this section shall 1.10t exceed three mills on the dollar in any one year on t he taxab 1o property of the clistriet.
SEC. 11. Any incorporate<l town or city may constitute a school district. The fund
raised by section ten may be expended in the district whero levied for building or
rnpairing schoolhouses, for the purchase of school libraries and text-books, for salaries
of teachers, or for other educational purposes, so that the dist,ribution among all
th 1'chools of the district be equitable.
School Laws, etc., section 28, clause XII: Each county board of public instruction
is directed * * * to perform all acts reasonable and necessary for the promotion
of the educational interests of the county and the general diffusion of know ledge
among the citizens.

IDAHO.
1'here is no direct or mandatory legislation as to libraries for the schools of the
State, still there is a permissive one, giving the districts anthority to make purchases not to exceed 25 per cent of the school fund for any one year.
.
SECTION 4-5. (Chapter VI of the school laws of 1893.) The trustees of the respective
districts must furnish all things, not herein otherwise provided for, necessary for the
use and comfort of the schools in their district, such as fuel, improvements, m~ps,
apparatus, and library, and for such purpose may audit and allow accounts agamst
the school fund of their district, not to exceed twenty-five per cent of the amount of
such school fund in any one year.
ILLINOIS.
AN A.CT to authorize cities, incorporated towns, and townships to establish and ma.intain free public
libraries and reading rooms.

SECTION 1. (Library and library fund.) Be it enacted by the people of the State of
Illinois, 1·epresented in the general assembly, That the city council of each incorporated citv shall have power to establish and maintain a public library and reading
room for 'the use and benefit of the inhabitants of such city, and may levy a tax of
not to exceed one mill on the dollar annually, and in cities of over one hundred thousand inhabitants not to exceetl one-fifth of one mill annually on all the taxable property in the city, such tax to be levied and collected in like manner with o'lher general taxes of said city, and to be known as the "Library fund."
SEC. 2. (Nine directors to be appointed.) When any city council shall have decided
to establish and maintain a public library and reading room under this act, the mayor
of such city shall, with the approval of the city council, proceed to appoint a board
of nine directors for the same, chosen from the citizens at large with reference t o
their fitness for such office; and not more than one member of the city council shall
be at any one time a member of said board.
SEC. 3. (Expiration of office, etc.) Said directors shall hold office one-thirtl for
one year, one-third for two years, and one-third for three years, from the first of
July following their appointment, and at their first regular meeting shall cast lots
for the respective terms, and aunually thereafter the mayor shall, before the first of
July of each year, appoint as before three directors to take the place of the retiring
directors, who shall hold office for three years, and until their successors are appointed.
The mayor may, by and with the consent of the city council, remove any director
for misconduct or neglect of duty.
SEC. 4. (Vacancies.) Vacancies in the board of directors, occasioned by removals,
resignation, or otherwise, shall be reported to the city council, and be filled in like
manner as original appointments, and no director shall receive compensation as such .
8Ec. 5. (Powers, officers, etc.) Said directors shall, immediately after appointment,
meet and organize by the election of one of their number president, and by the
election of such other officers as they may deem necessary. They shall make and
adopt such by-laws, rules, and regulations for their own guidance and for the government of the library and the reading room as may be expedient, not inconsistent
with this act. They shall have the exclusive control of the expenditure of all
moneys collected to the credit of the library fund, and of the construction of any
librar_y building, and of the supervision, care, and custody of the groun<ls, rooms, or
bmldmgs constructed, leased, or set apart for that purpose: Provided That all
moneys received for such library shall be deposited in the treasury of s~id city to
the eredi~ of the_ library fund, and shall be kept separate and apart from <, tber
moneys of such ~1ty, and drawn npon by tho proper officers of said city upon the
J)roperly authenticated vouchers of the library board. Said board shall h~ve power
' to lHY~chase or lease gron7:1ds,. to occupy, lease, or erect an appropriate building or
bmlrhngs for the 1~se of saHl hhrary; shall have power to appoint a suitable librarian
and nece sary assistants, and fix their compensation, and shall also have power to
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remove such appointees; and shall, in general, carry out the spirit and intent of this
act, in establishing and maintaining a public library and reading-room.
SEC. 6. (To be free.) Every library and reading room established under this act
shall be forever free to the u~e of the inhabitants of the city where located, always
subject to such reasonable rules and regulations as the library board may adopt, in
order to render the use of said library and readfo.g room of the greatest benefit to the
greatest number; and said board may exclude from the use of said library a,nd reading room any and all persons wb,o shall willfully violate such rules.
SEC . 7. (Annual report.) The said board of director1:, shall make, on or before the
second Monday in June, an annual report to the city council, stating the condition
of their trust on the first day of June of that year, the various sums of money received
from the library fund and from other sources, and how such moneys have been
expended, and for what purposes; the number of books and periodicals on hand; the
.number added by purchase, gift, or otherwise during the year ; the number lost or
missing; the number of visitors attending; the number of books loaned out, and the
general chamcter and kind of such books, with such other statistics, information and
suggestions as they may deem of general interest. All such portions of said r eport
as relate to the receipt and expenditure of money, as well as the number of books on
hand, books lost or missing, and books purchased, shall be verified by affidavit.
SEC. 8. (Penalties by ordinance.) The city council 0f said city shall have power
to pass ordinances imposing snitable penalties for the punishment of persons com~
mitting injury upon such library, or the grounds or other property thereof, and for
injury to or failure to retnrn any book belonging to snch library.
SEC. 9. (Legacies and bequests.) Any person desiring to make donations of money,
personal property, or real estate for the benefit of such library shall have the right
to vest the title of the money or real estate so donated in the boa,rd of directors
created under this act, to be held and controll~d by such board, when accepted,
according to the terms of the deed, gift, devise, or bequest of such property; and as
to s uch property the said board shall be helcl and considered to be special trustees.
S1<~c . 10. (Towns, village1:,, and townships-submission to popular vote.) ·when fifty
leg al voters of any incorporated town, village, or township shall present a petition to
the clerk of the town, village, or township ( or trustee of schools in counties not under
township organization), asking that an annual t.ax may be levied for the e1:itablishment and maintenance of a free pnhlic library in such town or township, and sha-11
specify in their petition a rate of taxation not to exceed two mills on the dollar, such
clerk ( or trustee of schools in counties not nuder township organization) shall in the
next legal notice of the rflgular annual election in such town or township, give
notice that at such election every- elector m ay vote ''For a - - mill tax for a free
public library," or "Against a - - mill tax for a free pnblic library," specifying in
such notice the rate of taxation mentioned in said petition, and if the majority of
all the votes cas t iu such town, village, or township shall be "For the ta.x for a free
public library," the tax specified in such notice shall be levied and collected in like
manner with other general taxes of said town or township, and shall be known as
the "Library fund:'' Prodded, That such tax shall cease in case the legal voters of
any such town, village, or township shall so determine by a majority of votes at any
annual elrction held therein, and the corporate authorities of such townR or villages
may exercise the same powers conferred upon the corporate authorities of cities
under tbis act.
SEC. 11. (Election of six directors.) At the next regular election after any town,
vil1age, or township shall have voted to establish a free public library there shall be
elected a library board of six directors, one-third for one year, one-third for two
years, and one-third for three years, and annually thereafter there shall be elected
two directors, who shall hold their office for three years and until their successors
are elected and qualified; which. board shall have the same powers as are by this act
conferred upon the board of directors of free public libraries in cities.
'
SEC, 12. (Emergent.) Whereas, all the libraries of Chicago were destroyed by
the recent fire in that city, and large donations of books have been made to found a
free library, and whereas no suitable building or organization exists to receive or
preserve them, thereforfl an emergency exists t,hat this law shall take effect immediately; therefore this act shall take effect and be in force from and after Hs passage.
Approved March 7, 1872. In force March 7, 1872. Statutes of Illinois; Myers,
1871-72.

INDIAN.A .

.ARTICLE

IX.-Free libraries.

(1883, page 103. Approved March 5, 1883, and in force June 5, 1883.]

4524. (In cities and towns.) In all the cities and incorporated towns in this State
the boar~ of school trusteeA, board of school commissioners, or whatever board may
be established by law to take charge of the public or common schools of such city
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or incorporated town, slla11 lu1Ye power, if in their discretion they deem it to be the
pubJic interest, to establish a freo public library, and for tho care of the books provrneu. therefor, and for the taking from ancl returning to suid library of such books,
as tbe suicl board may d eem necessary ancl proper, ancl to provide penalties for the
violation thereof: Proviclecl, That in any city or incorporated town where there is
already established a library open to all tbe people no tax shall be levied for tho
purpose herein named.
1. (Amendment.) As enacted in 1881, tho benefits of this law were confined to
.cities of ten thousand inhabitants, but the umen<lment of this section, in force
June 5, 1883, extended them to all cities and in corporatetl towns.
2. See sections 3782- 3815, R. S. 1881, and for amendments to these sections sec acts
1883, page 200; acts 1885, pages 9 ancl 120.
[1885, page 120.

Approyed and in forc-e April 2, 1885.]

4524a. (Libraries in certain cities.) Wherever the boanl of directors of a library
heretofore situate withiu the limits of auy incorporated to,Yn may have filed the agree·mcnt a,nd request with the board of trustees of said town, provided for in an act
entitled "An act supplementary to an act entitled an act to establish public libraries," approvell February 16, 1852, approvetl March 8, 1883, and the boarclof trustees
of such town may ba,c levied a tax for the support of snch library in 1rnrsuancc of
:such request and agreement and in accordance with saicl act, and such town may
afterwards h:tve become incorporatecl as a city, the common council of such city shall
ha Yo a,]l powers to levy ta:s:, ancl do all other things grantctl by sai(l act above named
to trnstees of towns, and all tLe provisions of said act applicable to such library,
and its relations to the town before its incorporation as a city shall, after such
incorporntion, be applicable to such library, ancl its relations to such .city.
[1881, page 47.

Approved and in force March 'i, 1881.]

4523. (Tax to maintain.) Such board shall also have po"·er to le,y a tax of not
exceeding one-thircl of a mill on each dollar of taxable property assessed for taxa·tion in such city in each year; which tax shall be placed on the tax duplicate of
such city, :mcl collected in the same manner as other taxes; and, when said taxes
are co1lected, they shall bo paid over to the said hoard for the support and maintenance of said public library. Such board shall have po"-er, and it shall be its
duty to disburse said fund, and all revenues derive<l from gift or devise, in providing
ancl fitting up suitable rooms for such library; h1 the purchase, care, and binding
6f books therefor; ancl in the payme11t of salaries to a librarian and necessary
assistants.
4526. (Real estate.) Any such city in which a free 1mulic library may be established in accordance with the terms of this a,ct may acquire by purchase, or take and
hold gift, grant, or devise, a,ny real estate necessary for, or which may be donated
or devised for, the benefit of such library, and all revenues arising therefrom, and
the proceeds of the same, if sold, shall be devoted to the use of said library.
[1885,p1ge lfiO . .A.pprovecl antl in force A.pr\18.1885.)

4526a. (Real estate for libraries .) In any case in which the board. of school trnstees of any city of this State h ave purchasecl any real estate for the u se of a public
library of said city, under sections 4524, 4525, and 4526 of the Revised Statutes of
1881, and the revenue derived from taxation under said sections may have been or
sha11 l>o insufficient to pay for such real estate, then said trustees be nnd they are
_hereby authorized to pay for tho same out of any money in tbc treasury of such
school city belonging to the special school fund th ereof.
[1891, page 37.

Approved and in force February 26, 1801.]

4527. (School ancl library tax jn cities of 30,000.) In all cities of th e Stat11 of
Indiana where boards of school commissioners h:wc been elected and :no managingtho school affairs of saicl city under an act of tbe general assen1bly of the State of
Indiana entitlecl "An act providing for a general system of common schools in a.ll
cities of thirty ihousand or more inhabitants, and for the election of a bonrd of school
commissioners for such cities, and defining their duties and prescribing their powers,
ancl providing for common-school libraries within snch cities," approwd l\1arch 3,
1871, and the various acts of the general assembly amcn clatory thereof, and supplemental thereto, ancl jn wLich tho office of city treasurer lias been or hereafter ruay
lJe alJolishecl under and by virtue of an act of tho gen eral assemblv of the State of
India~3'., entitled "Ai: act concerning taxation for city and school purposes in cities
conta.u~mg a population o( over seventy tbo11sand, as shown by the last census of
t?-. mtec.1 tat?s; to a bolls~ tbe offices of cit;v assessor and city treasurer in such
citi s, and provide for the discharge of the duties of such offices, and repealing laws
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in conflict therewith, approved February 21, 1885," such boards of school commis. sioners be, n,nd they are hereby, authorized and empowered, in the manner and form
in which they are now by law authorized to levy faxes, levy taxes for tho support of
. the schools within such city, including such taxes as may bo required for paying
teachers, in addition to the taxes now authorized to be levied by tho general
. assembly of the State of Indiana, not to exceed, however, in any one year the sum
of twenty-fiye cents on the one lrnndred doll:1rs of the taxable l)roperty, as shown
by tho certificate showing the assessment and valuation for taxation of all taxable
real and personal and railroacl property of such city, reqnirccl to be delivered to said
board of school commissioners by section 8 of the said act of tho general assembly
, of tho State of Indiana, approYed l?ebruary 21, 1885, and also to levy a ta.x each
year not exceeding four cents on each pne hundred dollars of the taxable property
in said city, as shown by said certificate, for the support of free public libraries in
com:iection with the common schools of said city, and to disburse any and all r evenues xaised by such tax levied for library purposes in the pnrclrnso of books and in
the fitting up of suitable rooms for such libraries, salaries to librarians, arnl other
expenses necessarily incident to the maintenanco of such librar,,; also to rnako and
enforce such regulations as they may deem necessary for the taking out nnd returning to and for the proper care of all books belonging to such libraries, nncl to prescribe penalties for tho violations of such re ulations.
4527a. (County treasurer reports to board of school commissioners.) In all cities
in tlio State of Indiana where boards of school commissioners have b een clccte(l and
arc managing the school i.tffairs of said city, under aml by virtue of said net of tho
general assembly of the St::tto of Indiana-, approvc(l March 3, 1871, and in which tho
office of city treasurer has been, or may hereafter bo abolished, under and by virtue
of sai(l act of the general assembly of tho State of Indiana, approve(l J?cbruary 21,
1885, as mentioned an(l describecl in tho first section of this act, it shall bo tho duty
of tho county treasurer, on and after making his settlement with tho county auditor
on tho third Monday of April, 1891, and the payment to tho boanl of school commissioners of the a.mount by such settlement fouml to .b e clue to it, as required by section
13 of the last above-named act, at the close of each calendar month, to make report,
duly verified by bis oath, to said board of school commissioners of all taxes and
delinquent taxes collected within said month, and thereafter, upon demand of tho
treasurer of said board of school commissioners, to pay to him, for tho uso of said
board of school commissioners, the full amount of said taxes and delinquent taxes
shown by said report to have been collected. Upon such payment being made, tho
treasurer of tho bonrd of school commissioners shall execute to said county treasurer
his receipt for tho amount of money so paid, which re ceipt tho latter shall clcliver to
tho secretary of tho board of school commissioners, who shall give him £t qnietus
therefor, and credit snid county treasurer with tho amount thereof, and charge such
amount to the treasurer of said board of school commissioners.
4527d . (County treasurer's credits.) Said county treasurer shall thereafter, in his
s ettlement with tho county auditor, made _as required by law on the tliird Monday
of April aml the first Monday of November in each year, present such quietuses to
the county auditor, who shall give such county treasurer credit therefor as against
the sums with which he is chargeable upon account of the collection of such school
taxes.
N0TE.-This act has a general repealing section. The act repeals the act of 1889,
page 432, on the same subject.
[18\ll, page 35,

Approved and in force February 26, 18\ll , l

4527c. (Bonds for library buil<.lings.) In all cities in tho State of Imlian:1 where
boards of school commissioners have been elected and are managing the school affairs
of saill city under an act of the general assembly of tho State of Indiana, entitled
"An act providing for a general system of common schools in all cities of tl.lirty
thonsantl or more inhabitants, ancl. for the election of a board of school commissioners for such cities, and defining their duties aml prescribing their powers, ancl pro'Vicling for common school librnries within such cities," approved March 3, 1871, and
the various acts of tho general assembly amendatory thereof and supplemental
thereto, snch board of school commissioners be, and they aro b ereby, authorized and
empowered to issue bonds in any sum not exceeding ono hundred tl.lonsand dollars
for tho pnrpo~o of erecting buildings for librnry antl school offices to be used in connection with tho common schools of said city, Such bonds to bear interest not
exceeding fiyc per cont per annum, l)ayable after eleven years fro m tbo -<la.to thereof
and within twenty years from t he elate thereof as follow~, to wit: Ono-tenth thereof
to be pa-i_rl eleven years from elate, and one-tenth thereof to bo paid each s ucceeding
year 1mtil all aro paid; the money obtained from tbe sale of such bonds shall be dis~ursecl by saitl board of school commissioners in tho erection of a building for the
l~br::..-ry aml school of-fices, to be used in connection with t]rn common scboo]s of said
city. Such bonds shall bo designated" Library building bonds," aud may be issued
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in such denominations, and in such sums, from time to time, as the board of sch')ol
commissioners may deem expedient; and each of said bonds shall upon its face designate the date of the matmity thereof: Provided, 'rhat at no time shall the amonnt
of bonds so issued for such pnrpose by any such board exceed the sum of one hundred thousand dollars; and that said board of school commissfoners shall ha Ye no
power to issue any renewal thereof, but the same shall be paid at maturity, as hereinaner provided: .And provided further, That such bonds shall not be sold for less
than their par value.
4527f. (Payment of bonds.) If the board of school commissioners in any city sllall
exercise the powers granted to it by this act, it shall provide for the payment of said
bonds as follows: At the time of the levying of the taxes for the year, which shall be
collectible immediately before the maturity of the first maturing of said bonds,
said board of school commissioners shall levy, in addition to the levy of taxes they
may be authorized to make for other purposes, a tax upon all property subject to
taxation by it, sufficient to pay the first maturing of such bonds, and apply the
money raised thereby to the payment thereof; and each year thereafter said board
of school commissioners shall levy such tax, and apply the proceeds thereof to the
payment of the bonds successively maturing until all have been paid.
NoTE.-This act has a general repealing section.
TOWNSHIP LIBRARIES.

[1865, page 3. Approved and in force March 6, 1865.]

4529. (Township trustee in charge.) Such library shall be in charge of the town
ship trustee, shall be deemed the property of the township, and shall not be subject
to sale or alienat.ion from any c:rnse whatever.
4530. (Trustee's duties.) Such trustee shall be accountable for the preservation of
said library; may prescribe the time of taking and the period of retaining books ;
assess and recover damage done to them by any person; and adopt regulations necessary for their preservation and usefulness. He shall provide bookcases; also, blank
books, ruled, in which to keep an account of books taken out and returned; and
report the number each year to the county superintendent. At the commencement
of each school term, at each schoolhouse in the township, he shall cause a notice to
be posted up, stating where the library is kept, and inviting the free use of the
books thereof by the persons of the township.
4.53L (Use of books.) Every family in the township shall be entitled to the use
of two volumes at a time from said library, whether any member of such family shall
attend school or not.
4532 . ("Where kept.) The trustee rnay deposit the library at some central or eligible place in the township, for the convenience of scholars and families, and may
appoint for that purpose a librarian to have the care and superintendence thereof.
1. (Pay of li l>rarian.) When the township trustee employs a township librarian,
he h as authority to make a contract to pay him so much a year. The power to
appoint a librarian gives the trustee the power to secure the acceptance of such
appointment by paying a sufficient, but reasonable, compensation. There is no
statute fixing a fee for such work, but the same is to be paid for out of the township's general fund for ordinary township purposes. (Baldwin, attorney-general. )
4533. (When open.) The library shall be open to all persons entitled to its privileges throughout the year without regard to school sessions, Sundays and holidays
excepted.
[1885, page 9.

Approved and in force ;February 18, 1885.]

4533a. (Tax levy for library.) Any township in which there has been or may hereafter be established by private donations a library of the value of one thousand
dollars or more for the use and benefit of all the inhabitants tllereof, the township
trustee of snch townsliip shall annually levy ano. collect not more than one cent on
the hundred dollars 11pon the taxable property within the limits of such township,
which shall be paid to the trustees of such library, and be applied by them to the
purchase of books for said library, and may, with the consent of the board of commissioners of the county, when it shall become necessary to erect or enlarge a library
building, annually, for such period as may be necessary, levy and collect not more
than five cents on the one hundred dollars upon the taxable property of said township for not more than three years successively, which shall be expended by the trustees in the erection or enlargement of a library building.
1. When the Young People's Reading Circle books shall, collectively, even though
they ma_v be distributed to the several district schools in the township, amount to
one thonsaTid dollars in value, I think the trustee of such town hip would be warrante<l by tho above statute in levying a tax of one cent on the one hundred dollars
of taxables for the support and addition to such library. (H. D. Vories superintendent of public instruction.)
'

)
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2. If the people of the several districts, or the pupils of the several schools. should
appoint trustees, in some uniform way, as they may choose, I think the intent of the
above section would be fully complied with. (H. D. Vories, su-perintendent of public
instruction.)
[18115, page 240.

Approved March 11, 1895. In force---, 1895.]

4533b. (Tax levy for large library.) In any township in which there has been or
may hereafter be established by private donations a library of the value of twentylive thousand dollars or more, including the real estate and buildings used for said
library, for the use and benefit of all the inhabitants thereof, the township trustee
of such township_ shall annually levy a,nd collect not more than six cents on the.
hundred clol1ars on the -taxable property within the limits of such township, which
shall be paid to the trust,ees of such library and be applied by them to the purchase
of books for said library and to the cost of the maintenance thereof, and said trustee
may, with the consent of the board of commissioners of the county, when it shall
become necessary to purchase additional ground for the extension or protection of
library buildings already established by such private donation, ::tnITually levy and
collect not more than five cents on the hundred dolla:rs upon all taxable property of
said township for not more than three years successively, which shall be expended
by said trustees in the purchase of said property and the erection and enlargement
of the library building thereon. (School Laws of Indiana, 1895, pp. 184-190.)
IOWA.
The establishment and maintenance of a free public library is hereby declared to
be a proper and legitimate object of municipal expenditure; and the council or'
trustees of any city or incorporated town may assess, levy, and tax appropriate
money•for the formation and maintenance of such a library, open to the free use of
all its inhabitants under proper regulations, and for the purchase of land and erection of buildings, or for the hiring of buildings or room8 suitable fvr tnat purpose.
and for the compensation of the necessary employees: Provided, That the amount
assessed, levied, and taxed in any one year for the maintenance of such a library shall
not exceed one mill upon the dollar upon the assessed valuation of such city or town.
Any such city or incorporated town may receive, hold, or dispose of any and all gifts,
donations, devises, and bequests that may be- made to such city or jncorporated town
for the p1irpose of establishing, increasing, or improving any such public library,
and the city or town council thereof may apply the use, profits, proceeds, jnterests,
and rents accruing therefrom fa such manner as will best promote the prosperity and
utility of such library. Every city or incorporated town in which such a pl1blic
library shall be maintained shall be entitled to receive a copy of the laws, journals,
and all other works pnb1ished by authority of the State after the establishment of
such library for the use of such library, and the Secretary of State is hereby authorized and required to furnish tho same from year to year to such city or incorporated
town. But no appropriation of money can be made under this section, unless the
proposition is submitted to a vote of the people; and at the municipal election of
such city or town the question, "Shall the city ( or town council, as the case may be)
accept the benefit of the provisions of this section,,,
[Chapter 18, acts twenty-second general assembly.]

That all cities of the first class, organized as such since January 1, 1885, that haveaccepted the benefits of t.he provisions of section 461 of the Code of Iowa, shall, in
addition to the powers conferred by said section, have power to levy and collect a.
tax not to exceecl three mills on tue dollar of the assessed valuation of such city or
town to pay the interest on any indebtedness J:ieretofore contracted, or that may
hereafter be contracted or incnrre(l, for the purchase of lan<l and the erection of buildings for a public library, or the hiring of rooms or buildings for such purposes, or
for the compensations of the necessary employees, as provided in section 461 of the.
code, and to create n, sinking fnncl for the extinguishment of such indebtedness.
[Chapter 41, acts twenty-fifth general assembly.]

There shall be established and created in any city or incorporated town that has
heretofore accepted or may hereafter accept the benefits of the J>rovisions of i,ection
461 of the Code of Iowa,, ::i, board of lihra.ry trustees, corn;isting of 11i110- members, to
be appointed by the rnavor by ancl with the approval of the council.
Said trustees first appointecl shaH hold office, viz: One-third for two years, onethird for four years, and one-third for six years from the first day of July following
their aypoiutment, and at their first meeting s11.all cast lots for the respective terms,
reporting the result of such lot to the coundl; and bi<'nniaUy thereafter, before the
:fi.I-st day of July, the mayor shall appoint, by and witla the approval of the council,ED 96-18
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three trustees to succeed tho trustees retiring on i.he following :first day of .Tuly, and
who sh,tH bold office for six years from such first clay of July. Trustees shall hold
until their successors n,ro ap110inte(l and qualified.
Vac.1ncics occrn:ring in tho board sha11 be filled by appointment by the mayor in
like rnauner, such appointee to fill out tho unexp ired term for which tho nppointrnont is made. ]3ona fido citizens arnl residents of tho city or incorporated town
(malo or female) oyer tho ago of twenty-one years are a.lone eligible to membership.
Tho remo,al of any trnsteo permanently from the city shall render his office us
trustee Yacant.
Members of said boar<l. shall receive no compensation for their services.
.
Said board of library trustees shall have and exerciso the followiug powers: To
meet and organize by tho elect.ion of one of their number as president of tho hoard,
aml by tho election of a secretary and such other of-ficers as the uoard 11u1y deem
necessary; to haYe charge, control, ancl supervis ion of tho public library, its ap1rnrtenances ancl fixtures and rooms containing tho same, d irecting n,ncl controlling all
tho n,ffairs of such library; to employ a librarian and such assistants antl employees
as may be nece,13sary for the proper management of s::dd library, and fix their compensation, but prior to such employment tho compensation of such lilJrnrian ancl
assistants shall bo fixed for the term of employment by a majo1'ity of tho members of
said board voting in favor thereof; to remove such librarian, assistants, or em1,loy~es
by a vote of two-thirds of such board for misdemeanor, incompetency, or inattention
to the dnties of such employment; to select and make purchases of books, pamphlets, magazines, periodicals, papers, maps, journals, furniture, fixtures, stationery,
and supplies for such library; to make and adopt, amend, modify, or repeal by-Ja"\rs,
rules, and regulations not inconsistent with law, for the care, use, government, ~ncl
management of such library and tbe business of said lioard, fixing and cnforcmg
penalties for tho violation thereof; to have exclusive control of the expenditures of all
taxes l evied under section 461 of the Code of Iowa and collected for, and all mone;rs
belonging to tho library fnncl; n,lso to perform and exercise such other duties and
powers as may be conferred by this act or by law. Sai<l board shall keep a record
of its proceedings.
All moneys received or set a1rnrt for the maintenance of such library shall be deposited in tho treasury to tbe credit of the liTnary fond, and shall be kept by tho treasurer separate and apart from other moneys of such city or incorporated town and
paid out upon the or<lers of the board of library trustees, signed by its president and
secretary, antl countersigne<l uy the mayor.
The board of library trnste6s shall, before the first clay of August in each year,
461 determine and fix the amount or rate to be appropriated for one year under section
of the Code of Iowa for the maintenance of such library, and cause the same so fixe d
to lJe certilied to the council, a.ucl the conncil shall make such appropriation allll levy
tho necessa ry tax for such year to raise said sum and certify the percentage or rate,
not exceeding one mill on the dollar, of such tax to tho county anditor, with other
taxes levied by the city or incorporated town for said year under section 4-95 of the
Code of Iowa: Provided, That in cities of the first class tho city coimcil mav an d
shall lcvy and certify such forthcr snm of tax as it may d eem expedient to create a
sink in g fund and pay interest under the provisions of chapter 18, acts of tho twentysecond general assembly, and acts amenclatory thereof.
The board of library trustees shall also each year make to the council a report for
the year ending June 30, containing a statement of tho condition of tho library, the
numuer of Looks added thereto, the number of books circulate<1, the number of books
not returned or lost, the amount of fines collected, and tho amonnt of money expended
in tho maintenance of the library during such year, together with sucb further
information as the board may deem important.
[Cllar>ter 42, acts twenty-fifth geueral assembly.]

That where in :my city of tho first class incorporated under the general incorporation laws of the State, whoso population according to tho census of 1875 was not loss
than 11i11eteen thousand, tho city council of such city has heretofore levied a tax
known as or called a "library tax;' upon tl).e taxable property of such city, tho levy
aml tho assesHmcnt :md collection of such tax shall be and arc hereby declared to be
legal and valid, in all respects tlre same as though such tax hnd been fully anthorized
bylaw.
·
. Tlla? where a~y o_f s~10h taxe~ now remain uncollected, tho treasurer of the county
111 wluch such city 1s s1tnated 1s bereby authorized to collect tho same us other taxes
are collected. (Uodo of Iowa, sec. 461.)
LOUISIANA.
-Thero Al~all be esfablishcd :1 pul>lic library of the State of Louisiana which shall
b e placed in the tate H.ouije,
'
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SECTION 1392. It shall be the duty of the secretary of state annually to employ
a competent librarian at an annual sa1ary of nine hundred dollars, and an assistant
librarian_ at an annual salary of six .h undred dollars, and both librarian and assistant librarian shall be required to enter into good and .solvent bond in the snm of five
]rnndred dollars with the governor of the State for the faithful performance of their
respective dnties.
SEC. 1393. Before the librarian shall take possession of the Stato library an
inventory shall be taken of the books and papers, clearly .setting forth all the printed
books and the manuscripts which shall. be placed un<le.r the care and custody of the
librarian. The inventory shall be taken under the inspection of the secretary of
state and State treasurer.
SEC. 139°1. Two copies of said inventory shall be made, both certified to be correct
by the signatures of the secretary of state, the librarian, and the State treasurer.
Ono of said copies shall be deposited in the office of the secretary of state and the
librarian shall retain the other.
Sn:c. 1395. All books, statutes, manuscripts, pfans, maps, papers, and <1ocuments of
e-vei-y description b elonging to the State shall be pbced under the charge and reisponsibility of tho said librarian.
SEC. 1396. In addition to the inven-tory required to be made, it shall be the duty
of the librari:m immediately afteT .his appointment to make two exact catalogues,
so as to class separately the books and docnments which are to be preserved from
those which a.re to be distributed or for sale.
SEC. 1397. The secretary of state shall establish such rules, r egulations, and
restriction-snot inconsistent with law in relation to ihe library as he may deem
proper, and from time to time alter 11nd amend tho same .
SEC. 1398. It shall be the duty of the libra1:ian to atten<l. every day, Snnclays and
legal holidays not excepte<l, and to ·Seo that the library confided to his care shall
suffer no injury, and in case of irnglect OT inattention to l1is duties, the secretary of
state shall forthwitb remove him.
SEC. 1399. The librarian shall keep the library open daily from 8 o'clock a. m. to
9 o'clock p. m., Sundays and legal lloli<lays not excepted.
SEC. 1400. The liurarian, on retiri11 g from office 1 shall be bound to account for all
the hooks and papers which may have been mentioned in tlrn inventory and such
as be may have received since.; and in case the books can not be accounted for or
procured, ho shall pay snch sum, not e:s:ceocling the amount' of the l>on<l, as 1ly the
secretary and treasurer of state shall be deemed a sufficient compensation for the loss
of such books.
SEC. 1401. Every citizen of the State shall have free access to the library, provided
no book be taken out of the same, except when for the use of either branch of the
leg islature.
·
SEC. 1402. Tue State librarian is authorized, uuuP.r the direction of the secretary
of state, to exclrnngo with tho several States of the Union, or with any foreign Government, scientific institute; or person, any books of this State, such as reports of
the su1) reme court, codes, digests, statutes, etc., for other books.
SEC . 1403. All the books of the State, those ior distribution among the courts and
parishes a.nil pnblic ofnccrs, as well as those remaining rermanently in the State
library, shall be placed under the control of the secretary of state, who shall direct
and see that tliis duty is l)erformcd by the State librarian.
SEC . 1404. All books distributed to State :1ncl other officers, except to members of
the legislature, shall be and remain the property of the State of Louisiann, ::mcl snch
books shall b e for the use of the ofnce, and shall be, by the officer receiYing them,
delivered over to his successor in office, except in case of the removal or resignation
of such officer, be shall deliver such books forthwith iio tbo c1erk of the district conrt
iu the parish in which his said office is located, taking a receipt therefor from such
successor or clerk, which said receipt or a copy thereof, dnly certified by such clerk,
shall be filed in the ofnce of secretary of state by such clerk or successor so receiving
the same. It shall be proper for the secretary of state to canso to b e deliv ered all books
authorized to be delivered to parish, city, or town officers to the clerk of conrt in and
for the parish in which said offices a.re located, to be by such clerk delivered to snob
officers, and such clerk shall take a receipt for all books so d elivered from the officer
receiving the same, and file a certified copy thereof in the office of the secretary of
state. Any person neglecting or refusing to deliver such books to his successor in
office or to the clerk of the district court, us herein beforn provided, after demand
thereof made, shall be sul>ject to a fine of fifteen dollars for each and every book -so
witliheld, to be recovered before any justice of the peace, with costs of suit, at the
complaint of such successor, or clerk, ox the district atton1oy, to be prosecuted, on
request, bytbe disfrict attorney.
SEC. 1405. The secretary of state ~half cause to be marked in a proper manner
upon tne outer cover of each book distributed the name of the State of Louisiana
and for what use such book is intended. The secretary of state shall . keep a
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record of all books so distributed, ·and he shall take a receipt therefor from the person to whom the imme are delivered. He shall furnish to each person hereafter
e]cctcd or n.ppointed to any office entitling such pen;on to the receipt of any book
or lJooks within a reasonable time after the election or appointment of such person
to irnch office a certified list, under the seal of State, of all books to which such person is entitled.
S1,c. 1406. The secretary of state shall transmit free of postage to the Library of
Congrnss, to the Smithsonian Institute, and to the governor of each State and Territory of the United States a copy of such acts, journals, documents, Revised
Statntes, ancl such reports of the decisions of the snpreme court as may be necessary
to complete their sets of the same, accompanied with a request of a similar favor
and like return to be made to the g overnor of this State of the laws, documents,
and reports of the United States and of the respective States and Territories.
SEC. 1407. The remainder of said books not so distributed as aforesaid shall
be deposited in the State library, five copies of which shall not be permitted to be
taken from the library, the remaining copies only for the nse of the m embers of the
legislature and State officers on their receipt therefor dnly given; and in such case
they shall not lle removed from the State buildings, but shall be returned to the
library at the close of the session of the then legislature, or within one week from
the date of such removal. (Revised St~tutes, 1886.)
MAINE.
AN ACT to amend chapter fifty-five of the Revised Statutes relating to free public libraries.

SECTION 1. Section nine of chapter fifty-five of the Revised Statutes is amended
by striking out all of said section and inserting the following:
"SECTION 9. Any town may establish a free public library therein for the use of its
inhabitants and provide suitable rooms therefor, under such regulation for its government as the inhabitants from time to time prescribe, and may appropriate for the
foundation and commencement of such library a sum not exceeding two dollars, and
for its maintenance anff increase annually a sum not exceeding one dollar, for each
of its ratable polls in the year next preceding."
SEC. 2. The municipal officers in any town or city where a free public library is
established shall annually, on the first day of May, certify to the State treasurer the
amount of money appropriated and expended by said town or city during the preceding year for the purchase of books and documents for the use and benefit of such
free public library; and the State treasurer thereupon shall pay to said town from
the State treasury for the purchase of books for the use of such library a sum cqnal
to ten per cent of the amount so expended by said town as certified b,v its municipal
officers.
SEC. 3. Any town or city in which there is a library owned or controlled by a corporation or association may appropriate a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars
yearly to procure from such library the free use of its books for all thfl inhabitants of
the town or city under such restrictions and regulations as shall insnre the safety
and good usage of the books, and such library may then be considered a free public
library, and said town or city shall be entitled to the benefits of the preceding section, provided that any books and documents donated by the State shall be and
r emain the property of said municipality.
·
SEC. 4. In every town and city wher(I a free public library exists, the State librarian shall transmit to such library all laws, Maine reports, and other documents
which the town or city is by law entitled to receive from th e State, and the same
shall be constantly kept in such library for the use and benefit of a,11 the citize ns;
and the municipal officers of said town or city shall transfer to said library all the
laws, Maine reports, and other documents heretofore received from the State and
now in custody of any of the officers of said town or city; and the officers of said
library, on or before the first day of April of each year, shall send to the State liLrarian a report containing a list of all books and documents purchased with the State
stipend for the preceding year, and of all books and documents receh·ed from the
State in said library.
SEC. 5. The State librarian is hereby authorized and directed to donate from the
Maine State library to any town of less than fifteen hundred inhabitants, and having
no free public library owned and controlled by the town, books purchased for that
P°:rpose not exceeding fifty per cent in value tbe books and document1:1 pmcbased by
said town for the purpose of founding a free public library therein, said donation in
no case to exceed one hundred dollars.
SF.c. 6. No town shall be entitled to the benefits of this provision until its legal
voters, at a regularly called town meeting, have raised and appropriated not less
than one hundred dollars for the purchase of books, and have nrovicled for the care
custody, and d1_strib~tion of its own books and of those to be clonatecl by the State'.
SEC. 7. The librarian or trustees of any free public library may ask the governor
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and council for advice in regard to the selection of books, and may receive instruction at the State library in cataloguing, ancl any other matters pertaining to the
maintenance or administration of the library.
Approved, March 21, 1893. (Revised Statutes, chapter 242.)

MARYLAND.
The Maryland Code, article 77, section 87, provides as follows: "For the further
encouragement of education, district school libraries ought to be established in each
s choolhouse district, under the care of the teacher as librarian. For this purpose
the s nm of ten dollars per annum is or<l.ered to be paid by the boaird of county school
commissioners, out of the State schooJ fund, to any schoolhouse district as library
money as long as the people of the district r a ise the same amount annually. The
books must be selected by the board of district school trnstees."
To aid in tlrn e:x:ecntion of this law, the State board of education resolved some
months since to publish a list of books suitable for school libra,ries, and requested
the undersigned to prepare a list to be submitted to the board. The several"members of the boarcl furnished valuable lists, and from these, and by aid of the catalogues of the principal publishers of the country, and of published lists for public
school libraries, prepared by the State superintendents of public instruction of several
of the States, ·who kindly furnished us the results of their labor, this list has been
compiled.
It is arranged under three general heads, viz: (1) Book~ suitable for primary
grades; (2) books suit,able for grammar school grades, and (3) books suitable for
high school grades.
·
UnLkr tlie first head the subdivisions are fiction ancl miscellaneous; under the
second and thiru, history, biography, travels, science and natural history, fiction,
poetry, and misceUaueous. A list of reference books and one of professional books
for teachers are added.
Wehn.Ye cude:~Yored to exclude all sectarian and partisan books.
The books for primary grades haYe been selected with special care, and we hope
will be fonn<l to bo e8pecially interesting and instructive. We have aimed to include
the works of only the best writers of each class of books.
The list gives the 1·etail price of each book. Baltimore booksellers have agreed to
furnish the books on the list to public school libraries at a discount of from 10 to 33½
per cent. We respectfully recommend you to deal wHh them. Some publishers
allow a larger discount to dealers than others, and we consider the above offer fair
and liberal. Yon can select a list of books and send it to your bookseller for net
prices before purchasing.
It is recommended that libraries be kept in substantial bookcases, and that books
be covered with stout paper before they are used.
This list will Le furnished to district schools having libraries or proposing to purchase libra,ries, throngh the school examiner or direct,ly from this office, upon application, inclosi11g 4 cents in postage stamps.-E. B. PRETTYMAN, State superintendent
of p1iblic instruction. (School laws, 1893.)

MASSACHUSETTS.
LIBRARY LEGISLATION.

1798 .
.A.N .A.CT to enable the proprietors of social libraries to manage the same.
[Chapter 45, Laws of 1798, repealed by the act ofMarclJ. 8, 1806.]
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the senate ancl house of representatives in general coiwt
assemb led, and by the anthority of the same, That any seven or more persons capable of
contracting, in any towns or districts in this Common wealth, who have or shall become
proprietors in common of any library, may form themselves into a society or body
politic for the e.-press purposes of holding, increasing, preserving, ancl using such
library, ancl to that end any five or more of them may apply in writing by them
signed, to any justice of the peace within the county wherein the same town or
district may be, stating the purposes of their meeting, ancl re(J_ uestiug him to issue his
warrant for calling a meeting of the said proprietors, which justice may grant his
warrant to some crne of them, directing him to ca.11 a meeting of the said pl'oprietors
at _the time and place and for the purposes in such warrant expressed; which proprietors shall notify snch meeting b y posting up the substance of saicl warrant in
som e public place in the Raid town or district where the said library shall be kept
seven days at least before the time of said meeting .
. SEC. 2. Be ft fiirthcr enacted, That any seven or more of the proprietors of such
library, met m pursuance of such notice, shall ha'\Te power to choose a moderator,
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clerk, librarian, collector, treasurer, and other necessary officers and committees;
Y,hich clerk shall bo sworn to the faithful and impartial performance of his duties ;
n.nd the said proprietors, .vhen soincorporated, shall have power to r aisesuchmoners
by :1ssessments ou tho several shares in such library as they may judge necess:1ry for
preserving and increasiug tho same, ancl for the management [of] the affairs of the
corpor:1tion, to make by-laws for the duo regulation of its concerns, not repugnant
to tho constitution and laws of this Commonwealth, lll:lcl to annex and recover penalties for any breach of such by-laws, not ex ceeding three dollars for any one breach
thereof.
SEC. 3. Be it further enacted, That tho proprietors of any such library, so incorporated, shall be called and known by the name of the Proprietors of the Social Library
in the town of - - - , and by that name shall sue and be sued, prosecute and defend,
plea<l. and be impleaded in all actions and processes in Jaw, and when there sha11 be
more than one such library in any town or district tho proprietors thereof shall be
known and cttlled by the name of '' The Proprietors of the Second, Third, Fourth, etc.
(as the case may be) Social Library in the town of - - - .n
SEC. 4. And be it further enacted, That when any such meeting shall be dissolved
the proprietors may again incorporate themselves and proceed in all respects as
aforesaid; :nicl in any meetings of such proprietors there shall be allowed one vote
for each share. And the proprietors of any such library shall havo power to hold, to
them, their successors and assigns, real or personal estate to the amount of five
hundred dollars over and abov_e the value of their books, and shall have power at
any regular meeting to fix the mode and manner of calling future meetings. [Passed
March 3, 1798. J
·
l 806 .
.AN .ACT to enable tlie proprietors ·o f social lilJraries to manage tlie same.
[Passed March 8, 1806; repealell by chapter 146 of the Reviscll Statutes.]

SECTION 1. Be it enactecl by the senate and house of representat-ives in general coui·t
assembled, ancl by the authority of the sarne, That any seven or more persons, capable
of contracting, in any town or district in this Commonwealth, who shall become
proprietors in common of any library, may form themselves into a, society or boLly
politic for the express purposes of holding, increasing, prnserving, and using snch
library; and to that end any ii.ve or more of them may by au application in writing, by them signed, to any justice of the peace within the same county wherein the
said town or district may be, stating the purposes of their meeting, and requesting
him to issue his warrant for calling a meeting of the said proprietors; and the said
justice may grant his warrant to ono of them, directing him to call a meeting of tho
saill proprietors: at tho time and place, and for the purposes expressed in such warrant; and saicl meeting shall be called by posting up the purport of said warrant in
some public place in the said town or district where the said library sha]l be kept
seven days at least before the time of said meeting; and the proprietors being
thus met and organized, they may then agree and determine upon a method of calling future meetings; ancl in all cases votes s~all be determined J)Y counting a,nd
a,llowing one vote to each share; and the proprietors of any such library shall have
power to possess. and bold, to them, their successors and assigns, real or p ersonal
estate to any amount not exceeding :five thousand dollars over a.ncl above the value
of other books.
SEC. 2. Be it furtlier enactecl, That any seven or more of the proprietors of such
library, met in pursuance of such notice, shall have power to choose a, moderator,
clerk, Fbra.rian, collector, treasurer, and such other offi cers as they may find necessary; and the clerk shall be sworn to the faithful performance of his duties; an d
the treasurer shall give bond, with sufficient surety or sureties, faithfully to account
for all moneys he may receive by virtue of this act. And the said proprietors, when
so incorporated and organized, shall have power to raise moneys by assessments on
~he several shares in such library, as they may judge necessary for preserving and
rn?reasing the same; to make by-laws for the due regulation of the concerns of the
said corporation not repugnant to the constitution and laws of this Commonwealth,
and to annex and recover penalties for any breach of such by-laws not exceeding
three dollars for any one breach thereof.
SE,:· 3. Be it furtl1er enacted, 'rhat the proprietors of any such library, so incorporn:teo., sh_all be called and known by the name of the Proprietors of the Social
Library m the town of--.-, and b;y- that na:me shaH sue and be sued, prosecute
and defend, plead and be 1mpleaded mall actions and processes in law· and when
there s?all be more than one such library in any town or district the 'proprietors
¥1~rcof 1:1ha.ll be known and called by the name of the Proprietors of the Second,
hml/ Fourt~, etc. (as the case may be), Social Library in the town of---.
E / ' · Be it f1i1·the1· enacte<I, That an act passed the third da,y of March in the
year O our Lord one thousand seven hundred and ninety-eight, entitled"~ act to
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enable the proprietors of social libraries to manage the same,' 1 be, and hereby is,
repealed: Provicled, nevertheless, That with regard to all suits and causes of suits,
and all rights existing under and by force of said act, it shall be considered as in
full force.
l8l5 .
.A.N .ACT authori zing tho establisliment of l aw libraries.
[Chapter 177, laws of 1815.]

1. Be it enactec1 by the senate ancl house of 1·epresentat-i-1:es, in gene1·al coiwt
assemblecl, cmcl by the authority of the sam,e, That in every county within this Commonwealth wherein there shall reside fivo or more attorneys at law regularly admitted
and s-worn to practice b eforo the circuit court of common })leas it shall be lawful
for any five or moro of them to make application in writillg to any jnstice of the
peace within and for said county, requesting h:im to issue his warrnnt for calling a
meeting of tlle practitioners at faw within the same county to meet at some certain
time and place for the pnrpose of organizing tho establishment of a law library; and
such justice shall thereupon issue a warrant under Lis hand and seal, directed to
some practitioner at law residing within the shire town of said county, requiring
him to notify the other members of the bar residing therein, either personally or l>y
written notifi cation posted up at some conspicuous place in the court-house in said
county, at least seven days before the time of meeting as ment ioned in saicl warrant,
whicll meeting shall be holden at the next succeeding term of tho circuit court of
common pleas in sa,id county, on some day subsequent to the second day from the
commencement of its sess10n; and the person to whom such ,,arrant is dire cted
shall serve tho same in n1auner as aforesaid, anll make return thereof under his hand
to the justice who issue,l the Rallle, or to some other justi(:e of the peace within and
for saicl county, whose duty it shall be to preside a t sai<l. meeting in the clloicc of a
clerk, a treasurer, and librarian, each of whom shall thereupon Lo sworn by the presiding officer, to the faithful c.liscllarge of their respecthe duties, and to hohl tlleir
offices during tho pleasure of the association; and tlle said members of the bar so
notified and met, to then umber of ti vc or more, shall at their first meeting prescribe
the mode of calling future meetings of said. association and establish such rules and
regulations as_may be fohncl necessary from time to time to carry the purposes of
this act into effect not repugnant to the const.itution and laws of tLis Commonwealth; and at all future meetings the oldest member of the bar residing within
said connt.v, wLo :is present, shrill preside.
SEC. 2. Be itfarihe1· enacted, That the sum of twenty dollars, which by Jaw is now
paid into the county treasury oa tho admission of all practitioners at the bar of the
circn:it conrt of common pleas, shall l.iereafter be paid to the treasurer of every law
library association in any county in this Commonwealth tLat shall lie formed in pursuance of this act, which treasurer shall gi vc his receipt therefor to tho person paying
the same, wLich snm so paid, as duty or excise as aforesaid, together with all beqnests
and don a tions made thereto, 1,:ball be applied, nuder the directiou of said association,
to form a l::tw library for the use of said county, nuder such reasonable regulations
as the said association may appoint. And the clerk of sr1id associ~tion shall keep an
exact record of all the proceedings thereof, twd the said treasurer shall keep a,n exact
accouut of all moneys, donations, anLl llequests belonging to sai<l. association, wl.iich
account he shall be holuen annually to settle unde r oath with tho association, in snch
manner as they shall prescribe; and tho librarian, as well as tho treasurer ancl clerk,
shall be answerable in an action on the case for all malfeasance or misfeasance in
their respective offices to the association aforesaid, by the name of" Tlle Law Library
Association/ for the county within which it is formeLl: Pro'l:iclecl, lwicever, That the
law library aforesaid shall be kept in a sh ire town within the county.
SEC. 3. Beit furthei· enactecl, That th e act passed on the twenty-seventh day of :February, in the year of our Lord one thousanLl Heven. hundred aud ninety-six, so fur as
it r elates to the payment of twenty dollars into the county treasnry by por:-;ons
admitted to practice l aw b efore the circuit courts of common pleas, as it relates to
the counties in this Commonwealth in which law library associations arc, or shall
be, form ed in pursuance of this act,. and as to the re ceipt to l> c given by the connty
treasurer therefor, be7 and tho same 1s hereb y, repealed. [.Approved by the governor,
March 27 1815.J
SECTION

1823 .
.A.N .ACT resr,ecting law libraries .
[ Chapter 5], la.ws of 1823.]

Beil enacted by the sen cite and 7,ouse of representatives, in general cou?'t assembled and
by the authoi·ity u.f the same, That the excise paid by attorneys on their admissi~n to
the supreme judicial court shall hereafter be paid and appropriated in the same
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wn,y and manner a the e .·cise now pai<l l>y attorn ys on their admission to the court

of common pleas i paid anc1 n.ppropriatecl, any law to the contrary notwithstanding,
[Approved by th governor, January 30, 1823.]
l

2~.

AN ACT in addition to an act entitled "An n. t in addition to an act entitled I An act to enable the
proprietors of social librarios to manage the same.' "
(Chapter 65, laws of 1825; repealed liy chapter 146 of the Revised Statutes.]

SEC'flON 1. Be it enacted by the senate and honsp, of representafit'es, in g.Ji!eral co!irt
assernbled, and by th e authority of the sarne, That any seven settled and or<l.amecl _m1~isters of the gospel within this Commonwenlth who shall become proprietors m
common of any theological library, rnn y form tbemse!Yes into a socie ty or body
politic, bytbe name of the" rheological Society in the Town of---," for the express
purpose of holding, increasing, preserving, ancl using such library; and shall have
all the powers and privileges :1nd be subject to all the duti es aud requirements con·
tain ed in an act passed th e eighth day of March, in the year of onr Lord one tb~usand eight hundred and six, entitled "An act to enable the proprietors of so?ial
libraries to manage the same;" and to this end any five of thefn may make application to an y justice of the peace within the county in which the Ii brary is to be kep_t,
stating the purposes of their m eeting and requesting h im to call a meeting of said
proprietors; and the said justice may thereupon grant his warrant to auy one of
them, directing him to call such meeting accordingly; and said meeting shall be
called by posting up the purport of said warrant in such public places in said county
as said justice shall order; and the proprietors, thus met and organized,_ may then
a-gree upon the method of calling future meetings. [Approved by lieutenant·
governor, February 12, 1825.]
1829.

AN ACT in further addition to an act entitled "An act 1o enable proprietors of social libraries to
·
manage the same.
[Chapter 138, laws of 1829.]

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the senate ancl hoi1se of 1·epresentatives, in gene1·a ~ court
assembled, and by the cw,thority of the same, Tha,t any twenty or more persons m any
town or county within this Commonwealth who shall, by writing, associate them·
selves for the pnrpose of mutual improvement aml for raising the standard of com·
mon education, may become a bo<ly politic, by the name of "The Lyceum of the To_wn
of---," or "the County o f - , -" (as the case may be), by observiu gaud pursmng
'the provisions of the act to which this is in addition in regard to forming proprietors
of libraries into b odies politic, and being so formed shall be entitled to all the powers and capabilities to which the proprietors of said libraries are entitled bythatact;
and such lyceum shall have the fnrther r,ower to possess and bold to them, their successors, and assigns, real and personal estate not exceeding teu tbousan<l dollars.
SEC. 2. Be it furl hC'r enacted, That this act may be altered or repealed at the pleasure of the legislature. [Approved by the go vernor, March 4, 1829. ]
1836.
S O CIAL LIBRARIES ,

[Revised Statutes, 1836, chapter 41.]

SECTION 1. Any seven or more proprietors of a library may form themselves into a
corporation, under such corporate n ame as they shall adopt, for the purpose of preserving, enlarging, and using such library; and for tbat purpose any justice of the
peace may, on the application of five or more of such proprietors, issue his warrant
to on e of th em, directin g him to call a meeting of the proprietors at the time and
place and for _the pnrposes, expressed in the warrant; and said meeting shall be
called by po~trn_g up the substance of the warrant in some puulic place in the town
where the saHl library is kept, seven days at least before the t ime of meeting.
SEC. 2 .. Any seven or more of the proprietors of such library, met in pursnauce of
su;h notH:e,. may choos~ a pr~sident, a clerk, who shall be sworn to the faithful <lischarge of his duty; a hhranan, co1lector, treasurer, and such other officers as they
may ~ml necessary; and they may also determine upon the mode of calling future
m cetlngf-.
b •;.1-:c. 3. When imch proprietors hball he organized a a corporation in the manner
0
tl~ ~~1 B:ovicled,_ ~h~~ ~hall have all th~ powers a?d privileg~s ancl be subject to .all
tb fort:/r~,~~ 1!~tlnlit,?s of a_ corporat1~m org~n.1zed accordrng t~ the provisions of
and not'·10 .
.
n pte! · 80 f~i as tl!e 1,a1d prov1s1ons shall be applicable in such case
onsi t nt w1tli th1a chapter.
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SEC. 4. The treasurer shall give bond, with _sufficient sureties, to the satisfaction
·
SEC. 5. The said proprietors may raise such money, by assessments on the several
shares, as they shall judge necessary for the purposes of preserving, enlarging, and
using the library; and the shares may be transferred according to the provisions of
the forty-fourth chapter.
SEC. 6. The said propri~tors may hold real and personal estate to any amount not
exceeding five thousand dollars, in addition to the value of their books.

I of the proprietors, for the faithful discharge of his duties.
/

1837 .
.A.N .A.CT authorizing school districts to establish libraries for the use of common schools.
[Chapter 147, acts of 1837; repealed by chapter 81, acts of 1849.]

Be it enacted by the senate and hou.se of 1·epresentatives, in general com·t assembled, and
by th e authority of the same, as follows:
.
SECTION 1. Each legally constituted school district in this Common·wealth is
hereby athorized to raise money for the pmpose of establishing and maintaining a
common-school library and apparatus for the use of the ohildren therein: under
such rules and regulations as said district may adopt: Provided, That no greater sum
than thirty dollars the first year, or ten dolla.rs in any subsequent year, shall be
expended for the purpose aforesaid.
SEC. 2. Any sum of money raised by virtue of this act at a meeting called for the
purpose, shall be assessed, collected, and paid over as other school district taxes are.
[Approved by the governor, April 12, 1837.J
1842 .
.A.N .A.CT in relation to law library associations.
[ Chapter 94, acts of 1842.]

Be it enacted by the senate and house of representatives, in general court assempled, and
·
by the a1,thority of the same, as follows:
SECTION 1. The counsellors and attorneys at law, duly admitted to practice in the
courts of this Commonwealth, resident in the several counties thereof except Suffolk,
are hereby constituted corporations within their respective counties, for the purpose
of holding and managing the law libraries belonging to said counties, by the name
of the Law Library Association for the county in which it is formed, and may adopt
by-laws for that purpose: Provided, the same shall be approved by the justices of the
court of common pleas; and the officers of such associations shall be a clerk, treasurer,
and librarian, whose duties shall be defined by the by-laws, which shall be aclopted
and approved as aforesaid.
SEC. 2. The clerks of the several courts shall, within sixty days after this law·shall
take effect, call and notify the first meeting of the corporations in their respective
counties, by post,ing up notifications thereof in some conspicuons place in the courthouse of such county, to be held during the term of the court of common pleas,
which shall be held next after ten days from the time of posting np such notification,
at which meetings said clerks shall preside until a clerk of such nssociation shall be
chosen: Provided~ That any inhabitant of the county shall have the right to use the
books in said library, subject to such regulations as sball be prescribed by the associations, with the approval of the court of common pleas.
SEC. 3. This act may be altered, amended, or repealed by any future legislature of
this Commonwealth. · [Approved by. the governor, March 3, 1842.J
RESOLVE concerning school district li braries.
{Resolves of 1842, chapter 74; amended by chapter 63, resolves of 1844; repealed by chapter 99,
resolves of 1850.J

Resolved, That the sum of fifteen dollars, to be taken from the school funds, be,
and the same i s hereby, appropriated to every school di-strict in the Commonwe~Llth,
to be expended in books for a school district library; and that the treasurer pay Anid
sum for said purpose to the order of the mayor of every city anll the selectmen of
every town, for each and every school district within the same which shnll have
produced evidence of having raised and appropriated fifteen dollars or more for the
same object. [Approved by the governor, March 3, 1842.J
ED
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RESOLVES in ntlclition to a resoh·e concerning school district lilJraries.
[Resoh·es of 18J3, chapter G; amended by chapter 63 of tho resol,es of 1844.]

Reaolvecl, That tho provi ions of the re olrn of March third, eighteen hundred and
forty-two, concerning school district libraries be, and the same is hereby, extended
to oYery city ancl town in the Commonwealth, not heretofore divided into school
district , in such manner as to giYe as many times :fifteen dollars to cYery such city
or town as the nnmber sixty is contained, e:xclusiyo of fractions, in the number of
children between the ages o:f four and sixteen years iu said city or town : Provided,
cYi<lence be produced to the taeasurer, in behalf of said city or town, of its having
raised and appropriated, for the establishment of librn.ries, n, sum equal to that
which, by the provision of this r esoFve, it is entitled to receive from the school
fund.
Resolt-e£7, That the treasurer be instructed, under the aclvice und direction of the
governor and council, to make sales from time to time of notes of hand, bank stock,
and other securities belonging to the school fund, to such amount as shall enable
him to comply with the provisions of the a bovc r esolve, ancl with those of the resolve
of March third, eighteen hundred and forty-two, concerning school district libraries,
[Approved by the governor, March 7, 1843.]
1 S4-4-.
.A.N .A.CT in addition to ".A.n act in r elation to law library associaiions."
[Chapter 157, acts of -18!4.]

Be it enacted by the senate and house of representatives, in general court assembled, and
by authority of the same:
SECTION 1. The counsellors anc.1 attorneys at la,w, duly admitted to practice h~ the
courts of this Commonwealth, resident in either of tho counties, who havo omit t ed
to organize a law library association in their respectiv e conn ties, within the time and
pursuant to the provisions of the act to which this is in addition, are h ereby authorized to organize themselves in their counties respectively, into an association b;y the
name of the Law Library Association for such county, under the like provisions,
and with the same rights, powers, and duties, as if the said association had been
organize(l within the time :prescribed by the act to which this is in addition, passecl
the third clay of Marcli, in tlie year one thousand eight hundred and forty-two; and
said association, when so organized, shall be deemed and taken to be a corporation,
and entitled to all the 11rivileges and subject to all the provisions applicable to law
library associations, created under and pursuant to the act aforesaid; Proviclecl, howci:er, This act shall have no effect upon any association which shall not become
organized within ninety days from the passing thereof.
SEC. 2. This act shall take effect from and after its passage. [Apprond by the
governor, March 16, 1844.J
RESOLVE concerning sch ool libraries.
[Chapter 63, resolves of 1844.]

R eso lved, That the prov isions of tho resolve of March third, in the year one th ousand eight hundred and forty-two, anc.1 the resolve of March the seventh, in the year
one thousand eight hunched and forty-three be, and tho same are hereb y, extended
to every school district of every town in the Commonwealth. [Approved by the
governor, March 11, 18-14.]
l845 .
RESOLVES iu addition to the resolves concerning school district libraries.
[Chapter 113, resolves of 1845.]

Rcsolrec1, That the provisions of tho resolve of March third ono thousand eirrht
hundred. a.uc1 forty-two, be extended to the Latin school Enrrlish
hi rrh school ;nd
0
gramm~r and ''ffiting schools of the city of Boston, in ~uch man ner° as to g i~e as
mauytimes fifte ~n do~la.rs to"'."ards a purchase of a library or libraries for said schools
as ih !1umb r ~1xty 1s contamed, exclus ive of fractions, in the number of children
l)elo~gm~ to sa1cl ecbools between ~he ~ges of seven and sixteen years, saicl number
1 e. tima.ted l>y tho mayor of sa1(l city, provided the said mayor shall certify to
0
n·a~nrer of the Commonw alth that an equal sum of money has been raised. n,nd
1
;'11t>:_ fJf_nent to the first day of January, in the year one thousand eight
1
n or ':,- 1ve, for tho same 1rnrpose.

i~ ,i
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Resolved, That the apportionment or distribution of the books purchased as above
provided for shall be determined by the school committee of the city of Boston.
Resolt·ecl, That these resolves shall take effect from and after their passage. [Approved by the governor, March 25, 1845.J
1849 .
AN ACT relating to school lib:raries and school apparatus.
[Cha1)ter 81, acts of 1840.]

Be it enacted by the senate and house of 1·epresentati'ves, in gcnernl court assembled, and
by the authority of the same, as follows:
SECTION 1. The inhabitants of any school district, in any city or town, and of

any city or town not divided into school districts, in this Commonwealth, may, at
any meeting called for that purpose, raise money for the purchase of libraries and
necessary school apparatus, in the same manner as school districts may now raise
money for erecting and repairing schoolhouses in their respective districts.
SEC. 2. The one hnndred and forty-seventh chapter of the sta,tutes, passed in the
year one thousand eight hundred and thirty-seven, is hereby repealed. [Approved
by the governor, April 5, 1849.J
1850.
REPEAL OF STATE APPROPRIATIO:N FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT LIBRARIES.

[Clrnpter G9, rcsol,es of 1850.]

Rcsolvec1, So much of the resolve of the thircl of March, eighteen lmrnlrccl and

forty-two, as appropriated to every school l1istrict in the ComwonwcaHh fifteen dollars, "to be expendec.l for books for a school district library," is hereby repealed.
This resolve was to take effect August 1, 1850. [Approved by the goYcrnor, May 2,
1850.]
1851.
AN ACT to authorize cities and towns to esfaulish and maintain public libraries.
[Chapter 305, acts of 1851; amemlcu by chapter 25, acts of 185D.]

Be it enacted by the senate ancl house of r epresentatives, in ge11 e1·al court assemblecl, and
by the authority of the same, as follo1cs:
SECTION 1. Any city or town of this Commonwealth is hereby authorized to estab-

lish and maintain a public library within the sa,me, with or without branches, for
the use of the inhabitants thereof, nnd to provide suitable rooms therefor, under
such regulation s for the government of such library as mny, from time to time 1 be
prescribed by the city council of such city, or the inhabitants of such town.
SEC. 2. Any city or town may appropriate for the foundation and. commencement
of such liurary, as aforesaid, a sum not exceeding one dollar for each of it~ ratable
polls, in the year next preceding that in which such appropriations shall be made;
and may also appropriate, annually, for the maintenance and increase of such library,
a sum not exceeding twenty-five cents for each of its ratable polls, in the year next
preceding that in which snc1i. appropriations shall be made.
SEC. 3. Any city or town may receive, in its corporate capacity, and hold and
mana,ge any devise, bequest, or donation for the establishment, increase, or maintenance of a public library within the s::i,me. [Appl'Oved by the governor, May 24, 1851.J
1856.
AN ACT in further addition to an act in relation to law library associations.
[Acts of 1856, chapter 71.]

Be it enactecl by the senate and house of rep1·esentat-i:1:es, in general court assembled, cind
by the authority of the sanie, as follows:
SECTION 1. The county commissioners of.the several counties are hereby authorized

to pay n,nd disburse, from the treasuries of their r espective counties, to tbe treasurers
of the law library associations now existing, or that may hereafter be duly organized
therein, such a sum or sums as they may deem necessary and proper, for maintaining
an(l enlarging the public law libraries for the use of the courts and citizens of the
several counties; such snm not to exceed the amount paid into the treasury of any
county by the clerks of the courts.
. SEC, 2. The treasurer of any such law library association, before receiving said
moneys, shall give a bond, with sureties, to the satisfaction of the commissioners,
for the faithful application of the same, and that he will make a return annually to
them 1 under oath, of the manner in which all such applications are made. [Approved
by the governor, March 28, 1856.J
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.A.N .A.CT in addition to an act in relation to law library associations.
[Acts of 1856, chapter 184..]

Be it enacted by the senate and house of representatives, in general court a!Jsembled, antl
by the authority of the sarne, as follows:
The counsellors and attorneys at law duly adrnittec:'. to practice in the courts of
this Commonwealth, resident in either of the counties, who have omitted to organize
a law library as.s ociation in their respective counties, are hereby authorized to
organize themselves in their counties respectively, into an association by the name
of the law libra,r y association for such county, under .t he like provisions and with
the same rights, powers, and duties, as if the said association had been organized
within the time prescribed by the ninety-fourth chapter of the st atutes of the year
eighteen hundred and forty-two, and said association, when so organized, shall be
deemed and taken to be a corporation, and entitled to all the privileges, and subject
to all" t,h e provisions applicable to law library associations, created under and pursuant·to the act aforesaid. [Approved by the governor, May 24, 1856.]
1858.
RESOLVE in favor of law library associations.
[Resolves of 1858, chapter l.]

Resolved, That the secretary of the Commonwealth be, and he is hereby, authorized
to furnish upon application one copy of the acts and resolves passed by the general
court, and also one copy of such volumes of the special laws of the Commonwealth
as he may have in his possession, not otherwise appropriated or required for the use
of the Commonwealth, to the social law library located in the county of Suffolk; and
also to each law library association which shall have been duly organized m conformity with the ninety-fourth chapter of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and
forty-two, or the one hundred and eighty-fourth chapter of the acts of the year
eighteen hundred and fifty-six. [Approved J<'ebruary 23, 1858.J
1859.
AN ACT to amend an act to authorize cities and towns to establish and maintain public libraries.
[Acts of 1859, chapter 25.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows :
SECTION 1. The three hundred and fifth chapter of the acts of the year eighteen
hundred and fifty-one, is so far amentled as to allow any city or town to appropriate
annually, for the maintenance and increase of a public library within the same, a,
sum not exceeding J:ifty cents for each of its ratable polls in the year next preceding
that in which such appropriation shall be made.
SEC. 2. This act shall take effect from ancl after its passage. [Approved February 14, 1859.J
AN .A.CT in ad1lition to the acts in r elat,ion to law library associations.
[Acts of 1859, chapter 172.]

Be it enacted,. etc., as fallows :
·
SECTION 1. The several county treasurers Rh all, on the :first day of January in every
year, pay to the treas .1rers of the county law library associations now existing, or that
may hereafter be duly orga.nized in their respective counties, one-qnarter part of all
the sums which said treasnrers may have respectively received from the clerks of the
courts during the preceding year; provided such quarter part in any year does not
exceed the sum of one thonsall(l dollars; and if said quarter should exceed one thousand dollars, then said treasurers shall pay one thomrnnd dollars, and all sums so paid
to the treasurers of the law library associations shall be applied to maintain ancl
enlarge the public law libraries for the use of th e courts and citizens in the several
counties.
~ E~. 2.
otbing in thi_s _act contained shall be construed to prevent county commis 10ners from authonzmg other payments from the county treasuries, under the
seventy-fin1~ chapter of the acts of the :vear eio-hteen
hundred and fifty-six. [Ap0
1

proved April 5, 1859.]

•
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1860.

GENERAL STATUTES, 1860, CHAPTER 33.
LAW LIBRARIES.
[See 1871, chapter 387.]

SECTION 1. Law library associations heretofore organized in any county except Suffolk snall remain corporations in the s_a me manner as if organized under this chapter.
SEC. 2. The attorneys at law admitted to practice in the courts of the Commonwealth and resident in a county for which there is no law library association may
organize themselves by the name of the law library association for snch county,
and when so organized shall be a corporation for the purpose of holding and managing the law library belonging to the county, and may adopt by-laws for that purpose, subject to the approval of the justices of the superior court.
SEC. 3. The clerk of the courts in any county in which no association has been
organized, upon the application of seven attorneys at law resid.ent therein, may call
a meeting for the purpose of such organization by posting np notifications thereof
in some convenient place in any court-house of the county; which meeting shall be
holden during the-term of the superior court commencing next after ten days from
the time of posting up such notification. The clerk shall preside at such meeting
until a clerk of the association is chosen.
SEC. 4. The officers of such association shall be a clerk, treasurer, and librarian,
whose duties shall be defined by the by-laws.
SEC. 5. Every inhabitant of a county in which such association is organized may
use the books in the library, subject to such regulations as may be prescribed by the
association with the approval of the superior court.
(Section 6, amended by chapter 215, acts of 1863, and chapter 156, acts of 1874.)

SEC. 6. County treasurers shall annually, on tlie :first day of January, pay to the
county law library associations in their respective counties one-quarter part, not
exceeding one thousand dollars, of all sums which said treasurers have received from
the clerks of the courts during the preceding year; and they may also pay such further sums, not exceeding th11 amount paid into the respective county treasuries by
the clerks of the courts, as the county commissioners deem necessary and proper.
All sums so paid shall be applied to maintain and enlarge such libraries for the use
of the courts and citizens.
SEC. 7. The treasurer of a law library association, before receiving said money,
shall give a bond with sureties, to the satisfaction of the commissioners, for the fajthful application thereof, and that he will make a return annually to them, under oath,
of the manner in which all such applications .are made.
TOWN AND CITY LIBRARIES.
[See 1866, Z22; 1871, 26.]

SEC. 8. Each town and city may establish and maintain a public library therein,
with or without branches, for the use of the inhabitants thereof, and provide suitable rooms therefor, un<ler such regulations for its government as may from time to
time be prescribed by the inhabitants of the town or the city council.
(Section 9, repealed by chapter 222, acts of 1866.)

SEC. 9 . .Any town or city may appropriate money for suitable builclings·or rooms,
and for the foundation of such library a sum not exceeding one clolla.r for each of its
ratable polls in the year next preceding that in which such appropriation is made;
may also appropriate annually, for the maintenance and increase therl'of, a sum not
exceeding fifty cents for each of its ratable, polls in the year next preceding that in
which such appropriation is made, and may receive, hold, and manage, auy devise,
bequest, or donation for the establishment, increase, or maintenance of a public
library within the same.
SOCIAL LIBRARIES.
[Public library corporations

See 1872, 217.)

SEC. 10. Seven or more proprietors of a library may form themselves into a corporation, under such corporate name as they may adopt, for the purpose of preserving,
enlarging, and using such lihrary; with the power&, privileges, duties, and liabilities of corporations organized according to the provisions of chapter sixty-eight, so
far as the same may be applicable, and ma,y hold real and personal estate to an
amount not exceeding five thousand dollars in addition to the value of their books.
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SEC. 11. Upon n.pplication of :five or more such proprietors, a justice of the peace
may issuo his warrant to one of them, directing him to cn.11 a meeting of the proprietors at the time and place ancl for the purposes expressed in the warrant. 'fhe
meeting shall be called by posting np tho substance of the warrant in some public
place in tho town where the library is k ept seven clays at l east b efore the time of the
meeting, at which, if not less than seven of the proprietors meet, they may choose
a president, a clerk who shall be sworn, a librarian, collector, treasurer, and such ot~er
officers us they may deem necessary, ancl may determine upon t,ho mode of callrng
future meetings.
SEC. 12. The treasurer shall givo bond with sufficient sureties, to the satisfaction
of the proprietors, for tho faithful discharge of his duties.
SEC. 13. Such proprietors may, by assessments on the several sha!es, raise s~ch
money as they juuge necessary for the purposes of preserving, enlargmg, and usrng
the library.
l 8 63 .
.A.~ .A.CT relating to the county law library associations.
[Chapter 215, acts of 1863; repealed by chapter 15G, acts of 187-±.]

Be it enactecl, etc ., as .follows:
SECTION 1. Tho sixth section of tho thirty-third chapter of the Generni Statutes
is so far amended that the seYeral county treasurers shall pay to tht· connty l_aw
library associations the whole amount received from the clerks of the courts dunng
the preceding year, vrovidecl the same does not exceed four huudred clo1Jars. And
in case the same exceeds four hundred dollars, they shall pay over iu a,Jdition th?reto
one <]_Uarter part of the surplus, protidecl, howeter, that the whole amouut paHl to
said association in any county in any one year shall not e:s:ceecl one thousand dol~ars.
SEC. 2. This act shall not be d~emecl to prevent the county commissioners ~rom
allowing any further payment as provided in the said sixth section of the said thirtythird chapter of the General Statutes.
SEC. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approved April 29, 1863.]
1866 .
.A. N .A.CT in relation to town libraries.

[.A..cts of 1866, chapter 222, incorporated in section 40, Public Statutes.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
SECTION 1. Any town may, at a legal meeting, grant nncl vote money for the cstablish11;1e~t, maJntenanc~, ~r increase of a public library therein, n,ncl for erectiug or
prov1clmg smtable bmldmgs or rooms therefor, and may receiYe, hold, and manage
any devise, bequest, or donation for the establishment increase, or maintenance of
any such lil>rary.
'
SEC. 2. Section nine of chapter thirty-three of the General Statutes is hereby
repealed.
.
SEC. 3. This act shall fake effect upon its passage. [Approved May 9, 1866.J
1867.
AN .A.CT for the preservation of books and other IJTOperty bel011ging to public libraries.
[.A.cts of 1867. chapter G9; repeal eel by c1utpter 42, acts of 1872.]

Be it enactecl, etc., as follows:
Whoever willfully and maliciously writes upon, injures, defaces, tears, or destroys
any book, l?lat_e, picture, engra.ving, or statute belonging to any law, town, city or
other public library, shall be punished by a fine of not less than five dollars nor
more than one thousand dollars for every such offense. [Approved March 16, 1867.J
RESOLVE for the llistril>ution of the annual rep orts to public librari es .
[Re., olYes of 1867, ch apter 36.J

R rllolrec1! That after t!'1e cnrrent yc:tr i~ shall be tho tluty of the secretary of the
~ommon-n Pnlth to fnrm h ~ncl~ public hhrary org:mizc<l nn<ler the laws of this
d om1J_10nw~alth, on the npphc·ntwu of the librarian thereof with the anuual reports
esc·nu ·urn the
neral 'tntntes as the "Public 'eriea." [ApproYed April 22, 1867. J
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1869.
AN ACT in addition to an act concerning dogs .
[Chapter 250, acts of 186!); incorporatecl in section 107, chapter 102, Public Statutes.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
SECTION 1. Moneys received by the treasurer of any county under the provisions
of chapter one hundred and thirty of the acts of the year eighteen hundred ancl
sixty-seven, and not expended in the payment of damages done by dogs, in accordance with the provisions · of said act, shall be paid back to tho treasurers of the
several cities and towns of said county, in the month of January of each year, in
proportion to the amount paid by said city or town to said county treasurer; and
the money so refunded shall bt=l, expended for the support of public libraries or schools,
in addition to the amount annually appropriated by said city or town for those purposes. In the county of Suffolk moneys received by an y treasurer of any city or
town under the provisions of said act, and not expended in accord a n co with the provisions of the same, shall be appropriated by the school committee of said city or
town for the support of the public schools therein established.
SEC. 2. The la.st clause of section twelve of chapter one hundred. and thirty of the
acts of the year eighteen hundred and sixty-seven is hereby rep ealed.
SRc. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approved May 10, 1869.J
1870.
·AN ACT to authorize t he establishment of c1ii,tricts, for maintaining · street lamps, ancl for other
pm·poses .
[Acts of 1870, chapter 332; incorporatecl in sections 3i-40, chapter 27, Public Statutes.]

Be it enacted, etc, as follows :
SECTiON 1. Any town, at a legal meeting, having an article in the warrant for the
purpose, may authorize a village or district in such town containing not less than
one thousand iuhn,bitauts, the limits of which shall be accurately defined, to organize
under such name as may be authorized by such town, for the 1rnrpose of erecting
and maintaining street lamps, establishing a,nd maintaining libraries, building and
maintaining sidewalks, and employing nnd paying watchmen and police officers, or
any of such purposes.
SEC. 2. The provisions of sections thirty-five, thirty-six, thirty-nine, forty-three,
forty-four, forty-five, ancl forty-seven of chapter twenty-four of the General Statutes,
and chapter two hundred and fifty-seven, of the acts of the year eighteen hundred
and sixty-five, shall, so far as applicable, apply to such districts.
SEC. 3. Tho officers of such districts, in addition to a clerk and prudential committee, may be a treasurer, and such other officers as the district may decide to elect;
and all of such officers shall hold their offices for one year, and until others are chosen
and qualified in their stead.
SEC. 4. Such districts may adopt such by-la.ws as they may deem proper, to define
the duti es of their offiners, and the manner of calling meetings of the districts.
S1w. 5. Such clistricts may sue and be sued in the name of the inhabitants of such
districts. [A11prove<l June 10, 1870.]
1871.
AN .A.CT in r elation to depositing books in public libraries.

[A.cts of 1S71, chapter 26; incorporatecl in section 11, chapter 40, Public Statntes.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
SECTION 1. The city government of the several cities, and the selectmen of the several towns in this Commonwealth, in which may now or hereafter be public libraries,
owned and maintained by said cities and towns, are hereby authorized to place in
the 1rnl>lic libraries, for the use of the inhabitants, such books, reports, and hws a.s
h ave been or may be received from the Commonwealth.
SEC. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passag·e . [Approved Fel>ruary 17, 1871.J
AN ACT to provide for furnishing certain documents to the law library societies in each county.
[Acts of 1871, chapter 387; incorporat ed in section 8, chapter 40, Public Statutei,.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
.
SECTION 1. In addition to the volumes now required by law to Le furnished to the
law library societies in each county, the sergeant-at-arms shall, imm ediately after
their publication, distribute, as far as practicable, to such societies one volume each
oftbe following documents, viz: Legislative documents (senate rmd house), journal
of the senate, journal of the house, and the manual of the g~neral conrt .
SEC. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approved May 26, 1871.J
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1872.
AN ACT for the preservation of books and other property belonging to public librariea.
[Acts of' 1872, chapter 42; incorporated in section 79, chapter 203, Public Statutes.]

Be it enacted, eto., as follows:
Whoever wilfnlly and maliciously or wantonly and without cause
writes upon, injures, defaces, tears, or destroys any book, plate, picture, engraving,
or statute belonging to any law, town, city, or other public library, shall he punished
by a fine of not less than five dollars nor more than fifty dollars, or by imprisonment
in the jail not exceeding six months, for every such offense.
SEC. 2. Chapter sixty-nine of the acts of the year one thousand eight hundr ed and
sixty-seven is hereby repealed. [Approved February .26, 1872.J
SECTION 1.

AN ACT to provide for the formation of library corporations.
[A.cts of 1872, chapter 217; incorporatfld in sections 16-19, chapter 40, Public Statutes.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows: .
SECTION 1. Three or more persons within this State who shall have associated
themselves together by an agreement in writing, such as is described in section
seven of chapter two hundred and twenty-four of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and seventy, with the intention to constitute a corporation, under any name
by them assumed, for the purpose of establishing and maintaining a public library,
with or without reading rooms connected therewith, shall become a corporation upon
complying with the provisions of sections eight, nine, ten, and eleven of said act,
and shall remain a corporation with all the powers, rights, and privileges belonging
to any corporations organized under the provisions of said act, and subject to all t he
duties, restrictions, aud liabilities set forth in all general laws which now are or
hereafter may be in force applicable to such corporations.
SEC. 2. Any name may be assumed by such corporation not previously in use by
any existing corporation or association, and shall contain therein the word "librar y."
Upon filing the certificate named in section eleven of said act with the irnlorseme~t
of the commissioner of corporations thereon;and the payment of the fees named m
section fifty-nine of said act, the secretary of the Commonwealth shall sign and issue
to such corporation a certificate in the form prescribed and having the same force
and effect named in said eleventh section of said act.
SEC. 3. Any existin g library associati on under general l aw may, by complying with
the provisions of section t wel ve of said act and pq,yment of the fees aforesaid, obtain
of the secretary of the Commonwealth the certificate therein prescribed.
SEC . 4. Corporations formed under the provisions of t his act may bold real and
personal estate necess1:l'ry fo~ t~e purposes of ~heir o_rganization to the amount D:amed
in their agreements of associat10n not exceedmg fifty thousand dollars, exclusive of
books, papers, collections in natural history, and works of arts; may receive and hold
for the purposes aforesaid any grants, donations, or bequests under snch conditions
and rules as may be prescribed in snch grants, donations, and be']_uests: P1·ovided,
The same are not inconsistent with the provisions of law. And so long as any corporation formed under this act shall allow the inhabitant,s of the city or town wherein
the same is located free access to and use of its library, such city or town may
annually appropriate and pay to the said corporation .established therein money to
aid in supporting its library.
SEC . 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approveil April 17, 1872.J
AN ACT to amend an act ·to provide for the formation of library corporations .
[Acts of 1872, chapter 326; incorporated in section 20, chapter 40, Public Statutes.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
SECTION 1. Nothing contained in the provisions of chapter two hundred and seventeen of the acts of the year eighteen hundred and seventy-two shall be construed
~o :require library corporations, formed under the same, to have a capital stock when
it 1s otherwise provided in the agreement of association.
SEC. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
[Approved May 4, 1872.J
1873.
AN ACT to authorize towns and cities to appropriate money towarrl 1lefra ···i11 er th e expenses of mainlaining libraries.
· ~
{Act11 of 1873, chapter 306; incorporated in section 10, chapter 27, Public Statutes.]
Be ii <:,11 ar.l<'<l, etc., ail follows:
• •
• t
t,n,;.n •·,l1·1«\tv·l'r·or to,vn
. . t\ 1n,t.,
appropria
an(1 pay sucb snm annually as it may see fit
111
•

•

:.;

11:

e.·1,euse1:1 of maintaining any library within such city or town
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to which the inhabitants are allowed free a,ccess for the purpose of using the same
on the premises. [Approved May 23, 1873.]
1874.
AN ACT relating to the county l aw library associations.
[ A.cts of 187 4, chapter 156; repea_led by chapter 89, acts of 1881.]

Be it enacted, etc., as fol.lows:

.

SECTION 1. The sixth section of the tMrty-third chapter of the General Statutes is
so far amended that the several county treasnrers shall pay to t,he county law library
associations the whole amount received from the clerks of conrts during the preceding year: Provic1ed, The same does not exceed one thousand dollars; anrl in case the
same exceeds one thousand dollars they shall pay in a(ldition thereto one-q narteY
part of the surplus: Prov-ided, howeve1·, That the whole amount pai(l to said association
in any county in any one year shall not exceed two thousand dollars.
SEC. 2. This act shall not be deemed ·to prevent the county commissioners from
allowing any fnrther· payment as provided in the said sixth section of the said thirtythird chapter of the General Statutes.
SEC. 3. Chapter two hundred and :fifteen of the acts of eightfleu hundred and sixtythree is repealed.
SEC. 4. This act shall take effect upon its passage. {Approved April 9, 1874.J
1880 .
AN A.CT to authorize towns to establish and maintain public reading; rooms.
[Acts of 1880, chapter 111.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
SECTION 1. Any town which now maintains in whole or in part a public library
therein, for the use of the inhabitants thereof, or which may hereafter do so, may, at
a legal meeting, grant and vote money for the establishment and maintenance of a,
public reading room., in connection .with said library, and for the use of the inhabitants of .said town, to be under the control and management of the board of trustees
of said library, or of such other persons as have control and management of said
library; and such town may receive, hold, and manage any devise, bequest, or donation for tlJ.e establishment or maintenance of any such reading room.
SEC. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approved March 17, 1880.J
1881.
.A.N A.CT relative to law library associations.
[Acts of 1881, chapter 89; incorporated in section 6, chapter 40, Public Statutes.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
SECTION 1. Section six of chapter thirty-three of the General Statutes is hereby
amended so as to read as follows: County treasurers shall annnally pay to the county
l aw library associations, in their respective counties, all sums paid into the county
treasuries by the clerks of the courts during the year, bnt not exceeding :fifteen hnndred dollars in any one year; and they may also pay such further sums from the county
t reasury as the county commissioners deem necessary and proper. All sums so paid
shall be applied to maintain and enlarge such libraries for the use of the courts and
citizens. 1'his act shall apply to all sums paid into the county treasuries by the
clerks of the courts from and after tbe first day of January, eighteen hundred and
eighty-one.
SEC. 2. Chapter one hundred and fifty-six of the acts of the year eighteen hundred
and seventy-four is hereby repealed.
SEC. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approved March 16, 1881.J
1882.

THE PUBLIC STATUTES, CHAPTER 40.
LAW LIBRARIES.
SEC'l'ION 1. Law library associations heretofore organized in any countv, except
Suffolk, shall be subject to the provisions of this chapter relating to such corp<1rat,ions.
SF,C . 2. The attorneys at law admitted to practice in the courts of the Commonwealt~, and resident in a county for which there is no law library association, may
orgamze themselves ~y the name of the Law 1!ibrary Association for such county;
and, when so orgamzed, shall be a corporat10n for the purpose of holding and
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managing the la,w lib~·ary l.Jelonging to the county, nn<.l may adopt by-laws for that
purpose, subject to the approYal of the jnstices of foe superior court.
SEC. 3. The clerk of t,he courts in any county in which no such association has
l.Jcen orgaDized nuty, upon the application of seven attorneys at law resident therein,
call a meeting for the purp ose of such organization l.Jy posting up notifications
thereof in some convenient pla ce in n,ny conrt-honse of the county; which meeting
shall be helcl dnring tho term of tho snperior conrt commencing next after ten days
from the time of posting up Emch notification. The clerk shall preside at snch meeting until a clerk of tho association is chosen .
·
SEC . 4. The officers of s nch :m association s hall be a clerk, treasurer, and librarian,
ancl their duties shall be defined by the by-laws.
SEC. 5. Every inhabitant of n, county in ·which such association is organized may
u se the l.Jooks in the library, suhject to such regulations as ma.y be prescribed by the
associ ation with the ::tpproval of the superior conrt.
[Section G amended by cbapter 21.G, acts of 1882.1

SRC. 6. County treasurers shall :11111na1ly pay to the bw-library associations in
the.irrespective counties ::tll sums paid into the county treasuries during the year by
the clerks of the courts, to an amount not exceediug fifteen lrnmlred dollars in any
one year; and said treasurers may also pay such furth er sums as the county commissioners may deem necessary and proper. All sums so paitl shall be appliell to mainta,in a,nd enlarge such libraries for the use of the courts and of citizens.
·
SEC. 7. 'l'he treasurer of a law library asso ciation, before receiving any money from
the county tren,sury, shall give a l.Jond, with sureties, to the satisfaction oftbe commissioners, for the faithful application of snch money, and that he will make a
return a1mually to them, under oath, of the manner in which such application has
been made.
SEC. 8. Each law library associa,tion shall 1.Je entitled to receive from the sergeantat-arms one copy of each of the following volumes immediately after their publicat10n, namely, legislat ive documents (senate and house) , journal of the senate, and
journal of the honse .
TOWN AXD CITY LIBRARIES.

SEC. 9. Any town or city may establish aml maintain a public library therein ,
with or without branches, for the use of the inhabitants thereof, and may provide
suitable rooms therefor, under such regulations for its government as may from
t ime to time be prescribed by the inhabitants of the town or hy the city council.
SEC. 10. Any town may, at a legal meeting, grant and vote money for the establishment, maintenance, or increase of a public library therein, and for erecting or
providing suitable building::; or rooms therefor; and may receive, hold, and manage
any devise, bequest, or donation for the establishment, increase, or maintenance of
any such library.
SEC. 11. The city government of a city or the selectmen of a town in wbich tLere
is a public library, owned and maintained by such city or town, may place in such
library, for the use of the inbabitants, such books, reports, and laws as have been
or may be received from the Commonwealth.
SOCIAL LIBRARY CORP Oili,TIONS.

SEC. 12. Seven or more proprietors of a library may form themselves into a corporation under such corporate name as they may adopt, for the purpose of preserving,
enlarging, ancl using such library, and with the powers, 11ri vileges, duties, and
liabilities of corporations organized according to the provisions of chapter one hundred and five, so far as the same may be applicable, and such corporation may hold
real and personal estate to an amount not exceeding five thousa,nd dollars in addition
to tbe valno of its books.
SEC. 13. Upon application of five or more of such proprietors, a justice of the peace
rn~y issue his w'.1-rrant to one of them, <lirecting him to call a meeting of the propriet~n:s at tho time and 11lace a.ncl for the p urp oses expressed in tbe warrant. The
mect11~ g shall be call ed by post ing up the substance of the warrant in some public
place m ~he town 'Yher~ the.library is kept, seven days at least before the time of
the mcetmg, :1t w]nch time, 1f Dot less than seven of the proprietors meet, they may
choose a pre!rnlent, a clerk, who shall b e sworn, a, librarian, a collector, a treasurer,
au<l snch other officers as they may deem necessar y and may determine upon the
mode of calling fntnre meetings.
'
SEC . 14. T!-1-e trea~urer shall give honcl, with sufficient sureties, to the satisfaction
of the p~opr1ctors, for the faithful discharl'fe of his duties.
• EC. lo. • uch proprictor8 may, hy asses~rnents on tho several sl1ares raise snch
n101wy '\~ the , · -1
.c
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PUBLIC LIBRARY CORPORATIONS,

SEC. 16. Three or more persons within this Commonwealth who associate themselves together by an agreement in writing, such as is described in section sixteen of
chapter one hundred an<l six, with the intention of forming a corporation, under any
name by them assumed, for the purpose of establishing ancl maintaining a public
library, with or without reading rooms connected therewith, shall become a, corporation upon complying with the provisions of sections seventeen, eighteen, twenty,
and twenty-one of said chapter, and shall rema in a coryioration, with all tlie powers,
rights, and privileges, and subject to all the duties, restrictions, anu liabilities,
applicable io such corporations.
SEC. 17. Any name may be assumed by such corporation which is not in use by an
e:s.isting corporation' or association, and which contains the word "library.'' Upon
filing the certificate named in section twenty-one of chapter one hundred and six,
with the inclorsement of the commissioner of corporations thereon, and the p::tyment
of the fees named in section eighty-four of said chapter, the secretary of the Commonwealth shall sign and issue to such corporation a certificate in the form prescribed, and h::tving the force and effect named in said section twenty-one of said
chapter.
SEC. 18. Any existing library association organized under general laws may, by
complying with the provisions of section twenty-two, of chapter one hundred ancl
six, and payment of the fees aforesaid, obtain of the secretary of the Commonwealth
the certiticate therein prescribed.
.
SEC. 19 . .A. corporation formed under section sixteen may hold real and personal
estate necessary for the purposes ' of its organization, to the :1mount namecl in its
agreement of association, not exceeding fifty thousand dollars, excl us i vo of Looks,
papP.rs, collections in natural history, and works of art, and may receiyo and holcl
for the purposes aforesaid, any grants, donations, or bequests u nder such lawful conditions and rules as may be prescribed therein.
.
SEC. 20. Nothing contained in the four prececling sections shall be construeu to
r eq uire a corporation formed in accordance ,dth the provisions thereof to ba,c a
capital stock, when a different provision is made in the agreement of association.
APPROPRIA TIO :'{ OF 1\1O:KEY FOR LIIlRAHIES.

Section 10 of chapter 227 of tho public sfo,tntes provides tliat the towns may at
legal meetings grant and vote such sums as they judge necessary for maintaining
any library therein to which the inha bitants arc allowed free access for tile purpose
of using the books on tho premises, and for establishing antl maintaining a public
reading room in connection with and under the control of the manager of such
library.
·
THE DOG TAX.

Section 107 of chapter 102 of the public statutes provides that the money received
for <log licenses and refunded to the towns shall be expenclecl for th e eupport of
public libraries or schools.
DEFACING

BOOKS, PAPERS,

ETC.

Section 79 of chapter 253 of the public statutes provides that whoever wilfully
an(l maliciously or wantonly and without cause writes upon, injures, defaces, t ears,
or destroys a book, l)late, picture, engraving, or statne belonging to a la.w, town,
city, or other public library, shall b e punished by a fine of not l ess than frrn nor
more than fifty dollars, or by imprisonment in the jail not exceeding six months.
LIBRARY CORPORATIONS.

Se,en or•more persons may form a corporation for the establishment ::md m~intenance of placed for reading rooms, libraries, or social meetings, under the proYisions
of tLe general law for the incorporation of associations for charitable, educational,
and other purposes, contained in· chapter 115 of the Public Statutes.
AN ACT in relation to 13:w library associations.
[Acts of 1882, chapter 246.]

Be it enactecl, etc., as follows:
SECTION 1. Section six of chapter forty of the Public Statntes, providing for
annual payments to the law library associations of the several comities, 1s amended
by i,triking ont iu the fourth line thereof the words "fifteen hundrnd dollars," and
inserting in place thereof the words "two thousand dollars/' 'l'his act shall apply
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to all sums' paiu into the county treasuries by the clerks of the courts on and after
the first day of January in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-two.
SEC. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approved May 19, 1882.]
1883 .
.A.N .A.CT to prevent the wilful detention of books, newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, or maiiu•
scripts of certain libraries.
[Chapter 77, acts of 1883.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
SECTION 1. Whoever wilfully and maliciously or wantonly and without cause
detains any book, newspaper, m:tgazine, pamphlet, or manuscript belonging to a la'_V,
town, city, or other public or incorporated library, for thirty clays after notice m
writing, from the librarian of such library, given after the cxpfration of the time
which by the regulations of such library such book, newspaper, magazine, pamphlet, or manuscript may be kept, shall be punished by a fine of not less than one
nor more than twenty-five dollars, or by imprisonment in the jail not exceeding six
months.
SBC. 2. The notice required by the foregoing section shall bear upon its face a
copy of this act.
SEC. 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approved March 24, 1883.J
AN ACT for the better protection of property of certain libraries.
[Chapter 81, acts of 1883.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
.
SECTION 1. Section seventy-nine of chapter two hundred and three of the Pubhc
Statutes is hereby amended so as to read as follows: Whoever wilfully and maliciously
or wantonly and without cause writes upon, injures, defaces, tears, or destrofs a
book, plate, prnture, engraving, map, newspaper, magazine, pamphlet, manuscnpt,
or statue belonging to a law, town, city, or other public or incorporated library,
shall be punished by a fine of not less than :five nor more than :fifty dollars, or by
imprisonment in the jail not exceeding six months.
·
SEC. 2. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approved March 24, 1883.J
1885.
AN ACT to protect persons u sing public libraries from disturbance.
[Acts of 1885, chapter 225.)

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Whoever wilfully disturbs persons assembled in a public library or reading room
connected therewith, by making a noise or in any other manner, during the time in
which s uch library or reading room is open to tho public, shall be punished by
imprisonment in the jail not exceeding thirty days, or by a fine not exceeding fifty
dollars. [Approved May 12, 1885.J
1888.
AN ACT concerning the election ancJ the powers and duties of trustees of free public libraries or of
free public libraries and reading rooms, in towns.
[Acts of 1888, chapter 304.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
SR CTION 1. Every-town which raises or appropriates money for the support of a
fre e public library, or free public library ancl reading room that is owned by the
town, shall at its annual meeting, or at a legal town meeting appointed and notified
for that pnrpose by the selectmen, elect a board of trustees, except in cases where
such lihrary has been or may be acquired by the town, in whole or in part, by some
donation or b equest containing oth<'r conditions or provisious for tbe elections of its
trustet>s or for its care and management, which conditions have been accepted and
a.gree<.l to by a vote of the town.
[Section 2, amended by chapter 112, acts of 1889.)

· Sr:c. 2. Saicl hoa_rcl of _trustees shall consist of any number of persons divisible by
t1ne , ~ot exc-eetlmg nme in all, which the town may decide to elect one-third
·r ol to 1>0 o1e?ted annually and to continue in office for three years, ~xcept that
..: ten~ n i-;haH fn:, t elect on •-third of t.he trustees for one year, one-third for two
' ., arnl ono-tbucl for three years, and thereafter one-third the number annually
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for the term of three years. No person shall be ineligible to serve upon said board
of trustees by reason of sex. Such board of trustees shall be elected by ballot, and
shall organize annually by the choice of a chairma,n and secretary from their own
number.
SEC. 3. If any person elected a member of the board of trustees, after being duly
notified of his election in the manner in which town officers are required to be
notified: refuses or neglects to accept said office, or if any member declines further
service, or from change of residence or otherwise becomes unable to attena. to the
duties of the board, the remaining members shall in writing give notice of the fact
to the selectmen of the town, and the two boards may therenpon, after giving public
notice of at least one week, proceed to fill such vacancy until the next annual town
meeting; and a majority of the ballots of persons entitled to vot~ shall be necessary
to an election.
.
SEC . 4. The trustees so elected by the town shall have the ,mtire custody and managem ent of the library and reading room and all property owned by the town
relating thereto; and all money raised or appropriated by the town for its snppo1-t
and maintenance, and all money or property that the town may receive hy donation
from any source, or by bequest, in behalf of said free public library and reading
room, shall be placed in the care and custody of tlie board of trustees, to he
expended or retained by them for and in behalf of the town for the support and
maintenance of its free public library and reading room, in accordance with the
conditions of each or any donation or bequest accepted by the town.
SEC. 5. In every town which shall, by a majority of the votes cast at its annual
town meeting or at a legal town meeting appointed and notified for that purpose by
the selectmen, so direct, the boarfl of trustees shall, in addition to the officers
named in section two of this act, elect from among their own number a treasurer,
who shall give a bond to the town similar to the bond given by the town treasurer,
for such an amouut and with such sureties as may be satisfactory to the selectmen?
and until a town directs otherwise, the town treasurer sha11 act as treasurer of the
board of trustees .
·
SEC. 6. The trustees shall make an explicit report to the town at each annual town
meeting of all their receipts ancl expenditures, and of all the property of tbe town
in their care and custody, including a, statement of any unexpended balance of money
th ey may have, and of any bequests or donations they may have received and are
holding in behalf of the town, with such recommendations in reference to the same
as they may deem necessary for the town to consitler.
SEC. 7. Nothing in this act shall be construed to interfere with libra.ry associations.
nor with any library that is or may be organized and managed under special act of
the legislatnre.
SEC. 8. This act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approved May 4, 1888.J
1889.
AN ACT relating to the election, powers, and duties of trustees of free public libraries and.reading
rooms in towns.
[Acts of 1889, chapter 112.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
Section two of chapter three hundred and four of the acts of the ·y ear eighteen hundred and eighty-eight is hereby amended by striking ont in lines two ancl three tho
words "not exceeding nine in all," so as to read as follows: Section 2. Said board of
trustees sha11 consist of any number of persons divisible by three which the town
may decide to elect, one-third thereof to be elected annnally and to continne in office
for three years, except that the town shall first elect one-third of tbe trustees for one
year, one-third for two years, and one-third for three years, and thereafter one-third
the number annually for the term of three years. No person shall be ineligible to
serve npon said boarcl of trustees by reason of sex. Such board of trustees shall be
elected by ballot, and shall organize annually by tbe choice of a chairman ancl secretary from their own number; provided any town having a free public library which
has heretofore elected a board of trnstees to manage the same, consisting of a number
divisible by three, and bas heretofore elected annually one-thir<l of said board for
three years, may continue to elect annually one-third of said board for three years,
anrl the trustees in office sha11 bold their offices until the term for which they: were
elected shall expire, unless the town shall vote otherwise. [Approved March 14, 1889.]
1890.
AN ACT to promote the establishment and efficiency of free public libraries.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
SECTION 1. The governor with the advice ancl consent of the council shall appoint
five persons, residents of the Commonwealth, who shall constitute a board of library
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commissioners. The governor shall designate the chairman thereof. · One member
of said board shall be appointed for the term of five years, one for four years, one
for three years; one for two years, ancl one for one year; and thereafter the term of
office of the commissioners shall be five years. All v acancies on said board, whether
occurring by e:s:piration of term or otllerwise, shall be filled by the governor with
the aclvice and consent of the council.
SEC. 2. The librarian or trustees of any free public libra ry may ask said board for
a<l.Yice in regard to the selection of books, the cataloguing of books, and any other
matters pertaining to the maintenance or administration oft.he library; and the board
shall give such advice in regard to said matters as it shall find practicable. The
board shall make a report of its doings to the genentl court in January of each year,
and fifteen hundred copies of said report shall be printed as one of the public document series.
·
SEC. 3. Said board is hereby authorized and directed to expend, upon the application of the board of library trustees of any town having no free public library owned
and controlled by the town, a sum not exceeding one hundred dollars for books for
any such town entitled to the benefits of this act; such books to be usetl l>,v said
trustees for t,he purpose of establishing a free public library, and said commissioners
shall select and purchase all books to be provided as aforesaid.
SEC. 4. No town shall be entitled to the benefits of this act until such town has
accepted the provisions hereof at a regufarly called town meeting, and has elected
a, board of library trustees as provided in chapter three hundred and four of the
acts of the year eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, and until said trustees shall
have provided, in a manner satisfactory to the board of commissioners, for the care,
custody, and distribution of the books furnished in accordance with this act.
SEC. 5. Any town accepting the provisions of this act Rhall annually appropriate
from the dog tax or shall otherwise annually provide for the use and maintenance of
its free public library, a sum not less than fifty dollars if its last assessed valuation
was one million dollars or upward, or a sum not less than twenty-five dollars if said
valuation was less than one million ancl not less than two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, or a sum not less than fifteen dollars if said valuation was less than
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
· SEC. 6. No member of the board of commissioneTs shall receive any compe11Sation,
but the board may expend a sum not exceeding five hundred dollars annually for
clerical assistance and incidental and necessary expenses in the discharge of its
duties; and all sums expended under the provisions of this act shall be paid from
the treasury after the bills therefor have been approved by the board and sent
to the auditor of the Commonwealth, who shall certify to the governor and council
the amount due, as in case of all other bills and acconnts approved by him under the
provisions of law.
' .
SEC. 7. This act -shall t~ke effect upon its passage. [Approved May 28, 1890.J
(Fifty-fourth Annual Report Massachusetts Board of Education, 1889-90, pp. 271-290.)
1892.
[Acts of 1892, chapter 255.]

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:
The board of library commissioners may expend the sum of one hundred dollars
· for books for the free public library of any town whose valuation do es not exceed
six hundred thous arnl dollars, which maintained a free library before the passage
of chapter three hundred and forty-seven of the acts of the year e ighteen hundred
and ninety, and which bas folly complied or hereafter fully complies vdth the provisions of said act.

MICHIGAN.
113. SECTION 1. A township library shall be maintained i~1 each oro-anized township,_ whi~h s~all be the property of the townsb~p, and sh;all not be ~ubject to sale
or alienation from any cause whatever . AU actions relatmg to such library, or for
the rccoYery of any penalties lawfully esta blished in r elation thereto shall be
brought in the 11ame of the township.
'
~1~ .. SEC. 2. All persons who are residents of the to,rnship shnll be entitled lo the
privileges of th;e tow~ship ff~n·ary, subj ect t9 snch rules and regulations as may be
lawfully_ csta1?hshed rn re1at1on thereto: Prodded, That persons residing within the
bonncl:mes _of an y school district in which a distri ct library has been established
sbal~ be, ent1tled to the privileges of such district library only.
h;lt> .. • EC. 3. The t ownship board of school inspectors sh all have charge of towns 1P
lib~:ny, and shall apply for and receive from the township treasurer all moneys
1
kopn~ccl for tho township library of their town ship, and shall purchase the
00 8
an procure tho necessary appendages for such Fbrary.
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. 116. SEC. 4. Said boarcl shall be held accountable for the proper care and preservation of the township library, and shall have power to provide for the safe-keeping
of the same, to prescribe the time for taking and returning books, to assess and
collect fines and penalties for the loss or injury of said books, and to establish all
other needful rules and r egulations for tho m:magement of the library as said board
shall deem proper or the superintenuont of public instruction may advise.
117. SEC. 5. The boa.rd of school inspectors shall cause the to-wnsbip library to be
kept at some central or eligible place in the township, which it shall determine; such
board shall also, within ten days after the annual township meeting, appoint a lib:rnrian for the term of one year, to have the care and superintendence of said library,
who shall be responsible to the board of school inspectors for the impartial enforcement of all rules and regn1ations fawfully established in relation to said library.
118. SEC. 6. Any school district, by a, two-thirds vote at any annual meeting, ma.y
cshtblish a district library, and such district shall be entitled to its just proportion
of books from the Jibrnry of any township in which it is wholly or parily situated,
to be added to the district library, and also to its eqnitable share of any library
moneys remaining unexpended in any such township or townships at the time of the
establishment of such district library, or that shall thereafter be raised by ta:s: in such
township or townships} or that shall thereafter be apportioned to the township to the
inspectors of which the annual report of its director is made.
119. SEC. 7. The district board of any school district in which a district library
may be established in accordance with the provisions of this act shall have charge
o.f such library; and the duties and responsibilities of said district board in relation
to the district library, ancl all moneys raised or apportioned for its support, shall be
the same us those of the board of school inspectors are to the township library.
120. SEC. 8. The school inspectors shall g ive, in their annual report to the superintenclent of public instruction, such facts and statistics relative to the management
of the township library and the library moneys as the superintencle:at of public instruction shall direct; and the district hoard of any school district having a library shall
cause to be given in the annual report of tho director to tho board of school inspectors like facts and statistics relative to tho district library, which items shall also be
included by the said inspectors in their annual report.
121. SEC. 9. In case the board of school inspectors of any townsl1ip, or the district
board of auy school district, sha11 fail to make the rep ort requireu by the preceding
section, or in case it shall appear from the reports so made tlrnt any township or E;chool
district has failed to use tho library money in strict accordance with tho provisions
of law, such township or district shall forfeit its share of the library moueys that
are apportioned, a nd the same slrnll be apportioned to the several other townships
and districts in tho county as hereinafter provided: Proriclcd, That in townships
where the boards thereof shall determine and report to tho superintendent that the
public wil1 he b etter served by using the said money for general school p u rposes no
su ch forfeiture shttll occur.
122. SEC. 10. The superinternJent of public instruction sh:tll :nmnal]y, nnd previous
to the tenth day of May, transmit to the clerk of each co1L11ty a, statement of the
townships in his co unty that are entitled to receive library mo11cys, giving tho number of chilclren in each of such townships between the ages of five ::incl twenty yen.rs
as shall ap11ea,r from the reports of the boa-rd of scllool inspectors for the school year
last ending; saill clerk sball file such statement in bis office and shall forthwith
furnish a copy tliereof to the connty treasurer.
123. SEC. 11. The clear proceeds of all fines for any breach of the penal laws of
this State and for penalties, or t1pon any recognizance in criminal proceedings, and
all e<]_uivaleiits for exemptions [exemption] from military duty, when collected in any
county aml pa.id into the county treasury, together with all moneys heretofore collected and paid into said treasury on account of such fines or equivalents n,nd not
already appropriated [apportioned], shall be apportioned by the county treasurer,
b efore the first clay of .June in each year, among tho several townships in tho county
according to tho number of children therein between the ages of fiye and twenty
years, as shown by the statement of tho superintendent of public instruction provided for in the preceding section, which money shall be exclusi ve~y applied to tho
support of the township and district lil.Jraries, and to no otlrnr purpose: Proviclecl,
That from and after .Ja,nuary first, one thousand eight hundre(l and eighty-two, such
money may be usecl for general school purposes in any township wherein the township board thereof shall so determine.
124. SEC. 12. 'Tho qualified voters of each township shall have power, at any
annual township meeting, to vote a tax for tho support of libraries established in
accordance with the provisions of this act} and the qualified Yoters of any school district in which r~ district library shall be established shall have power, at any annual
meeting of such district, to vote a district tax for the support of said district library.
When any tax authorized by this section shall h ave been voted, it shall be reported
to the super visor, le\"iec1, and collected. in tho same manner us other township aml
school district taxes.
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125. SEC. 13. The district board of any schooi district may donate or sell any
library book or books belonging to such district to the board of school inspectors of
the township or townships in which said district is wholly or parl;ly situated, which
book or books shall thereafter form a part of the township library. [Chapter XI,
school laws of 1893.J
MINNESOTA.
PAR. 239. (School library list.) The superintendent of public instru ction and the
presidents of the normal schools of this State are directed to prepare a list of books,
to be amended from time to time, suitable for school libraries, to inclucte books of
reference, history, biography, literature, political economy, agriculture, travel, and
natural science; they shall advertise in at least two leading papers for the lowest
rates at which sellers will fill orders of school districts for books selected from this
list, and make contracts accordingly with the lowest responsible bidder for a period
not to exceed two years. (1887, c. 121, § 1.)
240. (State aid.) Any school district having purchased under this contract any one
year a selection of books from the list prepared and recommended by the State
superintendent of public instruction, and havi])g provided for their care a suitable
bookcase, and for their distribution by the appointment of a librarian, and b~r the
adoption of suitable rules and regulations, and ·having forwarded a certified statement of the same through the county superintendent, with his endorsement, to the
superintendent of public instruction, shall make requisition npon the State auditor
for one-half the amount to be expended, who shall issue his warrant in favor of said
district for said amount.
Provided, first, That no district shall receive more than twenty dollars upon the
:first statement, nor more than ten dollars upon the second statement, nor more than
five dollars upon any subsequent statement.
Provided, second, _That for the purposes of the provision immediately preceding,
each township organization of schools shall be estimated as equal to four districts,
and shall be entitled to a proportionate aid in the establishing of a school library.
Provided, third, That whenever the county superintendent shn.11 make report to the
superintendent of public instruction that upon satisfactory investigation he finds
that the books of any district are not properly cared for or properly used, it shall be
his duty to exclude or suspend such district from the benefits of this act. (Id .,§ 2.)
- 241. (Statement.) No more than one statement shall be made by any one district
in any one school year. (Id.,§ 3.)
242. (Fund.) The sum of ten thousand (10,000) dollars, or so much thereof as may
be necessary to meet the provisions of this act_, is hereby annually appropriated.
(Id.,§ 4.) [School laws of Minnesota, 1891.J

MISSOURI.
SECTION 7979, ITEM 5. To vote such a sum as · they may cleem proper for tbe purchase of books for a district library.
SEC. 8089. (Duties, restrictions, and liability of board.) The boarcl shall, except as
herein provided, perform the same duties and be subject to tbe same restrictions and
liabilities as t he boards of other school districts acting under the general school
laws of the Sta,te: Provided, however, That in cities as hereinafter specified the board
of education shall have power to establish and maintain a libr:try for the use of the
public school district therein, and to appropriate such sums as t,hey may deem proper
for the support thereof, not to exceed in any one year two thousand five hundred
dollars for cities of twenty thousand and under one hundred thousand inhabitants,
and not to exceed five hundred dollars for cities of :five thousand a.nd under twenty
thousand inba,bitants, and not to exceed two hnndred and fifty 'dollars for cities of
one thousand and und er five thousand inhabitants, the population to be determined
by the last United States or municipal ceusus. (Laws, 1893, p. 250, amended.)
NEBRASKA.
AN ACT to authorize incorporated towns and cities to establish and maintain free public libraries
and reading room s.

Be it enacted by the legislature of the State of Nebraska :
SECTIO"" 1. The city or town council of each in corporated city or town shall have
power_ to e~talilish and maintain a public library a nd reading room for use of the
mhaln tauts of snch city or t?wn, and may levy a tax of uot more than one mill on
t~ <lollar annually, to be levied and collected in like manner as other taxes of said
c1tr 01' town, and to be known as the lihrary fnnd.
•{' · ~- W_heu any city or town council shall have decidecl by ordinance to establish
an( niamtam a, public library and reading r~om under this act, they shall elect a
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library board of nine directorn, to be chosen from the citizens at large, of which·
board neither the mayor nor any member of the city or town council shall be a
member. Such directors, first elected, shall hold their office, three for the term of
one year, three for the term of two years, and three for the term of three years, from
tho first day of July following their appointment, and three directors shall be chosen
annually thereafter; and in cases of vacancies by resignation, r emoval, or otherwise
the council shall fill such vacancy for the unexpired term, and no director shall recei vo
any pay or compensation for any services rendered as a member of such board, and
such directors shall give such bond as the council may require.
SEC. 3. Such directors shall, immedi ately after their a,ppointment, m eet and organi ze, by electing one of their number president, and such other officers as may be
necessary. :Five of such board shall be a quorum. They shall have power to make
and ad opt such by-laws, rules, and regulations for th eir own guidance and for tbe
government of the library and r eading room as they may deem expedient, subject to
supervision and control of the city or town coun cil, and not inconsistent with this
act. They shall have exclusive control of expenditures of all mon1•ys collected or
donated to the credit of the library fund and of the renting or construction of any
library building, the supervision, care, and custody of the grounds, rooms, or buildings, constructed, leased, or set apart for that purpose.
·
BEC. 4. Any tax levied or collected or funds donated thereto shall be kept for the
use of such library separate and apart from other funds of said city or town and
sha.Il be drB,wn upon by the proper officers upon the authenticated vouchers of the
library board and shall not be used or disturbed for any other pm·pose .
SEC. 5. The library board shall have power to purch1:1,se or lease grounds; to erect,
lease, or occupy an appropriate building or buildings for the use of such library; to
a-ppoint a suitable librari:in and assistants, to fix their compensation, and to remove
their appointments at pleasure; and shall have power to establish regulations for
the governme~t of such library as may be deemed necessary for its preservation and
to maintain its usefulness and efficiency, and to fix and impose by general rnles
p enalties and forfeitures for trespasses or injury 11pon or to the library grounds,
rooms, books, or other property, or failure to return any book, or for violation of any
by-law or regulation; and shall have and exercise such power as may be necessary
to ca rry out the spirit and intent of this act, in establishing and maintaining a public
library and reading room.
SEC. 6. Every library and reading room established under this act shall be forev er free to the use of the inhabit-ants of the city or town, subject al ways to such
rea,<ionable regulations as the library board may adopt to render said library and
reading room of the greatest use to the inhabitants of said city or town, and the
board may exclude from the use of the library and reading rooms any person who
shall wilfully violate or refuse to comply with rules and regulations established for
the government thereof.
SEC. 7. The library board shall, on or before the second Monday in June in each
year, make a report to the city or town council of the condition of their trust on the
first day of June in such year, showing all moneys received and expended, the number of books and periodicals on hand, newspapers and current literature subscribed
for or donated to the reading-room department; the numher of books and periodicals
ordered by purchase, gift, or obtained during the year, and the number lost or missing; the number of visitors attending; t,h e number of and character of books loaned
or issn ed, with such statistics, information, and suggestions as they may deem of
general interest, or as the city or town council may require, which report shall be
verified by affidavit of the proper officers of said board.
SEC. 8. Any by-law or regula.tion established by the library board may be amended
or annulled by the council of said city or town.
SEC. 9. Penalties imposed or accruing by any by-law or regulation of the library
board may be recovered in a civil action before the police judge, or any justice of the
peace, or other court having jurisdiction; such action to be instituted in the name
of the "library board of the city or town library," and m011eys collected in such
action.shall beforthwith placed in the city treasury to the credit of the library fund.
SEC. 10. Any person may make any donation of money or lands for the benefit of
such library, an d the title to prol)erty so donated may be made to and shall vest in
the library board, and their successors in offi ce, and such hoard shall thereby become
the owners thereof in trust to the nses of the public library of such city or town.
SEC. 11. The property of such library shall be exempt from execution, and shall
also be exempt from taxation as other public property.
SEC. 12. The library hoard shall have power to authorize any circulating library,
readin g matter, or work of art, of any private p erson, association, or corporation,
to be deposited in the public library rooms, to be drawn or used outside of the rooms
only on payment of such fee or membership as tho person, corporation, or aRsociatio11
owning the same may require. Deposits may be removed . by the owner th ereof at
pleasure, but the books or other reading matter so deposited in the rooms of any
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such public librnry sli::tll be separately and d:istinctly mark eel, and kept upon shelves
apart from the books of the pnblic city or town library, and ever.v such private or
associate library, or other property so depositecl in any public library, while so
pln,ced or remaining shall be snbject to use and re ttding within the library room
without charge by any person an inhabitant of said city or town, and entitled to the
use of the free library. [Approved February 17, A. D. 1877 . Laws of Nebraska, 1877.J
AN ACT regulating tho State library.

SECTIO:N" 1. Be it euacfed by the leg islature of the S tate of X eb1'aska, That the books,
pamphlets, maps, and charts belonging to the State, now in the State library, or wllich
shall hereafter be acl<lecl to the same, shall constitute tho State library.
SEC. 2. There shall be t,Yo divisions of the State librnry, 0110 of which shall embrace
n.11 miscellaneous works, books, pamphlets, maps and cllarts, and the statutes aucl
other books required by law, to be deposited in the office of the secretary of state,
and shall be known as tlle miscclluneous division of tlrn Sfatc library, which sllall be
kept under the charge of the secretary of state, and of which he shall be librarian.
The other shall embrace all books of reports, ancl other law books, aml shall be
known as the law division of the State library, which shall be kept under the charge
of the clerk of the supreme court, ancl of which he shull be librarian.
SEC. 3. The governor, secretary of state, and anclitor shall constitute a board of
directors of the miscc1laneous division, and the judges of the supreme court shall
constitntc :1 board of directon of the law diyision of the State library.
SEC. 4. Each board of directors shall have power to make such rules, not incoi:is:istent with this act, for the regula.tion of the chvision of the library unclcr t~e1r
direction as they may elec t proper, ancl may prescribe penalties for any viol~t!ons
thereof, which sllall be collecte(l in the same manner us for the nonreturn or: IDJlll'Y
of any books.
·
SEC. 5. Books may bo taken from tho State- liurairy by the members of the leg~slature and :its officers during the session of the legislature, and by tl1e officers ?f t:he
execntive department of the State, and jud~cs of the snpreme court and d!stnct
conrts; and no 0ther person shall be permitted fo take or d.e tain from the library
more than two miscellaneous works at one time, or take the same away from the
capitol.
SEC. 6. Each librarian shall cansc to be kept a register of all books issued and
returned at the time they shall be so issued ancl returned, and none of tho books,
except the laws, journals, and reports of this State, which may be taken from tbe
library, shall be detainecl more than ten days, aud all the books taken out by officers
or members of the legislature shall be returned. at the c1ose of tLe session.
SEC. 7. If any person injure or fail to return auy book taken from the librarf, he
shall forfoit anll pay to the librarian of foe division to which it belongs, for tho use
of the lilJrary, double the value theTcof, or of the set to which it belongs, if a set is
broken by its lo3s, to be recovered in an action, in the name of the people of tl~o
State, in any court of competent jurisdiction; an<l before the auditor shall issue bis
warrant in favor of any person a,utborized to take books from the librnry for tlle
value of his services or amount of his salary be shall be satisfied that snch person
has returned all books taken from the library or settled for the same; otherwise he
shall deduct all accounts for the detention or injury of snch books.
SEC. 8. Each librarian sha11r on or uefore the twentieth day of December in each
year, report to the governor the condition of tho di vision Ull(lcr his charge, stating
the number of volumes contained therein, the number of volumes purch :ised during
the past year, aml the cost thereof, the number of ,olmnes received by donation, tlle
number of volumes injured, or not returned, if any, aml the amouut recei ve d in compensation therefor, and snch suggestions antl further information as ma.r be d eemed
by him desirable.
SEC. 9. The librarian of each division of the librnry shall give boml to tlle 110ople
of the State, in the sum of :five thousand dollars each, with good an<l. sufficient
s~r~ties, to be approved by the boa.rd of directors of their respective di Yision, cond1t1oned for the faithful performance of the duties of their rcspecti,·e offices, which
bonds shall be :filed in the office of the State auditor.
SEC. 10. Each libmrian shall receive for his services the sum of four hunclred and
fifty (lo~lars per annum, to be paid quarterly, and the State auditor is autborize<l. to
draw his warrant on tbe treasurer for such amounts as they become due.
SEC. 11. Two _hnnclrcd dollars shall be annually paicl ont of the State treasury for
the use of the library, one half to each division which amount, tocrether with the
?JllOnnt~rerei~cd~rom ~~es andforfeitmcs nuder'tllis act, sllall be an~ua11y expended
in ~~e 1>nrchase of :.tdlht10nal boolis, uncler tlle direction of the boarcl of directors.
'{"\· } 2 · It shall be the duty of each librarian to canse each book in bis clfrision to
1Lib~\re
e~l with a printe~ or ·tampccl label containing the words, "Nebraska State
' Y, an<l also to write the samo words on the thirtieth page of each volumA.
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SEC. 13. The di rec-tors of the law division of t,he State library may sell or exchange
any surplus or duplicate sets of reports or law books in such division of the library,
and use the money arising from such sal e in purchasing other faw books or reports for
such library.
SEC. 14. If either librarian shall permit or allow any person not authorized by this
act to remove a book from the library, he shall be liable on conviction thereof to pay
a :fine of not less than five nor more than fifty do1lars for every b ook so taken.
SEC. 16. Chapter 32, entitled Library of JHHt one (1) of the Revised Statutes,
approved in 1866, and also an act entitled "An act to create the office of State
librarian, uml to define the duties of the same," approved June 22, 1867, are hereby
repealed: I'roi:idec1, howerei·, That no causes of action for fines, penalties, or forfeitures, and no prosecutions for misdemeanors to which any person may have become
liable under any of the provisions of the chapter or of the act hereby repealed, shall
be barred or in any manner affected by this act; but such actions and prosecutions
may be commenced and carried on as if this act had not been passed.
SEC. 17. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act are
hereby repealed.
SEC. 18. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage.
[Approved March 3, 1871. Laws of Nebraska, 1870-71.J
NEW HAMPSHIRE .
J,UEE PUBLI C LIDRAHIES.

SECTION 21. Tho governor, with tbe advice urnl consent of tho council, sh:,i,11
appoint four persons, r esidents of the State, who, together with the State librarian,
shall constitute a boal'(l of library commissioners. The governor shall d esignate
the chairman thereof. Two members of the boarcl shall be appointe(l for the tc:·m
of four years ancl two for two years, ancl thereafter the term of office of the commissioners shall be two years. All vu.cancies on the lJoard shall be filled by tbe
governor, with the consent of tbe comJcil.
SEC. 22. The librnrian or trustees of any free puhlic library may ask tho boanl for
advice in regard to the sel ection of books, cataloguing of books, and auy ot.l1cr
matters pertaining to the maintenance or udministration of the library; n1Hl the
board shall give such advice in regard to the matters as it shall fiml pra.cti<'alile.
The board shall make a report of its doings to the legislature biennially, ,d.1ich sh:111
be printed in the report of the St::tto librarian.
SEC. 23. The hoard is hereby n,uthorizecl aml directell to o:s:pen<.l, UJ)Oll tho :-ipplication of any town having 110 free, public library owned _and. controlled by tLo io1rn,
a sum not exceeding one hundred. doJlars for hooks for such town entitlccl to tlio
benefits of these provisions, such hooks to be used by the town for the pnrpo~,e of
establishing a free public library; and the commissioners shall select and p11r ,· kt, o
all books to be so p.rovided.
SEC. 24. No town shall be entitled to the benefits of the.se provisions rc]:dil'O
to free public libraries, until such town has accepted the provi1:,ions at a regularly
called town meeting, ancl until the town sha11 haye proYidec1 in a s:11.isfactory manner to tho boar<1 of commissioners for the care, custody, ancl llistribution of tl10
books fornishell in accordance therewith.
SEC . 25. Any town accepting tho rrovisions aforesaicl shall :rnnuall y n.pprnp:-iato
for the nse nml maintenance of its free l)nblic library, a snrn not less than ili't,\· (1ollars if its Inst nssessec1 valu ation was one million dollars or upwan1, or n, sn 1n not
less than twenty-fhe do11ars if the valuation was less than one million and l!Of. less
t h an two hnll(lrecl and fifty thousand dollars, or a sum not less than fifteen c: olln,rs
if the valnn.tion was Jess than two hnn<1rec1 and fifty thousand dollars.
SEC . 26. 1 Tho lion.rel of library commissioners shall receive 110 compensatioll, but
shall bo allowed such reasonable sum for clerical assistance ancl 0thel' ne('c1:;sary
expenses, in tbe di scharge of its duties, as the governor and council shall determine,
not exceedin g five hundred dollars in any one year; and all sums expcnr1e<l nm1er
the provisions of this act sbnll be paid from tho State treasury after the bills 1l1erefor have been approved l>y the board nml by the goYernor and conncil.
CHAPTER 14, SECTION 1. Tho secretary of state shall procure an<l furnish to cncb
public library in this State and the Soldiers' Home one copy of each history of New
Hampshire oro·anizations in the war of the rebellion which is not out of print, :111(1
has been or m:y hereafter be published in accordance with the provisions of existiug
laws.
SEC. 2. This act shall be in aid only of such libraries as are regularly open for the
use of the public in the towns and cities where they may be located and which are
duly designated as public libraries, entitled to receive State publications by the
1 Section

26 p rinted as amended JJy tho legislatura of 1893.
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governor and council, in accordance with existing laws, on the first day of :February
next following the publication of such history.
SEC. 3. Tbis act shall take effect upon its passage. [Approved March 12, 1891.
Pnblic Statutes of New Hampshire, 1891. Also annual report of board of library
commissioners of New Hampshire for 1894, pp. 75-77.J

NEW JERSEY.
SCHOOL LIBRARIES.

192. The treasnrer of the school fund, upon the order of the State superintendent
of ct1ucation, is hereby authorized and directed to pay over the sum of twenty dollars, out of the income of the school fund, to every public school for which t here
shall have been raised by snbscription or entertainment a like sum for the same
purpose, to establish in snch school a school library and to procure philosophi_cal
and chemical apparatus; and the further sum of ten dollars annually, upon a like
order, t'> the said public scbool, upon condition that there shall have been raised by
subscription or entertainment a like sum for sncb year for the purposes aforesaid.
193. In all school districts where there are more than one schoolhouse, it shall be
lawful to receive from the State treasury, as in said bill.directed, the sum prescr ibe~
to be paid to each schoolhouse, and that such district sha,ll have power to con solidate and establish a library in one place in said ·district as may be designated by
the board of education or such power as has control of the public schools iu said
district.
194. The selection of books and apparatus shall be approved by the school' trustees
of such district.
195. The school trustees of each district shall make prope.r rules and regula tions
for the management, use, and safe-keeping of such libraries.
196. Whenever, in any county in this State, there shall have been raised by subscription a sum of money not less than one hundred dolla.rs for the establishment of
a library of pedagogical books for the ui,;e of the teachers of public schools in such
county, the treasurer of the school fund, npon the order of the State s11perintendent
of public instruction, is hereby authorized and d irected to pay the sum of one hundred d ollaTs, ont of the income of the school fund, to the county supcrintenden~ of
said county; and the further sum of fifty dollars annually thereafter, upon a like
order, npou conditions tha,t there shall have been raised by subscription a like s um
for snch year for the purpose aforesaid.
197. The county superintendent and three teachers of public schools in such county,
appoiute<l by h im, shall constitnte a committee for the selection of said books and
the necessary apparatus and the making of rules and r egulations for the manage·
ruent, use, and safe-keeping of such libraries.
198. The governor, the State comptroller, and the State superintendent of public
instruction be and they are hereby authorized, upon its publication, to purchase and
pay fo1·, out of any funds not otherwise appropriated, as many copies of a polit ical
and legislative history of the State for the last twenty-five years, now being prepared
l>y ·wmiam Edgar Sackett, as they may deem proper for distribution among the pu blic
school libraries of this State. (School Laws of New Jersey, 1895.)

NEW YORK.
35. (Public and free libraries and museums.) All provisions of sections 35 to 51
shall apply equally to libra.ries and museti.ms, and the word "library" shall be constrned to include reference and circulating libraries and reading rooms.
36. (Establishment.) By majority vote at any election, any city, village, town ,
school district, or other body authorized to levy and collect taxes, or by vote of its
common council, any city, or by vote of its trustees, any village, may establish and
maintain n. free public library, with or withont branches, either by itself or in connection with any other body authorized to maintain such library. Whenever twentyfive tax1myers shall so petition, the ·q uestion of providing library faciJities shall be
voted on _at th~ next election or meE:ting at which taxes may be voted, provide<l that
due pubhc 11ot1ce slrnJl have been given of the proposed action .
. 37. ~Subsidies.) By similar vote money may be granted toward the support of
b_brarH's not owued by the public, bnt maintained for its welfare and free use: Pro'!Jtded, That snch libr_arie~ ~hall be subject to the inspection of the regents and registered byt1:1,em as mn.rnt_arnmg a proper standard; that the regeuts shall certify what
numl,~r ot tbe books c1rculate<l are ~f snch a character as to merit a graut of public
~~ue~, an<1 that tho amount granted yearly to libraries on the basis of circulation
8 111
•
not cx<·ee<l. ten cents for each volume of the circulation thus certitie<l by the
reg1 ut .
3 (T·ix s ) T·

,,d·t·
1 ion to those otherwise authorized may be voted by any
authorit'
·
1;1-xeH 11· ~ au
Ynamed ins ct1on 36, an<1 for any purpose specified in sections 36 and 37, and
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shall, unless otherwise directed by such vote, be considered as annual appropriations
therefor till changed by fnrther vote, and shall be levied and collected yearly, or as
directed, as are other general taxes; and all money received from taxes or other
sources for such library shall be kept as a separate library fund, and expended only
under direction of the library trnstees on properly authenticated voucheni.
39. (Trustees.) Such li br.iries shall be managed by trustees, who shall have all
the powers of trustees of other educational institutions of the university as defined
in this act: Provided, Unless otherwise specified in the charter, that the number of
trustees shall be five; that they shall be elected by the legal voters, except that in
cities they shall be appointed by the mayor, with the consent of the common council,
from citizens of recognized fitness for such position; that the first trustees determine
hy lot whose term of office shall expire each year, and that a new trustee shall be
elected or appointe·d annually, to serve for five years.
40. (Incorporation.) Withln one month after taking office the first board of
trustees shall apply to the regents for a charter in accordance with the vote establishing the library.
41. (Reports.) Every library or museum which receives State aid or enjoys any
exemption from taxation or other privilege not usually accorded to business corporations shall make the report required by 25 of this act, and such report shall
relieve the institt1tion from m.aking any report now required by statute or charter to
be made to the legislature, or to any department, court, or other authority of the
State. These reports shall be summarized and transmitted to the legislature by the
regents with the annual reports of the State library and State museum.
42. (Use.) Every library established under this act shall be forever free to the
inhabitants of the locality which establishes it, subject always to rules of the
library trustees, who shall have authority to exclude any person who. wilfully
violates such rules; and the trustees may, under such conditions as they think
expedient, extenc:t the privileges of the library to persons living outside such locality.
43. (Injuries to property.) Whoever intentionally injures, defaces, or destroys any
property belonging to or deposited in any incorporated library, reading room,
museum, or other educational institution, shall_ be punished by imprisonment in a
State prison for not more than three years, or in a county jail for not more than one
year, or by a fine of not mure than five hundred dollars, or by both such fine and
imprisonment.
·
.
44. (Detention.) Whoever wilfully detains a,ny book, newspn,per, magazine, pamphlet, manuscript, or other property belonging to any public or incorporated lilJrary,
reading room, museum, or other educational institntfon, for thil'ty clays after notice
in writiug to return the same, given after the expiration of the time which by the rules
of such institution such article or other property may be kept, shall be punished by
a fine of not less than one nor more than twenty-five d_olJars, or by imprisonment in
the jail not exceeding six months, and the said notice shall bear on its face a copy of
thiH section.
45. (Trnnsfer of lilJraries.) Any corporation, association, school district, or combination of districts may, by legal vote duly approved by the regents, transfer the
ownership anrl. control of its library, with all its appurtenances, to any public library
in the university, and thereafter said public library shall be entitled to receive ariy
money, books, or other property from the State or other sources to which said corporation, association, or school district would have been enti.tled lmt for such transfer, and the trustees or body making the transfer shall thereafter be relieved of all
responsilJHity pertaini11g to property thus transferred.
46. (Local neglect.) If the local authorities of any lihr_ary supported wholl.- or in
p art by State money fail to provide for the safety and public usefulness of its books,
tlrn regents shall in writing notify the trustees of said library what is necessary to
meet the State's requirements, and on such notice all its rights to further grants of
money or liooks from the State shall be suspended until the regents certi:(v that the
reqnircmrnts have been met; and if said trustees shall refuse or neglect to comply
with snch Te()uirem ents within sixty days after service of snch notice, the regents
may r ~move them from office and thereaJter all books and other library property
wholly or in part paid for from State money shall be under the full an<l direct control
of t,he reg ents who, as shall seem best for public interests, may appoint new trnstees
to carry on the library, or may store it or distribute its books .to other libraries.
47. (Loans of books from State.) Under such rules as the regents may prescrj.be,
they may lend from the State library, <luplica.te department, or from books specially
given or bonght for this purpose, selections of books for a limited time to any public
library in this State under visitation of the regents, or to any community not yet
having established such library, but which has conformed to the conditions required
for such loans.
48. (Advice and instruction from State library officers.) The trustees or librarian
or any citizen interested in any pnblic library in this State shall be entitled to ask
from the officers of the State library any needed advice or instruction as to a library
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builcling, furniture an,1 equipment, government nnd service, rules for readers, selecting, buying, catalogning, shelving, lending books, or any other matter pertaining to
the establishment, reorganization, or administration of a public library. The regents
may provide for giving such advice and instruction either personally or through
printed matter and correspondence, either by the State library staff or by a library
commission of competent experts appointed by the regents to serve without salary.
Tho regents may, on request, select or buy books, or furnish instead of money apportioned, or may make exchanges and loans through t.he duplicate department of the
Stato library. Such assistance shall be free to residents of this State as far as practicable, but the regents may, in their discretion 1 charge a proper fee to nonresidents or
for assistance of a personal nature or for other reason not properly an expense to the
St ate, but which may be authorized for the accommoLlation of users of the library.
49. (Use of fees aml fines.) The regents may use receipts from fees, fines, gifts from
private sources, or sale of regents' bulletins and similar printed matter, for buying
books or for any other proper ·expenses of carrying on their work.
50. (Apportionment of public library money.) Sucl1 sum as shall have been appropriated by the legislature as public library money shall be paid annually by tho
treasurer, on the warrant of the controller, from the income of the United S~atcs
deposit fund, according to an apportionment to be macle for the benefit of free libraries by the regents iu accordance with their rules aml authenticated by their seal:
Pro'liidecl, That none of this money shall be spent for books except those approve~l or
selected and furnished by the regents; that no locality shall share in the apportionment unless it shall raise and use for the same purpose not less than an equal amount
from taxation or other local sources; that for any part of the apportionment not payable directly to the library trustees the regents shall :file with the controll~r proper
vouchers showing that it has been spent in accorclanco with law exclusively for
books for free libraries or for proper expenseB incurred for t.h eir benefit, and tbat
:hooks paid for by.the State shall be · subject to return to the regents whenever the
library shall neglect or refuse to conform to the ordinances under which it secured
them.
51. (Abolition.) Any library estalilished under this act may be abolished only b;y
a majority vote at a regular annual election, ratified by a majority vote at the nex~
annual election. If any such library is abolished its property shall be used _first to
return to the regents, for the 1.Jenefit of other public libraries in that locuhty, the
equivalent of such sums as it may bave recci ved from the State or from other sonrces
as gifts for public use. After such retnrn any remaining property may be used as
directe(l in the vote abolishing the library; but if the entire library property does
not exceed in value the amount of such gifts it may be transferred to the reg~n~s.for
public use, and the trustees shall thereupon be freed from further respons1b1hty.
No auolition of a public library shall be lawful till the regents grant a certificate
tllat its assets have been properly distributed and its abolition completed in accordance with the law.
52. (Laws repealed.) Of the laws enumerated in the schedule hereto anne:s:ecl that
portion s1)ecified in the last column is repealed.
53. (Saving clause.) The repeal of a law or any part of it by this act shall not
affect or impair any act done or right accruing, accrued, or acquired, or liability,
penalty, forfeiture, or punishment incurred prior to such repeal, under or by ·drtno
of any law so repealed, but the same may be asserted, enforced, prosecuted, or
infli cted as folly and to the same extent as if such law had not been repealed; and
all actions and proceedings, civil or criminal, commenced under or by virtue of tho
laws so repealed and pending at the time of such repeal, may be prosecuted ~ncl
defended to final effect in tbe same manner as they might under the laws then existing, unless it shall be otherwise specially provided by law.
5-1. (Construction.) The provisions of this act, so far as they arc substantially the
same as those of the laws herein repealed, shall be construed as a continuation of
such laws, modified or amended according to the language employed in this act, and
not as new enactments. RepeaJs _in this act shall not revive any law repealed by a?Y
law hereby repealed, but shall mclude all laws nmendator-y of the laws hereo_y
repealed. References in laws not repealed to provisions of law incorporated in thrn
chap~ er a;1ul repealed shall be construed as applying to the provisions so incorporated.
otbmg 1u this act shall be construed to repeal any provision of the criminal or,
11<mal code.
55. (To take effect.) This act shall take effect immediately. [Appro,ecl, Ma,y 14,
18!J2. Laws of New York, 1892, chapter 573.J
CO:\UfON SCIIOOL AND PUilLIC LIDRARIES .

.'r:cno.· 1. So much of the school liurary money as shall be uecded for that pur-

po. n i,!iall 1>o apportioned among tho scvernl cities and school districts by the State
rinten<lo11 t of pnbli.c instrn.ction, who may, so far as consistent with law, make
• r, or repeal any rules that he may cleem proper for regulating the expenditure of
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the school library money anll the a<lm.inistration and care of school libraries established or maintained under authority of this act: Providecl, That no portion of the
,school library money shall be expended except for books approved by the said s uperintendent. Said school libraries shall consist of reference books for use in the schoolroom, su.itable supplementary reading books for children,' or books relating to
· branches of study being pursued in th~ school, and pedagogic books as aids to teachers .
.A.nd no city or school district shall share in the apportionment unless it shall raise
and use for the same purpOf,e an equal amount from taxation or other local sources,
and shall also comply with the requirements of the superintendent as to the care of
such libraries and otherwise. Library moneys shall be apportioned to the school
districts and parts of school districts joint with parts in any city or in any adjoining
county which shall be entitletl to participate therein, as follows: To each of said districts an amount equal to that which shall have been raised in saicl district for library
purposes, either by tax or otherwise; and if the aggrega,te amount so raised in the
districts within the county shall exceed the sum apportioned to the county the said
districts respectively shall be entitled to participate in such apportionment pro rata
to the total amount apportioned to the county. All school library money unappor- .
tioued by scbool commisioners and remaining in th e hands of county treasurers shall;
in ea0h succeeding year, be added to the school library money apportioned by the
suJJerintenclent of public instruction to the counties of the State.
SEC. 2. The school library tihall be a part of the school equipment an <.1 sha]l be kept
in the school building at all times, and shall not be used as a circulating library,
except that, so for as the rnles fixed by the State superintendent shall allow, :teachers
and i:;chool officers or pnpils, with the leave of the librarian, may bonow from s::i.,id
library any book not needed for reference in the schoolroom, but such persons shall
not borrow more than one volume at a time and shall not keep the same more than
two weeks. The board of eclucation or trustees shall appoint a teacher of the scboo]s
under their charge as librarian, who, with the trustees, shall be r esponsible for tho
safety an<.1 proper care of the books, and shall annually, and whenever required,
mako such reports concerning the library as tbe State superintendent may direct.
SEC. 3. All existing provisions of Jaw and rules estal>lished by the superintendent
of public instruction for the management of district libraries shall hold good as to
the management of school libraries till altered by or in pursuance of law.
SF.c. 4-. Each city and school district in the State is hereby authori zed to raise
moneys by tax in the same manner as other school moneys n,re raised, or to receiYo
moneys by gift or devise, for starting or extending or ·carin g for the school library .
SEC. 5 . .A.ny board of education in any city or union free school district, or any
dnly constituted meeting in any other district, is h ereby anthmized to give :rny or
all of its books or other library property to any township or other free public library
unuer State supervision, or to aid in establishing such free public library, prov ided
it is free to the peop]e of such city or district. A receipt from the officers of tho said
free public lilJrary, and an approval of the transfer uuder seal by tbe regents of the
nnivt'rsity, shall fmever thereafter relieve the said school authorities of further
r es1)0nsi bility for tho said library and property so transferred.
SEC. G. Any hooks or other library property belonging to any district librµ,ry, an d
'\Vhich bave not been in direct charge of a librarian duly appointecl within one year,
ma:y be taken rmcl s1rnll thereafter be owned by any public libraTy un<1er State snpcrvision, which has received from the regents of the university written permission to
collect such books or library property, and to administe1· the samo for tho benefit of
the l)llbhc: Provided, That said books or other library property shall bo found in
. the territory for which such public ]il>rary is maintainc<l, as defined in its charter or
in the permission granted by the regents: Ancl j1t1"tl1c1· proviclecl, 'l'hat, on written
reqnest of the school authorities, any dictionaries, cyclopedias, and pc,lagogic books
shaH Lo placed in the s0hool library of -the distri ct to which such books originally
belonged. Any person, association, or corporation having possession of books or other
property belonging to any school, district, or other public liurary, except books regllfarly borrowed and charged for a period not yet expired, shall deliYer the samo
witI1in one month from the passage of this law to the legally appointed ]i br::u ian of
Snf']1 ]ibrary or of the free 1rnblic library, duly authorized to take the snme, as proYi 11 c<1 in tbis section, and willful neglect or refusal to comply with this provision
sball lJe n, misdemeanor.
.
SEC. 7. Tbe public shall not be entitlecl to use any library, now or hC'1·caftcr in the
cnstocly of the school authorities; but saicl authoriti es may appoint three trustees
who shall have the powers, duties, and responsibilities of tru stees of public libraries
incorporated by the regents, and thereafter the school authorities may transfer to
Hie custody of said trustees, for the purposes of a circulat.ing Jibrary, any of thefr
library property, as provided in section five.
SE~. 8. The State superintendent of public instruction is hereby anthorizeil to with~old 1ts share of public school moneys from any city or district which uses school
library moneys for any other pur_pos(j than that for which they are provided, or
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for any willful neglect or disobedience of the law or the rules or orders of said
superintendent in the premises.
SEC. 9. The sum of fifty-five thousand dollars, directed to be distributed to the
several cities and school districts of the State by section fou:r of chapter two hundred and thirty-sev@ of the laws of eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, shall continue to be appropriated and shall be known as school library moneys, and shall be
applied to the purchase of books for the formation or extension of common school
libraries.
SRc. 10. For the fiscal year beginuing October first, eighteen hundred and ninety.
two, but not thereafter, out of said fifty-five thousand dollars, school library money,
there shall be paid twenty-five thousand dollars for public library money, and said
twenty -five thousand dollars shall be paid by the treasurer, on the warrant of t he
comptroller, accordiug to an l1pportionment to be ma,de for the uenefit of free libraries by the regents in accordance with tlleir rules and authenticated uy the university seal: Provided, That none of this money shall be spent for books except those
approved or selected and furnished uy the regents; that no locality shall share in
. the apportionment unless it shall raise for the same purpose not less than an equal
amount from taxation or other local sources; that for any part of the app_ortionment not payable directly to the library txnstees the regents shall file with the
comptroller proper vouchers showing that it has been spent in accordance with law
excl usively for Looks for free public libraries or for proper expeuses incurred for
their benefit, and that books paid for by the State shall be subject to return to t he
regents whenever the library shall negiect or refuse to conform to the ordinances
under which it secured them.
SEC. 11. Section four, chapter two hundred and thirty-seven of the laws of ~ighteen hundred and thirty-eight is hereby repeal~, and sections one to nine of th1~ act
are hereby substituted for title eight, of chapter five hundred and fifty-five of the
laws of eighteen hundred and sixty-four, which said title eight is hereby repealed;
and all other acts repugnant to or inconsistant with the provisions of this act are,
so far as they are so inconsistent, hereby repealed.
SEC. 12. This act shall take effect immediately. [School laws of New York, 1893.]
NORTH CAROLINA.
[Sections 19 to 32, inclusive, of Chapter LII of the Laws of No1"th Carolina, 1715.]

Section XIX. And whereas, at the promotion of the .R everend Doctor Thomas Brar,
a Library hath been sent over to Bath-Town, for the use of the inhabitants of ~he
Parish of St. Thomas, in Pampt.ico; and it is justly feared that the books belongrng
to the same will quickly l,e embezzled, damaged, or lost, except a law he provided
for the more effectual preservation of the same:
XX. Be it therefore enacted, by the anthority aforesaid, That the said Library shall
be, continue, and remain in the hands, custody, and possession of a Library-keeper,
to be elected, nomin ated, and appointed by the Commissioners hereafter by this Act
appointed, or the major part of them; which said Library-keeper is, and shall be
hereby bound and obliged, to keep aud preserve the several and respective books
therein·, from waste, damage, imbezzlement, and all other destruction, (fire, and all
other unavoidable accidents, only excepted,) and is and shall be hereby accountable
for the same, and every book thereof, to the Commissioners hereafter nominated;
and to that end and purpose, the said Library-keeper shall pass two r eceipts for
the Library aforesaid, one to the Commissioners hereafter named, and the othe~ to
the Churchwardens of the said Parish for the time being, in which receipts the title
of each book shall be inserted: And in case all or any of the books is or shall be
found to be wasted, damaged, or embezzled, or otherwise destroyed, (except as
before excepted,) the said Library-keeper, bis heirs, executors, and administrators,
are and shall be hereby bound and obliged to answer double the value of the sa,me;
and the said Commissioners are hereby empowered to sue for the same, in any cou~t
of record in this Province, by bill, plaint, or information, or other action; wberem
no essoign, protection, injunction, or wager of law, shall be allowed; and that
wb at thereby shall be recovered, (reasonable charges and expences deducted,) to
employ and dispose of towards the compleating and perfecting the aforesaid Library
so wasted, endamaged, embezzled, or otherwise destroyed, within the space of
twelve montbs after such recovery.
XXI. .L111cl be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That in case of the death
or rer:nova.l ?f the said Liurary-keeper, the Churchwardens of St. Tbomas's Parish
sbha11 1 n:imcdiately take into their custody, possession, and safe keeping all the books
~lo1:1grng to the said Library, an<L shall be answerable for the saln~ to the Commi~sion rs heTeafter in this Act nominated.
/ ~I~hAnd be it f1~1·the,_· enacted, by the autho1'ity aforesaid, That the Churchwardens
0
·
omas's Parish, m Pamptico, upon the receiving the books belonging to the
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Bai~ Library, shall compare the same with the catalogue and receipt for tho same in
the~r custody; and if any of the books :ire wanting or damaged, they shall give an
account thereof, in twenty days at farthest, to the Commissioners hereafter mentioned, who are impowered to sne the said Library-keeper, or in case of his death,
his executors or administrators, for the same: And in case the said Churchwardens
refuse or neglect to give such account, then the said Church,vardens, their heirs,
executors, or administrators, ancl every of them, are hereby made accountable to
the Commissioners hereafter named for all the books belonging to the said Library, ·
and contained in the catalogue thereof.
XXIII. And be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That the said Commissioners, or any five of them, within twenty clays after such notice given, shall forthwith proceed to the election of another Library-keeper, to whose custody and safe
keeping the said Library, and every book therein contained, shall be forthwith
delivered by the said Churchwardens, by order of the said Commissioners; which
said Library-keeper so elected, shall continue in the same office, unless removed by
the said Commissioners, or the major part of them, (which they are, upon a just
occasion, hereby impowered to do,) or until the settlement of a minister in the said
Parish; which said minister or incumbent shall, ex officio, be Library-keeper, and
shall be answerable for the same to the Commissioners aforesaid, in manner as is by
this Act directed.
'
XXIV. Prorided always, That the said Libra.ry sha11 not be removed out of BathTown, other than to tho incumbent's house; and not thither, without liberty first
had and obtained from the said Commissioners, or the-major part of them.
XXV. And be it further enacted, by the auth01·ity aforesaid, That the inhabitants of
Beaufort Precinct shall have Liberty to borrow any book out of the said Library,
giving a receipt for the same to the Library-keeper for the time being, with a promise to return the said book or lJooks, if a folio, in four mont.hs time; if a quarto, in
two months time; if an octavo, or under, in one month5 time; upon penalty of paying three times the value of the said book or books so borrowed, in case of failure
in returning the same; And the said Library-keeper is hereby obliged to enter such
receipt in a book, to be fairly kept for that purpose, and upon the return of any
book or books RO lent, shall note it returned on tho opposite side or column of the
said book, and not cross or blot the same: and in case the person that borrows any
book or books out of the said Libmry, doth refuso to return the same, or doth damni(y the said book, upon complaint thereof given by the said Library-keeper, his
executors or administrators, to two or more of the Commissioners, and by them, or
any :fivo of them, to the Chief Justice of the Province for the time being, or any
two Justices of tho Peace, it shall be lawful, and the said Chief Justice, or any two
Justices, are hereby impowered and required, by warrant of distress, directed to
any of the constables of the said Precinct, to leYy 1hrce times the value of such
book or books, on the goods and chattels of the person so refusing to deliver, or
damnifying the same; and for want of such distress, to commit the person to prison,
till satisf:wtion be made to tho said Library-keeper.
•
XXVI. Ancl be it further enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That the Commissioners
hereafter named, shall make, or cause to be made, sevt>ral catalogues of all and singular the books in the saicl Library, arnl the same being fairly written, and signed
by the said Commissioners, or some five of them, one to be entered upon record in
the Secreta,ry's office of this Province, one to bo in tho custody and for the use o:f
the Commis~ioners hereafter named, under which the Library-keeper shall sign a
receipt for the respective books, one to be in the custody of the Churchwardens of
St. 'l'homas's Parish for the time being, under which the Library-keeper shall also
sign a receipt for the respective books, and one to be fairly entered in a book for
that purpose to be kept by the Library-keeper in the said Library; that so any
person may know what books are contained therein.
XXVII. A11el be it further enacted, ·by the authority afo1·esaid, That the Commissioners,
or any five of them, hereafter named, after making one exact catalogue of all and.
singular the respect,ive books in the said Library, shall, and aro hereby directed, to
appraise and rate each book, at a price certain in the current money of this Province; which appraisment shall be an established rule to determine the value of the
said books, in case any suit is brought by the said Commissioners against any person
who shall detain or damnify any of the said books, or against the Library-keeper,
his executors or administrators.
XXVIII. And be it further enacterl, by the authority cifore_said, That the Commissioners hereafter named, or any five of them, shall, every year, on Easter Monday yearly,
resort to the House where the said Library shall be kept, and there examine the
books thereof by the catalogue, and see that there be tbe full number, and that they
are not damaged or spoiled; and therefore the Library-keeper is hereby required, in
lending any of the said books out of the said Library, notwithstanding the time
mmally allowed by this Act, to oblige t1:ie said person to retmn such books as they
"'>orrow to the said Library-keeper ten days before the said Easter Monday, yearly,.
ED
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tlrn;/; so all and singular the books b elonging to tho Library aforesaid, may be exposed

to tl.tc view of the s:1i<1 Commissioners, the better to enable them to judge if they be
any ways damaged or spoiled, and give their order accordingly.
XXIX . .And be it further ena cted, by the authodty aforesaid, That the Honorable
Charles Eden, Esq; present Governor, and the GoYernor or Commander in Chief for
tho time being, the members of the Council for the t ime being, Christ opher Gale,
Esq; Chief Justice, and the Chief Justice for the ti me being, Tob ias Knight, Esq;
Secretary, and Secretary for the time being, Col. Edward Moseley , Speaker of this
present Assembly, aml the Speaker for the time b eing, Daniel Richardson, Esq ;
Attorney-General, and the Attorney-General for the t ime being, tho members of the
Precinct Court for the time being, Cap.t . Frederick J ones, Mr ..John Port er, Mr. Joel
Martin, Capt. John Drinkwater, Mr. John Clark, Mr. Patrick Maule, Mr. Thomas
W orseley, Mr. Lionel Reading, Mr. James Leigh, and Mr. Thomas Harding, or any
:five of them, are hereby nominated to be Commissioners and Trustees, for the due
inspection and preservation of the Library aforesaid, and all and singular the respect i ve books to the same belonging; and they, or any five of them, shall h ave power
t o commence or bring a.ny suit or action given by this A ct .
XXX . .And in case of the death or absence of any of the Commissioners who are
by th is Act parti cularly by name before appointed, then the surviving Commissioners,
or any five of them, at their next meeting after such vacancy, are hereby fu lly authorized and impowered to make choice of another, in the place an d stead of him or them
who shall be dead or absented; which saicl.CommisRioners so el ected shall be invested
with the same authority, as if he had been before in this Act p ar ticularly named and
appointed.
. .
. XXXI . .And be it furthe1· enacted, by the authority aforesaid, That the Commissioners
above named, or any five of them, after liaving examined the catalogue
books,
and d iscovered what are wanting, shall summons such l)ersous as h ave the said b_o?ks
in their custody, to deliver tho same, within twenty days after su ch notice in wntrnf{
l eft w ith the person, or at his usual place of abode; and in case any person shall fail
or r efuse to deliver the said respe ctive books to the said Commissioners, t!1en t,ho
said Commissioners, or any five of them, are hereby required, direct ed, an d 1mpowcred , to take such measure for the recovery of the same, or treble the valu e thereof,
as is b efore by t h is Act prescribed.
- XXXII. And he it fu1·the1· enactecl, by the authority afm·esaid, That all person~ that
have borrowed! or have i n their custody, any of the books belonging to the L1?r:iry
aforesai d, shall, on or before t,he next Easter Monday, return the same to the present
L i br ary k eeper, under the penalty of the forfeiture of treble the v alue of each book
n ot returned as aforesaid ; t he b etter t o enable the Commissioners b efore name.I to
make a per fect catalogue of the books belonging to the said Library .

or

-
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.A.N .A.CT to provide a suitable room

for the supreme court aml Stat<:J library .

[L aws of North Carolina, session of 1885, chapter 121.)

The gcnetal assembly of North Carolina clo enact:
SECTION 1. Tha.t it shall be the duty of the governor and bis council to cause t~e
west end of the agricultural building to l>e so altered and added to as to wake it
available for a supreme court room and office for the supreme cour t cl er k and attorneygeneral, and for the librarian of the suprem e conrt and Sta te library .
SEC. 2. The governor a nd bis conn cil sh all determine w h at al terations are to be
made in the· present building, and what additions shall b e m a de thereto for tho purposes set out in the first section of this act.
SEC. 3. That after the plans and specifications of the change an<l. auditions t? be
made arc agreed upon by the governor and his council, a cop y of them till.all be given
to tho architect of the penitentiary , whose duty it shall be to er ect t h e buil<ling and
make the changes, utilizing· therefor all the labor and material possible to bo procured or manufactured at tho penitentiary: Proviclecl, That no plan shall be adopted,
the cornpletiQn of which shall exceecl in cost the amount provided in this ad.
s1:c. 4 . In order to p a:y for such labor a~d mat erial a s can n ot b e supplied by th_e
pemtcntiary, ~he sum of ten thous-and dol1ars l>e and the same i s hereby appropr~a.ted, to be pa1~ up o_n the warrant of the auditor, upon the application of the architect of tho pemtentrnry, approved by the governor and his council.
. SEC._ 5. Th_e work shall be done b y the penitentiary authorities, under tho general
d1r,ect1ons of tho governor and his council.
. • EC. 6. As soon as said building is completed, tho supremo court shall be mo-ved
mto tho room set apart therefor, and tho court shall be held therein.
''E ' . 7. Tbolaw library, the Statelil>rnry , the supreme court clerk, and the attorneyge~eral sba.~l each occupy the rooms set apart for them in said bnildino-.
m~
S.
~en the supreme court, its library and clerk, and tho Stlrle library are
vet u O th' • pitol, the auditor shall . occupy th e rooms now occupied by the
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supremo court and its clerk, and the secretary of state shall have the room now
occupied by the auditor, in addition to his present room.
S~c. 9. 'I'he room now occupie_d by the State library shall be set apart for the
ancient records of the State, and 1t shall be the duty of the governor and his council
to have them removed thereto and properly classified and stored.
SEC. 10. This act shall be in force from and after its ratification.
In the general assembly read three ti.mes, and ratified this tho 25th day of February, A. D. 1885.
.
AN ~CT ~o autllorize ~he ~overn~r and co·un<?il of State, in conjunctio!l with th~ ':'arden of the State
. penitentiary, t.o provide for heatmg tho capitol, supreme court, and library bmldmo-s and the introduction therein of a necessary water supply.
·
"' '
[Laws of North Carolina, session of 1887, chapter 225.]

The. genm·al assembly of North Carolina clo enact:
SECTIQN 1. That the governor and council of State are herehy authorizetl and
empowered, in conjunction with the warden of the State penitentiary, to provide for
the heating of the capitol, supreme court, and library buildings, anll the introduction therein of a necessary water supply, including water-closets and laboratories,
and shall within ninety clays from the ratifi cation of this a ct n,nd after due n,dvertiscment contract with tho lowest responsible bidder to heat said capitol, supremo court,
and library buildings and supply the same with all necessary water conveniences,
including water-closets and laboratories, on the best and most approved plan, saicl
work to be completed on gr before December, oue thonsn,nd eight hundred and eightyeigb.t, and be paicl for upon the warrant of the governor out of any moneys belonging
to the general fund in the treasury not otherwise appropriated: Providecl, That the
said warden of the State penitentiary shall supervise said work; and no money shall
be paicl out on the same-, unless said warden shall certify in writing to tho governor
that the work has been -done in first-class workmanship :md of the best materials.
SEC. 2. That the governor and his council, with said warden of the State p enitentiary shall employ CQmpetent person or persons to prepare drawings a.nd specifications and details for said work, the same to be done under :the supervision of the
saicl warden, ancl to be paid.for as provided in section one of this act.
SEC. 3. That for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act th e sum of
sixteen thousand dollars is hereby appropriated out of the general fond in tho treasury as herein before mentioned: Provided, That if a less sum sha.11 bti found adequate,
any surplus shall be covered back into the geneml fund: And provided further, That
in no case shall the said work cost iu the aggregate more than sixteen thousaml
dollars.
SEC. 4. That this act shall be in for ce from and n,fter its ratificn,tion.
In the general assembly read three time~ and ratified this tb.e 7th day of Marcll,
A. D.1887.
·
CHAPTER 258.-A.N .A.CT for the better preservation of the records in the clerks' offices of tb e sen:i.te
and house of representatives and the libraries of the two houses .

The [Jeneral assernbly of North Cai·olina do enact:
SECTION 1. That the State librarian be and ho is hereby dirf\ctecl to have the
clerks' offices of the senate an.cl house of representatives removecl to the rooms now
occupied by the superintendent of public instruction and th~ State library (when
th ese offices a.re removecl to the supreme court and library b uilding) and properly
classified, arranged, and labelled.
SEC. 2. That it shall be the duty of the State librarian to })rociuo two copies
each of the laws and journals of the general assembly and arrange theso books on
the shelves in chronological order for u se of tho two houses of the general assembly,
resn ec ti vely.
Sicc. 3. That the librarin,n is hereby constituted the lawful custodian of th e record
rooms and libraries of the two houses and shall keep the same locked, and for the
faithful performance of his duties as such shall receive as compensation the sum of
t,vo hundred and fifty dollars per annum.
SEC. 4. This ·a ct shall take effect from and after its ratifica tion.
In the general assembly read three times and ratified this the 7th day of March,
A. D.1887.
CHAPTER 358.-A.N ACT directing the trust ees of the public library to secure ancl publish the manuscript of the late.John A. Sloan concerning the North Carolina troops in the late war between the
States.

Whereas, Tho late John A. Sloan during his lifetime collected and prepared for
publication all facts an(l information then to be obtained which illustrate the part
taken by North Carolina troops during the late war between the States, and died
before publishing the same;
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·And whereas, Unless immediately printed there is great danger that the manuscripts, papers, and documents collected and prepared by the said John A. Sloan may
be lost or destroyed, an<l thus no record of the gallant actions and soldierly conduct
of our troops will bo prese·rved;
The general assernbly of North Carolina clo enact:
SECTION 1. That the trustees of the public library are hereby authorized to
examine said manuscript, and, if they shall deem it of sufficient importance and
value, to procure and publish the same as prepared by the said John A. Sloan, as
aforesaid, in a volume of such size and to such a number of l:opies as to them may
seem best.
SEC. 2. That after supplying the public libraries and the libraries of the university
and colleges of the State with copies, the said trustees shall cause the remaining
copie& to be sold, and to this end shall have power to employ an a,gf1nt or agents whose
compensation shall be a commission upon the proceeds of sales made by him or them.
SEC. 3. That in case the Jibrary fund shall prove to be insufficient to meet the
expenses of carrying out the provisions of this act, tho a uditor is directed to draw
his warrant for such sum as the said trustees shall certify to him to complete the said
work.
SEC. 4. That all net proceeds arising from the sale of the said remaining copies
shall be paid into the public treasury for the purpose, first of reimbursing the treasury
for moneys paid out on the said warrant of the auditor, a nd second of reimbursing
tho said library fund.
·
·
SEC. 5. That this act shall he in force from and after its ratifica tion.
In the general assembly read three times, and r atified this the 7th day of March,
A. D.1887.
AN ACT for the better protection of the books in the North Carolina State library.
[Laws of North Carolina, session of 1889, chapter G5.]

Whereas many rare and valuable books are now owned by the State and are kept
in the State library; and whereas, by their open and exposed condition are liable to
be stolen or greatly dl;l,maged by dust and insects; therefore,
The general assembly of North Carolina do enact :
SECTION 1. Tha t the State librarian is hereby directecl to h ave glass doors placed
to all the cases in the State library containing the general or miscellaneous books of
literature, for the b ett er protection of such books.
SEC. 2. That the sum of two hundred and fifty ($250) dollars is h ereby appropriated to cover the cost of such books.
SEC. 3. That this act shall be in force from and after its ratification.
R atified the 5th day of February, A. D. 1889.
CH.APTER

535.-AN ACT relating to the laws, reports, etc., received by this ·state from other States
and Territories by exchange.
·

Whereas, There being no particular department of the State designated to receive
and preserve a record of the receipts of the published laws, reports, documents, etc.,
from other States and Territories received by exchange for like documents from this
State, ancl for the purpose of having such record carefully kept and preserved;
therefore,
.
The general assembly of North Cm·olina do enact:
SECTION 1. That the State librarian be, and lie is hereby, directed to keep a record
of all such receipto, to receipt for the same, an<l. to distribute them to the different
depar,t ments to which they belong immediately on receipt.
SEC. 2. That all St'ates and Territories exchanging such documents with this State
are requested to forward all documents direct to the State librarian.
SEC. 3. That this act shall be in force from and after its ratification.
Ratified the 11th day of March, A. D. 1889.
A RESOLUTION in reference to keeping open the State library at night.
[Resolutions, p. 530.]

Resol'Ved bjJ the house of 1 ·epresentatives, the senate concurring, That the State libraria~ is lrnreby <lirected and authorized to keep the State lib'ra,r y open from 7 o'clock
until 9 each after_noon :. Provided, That the necessary expense of keeping said library
open be voluntarily paid by the Board of Trade of the city of Raleigh.
Ratified on the 11th day of March, A. D.1889.
A RESOLUTION of instruction to the State printer.
[Resolutions, p. 534.]

R<'solr_ cl by the house of 1·e1Jresentatives the senate concurring That the State printer
b , nu<l 18 her by, dir cted to do all n~cessary binding for' the' Stato library: Pro-
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vided further, That the State treasurer is directed to pay for a,11 such binding for the
State library from such funds as are now ·used to pay for similar work for the other
departments of the State: Provided, The cost shall not exceed one hundred dollars.
Ratified the 11th day of March, A. D.1889.
AN ACT in relation to the supreme eourt library.
[State laws of .North Carolina, session of 1891, chapter 390.)

The general assembly of North Cm·olina do enact:
SECTION 1. That sectio11, three thousand six hundred. and thirty-five of the Code is
amended by providing that ten volumes of the reports shall be distributed to the
supreme court library instead of five volumes, as is now provided in line eighteen of
said section.
.
SEC, 2. That for the purpose of rebinding the volumes in the library and for other
contingent expenses of the supreme court, there shall be annually appropriated one
hundred and fifty dollars.
.
SEC. 3. That this act shall be in force from and after its ratification.
Ratified the 6th day of March, A. D. 1891.
·
CHAPTER 471.-AN ACT to amend chapter fifty-two, sections three thousand six hundred and thirtytwo and three thousand six hundred and thirty-five of ,olum{) hvo of the' Cod,e, in reference to laws
and supreme court rep0rts of the State for the State library.

The general assembly of North Carolina do enact:
SECTION 1. That section three thousand six hundred and thir.ty-two, chapter fiftytwo of the Code, be amended by striking out in line fourteen tho word "ten" and
insert in lieu t,hereof the word "two:" that section three thousand six hundred and
thirty-five of the same chapter be amended by striking out .i n line eighteen the word
"ten" and insert in lieu thereof the worcl "two."
,
SEC. 2. That the State librarian is herel>y _directed to turn over to the secretary of
state all of the said laws and reports in 'the library over and above this number, to
be disposed of as such other documents are for the benefit of the State.
SEC. 3. All laws in conflict with [this] act are hereby repealed, and this act shall
be in force from and after its ratification.
Ratified the 9th day of M_arch, A. D. 1891.
A R,ESOL UTION of fastruction to the Stato printer and binder.
[Resolutions, p. 055.J

Whereas under a recent decision of the attorney-general (September .26, 1890) he
decided that the annual appropriation for the increase of the State library was
intended nuder the Jaw for the purchase of books for the library, and not for the
purpose of binding and repairs of books for 1,reservation in the State library:
Therefore,
·
.
.
Resolved, That the State printer and binder, under the direction of the librarian
and by ·at1t,hority of the trustees, be, and he is hereby, directed to have all the necessary printing and binding for the State library done under the present laws governing the State lHinting, and the treasurer is directed to pay for the same in such manner as other work is paid for by the State,: Provided, That not more than one hundred and fifty dollars ($150.00) shall be used during any one year for this purpose.
Ratified the 3rd day of March, A. D. 1891.
·
A RESOLUTION in reference to printing the history of North Carolina soldiers in late war.
[Public Laws of North Carolina, session of 1893, r esolutions, p. 4.98.)

Whereas there is on file in the State library manuscript copies of the part taken
by several regiments from this State in the Jate war for Southern independence,
showing the brave deeds and heroism displayed by the North Carolina troops, and
the 13ame has never been published: Therefore, for the purpose of doing credit to the
memory of our brave soldiers, it is therefore
·
Resolved by the house of representatives, the senate coiic111Ting, That tho State librarian,
under the supervision of the board of trustees of the State iibrary, is Jiereby directed
to prepare these papers in proper shape and such others as may be secured, and have
five hundred copies of the ;:,ame printed.
Resolved (2d), That w heli the said manuscripts have been printed it shall be the duty
of the State librarian to supply one copy fo each member of the general assembly,
one to C1ach State library, and to such schools and colleges of this State as may be
entitled to receive the publications of this State: Provided, That the cost incurred
herein shall not exceed one hundred dollars.
Ratified tha 6th day of March, A. D. 1893.

'
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THE CODE OF NORTH CAROLINA, VOLUME II, 1883, CH.APTER FIFTY-ONE-PUBLIC
LIBRARIES.
[Section 3604.

Librarian biennially appointed by:the trustee of public librarie:ii; . F1alary. 1870-71,
c. 70, s. 1. · 1883, c. 216, s. 1.]

.A librarian shall be biennially appointed by the trustees of the public libraries,
at a salary not exceeding seven hundred and fifty dollars a year, who shall give bond
with security in such sum as the said trustees may determine, payable to the _State
of North Carolina, conditioned for the_safe-!-;eeping of the books an<l. the faithful
dischar,Q"e of bis duties, ana he shall hold his place until his successor shall be
appointed and qualified.
.
People v. McKee, 68-429: People v. Bledsoe, 68-427; People v. McGowan, 68-520.
[Section 3605·. Hours of public library, libraries of senate ancl l.iouse of rep_resentatiYes. 18i0-71, c.
•
70, s.-2. 1881, c. 352.J

The library sba11 be kept open during such hours as the trustees may prescribe ;
and the librarian sba11 also keep the libraries of the senate and house·of representatives locked, except during the session of the general assembly.
[Section 3606. Justices of supreme court appointed the trustees of the supreme court library; to
appoint, remove, and fix compensation of librarian. 1883, c.100, ss.1, 2.]

The justices of the supreme court and their respective su_c cessors in office are
appointed trustees of the supreme court library, and all moneys appropriated for its
increase shall...be paid out under their direction and supervision. The justices aforesaid shall have charge of the court library, and may, in their discretion, employ a
librarian, who shall perform his duties under such rules and regulations and shall
receive such compensation as may be prescribed by such trustees, not exceeding the
smp. of three hundred dollars per annum.
[Section 3!i07. Claims to be audited. 1883, c.100, s. 3. 1

All claims for such service shall be audited and approved by the audito~, a_nd the
same shall be paid by the treasurer of the State upon the warrant of the auditor.
[Section 3608. Five hundred dollars yearly appropriated for increase of public library. R. C., c. 92,
8, 1. 1840, c. 46.]

The sum of five hundred dollars is annually appropriated for the increase of the
public library.
[Section 3609. Trustees of public library authorized to publish records, &c., belonging to the State,
-and bearing date prior to the year ouo thousand seven hundred and eighty-one, proviso; priuting
and binding to be done by public printer and binder at rates fixed by law; how paid. 1881, c. 88, s.1.]

The trustees of tho public library are hereby authorized to publish such number
of Yolnmes of suitable size of tbe records, papers, documents, anu manuscripts, as
tlwy may deem proper, bearing date prior to the year one thousand seven hundred
and eighty-one, belonging to the State of North Carolina: Provided, That tJrn print~
ing and binding shall be dono by the public printer and binder at the· rates fixed by
law, and pa,id for out of the funds appropriated in the preceding section for thr.
increase of the public libraries of the State.
[Section 3610. Colonial records missing- from archives of State to be procurecl and publislJed. 1883,
pub. res., p. 619.]

Tlie trustees of tho public libraries are authorized and directed to procure such of
tho colonial records of tbis Stato as may be missing from the archives of the State,
and to publish them with the records heretofore authorized to be published. Aud
in case the library fund shall prove to be insufficient to meet the expenses incurred
in carrying out this resolution, the auditor is directed to draw his warrant for such
sums as the trnstecs aforesaid shall certify to .him to be needed to complete said
work.
[Section 3611. Trustees authorized to sell volumes printed under tho preceding section. 1881, c. 88, s. 2.]

Tbo said trustees s~all have authority to sell, on such terms as they may deem
proper, any volume prmted under the preceding section that may llOt be reserved
for the use of the said public libraries.

.

[ ecLion 3612 .. G?Yer1;1or, superintendent of public instruction, and secretary of state made trustee.s
for public l1l>rancs, Stato paper , etc.; two may constitute t\ quorum. 1871-72, c.160, s. 3.]

th T_li go'" ri:ior superintendent of public instruction, and secretary of state, and
nee ·. or in omco, a.re appointed trustees of tho public libruri e~,
1 <·ir r ·p ctiv
< ocimicnta and all book , paper , and manuscripts belonging to tho tate of .,_'orth
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Carolina; and under their direction all moneys appropriu.t'ed shall be expended~
whether to the increase of _the library o-: other purposes, except the salary of the
librarian. And the board of trustees shall m...1,ke rules and regulations by which
the librarian shall be governed for the protection and preservation of tho books and_
library.
[Section 3613, License tax to be applied to library of supreme court,

Res, 1872-73,)

The clerk of the supreri:te com: t, under the direction of the justices of said court; is"
authorized, empowered, and directed to expend annually the amount paid in byj
applicants for license to practice law, who are examined by the court, in the purchase
of such law books as may be necessary to keep the supreme court library well
appointed, and no other appropriation shall be a11owed for that purpose.
·
.

(Section 3614,

Governor to designate documents to be preserved and bound; what books to be bound'
and labeled, R. U., c. 92, s. 4. 1840, c. 46, s. G. 1842, c. 68, s, 3,)
·

The governor shall designate such portions of the documents, journals, and acts of
the C'ongress of the United States as he may deem proper to be preserved in the
library; ma.y designate which of them are to be bound, of such pamphlets, acts, and _
journals of the general assembly, works of periodical literature, laws of other States;
and documents of the general assembly that may be added to the librnry; and tho 1
librarian shall have them bound. And all the books belonging to the library, or 1
which may be added thereto,-shall be labeled in gilt letters with the words "titate
Library";" and the g9vernor may draw upon the treasurer for such su.ms as may be
necessary to defray the expenses thereof.
- ~
(Section 3615. Penalty for injuring books,

R. C., c. 92, s. 5,

1842, c. 68, s. 1.]

Any person who shall damage, deface, or mutilate any book which he m:ay be~
allowed to withdraw from tho library, or who shall. return any book so damaged, '
deface<l, or mutilated while in his possession, shall forfeit and pay the full amount
of tho damage, which amount shall be determined by tho librarian, but in no case
to exceed double the value of the book; and the fines and forfeitures accruing under
this section shall be sued for and recovered by the librarian in the name of tho State,
before any justice of the peace; an(l the fines and forfeitures recoverecl shall bo
.added to the fund for the increase of thelib_rary.
[Section 3616.

State librarian to b o librarian of the senate and house of representatives . 1-i58-50,
c. 41, s. 1.)

The State librarian shall be the librarian of the senate and house of representatives, and he shall collect and arrange in the archives of the senate and house of
representatives all the records and.papers belonging thereto, wherever they may be
found. He shall also collect and have bound, or otherwise suitably preserved for
the library of the senate and house of representatives, such acts of our gener al
asscml.,ly, reports, an<l documents to the number of three copies each 1 at least,
together with such reports and documents as are or may hereafter be. printed by tho
several internal improvement companies, and other companies or associations within
the State; ancl also such reports, documents, and papers as have been printed by tho
J?ederal Government and the States ancl Territories of the Union, as may be pro1)cr
to place therein, and which have not been obtained, under the act of the year ono
thousand eight hundred and fifty-four, establishing a library of documents.
[Se ction 3617. Recorus, documents, &c., whereto be k ept. 1858-59, c . 41, s, 2. )

For tho better preservation of the recor<ls, <locuments, and other papers by this
chapter authorized to be collected, the State librarian shall cause to be erected in
the offices of the clerk of the senate and the hou,se of repr esentatives and in tho
ante and committee rooms adjoining the chambers of the senate and house of
representatives, such cases and shelves as will protect the same, and procure such
furniture therefor as is necessary for the accommodation of persons using said
libraries.
'
[Section 3618. Librarian to furnish library with c.locuments, &c. 1858-59, c. 41, s.3,]

The State librarian is l1ereby directed to furnish the libraries of the senate and
house of representativee and of the uni,versity with such documents, reports, ancl
other publications as are reg uired by this -chapter to be collected for the use thereof,
anc1 which may be in the State library or in the libraries of any .oft be departments:
Provided tho same can be done without diminishing the number necessar.v, in his
opinion, or the opinion of the heads of the departments from which tho same
are taken, to be kept in each respectively; and the documents r..ow required to be
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furnished to tho libraries of the senate and house of representatives shall be arranged
and bound under tho direction of tho librarian thereof.
[Section 3619. Secretary of state to furnish copies of future supreme court reports and acts of
assembly to colleges, &c., having libraries of not less than five thousand volumes. 1881, c. 277.]

The secretary of state, upon application made by the president of the university,
or of any chartered institution of learning in the State which has a li brary or
libraries of not less than five thousand volumes, shall furnish each of said institutions, to b e kept in the college library, a copy of all future supreme court reports
and n,cts of the general assembly, and journal3 of both houses, whenever the same
shall be ready for distribution.
NORT:F-I DAKOTA.

ARTICLE XXIV.-Educational library.

B1rn.

252. (S. 1. c. 32, 1891. Appropriation, how p_aicl.) There is hereby appropriated, out of any fonds in the State treasury not otllerwise appropriated, tho su°:1 of
three hundred (300) dollars annually, to be paid by warrant of the State auditor
on the State treasurer upon the presentation of an itemized bill in clue form by tl..te
State superintendent, for the purchase of reference and pedagogical books for a State
educational library in the office of tho superintendent of public instruction .

ARTICLE XXVIII.-Law librm·y for university.
SEC. 273. (S. · 1. c. 179, 1890. Secretary of state to deliver certain books.) The
secret:.1,ry of state shall deliver to the University of North Dakota fifty copies of each
volume of the general and special laws of the State, the reporta of the decisions of
the suprem_e court hereafter published, for use in the way of exchanges and otherwise, in ~he establishment and maintenance of a law library for tho law department
· of said 'university.
·
SEC. 274. (S. 2, c. 179, 1890. Extra copies of the supreme court reports, etc.) The
secretary of state, is hereby authori'zed and directed to procure for the purpose aforesaid, from the publishers of the supreme court reports, fifty copies of each vo lume
thereof h·e reafter published, in addition to the number anthorize<l for other purposes,
to be paid for at the same price and in the same manner as such reports are i:folivered·
to the secretary for other purposes.
SEC. 275. (S. 3, c. 179, 1890. Secretary to furnish certain laws, reports, etc., heretofore
published.) The secretary of state is hereby authorized a.nd directed to deliver to the
University of North Dakota, for the purpose aforesaid, five copies of each volume of
the general and special laws and supreme court reports heretofore pu blishetl, if he shall
have in his possession so many copies not required by law to be disposed of for other
specific purposes, or· so many of each of said volumes, not exceeding five, as he shall
have in his possossion, not so required by law for other specific purpose; aud if he
shall not have in his possession, subject to delivery to the university under the provisions aforesaid, five copies of each volume of said reports, of which aclditional
copies may now be obtained from the publishers by the State under existing con·
tracts, at the price now paid by the State for such reports, he is authorized and
directed to procnre from the pnhlishers, to be paid for at the price and in the manner
aforesaid, ancl deliver to the university enough additional copies of every such volume to make the number of five.
ARTICLE VI.-Distl'ict school board lib1·ary.
SEC. 74. (S. 14, c. 56, 1891.) It shall have power to purchase anfl keep for the use
of the inhabitants of the school district a circulating library of the value of not
more than fifty (50) d')llars, to be selected by the school board from any list of books
approved by the State superintendent and fm·nished to the county superintendents
:foi: that purpose, and it shall not purcha.se any books not contained in such list.
With the consent of a majority of the voters of the school district at a meeting duly
called. for t_h at purpose, due notice of which has been given as provided by law for
other meetmgs of th~ voters of a school district, the district school hoard may purchase and select a library of tho value of more than fifty (50) dollars but not to
exce~(l five huntlred (500) dollars in valuo. It shall have the care and custody of
t}ct~i~rary, and may appoint as librarian any person suited thereto, including one
0
h ' l e~r nunihcr. It shall make rules to govern the circulation and care of the books
~e~ f~ mtthe_ li~u~ls of the pupil or other person, and shall prescribe and collect penal111
who
! clone an~ b?ok _by the a.ct, negligence, or permission of the person
p riod thau t~:~~e ir ,vhilc rn. his possession. No hook shall bfl loaned for a longer
e 8 at any time to any one person, and never to any person not a
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resident of the district. The library shall be open at least once each week for the
accommodation of its patrons. It shall, under proper rules, permit teachers to take
books from the library to their schools for use in illustrating any snbject, and for
instruction. It may at any ti111e exchange any pnrt or all of its library with any
district or person, so far as different books may be so obtained for eqnal values of
the books exL:haµgeu, an<l may at any time accept donations of books for the library,
but it shall exclude therefrom all hooks unsuited to the <'nltivation of good character and good morals an<l manners, an<l no sectarian publications, devoted to discussions of sectariU;_n differences and creeds, shall be admitted to the library.

OHIO.
LIBRARY LEGISLATION.

SECTION 3995.(a) In any district the board of education may appropriate money
from t,he contingent fnutl for tho pnrchase of such books, other than school books, as
it may deem snit-able for tbc use an<l improvement of the scholars and teachers of the
district amt in the pnrchnse of philosophical or other apparatus for the demonstration of such branches of education as may be taught in the schools of the district,
or for either of such purposes; but not more than one-half of the p,mount herein
authorizecl to be appropriated shall l,e expended in the purchase of such apparatus;
(b) such appropriations shall not exceed, in any one year, twelvo hundred dollars in
city districts contaiuing cities of the first grade of the first class, three hundred dollars in other city districts of the first class, one hundred and fifty dollars in city
districts of the second class, and seventy-five dollars in other districts; and the
books so purchased shall constitute a school liorary, tho control and man:igement of
which shall be vested in the board of edupation. The board of e<lucation of any
city of the second class, fourth grade, having a free public liurary organized, in pursu::mce of law, may allow such free public library association tho nse and control of
the public school library, subject, however, to such rules, regulations, and restrictiom, as sai<l board of education may prescribe for tho use and control thereof. [72
v., 29, ~ 51; 78 v., 110.J
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the general assernbly of the State of Ohio, 'l'hat the board
of education ( c) of city, village, township, and special school districts in the State
be, and are hereby, authorized to 1;>nrchase for each school in either of said districts
ono copy of "Howe's Historical Collections of Ohio," to be used as a reference book
in th tudy of the history of the St,ate: Pruvidecl, That said book shall be in qnality,
style, irnling, ancl finish equal to the present puulishecl edition of sai<l work, bonncl
in half Russian leather, and shall cost not to exceed three dollars per volume for each
set of the three volumes; Provided further, That the price of tho books and cost of
transportation shall be paid out of the contingent 'fund of such district.
SEC. 2. Said books during the vacation of schools, or when the schools are not in
session, shall be taken care of in the same manner that maps, globes, dictionaries,
and other school apparatus are cared for and preserved.
SEC. 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its :passage.
[Passed April 8, 1892 (d).J
SEC. 3996. For the purpose of increasing ancl maintaining the school library of
city districts the board of education may levy annual1y a tax of one-tenth of one
mill on the dollar valuation of the taxable property t,hereof, to be assessed, collected,
and paid in the same manner as are other school taxes of such districts. [64v., 62, ~ 1.]
SEC. 3H97. The amount of such tax, when collected, shall be expended, under the
direction of the hoard, for the purchase of such books as are snital>le for public
school libraries, the hills for which, with the attendant expenses, shall be certified by
the president and d<'rk and paid by the treasurer of the school funds. [64-v., 62, ~ 2.J
SEC . 3998. The board may appoint a liurarian, fix his compensation, :-ind make all
needful rules and regulations for the management of the library, to which every
family resident in such city districts shall have access. [64 v., 62, ~ 3.]
SEC. 3905 (a). For the establishment of a public library by township trustees, see Revised Statutes,
sections 1476-14.78. For powers of city and village councils, see section 1692, Revised Stat11tPs.
b. The question sometimes arises as to wbat is apparatus. It is not customary to regard maps and
charts as such. These, like clocks, desks, blackboards and blackboard furniture, would be classed
among the essentials for furnishing a·sc hool, and they may probably b~ purchased under section 3987,
as provisions necessary for the convenience and prosperity of the schools.
c. Boards of education may purchase "school or reading charts" for use in schools of their respective districts, and are not limited to the amount authorized to be expended by the provisions of' section
3095, 1:tevised Statutes. 2 O. Circuit ReportR, 863.
d. Under the statute providing for instruction as to the nature of alcoholic drinks anil narcotics,
and their effects on the human Rystem, in connection with the subject of physiology and hyl!iene, in
all g:rades of the schools and which makes it the duties of boards of educatiou to make proviHion for.
such instruction~it 8een{s a reasonable construction of tlJe :>ct th t such boards are authorized to JJUr·
chase such.anatomical studies and charts as they may deem it ueC'esRary to g-ive this instruction successfully without regard to limitations as to the amount to be expended,' sot forth in this section 8995.
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SEC. 3999. In cities not having less than twenty thousand i nha bitants, the l1oatd
of education having cusJ-ody of any public libra.ry therein may at any regular
rne ting adopt a resolution providing for a board of managers 9f such library, and
shall thereupon elect, by ballot, two persons to serve as members of such board· for
a term of three years, two persons to serve for a tel'm of one year; and annually thereafter two persons shall bo olectetl to serve for a term of three years; all vacanciee
in such board shrtll be fille<l by the "board of education by ballot, ancl a person so
elected shall serve during the unexpired term of his predecessor; the president of
the board of education shall be a member of the board of mana:.g ers ex: officio; and
tho boanl of managers shall at all times be amenable to and under the control of the
boanl of education, as to tenure of office and authority, and sh all serve without
compensation. [64-v., 100, § 1.J
.
SEC. 4000. The public library board of the city of Cleveland shall consist of seven
suitable persons, residents of said city, no one being a member or officer of the b~ard
of e,lucation. Tho members of the library board shall serve without compensation,
and holcl their offices for three years, and until their successors shall ha;re been
elected and qualified, except that at the first election two of the board s~all be
elected for one year, two for two years, an.cl three for three years. After said o/8 t
election so many shall be elected each year as equals the number whose term expires
that year. They shall be elected· by roll call, as in other cases, by the board of educati?n of the city of Cleveland at its first regular meeting ai}er the third Mo?day of
April, 1886, and annually theteafter as hereinbefore provided, Tho board of ed~cation shall have power at any time t~ ·fill vacancies in the library board for unexpll'ed
terms l>y election as__afotesairl. [75 v., 101, § 7; 80 v., 172; 83 v . ; 104.]
.
SEC. 4001. Such library board shaH report in writing to the board of education
once each year, and oftener if required by the latter, shall have exclusive charge
and control of the public library of the city, and shall have full power -to make all
.rules and regulations for the government and management thereof; to emplOf a
librarian and such assistants and helps as may be needed for the care and prote0tioh
of the library, and to attend to the drawing and return of books; but prior to ~nc
employment the compensation of such librarian, assistants, and llelp, shall be_fixef
by the library board, by a majority of the members thereof voting in favor of sue
compensation on ton call by the secretary, and such librarian, assistants, ancl help
shall be employed by a votoin the same manner. [76v., 50, § 2; 78 v., 13? ; 8~v., 172_.J
SEC. 4002. For the purpose of increasing and maintaining the -pubhc library m
said city, and the territory thereto attachecl for school purposes, such 1ibrary board
may levy annually a tax of two and one-half tenths of one mill on each c}ollar valuation of tho taxable property of the city ancl the territory thereto attached for school
. purposes, to be levieu, collected, and paid in the same manner as ate the schoo~ ti.ixes
of the city; all moneys appropriated, received, or collected by tax for tho library
shall be expended under the direction of the library board in purchasing such books,
pamphlets, papers, magazines, periodicals, journals and other property as may bo
deemed s~itable_ for tho publi~ library, a1;1cl in payment of all other charges and
expenses, rncludmg compensat10n to the librarian, assistants and help that may be
incurred in increasing and 1?-aintaining the library; and the pay rolls and all war.rants upon the treasurer given to pay such expenditures upon the order o~ the
library board, be certilied by tho president and secretary or'such board, and paICl by
the treasurer of the city from such library fund. [76 v., 50, § 3; 80 v., 103.J
SEC. 4003. In all cities, which at the last Federal census had, or at any subsequent
Federal census may have, a population of ten thousand five hundred and ninety-t~oh
it shall be lawfnl to merge any public library therein heretofore established wit
any other library or reading room therein existing; but the library formed by snch
consolidation shall be kept open for the use of the public at all reasonable hours.
[75 v ., 511, § 1; 76 v . , 27, § l.J
SEC. 4004. The board of education of every such city shall, at its first regular
mcct.ing- after the secontl Monday in June, 1879, elect by ballot three suitable persons,
resitlents of the city, but other than members of such board who shall be known as
tho library committee of the city, one to serve for one yeal, oue for two years, and
one for throe, a1~cl until their successors are duly elected and qualified, and shall,
annually therea,{ter, elect iu like manner one persou with the Rame qualifications, to
. ·cne for tbrc_o ycan;, :rncl 1111tillii1:1 successor js electe<l and qualified, and any vaca1_1cy
11
} n ·l.t cou11mttee shall ue fillcrl for the unexpirecl term at its first reo-ular meeting
0 tho l>n· rel llold after the same occurs
[T> v 5-11 E.. 2 · 76 v 97 E.. 1::2 J
·
•
·,
' Yto ' fl.Jo uoarcl
·,
' Y ~1 .. r·t ··'100:-:,,,. '~ nch c:onm1Jttee
·hall re11ort
iu• w1·iti11<T
of education at
11
• cl u ·h yc>ar, ancl oft ner if xcquircd by tli~ uoanl an -1 sha11 havo entire
1
01
rnl;g 111\';1r ; ~ rol of tho school librn,ry in tho city, with full po,;er to make all
0
ri n,. 111 1 11 ; 1~1
for th · go\'l'l'nmcnt a.ud r gula.tion thereof, to employ a, libra.r 1111 r" of th liln: , .. 1t au<l help as m: Y l>o need ·<l for its care and protection, and to
u·
hi ,luti
'j_11 snch boll(l as th Y ma.y deell,l proper for the faithful performc 'tiut to atteu,l to th· tlr~wing au<l return of books; but the salary
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of such librarian, and the rate of compensation of such assistants and help, shall be
fixed by resolution prio/ to such employment. [76 v., 97, ~ 3.]
SEC. 4006. For the purpose of.increasino- and maintaining school libraries in cities
mentioned in.section forty hundred and tlrree of the Revised Statutes of Ohio, and
th~ territory thereto attached for school purposes, such library committee in such
cases is au.t horized to annually levy a tax of two-tenths of one mill on the dollar
:valuation of the taxable property of such cities aforesaid, and the territory thereto
attached for school purposes, to be ass·essed, collected, and paid in the same manner
as are tho school taxes of such cities; and all money apptopriatecl or collected by
tax for such library shall be expended under the direction of said library committee
in the purchase al such books, pamphlets, papers, magazines, periodicals, and journals as may be deemed suitable for the public school library, an.cl in payment o.f all
other costs and charges, including tho salaries of the librarian and assistant~, that
may be incurred in maintaining such libraries, the bills and pay rolls for which sai(l.
expenditures shall, upon the order of the library committee, be certified by tho
chairman an(l secretary of such committee, and paid by tho treasurer of the board of
education of said city from such library fond. [55 v., 541, § 2; 76 'v., 97, ~~ 4; 78 v.,
176.] [Ohio school laws, 1893.]

PENNSYLVANIA . .
DISTRICT SCJ:!:OOL LIIlRARIES.

269. That whenever, by subscription or other.wise: a collection of books, or funds
to purchase the same, shall have been obtaine<l t.o form a public library in aml for
any common school district iu this Commonwealth, it shall be the duty of the board
of directors thereof, for the time l,eing, to select the most suitable schoolhouse
therein in which said library shall be placed, preferring, if otherwise expedient, the
schoolhouse in which th e district institute is held, and to provide out of the school
funds of the district a suitable case-or cases for said library, and for such additional
books as may annually be added thereto.
270. That it shall be the duty of tho said directors to receive into the district
treasury all moneys contributed or otherwise obtained for the purchase or increase
of the district library, and to select and purchase the books therefor, or to appoint
n. committee of the board or of not less than three citizens of the district, to make
such selection and purchase, and also from time to time thereafter to make additional selections and purchases in tho same m::tnner, but that no books shall be
donated or placed in· said library without the approbation a~d consent of the selecting committee, nor shall tho proper board of directors appropriate any of the school
funds of tho district to·the purchase of books fQr the library, except such works of
a strictly professional character, as shall be necessary and proper for the study and
improvement of the teachers of the proper district; and all moneys received by said
board for librnry purposes shall be annually accounted for at the settlemant of its
accounts, in the same manne; as common school funds are now by law accounted for.
271. That the legal possession ancl ownership of the books, cu.ses, and other appendages of the district library shall be and remain iu the 1woper board of directors
and their successors in office as trnstees·for the district, and that the felonious faking and carrying away thereof, or of any part thereof, or of any book, article of
apparatus or furniture, from or belonging to any common schoolhouse, shn.11 and is
hereby declared to be larceny, and the breaking into a common schoolhouse at night
with intent to commit larceny, as herein set forth, or any felony, shall and is hereby
declared to be burglary., and that any larceny or burglary so committed shall be
punished as in other oases under existing statutes.
272. That any person over twelve years of age, ::mcl r esident in the proper distri ct,
wh ether contributor or not to tho library, shall be entitled, without charge, to tho
uso of the books thereof, according to the rules and rognfations thereof; but that no
book shall be issued to any minor without the order of his or her parent, guardian or
master, who shall thereupon become liable to all the penalties for the abuse, loss, or
undue detainment of any book by said minor; and all entries of tho issue of books
duly i:nade in the library list by the librnrian at the time of such issue shall be
prima facia evidence thereof in a suit for any penalty, or for the value of any book.
273. That the proper board of directors, aud their successors in office, shall rnake,
and from time to time as shall be proper, alter and amend the necessary rules and
regulations for the care, issue, use, and return of the book of the district library,
and ordain such penalties for the abuse, loss, or undne detainment t,hereof as to
them shall seem just and :prnper, which penalties shall bo recoverable as debts of
liko a1~onnt are now by In,w recoverable; and sueh penalties shall either be payable
to the librarian in compensation of his services, or into the library fund, as the
proper board of directors shall determine.
274. That the secretary of the proper board of directors, or such other member as
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tho boiml may sel ct, shall be the gen ml libmri::m of the district library; and that
tho prill('ipal teach r of the , chool behl iu the honse iu ,'7hich the library is kept
hall be the assi tn,nt Ii braria,n while in charge of said scb ool, and while so in charge
snch assi tant librarian hall ha.v<~ the charge of tho library, so far as relates to the
care, issue, an<l r tnrn of the books, and the keeping of the list thereof; but that
neither tho librarian as secretary, nor tho assistant a s teacher, on going ont of office
shall r eive his final insfalment of salary till he shall first have accuunted for all
the books belonging to tho library to tho satisfaction of the proper bo:1rd.
275. That ·when the pupils or other p ersons connected with the common ~chool
shall have procnred books or fnn<ls for the purchase of books for a school ~1brary
therefor, it shall be the duty of the directors of the proper district to provide o~t
of the school funds of tho district a suitable case therefor, and also for such additions a.s may subsequently from time to time be made thereto; and the selection and
_purchase of the books for such school library, aml of all additions th_ereto, ~hall be
ma<le by a committee composed of tho teacher of the school for the time bemg an~
of not less_ than t_wo parents of pupils attending such school, to be_ cho~en _by a
the nttendmg pupils; but that no books shall be donated to or placeu m saHl library
without tho approval. of the proper selecting committee, and that it shall ~ot _be
la,wful for the board of <lire.ctors to appropriate any of the funds of the district
to the purchase of books for said school library.
276. That all the pupils of the proper school, and no other, shall be en.titled _to the.
use of the books of said library at their homes, subject to such rules rela_tmg to
the care/use, and return thereof as the aforesaid commitr,ee for the select100: an~
purchase thereof shall from time to time establish; and that one of the pupil~ 0
said school, to be selected by the other pupils, with tho consent of the selectmg
committee aforesaid, shall be the librarian of the school library.
.
277. That the legal possession and ownership of tho school library shall be 11;1 the
proper boa.rel of directors; the felonious taking tlJereof shall be larceny, thtJ issue
list thereof shall be prima facie evidence of delivery, and the penalties for.the abuse,
loss, or detention of books shall be recoverable as hereinbefore provided m the case
of district libraries.
·
.
278. That it shall be lawful for common school directors of any district to receive,
hold, and use any devise, bequest, gift, grant, or endowment of property, whether
real or personal, which may be made to them for the establishment, iucr~ase, or Support, either of a district or of a school library in cxiste119e or to be established unded
the provisions of this act, and the same to apply to the establ:shment, increase, an
efficiency thereof; subject, however, to any terms, conditions, or restrictions a~tach~d
to such devise, bequest, gift, grant, or endowment, and not inco11sistent with t e
1rnrposes of this act; a:rid the said directors and their successors in office shall have
authority to bring suit and to do all other thino-s necessary for the recovery, use,
and n.pplication of the same to the purposes afore~aitl. [Pennsylvania school laws,
1894.]
RHODE ISLAND.
CHAPTER 34, SECTION 6. The electors of tne city of Providence, at the annual e_
l ection for members of the city council, may, by a majority vote of sueh electors ~otmg,
and the eleetors in every other town qua] ified to vote upon any proposition to impose
a tax, or for the. expenditure of money in such town, may, by a majority vote of
sueh electors votmg at the annual m eeting for the election of town officers or members of the city council therein, appropriate a sum not exceeding twenty-five cents
on each one hundred dollars of the ratable property of such town in the next year
preceding such appropriation, for the foundation therein of a free public library,
with or without_ branches, _for all the inhabitants thereof, and to provide suit3:ble
rooms for such hbrary, which shall bo used under such regulations as may from time
to time be prescribed by the town council of such town or citv cou11cil of such city.
SEC. 7. Any town having established a free public library 'therein, in manner as
aforesaid, may annually, by the majority vote of the electors thereof, qualitied as
aforesaid, and voting on the proposition, appropriate a sum not exceeding twenty
?ents ou each ono_ th_ousand dollars ?fits ratable property, in the next year prec~dmg such appropna~wn, for the mamtenance and increase of such library therem,
ancl ~a.v take, !eceive, hold, and manage any devise, beqnest, or donatfon for the
esta,blis_hment, 1_ucrease, or maintenance of a public library therein, to be under such
~egula~1011s fo1; its governm~nt, when they arc not prescribed by its donor, as may
rr°m time_ to time ~e prescribed by the town council of such town or the city council
0
su\~ city: Provided, That the town of Pawtucket may appropriate a sum not
exc~;~;,~-~ th 1 rty cents on each one thO\lSancl dollars of its ratable property.
1 47
to an<l
:1.i , SE HON 6. The
hC?arc~ of eclucatio_n may cause to be paid annually
nn<l to b <' ; 18
~ch~ 0 pnbltc hbru.ry estabhshecl ancl maintained in the tate,
d 11 r for th
f1 m
pnrcba e of books tlierefor, a, snm not exceedino- fifty
ir
iv
undrcd volumes included iu such library, and twenty-five
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dollars for every ::l,(1ditional five hundred volumes therein: Pro1:i(led That the annual
paym ent for the benefit of any one such library shall not exceecl the sum of five
hundred dollars.
SEC. 7. Tho board of education shall from time to time establish rules prescribin(J'
tho character of tho books which shall constitnte such a library as will be entitled
to the benefits conferred by tho preceding section, r eo·nl atinO' the management of
su ch library so as to secure the free use of the same ~ the pe~ple of the town and
neighborhoo,l in which it shall be establish ed, and directin O' the mode in which the
snms paic1 in pnrsuance of this chapter sh all ue expended. N;library shall receive any
benefit under the foregoing provisions, unless snch rules shall ha,·e been complied
with by those in charge thereof, nor until they shall h avo ·furnished to said board
satbfactory evidence of the number and character of the books co.n tained in said
library.
SEC. 8. Every payment herein authorized shall be made by the general treasurer
upon the or<l er of the commissioner of public schools, approved by the board of
education, and pa,yable to the librarian or other person having charge of such library
or of the fun11s applied to its support designated by said board.
.
.
· CHAPTER 242, SECTION 45. Every person who wilfully and maliciously or wantonly
and without cause writes upon, injures, defaces, tears, ordestroysanybook, pamphlet,
p_lato, pi cture, en_graving, or statue, or other property belonging to any law, town,
city, or other freo pnhlic library, or suffers any such injury to be inflicted while said
property jg in his custor1y, shall be :fined not less than one dollar nor more than ten
dollars, the same to be for the use of the library.
SEC. 46. Every person who shall take or borrow from any law, town, city, or other
free or public library any book, pamphlet, paper, or other property of said library,
and who npon neglect to return the same within the time required and specified in
the by-laws, rnles, or regnlations of the library owning the property, has been notified by the librarian or other proper custodian of the property that the same is overdue, shall upon fnrt,her. neglect to return the same within two weeks from date of
such notice be considered to have unlawfully converted the property of the library
'to his own use. A written or printed notice, given personally or sent by mail to the
last known or registered place of residence, shall be considered a sufficient notice.
CHAPTER 395, SECTIO~ 1. Every town not owning a free public library may at the
annual town meeting appropriate a sum not exceeding twenty cents on each one
thousan<l dollars of its ratable property in the year next J>receding such appropriation for the maintenance and increase of any free public library therei-n.
CHAPTER 1068, 8ECTION 1. In case any library, or funds for the establishment
thereof, may be o.fft·red to any city or town on ,the condition that said library shall
be maintained as a free public library, the city council of any city, or town council
of any town, is hereby authorized to accept such gift in behalf of the city or town.
SEC. 2. Whenever ::i,ny city or town shall establish a free public library, or shall
become possessed, as above provided, of any. such library, the aforesaid city council
or town council, as the case· may be, shall proceed to elect a board of trustees, to
consist of not less than three members nor more than seven. As soon as possible
after the election of the first board the members thereof shall meet and be divided by
lot into three groups or cl:tsses, the terms of office of one group expiring in one year
from the date of their election, those of another group in two years, an<l. those of the
remaining gronp in three years. With the expiration of the term of office of any
member th11 vacancy shall be filled by the city council or town council, as the case
may be, for the t erm of three years. Vacancies occurring by resignation, removal,
death, or otherwise shall be filled as above for the unexpired term thereof.
SEC. 3. The aforesaid trustees shall take possession of said libraries, and shall
thereafter be the legal g1,1arclians and custodians of the same. They shall provide
suita,ble rooms for the library, arrange for the proper care of the same, choose one
or more competent persons as librarians, ancl fix their compen sation, and make all
needful rules and regulations for the government of the library and the use of the
books, provided that no fee for the use of the books shall eve_r be exacted.
SEC. 4. Each city or town acting under this chapter shall annually appropriate for
the s npport of the public library an amount at least as much as that which the
library shall receive from the State. All appropriations from th e city or town and
State and the in come of all funds belonging to the library, shall be subject to the
exdu;1 ve control of the trust ees, and the several city and town treasurers shall pay,
within the limits of the appropriations and other library funds in their hands, all
bil1s certified by the said trustees.
.
.
,
. .
SEC. 5. In case of an.v beqnest, legacy, or gift to or m favor of a public h~rary, the
trustees thereof are hereby authorized a~d emp_owerecl to acce;pt the same 11;1 beb~lf
of and for the use of the library, and tlie1r receipt shall be a full and sufficient, discharge and release to any executor, administrator, or other person authorized to
make the payment thereof.
,,,
SEc. 6. All a.ct,s a1JCl parts of ::i,ct s inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.
[Public Statutes of Rhode Island, 1882-83.]
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UTAH.
TERRITORIAL LID RARY.

AN ACT pro--dcling for ancl regulating the Utah Territorial library.
CHAPTER 67 1 SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the governor anc1 legislative assmnbly of the
TerrU01·y of Dtah, That the books, pamphlets, maps, charts, globes, papers, apparatus, :1ml valuable specimens belonging to tho Territory now in tho Territorial
library, or which shall hereafter be added thereto, shall constitute the Utah Territorial library.
·
SEC. 2. That the governor, secretary, chief justice, and associate justices of the
suprome court of the Territory shall constitute the board of control of the Territorial library.
SEC. 3. The board of control may, in their discretion, classify the books and articles named in section 1 of this . act, nnd deliver to and place in the library of the
University of Deseret such hooks and articles belonging to and composing the 'ferritqrial library as they may co~sider more useful to th e university library than to the
'rerritorial library, and any books or articles so deliver ed to the university library
shall thereupon become and thereafter remain a portion of the university library.
SEC. 4. The public shall have access to the library, and the board of control may
make such rules and regulations, not inconsistent with the provisions of this act, ~s
they may deem proper, for the use of the library by the public and tho officers herem
named, and may prescribe penalties for any violation thereof~ which sha_ll be collected in the same manner as forfeitures for the nonretnrn or injury of any book.
SEC. 5. Books may be taken from the Utah Territorial library by members of the
legislature and its officers, and at any time by the officers of the executi,o depa~tment of the Territory, jnstices of the supreme court, the marshal and attorn.oy for
the Territ,ory, but no other person shall be permitted to take or detain any book
from the library.
SEC. 6. The governor, by and with tlic advice and consent of tho legislati,e c~uncil, shall appoint a 'l'erritorial librarian, who shall cause to be kept a register of all
books issued and returned, showing to whom they are issued, by whom tl}ey are
returned, arn1 the time they are so issuec1 and returned; and no book except the laws,
journals, and reports of the Territory, which may be taken from the library, shall
be detained more than ten days, except when taken for the use of officers and members of the legislature while it is in session, and all books taken out by officers or
members of the legislature shall be returned at the close of the session.
SEC. 7. If any person injure or fail to return any book taken from the library, he
sha.11 forfeit and pay to the librarian, for the use of the library, the damage thereto,
including costs and reasonable counsel fees for collecting the same, to be recov~red
in au action in the name of tho Territory in any conrt of competent juris<l.ict10~;
and it shall bo the duty of tho librarian in behalf of the.'l'erritory to commence smt
for tho collection of all snch forfeitures and all fines.
·
SEC. 8. The librarian shall on or before the twenti.eth day of December in each
year report to the governor the condition of the library, stating the number of
volumes contained therein, the number of volumes purchased during the last year
and the cost thereof, the number of volumes received by donation, the number_ of
volumes injured or not r etnrned, if any, and the amounts received in compensat1?u
therefor, and such suggestions and further information as may be deemed by him
desirable.
.
SEC. 9. The sum of five hundrecl dollars per annum is hereby appropriated aud
ordered paid out of the Territorial treasury, in the usual manner, to he used by tl.Je
board of coutrol of the librn.ry, in the payment of the libr:.tri:m for services, aud ?f
rent for rooms in ,vhich to keep the ·lib rary. Tho sum of three hundred dollars 1s
hereby appropriated ancl orderecl paid in the usual manner out of the Territorial
treasury, for the preparation and printing of a catalogue of tlio Territorial library,
under direction of the board of control.
·
SEC. 10. The sum of three thonsancl dollars is hereby appropriated and ordered
:paid ont of the Territorial treasury in the usual manner, to bo used by tho board of
control of tho library for tho purehase of cases and such new and ad<litional ~olumes
for tho us of the library as the said boarcl of coutro] may cousiclcr advisable.
• 1: . 11. It shall bo the duty of tho liurarian to make out a written catciloo-ue, conYC;lllently arrange<~ in a.lph_abntical order, and cans~ the same to be printed''ancl clistrihutcd to the officers entitled to the use of such library, of all books, pamphlets,
uap~, <·l:art 'g~ouc 'l?aT!ers, apparatus_, and valuable specimens in the library, adding
1
cr< to_ ,l the library 1s 10crease1l; ,vh1ch ca.talorrne shall bo kept for the use of those
autliori:r, <l to use books. Ho shall also ma.kc out and place in some conspicuous place
0
a.
th rnlps nncl regulations of tho library.
1
• · L. It tthall be th d 11ty of tho librarian to canso every book in the library to
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be labeled with· printed or st::i.mpecl label containing the· words "Utah Territorial
Library," and also cause the same words to be written or stamped on the thirtieth
page of each volume.
_
_
· SEC. 13. The board of control of the library may sell or exchange any surplus or
duplicate sets of reports or law books in the library, and use the money arising from
such sale in purchasing other l aw books or reports for the library.
SEC. 14 . . If the librarian shall permit or allow :my person not authorized by this
act to take a book from the librnry, he shall be liable, upon conviction thereof, to
pay a fine of not less than five nor more than fifty dollars for each book so taken.
All fines ancl forfeitures collected shall be used for the benefit of the library according
to the best judgment of the_bon,rd.
·
SEC. 15. If any person not authorizell by this act shall take a book from the lilm1ry,
either with or witl10ut the consent of the librarian, or violate ::my of the p,rovisions
of this act, he shall upon conviction thereof be fined in :mY.sum not less than ten nor
more than fifty dollars for each book so taken.
· SEC. 16. All acts or parts of acts snperseded by or in conflict with the provisions
of this act are hereby repealed.
.
SEC. 17. This act shall tako effect at twelve o'clock, noon; on the first day of April,
in the year of our•Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety. [Approved, March
13, 1890. · Laws of the Territory of Utah, 1890.]
· .A.N ACT to authorizo cities n,ncl towns to establish and maintain •free public libraries .11ml r e::uling
rooms.

B e it enacted by the legislature of the State of Utah:
SECTION 1. That the city.council of each city of the first and second class shall
have power to establish all(l maintain a public library and reading room for the uso
and benefit of the inhabitants of such city, and may levy a tax of not to exceed onethird of one mill on the dollar, annually, on all the taxable property in the city, such
tax to 1.>e levied and collected in like manner with other general taxes of said city,
and to be known as the library fuml: P1·ovided, That no such tax shall'be levied iu
,the first instance in any city of the first·class until a petition, signed by at least one
thousand qualified voters and property taxpayers, shall have been filed with the city
council of such city, nor in any city of the second class, until such a petition, signed
. by at least two hundred and fifty qualified voters and property taxpayers, residents
.of such city, shall have been so filed.
SEC. 2. When any city council in cities of the first and second, class shall have
decided to establish and niaintain ·a public-library and reading room, under this act,
the mayor of such city shall, with the approval of the city co11ncil, proceed to appoint
a board of nine directors for same, chosen from the citizens at large with reference to
their :fitness for such office; and not more than one member of the city council shall
be at anv one time a member of said board.
'
SEC.
Said <lirectors shall hold office: One-third for one· year, one-third for two
years., and one-third for three years, from th e first day of July following their
appointment, a,11(1 at their first regular meeting shall cast lots for the respective
terms; and annually thereafter the mayor shall, before the first of July 'Of each
year, appoint, as before, three directors t.o take the place of the r etiring dirnctors,
;who shall hold office for three years, 11nd until their su ccessors are appointed. · The
.mayor may, by ancl with the consent ·of the city council, r(}move any dire ctor for
misconduct or neglect of duty.
·
SEC. 4. Vacancies in the board of directors, occasioned by removals, resignation,
or otherwise, shall be r eported to tlte city council, and be filled in like manner as
original appointments, nnd no director shall receive any compensation .
SEC. 5. Said directors shall, immediately after a pp.ointment, meet 11nd organize by
the election of one of their number as president, and by the election of such other
officers as they may deem ·necessary. They shall make and adopt such by-laws,
rules, and regulations for their own guidanc·e and for the government of the library
and reading room ns may be exped ient not inconsistent with this act. They shall
have the exclusive control of the expenditure of all moneys collected to the credit.
of the library fond, and of the construction of any library builcling, and of the
supervision, care, and custody of the grounds, rooms and building constructed,
leased, or set apart for that purpose: Provided, That all moneys received for such
library shall be deposited in the treasury of said city to the credit of the libr~uy
fund, and shall be kept separate · and apart from other moneys of such city, and
drawn, upon by the proper officers of such city upon the properly authenticated
vouchers of the library board. Said board shall have power to purchase or lease
gronnds, to lease or erect an appropriate building or bui1dings for the n so of said
Jibr:i.ry, to appoint a suitahle librarian nncl necessary assistauts, to :fix their compensation, t o remove such appointees at will, and in general to carry out the sp irit and
intent of this act in establishing and maintaining a public librar.y and readiug room.
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SEC. 6. Every library aucl reacliug room established under this·act shall be forever free to tho nse of the inhn.bitants of the city where loca,ted, subject, however,
to such reasonable rules and regulations as tho library board may adopt in order to
render the use of sa,icl library and reading room of the greatest benefit to the greatest
number; and said board may exclude from the uso of said libra.ry am1 reading room
any and all persous who shall wilfully violate snch rules. Said Loard may extend
the privileges and us0 of such library and reading room to persons residing outside
of such city, but in the State, upon such t erms and conditions as said board may
from time to time by its r,,gulations prescribe.
.
SEC. 7. The said boarcl of directors shall make, on or before the second Monday m
June, an annual report to the city council, stn,ting the condition of their trusts on
the first clay of June of tllat year, the various sums of money received from the
library fund and from other sources, and how su·ch moneys bave been expended,
.!111(1 for what purposes; the number of books and periodicals on hand; the D:u11;1ber
added by purchase, gift, or otherwise, during the year; the nnmber lost or mJSsmg;
the number of visitors attencling; the number of books loaned out, and the geµeral
character and kind of such books, with such other statistics, information, and suggestions us they may deem of general interest. All such portions of said report as
.relate to the receipt and expenditure of money, as well as the nurnber of books on
hand, books lost or missing, and books purchased, shall be verified by affidavit ..
S~c. 8. The city council of said city shall have power to pass ordinances im~osrng
suit::i,ble penal tie~ for the punishment of persons committing injury upon such library
or the grounds or other property thereof and for injury to or faihFc to return any
book belonging to such lil.Jraries.
SEC. 9. Any person desiring to make donations of money, personal propei:ty, or
real estate for tho lrnnefit of Ruch library shall have the right to vest the t!tlo to
- tho· money or real estate so donated in tlie board of directors created under this act,
to be held and controlletl by such board; when accepted, according to the terms ?f
the deed, gift, devise, or bequest of such property; and as to such property said
board shall be Leld and consillered to be special trustees.
SEC. 10. When fifty legal voters of any city of the third class or any.town shall
present a petition to the recorder or clerk of such city or town asking that an _annual
tax be leviecl for the establishment and main tena,nce of a free public library111 such
city or town, ancl shall specify in their petition a rate of taxnition not to exceed one
mill on the dollar, such recorder or clerk shall, in the next legal notice of a, regular
biennial election in such city or town, give notice that at such electi~n every
elector who shall have paid a property tax therein in the year next vrecedrn~ si:ch
election may vote "For a mill tax for a free public library, Yes-No," spec1_fyi_ng
in. such notice the rate of taxation ·mentioned in said petition; and if the ma.JOrI~Y
ofall the votes cast in such citv or town shall be "for the tax for the free public
library," the tax specified in sucl1 notice shall be levied and collected in like manner with other geneial taxes of saicl city or town, and shall be known as the "library
fund:" Provided, That such tax shall cease in case the le(l'al voters of any such city
or town shall so determine by a majority vote at any bietnial election held therein;
and the corporate authorities of such cities of the third class and towns may exercise the same powers conferred upon corporate authorities of cities of the first and
second class under this act.
.
Slit:. 11. At the same election that any city of the third class or town shall vote on
the proposition to levy a tax and to establish a free public library there may be
elected a library board of six directors, one-third for two years, one-third for four
years, one-third for six years, and biennially thereafter there shall be elected two
directors, who shall hold their office for six years, and until their snccessors are
elected and qualified; which board shall have the same powers as are by this act conferred upon the board of directors of free pub!ic libraries in cities of the first aud
second class, and said directors shall receive no compensation .
. SEc .. 12. W_hen the question of a tax for a library fond r:;hall be submitted as prov1decl rn sect10n 10 of this act, ballots shall be prepared contaiuin(l'
only the words,
0
"For a - ·- mill tax for a free public library, Yes-No," ancl the na mes of the voters
chos~n for directors of such free public library; and a special ballot Lex shall be
provided for the reception of such ballots. [Approved March 18, 1~96. Laws of
Utah, 1896, Chapter LIV.]
VERMONT.
AN ACT to promote the establishment of free public Hbrarie...

\,~'i TI
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_1. Tho governor shall appoint five persons, residents of the State who
·hair:;~::titnto a. bo:ml of library co~missioners. The governor shall designate the
••

, ar 11 on t~cret,
ne member of said boarcl shall be appointed for the term of :fivo
1
or onr years, one for three y ars, one for two years, and one for one
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year; anc1 th ereafter tho term of office of the commissioners shall bo five years. All
,acn.udes on said board, whether occurring by expiration of t erm or otherwise, shall
be tilleu by the goYernor.
.
.
SEC. 2. The librarian or trustees of any free public library may ask said board for
advice in rcgar<l to the sel~<:tion of books, tho cataloguing of books, and any other
matters pertaining to the maintenanr.o or administration of the library; and the
boar<l shall give such advice in regard to said matters as it shall find practicable.
Tho hoard shall ni::1,lrn a report of its doings hiennially to the general assembly.
SEC. 3. Said hoard shall e.spernl, upon tho application of the boar<l of library
trustees of any town having no free publi'c library owned and controlled by the
town, a sum not exceeding one hun<lred dollars for books for any such town entitled
to the benefits of this act; such books sh all be used by said trustees for the purpose
of establishing a free public library, and said commissioners shall select and purchnsn all books so provitled.
SEC. 4. No town shall be entitled to the b enefits of this act until such town has
elected a board of library trustees and voted to instru ct such board to make an
application to the Stnte board of library commissioners under this act, and until such
trustees have provided in a manner satisfactory to the State board for the care, custody, an<l . distribution of the books furnished in accordance with this act. The provisions of number three of the .acts of 1892 shall apply to the elections of boards of
library trustees under this sectjon and to said trustees when so elected.
SEC. 5. Any town which has voted to instruct its library trnstees to make an application to the State board of library commiissioners under this act shall annually
appropriate for the maintenance of its free public library a sum not less than fifty
dollars if its grand 1ist i~ ten thousand dollars or upward, or a .sum not less than
twenty-five dollars if its grand list is less than ten thousand doll::m~ and not less
than twenty-five hundred dollars, or a sum not les~ than fifteen dollars if its grand
list is less than twenty-five hnndrcd dollars.
SEC. 6. No member of the State board of library commissioners shall receive any
compem;ation, but t,hc board may expend a snm not exceeding three hnndred dollars
annually for necessary .expenses 'in the discharge of its duties, including all expenses
for the transportation of books; an<1 all sums lawfu11y expended by said board under
the provisions of this act shall l>e paid from tho State treasury.
·
Sm'. 7. Whenever auy town shall have accepted tho conditions prescribed in this
act the State board of library commissioners shall so certify to the State Auditor,
aJ1d he shall draw an order upon the treasurer payable to said commissioners for one
hundred dollars, to l>e expended in tho pnrchase of books as provided in this act.
SEC. 8. The State board of library commissioners shall have the power to make
such rules for their own government and for the care of tho libraries which may be
furnished by th~ State as they may· deem expedient and not inconsistent with tho
laws of this State.
SEC. 9. This act shall take effect from its passage, and shall be subject to future
legislation to alt~r, amend, or repeal. [Approved November 6, 1894.J
No. 38.-.A.:N .A.CT to facilitato tho establishment of free public libraries in cities, villages, and towns
of this State by devise or endowment.

SECTION 1. That whenever property, real or personal, has heretofore been oi- shall
hereafter be devised or bequeathed by last will and testament, or granted, conveyed,
or donated by deed or other instrument, to 'trustees, to bo applied by them to the
foundation and establishment in any of the cities, villages, and towns of this State
of a free public library, it shall be lawful, when not otherwise provided in said will
or otlrnr instrument of gift, for the acting trustees in any such case, in order to promote the better establishment, maintenance, and management of such Ii hrary, to
ca-use to be formed a corporation under the provisions of this act, with the rights,
powers, and privileges hereinafter provided .
SEC. 2. Snch acting trustees may make, sign, an<l acknowledge before any officer
au.t horized to take acknowledgments of deeds in this State an<l file in tho offico of the
secretary of state a statem1mt in writing in which shall be set forth the intent- of
such trustees to form a corporation nnderthis act; a copy of thewillorotherinstrument l,y which endowment of said library has been provided; the namo adopted for
the proposeel corporation (which shall not be the name of any other corporation
already existing'); the city, village, or town in which the library and the principal
place of business of the corporation will bo located; the number of managers who
may be denominated t,rustees, managers, or directors of the corporation; and the
names of the trustees, managers, or directors who are to constitute the original board ·
of such officers, and who shall hold until their successors respectively are elected and
qualified, as in this act provided.
SEC. 3. Upon the filing in bis office of such statement as aforesaid, the secretary of
state shall issue to the incorpora tors, under his band and the seal of State, a certificate, of which the aforesaid statement shall be a part, declaring tllat the organiza-
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tion of t he corporation is pcrfecte<l. The incorporntors shall thereupon cause such
certificate to be recorded in a proper record book for the 1rnrpose in the office of the
county clerk of the county in which tho saicl library is to be located; and thereupon
tho corporation shall be deeme<l fully organized, aud may proceed to carry out its
corporate purposes, and may recefre, by conveyance from the trustees under said
will, deed, or other instrument of donatiO'n, tho property' provided by will or otherwise as aforesaid for the endowment of sn,id library, and may hold the sa.me in whatever form it may·have been received or conveyed by said trustees until such forni
shall be chn.ngell by tho action of said Qorporation.
. ,
SEC. 4-. Organi:.mtions formed under this act shall lrn bodies corporate and-pol1t1c,
to be known under the names statecl in the respectiYe certificates or articles ~f
incorporation; and by such corporate names- they shall havo and possess the o_rd1nary rights and iucideuts of corporations, and shall be capable of taking, holdmg,
and disposing of ren,l and personal estate for all purposes of their organization. The
provisions of any will, deed, or other instrument by which endowment is given to
:mid library and accepted by said trustees, managers, or directors shall, as ~o such
endowment, be a part of the organic and fundamental law of such corporation . .
The trustees, managers, or directors of any such corporation shall compose its
members, and:-sball not be less than five nor more than nine in number, shall elect
the officers of the corporation from their number, and shall have control and m~nagement of its ::.!fairs an<l property; may accept donations, and in their discre_t10n
hold tho samo in the form in which they are given, for all purposes of science, htera.tnrc, and art germane to tho object and purpose of said corporation . Tl!ey may
fill by election, subject to the- approval of the chief justice for the time bemg of
the supreme court of Vermont, vacancies occurring in their own number by death,
in capacity, r~tirement, or otherwise, and may make lawful by-laws for the manag~ment of the corporation and of tho library, which by-laws shall set forth what o_fficers there shall bo of the corporation and shall define and describe their respective
duties. They may appoint and employ from time to time such agents and eroployes
as: they may deem necessary for the efficient administration and conduct of the
library and other affairs of tho corporation. Whenever an;Y trustee, manager, or
- director shall he elected to fill any vacancy, a certificate under tho seal of the corporatio1_1, ·giving the name of the person elected, shall be recorclecl in the office of the
county clerk where tho articles of incorporation are recorded.
.
vVhenever by the provisions of such will, deed, or other instrument by which
enflowment is created fiie institution endowed is declared to be and is free and
public, tho library and other property .of such corporation shall be forever exempt
from taxation.
The trustees, managers, or directors of such corporation: shall, in tho month of
January in each year, cause to b e made a report to the governor of the State, ~or the
year ending on the 31st clay of December preceding, of the condition of the library
and of the funds and other property of the corporation showing the assets and
investments of such corporation in detail.
·
SEC. 5. This act shall take effect from and after its passage. [Approved Novem-

per 27, 1894-. J

No. 39.-AN ACT to provide libraries with certain public documents.

SECTION 1. Wben a town has established a public library under the provisions of No.
53 of the acts of 1892, ~aid town may at ::my annual meeting vote to place in sL1ch
library a copy of such documents and volumes heretofore received by said town for
it or its town clerk's office, as it shall designate, and also a copy of such documents
ancl volumes hereafter to be received from the State, exr-ept the Vermont reports an_d
other books and documents provided by law to be kept in the town clerk's office, as1t
shall designate; the ownership of snch books to continue in the towµ, but their use
to be enjoyed by the library till said town shall otherwise vote.
SF. . 2, Tile State librarian is dire cted to deliver to any town public library that
shall_ have been voted by its town the uso of books owned as above by the town anch
?-u"phcn.te documents a.ml volumes pnulished or provide(l by the State as can in the
Judgm~nt of the trustees of the State lib-rary be deli,·ercd without prejudice to the
State library, an.id books to he deli vernd npon npplicn.tion FJt::tt ing what books have
already l>een r. cei ved from tbo town, an<l the property in FJairl book8 to r Pmain in tha
State., hnt t~101r ~se to be in the pnhlic liurary to which they shall be deli verecl until
t~e • tate librarian shall uo dire ted by law to d ·mand their return to tho State
hbrn.rv.
E~::_ 3. ·when n, pnb1ic lihrary <'Xists in a town and i not est:1blished nuder the
Pl'?Y1 , 1~11 . of an.id a t ~o. ~3. of 1 9~, sai<l_town ~ny at an . annnal meetin~ by a two111.ril_s ' 0 ~~ make the pro~1s1ons named m s ct10u 1 of this act, in r pect to nse by
~!h_r, 1 _ of b o~ t~er 111 ~am d wued by the town; and in ca o of sn ·h vote the
0 1
]
-.i_ond ofd tu~n 2 of th113 a.ct h, 11 apply to such library the same as if it were
• mz
un r ea1<l act ""o. 53 of 1892.
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· SEC. 4. Tho clerk of each town, village, an(l city in this State shall each year supply
any library in the town or city in which he lives with two co.pies of the annual re--_
:ports (if printetl) of his town, village, or city; and shall also -send to the State
libr:ny for its use two copies of the same. Said copies shall be so delivered by the
clerk within two weeks after receipt of such printed reports by him. And officers
making such printed reports arc hereby directed to supply the town, vilfage, or city
clerk ·with tho four copies necessary for him to comply with the provisions of this
section.
SEC. 5. The first three sections of this act shall apply to cities as well as towns.
[Approved November 27, 1894. Laws of Vermont, session of 1894.]
~

VIRGINIA.
The see1·etary of the Commonwealth to be general librcirian.-:=-He shall be general librarian and have charge of the library fund. He shall accbunt for, ap11ly, and pay over
all mon~ys which may come to his hands as librarian, and his official bond shall be a
security for the performance of all his -duties both as secretary and librarian.
Library funcl.-Tho books and maps belonging to the State shall constitute ·the
library fund, except such books or maps as may be appropriated in some way inconsistent herewith.
Donations from funcl.-Out of the books and maps constituting the library fun(l
such donations may from time to time be made to public librnries, learned societies,
colleges, and othe,r institutions as may be deemed advisable by the library committee
hereinafter mentioned.
The general librarian shall furnish the universities, and any incorporated college
of tho State in which a law school is established, and the ColJege of William and
Mary for its law school, and which bas not heretofore been furnished, out of a,ny surplus copies on band, with ono copy of Henning's Statutes, the journal, debates, and
ordinances of the several State conventions, the journals of the senate and house of
delegates, of tho acts of assembly, and of the codes, and also eight copies of any law
reports on hand or which may hereafter be on han<l, and every incorporated college
and academy in the .State with a copy of the maps.
.
Books and maps to be solcl.-All the rest of the books and maps constituting the said
_fund, except such as it may be proper to have ju the libraries belonging to the State,
shall be sold.
,
How sold; prices.-From time to time he may place a reasonable number of copies
of the reports of decisions, of tho maps, and of any other books which may seem to
him :-ulvisable in the bands of booksellers to be sold upon a reasonable commission,
selecting such booksellers as may seem to him best, aud taking in every case an ollligation from the bookseller, specifying tho books and maps placed iu his hands,
the prices at which they arc to be sold, and for what commission, and binding him,
when thereto required by the librarian, to account for the said books an.d maps,
return such as may not have been sold, and pay for those sold at the prices specified,
after deducting the commission for selling. Tho librarian may himself sell any of
the said books and maps or mako exchanges thereof for other works.
·
Library co'i'n1nittee to fix prices of reports.-Tbe lillrary committee shall d etermine
the prices at which the several volumes of reports of decisions of tho court of appeals
shall he sold and tho amount of commissions to be allowed on such sales.
Library committee, its general duties; rep01·t.-A joint committee of tbe general assembly, to be called the library committee, shall be appointed biennally, which sl.J.rill
havo the direction of the library and library fund, may make such rules for tho regnlation of the library, not inconsistent with this chapter, and prescrille such penalties
for violations thereof as may seem to it proper. 'l'he general librarian shall, p.nuually, make a report to this committee of his 1nocecdings, stating th erein, among
other things, in detail all purchases made, from whom made, and at what prices, and
render an account of the receipts and disbursements of the library fund. Tho committee shall examine bis accounts and })roceedings, and determine the prices at
which the books and ma)?S constituting the library fund may be sold. A journal of
the proceedings of the library committee shall ho kept by tho general librarian, who
shall act as its clerk, and the committee shall report fully to the general ac.;sembly.
Additions to the State and law libraries.-There shall be annually procured such
books in law, literature, science, and the arts and such maps and cJ1arts as it may
seem to the committee desirab~e to procure. After making the purchases necessary
for the State library; the commit~ee shall cause to be purchase<l, out· of the library
fund, such books as may be required by the judges for the law lillraries itt St::inntou and ·wytheville: Provided, 'l'hat not more than three hundred dollars shall be
cxpcuded in any one year in the purcl.J.ase of books for each of tho libraries at said
places.
·
_
. Hist~1·ic~l w~rlcs and rel-ics.-'.fl.J.c commjttee shall especially canse to be procured
from tu:ne to tnno as opportumty may oiler a copy of any book l)am1)hlet or manu•
'

'

'
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script, work of art, or relic reiating to the history of Virginia not now in the ge!leral
library, which can bo obtained on reasonable terms, and may cause to be prrnted
any manuscripts relating to the history of VirginitL which have not been published,
including snch portions of the execntive journals and executive letter books and 9f
tho legislative pa,pers as the committee may deem proper to print in the ealendar of
State pa,pers, and shall canse the legislative papers to be so printed to be arrp,nged
for that purpose and preserved for reference.
Librarian to niake purcllascs .-The general librarian shall make such purchases and
do snch other things as the committee may direct within the scope of their powers.
And he shall have under his care, in the room provided therefor in the capitol, _the
general library and every thing therein.
General librn1·y, when to be ope11ecl.-The general library shall be kept open every
day in the year (Sundays and holidays excepted), such hours in each day as the
library committee may direct.
_
.
Do01·keeper of Ubrary; his pay.-There shall be a doorkeeper of the general llbrary,
appointell by and removable at tbe pleasure of tho secretary of the Corurno~wealth, by
wliom his duties shall be prescribed. He i;lrnll receive for his services tlurty dollars
per month, payable out of the public treasury upon tbe certificate of the secretary
of the Commonwealth.
Who may 1rne the general library.-The judges of the court of appeals, the governor,
attorney-general, reporter of the court of appeals, members of the general assembly, and snch other officers of government as tho library committee may deem
pr·oper, shall be allowed to use the general library. And any of them may, _under
suchrognlations and penalties as tho committee may prescribe, take from the library
any book, except such as tho committee shall determine is necessary always to be
kept therein.
In transmitting the above, Hon. John E. Massey, State snperintenden_t of public instruction of Virginia, observes: "I regret to say tbat nothing, practically, has
been done in this State lookiug to the organization of school libraries .. In several
of the cities some attention has been paid to the matter, but nothing like a movement has ever been made in the State, so far as I know.
"The State constitution provides that 'The board of education.(State) sl!all provide for ti.niformity of text-books and the furnishing of schoolhouses with such
apparatus and library as may be necessary, under such regulations as may be provided by law.'
.
'' The statute provides that 'uniformity of text-books and the furnishing of_ schoolhouses with such apparatus and library as may be necessary shall be provided for
on some gradual system by the board of education.'"
WISCONSIN.
AN A CT to promote the establishment nnd efficiency of free public libraries in the State of
Wisconsin.

1'he peo1Jlc of the State of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assembly, do enact as
follotcs:
SECTION 1. The governor shall appoint two persons who, with the president of the
University of Wisconsin, the State superintendent, and the corresponding secretary
of the State historical society, Rhall constitnte a State library commission. One of
the members appointed by the goYernor shall be appointed for a term of five years,
a,ncl the other shall be appointed for a term of four years. All subsequent appointments shall be for terms of five years each, except appointments tt> fill vacancies.
Tho commission shall annually elect a chairman and a secretary.
SEC. 2. The commission shall give advice and counsel to all free libraries in the
State, and to all communities which may propose to establish them, as to the best
means of establishing aud administering such libraries, the selection of books, cata~oguing, and other details of librar.v management. Tbe commission may also send
1~s members to aid in organizing new libraries or in improvinc-r those already established. The commission shall make a biennial report to the ggrnroor a.nd one thousautl copies of this report shall be publishecl as other official reports 'are published.
• EC. 3. No member of the commi sion shall receive any compensation for services
as~ me_~b_er, but their: traveling expenses in attendino- meetings of the commission
~r rn vis1tmg or establishin,g libmri ~ a!lcl other incid~ntal and necessary expenses
onnectecl with the work oi the comm1ss1on shall he paid: Provided That the whole
f;:1.onnt shall not exce~cl_the sum ~f five hundred dollars in any on~ year. All bills
th u~r~c~ hy the comm1: 10n or by 1ts members under this law shall be certified by
·nn C'll,vrman a.rnl F!ecret~ry of the commission to the secretary of state, who shall
ap r .~
m_ to h p:ud from tlle fate tr asury, and there iR hereby annually
at ~l 8H\~(l_ from th g n rn,1 fnncl in the ta.to troasnry not otherwise appropri' •
i
r·i ·nt sum to ·arry into effe ·t th provisions of this a ·t.
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SEC. 4. This a ct shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage a·nd
:publicat~o1L [Approved April 19, 1895. Laws of Wisconsin, 1895.J
WYOMING.
TERRITORIAL LIIlRA'RY.

8ECTION 1736. There shall be a Territorial librarian who shall be appointed by the
governor of the Territory, by and with tho consent of the legisfative council, who
shall hold his office for the term of two years, and until his successor is duly appointed
and qualified. [C. L. 1876, ch. 110, ~ l.J
SEC. 1737. The libra1·ian shall have the charge and custody of all books, maps,
papers, charts, engravings, paintings, and all other things properly belonging to the
library, or directed to be d eposited therein, and shall also keep a regular file of all
newspapers published in the Territory which shall be donated thereto.
SEC. 1738. It shall be the duty of the librarian to receive and transfer all books or
documents sent by other States or Territories to the Territorial library from the postoftl co or other depot to which they may haYP- been consigned, antl to properly label
and arrauge them in the library.
SEC. 1739. The Terr.itorial librarian shall cause the receipt of each book, map, or
other document that may come into his possession t ,; b e a cknowledged, and ho shall
keep a record of all books aud documents so received, and shall report the same as
provided by law.
SEC. 1740. And the librarian shall have full power to make any rules and regulations proper and necess}.l,ry for the preservation a11d iucrease of the library not iuconsistent with faw, which the librarian shall in all cases observe, and to superintend
and direct all expenclitm::cs and appropriations made for the libra1·y, under the supervision auc1 control ·o f the judp:es of the supreme court.
SEC. 1741. The librarian is h ereby directed to excli::mge statutes, journals, legislative documents, and other liooks with other legislative bodies and libraries, as he
shall <l.eem proper.
SEC. 1742. It shall be the duty of the librarian to issue books upon tho order of the
chief justice or either of the d!:3sociate justices of tl..Je Territory, or upon the order of
the governor of the Territory: Prodded, That in each case said justices and governor
shall become ~sponsible to the Territory of ·wyorning for tho return of saiu book~ in
as good order as wheu they were taken from the library, and if any clamago be done
said books, or tllcy be lost, tho librarian shall estimate the damage or value of _said
books, and, if ne cessary, recover the same of either the party autJ10rizing the loan or
the party receiviug them, by civil process, in the name of tl10 T erritory of \Vyoming.
SEC. 1743. The librarian shall, on the first day of each regular session of the l egislature, make a foll and complete report of all receipts and expenditures, and of the
condition of the library, and all other matte;rs in relation thereto, for the information
of tli e legislative assembly.
'
SEC. 1744. It shall be the duty of the librarian to is~me a printed circular to the
citizens of the Territory, inviting them to deposit in the Territorial cabinet such
minerals and geological specimens as ::my citizen may find on his premises or in any
portion of tho Territory.
SEC. 1745. Whenever any such specimens may be deposited in the cabinet it shall
be the duty of the librarian to correctly label and classify each specimen, and to
enter in the book kept for tha,t purpose the name of the donor and the character
and quality of each specimen donated.
.
SEC. 174.6. The circular of the librarian will specify the kind au<l. quality of specimens desired, both in geology, mineralogy and fossils.
SEC. 1747. The cabinet i,;o collected shall be open for inspection of all persons,
subject to the rules and regulations of the librarian for the proper preservation of
such specimens, during the hours as pr~vi1led by the library.
·
SEC. 1748. It shall be the duty of the librarian to keep the library open from the
hours of ten o'clock a. m. nntil twelve o'clock m. ::md from two o'clock p. m. until
four o'clock p. m. on each day lluring the year, Snndays and holidays ex cepted.
SEC. 1749. The librarian b efore he enters upon the discharge of his dnties shall
give a good and sufficient bond in the pen a l sum of five thousand dollars, to be
approved by th,e governor, to ho fil ed in his office, made payable to the Territory of
Wyoming, conditioned th a t be will faithfully discharge the duties of his office and
deliver over to his successor in office all books and property b elonging to tl1e library
according to laws and such regulntions as may be a1lopte<l by the legislative assembly.
SEC. 1750. The compensation of the Territorial librarian and ex officio superintendent of public instruction shall be a salary of eight hundred dollars per annum,
payaule quarterly, which salary shall be in full for all services which he may perform in said office.
SEC. 1751. It shall be the duty of the Territorial librarian to insure in some first-
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class insurance company ancl on the best terms for the Territory the Territorial law
library for a sum not less than twelve thousand dollars, the policy to run to the
Territory of Wyoming.
SEC. 1752. It shall be tho duty of all officers and persons who now-have, or may
hereafter receive, any books, µiaps, charts, or other documents designed for the use
of the Territory of Wyoming to .deposit the same immetliately on receipt thereof
with the Territorial librnri::m, to be by him placed in the Territorial library. .
SEC. 1753. The Territorial librarian is hereby authorized to sell a,ll such,cop1_es of
the compiled laws of Wyoming as nrny not be needed for the uso of the Territory
to any 11erson desiring to purchase the sa,mo for tho sum of one dollar per volume,
and the revenne arisiug from all such sales to bo reported to the ~rerritorial treasurer.
SEC. 1754. All mo11eys recei vod upon tho sale of said compiled laws sh\lll I3e
applied by tho Territorial libraria.n to tho purchasing of books for tho Territorial
library, under the direction of the judges of tho supreme court. [Revised Statutes
of Wyoming, 1887.]
COliXTY LIBRARIES.
SECTION 684. yVhen the county commissioners of any county have receiv~d_p_roper
and sufficient guarantees, whether in the form of conveyances or bonds of c1ti_zens,
or associations or corporations, that a suitable place will be perm~nently fur~nshed
for the protection and use of a public library, as a condition precedent to their own
action under the pr6visions of this section, it shall be their duty to levy annually a
tax of not less than one-eighth of a, mill nor in ore than one-half o~ a mill on tho dollar on all taxable property in the county, for tho establishment and maintenance of
a public library, to be located at the county seat of such county.
SEC. 685. The tax authorized by the preceding section shall lJe lev~ed antl collected
at the same time and in the same manner as oth11r county taxes of such county are
levie(l and collected, and the whole amount so collected sha,ll ue set apart aucl shall
bo designatecl the county library fund: P1·ovidecl, That nothing herein cont.ainedshall
bo construetl into authorizing any aclditfonal levy to tha,t now authorized by la,w.
SEC. 686. Tho control ancl use of said library fund shall be in trusted by iho co1_mty
commissioners of any county to three competent a:ad responsible citize1?s of the
county, to be ap:pointed by said commissioners, and to constitute a board of tr_ustees
for this purpose. As soon as appointed they shall incorporate as a body, with an
appropriate name, they shall serve without compensation, n,nd the trtlasurer ~f th
board sh:111 give bonds, to be approved by the county commissioners, for the fa1thfu
performance of his duties. It shall bo their dnty, upon notification from the coun~y
commissiouers that a library fund is at their disposal, to expend so much of the sa~d
fuml as shall be found available in the purchase of books for the library her.em
provided to be established: Provided, That the books so purchased shall be of a ~md
b est suited to inform the mind and improve the character of the reader, that neither
sectarian nor professional books shall be purchased out of such fund, and that not
-excced~ng twenty-five per c~ntum of such fund so expended shall be used for the
purehase of works of fiction.
SEC. 687. Tho said board of trustees is authorized to receive donations of r eal estate,
money, or books in aid of the establishment or maintenance of the library, for which
said trustees are hereby mado responsible, and as trustees of the donor sllall carefolly observe tho conditions accompanying every such gift, and if any incorporat~cl
literary or library association shall donate to such county library property equal m
value to one thousand dollars, or shall annually contribute to its resources a sum
exceeding two hnndred and fifty dollars in money, such association shall be entitled
to name one person to be an associate member of said board of trustees, who shall
have all the rights, privileges, and responsibilities of the otht•r members thereof.
When no provisioJ?- can bo made for otherwise furnishing the Ii bra.ry with the necess:1ry nccommot~a~ioQ~ for its books and other publications without expense to the
library fund ansmg from the public tax, it shall be tho duty of the board of school
trnstees or ~ircctors of the school district cmbrncing the county seat to provide
accommoda.t10ns for them in the uest-sitnatecl school buil<lino- over which such board
of school trnstees haYc control. The board of trustees shall also appoint a competent ))~rso~ to ha;v:o tho immediate <'hargo of the library, with such duties and compensation for scrY1ces as they shall fix a,ncl determine.
• E · 688. hvcr)'." library cstaLlishNl nnd maintained nuder the pro•visions of this
~hap~e_r shal~ ll~ foreY r free to all residents of the county to which it belongs, on the
onditiou th,1.t Ruch persons comply with such rules :md regulations for the safety
3.lHi 1nauag _m nt of the library as the boar<l of trustee shall pre cribe which rules
1
~~ t:·<·gnlations may ho <'nforced bylerral 1nocee<lino-s in a conrt of com'p tent J nrisu1<· um· P1·ol'i [, I Th· t ·
· ""
·
io"n 1 : 11 1 'H, . ,\. mt1le management
of tho "library, tho best po, siblc 1)l'onr - 1f fl Rp cially maclo for the con\·enient us<} of tho books thereof by the
u ·n ° uch onnty re iclin"' ont of the town wherein th library is situated.
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-SEc.-689. It shall be the further duty of such board of trustees to keep a careful
record of all -its doings, with duplicate vouchers for all expenditures, one set of such
vouchers to be kept in the office of tho secretary of the board of trustees, the other
to be filed with the county commissioners at the encl of each calendar year. , The
board of trustees shall also, at the encl of each year, report to the county commissioners all the important transactions for the previous twelve months, specifying h1·
each report tho sum ot moneyreceiveclfrom tho county library fond, also the moneys
and property received from other sources, the use and disposition made of such moneys
and other property, the number of books and other publications then in tho library,
the number of books ::mcl other publications added by purchase and gift during the
year, as well as tho number of books lost and missing, the number, title, and cost of
books, maps, and charts purchased out of the county librar,y fund,cthe number of
books loaned out, with tho general charactflr of such books, the number of persons
who have drawn books from the library during the year; and the number of visitors
thereto-, together with such otller facts deemed of public interest, a copy of which
report shall be furnished by the clerk of said board of county commissioners for publication in at least one paper of general circulation in the county.
Only persons r esident ofthe ca.unty shall be allowed to obtain a loan of books from
the library, and in every case when books are lost or destroyed by such parties, or
withheld from the library by such person, then in that event such persons shall be
responsible for the loss of such book or books, and tho value of said book or books
may ·be recovered by proper action at law in any court of competent jurisdiction in
the county. [Revised Statutes of Wyoming, 1887.]

CHAPTERX.
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF POPULAR EDUCATION AMONG
CIVILIZED NATIONS: ADMINISTRATION OF POPULAR
·EDUCATION. 1

POPULAR INSTRUCTION DURING THE NINETEENTH CENTUTIY.

Various 'expressions lrnve been proposed by which to characterize the nineteenth
century, and though many are appropriate to it by reason of the multiplicity of itt1
work, nevertheless the name which it particularly merits is that of the century of
popular education. But this designation is not applied to the nineteenth century
because it has originated public schools, for they existed centuries ago, and every
civilized people, whether Buddhists, Mussulmans, or Christians, have taught their
children to read and write. The merit of the nineteenth century lies in the universality of its work in educating the masses of humanity.
The Reformation contributed to the dissemination of instruction among the populnce Lecause it saw in education a means of advancing the cause of religion, yet it
did not operate with e11ual force in all parts of Europe, as tho history of education
in England and Germany will Lear witness. The eighteenth century in its tµrn
also promoted the diffusion of education among the people, but not for tho advantage of religion but in the name of humanity, as may be proved by the history of
the German Empire of that period, of Scandinavia, and of many Catholic States:
Nevertheless, the· nineteenth century is th~ nrst which has systematized and generalized the education of the 11eople for the value of education in itself, irre8pective of
its effect upon any particular form of worship. It has made education truly a matter
which Lelongs to and is administered by the state. It is true that laws had been
promulgated before -the year 1800 regarding public educationr indeed, the French
Revolution furnishes a well known example. But these laws, speaking generally,
were inoperative, and if some states were ~ore atlvanced than others it js still a fact
that at the opening of this century the m::ijority of the people of the civilized world
could neither read nor write.
The growth of democratic ideas and of tho application of indul'itry to science has
been favorable to the cause of popular education. It began to dawn upon the people
how profitable it would be for each inhabitant of a country to Le able to communicate
with or receive communications from others through ability to write and read.
This ability once gained and used, it was seen, would break down the barriers
which cut off a large part of the people from tho influence of the current of the
intellectual life of the nation, and also in a certain measure would efface the inequality which is caused by the neglect to provide any kind of instruction for the masses.
But people differed upon this subject. In Protestant countries the difference of
opinion was, in general, less than fo Catholic countries. There have been those,
especially in Catholic countries, who were alarmed lest the instruction of the people sbould lay open the minds of the masses to the influence of new aud dangerous
1

From the French of E. Levasseur, member of Institute of France, translated by Mr. W ellford .Addis.
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notions; lest such instruction should develop n, spirit of examination and criticism and thus weaken the respect for social st:1tus, aml inspire tho l owly with unatt::t inable desires n,nd entico them from tho labor befitting the posit ion into which
they wore born. In Catholic countries it was n,lso maintained that popular education will lead to atheism. There are even now men and parties who hold theE:e
·opinions.
But there were others who were convinced that it is the <l.uty of society to ameliorate as far as possible the physical, moral, and intellectual well-being of its members; that the education of the peoplo is the primal instrm:gent of their intellectual
amelioration, which in its turn will influence their moral :1melioration :1nd the amelioration of their physical environment, ancl th at consequently the educ:1tion of the
people is a debt virtually contracted by society with the cllild, which debt society
should 1rnj7 either by favoring th e establishment of schools or by assuming tp.o
expense_of popular education. These persons h a Ye by degrees convinced the people
and the Government of each nation that they are right. Most frequently it is tho
liberal party in each State which champions the cause of tho education of the masses.
"Shower (_rcpandez) instruction upon .the he:.tds of tho people, for yon owe them
such ::i, baptism,'' e_x claimed, :1t th e close of the Napoleonic wars_. the Frcnc)l adYocatcs of the Boll and Lancaster systems of monitorial instruction.
The Christian Brothers had, indeed, from the beginning of the eighteenth century,
a method of instruction which tho Abbe de la Salle had origiu'ated and published
under tho name of "Conduite des ecoles Chretiennes." Pestalozzi also, inspired by
Rousseau, had founded the Institute of Neuhoff, in Switzerland, abont1.777, and h ad
passed the rest of his life in th e exposition of hi~ ideas :.tnd in exemplifying the manner in which they should be applied. Prussia J..u1cl, it is true, tho school law of
Frederic the Great, promulgated in 1763. Saxony llad confirmed m:1ny times the laws
of tho sixteenth :111d seventeeth centuries, :.tnd Bell and Lancaster had, indeed, created two different types of the monitorial system in the closing years of the eighteenth cent_ury. But, in truth, it is only during the nineteenth century that systems
of pedagogy be.came the subj ect of much stucly and wide application and that tho
governing bodies energetically took up tb.e question of schoolhouses, school furniture, and schoolbooks as something of public importance. In short, the ninetee nth
century has been infinitely more prolific in discussions, in pamphlets, and in books
upon pedagogical subjects and works than all the preceding centuries put together,
including the sixteenth, which was particularly fruitful in these particulars. ·
The Government in every civilized country has sine~ 1801 either enacted a law or
has taken measures for t,he general introduction of public education. In Holland
the first laws r egarding public instruction were those of 1801, 180B, and 1806. In
Bavaria compulsory attendance dates from 1802. In Prussia the ordinance of 1819gi ven out two years after the creation of the department of ecclesiastical affairs,
education, and medicine, a position so acceptably fille<l for twenty-three years by
Altenstein-laid d?wn. the conditions of compulsory attendance in that State. In
the Grand Duchy of Baden popular instruction was created in 1834. In the second
half of the century the greater number of tho German States multiplied continuation
sehools and made education compulsory. The greater number of the Swiss cantons
created a system of schools between 1830 and 1848. Sweden, where education had
been already well introduced in the eighteenth century, promulgated its organic
educational law in 1842, and since 1850 this same law has been tho law of Norway,
transforming her itinerant schools into definitely located establishments. In Finland, long a dependence of Sweden, the schools that the Reformation llad called into
being prove(l_inadoquate, and tho public schools were organized by the laws of 1858
a.nu 1866, wb 1lo Hungary has made strenuous efforts to raise her schools to the level
of tho of the German peoples.
In France tho basic law, nt least tho first ,vbich was really efficient is the law of
1833. It o,ved its origin to tho G overnmen t of L oms
· Pbthppe,
· ·
· l ar l y
and more' part1cu
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to M. Guizot. In Engfand the :first reform bill had opened the doors of Parliament to
the mercantile class (bourgeoisie), and it had made the :first appropriation for the
construction of elementary schools. Tho committee of tho privy council on education was instituted by tho English Parliament in 1839, but the first organic educational law was not passed until 1870. Some of the Italian States had school laws in
the first half of the nineteenth century, but when, in 1859, Italy became a united
kingdom the law of Pieclmont was adopted for the whole peninsula and its islands.
The faw of Spain was passed in 1857.
In the United States, after a formative period divided into a colonial and an organizing period, Horace Mann was appointed in 1837 secretary of the board of education
of Massachusetts, and the :first State normal schools were founded soon after. In
1867 a National Bureau of Education was founded. In Canada the fundamental law
ofpul;>lic instruction in the province of Quebec went into. effect in 1841. ·The school
system of Ontario is due to Superintendent Adolphus Egerton Ryerson, who assumed
the duties of his position in 1844. The first law of the province of New Brnnswick
was promulgateu in 1833. During the second lrnJf of the present century almost alJ
the Spanish American republics modeled, partly at least, their school systems on
those of the United States.
The same activity in organizing public education has been shown in -the colonfes
and countries under European control, as, for instance; in Algeria, Cape of Good
Hope, Inclia, British Australasia, and the Antilles. Japan, entering resolutely into
the ideas of European civilization, created a system of public schools in 1872.
The clevelopment of the idea of universal educatio:i;i has changed the moral
equilibrium of tho world. ,vith science, which bas changed tho processes of ind.us,
try and enormously increased the power of man over nature; with steam, which in
annihilating distance by land or sea has given new facilities to commerce aml new
habits to nations; with the political changes, which have gi-rnn to democracy eithet
the dominating or at least a considerable place in the government of the majority
of civilizecl States-with each of these :1chievcments of the nineteenth century the
instruction of the people is assuredly to be ranked as the most considerable phenomena of the nineteenth century and one of the most productive of happy results.
The increase dming the last fifty years of books, reviews, and journals published
each year, of .letters and printed matter transported by mail, furnishes a numerical
proof of progress, though inadequate to give its full measure.
There can be no question that the results have sometimes failetl to justify the
hopes that apostolic enthusiasm had engendered. The founding of the school has
not dispenserl with tho prison, for criminality has numerous causes, both individual
and social, that can not be overcome by teaching children to read and write. The
adv::mcement of material well-being is not indissolubly joined, nor is it necessarily
proportionate to the progress of education. It is even truo that people may desire
to feed upon debasing literature, as the success of more than one French periodical
and more than one French novel will testify. The venality of the press is also an
evil the growth of which it is deeply regrettable to see. But it is not necessary to
conclude that this corruption by the agency of the press is entirely unremediablo
under the regime of liberty. Who, pray, shoul<l be impeached! The journal tliat
wishes to live by obscenity and sophism, or the people who keep it alive by paying
for it. Yet let us admit that revolutions so considerable can not happen without
troubling certain interests, unc1assing some persons, and causing to arise in some
minds perverse desires.
But it is not proper to judge such revolutions exclusively by the general trouble
they cause and by their unpleasant details, for they must be judged in their
entirety. It is undoubtedly not a matter of indifference that during the transition from ignorance to knowledge the mob should exhibit an effervescence of confused ideas and a vomiting forth of insatiable desires, and tbat it sbould beJome
more unmanageable. But ought not a thinker to ask himself whether thq::ie wbo
deprecate these unqnestionecl evils do not nncl the mob so difficult to govern because
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it is less iuclined to bo governed accorcling to their wishes and whether their wishes
have always been fort.ho interest of the mobY
It is reiterated, especially in France, that when everybody shall be educated no
one will desire to perform menial or arduous work, such as that of a domestic or a
common fa borer with pick and shovel. Assuredly, the diffusion of education will
interfere with the present poise of the social strata and individual relations, and
will, in ::ultlition, influence both the salary and condition of persons. Thero will
be occupations hich will offer fewer chances of employment and there will be others
in which such chances will abound, but as it is necessary, after all, that almost every
human being shall live by work, it is inevitable that each should come to the point
where he will be willing not only to accept, but even to seek au occupation by which
a living can be ma.de.
Yet these inconveniences are of secondary importance. When the reconstfuction
is viewed as one whole its grandeur is apparent. It is therefore no exaggeration to
say that public instruction has, in certain respects, been the reuemption of humanity·
If the desire of the savant to be always increasing his knowledge for the perfection
of himself is respected, why refuse, eyen independently of all practical considerations, some k;uowledge to the great majority of men. In the daily business of life
how profitable would it not be to the mass of humanity, made np as it is of men in
thelr cha::-acter of workers and of 9itizens, to participate in the living ideas of their
iimes.
·when tho nineteenth century shall render an account of its work to history it can
not sa,y that its own exclusive work in the domain of popular education has settled all
social questions. Popular education is not a panacea. Nor is it a sedative, as it sometimes even gives birth to new questions; for, in spite of exceptions that may be uamed,
it tends to enfeeble rather than to strengthen th<1 religious sentiments of the masses
whatever may be the particular form of worship concerned. As popular education
acts thus because it gives rise to doubt and the spirit of personal investigation, it is
asked if the school can replace the church in inspiring the soul with the principles of
moralit.y indispensable to social life.
Again, the school is iutrusted with the duty of forming the intelligences of the
masses and it should give not only elementary instruction, but should also contribute
to the making of a manly character and a good citizen. Therefore it is again asked
whether it is easy to obtain teachers having the qualities which are necessary to
bring about this double end, and whether the pupils in whom manhood and patriotism are to be developed are always sufficiently amenable to the instruction necessary
to accomplish the double end.
But let us not despair of the future and let us not turn our backs to it because the
present, like every other historical epoch, presents a mixture of good and bad. When
the twentieth century shall have half run its course the people of that age will be
astonished that the nineteenth century was even able to debate the question of the
education of the. masses. but they will be thankful that it settled that question, while
democracy, whose advancement the school has aided, will thank the century for what
it has done.
MUTUAL RELATIONS OF THE SCHOOL, RELIGION, AND TIIE

crruncrr.

There is evidently a connection between the form of worship --practiced by a people
ancl it~ public instruction. In every religion tho ministers being concerned especiall~ with the needs of tho soul, are naturally prompted to ponder upon the subject
of mtellectnal development, and they h::w e, speaking generally, more influence than
a.~y other class o~ per~ons iu causing schools to be founded and in pursuading parts to send their children to them. Both the ProtcstantA and the Israelites are
" ually more advanced than the Ca.tbolics in this respect j usi, as the Catholics are
~;iro a<lvanc <l thnn tll Gr ks, the Mn sulmans, and tho Buddhists. Almost overy1
"
·r · h 1 ra ·litea tablish small clrnrches, tho morubern of which arc in the habit
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of sustaining and supervisiu·g their own schools. Among the Protestants it is necessary _that the faithful shall be able to read the Bible in order that each may seek
in it the basis of his faith and the rule for his conduct, and they place the age of
confirmation so late in life that the child is retained in school longer than is the
case among the Catholics, who, although required to learn the catechism, receive
their, religious instruction principally from the mouth of the priest and their moral
guidance in the confessional. Further on it will be seen that with rare exceptions,
the States which have at least 15 children in school for every 100 ·inhabitants are
Protestant or ha~e a majority of Protestants within their borders, while of those
States which have fewer than 10 children in school for each 100 inhabitants none
are Protestant. Among peoples professing the Greek religion the most advanced
nation has only 5½ children in school for every 100 inhabitants. Of course this rule
is not universal and does not apply to the southern portion · of the present German
Empire, nor to Algeria, nor to Lower Canada, while the departments in 't he east of
Fr~nce show that a Catholic people can rival the Protestants in the matter of school
attendance.
Before the Reformation, the school in Cbristian countries was to some extent t];ie
child of the church; when the church had founded a school, she kept it under her
control and when some one else had founded an educational institution she invariably
demanded. the right of directing ·or at least of supervising it. The cause of this
early subordination of the school to the clergy is this: In the Midd.le Agee the monks
(clerks), being almost the only members of society that were educated, were the
only persons capable-of educating others and from that very fact, education tended
especially to form monks. When Protestantism had .divided the Christian world the
Protestant ·ministers were compelled to teach the children of their congregations,
because the reading of the Bible was necessary for the acceptance of the Protestant
faith just as the Catholic priests for the same reason were compelled to teach the
catechism. The chief object of education in those times being to make adherents
to the Christian religion, both sects were solicitous that instruction should not
deviate from the purpose each had in view, and for this reason the clergy was
invested by the civil power with authority over the schools. In very many countries, both Catholic and Protestant, the ministers of religion retaiI!ed this authority
for a long time after the people had determined that instruction properly so called_
should be the principal aim of the school. Thus, in France, the first minister of
public instruction. was a bishop, but from the time of the restoration of the Bourbons (1815) to that of the third Republic (1875) the question of the authority of the
Catholic clergy over the public schools was the subject of long and a~gry debates.
M. Guizot, who introd.uced the law of 1833, while ' minister of public instruction in
the monarchy· of that date, writes in his memoirs these sentences: "It was upon
the prepond.erating an<l. united influence of chmch and state that I counted in striving to found a system of public instruction, yet the dominant fact that opposed my _
effo~ts both on the· floor of the House of Deputies and throughout the country was
precisely feeling of mistrust and even of hostility toward both the church and
state. What was feared for the schools more than anything else, was the influence
of the priests and the central power."
This law of 1833 made a place for tho cur6 both on the communal and on the
departmental committee. Under the second Republic (1848) the bill of M. Carnot,
minister of public instruction, ma<l.e the school entirely lay, though the amendments
made by the constitutional assembly authorized religious instruction outside of
school hours. The law of March 15, 1850, however, which was voted under the idea
that it was necessary to oppose increasing revolutionary ideas by religious influence,
declared that the public school ought always to be open to the minister of the gospel,
and a,ssigned an important place to the clergy in the departmental council and in
the higher council of public instruction. These provisions, bowover, though they
were in. great part inserted in the law of 1873, were omitted in the law of 1879.

a
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Sinco 187!) there has been no ecclesiastic either sitting in the ii councils of instruction" or filling the office of inspector.
The law of 1882 has in Franco removed from the programme of public education
tho subject of religious instruction :1nd has replaced it by instruction in morals and
civics, has withdrawn from the clergy all right of inspection and of superintendence
over schools, whether public or })rivate, and has enacted that religious instruction
must be given outsi<lc of the schoolhouse. Theso 1novisions of the law of 1882 wcro
considerec.l by its :tuthora as obligatory upon the Go,ernment, because of the compulsory education featuro which tho law also contained, for though it was proper to
oblige the parent to educate a child, it is improper to compel it to receiYe instruction in a form of worship not its own. The law of 1882 was complete(l by the law
of October 30, 1886, tho seventeenth article of which relates that ii in the public
schools of every grade instruction is e:s:clusi vely intrusted to persons not connected
with a religious order (exclusivement confie u. un pe1sonnel la'ique)." ,In this way
there have originated i.n Fmncc the public school, compulsory education, free instruction, an<l. laic instruction, which is the very programme that th~ republican party
had formulated before coming into power.
But there are other nations which have maintained in their legislation the tutelage
or superintendence of the ecclesiastical authorities over the schools. Thus, in Spain,
the law of 1857, still in operation, has expressly stipulated that neither in the public
nor in the private schools shall the exercise of the right of the bishops to watch over
religious instruction and tho purity of faith and manners be impeached in any way.
, In ·Russfa the parish schools, which form a considerable part of the whole uocly of
educational establishments and, whose principal aim is "to strengthen the faith of
the people,'? are under the authority of the Holy Sy:cocl, which also administers
severnl other classes of schools, such, for instance, as Sui1day schools. It is to be
obs.e rved, however, that the city schools of Russia aro under the minister of public
instruction and have no sectarian character.
In Hesse the ministers of tho gospel arc members of the school council, but neither
ecclesiastics nor members of a religious order can direct a public school. In Wurtemberg the schools aro under the minister of education and worship, and aro sectaria?,
and the teacher must be of the faith of the majority of the inhabitants. In Bava.na
the commmrnl school commission is presided over by tho cm;6 or tho pastor, and the
inspector of tho district who formerly was in orders is now ordinarily the ol'dcst
_[minister] in tho district.
In Lutheran Sweden the educational committee in each district is presided o,cr
by the pastor of the congregation, anu the inspection of tho schools is confided to
the clergy, but tho bishop ancl the convocation in -each diocese inspect the schools
aml anµually report to the King. In Norway the bishop and the oldest pastor supervise the schools, in respect to religions instruction, in concert with the scbool
director. In Denmark the schools are closely connected with the Lutheran Church.
In Greece the general supervision of rcligio~1s instruction and of the moral tendencies of the schools is lodged in the bishop of the diocese (eparchie), and tho nomination of the masters who are to teach religion aro confirmed by him. In the Province
of Quebec, where Catholicism is supreme, though under the monarchy of England,
which has a state religion of Hs own, the council of public education, which. partakes with u, cabinet minister the administmtion of the schools, is composed of two
committees, one Catholic and one Protestant, each committee having charge of the
schools of its own faith. In the Province of Ontario, where Protestantism is
Supreme, the school is callell "unsectarian," and the religious exercises are limited
to a p_rayer a~d to rea<ling the Bible; but the schools csta1Jlishecl by the Catholics
have m ·ertam cases rights which are analogona to tho~e of the public schools.
Among the greater number of the remaininrr nations of the world there has been
for th e fifty years Jast past a. v ry marked 1~0Yemeut to separate the school and
chnr ·h. In tho D ommiou
· ,
of nvauacla, Manitoha chanrr d in 1890 au educational
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law similar to tha.t of Quebec to one-which is detrimental to the interests of the
Catholic ·party as far as sectarian schools are concerned. In the United States
public schools which were [at n, very early <late] sectarian have been for a long
~ime in every State nonsectarian. Prayer and reading the Bible without comment
alone are authorized [in a few inst::mces]. Many of tho States of the American
Union have even made this neutrality one of the at·ticles of their constitution. The
Catholic Church in the· United States, however, establishes sectarian. schools an<l is
striving to secure tho adoption of a system analogous in somo respects to that which
is in vogue in Ontario .
. New South Wales in 1880 suppressed all subsidies to sectarian sGhools. In Victoria the school is divorced from the church except to thA extent tliat twice a week
the session is closed earlier than usual and a minister of the gospel replaces the
teach,er.
In Europe many States had antedated France in adopting the principle of neutrality in religious matters as far as concerns the public elementary. school. These
countries are Holland, by the law of 1806, the constitution of 1848, and by the laws
of 1857 and of 1878; Switzerland by the federa.l constitution of 1874, which also
obliged the parent or guardian in all parts of the republic to educate their children;
Austria., by the law of 186!1, and Italy, by the law. of 1877, which permitted the communes to eliminate from the school progra1nme the subjects of religious instruction,
catechism, and sacred 11ist.o ry. In Hungary, where Joseph II hall already mooted
~his question by b,is regulations, wbere also t,he revolution of 1848 had p.roclaimecl
nonsectarianism only in turn to be disregarded by the reaction of 1852, the communal schools must not.be made sectarian unless they are under the care of a religious or other association. In England the grants of the education dcpartmQnt
are ruade only to schools which are open to every child irrespective of religious
belief, and in which no child shall be called upon to receive instruction in religion
against the will of the parents: The schools estn,blished by the English school board
by virtue of the law of 1870 are nonsectarian, or at least the Bible is read without
commeI.tt. In Scotland grants arc made to schools where the children are not ouliged
to tako part in religious instruction.
In Prussia, where in 1854 religious instr.notion in the schools became strongly
entrenched as a result of tho reaction against the revolutionary tendencies of the
era of 1848, the law of March 11, 1872, took away from the ecclesiastical authorities
the inspection of ·the schools with which they had previously been endowed, or at
least narrowed tho sphere of that authority to -religious instruction merely, while
giving to the Government tho supervision of both public and private schools. The
same provisions are found in Saxony, where an early law had.put the school under
the church, but where also a law of 1873 has reserved to the State the right of inspection. It is also the same in the Grand Duchy of Baden, where, after an active opposition, the exclusive right of inspection given by the organic law of 1834 to the
clergy was assumed by the State, and in Bavaria, where the ecclesiastical influence
has given way twice since 1848 to the authority of the State, the secdnd time in 1866.
Thus a marked movement of separation or, at least, of emancipation of the school
from the church has taken place. The school now claims to exist for itself a11d to
govern itself hy itself. This emancipation has been caused in some Catholic States
by an opposition to the Catholic Church because tho clergy actively engage in politics, form a party, and thus provoke a feeling of bitterness in their opponents.
This antagonism, which is by no means beneficial either in au ethical sense for the
authority of the clergy nor for tho education of the people, bas been particularly
manifest in France. But in the majority of States, especially Protestant States, the
emancipation has been rather the result of a compromise between the different sects
than an open hostility to religious worship. It has been recognized that the schoolmaster, not being able to teach tho dogmas ~nd the ritualism of each church, should
observe a neutrality which docs not imply hostility to tho religious sentiment, but
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'
nevertheless gives a disposition to regard the various forms of its manifestation
with
indifference.
The moral education of the child is one of the principal reasons for the intervention of the chmch in management of tho school. It is said, "Witbout religion no
morality," or at least no ·foundation on which to form and cultivate a true sense of
morality. This assertion is certainly too absolute, since there are many people who
are perfectly moral without being faithful adherents of any form of worship; and
again people who go through religious forms withont being secured against immorality. There have been nations in ancient times, and there are still races in existence,
who have nothing more than religious superstitions devoid of an ideal, and yet they
are not deprived of a mornl sense in their private life and social relations. Still,
there is no doubt but the present religions of civilized nations, especially the Christian
religion, which on the one hand exhibits the divine origin of duty and on the other
the sanction during life and after of good and evil actions, are powerful supports to_
morals and the consciousness of duty. To abstain from speaking to children of God,
of worship, and of duty under pretext of not wishing to interfere with their liberty
of conscience is not to be truly impartial, because such restraint will allow the tendency to indifference to implant itself in the soul. Experience shows that the troubles
of life are more apt to extinguish religious belief than sceptical indifference is, and
from this it would appear that a man who has been bred in the belief of his fathers
is not on that account unable after maturity to discard it. But·religious instruction
of the child and that given under the authority of the church are two distinct things.
RELATIONS OF PRIMARY INSTRUCTION AND POLITICS. ·

"Gi,eme tho school and I shall govern public opinion, and through public opinion
tho state." Thus many legislators have thought. But by being too absolute in their
dictum they deceived themselves in as far as they imagined that programmes mold
the minds no matter what the sentiments of the people may be. They have been
right in thinking that when these two factors are not in direct opposition education can gre~tly facilitate arid generalize the development
certain ideas, and that
when education constitutes a national system which is seriously applied it will contribute in 'g iving the nation greater moral cohesion. It was a political idea that
inspired the United States when they made great sacrifices in every township, every
county, and every State in order to train citizens, and the same idea is the cause
of their redoubled efforts to-day to Americanize the children of immigrants thro:ugh
the school. The Swiss Republic, when the Federal constitution imposed compulsory
school attendance in q.11 cantons, and the French Republic, when it voted the laws of
1881 and 1882, were both inspired by a political idea of the same nature. It is easy
to recognize the ties which connect many other organic laws of primary instruction
with politics: The law of 1833 in France, the law of 1859 in the Sardinian States,
the law of 1872 in Prussia_. and the law of 1868 in Hungary, etc.
In most countries where the mass of the population has a certain participation in
the mo,nagemcnt of public affairs there is a more lively interest in primary instruction displayed than under absolute Governments: Switzerland, the United States,
the Canadian Provinces, and Australasian colonies may servo as examples. But one
influence may be replaced or paralyzed by others. In Sweden the primary school
hall its beginning during the reign of absolute monarchs and through the aid of
religi.ous influence; on tho other hand, in some Republics of Latin America the
climate, the divisions which separate the strata of society, the apathy of the Indian
race, and revolutions have counteracted the effects of a democracy which is, it must
be admitted, more nominal than real.
'
!he coloni s ,vhich are peopled by the European race rank among the first in
prunary instruction; for example, Algeria, Upper Canada, New Brunswick, New
0
_ut:11 \Vales, Victoria, and the United ·States, all which ba.ve the same European
origm. P rhaps this superiority is due to that origin; for emigration and coloniza-
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tiou presupposes, as a rule, a certu.iu degree of intelligence and energy, and thoso
who in this manner create new societies, understanding the value of instruction,
wish to assure its benefits to iheir children. There are, no doubt, exceptions to the
rulo. The Slavic race which is pouring itself into America at present disquiets the
American educators on account of its ignorance, and La Plata, which is principally
colonized by southern Europeans, counts a large number of illiterates. ·when a
colony contains inferior races, as coolies, negroes, etc., like Reunion, the C::tpe of
Good Hope, French Guiana, and New Caledonia, then the ignorant preponderate and
tho level of instruction is very low.
:From this it may be concluded that race and climate exercise some influence upon
primary instruction. It is only tho people inhabiting southern Europe or the hot
countries of South America that have an ·enrollment in school of fewer than 10 pupils
for every 100 inhabitants, except in Russia, Finland, and Manitoba, which are laboring under special climatic and social conditions. The Teutonic race, comprising
the Scandinavians, Germans, Dutch, and Anglo-Saxons, appears in qur day to occupy
the first rank as far as concerns tho development of primary instruction, and it must
be admitted that these races arc mainly Protestant. The Sfavic race, and still more
the Mongolian, arc evidently the least advanced races inhalJitiug Europe. Ontsido
of Europo most of tho countries that a~ peopled by half-ureeds of Indian and
Spaniard stock are on a still lower level.
But the severity of a winter climate is no insurmountable obstacle to instruction,
as is proved by the Scandinavian States aml Canada. During the long months of
winter, when all agricultural labor must cease, the farmer can send his children to
the village schooi'or teach them at home, though during the summer, when tho stock
are in the pasture, and especially during the busy days of ha,r vest, the children can
not be spared. These conditions occur in the most widely separated countries,
whether it be the Uni.ted States, or Switzerland, or Frauce.
It is legitimate to inquire what effect the relatively great wealt.h of a nation has
upon the education of its people. As it is necessary to expend constantly very large
sums in order to educato tho whole mass of a nation, it is indisputable that tho
possession of wealth gives great facilities to popufar education. The Australasian
colonies and the United States seem to be the countries where tl10 expenditure is
largest per capita of population and of attendance at school; but as the rel::ttion of
the expenditnres to the attendance is far from being exact, it is better not to be too
positive in laying down the rank that each Stato is entitled to from such data, for
Switzerland aml Scandinavia, although only moderately wealthy, instruct their children well. Certain it is, however, that the absence of pecuniary resources in the opon
country is an obstacle to securing satisfactory schools in such localities, and this
obstacle is, especially in Russia, one of those that neutralizes the zealous activity of
eclucators. If the influence exerted by rich manufacturing industries is inquired
into, it is found that on the ono hand they permit the maintenance of large schools
well fitted with app~rat.us and placed in the immetliate vicinity of the pupil's home,
but that on the other hand the business of tho city, the seat of large industries,
attracts the children by the opportunity of earning money (app:1t de salaire), thus
tending to take tho pupils at an early hour from tho school, and, further, that
for various roasons the large cities aro not al ways the most favorable places for
attendance.
The school serves to instruct youth, but it also propn.gates ideas that will constitute the national spirit. This it accomplishes through nearly ernry branch of
instruction, especially through the teaching of geography, history, and civics, but
the most effecti,e work in this line is done by the personality of t,h e teacher. This
tendency of tho elementary school shoulcl not be disguised, for it is legitimate. It
is necessary that in each nation there should exist above tlie clasliing of ideas, of
classes, and special interests n, certain national spirit which binds together tho
ED
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Jl!embers of the social body, assuring concortl and facilitn.ting the administration of
public affairs. But in this, as in many other political matters, tho good may degenernto into tho bad, as when a Government wants to impose its will in some matter
for which thcro is no warr::mt other than a desire of sul>Ycrsio·n; for the school may
in this manner become an instrument of oppression, by aid of which a dominating
1i::ttiouality may try to extinguish another nationality. E:s:amples of this arc seen in
Alsace-Lorraine, in Polan<l, and in other countries.
Tho teacher may personally find himself mi:s:ed up ;,ith p01itics by 1.,ocoming a
kincl of political agent-thanks to tho relations he has with small cities and with
-oho masses of the population. This is a deviation from his proper functions which,
however seductive it may be to ambition, serves the ends of the master better than
those of his school.
Bnt the abuse of an institution shonltl not cause the serYices which the institution
renders to be forgotten, foT if the sentiment called patriot 1sm is more active and
more widespre::ul.now than formerly, one is justified in attributing this fact partly,
indeed, to the wars of the nineteenth century, but partly also to the traiuing which
the masses of the people have receiYec1 in the elementary school.

•

CHAPTER XI.
EDUCATION IN FRANOE. 1

France, Republic.-Area, 204,092 square miles. Population (actual), April 12, 1891,
38,095,156; domiciled or legal, 38,3431 193.
Oivil clivisions.-For pur1)oses of civil government, France is divided into 86 depart- .
ments (90 if Algiers bo included), each having its local legislative assembly forme<1
by election. The departments are subdivided into :1rrondissements and these into
cantons. The smallest civil divisions comprised within the cantons are communes.
For previous ;rticles in the Reports of the Commissioner of Education sec the
following:
The educational system of France. (Report, 1888-89, Vol. I, pp. 112-149.)
Report of the educational congresses and exhibition held in Paris, 1889 (Report,
1888-89, Vol. I , pp. 41-186), by W. H. Widgery.
Brief view of the educational system, with statistics for 1888-89. (Report, 188990, Vol. I, pp. 249-261.)
Elementary education in London and Paris. (Report, 1889-90, Vol. I, pp. 263-280.)
E<l.ucation in France: SAti stics, 1890-91; progress of primary schools since Guizot's
l:1w, 1833; higher primary and classical schools of Franco. (Report, 1890-91, Vol. I,
pp. 95-124.)
Education in France: Outline of the system., and statistics for 1892; State faculties;
proposed transformations and development of teaching fnnctions. (Report, 1891-92,
Vol. I, pp . 73-95.)
Civil service in France, by W. F. and W.W. Willoughby. (Ibid., pp. 369-412.)
Education in France: Outline view, with current statistics; inspection of infant
schools; ·recent changes in the baccalaureate; reorganization of medical studies, a,nd
of the scientific course preparatory thereto. (Re:port, 1892-93, Vol. I, pp. 219-237.)
Education in France, with statistics for 1891-92. (Report, 1893-94, Vol. I, l)P,
187-201.)
Education in France: Statistics for 1891-92 and 1893; recent modifications in tho
department of secon<l.ary education; recent development of the faculties (uni versities); progress of the system of primary in struction; schools for adults; movements
for the admission of American students to the universities of France. (Report,
1894-95, Vol. I, pp. 289-312.)
TOP IC.AL O UTLINE . -The French system tinder the Republic as JJreserving the forin
of the Imperial Unirersity, but gradually infusing therein the spil'it of liberty; the
organization and chief officials of the system, - The State inspection of prima1·y
schools; obligation of the communes to establish schoo ls and statistical evidence of
their general compliance 1.dth the law-Stati8tics of enrollment in 189-1-95 ancl decline
since 1891-92 affecting public schools anll secular prii-ate schools-Results of school
instruction as shown by the number of candidates for vrima1·y certificates (elementary
1 Prepared
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and supe1·ior gracle)-Teachers, theii' nwnber ancl status as regarcls diplomas ancl the
average size of schools wider a head teaclier-.Attenclance upon normal schools-School
savings banks dec1'easi11g, but deposits increasi11g-Co1nmunal funds in aid of pupils;
decline in numbers, but increase in receipts and disbursements-Current expenditure
Joi· primal'y instruction j amounts showing increase Joi· three suceessi1:e years; also
increase of communal appropriations for optional expenditure-Decline of illiteracy
among consci·ipts--Departmcnt of secondary instruction, inclucUng lycees ancl comniunal collcgesj di.tficulties in the way of modifying the tradit'ionaZ course of study
ancl end of the lycees as typified in the bachelor's degree-Recent mod{fieations and fin_al
p1;oposal to abolish the baccalaureate-De1Jartinent of superio1· instruction; the lato
investing the faeu,lties with the legal title of iwiversity, the crown of a series of 11ieasw·es developing the essent-ial conditions of university lifej text oft.lie law; elaboration
(lj its motives ancl pnrposes in the speeches of the minister of public instriwtwn and
of the director of st&perioi· instnwtion; details of the scholastic and financial demands
to which its lJrovisions are addi·essecl, especially cmphasizecl in the speech of M. Louis
Lial'd-Requircments for admission to the Fi·ench faculties j statement by M. Paul
Melon, showing in detail the requirements for aclmission to the se1:eraZ faculties of
France Joi· candidates who aspire to clegrees-Statiis of meclical stucleniB in France
under the latest official regnlations. APPE~DIX-Education in France, with especial
reference to the lycees, by D1· . .Alcee Fortier.
·
Suininary of eclucatioHal statistics, 1894-95.
Enrollment.
Classes of institutions.

Date.

Pri.mary schools (public and private):
Infan.t schools (ecoles matcrnelles), ages 2 to 6 .. _. _. __ ..... 1894-95
Elementary primary schoohi } 1894 95
(publicandprivate),agesGto13.
-

Male.

Female.

Teachers.
Current exMen. Women penditures.

(714,734)
.. .. .. ..
9,199 .......... · •
. 76 > ~
} a$37,048,0l2
2, 749 38&4' f\ 661 ,_13(11, o
82 906

2 , 790 , 710

I

1

Total .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .
6,254,820
IGO, 112
.. · - .... · · • •
====l=====r== = = =l====i====== Seconuary schools:
Public. ages 8 to 20 ............. .
bl892
85 2!ll
11, G05 ..... - ... - - ... -· · · -· · · · · · -·
b 18!)2
Private. ages 8 to 20 ........... ..
8!l, 566 ·----·-····· ····--·· ..............
Normal ':lchools:
4,418,620
Primary, ages l(i to 20 .......... . 1894-95
3,930
3, !)26 ......... -- ·----·
Universities:
Faculties2,628,415
Public ..................... ..
1895
25,887
Private ..................... .
bl893
\l88 ---- -------· ................................. .

------------

aPublic primary only.

b Latest dato of official statistics.

'l'HE SYSTE)'I IN GENERAL,

France presents the Lighcst type of a centralized, unified State system of education. The form of organization is substantially that of tlle
Imperial University established by Napoleon in 1808, and invested with
the monopoly of teaching throughout the State. The system suited
admirably the purpose for which it was created, namely, that of making
a professional service that would fnrnish careers for subservient talent
and at the same time afford a clrnnuel for tlie general diffusion of imperial id as. In maintaining the form of this :-;y tern, at least as regards
~t main features, the Republic has had al o the purpo e to infuse into
~t ~1~ ·. pirit of liberty and to make it the means of encouraging free
~mtiativ . This int re:ting experiment has illu trated in a very strikmg manu r t11 ·a. t and iernpcr of the national gc11ius.
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The executive chief of the system is a cabinet officer-the minister of
public instruction, fine arts, and worship. The portfolio ge11erally
changes hands with every cabinet crisis, 1 but the permanency and steady
progress of the system is 11ot seriously affected tlrnreby, as the directors
of the three great departments of the system, i. e., primary, secondary,
and superior, are retained for long p eriods, and even when chauges
occur the vacancy is generally filled by the logical successor of the
departrng officer. Thus, after nearly twenty years of service as director
of primary instruction, 1\1, Ferdinand Buisson 2 has just been transferred to the Sorbonne to fill the chair of pedagogy made vacant by the
death of M. Henri Marion. The directorship in the ministry is filled
by the t:cansfer of M. Charles Bayet, who, as rector of the .Academy 3 of
Lille, has given proof of his adherence to the ideal of the Republic.
Each of the three great departments is charged with the mterests of
tile corresponding grade of education; each has its separate budget and
distinct body of laws, decrees, etc. The correlation of these separate
orders is effected through the local or geographical divisions of the
system. These are academies, seventeen in number, each of which comprises, under the general direction of a rector (appointed by the minister), all the schools, colleges, and facultjes (university) of the respective
districts. 4 The central authority does not hold u11divided sway in academic districts; within each there is a system of primary schools established by the communes and supported and controlled in part by communal funds and authorities; there are also communal colleges or lower
grade classical schools which are aided by tile State, but established and
partly controlled by local managers. .Above these are the State classical
colleges (lycees), which, until a very recent date, were rigidly controlled
by State decrees; and crowning all are the faculties that, as we shall
presently see, are now transformed into universities.
Tile superior conucil of public instruction is the great deliberative
head of the State system. Its ' prototype was the council of the Iinpe1·ial University, a body appointed by the grand master and subject to
his will. The change in the constitution of this council is a striking
illustration of the movement toward professional liberty which the
Republic has fostered. · Of the sixty members of the present council
one-fourth only serve by appointment of tl1e President of the Republic;
the remaining three-fourths are chosen by their peers from the three
orders of instruction .
.A recent project for the reform of the council proposerl the admission
of members representing interests distinct from education, i. e., the
presen t minister is M. R am baud, who su cceeded M . Com boes April 29, 1896.
Iluisson's appointm ent dat es from 1879, Jules Ferry being the n mini ster of education.
3 It will be obser ved tlla t the word acacl emy is here used in a spec i,.1.l sen so; it moans n e1Lher a school
nor a society of learn eel m en, but a distri ct of educational adm inistrat ion , a di vision of the Sta te system
offi cer ed by G o,emmen t appoin t ees. The~e must, l10wevcr, be men of approYed scholastic attainments;
thus tho ncad omy r ector must lJo a, g rn.duato with tho doctor's degre e.
4
Th o directorships of superior and secondary instruction aro llel<l, r espectively, by M. Louis Liard
ancl M. Rabici·.
1 The
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departments of justice, commerce, industry, etc.; this project- failed,
but the fact that after thirty years' discussion the idea ha,s at last been
submitted to formal debate, indicates tllat professional exclusiveness will
find its limits. So far as education is concerned, the present council
is eminently a representative body, even women who are inspectresses
of infant schools or directresses of normal schools being eligible to
membership.
Nine of the members appointed by the President and six elected
members constitute a permanent section, which meets every week.
Tho entire council holds two annual sessions-one in July, the other in
December.
The permanent section deliberates upon matters which are to be submitted to the general council, and offers its advice upon the same.
These matters relate to programmes and regulations for all classes of
schools, the creation of university courses or facultes, of lycees, and of
normal scllools, the multiplication of chairs, choice of text-books, and, iu
short, to all questions pertaining to studies, administration, discipline,
and standards which may be submitted by the minister. These questions
arc eventually deliberated in the general council, which prescribes the
course of instruction in all public schools and determines the conditions under which private schools may be opened.
The council is also a :final court of appeal from judgments rendered
by the academic or departmental councils in certain cases of discipline
or contention. The deliberations of the council are presided over by
the minister.
In each ~, academie" there is a council for the assistance of the rector,
composed of members chosen for the most part by their peers, and
representing the two higher orders of instruction, to whose interests
the deliberations of the council are confined.
Finally, in each department there is a council of primary instruction
composed of members of the superior council and primary school
directors, under the presidency of the prefect/ which deliberates,
ad vises, and renders judgment in certain matters pertaining to primary
schools.
THE DEP .A.R'l'l\IBNT OF PRIMARY INSTRUCTION-S'l'A.TE INSPECTION
OF PRIMA.RY SCHOOLS.

The State maintains a very close and intimate inspection of primary
schools by means of a graded series of inspectors, (1) general inspectors, including nine assigned to particular sections of the country, sev~ral assigned to the oversight of special branches of study, and general
m pectresses of infant schools. These officials report directly to the
minister as to the manner in which the educational law is carried out.
(2) Academic inspectors (inspecteurs d'academie ), one for each departm_cnt, _who are subordinate to the rectors. They have the general
direction of primary schools, conduct examinations for teachers' certHi-

-
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cates, appoint all teachers on probation, and name the candidates from
whom the prefects of departments may appoint full teachers. (3) Primary inspectors, at present about 450-in m1.mber, or one for every 150
primary schools. They inspect the work of individual_ schools, ~nd
report to the academic inspector. (4) Medical inspectors, wl}.ose duties
include the examination of children witli respect to their physical condition and of sites and buildings with respect to sauitary particulars.
COMMUNAL OBLIGATIONS.

As regards primary schools, however, the initiative of the people is
enlisted in several ways. The law (1833) makes it obligatory upon
every commune to establish a public school, which, under tho law of
June lG, 1881, must be a free school and, under laws of 1882 and 188G,
secular and taught by a lay teacher. .A commune, it must be remembered, is the simplest civil division in France. Its local affairs are coutrolled by a council, and a mayor chosen from the members of the same.
A commune may have less than 20 inhabitants or it may be a populous
city. Paris, indeed, is a commune, although differing somewhat from
others in its form of local government. Large or small, the commune
must establish a free primary school, provide the site and building, and
a proportion of the current expenditure; not only so, bµt every commune of more than 500 inhabitants must have a, separate school for
girls (laws of ·March 15, 1850, and April IO, 1867).
The situation of the communes in these respects as shown by the
official repor t for 1894-95, 1 was as follows: Out of 36,509 con:ununes
35,582 had established a public school, 841 were united for the purpose
with adjoining communes, 35 had only a private school, and 51 were
without scboo1s. T1ie last class, however, are small communes of from
100 to 200 inhabitants, whose children obtain instruction in neighboriug
districts.
The general preference for the separate education of boys and girls is
indicated by the constant increase in the number of communes providing a public school for girls. The nmnber having a population of 500
or upwar4 not making such provision fell from 1,427 in 1891-92 to 1,360
in 1894-95.
STATUS OF PRI:M:A.RY SCHOOLS AS REGARDS ENROLLMENT.

Tlle enrollment in primary schools continues to decline from year to
year, as is shown by the statistics for successive years here presented:
Enrollment.
Cluss of school.

18!Jl-!J2 .

1892-93.

1893-94.

189J-!J5.

~~t~~1 i~~ ~?~i! :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::: ~: ~~g: m ~: ~~~: ~i~ ~: ~~~: ~g~

2,790,710
2,749,385

Total .......................................... -5-,5-56-,4-70-i--5-,551-, 115 1 5, 548, 180

5, 540,095

1

1

"Resume des eta ts cle situation de l 'cnscignement primaire," for the school year 1894-95.
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The decline is slight, only three-tenths per cent from 1891 to 1895,
but it presents conditions that are alarming. First, the ratio of declin e
is much greater for boys than for girls, five-tenths per cent against four
hundredths per cent; second, it takes place in public schools only, the
private schools considered as a whole showing steady gains, as will be
seeu from the following tabulation:
Enrollment.
Classes of school.
1891-92.

1892-93.

1893-94.

Public schools:
Secular . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clerical........................................

3, 753, 2/iO
527, 933

3, 760, 729
497, 208

3,766,551 - 3,764 , 746
475,361
450, 665

'.rotal............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • •

4, 281, 183

4, 257, 937

4, 241, 912 ~ 5 , 411

Private schools:
Secular.........................................
Clerical........................................

147,727
1,127,560

14B, 536
1,152, 642

139,668
1,166,600

~

Total ............ .......................••..
General total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

18'.lJ-95.

1,

i:~· f~~
,

~75,2871,296,178 1,306,268]~
5,556,470

5, 554, 1151

f>, 548,180

I

5, 54o, o95

From an inspection of the particulars in the foregoing table it appears
further that the -decline in attendance affected public schools and secnlar private schools, clerical private schools showing steady increase,
amounting, in the four years reviewed, to 5 per cent.
.A.s regards the decline in the enrollment of boys, M. Buisson, in his
comment upon the figures, expresses the belief that they contain some
. hidden error which the statistical commission 1 may yet discover. Special investigation of this point will be made and the results published
in the next quinquennial report.
The enrollment in the primary schools, as given above, u,540,095, is
equivalent to 14.4 per cent of the population.2 The enrollment, 714,734,
in maternal or infant schools, that is for children 2 to G years of age, may
properly be added to the above, as these are also under State supervision and partly supported by the State. This would give a general
total of 6,254,829 pupils; 73 per cent of this total, viz, 3,452,764 pupils
in the primary and 118,45G in the infant schools, were of the obligatory
school ages-that is, 6 to 13 years. This total is 87.2 per cent of the
e11tire number of children of the ages specified. If Algiers be omitted,
tlle proportion for France alone is 96.5 per cent. The very small number of children of the legal school age, 156,000, uot found within the
schools bears witness to the vigilance of teachers and school officer ·
It should be noted also that the preparatory departments of secondary
school!::! receive many children of legal school age-in 1891-92 their
rolls showed 64,413.
1

T_bis commission ·was conHtituled in the ministry of public in!ltruction ancl fi:1e arts iu 1876 ancl
lm . 1· suql altog ther fi \'O reports. '£be chief of the comruission is the distinguished statistician ancl
v.ntcr llpon conomic11, [. E. Lcn1sscnr.
2
Tl:i ratio is ausolnicly less tlian tho corresponcling ratio of neighborin'"' countries, in Germany
am1 l-,ngln111l for exn J
l
·t ·
"
I
tl<>n of l:"ran;o ar mp"• w 1 ro ~ 18 17 per cent, hut it mm1t 1, remember d that thl' child popo a.I
IL otnall r rnt10 lo lho tulal population than in neighboring countri s.
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The superior primary schools which correspond to high schools of this
country are included in these estimates. The public schools of this
grade had an enrollment of 47,397 pupils, anincrease of 13 per cent in
four years. The private schools of the same grade had the enrollment
of 5G,051.
THE TE.A.CHING SERVICE.

The primary schools employed 150,913 teachers, of whom 105,162
were in public and 45,751 in private schools. In maternal schools
there were 9,190 teachers, all women. The following table shows the
classification of the teachers of the primary schools with respect to
their qualifications as indicated by the diploma obtained:
PUBLIC PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
Inferior diploma Teacher's diploma
(brevet elemen(brevot supetaire).
rieur).

Class or grade of teacher.

Men.

_No diploma.
Total.

Women.
Men. Women. Men .
--- --- --- - -

Full teachers (titulaires) directing
a school .•••.•.......•••••......•.
Fnll teachers in charge of a class ...
Probationers (stagiaires) .....•.....

30,890
6,024
3,090

22,903
5,073
4,790

6,971
5,461
3,406

Total.. ... _...... _.............

40, 004

32, 766

15, 838

5,097
3,705
3,811
J

12, 613 1

Women.

- - - - --

a8!
7
40

1,435
6H
658

67,380
20,0lt
15,795

131

2, 734

104, 086

PRIV.A.TE PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
Directing a school. •••••............
In charge of a class ................

3,053
6,459

9,427
15,709

Total._...•.............•......

9,512

25,136

240
415

1,282
2,478

24
767

1,743
4,154

15, 7r,9
29, 1182

655

3,760

791

5,897

45,751

- - - - -- - - - - - - -

a Many of these have the bachelor's degree.

The increase in the number of public-school teachers provided with
the full diploma above the number in 1891-92 is 5,753 (2,388 men, 3,365
women). The number having no diploma has diminished by 1,669 in
the same time.
In view of the number of teachers in charge of a school (viz, 67,380
in public schools), it is interesting to note the number of pupils to a
school.
In this respect the classification of the 102,506 schools was as follows:
Per cont.

Having 50 pupils or less .................... .......•..................... . _...
Having 51 to 60 pupils .................................................... _.
Having 61 to 70 pupils .......................... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Having 7l to 80 pupils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
More than 80 pupils ........... ----·-----··---·-------------------- ...... ____

90.1
6. 8
2. 1
0. 7
.3

It appears · also that there were 7,271 schools .enrolling less tlrnn 20
pupils.
The number of pupils seeking the certificate of elementary primary
studies steadily increases. In 18!)5 there were 233,806 candidates
ED
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(128,181 boys, 105,625 girls), as against a total of 228,170 in 1892. Of
the number presented for examination, 185,467 obtained the certificate
in 1895 (175,675 in 1892). Pupils may offer themselves for the examina. tion at 11 years of age. The certificate procures exemption from further
attendance at the elementary schools and aiso admits the holder to the
, superior primary school. The certificate for superior primary schools
is also sought by an increasing number of pupils, 3,359 in 1895 against
3,0-!0 in 1892. The number of certificates of this grnde delivered in
1895 was 2,035; in 1892 only 1,850.
The normal .schools for elementary teachers belong also to the department of primary instruction; these in 1895-96 enrolled 7,856 students,
3,930 men, 3,926 women.
Evidences of the good" results of the instruction obtained in the
sclwols are afforded by the decline of illiteracy among conscripts. The
proportion able to read and write, which was 92.2 per cent in 1892, had
risen to 94.2 in 1895. ·
SCHOOL SAVINGS B.A.NKS AND FUNDS IN AID OF POOR CHILDREN.

The use of school savings banks (caisses d'epargne scolaires) as a
means for teaching thrift is apparently not increasing, the number of
banks having fallen from 19,826 in 1893 to 17,793 in 1895, and the number of depositoi·s from 419,896 to 410,188. The amount deposited, however, increased in the same time from $2,589,050 to $2,597,068. There
is also apparently a slight diminution in the number of communes
maintaining funds in aid of poor children (caisses des ecoles). , . Tllc
number of such funds was 15,893 in 1895 against 16,121 in 1893. The
receipts and disbursements, however, show increase in the same time,
the former from $1,032,612 to $1,061,334; the latter from $804,255 to
$871,390.
FINANCES.

The current expenditure for public primary schools· (including the
elementary and superior primaries) reached the following totals for
the years specified:
1892 .. _....••• _...... ___ .... _. __ ••... __ • _... _.. _... _ .. ____ ........... _ $34, 254, 839
1893 .. __ ...... __ .. _. __ . ___ . _. ___ ..... _. _. _ .. __ . _. ______ .. __ . _. _...•• _. 35, 002, 400
1894 ... __ . __ . _ ... __ . _. _______ .. _. _____ . __ .. _______ . _. ___ . __ ....• _.. _.. 37, 048, 012

This cxpeuuiture is divided between the State ancl:- the commune
· the ratio borne by each having been the same for the three years, viz, 64:
per cent for the State, 36 per cent for the communes.
The expeuditure for primary normal schools not included in the abo,e
amounted in 1894: to $1, 780,noo borne by the State. The State not only
bears the larg st part of the expense of l)rimary instruction but except. . th large ·itie., is the animating impulse an<l controlling' author~n,,·_m
it m r _. I> ·tto courses of stU(ly, qualification of teachers and. standard
of exmmatic
· come abon very naturally among' a, people long
' m. Tl us

'
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accustomed to take their educational direction from an ecclesiastical
hierarchy. Evidences of the growing interest of communes, however;
seems to be afforded by the increased funds which they contribute for
optional expenses.
Omitting Algiers, which is included in the statistics heretofore given,
the contributions of the communes under the head specified have been1892 . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . $3, 940, 915
1893 . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 980, 133
1894, . . . -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . • . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . • 1, 418, 620
DEP .A.R'l'MENT OF SECONDARY INSTRUCTION.

To the deparLment of secondary instruction belong the lycees (State
classical colleges),.107 in number, established and maintained by the
State with the cooperation generally of the cities in which they are
located, and tho communal colleges, numbering 235, an inferior grade
of classical school established by communal authorities with the aid of
the State. No recent statistics of this department have been published.
The latest will be found in the general table on page 612.
'l'HE L YCEE IDEAL AND AT'.l'EMPTED MODIFICATIONS.

The lycec course em bodies the French ideal of liberal culture. "It
is in the lycee," says M. Breal, "that the elite of our youth, magistrates,
administrators, officers, diplomats, authors, receive all the general
instruction that they will carry into life. In them is accomplished the
apprenticeship of mind, and it may be said in advance that whatever gaps
and deficiencies exist in secondary instruction will show themselves in the
intellectual life of the nation." 1 Because of this relation peculiar importance attaches to all efforts for the modification of the general conduct,
the course of study, and the official recognition of these typical institu- .
tions. No problem before the superior council of public instruction has
occupied more time or given rise to more serious -efforts than that of the
scope and adjustment of the lycee course. Some important changes
were \'offected in the method of classical instruction by the new programmes of 18~0, but the composition of the course and the predominance given to Latin show the tenacity of the old conception of liberal
education. The modern course introduced a "enseignement secondairc
special" in 1865 by M. Duruy was chauged in name, ''moderne" being
substituted for '' special," and also rendered more scholarly or less utilitarian by a decree of 1891. As to the effect of these changes no official
report has yet been made.
The plan of a trifurcatecl course and a triple baccalaureate in trod need
also by M. Duruy in 1865 was abandoned under the decree of 18DO and
a single bachelor's degree adopted. The course was made uniform for
all students of the full or classical division up to the last year, i. e.,
philosophy, when options are allowed. According to the choice made
1 ''

QueJques mots sur !'instruction publique en France," page 157.
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the successful candidate has his diploma inscribed: "Lettres, philosopllie ;" "Lettres, rnathematiques," or "Lettres, sciences physiques et
naturelles."
A proposition to abandon the baccalaureate altogether has recently
been submitted to the superior council. The present minister of public
instruction is opposed to the measure in this extreme form but favors
the substitution of a leaving examination similar to the "Abii:urientenExamen" of the German gymnasia. This movement appears to have
two motives, one to lessen the distinction now existing between the classical and the modern course, the other to change somewhat the relation
of the lycee course to the general scheme of State education. As we
·have already stated, the province of the lycees has been to determine the tone and provide the means of liberal culture for the elite of
the nation. · All higher institutions are for special study. It has long
peen recognized that the French system needed to be deepened and
extended as regards provision for general study. With the development
,of the university idea the disposition to make liberal culture the work of
the faculties of letters and of science has increased. The present movement tends in that direction and excites naturally intense opposition
from those who fondly cherish the traditional system. It is impossible
at this moment to forecast the outcome. The lycees are not secondary
schools in the American sense of the word; they correspond rather to
otir colleges, and they hold the devotion of their graduates by the
memory of all the delightful associations which cluster around the word
"alma mater." The State has strengthened the tie by turning the
public exercises of the lycees into an imposing and brilliant ceremony.
The characteristic ceremony is the annual competition of lycee
students held at Paris. An account of this public festival, for such it
is, with an intimate view of lycee work, written by Dr. Alcee Fortier/
is appended to this chapter, and may :fittingly close the review of this
division of the French system. l!.,rom this letter it will be seen that
the system has a repressive influence, which increases the difficulty of
getting new ideas into practical operation.
DEP .A.RTMEN'l' OF SUPERIOR INSTRUCTION.

In the department of superior instruction important movements have
been going on during the past decade which have been explained in the
recent reports of the Commissioner of Education. They have tended,
all, to the gradual transformation of the State faculties into autonomous
uniYersities, and their culmination is the law that passed the lower
Chmnber in May and the Senate in August of the present year (1896),
giving the faculty groups the legal title of university. The law is here
cited, together with extended extracts from the speeches made in tlrn
nate, which explain the full purport of the measure and show its
r lation to pr viou measures in the series.
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The Senate in its session of July 7, 1896, upon a resolution of urgency,
adopted by a vote of 291 against 31, the project of law relat ive to the
constitution of the universities.
The following is the text of the law:
ARTICLE 1. The corps of faculties instituted by the law of April 26, 1893, shall be
called universities.
A.RT. 2. The council general of the faculties (i.e., of each faculty group) shall be
called the council of the university.
ART. 3. The council of the university is substituted for the a~ademic council 1 in
the consideration of disputed and disciplinary matters pertaining to superior public
instruction.
ART. 4. From the date, January 1, 1898, the required fees for courses, registration,
use of library and laboratories, paid by the students, shall be retained by the
respectiYe universities. 2
These funds can be applied to the foJlowing objects only: Expenditure for laboratories, libraries, and collections; construction and furnishing of buildings; establishment of new courses of instruction; equipments for the advantage of the
students.
The fees for examination, for certificates of aptitude ( certifying that the candidate
has passed the examinations required for a diploma), fees for ''visa" (that is, signatures upon duplicate diplomas) paid by candidates for the degrees or titles recognized
by law, as also the.fees for "dispense" (that is, exemption from the customary te'; m
of stlllly), and for equivalence (i. e., recognition of foreign diplomas) will continue
to be collected into the public treasury.

The law met with opposition from those who desired complete autonomy for the individual universities and those who are opposed to any
iimovations npori the existing system. Even among those who voted
in favor of the measure there were signs of discontent with its provisions, particularly with the recognition accorded to incomplete faculty
groups-that is, having less than four distinct faculties. The minister
ofpn_b lic instruction, M. Rambaud, made an eloquent speech in defense
of the project. The epitome of the minister's address here presented
comprises his principal arguments in favor of the measure.
Referring to the history of the university bill which, in one form or
another, has been before the legislature since 18!)0, M. Ram baud recal1ed
a siiccession of ministers who had peen pledged to its support-M. Berthelot, M. Fallieres, M. Wallon, and others. Its purpose he declared
was to give life to higher instruction. Following the advice of Jules
Ferry, its friends had proceeded without precipitation or recklessness.
From the foundation of the third Republic the most urgent reforms
l.Jad been first considered. * * * For more than thirty years, from
the ministry of Victor Duruy to that of Jules Simon, the faculties had
suffered chiefly from the want of suitaqle equipment. This miserable
condition bas been overcome. One by one the buildings have been
reconstructed, laboratories equipped, libraries supplied. The teaching
personnel has been reeuforced and increased, the audiences of hearers
1
2

.A.n acadomy is ono of tb o seventeen districts of educational administration.
H er etofore all fees bave b een paid int o the public treasury .
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have gradually been replaced by veritable students, and thus life has
been imparted to the poor and isolated faculties.
The beginning of this development, which has culminateo. in the
present project, was the inquiry ordered by M. Jules Ferry. One of
his successors, belonging to a different political school, l\f. Goblet, has
collected together the results of this inquiry; it is he also who countersj gnecl the decrees of July 25 1 and December 28, 1885 ;2 these decrees
were followed by a law of July 18, 1889, regulating the finances, after
which came a new decree, February 22, 1890,3 then a new financial law,
that of April 18, 1893, and finally the decrees of August 9 and 101
countersigned by M. Poincare.
Thus nothing has been left to hazard or to chimerical notions. Progress has taken the experimental course. That is to say, the effort has
been to create a condition before giving it a name. This method has
been justified by its practical success, and first and chiefly by the constantly increasing number of students in the schools of higher instruction depending upon the minister of public instruction. In. 1885 the
total number of students was 16,579. In December, 1895, it was 25,887.
This great increase has not had the effect of overcrowding the Paris
faculties. All the faculties of France have shared in the advantage,
the provincial faculties even in larger measure than those of the capital.
The minister quoted from a table which showed that while the rate
of increase in the total number of students from 1885 to 1896 was 60
per cent, the ratio at Paris w:as orily 37 per .cent. The faculties of the
provinces greatly exceed this rate. Besangon has seen its student
population increase in the time by 103 per cent-that is, more than
double. It is nearly the same atAix, Bordeaux, Dijon, Nancy, Poitiers,
Rennes, where the rate varies from 89 to D5 per cent. At Lille, Lyons,
Montpellier, the increase is still higher, from 103 to 119 per cent. Thus,
as regards students, a veritable decentralization has been going on.
This increase in the student population of the provinces is in direct
proportion to the hopes that these university groups have founded. upon
the pending bill.
Referring to the charge of a critic who had declared, "If we have
many students it is because we pay students to be instructed, which is
done only in France, the minister said:
There is great exaggeration in both of these statements. ·what is the total umnbor of scholarships offered by the French Republic in the faculties of letters and of
1

lustituting a gonoral council of tho faculties of each "acadcmio" and empowering the faculties to

holtl property, receivo gifts, and manage thoir own estates.
-

2

Ext nding tho authority of the general councils to all matters pertaining to the internal conduct
of th c group, such as the courses and cooruination of stuuies. estimates of ox pen di tore, the cli,ision of
c:om,non fond , etc. Tho same decrco constitate<l a council of each faculty composed of tlio titular
or
Th fnll
Ii pr,,f
. !!Ol'!I
· · ancl a n :uisem bl Yo f ea' l t faculty comprisinrr full professors and arrrerres (fellow ).
la tl,·";;;r~~n of lbc fonnc-r y,ortaincd to the goncral a.lfairH of tho faculty, and of th~ 1:tter to scho1

It, l ting to

fluntH'I" •
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science, for the question only arise_s with r espect to these 'F There arc no scholarships
either in the faculties of law or in thoso of mellicine. The total number ii} at present
371, a number small indeed, it must be admitted, in comparison with the number of
students in letters and-science, which is 6,000.
No,v, why have we these scholarship funds, It is because they are demanded by
the service-. \Ve do not pay young men to study in on1er to :fill up the benches
before the professors; but we nce(l them, for the recruitment of tho teaching force
of secondary schools. Observe that this total of 371 scholarships in letters and
science furnishes each year from 80 to 100 candidates for the professorships of secondary instruction. In respect to letters particularly this number is quite insuffi cient.
Without doubt the free students, by the increase of their numbers and of their
knowledge, have furnished us a most valuable source of TCCrtlitment. In l)roportion as these free elements have been supplied the credits demandet1 from Parliament for the scholarship funds have been diminished. Since 1888 (when the total
amount allowed under this head was $144,000) there has been a de crease of about
$40,000. The pres_e nt year the amount is redu ced by about $6,000.
And when it is asserted that J<'rnnce- is the only country where they pay young
merr to be instructed, I respond that this same thing is done notably in Germany;
but in Germany it is not so readily apparent, because there students are not supported
solely by State appropriations, but partly also by endowments.
In the Empire of Russia, if you wish to make comparison, you will fl.ml that the free
student.'! are nearly one-third the entire number in the Russian universities. So much
for the declaration that "this is done only in France."

, As another evidence of the success of the late ·reform, the minister
noted the increase in the number of foreign students in the French
faculties. In January, 1896, the total had reached 1,828. The largest
proportions were furnished by Russia, Turkey, Bulgaria, Roumania,
and Greece; that is to say, by countries in which the equipment for
superior instruction is meager, and hence they come to take, as it were,
"the watchword from French science."
M. Rarnbaud noted furtller that even among the scientific representatives of the older countries with richly endowed universities there is
heard unmistakable expressions of admiration for the work accomplished in France.
As to the re.proach of opponents of the proposed bill, that it confers
nothing more than a name upon existing institutions, :M:. Rambaud
reminded his hearers that there are names that create the things
named. Hence the Latin saying, "Nomiiia munina." The institution
which is a university in all but the name, lacks legal existence in its
true- character. Herein .is the value of the name. It stands for an
important and imposing idea, the universality of science, or, as expressed by Father Didon, '' the true higher learning in its liberty, its
universality, and its unity."
As to the objection urged in some quarters that it is a vain endeavor
to seek to unite in general councils professors teaching subjects so
unlike as science and law, as letters and medicine, l\f. Rambaud
reminded his hearers that all the reforms already accomplished have
been the outcome of conferences between the minister of public instruction and the general councils of the faculties, especially that of the
faculties of Paris. '.ro such collaboration is due the late measure
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obliging students of medicine to pass one year in a faculty of science
to acquire general scientific culture, the reform of the "license cs sciences" (degree of licentiate in science), which gives recognition to
important specialties, the reform of the doctorate of law, etc.
To cite these is sufficient to dispose of the objection that professors
of different branches united in conference do not speak the same language and are incapable of understanding each other.
The minister advocated the university idea particularly as tending
to correct the extreme professional bias.
"Universities," he said, "by the general character of their instruction, counteract the professional weakness (tare) among those who
practice the liberal professions. They enable specialists to acquire
easily that general knowledge which, even in respect to the speciality
itself, constitutes the real value and originality of the man."
.As to the criticism that the measure is opposed to the development
of specialties demanded iu the various localities, the minister showed
thrut these have been strengthened as the university idea has grown.
He said:
At Bordeaux:, besides the general instruction given in the faculty of sciences, there
has b een created a laboratory of industrial chemistry specially devoted to tho researches pertaining to the culture of the vino a,nd the industries depending thereupon.
To this laborntory is to be credited the remedy for mildew. At Lyons, the center of
the silk and dyeing industries, there has been created a, chair of industrial chemistry
whose incumbent devotes himself to experiments in dyeing. Every year he sends out
thirty or forty students, who go forth to apply in the local manufoctories the knowledge acquire<.l in the faculty. At Nancy, the center at once of agriculture and of
brewing, tbe endeavor has been to meet the double demands of the region. Hence n.
chair of agricultnral chemistry and a, brewing laboratory, so that in the subsoil of
the faculty of sciences model beers, ideal beers, are elaborated, which become tho
stand:1rds for the neighboring breweries. At Lille there is found a course in industrial
• chemistry a,nd- agriculture and a course in industrial physics. It is understood that
physics can be made equally with chemistry the precious auxiliary of industry. I
can not enumerate all the chairs, a,11 the courses of agriculture or industrial chemistry.
They are found in nea,rly all our university centers, and a,lways adapted to the local
demands. At Caen there exists as a,n annex to the faculty of sciences a laboratory
particularly valuable in a seacoast a,nd fishing place, namely, a, laboratory of maritime zoology. At Besan9on, center of manufactures and of clock making, we have a
professor of chronometric science and an observatory of chronometry.
So much for tho faculties of science. They a,ro inspired with the ideas appropriate to each section of France; they ha,ve sought to meet the demands of trade, and
beside tho general instruction which is their province they have founded this special
instruction.
The same is true of tho faculties of letters. At Bordeaux there is n. chair of the
history of tho son thwest; at N1tncy, a chair of tho history of tho east of France; at
Lille, a c~air of the languages and the literature of Picardy, and of the Wa1lons,
antl a cha1r of tho Russian language and literature. Why the Russian language.
~eca.n. o _that this region, from tho seventeenth century, from tho time of the formation of the "Company of th North" by Colhert, has been in relations with Rus ia.
through unkirk.
At Ai. th or is a ·hair of Prov rn;al literatnre · at R nnes a, conrse in Celtic lang1mgo ·11111
lit ra t nrP· a t ·r onlonso, a •hair of 'th history)of tho middler gion of
'
l 'uu11• • ancl , c·h·iir r f i11
.
•
'
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initalian literature; at Caen, a chair of Norman literature and art; at Poitiers and
at Clermont, chairs consecratecl to the history of the province. But all this does
not prevent tho teaching of the same chemistry at Lyons as at Bordeaux:.
Tho movement toward these varied creations appears to mo very wise Lecause it
tends to attach tho faculties to the region in Lhe center of which they are installe<l;
bccaase it will naturally lead them to love it and will result in their finding in tho
sympathies of tho region, in tho liberality of citizens justly proud of their little
provincial possession, inex.haustiblo resources. This will enable them, thanks to tho
freedom which this law imparts, to develop the special local features of their work.
In effect they will henceforth only be limited in respect to those matters that concern the obligatory courses of a general character.
It shoulcl be observed further that the funds for the greater part of these chairs,
these courses, laboratories, and observatories, which I have just enumerated, haYe
been furnished, either in whole or at least one~half, by the cities, departments, or
sometimes the regions.

Having thus disposed of the objection that the interests of special
instruction would suffer from the new law, the minister proceeded to
consider its effect upon the national character of the institutions.
The possibility of this character he illustrated by the German uni. versities, to which he paid a noble tribute as "vigorous factors in the
national evolution" and "the incarnation of the national idea."
In replying to certain objections against the law the minister found
occasion to contrast the ideal of the newly constituted universities with
that of the olcl universities, and also with that of the Imperial creation.
Only the principal points of contrast dwelt upon are here summarized.
So far as possible that is done by verbatim citations.
In the universities of the Middle Ages theology held :first place. The new universities "will be, above all, secular and free."
Tho olcl institutions were essentially "international." "The University of Paris
in the thirteenth century was as much foreign as French; th~t is to say, the students
of forefgu aountries, those who were cliviclecl into 'nations,' English, German, Flemish, were perhaps more numerous than the French." But in the university of to-day
the national character predominates, ancl the end to which their instruction is
clirectecl is national. In the olcl universities the separation between the different
orders of instruction, between theology ancl law, between law anu medicine, were
strongly marked. They had no internal unity. Now, it is precisely the establishment
of this internal unity that is sought in the propose.cl reform.
The universities of the Middle Ages, and this should be particularly noted, were
poorly endowed. The professors refused to accept new colleagues in order to secure
for themselves all the revenues of the corporation, all the.profits from tuition fees.
We have the spectacle in the seventeenth century of such a university, that of
Bourges, rnduced to be the fief of a father-in-law supported by his son-in-law.
It is precisely because of poverty that the French universities have given nothing
to the Middle Ages and to modern times, because it is impossible to accomplish anything for science without instruments and without material. Now, we desire, as is
well known, universities amply endowed to fulfill the ruissio·n that we propose to
confide to them.
Vv e desire for our universities modern manners as well as modern studies. Between
the universities of tho Middle Ages and those of to-day there is nothing in common;
nothing excepting the name; nothing apart from the idea, always just, that those who
desire to study shonhl associate themselves together.
\Ve realize that science being so extensive professors ought to devote more time to
their students, to become their intimate collaborators. We realize also that scionce
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being so vast in its variety, ::md each of its divjsions and subdivision& forming in
itself n, science, it requires ample equipments, and n, numerous teaching body, and
for this work the resources of an association united to those of the State aro none too
great:

In considering the objections of those who hold that the new mea~ure
is contrary to the spirit of the French Revolution, the minister showed
that the charge is unfounded, first, as regards the instruction proposed.
This is to be general in its nature, encyclopedic as it were; but "the
encyclopedia is the very essence of the eighteenth century itself," "it
is the French Revolution itself."
The work of the lycee, as proposed by Mirabeau, was" to teach letters, sciences, and arts." Condorcet defined the lycees as "establishments where all the sciences will be taught in their whole extent."
How does this differ, asks the minister, from the universities proposed.
by the new law, '' This idea of the 1ycee," he says, "this· university
idea, that is not of special schools, but of schools for general knowledge, was discussed during the entire period of the Convention, and
among its advocates are to be found Romme, one of the authors of the
revolutionary calendar, Lepeletier de Saint-Fargeau, and Robespierre."
The reaction against this university idea, according to the minister,
was the work of the Consulate and the Empire. Napoleon was devoted,
and that in an ever-increasing degree, to special schools. The cause is
easily understood, for they met his immediate and pressing demands
for officers, magistrates, engineers, and doctors.
As to the faculties that .he created-that is, the 27 faculties of letters
and the 27 of science-'' this apparent luxury of provision was in reality
only poverty and weakness." The faculties of Napoleon were recruited.
from the neighboring lycees (not the lycee of Condorcet, but that of
to-day, which is also a creation of Napoleon). The professots of the
· higher classes of the lycees constituted in effect the faculties of letters
and of science, and the "proviseur," or principal, of the 1ycee was the
dean of the faculty.
And moreover the faculties thus constituted were simply examining
juries.
There were, it is true, illustrious professors-in tho faculties of Paris, many celcbratecl and glorious. Some such might be mentionecl in the provinces also; but this
cloes not obscure the fact that the general state of superior instruction was that of
mediocrity ancl sterility.
In contrast with this conception of higher instruction, comprising on the one hand
special schools intcndell to snpply candidates for certain professions necessary to the
State and on the other isolatecl faculties h:wing no proper being, st:1nds out tho lil>~ral conception of 1789 in respect to cclncation, the cncyclopeclic conception embodied
lll what were callecl lycecs in the time of Condorcet anll in what ::ire to-day callecl
univeri:;ities.

While from some quarters it had been urged that the proposed univer:itie · would have too much liberty, from others the complaint wa
h ar that they would not have uough. The mini ter observed that
th two objc ·tiou.- r fut d each other. l!..,or him elf he disclaimed any
1
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desire to repress their free development. " I believe," he Haid, "that it
is tho essence of a republican State, developing in all directions the
consequences of its own principle, to put freedom everywhere together
with universality; not alone in letters and in science, but also in the
arts.'J
The actual innovations made by the law into tho existing system as
explained by the. minister relate to finances and programmes.
The universities will have the full control of part of their funds, with
respect to others ...they will have a determining voice, and for the rest
they will be limited to the mere privilege of giving advice or opinions.
It will be the same with the programmes of study. These will comprise portions obligatory upon the universities, b.ecause they correspond
to tho examinations and decrees prescribed by the State; but there
will also be a wide margin for free options. From the funds which will
belong to the universities and which for the most part will be provided
by benefactions at · their own disposal, the universities may create
whatever instructions they desire, courses in Egyptology, in Assyriology, but they can not restrict the courses which the State judges to
be necessary and which are maintained by the funds of the State.
As to the general reorganization of public instruction, the law makes
no changes. There will still be a rector at the bead of each academy.
Above tbe council general of each university there will be the superior
council with its permanent section; the professors an<l. "agreges" (associated professors or fellows) will be appointed; the project oflaw voted
exactly as at present. Although appointments to professorships are
made by the President, upon the advice of the minister, this is now
scarcely more than a form, since the choice of the mil)ister is greatly
restricted. "There are not many countries," said l\f. Rambaud, "where
the minister upon the presentation on the one side of the faculty interested and on the other of the permanent section is obliged to appoint
the person whose name heads the list."
All things considered, the foture universities will be as independent
as the German universities. The only restriction imposed upon the
former. relates to the programmes. This is explained by the difference
between the French diplomas and the German.
The new project, far from destroying the University of France, will,
in the opinion of the minister, give it a higher value. It will also
have the effect of drawing benefactions into the treasuries of the new
universities.
Already, under the impulse of the recent movements, bequests to the
amount of $600,000 have been r eceived from private sources. Montpellier has been unusually favored in this respect, having received
$300,000 in a single legacy. At Paris two chairs have been privately
endowed, one of the history of the French Revolution and a second by
the Count de Chambrun of the history of economic doctrines.
The minister was followed by M. Louis Liard, director of superior
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instruction, who confined himself chiefly to t he statistics pertaining to
hi department. The following are the principal facts brought out in
hi tatement.
From 1884 to 1895 there was a notable decrease in the public expenditure for superior instruction·. The State appropriations in the former
year were $2,310,471. In 1805 they were $2,628,415, but during _the
same t ime the receipts from fees increased from $ 781,200 to $1,326,400;
t h at is, while the expenditure increased by $300,000 the receipts increased
by $540,000.
.
D ur ing the same period t h e net expenditure for a student declined,
being $100 in 1884 and only $54 in 1805. In n o country, said M. Liard,
not even omitting Germany, does a student cost less.
.
For the purpose of comparison with the r esources of the French umversi ties, M. Liard submitted the followi ng statement as to German
universities. The tot al receipts he gave in r ound numbers as $4,740,000,
derived as follows: From endowments and revenues, $600,000; from
fees for courses, examinations, and matriculation, $540,000; subvent!on
from the State, $3,600,000. In France, if the amounts received clurmg
the year by the establishments of superior instruction and which are
turned into the treasury be subtracted from the State appropriations
for the same, it will be found that the net cost to the State has been
only $1,301,825.
It is desirable to note further that the net cost of a student is 271
francs ($54). In Germany the net cost to the State-that is, after deduction of the unive·r sity revenues-is 645 francs ($129). It may be noted
further that the expenditure for a university student per capita of tll e
population is in Switzerland from 96 centimes to 1 franc (19 to 20 cents),
varying in difforent cantons; in Germany it is 37 centimes (7 cents),
in France it is only 1G centimes (3 cents).
Far from being excessive, as some have urged [sai<l th e director], the contributio~
from the Stat e i s actually insu ffi cient. Take, for example, th e budget of tho P a~is
faculty of m edicine, which comprises mor e than 4,000 students: The budget is consider able, but divided b etween tho varied ancl important serYices, consider how small
the ap propriation for ea ch. :For the chemical laboratory only 5,215 franc s ($1,0-13)
p er annum; for the phy sical l aboratory a sum total of 1,460 fran cs ($292) ; the laboratory of histology , 2,020 fran cs ($404); tho lab orat ory · of anatomy, 1,250 francs
($250) ; that of th erape utics, 2,015 fr ancs ($403) ; t h at of l egal m ed i cin e, 1,720 francs
($344) ; of h ygiene, 2,470 francs ($4:94); that of surger y, 1,190 francs ($238) ; t h at of
co mparati ve a ncl experimental p athology, 2, 470 francs ($494) . T his is pi t iable.
I w ill n ow give the sums allowed for material s for each of the clinics of t he Paris
faculty of medi cine. Th ese aro also mere p ittances; no other word can be used . The
medical clini c of tho Hotel Dien receives 1,930 fr ancs ($386); the surgical clinic, 1,200
frn.ncs ($24.0); tho medical clinic of the "Charity," 1,610 francs ($322); the surgical
clinic of tho sa.mo hospital, 1,720 francs ($341) ; tho medical clinic of the "Pitie,"
700 francs ($15 ) ; the snrgical clinic, l, 190 francs ($23 ).
Th situation is nearly the samo for the faculty of sci nces at Paris. You know
th · (c·la that this fa ·nliy lrns impnrt d to sup rior instruction and the discoveries
1,y which it 1ia. con t rt·1 in ·cl t tho progress of science. "\V 11, tllo appropriations
for th lr horatori , f:c' r l1<·, co t f' in
· l.
·
· tlJ1s
· faculty, w luch
·
1 uc·t10n
rn
compn· s 2-.:>
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experimental branches, is only 60,000 francs ($12,000); that is, about 2,400 francs ($480)
for each. ·
The Borclcaux faculty of sciences, which has 10 experimental branches, receives only
14,500 francs ($2,900); that is, about 1,450 francs ($290) each. That of Lillo, for 11
experimental branches, receives 15,550 francs ($3,110), or on the average 1,400 francs
($280) for ~ach. The same penury for the libraries. The university libraries have been
constructed a~d already well furnished, but how meager their budgets, especially by
comparison.
Compare, for example, Strnsburg and Nancy. Strasburg receives annually for the
material of its library 72,500 fr&.ncs ($14,500); Nancy only 21,625 francs ($4,325);
Gottingen, which may be compared with Lyons, received 55,887 francs ($11,177);
Lyons only 24,000 ($4,800); Halle bas 30,000 fra.ncs ($6,000) and Poi tiers 11,750 francs
($2,350).

M. Liard called attention further to what has beco:ne a matter of
absolute dishonesty in the :financial system.
The students pay certain fees annually for the use of libraries, laboratory facilities, etc: These sums are turned into the public treasury. As tho number of students increases the product of the fees increases also, and since the State appropriations are not proportionately augmented, it follows that a part of the income from
fees goes to the profit of the State instead of to the benefit of the institution and the
studentA.
Por example, at the Paris faculty of meuicine the student is charged 50 francs
($10) for the use of laboratory the first year and 40 francs ($8) for the secon<l and
third year each.
In nu.king up the balance between the funds from these fees which are thus
received into the treasury and the appropriations aHowed by the State for the same
purpose, it appears that by reason of tho increase in the number of students the
resources of the faculty are actually reduced by an average amount of 21 francs, 34
centimes ($4.26) per student.
It is the same with t,he superior school of pharmacy, and with all the faculties
where practical work is maintained. One of the most important of all the faculties
is that of medicine ancl pharmacy at Lyons; the number of students who took part
in the practical works in 1895 was 1,065. The amount allowed for these works in
the budget of public instruction was 19,350 francs ($3,870) or 18 francs 17' centimes
($3.63) per student, but the amount turned into the treasury from the fees paid by
the students on account of the experimental work averages 45 francs ($9) each.
The same thing occurs with respect to the libraries. Each student pays a library
fee of 10 francs ($2) per annum. At Paris, in 1895, the total receipts from this source
were 63,200 francs ($12,640). The appropriations from tlle State for the university
library and for the libraries of the faculties of medicine, of theology, of law, and
of the superior school of pharmacy, collectively, for the purchase of volumes and
for subscriptions, were only 45,900 francs ($9,180). It is fully recognized that this
is an injustice that ought not to be tolerated, and for this reason, among others, the
new law has been submitted, which will put an end to these abuses after January,
1898.
Under this law the State will continue its appropriations as heretofore, but after
the law goes into operation each university will retain the laboratory fees, library
fees, and fees for courses as expressed in article 4.
REQUIREMENTS FOR .ADMISSION TO THE FRENCH F.A.CUL'.l'IES.

'rhe Report of the Commissioner for 1894-05 contained an account of ·
important efforts for facilitating the admission of American students to
university privileges in France. The initiatory impulse to this move-
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ment was given by Professor Furber, of Chicago, wl10 met . with an
immediate and cordial response from the ministry of public instruction
and tile university professors of France. A committee of university
men was formed under the name of the "Committee Franco-American,"
to promote the object, and subsequently an advisory committee -was
organized in the United States under the presidency of Prof. Simou
Newcomb. Concessions were secured immediately respecting admission to the faculty of science, as explained in the previot1s report. Th·e
following paper, for which the office is indebted to M. Paul Melon, of
Paris, general secretary of the '' Committee of patronage of forejgn
_students," sets forth in detail the existing requirements:
. E:rplarr.ation of terms 1ised in this papel' for which there is no exact EngUsh equivalent,
whose eqnivalent in English is misleading.

01•

1. Faciilties. Equivalent to uniYersities of other countries.
2. Cours. Tho instruction or lectures of the professors.
3. Dispense. .A.n officir.l certificate entitling tho holder to exemption from certain examinations in
consideration of other and cqui,alent proofs of capacity, and upon condition of paying the accumulated fees for the examinations frc,m which he is exempted. Because of the latter condition the
"dispense" is said to gi,,-e the right to the candidacy for the higher degree by "titre oneraux"
(literally, burdensome title).
4. Inscription: The act of registering on the roll of a faculty; for this formality, which must be
renewed every three months, a fee is charged. Only those who have taken the required number
of inscriptions can be admitted to examination.
5. Stage ojji.cinal. Periocl of practical work in compouucling medicines required of s-tudents in
pharmacy.
6. Tra-vaux pratiqucs. Practical works which differ in the different faculties. In the faculty of medicine, they comprise anatomical dissections, hospital practice, etc. ; in the faculty of sciences,
experiments, and, in general, laboratory work.

Higher education in France is given in the faculties ancl the special schools. The
faculties form groups which, while a part of the State system (that is, de11endeut
1
upon the Sta.te), preserve a certain autonomy. The courses are absolutely free.
There are four faculties, that of letters, of sciences, of medicine, ancl of law. They
are as freely open to foreign.e m as to the natives, either being admitted to take their
degree. Both foreigners and natives are required to furnish proof of certain _preliminary study. For foreigners this proof consists in the procluctioii of a certificate of
secondary study. This is then referred to the judgment of the minister, who decides
whether the scientific value of the certificate produced is sufficient to admit of tbo
course being followed with profit. This is called a "dispense" (i. e., exemption or
authorization). This authorization, however, docs not carry the right to enter tho
desire(l course excepting by "titre onereux," that is to say, that the candidate pays
the accumulated fees for the terms of study or the examinations from which be is
exernpte(l by the "dispense."
This "dispense" is never grunted for the degrees of licentiate or doctor; but a
waste of the time for studying may be obviated by tbo cumulative concessions of a,
certain number of ;'inscriptions" (terms), granted on the comlition that the student
shall snbmit to a probationary examination. The foreign doctor of medicine who
wishes to fake the title of doctor in French mellicine may perhaps be authorlzecl to
take ~n :._ggregato of sixteen inscriptions simultaneously/ but be must undergo an
exammat10n and suhmit a theme. The foreign pharmacist may obtain a "dispense''
or exemption from the stage of 11ractical work (stage offtcinal) and the concession
of tw lve terms, bnt ho mnst submit to threo tlefiniti ,·e examinations. "\Yhen a.
1

t" Fee _nr rcquirc<l for rcgi tration (in. cription), foi- usC:or laboratories, libraries, etc., for examina·

:n , <h11lom~e, · ?·• lmt tho regular onrs ·sunder tho professors are froe.
R pr ·ntmg 1 xt n t ·nne of stncly .

1
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foreign student who has grndnatecl from a foreign university wishes to take the course
in a :French university ho is required to seucl to the minister of public instruction a
reqnest for a "dispense," accompauiecl by the diplomas obtainecl in his native country
after they have been translated and legalized; also a certificate of birth ( original
nml translation). When tho certificate produced uy th e grantee shows obscurities
-or gap~, the foreigner is subjected to a trial examination by a commission of the
faculty in which he wishes to enter. This examination is baseLl on the matter which
-was not clearly indicated by the certificate which had been shown. Tho complementary Latin e:s:amination consists in a theme and tr:mslation written at s igh t .
This applies only to the students who aspire to the <legrees conferred by the faculty; but thos(} who wish simply to profit by the instruction have th e greatest lilJcrty
allowed them in following tho course.
The foreigner who has furnished proof of tho ·11ecessary preliminary 'instruction is
admitted ·to the greater number of our special schools, either as pupil or as free
auditor, and especially is this the case with the Superior Maritime School, the School
of St. Cyr, the School of Forestry at Nancy, the School of Manufactures, tho Superior
School of Mines, the School of Bridges and Roads, the School of Telegraphy, the
School of Agriculture (Institut National Agronomi()_ue ), the Schools of Decorntive
Arts and of Fine Arts, the ":Ecole Centrale," the "Ep6le Pratique des H::rntes
Etudes," the Conservatory of Music, etc.
In orcler to obtain the degrees in higher euucation it is necessary to pay the fees
for inscription for the library, for practical work, examinations, and diploma.
Tho fee for inscription (which carries the privileges of the course for one t erm) js
30 francs ($6) for three months, that of the library 10 francs ($2) per a nnum, that of
the uiploma varies from 40 to 100 francs ($8 to $20) .
The diploma fees shown in detail are:
Theology: Baccalaureate in theology, 155 francs ($31); licentiate in theology, 155
francs ($31); doctorate in theology, 190 francs ($38).
Law: Certificate of capacity in law, 255 francs ($51); baccalaureate, 700 francs
($HO); licentiate, 430 francs (,$86): doctorate, 570 francs ($114).
Medicine: Doctorate) 1,305 francs ($261); diploma of surgeon dentist, 960 francs
($192).
Science: Certificate of study (in chemistry and natural science), 300 francs ($60);
baccalaureate) 120 francs ($24); licentiate, 230 francs ($46); doctorate, 140 francs
($28).
Letters; Baccalaureate, 120 francs ($24); licentiate, 230 francs ($46); cloctoratc,
140 francs ($28) .
Pharmacy: Diploma of pharmacy, first class, 144 francs ($28.80); diploma of pbnrmacy (higher), 400 francs ($80).
Tho degree conferred by the faculties in France are those of bachelor, of licentiate,
ancl of doctor.
No student can be registered for the course in which he presents himself for
examination unless he is a bachelor of letters, excepting for tho faculty of science,
in which a diploma of bachelor is sufficient. 1
To be admitted to take the examination of bachelor in theology it is necessary to
follow a course of three years in one of the faculties of the French Republic, commencing with the first year of preparatory study, terminated by an examination
called the ascension in theology. Students provided with the licentiate of letters
are exempted from the preparatory year. Every six months the student must present himself for examination ( examen cle passage). For the hnccalaurcatc one must
undergo a written and oral examination and submit in public a printed the is.
For the licentiate in theology it is necessary to show proof of four t erms taken
1 The official decree of August 8, le!JO, instituting a single uacholor's degree for the three formerly
recognized was waived for candidates for the degree of uachelor of s"ience until NoYember, 18!JJ.
Henco many candidates for higher degrees have only the science baccalaureate. ·
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since the oaccalanrcate, and one only receives the degree o·f licentiate after undergoing a written and oral examination ancl submitting two theses, one of which is
in Latin.
In order to be received as doctor in theology one must submit a general theme after
having proved four inscriptions taken since the licentiate.
Exaniination Joi· law.-In order to obtain a certificate of capacity in law a diploma of
bachelor is not necessary. It is necessary to take four inscriptions, to follow during
one year the course of civil law for the first and second years, and also the course of
criminal and civil procedure, and to pass an ex:1mination on matters connected with
each of t hese courses.
The course for the baccalaureate is one of two years. For the licentiate there is a
supplementary year. At the end of the scholastic year each student must pass an
examination on all the subjects taught during the year. 'fhe second examination
confers the degree of bachelor of law; the third, that of licentiate in law.
Tlle last is divided into two parts. The written examination consists in two compositions, one on a question of civil faw, the other on a question of commercial law.
The candidate may make use of the Code.
Only candidat es (those who have taken the n ecessary inscriptions) are admissible
to the examinations. There are two ordinary sessions, one in July and the other in
November. Unless for some very serious reason the student must pieeent himself in
July.
In orµer to obtain a diploma of doctorate in law the candidate must first be a
licei1tiate in law, pursue a four-years course of study, pass two examinations, a~d
sm;tain a public act ( disputation in which the candidate maintains a certam
proposition).
The lliploma of doctor of law must make mention of one of the following subjects:
Science of jurisprudence, political and economic science.
The candidate recognized as prepared for a degree in one of tho above-named
subjects may obtain the other by passing the examination and composing and sustaining a second theme.
Docto,·ate in meclicine.-The aspirants for a doctorate in medicine, in order to take
tbe first inscription, must procluce the bachelor's diploma of classical studies (lettresphilosophie) ancl the special certificate of studies (p:Uysics, chemistry, and natural
sciences). 1 They must pass five examinations aml sustain a +hesis. The subject of
the thesis is chosen by the candidate.
The :first examination takes place between the sixth and eighth terms; the secoDd
between the eighth and tenth; the third between the thirteenth and sixteenth; the
fourth and fifth after the sixteenth. The fourth and fifth and the theme must be
submitted to tho same facnlty.
E xamination in the faculty of lette1·s.-The candidate for the examination of licentiate must possess the titl e of bachelor of letters and take four terms in the course
of the faculty. There are four classes of the licentiate of letters-literary, philosophical, historical, and living languages.
There ar e two sessions (of tl.J.e examining boar<l) p er annnm, one in July and tho
other in November . At Paris there is an extraordinary session in April.
Pharniacy. -Inferior diploma. After the twelfth term the students who have ful:fillecl the required term. of stucly :1re admitted to th e three examinations at tho
end of the course. The candidate who presents a thesis showing original research
1

Certificate of stuclieR, pl1ysics, chemistry, ancl natural sciences. To be admitted to the course for
cial certificate, which is given in the faculty of sciences, candidat s must be provicled with the
diploi~ia of _bachelor or the teacher's diploma (brevet supericur) or the certificate of studies of the
sup nor 1mmary schools. In order to be aclmittecl to tho examination!! th stnclent must have finished
four terms and mu t ha t l
t·
·
t1>rif'e :mcl four , ·
'v a c ~ par in P_rach<:nl work. Tho examination compris s fonr intcrroga.bot:iny.
I roofs of practical study m tho following subjects: Gcolo~y, ch mlstry, zoology, and
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may, witb tho consent of the school,1 bo oxernptcd from the second part of the third
examination.
The superior diploma is obtained after four years of study, made valid by an examination and the submission of an original theme approved by the school.
The diploma of higher instruction is equivalent to the doctorate of physics and
natural sciences.
Besides these there are, in certain faculties of letters, of science, and oflaw, certificates of higher studies and of legal study. The conditions for obtaining this certificate are left to the faculties, who have the greatest liberty in reganl to the same.
This certificate, as its name indicates, simply bears witness to the kind of study
pursued by the recipient and does not allow him any of the rights conferred by the
diploma.
In tho same manner there is given in the faculty of letters a diploma of higher
study in history and geography. This diploma serves as the evidence of a scientific
apprenticeship on the "l::trt of the student. This di1)lorua is delivered after the following proofs:
(a) Examination and discussion of a topic in history or geography, which-is chosen
by the candid ate and approved by the professors or masters or lecturers in history
and geography of the faculty of letters or of the superior normal school.
(b) Discussion of a question in history and of a question in geogrnphy indicated
to the candidate three monthA in advance.
(c) The critical explanation of a historical or geographical text chosen by a candidate.
(cl) Examination upon a subject drawn by lot, at tho choice of the candidate,
either from the sciences auxiliary to history (archreology, ethnography. paleography,
diplomacy, bibliography) or from general geography.
The faculties of science deliver a certificate of higher study corresponding to tho
subjects taught by them. The diploma of licentiate in science is conferred on the
student who produces three certificates of study.
The student is allowed to choose between the different subjects which arc taught
in the faculties, antl, if he presents the certificates of higher studies, he may obtain
the degree of licentiate.
Higher instruction is also given in a great number o.f schools or scientific establishments which have an independent life. These establishments do not grant
degrees as do the faculties, bnt they confer certain diplomas having an exclusively
scientific character. For example, the Ecole pratique des hautes etudes (Practical
School of High or Studies), the School of Charts, the School of Oriental and Living
Languages, schools or establishments such as the "College de France," the Museum
of Natural History, the "Ecole du Louvre" (School of the Louvre), all of which are
veritable scientific laboratories in which one may pursue the investigation of truth.
The courses in these establishments are open to foreigners as freely as to the natives.
As to the special schools of application, such as maritime schools, the school of
forestry, the schools of agriculture, the school of mines, etc., foreigners are admitted as free auditors or as pupils, if they prefer, provided that they have had sufficient
scientific instruction and are recommended by the minister of their own country
1·esiding in France.
In order to facilitate the sojourn of foreigners in the universities and in tho schools,
committees, called committees of patronage for foreign students, have been formed
at Paris and in the most important educational centers of the provinces. These
committees not only endeavor to do for the students everything possible as regards
educational advantages and moral support, but also everything that is necessary
from the point of view of material life. By means of their intervention between
the student and tho municipal authorities the sojourn in France is rendered as profitable and agreeable as po~siblo. Many of these are organized to give foreigners every
1 Tho

superior &cbools of pharmacy have ti.le same rank as faculties.
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opportunity to acquire the Frenchfanguago. Installation in one of these is sufficienii
to pro cure hospitn.lity of the bro::u1
. est and most comfortable sort. These committees
nro found at Aix, Bordeaux~ Montpellier, Nancy, Paris, an d Tonlon. 1

The following statement relative to recent official regulations respecting the status of foreign studeuts of medicine in France was drawn up
by Mr. Henry Viguaud, charge d'affaires of the United States at Paris.
The paper was transmitted from the State Department to the Department of the Interior and referred by the Secretary of the Interior to
this office for the purpose of bringing its contents to the attention of
those specially interested in the information:
EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES,

Paris, Jnly 24, 1896.
Srn: American medical students who come to Paris with the view of graduating
in one of the meuical schools of France were heretofore allowed certain facilities to
enter these· schools. ·when they were graduates of onr well-known colleges, or helcl
a diploma of doctor of medicine issued by a reputable foreign scientific institution ,
they were permitted, upon application being made through this embassy, to follow
the regular courses of the .French medical schools exactly like French students who
had graduated from the French faculties, and at the end of tho course, in the fall,
if successful in the :final examination, were awardetl the same diploma as those to
Frenchmen-diploma which carried with it the privilege of practicing in France.
The number of foreign students in France having by degrees considerably incre:i.se<l,
and the proportion of those who, for a certain time at least, remain here to practice
their profession having also become much larger, the French Government has adoptecl
a stricter rule for the admission of foreigners to the French medical schools.
In the future, foreigners desirous of obtaining the same diploma of doctor of medicine as that awardecl to Frenchmen will have to snhmit to the same conditions
imposed upon French students; that is to say, that the diploma they may have
obtainec1 abroad or in any private institution will not be at all considered, and that
before being allowed to register at any of the French medical Rchools, they will
have to produce, like French students, a French State diploma of "Bachelier <le
l'Ensoignement clnssique," and the "Corti:ficat tle Sciences physiques, chimiqucs ct
naturelles.1'
To the foreign students who do not propose to practice medicine in France the
facilities usually extended to them will be continued and even enlarged, but they
will only be entitled to a special diploma solely intended for foreigners of that-class
and granting no rights to practice in France.
These regulations were issued on the 21st instant. They are not applicable to
foreign students already registered.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENRY VIGNAUD,

Hon.

RICHARD OLNEY,

Secreta1·y of State.
1
For the American student who wisbos to pnr,rno his studies in Franco the committee at Paris i
alJlo U'I obtain a relluction of :io p f'r rPnt on tho stt·amers of tho C:-allic-Transatlanti · Com11any.
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EDUCATION IN FRANCE. 1
By Dr.

ALCEE FORTIER.
PARIS,

July 31, 1895.

Since my arrlva1 in Paris nothing has interested me more than the general competition of the lycfes and colleges at the Sorbonne. I was fortunate in obtaining an
admission card, and I had an excellent seat, where I heard perfectly the addresses of
the orator of the day and of the minister of public instruction. The following extract
from the Temps of July 31 gives a good iJ.ea of what took place:
"At noon the minister arrived, escorted by a platoon of policemen on horseback.
A double line of policemen pushed back the idlers on the sidewalk of bonlevanl St.
Michel and of ru!J des Bcoles.
"M. Gr6ard, vice-rector, receiYed, on the steps of the Sorbonne, M. Poincare, who
was accompanied. by M: Liar<l, director of superior education; M. Ra bier, director of
secondary education;. M. Xavier Charmes, director of the secretariat; M. Bernard,
chief of the cabinet, and M. Grant, private secretary.
11
The minister enterecl by tho middle door and went to the reception hall, the
chums beat, and the foot guard were ranged in a row in the grand vestibule.
'' The cortego "'ent by the gallery of the faculty of letters toward the grand amphitheater. Tho mace bearers of the faculties walked ahead, then came the members
of tho academic council, of the general council, of the faculties of the superior council of public instruction, of the institute, of the diplomatic corps, etc. All these
high dignitaries took their seats on the platform around the minister.
11
The hall was entirely filled. In the hemicycle were seated M. Greard, the proviseurs (presidents) of tho lycees, and the faculty professors, behind them the students. In the tribunes and the ga:tleries were the relations of the students and
the persons holding cards. The music of the republican guard played a selection.
Then M. Poincare called on M. Bergson 1 professor of philosophy at the Lycee Henry
IV1 for the ora1.ion of the day.I' ·
M. Bergson chose for his subjcct1 11 Good Sense and the Classical Studies/ 1 and
spoke with great elegance.
The address of M. Poincar6 was really very fine. Here are some passages wliich
impressed me :
"Our education is made, in par.t, from what we receive from others, and, in part,
from tho free working of our will. The lessons of the school and of the college complete one another, in the course of our lives 1 by the teaching of things and by the
exmnplo of men; they are sbltrpened by the secret action of conscience. Our yon th
is passed in continuing the education of our childhood; our mature age 1 in perfecting that of onr youth; our old age, in regretting our not having had tho time to
terminate that of our mature ago. But we le:1ve after us a little of that education
always incomplete, and that little enters, for the benefit of future generations, the
common fund of humanity.
"In that continuous evolution which constitutes education the school and the
college will never give to the mind of the student but a first orientation, but what
is indispensable is to make exactly that direction in the path of right and trutb.
"vYe do for you 1 my friends, what we can. We do not answer for remote deviations and unforoseen accidents. We set the needle as best we can. Let each one of
you then regulate his march 1 survey his route, and maintain the initial velocity.
"But if I repeat tbus, writing them purposely, these two fraternal expressions of
school and college, it is because education has not, according to the degree of instruction, distinct aims antl contrary paths; because the impetns, weaker here and stronger
1

Translated by the author from bis" Voyage in Europe in 1895."
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there, must bo Yerywhero in accord; be ca,uso e,erywhere the clear and jnst perception of life must be a,wakcned, and been.use in the college as well as in the school,
the work of tho state, unless it be inert and useless, is the initiation, prudent and
resolute, of < hilclhoo<l. to contemporary reality."
These aro very liberal ideas, this is wha,t modern educat ion should be; it must not
be alwa.ys clir, cted toward tho past, it must attend to the present aucl look the future
l,olclly in tho faco in order to be able to surmount all the difflcnlties which might
present themselves.
The list of premiums was ready, and the students came to receive their prizes,
which consiste<l. in books, and in a crown which the minister or one of the high dignitaries on the platform placed on the heads of the students . When the grandson of
M. Grfard was called tho latter rose from his seat and kissed the boy on both cheeks.
That caress of a grandfather was truly French and was loudly applauded. There
·w ere a :first premium, a, second preminm, and eight accessits (second bests). Among
that large number of pupils representing all the lycees of Paris I was astonished to
hear only two historical names called, cl' Argenson and de Ma,urepas. This fact shows
the cha,nges in society made by the French Revolution.
The distribution of prizes in Paris does not resemble at all the commencement exercises of our colleges; besides, the French lycees are entirely different from the
American colleges. M. Foucin, general secretary of the Alliance Fra,119aise, was kind
enough to procure for me the following authorization, which I reproduce here to show
what are the formalities requisite to visit the schools and lycees in Paris.
"ACADEMY OF PARIS, UNIVERSITY OF PRANCE,

"Paris, July 13, 1895.
"M. Alcee Fortier, professor in New Orleans, member of the Alliance Pran9aise, is
authorized to attend a few classes in the following establishments:
"Lycee Janson de Sailly, rue de la Pompe.
"Coll~ge Chaptal, boulevard des Batignolles.
"Ecole Turgot, rue de Turbigo.
'' Ecole normale d'institt-itions de la Seine et ecole primafre annexe, 10 rue Molitor.
"The proviseur and directors will please give all facilities to M. Fortier. ·

"Trm

VICE-RECTOR, GREARD."

\Vith this authorization I presented myself at about 8.30 a. rn. at the Lycee Janson
de Sailly, situated a.t Passy, between Paris and the Bois de Boulogne. It is a magnificent establishment, which comprises, according to the prospectus, '' four colleges
really distinct," where the students, according tp their age, form four separa~e
divisions, which do not communicate with one another. They each have their
court for recess, their study halls, their classes, their refectories, and dormitories. The
first two colleges form the "grand lycce," directed by the proviseur; the last two
colleges constitute the "petit lycce."
Children a,re admitted at the lycee at the age of 6, and they rema,in there until
they hava obtained the bachelor's degree, between 16½ ancl 17 years. We see that
young men in France leave the lycees at about the age when, in the United States,
they enter college; that is to say, if cla8ses were named, as with us, freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior, the bachelors in Fra,nco would be of the age of the freshman
class, or ra,thcr of tho sophomore. It is true that in leaving the lycee tho young man
may go to one of the great schools of the Government-Superior Normal School,
Polytechnic School, Central School, St. Cyr, Agronomic Institute, School for High
Studies, etc.
At tlle Ly ·co Janson de Sa.illy "religious instmction is given to the boarding
stutleuts for whom :t special dispensation has not been asked by the parents. Conf •r n•:cs arc given in each division, and giYe rise to periodical compositions and
annnal pn•miums, as in the other branches. Two ·ha.plains of the Catholic religion,
a. pa tor, :nul a. rabbi are attach <1 to tho house. Ou the <1 manc.1 of families the day
scholar ··uc· ·'lU mi· tl '<1 gratuitously to th religious conforeu ·e."
'
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, l- regret that I was able to visit only one class at Janson de Sailly. On arriving
at the lycee I asked for the proviseur, and his secretary told me that he had just left
his office with the inspector. I was requested. to wait in an antechamber, where
through the windows I saw the boys playing in the yard. I <lid not lack time to
study the games of the students, for the proviseur did not return. After having
waited for an hour, I asked the secretary whether I could not visit the lyceo with
some other person than the proviseur. The secretary seemed to be tcrrifiell, and
exclaimed: ''Oh, sir! Visit the lycee in the absence of Monsieur le Proviseur!" I
waited half an hour longer; then I left. I came back in the afternoon, at 2 o'clock, and
had the good fortune to meet the proviseur. That gentleman received me perfectly, and replied with great politeness to the numerous questions which I a,sked
him about education in France. I could not help expressing my astonishment that
they should have made me wait for an hour and a half in an antechamber. without
allowing me to visit the establishment in bis absence. I told him that in my country
if a professor in a French lycee were to visit one of our colleges he would not wait
:five minutes; in the absence of tho president any one of the professors would willingly take him all over the college. The proviseur told me that what had happened
to me was the result of the inordinate centralization in France. He introduced me
then to the censor, who took me to a Latin class-the third class, I believe. 'l'he class
was reading an extract from Seneca, but the professor told me that the author read
by the class was Livy, which appeared to me an adyanced grade for boys of 13 or 14.
The pronunciation of Latin is entirely French, and differs completely from that of
the American colleges. The students begin Latin and Greek one year earlier than
with us, and I believe that they are right in France. The professor's seat is on a
platform and the students' benches are in rows raised one above the other. I was
well pleased with the method of teaching, although it seemed to me that the professor spoke a little too much about Seneca and did not question the students
sufficiently. In a class of young pupils . it is better that they should translate the
Latin and explain the grammatical construction than to hear the professor give a
kind of lecture on the author whose work is being read.
On leaving the Latin class I was invited by the censor to return the next morning
to the lycee. I arrived at the appointed time, but to my great surprise the censor
told me that the students were standing their examinations and that the presence of
a stranger might embarrass them. I was astonishe<.1 at this reasoning, for accoruing
to M. Greard's letter all facilities were to be given me to study t,he system of education in Fr::mce, and there is no better way to understand what a class is doing than
to attend the examinations of that class. I said to myself that either the Lycee J :1nson
de Sailly was not a very hospitable place or at that school there was exaggerated
red tape.
I went immediately to the normal school for teachers of the Seine, and there I was
most cordially received. I did not wait a minute, ancl I attended the examinations
of several classes-French grammar, mathematics, English, and explanation of
French texts. The examination in grammar was not brilliant, and I saw that pupils
in France do not distinguish themselves in that branch any more than in America.
The explanation of texts was very good, and the examination in English very interesting. The examination in mathematics was satisfactory. The pupils present themselves f9ur or five at a time before two teachers and are examined orally.
I was anxious to see Chaptal College, of which my friend Dr. Devron, a former
pupil of that institntion, had often spoken to me. I was admitted immediately, and I
attended M. Rinzeliu's class in literature. At Chaptal College there are two classes
of professors-the general professors and the special professors. The former are
charged "first, to be present at the courses of the special professors of a division;
second, to classify weekly the pupils of that division."
M. Hinzelin is a special professor and a poet of talent. I listened with great interest to a lecture which he gave on Alfred de Musset. He made a critical analysis of the
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principal works of the poet and reci tetl hundreds of lin es. I w·:1s im1Hc_ssed by somo
of bis remarks. Ilo sai(l that tho Andromaqu o of Ra eino was parodied by Mussct in
his :Ofarrons c1u Feu, an<l made an interesting comparison bet11een the two worl-:s. He
saitl also that l\1nsset resembles J_a :E'onfaine; that h e affects laziness like the great
fabnlist; that ho unrhymcc1 his ,erses purposely. l\L Hinzelin's role is limilCLl to
giving lectures to tho pupils; tho latter take notes and arc ex:1minecl on these notes
by another professor. It does not seem to mo that this system is good. In that way
tho professor does not exert a sufficient influence on his pupils.
I took a special interest in l\I. Gricourt's English class. This professor7 whom Iliad
already met at tho normal s chool for teachers of the Seine, pleased me very much. I
lrn,ve never met a more charming man. He speaks English very well, without any
tra,co of French accent. His class was rea<ling David Copperfield and translated
very creditably that novel difficult to translate. M:. Gricourt docs not believe in the
natnral method, aml uses in the beginning of his course an English grammar writ~cn
in French. He tries, however, as much as possible to speak English to his pupils.
He requestei.l me to speak to them in English, and I questioned them on what I hall
tolll them. They answered very well.
Chaptal College belongs to the city of Paris and was fouufied by Prosper Goubau:x:
in 1844. It corresponds, to a certain extent, with the German Realschule; that is to
say, Latin and Greek are taught, an<l much attention is given to the physical aucl
natural sciences, to tho modern languages, and to the French language ancl literature.
The following oxtrnct from the prospectus explains tho aim of the founder:
,: In organizing, in 1844, Chaptal College, the city of Paris had for its aim to crca.to
an establishment where the youno- mirrht find, at tho same time as the principles aml
the general instruction which a1~ th: basis of any good education, au instruction
which should preparo them for examinations requirino- a more special study of the
sciences, for the different occupations of banking, of :finance, and of the administration, as well as for the professions specially devoted to industry. commerce nDtl
agriculture.' 7
Chapt::.l College, as 11ell as the lycees, receives boarders, half-boarders, and tla.Y
scho1ars, antl the instruction is not free. The building is immense and very ha nclsomc. A. Dumas fils and Claretic arc former pupils of Chaptal. I had the pleasure
of receiving a visit from M. Hedoux, secretary of the friendly a,ssociation of the
alumni of Chaptal College, to whom Dr. Denon had kindly introduced me.
Secondary education is given in the lycees and colleges, and is not free. It is even
costly, hut the Government grants a certain number of scholarships in each lycee or
college. Let me explain here that by ''University of Franconis meant the whole system of education directed by tho Government, and by 1: acadcmy"tho institutions co:11p,rised in a certain locality. 'fhus, the Academy of Paris forms part of tho University
of France, and signifies the institution of the Government situated in Paris.
Besideij the lycces and the colleges and the schools of the Government, there are
eYcrywhere in France private schools and schools clirectecl by the religious orders.
Secondary education is diYided into two parts, classical secondary antl modern
secon<lary. The elementary division comprises tho preparatory class anu tho classes
of the eighth and seve:iith grades; the di vision of grammar comprises the classes of the
sixth, fifth, and. fourth grades; tho superior division comprises tho classes of tho third
and second grades, of rhetoric, and of philosophy. Tho programmes of the modern
secondary are about liko those of Chnptal College, and do not differ much from those
of tho German Real. chnle. In tho ln.tter, however Latin is tau(Tht but not Greek,
which is replaced by a more ompleto stndJ· of m~tbematics, of ~odern languages,
and of the lJhysieal and natural sciences. In the E rcnch modern secondary, Latin
a~c1 ~reek a~o not fanght. Tho classes of rhetoric ancl of philosophy of the classiral instrnction ar ropla ·eel in the mode111 uy the first cla s (letters) ancl tho fir t
<'in"' (acien ) · Th 1Htc11 l ors
' d egree o f t h e modern secondary onrso g1ves
·
n.cce s
to almo nll T>rot
·
. the lye· ·s special classes of mathemn.t1c
. ~
r
ssion.
· 'I'h r ar al o 111
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where one studies arithmetic, algebra, geometry, d escriptive geometry, and analytical geometry. In the regular course of mathematics descriptiYe geometry and
analytical geometry a.re not taught.
The student who has received his bachelor's degree may prepare himself for the
excellent institutions for superior instruction in Paris, but it seems to me tliat it
would be better if the studies of the lycces ;vere continued two or three years longer,
and if there were universities in the principal cities of France, as before the reYolution, and as in America and in Germany to-day. The system of instruction in the
lycees appears to me very juclicious, but I fear that there is overwork in the study of
Greek and of Latin. I like very much the study of the modern languages, German
and English, begun in the preparatory class and continued to the end of the course,
in the class of philosophy and in the :first grade classes. 'fhere are also optional
classes in Italian, Spanish, and Russian.
As far as I can jndgethe system of education in Paris and, consequently, in France,
is excellent. The Government, however, does not offer as many facilities for superior instruction as in the United States. vVith ns, in almost every State, there is a
State university where tuition is free. In France all the great scb.ools for superior education aro in Paris, and that must prevent a number of young men from rising higher
than tho bachelor's degree. The great achantage of France over the United States
is that primary elementary education is compulsory. By that system, in a few years,
all Frenchmen ,vill know how to read ancl write, and France need no longer fear, as
was said in 1870, to be yanquished by the German schoolmaster.

CHAPTER XII.
EDUCATION IN MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA.
By :F. :F.

HILDER.

Mexico and the Republics of Central America have a history which is exceedingly
intere8ting to every thoughtful and unprejnclicecl student of human life and progress
on this contineut.
To the people of this country Mexico has a peculiar interest, not only from her
being our nearest southern neighbor, separated from us by a merely imaginary boundary line 1,250 miles in extent, but from the fact that in her long struggle for liberty
she has always looked up to the United States as her model, and has proved her
confidence in onr institutions by adop_ting them as a basis for her own. In h er efforts
to establish a republican form of government Mexico has 1:.tborecl nuder tremendous
disadvantages as compared with our own battle for independence.
English rule in this country was based on the spirit of liberty, and however far the
Government may have departed from that spirit, the people of the colonieA were
enlightened and in every way prepared by nature and training for self-government.
In Mexico and Central America the material for citizenship was very differeut. During the years of Spanish dominion the ruling class was Spanish or of Spanish blood.
The Spanish-American or mixed race then had little influence, and a mi<l<lle class
h ardly existed. There was only a ruling class, rendered autocratic and tyrannical
by centuries of domination over a downtrodden and ensJaved people, and the great
toiling masses who lived the life of the serfs of feudal times, so ignorant that they
did not know enough to bo unhappy in their lot, nor to form plans to improve it.
The chaotic past has been very dark, and to the superficial observer it may have
often appeared almost hopeless to expact that a free and progressive republic could
arise from the discordant elements, but each upheaval has left the country a little in
advance, and the outlook for the past few years has been brighter tllan ever 1,efore.
In the construction of their constitutions the United States and Mexico ma:le
grievous errors, which in both instances came near destroying the Governments.
The United States guaranteed slavery and made religion free. Mexico abolished
slavery but restricted the right of worship to a single sect. Both of these errors
have been rectified, but by a fearful expenditure of blood and treasure, and in the
case of Mexico by the prolongation of her exhausting struggle for freedom.
The enlightened and sagacious statesmen of Mexico can look backward with pride
on a history teeming with the details of a heroic struggle for liberty, and to the
future as offering a brilliant prospect for the enjoyment of the benefits and blessings
of republican institutions.
For the full fruition of their hopes and aspirations the great necessity is that the
people, by the diffusion of knowledge and the spread of education, may become
worthy citizens and judicious conservators of the liberty that has been won for them.
Popular education must now do for Mexico what no other agency can accomplish
toward building up a government "of tbe people, for the people, and by the people,"
whose foundations must be laid :in ·an intelligent and self-respecting citizenship.
ED 96--21
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Tho population of th Republic of :Mexico in 1893 was 12,056,046. The predorninatiug nic , in number,, of tho l)resent day i s not tho In<lian, as in former times. An
official anthority l::ts e tho l)resent popufation as consisting of 19 per cent European
aml p:mish- merican, 38 per cent Indian, and 43 per cent of mixed blood.
Ther is HOW a very large aud iufinential middle class) composed of both Indian
and mixecl races, which is every year, by the spread of education, gaining _large
ucce . ions from the humbler class, who are making wonderful progress by aid o~the
fine Ollucationa,l adYantages now offered them. It is from this class that are spn~ging from year to year men of genius and tailent, who by toil and study are takrng
their position in the front rank of the army of progress, in commerce, literature, art,
ancl science, which is tho reward of la,bor, fidelity, and patience.
.
It is to the credit of tho statesmen who have directed the career of the country rn
its heroic struggle for liberty that they have always recognized the fact that P 0 P:1Jar
education is one of the primary functions in the life of the State; that no repu~llcan
form of govermnent can exist without it, and that the question of the education of
its citizens is one which concerns the life and permanence of the State. They saw
clearly that it was a question for the State, and one that could not be left t~ a
church or a parent to decide; that the Republic must claim the right to e~ucate ~ts
citizens, not only from a humanitarian point of view, but to preserve its rntegnty
aincl e:s:istence.
In spite of all the unrest and tt;rmoil of the years which followed the downfall of
rd
the Spanish power in Mexico, the attention of the Government was directed towa
tbe question of education. The first law on the subject, which was compile<l. by Don
Jose Louis Mora, during the presidency of Gen. Antonio Lopez de _Santa-A~na'. w:s
promulgated in October, 1833. It was based upon advanced and liberal principle '
and contained an excellent plan of stnuy for use in the public schools. It, however,
contained also _a provision authorizing the appropriation of some real estate belonging to the church to provide the necessary funds. The clergy were excluded from
taking any part in public education ma,intainecl at the expense of the Government,
and the :1ncient Clericail University was suppressed.
.
The reactionary :rnc1 clerical party were strong enough to create a revolution, which
resulted in the restoration to the church of the property which had b"een taken, a nd
the reestn.blishment of the university under the direction of the clergy.
For several years the country was convulsed by war with France and civil war
within its bonlers, but in spite of these troubles the cause of education was not loS t
sight of, anc1 in August, 1843, tho Government issued a decree for the purpose of
esfablishing uniformity in methods of teaching and a graded system of classes ~n
the schools. In November of the same year a decree was published centralizing 111
the City of Mexico the whole direction of the educational system of the country:
This remained in force until October, 1846_, when the centralization was aboliS"bed aoc1
the right ret11,rned to the states to control tho educational systems within their own
boundaries.
~
Tho war with the United States for several years prevented any progress in national
educational matters, and tho revolution of 1852, which led to the establishment of
the dictatorship of General Sau ta-Anna, again caused a retrograde movement towa rd
. t~o old antidemocratic sys~em. In 1855 this insupportable tyranny was overthrown
and a constitutional republic was established, one of the first acts of which was to
restore the educational law of 1843. In April, 1861, when Don Ignacio Ra,mirez "a
minister of justice, ho obtained the passage of another law on the subject) which wa.
one of the mo t liberal that hacl been promu]gate<l, and truo to the spirit of the law
of 1833. Tho disturbed. conclitron of the country, the invasion l>y the :French army,
U1H1 ~he clisa ·trous reign of Maximilian :prevent •cl a, practical application of the law,
anc1 it ~vas not until tho stablislim nt of a constitutional republic that the can e of
dnc_n.t ion em"rg<'u. from tho clr.plor, b]e condition into which it had fall 11 during the
ontmnnnc·c of ho fitrnggl w11ich hacl co1wnl.·ecl the conntry. .A. law wa passed in
D c •tuber' 1 G7 , for r •o pcnrng
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had been closed; for the improvement of the primary schools, and to eliminate from
the met,hods of teaching such ideas as were not in harmony with republican princil)les. This law was .amended by another promulgated May 15, 1869, giving a still
greater impetus to instruction, extending the privilege of education to all social
classes, and making primary instruction obligatory in the federal district ::md territories. At last, after fifty years of almost continuous wars and revolutions, th;
party of libe:rnl opinions h n,d definitely triumphed. The results of this triumph have
been the complete separation of church and state, universal r eligious toleration, a
constitutfon based on the brosJdest republican principles, a free press, and free schools,
As the ground. swell which had b een_ raised on the sea of Mexican life by the storms
that had swept over it subsided anc1 the ship of state floated in calmer waters, a
tremendous task lay before the Government, nothing less than the education of millions of poor and ignorant people in the knowledge to be obtained from books, in
the habit of thinking, aud in all the essentials of seU-respecting citizenship. Under
the most favorable circumstances considerable time must be required for such an
undertaking. Nothing can hasten beyond a certain point the solution of the problem,
and it is not surprising that great difficulties were encountered.
In April, 1873, the Government formulated another plan for public instruction, but
owing to unforeseen obstacles was unable to put it in operation. In October, 1887,
the committee on public :instru ction of the House of Deputies presented a bill to
enforce compulsory education within the Federal District and Territories, which
became a law in 1888. The principa.l provisions of this law were the making primary instruction obligatory and free for all children b etween the n.ges of 6 and 12 years, directing the
esfoblishment of a primary school for boys and another for girls for every 41 000
inhabitants, which proportion might be raised in the Territories of Tepic and Lower
California, tlie schools to bo placed nncler control of the local authorities, who were
to have control of the funds an<l. appoint directors and t each ers.
For the support of the s cho9ls the law provided that subsidies should be made
from time to time by the Federal Government, and appropriations by municipal corporations from taxes levied for th e purpose, and from such fin es as might be i mposed
by law and de voted to the schools. In order to carry ou t the principle of compulsory education, all persons having chargo or control of minors wero required to prove
that tho children for w horn they were responsible hac1 re cei vecl tho n ecessary prilllary
education. The penalty for violation or neglect of this ord er was fixed at from 10
cents to $10, or from one to ten clays' imprisonment.
The faw required that this plan should be put in operation within one year, but as
it was desired to extend its provisions to all the States of the Republic its organization was susyiended until this object could be attained.
Here was encountere<l tho principal difficulty causet1 by a lack of uniformity. In
all educational matters a condition of chaos existed, as every State had its own school
l egislation; hence there wa.s no uniform system in the curricula of secondaTy sch ools
and preparation of t eachers, while in the primary schools matters were still more
complicated by changes and modifications made by municipal authorities. Educational theories wero taken from foTeign pedagogical works without being thoroughly
understood, and new methods and ideas were blindly accepted or rejected. Even in
the course of a single school year changes were mado and courses l engthened or
shortened, to the confusion and u ewilclennent of both students and teachers.
"'\-Vit,h a, view to overcoming these difficulties, and to esfablish a uniform system in
the legislative a,nd scholastic regulations throughout the Republic, n,nd to secure
more satisfactory results from the efforts and sacrifices made by the Government in
the cause of education, Senor Joaquin Barancla, minister of justice and education,
one of the most enlightened and 1nogressive of Mexican statesmen, issued a eircu]ar
in June, 1889, for the purpose of organizing in the City of Mexico a congress to lJe
composed of eminent educators and represenfati ves from tho different States, to
be appointed by their respective governors. This was followed by another circular
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issued on October 5 of the same year, requesting tho governors to furnish for the use
an<l guidance of the convention statistics giving the number of pupils receiving
iustrnction in the schools, number of schools, resources for their maintenance, and
copies of all the laws, regulations, programme's, and rules for study in use in tbe1r
r esyiective States.
The convention met on November 28 in the chamber of the House of Deputies in
the City of Mexico, under the presidency of Seiior Barauda,, and the formal sessions
commenced on Decemuer 1. It remained in sessioJ?. until March 31, 1890.
The points submitted for the cleliberation of the convention are comprised in tbe
following extract from the circular issued by the minister:
"First. Primary, laic secular instruction, compulsory and gratuitous, including
the age at which children should be received, the classes to be taught, the progres ive order of study, the number of years to complete the course, the means of
enforcing compliance with the rules, the establishment in towns of small schools for
children and adults, and of rural schools, with itinerant teachers.
"Second. Preparatory instructicn, gratuitous and voluntary, including the studies
necessary for a complete and vigorous course, such as preparation for professions, tbe
s cientific distribution and order in which they are to be taught, the programme, and
number of years to complete the course.
"Third. Professional instruction, voluntary and protected by the State, including
the subjects to be comprised in each course, the order and method of teaching,
number of years to complete the course, practical professional programmes, autl
rules for professional examinations."
Thfl work of the con.gress on all these points was well done, and immense progress
was made in the direction of insuring uniformity in methods of national education,
· b ut in spite of the admirable spirit and industry of the delegates many minor questions were left unsettled at the conclusion of their labors.
In order to continue and perfect the work the minister of justice addressed another
circular to the governors of the States, dated June 19, 1890, requesting them to
appoint delegates to a second educational convention to be opened on December 1 of
tlie same year. This convention met at the appointed time and completed the work
assigned to it, closing its sessions in March, 1891.
The work of these pedagogic congresses was very effective in harmonizing and
introducing uniformity of administration; in awakening and renewing public interest in the establishment of schools and the whole subject of public education, and
!Jave promoted the adopting of measures which are a happy combination of local independence, with a degree of centralization sufficient to insure greater economy of
means and equality of conditions and methods of instruction:
The result of the work done by these two conventions was embodied in a law promulgated by the Executive of the Republic on March 21, 1891, to take effect January
7, 1892.
The principal provisions of this law may be stated as follows:
Primary elementary instruction made obligatory for children of both sexes from 6
to 12 years of age, and may be obtained in any public or private school, or from
private tutors, instruction in the public schools to be laic (secular) and gratuitou .
The course of obligatory primary instnwtion for boys, to be completed in four
year , to comprise:
Instruction in the practical and civic duties of life; the national language, inclu,1ing reading and writing; arithmetic; rudiments of physics and natural science ;
elements of geometry; rudiments of geography and national hi tory; drawing aIHL
sketch in~ of common and simple objects; singing; gymnastic and military exerci e,.
A similar programme to be adopted for girls' schools, with the nece ary modifications in ~,ymna. tic xerci es, and manual instruction in the following branches to
be added:

Fir3 yt·nr: Embroidery; titchin,r; hemming; knittinir with wool and thread with
wood u needle .
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Second year: Straight backstitching; knitting of designs; forked and coarse stitching; embroidery with colored threads; band stitching.
Third year: Sewing'; backstitching; double sewing; tucking; knitting with metal
needles; embroidery on coarse materials.
Fourth year: Marginal embroidery; simple fastenings; raveling out; practical and
simple ideas for cutting and making the principal garments.
In cases where His impossible to comply with the above programme of compulsory
education, a four years' course to comprise the following items will be considered as
a sufficient compliance with the law:
Practical ideas of the duties of life ; instruction in civics and history of the nation;
the national language, comprising reading and writing; arithmetic; such general
lessons as may be convenient; gymm1,stic exercises .
For the primary schools the scholastic year to consist of ten months, to commence
January 7 and ending November 2, when t.he classes shall be suspended to commence
the examinations. The scholastic week to consist of :five days, from Monday to Friday, inclusive. In t--he first year the daily work not to exceed four arnl a half
hours, in th e second year five hours, five and a half hours in the third, and s ix hours
in the fourth year. In the first year the time occupied in any lesson not to exceed
twenty minutes, in the second year twenty-five minutes, thirty in the third, and
forty in the fourth year. Half an hour for recreation to be included in the hours for
daily work.
No 1mnishments to be administerell that may degrade or injure the children.
In the public elementary scl1ools there shall be a director to have charge of not to
exceed fifty pupils, an assistant to be ap11ointed for every fifty in excess of tliis
number.
In the schools where not more than one teacher is employed the supplementary
programme to be adopted instead of the full course.
In placf's whern from lack of funds it is not possible to establish two scllools tlie
same programme shall be used in mixed schools, the boys to tbttencl in the morning
and girls in the afternoon, or vice versa.
In order to stimnlate t eachers prizes consisting of medals and premiums of money
are offered as rewards for meritorious and painstaking work, as indicated l1y s1iccessfuJ examinations of their pupils. At the termination of ten years' faithful service teachers are given a bronze me<lal, a silver one at the end of twenty years, and
one of gold at the completion of thirty yearn' service, when they are entitled to
retire ruent on full pay, or to receive double pay if they choose to continue their
work.
In the_month of June, 1891, a body called "the superior body of primary instruction" was established, to which all matters relating to elementary education are
in trusted.
Committees have been formed in the municipalities of the Federal District aud the
Territories to see that the law is complied with in respect to compulsory education.
In the States, and partieularly the less populous ones, and where the Indians predominate, compulsory attendance, although recognized by law, can not yet be
enforced. The extension of education among th e rural population and the more
remote communities is a problem that only time can solve.
'fhe Inuian population, although uneducated, have the imitative faculty largely
developed, n,nd they display marvelous ing enuity in the construction of an fofinite
variety of articles. They m anipulate straw, wax, wood, marble, grass, and hair;
their productions from these substances and i_n clay and glazed pottery are manelous. Their feather work also is beautiful, delicate, and artistic. There are profounu possibilities in this race; with the dissemination of education among them
they will enter the :field of industrial competition with an equipment which, combined with their frugality and habits of patient labo;, will in time elevate them to
a much higher social plane.
There are still in the mountains and remote parts of Mexico many Indians who
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a.re yet uncivilized, for whom special schools ha.ve l)een established, in which the
tea.chers a.re young India.us taken from the same tribe :mu trained in the Government institutions for teachers.
SECONDARY EDUCATI-ON.

Tho Government of Mexico, while making provision for the dissemination of elementary instruction a,mong the nrnsses of the people, has not been unmindful of its
diitics in meeting the clema.nd for higher education and scientific training. It bas
laid. under contribution the most advancecl scientific research and experiments, and
has organized schools and. colleges covering almost every branch of education in
science and. art.
NATIOXAL COLLEGE OF ENGINEERS A~"'D lVITNDi'G,

Ono of the most famous of tho older scientific scboois of Mexico was founded by
. royal or<linance in May, 1783, which ordered the establishment of a seminary for the
teaching of metallurgy and mining. The college was openeu. January 1, 1792. It
was afterwards installed in the magnificent building which it still occupies. TlJis
:fine structure, which was commenced in 1797 and :finished in 1813, cost, including
re1)airs which have since been made, $1,500,000. In December, 1867, the national
s chool of engineers was established in the same huiltling, and in November, 1881,
together with tho school of agriculture, it was taken from the jurisdiction of the
secretary of justice and assigned to the secretary of colonization, industry, and commerce. In May, 1883, however, both of these schools were a.gain placed in charge of
. tho secretary of justice and a decree published establishing new rules and regulations
for 1.hcir guidance. At tho same time new classes wero formed and the programmes
promulgated determining tho course of study for the different branches of the professions concerned.
In order to be enrolled as a student the candidate must presen t a certificate from
tho national preparatol'y school showing that he has passed a successful examination either at that or some other official school in the States covering the following
subjects: Spanish grammar, Greek roots, French, English, clements of German, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, mechanics, experimental physics, natural
history, cosmogra1Jhy, physical an(l political geography (especially that of ::\Iexico),
logic, and linear and landscape drawing.
Tho curricula. of professional studies ns established by law are as follows:
Fctr assayer and metallurgist : Analytic chemistry and assaying of minerals, sorting aml graclinrr ores, coining and management of mints, rind industrial chemistry,
with prat:tical work in all these branches.
For topographic ancl hyclrographic engineer : Higher algebra, analytic geometry
and integral calculus, descriptive geometry, topography, bydrography, meteorology,
topographical drawing, and practical work in theso branches.
For industrial engineer: Higher algebra, analytic geometry and integral calculus,
descriptive geometry and hydrography, stereotomy, carpentry, analytic and applied
mech:micR, inclustrialmcchanics, construction and installation of machinery, analytic
and indnstrial chemistry, meteorology, study of builcling•mn.terials, theory and practice of bnil<ling, topographical, mechanical, and arcbiLectural drawing, and practil'.al
work in all.
For road, bridge, and canal engineer: Higher algebra, anaJytic geometry and
integral calculus, descripti,o g ometry, topography and hydrography, stcrcotomy
ancl carpentry, analytic and appliecl mechanics, meteoro)ogy, theory and. practi ce of
l,ui1ding, stu dy of builcling materia,1 , roads and rail ways, 1.,ridges, canal , harbor
works, graphic statics, to1)0gra1lhical, mechanical, and architectural drawing, and
practical work.
For mining engineer ::incl metallurgist: IIirrJwr algebra, analytic geometry and
in i•grn1 cal1·11l11.·, ck cri1lt i,· g omctry topography ancl hydrograpl1y, nnal,rti aud
a ,pJi 1 tl lll< clinni , ~lcr otomy :incl carpl'ntry, study of builtliog material , tl: cory
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and practic{l of building, analytic chemistry and assaying, meteorology, mineralogy,
paleontology, geology, mining work, artesian wells, mining legislation, metallurgy,
graphic statics, topographical, mechanical, and architectural draw~ng, and practical
work in branches named.
For geographical engineer: Higher algebra, analytic geometry and integral calculus, descriptive geometry, . topography and hydrography, physics, meteorology,
analytic mechanics, elements of cosmography, geodesy, physical and practical astronomy, clements of geology, topographical and geographical drawing, and pr:1ctical
work in all.
There are in connection also with this college schools in varions places in the country for the practical teaching of mining and metallurgy and the training of managers
anc1 overseers of mines and specialists ju the various branches of mining industry.
In these schools the prescribed conrse is: Elementary studies in arithmetic and
algebra, geometry, trigonometry, physics, mechanics, chemistry, metallurgy and
mining work, and accounts, and in practical application of all these elements to :the
management and economy of mines and reduction works; Spanish, and linear urawing. These studies, however, are subsicliary to the actual practice which forms the
prominent feature in these schools.
The college has a meteorological observatory and a well-assorted liur:ny of scientific books; also a museum of building materials, ores and minerals, fossils, and
objects connected with geodesy, astronomy, anc1 industrial mechanics.
Two classes of pupils are admitted, viz, those who take the full course with the
intention of ac1opting one of the :professions taught in the college, and those who
mere1y wish to attend one or two of the classes. All the classes arc open to the
public and any person may attend them. The instruction "in tho college and schools
in connection with it is free, and no fee is required on entrance or at time of receiYing
a degree or diploma.
MEDICAL COLLEGE;

The medical college was founded by royal decree in 1768, and was established in
the old convent at Belem. It afterwards occupied various other buildings until 1853,
when the -Government purchased the structure formerly occupied by the Inquisition
for tho sum of $50,286 for the uso of the college. Its classes were opened there in
1854, and it still occupies the same ·premises. 'l'he established com:ses are medicine,
surgery, obstetrics, and pharmacy. Classes are established and lectures delivered
on the following departments of medical science: Descriptive anatomy, pharmacy,
physiology, histology, internal and external pathology, therapeutics, operative surgery, obstetrics, hygiene, and meteorology, medical jurisprudence, and medical,
surgical, anu obstetrical clinics.
For the profession of pharmacist the prescribec1 studies are: Theoretical and
practical pharmacy, chemistry, anu chemical analysis, history of drugs and materials
usfJd in me(1icine, and practical pharmaceutics.
Female students arc admitted to study for qualification as mid wives in classes of
theoretical obstetrics and the clinical lectures on that subject.
There are also advancetl ancl post-graduate classes in ophthalmology, gynecology,
bacteriology, and pathological anatomy and histology.
N.A.TIO~.A.L MEDICAL IXSTITUTE.

This institution was established by tho Government in 1888, and was formally
opened in July, 1890, for the purpose of the study of the botany, fauna, climatology,
anc1 medical geography of the country and their practical application in the science
and practice of medicine. It is controlled by the department of colonization and
industry, and is governed by a faculty consisting of a director and prefect, subprcfect, secretary, assistant secretary, and a treasurer ap1)ointed by the General Government. For carrying on its work the following departments have been established:
First. Natural history, in chargo of three professors, who must be doctors or phar-
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macists, aided by an assistant professor, two drafti--men, a photographer, a collecting aq_atowist, and a clerk . Its objects are the collection of plants arnl animals, to
classify and distribute them, and to study their history, propertiPs, an(l cha.r acter;
to form herbariums and anatomical collections of animals, and to furuish the other
institut10ns such specimens and data as they may require.
Second. Analytic chem istry, in charge of three profe8sors, who must be doct.ors or
pharmacists, and five assistants. It is employed in analyz ing and separating the
elemental compounds of such products as may be sent to it by other departm ents,
and when they are recent discov.e ries to make elementary analysis of them and
arrange their· formula; in making the requisite preparations for experimental use by
the third depart neut, and to fnrnish such data as may be required.
Third. Experimental physiology, in charge of three professors, who must be doctors, and another who is a veterinary surgeon. Its work is to determine the dyoamicme<lical action of the elements ancl preparations under consideration by the· second
department, an<l to give the results of their studies to the governing uoard, advising
wLen the same may be applied to therapeutics, or their opinions on the snhject.
Fourth. Clinical therapeutics, with two professors, one of whom is a physi cian,
the other a surgeon, and six assistant doctors, assisted. by snch milifary surgeons
and physicians, attached to public hospitals and private medical institutions, as rnay
wish to become attached as coworkers. 1'1.ie subject being the Rtudy of clinical application that can be made of the substances that have been considered by the fin;t,
second, aud thirtl departments.
Fifth. Climatology an d medical geography, with twu meclical professors, au assi taut, and a clerk. Its objects are the stu<ly of the dist.ribution of epidemic clit:,ea es
in all parts of the Republic; the distribution and spread of epidemics; loeal etio ogical couclitious in relation to the preceding subjects, and the nature of tile disease ;
climatic conditions and classification of the variations of the climate thronghont
the country for the purpose of forming a general climatological chart; distrihntion
of water for the purpoHe of forming a hy<lrogra.phical map, and the distribution of
th e ntces comprising the l)Opulation and their cla'lsification.
Gold and silver meclals ancl diplomas are conferred on such professors as may lend
efficient services, or who publish original works on subjects comprehended in the
plan of the institution.
The work done by the Mexican Medical College within the past few years is excell ent, and it is now fairl y entitled. to be classed with the best institutions of this
character in Europe and America.
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND VETERINARY SURGERY.

An attempt to introduce the scientific teaching of agriculture in Mexico was made
in 1850 hy the establishment of professorships in the old college of San Gregorio.
Classes were formed for liheoretical teaching: and practical instruction was given on
farms · belonging to the college. In 1853 the Government founded an agricultural
and. veteriuary school, which was established in February, 1854, in the bnildiug formerly used as the convent of San Jacinto, which was purclrnsed for that purpo ·e.
Ry a law passed in 18 3 tbe whole subject of agricultural and veterinary instruction receivecl complete reorganization, and was placed under the supervision of the
minister of public works.
Pnpil are now admitted. at 12 years of age and upward, the only qualification for
ad.mi.· ion being a good primar.v education, and pa.1:1sing a successful examination.
The full cour e of instruction occupies seven years, and is jndiciou ly di dtled
between literary au(l scientific s11bjects, theory an<l practice. For the l atter a thoroughl,v eqnippecl experimental farm ha been provided.
T11 cle~ref'1:1 grantecl by tho collcn-e aro agricnltnral en~ineer and veterinar.'-. nrgeon · the 1·onr.·<·1:1 of t1ul:v :ire a follows · For an-ricnltnral enn-ineer arithmeti
alirel,ra, trirrouom try, aual~-tic aud clescriptive geo~etry, integral calct;lu 'analyti~
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and applied mechanics, topography and hydrography, cosmography and geography,
especially that of Mexico, physics, meteorology, agricultural chemistry and technology, ootany, zoolog)T, geology, agronomy, hydrography, drainage and irriga.tion,
farm bnilflings, zootomy, farm_ accounts, management ancl economy, agricultural
legisl ation, Spanish lan-gu age, Greek and Latin roots, French, English~ and elements _
of Germ[!-n, landscape; topographical, mechanical, and architecturnl drawing, micro~
biology, political economy and logic; also practical work on the farm. '
For :veterinary surgeon, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, physics, meteorology,
chemistry, botany, zoology, comparative and descriptive anatomy, study of domestic
animals, farriery, vet~rinary physiology, surgery, obstetrics, hygiene, therapeutics,
zootomy, medical jurispr~dence and veterin~ry legislation, Spanish language, Gr13ek
and Lntln roots, French, English, and elements of German, anatomical and landscape·
drawing, clinics, and practical work.
·
For the veterinary school there is a large hospital with stables and cattle sheds,
containing various types of domestic anfmals. There are also farriery shops and
otbt>r adjuncts.
At the termination of each college year scientific excursions are made to different
parts of the country, givi~g the pupils the opportunity of studying tbe flora and
fauna and the methods of cultivation appropriate to tropical, temperate, and cold
ciimates, Mexico, in consequence of its peculiar topographical features, possessing
all these variations of climate according to altitude. Industrial and agricultural
establishments are also visited a.n d inspected, so that at the end of the course the
pupil is not only thoroughly equipped with profei:;sional knowledge, but he has
acquired a practical knowledge of his native country and the various conditions he
may have to encounter in his future professional car~er.
There is also in connection with the college a completely equipped meteorological
and astronomical observatory, the observations of which are transmitted every
month to the National Observatory through the mfoister of public works.
In addition to the appropriations for the support of the college the Government
has established sixteen scholarships of $300 each for poor pupils, the retention of
which, however, is subject to the condition of passing successful examinations. ,
The college is at once an institution of higher instruction and a first-clas s secondary
school. The Government has been prodigal of expense in its establishment and
maintenance.
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE.

This institution was established in the year 1868 in compliance with the law of
Decemher, 1867, as a higher school of commerce and administration. It occupies a
fine building, which was erected in 1756 by a religious corporation; having been confiscated in 1861, it was afterwards'purchased from the holder by the Governmen t for
$75,000 and devoted to its present use.
The regulations at present in use by the government of the college were promulgated in August, 1887.
For enrollment as a pupil the applicant must not be less than 14 years of age, he
must have completed a satisfactOl'y primary education, and if a minor must be
presented by his father or guardian.
The following is the course of study: Arithmetic, fiscal accounts, bookkeeping,
commercial correspondence, commercial geography, political economy, theory of
credit, international law, diplomatic correspondence and usage, coIIllllercial, consular, and maritime law, administrative and constitutional law, practical knowledge
of national and foreign finance, commercial chemistry, commercial handwriting,
history, and particularly that of Mexico, statistics and history of commerce, financial, banking, and exchange operations, Spa!).ish, French, English, and German
languages.
There is a library of about 5,000 volumes for use of the students.
ED
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NATIONAL SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS.

In 1781 nirrningements were made prepa.ratory to establishing a, school of art, and
on November 5 of that year dmwing cla,sses were opene,l, a fund for their mainten:rnce ltav:ng been providccl chiefly by private donations and subscript.ions from
th e mining interests. This movement led to the issuing of a <lccree by Charles III,
of Spain, in December, 1783, for the foundation of an acatlemy of art, which was
dnl_y opened on November 4, 1785, rooms having been provided for it in the mint.
In 1791 the academy was removed to an ancient building which had been used as a
hospital, where it remained until 1825, when the lrnilding and neighboring houses
which it now occupies were purchased for Hs use for the sum of $76,000. Since the
year 1861 the establishment bas been directly dependent on the Federal Government
for its maintenance, and was then placed under the charge of a committee of the
professors, with a director chosen from among themselves.
In 1868 a, plan of studies was established and the name of the II Nationa1 School of
Fino Arts" wa,s a,dopted, by which it is now known. The whole course of study is
extended over ten years, five yen.rig prepa,ratory and five yea.rs advanced. The programme for prcparator? studies, some of which are also ta.ugbt in the Natioual
P1·eparatory School, is as follows:
S11anish,_Italia.n, and French langnages, figure drawing. ornamental clra.wing, arithmetic, a,lgcbra and elementary geometry, preparative drawing from pla8tcr ca ts,
landscape drawing, drawing from classic models, ai1atomy, geography, skctclling
from ua.tnre, general and national history, natural bistory, anu history of art.
The ad vancecl studies are:
Section of painting: Study of light and shade1 classic studies, drawing from tbo
nude, copying pictures, sketching in colors from nature, history of fine arts.
Lnndsca,po painting: Elements of coloring, studies from nature, landscape and
figure drawing, drawing of classic orders of a.rcbitecture, anatomy, painting landscapes and figures, composition, history, and re thetics of the fine arts.
Section of sculpture: Studies of the antique anu living model, com1Josition, anatomy, history and ::esthetics of the fine arts, ancl tho e:s:ecution of studies in marble
ancl metal.
Section of ornamental modeling: Copies of ornnments, drawing from plastor ca. ts,
anatomy, cla:;sic arcbitectnral studies, stndics of still life, drawing from nature, history of the fine arts, composition of ornaments of every styl e, ancl practical work in
111::u,ter, alabaster, marbl , and wood.
, ection of line engraving and sketching: Use of burin and etching lines, preparation of backgrounds, fiel<l and drapery, drawing from the nude, pen sketching, burin
and etched copies of pictures, engr::n-ing figures burin and etched, drawing from
paintings aml from nature, composition, bi. tory of the fine arts.
Section of mezzotint engraving : Studies of heads and casts of fignres, engraving
from the antiqne and from prints, anatomy, clai;. ic architectnral studies, historical
elements of heraldry, letter engraYing and from ornamental models, hi torical
models, drawing, composition and drawing from the nude, history, and history of
tho fine art .
, 'ection of architecture: For entry into this branch the pupils must have studied
in tlw :rational Preparatory School ancl have passed a succe .. fol examination in
mathc>matics, French, English, physic. , osmography, chemistry, geography, and
J1i ·tory. The cour. e in the academy consists of th followincr studies: Mechanic ,
cle criptiv goometry, elements of mincralo()'y and geology, study of the cla ·. ic and
otllC'r order of arcbit cture, antl drawing of representations of the different orders
mechanic. as applied to bnildincr, stereotomy, perspective, history of the fine arts,
}ffac·tical topocrraphy, compo itiou, law r la.ting to arcbitectnre, estimates, and ur1·e~· i11,~.

'flier" nr

nJso night da. e for incln trial arnl m clia.nical clrawinCT.

inf PIH!Prl e perialJ,v form •clrn.nir :l.11(1 arti ans, w11o arc tanght the style
to th •ir v:uio11 trad s au<l mploym nt .

These are
adapted
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Artists and amateurs are permitted the free uso of the school and art galleries for
the purpose of study, or to copy the works contained therein.
Periodical exhibitions a,re held of the works of the pupils. On November 5, 1881,
the twentieth exhibition was opened, which was also intended to celeurate the one
hundredth anniversary of the foundation of the institution.
Annual examinations are held a,nd prizes a,warded,. consisting of mep.als and diplomas. The works to which prizes are awarded are retained for the benefit of the
school, and their owners are compensated by a payment not exceeding $400, the
amount being fi:xed by the committee which awards the prizes,_
According to the latest reports there are nearly 1,000 pnpils enrolled, the majority
of whom rtre men.
There is an excellent library containing several thousand volumes on architecture
and the fine arts for use of the students.
The gallery of paintings contains many treasures of art. Among those uy European artists are works of _Zurbaran, Murillo, Rubens, Correggio, Velasquez, Leonardo da Vinci, and other masters. Mexican artists are represented by works of Jose
and Louis Jua,rez, Echanove, Rodriguez, Arteaga, Cabrera, Parra, Baltazar de Chave,
and many others. The sculpture galleries contain a good collection of the works of
the celebrated sculptors, including many of the modern Mexican school, and a large
number of plaster casts of famous statues and :uchitectural works for the use of the
students. The galleries of engravings and architectural prints and drawings are
also magnificent.
Mc:xico presents great OJ!portunities for the student of art, as the churches through:
out tho country contain pictures of great merit, and the picturesque bndscapcs,
architecture, and sti·eet scenes afford good material for artistic study.
NATIONAL COXSERYATORY OF l\IC'SIC,

This institution was founded in 1866 by members of the Mexican Philharmonic
Society, and was supported by voluntary subscriptions and subventions from tho
Government until January, 1877, when the GoYernment assumed full charge of the
establishment, ancl indemnified the Philharmonic Society for all the funds it hncl
expended upon it. In 1883 the institution and course of study was reorganized,
and the pla.n of study adopted which has been in use ever since. The course is divided
into the following classes: Preparatory, instrumental, higher technical, united stndies, auxiliary studies, and finishing.
The subjects taught arc elements of musical theory and preliminary knowledge of
harmony, solfa, choral and choir singing without accompaniment, choral singing
with accompaniment, and vocalization, knowledge of the anatomy, physiology, and
hy~iene of vocal organs, lyrical decla.ma,tion, piano, harp, organ, violin, viola, violincello, bass Yiol, flute, bautboy, clarionette, euphonium, saxophone, flageolet, bassoon
and trombone, trumpet, cornet, bugle, sax-horn, tuba,, trombone, and ophiclide instruments of the Saxe system, percussion instruments, harmony, composition, accompaniment, musical resthetics, both theoretical and applied, history of music and
biographies of its great men, acoustics and phonography, r eligious music, symphony
music, harmony and mixed music, musical writing, and the French and Ik1lian
fanguages.
The pupils are divided into three classes-the regular pupils, who inteml to undertake the whole course of study prescribed. by the establishment in the order prescribed; the supernumerary pupils, who only take some branch of studywithoutreferenco to the whole course, and such pupils as attend the lessons on some particufar
instrument or branch without becoming enrolled as either regular or supernumerary
pupils.
For admission as a regular pupil the candidate bas to present the following credentials: A certificate of good character, of knowledge of rca.cling and writing and the
four rules of arithmetic, or to undergo an e.xamination on these subjects; n, certifi-
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cate of vaccination, and one showing that he does not suffer from any contagious
disease, and proof that his age is not less than 8 years.
In connection with the conservatory, an orchestra has been organized. In order
to obtain admission to it the following qualifications are required: Good conduct,
punctual attendance iu the classes, best record in the annual examinations, the
ability to read music at sight, good execution, and instrumental ability. If the pupil
fulfills these conditions he is admitted, and the appointment is given in the form of
a diploma, which is considered as a n honorary title and certificate of ability. .Most
of the professionals who compose the orchestras in the theaters and opera houses of
the capital, and the musicians and directors of the military bands, have l,ee11 selected
from the orchestra of the conservatory. A.n official report in 1893 gare the number
of pupils as 1,656, of whom 617 were women and 1,039 men.
The Mexican people are great lovers of music, and musical c11lture is a leading
feature in every institution of learning in the country. The talent for music is even
more striking among the Indians and laboring people than in the cultured higher
classes. It is no uncommon thing to see, in the country towns, bands composed of
boys from 12 to 18 years of age, which render music in such a manner that even a professional musician could find small room for criticism, or to hear a ragged urchin of
the streets whistling with wonderful precision and effect elaborate operatic music.
NATIONAL LAW SCHOOL.

During the colonial period and the earlier years of independence legftl studies
were pursued in the colleges of San Ildefonso, San Gregorio, San Juan de Letran,
and. the Seminario, all of them more or less under ecclesiastical influence, the latter
particularly so. The National Law School was founded in conformity with the law
of December, 1867, and was formal1y opene<l June 18, 1868, in the building formerly
known as the Convent of La Incarnacion.
The studies are preparatory for the professfons of lawyer, advocate, notary public,
and business agent; the course is for six years, and embracesthefolJowingsnbjects:
First :,ear, Roman and civil law; second year, second course of Roman aucl civil
law; third year, code of civil proceedings, uncodified law, and first course of medi cal
jurisprudence; fourth year, code of criminal proceedings, penal law, commercial
code, and second course of medical jurisprudence; fifth year, const.itntional law,
first course of political economy, and international law; sixth year, administrative
law, international law, second course of political economy, and forensic eloquence.
In order to matriculate for the full course, with right to come up for examination
for a diploma, the pupil must have spent :five years in preparatory study in the
National Preparatory School, and have left it with credit. Supernumerary pu pil
are admitted without this qualification, but they are not eligible for the examinations or diplomas.
In addition to a full corps of professor , tl.Je offi cers of the institution consist of a
chrector, secretary, a sistant secretary, prefect, superintendent, and librarian.
NATION.AL MILITARY COLLEGE.

The Military College was originally establi bed on a small scale in 1824 at an
Carlos de Perote, but was afterwards transferred to the City of Mexico and w
in . talled, in connection with the b~tttalion of engineers, in the olcl Bethleruite onvent. In 1833 it was transferred to the building at an Lucas now used as a military
hospital. In 1838 tho collog-ewas reorganized and tboronglily equipped, and in 1843 i
. was r moved to the c-a1:1tle of Cbapultepec. This edifice having been captured by the
American forces in the year 1 17, thtl college did not reopen i1s cla , es until the follow inn- y ar when it was located in the Ha ·trillo baITacks and the bnil<ling of ..,an
Luca where it remained until 1 6!) when it was removed to the bnildino- in the
eulrnrb of T:icnha,ra, whicl.J J1a1l heen formerly 1t. od as the re iclence of the ::irchhi bop.
Iu l I it wa~ aga.iu tra.ost rred to tile a tle of 'bapult pee, where it still remains.
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The college is in charge of a director, who has the rank and authority of a colonel
in the army; it has a very competent faculty consisting of thirty-five professors,
four assistant professors, and three preparatory masters who teach physics, chemistry, and natural history. Professors appointed from civil life have the rank of senior
captaius in the army, but military officers appointed to the position retain their rank
and liue of promotion as if on active service in the army.
The qualifications required for entry as a pupil are as follows: He must be a Mexican citizen either by birth or naturalization, not less than 16 nor more than 18 years
of age, although pupils may be aclmittecl up to 20 years of age if they can pass an
examination in the nonmilitary sciences which form a part of the first three years of
the college course. He must have passed a successful examination in some public
school in arithmetic, algebra, Spanish, and first-year studies in French, and must not
have been expelled from any. school or college for misconduct or incompetency. He
must have been vac.cinated, and has to undergo a rigid medical examination and
produce a certificate from the medical officer of the college of his physical fitness for
military career.
The applicant for entrance must address his application, in his own handwriting,
to the secretary of war, in the month of October or November of each year, giving his
name, age, and place of birth, accompanied by a declaration by his father or guardian certifying that he agrees to his son or ward entering the army, a copy of his
baptismal register, and a certificate from a school or college of his conduct, diligence,
and. proficiency in his studies.
Sons of soldiers are admitted as pupils from 15 years of age, who must send with
their application, in addition to the documents required from other applicants, a
certificate stating their father's rank in the army.
It is understood that from the day they enter the college they are members of the
ariny and are at all times liable, whatever -may be the condition of their studies, to
be called upon by the Government for active service as officers in the army. Cadets
are under obligation to serve as officers in the army for at least three years after
graduation, and those who are promoted to the faculty must serve at least five years;
those who are intended for the navy pass into the naval school on completing their
conrse at the college.
The pupils are fed and clothed at the expense of the Government and are furnished
with hooks, drawing materials, and stationery free of charge.
The courses of study for the various arms of the service are the following:
For officers of infantry and ca1,alry.-First year: Infantry tactics and drill in same.
Military regulations for first year, from duty of the soldier to aiu-de-camp, including general orders, military and general honors anfl salutes; geometry, trigonometry,
French, landscape drawing, gymnastics, and swimming.
Second year: Cavalry tactics and drill, and service of cavalry in the field. Military regulations for second year, including the whole of the third government treatise
and docnments, theoretical and practical military topography, making military journeys an<l reconnaissances, and study of charts, geography (particularly of Mexico),
topographical drawing, and mHitary accounts.
Third year: Military regulations third year, including the whole of the third
treatise, comprising the service of troops of all arms in the field, military legislation
and l::tws of war, field fortification and encamping, history (especially that of.Mexico),
fencing and pistol practice, military hygiene, and veterinary medicine and surgery.
F01· artillery officers.-First year: Infantry tactics and drill. Military regulations
for first year., from duty of the soldier to aid-de-camp, including general orders, military and funeral honors, geometry, trigonometry, French, landscape drawing, gymnastics, and swimming.
Second year: Cavalry tactics and drill, and service of cavalry in the field. Military regulations for second year, including tho whole of third treatise and documents.
English first year, geography ( especially that of Mexico), analytic geometry, integral
calculus, first-year water-color and geometrical drawing.

a
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Third year: Field fortification and encamping. Military regulations for third year,
including tho whole of the fourth treatise, comprising service of troops of all arms
in the field; higher algebra and second year of analytic geometry, integral calculus,
history ( especially that of Mexico), linear dmwing, English second year.
Fourth year: Permanent fortification and milit:1ry bridges, military legislation and
laws of war, analytic mechanics, descriptive geometry, English third year, mechanical drawing first year.
Fifth year: Military hygiene and veterinary medicine, applied mechanics, physics,
mechanical drnwing secon<.1 year, military accounts, stereotomy.
· Sixth year: First year of artillery, fencing, and pistol practice. First year in chemistry, mechanical theory of building, study of building materials and practical building, topographical drawing first year.
Seventh year: 'Topography and hydrography, second year of artillery, fencing, and
pistol practice, logic, and constitutional law.
For engineer officers.-First year: Infantry tactics and drill, military regulations
from duty of soldier to aid-de-c::tmp, including general orders, military and funeral
honors, geometry and trigonometry, French, landscape drawing, gymnastics, and
swimming.
Second year: Cavalry tactics and drill, and service of cavalry in the field. Military regulations, the whol-0 of thinl treatise and documents, analytic geometry and
integral calculus first year, geography ( especially that of Mexico). English first
year, water-color and geometrical drawing.
Third year: Field fortification and encamping. Military regulations for third year,
the wholo of third treatise, comprising service of troops of all arms in the :field, higher
algel>rn, and third year of analytic geometry and integral calculns. English second
year, history (especially that of Mexico), linear drawing.
Fourth year: Permanent fortification and mHi tary bridges, military legislation
and laws of war, analytic mechanics, physics, English third year, military hygiene
ancl veterinary surgery.
Fifth year: Military acconnts, fencing, and pistol practice, descriptive geometry,
1>erspecti,o nnd shading, spherical trigonometry, cosmography and theory of errors,
topographical drawing.
Sixth year: Artillery, fencing, an<l. pistol practice, topographical drawing second
year, general topography, natural history, strategy and grand tactics.
Seventh year: Surveying and astronomy, including the theory of eclipses, logic,
elemen ts of constitutional law, geographical drawing and cartography.
The navy of Mexico being so small, there is 110 naval college, but the cadets are
required to undertake the following course o-f studies for midshipmen of the national
naYy:
First year: Infantry tactics and drill. Military regulations from duties of sohlier
to those of aid-de-camp, including general orders, military and fuueral l10nor ,
geometry and trigonometry, }'rench, landscape drawing, gymnastics, and swimming.
Second year: Field fortification , analytic geometry an(l intecrral calculus, geography (especially that of Mexico), English first year, linear and water-color drawing,
military legislation, and laws of war.
Third year: Fencing and pistol practice, analytic mechanics, cosmograpby,
history (especially that of l\Iexico), English second year, military hygiene, mechani cal drawing.
Fourth year: Theoretical and practical military topography, making military
journeys and. study of charts, navigation, dead reckoning, nau-tical terms and. tactics, fencing and. l)istol practice, physics, English third. year, logic, constitutional
law, topographical drawing-.
Aft ·r the compl tion of this course, th · na,nl cadets are transferred to one of the
nrn·y-yar<ls on the oa t, wb r naval schools ar established, for technical in truction autl pra ti ·al seamanship.
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Annual encampments of tho cadets are forme cl from tho 15th to tho 30th of N ovember each year, at distances not more than 8 leagues from the capital, to which the
cadets make the march on foot, accompanied by regular t~oops. During this
encampment the cadets are instructed in artillery and rifle practice, construction of
fortifications und entrenchments, and field service in general.
Tho annual examinations commence on October 1 and end November 12. The
1nizes, diplomas, etc., are distributecl by the President of the Republic during the ,
first week in December of each year.
The 1\foxican army is an important feature in the educational system of the coun try. The Government has always fost ered the education of its soldiers by every
possible means. In uddition to instruction in strictly military subjects, every soldier
who is i11iter:1te is taught reading, writing, and tho principal rules of arithmetic, so
that, however ignorant a, recruit may be when he leaves his native place, he returns
to it after his :fi_ye years' service with n, good elementary education, and is in every
respect a more useful citizen. When it is considered that the 1\ie:s:ican army consists
of al.lout 30,000 men, the great bulk of whom are renewed every five years, it will bo
readily understood what an important part it performs in the education of the
masses of the peo1)le.
NORl\IAL SCHOOLS.

The Normal School, for trnining male teachers of the City of Me:s.ico, was founue<l.
by de cree of the Government in December, 1885. It is under the immediate jurisdiction of tho department of justice and public instruction.
The course required for the degree of professor of primary instruction extends
over four years and embraces the following subjects: Advance<.l reading, recitations
and exercises from memory, arithmetic uncl algebra, geometry, rn<liments of mechanics, cosmography, geography ( especially that of Mexico), history of Mexico, rucli~
ments of physics ancl meteorology, chemistry, agricnlture and natural in<.lustries,
natural history and physiology, pedagogics, logic, scholastic organization and
discipline and history of pedagogism, S1)anish grammar ancl composition, Frencb,
English, general history, rudiments of medicine and domestic and scholastic JJygiene;
rudiments of constitutional law ancl politi cal economy, caligrnphy and dra.wing,
gymnastics, choral singing, military drill, observation of methods of teaching combined with uctual practice. To a:ffonl tho necessary opportunities for practice, two
schools have been established in connection with the Male Normal School, ono for
small chil<lreu of from 5 to 7 years of age and the other for pupils of from 7 to 14
years of age. The course of instruction in the school for tho younger children is for
three years, aucl iuclmles kinclergarten instruction, obj cctiYo calculation not exceeding tbo number te:ri, ruclimenfary i(leas in relation to the three kingdoms of natnre,
cultivation of language, ideas of Mexican and universal history, and of moral and
civic education, gardening, care of domestic animals, and gymm1stic games. The
course in the school for old.er pupils covers six years, and includes the following
studies: Rcacling, writing, arithmetic, Spanish grammar, geography, history (particularly th at of Mexico), rudiments of natural sciences, civic jnstruction, <l.rawing,
French ancl English languages, gymnastics, mHitary drillJ and choral singing.
T:1.te students of the normal school are required to teach in all tho grades of these
schools, commencing with the first year in the junior school and gr::u lually ascending
to the hi ghes t grade in the scni()r school, for the purpose of practice, and to obtain a
practical knowledge of the duties of their profession.
The stu<l.ents who are trained in the normal school must promise to servo as teachers in the public schools of the federal district or territories for at l east three years
after their grnduation,
Scholarships havo been established carrying an annuul sala~y as r ewards for talent
and superior application.
The Normal School for Female Teachers was established in June, 1888, in place of
the National Secondary School for Girls, which was consolidated with it.
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'.rhe course of instru,ction extends over five years, and embraces the following
subjects: Arithmetic and algebra, caligraphy, geometry, cosmography and geography (especially that of Mexico), physics and rudiments of medicine and chemistry,
history ( espe~ially of Mexico), domestic economy and duties of women, natural history, ideas of political economy and constitutional provisions, theoretical hygiene,
pedagogics, rudiments of general and descriptive physiology, log·ic, scholastii: organization and discipline, and history of pedagogism, Spanish, French, and English
languages, needlework, music, drawing, and gymnastics. The following branches
are also taught to those students who desire instruction in them: Bookkeeping,
clrawh1g from nature, horticulture and gardening, Italian, piano, cooking, aquarelle
painting, taxidermy, and botany.
Two schools have been established in connection with the female normal Rchool
to afford the students the opportunity of acquiring a practical knowledge of teaching; one is for boys and girls of from 4 to 6 years of age and the other for girls of
from G to 14 years. The course for the younger children covers ' three years and
comprises the same studies as those taught in the junior school connected with the
male normal school. In the school for older girls the course covers six years, and
includes the following studies: Reading, writing, arithmetic, rudiments of algebra,
geometry, Spanish grammar, geography, history, lessons on morals and ci vicR, drawing, French, English, needlework, such knowledge of mechanics as may be useful
to females, gymnastics, and choral singing.
Similar rules for scholarships and prizes exist as in the normal school for male
teachers.
There is also in the City of Mexico a national preparatory school, in which all
the preliminary branches of education are taught, to fit the pupils for entrance to the
colleges for higher education.
NATIO~AL SCHOOL OF ARTS AND TRADES I!'OR MEN.

This institution has been established for the purpose of affording manual and
industrial training and a higher education for mechanics and the working claases
in general.
In order to obtain admission, the applicant must not be less than 13 years of age
and have finished a course of instruction in the primary schools.
The subjects studied in the classes are: Spanish grammar, geography of Mexico,
writing, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, model and ornamental drawing, linear and mechanical drawing, wood carving, physics and mechanics, cbernitry in general and as applied to the arts, 1'.,rench, English, music, and g_ymnasti c.:s.
There is also a class for constitutional 1:1.w and political economy. The workshop
attached to the school are blacksmith and locksmith, carpentry ancl cabinetmakiug.
turners' shop for solids and hollow work, machinists', pottery, stonecutters', galvanizing works, and a foundry. Photography, typography, and lithography are aLo
taught.
·
In March, 18-12, the practical school for machinists was transferred from the
National College of Engineers to this institution.
The studies comprised in tho course are: Arithmetic, algebra, elementary geometry, trigonometry, elements of physics and mechanics, practical knowledge of t he
materials and tools used for the con. tructiou of machinery, assembling ancl taki ug
apart rua<'hine , theoretical and practical knowledge of steam engine , e peciall,r o
new or improved locomotii;res, practical working and management of stram rn~in ..,
and locomotive , laws aud regulations relating to rnnning rnilroiul train8, linear an d
me hanical drawing, rudiments of J<'rench and Engll . h, practice and o,·er eein~ of
rail wny 11uu·biuc shop , foundries, ancl indn trial ei;ta.bli hmen ta. Fifty fellow hi 1
have heeri createrl for pupil of this in titution, of which ea.ch state of tlie Repnhli
h~i a rin·bt to on .
ll<'C • fol pnpil are also rewnrded by promotion t po ition a
d1r ctor 1111cl a si tnnt in th various work hops.
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NATIONAL SCHOOL OF ARTS AND TRADE_S FOR WOMEN.

This institution was founded by President Juarez in November, 1871, for the purpose of illlproving the social condition of working women and affording them an
opportunit-y to obtain artistic and technical instruction in a sufficient measure to
en&ble them to obtain remunerative employment in commerce or industrial business.
The instruction is general and technical, the former consisting of Spanish, English,
arithmetic, bookkeeping, writing, drawing, and ideas of science and civics. The
latter embraces painting, dressmaking, embroidery, bookbinding, printing, music,
making artificial flowers, lace making, manufacture of picture frames, tapestry,
cords and fringes for decorative purposes, upholstery, and gilding.
There is a store in the school where the work of the pupils is sold for the benefit of
the institution. The Government provides the pupils with comfortable room8 and
two good meals a day, and furnishes clothing for many who are too poor to provide
themselves with appropriate garments. In order to obtain admission, the applicant
must be not less than 13 years of age nor more than 25, and if a minor must be presented by her parent or guardian. She m1~st have been vaccinated and be free from
contagious disease, be able to pass an examination in reading, writing, and the fonr
rnl es of arithmetic, and to prove her good moral character to the satisfaction of the
director.
A neatly printed newspaper, called La Mujer (woman), is conclucted and published
by the pupils.
The average number of pupils in attendance is from 400 to 500.
BENEFICENT, INDUSTRIAL, AND CORRECTIONAL SCHOOLS.
NATIONAL SCHOOL :FOR TI-rn BLIND.

This school was founded in 1870 by private charity, but was taken in charge by the Government in the following year. Poor blind children of both sexes from 8 to
16 years of age are admitted and supported without payment of any fee. On entering the school a photograph is taken of each pupil, which is pasted in a large book.
By its side is written a full description, with age, date and place of birth, and
quantity and quality of clothing.
Outdoor pupils may attend the classes and lectures without payment. The blind
children of parents who are able to pay a small monthly sum for tuition are also
admitted, and the fees thus received are used for the benefit of the establishment.
The course of study includes reading, writing, Spanish grammar, arithmetic,
· geography, geometry, history of Mexico, English, French , gymnastics, singing, and
harmony. Musical instruction is a leading feature, anc1 the course of instruction
includes the piano, clarionet, mandolin, fiageolet, hautlrny, harp, violin, concertina,
and other stringed and brass instruments.
The trades t aught are tailoring, shoemaking, bookbinding, typography, carpentry,
lace making, brush making, the manufacture of cigars, pasteboard boxes, and mats,
weaving, needle and crochet work, and knitting.
.
Between thirty and forty teachers are employed at salaries of from $20 to $70 per
month.
SCHOOL FOR DEAF MUTES.

A school for deaf mutes was founded in 1866 by the municipal authorHies of the
Cit.v of Mexico, but was nationalized in November, 1867. To enter the school, the
applicant must be not less than 7 nor more than 12 years of age, must have been
vaccinated and be in good health, and is admitted on probation, subject to an intellectual trial, for a period of one month, at the termination of which he is either
admitted 01· rejected. Only the older pupils use the manual signs, as the most
modern methods are now in use, the oral system having been introduced, and is
taught by teachers who have been trained in the most celebrated European schools
at the expense of the Government.
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The subjects taught comp_rise reading, writing, grammar, arithmetic, geometry,
bookkeeping, horticulture, drawing, and gymnastics. The trades are lithography,
tailoring, shoemaking, the ma,nufacture of hats and artificial flowers, millinery, and
dressmaking. On lcn,ving the institution the pupils receive a gratuity from the
amount of their earnings to enable them to commence-business iu the trade they
have learned.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR ORPHAN BOYS.

This school was founded in 1877 and is under tho direction of the interior departmen t. Boys from 10 to H years of age who are destitute are received, provided with
boar<l n,nd lodging , a,nd may remain until they attain their eighteenth year.
In order to obtain admission, it is necessary that a petition be presented. to the
director by the J)erson ha,ving charge of the boy, stating that he is an orphan and
has no inheritance, or, if his father and mother arc living, that the father is crippled
or otherwfae unable to work, and that both parents are too poor to bestow proper
ca,re upon him; that he has been va,ccinated and is free from contagious disease, and
tha,t some person known to the director shall guara.nteo tho safe-keeping of the
clothes supplied to the pupil.
The instruction in this school is divided into two classes, elementary and secondary. The elementary course includes reading, writing, orthography, elements of
Spanish grammar, the four rules of arithmetic, common fractions and decimal ',
teaching morality and politeness, rudiments of drawing, musio, and gymnastics.
The higher course consists of reading in prose and verse, writing, Spanish grammar,
a<lvanced a,rithmetic, the metric system, algebra,, geometry, geography, history
(especially that of Mexico), instruction as to the constitution antl political organization of tho Republic and duties and rights of the citizen, hygiene, music, and
gymnastics. The trades taught are lithography, typography, bookbinding, 11ea...-ing,
ca,rpentry, t:1iloring, shoemaking, and working in tin. The managers of the shops
arc expressly forbidden to exact from any pupil more work than is suited to his age
and strength.
On the conclusion of tho regubr courses of study the pupils a,re given elementary
instruction in physics, chemistry, and mechanics as applied to arts and trades, and
French and English languages .
Tho institution has between 300 and 400 beds and is admirably managed, the
cleanliness, ventilation, and sanitary arrangements being especially good, ·while th e
workshops a,re :fitted with the best of modern machinery and appliances and are iu
every way adapted for their uses.
LA PAZ COLLEGE.

Tllis institution owes its origin to the benevolence of a few wealthy gentlemen,
and was founded in th o year 1734 as a house of refuge and school for poor girls and
a shelter for poor and invalid Spanish widows, During the colonial period it wa::,
under tho direct p atronage of the King of Spain ancl was governed by the r ector
a.ml congregation of Aranzazu. This confraternity was suppressed, together with
all s irnHar religious organizations, by the faw passed in .Tune, 1879, and the mana~ement of the college and its pro1)erty was assumed by the National Government. In
reorganizing the institution the Government has preserved, as nearly as possible, the
rnles and arrangements established by the founders.
The school is admira.bly conducted and is divided into clepartments for boarders
and day scholars. The course of instruction extends over six years and include
the following subjects: Reading, writing, Spanish grammar; origin, history, and
growth of tho Spanish language; arithmetic, metric system, geometry, bookkeepino-,
correspondence, · geography, history, physics, p edagogy, general literature, telegrn.pby, h ygiene, English, French, music; drawing, linear nncl ornamental and from
natnr · sewing and embroidery.
There i also an excellent library for the use of the pupils.
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CORRECTIOXAL SCHOOL OF TRADES AND PROFESSIO"NS,

This reformatory school was established in the year 1881 in the edifice formerly
occupied by the Ecclesiastical College of St. Peter and St. Paul. It is intended for
tho education and reformation of boys nnder 18 years of age who may be committed
to its custody by sentenco of the police and criminal courts or by parents or guardians who find them to bo incorrigible.
The object of the school is to correct and eradicate evil tendencies and the effect
of vicious association and to teach habits of order and industry and such useful
trades as may enaMo th e 11upi.ls to become self-supporting and useful citizens when
they leaYo the institution.
It is organized on a military basis, the scholars forming a corps known as the
"Industrial battalion," in which strict military discipline is maintained. Goodconduct badges arc giYen to such of the scholars as distinguish themselves by good
behavior and strict compliance with the rules and discipline. 'l'ho most deserving
arc promoted to the grade of corporal, sergeant, and captain.
Tllo literary instruction is limited to two hours daily and consists of primary and
secondary studies fully equal in character to the national public schools. The trades
taught arc the machinist's, iron working, brass working, carpentry, shoemaking, and
tailoring. The workshops are fully equipped with the most improved mou.ern
machinery and appliances :md are under tho direction of skilled mechanics nnJ
workmen.
The foregoing colleges and secondary schools are all situated in the City of Mexico.
They have 1>een describecl and the se,eral courses of instruction particularized, as
they are fair exponents of tho asshluous care which the Government is giving to tho
promotion of education, not only in tho elemenfary u.ml industrial branches, but u.lso
in furnishing tho higher grad.es of instruction to fit the scholars for professional and
scientific pursuits. They are also the models upon which the colleges nnd secon<l:1ry
schools are formed which exist in the cities and larger towns of the Republic. Many
of those are institutions of high character, fit to be classed with the best and most
advanced at the capit:11. For instance, the Instituto Litcmrio, of Toln ca, which may
be faken as an illustration, is one of the most widely known among tho institutions
of learning in the Republic, and many of tho most distinguished men of the nation
have been ed.ucated there. Each municipality of the State has the privilege of
sending one student, who mnst pass successfully a rigid examination in preparatory
studies . The institution possesses a :fine library and a museum of national bistory
and is provided with every appliance for tho study of physiology, physical sciences,
history, chemistry, music, an(l drawing. The students havo a gymnasium, wu.rm and
col<.1 baths, u.nd comfortal>le uomitories; for all these ad va,n tages the price of board,
lodging, and tuition is only $16, Mexican currency, per month. Morelia, capital of
tho State of Michoacan, has schools and colleges with modern equipments that would.
reflect credit on any country. The College of St. Nicholas, of which the patriot
Hidalgo was at one time regent, was founded in the year 1540. It has now been
thoroughly modernized in its methods and is largely patronized. On.xaca, the capital
of the State of the same name, has a famous college, at which President Diaz, Romero,
Juarez, and. Mariscal were educu.ted, as well as many other Mexicans who h aYc
achieved extended reputation and. fame. It has an average attendance of 500 students, for whose use there is an excellent library of 14,000 volumes. Guadalajara,,
Guanajuato, Puebla, and Merida are well supplied with institutions for higher education; in fact, the list might be extended to include almost every city ancl town of
importance in the Repu b]ic.
LIIlRARIES.

Soon after independence ha~ been won tho statesmen of :\f exico, in their early
efforts for the diffusion of education among Urn people, conceived the id.ea of establishing a national library, and decrees for that purpose were issued in 1833 and 1846,
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bnt internal revolutions and foreign invasions prevented the accomplishment of the
design. On the reestablishment of the Republic, after the fall of Maximilian, the
times seemed more propitious, and a <lecree was issued in November, 1867, ordering
the formation of the library, and the old church of San Augustin was as1,1igned for
its nse. By the suppression of the ecclesiastical colleges and other institutions
many books and documents fell into possession of the Government. These were given
to the library to form the nucleus of a national collection, as many of them containecl
matter of great interest to the historian and scholar. The changes necessary to
au.apt the building to its new purpose have been made, and its appearance has been
secularized as much as possible, both externally and internally. This work has not
only cost the Government large sums of money, but consumed years of time, an1l it
was not until April, 1884, that the establishment was formally opened to the public.
This library now has on its shelves about 170,000 volumes, among which are wany
which are rare and curious. There are also other libraries in the metropolis in connection with the Government departments, schools, and colleges, the combined
contents of which will probauly briug the number of books in the libraries of the
city to about 250,000 volumes . Most of the large towns an<l cities in the Republic
have public libraries, many of which contain very creditable collections of books.
:\HJSEUMS.

Museums are esta,blished in nearly every State of the Republic, many of them
being well sustained by funds appropriated by the States, and contain very valuable
collections, which are being constantly increased. In the City of Mexico an attempt
to establish a museum was made as long ago as 1786, but without any permauent
result. The effort was renewed from time to time, particularly after the country
became independent, but it was not until 1867 that au institution worthy of the
name of a nat,ional musenm could be said to exist. In that year it was properly
org-anized, a competent director appointed, and the sum of $500 per month appropriated for its maintenance. Under effident management it has now become au iustitntion which is creditable to the Government. It occupies very spacious a.partmen
in the building formerly used by the mint, which is a part of the national palace.
It is divided into three clepartments-archre ology and history, natnral history, and
tlie library. The sum of $12,000 is now annually appropriated for the purchase and
preservation of specimens and for materials and repairs to the edifice.
'l'Le staff of employees consists of a professor of archreology and history, which
office is usually filled by the director; a professor of zoology and botany, an a si tant
zoologi st, a, librarian, a secretary a,ncl treasurer, draftsman, photographer, and
taxidermist.
SCIENTIFW AND LITERARY SOCIETIJo;S.

The principal cities, such as 'roluca, 1\-forelia, Guadalajara, Guanajuato, Puebla
Merida, and many others, have their literary and scientific associations, and tliere
are at least twenty such societies within the federal district. Of these, that named
El Liceo Hidalgo ranks the highest, an<l is in fact intended as a national institute.
It was estahlished in 1 49, and for some years bad a rather precarious existence, bu
since the reestablishment of the Republic it has rapidly increased in member hip and
influence. The aim of this institution is the encouragement and development of
native talent.
The material progress of the Republic of Mexico within the past thirty yea.rs h,
be a marvelon , particularly since railroads ha.ve been so largely extended, in ·piring more progre sive m tho<h1, 1-Jtirring the sluggish current of life, and prea.din
enlightenment among the people .
.M ·.·ico bas en many r volutions, but none of such momentous importance to the
nation a~ that wltich com men<' <l with th now era when Pre ·ident Juarez ree tabIi h d r pn bliC'an rul , s paru.tecl oh urch and state, and iuaugnrate<l a most irupor-
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tant forward movement in t he educational policy of the Government. This enlightened system has beeu nobly carried out by hfs successors and their constitutional
advisers, ancl is now beginning to be crowned with success. This j_s a revolution
that can not go backward. I t creates its own momentum, increases as it moves, and
is exerting a most important influence on the national life and progress. Great as
this influence has b een on the community, its effect upon the women has been perhaps the most noteworthy. Under- the old Spanish rule their intellectual status
was deplorable. Among the lower classes there was little or no effort made to educate them; they were mere drudges, without any prospect or aim beyond a life of
hopeless toil. In the higher classes, beyond a few showy accomplishments, they
grew up mere children in intelligepce or knowledgfl. Now no one can study the condition of education in Mexico without noting how eagerly the women strive to partake in it. This spirit is shown by the pressure for admission to the National N"ormal
School, for female teachers, which is doing such splendid work in preparing a cultivated and .trained womanhood for positions of influence in public education. The
applications for admission have been so numerous that on several occasions it bas
been fonnd necessary to close th e books and receive no more candidates, as they
were too numuous for the capacity of the schools. Of course it is in the larger
cities that the effect of education upon women first manifests itself. In every class,
from the highest to the lowest, the range of accomplishments and knowledge is being
exten<l.e<l, to the manifest benefit of women both intellectually and morally. The
result is shown more and more every day in the entry of women into the various
departments of comme-rcial, industrial, and professional life. It is not ~ong since a
young lady of the City of Me.xi co graduated ju dentistry and became an assistant to
h er father-a most surprising revelation to those who have known the ancient condition of female life in Mexico. No better illustration can be given of the forward
movement of education in Mexico than in tbe following extract from the message of
President Diaz to the Mexican Congress on April 1, 1895 :
"Public instruction still receives the special and well-merited attention of the
executive. Statistical information of the scholastic year l ast past shows a considerable increase in the number of pupils matriculated and approved-not only in the
nat10nal schools, but also in -the municipal and private schools which have. accepted.
the official programme or curriculum. From these :figures may be obtained a most
pleasing prophecy, and one that is welcome to all good wishers of the Republic-that
education is largely in demand, and that the precepts of the laws relative thereto
arc voluntarily and patriotically complied with. The normal schools_, especially
those of lady teachers, h?-ve been obliged to close their books and receive no more
applicants on a ccount of the paucity of their accommodations. The executive is
anxiously engaged in an endeavor to give wider scope to these schools. The Female
Normal College established during the month of February a m eteorological observatory; while in the Male Normal College, in celebration of the eighth anniversary of
its founding, were inaugurated shops for hand work, as also a new and well-adapted
audience room.
"An ord er has b een sent for instruments and mechanical devices needed in the
s chool of arts aml industries for men, which, as is the case with the industrial college
for women, must exercise beneficial influence upon the condition of the working
classes, so worthy of protection and aid.
"The school of agriculture is receiving ·n ew pupils, furnished through the auspices
of the various states of the Federation. There has been reestablishe<l. therein a
course of veterinary surgery, the Government being enabled to remove the difficulties
by reason whereof this course h ad been closed, and thus provision is made for a system
of education which promises to be useful and well paying.
"In order to impart an eminently practical character to the provisional examination conducted in the school of engineers, the necessary provisions have been
adopted, in accordance with the design of the various curricula in the school.
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"The executive,-being determined to omit no effort nor any expense which might
redound to the honor of the nation ancl to the advantage of its studious youth, has
created an a1rn.tomia-pathological museum 1 with the double purpose of furnishing a
new and efficient element of instruction to the school of medicine and also for the
purpose of appreciating worthily the scientific fabors which are to he presented to
the second Pan-American Congress w:hen it meets in this capital in 1896."
According to the latest statistics obtainable there were in the Republic about
8,000 public schools for primary . education, the number of scholars enrolled about
5001 000, antl the amount ap1nopriated by the Government for educational purposes
a bout $3,500,000 per annum. In the Federal District there were 62 private free schools,
19:S private schools in which the pupils paid for their education, and 113 1mblic
schools for primary education . In the private schools there were 10,355 pupils, and
in the pnblic schools 21,159 pupils were enrolled.
GUATEMALA.
From the year 152-1, when it was conquered by the Spanish forces under the command of Pedro de Alvarado, until 1821 Guatemala formed a part of the Spanish
dominion in America. In September, 1821, its independence was proclaimed; then
followed the attempt of Mexico to :rnnex Central America to the ephemeral empire
of Itnrbide, aml it was not until 1823 that the Central American Republic was established. Party rivalry :1nd the jealousies of ambitious leaders caused the dissolution
of the federation in 1839, and the Republics of Guatemala, Salvador, Houclura ·,
Nicaragua, and Costa Rica resumed their autonomy and have since been governed
as independent Republics.
From the date of its separation from Spain Guatemala was torn witlt internal
strife, aULl when at peace was under d espotic rule inspired by the old conservative
and reactionary party, supported by tlte aristocracy and clergy. But in 1871 the
liberal party, which in spite of all obstacles hail rapidly increas6d in numbers and
influence, succeeded in shaking off the yoke of the aclministra.tion that had so long
kc11t the country in inaction and ignorance . The liberating army had within it::;
ranks a youug man of high intelligence au<l. iudomita,ble energy, J. Rufino Barrios
who was clcctecl Presid~nt of the Republic in March, 1873. He was the Juarez of
Guatemala, antl from the clay of bis inauguration the country started on a new
career of reform and progre3S. Every branch of the public service receiYecl hi·
atten Lion. The chnrch, which had previously overshadowed the state, was finallr
separnted from it. '"o priest nor minister of any sect was permitted thenceforth
to control institutions of pulilic instruction, and education was made public, frcl',
and obligatory. Before his time a few parochial schools nuder the tutelage of the
priesthoocl were ·the only provision for public instruction. Ile conferred upon the
country au admirable public school system, devotecl e:s:clusi ,rely to secular education.
Pnhlic instruction has ever since been 11Iaceu within the reach of everyone, without
distinction of race or social standing; and not only is tuition free, but text-book · are
fnrni shecl by the Go,ernmen t.
Professional e<lucation, which in tlle United States is not considered to be a part
of tlie system of free public ins trnction, is in Guatemala,, as in .Mexico, nnclertak n
by tho Govemmcnt. The result of this enlightened policy is tltat the rising generation is essentially liberal and enlightened in ideas and i,i di playing the ben fit· of
education, the masses are gradually l> coming elevated to a higher grade of cir-iliz. tion, aud eYery insignificant Indian Yillage boasts of at lea.st ono primary school.
The indigenous race forms a. very large percentag of the population. In gener l
th nn.tiYcs are bonest, laboriou , gentl<', ancl docile; they ac<'ept readily the benefit
of civilization, and rnpidly impro, e unuer the mfinence of education.
Th re are at pre ent 1> tw n 1,300 a11<l 1,100 school'> for 11rimary instruction in the
R puhlic,ofwJ1i"11fr.sfban50arc1n·ivato chools. Tlier arealso15kinu rgarten.
Th c·cmr of in truction i. Y ry similar to that of th ~Ic:s:ican clemeutary ·hool5 ·
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but in tlrn prima.r y schools of Guatemala tho theory ancl science of agriculture in all
its branches forms a part of the regular course of instruction. For this purpose a
text-book has been prepare<.l by Sof1or J.M. Garcia Sulas, a professor of primary ellucation, which contains all that is necessary to give the pupils a theoretical knowledge of agriculture, particularly in relation to thos e productions best adapted to the
soil and climate of the country. It also includes a short treatise on animal industl'y
and on tlie method of keeping farm accounts. For a, COlintry so largely agricultural
this is a very useful addition to the usual course of .primary education, p,1rticularly
in the rural districts, where, as .,a rule, tho larger portion of the scholars never get ·
beyond such education as is afforded in tho primary schools. In fact, tho whole syst em of education in Guatemala is admirably suited to the country and the people.
In ad(lition to the primary schools for the young of bo_th sexes there are numerous
nigl1t schools for adults; oven the prisons arc not neglected, ancl elementary schools
are established in them, so that the most ignorant prisoner on regaining his freedom
has received at l east the rudiments of education.
SECONDARY A:N'D COLLEGIATE EDUCATIOX.

While the Government has devoted great attention to tho (levelopment of public
primary eclucation, it has not been unmindful of the neec.ls of the people in the direction of secondary, t echnical, collegiate, ancl :professional instruction. 'l'he city of
Guatemala now possesses not only the largest number of higher educational institutions in Central America, but the most celebrated and best appointed. This is so
generally recognized that many of the wealthy families of the other Republics soncl
their children there for instruction, instead of to the United States or Europe, as was
formerly an almost universal custom.
The national institute for 1:1econdary education is one of the best institutions of its
kind on tho continent. More than 500 students from all parts of Central America
are en roll ed on its register. It has a geological museum, a, cabinet and laboratory
for the classes in physics and chemistry, an astronomical observatory, an(l numerous
other buildings.
Tho Belen Female Seminary, .which occupies an old convent of that name, is a highclass ip.stitution for secondary instruction. It has an excellent faculty, and the
pupils receive an excellent education.
There a,re also fo the capita,l 13 schools for secondary education, 7 of which a,re for
boys and 6 for girls. There aro also a number of private schools and colleges for
higher education.
Collegiate and professional education is well oared for in the National University,
the Law School, the College of Medicine an<l. Pharmacy, the College of Engineerin g,
and the Polytechnic School, which is model ed on the plan of the celebrated Ecole
Polytochniqne of Paris. The Conservatory of Music is an admirably conducted
institution, directed by a faculty of 12 professors. There are also 14 schools of music,
which aro subsidized by the Government. The p eople of Guatemala, in common with
those of tbo other Central American Republics and Mexico, are great lovers of music,
::mcl show great aptitude in learning it. These institutions have therefore produce<l.
remarkable results. For the students of the western part of the Republic tho Go,ernroent h as provided colleges for the study of law, engineering, and medicine in
the city of Quezaltenango. There are in the capital two schools of arts and trades,
one for m en and the other for women; also a similar school in the city of Quezaltona!lgo . These are supported entirely by grants from the national treasury. There
is also a school of arts a,nd trades for men in the city of Totonicapan, which is supporte(l by several municipalities, aided by a monthly subvention of $200 from the
National Government.
'l'liore is a.u excellent national library at the capital. At present it contains only
between 30,000 ann 40,000 volumes, bu-tit is under able management and is consta.ntly
being improved and its collection of books enlarged.
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SALVADOR.
Salvador is the smallest of the Central American Republics, having an area of only
7,255 square miles. Being smaller in size, more compact, and more densely popu.fa '.,ed
than the other Central American countries, it has been easier for the Government to
extend its care over the mental improvemenj; and material .1)rogress of the people.
The upper classes are, as in other parts of Central America, either of pure white
blood or have a large admixture of it, but the indigenous race still compost's the
majority of the population. They are naturally docile and tractable, and generally
honest, orderly, and industrious.
· 'fhe efforts of the Government to extend the benefits of education to all classes of
the people are producing admirable results, as the inhabitants of the cities are
attaining a degree of culture and refinement that is remarkable, when a1l circumstances are tak~n into consideration, while the Indians, who form the majority of the
agriculturists and laborers, are exhibiting marked evidences of progress.
Article 33 of the constitution of Salvador reads as follows:
"Education is free. Primary instruction is compulsory. The instruction given in
the establishments supported by the State shall be laic and gratuitous, and shall be
subject to the proper regulations."
It is to the credit of the Government that it has honestly endeavored to carry out
this provision and has made great efforts to improve and develop the educational
facilities of the country.
The spirit in which this has been clone is well exemplified by the following translation of an extract from President Ezeta's message to Congress delivered February
20, 1893:
"Profoundly convinced of the beneficial influence which educ·ation and instruction exercise on all social classes, I have contrived during the past year to extend to
this important branch the most decided protection.
"The large number of educational establishments sustained in greater part b~-the
State bas rendered necessary the investment of large sums in tho salaries of profr-sors and in the purchase of supplies and text-books. Knowing the difficulties nn <lcr
which authors labor in a young country like ours, I have ordered the printing at the
public expense of various important works produced by some of the best talent in
the country. Some of them unite intrinsic merit with fitness for use as text-books
in our educational establishments."
According to the latest statistics there exist in the Republic nearly 600 primary
schools, with an average daily attendance of nearly 30,000 pupils. The curriculum
in use has been carefully considered, and is admirably adapted to the needs and
intellectual capacity of the pupils.
The kindergarten system has been introduced in the city of San Salvador by the
mun~ficence of a lady, and is doing excellent work among children too young for the
public schools.
Secondary education comprises preparatory studies for a university course, education for commercial life, land surveying, and for teachers. For this purpose tile Go,ernment supports three institutions, the '\Yestern, Central, and Eastern. The
Central institute, which is located in the city of San Salvador1 the capital of the
Republic, bas an excellent library, a museum, a cabi n et of physical cience, and a
meteorological observatory.
In the capital the Government alHo sustains the _;polytechnic school, a normal college for ladies, and another for young men.
Higher or professional education is r gulated by a law passed February 15, 1
The .i. ~ational University is govern <l by a board called superior council of pub i
in!-!truction, and is in cha.rgo of a rector and well selected faculty .
. ~h 1:~B'I<' ~omprise ph:trmacy aml 11atnral cience, meclicin and nrg ry, law, a
inl ·ngiue ·rmg. 1'ho cour e of study necessary for graduation is1 in pharmacy an
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natural science, three years-; medicine and surge.ry, sjx years; and law, seven years;
topographical engineering, three years; aml in the departments of architecture,
mechanical engineering, and bridges and roads, four years.
There is also at the capital a national college for the higher education of women.
A. good public library an_d free reading room has been established, and occupies
commodious apartments in the building of the National University.
There are also in different parts of the country the following private colleges for
secondary education: In the city or' San Salvador, the Salvadorean Lyceum, Santa
Teresa College for girls, and a theological seminary. At New San Salvador there are
two colleges for males, San Louis and the Sacred. Heart, and one for girls called Santa
Teresa. At Lacatecolnca, cap_ital of the department of La Paz, there is one, and one
in each of the following cities: San Vincente, Sensonat@, Usulutan, and Acuacbapan.
In the city of San Salvador there is an excellent asylum and industrial school for
orphans of both sexes, where they not only receive a good primary education, but the
boys are taught carpentry, shoemaking, and other trades, and the girls the occupations adapted to their sex; there are also classes in music and electric telegraphy.
HONDURAS.
Honduras is much larger than Salvador, having an area of about 45,000 square
miles , but it is much more sparsely populated, as the number of inhabitants is only
about 440,000.
Previous to 1876, when President Marco A. Soto assumed the functions of Provisional Pre.sident, very little had been done to promote the cause of public education, ,
but under his administration and that of his successor, President Louis Bogran, who
was elected in 1883, grea.t efforts have been made to extend educational facilities both
in the primary and higper grades. These would have produced much more saiisfactory results if the country bad not suffered from the series of r evolutions and political
troubles through which it has passed, particularly since the expiration of the term
of offi ce of President Bogran, in 1891.
According to the provisions of the constitution, primary instruction is obligatory,
se<·ular, and free. No minister ·of any religious sect is permitted to preside over or
teach in any school or college supported or subsidized by the State. The latest statistics give the number of primary schools in the Republic as 640, with an annual
attendance of 23,000 pupils. The/course of study in these schools is well arranged,
tbfl pupils are docile and display considerable aptitude for acquiring the rudiments
of education, and the results obtained are very promising for the intellectual elevation of the population.
Tllere is at the. capital of each department of the Republic a school for secondary
education and training of teachers, all of which are subsidized by the Government.
For the higher grades of euucation the following establishments have also been
established:
At Tegucigalpa, the capital, the Central University, with departments of law, medicine, literature, engineering, and science. In connection with the uniyersity there
is a free pub1ic library, which was founded by President Soto in 1880; the College for
Women, with courses in modern languages, music, domestic economy, physiology,
and hygiene; the National Scientific and Literary Institute; a manual training
scllool for mechanic and decorative arts. There is also a theological seminary and
parochial school attached, which is supported by and under the c·o ntrol of the Roman
Catholic Church, At Yuscuran, a college and high school attached. At Danli, a
high school. At Santa Barbara, a college for higher education, with classes in geology, mineralogy, zoology, botany, bookkeeping, and mercantile law and usage . At
Santa Rosa, a college of sciences and letters, with a high school attached. There are
also colleges for higher education in the cities of Gracias, Jutigalpa, and La Paz.
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·with a condition of permanent ]Jeace and a consequent return of nat1onal pros- perity, there is reason to believe that tliese establishments may become an honor to
t,he country and potent factors in its advancement.
NICARAGUA.
Nicaragua labors under a similar disadvantage to that which exists in Honcluras,
having un area of upward of 40,000 square miles and n, population of only about
360,000. 'rhe indigenous races, who form the bulk of the laboring inhabitants, are
docile and industrious, and form an excellent rural population. 'rhey display consillemble intelligence, and improve very rapidly under the influence of educ:1tion.
Hundreds of the wealthier Nicaraguans have been educated in the schools of
Europo and the United States, and are as refined and accomplished as any people in
the world. It is not, however, on the education and refinement of a few, but upon
the eclucatfon and intellectual advancement of the bulk of the people-the patient
burden-bearers of the land-that the Republic must rely for safety and permanence.
'I'here is no doubt that tlie Government is fully alive to the importance of this work.
Since 1877 it has devoted great attention and large snms of money to the cause of
education. There is no lack of either public or private schools, but the goocl work
has been sadly embarrassed by the civil wars, revolutions, and political tronbles by
which the country has been ~onvulsed. It is hoped, however, that a more settled
and peaceful condition may soon be attained, and that the Government mn,y be again
in condition to devote its attention more thoroughly to the intellectual needs of tho
people. In his message to Congress deliverecl January 1, 1896, President Zelaya
dwelt with evident pride upon the fact that he had reestablished and effected great
improvement in the public schools, which had been closed by his predecessor. According to the latest statistics, there are now between 200 and 300 Government schools
for primary education, also several municipal and private schools, with a total average attendance of about 20,000 pupils. There are also,·for secondary education, two
high schools for boys and one for girls, well equipped with teachers and having a
large attendance.
The National University has also an excellent faculty, with classes for teaching.
law, medicine, engineering, and natural science.
In the city of Managua there is a free public library, which is liberally supported
by the Government.
COSTA RICA.
Cosfa Rica is the most southern and one of the smallest Central American Republics. Its area is about 23,000 square miles. The population is officially estimated
at about 240,000, and is much more homogeneous and with a smaller mixture of dark
blood than is seen in the people of the neighboring counti;es. It has had the good
fortune to be free, in great measure, from the revolutions and civil strife that ha,e
distracted -tho other States of Central America, and its progress has been correspondingly greater.
This condition of peace ancl prosperity has been very favorable to the can e of
education, ancl the percentage of pupils under instruction, in proportion to population, is larger than in any other of the neighboring republics.
Primary instruction is clirectJy under the supen-ision of the Government; it i free
of chargo and compulsory; but e,ery inhabitant of the Republic, whether natirn or
foreign, is free to receive instruction or to teach in private estnbli hmenu . Th r
aro in tho Republic 200 primary public schools, with an average attendance of 10,
pupils. In fact, a good school for primary instruction can be found in e,ery ,illa"'e.
Tho followino- institutions for hi o-her instruction are also supported by the o,crnm nt: The Tational nfrcrsity, at au Jose, with a. free public library att ch
thP. Jii rrh s llool for yonng lacli s, at, an .Jo. e; the lajuela. Hi,..,.h chool; the ar a~
' 11 ,re, nncl tJ10 cbool of Agriculture. Th ovcrnment al o supports at the capit
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a physical and geographical institute, a meteorological institute, anu a national school
of music. There are a large number of private schools and colleges, several of which
receive sub-sidies from the national treasury. The Government has also uevotel1
considerable sums
tuition and expenses for Costa Rican boys e(lucated abroad.
So far as the learne<.1 professions are concerned, Costa Rica has certainly a brger
proportion of her people so engaged than any of her sister nations. In fact, coml)laint has been made by many of her citizens that too large a proportion of the
young me;_ are receiving professional education instead of being devoted to commercial, agricultural, and other pursuits, more useful in the development of the resources
of the country.
The p eople of Costa ""Rica are great lovers of music; their taste in that direction is
not only cultivated in the National School of Music, but the San Jose Philharmonic
Society has worked with great success in .the same direction and has done mu_rh to
promote the cultivation of music throughout the country.

for

BRITISH HONDURAS.
This small British colo:oy, with a population of about 30,000, of whom perhaps less
than 500 are of purely white blood, and the remainder ~egroes ancl half breeds, is
well supplied with educational facilities. There are 28 schools, which are generally
denominational, established ancl superintended by the clergy of the various religious
bodies, but a few are pri ,ate schools. The schools receive Government aid to the
extent of about $10,000_annnally. An inspector of schools is appointed by the Government, who publicly examines the pupils of each school once a year, ::tnd the teachers receive u, bonus according to the numbers who pass the examination _successfully
in the several grades. The number of pupils on the Tolls averages between 2,500 and
3,000. The instructio1! is purely elementary.

CHAPTER XIII.
THE FIFTH INTERNATIONAL PRI~ON CONGRESS.
By C. D. RANDALL,
Delegate of the United States Bureau of Education.

The Fifth International Prison Congress was especially favored in holding its sessions in the buildings of the Sorbonne and CoJlege of France. It was 4 o'clock on the
last Sunday afternoon in June, 1895, when it convened in the great amphitheater of
the Sorbonne. The very place was inspiring. History and art had united in making the place most attractive and interesting. As we fronted the great platform
which occupies the rear of the capacious room, on our left we noticed the life-size
statue of Sorbonne, the founder of the historic college, whose work was ended centuries ago, while the whole wall back of the platform was occupied by the celebrated
decoration of M. Pierre Puvis de Chavannes, representing in life size Greek conventional figures, in several groups, the arts and sciences, on either side of Sorbonne,
typified by a female figure. This and the other decorations throughout the halls of
the great building would be alone sufficient to make the Sorbonne most notice_a ble
without its remarkable history.
When the assembly was seated we noticed that the highest official and social life
of France and other nations was there to do honor to the congress. France had
invited the congress and France was there to welcome it. President Faure had
arrived in his carriage, accompanied by General Tonrnier and a company of cuirassiers. The multitude surrounding the entrance had warmly applauded him. On
descending from the carriage' he -was received by M. Greard, vice-rector of the Academy of Paris. The President was escorted to and took his seat in the gallery over
the entrance fronting the platform. With him were seated MM. Ribot, president
of the council of ministers; Hanotaux, minister of foreign affairs; Trarieux, minister
of justice ; Brisson, president of the Chamber of Deputies, and the ambassadors of the
United States, Sweden, Italy, Denmark, and Japan. At his entrance the President
was warmly applauded by the members of the congress.
Upon the platform were MM. Georges Leygues, minister of the interior; F. Duflos,
director of the French prison administration and president of the committee of
organization; Theophile Roussel, senator of France, member of the institute, and vicepresident; the members of the International Prison Commission; Galkine-Wraskoy,
director-general of the prisons of Russia; Beltrani Scalia, Italian councilor ot state;
Pols, professor in the University of Utrecht; Dr. Guillaume, secretary-general; Goos,
iuspector-general of the prisons of Denmark; De Jagemann, ambassador of Baden,
and many other high officials of France and other nations, including senators, membt·rs of the Institute, councilors of state, etc. In the general audience there were
many <listingnished ladies and gentlemen, many of international reputation, many
who, occupying high positions at home, had devoted very much of their studies and
labors to the cause which had brought them together from the various parts of the
world. The opening address was by M. Leygues, minister of tjie interior. He spoke
as follows.
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''Mr. PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC: Your presence in our midst is a most precious encouragement. I pray you to accept our respectful acknowledgement.
"Gentlemen, in the name of the Government of the Republic I welcome the foreigu delegates who have met here to declare the unchangeable adherence of those
who have devoted their lives to the pursuit of truth and to the alleviation of human
misery.
"Science, gentlemen, takes on more and ruore an international character. The
constant exchange beyornl the frontier by books and the press no longer answers.
Tho learned now go in person to reveal their discoveries and to place in the common
patrimony the fruit of their meditations and labors. London, Stockholm, Rome,
aml St. Petersburg mark the great resting places, until now, in prison science. Gentlemen, the work you engage in is one of the most arduous and noble which can be
conceived. To strengthen repression an<l. at the same time introduce humanity into
la.-w; to ask for indulgence more tlum se-rnrity, without abandoning any of the
indispensable guaranties of social order; to revive in the soul of the delinquent
and criminal the idea of duty, law, and justice; such is the end of your pursuit.
"It appears at :first that your ideal is too exalted, and that you seek to attempt the
impossible. Your generous conceptions are treated as chimerical. You are accused
of sentimentalism and feebleness. Nothing has power to shake your faith. You
know better ·than anyone that tlierc arc evils which can not be cured; incorrigibles
who must be preventecl from wrongdoing, but you say that all evils are not incurable, and that there are rescues which should be undertaken. In your eyes pen·ersity is onlytbe exception. You affirm that human nature, at the bottom, is right,
loyal, aml generous. You have never despaired of it. You are right. In the most
ra,n.getl and blinc1ed h eart may snrvi,e, as in the ruins of the temple, a last lamp
forgotten by the last priest, which 1:,till burns for truth and goodness. To sa\e thl"
flickering flame is an act of justice. NeYertheless, it will not do to substitute for
the severity of penal law a kind of philosophic inc1i:ffercnce which lets everything
go and compromises tho public safety. It should work only to stimulate the moral
forces, to evoke the generous instincts which can prevent the misdemeanor or crime,
and, after the fall, to rehabilitate and raise up the offender. Never proclaim tlte
irresponsibility of the lieing who has fallen. This would be to affirm the u ·ele"ncss of punisliment or reward. It is true that the physical constitution, educ:ition
heredity, an<l. poverf;y e.x:erdse a direct iniluence on criminality. The legi lator
consi<lcrs those certain inilnences in estimating the acts and in graduating the penalties. On this point nothing has been changed by tradition. But yon have iunovated when, breaking a.way from ancient errors, yon have saitl that intimidation and
fear ·were not the only means to secure the reformation of the guilty, and that education and hope were also sure means to obtain it. 'rhis simple affirmation wa;: a
reyc]ation. Youhavespokenofkindness. You have inclosed a flower between the
pages of the cotle. Your doctrine is right. Punishment without the possiL1linof par<l.on c1iscour:1ges und degrades. The hope of rehabilitation provokes effort and
e1evates. Yon have put the principle of the theory into practice. But your amhitio:1 was not satisfied. To repress or to reform is good; to prevent is better and -on
harn w ished to dry up even the somce of evil. It is ihese that the internation
prison congresses have accomplished, the finest of their work, in reYi ing lc~i ~ l:1tion rclatiYe to abandoned or delinquent children. To rescue the child from i' treatment, from bad examples, and from poverty is to fulfill tho .first of public du ie-.
Has society the right to pnuiish the feeble and defenseless being which it nei~h r ai nor protects 9 Offer to the delinquent child a friendly hand, comfort it in its <lL ..r ~~
forget and mako it forget its fault is to make a good citizen of one who mi h
becoruo a useless aud dangerous person. This is, then, to serve one's country. and
.P~rl~aps better yet, to servo humanity. .._To one knows how many sparkles of gen·
1lrn JU th
ouls of lost children.
"It i_s to your i11tlcfatio-aLle :pro11ngnndisru. gentlemen, that reform in ltou
f
corr ctiou autl tho <lcYclopmcnt of tho atlruirable work of patron:16 0 for tho I· -
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t'\\enty years is due and promoted in all parts of the world. Tbis result alone is
sufficient to demonstrate the- philosophic and social extent of your labors and to
confu:m your undoubted right to public recognition. Wherev:er you hold your sessions you receive evidences of the most precious and highest sympathy. Public
sentiment encoura,g es you, and governments hold it to be an llonorto labor with you.
It is in effect that in struggling against moral evils, in arresting their advance and
suppressing them at their origin, you accomplish a work which surpasses the apparent limit of your action. In this way you contribute to assure the pacific evolution of progress, for society, as the Qrgauized body prospers and grows as much as
liberty under healthy conditions.
"Gentlemen, may the bonds of mutual esteem and reciprocal confidence which
already unite you bind you still closer for the good of your countries. May the new
efforts you will undertake be crowned with succ~ss for the peace of conscience and
the triumph of truth and justice.
"I declare the :fifth International Prison Congress opened."
M. Pols, vice-president of the International Prison Commission, replied in the following words:
"Mr. MINISTER AND HONORARY PRESIDENT: Permit me to speak briefly, in the
name of my_colleagues of the International Prison Commission, to express the sentiments which animate us at this time, and which, I am sure, are partakfln by all the
foreign members of the congress. We are hapJ)Y to :find you here, not only in the
quality of travelers, meeting in a beautiful country and in a glorious city, in_one of
the great centers of ci-dlizations, where everything _recalls progress, the most brilliant conquests, the richest promises of the future; but as the adherents of a great
cause, as laborers in a noble work, reunited in a place where the grandeur of the
work an<l its high value have for so long a time been recognized, who wern certain
to :find a sympathetic welcome and a fand rich and fruitful for their labors.
"The cordial and unanimous greeting received :five years ago at the congress of
St. Petersburg, the vote to meet in Paris for the next congress, proves already how
much this sentiment was generally preva.Jent. But since, the facts have confirmed
this sentiment beyond our boldest expectations. The Government of France favorably received the choice of location, and immediately all that France had, the most
illustrious in science and in prison work, gave ready assistance to prepare our work
and to guarantee to the fifth congress an eminent place among its predecessors.
How can the solemnity of this day be forgotten, celebrated in this noble tempfo of
French science, antique and venerable by name, but also the emblem of the renewing
of forms which impose themselves on science to avoid senile decrepitude and to
assure the powerful and brilliant vitality of youth, always reviving with the eternal
s_pri o gtime "?
'' How can the presence of the eminent Chief E:i..ecutive of France be forgotten,
many other officials and distinguished citizens, our allies in the cause which brings
us here, to take part in our work, to enlighten their knowledge, their hope, and their
charity"?
"Finally, Mr. Minister, how can your words be forgotten, you who have consented
to be our honorary president"? After some days we shall again disperse, but we shall
all take with us the ineffaceable memory of this occasion and your words. And this
memory will form a solid bond which will maintain the union of hearts and spirits
notwithstanding our separation.
"But I believe that I reflect the sentiments not only of my colleagues of the international commission, but of all the members of the congress, in ext.ending our
respectful homage and the expression of our cordial recognition to all those who, in
preparing for the congress so sympathetic ancl brilliant a welcome, have brought to
this work and the cause the aid of their high position, their authority, their
knowledge, experience, and indispensable moral assistance. This moral aid appears
to us more valuable as we dare to see in it the moral aid of France. What touches
us in the presence of tho chief magistrate who presides over the destinies of FrancB,
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in the words of a member of the Government, is not the expression of personal
sentim~nts of the Government. This expression bas certainly a higher nlne for ns.
But what gives it a lligber value for us is that we believe we recognize in the
expression the noble sentiments of the country they represent. Prison work-who
doubts itf-is not only a Government interest, a simple affair of justice or administration confined to the acthre and intelligent care of officials. It is before all a social
interest of the first order, which requires the combined aetion of all social force.,
private action along with official action, mutually supporting each other. We are
happily far from the times when it was believed that they honored Justice in representing her as cold aud impassive, the sword and balances in her hands, but the eyes
bandaged. This was the symbol of the impartiality and integrity of ideal justice,
too often illy justified by the facts-the bandage symbolizing better, perhaps, anoth er
quality of tbe justice of other times, of not seeing clearly in weighing tho fault, of
strikiug blindly and without discernment the guilty. Prison science, whose triumphant flight marks one of the great advances of humanity, has dethroned th is
cold, impassive, and blind justice. Recognizing the fallacy of combatiug crime by
severe punishment of the criminal, of mowing tares without rooting them up, has
changed completely the tactics of r epression. Endeavoring to ascertain and determine the causes an<l. the motives of crime, jt was soon perceived that responsibility
rests not alone with the author of the crime. It r, ·cognizes the complicity of hu man
nature and society, the necessity of a complete revolution in the methods of attack
and defense in the weapons of warfare. But at the same time, recogniziug the horror
of crime, the sentiment concerning the criminal is considerably modified.
"If the two noble truths, which have been classics for ages, always admired as
applied-that to prevent evil is better than to punish, and that justice does not
exclude charity; that even there can be no justice without charity, as there can be
no charity without justice-have not been discovered, there has been accompli ·b ed a
living principle of reform. Moreover, this powerful and fruitful movement is not due
to oflicial initiation, but to the awakening of public conscience by private act ion.
At the appeal of some choice spirits the huma n conscience has awakened from sleep.
where it was held in sef'ular routin e, and has ov erthrown the idol of a blind and
brutal justice and substituted a conception more noble and intelligeut.
''This conception, which we may consider as generally adopted, and which bas
ex:ercised a salutary influence on legislation and administration, is yet far from having obtained its full development. Aud it could not sustain itself if this generous
breath which gives it life comes to want, if it had no more vivifying beat than can
come alone from the public conscience, for it can not be denied it has above all multiplied th e questions and has singularly complicated the problem of justice, extended
more aud more the ground of study and the difficulties to solve. This cougre-·
proves this well, but at the same time it furnishes the proof that the more the tielcl is
externlec1, the more extended becomes the number and devotion of the workers. Our
beginnings have been v ery modest; but from London to Stockholm, from , t ockbolm to Rome, from Rome to St. Petersburg, the labors of the congress ham not only
gradnally extended themselves, but have received more and more the favor of crovernments an<1 publi c opinion. If death has deprived us of a number of our illu t rion
and <l eepJ,r lamented coworkers, others in iucrea ing numbers ba\·e taken their p lace-,
im;pire<l hy th eir ·pirit and d e votion. At the same time the horizon ofpri on c:ience
hai Px t oded , and th o con °-res, e , to which thi s prog ress is in part due, haYe kep up
wi t htb •acl\'an c·e. Ifprog r
bas compli cat dth e workofcongres·,itha ,I d are .y.
nnob] <l it. Th w Y fr om t. P t er ·bnrg to Paris marks an upward moYement- a
n w pro g-n •. s. Tbe on g-r . of P a ri will be distingni ·hed, we hope, by a pecia
soli ·itude fo r nn fo r tun at' anrl <l li nq n nt cl.dldren. Thanks to the more and mor
rer·ogni z ·~1 i111po1t UH·~ of t hi
uhj ct whi ch o enlists our sympathy, and than k to
t!1. t p c r11 •11<·~ at . t. l't>t · 1· h 1_11· r t he Int rirntional J>ri on Commi ion, on th p r op 1t 10_r1 of t l1 I.ii. ~,111~ 1l1•lega t1 11, b a r~1· o•rni z (l the ll <' C'e ity of r ·er\"in~ a pe i 1
t 1tm 1 ·vot cl •n tm:l ' t qu t ioo · re la tin g to hildbood. And thi will be t he
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honorable distinction of i he fifth congress, that it Las devoted itself mostly to that
section of humanity, which more than any other claims the strict application of the
principle that there is no justice without charity.
"llap-pily, if this congress has a. task more extended and more complicated, it will
be equal to the demand, thanks above all to the· moral aid, not only of the Government of France, of which we are already assured, but also of the nation, which 'bas
taken so consi<leralJle a 11art in the renaissance of the public conscience, in the generous and powerful movement which has created penitentiary science and ·which has
made penitentiary work the common work of all those who interest themselves for the
good of humanity. Belonging all of us to this humane section, which bas insensi'bly been given, it may be nnjustly, too high a place: we greet above all the adhesion, more and more marked, the cooperation, more and more cordial, of that other
humane sect.ion which interests itself in the triumph of charity. If peuitentiary
science i nclines more and more to accord to woi:nan a clist,iuct place, as it bas ttlready
accorded to cbildhoo<l, it must _have first of all the moral aid and cooperation of
woman in the study of the many questions relative to guilty and unfortunate women.
Thcsolntion of questions concerning children and other unfortunates will only be promoted with the cooperation of woman. The presence of so many distinguished
women in our midst as delegates antl of others in this meeting is a happy augnry,
promising that the cougr~ss of Paris will be a new step in our ascending mar ch.
"To obtain this n ew success it willbe only necessary to mai11tain the spfrit wbi~h
inspired our predecessors," recogniztng that our discussions and r esolutions are
powerless to solve the questions, except indirectly by the confidence they inspire and
the impulse they give to public opinion.
·
"This success is otherwise assnred us by the good preparation for our work.
"Mr. Minister, the words of high esteem you have addressed to the International
Commission are accepted uy us with all our hearts as a precious evidence of yom
kindness. Faithful to the mission it bas received from the Governments which bave
nnite<l to form it, it has prescribed the direction of the work. But for the preparation of this work the merit is due in a great p ar t to our worthy president, to the
employeeA of bis administration, wbo assi st Jtim, to the distinguished men who
bave responded to bis appeal to form a committee of organization, to the Societ6
Gen era1e des Prisons, and to all tLose Frenchmen or others who b y th eir l earned
l'eports have prepared tbe ground for the discussions. I will not insist with more
detail on their merit. Their presence and this place require discretion on m y part.
But I can not conclude without ex tending to all, and in the first place to our h0norary pre,-ident, the sincere and cordial homage and tribute of our appreciation for
the signal services ·they have reiidered to this congress and for their zeal and devotion to assure success.
"I keenly appreciate all that my words need to express my thoughts and the sentiments of my colleagues; but I console myself with the hope that this congress Ly
its works will offer homage which will be for you of more value than can come from
the words of the greatest orator."
The opening address of the honorary president and the above reply by ProfeRsor
Pols are given to show, respectively, the French and Dutch estimate of prison i;cience
so far as the addresses go . Their ideas also correspond well with the general ,sentiment l)revailing ju all countries among those who have made a study of penology or
havo Leen connected with prison reformatory or preventive administration.
The session adjourned on the conclusion of the address of Professor Pols, and the
foreign delegates, withdrawing to the grand salon of the Sorbonne, were ea.ch presented to Presillent Faure, who was surrounded by bis ministers, the president of the
Chamber, and foreign representatives. The delegations were received in the following order: Austria, the Grand Duchy_of Baden, Bavaria, Belgium, Denmark, Spain,
· the United StateR, Great Britain, Greece, Hungar_,,, Italy, Japan, the Duchy of
Luxembourg, Norway, Netherlands, Prussia, Ronmania, Russia, the Grand Duchy of
ED
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Saxony, Sweden, Switzerl::rnd, and \Vlirtemberg. Tho President had a 11leasaut word
for each member as he was presented. TLo Russian delegation was the most numerous, and was presented by M. Galkino-Vfraskoy, the chief of the Russian prison
administration.
On Monday, July 1, at 9 o'clock a . m., tho congress met in the amphitheater of
the -Sorbonne for organization. M. Pols nominated M. Duflos as president of tho
congress, which was unanimously approved. Thereupon M. Duflos addressed the congress as follows:
"LADIES AND GENTLEMEX: It is not my intention to delay yonr work by a long
address. You beard yesteruay the presentation in most admirable language, by the
highest authorities, of the general principles which inspire you in your discussions
and the highest thought which has given birth to the ma,gnificent work of the Iutern::itional Prison Congresses. I can not, however, fail to make the acknowlcclgment
une. I wish to tllank you for the high honor you have conferred upon me. I should
neYer daro to accept if I were not to bo supported by the powerful assistance of my
eminent colleagues, M. Beltmni-Scalia, M. Galkine-\Vraskoy, and Professor Pols.
Tbeir scientific labors, their brilliant r0lo in preceding reunions, assure to tho presidency, of which they are a part, a valued authority. The cordial sympathy "\Yith
which they havo honorc<l. me until now p ermits nio to hope I can guide '1ell the high
and formidable task you have confided to me. And in the meantime, since ;you ham
given me the right to spe:1k in your name, permit mo to r epeat to our foreign colleagues tho welcome of Paris and France. So imposing i::; the character of this
reunion, in which are mingled so many celebritie::; of both worlds, that I will be pardoned for rejoicing with all my heart in stating the general interest ,rhichis attached
to our work and the promptness with which our appeal is responded to. It is sufficient in the :presence of this assembly to affirm that the work of the Fifth International Prison Congress will be fruitful; that in a few da.ys, after wise discu sions,
yo11r resolutions, prepared. by profound studies, by contemplation of the most elevated
minus, will furnish to penology new light and many elements of progress.
"From the composition of your programme and tho remarkable preparatory
rnports, which will serve as the basis of your discussions, what appears clear is tho
eyer-increasing presence of the moral side of tho prison mission, tho neces ity of
preYcnting crime, tho science attacking resolutely tho source of evil1 re olutely
decided to repress vjgorously, when it is necessary, but considering, after all, repre-sion to bo tho worst. Repression is in effect au extreme means, which shoul<l be
ayoided as much as possible in working for the reformation of prisoners, in offering
tho means of rising again, and, above all, in arresting evil by tho thoughtfnl eJucation of unfortunate children whom penury or bad examples seem to devote to an
frregular anu depraved life.
·
"It is thus that questions relating to drunkenness, prostitution 1 and yagahondage
take in our programmes a place more and more important. It is thus that tho former
thinl section of the congress has been duplicated and that all which relates to chiltlhood has been made the subject of a special section.
"There is nothing, gentlemen, more l>eantiful1 nothing grander, than the spedacle
offered by your reunions.
"Is it not singularly moving to see those most distinguished intellectually ail<l
socially traYersing part of tho world and crossing oceans to come here to stntly
together the methods for decreasing in the world the amount of crime antl po...-erty.
which skeptics claim can not be reduce<l 1 in order to spare themselves the care of the
Btrng-glo and effort of inquiry.
"Yon apply your elves not only to scientific 11roblems to procure for the mind
mm1t delicate satisfaction you do not hesitate, when you trnly believe you ~cr,e
the c·n.n. e of 1lt1m::mity, to 0Ycrcomo the most natural repugnances and the
s
l ><•ifimat in<lignationfl.
'on combat crime; butwl.Jcn the criminal has been for 1:
11111
pro\'cutctl from further acts you consider it is neccs ary to protect him from
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himself, to dr:1w him away from his instincts, to lead him to the light, to truth,
to honor, to offer to d elinquent children a protecting hand which, if it must be
often severe, it need not be without pity.
"In a word, charity incites you as much as the care of social defense. It is charity
which elevates and which sustains your hearts while science guides yon.
"Honor, then, to charity and science. Such is the cry with which I propose to
open for you tho Fifth International Congress. Honor to charity and science! They
are indissolubly joined h ere. It is thanks to them that the work of progress and
peace will be realized. It is in them that we fraternize to-day."
This adu.ress was frequently applauded. M. Duflos then presented the nominations
of permanent officers of the congress made by the International Commission . The
warm applause which greeted each name as presented -witnessed, as stated by the
official journal, tho eminent services rendered by each to prison science. The congress
cordially adopted the recommendations. They are as follows:
P1·esfrlents.-M. Duflos, director-general of French prisou administration; M. Beltrani-Scali::t, councilor of state, Italy; M. Galkine-Wraskoy, director-general of
Russian priso n administration; .M. Pols, professor at tho Uuiversity of Utrecht.
Vicc-p1·esiclents.-Messrs. Brnunbehrens, Prussia; Holzknecht do Hort, Austr ia;
Laszlo, Hungary; Le Jenne, Belgium; Mal'ino, Spain; Pessina, Italy; Randall, United
Stn.tes; Ruggles-Brise, England; Wieselgren, Sweden, a,ml ,Vo:s:en, Norway.
For each of the four divisions there were presidents and eight to ten vice-presid ents . Gen. R. Brinkerhoff, of Ohio, was named as one of the vice-presidents of the
penal or second section.
Tho United States was re11resentetl in the Congress by Phillip vY. Ayres, Gen . R.
Brinkerhoff, Mr. Lawrence Poland, and Mr. H. C. Ranney, of Ohio; Maj. R. W.
McClaughry, of Illinois; Rev. Samnel Barrows, of Massachnsetts; Mr. Charlton T.
L ewis and Mr. Vv. M. F. Round, of New York; Rev. \V. M. Pettis, ofTennossee,and
Mr. C. D. Randall, of 1\1ichigan.
'I'he different States represented were Germany (Bacleu 1 Bavari a: Prussia, Saxony,
Hamburg), England, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Brazil, Chile, Denmark, Spain,
United States, France, Greece, Holland, Italy, Japan, Luxemburg, Nicaragua, Norway, Sweclen, Portugal, Roumania, Russia, Switzcriand, ·wurtem burg, and Argentina.
The largest foreign delegation was from Ru ssia, the official journal showing upwarcl
of thirty names. England was credited with twenty, while to the St. Petersburg
congress she sent no official representative. The United States had twelve, while there
was only one at St. Petersburg. Austria-Hungary had over twenty. Some countries
sent only one, but there were generally several from each. Some c1elegates represented
especially their governments, while others represented universities, patronage and l aw
societies, penal, reformatory, and preventive institutions, ministers of sta.te, the state
prison administrations, 1nison societies, etc. The American delegation was a representative oue. Prisons, reformatories, preventive institutions, and charities of the
United States were represented by those directly connected with their adminis tration. Mr. William Tallack, the clistinguished secretary of the Howard Association
of London, in a l etter from Paris to the Loudon Times, writes of this delegation as
follows:
''The American delegation at t his gath ering is numorons and Yery influential.
It is beaded by the veteran General Briukerhoft~ president of the National Prison
.Association of the United States, than whom, perhaps, no one in the ·western H emisphere has labored more s uccessfully for the organization of efforts for penal reform.
He is accompanied by his valued co1leagues Mr. W. M. F. Round and Mr. C. T. Lewis,
tbe chief moving spirits of the New York Prison Association, and by Mr. C. D. Randall, of Michigan, who has l ately rendered that State a model one in the diminution
of pnupel'ism and crime by means of a wisely administered system of boarding out
(placing in families by indenture or adoption) and by kindred men,sures of a,
r efo rmatory and preventive character, applied especially to dependent and ne~·l ected
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children. :Mr. Phillip Ayres and Mr. Poland, of the Cincinnati charities; Mr. Hey.
man, of New Orleans; Rev. Mr. Barrows, of Boston; Rev. Mr. Pett.is, of Tennessee;
Mr. H. C. Ranney, of Ohio, and General Norrish, of Minnesota, are other wellk11own Americaus present. Major McClaughry, ex-chief of police of Chicago and
uow superintendent, of the Illinois Reformatory, of nationa1 reputation, represented
his Stato at the congress. "
_
The International Prison Congress bolds its sessions abont once in five years.
There is a permanent commission composecl of one delegate from each country which
has given its adhesion · to the project, paying the amoimt required by the rul es to
meet expenses. This commission makes all preparations for tho congre1:,s, inclnuing
the maturing and publication of the 1wogrammo of qnestions for discnssion. These
questions in each congress differ from those of the preceding congress. The commission also request specialists in the various countries to prepare aud send reports
on one or more of these questions. These rerorts are printecl in pamphlet form i 11
the French language and are also put in book form. There were 240 of such reports
sent in, and they appear in six octavo volnmes of over 2,500 pages. These papers are
distributed among those who are to attend as delegates some months prior to the
opening and form the basis for the. discussions. Tltey cover a ,ville fieltl and embrace
many subjects of present interest. The value of these international prison co 11gresses lies very largely in these preliminary reports. They are generally written
very carefully, after considerable preparation, by those who are best informed on
the subjects treated. Because of this preparation they are more perfect in thought
and language than the discussions. The reports form a unique literature. The programme of questions established by the commission and afterwards reported on and
discussed is as follows:
SECTION

I.

PENAL LEGISLATION.

1. Shouhl the o:ffemler be held as a recidivist when be bas only repeated tbe fir t

offense i Should the increase of punishment be progressive for each 11ew relap:~!
2. Can transportation, in the broadest sense, be approved in a reasonable pnson
system; and if so, what is the special r6le it should occupy,
3. Cu.n positive effect be given to penal sentences rendered in another country ~
4. Does prei,;ent legislation provide sufficiently for indemnity from the offender to
the injured party f
5. Is there any way to maintain in penal legislation the threefold diviAion into
crimes, misdemeanors, and violations Y If answered in the negative: what simple
division can be made,
6. What are the precise facts which should be considered as constituting vagabondage and mendicity, Within what limits and by what means can they be
repressed,
7. What repressi·,e methods may be adopted against those who, by the aicl offal e
pretenses, induce yonug girls to leave their homes and betray them into prustitution !
8. For what violation of criminal law, under what conditions, an<l. to what extent
should iegislation provide for(a) A. system of admonitions or remonstrances addressed by the jndge to the
prisoner to take the place of conviction,
(b) A method for suspending sentence either by fine, imprisonment, or by other
disposition, in the discretion of the judge, but not applied to the prisoner so a to
rende-r him liable to a new conviction~
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II.

PENITENTIARY QDESTIONS.

1. Is there any way to generalize and unify the conditions of anthropometry and
to ascertain the· conditions u.rider which an agreement in this respect conl<l be
advised f
2. Could special regulations be applied to prisons for women quite different f_rom
those prescribed for prisons for men, which would apply to labor as well as to discipline arnl dietf ·
3. Would it be practicable to have a prison system in which work was not obligatory1 Is not labor in all prisons indispensable as an element of order, safety, moralization, and hygienef
4. Should convicts receive compensation for their labor, or would it be best that
the proceeds of their labor be used to cover the expenses for the support of all 1;>risoners of the same class, allowing, however, to each a stated portion of the proceeds
and 1Jestowing presents as a reward upon the most rneritoriof1s ~
5. In order to influence prisoners as much by hope as by fear, wouM it be proper
to bestow rewards frequently f
6. In what form and under wha.t conditions should disciplinary punishments 1Je
adjudged and applied l
7. In the interest of general discipline and the reformation of prisoners, should
the best or the worst be selected for the effort,
8. On what principle should the duration of punishment be estimated for those
convicted who are affected by menta1 alienation·:
(a) When they are confined in special asylums controlled by the prison administration f
(b) When the;r are transferred to insane asylums, properly so called f
9. Has the influence of physical ex ercise in the prison r egime been heretofore
snfficiently considered, with reforence to the classification of prisoners f
If answered ·iu the negative, what methods should be recommended Y
SECTION

Ill.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES. ,

1. What means can be used to prevent prisoners from squandering their earnings
on leaYing prison, and thus, finding themselves without resources, from relapsing
into crimef
2. How shoulcl schools and prison libraries be organized so that they may truly be
of service to the accused au cl to convicts f Is there any special way to put in the
b.an<ls of the prisoners periodical and other publications which would be particularly
a<l.~pted to them f
3. What measures may be talren, in the interest of social security, against irresponsible delinquents and against those whose responsibility is weakened when the
crime or misdemeanor is committed by mental feehleness or alienation f
4. Would not au unlimited imprisonment in workhouses, by administrative order
for adult vagabond reci11ivists, be preferable to limited convictions f
5. In a preventive view, what are the advantages of asylums for the curative
treatment of drunkards, and what are the results obtained in such establishments 1
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SECTION

IV.

(~UI~STIONS RELATIVE TO CHILDREN.

1. In refation to yonng boys, would it not be -well to <l.efer the limit of :penal
minority until tlio ago of military lin.bHity f It is necessary to understand by penal
minority tho periotl during whi ch ihe judge may acquit for want of discernment,
with tho privilege of sending the child to an institution for correctional ecluca.tion.
2. In what instances of forfeiture of parental rights would it be beneficial to substitute tho guarc1i::rnship of the State t
"\Voukl it b<> proper, under all circumstances, to confer upon the courts themsehcs
the rcs1)onsibility of deciding to whom the guardianship should be awarJ.ecl ~
3. Is there not a, -w-ay to substitute for tho unique typo of houses of correction a
series of a.ppropriate institutions for the diverse classes of minors, according to 11e11al
law an<.1 under <.lifferent names f
"\•loul<.1 it not especially be best to provide a, school of protection, an institution of
first degreo, for simple mendicants and abandoned children. ·what is the most efficient way to combat, with a preventive view, the menc1icity and yagabondage of
miuors~
4. What authority should have juriscliction over the condition of children guilty
of faults or violations f
F,or what reasons and upon what principles should these faults or violations render tllem liable to:
(a) Either a penal conviction and imprisonment in a penitentir.ry establishment,
so called~
(b) Or being place<.1 in a special correctional institution for vicious or undisciplined
, chilu.ren '?
,
(c) Or to be sent to au educational establishment provided for pupils placed under
tl10 guardianship of public authorityt
Sllonlcl the age of the children be the only consideration in their classification and
in determining their disposition f
(d) In accordance with what principles ancl following what process could children
committed to said institntions b e provisionally, conditionally, or definitely liberated 'i
(c) Unt1er what conditions shoulcl minors be considered as recidivists, aml what
consequences should follow them in this regard t
5. In establishments for young people, is it not necessary that a large place shoulll
bo assigned to reasonable physical training'?
6. ·would it not bo well to fix a minimum period during which minors should be
sent to correctional institutions, in accordance with penal law '?
Is it not proper to decide that in all cases where minors have been convicted they
should be sent until their majority, according to civil law, to an institution of penitentiary educa,tion '?
7. How and by whom should dependent or morally a,bandoned children be placed
in families after removal from reformatory institutions and be watched over 'i "\Vi thin
what limits wo,:tJ.d it be useful to employ for this purpose patronage societies'i
8. What method may b2 usec1 to prevent and repress the prostitution of minors 'i
Would it not be desirable that an understanding be had between the different tates
for the purpose of suppressing tho prostitution of young girls taken abroad and too
oft n surrendered to vices through the machinations of certain persons or certa.in
agencies
. These fluestions could not all receiYo like attention. Some attracted the greater
mtcm•. t, as shown in the preliminary reportg a.nu then in tho discussions .
.111. ,.:.e ·lion I the sulJj ects of hahitna.l offenclcrs, compensation 1.,y criminals to th e ir
-Vl tuns, 'a1rnl.ne-..
·
· 1s .rior prostttut1on,
•
·
• •
1·I b er t y
. ,,,
., , 1ne1'c11·
• c•incv
, ., , de coying
g1r
conihtional
ha con ulcrnl,le attention.
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In Section II the Bertillion system, prison discipline for women, prison labor,
rewards and punishments, and criminal insanity were discussed mostly.
In Section III aid to clischarge(l prisoners, prison schools and libraries, intemperance and inebriate nsylums were considered principally.
In Section IV parental responsibility, the forfeiture of parental rights, tho c]assification, supervision, and disposition of dependent and delinquent chil<lren were
warmly discussed and with probably more interest than -n-ero any of tho subjects in
the other divisions. Many of the ablest debaters and writers wero in this section,
, and in point of ability it was second to none.
It would b e impossible in this paper to give even an abstract of the <liscussions on
each subject. Some selections will be made from the discussions and preliminary
reports rcla.ting to some of the more jmportant questions of the programme.
The discussions were first in tlie four sections in separate rooms in the College of
Fran ce, in tho forenoon of each day. In tho afternoon tho sections united in a
general ass::mbly and, hearing the reports from the secreta,ries of the sessions,
rediscussed to a greater or less extent the resolutions adopted by the sections, and
adopted or modified th o conclusion reached by the sections. The reports of the sections were generally approved by tbe general assembly. These conclusions will be
given iu this report as finally adopted.
DISC"CSSIOKS AND PAPE TI S IN SECTION

I.

PENAL LEGISLATION.

Tho presi<l.ent of Section I w as M. Fuchs, prfrate counselor of finances and president of the Society of Patronage of the Grand Duchy of Baden. Ile was ably
supported by nine vice-presidents from Greece, Hamburg, Russia, Italy, Switzerland, Prussia,, Holland, and Austria and four most competent secretaries headed by
M. Robinquet, advocate for tho State council and the court of r.ppenils . There was
in this section a marked attendance of jurists, statesmen, magistrates of all grades,
professors of law, advo cates, etc., all of whom were most compet ent to discuss the
philosophy of penal law, the language and construction of statutes and the effects
of their application.
WRO ARE RECIDIVISTS f

.

The first question iu this section refers to the r ecidivist, a new word in penology
and especially so in the English language, and the question itself asks what constitutes one-whether r epeating ihe same offense makes him a. recidivist. Tho second
1,art of the question is whether the p enalty should increase with each offense. This
S!lhject in Enropo is of far greater importance than in America at present and has
conscquep.tly been more considered there and moro provision has been mane there to
prew.nt relapse into crime . The prison 1,opu]ation of Enrope is so largely made up
from old offenders that e-very effort is made to provide against the repetition of
crim e.
There were eleven reports submitted on this double question: two English, one
Spanish, one American, four French, one Greek, one Dutch, and one Italian.
In the discussion some of the moTe promin ent speakers held that where the first
offense was a grave one and a second was committed the person should l>e consi dered a
recidivist. By the second offense ho had shown himself to be dangerous to society.
In presence of t ho fact of the first crime he co uld not be considered as a first offender,
He is in decided revolt against the l aw, whatever be the diversity of his act~.
On the other hand, n, l ess nnmber of speakers favored the theory of special re cidivists, especially in tho case of minor offenses. Tboy claimed that fa w should be more
imlnlgent, reserYing its severity for the habitual cr imin al. Different members, and
especiall y the H:nssinns, took this view . In their opinion the concurrence of.similar
violat ious was not su fficient to place the offender in the state of recidivism, for this
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coucurrcuce might be arcicleutal. It is necessary tp.at among the diverse violations
there should ho not only a material identity, bnt above all they should be instigated
by the Aame moth•o; nml only then can it be sajd that the criminal instincts arc
deeply rooted in the clelinquent.
Another opinion wa,s presented relative to a di fferent class of professionals, who
renounce work and lfro at tho expense of others, and for whom crime is a profession.
All their actions are antisocial. These are without question special recidivists.
Th re wns an animatecl discussion on the point whether progressive increase of 11enalties should be obligatory on the judge. Some claimed the greatest btitutle for
the judge. On tbe other hand, it was claimed that the judge was too much influenced by limito<l importance of the case before him and did not consider sufficiently
the criminal tendencies reYcaled. It is important to limit the power of the jutlge
in a way to 1-irevent too many short sentences, which are the principal cause of recidivism. It is better to put 1,rofessional delinquents out of power to injure by eliminating them from society for a long periocl. A proper measnre against them is sentence on indeterminate sentence. Individual characters vary, ancl the judge ca,n
most properly determine the character of the prisoner by his antecedents, while the
bw can name tho number of convictions from which the offender can be named a
recidivist, or a professional. These were some of the various ideas presented on this
subject.
TRANSPORTATION.

The discussion of the second question in Section I, relative to transportation, was
somewhat spirited and interesting. This subject was before the congress of Stock-·
holm .and St. Petersburg. It was a surprise to the congress that the Russian delegates did not defeml the system-in fact, clh;approved of it in many respects-aIHl the
defense xested mainly with France, which adheres to the system in theory au d
practice.
M. Babinet, for France, defended it. He said that transportation was not a theory i
that it was a fact; that several nations had practiced it for a long time, and that it
has e11terell into the-ir systems of re11ression. He sai<l. that :France had transported
criminals for forty yews and desired to continue the system, which was irnpro~·i~g,
and that foreign delegates should not discourage the French administration m its
efforts in that direction.
The Italian members took no part in the discussion. Speaking for Germany,
Dr. Starke recalled the fact that at the beginning of the centnry Germany, wh~ch
he represented, had attempted to pnt transportation into practice in accordance w 1th
a convention with Russia. Since then it has definitely renounced the system, and
to colonize its African possessions will only haYc recourse to free emigration. But
the institution was violently and ably attacked by M. Prins, of Belgium. Ile claimed
that every people who had attempted to colonize with convicts had miserably failed,
notably France, in New Caledoniaandnuiana, amlRussiainSiberia. Only Engl and for
a time succeeded. Then the violent protests of the free colonists compelled the home
Government to discontinue the system, and Australia increased remarkably in prosperity. Besides, if transportation is to an unhealthy climate, it is to a slow death.
You can not send the dregs of the population to develop a colony. On the contrary,
if you send convicts to a healthy climate it is no more a punishment. It is a good
fortune, while it is a defiance to the honest people among whom they are sent. Why
place tbe -prison so far from home, so far from serious control~ \Yhy not follow
England, ancl organize transportation iu th~ interior, as at Portland, Portsmouth,
Chatham, and Parkhnrst'r Really transportation can on1y be employed to prepare a
new colony for emigration, ancl then wh n the country is prepare<l the convicts should
b~ withdrawn. It ran on1y be employed at great e;pense. A trnns1l.Ort coets seven
tim<·
· prison
·
. · mor tb•m
• a onv1· t 1u
an'1 bow an charitable and preventi ,·e work be
UH: r1,ora d in the system f
The system is not preveutiv of crime. The convict
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colony becomes the refuge of all classes who llave become compromised in the mother
country, an(l becomes a nursery of crime. It is wise, then, not to sacrifice all to transportation, which has too often been followed hy failure.
The surprise of the day came with the address of M. Spassovicz, of Russia. It
wns naturally expede<l. that the Russian delegates wonhl defend the system. For
some years a public sentiment has been create·d, iu America and Eng1arnl especially,
against Russia on account of Siberian exiles, an<l the idea has been fosteretl that
Russia was wedde<l to the system aml persisted in its continuance an<l a11 its alleged
cruelties. The intelligent student, howe,·er, in Rnssian affairs is aware that in the
past one hundred years DO country has made greater a,lvaDces than Rnssia in prison
reform, aml that DO country has more advancetl thinkers and workers in all phases
of penology than Russia. And among these 110 one is working more for the impro vement of the prison system of Russia in Europe and Asia than M. Galkine Wraskoy, ~
the able and humane chief of the Russian prison administration, who has been in
that position the past fifteen years. He has lately returned from a 1011g jonr11ey
through Siueria and is doing all that he can to do away with f::iiberian transportation, in which early success is expected.
M. Spassovicz began by stating that he was not hostile to t.ho principle of transportation. He considered the punishment as severe_, jntimidating, :111d an excellent
measure for the protection of societ~7 • On the other hand, he admitte<l the great
difficulty in removing from the convict all hope of returning to his own conntry.
This takes away an dement of r eform of the first or<1er. Russia to-day is in a
peculiar condition, which must lie com1i<lere<l. The nation has a<lvanc1·<l rapidly,
but has not re~tched its foll development. It was only in 186l that serfdom was
abolisl1ec1, and it was only in 186-1 that the judicial and administrative departments
were separate<l. It is to-day working thoroughly in prison reform. Until uow
transportation has above a11 been a means of removing diver:, rebellious elements
from its midst. It has been applied to political, r eligions, and eveu rnnnicipal
causes. It is certain that the institution shoul<l be radically r eformed. But uef,,re
that is done another duty is encountered an<l that is the reform of prisons. Everywhere in Russia they are in a deplorable condition, and there must l,ie prisons uefore
transportation is discontinued. Following the leaJ. of M. Spassovicz, M. Drill, law
conusel to the min ister of jnstice of Russia, M. Fonitzky, a<lvocate-generaJ, f the
court of appeals of Russia, and M. Woulfert, professor in tl..te Military Academy,
Russia, attacked the institution Hself. They said that douutles9 transportation in
theory was an i deal _penalty,· but its practice demonstrated. that it l'Onl<l not be
organized, that it was decidedly corn1enrned, and that in fifteen years there have
ueen three movements for its auolition. The effort attempted in tho lt:1Inntl of Sakhalien nee<l not be taken into account. Its snccess coul<l uot remove tlw discouraging resnlts from the experience of centuries. It is time to break with the past
and to a.Landon a system of repression which has protluced nothing, and. to return
to that of imprisonment.
The addresses of the Russian members showed a freedom of speech that is not
usually credited to their country. They di<l not h esitate to attack a s~·stem of their
country which for centuries bas ueen interwoven in their criminal, religious, a11d
political system . The total abolition of transportation may 1)0 looked for in Russia
a long time before we shall see France abandon it1 but not until prisons are matle
or reuuilt for their criminal popnlation.
Left alone to defend the system, the :French members came to the r escue. M. Pf,tit,
one of the ablest counselors of the court of appeals 1 favore1l the system. He <'laime<l
that every State had a right to use its distant possessions in accor<l.ance with its
interests. A people that does not wish to Fmhrnit itself to the system of prolonge<l
cellular detention bas a right to set apart a portion of their colo11ial territory for
long contlncment for great criminalt:1 an<l in corrigiu les. They cau ill this way protect
themselves from recidivists and at the same time the colony can r eceive an element
ED
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for its de,·elopment, if watche<l with care, so that it does not become troublesome to
the honest population; that it was worthy of remark that New Cale<lonfa had 110,;-er
protested against the 1nesonco of convicts, and tlrnt at tho colonial congress of1890
only asked for new measures favorable to tho colonists; that if the l)enalty is sc,;-cre
it is repressive. It is necessary that work should be obligatory :.m<l severe, and that
for tho interest of the colony tho t1isciplino 8hould be extremely rigorous. Kew
offenses should be puni8he~l by cellular imprisonment for an imleterminato time.
The punishment should be reformatory, and to moral instruction tho religious shonlcl
be ndded. Tho convict, so far removed. from tho scene of his crime, should bo moro
accessible to goocl influences. Ho is cncour:1gocl in his efforts by successin mitigatio:us, which n,fter a ,,,-hilo 11ill lead to conditional liberation, first provisional and
then dofi.nito, so th11t ho may become a new man. Fiun1ly, ho is to be allowed, at a
day fixed, to bo restored to his family. How, then, can it be doubtecl that transportation sho11ld not take its place in n, rational system of repression 7
Tho defense of the system was continued by Professor Leveille, known :is :m ardent
and indomitable French advocate of transportation. Ho had studied the system in
tho prisons of Guiana, and at tho end of tho Trans-Caspian Railroad. The time limit
for the discussion was too brief for so great a snbject, but he treated it, however, Tcry
]1appi1y. Transportation, be said, had two virtues-it permits wOTk in the open air
and it does not exhaust the conv-ict, and in the meantime it nts him for free life.
It compriscH, then, punishment and redemption of the fallen man. Consequently it
has n. striking superiority o,er tho ordinary prison, which punishes but breaks np the
family, cloclasscs tho convict, and <lrives him fatally to recidiYism. \Vhilo thc juil
produces 95 recidivists out of 100 discharged, and the prison 50 in 100, transportation
supplies only 5 in 100. Aro not these :figures eloquent f Ab an cloning general considerations, one may engage in rofutil1g tho objections which are without cessation
brought against transportation and strive to do jnstico to the legends with which
transportation is su:rrounclod. It is truo that certain l)ooplo condemn transportation, but in truth practice it by incliroct methods, snch as throwing their discharged
conYicts upon other nations, forcing them by incliEect means to lea Yo tho couutrr1or
generously facilitating their omigmtion.
It is oqnally true that tho states which have maintained it, as France and Russia,
have met with repeated failures. So far as Franco is concerned, these failures arc
duo not to the institution itself, but either to errors in tho law or mistakes in cxc·
outing tho law. Tho law of 1850 was imporntirn because of requiring labor of
political convicts. Tho law of 1885 on banishment conlll only end in miscarria"c.
It saw creatures exhausted by life in 1nisons on tho Continent and had not cl:1rc 1l to
clourly imposo tho obligations of bbor, and had left to e:s:ist in an equivocal con·
clition tho conYicts who considere(l themsoh·es as free laborers. Finally, there wa
not enough daring to l>re:ik tho tio which held. tho prisoner to his country, a.nu it
mn,intained in him tho sentiment of return. On tho contrary, the law of 185-! on
transportation was remarkn,bly constructed. It containe<l iu embryo two fruitful
ideas, that which strengthens the llenalty n,nd that which assists the prisoner of
merit, elevates him, and gradually transforms him to a free man. But not until
late]y has this ]aw been tnrne<l to account, which is realJy the chef cl'ceuvrc of leg'..:lation. Tho penalty has been cnoryated by oxcessirn indulgence, anu. there i th
attraction to tho criminals of New Caledonia. Desitlos, from their embarkation,
before atonement, the conYicts "·ero surrendered. to speculators at a low price r
eYen grn.tuitons]y. "\Ye understand from this why tho enforcement of labor h ·
lJeen t ,ch]o an<l tho support of tho men has weighed so hca,ily on tho budget oft e
tato. But the o abuses have Leen ·bo"\\n aucl no longer xist. Recently a<lmin ' trati,o r gulations haYo rriyen to tho p enalty it real character and. h:110 arr
Hlcgal tra/Jic. On tho other lrnncl, tho revision of tho penal codo suppres eel tran portation for political offen, s, ant1 tho penalty of bani hm nt i':l streng-thc11cd, t
1:rn· of 1 -1 i maintained
Then a happy innovation has been admitted; Yolun a
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transportation is authorized, which permits the a<lmihistration to allow the convict.
his choice between imprisonment nit home or trnnsport::ttiou to the colony. li'in:1lly,
to prevent the return of past abu~es, it is proposed to establish a superior council of
colonial punishments, which will supervise the exe.cution of distant penalties.
As to Russia, it shoul<l. definitely relieve_itself of nll forms of transportation which
haYe become odious to the nation and retain only transportation for crimes nit common la,w called katorga. It im11lies the obligation, of work, without which neither
repression nor colonization are possible. It corresponds directly to our penalty of
forced la,bor, and for fi,fteen years it has been applied with success in the isbnd of
Saghalien. It is not proposed to abolish it, but to extend it, and the new project
of tho penal codo of Russia formally favors it. Perhaps it ,,ould be humane to·
imifate on our part tho Russians, who, from tho first, permit _tho family of tho condemne<.1 to follow tho convict into exile. At all ovent~, it is remarkable that, proceeding separately, the Russians and French as to transportation encl ,dth the same
conclusions.
M. \Villems, delegate of the French minister of the colonies, said that notwithstanding assertions to tho contrary, penal labor could be made productive. Employment of convicts in Algeria under the direction of the military a,uthoritjr has been·
productive.
M. the Pastor Arboux, chaplain of Seine prisons, insistecl with much emotion on
tho necessity, in a social point of view, to practice the system of riddance in regard
to criminals by profession. They were not satisfied to be a, scourge only, but applied
themselves in alldition, with perversity, to educate young criminals by detestuble
teaclling, The person who issues from prison, even a cellular prison, is not for that
reason restore<l.. In -this point of view transportation is most favontblo to the
reforma;tion of criminals; above a,ll, if it i~ organized solidly on moral and religious
educa,tion.
After this spirited <l.isc.ussion the conclusion was aclopte<l. as found herein, and, on
comparison with tho conclusion at Stockholm on tho same subject, it will bo found
that the congress of Paris was the more favorable of tho two to transportation.
Thin conclusion was doubtlessly affected by a, sentiment of courtesy to France as the
h6st of tho congress.
The question was discussed considerably in the general meeting in the Sorbonne,
in which many took part. At this time M. Foinitzky, professor in the Univeraity of
St. Petersburg, who has publishecl an able w-ork on transportation, too).( prominent
part in the discussion, presenting this resolution:
"The congress, approving the efforts to ameliorate the methocls of transportation
as a, 11eualty and as a measure of protection to society, finds that the present condition docs not present sufficient data for a definite and uniform solution.n
This was not adopteu.
The attention of his excellency M. Galkine-vVraskoy, tho chief of the Russian
prison system, having been called to an illustrated a,rticle in the Mondo Illustro on
tho islan<.1 of Saghalie11, ho stated that the information therein was a.bsolntely
authentic, and added that it was entirely true that tbe results obtained in tho isla.ncl
of Saghalion were most encouraging. That the island is inhabited only by those
con<lcmnecl to exile. They undergo imprisonment with hard labor in view of colonization. In Siberia, on tho contrary, more cliverso elements arc combined. Labor
is not require<l. of all the <loported. "I have the right to say," added he, "that our
efforts in Sagbalicn have succeeded."
M. Fonitzky inquire<l. of M. vVraskoy whether for some years there has not been
a plan elaborated in Russia for the suppression of transportation.
His excellency replied affirmatively, but added that it related to transportation to
Siberia, whore labor is not organized, wbilo in the island of Saghalien, as he had
already rcm::nked, forced fabor was rigorously practiced. This view from tho head
of tho Russian prison system showing that Siberian exile was to be discontinued,
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and Saghalien was to be the great and distant prison of Russia, is an important one
to know. The article referre<l to stated there were25,000convicts then in Saghalien
and 80 colonists, that all industries were represented, and that already 2,000/)()()
tons of grain ancl 8,000,000 tons of potatoes had been produced.
Among the preliminary reports to the congress on transportation was one by
M. N. S. Taganitzew, councilor of the court of appeals, professor of the law school of
St. Peters burg, honorary member of the University of St. Peters burg aud of St. Wladimir at Kiew. He was the only Russian writing on the question submitte<l who advocated transportation. His report contains a brief history of the rise of transportation and somewhat of its present condition. Without making ' extracts from his
argument, his conclusions are given as follows:
"1. Colonization and transportation, united with imprisonment at hard labor,
and in some cases separately applied, examined in the abstract unite the essential
conditions of punishment and respond perfectly to the purpose8 of intimidation,
safety, and correction. This is why it should not be excluded from the common
system of penal measures in use at this time.
"2. But as the practical applicat.ion of transportation, as shown by historical
experience, presents everywhere serious difficulties, it can only be recommended for
states o:lferiug convenient conditions, and to.a limited extent.
'' 3. It would be desirable" (a) That transportation be maintained in countries which possess properterritory for its application; above all, if snch countries do not believe it possible to
secure penal repression by imprisonment.
'' ( b) That transportation is not a general measure extending to a great number of
crimina.ls, without regard to individual qualities, but that it should be ordered conformauly to their physical and moral fitness for colonization."
The jurisprudence society of St. Petersburg is one of high rank, and took a prominent position through its members attending the fourth International Prison Congress in St. Petersburg. They presented quite a number of reports at that congre ,
and they were of the highest merit, taking the ]1ighest and most intelligent positionin prison science. It seems that the paper of M. Taganitzew was presented to the
Jaw society before the congress met ancl that society entered its protest again t
the position taken by tbe writer. The commission of the society, having heard the
paper rea<l, made the following report:
"1. That the signification of transportation as a penalty in an abstract idPa and
without regard to experience is unanimously recognized by Russian jurists in the
same sense as presented by Professor Tagauitzew.
"2. That, on the contrary, as to the practical application of transportation there
are differences of opinion, ancl to the optimism of the report this society appo es a
negatiYe opinion, considering that it is doubtful whether there can be a rational
organization of transportation in Russia, where for three hundred years it has e:ri ted
au<l bas not succeeded in strongly establishing itself.
"3. Yet in the meantime we must accept transportation as necessary (always with
the restrictions named by M. Taganitzew) in presence of the faults of prison organization; for of the two evils-a bad prison and bad transportation-the former is endently the greatest, and at the same time it need not be forgotten that even the
existence of transportation need not check the improvement of the prison sy t~m. •
M. Taganitzew says oftbe pre ent state oftram1portation:
"The want of enough prii::ons in il,eria for convicts was the cause, in 1879, of the
pnhlication of provi ional regulations restraining transportation to Siberia to Cl:!rtain cla ses of criminals. Tlia convict who were not transported finished their
punishment in local priaons provided for that purpose. Bnt sojourn in these pri on
without lnhor and witbont any clas ification among criminals took a.way the ri~or
f pnni hm nt, making the pri on a ntir ery of vice. Aud on the other baud the
·rowtl d 1 C"al prition , without sanitary condition , rai ed the 'death rate to an
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incredible :figure, so that in 1880 transportation was reestablished on -its former
basis. At the present time the principal kinds of transportation are transportation
wtth forced labor and transportation to the colonies for colonizing purposes. Forced
labor is of two kinds: Sojourn in the islands with work for the State an<l sojourn in
the colony. This is acc.omplisbed partly ln Siberia and partly in the island of
Saghalicn since 1879, which forms a kind of colony for transportation. The island
for administrative pnrposes is divi!.~ed into three parts. At the head is the governor,
while at the head of each division is a commander. The director of the principal
prison is president of the administration, which bas cognizance of all civil and criminal affairs of small importance. Those of the most importance are passed on hy the
muritirue court <:f the division. In 1882, to aid in the installation of the transports,
women condemned to hard la,bor were sent to Saghalien. The principal work of the
convicts consists in opening roads through the vast forests which cover the island,
in the construction of bridges, stations, embankments, etc. To this should Le added
the establishment of telegraphic communications with the continent, the construction of a fort at Alexandrovsk, erecting Luildings, steam mills, sawmills, foundries,
salt works, and important work in the coal mines at Douet. In 1894 large companies of convicts were sent into the province of Amour to work on the Oussouri
Railroad.
"Convicts are employed in clearing up the land and for raising crops; but rural
economy an<l the raising of cattle do not supply tlie wants of the prisoners, and provisions are received from Odessa, in the region of the Amonr.
According to law the convicts, during their imprisonment, are divided into two
classes: Those who are under ouservation and those who are in the way of reform.
In the first class the convicts, in accordance with their pnnh;bment, are oblige<l to
-pass from one to eight years. Then, if they ghe some liope of amendment b~ their
submission to the administration, by their temperance arnl tlieir prwlence, by their
propriety and. application to work, they will pass into tho second cla1,s. At the
entl of one ~to three years they can receive pt~rmissiou to live ont of the prison, to
build honses with material furnished by the State, to have money, and to marry.
During the continuance of forced labor one-tenth of the earnings belongs to the convict. At the encl of this period the convicts pass into the colony, except tl1ose who
are sentenced for au indeterminate period, and they can not become colonists mH.ler
twenty years.
For further information relative to Siberian tra.nsportation reference is made to
the interview with M. Komorsky, inspector-general of Siberian prisons, in the
report of the St. Petersburg International Prison Congress, published by the United
States Bureau of Education.
INDEMNITY FOR THE INJURED PARTY.

The question relating to indemnity to the injured party l!Y the criminal was discussed in six preliminary reports and in the congress. There is a great variety of
circumstances where the criminal has injnre<l his victim, depriving him in whole or
in part of the n,bility to support himself and family. The victim in some cases has died
from his injuries and has left a family for public or private cbarity to maintain.
A tmit for pri vato dama.ges in a few cases will bring relief, Lut in most the jnclgmeut
conl,l not be collected, a!'! poverty and crime are generally associated. As one of the
speakers in the congress sai<l., "poverty and crime are two unfortnnat,e sisters who
always travel hancl in hand together." The dhwussions developed no remedy for all
cases. That wonl<l have b een impossible. Simpler remedies by legal process were
recommernle<l aud State assis tance suggested without approYal. Where the offender
has no means to pay indemnity the injnre<l or his family mnst snffer. With the hope
that furtberlight might be thrown npou the difficult problem, it was referred in tl.te
conclus:ous to tbe 11ext Inter11a,tional Prison Co11gress .
.Awong the preliminary reports on this subject was an able one by Mme. Dr, Lydia
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Poet, the distinguished lady advocate of Italy. The following conclusions were presented in her paper:
"1. There should be secured to tho victim of the crime a, special lien on tho property of the delinquent, and that attachment should issue in his fayor at the sa,me time
as the warrant for arrest.
"2. That for certain crimes which do not disturb the social order there should be
imposed, instead of imprisonment for a short term, the payment of damages by the
solvent delinquent, and for others the obligation to labor in establishments, an<l. that
the pay of the prisoner in whole or in part be allowed for indemnity to the victim
m1til the debt bo extinguished.
"3. That in countries where it is authorized for certaiu crimes the accused should
not be allowed the suspension of senten~e until he has proved that he has compensated the injured party.
"4. That the pay of the prisoner be employed. to repair the wrong by indemnifying
first the Yictim an<l in paying the expenses of his support by the administration, an<l.
that only after tha,t he be allowed to dispose of his earnings freely.
"5. That it should not be possible for the prisoner to obtain his pardon or conditional liberation in countries where such practices prevail, and that he be not allowed
to bo rehabilitated if he can not show he has indemnified his victim fully/'
Ouo of the preliminary reports was by M. Zucker, professor of criminal law at
Prague. He presents the phases of the question at length, and ends with these conclusions:
'' 1. Penal law should, more than heretofore, take into account the indemnity <l.ue
the injured party.
"2. The public minister should have the right ex officio and info1·mally to orJer
assessment of damages in favor of the injured party.
"3. The party injured shouhl have a lien on the real estate and a first lien upon the
personal property of the guilty party, to date from his discharge, so that the guilty
will not have time to dispose of his property.
"4. The judge will decide what proportion of the receipts of the prisoner for labor
in prison wiJI be paid to tho injured. party for indemnity that is due him."
In his proliminary repurt on this question M. P. Armengol Y. Comet, magistrate
etc., a.t Barcelona, says:
"1. The provisions of law which prevail in our times are insufficient in practice
to ouable the victim of the offense to obtain indemnity. To obtain indemnity it is
necess:::try that in criminal trials the court should determine the amount that the con·
tlcmned should pay to the victim or his heirs, and to realize the same should issue
a process against the person considered as responsible, as receiver or accomplice, to
proceecl to seize his property, personal and real.
"2. On pronouncing judgment, if the condemned is solvent, enough of his goods
wm be sold to realize the funds necessary to pay the judgment.
"3. If the condcmneu. is insolvent, the damages will be paid out of the treasury of
:fines which shall be created by tho minister of justice. All fines shall go into this
treasury, and the state shall be reimbursed by tho receipts for the prisoner's labor.''
This last suggestion is a novel one, but will seldom, if over, be put into practice.
:M. Prins, inspector-general of the prisons of Belgium, was the author of a lengthy
preliminary report iu which be treated the subject historically and philosophically.
He showed that proceedings for civil damages were provided in most ancient tim es
by the Greeks and Romaus and other ancient nations .
"In England, ' he says, "the system of indemnity, u.ue to Germanic cultnre,
o.·i ·ted until after tho • Torman inyasion. It then rcccincl a, pecial form of appliation thanks to tho organiza.tion of guilds, tithings, ancl hundreds, associa.tion ~
r spou il>lo for tho on<lu ·t of their mem 1,ers."
'· Iu · rau c , in former tirn s, tho triumph of ab olut monar •by rapidly marked
th 1wnal ·y t m with it strong imprint aucl made th clement of puhlic rights
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prevail over private rights. In the meantime the only legislative monument worthy
of aitention, the only genernl penal law before the revolution-the criminal code of
1670-maintained the distinction between public and private offenses, public prosecution and private complaint. It decided that in case of capital offenses the prosecution will take place notwithstanding the transactions of the parties, while in other
cases, in matter of blows without serious injuries~light misdemeanors-if tho parties
settle for the injuries there will bo no prosecution and the settlement will be
enforced. Thus even under Louis XIV it appeared oppressive to prosecute in the
abstract i:riterests of society when the private interest had decl:i:red itself satisfied.
,:But modern penal law bas reverse<l. the more ancient rule giving preference to
the public prosecution in tho interest of all.';
In remedies proposed, M. Prins :finds little difficulty in securing indemnity from
the solvent offender, but to collect from the insolvent becomes n, serious 1woblem.
He proposes that for light offenses public order will bo sufficiently proteded by a
conviction, with- sentence suspended, conditioned on the obligation to repair the
damage done. If the offender pays the a,mount fixed by the court within the time
named in the judgment, then imprisonment will be avoided.
]?or gra.ver offenses he proposes punishment by imprisonment for a stated time, to
be followed by conditional libemtion under the reservation to pay in a time namecl
the damages assessed by tho court. In case of failure to l)ay reimprisonment for the
full time is to follow.
Though no remedy has been cliscoverell which will be effective in all cases, and
none will be, yet the subject is one worthy the attention of the American legislator,
who, it is possible, may be able to secure the injured party fnrtber protection than
be can now obtain through civil process alone for private damages.
CO:;,\-IPENSATION FOR PRISON LABOR.

The fourth question of Section II is one that has long been considered by the practical 11enologist: Has the prisoner a right to compensation for laborf This had a
lengthy discussion in the section and in the general assembly. There were eleven preliminary reports from a great diversity of countries. M . Stevens, of Belgium, claimed
that the prisoner owed his services to the State, and that the State owed in its turn
remuneration to the prisoner. By dividing the pay into disposable and reservable
tho prisoner bas a notion of saving. In paying by the piece and not by the day
there is established between the convicts a classification. The disposable part of
his pay can l~e used in ameliorating bis regimen and the part reserved will assist in
his restoration on leaving the prison. M. Cremieux called the attention of the congress to the fact that the French code (article 41) admits explicitly the right to compensation for those sentenceLl to correctional punishment in these words: "1'he
proc.lucts of the work of each prisoner under correctional punishment shall be applied
partly to the common expenses of the prisoners." The majority of the section, however, held that the prisoner had no right to compensation. M. Puibaraud considered
that the prison could only care for itself, as the expenses were large and the receipts
unimportant. In the general assembly the sentiment was divi<led, but all agreed
that it was indispensable for the g ood government of the prison that the efforts of
the prisoner sboul-<l be recognized by compensation or gratuity for labor; that prison
work, to 1,e reformatory, should be paid. Several of the most prominent speakers
argued that the prison labor imposed was an element of the punishment as much as
the imprisonment, a,nd that if we admitted the convict had a right to a salary it
woul<l not be going far to recognize be had a right to indemnity for being placed in
prison. Labor is a confiscation of the energies as imprisonment is a confiscation of
liberty. If be has a right to a salary, then be could require that be should be paid
in proportion to his work. There should be rewards for work. The State in grnnt~
ing tbem does a liberal act, but does not execute an o1)1igation, an<l tllis is the substance of the conclusion of the section as indorsed by the general assembly.
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This question has more importance in Europe, where m many prisons a, small payment is made or reward given, than in America, where the practice is quite limited.
CUSTODY OF PRISONERS' EARNINGS.

Question 1 of the second section, important in Europe, but of less consequence
here, f'licited much attention from the congress: Should the discharged convict control his earnings V There were ten preliminary reports; from Russia, Italy, Swedeu,
Switzerland, Norway, England, and France. AU speakers deplored the squanclering of their earnings by discharged prisoners.- Three systems were presented. The
first was obligatory patronage. This is s11ccessfully operated in the Granu Duchy
of 'Baden. In Belgium another system is) adopted. There the burgomaster of the
p!ace where the discharged convict has his residence has charge of the earnings
where they exceed 70 francs. If below that amount he can spend it freely. Ifa
patronage society exists in the place it ii; to have preference in the disposition of the
money.
A third system is one which authorizes the discharged, with the approval of the
administration, t~ choose a patron, who shall receive and disburse the earnings.
Each system had its ad,ocates. Several warmly indorsed the plan of intrusting
the funds for disbursement to postal savings banks, claiming they could better regu1::tte the time and amounfa of payments. It was objected thn,t the distribution would
be automatic and not re: ormatory. It was urged that the sending part of their earnings to their families should be encouraged. The conclusions show that by some
of tho methods named there should be a trustee for the disbursements of the savings of the discharged prisoner.
THE PRIF!ONS IN THE UNITED STATES,

Tbe discussions in the sections and general assembly continued nine days and covered substantially all the questions of the programme of the congress. Tbe American delega1ion was divided in its attendance at the various sections and attencled
together the general sessions in the amphitheater of the Sorbonne, occasionally taking part in the discussions in the sections and general aAsembly. The American
de]egation had organized by making the veteran penologist, Gen. R. Brinkerhoff, of
Ohio, its chairman, and the Rev. Samuel Barrows, of Massachusetts, secretary. The
dekgation hau freqneut meetings to decide on the vn.rious questions which came
l>eforo it iu reference to tlie congress. It was deemed proper tha.t some one of the delegation should present l>riefiy before the general assembly a statement of the present
condition of the prison systems in the 1:nited States, and General Brinkerhoff was
considered a very proper person to do this. His address before the w,ueral assembly
is hero given in full:
"Mr. PRESJDEXT, LADIES, AND GENTLEMEN : The secretary-general of the congress,
Dr. Gnillanme, has requested me to gh-e, in behalf of the American delegation, an
abstract of the special reformatory methods in our countrr, and particnlarly the
Elmira i:;ystem, which i::1 being adopted in our States. It is interesting to notice that
the three great prison systems of the world have their origin in America.
"l. The cellular or Pennsylvania system, which has been so eloquently defended
in this congress, and which has been ·o largely developed in Europe, was first illtroduce<l in Ph iln.delpl.Jia. sixty years ago. This system still prevails there and i
admini:;terecl iu au able manner, but it has been abandoned in all other pri on of
onr country. ,ve do not bclie,e in it except for prisoners :1waiting trial or in other
exc-eptional cases.
"2. Tha r tern for work in ·ommon during the day an<l cellular separation at
night bad it~ origin in the State pri ·on at .Auburn, J . Y., fifty ye::i.rs a.go. Thi:- ·ystem
is Ht'.h tantin11 • 1mh-er ·al in ~\m ricn. for prisoners condemned for~ term of year !
for 11t•, auil for rcc-i<livi-.t,i and incorrigibl .
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"3. The Elmira system is base<l on indeterminate sentence and conditional liberation. This liberation is known by the term of 'conditional discharge,' and is
obtained by a system of good or bad marks and a pro:;ressive classification. It is
only applied to adults under 30 years of age and to those convicted for the first
offense. This system was first introduce<l at ·Elmira in 1876 under the administration
of that prince of prison science, Mr. Z. R. Brockway, an cl the results ol>taine<l have
been highly satisfactory, and results, after all, are the only proofs of the excellence
of a system.
"The Elmira prison contains 1,200 prisoners, which i s 400 more than a reformatory shouhl have. In the last six years the prison has had on nu average over 800
prisoners. It ;has been shown after a conscientious examination that 82 out of each
100 discharged prisoners h ave become honest and respectable citizens.
"The prisons of the United States compare favorably with those of Europe. In
the treatment of prisoners serving out short sentences, the arrested awaiting trial,
and discharged prisoners, England and Ireland are in advance of us; bnt in other
respects we do not fear comparison, and in some we are in the advance. In Europe
,, intimidation and repression seem to be dominating ideas towanl the criminal cbsses;
with us they are reform and prevention. We have repudiated the idea of l ex talionis. In the time of Moses, under the conditions then existing, this system may
have been better; but to-day we live inspired by the lessons of the Divine Kazarenc,
who said that love and not h ate should be onr guide. In onr work wHh criminals
we have in view the protection of society, but all punislnne11t inflicted. on a prisouer
for other motives is considered as a wrong against tbe natnral rights of man. , ve
believe in intimidation if that alone can protect society. In the State of Ohio if a
man is condemned. for the third time we consider him as an habitual criminal and
sentence him for life. For incorrigible drunkards we have enacted a law giving the
judge authority for the fir st offense to sentence in his <fo;cretion; for the second the
p enalty is double the first, for the third double tho second, and for tha fourth imprisonment for three years, wi 1;h the privilege of conditional liberation in case of goocl
conduct. Finally, we believe that reform and prevention are the means to employ
to reduce crime.
' ' For criminal minors we have reformatories, generaJly called indnstrial schools,
from whence they go out and may become, on the average, as good citizens as those
who go from the common schools. But above all we believe that it is our duty to g ive
to our children in the public schools an education which trains tlle ban<l and h eart
as well as the head. The State should add. to each public school a kiudergarteu for
children below 6 years of age. Do this and the number of criminals, which
increases in all countries, will greatly diminish and we will enter a better era in the
history of the world."
The address was very cordially ap-plauded.
The R ev. Samuel Barrows, an American official d elegate, addressed the general
assembly and presented some interesting details on the probation system in oper:1tion in his country, which is the origin of the conditional sentence system in Yogue
in Europe. The idea d ates from 1870 in the State of Massachusc>tts, where they
adqpted the plan to r elease certain prison ern conditionally on the request of persons
who interested themselves in their behalf. Iu 1878 the State took the place of these
petitioners and enacte<l a law provi<ling for a special officer attached to tho city and
town courts, who was named by the president of the court and paid out of the
public treasnry. They are known as "probation officers." They make an inqniry
when a person is arTested as to his antecedents and his family, his occupation, which
inquiry is made rather in the spirit of charity. WhPn the in vestigation is h eld the
trial takes place and the judgmen t js pronounced. 'I'he sentence can be pronounced
at the expiration of the probation, or even b efore. The officer is a true assistant
to his protcge, th e prisoner. This system is cxten<lecl to hauitnal ,lrunkards. Tl1e
results have heen es:cell cnt, not only in Amcric:a, lint i II Belgium, where the number
of conditionally convicted reciuivists has fallen to 3 iu 100. '
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Mr. Heyman, Mr. Ayres, and Mr. Poland, of the United States delegation, spoke at
different times in Section IV, taking advanced grounds in reference to the better
methods for tho protection of children.
Mr. Ranc1all, one of the United States official delegates, had presentell to the congress a preliminary report on the subject of the "Forfeiture of parental rights,"
especially relating to the practice iu England and America in the coiirts, showing tho
general rule aclopted in both countries. The subject is one of grc:1t interest in all
countries, and has been considerably discussed in the Societ6 Gen6r:1le des Prisons
- of France and in the Senate and IJouse of Depuiies of that country. Some extracts
will be made from the report in the discussions of the fourth division.
THE CHILD RE~.

As stated in one of t110 opening addresses of tho congress, tho commission, recognizing the special importance of problems relating to dependent and. delinquent
children, had added a new section to the programme, to be known as Section IY,
relating entirely to children. Tho great interest iu this department is shown by the
n.um ber of prelimina-ry reports, eighty in all, and more than in any other section.
Among tho writers were some of the most accomplished and celebrated specialists.
Tho names of Bonje:1n 1 Beltrnni-Scalia, Rouselle, Moldenhauer, Voisin, and Joly aro
mentioned as known to the writ~r, and there were many others equally distinguished.
It is more and more recognized that the most fruitful field for prison reform lies in
preventing pauperism and crime by tho care and education of e:s:posed dependent
::md delinquent children. In that field there is always hope. The reform of prisoners, the supervision of discharged prisoners by patronage societies, aro excellent
works in their way and will always be necessary, for thero always will be criminal~.
But the· highest social science is to keep the prison population clown to the lowest
number by preventing tho young from becoming criminals. There were seyeu preliminary reports on the second question of Section IV. The longest report, an<l a
very able one, was by Dr. Alex. de Moldenhauer, jndge of the city court of Warsaw, and a noted writer on various social questions. His report co,ers about one
humlred octavo pages and was very thorough in tho history, philosophy, and experience in child saving. The whole roport is most valuable reading, but only l)art of
his conclusions can bo given. In closing he recommends congress to say that:
"Tho congress, in continuation of the resolutions passed by the congresses of
Romo and St. Petersbnrg, which definitely recognized it to be not only tho right but
the duty of the State to prevent tho pernicious influence of the parents or guardians on their children or wards, is of the opinion that the right of guardianship of
the State over minors shoulu replace the guardianship of tho l)::trents or guardians
durillg their minority."
This he applies to cases where the 1rnrents or g11ardia11s have been convfoted of
capital offenses, or for a long term of imprisonment, or for certain offenses again-t
the children, or for other acts proving tho pare11ts a.re unworthy or incompetent to
perform their dutie , or for complicity with their child.Ten in cTime, and, ahoYe ail,
when they encourage or force their children to criminal acts, and for -various otller
and somewhat similar reasons.
In one resolution he asks tho congress to express its Jesiro that for all minors wh
come in question ancl for whom tho State will replace the pa.rental authority there
should be establishecl absolutely distinct institutions for each cfo.ss.
Another he recommends is: "The congress expresses tho opinion that the decbio
cone rning the forfeiture of parental rights and the sulJ titution of guardian hip
l>y tl10 tate of minors should be left either to tho civil or criminal courts or to :i
court c. 11ecia1Jy tnbli h d for th purpose ."
Tli r i no hio-her authority on this subj ct tlian i\L Felix Yoisiu, councilor of
th court of app ,als nucl member of tlie superior council of pri ons. One of the pre-
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liminary reports was by him. It is brief, but comprehends much. He c~ills attention to the French statute of 1889, ancl says:
"It is evident that paren.ts who excite, favor, or facilitate the prostitution orcorruption of their children shoulll not retain any parental authority. It is the
samo if they are convicted as authors or accomplices of a crime committed on their
p ersons, or as accomplices of a crime committed by them, or convicted for influencing minors into debauchery; they are unworthy to retain the nght of parentn.l
authority over their children ancl can· have for them neither affection or respect."
He says further': ii But in all cases where tho law of July 24, 1889, declares the forfeiture of parental rights operative there should bo given to the magistrates tho
right to withdraw from parents adjudged incompetent or unworthy the right of
guardianship of their children and to confer it on either private persons, societies of
patronage, or public r.ssistanc-e. This authority in the courts will have tho great
2.dvantago of rendering more frequent actions against unworthy parents, an end we
should seek to attain. It imports more and more the introduction of l aw to protect
the child, to placo it properly ancl to oppose until its majority a legal obstacle to all
interference by tho father ancl mother in the education provided by public authority." In another place he says: "The right to deprive the father and mother of
the g uardianship -of their children should not belong to the criminal or correc-·
tional courts, but to tho civil courts." In this respect he says: "My views have
1>een modified very little. I continue to remain a partisan of the competency of tho
civil courts."
Dr. Louis :E'uld, advocate of Mayence, was the author of a report on tlds question.
A.fter treating the subject at length and with ability, ho closes with these words:
ii 1. When the parental authority is declared forfeited the legislature can establish supervision aml guardianship by the Staie over the parents in all cases where
they have been condemned to imprisonment for less than two months for an offense
against children.
·
"2. Upon those who have been imprieoned for a longer periocl for a crime not
against children.
"3. Upon those who by an immoral life, drunkenness, passion for gambling, bad
treatment, or negligence in fulfilling their duties to their child.Ten, compromise the
moral and physical good or safety of their children.-''
Another ,.preliminary report on this subject. was by the writer of this pa per. It
was n, brief legal treatise on the English and American chancery pmctice defining
un(1er what circumstances the courts declare the parental rights forfeited and substitute other guardianship. It is l argely made up from citatioDs of court decisions.
Tr::.nslation is here given of the introd.uctory :portion, with a brief statement of the
English ancl American rule:
"For a hundred years the English and American courts and societies dev,oted to
the study of social questions have discussed few of higbcr importance than under
what circumstan ces should the law interfere ancl remove the child from its parents.
The law of nature clearly indicates that in its infancy tho chil<l should remain with
its :parents, receive from them its support and education, and during this time should
be unller parental authority. The duration of this time ancl the limits of this authority vary according to the laws and customs of different nations. But in general
the child becomes independent at the age of reason. The civil law of Romo fixed
the age at 25 years after having passed through different degrees of partial emancipation. In early times the Anglo-Saxon :fixed the age at 21 years. During the
:period of sn15jection the child had the right to support, good treatment, education,
and to be taught a trade or profession. The parent had also the right to the obedience of the child, good conduct, and labor and proceeds of labor. Where we fi11cl
these family relations ihe best and most elevated their rights :1nd duties are a source
of happiness, mutual love, obedience, and respect. Is not this mutual attachment
sufficient to protect the child f Yes, with humane and affectionate parents.
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"But it is unfortunately true that many parents are so degraded by immoral lives,
their habits and eYil associations, that they have but feeble attachment for their
children, their homes, and their friends.
"The love of the man and the woman for the frail being they have brought into
the world by mutual love sanctified by marriage is a love which has its origin in their
very existence and is strong and enduring. Those parents who are faithful to nature
an<l whom evil has not perverted, sacrifiee their time, their rest, and their pleasure
for thi~ object of their supreme affection and most tencler solicitude, and for them all
sacrifices are transformed to joys. If the chiltl is in need they feel it, and will risk
their health and lives. In sickness and in health, in wealth and in poverty, clothed
in fin~ apparel or in rags, parents and children are attached to each other by indissoluble affection. Such parents do not abandon to others the child given them by
their Creator until they have lost all hope. The reciprocal love of parents and
children forms the strongest tie which can attach them to each other during the
minority of the child. When they are so attached no law is needed to protect the
chil<l. ·
"It is only in the abnormal family state that the Jaw need intervene. It is only
where the parents, corrupted by vice, place the child in conditions where it may fal~
as they have, that the law interposes and protects the child and society.
"Moreover, history has painted in vivid colors in all ages that the natural love of
many parents is not sufficient to protect children against ill-treatment. There are
great and irreparable wrongs against children; evils which they suffer during life
and for which the parents alone are responsible. Some bring on the forfeiture of
parental rights, while others tend to it. There is bad treatment which does not come
from brutal force and which affects the child in high and low conditions alike. The
transmission of bad blood is one. The father whose eharacter is low, brutal, vicious,
given to drink, brings into the world malforme1 childen, feeble in mintl, incorrigible, with vicious tendencies to depravity and crime. In giving life to such children
the father commits a crime not known to law, though his guilt is of the worst kind.
'' Behold the contrast. Over the :fireside where reign love, labor, and happine ",
law bas no need to exercise control. At the other home, where vice, hatred.
deb:iuchery, and crime hold their saturnalias, is where the littlo children suffer.
Victor Hngo, in his strong language says: 'He who has seen the suffering of men has
eeen nothing; he should see the suffering of women. He who has seen foe suffering
of wom en bas seen nothing. He should 6ee the suffering of children.' * * *
"And where this suffering is caused by the parents or guardians, law comes with
humanity to protect the child. It is necessary that the child should have another
home and p arents by adoption. It is no trifling thing to pronounce the forfeiture of
parental rights-rights founded in nature, profoundly implanted in our physical.
mental, and moral being. But this forfeiture does not come from bad treatmen
alone. In some cases the poverty of the parents renders them absolutely incapable
of supporting their family. They can not for a long time supply the wants of the
child, and it becomes a public charge, and is taken by the public authorities and place
until majority in 2,nother family. In this manner the forfeiture of parental righ occurs, and gen erally in America tho forfeituro is not revoked.
"The courts of appeal in England an<l America have often, for many years, decided
man y cases concerning the respective rights of p arents and child. The argumentpresented by the ad Yocates and the leal'I!ed opinions of the judges have shown profound research es touching th e prin ciples and precedents of law and eq uity, a~ we'
as n. p hilosophi c s tnd y on th e natural r elations of th e pa r t ies. The writt en opinio banded d o wn by the judges r efl ect the hnrnane tenden cy of the age and ha Ye gi,en
credit t o n <'h judges-a r dit w hich does honor to their spirit an<l sentiment;;;.
Th e ~ n<len ci of th e conrts a nd of the legis lature have b een to modify and • of en
th_< _r igor of form r jcl a mP. tl1 ods, a nd precedent. . "
· If we go b:t<'k to
e
on ' lll of th ra ewe will find that the chief or king i · as a.bsolute in hi reign o -
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the people as the father is absolute master in his family. The progressive sentiment
of modern times has dimipished absoluti:--m in the State and family. People and
children gradually bnt surely attain the posse1:1sion of their natural rights. * * *
"The English chancery courts were conservative and did not desire to interfere
with the rights of the parents except in cases of thefr gross misconduct and where
such misconduct directly affected the future of the child. If the fault clid not affect
the child it was not considered. If, however, this misconduct gravely a:focted the
good, the happiness, and the future of the child, if contact with the father exposed
him to moral contamination, or if the company of the father isolated the child nnd
deprived him of his natural society, the court interfered all'l placed the ch ild in
charge of another. * ·)f * Modern civilization, thanks to its elevated moral influences an<l. Christian spirit, and to the general diffusion of useful knowledge, has
softened manners and has influence.cl the courts of law and chancery and the legislature." * * *
Without quoting the article in full, it will answer to include only that part giving
the American rule as follows:
1
<The right of tho State to take care of its chil<l.ren has always been exercised
with great fitness, and above all where the good of the child requires it the conrts
will frequently interfere to protect the young chil<l.. * * * In case1:1 of t,his kind
the court will inquire into all the facts and circumstances, then with a foll knowleclge of the caso win decide which of the parties the chihl shall be conficle(l to, and
if it appear that neither shonl<l. have it, because of incapacity for caring for it, the
court will confide it to some other person who will be proper to bring it np. The
court will take into consiueration the interest of the child, an<l. will place it where
it will have better care than with its father an<l. mother. * * * Following the
English and America,n practice, but making it more certain and binding hy enacting
it in a statuto, the State of Michigan has a radi cal measnre. Uuder this law the
right of custody by the father or guaruian may be d eclare<l invalhl in the following
cases: First, by a decr~e of the court; second, in divorce cases, where the custody of
tho children is confided to tho father or to the mother or to a thinl party; third) by
the court of probate in legal proceedings on account of alleged ilJ-treatment; fourth,
by proceedings in the s11me court relative to depen<lent children. In eit.her of tl e
above instances the child may be admitted to the State public school for dependent
chil<lren."
It is impossible in this limited paper to give an abstract of the discussions of even
the more hnportant questions. It i s gratifying to say that the <liscnssions showl:'da
general progress throughout tho worl<l. in prison reform and in the preveution of
crime. Especial testimony in this respect came from Jnpan, America, Germany,
Swel1en, France, Great Britain, an<l. Russia. An interesting paper was read iu the
general misemllly showing the advance in prison construction and management and
the perfection reached in Japan.
In Europe there is yet much imprisonment in common, but the general E1entiment
of the congress favored cellular separation. The new prisons of En rope are cellular,
but mainly on tllo Pennsylvania system. The principle of conditional liberty was
generally approved. 'l'he sentiment of the congre::;s on the various <Jnestions can be
foun<l in the conclm,ions. ·where tuere w:1s great difference, the divisions sahmitted
questions to a special commission w hicb reported to the section nntl was then adoptetl.
The difference in views at times was quite marked. Many of these questions related
to matters more European than .A.mPrican, owing to tbe differeuco in C'onditions.
But mainly they were of universal irnp<,rt. Charity for the feeble, edncation and
not imprisonment for children, placing c1epent1ent arnl delinqueut cuildren in homes,
separate and humane imprisonment for women, seeking wa~·s to dry 11p the sources
of crime, poverty, abandonment, occupie<l ,·ery mnch tho thoughts and discussions.
P_a~don, reprimand, an<l. suspension for the first offense, labor, rewards, patronage,
visits, and means to prevent the squandering of earnings were very much discussed.
1
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There was much appc:11 to prfrato initiative, tho guardianship of earnings, libraries
for prisons, alcoholism, disposition of mendicant~ _e tc. Indemnity to the injured
party, tho forfeiture of par011tal rights, the identification of prisoners were also quite
fully discussed. In the brief time given each question tho discussions were often
hurried, and being in four divisions, when congress came into general sessions many
who did not hear the first debates were unprepared. Under these circumstances it
is remarkable that conclusions were reached in such good form anJ with such substantial unanimity. This was effected fargely by tho ability of the chairmen of
tho sections ::ind their accomplished secretaries, as well as by others in the general
assembly.
As a whole, the ten days' w·ork of specialists coming from twenty-six different
countries with varied ideas and customs, the conclusions of the congress are remarkable for the unanimity of sentiment jn their adoption, for their maturity of thought,
scientific correctness, and conservatism. Tho proceedings, when published in full,
will 1Je a highly valuable addition to the literature of penology. It is only to be
regretted that they will not n,ppear in the English language. The Fifth International Congress has done well, and we shall expect as much from the sixth in 1900 in
Belgium.
THJ<i CLOSING WORDS,

M. Duflos, tho able chief of the French prison administration an<l first l)resident
of tho congress, presided at the last session, and in declaring the close of the fifth
congress spoke as follows:
"LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: ..We have reached the close of our labors. Within ten
days very much has been accomplished. Thirty questions were comprised in our
programme. All have been studied with great care. They have given rise to learned
and most profound discussions, not only in the sections, but also in the general
assembly. The result is truly remarkable. Notwithstanding the ·dsits to institutions and excursions organized for our foreign colleagues; notwithstanding the art
attractions of Paris, which took away many at times from our sessions, we have h a d
the high satisfactioii. to show an assiduity and tenacity for work most comruenclable
and satisfactory.
"These results, I affirm, haye exceeded our hopes. No programme so extensive
has ever been submitted to a congress. ..We may regret without decreasing our zeal
that some of these questions should be referred to the Sixth International Congress.
These regrets your ardor, your ability, :1nd tho clearness of tho thoughts presented
have reduced to a minimum. Wu have a right to be proud of such results, to rejoi ce
greatly, not only because we know wu have done our duty, but above all because the
example given here proves the vitality and efficiency of the congress; because this
example is tho shining confirmation of your power for good, for progress, for reform,
justice, :1nd peace; because, after the achievement of such work, the success of the n ext
congress can not be doubted. You have proved yourselves gold and tha.t nothing is
impossible with men whom theloye of science animates, to whom faith gives strengt h
which overcomes obstacles with the light which radiates, warms, and vivifies.
"In tho meantime we must separate, after ten days devoted to labor in sc .·ion
during which an admirable exchange of ideas has taken place, with leisure momentfor social conference, to revive old friendships and form new tics, and giving t he
gratifying pectacle of seeing men belonging to twenty-five different nations marchin(T hand in l1and, united by tho samo thoughts, lighted by tho samo :flame, defcn<.l inowith ardor, with Yh-acity, different opinions, but having onJy one object.
"It i not without h a.viness of heart that I see you about to lea.Ye us. We h op e
th_at yon will carry with yon a lastinrr memory of your sojourn here; that yon g o
with th cotn-iction that you ]ea\· in Paris incero and do,oted friends. .At time~
turn_ yo11r _
es s toward ns, listen ln tho dir ction of , ranee and you will h ar the
hP-a mg 1 our h art · · n will
acro ~s th ·pac, our arms extended to vo a.s
though ·on aid, l ricocl , d pencl on u , bolieYo in our unchangeable friend hip; we
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will soon be together again to attempt again our generous efforts. Our thoughts do
not·leave you. Tho ties which tinc.1 us are those which can not break nor loosen.'
"No, ladies and gentlemen, this is not nn adieu that we utter now. The Belgian
Governme'n t, by its eminent :1nd sympathetic representative, M. de Latour, has
informed the International Penitentiary Commission that it tenders its hospitality in
1900 to the Sixth International Prison Congress. The international commission has
replied gratefully to this friendly ari(l gracious appeal. This manifestation was
acceptable to all tho nations represented in the commissiou. I raised my .hand with
all my colleagues, regretting, as a Frenchman, that I could not Yote twice for the
proposition. Brussels is not too far from Paris, and we hope that the congress of
Brussels will be an occasion for our foreign friends to come to Paris to assist in the
festivals of bbor, industry, commerce, and the arts that the Government of the
]'rench Republic prepares for the close of the century.
"Au revoir, then, ladies and gentlemen. We offer for your country, your families,
for all that .is clea:r to you, our most sincere and affe9tio:nate wishes."
COXCLUSIONS OF THE CONGRESS.
SECTION I. - PENAL LEGISLATION.

Qnestion 1 .

1. Reciu.ivism may be, according to tbe gravity of the case, general, special, or
subordinate to the condition of the times.
2. Its :repression sbould be combined:
a ·with the progressive increase of penalties, except
b In the infliction of a more severe penalty for profossional criminals.
3. Tho courts can not prejudice the first of these rules, been.use it recogni~es the
existence of exceptional extenuating circumstances, by an express decision. There
should bo fixed by law n. special minimum to avoid the abuse of short sentences.
4. In the second case the law should fix the number of convictions from which the
conrts could decide, according to the nature of tho convictions and the degree of
perversity, whether the offender is a criminal by profession .
Question 2.

Transportation, un<ler its vn.rious forms, with the improvements already ren.lize(l
an<l those of which it is susce]?tible, has its utility, either for the execution of long
punisbments for great crimes or for the repression of habitual criminals and obstinate recidivists.
Qiiestion 3.
1. It is <.lesirnble that the incapacity which affects an indiYiclual by reason of sentence pronounced against him for crime or misdemeanor at common law should follow
him with legal effect into all countries.
2. It js desirable that the na,tive convicted of crime or misdemeanor at common
law abroad shoulu be liable in his own country to the same forfeitures, incapacity,
and prohibition as he would if convicted there. In the present state of international
law the congress does not request that the forfeitures, incapacity, and prohibitions
be the direct result of tho foreign sentence, but that it be pronounced in consequence
of a special act by the court of the country of the delinquent.
3. Tho judgo may consider, in fixing the penalty, convictions pronounced abroad,
when the new violation has been committed on the territory of the delinquent.
Question 4.

1. Penal legislation should consider more than it has formerly tho necessity of
securing reuress for the injured party.
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2. When the complaint of the plaintiff in the civil action for indemnity shall be
established, he can not be reqnired to pay costs. The plaintiff who has only joined
his action to that brought by the public minister could, even if it fails, be only
adjudged to pay the ·costs arisjng from his intervention.
3. The aid of the court could be extended to the injured party before the proceedings on the part of the public.
4. The public minister, in case of correctional or criminal prosecutions, will be held
to submit without expense to tho court the request for redress for the iujurl'd party,
saving the right of the public minister to take, upon the admission or rejection of
th9 request, such conclusions as may appear to him to be correct.
5. The indemnity to the party injured will be secured by a general lien on the personal and real estate of the person convicted, and this lien will be concurrent with
that of the public treasnry for the expenses of the prosecution.
6. Congress decides that it takes into very serious consideration the propositions
which have been submitted in reference to allowing the party injured a portion of
the earnings received by the convict during his imprisonment, or to constitute a
special funcl of :fines out of which aid shall be accorded to the party injnre<l.; but
estimating thnt the congress does not have sufficient data for the present solution of
these qne~tions, it decides to postpone the more profound study of the same to the
next international congress.

Question 5.
1. The dual is a scientific and rational division.
2. It is not proposed to request the States which have adopted it to a.bandon it.
3. But it may be useful to establish a correlative between the classifications of violations and juris<1iction. To arrive at this correlation it is ne<'essary to subdivide the
first cl.ass of violations nnder the names of minor misdemeanors, major misdemeanor~, and crimes and misdemeanors. This tripartite division has a practical character
which justifies its maintenance.
Question 6.

1. In penal cases the application of admonition by the judge and the suspension
of sentence lead to identical results, and consequently it is useless to add the system
of admonition to that of suspension of sentence.
2. Legislation ,...,.bich recognizes in the courts the authority to suspend sentence
for first offenses in cases of short convictions contains the best known provisions.
SECTION II.-PENITENTIARY QUESTIONS.

Question 1.
It wonl<l. lle of g-reat valne to reach a prompt international arrangement relative
to the unification of anthropometric proceedings.

Question 2 .
1. It is right and necessary to provide in the regulations different prison arran~e-

ments for women and men, as much in a physical as in a moral and intellectual point
of view.
2. It is Decessa,ry to provide fo the regnlationf! arrangements mitigating the di ciplinnry regime a!Hl ameliorating tl1e diet rPgimen for women.
3. It i ne es a ry to institute special establishments or special quarter for mothers.
Q1u·stio n .'J.
m

fannal Jahor hould, a ,
by i1J1pri onwen .

II

nernl r gulation, be made obligatory for all puni h-
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Question 4.

The prisoner-hns no right to compem;ation for la.bor.
State to reward the prisoner for such labor.

It is for the interest of the

Question 5.

Withont discussing prison systems in this respect, the congress considers that it is
not desirable tlfat compensation to prisoners be very freely extended.
Question 6.

1. A regulation posted in a prison should provide for the principal violations and
indicate tbe different penalties.
2. The punishmeJ!t should be pronounced after a thorough examination and after
having heard the 11risoner.
3. The sentence should state how long the punishment is to continue.
Question 7.

In the interest of general discipline and reformation, at first the selection should
be made from the worst.
Q1testion 8.
1. In estimating the duration of punishment for the criminal insane there should
be estimated the time during which
(a) Tbey are coi1fined in special asylums of the prison administration;
(b) They a.re transferred to insane asylum1<, properly called.
2. If legislation accords a reduction of the time of imprisonment fi xed by the sentence, on condition tl1at the time be passed in a cell, the congress is of the op inion
that the criminal insane should continue to have the benefit of this ad vantage, even
thou gh, dudng his insanity, he will have been r emitted to the regimen iu common.

Qu,estion 9.

Labor and not gymnastics should maintain the ability of prisoners to work.
SECTION III.-PREVENTIVE MEASURES,

, Question 1.

1. It is clesirable that the prisoner, on hiA discharge, should not have the free disposal of his earnings.
2. Congress expresses the view that the earnings of the discharged prisoner should
be confided. each time as its importance, the morality of the discharged, or other
circumstances j nsti fy, either to a savings bank or an official of the place where he
locates, or to a pa,trouage society offering all th e necessary guaranties, or to persons
approved by the administration, to be paid to him after his presumed wants are
known.
3. Congress is of opinion that preference should be given to patronage societies.
Question 2.

1. Schools should be organized, to serve equally the prisoner awajting trfal, tile
convictecl illiterate, and those who already possess limited education. This school
sh0111<1 not only procure them the knowledge they need, bnt should also furnish a
moral training, which, without wounding the denominational belief of any prisoner,
should be imbued with religious spirit-the indispensable element of reformation.
2. Tlie libraries, u::i,ving equally for their principal obj ect the instruction and reformation of the prisoner, should be organized in the same spirit. They should contain,

~
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besides divers religious ::rnd moral works, interesting works-books of tr::wel, respectable stories, illustrated pub]icat.ions, such as pictorial magazines, etc. It is for
the administration to establish the libraries. At the same time, tho assistance of
individuals or associatio1rs can be accepted, especially to procure for foreign
convicts books written in their language. For the latter purpose tho exchange of
books and other publications may be recommended between other countries and the
administration.
3. It is proper to put in the hands of prisoners a special weekly publication, which
shall be edited by the administration.
Que8tion 3.
1. Asylums or special quarters shonld be provided for the confinement of the

insane, in accordance with the order of, the court, who have been prosecuted and
acquitted by reason of their mental condition.
• 2. The discharge of the insane from the asy lmL. should be authorized hy tlic court,
tho administration; and the physician of the institution.
Question 4.
1. Society has tho right to take steps for its preservation 1 oven coercini, again ·t
b eggars and vagabonds. ·with this right it has the duty to organize, in a reasonable way, public charity, private aid, and patronage.
2. Vagabonds and beggars should be treated according to the circumstances,
whether
(a) Diseased or infirm paupers;
(b) Beggars or accidental vagabonds;
(c) Beggars or professional vagabonds.
The first should bo aided if unable to earn their living. The second, rulieved by
pub]ic or private charity, should bo placed in refuges or charity stations, well
organized, where work shall ho obligatory. Tho third should be the object of severe
repression nml of a nature to prevent recidivation.
3. Tho most efficient measure againat these professionals is prolonged impri-onment, in Yirtue of the order of the court, in special workhouses. Tho prisoners
should be liberated in consequence of their reformation or if, on reclassification, their
detention appears to be no longer n ecessary. Labor in the workhouses should
be supervised, not only as a moans of repression, but, above all, to assist in recla ific:ition.
Qnestion 5.
1. The congress, impressed with the increasing progress of alcoholi m, of "hich
the principal cause is in tho consumption of nonrcctificd alcohols or artificially composed drinks, the influence of which manifests itself in the increase of crime, pr sents tho opinion that to combat this scourge pul,lic authority and pfrn1te a sori::tlons should uni to for 1)reventi vo and therapeutic measures.
2. Among tho preventive measures the congress recommends, on one si<le, tho reg lation of drink houses, tl10 limitation of their number; the reduction of hygienic
drinks, the rectification of alcohols; ancl on tho other side, the organization :i ·
establishment of temperance leagues in institution to influence the manner · :in
bal,its of inmates.
3. In a th rapeutic point of view ea h onntry shoultl create inebriate asylu m . in
which labor should l,e larg Iy organized, their number to be regulated b~· th ill brinto population in ca ·h section.
4. 'l'he admi sion to inebriate asylums should b r gnlatecl hy tho legi ·latu
wl1l'th r tho in hriato him lf applies for treatment, or ha be u onYicted for mi cl,•m anor incit cl hy intoxi ntion or h cau c hi hn.hitnnl intoxication has bccom
1w 1·i l to him lf and th
afot , of otli r . The cli clrnrgo from such a ylum. ho·1l
al o

1,,

r
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QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO CHILDREN,

Qnesi'ion 1.

It is proper to fi:s: tho limit of penal minority at tho age of 18 years, on contlition
that children committed to a reformatory educational institution over 16 years of
age shall not be placed with the younger-children.
Question 2.
1. In cases where the courts h ave jurisdiction to clechtre the parental authority

forfeite(l it shoukl deprive the parents of their guardianship ancl substitute other
gu::m .l ianship in its stead. ,
2. The civil jurisdiction is that of the common law to decide on questions affecting
tho ga:1nlianshtp of minors. Bnt courts of repression trying cases showin'g the
unworthiness of the parents have power to declare the JH:trental right of guardianship forfeited.
Qncstions 3 and 4.
1. Children brought into court can, according to their a,ge, the na,ture of the acts fo r
which they have been ::i.rrested, and the e:s.tent of their discernment, be sent to estab lishments, public or private, h aving either a charitable, l)reservative, or reformatory
ch::m1cter . Chilflren unller 12 years should always be sent to houses of preservation.
Chilclren conYicted should be sent to institutions or special quarters.
2. It is desirnblo that the name given to these establishments b~ not of a nature to
prejndice the future of tho children.
3. It 15elongs to the juclical authority to decide whether the child shall be placed
under aclministrntive gnardianship. The selection of the regimen, if th ere be any,
nncl ::my alter at ions in it belong to the :1uthority charged with the education of the
child.
4. The r esponse to the question of r ec idivism 11as referred to the first section of
tho congress. That in reference to the conditional libern,tion of minors was referred
to the second section.
5 . A conditional discharge shonld b e grimted in all cases where the child shall
have received a school and professional edu cation sufficient, in the opinion of tho
administration, and provided that it be shown that the ch ild will be under continuetl supervision, that it will be assure cl 'of work, aml that it will be provided with
all material and moral needs.
G. To prevent children from becoming va,gabonds or beggars, it is necessary (1)
to deprive unworthy parents of the right to bring them up ancl to punish promoters
of mendicity; (2) to aid respectable but incompetent parents in supervising their
children sufficiently to fulfill their mission, (a) in the strict application of the school
laws, (b) in instituting creches, asylums, or maternal schools; (3) to offer to orphan
or abandonecl youth the means to avoid vagabondage and mendicity in receiving
t hem into special temporary work aRylums without treating them as delinquents,
v:1gabon<ls, or voluntary beggars.
·
7. If it is demonstrated that the condition of the vagabon<l. or mendicant child is
attributable to the fault or negligence of those who bayo authority over him, they
should be prosecuted and imprisoned, with_fine and the r emoval of their civil rig lits,
or with one of these penl,!lties only, but without prejudice to parental authority or
r emoval of tho guardianship .
8. In this case, and after the organization of preventive mea0ures, the parents
guilty of not having watched over tho child can be declared, in whole or in purt,
responsibl e for the expenses of guardianship and tlio education of tho minors.
9. Lodging liouses and puolic h<;mses which give in a permanent or temporary
manner asylum to minors for the purposes of debauchery should be com1emned to
correctional punishment. For the second offense the cl osing of the est:1blishment
shoultl be ordered by the court, and this should be obligatory in case of recidivists.
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Question 5.

The leading feature of a rational physical edncation should be professional work,
and especially agricultural labor outdoors, for both sexes.
·
Question 6.
1. When the child has been placed at the disposal of the State, or when administrative guardianship has been ordered, such guardianship should he duringrnino1ity.
2. In all cases where a minor has been convicted he should be placed nnder administrative guardianship until his civil majority.
3. In both cases a decision of the court conld terminate this guardianship wheo
the authorties have ascertained that the education of the child is completed.

Question 7.

Children placed under administrative guardianship, or placed under the control of
the State, can only be efficiently supervised by patronage societies.
Question 8.
1. The enticing away by solicitation or fraud.for prostitution, the employment of
the same means to compel a woman even of age to surrender herself to pro8titution.
should be severely repressed with increase of penalty in case of recidivists.
2. There should be requested a conference of delegates_ of Governments to take
international measures against white slavery.
3. 'fhe best methods to suppress the prostitution of mfoors are( a) To raise the age of consent to 15 years.
(b) To increase the number of reform schools, asylums, refuges, or other establi hments of the same kfod for female minors who have become immoral.
4. Recognjzing the influence of religious education on public morality, it is nee sary to respect the important role in which it has always been held.
5. Every minor of both sexes less than 18 years of age found iu a habitual state
of prostitution shall be taken, after instruction or inquiry, before tlrn court, which.
according to the circumstances, will order its return to its parents or its commit
until majority to a correctional institution, flclucational or reformatory, or to nch
respectable family as shall be designated.
6. The congress is of the opinion that the question of regulating prostitution
should be submitted to the next congress.
7. The congress expresses the opinion that with the least delay possible there
should be established between the different States, and more especially in the frontier
regions of frontier States, international patronage relations for young d1schar Pe
prisoners and abandoned children.
8. This international patronage should be not only to aid the y..oung and .--u
vised children, but above all to watch over and promptly direct them to their 0
country and to place them with patronage societies there.

CHAPTER XIV.
THE LETTERS OF RA.BRI A.KIBAH, OR THE JEWISH PRIMER
AS IT W A.S USED IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS TWO THOUSAND YEA.RS AG0. 1
PREFACE BY THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.
This article is interesting and valuable in the bjstory of education a,s showing the
pains taken in Hebrew education to find a spiritual sense to all natural and artificial
obj ects. Europeans and Americans are content to require their children to study
the alphabet and master it _as a mec1i.anical affair. The Hebrew is of all peoples t.he
one chosen by Divine Providence to ponder most carefully the spiritual sense of
nature and human life. It would be expected, therefore, that an account of Hebrew
education wonkl show some of the devices l1y which the directive power of that
wonderful people should manifest its sleepless care over the culture of the spiritual
sense.
The l esson of the history of education of all peoples is this demonstration of the
constant alertness, so to speak, of the national spirit in looking to its own preservation. The Chinese lay immense stress upon the mere verbal memory, teaching
the etiquette laid down in the Looks of Confucius and Mencius. The child has all
of his habits of thought trained in the direction of the observance of family etiqnette. He learns to respect and obey his elder brother, his father and mother, aud
the officers of the State. He leams to protect those who depend in like manner
upon bim. This comes out in every phase of Chinese education. The cultnre peoples
tltat have contributed to our civilization, the Greeks, the . Romans, and the Jews,
furnished still stronger illustrations of this principle. The Greeks contributed
science aud resthetic art to modern civilization. The entire culture of the Greek
people, at ]east of the Athenian people, has this significance. So, too, the Romans,
who contributed to the world its sense of legal right, the protection of life arnl property. All that we learn abont the Romans goes to give us an insight into the care
which the spirit of the Roman people took to preserve in its education this insight
into the Luman will, both the indivi<lual and the social will.
The student of the philosophy of history a.nu the philosophy of education will
reacl with interest this excerpt from the liistory of the Jewish education, as showing
the neglect of what is mecha,nical and prosaic; what, in other words, is the letter
for tlte spirit of it-the spiritual sense which the Hebrew mind finds underlying
all objects in time an<l space.

HISTORY AND NATURE OF THE PRIMER.
When I was engaged in writing the first part of my treatise on Hebrew education
I discovered an ancient Jewish text-book, which was written for the public schools
by the great e<lucator Rabbi Akibah, who live(l at the time of the second destruction. When I mentioned my discovery to th e well-known scholar Hon. Judge Mayer
1
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Sulzberger, of Philadelphia, he encouraged me to examine the booklet more carefully.
A careful investigation followed, and. I found it to be an ancient Jewish primer. Tho
booklet contains about sixty small printed pages, written in fine classic Hebrew.
Its antiquity is soon recognized Ly its spiritual tendency. The composition is made
on tho samo principle as that of the Alpha Bethical picture book of the :mcient
Jewish primary school, namely: It is built on tho letters of the Hebrew Alpha Beth.
While the letters of the Alpha Both were explained to the children, the meanings of
their figures, sha1,es, and positions 1 this Jewish primer endeavors to explain the letters and meanings of tho terms.
Tho tablets in the primary school correspond more to our modern picture lJooks,
while tho Jewish primer has tho character and poetical touch of modern readers.
The booklet is divided into three parts; the first isof a, lighter matter than tho second,
and the second than the third. It is probable that the first p:1rt was made for the
:first school standard, while tho second and third portions were calculatecl for the
higher classes. The third part ass nm es the character of theological commentaries. In
general, it breathes a deep religious, poetical, spiritual tone, and wo can now nndcrderstand tho psychological problem ,how tho Hebrews, whose religion was Yoill of
tho idealistic charn~ which characterized tho religion of the Paga11s, yet proYcd
to be better devotees to their faith in s11ite of its dryness and lack of inspiring
moti-ves. Tho answer to that problem is iho Jewish primer, and the idealistic
spiritual education which was implanted in tho heart of tho cbihl by it, and has
inspired later tho grown Hebrew to endure temptations, as well as persecuti on.
Fro~ a historical and educational point of view the Jewish primer is of great Yalue,
bearing testimonies to the great power of education.
THE TRANSLATION.
FIRST PART.

Said Rabbi Akibah, those are the· twenty-two letters, by and through which tho
"Torah" (the law) was given to all tho tribes of Israel. They are engraved by a
fairy pen upon the most exalted crown of tho Holy One; praise to Him. ·when the
will of the Holy Ono was to create the universe, those letters arrayed themseh'cs
before the Lord, each desiring to bo made the medium -of tho creative force. rir. t
appeared the Taw, the last of the letters in the Alpha Beth, and bogged tha.t the
Lord would create the world with it, pleading "0 Lord, create through me the
worhl as I am the first letter of tho Torah (tbo law)." The Lord tben replie<l 1 ":So."
Then the Taw asked why, and tl.le Lord answered, "Because I will put tllee as a sign
of destruction upon the foreheads of the wicked." Taw means a, sign in Hebrew a
it is written in Ezekiel (xvi), and tlle Lord said unto me, "Pass through Jernf-alem.
and put a sign upon the foreheads of the groaning and moaning peoplo for th
iniquities they did." What is tllo meaning of the sign~ When tho Almigbty
resohed. to destroy Jerusalem He called to the Angel of Death, saying unto him.
"Go through Jerusalem and divide the wicked and the good ones. Upon the former
make a Taw of blood, a sign of deatb, while upon tho latter sign a Taw of ink1 tho
symbol of life." ·why is the shape of the Taw peculiar from all the lett r
Been.use the Torah saves man from all troubles. At that time tho Spirit of Ju tic
appearocl l>eforo the Lord, urging the destruction of tho good ones too. Tl.le Lortl
a kcd why, and the Spirit of Justice replied, "Because they did. not warn h
wicked." The Lord roplied, "It is known to mo that tho e wicked would no h
their warnings." Th n tlle , 'pirit of Justice said that it was their duty to warn
r<'"'nr<lle.·~ of tho consequences. Tl.Jo Lord then declared that th y should. bar h
·am fat as the wicked.
t~ t t!m six de tructivo angels were sent npou J ernsal<'m to de. troy J1er pco11 ·
~ ~t 18 wntt n (Ez 1del i.·) "Bebold, Rix men were coruincr from the uppr>r ,,a
1a · 111 "' th0 iwrth ·i<le, each armed, antl tbe man dressed in linen stood among th m
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and the pen of a writer on his loins 7 ancl he went near the copper altar." Why tlle
north side 9 Because all ill winds a.ro blowing only from the north side, as it is
written (Jeremiah i) "And he said unto .me, from the north the ill fato will come
upon the cl wellers of the land." As soon as the Taw heard it from the mouth of the
Most High the latter left the place sorrowful..
Then a1lpcared before the Lord tho letter Shin 7 the nex.t to the last of the letters,
prayiug the Lord to create with it the world, under the plea that the lotter Shin is
tho flrst letter in tho Holy Name of Shadi (the Almighty). Then tho Lord refused
to accept on the ground tha.t Shin is the :first lett er of falsehood 7 "Sheker." "And
how," said tho Lord, "can I create the world with a letter which has no footf and
falsohoo(1 has no footing." Tho Shin went out sorrowful, and the letter Roish
appearec1 before tho Lord with the same wish, saying, '' I am tho first letter of Thy
name, the Merciful am1 tho I-Iea.ler." But the Lord said "No, as Reish is tho first
lotter of Rashu, which means wicked.n So tho Roish ]eft sorrowful, and tho K
appeared before tho Lord, asking that the world. may be created with it, as the
people will praise the Lord with that letter in saying thrice Holy, Holy, Holy, is
tho Lord Zebaath (Kadosh means holy). Tho Lord refused on the grounc1 that
curse is prepared to come over the generations of the flood, aml in Hebrew curse is
"Kellala.'7 The K went out sorrowful, and tho Zadie or Z ap:peared before the Lord
with the same wish as tho former letter s, saying," Create with mo the world, as Thou
art ca1lec1 Zn.die" (Righteous One). The Lord rofusecl ancl saicl "No 7 as many
trouules are to come with thee upon Israel" (Zara is troul>le in Hebrew). The Z
went out sorrowful, a.nd the P eamo before the Lord, saying, "Create with me tbe
worlt1, as the laws will be called Pikiddim, and I am tho first letter in Tby name
as Re<l.eemcr" (Pode is redeemer in Hel>rew). Tho Lord replied "No, as they will
servo the idol s with thee 7' (Poor is tho famous namo of a famous idol). Tho P went
out sorrowfnl, a.ml tho E or Ain came before the Lord, saying, "Createwithme tho
world, as it is written (Zachazje) the eyes of the Lord aro up on the whole universe"
(Aiu is eye in Hebrew). The Lord r eplied "No, as with thee tho people watch the
night 7 to commit crime and sin, as it is written (Job xxiv) 'the eye of tho adulterer
watclles tho night7 and. I will punish the wicked by thee,' as it is written (Job xi)
'the eyes of tho wicked will go out.'" Tho E went out sorrowful, and tho So~ Samech
camo beforo the Lord, saying, '' Create with me tho world, ns through me Thou a.rt
cn-llccl the leaner of the fall en ones" (Samech is leaning) . The Lord said ''No, as
with thee the pagans will destroy my city, as it is written (Psalms) 'they made
Jerusulem the ruins of piles."' The S went out, and the Nor Nun came before tho
Lord, saying," Create with me the world, as with me Thou willst resurrect the dea,d,
ancl I am caJlecl the candle of the Lord, which is the soul in mann (Proverbs xx).
("Nern is candle.) The Lorcl a,nswered "No, as I will blow out the light of the
wicked in the latter days to come." The N went out sorrowful, and tho M: or M:im
came before tho Lord saying, "Create with me the wor1d 7 as with me the generations to come will crown Thee proclaiming Thy Heavenly, Etcrna.l Kingdom, and
with me 'l'hou art called King; (Melech)." The Lord said "No, as with thee w ill
come n, day of compassion." The M went out sorrowful, and the Lor Lamed en.mo
before the Lord, saying,'' Create with mo the worlu, as with mo Thou wilt once give
to Isr!1el tho two tablestoncs, and Israel will learn Thy laws." (Lamed moans
stlllly.) Tho Lord said" No 7 as the ta,blestones will bo l>roken." The L went out
sorrowful, and tho Caf camo boforo the Lord. At that hour, when the Caf went
down from tho Crown <1ivino (Keter is crown) 7 a storm arose in the celestial realm.
,vhcn the Caf appeared before the glorious throne, the throne began to be shaken,
and the wheels of the glorious chariot b egan to tremble. The Lord inquired for
their uneasiness, and they said, "For the Caf went down from the exalted glorious
crown of our heads and sfays before Thee7 and all our glory is only called by the
Caf, as it is written (Jeremiah xvii), 'E:s:.alted glorious throne, the glory of God jg
forever. '" So the Lord called to tho Caf, saying, "What is thy wish 1n The Caf
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said, "0 Lord of the universe, create with 1iie the world, as with me is named Th
Throne, Thy Glory, · and Thy Crown." He answered ''No, as by thee I will once
c1utch with my hands
grief, as it is written (Ezekiel xxi) 'I will too clutch my
hands (Caf is hand); with thee will also go out the tears of my people and I sha~
create with thee the world.'" The C went ont sorrowful, and the Jo<l came before
the Lord, saying, "0 Lord, create with me the world, as with me Thou art named
Ja the Creator of the Worlds" (Isaiah xxvi). The Lord said, "No, as with thee I will
create the wicked thought in man to lure him away from the good path." The Joo
went on t sorrowful, and the Tor Teth came before the Lord, saying, "0 Lord, create
with me the world, as with me Thou willst send the Holy Ghost to those who fear
Thee, and in me is hidden the good one" (Tob is good). The Lord said "No, as wit
thee I will once call my people 'unclean,' 'Tame,' and every leper will be so calletl.
The T went out sorrowful, arnl the Ch or Cheth came before the Lord, saying,' 0
Lord, create with me the world, as with me they feel Thy mercy feeling the wbolenmverse, and with me Thou art called merciful.'' The Lord said "No, as with thee I on
will engrave with an iron pen the sin of Judah." The Ch went out sorrowful, and tiie
Sor Sain came before the Lord, saying, "0 Lord, create with me the world, as Thy
reverence from generation to generation exists with me." The Lord said "Ko, asadnltery will come upon the world through -thee, and as a consequence Israel will lo.e
twenty-four thousand people, and how can I create the world with theef' Th~~
went out sorrowful, and the W or \Vaw eame before the Lord, sayiug, "0 Lor
create with me the world, as with me they praise Thee, Thou Holy One in Israel.'' The
Lord said, "No, as I once will inflict upon Israel for their 11assions." The W wen
out sorrowful, and the H or He came before the Lord, saying, '' 0 Lord, crea·
with .me the world, as with me they acknowledge Thy majesty and glory." Th
Lord answered, "No, as with thee I will' once in the later days of judgmeut make th
day that of penance, burning all the wicked and evil doers." The H went out orrowful, and the D or Dali th came before the Lord, saying, "0 Lord, create ,vit
me the world, as with me the generations will exalt Thee, as it is written (Psalm•
cxlviii) 'Generation to generation will praise Thy work.'" The Lord answered,'' ~as with thee Israel will experience judgment among themselves, as it is written L
the Scripture." The D went out sorrowful, and the G or Gimel came hefore th
Lord, saying, "0 Lord, create with me the world, as with me the people prai
Thy greatness." The Lord answered "No, as with thee I will pay to the enemi
as it is written (Isaiah lix) 'as to the reward He will pay.'" The Gwent onL rrowfnl, and. the B or Beth came before the Lord, saying, "O Lordl create with
the world, as with me all the creation praises Thy glorious name, as it is writ
(Psalms lxxx:ix), 'Blessed be the Lord forever; Amen. PraisetheLonlallllis h All the coming generations will say, Blessed be the Lord God of Isrnel and l3le
the glorious name forever'" (Psalms lxxvi). The Bis the first letter in Ilebrew fi
blessed. As soon as the Lord heard the plea of the B he accepted, and create,l
world with the letter Bas it is written in Genesis. "Breisbith Bara Elohim,'' w ·
means with B created the Lord heaven and earth. As the A or the Aleph heard
saw how the Lord had accepted the letter B it went a ide .meditating in silen
Then the Lord said unto the A, '' Why art thou silent 9" and the A replied, "Bee
I do not count for much, as I represent only number one, while the other le
represent much, as B, number two, C, three, D, four, and so on." Then the Lord·
"De not afraid, as thon art the king over all the letters; thon art one, and I am
arnl tbe law jg one, and with thee I will give it to Israel, my people, who are r
one (nation) a the :first letter of the Ten Commandments is the A or Aleph in
word 'Anocbi 'I am thy LorcJ. ' 1

for
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Why is the head of the A or Aleph upright standing on two legs as men t Because,
it is second in Truth (A is the :first letter of Emeth, truth) and falsehood has no legs
to stand upon, since all the letters of falsehood have no foothold. Why is his hand
stretched out from his side! Because he shows to the Almighty, who is Truth Himself, as it is written (Psalm cxvi) "and the Truth of the Lord forever."
Why is the B or Beth with it::, open face toward the Gf Because the B resembles.
a house (Beth is house in Hebrew) open to all, and the G resembles a man who
sees a poor one at the door, and goes into the house to bring out some food.
Why is the foot of the G or Gimel toward the D f Because all mercy must be
extended to the poor. (Dal is poor in Hebrew.)
Why is the Dor Dalith resembling a stick and facing the Hf Because the poor
man is striving only for the bliss of the material world.
Why is the Hor Hei · resembling an open hutf Because he who wants to get
out of it can do so. "Why has it two doors, one small and one large f Because he who
wants to get out goes out through the larger, and he who wants to get in must come
in through the smaller. (AllegorY- for birth and death.)
Why is the W or Waw upright like a stick facing the Sf Becaus.e God has hinted
thr ugh the symbols of the letters that He will once punish the wicked by messengers with fire sticks of the purgatory; from where their woe cry will be heard, as it
is written(Isaiah iii) "Woe to thewicked."
Why has the Sor Sain two points on its head, one toward tl!e Waw and the other
the Cheth f Because if one goes to sin, he looks twice, once to be hidden from men,
the other look is directed toward the crime.
vVhy has the Ch or Chet no crown 1 Because the wicked have only shame, and
they are void of good name. (Chet means sin.)
Why is the hand of the T or Teth hidden inside and its head upright with a crown
on f Because he who does good and helps the poor that nobody sees will calm
the wrath even that of the Angel of Death, as it is written (Proverbs xxi) "A hidden
gift calms the wrath."
Why is the Jod smaller than all the lettersf Because he who humbles himself
here will inherit the life hereafter, which was created with that letter. Why is the,
point of it toward its face f Because each one gets rewarded according to his merit,
and his good deeds are before him.
Why resembles the Caf a throne and facing th~ L f Because a throne is :fit only
for the kings to sit on. (Kese is throne, and Melech is king.)
Why is the L or Lamed taller than all the letters 1 Because it stands in the center
of the twenty-two letters, and resembles a king, a throne behind and kingdom
before him.
Why is there an open M and a close M f (The former is used in the middle of
the word as well as at the beginning, while the latter only at the end.) Because
there is an open king and there is a close king. Why is the head of the open M
toward the ground with the hand stretched on high~ Because it points out to Him,
to whom all kingdom belongs, as it is written (Psalm xxii) "To Thee, 0 Lord, is the
Kingdom," and at the same time looks to the ground to show, as King David said,.
"1''rom Thee is all." The closed M points out that all is closed to us.
Why is the Nor Nun facing the Sor Samech f Because it looks as one who fallsand prays. to be leaned .
. Why is the Sor Samech closecl around f Because it is a symbol to Israel, who i~
closed round on all t·he corners with divine glory, and that He will not exchange him
for another nation, and his seed will not be mixed with the seed of others, as it iswritten "The Lord belongs to His people." Also it is written (Zechariah) "I, the
Lord, will surround thee with a :fire wall. "
The E or Ain is the initial of Esau the wicked, from whom Persians and TarsiansED
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carno forth. Why is tlie E in a sitting position 1 Because they will fall before t ho
feet of Israel, as it jg written (Oballja i) "Tho house of Jacob will be frrc ancl Edom
Tl'iJl be liis inheritance ."
Why is there n, sitting nnd a, standing Pf (Tho stanuing Pis only used at the cud
of :. word.) Because the month which opens the same seals. (P means mouth.) The
idol \Torshipers haYe 110 open month in the faws and in the ornl b.w or in prayer.-;
ouly Israel alone, as it is written (Psalms cxlvii) "He told His words to Jacob. Ire
did not so to any nation."
1Yhy hns tho Z or Zadie two heads f Because there are tw·o kinds of righ t eous
r,eo11lo; tho one })lain ::mcl the other ·w ith humility.
1Yhy is the IC or Kaf foll ancl horned f Because all the horns of the ,vicke<l will he
cut off, for they walk proudly in this life. As it is written (Psalm lx:s:viii) "An·l all
the horns of the wicked I will cut off." He will again e:s:alt those of lsr:lel, as it
is written (Psn,lrn lxxv) "Exalted will be the horns of tho pious ones."
Why i s the face of the R or Reish turned a,way from the IO Because R is the initial of tho wicked, aucl K the initial of the holy, and the wicked is alwrrys turning
away from tho holy.
1Vhy has the Sch or Shin three branches aqo,·e and no foot or root belowr Decau.:o
tho Shin is the initial of falsehood, and falsehood has no footholcl and tho Almighty
will stop the mouth of falsehood . It resembles a tree whose 1Jrnncb es arc plcrr "fi I
ancl tho roots little; tho wind can easily turn it o,er.
Why is tho foot of the Taw a, little broken up f Because Taw is the ini tial cf the
Torah, tbe l aw, and be who wants to study the law must humble nnd lower him ·elf.
ANOTHER EXPLAXATION FOR THE ALPITA BETH.

Ale1)h Doth means, ]earn wisdom. (Aleph means learn; Beth is like Dina. wi ·
<.lorn, nnd on thnt line tho whole Alpha Beth is explained according to tho meaning
of their terms.)
Gimmel Dalith means, be merciful to tho poor. Why is the leg of the ~im l
stretched forward 9 Because the good ones are apt after the poor to help the1 ·
"\Yhy jg the back of tho Dali th turned toward the Gimel 9 Because the po()r look
beli.incl him e:s::pccting sorneb.ocly to h elp him.
"\Yhy is the II after D 9 Because he who helps the poor will become great.
1YJ1y is the 1V a.ft cr H9 Becanso of him who does not help tho poor, they say,·· -:v
toth:!t man ,,vbo can but wiJl not do good with his wealth,' 1 anditis written (ProY rl
xi) '· He who keeps away bis wealth fro::n charity, will lose it."
Why come a.fter WS and S Ch 9 They show that if one ha,e conquered hi te· per antl dono goocl, then be will find m o1·cy at the throne of the Almighty.
1Vby are tho l etters of truth sc.1ttered and tho letters of fal ~ohood togetlier.
is the initial of Emcth, truth; 1H is tho second letter, and Taw is the la t l et
while Sheker, falsehood, formed from tho letters Sh, k, r, arc followinrr each o he .
Decan o truth is Yery rare to find, 1Yhile falsehood is behind tho car. As they tan"'
in tho College of Rabbi I macl, ho who \\'ants to b ecoruo imptll' , they open to
bn tho who trie, to be 1mrc, th y help him.
1n.1y nro tho ft rn Apecial letters of double character? (Thero are fiyo le er
tli o Hebre w Alpha n th which lrnYe doublo ones, ancl they a.re used a.t the end of •
wordR; th y arc d,,. Z, I Ch. )
Tl1e simJ)lo Car nncl tho clo: ed 'a f show tho simple halld of Ios an<l th· cA
J1 '11Hl of
od.
T
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the utmost sjncerity, as it is written (Psalm c:xv) "Hail to those who keep His l aw ;
with all their heart s they seek Him.n 1
TUIRD PAI~T .
1

"At' "Bash." Aleph is Adam, who was tho first creatur-c of the world, ::is the
creation was created by the wol'<l (logos), but h o was created by tho h::mtl of tho
Almighty . How tlo I know that tho world was c1reated by the ·word, Then it is
written (Psalm xxxiii ), "H-0 said, antl it was; " in another line h-0 sa,ys, "By the word
of God the Heavens wer-e matle."
How clo I know th at Adam was made by His hand, As it is written (Genesis) « And
tho Lord created the man.'' "\Vhat is the meaning of the passsage (Psalm cxxxix)
"And Thou puttest Thy hand upon mofn The Lord ml),(1e first A<lam so tall that
his height was from the ground to the sky. When the angels saw him they begun
to tremble and appearnd beforn the Lord saying, "Ar-0 there i,vo Lords; one in
Heaven and the other on earth f" What did God f He simply put his hand on him
an<l shortened his height 2,000 cubits.
Bash 1 B, is tho initial of animals. Shin is the initial of reptiles, wllich were
created with Adam. "\Vhy have they been created with him 1 Dccanso tbe Lord
sa,ys, "If he gets proud, then wo say to him, Behold, anima1s and reptiles vrnre
croatec1 as you, too."
Gar Dack (a combination of tho let ter G with R, and t he letter D with K, ancl so
goes on through tho wholo order of the Alpha Bet.h). Gar, Gimel; 1.his represe nts
the Garden of Eden, 1,lacing thero twelve canopies of precious stones and of })earls
for Ad.um, as it is wriiten (E.zechiel xxv) ,:In Eden the Garden of tho Lord thou
wast; all the precious stones were thy shelter.I' R means that he, Adam, went the
first into Eden before all the pious ones.
D, K . D means the doors of Eden, which ang~ls opened to him, whom the l•,ord
appointed aa his se.rv::mt,s . K means holy; theso a,ngels called him Adam, u holy."
H, Z. Has tho Alrnjghty lniled Adam into sleep. Z means the rib which Ho took
from him to form from it his counterp::ut1 his wife.
"\V, P. \V means that He brought Eve to Adam 1 accompanied by tens of tl10usands
of nngels, who were singing and ehc-0ring. F means that ihe whole celestial family
went down into Eden; some of them w ere playing on harps and the others play
instruments, playing like Yirgins; while snn, moon, and stars were dancing before
them as girls.
S, E . S means Uiat·the Lord inv ited them both to a banquet ju Eclen. E means
that tho Lonl 11repared for them tables of rearl; each 11earl was 2 cu liits long arnl GO
cubits broad, :mc.1 ail sorts of foo(1 were thereon, as it is written (Psa1m xxiii) ''Thou
preparest n, table for me/'
Ch, S. Ch means that tb.e angels am servant duty, roasting- his meat and cooling
his »ine, and the serpent saw their honor and envied them. S means that tho Lord
told him not to eat from tho tree of knowledge.
1Tho second part ,7as, judging from its character, prouably taugut in th o next school standard
calculated for pupils from 8 to 10 years old. Tho secon1l part docs not contain tho cllilclish fantasy
licatcd by tho steam of oriental imagination. It simply explains tho letters of tho .A lpha Bctll in
tho lino of their words ancl terms, while at the same time it tries to implant in tho licart of tho cl1ild
religious, moral, and national patriotic seutirnents. The thircl part is iu quantity as well as quality
far su perior to tho other two, for it has a homiletic elw.racter, and trios to make tho child acquainted
with some of the most truly national and religious traditions and legends. A new mode of explaining
the letters is, tbat it t:1kcs the first letter of the Alphn. Detb, combines with the last Taw and forms
a new " ·orcl "At," which is explained by somo folklore.
Then it takes the next letter n combining with tho next last letter Sh or Shin and a. word "Bash ''
is forn1 d and explained. That way was for training the child's brain to tl10 scholastic way of argument among the sages of the Rabbis of tho Talmud. Tho gradual rising of the thought in tlie l)rimcr
inuic~tcs tho gre!tt educational principle which tho author had before his eyes . Tho third part of tho
prim er was for pupils cf the age of 10 ancl upward; it was calculated to prepare tbcm for the study
of tile Talmud ancl oral law.
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F, N. F means tbat Eve mistook the words of the serpent, and ate from the forbidden fruit. N means that their eyes were opened to see that they were naked,
and they covered their nakedness with fig leaves.
Joel, M. Yocl means that the Almighty was aware of it, and he went clown to call
A.clam for it. M means that the Lord questioned him, "Who told you that you were
nakedf"
C, L. C means that the Lord invited them all for judgment. First, He called
aside A.dam, asking him why he ate from the fruit. A.dam defended himself, sayin"'
that Eve gave him to eat. · The woman was questioned, and she pleaded that she <lid
it under the temptation of the serpent. The serpent was called and cursed. When
the Lord said to the serpent "On thy belly thou shalt go," the serpent begged, "0
Lord, make me as the :fish in water, which have no feet," and the Lord said, "Dus
shall be thy food." Then the serpent said, "If the fish eat dust, I will eat it too."
At that moment the Lord tore his tongue in two parts, saying, "Wicked one, thou
hast sinned in gossip, since I make known to the world that it is on account of thy
unruly tongue." ·
A, Ch, S, means that God said unto the angels, I, myself, will be more merciful
to Israel than to the idol worshipers, for the former crown me twice a day and proclaim my kingdom morning and evening by their declarations, "Hear, 0 Israel, the
Lord our God is one." If Israel would not exist, neither glory nor exaltation woultl.
exist.
B, T, E (Bata). My spirit is only calmed by Israel, for the heathen make mist akes to take sun, moon, and stars as deities. And when they bow before them and
before the hosts of Heaven, then the Holy One is wrath, as it is written (Psalm ,ii),
"Goel is wrath every day." The Almighty says unto the angels, "Behold, I gare
unto those pagans spirit, mind, glory, ~ncl ruling power, and they bow to snn, moon,
and.stars, which I have created from the aureole of my face." At that saying t hey
tremble, those wheels in the orbits of the sun, moon, and stars, and two destrucfr,e
angels go out to destroy the world on account of their wicked doings, but they gi.e
up their intention for the sake of the sages who study the law, and the public-schoo
children who read the scripture, and for the sake of the whole of Israel who proclaim morning and evening the Heavenly Kingdom.
G, I, F. (Gif), do not read Gif only Guf, body, that is the body of the Torah, tha
the teachers of the colleges are trying to explain to Israel as it is written, '' They
will teach thy laws to Jacob."
D, Ch, Z. (Dachaz), do not read Dachaz only "Dach Kulu 0hefez," meaning t e
humble one is the whole longing. The pious ones are the "land of desire II of God.
Why are the pious ones called "desire!" Because they fulfill the desire of th
Almighty.
Ch. L. K. (Cheleck), meaning part that is Jacob, who is the property of the Lor ,
as the glorious name was sanctified through him and his children, and the Lord h
engraved his image on his glorious throne. When the children of Jacob say thrice
a day praise to God, then the Lord kisses his head, which is engTaved upon His
glorious throne.
How do I know that Jacob is the property of God 9 Then it is written the proper
of God is his people, Jacob the property of his inheritance .
... r • .M. R. (Nmar), meaning "he said;" thoso are tho seraphim and fairy anrrels w
can not say praise to tho glory of the Lord, until Israel has first sanctified hi - ho
name, a it is written (Job xxxviii) "Tho morning stars sing toO'ether nd the of Goel shout for joy." The morning stars aro tho children of I rae1, as l\Ios ~
and · aro a th e a tars of tho oky. As tlio stars are shining, so the children of I r
ar hininrr through the lirrht of the law, as it i written (Proverbs vi), "The _
1 (1 i
a cau dl and th Ia.·v i light."
, • •. {, ·on ) h, T, ( h t ) ar tho initial of tho words, "Ile bear the abb
11
o,l {romi ·d I ra 1 th pl •a ·ur" · of lifi hereafter in _· change f r k l'
1w
a
r
mplo of th t pl asure, and the Lord gave hiw the -.c· b
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When Nagfasniel, the manager of the Purgatory, asked the Lord, "Why didst thou
not give me that nation of Israel as food for my flames as others f 11 the Lord replied,
"All the pagans are written in thy books, with the e.xception of Israel, as they study
the law, and I am with them." He then asked, "Where will they live in life hereafted" .A.nd the Lord answered, "In the garden of Eden, full of myrrh and spices,
whose fragrant air penetrates from one corner of the world to the other.'1 Then he
wanted to know how they would enjoy their glorious time, and the Almighty will
say, "With ,m e does not dwell the wicked. Israel will once, in the later days, be
void of the tempting wicked thought, and neither Satan nor the Angel of Death will
approach their dwellings."
Then Nagrasniel will ask, "0 Lord, Thou givest everyone his daily bread, give
me also," and the Lord will say, "I have given you all the wicked of the land, liars,
and the gossipers and worshipers and the evil doers."
·
IN PRAISE OF MUSIC.

Said Rabbi Akibah, Aleph is the initial of, Truth, learn thy mouth. Tell truth in
order to have a share in life hereafter. God is truth; His throne is truth, and He
receives the truth. His words are truth, Iiis ways are truth, and His laws are truth.
As it is written in the Scriptures, Jehovah Elohim ~s truth. (Jeremiah x.)
Aleph is the initial of the words, I will open mouth and tongue. Said the Holy,
praise Him! I will open the mouths of the children of flesh and blood that they
shall pr_aise me every day, and proclaim my kingdom into all the corners of tho
universe. If it had not been for the sake of song and music, which they exercise
·
for me every day, I would_not have created my universe. 1
How do we know that God created the world only for the sake of music and song f
Then it is written (Psalm xcvi), "Majesty and beauty before Rim, might and glory in
His temple, and of His praise is the earth full." That God has made the heavens
only for the sake of music, as it is written (Psalm xix), "The heavens declare the
glory of God." That we know, that the earth sings since she was created, for it is
written (Isaiah, xxiv), "From the corner ( or border) of the earth we hear a song to the
righteous, and only God is righteous," as it is written (Psalm cxlv), "God is righteous
in all his ways.'' Row do we know that even seas and streams sing to the .A.lmightyf
For it is written (Psalm cxlviii), "Praise the Lord, all the heavens, and the water.''
Even all the creation praises the Lord with music and song. Even .A.dam opened
his mouth with song. (It is a Talmudical legend that Adam was the author of the
ninety-second chapter of the Psalms.) I will open mouth and tongue, as among the
two hundred and forty-eight parts of the human body (pretty near to our modern
teaching of anatomy) with none of them is it so fit to praise the Lord as with mouth
and tongue.
Mouth and tongue can be compared only to the ocean and its waves. As the ocean
opens ajar, so the mouth. As the ocean is full of pearls, so the mouth (alluding to
the teeth). .A.s the ocean brings forth the water, so the mouth. As the wave is lifting itself high, so the tongue. .A.s the ocean destroys a ship, so the tongue destroys
with a word. .A.s the ocean roars, so the mouth. .A.s the waves kill the people, so
the tongue kills people. As the ocean has bord_e rs, so the mouth has borders. .A.s
toe· ocean is sometimes calm and sometimes stormy, so the mouth. As all fear the
waves, so all fea,r the human tongue. .A.s the outlet of the waters of the ocean turns
to filth, so the words of th"e mouth turn into nothingness. God said (so runs another
version), "I will open the mouth of Israel to praise my name every day, for nothing
is pure in the world without I srael and music, as for.their sakes the world exists, and
I created Israel only for the sake of song, as it is written (Isaiah xliv), 'My nation I
created my praise to tell.'"
1
Ilere we see plainly how the primer or its author tried to implant into the hearts of the children
the love of music.-The translator.
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If there is no Aleph, then there is no Beth, meaning if there is no learning there
is no house. If there is no G there is no D, meaning if there is no clwrit;r there is no
poor, arnl if there is no poor there is no charity. Israel is called poor, as it is written
(Psalm xviii), uThou helpest the poor nation, ancl the eyes 6f the.proud ones, those
of the heathen, thou makest down."
Another Yersion of tho initial of tho Aleph is that God says, "My truth I have
tlepositell by Israel." ·when God gaYe the la,w to Israel, he promised them th e
pleasnre of future life in exchange for keeping the law. I srael demanded a samplo
of that pleasure and tho Lord gave them the Sabbath. How do we know that the
SalJbath is a prototype of future life, For it is written (Psalm xcii), '' A song to the
day of Sabbath," men.ning the lifo hereafter whi ch is an everlasting Sabbath.
When Adn.m saw the Sabbath Le beg::m to sing tho prnise of the Holy One . .At
that mom ent tho angels went clown in parties, some played iustrumenis antl others
different kinds of musical "orks 1 1waising1 singing and saying "God/ as itis "ritten
(Psa1Dl), u To sing to the name of the Most High, to tell at the mornings Thy mercy,
and at nights Thy truth."
Tl10 morniugs means future life, aml nights this life, as it is written (Psalm civ},
"Thou rnakest <.brkness and there is niglit, there the beasts of tho forest arc roaming. " Do the beasts only roam at night, ancl not at day too,
Dnt His alluding to this life ,Yhich is as dark as night, and the itlol worshipers
which resemble the beasts who roam in tho forest at night . . ·when the morning st:ir
d::twns the beasts turn into their clena, so when the morning of the Messiah's kingdom will dawn the heathen will turn back 1 ne,er to come into life hereafter, ns it is
written, '' Gou will be tbe King of the uniYerse.1'
Aleph means thousand; five thousand gates of wisdom has tlle Lord opened to
Moscs 1 corresponding to his (ho l>ooks. Eight thousand gates of "know1eugc'' corrcSJ)Om1ing to the eight prophets, and eleven thousand gates of higher wisdom
corresponding to the cleYea books of Scripture (those of Ruth n.n<l. tho like). _\.. i
is written (Proverbs x.s:i), "A desirable treasure and oil is tho dwelling of the :i"'e:'
A treasure is tho law, oil is tho books of tho scripture, calming man like l>:ilmy oil.
A11other Yersion of the Aleph is repre•enting tho Eoly One. As tho Alepll is tl:o
fast of all tbo letters so is God the first of all tho kings, ::mcl Ho is also tho bst of
tho nobles, as it is written (Isaiah 11) "I tho Lord am first, and vdth tho last 0 11 :,.
I am. '' Why is it -rrritten "ith tho last oncs1 and not with tho fast one? From it w
learn that when God reDews His ,.orld Ho himself arranges the on1er of ilic J::. oues1 the orucr of tho pious, tho order of the righteous, tho OJ.'t1cr of the lrnmblc oa .
the order of tho prophets, tho order of kings, of princes, of nobility, of generation~
tho orucr of every being, the order of every bea t and bird, and tlrn.t of c.-ery soul.
Those arranged jn order 1 He brings <lo,.u Enoch, the son of Jeretl, who:,o 1no1 er
name is "lriettatron/' ancl tho fonr holy boasts from nndcr the wheels of His rr1orio
throne, and places His throne on one side. Then He brings up Korab anu bis rran _
from tho depth of the purgatory. Then Ho brings forth all tho lidugvi ·itor of th:_
life, placing them on their legs. Then IIo asks them, "Did yo o-.-crsee n. Goel lik m ,
either in hen.Yen abov e or on earth D"ncath, or in any of the four corners of the ;or
Bo witnc . nnto me1 :ind sa;v the trutL," ns it is writt u (Isaiah 43) i:yo are my wit ne.
that I nm Goel!:' Then ::.\Iettatron and tho holy beast. with Korah and his ga.n rr •i
sny jn one voice, ' ·we never saw a, God like Thee, neither in II •n,y n above n or o
earth h clow; Thou art the :fir.·t ancl Ja.d, an<l no other Go<l except Tbee, our Lor an
King,·• a .· it i'l written (Psalm 6) "There is no Goel like Thee n.ucl noue a.'i Thy ''"'or-:·
At that J1onr tho Lorcl will r ply, "Verily, I, I n.m and 110 Goel with me. I ·n
foi·p I crent tl th world nncl I nm with tho creation 1 n.ntl I will be n. 'ocl in li c h e
aft r. I ]·ill ancl I will re ·urrect1 I wouuclecl tb m in this lifo a.ml will heal tl
i
fn I 11 ~" Jifi . " ~Hh the samo fa.nlt with which ho ll:nt from this li~ with th
It : nil PP nr a th r 11rre tion-th hlind the lam i.lie d af nncl th ki t
: lie· <l I, in,.... Aud th Lord {vm ·it a. n. hoalcr an<l boal them.''
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1"'ln1y is Aleph written a::i ollo letter rmcl read as n, sylla,lJlo of three Jetters. Bcc:1.uso
i b represents the Holy Ono who is one, arnl tho reading of his nt1Jrno is a throefo]d, as
it is written "Hear I sr ael, (1) God our, (2) Lord, (3) Go d is one.' 1 His praiso a.ml
s~rnctification is a lso a threefold, as it is written "Holy, holy, holy is 1.ho Lo:r(1
Zcb.a3..th.'1 E-ven tho song is Di threefold as the song of songs oi Solomon . Song is
01101 songs arc two, here is a threefold song . 1
Se-vcnty names has tho Holy One, th os-0 of the lrnowa oiies, while tbe 1mknowu
a.re numberless.
Aleph is tho initial of ''ha,ve chosen," "lrnvo takeu,n "have np1)0intet1 ." Sn,Ill tho
Lord, all those n,ro 6,pplied to Mettatroll rny servant, who is sublimer than a11 tho
cc1ost i::d s . Have chosen him in Adam's generatio n , wlrnn tho ge::eration of tho iloo<.l
got wi.ckctl, and took nway my glory from them (iu tho text is ,: my Sbcchin n,n
meaning tho c.lhr iuo womanhood), and. went to tho h~v-cus ami(l tlle l,lowing of tho
horns, as it is writt en (Psalm 47), '•God ·went on high by tho Yoi co of tho horns .' 1
Thon I sekote<l Enocli, th-o son ,o f Jerezl, from them, to ho ,vith .mo n, living witness
witli tho four holy beaists in my chariot. I appointe<I him on aU my treasures in my
-celestial renJrn, n.nc1 tho keys of tbom I han<l.ed over to him. I mado him n, pl'in co of
11rinccs to the g lorious throne, :1 manager to :four holy beasts, aucl to put crowns on
their heads.
I made hi.s height higher than all the celestial beings, 7,C0:) wilc-s taller. I exalted
his throne fr om mine. I tnrned his bocly into a -0.ame anu. his bo:1es into glitterin g li.gbt. I made his n,11pca.ranco as the n,ppea;ranco of lightning, Lis eyes ns tho
eter :::ial l ight, and tho r e:ilectiou of his face as tho reflection of th o snn , tho rn.ys of
his eyes as tho rays of tho glorious thron e, bis garment of lnaj csty and Lcau t.r. I
cro wncclhim with a crown 500milcs on500miles measure, an<l. ga-vcfrom rnym::ij esty
to him .
I c:1llcd him in my name '' Jeclu<l. the Little,' 1 wJ10 knows all tho s ~~ crcts ::mu mystcri~s w-:..tich I reve:1lcd unto him in love. I 11In,ce<l. his throne at tho cutra,nce of 1 1y
palace, to <lo j uclgmcnt among tlrn celestial family. Seventy names I namoJ him in
order to increase bis glory. Seventy princes I pface<l under him in onlor to e:x:cc11to
through ihom tho fates of existence, to uplift tho lowly and to make low tho prontl
ones, to smite tho kings with h is word arnl to humiliate tho noLles, to alter th o rnn
of time .n:nd to reveal wisdom to -tho earthly kings, deliverin g tho secrets to those
,Ybo strive fer knowledge. That l\fettatron sittl in Hcn,ven thrc-0 hours each claj· ,
gathGring roun d him a11 those sonls of infants) sucklings, and of school children 1Ylio
tliccl before their times. He gathers them under the glorious throne, dividing th em
in divisions a.n<l sect.ious, and teaches them the law, wisdom and knowledge, ::m d :,,11
tho secrets of tho Tornb, as it is written (Isaiah 28), "To whom will ho tcacll
wisLlom, to whom will ho explain the tidings6? To those who we::e <l0privecl frorn
milk, takeu. from off the "breasts."
THE Pl~IXCJ~ OF WISDG)L

Saguasel i s the Prince of , Vist1om . ,V11y is hif, name Sag11asal ·? Bccam;o tho
treasures of wisJ.om arc given into his ltand. AH those treasures wore opened io
Mo~cs wbilo on l\Iount S inai, whero Sagnn.sel tanght bim tho Jaw iu seventy 1ang iJages a.nd ju seventy wuys. The prophets, tho oral laws, and all Jrnow]o(lge pcrt::d n ing tu rel igion ho, taught him in seventy ways. At tho expirati on of hi s forty
cfays :;.\Ioses forgot all iu ono hour, arnl tho IIo)y Ono callccl upon Jcfeifin, tho prin ce
of the law, and presented him as a gift to Moses, and. then his memory ,vas strengthened. Thoso ninet.y-t"·o names of tho HoJy One, names or tLo outspoken namc,
1 The following chapter must have been for tho last standard of' tlie gramru:u school.
Its mystical
cnYironment, its more com1)lcted narratives, indicated tho char:::.cier aml purpose of that portion of
tll o "roac1er." Tho so oft-cited sentences of tho Scripture wcro probably c-alculatetl to im press tho
pupil ·with tho ide::i. that the Bible is tho source of all knowledge, tmining him to study :mu to k::10w
it by heart.
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which are engraved upon the glorious throne, which the Holy One gave from His
name to Mettatron, and the twenty-two seals by which all the celestial orders are
sealed, also the books of kings and of angels, of the Grim Messenger, and the books
of fate of every nation.
Said Mettatron, the prince of_ the interior, the prince of the law, the prince of
wisdom, the prince of glory, the prince of the palace, the prince of the angels, the
prince of princes above and below, that the Lord, the God of Israel is my witne s,
that when I revealed that secret to Moses there arose an uproar among the celestial
hosts,. and they protested. They said to me, "Why do you rev.ea! that secret to the
sons of man, born from a woman, who are full of faults, unclean, full of blood and
diseasef Why do you reveal that secret by which the creation was called into
existence, why do you reveal to man of flesh and blood f" I replied to them,
"Because I took a permili from the Holy One. Therefore I revealed to him the
meanings of the names going out from light and :fire." They were not satisfied with
my explanations, and the Lord said, "I want so, and I appointed Mettatron alone,
and be can give it to Moses." Moses delivered that to Jehoshua, and Jehoshua to
the elders, and the elders to the prophets, the prophets to the men of the great
synod, and the great synod to Ezra the scribe, and Ezra to Hillel the Great, and
Hillel to Rab Ahluhu, and Rab Ahlubu to the men of faith (the Essenes), and the
men of faith to the people of religions to take care of it, and to heal by it all the diseases, as it is written, if thou hear and keep the words of the Lord I will not bring
upon thee the plagues I brought down upon Egypt, as I, thy God, am thy healer.
B reads as Beth, which means a house (the initials of Beth). Said the Lord: I
builded, I formed, I prepared, I builded my two palaces, one in Heaven and the
other on earth. I formed all the orders of creation. I prepared the future life.
Why has God created the world with the letter Bf Because the Lord knew that
the world would be twice destroyed, once by the generation of the flood and once a
the end of 6093 years since the creation. (The letter Bis in Hebrew No. 2.)
Another reason, as the temple will be destroyed twice. For he created two worlds,
life here and life to come. For God said, I created two palaces, one for me and the
other for the sons of man, as it is written (Psalms), "Heaven belongs to the Lord.
the earth he gave to the sons of man."
Said the Holy One, for the people will have two kinds of worship, Israel will worship me, the pagans, idols. Another reason, because the people have a dual though,
one good and the other evil.
Three are called '' first/' the Torah, Israel, and the fear of the Lord, and for their
sake the world was created. By the Torah is written (Proverbs 14), "The Lor
bought me, the :first of His way." "Israel," as it is written (Jeremiah), ''holy·
Israel to the Lord, the first of his fruit." Fear of the Lord is also called "first,"
it is written (Proverbs 1), "The :first of wisdom is the fear of the Lord."
B is Binda, knowledge or understanding. Without understanding the world co
not exist even one hour, as it is writton (Deuteronomy), "Select from you men o
wisdom and understanding." When God requested :Moses to select men of understanding to make them tribal leaders, Moses went throughout all the camp of I r
to eek for men of understanding, and he could not :find them.
Undorstanding is dearer to the .Almighty than the Torah; if a man know all e
law. of tho Torah, all tho scripture, all the knowledge, and has not the under t
in g, he ht s nothing acquired.
i. the initial of Charity. If thero was no charity the world could not ex· t
Lord aid, If it had not hcen for my charity the world could not exist. W'b i
cbarit · that od does to this world daily. It corn;i ts in giving the people pir"
-wi ·~om understanding, thought, power, light of the eye , hearing of th
motion of th f< t, fi ling f th hands, the opening of the mouth , and the ta th t ll ' 11 • A it i writt n (P. alrn 33) ''The haritr f the Lor l i. full
r li." piri uud uu1, a it i WTitt nth, t the Lord 1,'1 w into hi no ·tril
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breath. Wisdom, as it is written, "The Lord gives from this mouth wisdom and
knowledge." The sense of hearing, as it is written, "Ancl the ears of the deaf will
be opened." Walk of the legs, as it says, ''Then the legs of the lame will jump as
a deer." Feeling of the hand, as it is said, "Lift ye your hands in holiness." Opening of the mouth, as it says, ''Who made a mouth to man," Talk of tho tongue, as
it is written (Proverbs), "To man is the array of heart's feelings, but from the Lord
is the reply of the ~ongue ."
D ,' H. Said the Lord, '' My word stands forever in Heaven." The word represents
the angel of healing, as it is written (Psalms), "He sends his word, and he heals
them." Word is the power of prophecy, as it says, "And He put His word in the
mouth of Balaam."
Dalit is the initial of the-Lord's promise. I say to uplift the poor, as the people are
not favoraMe to the poor, as it says, "The wisdom of the poor is disregarded." But
when a poor man prays to m e, I do not turn him empty, as it is written (Psalms),
"God comforts the ashamed poor." The Holy One looks every moment to th e poor,
and his words are sweeter to Him than the utterances of others, as it is written
(Psalms)_, "Then the Lord listens to the poor, and makes not ashamed his prisoners,"
those affiicted people, who are imprisoned by their ailments and disease. ·
·Why does the D face the
Because he who is poor in this life will be rich in life
hereafter , like Is:rael who is poor here, but will b e rich in future life. Again, the
heathon who are rich here will be poor yonder in. the future life.
Why are the wicke(l prospering ~ Because God gives them thoir reward h ere for
the few good deeds they do. l!.,or instance, some wicked do charitable works, not for
charity's sake, but fort.he sake of their name being praised, and so they are rewarded
h ere with wealth.
If a man in Israel, who is born under a favorable planet to live a good, happy life,
and acknowledge the Lord with all his heart, is humble in his ways and .manners,
and does not treat the poor iu a haughty way, and does not curse, ancl gives from his
wealth to the 110or, and to the rich in the shape of a loan, such. a mau will eat the
fruit in this life while the main stock will r emain for him in future life and he will
become one of the saints on high.
R, or Hei, is the sacred name of the Holy One, by which he created the world, as
it is written (Genesis), "Those are the histories of heaven and earth, when they
were created." (The initials of the words "they were created" is H.)
From it you learn that the Almighty had no trouble in creating the universe, as
the medium he used was the H, the lightest of all the letters (in pronunciation) .
All the letters, if they are pronounced, he feels through the various organs, as
ton gue, lips, t eeth, ancl the letters are accompaniecl by the unclean saliva, but the
H, or "Het" is pure, as when pronounced, no organ is r~quired to help, and no saliva
accompanies it.
All the pronounced names of the Holy One are written with · H, and with it
heaven, earth, this life and life hereafter, and the messianic time, were sealed by it.
Tbe letters by which heaven anu earth were seal ed . are t welve, corresponding to
the twelve hours of the day and. those of the night, to the twelve· months of the
year, corresponding to the twelve planets in the Zodiac. To the twelve tribes corr esponding to the twelve continents, bearing the twelve names of the twelve tribes,
·as it is written, "He placed the borders of the nations to the numbers of Israel's
tribes." All those letters are as fire, and they glitter as lightning, and each letter
measures 21,000 miles, and on each are chained crowns of glory as they are engraved
· by the finger of the Holy One.
They are also the seals of the Lord, with which he seals all the souls on the
glorious chariot. Each name has a special seal. The Lord sits on a throne of fire,
surrounded by fire pillars with the sacred names thereon. By each pillar numberless
angels of fire are standing. When a man knows those names, and makes use of
them, all the heavens are :filled with fire, and they go down to burn the earth, but
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tho heavens are linked uncl chained to tl~e borders of tho earth) and seeing tbo seal
of tho Ho1y One, they are fiiled with the spirit of mercy :mu do not destroy tho
earth.
S, or Sain, is the name of the Holy One, as Sain means "maiutn.iner/ as the Lorcl
is tbo maintainer of all.
The Almighty bas the key of woman, as it is written, ''Ho opened her womb;'1
the key of rain, as it is written, "He will open you his best tre:isure;" tho key of
maintcnance 1 as it is written, "Thou openest Thy hand to s3itisfy all withgoocl will:''
the key of human structure; the key of mamrn, as it is written, "He opened the
h eavens above;" the key of kingdoms; the key of eyes, as it is "rittcn, "Then th~
eyes of the blind will be 01)enecl;" the key of the deaf, as it is written, "The cars
of tho deaf will be openecl;" tho key of the lips, ns 'it is "TI"ritten, ''The Lord will
open my lips;" the key of tho mouth, as it is written, 11 And the Lor<l. opened tlie
mouth of the ass;" tho key of tho tongue; the key of tho earth, as it is written,
"The earth shall open and flourish salvation;" the key of the prisoners, as it is
written, '' The Lortl makes loo so the bound ones;" He h as the key of Eden, ns it is
written, 1 < Opened to mo the gates of righteonsness; :, Ho has tho key of tho purgntory, as it is written, "Open eel the gates and let enter the pious nations keeping tho
truth."
Do not read Amonim (Trntb) only "Amanim," as for the sake of "Amen," which
the wicked say in the purgatory, they are red eemed from it. In the later clays tho
Lor<l will sit in Eden and explain the laws whilo all the goou. ones will sit and tho
celestial family will be on his right, and sun ancl moon with all tho planets to tho
left, and the Lord will explain the la"TT"s of tho new Torah, which will be gircn
through tho l\fessiah. At the encl, Zembabel wiJl stand up and say, "E:s:altr.cl nn<l
sanctified sllall be tho Holy great name." His voice will be heard from one corner
of the universe to tho other, and all existence will say ".Amen." Tho wicketl of
Israel and i.Lose of tho h eathen in tho purgatory wiJl also say 1<Amen, 11 and their
voices will reach before the Lord . Tho Lord wiJI inquire for them, and tho ange'.s
of tl10 service will say that they a.re tho voices of tho wicked condemne<lin the purgatory. At that moment tho Lord will show His mercy nrnl hand over to Michael
and Gabriel tbo keys of tbe purgatory to bring th em forth from there .
.At tha,t timo tllo two archangels will g o and open the forty thousand gates of hell.
Tho 11011 is 300 miles long, 300 miles broad, 1,000 miles thick, 1,000 deep, ancl when a
wicked man falls into it, ho n ever can get out.
The t'llo archangels at that time will bring thoso condemned forth, they will he
wa -heel antl cleansed, their wounds h ealed, ancl they will bo dressed in pure rays of
garment antl bronght before the glorious throne. ·when they wi11 bo before tho
Lord, they will fall on their faces, bowing, }">raising tbe Holy name. .At that momen
all will j oin in tho eternal })raise of foe Lord!
Ch, or Chet., means sin. ·when tho wicked are punishe<l in tho purgatory for their
sins, they repent and they are forg iYen and share tho future lifo with all the piou arnl
gooc.1 ones, and they l:!it near tl10 "Scheehin:1" (divine womanhood), as tlicy . :w
their broken hearts with repentance, as it is written (Psalm 31), u Go 1 js nigh o
tho broken heart ," and th ey arc dearer to the Lord than tho ancre] .
The angels arc di tant from the", c-h china" 36,000 miles, as it is written, '· r: pl1im stand abovo l1i m. ·,
'· .\.boYc" in geometrical calculation is "thirty- ix tlionsancl .
Tho Scbechiua · •
mea nrccl twico thirty- ix time. ten tbonsancl mile , and tho eel tial milo i. t hon. nrn1 •
of cnbit ; n. en bit is f: nr spnn ancl n. ft t, and a span mea nrcs from ono corner oft
":orl<l to th
th r. Tho :ll'th i · only ono foot l ong, ono foot broad, an<l ono fo t
li~~h up to th .fir ·t l1ea.v o a.nd yet tho e broken-h arted tlirou"'h rep ntanc arc
111gh to th • ·h cbion.
J>n th0 · ,.,h ar pr ncl th
Jorcl j far from them
Tho. e who are proncl nr
Ji. iclul wor Jii1,or. nncl if a man j likt • Io··. 01:r ma ·t r p aco with him, nn<l h n
Jlrl l h will 11,
ap th puui hm nt of 1h ]1 ]1.
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F, or Feth. Feth me:1ns "lime;" th:1t is, tho limo from which all was created, and
to which all returns, :1t1 it i s ,vritten, "All was from dust and all returns to dust,"
and dust is limo. Lime is the lime of the future, from which all the good ones will
flourish in parties, as the graRs of the field with many g:1rments, whose perfume Tiill
£11 the whole of the universe, as the perfume of "Eden/' as it is written (Ps:1lms
xlii), "They will flourish from the city as the grass of the field." The city js Jerusalem, as the Lord will start the resurrection only from Jerusalem, a s it is written
(Ezechiel), "I will give an OTnament in the land cf the living ." Is there :1 <.lead
land f It means Palestine, which is called" Tho lancl of tho living," as her dead will
°!)e resurrected first.
·what will become of thoso pious ones who are dead in other lands f But at tho
day of resurrection the Lonl will say to the angels, "Go forth and lift up the surface
of the ground, and ma.lrn tunnels through which to bring the good ones from foreign
l:1nc1s to Jerusalem." Tho angels will take up the four corners of the globe, an<l.
shu,ke the wicked from it, and tllo good ones will be brought to Jerusalem through
tunnels; there tho Lord himself will resurrect them.
How will the resurrection t:1ke placei The Lord wHl taken. trumpet measuring
a thousand cubits;the cubits of tho Lord, and will blow so that it will be heard from
one corner of the worl<.l to the other.
At the fir st blow the world will he sh:1ken up. At the second blow tho ground
will be divided. At the third blow the bones will be gathered. At the fourth blow
the portions of the bodies wiH be warmed up. At the fifth blow their skins wiH be
sha,pecl. At the sixth blow the soul will be returned into their respective bodies.
At the seventh blow they will stan(l up alive with their garments on.
J, or Joel, means h:1nd and. might. vVe learn from it that tho Lonl will give in the
later llays a might, a footl10lcl to the pious ones, as it is written, 11 I will give unto
them n, hand and. n, good nu,mo in my house and my walls."
House means the temple, as it is written, ' 1And my house will bo called the worsliip
house of all nations.' 1
vVt1ll m eans Jerusalem, as it is written,"' Upon t.py walls, Jerusalem, I appo..inted
watches !"
J od means also gifts , as the Lord will present gifts to a.11 the pious ones, each one
with a cup of life's elixir in order to live forever .
N:1me means that the Lord will reveal to them the pronounced name by which he
has crc:1ted the he:1vens and earth, in order that they shall be able to create w orlds
too. Each pious one will .g et three hundred aucl forty worlds as a rcwu,nl for his
goou. deeds. They will have an everlasting n:1mc means the pronounced sacrel1 name,
with which future life was cre:1ted. Prnise and exaltation tbat will be tbe light of
their eyes ·where at ono glu,nce they will be able to sec fr om one par"t of t1rn worltl to
t,ho other.
l{u,f, or K, means tho hu,nd of swea,ring (as by swearing we Ifft up the hand). It
will boa hand clutching of joy at the banquet which Go(l will tender to the righteous n;t the fater cl:1ys when with each one the '' Schechina" will w:1lk 1 accompanied
by tens of thousands of angels, around them pillars of li ghtning, and the elements
will dance before them.
Upon that time the prophet said, "0 LorJ., uplifted is Thy hand." At that
lJang_uct, Isaiah will say '' 0 Lord, uplift Thy hand, let not the wicked see tlie
pleasures of the good ones. 11 The Lord will reply," No; contrary, let them come, and
be n.shamed ;" then tho prophet wHl say, "No; let them not come, and not see."
The J ewi8h nu,tionality will bo called upon to settle that dispute. Mettatron will
bring the J ewish 11:1tion ality before the Lord. Then sho will su,y, ' 1 For whu,t am I
cu,llcd h ere 1" Then the Lord will say, ' 1 My dear daughter, I liko that the wicked
shall come and sec the J)leasures of tho good ones." 11 Let them come," she will say,
"and bo :1sh:1med.'J
At that time the wicked will come :1t the doors of Eden to look and behold the
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pleasures of tl10 pious ones. They will see how everyone is clad in garment accordingly, and before each is a table of pearl, and before everyone there is a golden
cup mounted with precious stones, while the cup is filled with life elixir, and 011 the
table are arrayed many dishes of delicious food, and before everyone the angels are
waiting.
Their faces seem to reflect rays of light as that of the sun, penetrating from one
end of the world io the other, while the heavens will open their doors, showering
upon them a, shower of perfumed dew, and its aroma will fill all the spaces in the
universe, and millions of angels, harps in hand, will play and sing, while the sun,
moon, and the planets will dance.
When the wicked see those glorious things they will ask why is such an honor
and pleasure given to those f And the angels will answer, because they kept the
laws . Then the wicked will fall upon their faces praising the Lord, saying, "Hail
to the nation, that such is to him; hail to the nation, that the Lord is his God."
€Psalms cxl iv.)
L, or Lamed, is the initial of "Heart understands knowledge." The heart is a
reproduction of man; since man has eyes, so has the heart; man has ears, so has the
heart; man has a mouth, so has the heart; man has utterances, so the heart; man
roars, so the heart; man cries, so the heart; man walks, so the heart. The heart
sees, as it is written (Preacher i), "My heart saw wisdom." The heart" hears, asit
is written (Kings iii), "A heart to hear to judge." Tho heart talks, as it is written
(Preacher iv), "I spoke with my heart." The heart cries, as it is said (Lamentations),
"Their hearts cried unto the Lord." Man is consoled, so the heart; as it is said,
" And Ho consoled them, and spoke with their heart." Man legislates, so the heart; as
it is said (Judges viii)," My heart to legislate to Israel." Man roams, so the heart; as
it says (Psalms xlv), "My heart roams a good thing." Man r ejoices, so the heart ; as
it is written (Samuel ii), "My h eart rejoices ju the Lord." Man is cleau, so the
hea rt; as it says (Psalms li), "A clean heart, create in me, 0 Lord." l\lan mourns,
so the heart; as it says ( Genesis), "And he mourned in his heart." Man is awakened,
so the heart; as it is written (Song of Songs), "I slept, but my heart was awakcued.''
Man inquires, so the heart; as it says (Preacher i), "I turned my heart to iuqnire/'
Man is wise, n.nd so tho heart; as it is written (Proverbs): "The wise h eart tak es to
good deeds." Man is good, and the heart; as it is written (Proverbs), ".A. good
heart is always jolly."
All that is iu man is contained in the heart, and tho h eart is equal to the two hund1'cd and forty-eight portions of the body. There are twelve actions and qualitie
distrilmted to the various instruments of the body.
The brain acts through thought and is the thinking machine. The mouth divide
the food, the tongue smooths the ground food, the pipes of the lungs do the breathing, and so on.
Bnt hate, love, envy, dwell only in the heart; therefore it is said, "Do not hate
thy l,rother in thy heart; lo ve thy God with all thy heart.'' God therefore looks only
in to tho heart; as it is written, "Man sees with the eyes, while G-od looks into the
h eart."
.I, or fim. Why pronounced with both lett rs
Because both are on the h eight of
th glorious throne, where they chain the crowns of light. \Vhen the time for sanctification come , • ud God does not top down from His height, they approach ach
oth r aying, ' \ hen will I come to see the face of the Lord~" (P a lms. ) \Yhcn
the Lord comes down then all the letters open their mouths with song of praL .
tl1 op n .1 a , 'Thykingdomisforover,"whiletheclosedAsay, "AndThyr alm
i. in all th generation .
At tha timo th Lord take • 11 the 1 tter and ki ses th m, placino- two crow
u pon_ • eh-the n the rown of glory th oth r a rowu of glory . T the op n -I
H gn·
·o rown. • ucl to th ·l · cL I one of ruling ancl oth,•r ofm, j ty and plac
1 1
nil
oth ,. 1 tt •rt Hi J ft, ayjuo- ". fy 1 tt r , ,vhich l
~ tu Hi
'\ ith P n 1 fir , JH • kin r<low i nly jffO ·laim cl through you."
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With the open M the Lord is called "King of Kings," while with the closed M He
is called "Ruler of Rulers." "\Vhen the two M's h ear it, they open their mouths in
song of praise, and all the celestials come, fall, and bow before the Holy One, singing and praising the Almighty.
N, or Nun. Why is the one N straight and the other in a resting attitude 1 Because
with them was the soul of man created, as every soul. Sometimes it rests and sometimes it stands. When she (the soul) is in the body she is resting, and when she is
out of the body she is standing.
A king wanted once to enter his palace, which was an miclean place, and he says
to his servant, Bring the candle in. So the Lord created man from dust, blood, and
gall; therefore He placecl in him the soul in order to see what goes on in that dark,
unclean place, and the soul is the candle of the Lord (Proverbs xxvi). The soul of
man is the candle of the Lord, not that of the animal, as the soul of the latter has
rest, while that of the former has no rest.
,
When man dies, his soul is brought before the celestial bench, and there all th~
deeds are arrayed, and the judges tell all he did on th at day or on that hour and
place; even the private conversation between husband and wife is recorded. If he
lost his children when be was alive, they ask him, "\Vby did you lose your children 1"
If he was blinded, or became deaf in life, they ask him to account for it, as the ways
of the Lord are eYen and only sinners are stumbling on them. They ask him why
h e stumbled on his sin. If he can give a reasonable answer, they accept it; if not, he
is whipped with a whip of fire and he turns into ashes. The ashes are scatterecl to
all four corners of the world,_tb.en they are collected by four angels, an angel to each
corner, and they put the ashes in the grave, to be there till judgment day.
S, or Samech, means the leaner, and it represents the Lortl, who leans the fallen
ones, as it is written (Psalms cxlv), "The Lord lean s the fallen ones." He leans the
h eavens as well as the globes of the planets below them. Samech means also
the Torah, which is l eaned on the prophet, books of the scribes, and on the oral
law, as it is witten, "The well which was dug by the princes, by the nobles of
the nations." Well means the Torah, as it says, "The well of living water." And the
law is always compared to water, as it say3, "He ·who is thirsty, go to the water."
Why are the words of the Torah cornpared to waterf Because as water leaves
th e h ighest and comes <lowu, so the Torah likes only him who is humble. "Dug by
princes," they are Moses and the seventy elders who explained the laws in seventy
languages. "The nobles of the nation," they are the scribes, as David, Solomon,
Ezra, who ha~,e explained the law to Israel.
E, or Ain, means the eyo of the law, which is the eye of all eyes and the wisclom
of all wisdom, as it is written (Psalms xix), "The law of the Lord enlightens the
eyes." ·wisdom is only the wisdom of the law, as it is written, "Ye shall keep my
laws, as they are your wisdom and understanding."
P, or Pe, means mouth, ancl 1110uth means Moses, as it is written (Exodus), "I am
a hard mouth, and a stutterei' of tongue." Moses said to the Lord, "I know Thou
art the only God, and Thou hast created the world only for Thy own honor, and
createu man only to do Thee honor, and every portion of the body Thou hast
created for some purpose to serve Thee. The head to bow before Thee, the eyes to
see Thy glory, the ears to hear Thy honor, the nose to smell, the teeth to grind the
food, the pipe to give in anu to give out. The veins as blood vessels, tho skin for
complexion, hands to :fight anu to work, feet to walk, tongue to talk: Now give me
t alkative power." The Lord replied, '' Who made the mouth and tongue to Adam 1
Of course I did it."
Z, or Zadie, means the righteous of the world, God Himself, as He does right to
every creature in the universe. If God had not given to man mouth and tongue. the
world could not exist for a moment. ·w hen Moses refused to accept the mission on
account of being a stutterer tho creatures of th e world began to tremble, saying,
"Bebol cl Moses who once will speak with the Schechina one hundre<l and seventyfiye times face to face and will explain every letter and law in seventy languages,
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yet he says, 'I am a stutterer;' what shall we sayf" For that, that Moses made himself incapal>le on acconnt of his mouth, the Lord uplifted him, as it is written, "and
I was standing l>etween you and tho Lord," a position which oven Mettatron can not
haYe. ]?or tho plen, that he pleaded, "I am barcl of talk," the Lorcl speaks of him,
"Moses, faco to face I spoa,k with him." Goel has ap!)ointecl Moses as a treasuryonr
all the creatiou, as it is said, "Moses, my servant, tho faithful in my householtl,!'
"\Vhen ]Hoses reached tlie depa,rtment of the future anc1 saw tho 11arties of sages, of
tho Sn,nsechrin, of the Ra,bbis, expl a ining tho law in forty-nine ways, aud then ho
s:1w tho college of Rabbi Akibah, who e:s:plains three hnudrecl and sixty-five reasons
for the laws, he said, "I do not want to be the messenger of the Lord." But tho
Lord knew the reason of his refusal, so Ho sent Sagnase], the Prince of Wisdom, to
:M:oses, and he brought him into t,ho colleges where the laws arc taught.
There Moses hoard tho Rabbis saying "That law 1 as well as this law, is deliYereu
by Moses from Sinai." As Moses heard this be was calm, and with sati faction
accepted the mission as a, redeemer.
K, or Kof, means :M0ses who surronn<led Pharaoh with a,ll words of wisdom in seYenty tongues . "\Vhen Moses and Aaron appeared before tho king they found there
seycnty writers writing the correspondence in seYenty langua,ges.
As soon a,s they beheld tho two messengers, ho,v their faces were shining like the
sun, and oaclt word they uttered was of fire, rind seeing the stick upon which was
engraved tho pronounced name, they began to tremble, throwing away their pens
and l etters, bowing in fear before Moses and Aaron.
Then the king asked them, "Who h as sent you to me f" They replied, "The God of
the Ile.brews." He asked again, ""\Vhut is His name, -n-hnt of Ilis stre11gth, how
nrnny countries bas He ccmquered, how many are tho numbers of His fighting army~ "
They answered him, '' His strength is full the uni verse, Heaven is His throne, His word
is fire and shakes up mountains, His bow is fire-, His arrows arc of fire. Ile is foe creator of all and the peacemaker between fl.re and water. "\Vith His word Ile created
tho world, by utterance formed the mountains, and by wisdom He cre:1tes tho child
in tbe woml> of his mother. He clothes tho skies with clouds, and lets rain fall upon
tho e8,rth to maintain the life of all." Said the king to them, "I do not need Him: a
I crcate,l myself," as it is written (Ezechiel x:s:viii) ")Iine is the Nile and I created
me. What you say," the king continued, "that He makes rain and dew; my ~-ile
waters my ln,nd to bring forth the sweetest fruit . But ·wait; I will bring the memoramla of yore, containing the letters of ancient kings; perhaps I will find among
them some letters of your God, for, so far as I know, Ho ne,·cr has sent to mo any
writings or greetings." Ile opened his museum and called upon the seventy writer
to read in scYonty languag s at 1.he s::tme time. Tot finding His name, he sai, to
Moscfl :rnclAarou, "I know noith r of Hirn nor of His might." Hethensentwonl 0
all tho wise men in Egypt to inquire, antl they sa.id, "Yes; we heard ::tbout the nam
oftlieir Go<l; wo ltearcl that He is the son of wise, tho son of ancient kings." _\.t tha
time tho Lord said, " Fools, ye all yourselves 'wi e ones' and me the son of wi ·
the son of kings," as it i written (Isa.iah xiY), "Only fools are the 1,riuccs of
Zoan; tho wise conn elor.· of I'haraoh ba,·c fooli. ·h a<ldce; for how coul<l you ·ay to
Phar:wh that I am th son of wi , iho son of kings?"
R, or Hei h is the .Almighty who is tho head of tbo worlc.1 and its c:1d. n i · c
wor<l of th Lord l>y which II ha· er •ated the seYen heaY •ns. R is the rueaniu!!'"
hPa<l, "hi h mean. Ism. J, whom tho Lord has ma.do the head of the h a then.
, 'h, or, lH·in m<·ans tc th; tJ.10. c are th teeth of th wicked, whi h will ho l,rok u
ihr<'<· time. -on tim lH·r in this lifr, s cond in life liereaftcr third in fl.Jc .Ic. i:mic
tim . .\s tu , Ji •in ha thr c head· ·o the .Almighty will ur ·ak the t th of e
,·i k d tlu ·c tilll •..
' h t
1i
ont f th ir Jt outh. 22 cubit loJJ"" a tu iru
th y , ·ill lJ informed, th t i
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The Shein hs,s three branches, symbolizing tho three y;rorlds in which man livesthis lifo, life hereafter, and the life of tho Messianic era. Tho Shein symbolizes tho
three sanctifications of this world-the sanctification of the Lorcl, the sanctification
of the S:1b bath, ::rnd the sanctification of Israel.
T, or Taw, means l onging; man longs for everything iu this life. Man is lioru
naked, without dress, without shoes, ·without knowledge, without understamling,
without thought, without word, without tongue, without law, ·without strenGt11,
without power, without riches, without wife and children, without walk and dee<ls;
yet as soon as he goes out from his mother's womb he longs only to talk of tl:o tong11t',
and ,,hen lie gets it he longs to the walk of the feet, and when ho gets it he desires
knowledge, ancl his desire extends gradually to all things he sees. But when he
parts from this, he goes out empty, as it is written (Kings ii), "The days of David
approachec.1 to their end." Tho day of the king is not written 1 only of" David, ns
there is no kingdom at the day of death.
Rabbi Aha used to say, "The end of the 1.Jcst is to be killed 1 tlie end of man to clie,
and all are ready for deitl.1. Hail to him whose l abor was in the bw and did tho
will of his Creator, grew with a good name, and parted from the \>orl(l with n, good
n ame. On such a man is written, A good name is lietter than good oil, a.ml the day
of death l>etter than the birthday ."

CHAPTER XV.
COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN EUROPE, PARTICULARLY IN
AUSTRIA, FRANCE, A.ND GERMANY. 1

The American Bankers' Association has led the way in one of the most important
educational departures of this century. It is nothing l ess than a systematic effort
to arouse public attention to the importance of providing for a more extensive and
more thorough professional education of our business classes.
As the first step in this work, the association appointed a committee to investigate
what was being done in a systematic way in th e United States toward providing for
this great puulic nee<l of a special education for mercantile anc.l business life. ·with
a full recognition of the admirable work whieh many of our so-called" commercial
colleges" are doing, and with the completest acknowledgment that their founders
t1.nd promoters were tbe first to see the need of special commercial education and were
doing valuable work in supplying it so far as they could, the committee felt that there
was a fielu of education which these institutious were not at all cultivating, and yet
which needed spedal attention. In canvassing the educational institutions of the
country, it soon appeared that the "Wharton School of Finance and Economy of the
University of Pennsylvania was the only institution of higher rank which was busying
itself seriously with this educational problem. The cornmittee, therefore, requested
the author of this report to give the association an account of the work, aims, and
methods of the Wharton Schoo]. In an address delivered b efore that body at Saratoga,
· in September, 1890, 2 the general situation of business education was discussed and
an exposition of the work of the Wharton School was given . So well pleased was the
association with the plan there outlined a.nd the report of the work already accomplished that it a<lopted resolutions recommending to tho colleges and universities in
the United States the establishment of similar departments as constituent parts of
their 01·ganization.
.
This action attracted much attention and the scheme received the approval of
leading college and university authorities, as well as business men. 3
Pursuing the same line of work, the association resolved to investigate what was
being done in the :field of secondary education corresponding to the work of the
Wharton School of Finance and Economy in higher education. As it was generally
known that the various countries of western Europe had done much work along this
line, the author of the present report was invited to visit the leading centers of
European education and examine their institutions for commercial education and
report upon this subject. In pursuance of this invitation, he visited England, France,
Italy, Switzerland, Austria, Germany, and Belgium, and tho following report incorporates some of the results of bis observation and study of this topic. The essence
of the report has already been submitted to the association, at its last meeting, in an
ad dress delivered in San Francisco September 7, 1892. 1
Tbe object in prepariug the various detailed reports which constitute this work
was to put the available information rel ating to theso schools, their history, origin,
development, curricula, etc., into such a form that any member of this association, o:c.
of any similar body, any teacher in the United States, any superintendent of schools,
any school board, or any other body or individual who might become interested in
this subject and who might wish to take the initiative in organizing such schools
among us would find the assistance he needs in taking the :first steps toward such
an end.
1 A report made in 1893 to the American Bankers' Association, through itf! committee on schools of
finance an,1 economy, byEdmtln<l J. James, Ph.D., then professor in the Wharton School of Finance
and Economy, Ur1iversity of Pennsylvania, now professor and dfrector of University Extension
Di vision, University of Chicago.
2
Eclucation of Business Men . An acldrefls before the American Bankera' Association at Saratoga,
September 3, 1890.
0 See Education of Business Men, I and II.
.American Bankers' Association, New York, 1892.
4
Edncation of Business Men, III. A plea for the establishment of commercial high schools.
American Bankers' Association, New York, 1~93. Pages 17.
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Tho object of this repor t, then, hns 11ot been to present a complete account of tho
system of commercial e dnc~1ti on in Europe, nor complete statistical tables us to nnmber of schools, pnpils, tcn,chcrs, otc., lrnt rather to select a few typical institutions
:mcl descri l.Jo them so fnJly that anyone ,d10 chose to clo so, Ly making allo,--rnnco for
the difference in corn1itions, could r eprodnce tlwir counterparts here.
The special nccounts contain many references to th e burning questions of educational policy which will prove of interest to the etlucatfonal specialist.
It is my opinion that tho educational system of the United States would be enormously improvetl Ly tbo introduction of snch schools as are described in this l'CJ)ort
into our scheme of public instruction, and if the American Bankers' .Assocbtion shall
havo contribute<l , oven to a small extent, to this great result it will have desen·cd the
thanks of every American citizen.
I havo set forth in tbe two addresses delivered before the association, in cousidern,ble d etail, the reasons fo r believing tbat a system of institntious of secondary and
higher r ank sbonlcl Lo organized witb a special view of offering facilities for a professional cclnc::ttion along lrnsiness and commercial Jines. The 1:,chools of sec9nt1ary
rank would bo commercial bigh scbools, running parallel with our present literary
bigh schools on tho one h an d and manual-training high schools on the other. Tho
sebools of higher rank sbould be of college and mfrrersity grade, ancl shouhl be
organized in connection witb our existing colleges and universities.
. .
The commercia,l high schools could be establisliecl- by private parties, cit~cr rndrv iduals or corporatio~s, much as our academies ::uid seminaries are orgamzed and
managed now. Soine of tho most snccessful of these schools have been thus c~tablished in Europe, 11otallly in Paris, Vienna, aml Turin. Or they might ~o ?stabhs~ed
by boards of trade, cham hers of commerce, trades leagues, or other sumlar bodies.
Tbi s also bas been n, familiar form of organization and support in Europe. Ind eed,
it may ho s a,id that some of the-most successful of the European schools hav? been
managed on this plan : The School of Higher Commercial Studies at Parisi the
Acatlemy at Prague, aml tho Institute at Leipsic .
.
Or tll ey might be established Ly the community as iutegra.l parts ?f !ho l)'.iblicsehool system. A start has b een made alon e, this line at Pittsburg, Crn crnnat1, and
San Franci1,co, in this country; but these ichools have not been developed as they
ought to be. It is undoubtedly true that in the long run we shall llave to rely 11 P0.n
tbis ~hircl for!n to n,ccomplish tbe most ~eneral and wi?espreacl resu~t~; butt~~!~c 1s
also Just ns httJe doubt that more rapid proo-ress 1mo·ht be maclo 1£ somo_prn~to
individual or corporation ,,oulcl take up tl.J o 1;atter m~l give us a commerc!al l.JJgh
school wl1ich could s ervo as a model for our city boards, for tho history of cclt~cation in tbi s country shows conclusively that tho spirit of routine and formalis:n
which nearly in~arin;l>l;r preva ils in any public-school system is unfavora!Jle to r~pid
and thorong-bgorng 1rnprovemont, inasmuch as it is unfavorable to expenrn entat1on,
a~d cxp erim eut~tion is n ecessary to progress.
.
. .
. Tb o sys~ematrn ~nd steady development of comm er ci a l instrnct1on hes Ill t~ c
rnte;·cst of our busmess _world, i n the iuteres t of tho community in gen?ral, and Ill
tho _rn tercs t of onr pub~1? system of education. There is a t present J1ttlo .op1,or~muty fo! ni r .outh .cl~sirn~g to enter business life to get any systematic ass! ·tanec
1n preparmg l11msc1f for his future career if h o desires or expects to en "age in an:i,-thing but clerjeal work. The o1c1 system 'of trniniuo- :youno- m en fo th; great hns 111e ·s l..lo_uses has almost_ completely disappeared, evet in th~se places in our ~onntrr
irbero it may ha.Yo existed; while it can bardl y bo said over to ba.-o cx1stcrl at
nll ju most _places in this country. Even in tho oid conntri es-Englam1, France, ::ml
Germany-it lins brol«:n down, Jiko t h o a_pprenticesbip system in the tradc_s, anil 3
Jn-as~nt the only pos ·1ble substitute for it seems to be the properly orgamzc<l commrre1al school.
.It may bo saill that the best pre1rnration is a good general cdnca.tion ofthe~i~
J11gh ~chool and_college. This has always been the answer to every propos1_t10
org-am~o profes~101'.al or teclmical education. It is ssentia.Jly tho medfreval 1de:1 r
c1ucat10n, and 1 t <11es only Yery slowly and Yery ha.rd in the face of modern pro"'!' ~~Tl10 .be t practi_ ·al. ausw cr to it is the fact tbat prnctical men a a cla,s "·ill 1 :i
nothing to do with 1 t . Opp<?rtunities for such education ha.-o be n op n to the 1111'-lne C'la .·es for thrco ce nturies, and they have availecl them. elves of them on!· to•
' : rr li.mi_tccl .·t nt it her in Europe oi· America; wbilo when eyer a p cial cd ur.~ "'ll 0111 1;.d_t rank !1as _b een op u to them they ha.Yo shown their appreciation of 1
h. ~ p~ tro111 xnw ho 1u titutions which off re<l it .
.,1 I 1' fac·t · · ·m. t 1,o t)1atin ,·ery liue of ec1ncational 1ifo th nmnh r of J) oplo w o
~, ill tal, e a _Y r y .·t ·u : 1y co11r ·o of tm1y of a pnrely Jiucral ·lrnract •r i Y ry . m:iJl
mil, u l: wh_J!o th• u11111hcr of tho e wl10 ,~·ill take an xtc11 iv p cialorprofi · iou. l
• l11<"1t1on
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in the sense of 11reparing them directl y for their future work, v i z, teachers, preachers, lawyers, physicians, tho number left in these courses would be astonishiugly
small.
\Ve can conq uer the uneducatecl anc.1 half educated people of this C"untry for
secondary aml ltigher education only by offering them courses of study which, while
they are of _a strictly education.al character i n the best sense of the word, shall also
have some bearing on their future every d ay life, -shall have some direct relation to
tho work they are called upon to do in the vrnrld.
The first aim of an edt1.cational system should undoubtedly be to offer general or
liberal cour ses of all grades, and of the very best possible chara:c1ter, and get as
many people to 1rnrsue these courses as possible, no matter wha;t their futnre cafoers .
It shonld, then, g6 fuTther and offer to those youth who have gone as fm· as they wHl
in these liberal courses an opportunity to pur-sne their education still further along
lines relating to their futu re call ing-an -e ducation which, if it is based on science aucl
be properly organized, can not but bo liberali zing, no matter if it be tecl.J.ni cal in tho
ordinary sense of tl.J.e term. Nol.Jody can doubt that the training of a prop erly
organized an<l managed fo,w school i-s uot mernly tecl.J.nical or professional iu nature,
but also liighly liberalizing, particularly-as compared with the t.rain ing of an on1inary
Jaw 6fflce. - Nor will ::ulyonc deny that the work of a good manual training or trade
high school may bo made educational in a -very high sense. In the same ,vay the
curriculum of a commercial high school m~y t e eminently liberalizing in all its tend encies, at the samo time that it trains a youth so that he may be more useful in a
business house.
·
Such a high schoo] may be of great advantage to tho youth whose father is able
to set him np in business, or by his business connections may be able to start him
far up the hill that l eads to bnsinoos sucooss, for it will be able to impart to him
much information whi ch h.o would otherwise obtain in a scrappy way and often not
at all until the opportunity to use it hacl passed him by; and. at any rate it would
prepare liim to ,a cquire quickly the details of hiB business and help liim to coor<lina:to his knowledge so as to make it of the greatest use to him. It would, morciovcr,
.quicken his interest in all that relates to business, and help make his business life a
source of pleasure a.-s well a-s pr0:fit to him.
If such a training w.ould help the :r-0uth ,of fortune and good business connections,
it would be of immensely .greater .aid to the _youth who must start at tho bottom and
has only himself and hia own -efforts to rely upon. It woultl eHable him to acqu ire
in a, mu<:h shorter time the details -of any business he chooses io take np; it wonld
open his eyes to business chances~ gi-ve }lim a comJ)Tehensive view of the business
worl<l, and help put him in a :position i;o p.rofit by wha,tever juncfore turned up.
It is said that 95 per ce.nt -of tl.J.ose who enter business .fail at some time in their
career, and certainly any business man wiU confirm the statement that th ere are far
more failures than su,ccess-es in the bu s111es-s world. These failures come, of course,
from mauy circumstances; lnLt ,tb.01,e is little doubt that m11ny of them spring from
causes which the proper so.rt of preliminary training may remove; and if sound
bnsinoes edncati on would se:rve to turn only lOper oent of these failures into successes,
it wouhl pay for itself many times over
.
Of course no commercial high -school and no school of finance anc1 economy can
make a, successful merchant or banloor. Dfor does a law school make a successful
lawyer or a m edical school a successful physician; but all three may so train a man
that h0 will enter u pon his res1>ective career at an adYantage over the man who does
not have this training, provided .other things arc equal. A gooc1 commercial training will prepare a boy to learn his business more easily and rapidly than h o could
have clone without i-t_
But such n, comme1,cial training must be rcnlly educational iI1 character. What
this means, in the domain of secondary education, can be seen if one will t ake the
six-monthB cours-e of the av-erage so-callod commercial college in the United States,
and comparejt with the -three-y.ears cou·r se of the schools discussed in tbo second part
- oftl.J.is-volumo-sayofthat iu Vienna, 01·Pr.ag-uet or Leipsi·c, or Antwerp, orof the two
in Paris. It is work of this latter character which is at once -_practical and lil.Jernl;
which educates for life while it trains for a livelihoocl, and which shoulcl bo introduced into our scbeme of public e<ln:cation.
It will boJ1oted tha-t all the schoolfl here ili£cu.Bsed are :re::illy ofbigh-school gr:.de,
covering the yea.rs from 14 or 15 to 17 or 18. The only exception i s to be found in
such courses a,s the one-year course for graduates of gymnasia or lycf.cs, Ii.kc t l1 e one
in Vicnnn. and the school at Venice, which may fairly ln,y claim to be considered of
collego or university .grade. These courses rep resent really tho on] y attempt to provide for higher 00:mm-ercial courses at all an.cl which, therefore, could come into
comparison with the work which would properly fall within -th.e scope of schools of
:finance and economy.
The real reason for this is to be fonnd, in my opinion , in t1o general l ow social
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estimate set on the business · clns--rs in Europe which are relegated to a distinctly
lower position in the social scale i.lian the nobility, the army, and the pro'·cs,ional
classes. Shopkeepers and artisans are classed together, and for neither class i~ real!
higher education necessary at all. Of course this state of things can not continue
indefinitely, and there are many signs of its approaching change, and before long we
may confidently expect to see conrses in commerce in the higher schools of Europe
which will compare favorably with those suitable to schools of finance and economy
as discussed in this work.
Attempts have been made to develop courses in business in connection with the
other courses in the German polytechnic schools; but, as will be seen in the second
part of this report, they have all been so inadequately organized that they hare
failed of their purpose and are of value to us only as solemn examples to be avoided.
One interesting thing to note is the recent remarkable increase in attendance · t
French commercial schools. Up to 1890 the certificate of these schools was not
accepted by the war department as entitling the holders to the privileges ofthconeyear-service law, and so boys who attend.eel t,hem. were compelled to pass at least a
year or two more in other schools for the rnere purpose of passing the military exam
ination, or else they were obliged to serve-the full period iu the army. This constituted a serious handicap for this class of instruction and accounts largely for the
slow growth in attendance for many years. As soon as the certificate of these schools
was put on a par with that of other educational institutions of similar grade, t_he
attendance went up by leaps and bounds showing that it was this artificial barrier
which kept them back.
'
. .
The circumstance mentioned above serves to show the necessity of cons1dermg aµ
the facts relating to a school system before drawing concrete conclusions_or comparisons. It will be seen, for example, that the higher comm~rcial school~ m Germany
·g ive more time to certain subjects than the correspoudmg_ schools _m Fr~nce or
Austria. This does not come, as one might suppose, from a difference m the idea of
the German directors of commercial schools, but simply from the fact _th_at the war
department refused to receive the certificates of these schools as ent1tlmg to t~e
privileges of the one-year voluntary service until its prescrip~ions as to certalll
fundamental subjects were complied with. The whole matter 11lnstrates the ~arreaching influence of the military system in Europe over every departmen~ of life,
when even the schools which fit for what is preeminently a peaceful Yocat10n nm t
adapt their curricula to the demands of the war office.
.
.
.,
The work of the Free School of Political Science, in Paris, -~s n?t 11:otrne~ Ill thI.S
report, because its aim is quite different from that of the other mst1~ut~ons d1scu et
It is a most admirable school and is well worth the study of et1ucat10n1sts. Its wor
corresponds at certain points with a portion of the work done in the Wharton Mhool
of Finance and Economy; but as a purely private institution it stands out _of relation to the general system of public education in France, having in an oflicw.l wa,
no connection either with the secondary system on one hand, nor with what corresponds to our college and university system on the other.
There are some interesting commercial schools in Russia, Holland, and some of th0
other: countries. in Europe. Russia has what may perhaps be called the olde t commercial school m the world. But as I was unable to visit the other European connd
tries, I thought best not to attempt a description of the schools relying, as I ~houl
have been obliged to do, entirely on the accounts of others .
It will be seen that but little space is given to England or English school:, .. ~e
reason is plain to one who knows the facts. There is no iustitutiou iu Great J~nrni_n
which fairly deserves the name of commercial high school in tho sen o u ell 1a 1 ~hi
report. England is beginning to wake up to the necessity of this sort of educa~io
Boards of trade, teachers' conventions, e<l.ucationalsocieties have all begnn toarri t .
for its introduction. The growing- displacement of English youth in the great b ·
ness houses of London by French, German, and even Italian youth began to att
public atte1;tion more than ten years ago. } in ally, some six years a.go ~he 1:,~ndo
Ch~mucr of Commer e took up the subject in earnest, and later tlw n111,er 1t1e ot
Oxford and Cambridge, and then many other in titutions and soci tic .
. .
I~1 te_ad of taking hold of the subject at the right end and organizing- a grc: t 1
tntwn rn London, whith micrht serYe as a model for such school el ewber · he
Eno-Ii_ h ~egan their work in thi .field, as in many similar instanc , bye ·tabli bin
xammation , and gran ing ommercial certificates to all such pupils as could }? '
t~JCm. As th r wer no school wht>r th cancliclat<'s ould prepare for the e exanuu twn th yh.cltowaituntil xi tiuo-cla icalor c·icntificschoolsconld,eoth ir
Y
to th profit:th1 iutrodu ·tion f he ommercial icle. Wb n as ·hool her and th r
final! · '1 l'id cl t op 11 a comm r i, l d partm ut it wa found th. in all En~
1
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in England has been that it has called public attention to the great need of opportunities for some mercantile education of English youth. There is little cloubt that
England will shortly take the matter up in earnest, when we may expect excellent
results.
There is little doubt that an association like the American Bankers' Association,
however, could do an immense amount toward educating the general public as well
as bank clerks and officials along a few special lines ifit would prepare careful syllabi
of courses of reading along banking and :financial liues, specifying books, order of
reading, etc., and then provide for examination to be held on the subjects and the
granting of certificates. The Wharton School of Finance and Economy rec eives
l etters continual1y from young men engaged in banks throughout the country asking
for aid in pursuing their e.ducation along special lines relating to banking and :finance,
but its circumstances do not permit it to do this work at present. This association,
however, could do this service in an admirable way, and if it should undertake it,
many men throughout the entire country would rise up and call it blessed.
There is, at present, a special reason why we i n the United States should provide
facilities for adequate education along mercantile lines in the narrow sense of the
term. We are rapidly n earing the point in our manufacturing industry when we
may expect to compete with England, Germany, and France in foreign markets. In
this field of enterprise England is at great advantage because of long possession;
France and Germany, because of the better training and education of their youth
who enter their business houses in foreign countries. If we wish to find such competition successful, we m nst be able to find a ready supply of trained men for foreign
correspondence and service; men who have ha<l systematic training in foreign languages and in the geography and industries of foreign countries. Such a training
it is the business of a commercial high school to give.
·
The curriculum of a properly organized commercial high school would contain
many elements of a liberal character. The history of commerce and commercial
institutions, commercial geography with the necessary preliminary work in physical
geography, the st.u.cly of products, the theory and practice of accounting are all
subjects of generalinterest to every educated man, whether he is going into business
or not; while tL e study of commercial law in all its ramifications is not inferior, in
its liberalizing tendencies, to international law or general jurisprudence Hself. Such
a curriculum would prove, therefore, a valuable element in onr general scheme of
education, and would contribute powerfully to,vard strengthening the hold of our
pulllic high school system upon the affections and interest of the community.
HIGHER COMMERCIAL INSTRUCTION IN AUSTRIA.
HISTORIC REVIEW.

The history of mercantile instruction in Austria down to the fifties in this century
stands in a certain relation to the history of the real school. The _oldest institution
which had for its purpose the promotion of instruction in modern subjects was the
Real-Handlungs-Akaclemie in Vienna, whose fonn<latiou elates back to tue reign of
Empress Maria '£heresa. This academy, which was intended to train not merely
efficient merchants, but also high-class officials for the economic and financial departments of the Government, as well as skillful commercial experts, developed in a most
happy manner. It was well directed and corresponded completely to the wants of
the time, in which lectures on mercantile subjects were delivered to the law students
who attended the Theresian and Savoyan academies for nobles. Before the close of
the year 1770, in which the opening of this institution took place, the Austrian Government guaranteed a certain support to the institution from the public treasury,
and enlarged the curriculum to a two years' course. The plan of study of this institution embraced all those subjects which are now taught in commercial schools, and,
in addition, geometry, mechanics, moral and civil law, philosophy, and morals. The
instruction in languages embraced German, French, and ·Italian. 1
The Real-Randlungs-Akademie, in spite of the promising beginning of its activity,
did not succeed in main,taining a permanent existence. With the reorganization of
the entire system of education in Austria: in 1805, it lost its independent position as
a professional school. Under the name of the Real-Akademie it became the first real
school of Austria, which had the third and highest grade of elementary instruction,
in a narrow sense of the term, joined immediately onto the fourth class of the normal school.
The object of this curriculum was the education of youth who intended to devote
themselves to the higher arts, to trade, to banking, and bookkeeping. The subjects
1
This account is abridged from the Central blatt fiir das gewerbliche Unterrfohtswesen in Oesterr eich, VI. Band, Heft 3-4, page 173 and following.
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which arc essential for a commereial institution were limited to the last and highest
class-that of the third year.
This la.st circumstance ren:3-erecl very easy the now organization 11hich was gi-en
to tho yienna. Real Scbo_ol m th~ yea-: 1815, when the Governm~nt, following the
suggestion which Bohemia had given rn 1806 by the oro-anization of the first German polytechnic school in Pr2.gue, established in that ye~· the Polytechnic School in
Vienna. The :first two years of thB real school were converted into a general preparatory school for the Polytechnic Institute. The tbird year was extended to a
second commercial division of technology. This arnmgement -was based upon the
correct idea tlrn t a merchant needs for his business thorough technological know ledge,
while tho technologist also needs commercial knowledge. Similar commercial
courses to that iu Vienna were organized in the polytechnic institutes of K.rak:m
and Lem berg.
Tho commercial instruction in the coast lands develo1}ed along entirely independent
lines from tpo above foundations, which were naturally :i<lapted to the interests of the
internal provinces of the Empire. In Trieste a school of na-rigation had been in
existence since 1774, w lien the Austrian and Hungarian coast lines belonged to the
administrative division of Inner-Austria. In 1811 a division for commerce was adlled
to this school; from the institution thus increased was developed, in 1842, the 1nesent Commercial and Nautic.:11 Ac.ademy in Trieste.
Tho cornmerci al courses in the teclmical scl.1001s, however, did not succeed in obtaining the hoped-for influence in those circles whose interests they were intended to
servo, 11 or could they corresp.ond to th.e varied demands of the mercantile classes, w l1ich
naturally insisted upon a training suited to their various conditions. In order to
meet this want, which was natu.rally felt most keenly in Vienna,, the Geyer Commercial School in 1840, and later the Patzelt, were organized as private under takings, and in 1848 tho Corporation Commercial School was organized by the corl?oration of Vienna merchants. In the southern portion of tit-0 Empire, tho prrrnto
commercial school in Laibach is worthy of mention.
These institutions satisfied tho demand down to the middle of the century, but on
account of the general revolution in political and economic life after the year 18.J.8the developm ent of ther:1ilroad and the telearaph, the establishment ofgreatbank
with foreign capital, etc.-it was a natural ~onsequenco that entirel.y different and
higher clomands were mado in tho field of commercial education tllan formerly.
In order to answer these changed conditions, a lively agitation appeared n.lmo,-t
contemporaneously in the leadino- cities of the monarchy for tho purpose ?f esta~lishing higher commercial school;'by 1,rivato and public corporations. This lccl, m
a short time, to the establishment of commercial academies in Prague (German, organized in 1856), Vienna (1858), Pesth (1857). Following these new foundation_s came
later similar institutions in Gratz (1863), Bohemian Academy in Prague (1812), the
commercial academies in Linz ancl Cbrndim (1882), :rn<l Innsbruck (1887).
The curricula of these higher commercial institutions, among which shoul<l. 1 e
inclndecl the Commercial and Nautical Academy at Trieste, were no moro ne~rJy
uniform in Austria than were those of similar schools in other European countr1c-.
Tbe enc1eavor to secnro for tho graduates of such scbools tho privileges of the_oneyear military service law h as led, however, to a gra<lnal assimilation of tbe cnrncula
in these various institutions, with the exception of tho .academy at Gratz and the
big-her puhli.c course for mercantile instruction at Trieste .
')It may be remarked l1ero that an attempt was ma<lo 1Jy the Jaw of February-. ·
1873, to regufato the entire field of commercial instruction for that portion of An ·tr1
belo,v the Enns.
THE PRINCIPAL COMMERCIAL INSTITUTIONS.
1.-THE COMMERCIAL ACADEMY IN VIENNA.

A.-Frn

T PEilIOD (FRO:'II THE EST.ADLISIDIE-·T OJ!' THE ACADJ~"\IY DOW-- TO

1 -.)

Enrly in tlrn year 1856, B. ·w. Ohligs, a manufacturer, mado a, motion in the
ber of Commerce and Trades for lower Austria to establish in Vienna. a g-C'ner,
cantil hl titnte. He jnstiJied tl10 motio11 by the expo. ition of the ~lllJ!ort, n
co111111er o as one of tho Jeadin..,. factors of tho national economy. 1'7111 111 · ru
for _1h t c:Lnical_ callings was ~ccnred, ton, certain e.·tcnt, at Jen t y va iou i
tntwu of J , rnmg the profe ional training of the fntnro m rcbant wa
wl 0 1 n<>n-l 1•tccl. This defectiYe mercantile traiuincr wa. in J1i opinion, ,
l :~ 011 wh.Y iu spite of the great victori s of Au trian :h1clustry in international
111011
/ho tra<l of Anstria was limitecl almo. t entirely to int rnal ommer .
;·ou II 1at s i11· cl 11 men with mercantile traininn-; the comm re of_ 11 t ia
· pr· 11 ' 111 for ign , 'tatcs y non- n trian ngent · an<l rnid<llem 11. Th r
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must, therefore, be sought · in the esfablisbment of commercial institutions which
shonlcl be organized to answer thes~ demands.
This sugges~ion was warmly approved: The proposition by Obligs was supported
by M1·. Frederick Schey, Peter Murman, 'Theodore Hornbostle, E. Seybl, and Edwarcl _
Drasche. The meeting of tho founders, held on the 19th of November, 1856, showed
that there was no longer any doubt of the success of the undertaking. The Government gavo its consent on the 5th of January, 1857, to tho fOTmation of an association
for th e establishment of a higher commercial institution in Vienna, and for tho opening of a general subscription. It was l argely due to the efforts of Mr. Frederick
Schey that this association, on tho 27th of April, 1857, on the elate of its first general
meeting, sllowod n, membership of 563, with a fund of 352, %0 florins, which had been
subscribecl for the purpose mentioned. At this meeting the proposed statutes of the
assocbtion were accepted, and tho administrativ.e council chosen. Its first president was Mr. Frederick Schey, who held tllis position until his death on tlle 15th of
July, 1881. Tho ministry of education approved of the constitution on the 21st of
October, 1857; the school was opened on the 13th of Jamrnry, 1858, in a treasury
building iu the Renngasse, in wbich tbe ministry of finance bad granted the use of
certa,in rooms on the 19th of l\.farch, 1857. The school openecl with 59 pupils, and
in October, 1858, jt numbered 170 regular pupils, besides the pupils in the evening
courses, organized for those persons who were engaged iu mercantile occupations
during the day.
The institution established by the Association of tho Vienna Commercial Academy
h as, in the course of time, undergone many changes, but the general body of statutes of the year 1857 has remained in all essenti al features unchanged. The Vienna
Commercial Academy iB_the creation of a special association formed for the puTposo,
and not that of a corporation or of a city like the other commercial acatlemies of
Austria.
This association consists, first, of honorary members; second, of founders; that is,
such persons as pay yearly the sum of 315 florins during their lifetime to th e support of the ·institution, or, at l east 3,150 florins in six equal installments ; third, of
associate founders, i.e., such persons as contribute sums l ess th.an 3,150 florins and
exceeding 525 florins; and fourth, of members, i.e., such persons as pay a contribution of less th::m 525 tlorins . Tbe various classes of m embers taken together constitute the general assembly. No member has any special Tights, except a founder,
TI ho has the right to establish a scholarship, and for twenty years thereafter to name
th e holder thereof.
frhe general assembly chooses the administrative council, which consists oftwelYo
members, of whom six must belong to the class of tradesmeu and manufacturers.
The administrative council chooses fr om its members a president and vi ce-president for the term of one year, wbo are eligible for reelection indefinitely . Tbe
administrative council chooses the director and the professors of the institution, as
well as the snbordinate officials and employees. The appointment of the director, professors, and other instructors is subject to the approval of the ministry of education.
The administrative council :fixes tho amount of tuit.ion, assigns the scholarships, and
manages the property of the institute. The executive organ of the administrative
council is the director of the academy. He is intrusted with the scientific and disciplinary management of the institution; he is responsible to the administratiYe
conncil acc0rding to the existing general rules and regulations of the association.
The public spirit of Vienna citizens had established tile commeTcial academy. It
was of special importance for its further development that the administrative council succeeded in obtaining as director Mr. E ranz Hauke, who, a few years before, bad
been prominently connected with the establishment of the first superior real schools
in Austria. In constructing· the curriculum of the institution great difficulties were
to be overcome. For one coul cl not, as in tho case of the gymnasium, draw upon the
experience of centuries in constructing its curricul um. Ohligs h ad sketched out
the first curriculum for a higher commercial institution with a three years' course.
This plan was made tho basis of the programme of the institution on the 16th of
January, 1857, and will probably continue to form in its comprehensive scope the
ideal of the school. The underlying thought of tbo three-class commercial instii,uto
was retained in the curriculnm "orked out later, but various circumstances compelled the administrative council to make a division in the institution which was,
according to the original plan, to have been organized as a unit. The council establisbetl four classes, of which the :first two were preparatoTy, while the last two were
to form the real academy. This organization was in so far advantageous as the
:pupils who had not completed the studies prescribed for the academy courses (i. e.,
the completion of the six-form real schools or the first six classes of the gym.nasinm)
coulc.1 obtain the desired preliminary prepnration in the preparatory schools, as ha61
b~eu tlie custom for decades in technical schools. This organization of the commercial academy remained in force fro:rn 1858 to 1872, and characterizes the :first period
of the history of the institution .
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We give below the curriculum of the Vienna Commercial Academy of the year
1871-72, and note further the fact that at that time the instruction in foreign languages was not given by classes, but in three alternating yearly courses.
PREP.A.RA.TORY CL.A.SSES.
Preparatory cla s,
hours per week.

Subject.

II.

I.

German ......... . ................................................................ .
French, English, or Italian . ... ..... ..... . ....................................... .

iR~f!fiIFF\:/_:_+:_:_:_\/D.?I.CH/\E::Hi
Penmanship ..................................................................... .

Total . . .. .. ........................................ . ....................... .

26

25

.A.C.A.DEMY.
Hours per week.
Subject.

First
year.

Second
year.

Commercial arithmetic ............ .. ............................. . . .. ... .. ..... . .

~;~¥l:1~~~~~~~~~1~~~.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::....... _.

Uomin ercial law... .... .... .. ... . . ...... . . ... .. . . . . ... .......... ... ........ . ......
4 ..... . · · ··
.A.ustrian laws relating to trades and professions.... .. ......... . . ....... ... ... ... ...... ....
~

~~~~c:;c~f:~~ir~-phy·~~d ~·t~ti~ti~;: ::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :: :: ::: ::::::::::::: ······ ··2·

Mod ern history and history of commerce ... __. _._ .. __ . . _. __ .. .. _..................... - . .
Chemis~ry and chemical tec1rnolo15y ... ... .... ..... ............. . ..... .. ...... . . -·
Mechamcal tec1rnoloVi and techmcal study of products .. . ... ..... . ... .... ... ... .

2

Total ... . . ....... . ... . . .. .............. . ..... . . .. ... . . ... ... .... . .. . .... ... .

25

3

2
~

2

g~~ri:~1;~1~~1~::;. ~~~~~~~~~~,_. .-.- .- ::: ::::: ::::::: :: ::.- .- .- ::.- .- ::.- :::.- :::::::::.- .-.- .- ______

The Vienna f!ornmercial Academy, as was proper for·a profes ional school,_ a1'·ays
sought to maintain an intimate connection with practical life, which is enclenced
by th e regular vi!1its made by the pupils, under the direction of their in tructors to
pnhlic collections, industrial establi ·hments, and to the great commercial cente.r of
the Orient. As might have been expected, in spite of the high tuition, 150 :tlonn.
year, with incid ental fees of 5 :florins, the attendance at the institution . t eadily
increa ed . Pupils came not only from Vienna, but from all parts of the ruon~ !iv
belouging to the commercial district of Vienna, e pecially from Hungary, Gall _1
and )loravia. Pupils who bad completed this course founcl employment yery e
The Government recognized nlso the high character of the school on the 22d of F
ruary, 186 , by granting to the graduates of the school the privileges of the n ·
y ar military servi e.
The opening of its own building on the 12th of. October, 1862, wa an ~xter~ a _
of the prosperity of tl1e in titution. In order to cover the co t of thi bu d
second s ub c-ription was opened by the as ociation in 1869, with gratifying r
The oth r obligations of the school were met from 1 71 on from the urpln
tbe re•rnlar in c me .-how d ov r the regular expenditure.
E11courage<l hy t11
favorable cir urn tance , the ruanagem nt next con
plan .- in,·oh-ing the nlarg •m •ut of tb.e pr gramme of th school, bnt the e · r n
<·:irriecl ont until, upon the d ath of tho :fir t clir etor Franz Hauke, on th
July, 1 71, Aloi Cz dik, of Brunde] 1J •rg, was l cted director of the. cad wv.
B.-

't:
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neglected. Whoever wished to prepare himself for work in transportation or insurance was obliged to have recourse to other schools existing at that time in Vienna,
supported either by the Government or by va,rious corporations or companies.
Following the suggestion of the management of the academy, the railway companies closed their schools for applicants for positions in the railway service, and
the royal ministry of commerce its courses for telegraphic operators. At the same
time, in combination with the insurance companies, they offered to the academy
large grants of money for the period of six years, in return for which, in the year
1872, the academy opened courses for railway service, postal service, telegraph serv'ice, and insurance. The curricula were worked out in consultation with tho contributing parties; the railroad companies declared those who had completed such a
course to be preparecl for admission into the corresponding branch of the service.
The problem now was to connect this new course with that of the old academy,
which on its part needed some reform. For in the course of time the preparatory
classes, which had practically become a two-form intermediate school, were not at
all in a position to compete on equal ~erms with the three-form real school, or with
the four-form superior gymnasium.
The general assembly, therefore, on the 29th day of May, 1872, upon proposal of
the Administrative CouncH, ordered the reorganization of the Vienna Commercial
Academy. In the place of the former unified school, two institutions were now
organized, each with its own management and its own body of instructors. The
two preparatory years and the :first year of the academy were combined into a threeyear commercial intermediate school. The second year of the academy and the separate courses mentioned above were combined into a new commercial institution,
called later the " Commercial High School."
A similar organization of the higher mercantile instruction was decreed for Austria
below the Enns by the law of the 27th of February, 1873.
The establishment of the Commercial Intermediate School was approved on the
28th of June, 1872, by the ministry of religion an<l. instruction. Tho institution
received the name" Academic," and was opened in October of that year. As a condition of admission to this institution the completion of the lower gymnasium or the
lower real school was required. Whoever had not completed these studies at a
recognized school was allowed to take an examination upon the snb,ject-matter,
provided he had completed his fourteenth year. On the next page is given the curriculum of the Academic Commercial Intermediate School for the year 1876 .
.A.C.A.DEMIC INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE.
Hours per week.
Subject.

Total ...................................... . ........................... .

First Second Third
class. class. class.

31

31

The chief distinction between this curriculum and that of the former academy is
to be found in the fact that in the IJew institution the learning of two foreign languages was required, in such a way that all the pupils were required to study French,
ltnd to choose either English or Italian in addition. From this time on, instruction
in the foreign languages was given consecutively by classes.
.
The final organization of the higher division was effected after a one year's trial,
1872-73, on the basis of the "organic statute," which was modeled after that of the
technical high schools of Austria, and was approvecl by the ministry of education on
the 28th of July, 1873. This new institution bore the name Commercial High School.
A curator was appointed as the r e_lJresentative of the administrative council, whose
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bnsiness was a general snpervision of the management of the institution. Ilerr
Czedik '\>as appointed to this position, which ho held during the entire existence of
this school. The immediate direction and government of the institution was Yested
in the body of professors, who elected each year from their midst a rector, such election being subject to the approval of the administrative council and the ratification
of tho ministry of religion and instruction.
The Commercial High Scltool wns divided into three divisions: The first, for 1m1king (including insurance arnl mortgage banks); the second, merchandising (including express sllipping and manufacturing), and the third, for tra,usportatio.11 (inclntling
railways, post, and telegraph).
Fonr semesters were required to complete the course of th-e Commercial High
School. The principle of freedom of study and freedom of t eaching was established.
A distinction was made between the regular anu special students. Only those were
accepted as regular students who })resented a-certiticate of graduation from an intermediate school, or who could pass an examination u1rnn an equivalent course (tbou<h
this fatter provision was limited to the duration of t,bree years), and -ODly those students were permitted to pn,ss this examination who had oompleted their eighteenth
year. Whoever conld not fulfill th e&e conditions might be enrolled as a special student, if ho were at least 18 ye::trs of age. Most of the pupils in th-e railway, po~tal,
and telegraph courses wern special students. Such students did .not receive certificates of graduation, but merely certificates of a.ttenda,nye.
.
The examinations of the regular st!!clents ..-ere di vided into term examinations at
the end of each semester, and :final examinations, of a severe char:.icter, for thos.:
who had completed four semesters in the Commercial High School. Those student.
who had passed the seYere examinations in all subjects of the respective courses
received a diploma.
Those pupils in th e transportation courses who were prep:u:in~ tbemse~ves. for
railway, postal, and telegraph service were allowed to pass sp-ec1al ex:mrun atrnu
before special examining commissions appointed by the ministry of commerce anJ
the Austrian railway manao-ements, who contributed to the support oftbcs_e conrsc~.
In order to show the chtracter of the Commercial High School) we _prmt helo, ·
the list of lectures for 1875-76:

List of courses of instruction o.[fered in the Commercial High School for the ccltuol .u cr
1875-'76.
I.-WINTER TERM .

.11.-Branclws relating to commerce, commmiication, and trans1Jortation.
Horns,
.1. Commercial arithmetic._. __ .......... _..... _... . . _........ _........ _................... ·· .... ··

2. Poli ii cal arithmfltic ..... _... _.. ... ..... .. .............. _...... ... . _............... - ........... ·

3. Book keeping: '.I.'heoretical part ..................... . ......................... _........... .. · · ·
4. JJookkeeping: Practical work in mercantile :me! manufacturiun- lmsiocss . . .... ··-- ........... .
1
1 0

Z: £W~ fn~~n~~~~e;:nJ1a';;~iii~i.f. ~~~c~~
i:9. ri:~~~1;;~j~;1tircri:r1~~;~~~~
.<~?·!:: :.:::::::: :: ::::: :::::: :::: ::: :::: :::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::
Chemical teclrnolog-y, including- the study of cliemi.cal products ............. ··-.-····-·····-··

~_ .: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : ::::::: :::::

U~ii¥.ftWf~fCFVE_ -+u +: :E +++++>

10. 1'heoi:y of ~lect.ricit.Y in its ap~lication to tc-legrapliy ..... ........... .... _. ... .. .. . _.......... ·

;,
J

l
3

IG. Po tal laws and postal ser,ico .............. - ............. -··· .............. ····----···-·· ····-

17. ommcrcial orre pon<leuce ............................ -···· ·· ········-···--· · ·-·······-·······
18. Calculation of exchange, with special reference to tlie most important commercial e1 t
1().

R:i~~o~j)~t;ti·s·ti~a·

,,v T.'1::: ::::::::: :: :::::::: :::: :: :::::::::: ::: :: ::::::: :::: :: ::::: ::::::::
E.-Politico.frgal wbjccl$.

~~: rommrtiru.tn'\incln<lfotr tllat of bills of e.-cha.nge .. - ... - ... - ....... - ..... - ................ .

!~~i:~tili i i~i ili~~)~:1·;)J//!li/~-/!//ii)/ii!/il!i?/

,l

1

1
3

:
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• 0.- H i slorico .geographical ;;uLjects.
Ilours .
32 . General hist ory of r ecent t imes ..... . ........... , .. .. ........ .. ....... .. ...... . ..... . .... . . . . . .
3
3a. Histor y of commer ce .. . ........ . .. . . . . .. .. ... .. . ... . ....... . . . . . . . . .. . . ........ . .......... . . .. .
1

11:

~if~itjffm:~t~il;~;i~;\r:;:•:••:j/~::/ ••• •••:•:••••••:,•••••••: ·
l

D.-Lingu'i stic ancl genercil siibjects.
3'.J. German literature .. .. . . ... . . .... .. . . ....... . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. ... . . .... .. ... ,. ............. . . . . . . . .
40. General chemistry ........... .. ...... .. ....... ... . ... .... . . .. .. . . . . .. . . ... . .... . . .. ·...... . . .. . .
41. F r ench :

:First course ... . ... . .. : . . . .... . ...... . . . . . .. . . ... . .... . ... . . .... . .. . .. . . . . : . . .. ... .... ..... .
Secon<l course ... .. ......... .. . ..... . ............ . . . .... . .. .. . . ....... .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .
42. English :
F irst cour se ... . . . ... . ..... •. · - ···-···· · · · ·· ·· · ·· · ···· ·· ·· ·· · ·· · ···· ·· · · ············· · ··· ·· ··
• Seconcl cour se . . ............ • . ... ....... . ...... .. . . .. . ...... . _.... .. . . .... . . .... - . ..,........ .. ..
43 . Italian:
First course •... . ...· - · -· · --·· · ······· ·········· ·· ········· · ···· ··· ·· · · ·· ····· ·· ··· · ··· · ·· · · · · ·
Second cours€ . . -··----· ..... . -- ·. ... ..•.. ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... ... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
4J. S:enography- .... ·-·· -· . . ... -··· . -· -"'· ... . •. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . ... . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

U

3
3

3

3

2

II.-SlJMMER. TERM.

Tho comses gi,en :i:n tlre winter term, with tho exception of t110se follov,e<l by W . T . in tlie preceding
L st, were also given in the summer term, and in audition the following courses:
Ilours .
1

:t !ilJj)lit~~f~'.~'.~~~~.~i~~~~i:~~~~ ~ ~~ ~·~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~:~
~_:~ ~ _: _: _ .:.:~~ ~ ~~~.:~.:.:~ ~ ~~.~_: _: ~~
·:·:·:·:_:_:· :·:_:
Railroad bookkeeping . . . . , ... . . ... .. . .. ... ... . ...... .... .. . ...... . .. . ... .. ... ... .. ....... . . .

2

G
2

4.8. Laws r elating to shipping aml freight -bnsiness . ..... .. .. . .. . . ... . . ............. ... . ..... ... .. .
49. Political economy seminary ...... . .. .... . -·· .. . .. - · . . .... . . . . . . .. ....... . ... ... ... . .. .. . .... .. .
50. Finance ... .. .... . .. . .. . .. . . . .... ........ . .. ........ . .. . .. . . . . . . .. ...... . . .. .. ... ... .. . ......... .

1
:;

51.
52 .
53.
5.1,

3
2
1

Railro:t<l administration . ... ....... .. ... ... . ... . . .. ... . . .. .... . . ... ... .. ..... . . .. . . ..... . ..... . .
Railroad economy . . .. ........ .. ... .... . ... ... . ... .. .. ... .. . .. . . ... ...... . .. . . .. .. . .. .. ... . .... .
Railroad t ariffs . ........ . . ..... .. .......... .. ........ ... . . .. .... ... . ... ... .... ........ . ... . ..... .
Operating rules· ·· ·· '·· · ·· ···· ··· · · ··· ·· ·· · ····· · ··· · · ···· ···· · ··-·· · · ···· · ··· ··· ··· · ······· · ····
G5. Ln.,v of transportation . . . . . . .. ... . . .. . . . . .. . •..... . .. .. .. . . . . . .... . .. . .. . ... . .•............. . ..

g~:
r:~r~e;t~!:TI.1~,~~:~~~~~~~~-- ::::::::.-.- :::.-.-~-- :::::::::::::: ::.-.·:: ::::::::: :: :~: ::::::: ~~: :::: ::
58. Commerce statistie;s .. . . ..... ....... ... .. . . ........ ... . ... .... . .. • .. . . . . .. . . .. . ... . .. . .·... . .... .
g~: ~rJi~~;~~~~~.l_a_~. ~~~.~~~~~~. ~-1!~~ .~:.~~~.~~-~: _- _-_- _- _- _-: ::·:~::::: :: _-_- :: ~: :: :_- _- :::: _- _-:: ::::_- _-:: _- _Gl. E xc hange and ba.nking operation&. . . . . .. .. . .. ........ . ............. . .... . .... ·-· . ..... . . .. ... . .

6:'l. Commercial and industrial I?Olicy, with. special i:efcrcnce 10 Austria .. ...... . . . .. . . .. ... .. .. . . .

3

1
1
1
B
2

1
1
2
l

These two institutions of the Association of the Vienna Commercial Academy
o:xisto<l, however, only for a short t ime- the intermediate school for five years, tho
high school for four. Th.o serious results of the financial crisis which occurred in
May, 1873, and tho circumstance th.at the Government and the contributing private
companies·, after tho close of tho first period, withdrew their grants of aid, compelled
the mana,gement of the Vienna Commercial Academy to undertake a reorganization
of the institution . The Commercial l-ligh School, in which for each of the l eading
subjects two men had been appointed, had been organized on too great a scale for
existing conditions. Ou. tho other Irn,nd, tho feeling grew steadily iu the commercial
,vorld that the Academic Commercial Intermediate School was a purely intermediate
school of a general cbara.cter, aucl not a professional school, becnuse it formed ouly
a preparation for admission jnto the Commercial IIig'h School, and on this account
limited tho commercial suujects in its courses to a minimum . The public was, moreo, cr, opposed to a five.year course of instruction as being too long, and the graduates
of the iutcrmedfate school entered the high school only in very small nurnuers. The
conseqnenco was the reorganization of the high school and the intermediate school.
The iirst step taken was tlie reorganization of the Commercial Intermediate School,
n,nd the making of it, in accordance with the wishes of the cla~ses whose interes ts it
was to serve, a real professional school, while from purely financial considerations
the place of the Commercial High School was taken by a separate course of one year
for those young m en who were over 17 yea.rs of age, and who could show eyidcnce of
an adequate liberal training. Both institntious were again pnt under tho management of the same director, thus establishing a unified control and management. As
the position of curator was given np with tho discontinuance of the bio-h school tbe
instructing body was again macl.e the samo for both institutions. These~hano-es -:Vero
acceptell in the general assembly on the 25th of June, 1877, and were appro~ecl later
by tho ministry of religion a.nd instruction .
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C.-THIRD PERIOD (1877 TO 1893).

The third and latest period of the existence of the Vienna Commercial A;ade~v
coincides with the presidency of the privy councilor, Dr. Rudolph Sonndorfer, who
had been a professor in the Commercial High School, and was at the same time for
the year 1876-77 director of the intermediate school. In this double position he laid
the plans for the reorganiza1ion of the institution and carried them out with the
beginning of the school year of 1877-78.
ln the following pages is given a view of the development and organization of the
institution during this period, taking up each division separately.
A. THE ACADEMY WITH A THREE-YEAR COURSE.

The object of the three-form academy is the acquisition of a higher commercial
training, with due regard to those subjects of a general education, acquaintance with
which may be fairly demanded of every merchant. It is, therefore, not an intermediate school which prepares for a high school, but is itself a technical school, which
turns out its students furnished with a theoretical training· directly into practical life.
Those students are admitted who have completed the first four classes of a gymnasium, or of a real school. Such pupils, after completing the courses of the Commercial Academy, enjoy the privileges of the one-year miJitary service law.
Those persons who can not present certificates covering the courses of study
described above, but have at least completed the common schools and are 14 years of
age, are admitted to an entrance examination, in which they must 1,how a range of
know ledge corresponding to the courses of study jn the institutions mentioned ab?w.
The number of those pupils who are admitted on the basis of the entrance e:xammation is stea.dily decreasing. 1
·
.
The yearly tuition in this department, as in the graduate department, 2 is160 :fl.om~,
the matriculation fee 3 florins. There are, ho-wever, many scholarships and renu ·
sions of tuition, which make attendance at the school possible for poor pupils, and
therefore open to them the opportunity of entering a mercantile career.
.
,
Owing to the age of the pupils and the object of the school, namely, to tram efficient merchants, the most rigorous discipline is enforced in the three-fo;1-·m academy.
For the same reason the system of final examinations was given up, which was characteristic of the former academy, and the pupils are now examined througho_ut the
entire year. 'I'o carry out this idea more fully, reports arc prepared by which the
families of .the pupils are kept in continuous knowledge of their school work.
.
Corresponding to the purposes of the school, the subjects of instruction are divid~cl into ~wo groups, the professional subjects and the liberal subjec_ts, between
which foreign languages form a certain union, as they are learned chiefly for the
purpose of mercantile correspondence. The curriculum of the new academy how·.
in comparison with that of the old one, a very decided advance, in that it ba not
merely the training of young people for banking in view, but, owing to the cpanged
conditions of the times, it has in view, to a far greater extent than for~erly, the
wants of those who expect to enter merchandising, chemistry·, and chemical tec~nology. The study of commercial products and chemical technology are taugh t in
the new as they were in the old academy.
.
.
. The application of the knowledge thus acquired to the de:111ands of busme life
1s, however, first made possible by the knowledge of mercantile usage and the tudy
of prod u_c~s, ~ecause in this way 'the know ledge of the basis of commerce, nameh·,
th~ cla ·s~.fication of goods, freight rates, etc., is firs~ brought home t_o _the student.
rhis SUbJeC~ completes in a certain way the instruction for merch~nd1s~ng. It W
mtrocluced mto tb.e high school by Dr. Sonndorfer, and was retamed m the thr erorm academy. In the year 1880-81 tariff legislation and admin!stratio~ wa_- al o
mtrocluced,as an elective branch of stndy. The development of 111struct10n ID the
knowledge of commercial products will be dis~us~ed 1?-ore fully lat~r.
.
. In the t3:ble on page 738 the number ancl distribution of the subJects of Ill truction are given. Details will be found in the cataloO'ue of the academy. It hon
be mentioned further that for those pupils of the first class that have compl ted th
lower gymnasium, and therefore as a rule have no knowledge of French, a epara
course in French has been orO'an'ized
atte~dance at which, however, is not re 1uir
0
'
of the pupils.
. That the organization of the year 1877 corresponds to tho wants of tho com
cial world, and gives guaranty that the pupils who graduate posses the nee
0

f

1

h· 11 tli schoolfy ar 1877-78, of 149 pupils wlio were admitted to tlJ firi;t .r ·ar'. coun;c onl~:_-'• I
<·:i:ti~";''.P1 .ti!1., t If' r~qnir cl preliminary stndirs in a rccogilizccl ecbool. In th )·e. r 1 ,
01 -·l- achnit ted to tl.10 first year's course 200 or 00 J) r cent, had cowplett)d th r
tu I .·' ~·
2

I ,11·

Ill

0111 1

tll'IJ a

eJ100J.

1 ar tlio organization of tbe same on ra.go 733.

1
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general education, is shown by the continued and growing approval which t he r eorganization of the Commercial Academy has receivecl from the public.
The details concerning the various relations of the pupils are given on pages 745
and 746. It appears from them that the pupils in the three-form academy come
mostly from Vienna ancl lower Austria; they come in considerable numbers from
Hungary, Moravia, Silesia, Bohemia, and Galicia. Foreign countries send from
twenty-:fivetofortypupils. It is plain, therefore, that the three-form academy is not
by any means of merely local importance. The institution receives from Hungary and
the States along the lower Danube a considerable number of pupils, who are, however, often defective in preliminary training. As it lies in the interest of the commerce of the Monarchy, and especially of Vienna, that these elements shoulcl be
attracted, the academy established some years ago a special preparatory class in
which such young people have an opportunity to make good the defects of their
training, and especially to learn the German language. The number of hours has
been fixed at twenty-eight per week. 1
Special importance is given in the curriculum to instruction in German, French,
and mathematics. Besides these subjects, geography, history, physics, natural history, and penmanship are taught. The instruction is given with reference to the
purpose of the professional school which the young people interi.d to enter in the
following year. The entrance examination for the first class of the academy is held
at the end 9f the school year.
B. ONE-YEAR COURSE FOR THE GRADUATES OF THE GYMNASIA AND REAL SCHOOLS.

This course has developed from a small beginning into an institution which
answers the demands of wide circles. It was intendecl originally for such youths as
were at least 17 years of age ~nd had pursuecl an extended course of liberal training. At present it performs the functions of enabling those young men who, after
graduation from the gymnasia or real schools, wish to pursue commercial studie&to
complete the cour se in these branches within one school year . . All the subjects of
study are prescribed.
In order to insure success in the prosecution of the studies, attendance at the
exercises is insisted upon. At the end of the year examinations are held, which
ever y pupil must attend who wishes to obtain a certificate. Certificates of mere
atten dance are not given. Only those pupils are admitted to these examinations
who have attended during the entire school year all the prescribed r.ecitations. The
progr amme of studies is given below. It will be noted that each pupil is required
to learn one foreign language, and to pass an examination upon it at the end of -the
year.
This graduate course gets, as a rule, most of its pupils from Hungary; then come
Vienna, Moravia, Silesia, Galicia, and Bohemia . In some years, however, Vienna
and lower Austria have stood third and fourth in the list. It is notable that between
40 and 48 per cent of the pupils are of non-German birth. This fact illustrates the
position of this graduate course in the general schemo of commercial instruction in _
the Monarchy, and shows that the idea underlying this course is a very fruitful one
for very many different classes.
CU RIUCULUM.-ONE-YEAR COURSE FOR GRADUATES OF GYMNASIA AN D REAL
SCHOOLS.

Prescribed subjects.
Political economy . , ••.....•..•.•.... 11, • •• , • , • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • ,

Hours
p er wcek.
2

•• , • , , •• , • 1, • , , ••• , • • • , , , • • • .. • • • . . • • .

8~:::~~{!} f:d1~af;1s1r~~d1!~~~~~~c_s.::::::::::::::::::::: .':: _' _':: .'::::::::: _' .': _' .': .' _' _· .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .':: .'::: g

iifJt~~r~:~~r~~~~:: :::·:: ::;::\: \: : : i::;::: ::)::::::::::: :::: :::::: : i
Life insurance and insurance against damage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1

Elective subjects, of which two at least must be taken and examination passed in one.
:Fren ch, first course, usin~ t he German lang uage as the medium of inst ruction ........ . . .. . . .... .
French, second course, usrng t h e French lan guage as the medium of instruction ............ . .... .

f~~~~h_._ :: ::: ::: :::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::: :: :::::::: :::::: :::: ::: ::::: ::: :::: ::

3
3
3
3

Optional subjects.
Customs t ~riff legislation and administration...................................................... 2
~ en~!l-u!h1p .k..... _.. _.. ........... _... _... _.. _.. _... __ ..-.................. _.......... , . . .. . . . . . . . 1
r ac 1ca wor in laboratory for tbe study of products ..................... . ... . ............... .. .. . . .
l

See p. 743 for curriculum.
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SY:KOPSIS OF CURRICtJLlTl\I IN THE ONE AND THREE YEAU COURSES IN THE
CO:.\DIERCIAL ACADE:.\IY .

Yu:s:A

.A.- ONE-YEAR OOURiS'B.

Politfoal economy.- In tho lectures on this subj ect the object kept in view i to
acquaint the student, in a ma.nner corresponding to his thorough preparation, with
tho l::tws of wealth, and especially with t h e influenco of t he same on indm;tr~· and
commerco. TJrn most iinportant facts of the history of political economy :rncl i
doctrines are discussed, and special weight is laid on the relation of these fact to
contemporaneous even ts in the world's history. Following this, th-e fundamrn I
principles of the production, exchange, distribution, ancl consumption of goo1ls ar
explained, and the manifestations of these laws in political economy. This is don
in accordanco with the object of the school, viz, specinJ attention is given to th
subjects which belong to commerce and industry; in particular, the moneystamlnrd
stocks nncl bonds, banking, tra!1.sportation, the railroad question, and, finally, the
tariff question ,
·
This course of lectures is closed by a discussion of commercial crises, their caus
and phenomena.
C0:\fiYIEHCIAL LAW, LAWS OF BILLS OF EXCHAKGE, AND LAWS RELATIXG TO TIUDE.

,vhen it is desired to give students a special legal training, who do not P?· - nuy Jffevions general knowledge of jurisprudence, one must continually stnrcto
show how tho law to lie discussetl and its precepts are tho results of tho nceJ
life and trade, in order to awaken a lively interest in tho subject and to maktJ possible a correct understanding of legal decisions.
Tl.Je lectures begin with the regulations relating to bills of exchange, bee~
these form a complete whole, ancl are aclrnowle<lged to be a mu.sterpiecc of le~,-.·
tion, and consequently rapidly familiarize the students with legal forms and tci
A preliminary study of the fundamental principles of tho history of bills of cxe)ian
and of Jaws relating to them, and also tho maua,gement of institutio.us for_ deahn!!.1
bills of exc11ange, is followed by an explanation of the separate lawo with spec
regard to tho needs of practical life.
After this is stndied, in the same manner general commercial law, in the C? 1H c
which reference is made to those parts of the general civil law which aro of 1~tri-r
in this counection, as well as to those parts of commercial law ancl u age ~Tlnch
not ~·et codified . This course is closed by a 8hort description of tho principal la
in force relating io trades aucl industries.
Commercial geography ancl statistics.-Comm ercial geogrnphy considers the ca!th
an economic unit ancl the single States as economic factors in the great organL ut
the world's economy. It shows how production, indu.stry, commerce, auc.1 tra<l
the separate peoples develop themselves ou tho basis of georrraphical,
etbnogr P ·
0
ical, and geological conditions.
•
In the lectures on commercial geography and statistics, the Euro11ea11 connt~i
as n,Jso the most important countries outside of Europe, aro thoroughly treated m
mann er bnsed on the :.u haucecl preliminary preparation enjoyed by the stntlcut ·
'l'e:xt-book: Dr. C. Zehden, Ilandelsgeographie.
13 OJ""KEEPIXG ,U' D CORRE PO. 'DE XCE.
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a.ml bills belonging thereto, consignments in specie, ma.king payments, checks ( or
b::mk bills), treasury bills, mor tgages, checks, r ebates, iudorsiug bills of exchange,

joint accounts .aud bank transa.ctions, l etters of i nquiry, dunning l etters, circul ar
letters, letters of credit, advertisements, legal l etters, :1ncl letters relating to 1Jankru ptcy.
Text-book: A. Kleibel, Lehrbuch der 1-fandelscorrespon<lonz.
Com.1ne1·cial ai·ithrnct-ic. -Discnssion of the most important modern measures, weights,
and coins ; the method of computing discount and interest; the computation of
acc<;nrnts current according to tho different methods in practice; the calcul ation of
the value of gold, silver, a.nd coins. The foreign exchange and stock computations
according to the usage in Vienna, Amsterdam, Berli1J, Frankfort on the Main, Hamburg, London, a nd Paris . Explanations of the stock exehm1gc (prolongations, transactions, computation of arbitration and equivalents in foreign exchange, stocks,
pa1)er, gold, and silYer) .
Text-book: R. Kathrein, Kaufmiinnische Arithrµctik .
Political ariil1rnetic. - Computing compound interest and interest on 1mblic rentes
with payment of interest before maturity and after maturity, computation of anu nities, mortgage loans, preference and lottery loans, forming p l ans of sinking funds,
explanation of the conversion of loans.
K nowledge of internationa l coinm erce.-The object of the lectures on this subject is
to g ive the student a concept of the world's commerce, ancl to equip him with such
knowledge as is necessary to successfully engage in international trn<le.
Iu these lectures ::.re treated: The or igin of the produce exchange, its cli visions and
organization; the brokers ancl their position-on the excha,nge; legitimate commerc ial
transu,ctions on the exchange, ancl the exchange boards of arbitra,tion.
The l egal regul ation of a system of weights and measurns; the metric, English,
Rnssian, ancl Chinese systems of weights ancl measures with special regar<l to their
position in the world's commerce. The system of weights and measures of the
Orient.
Tho method used to determine quality in the international grain trade; methods
of determin in g quality of yarn aucl silk in international commerce (numbering yarn
and silk titration); alcoholoroetry ancl number measuring (dozen, score, etc.) .
Tl10 systems of money of those European countries through which balances with
traJ1srnarine countries are mainly adj nsted; in audition the state of the money
stan<lurds, l>iJls and currency quotations in North, Central, and Sonth American
markets; also tl10 eastern Asiatic and Australian markets; and, finally, the money
st:rndarcl iu the Orient.
The transportation of goods by railroads a,nu rivers, considering the traffic rules;
the railroad fares and freight rates; classification of freight in Austria-Hungary,
Germany, ancl France; the international tariff association; the international service,
together with the necessary documents.
Ocean transportation of freight, subdivided into registering, classifying, an<l mea.suring ocean vessels; the manifest; the book of cargo and the bill of lading; l etter
of conveyance; charter party; tonnage; fixing freight rates; the most important
ste~Lmship companies, their lines and fares; the marine freigll'G in surance.
The price quotations of the most important articles of commerce (grain 1 flour,
spirits, petro1eum, cotton, coffee, sugar) on the world's market, together with tho
usages in vogue for cash ancl time sales. The explunatiou and computation of
eqnival ent prices, and the construction of equivalent price tables.
'l'lle explanation of the settlement of balances by ex-ports and imports is illustrated
ty a series of examples taken from actual transactions .
The basis of these lectnres is a l>ook by Dr. Sonudorfer, Die Technik des Wolthan<lels. Handbiich der Internationa]on Handels-Kundo Wien, Alfred Holclor, 1889.
Knowledge of goods.-Ou the basis of the advanced preparatory stndy of the nat.nral
sciences, and after introductory remarks (system, methods of investigation, microscopy, polarimetry, structura l arrangement of organic, vegetahle, and animal snbstuucc) from the purely commercial standpoint, the products of the worl<l's market
arc considered according to their natural history and physical and chemical clrnracteristics; after being classified their external and internal marks of genu ineness and
their adulteration and substitutes a.re considered. After this preparation tho entire
animal, mineral, and vegetable products arc separated into their organic hrancl10s and
discussed, but t,he Aus-tro-Hnngarian articles of export auu import are given special
attention (groceries, foods, luxuries, drngR, raw materials, mannfa.ctures of textile
industries, and tanneries), besides organic products technically applied (coal,
pctro1enm, and metals).
In additiou, special in struction on tho adulteration of food an<l the detection of
the same is also given.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISES IN THE LABORATORY F OR STUDY OF PRODUCTS.

Training in the use of the microscope.-Microscopical tests are thoroughly carried
out for determining raw material and manufactures. The material for these microscopical examinations is taken from the collection of products and from objects . ent
to the school by merchants. To aid in the lectures, demonstrations, and practical
exercises there are a special laboratory for the study of goods, with a sample collection for direct use during the teaching, a museum of merchandise, and a professional
library.
Insurance.-lnsurance in general, insurance companies, mutual and stock companies, granting of charters to them, the State's control of them, laws relating to insurance, and their fees to the State.
Insurance against damagc.-Transportation, fire, hail, and animal insurance, also
reinsurance.
Life in,mrance.-Insurance payable at death and insurance payable at a certain age,
mutual insurance, insurance against sickness or helplessness, accident insurance,
computing the premium, the reserve, redemption, loans, policies, and reductions.
The insurance business in its practical workings, closing accounts (profit, loss, and
balance accounts).
THE FRENCH LANGUAGE .

As a large number of students when they enter the school possess an adequate
preparation in French, the instruction in this language is divided into two conn ,
viz : In the first course the instruction is given in German, and in the second course
the instruction is given in French.
First course.-This course presupposes none, or only very little, preliminary knowledge of French. Consequently the instruction begins with the pronunciation, and
along with this the elements of etymology are explained and by a series of carefully
selected examples the pronunciation and etymology are practiced.
In the second semester the construction of sentences in general and the ~os
important parts of synta,x are treated, and in this· work continued oral a~~ ~ntten
practice is required. For practice in correct writing and in order to familianze t~e
students with the most important commercial expressions, mercantile letters are dictated in :French. These are discussed, corrected, and translated into correct French·
special weight is laid on rapid translations from French into German.
.. .
Text-book: Dr. Filek Edler v. Wittinghausen, Elementarbuch der franzos1Schen
Sprache.
.
Second course.-Extending and supplementing the syntactical knowledge. ~nef
1
review of the entire grammar, entirely in French; at the same time written exerc ~ ~
which, through their methodical and graded arrangement as well as through _their
number and variety, are most suitable to familiarize the students with the ordinary
forms of the language. Translation of classical selections from French into German
and vice versa, with special regard to the different moods of both languages. ~ontinual translating of German letters into French, paying careful attention to the difference in the commercial expressions; composition of business letters and somewha
long, independent exercises in French. Every week reading in French from
market and exchange reports.
.
.
Text-book: Bechtel and Hertzog, Franzosische Conversations grammatik re?
commercielle Lehranstalten.
THE ENGLISII LANGUAGE.

The instruction begins-a.a the students are presupposed to have no prelimin~
knowledge of the subject whatever-with the very rudiments of the lanlTuage TIL
with the explanation of Walker's phonetic signs, in order that the student may be
able to read even before they have systematically learned the rule of orthoepy ..
J<,ollowing this there is given a concise statement of the grammatical rule:. whic
are practically applied by means of the selections for reading and translating gh-en
in Part I of the text-book. In thi manner the students acquire, even in the
seme ter, a complete snrvey of the entire etymology, to"'ether with au elemen
knowledge of the grammar and syntax, as well as a large number of the i ,r ·
forms of expression. The also acquire no inconsiderable rapidity in readin
tr. n latin:.{.
Iu th
cond se1!1ester Part II of the text-book is begun. At :fir t the mo t im rt 11 t rul ·s for rca.din•r a.re xpla.iued, and thi is follo, ed by a thorough treatmen
f th ••r ~iu11ar a.nd . ') nta.·, whic-h are methodically ubdiYi<led for thi purpo .
1n couucct1011 thorow1th, th sc theories arc applied to the selections for reacting
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translating. These selectiorn1 treat almost exclusively of economic- or commercial
subjects, now in separate sentences, now in longer, connected selections in which the
terminology used in business intercourse and commercial correspondence predominates.
This part of the instruction occupies two hours a week, while a third hour is
devoted to reading some English work written in a modern conversational style.
The above course sufficiently prepares the student in this subject for the first
requirements of a business calling, and at the same time the directions given place
him in a position that by means of further self-activity be can _acquire complete
knowledge of the language.
Text-book: H. Berger, "Lehrbuch der englischen Sprache."
THE ITALIAN LANGUAGE.

As the students are supposed to have absolutely no knowledge of the Italian
language, the instruction begins with the elementary rules of pronunciation and
grammar.
The first month is devoted to written exercises fo the synonyms and derived words,
by meam1 of which the students acquire a vocabulary. Following this the text of
the elementary grammar is taken up. In conjunction with the above, the regular
and irregular v~rbs are begun, so that by the close of the school year the student is
perfectly conversant with the most important verbs of the language.
All the fundamental rules of the Italian language arc thoroughly studied, and
practically applied in translating snitable selections from the German into the Italian, and vice versa. In this, special attention is paid to the Italian syntax. The
syntax itself is t reat ed in a special discussion and illustrated by means of classical
selections from the Italian language, committed to memory. From this time on the
students attempt to express their thoughts orally in the Italian language, paying
special attention to the language of ordinary conversation, commercial terms, and
the most important business correspondence-letters about exchange and letters of
advice.
In addition to all this it is never neglected to specify to the students books of
assistance and a suitable method to pursue which will enable' them successfully to
continue their studies in the Italian language without assistance .
.Austrian regulations in regard to the customs and State monopolies and detaUs of custorns adrni11istrations.-The bases of the lectures are:
(a) Austrian regulations with regard to customs and State monopolies, especially
those requirements which must be observed in import and export trade with foreign
countries.
(b)The generalAustro-Hungarian customs tariff and the legal requiremente which
it is necessary to observe in applying the tariff.
.
(c) Special directions about giving credit at the custom-house, refunding duties,
liability; authority over the details of customs administration.
(d) Directions in regard to <l.utiable CQmmerce on railroads, steamboats, and the
railway postal system.
(e) The form of bills of entry, as well as the legal punishments for false declarations,
(f) The commercial and customs treaties, which are made between .A nstria-Hun•
gary and foreign countries, and which are of special advantage to industry and
commerce.
Text-book: Franz Holzer, Praktische Darste.Uungder osterrei.cbischen Zollordnung
u. Zollmanipulation.
B.-THREE YE.A.RS' OOURSE.
FOR PUPILS Wi!O HAVE FINISHED THE COURSE IN TITE LOWER GYMNASIUM, 'Il!IE
REAL GYMNASIUM, OR THE LOWER REAL SCHOOL,

The three-year course of the Vienna Commercial Academy, as noted above, bas for
its object to guarantee to the students (graduates of lower gymnasium, real gymnasium, or lower real school) who wish to devote themselves to a commercial careor,
that higher commercial professional education, with special attention to general educational subjects, which to-clay can be rightfully demandecl of every merchant. The
academy has a three-year course of study, and each year's class is divided into parallel divisions according to the number of students. The students receive acertificate for each year completed, and when they have finished the course they have the
privilege of the one-year voluntary-service law.
ED
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COURSE OF STUDY.

Requirecl studies.
Hours
First year's course:
per week.
German ___ _. ...
,11111 • • • • • • • · · · - - - - - ·
3
French................................ ... 3
English or Italian......................... 3
Commercial geography................... 2
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Mathematics. .. ...... . ................. .. 4
Commercial arithmetic .. ...... ...... :.... 3
Commercial knowledge and work in ..... .
the model office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Physics .................................. 3

,.j,

::~~raa~st\;t~?: ::::::::::: :: :::::::::: ::

~

Total ...................................

30

Second year's course:
German ...........•.•••••............. ...
French .. ·................................ .
English or Italian ....................... , .
Oommercial geograpl::iy ....... ...........•

~~:i~Ki~ti~;:::: :::::::::::::: ::.::: ::::::

Commercial arithmetic .... ............ . ... .
Bookkeeping ••.....•.................... ·

2
3
3

2
2

Hours
Second year's course-Continued.
per week.
Letterwriting........................... . 2
Commercial law and laws relating to
1Jills of exchange .... .................. .
Chemistry and chemical terms . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Study of products........................ 2
Total... ........... . .......... .......... 30
Third year's course:
German ............... ••••••, ••••••..... ..
French ................................ .. .
.En<rlish ()r Italian ...... .......... ....... .
Co~mercial geography and statistics .. .
General and commercial history ... ...... .
Commercial arithmetic ... ............... .
:Political arithmetic .....................•
International trade and its usages . .... .. .
Model office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Commerciallaw and laws relating to trade.
Political economy ................. ... ····
Study of products ...•................ · · ·

2
3
4

5

2

Total................................. .. 31

Elective st1idies.
1. Practical work in the chemical laboratory:
Four hours. per week for the second and third years.
Tuition, 10 florins p er semester.
2. Practical work in tho laboratory for study of products:
For the third.year students.
Tuition, 5 :florins per semester.
3. Study of customs laws and practical work in details of customs administration:
For st)1dy of third year, two hours per week.
Gratmtous.
4. Stenography:
In two one.year courses, each two hours per week.
Gratuitous for all students of the academy.
DISTRIDUTIOX OF TIIE SUBJECTS OF l~-STRUCTION,
FIRST YEAR'S COt:RSE IX THE ACADE;.'IIY.

German.-Review of tho gmmmar, prosody and metrics; poetical et~·mol~gy.
Long selections for reading; analyzing their contents. Practice in d~clamat 10n.
Every two weeks a composition requiring home and school prcparat10n. Three
honrs per week .
.
_Pre~c71.-ReYiew of etymology together with related oral and written cxcrci~cs
d1ctat1ons, analytical and commentary lectures. E _·tension of stock of phrase a d
Yoca.bulary. E,ery two weeks a,lternating home and school tasks. Three hourper week.
Engli8h 01· Italian.-Study of pronnnciation and inflection in systematic :-ucce;:;.
sion. 'l'ho etymology and sentences from tho syntax which are n~ce.s ary to an
underst::mding of 5imple selections for reading. Practice in prounncrnt10n ancl .e ymolo~.'( by dictation and simple rea<lin<r exercises. Oral and written e:s:erc1 .e-.
accJLnnng of a suitable stock of phra es and words. Every two weeks alternat1n 0
home and Rchool tasks. Three lrn11rs per week.
Cu1!1mercial gcor;raphy.-A clenr presentation of the most important ideas of ma~hmatJC"rtl ancl physical geography, especially those irka which conrern the 1ncrcantiloyrofc ion. Comnwrcial geography of Austria IInngary, Germ:my., witz 1;:lan
tnhu~ ~1p their gcographir-al situation, topographical situation and confi~nra 1 n of'
1111' <ldlcrent conn tries, climate, fertili ~- of the soil, commercial product·, wh re
auil ho Y t.h .,· '?C<·tir, c-onr1ition of pop11lntion, commerr·ial ahilit)-, commercial • ng11ag1· <·m1g-r,1t10n anil immigration, ag-ri ·nltnraJ indn ·trial, :financial antl rac e
: t 1 111 of •: d1 ro,mtry. Di.-,·11.· ion of the rno. t important comm rcial it i - . ea.port. all(! man11fad11ring center.-; trau sma riuo mean of commnnication. i1n1
:1111I _i .·port .
T,·o Jinnrs per we• l·.
II, 1'.'nJ.-C, Ul'r::t1 vi w of tho pri,wipal hi ·torir•al vent of th ,Yorltl, :dth
llfJ ' 11 t th' Ju torv of ~h·ilization.
IIi. t n· of the • Ii1hll .Ag-' up o
'J w , Jionr 1' r w 'k.
•
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Mathemat-ics.-Algebrn: Review of the four fundamental operations wfth common
iutcgers; greatest common di visor; least common multiple; common fractions; the
four fundamental operations in tho same. Decimal numbers; decimal fractions;
changing common fractions into decimal fractions aud vice versa.
Powers and roots; sura; imagi1.1a.ry and complex numbers, and tho four fundamental operations in tho same. Equations of tho first <legree containing ono and
more than one unknown quantity; exercises in the formation of SU( h e,iuations.
Exercises in diophantine analysis; rules of aJligation. Theory of geometrical proportions; rule of division. - Theory of quadratic equations with one unknown quantity; solution of the same. Exercises in the formation of such equations with two
unknown quantities whose eliminating equation can be traced -back to a quadrntic
equation.
,
_
Geonwtry.-The fundamental principles and most important propositions of planimetry, l)aying especial attention to the study of surface meas1ueruents. TLe fnnclame-ntu1 principles and most important propositions of stereometry. Solid bodies,
computi11g tho surfaces of the same. Every two weeks tasks set for home work,
and eYery four w eeks tasks set for school work. Four hours per week.
Commercial arithmetic.-Review of the short methods of multiplication and division. The most important abbreviated methods of calculation. The measures and
weights used 'in the most important countries, especially the metric system of wei,gh ts
antl measures. Rule of proportion; chain rul e; percentage and its application
(insurance, commission, brokerage); simple interest, discount, and their applica 7
tions; interest on accounts current ih its different methods.
Cornmercial knowleclge ancl account-ing-room work.-The theoretical pa:rt embraces the
rules of commerce in general and its branches; tho trades directly connectec1 with
commerce an<l its auxiliary institutions; th e objects of commerce and their elassillcation acconling to customary usage; the most important facts relating to weights
an<l measures, as well as the science of money :md exchange; finally, the position of
merchants in relation to one another as well as to society.
Tlrn practical part is devotefl to the methods of preparing- notes, accounts, invoices,
bills of sale, bills of cost, announcements of receipt of goods, exchange accounts cnrr ent, etc .; finally, the different methods of bookkeeping with errors in quantity,
wllich are applied exclusively in a business p eriod of one month. Three hours per
week .
Physics.-Introduction, general characteristics, forces, and laws. Heat, csso?H'O of
the same and its sources; the three principal modes of diff11sion of heat an<l tlieir application. Magnetism : Explanation and fundamental pheno01ena; earth rnagu<•-i isrn;
production of magnets, their strength and application. Electricity ancl effects of
accumulated electricity; origin of the electrical current; cables nnfl batteries ;
stcength of the .electrical current and effects of the same. Principal phenom ena of
thermo-electricity, thermo- electrical columns, and th <-'ir use. Acoustics: Origin of
sound, forms of tho s:1me; tone, musical note, pitch of tone, .the musi cal scale, temperament, most important sound producers, resonance, loudness of a sound, trans mission of sound. Mechanics : (a) Laws of equqibrium; center of gravity; moues
of rest; active and passive resistance; simple machines ancl their m;es. Laws of
motion, of percussion, of freely falling bodies, of projectiles, of pen(lulums; center of
motion. (b) I<'undamental characteristics of liquids; la,ws of ef]_nal tran smission of
pressure, of pressure on tbe l>ottom aucl side pressure; of communication arnl its use.
Law of Arcbime(les ; laws of the rapidity of discharge ancl quantity <lischargc< l.
( c) Funcla.mental characteristics of gases; atmospheric press nre an<l its uses; 1\la.riotte's la,ws; diffnsion; absorption; endosmosis of gases; motion of gases and its nse.
Nafl.utl history.-Natural history of the three kingdoms, witll special attention to
such p ortions as are necessary to enable one to recognize and test tho r aw material
of t he world's commerce. Two hours per week.
PenmanBhip.-German, English, and French handwriting. Two hours p er week.
SECOND YEAR'S COURSE I:N" THE ACADEMY.

German.-The study of the forms of poetry in connection with tho selections for
reading. Most important works of German literature up to Gottsched's <lentil .
Practice in reading all(l speaking. Every three weeks a written composition composed alternately at home and at school. Two hours per week.
Frenc/1.-The most important rules of syntax, togeth er with the ora.l and written
exercises belonging thereto. Readings, explanatious, and memorizing business lett ers. Easy compositions antl business letters, modeled after the previously explained
selectio11s. Increasing the stock of phrases and the vocahuJa.ry. Every tliree weeks
set tasks assigned to be done alternately at homo and at school. Three hours per
week.
English 01· It.alian.-Review and a further study of the etymolo<>'y;
thorou<>'h
treat0
0
ment of syntax, together ·with the oral and written exercise~ be]ouging thereto,
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Readings in narrative, descriptive, and epistolary prose, this last with special attention to a business style. Instruction introductory to the composition of simple
business letters. Increase of the stock of phrases and words. Practice in talking.
Work assigned to be done alternately at home and at school every three weeks. Three
hours per week.
Com1ne1·cial geography.-Commercial geography of Holland, the three Scandinavian
kingdoms, England, Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal, Italy (including their colonies). Details as in the first year. Three hours per week.
Hisfory.-Ristory of the Middle Ages since Charlemagne, and modern history to
the peace of Westphalia, with history in detail of Austria-Hungary. Two hour per
week.
Mathematics.-Algebra: Logarithms, use of logarithmic tables, solution of simple
exponential equations. Arithmetical and geometrical progression.
Geometry.-Computation of the contents of solids. Every two weeks a t ~assigned to be done at home; every four weeks a similar task assigned to be done a
school. Three hours per week.
.
Commercial arithmetic.-Computation of gold, silver, and coin; computation. of
exchange according to Vienna custom; computation of stocks, bonds, etc., accor~~:!
to ~he manner of the different countries, giving special attention to those cities
which quote Austro-Hungarian paper. Three hours per week.
.
Booklceeping.-Instruction as to the manner of making out different. bookkeeprn.,
forms, showing mistakes as to quantity and value. Booking of bu~mess tran -actions, mercantile, bank, and commission business, covering a penod of seve
months. These are booked according to the different methods, and all letters and
counting-room memoranda are carefully studied. Four hours per week.
.
Correspondence.-Letters relating to mercantile, consignment, an_d commnwn
business; letters relating to insurance and forwarding affairs, makmg over note-,
attachments, descriptions of goods, price current, market, and weekly reports. ;etters relating to exchange, drawing bHls of exchange on one's own and a~ot er
account, transmitting drafts for acceptance, disposition of bills payable, remittanc
of money and bills, process of protesting, collateral acceptance, account of_ reexf
cbanges, commission business in notes, bills, etc., lost bill of exchange, billll 0
exchange and sending coin, payments, bank note, treasury bill, n?tes on mort!!a;_
banks, checks, abatements, transfers; letters relating to partnership and bank bu-if
ness; letters of inquiry, of notice and dunning letters; circular letters; letter .0
credit, written offers, advertisements, contracts, power of attorney; letters on affam
in law and bankruptcy. Two hours per week.
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quantitative anitlysis (atomic weights and measures). The aim of the :first year's
instruction is to secure exactness in the qualitative analysis of the most important
minerals and inorganic commercial products.
Stiidy of cornmercial proclucts.-Introduction. Classification.
(a) Inorganic (mineral) products: Gems, material for sculptors, carvers (meerschaum), grinders and polishers. Fuels from fossilized matter and similar products
(phytogeny), metallic products produced mechanically.
(b) Organic products: Explanation of the methods of investigation. Microscopy;
vegetable material; organic (possessing structure). Entire plants and their parts,
as leaves, tops, flowers, fruit, and seeds (starch, clextrin, sugar, woods); bark, fiber
(spun fabrics, woven fabrics, paper); paying attention to their use as foods, drinks,
spices, coloring matter, and matter containing tanning material or other material used
in the arts. Two hours per week.
THIRD YEA.R'S COURSE OF THE ACADEMY,

German,-Readings .and explanations of certain selections from the principal poetical and prose works of our classical and modern poets in connection with literary
and biographical sketches. Exercises -in delivery. Once in four weeks a written
composition. Two hours per week.
French .-Extencling and supplementing the syntactical knowledge. Brief review
of the entire grammar, partly in the French language. Readings from the best
specimens of French prose and poetry, with statement of content,s and explanations
in French. Memorizing model business letters and reading selections. Composition
of business letters and comparatively long, independent essays. EYery three weeks
alternate home and school tasks are assigned. Three hours per week.
English or ltalian.-Brief revie w of the entire grammar, partly in English (or
Italian). Readings from standard selections of prose and poetry, with statement of
contents and explanations in English (or Italian). Memorizinii: of business letters
and certain model literary selections. Practice in writing business letters and independent compositions. Alternate home and school tasks every three weekc. Three
hours per week.
Cornrne1·cial geography and BtatiBtics.-CommerciaI geography of Turkey and the
Levant, of Russia, of the United States of America, of.Mexico, of Brazil, of the States
of the La Plata, ofChile,.of China, and Japan. (Details as in the first year's course.)
Geographical statistical survey of the world's commerce and its principal routes at
the present time. Two hours per week.
General and commercial h'istory.-History of the European countries from 1648 to
the present. Commercial history from the earliest times to the present. Two hours
per week.
Comrnercial arithmetic.-Computation of commercial paper of the most important
European and transmarine centers of comm erce, arbitration, bills of exchange,
stocks, etc. Review of the entire subject. Three hours per week.
Political arithmetic.-Compound interest and computation of incomes from funded
property. Introduction to the calculation of loans; construction of sinking-fund
plan; lottery loans; the elements of the computation of probabilities; computation
of life annuities, and claims on estates in expectancy. Income from life insurance
(wic1owl:l' pensions); insurance of capital. Two hours per week.
Jfoowledge of international commerce.-The produce exchanges, their origin, di visions
and organization; produce broker; legitimate exchange business and the exchange
boards of arbitration. The systems of weights and measures used in international
commerce and trade; the laws regulating the system of weights and measures; the
metric, English, Russian and Chinese systems of weights and measures, and their
position in the world 's commerce. Condition of weights and. measures in the Orient.
Measure of quality used in the international grain trade; measure of quality used
in the international yarn and silk trade (yarn numbering and silk titration); determination of quantity in the spirit trade; units of measurements; the condition of
the money standard, and the quotation of bills of exchange and currency quotations
of the most important transmarine cities.

Forwarcling goods in international trade.
Railicays ancl river boats .-The rules of management; railroad rates; method of :fixing the t ariff ou goods; classifi.cafaon of goous in Austria-Hungary, Germany, and
France; international alliances; international service and the various papers relating
thereto.
Sea narigation.-Registration; measuring and classification of merchant vessels;
the manifest book and bill of lading; the consignment; the charter party; tonnage
of ships; fixing tariffs on goods; the steamship societies which are important for
Austria-Hungary, their lines and tariffs; the most important facts relating to mercantile insurance.
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Ordinary conditions of sale; prico quotations of the most important article in
intern:1tional trade, ]lamely, grain, flour, oil grain (linseed), spirits, petroleum. co .
. ton, coffee, and sugar; explanation un<.l computation of equivalent prices on the .ha·
of tho quotations on the world's market, and the construction of tables of equirnlcn
lHiccs; deductions on exports and imports, illustrated by a series of examples taken
from actual practice .
.Accounting and correspondence (niodel counting room).-Complete execution ofa setof
books iu mercantile, commission, forwarding, manufacturing, and banking bu me .
Bookkeeping in stock companies, together with all necessary vouchers; comparatile
bookkeeping, especially iu respect to mistakes in quantity and value. Five hoer
per week.
.
Laius relating to commerce ancl i:ndustry.-Continuation of commercial law, l)artner,
ships in commercial law, the study of partnerships (open commercial partnership
lirni te<l partnerships, limited joint stock companies, stock companies, limited liabilit1
partnerships, joint partn.e r.ships). The theory of mercantile trade and at the same
time a discussion of the fundamental principles of civil rights, especially the rulc,_for
winding- up a business and for settling commercial transactions; of giving securit1
especially a mortgage or lien. Further, the study of indorsable paper; purclrn in;;
commission; forwarding and freight business (the last, in general, but specially with
respect to rail ways).
Tho regulation relating to trade, of December 10, 1859, together with all arlditioll!.
Law relating to charters; I.aw protecting trade-marks and patents; law relatiogto
peddlers; laws relating to chambers of commerce, also mercantile agents; law c~n·
cerning industrial and coopera.ti vo societies; laws and regulations concerningdcahng
in promissory notes, and warehouse Jaws.
General rules relating to insolvency proceedings, and especially the theory of mrcantilo insolvency ancl compulsory settlement voted by a majority of creditors. Tlfo
hours per week.
Political economy.-History of the systems of political economy. Importance or
tl1e same and explanation of th eir fundamental principles.
Tho production of wealth: . (a) In general; (b) factors in production (nature, labor,
capital); ( c) cooperation of the factors in production.
Tbe distribution of wealth: (a) In equality of the distribution (socialism, communism) ; (b) income and Hs sources (rent, wages, interest) .
· Circulation of wealth: (a) In general ( exchange value and price); (b) money ,th
money standard); (c) credit ancl its aids (bills, checks, money orders, :enper money ·
different kinds of banks, clearing houses; (d) means of transportation.
Consnmption of wealth, luxury, influence of Government -on the national econotJ~(a) Means for furthering production in general, the question of associations; (b1 ·. •
ons forms of production; mining, smelting, agriculture, tree culture, rnanufacturrn.
factory laws, commerce, railroad and custom questions; (c) population ancl care.0
the poor; (cl) taxes and national <lobt, es1)ccially the theory and history of financ
crises. 'l'hree hours 11cr ,veek.
Study of proclucts.

V<'geta1i1e sn1,sfances (without structure) : Gum, rosins, balsams, ,olntilc oils. fa
"axl's, Yegetablo milk and extracts.
Animal substances: Whole animals; milk :rnd its pro<lucts; hide and it~ P
(leather, hair [as animal covering] in comparison with silk, articl s spnn and if,'"
from hair, "\>001, etc., fea.tbers, scales, born, tortoi e shell, whalebone); bone {g
in compari on with isingla s), tusks (ivory tusks of tho walrus, hippopotamu.,
11arwJ1al); fat ancl its products (soa.p) ; tbe substnnces produced and secreted in .
auirnnl hocly or substances out of which other products are ma,le (musk, amber,
ca ·torenm, civet, ilk, wax, guano, honey); pearls and mother-of-pearl, co
]1011:!CS .

'l'lw matrrial abo,e sketchrcl is treated on a strictly scientific basi , having r r;

to the• pra<·tical use to ho made of tho knowledge tbns acquired and t be cbara

i ti1·s of the rno t important ohjccts in the worlds commerce ancl in local trade
tli:c-11. e<l in a romparati,·e rnann r by inspection of i.he natural products by the
of taLl work and microscopical 1n·eparations. 'l'wo hour 11 r week.
C'-PREP.1JUT0RJ' CL.A

1oe -

pnpil to attencl tho academy who hn.,e
~
rerp~ired for_ •11trance to the three y -a.rs our.
the imperial ·
i t,., Jor n:J1~11Jt~ an,l lll, trn hon ha
p •r111ittecl a. preparatory cla.
'''?'!."11 ·f'trou
with tho '<!m mcrcial .\c:1<1 •my whi<:h lin ·. buw<·v r th diarad, t'
1 011
:' JITH • !' ·
r . ..\c,·nnl111~ to th dcc-r o of th imp rial rniui try for r iiuiou •
rn trn ·twn f.JnJ:, 1 77 (.Z . lOl!)J) •,· ·ry llllJlil who lrn · pa~ ·c<l hi -'tbi1·teenth l,i
Jn or,lcr

to ~ak it po ibl for tho

tnl:•:11 _th ... ·t_nc_l1 •
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c1.;:i,y may_be admitted to this preparatory class, if the managers of the Commercial"
Academy find him to be properly qualifie<L
.
Tho pupils of the preparatory class receive no. certificate, but at the close of th~
second semester. they must pass the examination req nired for entrance to the first
year's course of the _C ommercial Academy. The pupils receive from the managers of
the academy :.t statement of the result of this examination.
Roster.
German ................................ .
French ..................... ~ .......... .
GP-ography ............................ .
His1 ory .. ..... __ ....................••..
Common ancl special arithmetic ...... ·.. .

Hours \
perweek.
5
4
3
3
5

Roster.

Honrs
per"l"l"cek.

Physics ............................... .
Natural history ....................... .
Penmanship ......................... .

_3

Total ................ . ......... . .

28

3

2

DISTRIBUTION- OF THE SUBJECTS OF INSTRUCTIO:N".

Gennan.-RecapituJation of the grammar (inflection, parts of speech, formation of
words, syntax); orthography and punctuation. Compositions on the most important
events at school and on a future career; theory of styl e. Exercises in read.ing an<l
declamation; grnmmatical and exegetical explanation of the selections read. Every
t,,vo weeks a school task is assigned, and every three weeks a home task. Discussion
and criticism of .t he latter. Five hours a week.
.B'·r ench.-Elementary grammar. Dictations and rea<lings. Acquiring of an :1dequate stock of words and phrases. Home and school tasks alternating every t,vo
weeks. J<'our hours per week.
Geography .-Main featu-res of gener:rl geography of the five continents, based on a
careful study of the maps. Three hours per week.
H ·i story.-First semester: Sketches from the history of their own country from its
beginning to the close of the wars of independeBce. Second semester: Narrations
from the life of the people of ancient times, with special reference to the l egend ary
history of the Greeks . Three hours per week.
Mathematics.-Particular a.rithmetic. Exp1ana.tion of the decimal system of nnmbers. The fonr fundamental op erations in integers and decimal fractions, with the
11se of practical appli cations of short methods. Short methods of rnnltiplication
and division. Divi1;ibili ty of numbers; greatest common divisor; least conmwn
rnultiple; common fractions, and computation with the same. Geometrical r elations and proportions and their applicaiions to problems of practical life. Chain
rnle . Algebrn. The idea of common numbers and their relation to oue another.
Positive and negative numbers. The four fnlH1am ental operations with universal,
whole. and fractional numbers. Equations of the first degree having one unknown
qua.ntity. Every two weeks a home task; .every four weeks a school task. Fi-ve
honrs per week.
Phy.sica.-Introduction. Resultant of several forces . Cohesion. Electricity. Magnetism. Acoustics. Statics and dynamics of solids, liquids', :m<l gases. Optics.
Three hours -per week.
Ncitural history.-General natural history of the three kingdoms. Three hours
per week.
Pcnmanship .-The ordinary German aml English ban<l. 'rwo honrs per week.
vVe turn now to the collections of the academy, an<l to those institutes which were
esfablished in order to supplement the theoretical instruction by practicn.1 cxerci1ws,
and thus to render more easy the passage of the pupils of the school into practical
life.
Collection of coins.-This collection was begun upon the initiative of the present
director, a.ncl contains all th53 current coins, domestic and foreign, arranged by States.
It js a great aid to instruct ion in mercn.utilc subj ects .
Physical laborat01·y.-In struction in -ph) sics is giYcn h1 ::. special room assigne<1 for
this purpose. The apparatus belonging to tbe physical laboratory has cost, np to
the present, over 6,000 florins, a.nd includes the most necessar y instruments for purposes of experimentation and illnstration.
Chemical laboratory.-Cbemistry and tho knowledge of commercial products open
to the pupils an understanding of tlie teclrnico-commercial branches. On tb i1:1
account great emphasis has been laid on thi fl Rtncly f1 om the beginning of the academy, owing to its relation to tho manufacturing cla sses . Tho chemical laboratory
has heen several times enlarged, an<l indnclcs not only ]ectnre rooms, bnt al~o several
working rooms, which have a.11 the ecii1ipment nccessar.v for accurate organic analyses. The laborn.tory has a large sp ecial lilJrary an<l a rich coll ection of preparations
and a.pparatus which are used for illustration in the lectures. It not ouly affords th@
0
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pupils means for practical work, but also an opportunity to the director of the laboratory for original hrvestigation in every direction. The practical exercises are
attended yearly by from 20 to 25 pupils.
The origin of the collection of commercial products dates from the first years of
the academy. There was also a natural-history collection corresponding to the
wants of the preparatory ~lasses of that period. Both collections were annually
increased, but remained entirely separate until instruction in these two departments
was intrusted to the same professor, when the collections were united. The instruction in commercial products was greatly expanded by the introduction of practical
exercises. These exercises are attended by pupils of all three classes and of the
graduate course also. They take place in a special laboratory for the testing of
commercial products, which is well equipped with the necessary apparatus, inclndmg microscopes, saccharometers, etc.
The combined collections for natural history and commercial products are divid_ed
into three groups: The collections for instruction in natural history and commercial
products; second, the collection for practical work in the co~mercial-pro~nct
laboratory (reports are made each year from these practical exercises), and, third,
the museum of products.
This museum was begun at the initiative of the present director in the year 1885.
It is located in the large ball, second story front, and in the room immediately c~nnected with it. The museum has a double purpose: To aid instruction in commerc1:31
products in the academy and to promote a general knowledge of such products m
the public at large. The collection is therefore open not only to pupils, but als_o t-0
the general public. The specialty of this museum is the collection of adulterat~onB
of products, and it is not impossible that a considerable influence may be exercised
from this laboratory upon the trade in adulterated products. The museum of products embraces about4,000 numbers and 30 groups. For the completion of the same
the administrative council has given 1,000 florins a yea.r for the past three years.
It is also to be noted that in the programme of instruction in the kn~wledg~ of
commercial products belongs a system of visits to collections and factone , which
the pupils make under the guidance of instructors. All the pupils of t~e aca?em_y
take part in those excursions which occur in Vienna, but in the long trip w~ic_h l.S
made each year at Easter time, and which extended in 1887 to Strasburg, a limited
number of pupils only can be included.
.
.
Geographical cabinet.-This cabinet is one of the most comprehensive in this special
department. It includes 170 wall maps and a large collection of casts and repre entations of geographical and ethnograpbical objects.
.
Collection to illustrate the history of art.-Tbis collection has just been begun; its
function is to supplement instruction in history and the history of literature, _m order
to compensate as far as possible for the rather meager number of hours assigned to
these subjects in the programme .
Library.-The collection of books at the Vienna Commercial Academy e~b!~ced,
at the close of the school year 1886-87, 5,.298 volumes. It is divided into two din: ions,
the professional library for the pupils and the general library. The latter include
important collections used as reference libraries in the indivi<lual departmen t. of
instruction. The professional library for pupils was established in order to nwe
them the necessary aids for further study and for the essays which they mu ·t prepare. All works of merely an amusing or entertaining character are excluded from
thfa collection.
.
The traveling scholarship fund.-The intermediate school has completed its fun?t1on
at the time when it gives the graduate his final certificate. But the profe. ,ion
school can not avoid extending its work beyond this period and serving a an or_
of communication between the young men who have completed its cnrriculu~i
tho. e people who de. ire young men with such training. In this respect the'\ }en
Commercial Academy has from the beginning done everything it could, and ! _h
been in the happy situation of being able to secure for its graduate good po ttl
not only at home but also abroad. This last circumstance is of great importan
the foreign commerce of our country. Ever since the days of .Maria There a o plaints hav lwen made continnaJly that the monarchy ha. had very few na i n
colllmercial bou es in foreign countri s, and yet the e are the chief mean of cul r - ing the conoruic territory of the tate. To obtain the e, howev r it is ab olu
ncr·e ·sary that the citi z ns of tho country ent r busine s in foreign port· nnd
l arn to know for ign countries thoroughly.
Tow there are probably man, YO
m u wJ10 p s. e.-. th ne e.. ary training, but oftentim . th y ar uot iu th J l
"h •r,• they a.rP mo. t n
ary ancl till of n r a.re not in a o ial p . ition to le
om1111•rd1 1 cent •r in every detail and toe ·erci. e an active influc·nc in fav r of

nntionnl rad .
lu nl r to it i. t • onng merchant who have harl a c rtain practi al xperi n
JII
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held on December 8, 1885, the establishment of a specia l traveling scholarship fund.
This proposition was received with warm approval. His Majesty the Emperor gave
the :first snbscription of 5,000 florins to this fond. H is example was followed by
Prince J9hn of Lichtenstein and a number of prominent merchants and manufacturers and various commercial institutes. The director succeeded in raisin o· for this:
purpose the sum of 60,000 florins. The list of the various subscribers and the ren-ulations for the scholarship s are to be fo und in the report of the proceeuings of the
admimstrative council! made D ecember 12, 1886. In April> 1887, tbe administrative·
conncil decided to assign two scholarships of the value of 1,500 florins each, one to
Salonichi and one fo r Barcel ona. In September, 1887, both were assigned.. The conditions of these Hcholarships are completion of the Vienna Commercial Academy with
distinction aud at least three years' successful practical work at home and abroad.
It remains now, in order to complete this acconut, to give some of tllernoreimportaut
data relating to the school. The total attendance at the Vienna Commercial Academy,
since its establishment in 1858 to tbe year 1888, inclusfre, was 16,906 students. It is
of interest to note how many stud en ts have completed the course of study and obtained
the certificate of graduation. It app ears that in the first period, 1858 to 1872, there
were 1,714 gr:iduates; second p eriod, 1873 to 1877, there were 1,262 graduates; third
period, 1878 to 1888, there were 2,168 graduates, making a total of 5,144 in the thirty
years of the life of the rtcademy. The succe8s of the instruction has ueen-a verv satisfactory one, and in this connection it is important to note that the report· of the.
management to the ministry of education, rendered each year since the beginning
of the third period, has been uniformly accepted as eminently satisfactory.
'rhe graduates of the academy have always foundemploymentvery quickly, whether
at home or abroad. Former students of the academy are to be found in all the larger
centers of trade in Germany, Switzerland, France, England, and Belgium, as well as
in the leading States of North anu. South America. At the present time there are
forty foundations or scholarships established by the founders in accor,lance with the
provision noted above. There is one Imperial scholarship of a yearly value of 300
florins, and two scholarships named after Czeclik of 126 florins each. The a ssistauce
fund, established for worthy poor students, amounted on Jun e 15, 1887, to 7,061.73:florins, and aid was granted in the school year 1887, in cash, to the extent of 683.11
florins; in paper, pencils, etc., to the extent of 246 florins; in t ext-books, to the extent
of 290.63 florins; in traveling expenses: to the extent of 370 florins. The Btudentscontribnted to this fond 920.25 florins. The president of the society for assisting
poor students, which has charge of the fund, is the director of the a cademy ex officio.
The executive committee consists of two professors, chosen by the instructing body,.
and a general committee of two from. each division, chosen by the students.
The association of the Vienna Commercial Academy had re ceived, from its foundation up to 1887, from its members, contributions to the amount of 530,642.22 florins ;
of this amount the State granted 40,950 florins, the city of Vienna 31,500 florins.
The State made its appropriation in the form of establishing, through the ministry
of religion and instruction and the ministry of finan ce, one scholarship (3,1 50 florins }
a year for a series of years. In consequence, the ministry for religion and. instruction
controls at present seven scholarships and the ministry of finau ce six.
Of this amount, 452,110.15 florins were used for the purchase of the ground :m<.l the
erection of the building of the a cademy, a,nd to cover the deficit of the early years,.
including also 27,000 florins assigned to the pension fund established in 1873. The
rest of the sum constitutes the academy fund, which, according to the balance of
August 31, 1886, amonnted to 159,693.80 fl.orins. 1
The current expenses of the academy since its establishment amount to n early
2,000,000 fiorius and was covered entirely by the tuition of pupils. The income of
the inst itution from tuition and incidental fees from 1878 to 1887 amounted to nearly
900,000 florins.
The auministrative council of the Vienna Commercial Academy has, however, uniformly obser ved the principle that the worthy pupil, though poor, sb oul<l be enabled
to attend this school. It grants, therefore, every school _y ear to a considerable number of pupils either entire or partial remission of tuition. These remissions represented down to August 31, 1887 the considerable sum of 280,485 florins.
The preliminary budget for the year 1886 showed the following estimate:
Florins.

Salaries .. _.....•............ - ............................................ _ 58, 985
Administration ... _.....•....... - .......... - . . - - - ... - - ......... - ... - . . . . • . . 6, QOO
1

i:~![o~ .~?~~~~~.:: ·.: ~ ~:: ~: ~ ~:: ~ ~:: :~-:::: :::::~ :::::::::::::::::::::~ ~::::: f: i~g
Incidentals . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 950

Total ................ - - . - . - - ...... - ... - - . - ......... __ .. _. _........ __ . 87, 280
1 The

30th of September, 1877, at the bee:inning of the third period, there was still a mortgage upon
the academy l>uilding of 15,000 florins, ann no cash fund.
ED 96--24*
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Tho Vienna Commercial Aca(lomy possesses, since 1873, its own pension fnn<l 1 ·wlticlt
is managed by a separate committee. To this fond the regularly appoink<l pro,· .
sors contribute the samo rates as in tho case of public edncatioual institntions, us th e
provisions adopted by tho Stn,tc for similar pensions Irn,'c been accepted as the rnlo
for this fund. Besides this, the general assembly grants yearly a Yery cousi<lerabl
snm to this fund from its surplus income. Ou Aug;ust 31, 1886, this fond :uno11n te1l
to 14.4,314.46 florins, aull tlJe pensions payable amo.untod to 4,074.96 florins. In tho
goneml assembly of December 12, 1886, 5;000 :florins were granted to this fnll(l.
Tbo Vienna, Commercial Academy is located iu its 011n building, whi('h ,ras form.
ally opene<l on tlrn 12tll of October, 1862. Itcmbracesan areaofl,953squarcrne ter .
Its principal front is 60 meters long; its t1Yo side fronts 31 meters each. Thcun i!tl.
ing is two stories high. It cost, as noted above, 452,110.15 florins. As <lil"i!l1•<l at
present, it embraces 15 lecture rooms, the museum of commercial prorlucts, tlio lalJ.
oratories for chemistry and commercial products, the physicnl, geographical, antl
natural history halls, 2 libraries, 2 faculty rooms, the office of the maua,!!:emcnt and
various small offices, and the residence of the director aud 3 servants, aud hns a C('Ulll·
rnodation for 800 stndents. The arrangements for heat are so fixed ihat the Yl'~ti·
1mlcs, tho great stairway, an<l the Jargo corridors arc warmed throughout. "\Yater
is also furnished throughout tho building. The heating costs per year from 1,400 to
1,500 florins; gas from 1,600 to 1,700 florins.
We might finally m ention that tho Vienna Commercial Academy has tho largd
- attendance of similar commercial schools in Au stria, Germany, and France, and tlJ .. t
of late years the management has been repeatedly reqncsted to girn detailed infur.
mation to foreign governments as to the arrangements and organization of tlti
school. The school also received the higlrnst distinction at the Vienna "\Yorkl'::; l'dr
in the yeH 1873.
LATER STATISTICS .

Certain ,.act s rebting to tho attendance at tlic various courses ·w ill umlonbtully
b e of interest in this connection.
Tllo one-year course for gradnates of the gymnasia an(l real schools hall au en rollment in 1888 of 115 pupils; in 1890; of 105 pupils; and in 1891, of 115 1rnpils.
Of these there were:
--~-----Y_e_a_r _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,._c_a_t_h_oI_i_cs_.
1880 ................. .............. ..... ........ .
1800 .................................... . ....... .
1891 .... ···•·· .................................. .

I

Prote,t,nt,. G,eok,. , Jow,.

Tot:"_

1

71

4
44

J2
10

39

13

II

G
2

71

50
49

11~
1 a

5li- ~

.A.GE OF STUDENTS .

I1880.1 1890. 1 rno1. //

.A.go.

.Age.

1889. 18~0. ] !ll.

---2-1

!I••:••••))i••i•i•ii:••••i•i•i ···ii· j·::ii· 11 II iLDLJ :iii? iii ii••: iii•
1

10

8
4
8

11
13
G

13
1
3

4
!3

, tnclents came from all t.he lea.ding provinces of )uistrin and 11 of them from fo rei!!ll
con n tri es.
In 1 D, 73 of iho stn1leuts were Germans, 22 wer e Poles, 11 were llougaria1 .:. a (
the oth rs of variou. l'th r nationalities.
Th oth r two Y<'ars do uot how a.nv c·onsidera.blc Ynria.tion from this y ar.
1t will h e notc<l that the larg e majorit • of the stntlcuts were in tlic year. ov r
18 yea r:,; of age, and in the fir.:,t two years over half were over 20.

·c

Three.year co11r8e in the academy.

Year.

I

,--

..... .... ... ...... ...... ......... .. ...... .. ..

J. ::::: ::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :_: :~: : : :._
· :_:: :::-.;.,-_
:: : / - - - - - - - - - . ! -

To
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I~1. 1889 there were 661 pupils on tho rolls at the en.cl of the year; in 1890 there were
671; and in 1891 there ,vere 638.
Of these there were:
Year.

Catholics.

1880 __ .. _................................... .
1890 ........... . ..................... _...... .
1891' ........................................ .

Protestants. Greeks .

310
305
283

30
33
43

10
17
11

Jews. Unclasseu.
311
315
301

- - - - - - - - - -------------·

.AGE OF STUDENTS.
Age.
14 ................ :-........•.•..
15...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.... . ... ................ .... ..
17 ................. : ............
18 .. _... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

1880. 1890.
24
116
161
178
116

20
112
183
178
120

1801

Age.

11
78
187
171
130

19 ... ... .... . · .·· .............. .
20 ..•..........................
21 . ... _.................... _.. .
22 .. ............ ·.............. .

J 880. 18'.lO.

1801.

50
5
3

4.5
14

47
15
3
1

2

During these three years only 1 student sncceec1el1 in re:1ching tho thirc.1 .-year
of the course at an a~e less than 16; and only 1 student had succeeded in xeaclling
tho second year's course at an age less than 15. Only one-fifth of tho stn<1onts
in the a callemy in 1889 were nnder 16 years of ago; about the same ratio held for
1890, am1 in 1891 less tllan one-seventh were under 16. Tho rweragc ago of the pupils
ttJ)pears then to be from 16 to 19.
Tho association for aiding indigent and worthy stnclents seems to do very real
service .
In 1889 it granted 922 ilorius in cash to varions students; 270 :florins in supplies;
218 florins in books; 500 florins in traveling expenses.
The association granted in 1890 to various students 898 florins in cash; 302 :florins
in supJJli es ; 117 florins in books; 400 florins in traveling expenses .
The association granted in 1891 to various students 1,041 florins in cash; 270 florins
in supplies; 119 florios in JJooks; 502 florins in traveling expenses.
Subjects.

Faculty.
Dfrector.

Dr. Iturlolf Sonndorfer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Political arithmetic and international trade.
Professors.
Heinrich Binn ....... ....• ,,, 1111,,, , ••.
Eduarcl ]3il,tner ........................ .
Dr. Max Borowsky . .................... .
Dr. Theouor Uicalek ................... .

!::b1tt~g;~~~~1~i:::
·.:::::::::::: ·.::::::
Eduard Ranausck ...................... .

.rohann Hann

.......................... .
Dr. Karl R assack ...................... .
Paul J:Iertzog ................. ... ...... .
Charles Hurt . _.... .......... . .. ....... .
Rudolf Kathrein _.. __ .................. .
Anton Kleibcl ......................... .
Dr. Richard Mayr .... ...... ............ .
Dr.,iur Robert Meyer .................. .
D. Karl nausch .. ........ ... ........... .
Camillo San cl re ......................... .
Rudolf Schiller .. . .... .................. .
lulrian Schuster .. . ........ , ........... .
Nicolaus Tec1n ......................... .
Dr. Tlrnoclor Thcmnnnn ................ .
Dr. Philipp Zamboni ................... ·
Dr. Karl Zehden ................•. , , • , · ·

Mercantile arithmetic, international trauo, and office work.
Con imercial nritbrnotic, international trade, and ollico ,,ork.
Physics.
German, commercial geography, and statistics.
Stenography.
Commercial law.
Stndy of products, natnral history.
Mathematics, political arithmetic .
Natural liistory.
French.
English.
:Mercantile arithmetic.
Bookkeeping aurl correspondence.
German and history.
Political economy.
German and history.
French.
Mercantile arithm etic ancl bookkeeping.
J3ookk epi11g and correspondence.
Chemistry.
Commercial law.
Italian.
Commercial geography and statistics.

Instriictors.

Dr. Thomas Fr. Ilanausek............... Study of products.
:Karl I!essler............................ Insurance.
Frauz Holzer ..... ... ...... ............ -1 Insurance tariff.
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Subjects.

Faculty .

.Assistants.
' Leopold Bageard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Dr . .Julius Dostal........................
Florence..Henry He~ley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dr. Goorg Karsclmlm. ... . .. . .. ... .•.. ..
.Julius Melnitzky .......................
Karl Mi.Uler ....... .. .. ................. .
Dr. .Julius Ritter Roschmann von Hor.
burg.
Suba1ssistants.

French.
German.
English.
German and commercial geography .
Penmanship.
Mathematics.
Political economy.

• Heinrich Eisenkolb.. .............. .. ... Commercial subjects.
Karl Kunczitzky........................ Stenography.

Making a total of 1 director, 23 professors, 3 instructors, 7 assistants, and 2 subassistants; total, 36.
2.-COMMERCIAL ACADEMY OF PRAGUE.

Thejoitndation of the institittion. 1-It is a strange fact that the very class which
occupies to-day by its activity and wealth the most prominent place in our society l.tas
been neglected almost altogether.by the governments of the various States i~ r~garcl
to the professional training of its members. There are gymnasia for t~10.tra:m11i of
the future scholar and public official, and real schools and polytechrnc mstitut10~s
for the technologist. The forester, the miner, the soldier, the sailor, all haY~ their
own technical schools, but the future merchant has had to content himself with tl.te
gymnasium or the real school. Was the reason for this to be found in the fact t~at
the merchant needs no special preliminary t.raining for his calling f That the spe~ial
branches of knowledge appropriate to his vocation are really only facilities which
the school is not able to give him; things of subordinate importance which be can
easily acquire for himself by private activity and practical work, It would almo t
seem so; ancl it may be that this view was not unjustifiable in earlier times, but ~he
present makes new d emands upon the merchant if he wishes to rise ~bov~ ~he limited sphere of the small shopkeeper. He needs a greater amount of, trau~rng a?d
knowledge if he is to keep pace with the times and to occupy that place m_s~crnl
and economic life to which he is entitled. But where shall he obtain this trarnmg!
There isno doubt th at existin~ educational institutions are not adequate to snpply
this want. The solid training of the gymnasium has its great advantages, anclmany
a merchant of to-day selects bis assistants rather from the ranks of the gra<luates of
the gy~nasium than from those of the real schools. Bnt the gymnasium can not, of
course, msert the purely commercia l branches of instruction into its cnrrirulum. ancl
consequently it does not appeal' to be at all satisfactory as a preparatory school for the
commercial career. The real schooh would seem to be somewhat nAarer, but tlle~
scllools furnished a training more suitable for th e manufacturer and th e technologi t
than for the merchant, and until very l ately, especially in Austria, they cx:cludeil from
these schools the important element of modern languages . The purely commercia
uranches also are either very inadequately or are not at all represented in their c~riculum. The attempt has been made here and there to unite special commercial
conrscs with the real schools. But this is only piecework, and can be ju, tifie<l only
where it is impossible to establish independent commercial schools. For the place
of the professional sehool can not be even approximately supplietl in this way.
At the time when the thought of the establishment of the commercial choo
appeared for the fir t time in Pragne the various public edncational in titutions
were far le . perfect than to.clay. The unsatisfactory condition of things had been
r erognize<l fir tin Germany, and it was the Leipzig Ierchant Gnil<l which took the
fir ·t step toward the rem cly. Jt, e tablisbed in the year 1831 a commercial in titute,
who e organization hy, chiebe remained for a, long time in a certain sen ·e the model
for th simi lar establishment organized later throuo-hout central Germany.
About the amc time then eel for a special commercial school was felt in Prague.
Mr. Joh, nn Ba ·hheihl, a memb r of the comm<'r ial council from 1831 to 1 40. w th fir. t t tn1~e np th matt r, and to urge upon bis colleacrne the de irability of
11 ·h au_ . tnbli hm nt.
Hut me ny hiuclrance, p<'ciallythe unfavorable contliti ns
of tl11 t11110 I>~ v nt d th m from arrying out the id a.. It wa not until the year
1 !I thn tit fir tr al. t p toward nch an in titntion wa tak 'D.
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The president of the comm ercial coun cil i n th a t y ear, Mr. Josef Halla, and a
member of the corporation, MT. Edwa rd Fleschner , took up the idea with energy,
for the need of such n,n institution w ns more an,l m or e keenly folt every day. The
commercial council appointecl a committee to obt ain th e 11 ccessary financial means,
an(l in March, 1849, the committee published the following address to the merchants
of Bohemia: •
"The establishment of a commercial school in th e capital city of Bohemia, a land
where such a many -sided industry and trade flourish, has been a long-felt w ant.
But it was not possilJle, under previous conclitions, to establish this institute so
necessary mHl advantageous for our youth. It rem ains further our honorable task
by unitin g all the n ecessary intelligent and pecuniary means to establish and
d evelop a commercial institute. It appears superfluous to dwell upon the advanta ge
of such an institution. Everyone of us reognizes how necessary to our prosperity
is the regular and systematic training of our youth. \Ve have been obliged. up to
the present to seek such a training .for our sons in foreign countries, at the cost of
much money and great anxiety. In the future we should find this at home. \Ve all
recognize, moreover, how greatly such a theoretical course wonlcl aid our young
people when they go into practical life, and bow much more useful they are to us
when they have enjoyed the training of such an institution . The commercial
council, inspired with this conviction, has, therefore, resolved to establish such an
institution. It proposes to cover the expenses in part by the us e of itti own capital,
and in part by the contributions of founding and contributing members. We send,
therefore, an earnest invitation to all-members of tlie commercial and manufacturing
classes of Bohemia to assist in the establishment of this useful institution, and by
cooperative effort to leave this honorable memorial to our posterity. The oomrner cial council has appointed a committee, which is not only to t ake charge of the
n ew school, but to work out a cu1Ticulum upon the plan of the best ex isting commercial schools. The council bas resolved further to make provision so that the
apprentices in our shops, who are uot able to enter the school regularly, may obtain
instruction in the practical knowledge relating to commerce from the t eachers in
this institute. In this arra.ngernent we rely upon the humanity of our colleagues
to assist us by sending regularly their apprentices, and prove in this way that they,
as well as we, desire the training of useful and skillful clerks, and that in this way
the value of this sort of instruction may be fully r ecognized."
In answer to this invitation 12,000 :florins were subscribed within a short time.
As this sum, however, was not sufficient for the establishm ent of a higher commercfal
institute, the council resolved to organize a Sunday school for commercial branches.
Steps were immediately taken to carry this resolution into effect. The school was
opened on the 19th of April, 1850, on the birthda y of the Emperor. Rooms were
obtained for it in the Polyteehnic Institute.
This Sunday school, however, was intended only as a t ransition institute to the
higher commercial school which was the end and aim of the efforts of the council.
The year 1851 brought a decisive turn in favor of the establishment of such a n
institution. In that year a man was chosen as presiding officer of the commer ci al
council who possessed in himself all the qualities which were necessary to secure
the realization of the plan above mentioned.
Mr. Edwarcl Pleschner, the new president, devoted bis attention in the first place
to increasin g the endowment fund , and to overcoming the prejudices an d obj ect ions
against the project, which showed themselves hero and th ere. His effort were soon
crowned with success. The fund was increased by June, 1853, to 34,398 :Oorins; by
the year 1855 the fund had reached 44,211 :florins. The necessary fin ancial means h ad
th ns been provided.
There were many different views as to the manner in which the project should be
carried out. Some favored the acquisition of a separate school building and the
union of th e Sunday school with th e proposed academy. Others proposed that the
Sunday school for commercial branches should be exp andecl so that mstruction should
be given on one week day, and that this should be gradually extended by the addition of new subj ects of instruction. A third party, under the l ead of the president,
wish ed to establish an independent higher commercial school, and this view was
finally adopted. On the 18th of October a final decision was made, and th e commercial council unanimously voted for the establishment of the independent commercial
institute.
The next effort of the council was devoted to the acquisition of a building, which
was pnrchased shortly after for the sum of 58,542 florin s . On the 13th of December,
1855, the council held its first meeting in th~ halls of the school.
On the 3d of October preceding the council had presented a petition to Count
Leo Luhn, minister of r eligion and education, in which they expressed the conviction that the commercial classes, on account of the important position which they
occupied from an economic and social point of view among the otl.ier classes in
society, needed not only thorough professional knowledge, but also a higher general
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training, and asked tlrnt tho minister might permit the commercial conncil to e,Jablish within tho walls of Prague a new kind of institute1 the like of which had not
yet beeu established in Austria.
The proposed curriculum included in the memorial embraced the following subject
1. German language and literature.
2. French, English, a,nd Italian.
3. Mathematics m1cl commercial arithmetic.
4 . . Commercfal ana maritime l aw, and 'the law relating to promissory notes.
5. Political economy .
6. Geography, history, and statistics.
7. Natural history arnl physics.
8. Chemistry.
D. Drawing a,ncl penmanship.
10. Practical bookkeeping and correspondence.
These subjects wore selected in order that the pupil might be ready immediately
upon lea ving tho academy to enter practical commercial work.
Until the permission of the Government was obtained the committee occupied
itself with the n ecessary preparations. It issued a, circular lett,er to business men
and m::mufacturors of Bohemin,, in which it requested tlie donation of suitable ~aterial for tho museums and other collections. From all parts of tho country specimens
of raw materials and manufactures of every sort, natural history specimeJ1s and
books ponred in ju such quantities that it would be difficult to :find a similar \Yealth
of collections in an:v other German commercial school.
On tlrn 4th of Maich, 1856, the committee received permission to proceed witli tlle
opeuing and organization of the school, and the time for opening the school wa~ ·t
, for tho antnmn of 1856. After the election of Mr. Karl Aren7,, of Dussol<lorf, a'
director of the institute, it was opened in a formal manner ou the 4t~1 of October,_
1856. The following quotations from the inaugural ad<lress of the director arc ot
general interest:
.
"Tho commercial schools are a product of this century. The only one wli?sc ex1 tenco (fates back into the preceding century is that of Biisch, the father of German
commercial schools, which bad been founded by him in Hamburg in 1768, unrler !lie
name of 'Commercial Academy.' The school <l.iimppcared later, leavin.g notli.rng
behind it but the grateful recollection of its honorable foundation and 1ts nH:ntorioml ,vork. The commercial schoo ls of to-day nearly all started about ~lie r-;a.me
time, and are of the same general cliaracter. Schiebe pointed out tho way rn wl11ch
they all thought they cou ltl prepare for the active career of tlie merchant. But the
question as to bow far these institutions were and a,ro a<la,pted to answer to tho
mighty advance of our material interests is n, question which we can not [art.her
investigate on this occasion. For it is our duty to-day to consider this now rnstitution whose opening we celebrate.
"If wo ask for the reasons which have called it into existence, jt is not <lifficnlt to
:fincl tllcm. In the time of n, growing tendenc.v toward tho iudepen<lencc of c,·ery
individual an d. oYery class, the necessity of the declaratiou of in<lependcnce on t_be
part of educational illstitutions which servo the various practicalnecds of motlern hfe
becomes evident. Commercial institutions belong in the same category with t~
technical institutions in so far as they have the common purpose of promoti(1.~ m
the first instance tho cleYelopment of our material welfare, hut they aro clistingn1 ~
from the e by certain internal qualities, uy the fuudamental principles nutlcrl ·m_
their foundation . In the caso of the former it is the mathemntical and uatnr.
s cience training tl1rough which tho technical training is a.ccomplii:ilied . In the c.
of tho JaLter, on tllo contrary, the thread which runs throng-h tbo curriculum, coord.inating and uniting its various l)arts, js not liigher ma thematics, is not natnr
science, but is tha.t thorough general cnltnro which omhrace · a C'oruplex of g~n r l
socinl knowledge and. xperieuce relatinO' to tlio knowlecl•,.o of the earth, relatlll ~_
the economic nature of its iuhauitants and to one's nath~ country. Tho nee 1
aud justification of the exi t nee of commercial school which met so many oh·e
tions in every quarter, and whic-h, indeed, haYe given ri e to most, rions critici n •
ar to be found in tlle ncce sity of the bi""her scientific tra.iuin,,. of tho mer h n •
~his ap~e~rs more an<l more imperative ev:Z.y clay as thi al no q 1~llifi<'s ]1im t?, • ~u th ddl •rent branch s oftra,le and ·omwere with. nch foresight and cert:nnt.~
1.·
r d nece · . ary by the advance of our ocial r lation .
1 he ·ornm ·r :ml scllool mu t an wer the o d man<l ·. To u ·o nu c..,pr
~li ·1,1 r IllatHJUJ, tb orO'nniz r of 1be ollest ancl mo t important ommcrcial
J~i I· muco: ''lb yum. t or,raniz
our tra.d anu. commerce h'-· trainillO'
an<l in r
0

.r~~cl

t1on .'

.,

lrnv · lr ac1 - ·, itl that for a ]011•r tim the mo.·t · ve1 c-ritici. m wer
'j tl 11• ·omrn rcinl ·hoo . and vet liis h · not pr ,. nt cl th ir "row
'\ ~ 1''.11 11 ~·
I ·n w ro u <?t wiJJ in~· to grant thP.m an in<lcpencl •ut tandin~.
~ g ' th m L c rta111 })lace 1u th• 1,olyt chnic scllool. Thi <lee], rati n
"
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dcpcn<lence was tho first step toward independence . For experience h :1s shown tha.t
this union of a commercial division with a, polytechnic school was an unequal one
and very <lisad vantageous for commercial instruction. For, on the one hanu, th~
11[1,tural center of gravity of commerc ial instruction is not to be found in such a
union, and, on the other hand, it has never been able to secure, in such a combination, equal recognition ,v ith the other faculties of the polytechnic school. This
explains the unsatisfactory resu lts of such commercial courses both from a statistical
and _sc ienti fic standpoint. The union of technical and commercial courses leads,
moreover, to what is, from a pedagogical point of view, a wrong treatment of the
1rnpils, and this is t h e moral ground which compels ns to urge a separation of the
commercial schools from the technical institutions, and an independent organization
of the former. The technical institutes accomplish excellent rnsults in their own
sphere, but the very excellence of this work means injury to tho commercia_l side.
"The merchant, sin ce he belongs to the higher classes of society, must r ece ive
such a, training .i n the school'::ts will fit him to maintain his position . This school must be for him a t echnical or professional training school. It stands in the m idst
of all the other technical and professional schools, ancl utilizes them all. It has
peculiar characteristics of its own, and m ust, therefore, he independent. I will not,
however, dwell further upon this point of the independence of commercial scho ols
for fear of exposing myself to the same r idicule as the learned scholar who wishe tl
to lecture to Hannibal upon the art of war.
"Let us consider for n moment tho organization of commercial schools. If wo w ish
for success, the plan of organization must not be a rigid ono. It must not be for the
school an iron frame whi ch shall bold it witbiu unchangeable limits. On the contrary,
it must have regarcl to tho Yery lifo of tho institution itself, and must corresponcl to
the demands of the ever-advancing development of trado and industry.
"If we consider the organization of tho curriculum which our scheme has accepted
as.tho basis of the higher training of the merchant, its fundamental principle appears
to be tbe greate$t possible thoroughness, and continua,} reference to its practical fipl)licability . The theoretical and practi cal .sciences must aid and supplement ono
another. The first formulate general laws; the latter teach their application to
given material. To go from theory down to practice, and to rise from practice to
theory, is, and must be, the leading principle in tho organization of the commercial
scbool. It will draw everything into the circle of its activity; it will tend to fit the
merchant to ocCLlPY the position with honor a,nd success in which he has been placecl
by the relations of modern society. To limit tho education of the merchant to that
quantity of knowledge known in ordinary life as mercantile would be to mistake his
present position and his far-reaching circle of activity. Tho merchant is, to use the
expression which the municipality of Mons employed in au address to the King of
Belgium on o_ccasion of the celebration of the constitution in July, 1856: 'He is, so
to speak, tho inclnstrial center into ·which all the threads run, and ju which social
relations cross each other and unite; into which they lead; from which they again
nm out in order to establish new combinations, which again find their common point
in t h is industrial center.'
"The merch ant must have a broad view. He must be trained to he at homo in all
relations, for his ncti vity is au ever- changing one; it knows neither time nor place;
it cnliYens , moves, an<.l supports the material interests of society. Commerce embraces in its giant arms the whole world, and forces it to put all its powers at its
disposal. It unites by tho stroke of the pen all tho countries of the world.
"The educational institution, therefore, which is destinecl to work out tho higher
traini11g of the merchant, must, above all, take into tho circle of its consideration
everything which can be mado useful fo_r its purpose, ancl this it can do if n, reasonable pedagogical plan be followed in the division and distribution of its subjects of
fostruction, and if wo do not lose sight of the fact that the var ious sciences aro not
to be treated separately as in the various specia l and technical schools, an(l :..re not
to be taught for their own sake. For it is perfectly plain that we can accomplish
notbing in any science, wLich the higher commercial school takes up, if it is to be
tangh t for itself alone. In technical scl1ools, academics, and other higher professional
institntions, the particular branches of science and the manner in which they are to
be taught and utilized are determined ancl conditioned by the purpose in view. I
need only mention chemistry, mechanics, and other practical sciences.
"Althongh it is trne that the merchant can never be entirely separated from the
mannfacturer, and that tho one activity continua,lly runs into the otber, yet it can
not be our purpose to make of the merchant a technically trained manofactnrer, a
scientific technologist. They go together, it fa true, but they are not identical; the
polytechnic trains tho latteT, the higher commercial school the former, and we must
leave to each institution its peculiar work. Tho scheme of instruction which is to
train merchants must be a,n ai:;sociative one; it must know bow to present in a clear
light that which is r e]ative, in its relative relations; it must know how to create a
whole out of the manifold elements in its curriculum . It must form an organism;
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for the life of the educational system must be organic. In it all the wrious meaus
of education must work toward a unity of result, and, therefore, the main thing in
the commercial school is the unit_y of its curriculnm. This attempt to securo a unity
by the combination of many different elements has not always been successful. It
is, however, the fundamental thought of this institntiou.
"We have included in our curriculum three classes of educational branches: First,
the really technical or professional; second, those which may be included under the
head of applied sciences, and third, the purely general or liberal elements. I need
not dwell upon the first, for that is the narrowl_y technical, the so-called mercantile
training; but this will become a mere dead routine if it is not supported, supplemented, and en livened at every point by science. Clearness of vision and thorough
self-control, the fundamental characteristics of the mercha,nt, can only be acquirecl
by science; just as a wealth of vision, freshness, vividness are to be obtained for
science only from life itself. The real specific activity of the merchant is concerned
with office duty, with the handling of products, and with the direction of commerce
and trade. The knowledge of products considered as the combination of rnrious
kinds of knowledge necessary in dealing with commercial products is based upon
natural history and chemistry, which play such an important p::i,rt in the physiology
of animals and plants, and has ma<le modern mineralogy largely a chemical science.
These two subjects arc n ecessary as a means of recognizing products and of judging
of their genuineness and adulteration. Technology is also an anxiliary scicnco in
the know ledge of products, for this teaches the merchant something in regard to the
various branches of manufacture-spinning, weaving, etc. The knowledge of silnple machines belongs also to this d epartment. The limits of instruction in these
subjects must be set by the extent of those products the knowledge of which is abs~lutely necessary to tho merchant, and that instruction in this field must relate primarily to domestic, raw, and manufactured products fa a matter of course.
.
"Another side of the mercantile training which is intimately related to that Just
discussed is the geographico-statistical. Geography and st,ttistics are tho basis of
exchange in commodities. The branches which assist in directing tho course of commerce are history of commerce, which teaches one the course of human civilization,
and political economy based on this branch and on geography an<l statistics .. To
the narrowly mercantile trnining belongs also skill in arithmetic und in the yanous
practical work belonging to the office in its various relations, also in the us:iges of
trade and in commercial l egislation, as well as :fluency in the use of modern languages
so far as they are commercial languages. This side of the training of the merchant
mnst also have its center of gravity or point of combination, ancl this may be found
in a model office, imitating an actnal office; the value of which, however, it mu t lie
admitted, is often called into question. It is_, however, in my opinion, so to spPak,
the laboratory of the future mercb:mt, ,vbicb at present is lacking in most German
commercial schools, and which we must organize here.
.
"But besides this specifically technical training, the institution must also afford 1~s
pupils a patrioti? and moral training; a training of the character, for the future po:1tion of our pupils demands more than an exclusively professional education, and
nothin g is more suitable to throw into their true light the well-known socialistic ~n~
communistic vagaric. than correct conceptions of religion, patriotism,·history, political economy, and law. One's character g:iins in firmness by a consideration of tJi
truths of science; that indifference, which so often forces intellectual and mat rial
interest. into the hackground and favors the development of moral and political
weakness, must yield to determination and moral power. lfwe lea.Ye no intellectual
po" r of the ~·outh nnde\'elop('(l, we may hope on the ono hand that the pupil clurin_"'
bis residence in this in titution will gain besides the necessary knowled<re for hi:
future calling that enthusiasm for tho practical work within it which will b a gr '.
source of encouragement during all l1is fnturo life, and, on tlie other band, that th1
enthusiasm will serve as the basis of a view of life which will maintain for the youth
<luring his manhood an op n eye and a ready band to aid and assist the great m,1terial
an<l ideal inter sts of our society.
"These, in hrief, are th principles which have led me in working ont the plan of
organizntion of this institution, which already counts in th Yery fir.·t hour of i
formal exi tenc n grrat r number of pupils than any other ommcr<'ial in titnt of
th pre en t or former time . '
'!'hn. th in. titution wa op nedJ. and has continued i work from that tim ·
th1 ·, .-c: pt wh nit wa di turb d ior c short time during the ummer of 1 66 durin_
th An ·tr -Pm ·ian war.
Tlint th . ta_hli hment_ of th
ommercial Academy of Prague really ex rei d.
poch-mnkmg mfl11 n
m An:tria., ancl that all the other in titntion · tnbl h
In r
tnk 11 it o_r~~~i;,; ti~n morn or 1
a a mod I, i: plain from th· foe th.
h '. 1_1-kuown t. h 1 1an \ on Rod n, who had 1, n ho· n n memh r f h
~r •nmzrn • rommitt
of th
'i nna,, C mmercial Ar-ad my imm ,liat )'\' •11t I l
mto cor 11 nd 'II. with IJir ·t r Ar ·nz, Ill order to inform 'him elf foorouohl.
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to the institute in Prague. The Academy for Trade and Industry at Gratz also took
the institution at Prague as its model for the commercia,1 di vision of its work; the
Commercial School at Reichenberg likewise based its curriculum upon tlrnt of the
institute at Prague. The Prague Academy has a1so exercised a considerable influence upon the development of similar schools in other countries.
It is an interesting fact that the director at this school considers it a very unwise
thing for boys to go from elementary schools first into business, and then to return
to the commercial school at a later period for further education. He says that the
idea that this is a good plan to follow rests upon a false educational notion. About
2½ per cent of the students of the Prague Academy, up to 1872, had followed this
plan, and the experience of the school in the great majority of the cases shows that
it is very unwise for young people to go into a business house before they tako the
course of the school, and that the other plan of taking the course first and then
going into a business house is the proper one. In the latter ca~e · the advanced
instruction of the academy joins directly on to the general course of instr uction
which the pupil has had in the elementary school. The youth is, moreover, mo.re
willing to adapt himself to the necessary school discipline; it is easier for him to
take up certain subjects, and he adapts himself more- readily to steady work in the
scientific and practical branches than when he is older.
The supposed advantages of the other plan are generally bought at tho expense of
the great disadvantage that many important details of previous instruction slip out
of the memory during the time spent in the busine8s house, by .vhich it becomes
more difficult for the youth to take up his course of study again. The certifica,te of
havi.n g served an apprenticeship is not able to give the youth that tendency toward
study which he l oses in practical life. On tlie other hand, the yonng man who
enters a business house after completing this course takes with him a riper mind, on
account of which he can learn the details of the business much more easily than he
otherwise could .
The director is also of the opinion that the pupils who attend the academy ought
not to be otherwise occupied, for thjs institution, like every other school, demands
an absolutely undivided application, without which no systematic, coberen t, and
thoroughly rounded education can be obtained, If the pupil wishes for the ues t
results from his instruction, he must, so long as he attends the academy, givo bis
entire time to the work, and those youths who have attempted to unite practical
work with instruction in the school have soon experienced the disadvantage of this
combination, and have given up either one or the other.
HISTORY OF THE INSTITUTION FROM 1856 TO 1872.

The attendance at the academy at Prague was so large in the school year 1857-58
that the instruction had to be given in parallel divisions of from fifty to :fifty-four
pupils. The second year of the course was opened in the autumn of 1857 au<l
the third year of the course in the autumn of 1858. The higher commercial scbool
consisted, therefore, of a regular course of three years and of a preparatory class .
'fhe latter was abolished in 1864, as the number of students steadily decreased, :1ucl
the necessary preparation could be obtained in other schools owing to the increase in
the number of gymnasia and real schools. As the term academy was used for the
commercial schools founded in Budapest in 1857, in Vienna in 1858, and in Gratz
in 1861, the commercial council was led to claim the right to the same title for its
institution, which was granted it by an ordinance of the Government on the 14th of
March, 1866, in consideration of the comprehensive curriculum of the Higher Commercial Institute in Prague, of the firm establishment of the same in pecuniary
matters, and in consideration of its excellent work.
Irr the winter of 1859-60 the popular evening lectures were established, inte1iclecl
for the general public, on bookkeeping, correspondence, commercial arithmetic,
commerciallaw,French, tariff legislation, money, and banking . In the year 1860-61
a new elem ent was introduced into the curriculum under the title of exercises in
speaking, which will be noted again later. In 1862 the relations of the professors
were regulated by a, set of ordinances adopted by tbe council relating to their rights
and dnties. In 1863 the council ordered that from that time on the pupils of the
Commercial Academy, in cases of illness, should be treated gratis in the new Merchant Guild Hospital.
On the 31st of December, 1870, the president of the commercial council, in the
presence of a delegation of that body, presented Director Arenz a written address in
which the council expressed its thanks to the director of the academy for his !:!ervices
to the institution. The following quotation seems worth noting:
"On the 4th of 9ctob_er, 1856, the .M~rchant ~uild of Prague held a celebration,
the memory of which will Jong remam m the mmds of those who were permitted to
share ju it. We opened at that time an institnte whose mission was to ·train and
educate in the commercial sciences the rising generation of merchants, and in this
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way to contribute to tho prosperity of our national trade. If we consider tho results
achieved by this institute in the conrse of the fourteen years of its existence, ,re
must acknowledge that they are in every resp ect satisfactory.
"The Commercial Academy of Prague holds to-day an honored position among the
edncational institutions of our beloved country, and has had an attendance, since
tho first year of its organization, far exceeding the expectations of its founders, and
forming the most trustworthy measure of its senices. Hundreds of young men
who have complete<l the tbree-year course of tho iustitnte have gone out into practical life, and are at -work to-day in the various commercial and industrial houses at
homo ::md abroad, utilizing there tho knowledge which they acquirecl in the Commercial Academy at Prague.
u That this institute has been able to develop such a blessing-bringing actiYity is
due, :Mr. Director, in a largo part to yon, who conceirnd the plan according to whi_ch
the instruction in this institute should be orgallized. Yon have been since its
beginning tho director of its work, and bave accomplished in this capacity a ·work
with your colleagues of the results of which the Commercial Academy may well
be proud."
Tho purpose of tho Prague Academy bas been from the beginning to direct the
activity of its pupils immediately toward the truo and at tho same timo all-round
and strictly professional training of tho fntnro merchant by subordinating eyerything to thi s encl and by bringing tho various branches of learning into such an
internal connection that they supplement an<l explain one another. Its c~urse of
study, as describec.1 aboYo, cm braces three classes, each with n, one-year curriculum.
On a cconnt of the largo muuber of pupils each of these classes is divided into two
sef'tions or parallel divisions " ·ith tho same instruction.
.
Tho method of instruction has been from the beginning the catechetical. whi ch
keeps tho t eacber and the 1rnpil in unbroken relation to one another and enahl~
the latter to h::we at oYery moment a correct judgment as to the work of tho p11r11,
ai1<l thus to concentrate tho work of tho instruction upon the real ,York o~ tca_chm g
and Dot upon the mere preparation for the final examination . Instruction m the
model office is also free from nonessentials. Its main purpose is directecl towarcl
accomplishing a clear insight and understanding of details both in themseh·_es :!1Hl
in their r elation to tho whole, and in this way to develop the pnpil into a thu~l~rn g
merchant, combiuing for this purpose theoretical accounting with the other auxiliary
work which belongs to it ancl with correspondence .
.
A 11ot m1irnportant clement in tlie instruction is formed by tlle exercises m spe~kiug mentioned above. After a brief introduction relating to the fundamental prmciplcs of rhetoric and tho history of eloquence, tho 1rnpils of tho last year's da arc
reqnired in turn to make speeches in the first place upon subjects which are assign ed
to them. Tho o says are ca,refnlly examined beforehand by tho respective profes ·o~
in order that notliing unsuitable shall be i>resentecl . The speaker then deliver · h_1
css~y -withont referen_cc to his mauuscript. After this speech a debate is opened, m
wh1d1 m!y other p_np1l may take part after those regularly assignecl for tlle work
liave tlcln·erecl their speeches. Tho debates are conducted ju the presence of a professor, who, at tho clo <', gives a general criticism of the work.
'l:he instruc-ting lJody of the acacl my consists of a director, professors, an_d tli<:
assistant teachers . The professors are appointed permanently after a probation of
three :year .
The youth who attend the Com1p.ercial Academy arc eitber regular or speci. l
pupils. Reg ular pupils are those who expect to complete all the required suhj CJ
in th e cnrricnlum. , pecial stuclents aro tho e who wish to attend the instruction m
single urancbe.. The pnpil. who wi h to enter the lowe t class must be abl to
show that they ha Ye completecl tho low r real Hcl1ool, or a Io"·er g-ymnasinm. or , n
ocpfrval nt <·onrse. Tho e who pre.-cnt certiffrates of o-rucluation from either of t_b
aho,·e-rnentionccl schools arc admitted withont examination . The pupils who< ire
admis ·ion into the rni<l<lle or nppcr class run t bow by au examination that he
po. <·:. th re<1nisite kllowlc<lgc of the curriculum of tl1e first an<l secoucl year,.
re.-pcctiY Jy. At the do e of the three-year c·om·8e the iinal examination i- b h .
'lJii,, c.·nmination is both oral a1Hl written· it be1rins early in tho month of .Jnly
:mil la ·t.- fonrte n <lays. Tho final C'ertificate, igne<l hy the director and all t
prnfcs.-or · cn~ng <l in tl,e work of tho last y ar, not , tho work done iu a h
branch gi\'i11 r tl1c IJJark "y ry good,' "go cl ' "liatisfactory,' "hardly a i factory," "ha(l." A final maTk j given coYering th entire cxannuation, and cla ·
th .work either a. '' ·xcell ·nt, '' w 11 clc111 ' or pas.-.·,
\ .h.o \' r clo .· not sncce cl in obtainin.~ at ka t the mark of 'J1a
<>rtiliC'~t . lrn upon 11 •mancl be may rec h·e a ·tat m nt that h ha att nde
~·orl- <~I th· C'la . ,luring tli pa t y •ar. '111 tn<l nt. who pa.- thi final . ami
1
th 11 '-'
ar a<lmittr-,l int;, tb on -Y nr volnnL ry . : rvice in tlJ arm 11
1 0
tal.1·1·,·ie·:u11larlmiui.tralin•.-nyic-.
0
c~ wul 1111 ·an,r:; to cc·ur • for its "radnat ·.· po. ition.- in prominent 1,
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houses, industrial establishments, banks, etc. The mercantile puhlic knows that
tlrn a.catlemy r ecommends only competent persons, ancl ·its candidates find, therefore,
responsible and in most cases w c11-pa.ying positions.
As to the financial control of tho academy, this i s exclusively in the hands of the
commercial council. The scientific and pedagogical control of the institute is
entirely in the hands of the director and the faculty. Each class has its own director
or ~lean, who has the special duty of looking after the particular class and forming
a sort of intermediate grade between the other teachers ancl the director.
The yearly tuition is 150 florins. Special students pay at the rate of 7 gulden a
year for each course, of one hour a week.
The administrative council of the academy may grant entire or partial remission
of tuition. In 1873 about 25 per cent of the students were exempted from tuition,
owing to the fact that they held scholarships or that the administrative council had
exemvtcd them from tuition.
It :is interesting to note that the institution has been, from the beginning, entirely
dependent on its own resources, and has never been in a condition compelling it to
ask for outside aid, whether in the form of Government grants or in the form of
contributions fr:om private citizens or corporations, with the exception of the endowment mentioned above. Not only has it been able to pay its expenses out of its
income, but it has been able -to add from time to time a certain surplus to its
endowment.
In November, 1872., a course in railroading and postal and t elegraph service was
organized. Students desiring to enter thi s course were requirell to have passed
through an upper gymnasium, an upper real school, a commercial institute, or some
other eriuivnJent sch ool, or they were required to pass a corresponding examination.
Tho candidates for tho telegraph course must not be over 17, ancl those in tho railrmul conrse not under 20 nor OYer 30. Persons actually employed in railroad service
were admitted as special students. Postal cadets, stationed in Prague, were required
to attend the J)Ostal-service course. The curriculum ex.tended oYer one year. The
courses began on the third Monday in October, and in the case of tho course in
telegraphy l asted four months. Th e l ectures in the railroad courses and in tho
postal- serYice courses lasted until the middle of April. The curriculum was organi.zcd as foll ows :
Ilours -per

Postal service:
week.
Theory of the post-office .............. _........... ___ ... ___ . __ . __ ..... _. _.
3
Commercial geography and statistics ___ .. ___ .. ______ .... ___ . _. ______ . ____ .
2

I~1~lf:h \:~t~l~~:-::::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::~::: ~::: ::::::::::::::::::: ~

Railroad course :
Traffic service ___ . __ .......... _.......... __ ....... _. _.... _... . ____ . •. _ . _____ 3
Transportation _. __ . ___ . ____ . __ . ___ .... ________ . _. __ . _... ___ . ____ ... ____ . _ 3
T elegrap h and signal service .................... _... _.... _.... _...... _... .
Co :use in t elegraphy:
.
Theoretical work . __ . _.... _............................. _. _.... ~ ....... - - 2
3
'l'elegnrph service ___ .. _... ____ ... _. __ . ____ .. __ . ___ .. _- - _- .. - - - . - ...... - - - Practical work ______________________________________ ---------------- -- -··- .,,.1
French language. __ .. _... __ ........ _.... ___ .. _.......... _. __ ........... _. 2
One hundred and fifteen students were enrolled in the telegraph course, 73 in the
railroad course, and 69 in the postal-service conrso. Tho tuition for the telegraph
con r se anu for the r ailro ad course was 12 florins each and for tho postal service 8
florins. Those who hacl passed the examination in the telegraph course were eligible
for appointment in the telegmph stations throughout Bohemia.
According to an order of the ministry, dated January 7, 1875, these technical
courses were to remain a permanent pnrt of the Commercial Academy of Pra~ne,
and a State grant of 2,000 florins was made for three years, beginning with 1875.
The~e courses were, howeYer, abolished in the year 1877, and tbe commercial conocil
was compelled to let tbem drop, owing to the fact that it could not carry them on
with good 1inancial results.
The evening courses, spoken of above, owing to decreasing interest, increasing
cost, and growing difficulties in the way of carrying them out, wero dropped at the
encl of the school year 1860-61.
PURPOSE AND PTIESEXT ORGANIZATION OF TUE .ACADEMY.

The present pnrpose of the academy, as expressed in the announcements of the
s hool, is to furnish to thos e young men " ·ho have a, proper preliminary education atheoreti ·al and practical training for commerce in the_widest sense of that term. It
* Hour per cby.
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is a special school for tho pnrpose of giving a spP,cial train ing,-cbaractrrized h, a
fundamental feature running throughout the entire conrse of its in&truction, aud
which aillis to give its pupils tho kind of training which will prepare tlrnm, upon
leaving the school, for the various departments of business acti-dty. The Yariou
snbjccts in its curriculum are united in a close organic connection; they comple111ent
and explain one another, and, as a whole, aim at raising the level of the general
cnlture of tlle pupils at tho same time tllat they impart the necessary special knowledge. The instruction in the mercantile subjects, in the narrpwsense, isnotlimited
either to purelytheoretica.l discussions nor to the acquisition of commercialmeclrnnical
facilities. It is, on the contrary, at once theoretical and practical. It is inten<lcd
that the pupils shall acquire the necessary insight foto the actual conduct of trade
aud commerce at the same time that they acqnire those external facilities whi ch
belong to this particular branch of human industry . For this latter purpose the
Yarious J)ractical exercises in the model office are especially intended.
Besides the scientific and professional training of its pupils, the Commercial.Academy lays a special emphasis upon a broad training and the moral development of its
pnpils, in order to secure as far as possible the desirable maturity and firmness of
character appropriate to the social position of the merchant.
ORGANIZATION 01!' THE INSTRUCTI0N.-The Commercial Academy conducts two
distinct courses-a three-year course and a one-year course. The l atter is intended
for th3 graduates of the intermediate schools. The German language is used as the
la,ng-uag-e of instruction, and the foll owing subjects are incl uded in the curriculum
of tho three-year course:
German lanmiage and lite1·at1we.-E:s:ercises in grammar, in style, and in speaking,
in order to train the student to a correct and fluent expression of bis thonght. T~e
exercises in speaking are intended to train the pupil to self-control and clearn~ss m
expressing himself in discussions before the gener·a1 public. The history of hteratnre makes the student acquainted with the most important products of German
literature as an important element of general culture.
The other imp01·tant foreign languages.-French and English are required subjects;
the participation of the pupils in Italian, Spanish, and Bohemian is optional. The
chief weight in these l anguages is laid on pr actical instruction in speaking and
writing for the mercantile career; mercantile correspondence in each of these languages receives, therefore, special attention; at the same time the students a~e
expected to make themselves acquainted wi t h the most important literary works m
these languages .
.Algebm.-Fundamontal conceptions; logarithms; equations; calculations of probabilities; proportions.
Mercantile and political aritltnietic. - Knowledge of usage; practical training_in all
the various kinds of calculation usefnl in business life; arbitrage; calculation of
fonds and loans and life insurance; casting of produce and usages.
T/lro r,11 of trade.-Correspoudence; office work; single and don ble entry bookkeeping with practical exercises (these last am provided for in tlrn model office); the
conduct of tho mo,lel business house (the pupils are divided into several section
repreRen tin g agencies or offices in the different centers of trade which carry on commerce with one another. The mercantile, banking, and shipping business receh·e
s11ecial attention. Great care is taken that each pupil shall receive training in each
of these different departments without l osing sight of the hnsiness as a whole. A.t
th <' end of the year the operations of the house are closed and balanced.
P enmanship .
Jfercaniil e and industrial geogmph y.-Stndy of the Austro-Hungarian State; a careful study of the Austrian Empire in regard to its physical and technical developruen
and its conmrnrcial importance. Industrial and commercial statistics by the comparative method.
History 1C'ilh continual 1·efcrenoc to c01nmerce and t1·ade.-General history of th world"
commn e · history of the development of domestic trade.
Political economy.-Development of the fundamental.notions for the correct conceptions of e onomic relation ; theory of pro<luction, exchange, fa come, and taxation.
01nmercial and industrial legislation.- tu<ly of the important provisions, from
mrrcnntile point of view, of the civil law, of commercial law, and indnatrial an
finan ·ial legi lation .
• -a,ural hislory.-\Vith special reference to the relations which are moat importan
to th kn owl dge of prod1wt .
Ph!tBir·a.-The ruo. t important natural laws and phenomena in their technical an
commcrl'ial application .
/\~uf"r e l11c of prorl11N • <'hrwi11try and technology.-The study of the origin and c
P 0 - 1 1•011 of comnwrc·i:tl Jlrocln ·t.·, nod th meth d of t•sting th same a to their
('Oll .lltllt 1,'t, 'Jll'lll!ity. g•111iin1•11e. 1 HIHl adult ration by pract:val X rci.
.
i c:•t . 1011 ,,1 th' 1111 1 ! im. ort:i!• t c:hni ·al a11<l m rhaui al manufacture·, ancl
pl 11 111011
•
of tli · 111a ·l.11u •s 11 ·<l rn ouch work. Third-year 1rnpil bay the op110rtnn · •
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by practical excursions, of becoming acq~aintecl with the agriculture, trade, and
industry of Bohemia,.
Stenography .-With special reference to ·the needs of the office.
MF.,\NS OF INSTRUCTION.-In order to promote the efficiency of the instru0tion the
academy possesses(1) A library-for the use ofte:ichers and pupils.
(2) A collection of proclucts which is kept up to date, so that 1t may fairly be considered an exposition of everything which is important for trade and commerce.
(3) A natural history museum, in close connection with the collection of products.
(4) A collection of physical, mechanical, and technological apparatus, so far as is
necessary, to make the instruction of the school effective.
(5 ) A collection of t echnological wall maps as an aid to instruction in chemistry
and knowledge of products.
(6) A chemical l aboratory for teachers and pupils.
(7) A collection of coins.
A satisfactory idea of the manner in which these various subjects are treated will
be found by comparing the synopsis of the subjects of instruction given in the Vienna
Commercial Academy, which covers essentially the same ground.t
Prii'ile_qes connected with the certificate of graduation frorn the academy.-The r egular
pupils who have completed the entire course and passed the :final examination are
entitled to take advantage of the one-year military service law.
Distribution of hours and subjects.
CURRICULUM-TRREE-YEA..R COURSE.
Hours 11er week
First
year.

Second 'l'bird
year.
y.-ar.

- - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - ---1---- - - - - - Reqiiired subjects of instruction.

&t~~r~if
k~~d~~~~~;p~~d~~·~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::'. ~ '.:: '. '. '. '. '.::::::::: .
2 ...... ~. : : : : : : : :
Mercantile correspondence and bookkeeping................................. . . . . . . . .
4
5
Mercantile arithm etic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n
3
Political arithmetic ... ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

l

rt11i~~~j][r:; :; :i;)!!i//iiiiii!//(!!//(;!!\i!i\!i/;::'.J : {: ::j
1

Knowlec1ge of products and t echnology .......... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~1;.i"~~~~~;i;o"~d~~~~:::::: ::::::: :·:::: ::: :: ::: ::::::: :: ::~::

t~:ctnl~~;g~;,g~
English language and correspondence ...................... ,............ . ....
Penmanship . . . ... .. ... .............. . .... ....... . .. _. .. .......................
Total. .........•........................................................

1
4

2

~

~

3
3

2

3
2

30

30 I

32

3
2
2

3
2
2

1

Optional siibjects of instruction.
Italian language and correspondence.........................................
3
Spanish lan guage ancl correspornlence..... .. . . . . .. . . . ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bohemian language anu. correspondence......................................
2

Ir~~~l~pc~~i~.t~!. :::::: :::: :: :::: ::::::::: :::: : :::::::::: :::::: :::::: :: : :: : ..... ·2· ..... ·2·

4

1

Statistics.-The report of the academy for 1891 and 1892 gives the following information as to students attending the three-year com·se:
Four hundred and fort,y pupils attended the course. Of these, 152 were in the first
year's course; 161 were in the seC'ond; 127 were in the third. It will be observed
that the number of pupils in the third year formed a very large per cent of the number in the first year. Of the 434 whose names were on the rolls at the end of the
yea,r, 177 were Catholics; 17 were Protestants; 240 were Jews; 371 were from Bohemia, 105 beiug from the city of Prague alone. There were also 6 students from Germany; 3 from Russia; 2 from Roumauia; 1 from France, and 1 from Egypt.
1

See account of Vienna Academy given above.
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Of tho 434 pupils, 14 ,Yem 15 years of age; 81 ,rnre 1G years of age; 130 were li
years of ngo; 120 were 18 years of a,ge; 58 "l>ere 19 ~-ears of nge; 24 were 20 years of
age; 4 were 21 years of n,ge; 1 was 25 years cf age, and 1 was 28 years of a~cshowing that the great majority were betw·een tbo ages of 16 and 20. Considerably
more than three-fourths of the students were over 17; about one-half oYer 18; 191
were sons of merchants, 49 of manufacturers, 79 of G~Yernment officials, 33 of produce
men, 26 of farmers, and the others of various other professions. It "l>ill be notetl
that tho ynst majority of them were from what might be called tho business classes.
It is interesting to note that 106 of the pupils studied Italian; 4~ Spanish; 1 i
stenogra.phy. Also, that 10 of the students were exempted from the payment of fee·
altogether; 65 received 50 per cent remission, and 12 held the various scholarships.
TUE OXE-YEAil COURSE.

The purpose of tho one-year conrso is to offer to yonng men with an advanrc1l
preliminary training, in the shortest possible time, such nn amount of eommcrci_al
knowledge as will prepare them for a position in some business house, or as will
supplement their general educational training, so as to 1Jc of assistance in i:;omc other
occupation.
01·gct1tizat-ion of the instrnction.-The curriculum is constituted in the followin;
manner:

Hours 1wr
week.

Bookkeeping :1ud merwntilo correspondence.. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theory of commerce and office work ..... -··_ ..... _...... ___ ·-.................
Mcrcan til o a,r ithm eti c .. ___ .. ___ .......... __ .... __ ........ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Political arithmetic .......... _. __ ... _._ ..................... _... ·-_. __ ........
Commercial law ............. ·----· ...........•.......... ______ ................
Commercial and industrial geography ........ _..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ....
Penn1anship .. __ ...................... _.... _____ .... _... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
Study of important branches of domestic industry ......................... --.

6
2
·1
1
2
:1
1
2

Total ........ _... _.... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
AAynopsis of these subjects mn,y he fairly well understood from tho similarsyuop ·iin tho case of tho Commercial Academy at Vienna.
.
T"a1·ious 2n·ovisions in rcgm·rl to this cour8e.-~ o person can be aclmittecl to this c_onr e
who Lns not successfully completed tho highest class of a, domestic or foreign rnte~mediato school. Persons nre not required to liaYo passed, hon-ever, tho final cxaunnation in this intermediate school. As no students aro n,dmittcd with mw diff ·r n
preliminary training, all tho p npiJs arc classed ns regnlnrs, ancl no student {·admitted
tmless lie takes all tho in trnction given. Onl_y snch pupils are admitted as : r
thorongbly at Lomo in tho German fanguao-c; foreio-ners must gi,o evidenco of _a
mastery of Gorman lieforo being admitted t~ this co:'frse. Tho number of 1inpil 1
limited to forty. Tho course begins on tho 1st of October and closes the rnitldle of
July. Tho tuition is 150 florins n. year; no remissions or reductions of tuition are
granted.
.
Statistics .-Tho report of tho academy for 1891-92 shows that there were 1G pnp1
in this course at tho entl of the year: C:;itbolics, 8; Protestant, 1; Jews, 7. All th
1mpils were over 18 years of ago. 'l'n-o were 18 years old, 1 wa 19, 2 were :. ·
were 21, 5 wore 22, 1 was 23, and 1 was 2.3. Ele,Tcn were graduates of the gyrnn sinrn and 5 of the ren,l school.
Budget of the aca<lemy.-Tho financial report of tho forrhant Guil<l of Pra.!!ne t
th year ending December 31, 1 91, shon-s that tho income of tho acndemy for ti_
year was 53,522.50 florin . Of this. nm 1,600 florins came from endowment, 5:?,:\l~ ..
florins camo from tuition in the ihrc -year cour c; 1,2,- :florins came from tuiti on 1
ih onr-,,· ar <:onr. e; 133 :florins camo from Jahora.tory fees. It cxpcn .e "·ere rla .
a!-1 follow · : Ta.·cs 1,12-1.30 florins· sinking fund nncl rent, ,1,000 florins; sala _
27,021.G! florins; contribution to th .lorch:mt nil1l 2 310.!J ; repair-, 1: 7.
florin · l1eating ancl Ji<Thting, 1,0 1.70 :florin · printi1JO', 2.063.41 1Joriu. ; ynrio
oth r .- pen · . 914.62 1loriu . Tota] 40 122.40 :florin:. , ·howinrr a urpl u
1:; IOO.J011orin . . The . tim, to fortl1 y ar 1 H2 wa : In come ;,3,3001forin. : exp 1
tt1r '
IG.O
tlorin ·. Th total e.·p n c for th a all my 1:p to D cemhcr 31 1
muouut1: l to
<,176.101l orim,; lhc total income alllouutctl to' l / 5 ..:-3 floriu.
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Stat-istics of attendance.-Tho sfatistics of attendance are given in the follow:4Jg list :
First
School year.
\ Prepnra·
year.
- - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - ~ - '-t-·o_r_y_y_e_a_r_. . ,_._ __
1856-57 . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . • . . .
69
1857-58 ............ ···· ·-· ····. ... . .. . . . . . ....••.
56
1858-fi() . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
30
185!J-60 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
1860- 61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24
1861-6:l ...... . ........••.•.... : . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . .
23
1862-63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •
18
1863-6! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14
1864-65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • , •••......
1865-66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... ... .
1866-67 ................••.......... .••• . .............. ... •...
1867 -68 .. ........... ..... . ........ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•.......
1868-6!) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...• . ......
1860-70 .....•••••........... ....... ..........................
1870-71 .....•..........................................• . ....
1371-72 .......................................• . ...........•.
1872-7:J ·························· · ·•············· ··· ·· ·····•·
1873-74 ............. . . .. ........• • .............. ... .. ......•.
1874-75 ..................... . . ... ... .... ............ ....... . .
1875-76 . ................. .... •. .... .. ...... .. .• •........ ...•.
]876-77 ····· · ······· ···· ·· · ······ ·- ······ · ······ · ····· ·· -····
1877-78 . ............ . ........ _... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... _.. .
1878-79 ..... . .•.......... ..... . ................. .. ~ .... . _; • •.
187!J-80 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .... . .. .
1880-81 ........ . ...... .. ......... .........• .... ...... ·... . ... .
1881-82 ·· ·· ······ ····· ······ ··· ···· ·• ···· ····· •.•· ..... : ..... .
1882-83 . . . ...•.......... . ............. ....... ........ .. . .. •. .
188:l-8.1 ....... . .. ........·.........•..•...... .. ............ . ...
]88-1--85 .................. . .......•...........................
1885- 86 ... . . • .....•. ... ........... ....• •......• • .............

123
118
82
85
87
77
03
85
72
52
46
04
73
97
112
143
158
151
70
69
72
68
81
81
101
100
97
118
117
107

Sooond
year.

I

Th;,u
year.

----------------- ----·----107
97
74
76
75
G!
86
89
03
48
56
GG
72
!}6
113
130
144
132
78
68
69 \
. 67
84
86
113
97
04
]25
121

06
75
55
52
55
42
55
57
43
34
37
57
GO
81
82
110
121
108
76
58
62
56
77
75
105
89
80
111

Total.
192
281
305
259
242
227
230
227
216
172
'"137
154
176
226
268
337
27G
405
323
255
21G
105
210
221
26!
288
299
301
331
339

According to the foregoing table it appears that the nttondanco a t tho academy
from 1856 to 1885 amounted to 3,234, of whom about 86 per cent wore from Bohemia,
a.nc1 abont 13 per cent from foreign countries. Of these pupils 61 per cent wero sons
of business men; 19 per ent were sons of officials nncl Gorman officers; 14 per cent
wore sous of farmers, capitalists, etc.; 6 per cont were sons of professional men .
Fifty·three per cen t .came from real schools; 31 per cent came from gymnas ia; 12
per cent came from private schools; 4 per cent came from other commercial scbools .
It appears that of this number 2,128, or 70 per cont, of all the pupils who entered
the scllool: co_mpletecl the three-year course. Of later years the record is very much
m,ffe favorable, rising in some instances as high as 95 per cent.
'
Paou lty.-Tb e faculty for tho year 1891-92 _consisted of a director and 17 teachers.
'rho nan1es and subjects arc ns follows:
Faculty.

Subjects.

Di?-ector .
Horr Dr. Ernst Kaulichr .......... Algebra and mercantil o arithmetic.

Teachrrs.
Chemistry and lrnowledgo of products; custodian of collections.
I~~~:
Tioherninn language, liter::i.tnro and corrrspondence.
Herr Ecluanl D eimel ........... .. . Theory of commerce, mercantile arithmetic, bookkeeping, and
correspQndence.
Herr A . Fischel.. ........... ... . . . Penmanship.
Herr Wilhelm Fischer ........... . Algebra, physics, and natural history.
Horr Josef Gncklor ............... . Stenography.
Herr Alois Krans ................ . Geograpliy, history, and German.
Horr Karl Leclaire ............... . French lan guage, literature ancl corre11pondonce.
Herr Josef Odenthal ............. . Mercantile correspondence ancl bookkeeping; director of the
model oflice.
Herr Gustav R einiger . ........... . English language, literatnro and corrosponclence.
Herr Josef Riedl ....... . ..... . ... . German lan guage an!l lit ratnrc .
Hen Dr. Gustav Rolin .. ......... . French and Spanish languages, and Spanish correspornlence.
Ilerr Gustav Rothbaum ..... . .... . Theory of commerce, oflico work, mercantile ancl political aritb .
metic and usage.
Herr Dr. Anton Scholz ........... . Geog-ra_rl1y and history; acted as librarian.
H err·wenzel Sol>ok . ............. . Bohemian langnago.
Herr Aloia Tonelli ...... . ........ . Italian Jrmg- uage. litera.turn and correspornlence.
RerrJ. U.Dr.AlbertWerunsky .. Commercial lcg1slatioH and political economy.

½;~in~t~g:~~:t.~~~::::::
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SalarieB and penBions.-It is an interesting fea.ture in most of the European schools,
whether private or public, that some arrangement is usuaJly made for the granting
of pensions to teachers who have i,;erved a certain length of time in the institution.
Tho Merchant Guild of Pragne h::is provided a pension fund, to be made up partly of
grants made by the Merchant Guilcl itself, by contributions of the professors of.the
school, and b3r a certain per cont of tne surplus income of the school.
Every professor is entitled to a pension after serving ten consecutive years as a
member of the faculty of the Commercial Academy. The pension is payable as soon
as the professor, in consequence of bodily or mental disease, becomes unable to act
as instructor; in all cases upon the completion of forty years of service. The amount
of the pension, after ten years of service, is 40 per cent of the salary, and rises 2 per
ceut every yea,r, so that after forty years of service a professor is entitled to bis fnll
salary for the rest of his life.
The professors are appointed at a salary of 1,000 florins, which is raised every five
years oy the snm of 200 florins, so that after twenty-five years of service the salary
amounts to 2,000 florins. Every professor wlio wishes to enjoy the pension privilege must, within twelve months after his definitive appointment, contribute the
third part of one year's salary to the pension fund, and must further contribute a
third part of each quinquennial addWon to his salary. The widow of a professor
who had become entitled to a pension is entitled to a perndon of 350 florins a year so
long as she remains a widow, anil the a11owance to the widow for the support of the
children of the professor who had become entitled to a pension is calculated according to the rnle adopted by the Government for civil-service officials, provided that
the pension of the mother and the allowance of the children shall not exceed the sum
of 525 florins.
The preceding pages contain a description of the two most important higher schools
for commercial studies in Austria, but these two schools do not, by any means, represent tboonly opportunity for youth who expect to enter business to acquireaspecial
training for their future work. Indeed, it may be doubted whether any other country bas organized so complete a system of commercial instruction as Austria. The
department of education bas given special attention, in the last few years, ~o the
development of this branch of instruction. and while the number of sclwols 1s not
large, considering the needs of a modern industrial and commercial communitr, t~e
system on which they are organized is an excellent one, and there is no donbtthat it
will be further extended in the near future.
Professor Glasser's book on Commercial Education in Austria I gives full information as to the present state of commercial education, so far as it can be ascertained
from an c~position of the laws bearing upon the subject, and by the statistics as to
attendance, etc., in these schools. According to a table printed in that work, the!e
are 13 commercial high schools of the general rank of the Commercial Academ y m
Vienna and the similar one in Prague, in the Austrian monarchy, excluding H?ngnry. About 3,000 pupils attend these schools. There are 104 other schools, which
mny be classed as commercial institutions, coverin cr the ground, more or less fully,
appropriated in this country by the commercial co leges, though in nearly all ca-e
th<' cnrricnlum is basecl upon more scientific principles and is more carefully c1eY~lopcd in the Austrian schools than in our own. The same experience has been me~ m
Austria as in other conntrit'S, that the attempt to develop commercial cour es 1de
by side with other courf!es in the same institution has not been 8uccessful. Generall y speaking, such courses have g iven satisfq,ction to no class of people; they
interfere with the healthy development of the other course in the institution , and
are uniformly neglected by the authorities of the institution with which ther are
connected.

1

1

See list of authorities used in the preparation of this report.

HIGHER COMMERCIAL INSTRUCTION IN FRANCE.

1,-TRE SUPERIOR SCHOOL OF COMMERCE AT PARIS.

!.-HISTORY OF ITS FOUNDATION AND DEVELOPMENT. 1

In 1820 two Paris merchants, MM. Brodard and Legret, interested in the fntnr e of
French commerce, conceived the PJ.'Oject of founding a school for the purpose of proparing young men for business by special studies, supplementary to their general
instruction. These men of enterprise, whose names deserve to be saved from an
unjust oblivion, created for this purpose; in the Hotel des Permes in rue de GrenelleSaint-Honore, an establishment of a type at that time absolutely new, to which they
gave the name "Special School of Commerce."
Such an enterprise, which seems to u s to-day so natural, was bold for the epoch at
which ourmoclest innovators undertook it. In fact, public opinion did not at that time
recognize either the necessity or even the possibility of such instruction, for which
practice alone up to that time had provided. If people would admit, on being pressed,
that our industry needed trained assistants, capable of constructing and caring for
themachines 2 which it employed, by repairing accidents which occurred in fouudries
and machine shops, no one thought that commerce could ever become a subject of
instruction in the school, because, as every one claimed, on account of the multiplicity of the specialties of which it is composed.
·
The basis of this idea, which furnishes some specious arguments of a nature very
seductive to the prejudices of the superficial minds of mere routinists., will not bear
examination. For if it is true that a.fter having studied the sciences listed in the
programme of commercial instruction there are still in each branch. of commerce
peculiar difficulties, dangers, resources-in a word, trade secrets, so to speak;__i tis not
less true that the man who has been prepared by study will advance more snrely and
steadily along his chosen way, and that, circumstances being equal, he will possess
after a short period of practice an undisputed superiority, thanks to the instruction
which he bas received. In other words, there exists an amount of commercial knowledge, at once theoretical and practical, which one can acquire in a school, and which
can be taught only there. It must be added, of course, that the actual management
of real uusiness affairs can alone complete this instruction.
The creation of a special school of commerce, a scientific institution up to that
time without a predecessor, offered other numerous difficulties. It was not only
necessary to group into ono body of studies, methodically organized, all those
branches of knowledge which might be useful to a merchant, lmt also to choose and
train professors, to select and classify the studies, and, finally, to find a public, a
clientele. In a word, one had to create the pupils, so to speak, and this was not the
easiest thing in the world, considering the idea. of the tirue.
Moreover, the obstacles which these innovators encounterecl did not come alone
from the prejudices against which the schools of commerce to-day must still struggle.
It was denied at that time that we })Ossessed the qualities essential to commer ·e;
that our French spirit was suited to the slow continuousness of distant trade; to the
chances of long-extended speculations upon which the business of importation ancl
exportation depends. One did not see that our spirit, because of its very impressionableness and mobility, lends itself admiraMy to all these forms of bnsine. s.
:Finally, men refused to recognize that our French intelligence, so keen, so supple,
so broad, contained the germs of ability which necessity on the one hand and our
1
For a fnll account of this branch of hlstruction in France consult Leautey, Ecolos do Commerce,
from which the account here given is taken, partly in translation, partly in abstract. Consult list of
a.utborities used in preparation of this report.
2
The School of Arts and Manufacture, which was to provide so well for this instruction, was not
founded until later (1829).
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hi~h tastes a,n~l love ~f riches on the ?ther were destined to deYelop. In proof of
t~1s fact the rnd~1strrnl _and commercial progression, proven by statistics, may 1J6
cited-a, progression which would have been doubled and tripled by that economic
instruction, the lack of which France cruelly misses to-day.
In 1820 there were in :1cldi tion, in tho very situation of things, other serious obstacle ..
The country had jnst emerged from the great wars of the Republic and Empire
which hacl excited all its brilliant faculties, and ·it was very difficult for the natio~
to pass over quickly to the consideration of industry and commerce; to enter without hesitation upon that which men disdainfully ca.lled "a mercantile career." The
young men of the middle class of society, for whom this new establishment was
specially intended, leaned toward the so-called liberal careers; they wished to bCl
lawyers, physicians, writers; no one wished to be a merchant. These young men
regarded it as a, sort of derogation, an acknowledgment of inferiority, to dernto
themselves to commerce-that is to say, to a specialty of the "earth, earthy," whieb
clicl not merit serious stncly; and we have seen that the university, whose classical
spirit incited to tho n,dmiration of tho past, bas contributed no little to confirm our
countrymen in these ideas_. which have paralyzed, and still paralyze, the industrial
and commercial enterprises of France.
It was under these circumstances, little fayorr~ble to its development, tbat tho new
school, shortly a fter transferred to the Hotel SulJy in the rue Saint Antoine, wns
organized. Somo largo buildings, spacious ·courts, antl a large garden w·ero pnt at
its disposal. A physical cabinet, a chemical l abo9tory, and collections of proclncts
were established at a largo cost. A numerous personnel, too numerous J)erhaps, wa
brought together. Finally, the school assumed a uniform, carried a sword, and aJl
its interna,1 movements were carried on to the sound of a drum .
But besi!les these features, a little ambitions for the ends of a private school, :i.
conncil composed of distinguished men, members of tho institute, bankers. 1Uannfacturers, merchants, who comprehen<led arnl appreciated at its true Yalue the
attempt of MM . Brodanl :ind Legret, devoted itself to framing a progra~me of
instruction, an organization of studies, and modifying it accortling to nec:css1ty nn_u
assuring its execution. Having learned by stutly and experience what var10ns qunlttioB and what various branches of knowledge are indi spensable to one who "·onld
undertake a commercial career, these men, among w horn we find the names of Chnptn),
Jacques Lafitte, Teman, Lonis Marchand, Casimir Perier, J. B. Say, Charles pnpm.
etc., sketched out with a, iirm and sure band the programme and the regnlat10u. of
this now institution. Their wise provisions have been preserved iu tlle scho;,l.
They have sen'ed as a model, as a point of departure, for all the attempts of tho
same sort which have been made in France and in foreign conntries. It "'.a. a· :i.
result of their ad vice, for oxv..rnp Jo, that the new scheme of instruction was ong1pnlly
c1istribnted into three years and divided into three departments or so-calletl "ollic~ ·'
No student coul<.l pass from one department to another withont passing an exaunu, tion . This council, which has continually maintained within tho school its llealthy
traditions, tho cause of its prosperity, is still in existence.
Tho beginning of tho school was happy; pupils began to arrive promptly. On
can even say without exaggeration th:Lt the.v came from eYory part of the globe.
Tho proportion which has always maintained itself between French pupils and tha
of foreigners showed itself at tho beginning, in the ratio of one-third or le of
foreign students and two-thirds for France. Tho faculty, well chosen, learned. a.
dernte<l, knew how to carry out in a happy way tho plans adopted by the connc1l
ancl during tl.Jc first t,..-o years tho future appeared to ho secure.
_lio~vcYer, misfortune arrive<l. Tho charges of the school were heavy, and, inf. ct.
lngh 111 lH.Jportion to tho real capital of tlrn enterprise. Tho continued . nee tho t;c:1.iool wonhl have been ablo to meet this lo s, hnt the current 1,egan to cl.inn_
~efore the prolonged diflicnltics rcnderccl moro serions by political event:;. 'Ih
iac:11~t:( found it impo . ib1o to repair the losses Ull(1er tho circtunstance~· · Fanl a<lmm1 tration were added, tho situation liecame ach clay more diilicult, the ch
cbaug 11 hands several times, n,nd finally came to an encl after the r0Yolntio1_1 of J_ul
l_rolli 1 20 to 1830 tho Special ,'chool of 'ommen·c wa~ nuder tho .-ncee 1ve d1r tum. of )DI. Brodar,1 ::tnll Legn·t, its fo11U11ers; .. I. .Jonuier de-- Tailla<le.-, a fo 1
J>~olt-. .-or; • I. L. Pellcport, n. merchant; )I. Pou:x:-Frankliu, :mu .\.clolpho Jau
directors of studies .
it

_A1lolphc Blanqui, who held the <>hair of hi tory, commer<' , and political oconon y.
1111 1 ])(~t fi ar to undertake, upon his own per ·onal account au
ut ·rpri e, ·hich u1
that tnll ba<l (1 ruan<l cl ·o nrn.ny vic:tirn .
. •\clolph Blanqni wa ~·otmg, without wealtll, alrearlv n fath r of a family. lh
t 11111• • ":er hacl and the futnr tbr at ning- for hi ·nt •rpri. . II w •v r, 11 a
p
!h h ri_ta~ of l'nin with n, Jirm rcsolntion to tnrn ba ·k th cnrr ,n of pnhlir opinwu. whwh :it that tim narrowly follow •11 tho . o-c· llt•tl "prot eti,· • <loctrin
11
utwual lal,or/ rc:wh-ctl uot to allow au iu titntiou to peri h wlii ·h wa · con
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to the c1ifft1sion of the principles of political economy arnl to commercial_liberty to
which he had already devoted his life. He brought to this useful work an i~defatigabl e activity, an inexhaust,ible and charming spirit, a wide experience, and the
nnmerous2,nd useful relations which his brilliant qualities and the gracious amenity
of his character had gained for him.
Adolphe Blanqni changed the name of the school and called it the "Superior
School of Commerce," which name it still beam to-day. He then transferred it from
the magnificent· Hotel Sully to the more modest location in the Rµe Neuve Saint
Gilles. There, as a wide administrator, he couhl limit the expenses and brino- then\
into proportions better adapted to the r esources of the ruolJ)ent. Followed by the
pupils who loved him, surrounded by a small group of instructors faithful to the
enterprise, he was au example to all of labor and devotion. He sacrificed his pernon
a ml recoiled before no obstacle, and all this was done in such a way that iu studyinothe history of -t his struggle, which lasted until his death, more than twenty-fl v~
years, one docs not know which to admire the most-his courage, his activity, the
variety of his knowledge, the fecundity of his genius, or the charming influence he
exercised upon all who came near him.
The reputation of the institution increased with the growing celebrity of its
director. The personality of Blanqui dominated it and protected it at the snme
time. Deputy from Bordeaux, elected a, m ember: of the institute in 1838, a, brilliaut
writer, a popular professor, he threw upon th e school the reflection of bis own reputation. He created for it connectipns wherever his writings were read aucl appreciated . He drew upon it the attention of the Government, whose aid he secnre<l for
it, and th e institution was then known throughout the entire world under tlie nawe
of "Ecole Blanqui."
Another man who was also to ncquire a certain celebrity, and to honor the Rchool
where he hacl been trained, ancl to contribute largely to its snccess was M. Joseplt
Garnier. Twenty years younger than its director, he became his coworker and t:Len
his partner. His lovely character, bis ,just and kind spirit gained for bim tlie
sympathies of many by which the institution profited . He remained as a professor
of the school until his death, almost five years after. Certainly one can say tliat if
commercial instruction had found in the numerous economists who have llel<l power
since 18:20 the devotion and assistance whi ch these two men of whom we speak lrnd
given, tho destinies of this instruction and consequently the economic condition
of the country would have been entirely different. It is a great misfortune that men
did not understand at that time the importance of such instruction, the necesHi ty
there was of developing it, of extending it, of sustaining it, and we are paying
dearly to-day for this lack of insight on tho part of our governors.
In 1839 tbe growing success of the Superior School of Commerce led Adolphe
Blanq_ui to transfer it to the Rue Amelot, to the building which it still occupies. He
could then undertake certain needed modifications which were not possible while
the school was in tho Hotel Sully. Tho institut ion was agafo to go throngh a p eriod
of embarrassment, which, nlthough it did not affect tho instruction of tlrn school,
'nevertheless created great difficulties for _its director. Finally, after a qnarter of a
centnry of persevering and courngeous struggle, Adolphe Blancp1i died prematurely
in 1854, a:t the age of 56 years, without seeiug the results of the efforts whieh Lis
profoull(1 faith in the future of economic instruction had led him to 1111clert:1ke .
This Ecolo l3lanqui, for one can fairly call it so since it bad rea.lly become llis work
by virtnc of a.11 tllat h e ha<.l done for it, was then acqnirecl by 1\1. Gervais de Ciwn.
This able administrator, who knew how to improve the :financial situation of tlie
school and make of it a, good business venture, said modestly of Lis own term of
offico "that it had come like the labors of the last hour, after tbe greatest heat nnd
the severest l ab ors of the day." H e had, therefore, in his o"·n words tlto f'asy m erit
of contributing to the solidity of tho enterprise which lrn<.l resisted so many storrns.
He brought to its succor :financial r csourceR antl the skill of a sound, indnstrial, and
commercia,l administration.
M. Gervais de Caen, who directed the school for thirteen years-tbatis to say, nntil
bis death in 1867-gave, at least to tho pupil s whom h e bad under his ectre, the fnture
mercb antsand administrators, an example not to be despised, of a, good, well-ma11aged
business enterprise 1 thanks to the order and economy of his rnanagcrueut, show ing
those positive results which the labor of man ought to produce.
M. Gervais do Caen, moreover, did not apply bi s habits of inclnstrinl and commercial administration inn. way prejudicial to tho instru ·tion of the school. He resol \·ell
to maintain the tra_ditions which be bad learned in bis work w: th Blanq ni. He
nrge<l upon the instructing body the loftiness of its mission, demanding of tllem to
fak_c tb? la.rgest possible part in the incessant progress of science and of tho spe<:ial niu
wh1C'h 1t b_rings each day to commerce ancl to industry. Having outlived t1e s torms,
tbe Snpenor School of Commerce certainly achieved under his direction n, normal
~a.to of advance, reaching each year and oftentimes surpassing the figures fixed for
1ts 1>ermanent numbers.
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Interested in establishing the necessary discipline for the conduct of the studies,
which had heen very much relaxed under the direction of Adolphe Blanqui, Genaide Caen has expressed the following opinion resulting from his long experience:
First, that one can not carry on the instruction and education of young men from 16
to 25 years without a personal and constant supervision; second, that in a great city
like Paris with young men of this age, belonging almost always to families in easy
circumstances, one can n9t influence efficiently tbe day pupils from the double point
of view of instruction and education. In consequence, and although they were elements of financial profit, M. Gervais de Caen did not hesitate to exclude day pupils
from th~ night courses of the school, nor did he believe in the isolated work in private
rooms, and he suppressed this absolutely. This last point of view, which has been
enforced since that time in the Superior School, and was later adopted by the School
of Higher Commercial Studies, and also the view relating to the exclusion of day
pupils and to the necessity of a discipline sufficiently severe to maintain the morals
of the resident pupils, have appeared to us worthy of production in this place.

*

*

*

*

*

At his death M. Gervais de Caen, who had no natural heirs, made a will in favor ~f
the daughter of his predecessor. The direction of the school was intrusted pr_onsionally to Aime-Girard, who for tei;i years had occupied most brilliantly t~e chair. of
chemistry in this establishment. During the last two years of the precedmg admrnistration and the two years of the provisional administration which followed the
number of pupils was not maintained; it even sensibly diminished. The only sch~ol
in Paris where one could pursue commercial studies found it difficult to ~eep_11p its
numbers; in spite of its brilliant past and its reputation without a nval, it had
scarcely 70 pupils in 1869.
.
It was then that the Paris Chamber of Commerce, always solicitous for ~he mterests of national commerce, was impressed with the situation. Its :president, )1.
Deniere, thinking that such a school would secure a greater prestige rn t~e eyes ~f
merchants if it were patronized by the chamber, proposed to his colleagus its acqmsitidn. In the session of the 27th of January, 1869, the chamber. accepted th~
proposition of the president and authorized him to treat with Made1!101s~lle Blan_qm
for the purchase of the school and the hiring of the building whrnh it oc~u~ied.
The purchase was made at the price of 120,000 francs, and the rent of the bmldmg
was fixed at 25,000 francs per year on the following 15th and 18th of February. The
first task of the Paris Chamber of Commerce was to select a director of tbe scboo~.
It made a choice of one of the professors of the school, M. Schwaeble, a former pup~l
of the polytechnic school, thus showing its firm intention of maintaining the tr~,htions of the school and to raise, if possible, the scientific level of commercial studie~,
which it had just taken under its efficient and lasting protection. The cha~ber w_as
happy in its choice of M. Schwaeble as <lirector, who saw the number of its 1rnpd
increase from 70 to 92 in its first year.
During the unhappy war of 1870 and the insurrection which followed the cour:e
of the school were suspended. The buHding, changed into a hospital rendered very
great services, and the faculty proved that it was equal to the most difficult task~,
and that it knew how to fulfill its duty on every occasion.
As soon as it was at all possible the courses were opened again, and the s~cce _of
the '3chool went on increasing. The chamber studying the interests of Paris and it:
commerce, and desiring that the sons of mefchants of our city should benefit to a
greater extent by the special instruction of this school, decided in 1873 that <lay
pnpils, taking a lun ch at the school, should be admitted from that time forward.
As soon as this decision was made the number of pupils increased, aud the figure _of
130 was quickly reached and several times passed. \Ve should like to go into details
upon this phase of the school, and its remarkable achievements would furnLb
interesting descriptions tinder more than one head, but we must limit ourselYe~
ahsolntc essential .
M. , chwaeble <1ied in the month of .July, 1880, some days after the clo e oft . e
chool year. He ha<l been present at the distribution of the prizes, and he wa
to have expres eel the wi h not to die before the close of the chool year.
The c·ba_mher of comrn rce b_acl to appoint his succes or. A. former pupil of th
polytcchlllc ·chool bacl s rv cl it w 11, and it was again a former pupil of thi - ch 1
whic?, t_h chamber cho, to. replace .M.
hwaeble. M. J.
relle,v, profe·: or_ f
pl1~· 1 • 1~1 tho bool noel a fr11 ·1Hl of AI. chwa hl6, w. appointed to sncc d him.
Tln.· C'l1111 • wa no le h:q_1p,v _thun the pr cetliucr one. }or no p r ou could h ·
b •11 b ~t r pr Jli!n•d fnr_tlu <l1ffi ·ult fuu ·tion than I. Grelle · nor more cap, bl
. ;_r(orm1~ r it.: t1. f: ·t rill. than h . }, rm ·rly a director of an important f, nu
m_Jtmt l 1_n~o pr . ti :_ l flan_ , , good c · uutunt AI. 'rolley ba<l been lonrr famili r
w 1tJ 1 .n ln_m11 tratn· uult! h 1• l and c· 111mercial que tion .
n the other han cl. h.
Jl 01 ! 1 um h
hool ,·111 .h.L 'a ·1 11 lnp ntodir t theju ·tn
ndaw ni
. hi . h r t
, ur cl l.11n~ h l v t l, id f bi ·oll a ru .
ntl ·rtl.1 .- 1
O
m: tio
M. r 11 ·:,
1 t
by tho couu cl of tho ru whom of the hamb
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commerce, and notablY. of M. Salmon, M. Mignon, and M. Piault, the school in the
Rue Amelot has again seen its reputation steadily jncrease. .
To sum, up.-The Superior School of Commerce, founded upon an idea the practical
value of which was contested for a long time, has passed through four very different
periods in its sixty-five years of existence.
·
The first period, frnm 1820 to 1830.-This was the epoch of foundation, oI groping
in the dark, of administrative mistakes which led to a frequent change of hands and
:finally to a catastrophe.
1'he second period, from 1830 to 1854.-Saved from the ruins; it was protected and
defended against all clifficulties and all attacks by a powerful personality which
instilled new lifo into it.
The third period, fr01n 1854 to 1869.-Superior to every individuality but that of
the school itself, the management in a certain way impersonal rested upon its early
traditions and succeeded in maintaining them ancl showing substantial advance.
The fourth period, froni 1869 to the present.-The apogee of the school-thanks to
the support of the Chamber of Commerce, to the constant care of its council of
. administration, to the happy choice of airectors, professors, and examiners, and
:finally, to the firmness of discipline, to the excellence of its curriculum of study and
the incontestable solidity of its work.
It has not been possible for us to procure the statistics of attendance at the
Superior School of Commerce for every year since its organization in 1820, but we
believe that the number of six thousand is not an incorrect estimate. There were
1,750 pupils from 1872 to 1885, distributed as follows:
Year.

Year.

Pupils. \

Pupils.

-i:-~-~-::-:-:--.:-:-::-:-::-:-::-:-::_:_:_::-:-::-:-:·-.:-:-::-:-:·-.:-:-:I--i-~-~ l -1-i-i~-i-:-::_:_:_:~-:-:.-.:-:.-:-:-::_:_::_:-:-::-:-:·-.:-:-::-:-::-:-:.-. I•- ---i:-g
1874 .... ........... ..... . .. . . _............

120

1881.......... .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . ... . . .

120

mL:::i::::::::: :::::::::)::::::: mIu~ ):::: :::::::::: :::::::::i::: m
This diminution in attendance of late years resulted from the competition of the
School of Higher Commercial Studies, which gives essentfally the same instruction.
The first department is always the most numerous, and it is, consequently, divided
into two sections. The table b elow s:tiows the average distribution of tho students
during the last few years:
Residents.

Half
residents .

First class:
First section ..............•....................•.. - .. - ... - · · · · · · Second section ............. _..................................... .
Second class ........................................................ .
Third class .......................................................... .

22
22
30
16

10

Total. .............................................. .... . .... .. .

90

Total.

30
30

8

8

40
20

4

I

30

I

]20

Foreign pupils constituted, on an average, one-fourth to one-third of the attendance;
bachelors, on an average, one-twelfth.
The school bas received half residents, or day pupils, only since 1873. Of 1,650
pupils since 1873, 498 were day pupils, an average of 35 per year.
II.-SuusrDrns, ScnoLARSHIPs, I N TERNAL REGULATIONS OF TIIE ScnooL.

Subsidy.-The Superior School of Commerce has never received any snbsi<ly.
Scholar8hip s.-In 1838 M. 'unin-Gridaine, at that time minister of commerce,
desired on one occasion to Yisit the final examinations of the school to form for him·
self an idea of the value of the work done there. Being well convinced of the
excellence of the instruction, he conceivccl the thonght of assisting each year a
c;,ertain number of poor youth, aucl established some half scholarships, which were
open to competition. This was the first evidence of interest shown by the Government in commercial instruction. Fifteen years later, on tho 8th of June, 1853, M.
Magno converted the hal~ scholarshJps into entire scholar_sldps. To-day the State
supports twelve scholarships for pupils who pass two years rn the Superior School of
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Commeree. In consequence, at the encl of each school year, about the 15th of July,
si:s: vacant scholarships_ are open for competition at Paris, Lyons, Marseilles, Toulou c,
Bordeaux, Rouen, Nantes, Nancy, Lille, and Dijon.
The sum grnnted by tho ministry of commerce for the aid of pupils, not having
varied since 1853, is to-day considerably below the sum which they actually cost the
school. The latter accepts the situation, however, without complaining, for it finds
a snfficent compensation for the loss which it sustains in the fact that these schohrships being open to competition, and tho regulations under which they are given
being administered with absolute impartiality, they are, with very rare excepti ons,
always helcl by good pupils.
·
Condit-ions of aclrnission to the co1npetitive cxarnination.-No one can be admitted to
the competitive examination unless he shall have shown that he is of French birth;
that he is at least 16 years of age, and not more than 20, on the 1st of October of the
year in which the examination occurs. No dispensation from this provision is
allowed.
The candidates who fulfill these conditions must register between the 1st ancl 15th
of July, at the latest, at the prefecture of the department in which they desire to
pass the examination. They must submit certificates at that time relating to the
birth of the candidate-a certificate of the formalities prescribed by Jaw-a certificate of vaccination, and a written decfaration indicating the city in which the
candidate wishes to be examined, also detailed information as to the :financial condition, t.he number of children and other charges of the parents, as well as an abstract
of the taxes paid by the parents.
Exarninations.-Tbe examination consists entirely of written compositions, the
suLjects of which are taken from the course of study indicated below (the course of
the first year), and sent to the prefecture of the ministry of commerce in ~ealed
enYelopes. The examination of the essnys and the classification of the can<l1dat~s
are reported to the ministry of commerce by a, commission appointed for this
1rnrpose.
.
The compositions comprise: First, a dictation intended to show t.hat tho can<lHlate
can wri to French correctly; second, a historical or geographical topic; t~ird, _a
test in accounting; fourth, an exercise in arithmetic; fifth, elementary quest10ns m
physics or chemistry; sixth, an English or German theme; seventh, an elem entary
original design in Llack crayon. (An hour and a l.lalf i s allowed for each sn~jcct_.)
Rcr;nlations of the school.-Tho school receives resi<lcnt a,nd clay pupils, lunch1~g rn
tho dining hall, provided they arc at ] east 15 years of age. No pupil can be ad.nutted
to tho courses of the second yenr nntil he shall haYe completed his sixteenth_ yea~··
Admission in to this division is allo,Yecl only after au examination; bachelors rn. ·cienco and bachelors of spcrial secondary instruction aro <'Xcuse<l from this e.:s:amm~tion. 'l'ho yearly price of board, tuition, and lodging is fixed at 2,000 francs for r~.-1dent pupils wJio are presen t at the opening of tl1e yenr, which ta,kes place the iir.-t
.'Monilay in October. Pupils who rnma,i11 at the school clurin o· the lonO' yacatiou (from
tho 31st of Angust to the 30th of September) pay a sum b;sed on the yearly price,
of 200 francs per month. Special lessons carried on without interruption <lnrmrr
tho months of ~ngn t and September prepare tho new 1mpils, and the pupils who
l1a~·? fallen 1iehrnd, for tho cours_es of th() following year. Tho pupils do no t w ar
uniform!;'. They can havo a private room by paying n, supplementary fee of 1~
fr:m~·s ],or ter~. In return for an annual subscription of 100 francs, the IJ 1p_11
1·~ ·e1:·o les~ons m gymnastics, fencing, dancing, riding, and boxing.
This sub:, nptwn JS obligatory for all resident pupils.
Day pupils.-The day pupils lunch at the school. They attend the conr e from
8.30 in the morning until 5 o'clock iu tho cYeninO', in acc-onlaoce with the programme
of studit·.· .
~
Tho pricP. for tho day pupils is fix:e(l at 1,000 francs per year for tho pupil.;; who
pre. cnt ; t the hegi11nin0' of tho year. Tbe pupils wllo follow tho conr.-e of h
school cl ming tho long Yacation pay a fee of 100 franc:s for the two month ; they 1
IJot, ho,~·<·Yer, recei,·~ lunch clnr!ng tlti period. Tho clay pupil can al o profit •
the _Y ar1?11s le:· !'~s rn O'ymna he , tc., by a payment of 100 franc a. ;-,·ear. ~
pupils of nll <l_1 n 1011 , under tho g-11i<1:mco of the management of the cllool an
:tcrnnlanco with the in. trnction.- of their fan:lily attend the different reli_i
,l Homination · to which they l,clong.
'
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( ou an average 60 pupils), and is for this reason divided into two sections. The
second section, which is preparatory to the first, comprises the most backwarcl
pupils.
The :first year is given to the improvement of penmanship, study of history,
geography, arithmetic, and an elementary conrse upon tho u sages of commerce, primary notions of bookkeeping, also physics and chemistry, in which the students
study the elements, vocabulary, nomenclature, and classification; further, the elements of ordinary legislation and of drawing. Pupils commence in this year the
study of foreign fangtrnges. Foreigners study the French l anguage, and: French
pupils perfect themselves in the more detailed study of the rules of their own
language.
The division of labor, as shown by tho detailed programme, 1 implied in a certain
way the necessity for the first organizers of this instrnction to :fix: a minimum ago
for entrance. Intelligence and the memory snffice for certain studies; but tho stndy
of science demands power of attention, reflection, and judgment. In a wonl, tho
epoch of their development cannot b o arbitrarily advanced any moro than tho cle,·elopment of tho brain itself. The minimum age of entrance for pupils to tho Su1)erior
School of Commerce was accordingly fixed at 15 years for the first class, and tho
school, as a result of its experience, would be rather inclined to lower than raise this
ago limit.
Scconcl office 01· year.-Tho second office does not recei vc pnpils un<l.cr 16, as we ha,e
said. This pro,ision has b een maintained, though not without creating each y ear
new difficnlties . Tho pupils in general have a marked <l.esiro to cuter upon the
secon d year immediately, without troubling themselves as to whether they are in a
condition to profit by the courses . It is for them, and too often for their parents, a
question of amour propre.
The various directors of tho Superior School of Commerce havo foun<l thcmseh-es
-invariably face to face with the difficulty of making those who come forth from the
factories of baccalaureates understand that tlto science of commerce is not compoS('<l
of certain formulas which it is sufficient to r emcmbor in onler to he well preparncl 1o
make an excellent merchant. These young peoplo aro astoni~ho<l. that they rnust
work seriously and for a long timo in order to learn that whieh seems to them so
simple a priori. They would often like to arri,·c at tho ad,ancotl parts of science at
tho Yery beginning; to occupy themselves with fiuauC'cs, with th e largo cutirprifws
of tho merchiwt, with the complicated operatious of tho exchange, etc. Iu a wor<l,
they would liko to begin at the end, aml to begin with that wl1ich c:iu only 1Jo 1ho
compl ement of serious stu<l.ies, l eading tho pupils l>y degrees to 1.1.to pm;scssicm or a
positive knowledge whir.:h initiates them into tho life of affairs. It is easy to sec,
therefore, that one was obliged to fix a limit of age for entrance into tho RC<·o1l( l
year, and to inst,itutc an examin:ition which all pnpils who cuter it dircc1ly rn11st
pass, with tho exception of bachelors of science and bu.cbclors of special sccoudary
instruction.
'
Tho courses pursued in tho second office, as the detailed programme shows, comprise the continuation of somo of tho preceding studi es : Essays r clatiYe to commercial correspondence; th e application of arithmetic ancl algcl>ra t o all tho opera,tious of commerce and banking; theoretical an1l practical a.ccounting i1t its Yarions
branches; commercial geography and iho histol'y of conunercc; the study of tho
commercial co<le of fiscal ::tllll tariff l egislation; of commercial stafo,t ics; of chewi. ·try as applied to industry and commerce; of physics; of raw materials and commercial products, specimens of which arc to be found in tho mui:;enm belonging to
tho school, and, iinally, drawing ancl stcnography. 2
I'ror;rnmrne of tlw com·se of sfody in th e thircl vear .-Tho third. oillco (third year) is
devoted to superior instruction. This instruction, to whiuh no p11pil i~ aclru i ttc<l ·witltont having passed one year in the second office, comprises besides a rn\'iew of tho
11reccding stnclies, exchange l.!nd arbitrage; tho mechauism of tho operations of commerce ; tho multiform applications of accounting to industry, 1.rnnkjug, ancl commerce ;
tho <J. nestious of insurance "'hich necessitate the calcnlrttion of prolJabilities; che1uistry as applied to the study of merchancliso aU<l tbe detection of auultcratio11e;
clements of mechanics as applied to ti.Jo wauts of commcrco au,1 industry, to tho
C<J.niprnent of traclo ports . to that of railroads, clocks, etc.; tcclmo logy or the description of tho Jeadiug industries, applied physics, commercia,l and maritime Ja,w;
political economy; commercial history; the continuation of geometry and dmwing,
and finally, foreign l angnages, of which speaking knowled<re is reqnired as far ns
possihle. A good pupil of tho third 1ear on grad.nation i~ supposed. not ouly to
m:<lcrstancl German, English, a.ncl I_talian or Spanish, but a lso to correspond in three
0£ these languages . A few very bnght ones-they aro rarely French pupils-get so
1

~'or programll?-o of first year sco syllabas of co11rses in the School for Iligher Commorcial Studies
'
I or programme of second year consult syllabus of conrscs in School of D'iglier Commercial Studies
(first year of the regular course); also table on pago 768.

w~i~h aro essent1all,v the sam0 as i ri the S11perior School of Commerce, a lso rablo on pago 768.
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far as to' be able to make themselves understood in speaking. The language courses
in the third office are carried on exclusively in the language studied. In the office,
where the courses of technology and raw materials have an exceptional importance,
one applies the studies by means of an imitation of the real transactions of commerce;
each pupil opens and closes accounts of all sorts, he buys and sells merchandise
according to the course of the day, carries on a bank, dispatches ships, corresponds
in foreign languages, devotes himself, in a word, under the direction of an experienced professor, to the most difficult and varied operations of commerce.1
Such a plan as the above needs no commentary. We have not hesitated to produce it entire in order to show that commercial instruction is not, as its detractors
pretend, or those who are ignorant of it maintain, a narrow instruction "of the
ea1-th, earthy;" an instruction of the shop, but it is in reality a scientific instruction
at once general and special, directed toward the positive studies which are of use t-0
young men who intend to play a role in commercial, industrial, administrative, or
consular careers.
But if the programme speaks for itself, it will not be superfluous for us to c~ll
attention to how much devotion, intelligence, experience in practical affairs an~ m
education have been necessary since the origin of this school to create, orgamze,
improve, and make this programme, in its entiretv, to constitute that which one has
called "the science of commerce," especially when one considers the difficulty of
:finding instructors who knew how to put together the materials in which it ':as
their business to instruct, for the purpose of their particular training, and in which
variety was not to exclude the unity of view.
_
It would not have been sufficient for the professors to be merely learned, as tho"e
in the colleges and lycees; it was necessary for their lectures to bear the ~eal of
experience, for the most of them to have been initiated into the life of affairs,_for
them to live or to have lived for a certain len~th of time face to face with practical
difficulties arising with every step, and which1t was necessary to solve immediately.
It was only from such men that one could demand that they should give young men
a training which should lead dil'ectly to the practice of commerce.
.
To maintain the traditions of useful education while raising its level to the height
of progress realized in science and its applications; such, in brief, was t~e work of
the various managements which have succeeded one another at the Supenor 8chool
of Commerce, and this was a work of no small merit.
. .
Distribution of the time.-The working day is divided for the resident pupils m the
different offices as follows: Lecture and recitations, six hours; study, four hours;
recreation, five hours; repose, nine hours; total, twenty-four hours.
There is thus an average of sixty hours of labor per week, including the study
hours in the office. The day is thus divided: From 5.30 to 6 o'clock, rising and making the toilet in dormitories; from 6 to 8 o'clock, study in the offices; from 8 to .30
o'clock iirst breakfast and recreation; from 8.30 to 10 o'clock, lessons; from IO to 11
o'clock, lessons; from 11 to 12.30 o'clock, second breakfast and recreation; from 1:?.30
to 2 o'clock, lessons; from 2 to 2.30 o'clock, recreation; from 3 to 4 ?'clock, le ~on :
from 4 to 5 o'clock, lessons; from 5 to 7 o'clock, dinner and recreation; from ' t-O 9
o'clock, study in the offices.
Distribution of studies in the offices.
Hours per week for each cour:e.
Subjects.

:?«if r

f"

0

First
office,
second
section.

fm of thlm .' r, ron nl a ·JI bu of r.onr
in th
n Y r o th r gul cou e) ; aJ o table on pa , 000.

Second
office,
fir t
section.

I

econd
office.

c.bool of High r

-
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Hours per week for ~ach course.

First
Second
Subjects.
office.
office,
Seconu
Thiru
seconu
flnit
office.
office.
section. section.
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Commercial la,v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
1
1

i~mt~~1gi~~!t~~;-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::.::: :::::::::: _. _. _.. ~ _.

f;E~l~~~~~:: :·:·::::: ::::~::::::::::::::~~ :::::~: : :::: : :~:: -------:- --------~-- !

English. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
3
3
3
Spanish ............. __ ............. ------ ..........•......... ---- ........ ____ .. ..
1
Italian._ ................. ............ .......... .... ...... .......... .. ......... __ .
1
Industrial Yisits ........ . . . _.. __ ....... _........ _________ . ___ ... _... _... __. _..... ___ ...... .

'.l'otal . __ .. _________ . _______ . __ .. __. ___ .. __ .. __ . ___ .. __ _

3G

3G

36,

36

Tho cours.es 111 each of tho throe of:fices are intrnsted to n, special professor. Each
pupil must be present at all the courses of the office to which ho belongs. Tho pupils
take notes during the lectures of tho professor, then study these notes in tho offices
n,ml consult the lJooks at their disposal; write up their notes carefully, which are
then collectec1 by tho inspector to 1.io submitted to tho professor.
·we have estimated tha,t tho pu-pils in tho iirst office haYe·a total of 900 lessons in
the · course of tho school year; those of tho second, 911; those of tho thi:rd, 1,002,
independent of tho lessons in accomplishments, such as dancing, fencing, etc.
Corn·niercial- and inclnstrial cxcursions.-Just as industrial instruction can only gain
uy becoming commercial, so commercial instruction strengthens itself by becoming
industrial; consequently, tho courses in industrial mechanics, technology, and raw
materials assume considerable importance in the third office, a.ml in order to reinforce
the tlieoretical descriptions of the things which they have studied, tho pupils in thi~ .
office make frequent visits, under the conduct of an inspector, to the principal establishments of Paris nnd its environs. These visits aro tho themes of reports which
the pupils make to their director upon each of these industries; reports which requiro
cm:efnl supplementary studies in technical works in order to complete the notes which
they have taken on the spot. It is evident that these weekly lessons, q,nd tho studies
by which they a,ro followed, train in an excellent way tlio observation and judgment
of tho pupil, by developing at the same time his theoretical nnd practical knowledge.
Tho Chamber of Commerce, always in pursuit of better things, has judged, however, that t.bese Thursday excursions were not sufficient for tho purpose. Certain
industries, and, indeed, some of them very important, are not represented in the
environs of Paris at all, notably the extractive and textile industries. The chamber
consequently decided that each year, beginning with 1875, tho pupils of tho third
office shoul(l make a commercial trip, in the month of April, under tho conduct of the
<lirector of the school. The expenses oft.his trip, whicll amount to about 200 francs,
must lie defrayed by the 1mpils. This trip lasts about throe weeks. They go ordinarily into the north of Franco and into Belgium, where tho students study tho
principal factories of cotton nncl wool; the important coal mines, furnaces, etc. As
soon as they have returnecl to the school, the pupils prepare a detailed account of their
trip, which must be submitted on a given day to tho director. These reports aro
in general very carefully prepared. Thc,Chamber of Commerce in establishing those
industrial trips decided at the same time to grant to the author of the best memoir,
under the name of "traveling scholarship," the sum of 1,000 francs, which could be
ntilized in making a trip either in Franco or in a foreign country for the purpose
of studying some questions proposed to him by the administrative council of the
school. vVe have exa.mined several of these essays, which were printed on account of
their merit, and each of which reveals truly remarkable qualities of style, of method,
and of scientific and economic observation. They give marked ovidence of the soli(l
character and excellence of tho studies pursued by tho young men who wrote tliem.
Tho titles of a few of them follow: Fhst, a report upon tho cotton trade of England;
i,ocond, a r eport upon the iron and steel trade in Great Britain; third, a report upon
tho traclo and manufacture of linens in the British Isles; fourth, a report upon the
trade and manufacture of woolens in IIamburg, Antwerp, Lonu.on, and Havre; fifth,
a report upon the coal tra.de in the north of France, Belgium, and England; sixth, a
report upon tho manufacture nnd trade in sugar; seventh, a report upon the silk trade
and factories in France, Italy, and Switzerland.
ED
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(
l--IV.-VARIOVS EXA:\HNATIOXS.

Special c:xn.miners test each day a certain number of tho pupils in tho three offices
npon the principal bmnches of instruction. General examinations aro held enry
three months for tho cln.ssification of the pupils, and immediately thereafter an a bstrac
of tho marks which en.ch pn1)il bas rceei. ed for his conduct ancl his -work is sent to
tho parents. Reports :ire, moreover, sent each month to the parents.
Final exam'inations.-The final examinations are, in general, conducted by -wd.lknown men, such as Levasseur and Frederic Passy, members of the institute; Alfred
Blanche, former C'Ouncillor of the State; Dr. Gariel, general engineer of rouds and
bridges and member of the Academy of Medicine; M. Le Coeuvre, professor at the
Central School, etc.
The pupils are examined separately in the presence of tho professor of the snb,jer
tow hich tho e:xamin:1tion relates. Each examiner has generally to test one-twcnt1et
of tho pupils. He employs for this purpose about a clay, from which it may be seen
that the examinations are taken in earnest.
Tho relative importance of each subject of instruction is determined by a coefficient by which the mark given by tho examiner is to be multiplied. Tho procluc~~
obtained for tho different subjec~s aro then ad<led together, and tho pupils aro class1:fiecl according to the number of points. Those who have obtained a, smn tota~ corresponding to the average mark of 12 on the scale of 20 receive a diplom:1 p~mtet
on parchment, signed by the miuister of commerce. '1 be average mark of 12 1s no
easy to obtain, as many examiners mark very low.
To give an idea of the importance attachecl to each subject, we reproduce~ tallle
-which served to determine tho classification of a pupil who obtained the first diploma
in 1884.
The number of points necessary to be obtained for this diploma was 2,56 , -which
corresponded to tho average mark of 12-that is to say, that it is equal to theproduc
of 12 by tho snm of tho coefficient 214. It was the first time, -we belie,c, that tll
avcrngo mark of 18.81 hau. been reached.
1

Subject.

:Mark.

German ............... _...... _. _. _.. __ ... _.... _... _. _.. _- - ..... - !n~\ish . : - - - . i. i -. b- -------. ----. --. ------. --. -. --. --. --.. -----.

a 18
1G

Ind~~:.r~~h~mi~f-~ ~~::::::::::::::::::::: :: :~:: :: :::: :::::::::

ff{fi;~~JJ,f:ifTfii/::!!!!\t!f!i!-!!i!_ -!\!-

MoclianicR .. - .. - - - __ .. _. _.. __ . _........ _. __ ... _..... __ .... __ . __ . _
Applied physics. ______ ... __ . _. _.. __ ...... _.. __ . _... _____ .. _. _. _. _
Technology . ____ .. __ . ____ ..... __ . ___ ... __ ... __ .. _. ___ . _...... __ . .

i~

Coefficient.

Prollucr.

~i

t~
20

3

14

~5'.?

•••••t;•1••••••••:t1 ::::: ~;;:
16
20
20

10
I2
lG

Total, 4,020.r,O; general :wcrago, 18.8111.

a Significatio!l of marks from zero to 20 as follows:
Zero (0) - - - . - . - - -.. - - .,Failurr.

I O, 7, 8. _. __ . __ . ___ . ____ . :.\fodiorro. / 15, JG, 17. _. - . -. - . -- - - -G

•

}; t5~~~ ~::::::::::: ~ ~ :X1:i:' l>:Hl. i2;f:i,1fa: :: ::: :::::: :::f!f;~al>lo. ~g'. ~~::: ::::: ::::: :: ::; ;{Y.-YAiaou · REWARDS, ~IE.L'. '
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, · Ccrtificates.-The pupils of, the third office who are not able to obtain a uiploma
receive a certificate of studies, signed by the president of the Chamber of Commerce.
These arc the only certificates which tho school recognizes as offici:11; both certify
the completion of the course; J}artial certificates a,rc not given.
J.lecials.-A certain number of medals nrc given as prizes each year to the pupils
of the various offices by tho ministry of commerce, tho Chamber of Commerce, the
Association of Commercial Geogrnphy, :1nd tho alumni asscici:1tion of tho school.
Tho meda,ls :1re in golc.1, silver, and bronze for tho thiru office, a,nd -in silver and bronze
for the second n,uu first offices. On,..e of the prizes given by the Chamber of Commerce consists of a traveling schofarship of 1,000 francs, of which we have n.lrcady
spoken under the heading "Scholarships." Besides these prizes the "Stenographic
Institute of tho Two ·worlds" gives specioJ ·diplomas to those pupils who are most
distinguished in the study of stenography.
Gen eral ilisciJJlinc.-Tho general regu~ations of tho school :1ro very precise; they
arc not severe, but they arc observed with care and firmness. Even the form testifi es to experience acq uircc1 in tho long history of tho school; we may mention
prohibition of reading works relating to other than tho subject of studies, card
playing, etc,
The pupils who ha Yo obtained permission to be out must returu by 10 o'clock in
the evening during tho ,vinter, and half-past 10 during tho summer. They present
for tho signature of the inspector an exeat, upon which they ind.icato.the name and
residence of the persons whom they wish to visit, as well as tho hour of arriving an<l
departing; this exeat must be signed by the parents of corrosponclents. A note is
made of the o:s:act hour of departure and the hour of return of ea,ch pupil on each
occasion that he leaves the building. No stud.ents arc permitted to leave tho building during the working hours: Pupils who do not return at the hour prescribed arc
punishec1 in the following way: For a tardiness of from five to ten minutes a half
demerit; from fifteen to thirty minutes an entire demerit. The pupil, besides this, is
deprivecl of a certain n.umber of possible fre edoms, and can even be expelled. The
conversation room is open to persons authorized to visit the pupils every day from
11 in the morning until half-past 12; in the afternoon from 2 to half-past 2, and from
5 to 7 in the evening. Pupils can not l>e visited. except in the conversation room.
There are also special rules for the studies; the various branches of work; the
movements within the building; the policing of dormitories and other parts of tho
building, to which tho pupils must conform. In the r egulations in regard. to classes
· wo notice that every pupil dismissed from the room of a professor is given au entire
demerit, and the general regulations say that formal refusal to obey incurs immediate suspension from the school. Tho pupils receive special blank books for tho
taking of notes. These blank books arc inspected at each recitation by the professors and their assfatants; the pupils writo up these notes for certain courses. All
bad work must be rewritten on Sunday. Any n eglect of work is followed by a corresponding punishment. During the term examinations every pupil canght fa copying any paper is marked n.nd excluded from competition in the general classification.
Under the regulations relating to studies we notice further some- wise provisions
whose rigid enforcement develops good work on tho part of tho resident pupils, ancl
assures very marked. superiority over the day pupils, whose work suffers in general
from tho too great freedom which i s allowecl them outside of the school.
In the regulations concerning dormitories we note that at half-past 5 in tho morning a, lJell is rung once, as a signal for the pupils to rise; at 6 o'dock they report
themselves for stucly, and every pupil coming in late incurs a punishment. They
retire at 9 o'clock in tho evening.
Tho Superior School of Commerce prescribes, therefore, for its res ident pnpils
wbat would be for a workingman a real day's labor. To the credit of the resident
pupils it should be noted that tho gold medals, the great prizes, and tho traveling
scholarships are almost al ways tak en by resident pupils.
The regulations of tho dining hall say that n,t tho sound of the bell which
announces lunch or dinner the pupils must come into the refectory, marching two
by two, in the order of tho places which they occupy. Each master conducts the
pupils of his office. During tbo meal the inspector exercises a general supervision.
Tho regulations in regard to study prescribe that each student while remaining in
his chamber is forbidden to smoke or to read works not relating to his studies. The
regulations concerning recreation say tbr,t pupils may remain in tho office or mn,y go
into the library. They arc calle<l in turn and by groups j;o tho gymnasium, to the
dancing, fencing, and rid.ing halls. The failure to :ippoar in one's placo incurs u,
punishment. Singing, yelling, whistling, au<l shouting arc forbid.den, and we know
from the people who r eside near the school that tho comluct of tho pupils in this
respect is good. Wo may add that the snpervision of the school i s intrusted to five
supervising masters, an under inspector au {l an inspector, whoso intelligent and
devoted assistance aid. the director in tho firm, fath erly application of these various rules.
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Penalties.-Tho punishments which may be inflicted upon pupils are half demerits,
demerits, and suspension from the school. The director and inspector arc alone
authorized to inflict puntshmonts, upon tho demand of the professors or supervising
masters. The notebooks of the offices and the courses, tho reports of conduct, with
the special notes of the inspector, ate submitted each evening to the eyes of the
director, and give him, combinecl with the frequent Yisits in tho various offices where
he teaches himself, a complete knowledge of each pupil, whom be may thus guide
according to his peculiarities and needs.
Vl.-ADl\UNISTRATION, RECEIPTS, EXPENSES.

The Superior School of Commerce is ad.ministered, as we have n,lready said, by the
Paris Chamber of Commerce, which delegates its powers to the council of administration, the actual composition of which is given below: President, Jules Piault;
administrators, Fortier-Beaulieu, Jarlaud, l\fagnier, Mignon, Salmon, "\Veber; director
of the school, J. Grelley.
Financial condition of the school.-Thanks to the experience, intelligence, and the
constant efforts employed by tho members of its council of administration ::tncl by
the management, tho Superior School of Commerce, famous for tile solid character of
tho studies which are there pursued, as well as by its exemplary discipline and
the comfort enjoyed by the pupils, is in an excellent financial condition.
Without entering into too great detail it will be sufficient to not~ that the Paris
Chamber of Commerce purchased tho clientele and the furniture of the school for the
snm of 120,000 francs, in 1869, though it has expended since that time almost 100,000
francs on buildings, and that not only has the school always pa.id its way, but it has
extinguished the greater portion of the original outlay, while paying an annual
rental of 25,000 francs to the owner of the propeI"ty, and not ceasing to giyo excellent
accommodations to its resident and day pupils.
The budget of the school for 1886 is given below. This budget, which docs not
present any notable differences from thoee of the preceding years, will suffice for the
purpose:
Receipts:
Francs.
.
From term fees of pupils ______________________________________________ 230,000
Expem,cs:
Cost of administration ____ . ________ . _________________ . _______________ . 42, 000
1

f~~~t~~-~~ .:~~~~~~~ :~

: : : : _-::::: _- _-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::

1

f::!i:fr~~faf ~~ ~~~~-::::: ~::::: ~ : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Laun<lry __ . ____ . ______ . ___ . _____________________ . __ . __ . _____________ .
Advertising ________________ . ________________ . ______ ______ ______ ______
Maintenance a.ncl repairs . _____________ . ____________________ . ____ ______
Taxes .. __ ... _.. _________________________ . _________________________ . __

~~if~~~~o~f/~c~~~~~~~~s_s_::: ~::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: ~

ig'. :

2~;6. 000
~
3, 000

8,000
600
1
~: :

Total _______________________________________________________ . ____ . __ 230. 00
PERSOXNEL OF TUE SCHOOL.

'£ho personnel of the 'uperior School of Commerce is composetl of professor:.:, examiners, l)hysician, arnl instructors, focludiug altogether some seventy person:. ._nc
men a!'! Levasseur, Pas. y, and Le Coeuvre figure in the list of examiner .
YII.-GENEHAL Co.TsrnERATroxs.

If we cast a last glance upon tho Superior School of Commerce, we shall see that . ·n eful institution, which bas served as a model not only for France, but for fore~-

conntrie. as well, llas nev r ceased to 11rogress, without, however, leavin<Y tho l_1
which was traced for it at the very begiunip<Y by men skilled in practical affa r<
celebrated for th ir scientific labors, all(l wh; knew bow to recognize the ne
o
special in trnction for youth destined for the commercial career. It is not nni portant to note in this connection that this school, due to tho initiativ'e of .IM. Br
clarcl ancl. L gret, th , chool Blanqui, the chool Gervai do Ca n th
chool of
ban_iher ~f. 'ommerc , directed by polyt chnician , has ne,·er varied from it c~ m r ml origin. It bas r maioecl a a ·hool of commerce re. erved for th prepar o
0 ~ 11 PPtio~ r!•Pl ye , of train cl merchant , of bank r , of maua"' r. of comm
i
!11 r. r.t i ·. i r rncln. trial sta.hlishmcnt tc. Tho chool ha. con.-tantl · ud a ·o
111 it
ar ·r1 with a p r-o,·crauc aucl unity iu view worthy f remark, to u ·
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general and special instruction, to binu. them ono to tho other in such a way as to
-constitute a homogeneous whole at once cbssic and scientific, whose parts shoul(l
mutually assist ancl complement each other, whose distinct courses should bo definitely related the one to the other, anc1 form n, whole like tho various chapters of a.
book, the whole, of course, remaining :1lwn,ys impro,ablo.
·
One fact which pro,es the intimate ancl systematic connection of the courses is
that those pupils who come out of tho first office aro ordinarily better prepared and
do their work in a better way than those who, pressed by lack of time or by age,
enter immediately the second course. One can easily understand that to follow with
advantage the l essons of the two higher offices there is no better preparation than
that of the school itself, for the reason that its programmes of instruction arc combined into a single whole for the three years, of which the :first parts are visibly and
strongly -attach eel to those which follow.
It is in the second office that the instruction, without ceasing to be general, becomes
moro speci al by tho courses which relate directly to commerce. Besides this, in tho
seconcl office tho pupils, while carrying on the study of our own language, perfect
themselves in the study of German and English and choose ono of the southern languages, Italian or Spanish, in such a way as to learn finally three foreign languages.
This study of foreign languages ( a subject to which one has certainly up to tho present not given the attention which it; deserves either in schools of commerce or other
schools) is facilitated in this school of the Rue Amelot, wllich is iu a certain sense
international in character, by the number of foreign pupils who daily assist the
work of tbe professors by their conversations with their :French comrades.
It is in the second'. office tha,t the mathematical spirit, which must be at tb.o basis
of every -calculation, commences to develop. Here reason takes the place of empirical methocls which tend to arrest the development of intelligence, and tho pupils
treat all tho questions which are submitted to them in a rational way. Advancing
further, the professor must exercise them in tho practice of rapid calculation and of
mental calculation, whoso utility in business is incontestable. The mathematical
courses are excellently gi ,en at the Superior School of Commerce. w ·hat an excell ent book MM. Brasilier, Margorie, or Grelley could mako upon financial and commercial mathematics!
Mathematics and nccounting, the pencil and tho pen, complement each tho other.
The course in accounting advances in tho se~oncl office from elementary work to
practice. Here one applies tho principles of accounting to commerce, to industry,
and to banking . The professor instructs in tho different usages of cities and markets; his course becomes a course in commerce; corresponuenco is carried on in several languages. Then there is commercial geography, a science , so to speak: entirely
modern, and yet of the first importance in economic instruction.
Parallel ,vith these the students learn, in the course on tbe history of commerce,
how, under the vigorous and fruitful influences of commerce, the naturalresources,
tho intellectual wealth of the nations, their political existence, etc., arise and grow.
At the same time that they are studying the facts in which the commercial prosperity shows itself at different epochs and at different countries, the pupils have under
their eyes, in tho beautiful museum of commercial products, the natural products
which are the bases of human exchanges, ancl tho manufactured products which su-pport these exchanges. In a word, it is by the coml>inatiou of tl10oretical and practical lessons that they study the progress of commerce and of industry, that they
fo1low its various stages from the earliest times clown to tho present; in a word, that
they learn to know the economic evolution of humanity.
.
But the young merchant must have a just notion of his commercial duties aml his
commercial rights. He must also bo instructed in tho various t axes which aro levied
o_n mercbancliso, on exportations and importations ; ho must understand the mechanism of tJie tariff; he must be acquainted with our treaties of commerce with the
great nations; finally, he can not afford to be i gnorant of the organization of our
system of faxes. Ho must understancl their purpose, their necessity, their method
of assessment and distribution. The courses in commercial and maritime law, supplemented by those in fiscal and tariff legislation, commercial statistics, etc., fill
this gap in his education and present him admirably well prepared for tho course in
political economy which begins in the third office, and is the philosophic crown of
the commercial sciences taught in the ~chool.
In this body of u seful knowledge the physical and natural sciences have also
found a place and an application. Indeed, bow could one give a good course in raw
materials without basing it upon courses innatural history, physics, and chemistryf
In the same way, would not a course in technology require a course in industrial
mechanics, if it is to be at on ce intelligible and fruitful 9 All these branches of
instr-action are closely related, and their practical administration must be preceded
by theoretical studies. Moreover, noblesse oblige, one can not limit one's self in a
superior school to tho examination, pure ancl simple, of raw materials an<l commercial products. And then, from merely practical considerations, ono must teach the
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pupils in the seconu and third offices the chemical compositions of the leading su stances, tho physicn,1 conditions under which they aro produced, and the rnechanirnl
principles cmployetl in their various transformations. The merchant of to-day, liko
the manufacturer, must become acquainted with the scientific methods which rle:tr
his judgment, develop his intelligenco, and prepare him finally to discover adulterations either in mw materfals or manufactured products. This scientific part of tho
instruction of the school js reenforcetl in tho third office by the commercial and
intlustrial visits mado every Thursday to the establishments of l)aris and its cmirons, as well as by the annual trip to the north of France and Belgium, where all tlle
leading industries are studied, under the experienced guidance of tho director.
Gonclnsion.-To determine upon the different courses of study, to arrange the pr grammes of these studies, to improve them without ceasing by watching over tllcir
intelligent development in the classes, by choosing skilletl professors ac1apte<1 to the
methods of instruction, and by maintaiuing with n, firm hand the necessary discipline in every directio'n; all this is without don bt important. But this alone would
be insufficient to realize tho ideas of tho Paris Chamber of Commerce ancl to prescrvo
the ancient traditions of tho sort of a, school which we have been discussing. following a, more elevated purpose than ev-en this, the object of this school hns alway
been not merely the creation of n scientific body of commercial instruction, but that
of an oconomic education based upon moral principles. "Get rich '1 is a.motto which
needs numerous corrections. A merchant must be twico honest-honest as a citizen,
and honest by profession. If nothing is more difficult in the world than to get
money, nothing is easier than to lose that which one has gained without labor.
Fortunca which grow too rapidly disappear of themselves. Thooo which are tl o
result of pn.tient labor and honesty are less exposed to ad,·ersity, because their po sessora, more prudent, guard them moro carefully from danger.
"\Ve find the motto of this school summed up in the simple words: "Be good. b
laborious, be perscvering,' 1 pronounced by M. Gustavo Roy, then president of tho
chamber of commerce, on an occasion of distributing tho prizes of the school.
"Perseverrmce," he added, "is iuclispensable to him who wishes to advance. ct
before yourself n, clear, well-defined end; let nothing turn you from it. Bo honc,t;
be led on e,ery occasion by that inwanl light which is called 'conscience.' Consult
it, and when you ask it, if it hesitates, abstain. For in n,ll which is rigllt, loy~l: a~tl
honest it w·ill never, believe me, show n.ny hesitation. In regulating your l!,·cs m
this wn,y you will :find your reward in the confidence, tho consideration, an!l th
credit which you will inspire. A merchant should be honest from calculation, 1fno
from the senso of duty."
.
To these counsels full of wisdom, to these words markctl with the seal of e:,,_--penence, M. Grelley, director of tho school, added the following:
".A condition ossentialto success in business, I do not fear to say it, is ambition. Th
merchant or the manufacturer who desires only a, modest subsistence lacks cner!!' ·lacks the great fire necessary to sncccss. In this age of steam and electricity there i n
pla.ce for the indolent. Success is for those who, to tho two essential qnalitic ' ofor
and CC'onomy, add the love of ln.bor and tho firm resolution to succeed." .And h
addecl, fo words not less excellent, "I would warn yon arrainst
a fault unhappily t
0
common with younc,. people who are just starting ont h1 life. Many 11copl lt ·c
wha.t I shonl<l call a 'c:lerica.l' cha.racter; the,v arrfre in the morning at their la . r
do exactly that which they aro directed to do, and wait patiently for that wh:
they call the hour of'liberty' when evening comes. l?orthesethereisno ~nch th m!!
as sncce s; they will remain employees throughout their lives. The cmploYC h
wislles to succeed must clevoto himself withont ceasing to the affair whi h
intrustcd to him; he must treat them as his own; ho must go before tho hour
beginning work, and finish up in the evening that which he has not been able t < o
in tho daytime. This sort of a man is snre to succeed if be adds to these quali ·
ord r an<l cconom:v."
Commerce oblige· is, then, tho motto of thi-, school.
or,1 r, economy, a.iHl p r overing labor.
Th commerce of France an nly iucreaso by tho stncly nnd 1nactic of pr
a1l<l it is 1hrotl'd1 snch n. chool a thi. that . uch idea will pa into comm r ial li
fll(<l tha~ an c.-perimcntal demonstration will be made that probi.tr i ·
with skill nutl s1 cccss.
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ufacturers, superior em1)loyees, etc., scattere(l' throughout all tho countries of tho
worl<l,_aml among whom wo could namo a large number of eminent men in ,·urious
departments. _
VIII.-TI-IR

ALUllNI

AssocIATION

Oli' THE SuPERIOn SCHOOL OF COMMERCE. -

Origin.-Various graduates of the Superior School of Commerce have attem11ted
from time to time to create an association among the alumni of this ancient school.
But it was very-difficult to reknit the bro~cn threads among tho members of so many
generations who had e:x:periencecl so many different fortunes, nnd were scattered,
since the foundation of tho school in_1820, thoughout the entire commercial world.
In 1872, a year which witnessed -tho rise of an extremely fav orable movement to
schools of commerce, the students of the third office finally succeeded in forming a
society. Guided by certain fol'.mer graduates, among whom was tho eminent economist, Joseph Garnier, and aided by the counsel of their first presi(1cnt, M. Pa;ul
Lafitto,-thoy succeeded in creating a society, tho utility of -V. hose work we are just
beginnh1g to appreciate.
Sel'vices ancl progress.-The association, founded by 17 members, includes to-(fay
more than 650 members. The following table.shows the annual increase :
7

Year.

Members.

!I

I

-18_7_2~. -__-.-. -__-_-__-, -..-.-. -. ,-_-__-_-_-__- _-_-_.- .-_-_.- .---. 1- - --2~-~I-_1
18i:l. - - - • • - - • • • • • - • • • •• • • • • - • - • - • - • - • • •
1874 .... _.. _. ______ - . - - _....•.. - ... - . . .
288
1875. _·-····-- _-----··· ····-- ------ -··.
316
1876 .. --- .. ___ . --··- _........••.• -····.
365
'1877 ___ .. . _. ___ ..•... _. _....•........ _.
414
454
1878 . __ ...... _.•..... - - - ...... - . .. . - . . .

Year.

\ M:_~;xibcr2 .

1188~8,90:: ·.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·. ·.: -. ·_ ·_ -.

!79~

1881 _...... - - .. - . - ..... - - - - . - - - - - . - - - 1882- -· ..... -- - - - ·- - -· --- - -· - - ----- -··
1883 ....... · · -· - - - --- . -- - . - ·- - - . -···· ·
1884 .... - .. - - - . - .. - .... ... - .. - - - .. . . . .
1885 . - .. - - - . - - . , . - - . - . - - - ..• .. - ... - . . .

520
575
59-1
616
633

-V

\,

•

;_/

The original association has not undergone any notable change, bnt each year has
marked, so to SJ_)eak., a s tage in tho moral development of the society. Tho purpose
of tile union i s: First, to cultivate the friendly relations formed at tho school; second,
to utilize the relations thus 9reatecl for tho development o.f commerce nncl industry;
third, to aid former pupils by assisting them after gr::uhrntion and facilitat ing their
finding of positions; fourth, to assist unfortunate comrades. Tho former pupils of
the school and pupils in the thi:rd office may be members of the union. Tho aunnal
fee is 10 francs; one may become a life member by paying at one time tho sum oflO0
francs. The title of" Donor" is given to those who pay 200 francs at ono time .
Tho management i s composetl of twelve graduate members, and one member from
the third office. It regulates tho disposition of the funds, decides upon requests for
assistance, and supervises the publications of the sodety. From the first yearofits
organization tho nnion has granted an anuual prize in political economy for tho best
pupil in each subject.
At its instigation a tra,eling scholarship was founded 1,y tho Pa1·is Chamber of
Commerce, and given to a graduate of the thinl year.
The union also names corresponding members at important points in various 11arts
of tho earth for the ptupose of gathering commercial information. Tllcso correspondents :i1so r,ervc as patrons to those members of tho society who have n ew]y come
to their respective places.
.
In 1876 n, quarterly Bulletin was established, which soon became very 1wosperous,
ancl fnrnishod to the mem I?ers of the society interesting papers upon economic subjects,
as well as upon facts relating to tho society. This 1rnblication h as recently become
a monthly. The society has published, besides, a yearbook sip.cc it was founded.
By the publication of its Bulletin tho union has established. connections with Yarious
learned and commercial societies, notably tho Geographical Society, tho Society of
Geographicnl Commerce at Paris, tho Scientific Society of l<'ranco, the Alumni Society
of tho School of Arts ancl Metiors.
Tho banquet, established at tho beginning of the society, assembles each year tho
most devoted members of the union. - In 1882 its presid nt, N. Detro, invited the
presidents of similar societies in Lyons, Rouen, and Havre, founded upon the model
of that of Paris, to tako part in the annual banquet of the union in Paris, or to sentl
del~gates. It was decided at this banquet to organize a syndicate of tho alumni
society of tho su-perior schools of commerce fo ]<-,ranee, which furnit-ihes a new proof
that there is utility beyond the commercial in such societies.
Thi P!esi<l_eu cy of the s_yndi~ato of tho alun:ni society is vested in tllo president of
the I ans umou. It was m this clou?le capacity that M. Deligny submitted in March,
1884, tho demand for a new syndical grouping. Accompanied by M. Pathier, a
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former presiclent, and M. Ren6 Lo Roy_, vice-president of the union, M. Deligny was
called to testify beforo a parliamentary investigating committee, consistingoffortyfour m embers. Ho insisted strongly upon the necessity of giYing to commercial
. instruction equal advantages to those governmental schools which nre endowed by
tho Government.
Representations were also mado to the ministry of-marine to obtain traveling
scholarships under the same conditions as the society for the encouragement of commerce and industry, and M. Deligny received a formal promise that the State would
subscribe a sum equal to that which should be subscribed for this purpose by the
societies interested.
In February, 1885, M. Rouvier, minister of commerce, accepted the presidency of
tho banquet of the union, and promised his high assistance to tho Yarious purposes
pursued by the syndicate.
·
Among the numerous evidences of tho activity of this alumni society ,,e cite further
the foundation of the Conference Adolph Blanqui, a society for commercial and
industrial study, whose purpose is to de,elop among the futnrc graduates tl10 taste
for further study and the v erba,l discussion of questions relating to commerce and
industrv.
The t'i·ibunal of Paris, appreciating the good purpose of the Conference Blanqui,
offered it a, placo of meeting, which the alumni society did not hesitate to accept on
bclrnlf of the conference.
Faithful to its purpose and fuli of solicitude for its members, the society assists
them, ai<ls them either in their search for positions or in their commercial career~, by
means of the numerous relations which arc maintained through the yarious r cnnionsi
by the publica tion of its Annual ancl by its Bulletin, .and, finally, if misfortune OYe_rtakes one of its members the society is always on hand. Moreo'vc1<, the l ast wor<l rn
r egard to this brotherly side of the society has not been said. M. De1igny proposed
tho organization of a circle which should increase still more the de,·elopmcnt of
friendly and commercial relations, and M. Detre then proposed more material reunions for the same purpose.
The publication of the Bulletin, as stated abo,e, hns just become a monthly.
Finally, we may say that M. Reno Le Roy, the present president of the societ~·, has
sn omitted to the manao-ement a, scheme already carried out in pa.rt-to form n. sort ~f
b en efit treas ury in fav~· of comrades ·who arc momentarily embarrassed in their busin ess affairs.
2.-THE SCHOOL OF HIGHER COMMERCIAL STUDIES IN PARIS.
1.-HISTORY OF THE FO UNDATION OF TIIE SCHOOL AXD ITS SUBSEQvEXT
DEYELOP:'11ENT.

Tho ilrst idea of the creation of this school should be ascribed to the Paris Cllaru~er of Commerco, which as early as 1866 took up the question of organizin g an~ tahh shmcnt of higher commercial iustruction, complementary to its higher pnmary
ins ti tntion in the Avenue Trudaine. In 1867 the death of Mr. Ger vais, of Caen, proprietor and director of the Superior School of Commerce, turn ed i. he attention of th
chamber from tho idea of establishing n, school, and fixed it upon tl10 pnrcha. e of an
establishment which already enj oyed a u niversal reputation, and which had become
a. successful business enterprise in tho lrn.nds of its director.
\-Ve have described in the preceding p ages l1ow the Chamber of Commerce ~o
possession of the old school of Adolph Blanqui, antl with what satisfactory results.
Tho idea. of cstab1iehin g a, so-callecl "school of higher commercial studies :, wa .
however, simpl y ])Ht off by this moYe ::mcl not abandoned. It was a subject of consi<lemt ion under the presidency of l\L Ifonette, then nnder tliat of Gnibal, but it wa·
1mdcr tho presidency of l\f. Gu ta.vc Roy that the Paris Chamber of Commerce nnclertook to so l:•e all ~ho ~ifficnltie. inYolYed in so costly and important n, fonndatiou.
\-Ve owe 1t to Liston a.I truth to say that the project of tho Cliambcr of Commerce
met only a ii eble response from Jrnblic opinion, a thing which should not be ~u
occn~ion of surpr!so con _idering the general feelin(J' in re pect to eYerytbin~ concerurng commerc1al s tnclie , and the marked indifference wbich our G0Yen1ment .
imhnc<l "·ith the o_lu ~miv r i_ty spirit, 1rnve showed down to tho yery pre ent iu
regard to comm rem.I 10struct1on . Thro1wh a learned societ\· the Oriental • thc11enu~ of Paris, au I!'k?-\'Or wa ma.do to stir np an interc tin thi::! que tion in 1,.,,-.
s~nrbu~ from tho prmc1ple that ~ho bnsinc•s relatious of nations ar deYeloped a- a
<lir ct con.· qn uc · of th
le,Ta.t1on of their int IJcctnal 1e,·cl. Thi· socieh-in th
JJ~ovincial s • ion a
t . T::teinne di ·cu sed the creation in I· ranee of an in tit'utio o •
lu••h r on?ru rcial tudi . Be icle thi tho ?ationnl , 'oc-iety ju LJ"on.. barin~ in
ilw amc n _w, n: lvC'cl to xamin this <Jn .-tion from all a ·ped ln· examininJ:! a
!101JJ • n- Jlo 1hl int tho detail fits c.·ecntion . It c,·cn nam cl:\ i1eci. 1 omm· or th 1 urpo - fclr:iwin"' up a.sctofquestionstohcsnbmittcd t-0 cmincntm n
at uom mul nhrond .
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·without entering into further details, we must limit ourselves to calling attention
to tho gene:val tenor of the discussion in tho Oriental Atheneum of Paris, and to cert:1in interesting points raised by the commission of inquiry.
·
_After h:vving expressed the view that a superior institute of commerce ought to bo
founded in France for the 1mrpose of offering to tho graduates of tho commercial
schools, to the consulate cadets, and also to other young l)eople of adequate preliminary education, the complementary knowledge necessary to creato and consolidate
new relations with foreign merchants, the Ori_e ntal Atheneum defined more especially
the following as the necessary complement to these stndies:
·
First, comparative legisfation of different nations; second, instruction in the languages most used .in the great commercial centers of Asia, India, China, antl Japan;
third, courses of philosophy and ffisthetics as applied to commerce, showing the influence of commerce upon tho civilization, the ideas, manners, and power of a country,
a,ll{l intendeci to develop in the students those intellectual and moral qualities which
are capable of dignifying the professional merchant.
The Oriental Atheneum demanded in addition tL course in tho history of commerco
among all peoples, ancient and modern; a complementary course in geography, com11rising agricultural, industrial, mineral, and commercial statistics of all countries;
a study of the present treaties of commerce; a complete study of tho means of transl)ortation on fancl and water, as also of all the means.of correspondence, such as tho
11ost, telegraph, etc. It also raised the question whether one could not insist that
the Government should demand of candidates for consulships tho diplomn, of tho
Superior Institute of Commerce. Finally it raised the question whether this institution ought to be organized like the Centra.l School of Paris, which takes its pupils
throughout the entire day, or whether it would not be better if the pupils were
obliged to be present only at :particular comses, as in the faculties of law and medicine. Also what would be the best means of controlling and stimulating the work
of the pupils; how long the course should be; whether the minimum ago for admission should be fixed at 18; whether the students provided with a diploma at tho
Superior School should be admitte<.1 without exambation, ancl whether tho degree
of bachelor should be accepted from those pupils not provided with such a diploma;
what city of France would be best adapted for the location of such a school; what
capital would be ra.'luired; from what source it could be drawn, etc.
On the other hand the National Society of Education at Lyons proposed t.hc following questions:
.
First, whether au institute of higher commercial studies ,,oultl be a useful :l,Ild
timely complement to the superior schools of commerce;' second, whether this institution could assist in completing the instruction of consulate cadets antl commercial agents attached to diplomatic missions; third, whether the institution should
be founded on tho principle of freedom of superior instrnction, or whether they
sl.10uld demand that tho State should establish it, or whether it would not be better
to adopt tho mixed system, in which tho State should come to the aid of privato
initiative. This society closed its report b.v expressing the following view: "The
National Society of Education at Lyons having heard the report of the commission
upon tho proposal to found in France an institute of higher commercial sj;uclies,
believing that this new organ of instruction woulcl f<,>rm a happy antl even necessary
complement to the actual organization of superior schools of commerce; consiclering
further that it would contribute powerfully to enlarge, elevate, and dignify the
respective commercial and administrative callings; considering that the principle
of the plan is not denied and that its timeliness is sufficiently well establislled by
the facts produced in the report, and that its realization is not beyond the efforts of
priYato jnitiative, hereby adopts the report of the commission, and charges its president with communicating tho same to each of the chambers of commerce in Paris,
Lyons, and. Marseilles, with the request to consult upon tho means of insuring tho
execution of the project."
Tho discussion of the various points raisecl by tho mem1)ers of the Oriental Atbenenm of Paris and those of the National Society·of Education at Lyons, each one of
which threw some light upon the question, would show jt to be very complex.
Everything goes to show that the view expressed by the Congress of St. Etienne; the
list of questions which w ere prepared; tho final report upon the answers obtainecl
to the questions, and the monograph by M. L. Desgran<ls, of Lyons, upon the same
question, have contributed to persuade the chamber of Paris to take tho initiative
in the arritation and to put in execution with its own resources a project which it
had con~iderecl for so long a time.
FOU TDATION OF TUE SCHOOL.

In tho sessions of the 8th of May ancl the 24th of July, 1878, tho Paris Chamber
of Commerce sketched out the plan of tho School for Higller Commercial Stndies,
ancl decided upon tho underlying principles. Shortly after tho chamber named a
ED
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commission composed of Messrs. Jacques Siegfried, Focillon, and Miehau, for the
purpose of preparing plans of construction for the school, and what was still more
important, its programme of studies, a functio:1 which could not havo been confided
to more competent men.
On tho 17th of May, 1880, a decree anthorlzed tho C.h amber of Commerc<l to borrow
the necessary money for the construction of the school. Finally, the inauguration
of the now establishment took place on the 4th of December, 1881, in the great amph!theater of tho school under the presidency ofM. Gustave Roy,president ofthoPari
Chamber of Commerce. Tlioro were a,l so present Messrs. Leon Say, president ofth
Senate; Ron Yi-er, minister of commerce and of tho colonies, aucl Allain Targc, min·
ister of :finances; and the whole Paris Chamber of Commerce, justly proud oflrnring
expended over two millions with a liberal hand in constructing a school of commerce, tho most beautiful, tho most spacious, tho best arranged possible; for wh ich
school its members were happy to do tho honors to the p::trli::tmentary, ndmini trative, industrial, and commercjal interest of the c-0untry.
Pm']_Jose of the school.-Tbe Paris Chamber of Commerce, it is certain, had no intention to create a competitor to its own Superior School of Commerce in rue Amelot.
but dcsiro,1 to found an establishment of another type, n, sort of faculty or ccn ~al
school of commerce, to which, as M. Gustave Roy said on the day of ina_ugurat~on.
tho purpose was to attract young men of family wlio)iad completed then class1c~l
studies. ·we find, moreover, that tho purpose of. the foundation of this school IS
well defined by the Chamber of Comm01·co itself in the report which it presentccl ~n
tbe 15th of February, 1879, to tho ministry of agriculture and commerce, ancl m
which it expressed itself on this point as follows:
"The school is destined, iu tho thought of the chamber, to giYo supplen:ientary
instruction to the children of tho bonI>geoisie, who propose upon co~pletm~ th
college to fake up a commercial career. rrhe purpose of the chamber 1 to g1rn to
such young men the practical notions of the means by which order an<l clearncv ar
brought into the commercial world, whoso general mechanism will pavo ~en
explained to them beforehand, and to impress a lofty character upon that wstru ~tion
which comprehends those modern sciences underlying tho necessities of intern~t1on, l
commerce." According 'to tho samo report tho chamber proposed to organ1zo an
establishment capable of caring for from 250 to 500 pupils. Tho :first of these fign ~e
would permit it to cover its expenses at tho price of 1,000 francs n. year 1Jeqmpil·
tho socontl woulcl assure it the necessary supplementary resources for now_growth
and ,rnnlcl furniRh it an excess of receipts which could ho dovotecl to further 1mpro · rnents.
According to these :1nticipations, a little optimistic, tho ueeessary grouotls for the
construction of tbo school wero estimated to bo about 5,000 square meter ·.
Situation of the school.-The School of Higher Commercial Studies is s1tn:!teil n
108 Boulevar<l l\falesherbes, and occupies 2, site containing 5,910.99 meters, whi ch t~
clrnmbrr purchased at tho price of 517,000 francs. Apropos of this action and m
response to certain criticisms which have been made on the wasteful extran1gan
of tho di amber in the purchase of su ·h expensive grounds it must be said that th
acq11isition of this site was uot by any means in itself n, b~d stroke of busine'~. fir
at the present hour it is worth at least three times that sum, and there is e,·er
reason to believ e that in fifty years, the epoch at which the money borrowed mu
rcp:lh1, tl10 site wi11 be worth at lcast2,000,000 francs . It will be sufficient, then: fi
tli o school to cover its ex penses dnriug thfa period, for tho chamber to ba,c pro .
finnlJy to tho amount of two millions on this operation, an<1 for its generous~ 1
to ho converted into a 11rofitable stroke of business. This Yiew is correct, in
opinion.
Tho rna!l'Dificont buildinO's of the school, tho construction of which was op
g en crnl compe ition, embrace, be ide tbe rooms of administration, the dwell1 of h o direc tor, of tho instructors of studies, etc. , 2 grand amphitheaters, 1:?
lrn1I 1 or ofii c , 10 examination hall , the museum of product th la ratory.
Jihrary bn sine~s hall, a Jarg o r ef ctor,v for 300 pupil., 21 spaci-0u·· and wolJ- ·
at(•1l C'h amberd for res iden t stmlcnt, a liall for sports, larcro onrts ct .
I> ·clop mrnl of th e school.-Th , chool of JiiO'h r olllmer i 1 ,_tndie- wa op
'!n 1h c " 11 of -o \-en.b r, 1 1. The incr •a o in th o unruber of t udenh ID3f b
1 l)lll th • fo ll vi n r ta ble :
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· This -table inuicates a steady growth, whi ch wiUcertain1y increase, owing to the
esta;blishment of a preparatory div.ision, a creation somewhat in contradiction, it
is true, with the title of the school, but which will certainly be favorable to an
increase of attendance.
It will be noticed that the number of foreigners has not increased in proportion to
the growth of attendance. There may be different opinions upon this subject. \Ve
believe that-the presence of foreign pupils in the _Fren ~h School of Commerce, while
it shows that the reputation of tbe school is .extended lle·yoncl OUT' frontiers·, is also a
condition peculiarly favorable to instruction in :Co.reign languages.
The p.upils for the school year 1885-86 were classified as follows: Pre-paratory~ 15;
first year, 67; second year, 46.
,
Finally, the number of the pupils at the superior school of Rue Amelot, not having
been affected by the creation of the School of Higher Commercial Studies, at least to
the extent which one might have feared, we conclude that a r eal service has been
rendered to the development of our higher commercial in&trudion, which was _iu
danger of being hindere cl from lrnving no place in the only superior sc.hool which
the, capital of France poss-essed.- In oi-der to judge wisely of things it is necessary
to take a high point of view, and tllis· is what the Paris Chamber of Commerce bas
done in showing itself resolved t0 wait patiently fo1· the definite results which it
pursues and which will be the work of time ancl of steady effort., and. of tho growth
of ideas.
·
11.-SCHOLA.RSHIPS-GOVERNi.\'.IENT OF

TILE

SCI-LOO-L.

Besides those young 11eople o,f family, who, having completed their studies, enter
upon active work, preferring labor to idleness, the Chamber of Commerce desired to
see in this school also those who, less favored by fortune, have the intelligence,
courage, anc.l the will to advance. It is certain that the mixture of these two e]e-ments ancl th~ good foUowship t:p.at is the. consequence of intercourse between the
classes, have alwa::ys produced the best results.
Scholarships and senrischol-aJ:ships have consequently been asked for and obtained
for the benefit of the new school. The founders are niJmer0us. The ministry of
commerce and the Chamber of Commerce have esta;blished ten each; 0110 or more
each haye been founded by the following: Le Consei1 Municipalde Paris, fa Banque
de France, le Credit Foncierr le Comptoir d'Escompte, la Societe Genera.le, le Credit
L:yonn-ais, le· Credit Industriel et Commercial, la Cbambre Symlicale des Agents de
change, l'Union des Banquiers de Paris ct de 1:1 Province,.la Compagnie Generale des
Omnibus, la Compagnie 'l'ransatlantique, la Compagnie du Gaz, le Gonvernement do la
Guadeloupe, le Departemcnt de la Seine-Inferjeure, la Chambre de Commerce de
Phillipevme, MM. Gustave Roy, Dietz-Monnin, A. Poirier, Jacques Siegfried, Ch.
Noel, Fould, Lebaudy, Conste, Houette, Pestel, and finally, th e banking house of th e
Rothschild brothers and Madamo Menier, who have given the capital for a p erpetual
scholarship, producing a yearly income of lrOOO francs.
It is interesting to note that the Chamber of Commerce of Phillipeville established a scholarship. This is an example which wo are happ y to mention in this
1)1ace. We wish that n11 the chambers of commerce would unclcrsta-ccl that it is their·
<l.uty to encourage arnl assist commercial instruction by the esh1blisninent of scho1arsbips in the existing schoo1s of commeTce, while waiting for that which would be
preferable, namely, the establishment of new schools of commerce in their own cities.
Tlie varioits kincis of sclwlarships.-The school grants official scholarships, private
scholarships, an<l. remissions of tuition. 'l'he official scholarships granted by the
State and the city of Paris, are so-called external scolarsbi-ps, open to general com})etition for those young people whose parents are unable to pay the price of board.
;rhe prize scho]arships are assigned by the fonuclcrs to the candidates they designate.
Tho remissions of tuition arc granted by the administrators of the school; they vary
from 250 to 500 francs.
'l'hc price of board at tho school, inclnding tuition, is 2,800 francs for the resi<l.ent
students; 1,300 for the so-callecl ''half-resitlents nor day pupils. EYery pupil wh0 has
obtniined an external sholarship can become arcsiclent pupil by tho payment of 1,800
francs . Every pupil who has obtained a remission of 500 francs can lJccome a resident pupil by tho paymeutof2)300francs, or a<l.a.y pupil by the payment of 800 francs.
Every pupil who has obtained a remission of 250 francs can hocome a resident pnpil
by the payment of 2,550 francs, or can pursue the stntl ies as a <lay pnpil by the payment of 1,050 francs.
Goi:ernment 01· city scholarships .-Thosc y01mg men, whether bachelors, i. c., graduates of lycces, or not, who desire to obtain a Government or city scholarship, are
compelled t o enter into competiti on. The candidates must be of :French birth) ancl
haive completed their sixteenth year at the time of the examination. Candi elates for
tho scholarships of the city of Paris must be residents of I aris. Five Government
scholarships a.re put up each year for competition. A notice inserted in the official
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j?t1,rnal ind_icates the date o~ the written examination, and is held at the following
cities: Pans, Lyons, Marseilles, Toulouse, Bordeaux, Rouen, Lille, Nantes Nancv1
and Dijon.
'
•
Vacations.-The vacation comprises about three months each year, 'from the 1 t
day of August to the 1st clay of November. The preparatory class begins a month
sooner.
Work durin,(J vacat-ions.-During vacations the pupils must prepare, according to a
plan issued by the school, a paper which represents at least a month's work, amounting
to eight hours a day. This paper must bo prepared from a point of view essentially
commercial; technology, tho description of machines, must have only a secondary
place.
Those papers are considered the best which indicate the sources from which the
information is drawn; the geographical situation of the establishments visited; the
names of the persons familiar with the subjects discussed, and those which gire
at t.be same time the figures relating to production, cousnmption, importation, and
exportation of tho raw materials or the manufactured products studied.
01;gcin-ization of the school.-The school receives resident and day pupils; forei gner
are admit-ted on the same conditions as natives. The course is opened on the fir-t
Monday in November; the length of the course, which, like that of schools at
Antwerp, Havre, and Bordeaux, bas been two years up to tho present, will shortly
be extended to three years. Beginning with the 3d of November, 1885, a preparatory class was opened for . those pupils who wished to prepare themselves to enter
tho first year of the course.
It is hardly necessary to say that we npprove of this feature, which we have
already praised in variou_s connections in discussing the schools of HaHc anrl ~ordeaux. So long as commercial instruction is not systematically orga~ized m!o
primary, secondary, and superior schools, the higher schools will have an rntere t JD
organizing in connection with them.,e1ves such preparatory clr.sses as will insnro(or
them well-prepared pupils. Such a class bas long , been a feature of the Super10r
School of Commerce at Paris.
The cost of board and tuition has been fixed as follo,vs: For the preparatory year
the p_rice for day pupils is 1,000 francs, plus 300 francs for lunch, which is ~bligator~;
the price for resident pupils is 2,200 francs. In the regular course, both m the fir.;t
and second year, the price for day pupils is the same as in the preparatory cla: ·
that for resident pupils is 2,800 francs. The incidental costs for both classes of pupil
amount to about 120 francs a year; these arc necessary expenditures, even for tho~e
pupils l10lding scholarships.
IlL-INSTRUCTION, DIVISION OF TITE CURRICULUl\I, DISTRIBUTIOX 01~ THE

Horr..:.

Instruction.-Tbe Paris Chamber of Commerce desires that the instruction at th_e
School of Higher Commercial Studies should respond to the needs of modern bu Ines~, which demand of the merchant a very extensive Jlrcparation as well a~ an edncat10n capable of developing in him a feeling of the elevated role de-volvmg npon
commerce m the npward movement of civilization and progress. "It bas seemed .
us,N Raid M. Gustave Roy, at that time president of the Chamber of Commerce\ Ill
his inaugurnl address at the opening of the school, "that commercial in ·tructiou
must be advanced in proportion as science advances. That i why we hase founded
the School of Higher Commercial Studies. For too long a time in_Franc~ c_orumer
h as been considered as an inferior career; it is time to protest agarnst this idea, :in
to show that tirn vocations of merchants and bankers demand. as much intellirrcn
as ~ny other. ~tis time for us to impress upon the minds of our yonth those trut~
wluch tho previous course of their education has concealed from them. \\ e ha
the faith; we shall have the patience. Just and fruitful ideas make way slo~ly b
surely. For our part, as the advance o-nards of the commerce of Paris, in which th
commercial and financial life of Fm.ice is centralized, let u s study its want an
prepare its fnture. We baYe learned in commerce as well as in politics to hn.,· no
fear of li berty, and it is in these ideas that the Chamber of ommerce ask · it profes o!s to train tho youth."
.
.
~t ! .rortb while quoting these wor<ls of an experienced man, cxpr~s mg l_u · o
oprn1on and that of tho chamber over which ho presided, upon a creation wlu ch h
o ·t c11ormou sacrifices. In this case words dill not precede act ; th ey follow
them .. The capital of France endowed with n, new ancl superior school, may no_
say to it fri ncl that "the ec'onomic education of their children need. ne,· r 3~ 1
be i rrnore<l fo tbe difficult struo-rrle wl1ich they mu t su.· tain. Thi: otlucation i
; ntinl to the demands of mocl;~1 commerce a military education i to that of w r.
klun:c no wi h bat you should be a.uy Joorrer clcpriv cl of thi. on account of
ac· - f scho 1. and train<'d professor .
nt former scho l i foll· her i a
·
1nr' l' 0 • I- ill it!
'how us that wo ha,·o 110t outrun th, p11hli demand ...
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, We emphasize the point that the chamber of commerce, impressed wlth tho
insufficiency of the services rendered to commerce by consuls, and attributing rightly
this insufficiency to their lack of economic knowledge, has opened in the direction
of the consulate career a new outlet for the pupil,s of its schools. "\Ve :find these
views squarely announced ·in the report of M. Gustave Roy upon the programme of
studies of the school. "The chamber," he said, "wishes to :fill a want of the public
administration in preparing young men who shall be able to represent France in its
consulates." It is verv certain that v;rith this idea the instruction of the new school
was reenforced by ne,v courses in law and legislation.
Prograinrne of stiidies.-The programme of studies, the very title itself given to the
school, shows that it was intended to be as advanced n.s possible. The report of
M. Gustave Roy sketches very judiciously its great outlines. At every point in the
detn.iled examination ·of the question and constitution of the programme itself one is
force(l to recognize that tho programme of studies, test,ed since 1820 in the Superior
School of Commerce and recently brought up to the level of modern knowledge and
needs by M•. Sclnvaeble, aided by the co·uncil of administration of the school, furnished at almost every point the desiderata of an advanced course. It was, in consequence, this latter curriculum, slightly amended an<l strengthened upon the side
of law and legislation, which was adopted. Without doubt, as 1\1. Jacques Siegfried
a<lvised in his "Memoir," it wou]cl not have been a bad 'idea for the committee to
have studied in addition the curricula of the schools of Antwerp; Lyons, Havre, and
Marseilles, but for lack of time this was not done.
The result is, therefore, that the School of Higher Commercial Studies and the
Superior School of Com_m erce at Paris instruct in almost exactly the same subjects. It
is true the organization of the two establishments is different, and each one has its own
particular physiognomy which distinguishes it. But that which concerns the public
chiefly is results. Emulation has resulted from the Tivalry,, and this will certainly
lie a benefit. We wish, therefore, that at that time, when the schools of commerce
shall be organized as pa-rts of a single plan, that there shall lie establishe<.l between
the pupils of these schools annual competitions upon the tlleory as well as upon the
application of the studies to the purposes intended, competition which would permH
u .s to judge of the methods and value of each school to the great beue:fit of the progress
of economic commercial instruction. But ·we shall touch upon this question later.
Preparatory schools.-Tho metholl of instruction in the School of Higher Commercial Studies is based upon oral lessons in the class room and upon subsequent exam.inations relating to the subject-matter of the courses. The length of the course, as
we have said, is to-day threo years. Of it, one year is the preparatory class, an<l
two years arc gfren to tho normal or higher classes.
The programme of the subjects in the preparatory division is fixed by that of admission to the :first year of tho normal course and embraces French, elements of one foreign
language, mathematics, algebra, geometry, physics, chemistry, elementary natural
history, history of France, ancl general geography. This course is common to the
cqnclidates for admission into the first year of the normal course and to the candidates
who desire to compete for the day scholarships.
No1·rnal coiirse-jirst year.-Tbe studies of the :first year comprise accounting, mathematics, geograi_1hy, the study of merchandise, commercial analyses, political economy,
the various branches of law in their relation to commerce, penmanship, aud foreign
languages-one southern and one northern langun.ge, at the choice of the pupils.
Second year.-Pupils continue the stu<ly of the subjects begun in the first year and
take up in addition the history of commerce; budgetary, tariff, au<l fiscal legislation;
the stl1(1y of transportation; the importance of harbors, railroads, waterways, canals,
docks, etc. Below is given the programme of ·the studies ancl the number of hours
gi,eu to each branch.
This programme offers in its entirety the elements of excellent economico-commercial instruction, such as we should like to sec in the near future in high honor among
us. For it woulq quickly form a nursery of young merchants able to develop our
domestic and foreign commerce at the same time that it would develop for tho future
a solill body of judges prepared for the work of the commercial tribunals of consuls,
possessing knowledge of commercial affairs ancl able to render us great services in
foreign countries; of properly trainc<.l teachers and of experienced accountants and
administrators, of whom we foresee that France will h::w e great need whenever we
shaU determine to apply resolutely a reasonable system am1 the principles of administmtive economy to the conclnct of the affairs of the nation.
Distribu.tion of the hours.-In the preparatory class the school day begins at quarter
past 8 o'clock and closes at half' past 4. The clay pupils may remain at tlle school
until half past 6 to do their work upon paying a, supplementary fe 3 of 15 francs a
month.
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The following table sbows the cnrriculum as it was in 1886; the tables and synopsis
on page 787 and following show the curriculum iu 1893:
·
PREP.AR.A.TORY CL.ASS.
Hour~
:per week.

Hours
per week.

French language and style....... ... 4
Ma1hematics and practical geometry .... ·._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Physics, chemistry, nnd natural bistory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Accounting and elementary notions
of law ...................... _. . . . . 3
History ...... ____ .................. lt

Geography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
English or German language........
Drawing ...........................
Penmanship...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Examinations . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Instrpctivo walks and visits........

3
5
3
3
2
4

Total.. .................... ... 36½

REGULAR COURSE-FIRST .AND SECOND YEARS.

Accounting, 8 hours per week in each class throughout the year.
Mathernat!cs, 3 hours per week in :first class throughout the year.
Mathematics, 1-½ hours per week in second class throughout the year.
Study of merchandi$e, 3 hours per week in each class throughout the year.
Tests of merchandise, 2 honrs per week in first class (second semester).
Tests of merchandise, 1 liour per week in second class.
History of commerce, l½hourn per week in second class throughout the year.
Commercial geography, 1-/r hours per week in each class throughout the year.
Civil code and civil procedure, 3 hours per week in first class throughout first term.
Commercial, industrial, and maritime law, 3 hours per week in first class from the
end of February to end of June.
Commercial, industrial, and maritime law, 3 hours per week in secon<l. class throughout the year.
Budgetary, fiscal, and tariff legislation, 3 liours per week in second class throughout
first term.
Commercial legislation of foreign countries, 1½ llours per week in secon<l. cla
throughout third term.
Political economy, 1½ hours per week in first class throughout the year. .
Study of transportation, 1½ hours per week in second class throughout tlurd term.
Equipment and commercial material, 1½ hours per week in second class throughout
third term.
English and German languages, 5 hours per week in each class throughout tlle
year.
Spanish or Italian or Portuguese, 3 hours 11er week in each class throughou t the
year.
.
Penmanship, 30 hours per week jn :first class.
I'cnrr::mship, 20 hours per week fo second class (distributed throughout tbe year).
Commercial visits, 4 hours per week in each class (beginning with January ).
IV.-VAIUOUS EXA:'IIISATIOXS.

Prcparnto1·y class.-Candidates who haYe completed their fifteenth year arc adm i •
tcd in to this division without special examinations, and at any time during the ~-ear.
This class is destined to train pupils for tho :first year of the regular cour e. .
. Regular _course.-First and second year. Those young men forn~shecl with a
<hploma of bachelor of letters or sciences, also the bachelor of special secondary
instruction, may enter directly and without examination upon the work of th fir
ycnr .. N~ student is admitted directly to tho second ~'ear's work. Tho ntra nc
c:s::1w~nat1011s t? t~c :first year take J>lacef~·om the_15t~ to !he ~O!h of9cto1Jer ofc, ch
year m tho bml<lrngs of tho school. Thu; exarr1111at10n 1s d1v1ded mto two part~
written an(l oral.
The written examination consists of tho following: Fir t, an essay (ono nud <?neh~lf hoar ) ; second, a, mathematical subject (two hour ) ; third, tho tran l, tH?D
,v1th the aid of a dictionary of :1 }'rcnch text into English or G rrnan at the cho1
of the candidate (one hour/
'I h~ oral ex~mination comprises: Fir. t, arithmetic, algebra, ancl g ~om try:
pJ1y 1 ·. cheru1 try, and natural history· third gen ral "' on-rnpb,r; forirtb. th
tol'_v of Fran :c; fifth, o:~planation of ~•n' Engli h or crman t{'~t.
.
11 tho nb.1 cts omprisecl in this programme arc cqnally ohlr~n ory.
amli
wlio: know] clrre 11pon any one of the uhjcds i: co11. i<1ncd in 11111 ·i ut c, 11 n
;'lnu t d. Tb topic. for tl.Je ,vrittcn ompo ·ition can b taken from au.· uh· c
lJ J:r. rrmnu. •. A orrcct tde n, r n·ular a1Hl le 0 iblo lrnrulwritin" arc
oud1t1on .
" , '
o
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Besides. n, certificate of Yaccination and of certificates proving the age (tho completed sixteenth year being the lowest year accepted) and the morality of tho canc1idate, those persons '1i ho wish to take part in the examination must send to the
director of the school before the 15th of October a request to that effect upon
stamped paper, declaring their intentions, ancl also stating whether or not they
_desire a day scholarship. Afte-r tl;le close of the examination the list of pupil8
admitted is definitely fixcll by the council of aclministrntion of the school upon the
proposition of the e:s:::unining board, and published in the official journal.
Foreign pupils mi.1st furnish references to their consuls. They are admitted to the
school in consequence of a special examinatiQu intended to determine whether tliey
can follow successfully the course of study.
Special examinations.-The method of instruction in the School of Higher Commercial Studies is bnsed, as we have already said, upon oral l essons and very frequent
examinations. A t.a.blo posted in the school indicates to tho pupils the dates of these
special examinations, which take place at l east twi-ce a week; one upon foreign langnages, and one u11on other subjects of instruction in the programme.
The rules of the'school prescribe that no pupil may be required to pass more than
three speciat examinations and more than two general examinations in tho same
week. Two pupils enter at the same time the office of tho examiner. Tho pupil
who has just been examined goes ont and informs liis comratle who stan(ls next to
him upon tho list that his turn has arrived. The examiner assures himself that tho
note books of the subject upon which it is his business to examine are kept up to
date, that the graphical and statistical sketches are made with c:ire, and be puts to
the pupils who come before him such questions a;s are ju tended to ascertain whether
the lessons in the school room have been studied and understood. Ho then gives a
mark which figures in the certificate ~f the pupil.
Papel's cmd r eports.-Besides their examinations the pupils arc required to write
twice a month a paper or report upon a topic assigned by tho management, anll
relating to some subject of instruction iu the programme. The subjects nssiguell
for these p apers are posted up for eight days; they bear the date of the day wlicu
they must be presented by the student.
General-examinations.-Tho general examinations cover tho entire instruction in tho
course. They take place at the end of each course. The questions relating to each
subject are drawn by the pupil by lot. Tho marks for the general examinations in
each subject are counted individually, as well as tho average of tho spcc_ial examinations. The general average of tho student is based upon tho average of tho special
examinations and tho marks of the general examinations.
Marks.-The value of tho marks is fixed according to the tab lo below:
Zero (0) ........ Failnre.
1, 2, 3 ... ___ ..... Very ba<l.
4, 5, 6. ·-·-·· .... Bad.

17, 8. _... _.... _... Feeble.

9, 10, 11 ......... Passable.
12, 13. ___________ J,'air.
1

114, 15, 16 ....... Good.

17, 18, 19 .. _.... Very good.
20. ··--·· ______ Perfect.

Clctssiflcation of p11;1Jils.-':(ho marks obtained in the general and special e:s.arninations serve for tho classification of pupils at Easter and at tl10 close of tho ·year,
periods at wl).ich reports are sent to the parents. The classification at Easter is provisional; tho classification of July serves to establish the passing rn.nk from the first
to tho seconcl year. No pupil can pass from the first to the socoml year unless ho
has obtainecl a general avcra.ge of at least !J.
The final chssificatiou is based upon the combined general avcra.ga of tho examinations of tho first year, which count for one-fourth, and upon that of the examinations of tho second year, which count for three-fourths. To obtain a certificate one
must have reached a general minimum average of 10. To obtain a diploma one must
have reached at the end of the second year a general minimum average of 13. Tllo
report of classification given to each pupil contains, in connection with tho snhjects
of instruction, two colnmns of marks; the one receiving tho general averuge of tho
special examinations, the other the marks of tho general examinations. Tho rnu.rks
appenring in these two columns arc addetl together respectively, and each of tho
sums thus obtained is divided by the number of subjects. The quotient girns the
average of the total marks of tho special and general examinations. For example:
Tho quotient of all tho special examinations of a pupil is 107 for eleven subjects;
that of all the marks of his general examinations is 106 for eiglit subjects, thus
+-q.z=9.72; 1 gv=l3.25. The general average ol>taine<l is the sum of 9.72 and 13.23
divided by 2, that is, 11.48. The :wera.ge at the close of the second year is diminislied or increased by the n,ycrage of the report of the first year. Example: (Giviug
tho avP,Tago of the first year as 10) [10 (3 X 11.48)] -:-4 = 11.11, tho final mnrk.

+
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V.-VARIO US REWARDS, DISCIPLINE, -DrPLO::IIAS, CERTIFICATES, AND PmULTIES.

The diplomas, signed by the minister of commerce, are granted those pupils, foreign
or native, ~·ho have satisfied in an able mairner a.11 the tests of the final examinations at the encl of the second year. In August, 1883, 40 diplomas were conferred
upon a class of 46 pupils; in August, 1884, 39 diplomas were conferred upon a cla s
of 51 pupils; in August, 1885, 29 diplomas were conferred upon a class of 49 pupil .
It is evident that the severity of the examinations for these diplomas is steadily
increasing from year to year. There is also for foreign pupils a special diploma
intended to testify that they have followed the courses of the school with success.
Certificates of capacity are given to pnpils of the second year who, although not
able to obtain a diploma,, have, nevertheless, given proof of sufficient knowledge of
the n;iost essential subj ects of instruction.
,
The list of pupils graduated is published in the official journal. There is no formal
distr ibution of these diplomas, but a simple handing over of the diplomas and certificates on the part of the director. This lack of ceremony is not justified, in our
opinion, by good reasons. _ Everything which can contribute to dignify the instr~ction, to throw into relief the result of the combined efforts of instructorsandpnpt!s
ought to be utilized for the profit of this instructioni and to increase the faith in it
on tho part of the public. One should have faith in superior commercial instruction, and should show that 0110 has faith. This instruction is destined to take an
official place above secondary general instruction, of which it will be a development.
For the present let us mark for it that place which it has been able to secure.
General discipline.-The inspector of studies who is present at the various cour~e
and at the examinations, d ev otes himself to all th e details of the work of the p1~p!ls.
He is charged, under the authority of the director of th e school, with mainfa1?111g
a careful observation of the programme of ins'truc_tion, and of insuring the mamt~uan ce of discipline among the pupils. He is aided in the accomplishment of his
mission by the under-instructors to tho number of four.
As a relaxation from mental fatigue the council of the school has decided that the
p upils should have at their disposal a hnll of sports; a billiard ball;' a checkers and
chess-room, as well as interesting reading. Up to the present no restrictions l\avo
been placed on the various methods of relaxation. Besides this, boxing, fencmg,
and dancing halls enable the pupils to amuse themselves according to their taste".
Finally, during the recreation hours, th e pupils are authorized to smoke in the hall
of sports and in the courtyards.
Punishments.-The following punishments may be inflict ed upon the pupil~: Half
demerit, en tire demerit, temporary expulsion, reprimand pronounced by the dnector,
not in the presence of the council of tho s chool; r eprimand in the presence of the
co uncil, and expulsion pronounced by th e council upon the recommendation of the
director.
The inspector of studies notes nll infractions of the rules by the pupils, and ~he
r zprimands which they h aYe incurred in conseq uence of negligence or irregu!anty
in their work. Tho council of tlie school takes into consideration the disciplinary
marks of _each 1rnpil when it makes changes in tho divisions, or when considering
applications for certificates and diplomas.
V l . -AD::IIINISTRATIO:N, RECEIPTS, EXPE:XSES .

The school is administered by the Paris Chamber of Commerce, which founded it.
It receives no subsidy from tho tate.
Tbe mo t s rious efforts and earnest solicitude are om ployed by the president, M.
L. IIielard; by the administr:itors, who aid him with their experience; by the dir~ctor, :M. Jourdan; by the pre 1dent of tho Chamber of ommer ce, 1\-1. Dietz-:Monnlll,
:wlio sit_s in the council by right of bis office, and who rarely fails to be present a
its scsswns; and, finally by M. Gu. tave Roy, in order to in uro the development
anc~ tho su ce s of the School of Higher Commercial tntlies. The careful study
wh1 h we have made of tho prorrre s of this school shows that it has pa . ed beyond
th difficulti,. of it early years, an~l is advancing ach year.
_Budg l.-1ho budget of the chool 1 very largo, as the Pari hamber of Commcrc
w1. h <~ to cl~ a hand _ome tbiu,;, and de ired that no ex.pen e houlcl be pared to call
att _ntH_>n t~ 1t eaut1ful er ation.
f course, exp rienc can not fail to how reform
wlnch it will be 1:1 cc ary to arry out in tl1e moclu viv ndi of th variou clepar m nt ~ w ll a ~u the onstrnction of th curriculum and its application . Thank
t c _rt:un c~n m1 wh i h w r 11 e.· nry ancl, hich onlcl b arried throucvh witbnt rn onv_ m n · thank _al o to tho ·teady growth of the uumb r f upil · which
!111! h - ill mor m. rk l rn on eqn 'll c f tlie formation of th• pr paratory cla ~.
1 1
~0 b pr um cl that the financial onclition of 1.b
•
cbool of Ili,..·h r ommcrcial
11
11 b" · 1_1 ibly impr Y cl fr m tbi tim
wl:
n. ' lii , a (' a t i the Yi
~ 11111 .
• bar h_ JO_g P r ·nad •1l tlrn th r is r oru in Pari for two "T at cJ1ool of
r •1 11 nu luug :111 tho r11 Am lot.
b
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The following table shows the receipts and expenses for the school year 188-i -85:
Receipts:
Francs.
Term fees of the pupils . ____ ... ___ ........ _. _.. --r . _....... _.... __ . 176, 530. 00
Profits in the students' supplies ... _ ......... _. _. _...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
3,696.00
Tota.I ....... -.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180, 226. 00
Expenses:
Of the l)ersonnel aml administration ............... , ___ ........... . 44,840.00
Remuneration of professors, and examiners ......................... . 90,180.00
Expenses of:Food .............••.....................•..................... 58,000,00
Ileating ................................ ·.......... __ .. __ .. .. .. _. _ 7,231.00
Lighting ..................................................... _ 6,500.00
4,500.00
~~~~~\~ri-~g
~ ~ ~
3,000.00
Library .......... ___ ......... _.... _................. _...... __ _ 1,200.00
Laboratory .......... __ ................. _._.... __ ........... ___ _
600.00
!\fain tenance and repairs.; .... .... _........... _................ _ 4,500.00
General costs ... __ ........ __ .... __ ........ _... _.............. __
4,500.00
City ·water ......... ___ ..................... __ ...... _.. ____ .... .
1,500.00
Taxes and insurance __ ................ _..................... __ .
8,453.00
Annuity to the credit foncier .............. _... _: .. _. __ ............ - _100, 90!. 25

~:: :~::: ·: -~:: :::: ~:::::: ::::::::::~: ~::: ::::::::::

Total .... ____ .... _--·. __ .... --· .. ... ... ___ .......... . ............ ·337, 908. 25
This shows a deficit of 157,682 francs, comprising, it is trne, the rent .of the school
buildings, representecl by the a1.muity payable to the credit foncier for interest and
repayment of the loan by this useful establishment to the Chamber of Commerce.
'fhe following was the budget for the school year 1885- 86 :
·
Receipts:
Francs.
Term fees of pupils ...•.......................... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 217, 550. 00
Profits on stmlents' supplies ..... _-.- .. .. _____ .... _..... _............
4,067.00
Sales of material. ... : .. _....... _...... v • . _ . • • • - • . • • . • • • . • - . • • • - • - •
2, 400. 00
Balance . _........ _.... _....... _........ _...... - ... -.... - . . . . . . . . . .
4,763.45
·Total._ ............ __ ._ ..... _... _.. . ............................. 228,780.45
Expenses:
Payment to personnel :1lld a dministration .........• ... ... - .. .. - .... .
Professors .. _.... __ .. - - - - - - - - . - ... -- ... - . - .. - - .... - .... -- - ..... -.. Examiners ....... --· ____ .: ...... --· ............. - .·................ .
Donations ... __ ... _. _.. _.. _.. _. .. _... . .. _... ____ ......... ___ ... ___ _
J<'ood .................... ··---- ······ ·----· ······ ······ ···-·· ·----H eating _. ___ ... __ ... _. _ . _. _.. _.......... _........ _. .... .......... .
'L ighting ........... _. _.... - . - .... - - .. - __ .. . - - - ... - - - - ... - - -.. -... .
Laundry .... _......... - - . , . - - ... - . - -......... -.... - -.. - - - - . -...... .
Advertising .. _.. __ ......... - - -......... - . .. -..... - - ... -... - . - ..... .
Library ............. . ......... ---- .............. ---· .......... ___ _

M,840.00
58,550.00
11,720.00
2,000.00
63,593.00
7,200.00
6,960.00
5,079.45
5,000.00
1,200.00
1,600.00
·;~d- ~~p~il:~ ·.::: ·_::: ·.::::: ~::::: ·_::::: ~: ~::: ·.::::: ~:::: 5,900.00
4,700.00
General costs ........... --·- ..................................... .
1,895.00
~~~e-;:~~r
8,453.00

~tt~~:!~Jc~
i~~;1~~;;c·e·::::::::::: .·::::: .·::::::::::::::: .·:::::::::::::

Total .. _... _. ___ ... ___ ....., . _... __ ..... _........... .. ... _. _.... _. 228, 780. 45
This report differs essentially from the preceding one, aGit shows that the school
is making expenses and receipts meet, without connting, it is remembered, the annuity
to the credit foncier, which has been assumed by the Paris Chamber of Commerce
in consequence of an agreement entered into between tlrn chamber, tho city, a.nd
the State, and a law relatin g to the construction of a bourse. By this combination the chamber, by means of additional hundreds levied upon Parisian commerce,
finds the nece ·sary means to cover tho annuity due to the credit foncier.
By alienating the most certain of its revenues and by mortgaging the future for
fifty years, the Paris Chamber of Commerce, consulting only the di ctates of a, wise
patriotism, has not hesitated to extend superior commercial instruction, and to
attract to it the sons of our merchants. The fortunate arraugement, of which wo
have just spoken, wi11 not impoverish anyone; and Paris possesses, as a result, a.
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magnificent establishment of commercial instruction, the most beautiful, witbont
douLt, in the world. vVe may surely say here, if ever, ",AlFs well that ends ·well."
The director, M. Jour,Jan, an engineer of arts n,n<l manufactures, li::ts been at the
he::ul of the School of Higher Commercial Studies since its foundation. He had
formerly ueen the director of tho Commercial School in avennc 'frndaine, and bad
there attracted the attention of the Chamber of Commerce. 1\1. Huret, inspector of
studies, was also a member of the instructing body of tho Commercial School,
where lie had been a professor for five years . .
The large scheme adopted by the Ch:unber of Commerce for its School of Higher
Commercial Studies explains the large number of professors. The faculty number
forty-four, including seven examiners. The chaml>er intended that tlie equipment of
i-he new school should fully correspond to its really grandiose plan. It has succeeded
at the cost of Jargc sacrifi ces, which will oe appreciated and which will pro<lucc, in
our opinion, the results which the chamber expects of them.
VII.-Co.xcu;sroN-NOBLESSE OBLIGE.
But certain titles nre heavy to carry, and tlie Paris Cba.mber of Commerce ha,;
furnished us a new proof of tllis. A part of that ·w hich has come to pass liad already
been forseen in the interesting report of M. Jacques Siegfried, where he says: "If
tho Paris Chamber of Commerce sl.ioulc.l count upon a considentblc number of pupils
at the beginning it wouhl run the risk of being decefretl. Experience shows that
if the utility of superior commercial instruction graclually makes itself felt more
aml more, it must, on the other band, count upon meeting those prcjndgments and
settled habits of thought over which we can not triumph without mnch patience."
With its attention occupied in raising the level of commercial instruction, an<l.
consequently tbo prestige of the commercial career, tlrn chamber cherish~d. moro
illusions than M. Siegfriell. In fact, M. Gustave Roy, its president, sai<L m tho
inangural address 1 from which we have already quoted some passages: ''"\Vo ha-v-a
confidence in our work; it is proposed to draw into this school young men wh~ have
already completed th eir classical studies, not those wl10 ha Ye not succeeded m the
colleges, but tl.10se who bavo distinguished themselves there."
The immc<liate fntnrc, however, dill not justify the views of M. Gustave Roy, for
the reason that classical instruction never turns the aspiration of its pupils to:wc1;rd
the commercial career, and the college graduates, notably those who have <~ tmguishcd th emselves, despise commerce aud think tbat they are destined exclus1Yely
for liLeral or atlministrati,,e careers.
Tlms ·w e sec that the necessities of existence tnrue<l. the school away from the
strict observation of a rule which would have brought it to an early death of in::mition, and the School of IIig-her Commercial Studies, which was intended to gh·e only
snperior instrnct.ion, has been compelled, in order to replenish its classes, to de,ote
itself to secondary instrnction. It is this same reason which compelled it to create
elasses prcpnratory to this fatter instrnction; that is to say, to introduce a primary
element in tho very institution whcro the secondary element was to have been
exclu1led on principle.
We h aYe a<lvised this last measure in the interest of the school, and we hop e for
its sncccs.. In order to insure homogeneity in the classes, aucl with a view of raising the character of the illstrnction, it will probably be neces'ary to douhle the
preparatory year for certnin pupils, or to cut this division into two sections. Perhaps it will even be ndvi sable to adopt tho same mc::isuro for tho first year of the
rcgnbr course, so that the second year may really become an advanced conr e .
.As to the rest, however, we are of tho conviction that this mea urc wi1l be only
trnn itorr. The fu tnro of commercial instrnction is assured because necc ity compel.-, it.
11cl('r tho pressure of economic e,·ents whoso action on ideas and 1... nner
hl powerful, as ,vcll as nuder that of better lo<ric, wo shall soon. ee a r, pid ra u-form:1tion ju om way of Yiewing tho ·whole . 1~hjcct of eclncati011. A logical reor~an i zati_on of g~nrra I. ·cco11clary instrnctiou will prepare the yo nth for the prof ion a
rnstruc-tion wJnc·h they may Jiayo clio. en, and the school of commerce, con iderc
011 :• pnr, ·ith other pccial schools, will not then he Jc s aclnmcc<l .
yJr.r.-.
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consisting of four parts, (a) reports of the sessions of the general committee, (b)
Yarious studies by former pupils of the school, (c) notices of wants, (d) adYertisements for the benefit of the members of the association; fourth, the president can,
in case of urgency, give immediate pecuniary assistance; fifth, a committee of employ~
ment is established, charged with aiding their former comrades in the choice and
obtaining of positions; sixth, as a large number of the alumni have studied law and
been enrolled as advocates before the court of appeals, a judicial council has been
established. It gives advice upon n11 legal questions of interest to the members of
the association. The idea seems to us excellent. We need lawyers who know how
to analyze a balance, a liquidation, etc. Lawyers who have taken a course in the
Superior Sch()ol of Commerce can llanlly fail to be successful. The association is
administered by a committee composed of 11 members.
OFFICIAL PRfJGRL1.MJIE OF THE COURSES OF THE SCHOOL OF HIGHER OOiJI.i1lER01AL S1'UDIES AND THE PREPARA'l.'ORY SCHOOL CONNECTED WI'l.'H THE SAME.
lMinisterial orders of .July 27, 1891, :mrl July '27, 1892.J

P1·og1·arnmc of the course of the preparatory school.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES.
Hours
per week.

Subjects of instruction.
French .. ............................••.
Arithmetic ................. ... ........ .
Algebrn. ............................... .
Geometry ... .............. _............ .
Accounting ......... · .e · •.•.••••.•••.••••
Elements of' ordinary legislation ...... .
Physics .. ....................... - .. .... .
Chemistry .............................. .

5

1
3

Honrs
per week.

Subjects of instruction.

Historv .................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·
General gcogrnphy ..... . ....... ...... .
Drf.wing ............................. .
Penmanship .......................... .
Living lauguages ... .. ...... .... ... ... .

1

1½

Total .......... .. ........... .... .

3

PREPARATORY SCHOOL.
FRENCH.

Exercises in orthography, composition, and correspondence.
' ARITHl\IETIC.

Preliminary deflnitions.-Magnitude, numbers, measure of magnitude, unity, whole
numbers, frnctions, fractional numbers.
·
Oral nnrnerntion.-Definitions, decimal numeration.
Written nurneratfon.-Definitions, absolute and relative value of a number.
Operations in whole 11-11111,7,e,:s.-Additiou and subtraction; definitions, rules, proofs;
exercises in rapid calculation, both mental ancl written, in addition and snbtraction.
Multiplication; definitions; table of mnltiplication of the first 15 numbers ; c1ifferent cases of multiplication; theory, ::md r,ractical rules; theorems re1ative to
multiplication; exercises in. rapicl multiplication by 4-, 5, 9, 11, 15, 19, 21, 25, 29, 30,
31, 39, 41, 125, their multiples aml submultiples. Division; definitions, rules, exercises, shol't division, th eorems relative to division; division by 25, 75, 125, their
multiples and submultiples.
Properties of whole ·1 mmbers.-Divisibility. Preliminnl'y theorems. Rema,iucler in
the division of the number by 2, 3, 5, 9, 11, 4, and 25. I roofs by 9 arnl 11 of tho multiplication n,nd division. Exercises.
Greatest common clivisor.-Definition. Fin~ling the greatest common divisor of two
numbers. Pnnda.meuta,l theorems . Rule. Simplification. Exercis s. Properties
of the greatest common u.ivisor. Grea,test common devisor of several nnmuers.
Prime mirnbers.-Deftnitions of prime numbers and of numbers prime to one
another. Theorems. J.!'ormation of a, table of prime numbers. Separation of a
number h1to its prime factors. Rule. Exercises. Divisors of a nnmuer. Methods
of fouling them. Gren.tes t common uidsor. Least common multiple.
Ji'mclions.-Definition . Reducing fractions to their most simple form. Reducing
to tho aame denominator. Operations in fractions. Exercises. Decimal fractions.
Definitions. Numeration of decimal numbers. Operations in decimal numbers.
Estimation of the quotient by means of a given decimal nnit. Conversion of common
fractions into decimal fractions, ancl ,ice versa. Irreducible common fraction giving
rise to a circulating fraction. Circulating frnctious. Definitions. Fin.cling tlle
gen rator of such fraction!'!.
l'ou·c-1·s and roots.-Definitions ancl theorems. Extraction of the square root of a
whole number. Extraction of the sqnare root of a whole nnmbe:r;: or fractional 1rnmber with a certaiu approximation. Square roots of decimal numuers. Squares and
0
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square roots of fractions. Exercises in r ::i,1Jid methods of extracting the square root.s.
Cubes and cube roots. Definitions. Extraction of the cube root of a whole number.
Extraction of the cube root of ::t whole number or fractional number to a given
approximation. Cube roots of fractions and of decimal numbers, the cube of a
fraction. Positive, negative, entire, and fractional exponents. Zero exponents.
Measures.-Ancient Prench measures ancl present lawful measures. Comparison.
Conversion of ancient into present, and vice versa. Exercises in rapiu conversion.
Measures of length, of surface, of volume, of capacity, of ,veight. Monetary measures. Foreign moneys. Application of rapid methorls in the conversion of French
money into foreign money, and vice versa. ,,
Cornplex nurnbers.-Definitions. Operations in complex numbers.
Ratios.-Definitions. Proportions. Proportional magnitudes. Theorems. Applications. Rule of three ( direct, inverse, simple, and compound proportions). Metho~of
reducing to unity. Easy questions in proportional parts, alligations, partnerships.
Rule of simple interest. General formula. :Methods of rapid calculation of the ordinary rates of interest. Definitions of compound interest. Discounts (foreign and
domestic). Rules of partnership. Definitions of progressions (arithmetical, geometrical, increasing, and decreasing).
·
ALGEBRA .

.Algebraic calculations.-E~ployment of letters and signs as a means of abbrevia~ion.
ancl generalization. Similar terms. Addition and subtraction. Multiplication.
Rules for the signs. Division of monomials. Division of polynomials. Introduction and calculation of negative numbers. Negative exponents.
Equatfons of the first degree containing one unknown quantity.-Solution: Firs~, ?f the
system of two equations of tho first degree containing two unknown quant1t1~; of
the system of three equations of the first degree containing three llnknown qnaut~t1es.
Brief explanation of the method of solution by the employment of indetcrmm:ite
factors, of any number of equations of tho first degree containing a correspondmg
number of unknown quantities.
.
Problems in equations of tlw first degi·ee. -Interpretation of negative results.
Equatio11s of the second degree containing one 1rnknown quantity.-Solntion of th_e
equation ax 2 +bx+c=o. Discussion. Imaginary roots. Decomposition of the tnnomial ax 2 +bx+c into its factors of the .first degree .
.Arithmetical ancl geornetrical progression.--Theor.v of logarithms deducted from progression. Logarithms of which the base is 10. Tables. The characteristic. In~rodnction of negative characteristics, for the expansion of numbers smaller than nmty,
of the logarithmic calculations. The use of tables.
.
Compound interest an] all1rnities.-Application oflogarithms to these questions.
GEOMETRY.

Of the straight line.-Perpendicular lines. Oblique lines. Parallel lines.
OJ angles.-Triangles. Polygons.
OJ the cil'cwniference.-The circle. Measure of angles . Arcs and cords. Tangents
and secants of a circle. Measure of the circumference of a circle.
Proportional Zines.-Similitndes.
Measure of plane smjaces.-Triangles. Quadrilatemls. Polygons. Circles.
Measure of tlte Sll1jace aucl of tlte i-olume of the principal solids.-Prism. Parallelopiped. Pyramid. Frustrnm of tbe pyramid. Cylinder. Cone. Frustrum of the
cone. Spher e.
Practical applications.-Capacity of casks. Volume of a bag of sand, etc.
BOOKKEEPIXG .-I. ID EAS OF COMMERCE AND TIIE , TC'DY OF COJDIERCIAL DOctil\IENTS.

Commerce.-Commcrce in general. ·wholesale commerce ancl semiwholesale.
Retail commerce. Domestic coruruer ce. Foreirn commerce. Importation. Exp rtation .
I'<rsons engaged in commerce.-Manufacturers . Merchants. Bankers. Br ·e
R mi tters. Bucket- hop brokers. Produce lJrok r .
Ta val broker .
01wni
'ommercial transportation. Agents.
sion rs. Tllo hond r of rroocls.
E.rcltn11r1es.-. ·aturc of excha1irrc.
.
ommcrdal xcban<re : Bnrincr ancl ··ellin~
0
ra_ h, wi~h r witbont di count. Buying ancl clling on time or
account. with r
~,·!thont rnt re ·t. Tb art of bn,ring ancl elling: General priu iple ~ Aknowle _
<~l J~r cl 1~ct.·. . . kn owl cJg of affairs. A knowlc<lg of runrket nntl eaport w rk
1~. tunabon ot xpe t ,cl gain.
_IJo um '!' rdatinr, to c.rclta11r1es.-Orders of f'.al . Ord rs of pnrcbn .
B!11. ·
u 1ttauc1·. ~ I moran<lnm .
oocl on commi -.·ion. D •Ih·erv of good .

on

oJ

ff" 11 . (.,:ircl of :i111pl
fr
1, gulations <Jf e..n:{ia119cs,_:._)Io~cy .

•
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Q:Iacle to order. Bills of exchange. Mandate . Assignment. LetteTS of credit. Clearing-house transactions. Rules ofpaymeut: In specie, in b ank bills, in paper money,
· by check, by means of offset,s.
Transportcition.-By wagon._ By railroad; U,) )plication of the different Fr~nch and
international tariffs. Transportation by canals and rivers. Transportation by sea.
:racking of merchandise shipped. Formalities of shipping. Insurance. Tags. A
detailed memorandum of goods shipped. Bill of lading. The different tariffs of
transportation. Insurance premium.
II. ELEMENTS AND GENERAL THEORY OF ACCOUNTING.

Principal terms used iii accoimting.--Debtor. Creditor. Debit. Credit. Receipts.
:£xpem1iture. Accounts. Keeping t,he books. Definitions. Different sorts of agents .
.Accoitllts-.-Defi.nition of an account. Manner of disposing of au account. Account
of receipts and acc·ount of payments. Cashbook taken as an example. Practical
exercises. Illustrations. Fluctuations of receipts and expenses. Closing and
reopening a cash account. Agreement of the receipts and expenditures. Impersonal
acconnts, representing the inventoried 11ealth of the enterprise. Personal accounts,
representing the third party, debtors or creditors of the enterprise. ·
The journal.-Definition. The use of the journal. Formula for entries in tho j ournal. Single journal, divided journal. Different modes of dividing the journal.
Auxiliary or analytical journal of receipts or cash expenses, bills, store, factory,
etc., and transactions carried on by correspondence. General or synthetical journal.
Models. Formulm for the articles recapitulating the refation of the auxiliary journal
to the general journal. Practical exercises with actual accounts. Aclllitional advanta.go of the auxiliary journal and the general journal.
The ledge,· .-Definition. Use of the ledger. Single ledger. Di videcl ledger. General or syntbetical ledger, auxiliary or analytical ledger. Models. Relation of tho
journal to the ledger. Practical exercises in opening an account, and tho relation of
entries in the journal to those in the ledger. Precautions to he taken in order to
avoid errors. Agreement of the general journal and the general ledger. Agreement
of tho general ledger and the auxiliary lodger.
Collective .accounts.-Definition. Advantage of collective accounts for controlling
the collections of _accot1nts opened in the auxiliary l edger, ancl for simplifying the
balancing of accounts .
. Balancing accoiints.-Definition. Agreement of entries in the- journal and the
accounts in the ledger, obtained by balancing the accounts. Periodical balances.
;Daily balances. Advantage of frequent balances. Model of a general ledger balance with and without collective accounts. Models of balan cing tl;Jo auxiliary
l edger. Model of balancing the general ledger, with the ·methodical classification
of accounts.
"Chijfrier-balance."-Definition. Its fun ction; its utility for obtaining the balances
in enterprises having a large number of accounts. Daily balances obtained by moans
of the chiffrier-balance corresponding to the number of accounts.
Division a·ml classification of accounts.-Different species of accounts. Necessity for
a classification. Mathematical expressions and commercial operations. Rational
classification, which results in accounts of the nominal capital. Accounts of the
wealth or means of carrying on an enterprise. Accounts of persons, debited or
credited. Rate of 1wofits. • Permanence of the inventory. ·
·
Analysis of the different series of accounts.-Accounts of the nominal capital of an
ente1·prise. Capital stock. Bonds. Reserves. Different amortizations. Accounts
of the wealth composing the inventory of the means of carrying on an enterprise
(at the price of the net cost of the properties):
(a) Real estate. -Commercial funds. Shares. Ex1~enses of establishing the business. Licenses. Re:1lties. P ersonal property. Materials.
(b) Disposable p1·ope1·ty.-Money. Bills receh-able. Documents. Raw materials.
Warehouses of sale.
(c) Fixed property.-Manufactory. -Buildings. Investments. J oint accounts.
Agen cies. Lands, etc.
.
Accounts of persons debited or credited (at the price of purchase or sale) .
Accounts of profits (debit or cred it of the differences between tho net price and
tho price of sale). Account of sales. Accidental profits and losses. Results of the
different operations . General expenses. Accounts of receipts an<l expenditures.
Iriventory 7 Bala:nce sheet.-The inventory of balances of the plaasified accounts.
Balance sheet. Book of balances. Book of iuventories.
The elements of ordina1·y legislation.-Brief notions relating to matters of public
an<l. civil law, commercial law, industrial law, as prescribed in the programme of the
normal 'Courses.
PHYSICS-GENERAL NOTIONS.

Preliniinariee.-.A. few notions of mechanics work livino- force.
]}'orce of gravity.-Direction of the force of gravity: Center of gravity. Weights.
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Balances. Precision. Sensibility. Weights of bodies. Law of the fall of 1Jodies.
Atwood's machine. The pendulum; its applications. Notions regarding the different conditions of bodies.
Hydrostatics.-Principal of tho equality of prossnro in fluids. Free snrfaco of
liquids in equilibrium . Pressure at the bottom of vessels. Hydraulic pressure.
The principle of vessels in communication. Applications. Principle of Archimedes.
Specific weights. Relation of the areometers to constant weight. Weight of the
air. Tho barometer. Law of Mariotte. The manometer of free air and compressed
air. Pneumatic machine. Pumps, siphons, and arcostatics.
Heat.-.Expansion of bodies by heat. Tho thermometer. Coefficients of expansion. Their determination. Their use. Conductibility of bodies. Specific heat.
Methods of mixture. Fusiou, solidification. Latent heat. Freezing mixtures.
The formation of vapors in a vacuum. Saturated and nonsaturated vapor. Maximum of tension. Tables. Mixture of gas and vapors. Evaporation, ebullition,
distillation. The latent heat of vapors. The principle o,f the steam machine.
Expansion. The ideas of thermo-dynamics. Notions of the equivnlent of mechanical work and heat.
H.'IJ(Jl'Ornet1'y. -Rain. Snow. Dew. Distribution of the temperature at the surface
of the earth.
JJiagnelisni. - Magnets. Poles. Magnetization . Declination. Inclination. Compass of declination.
Electricity.-Development of electricity by friction. Laws of electrical phenomena.
Electricity by induction. Electroscopes .. Electrophores. Electric machines. Condensers. Electrometer condensers. Leyden jars. Bn,tteries. Atmospheric electricity. Lightning. Lightning rods. Experiments of Galvani and Volta. The
pile. Accumulators. Electrical currents. Physiologica], mechanical, physic_al, and
chemical effects. Gal vanoplastic, electro-gilding, electro-silvering. Exper1ment.s
of CErsted. Construction and tho uses of galvanometers. Soleno1dcs. Comparison of a soleno:ido antl a magnet. Magnetization by currents. The electromagnet.
Tlie telogrn.ph. Induction. Apparatus of Clarke and Ruhmkorff. Telerhones:
Acoustics.-Production and propagation of sonnd, Yclocity, intensity, 1ntch,
vil>ration.
Optics.-Tbo propagation of light. Emission antl waves of light. Umbra n~d
penumbrn,. Laws of reflection. Spherical, concave, and convex mirrors. Ra\lrntion of heat. Refraction . Prisms. Lenses. Magniiying glasses. .Astronollllcal
telescopes. Compound microscopes. Newton's telescope. Principles of photography. Dispen;ion of light. Spectrum analysis. The solar spectrnm.

J)iff•r n np11li
hlori · acid. I
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· Bromine.-Bromine, iodine, and fluorine. Hydro1romic,hydrioclic, ancl. hydrofuoric
acids.
Bomx.-Boric acid.
Silica.-Silicic acid and fl.nor spar.
Oarbon.-Examination of its different varieties. -oxide of carbon and carbonic
acid. _ Preparations. Physical ancl chemical properties. Composition. Combinations of carbon with hydrogen. Acetylene. Carburetted hydrogen. Bicarburetted
hydrogen. Olefiant gas. Marsh gas, fire damp, Davy's lamp, illuminating gas.
flame. Carbonic ilisulphicle.
·
' Cyanogen.-Cyanhidric acid.
Besurne.-Classification of meta11oids in their natural famili es .
Metals in [Jeneral.-Tbeir ))l'Operties ant1 classifications. Alloys, metallic oxit1es;
general 11reparation of metallic oxides; potassium, soda and lime; sulphides; cblorides; sea salt.
Brief notions conce.rning metallurgy.-Iron, brass, and steel. Lead am1 copper. Tin
auc1 zin c. Silver. Aluminium.
Salts.-Their ~-cneral properties. The laws of Berthollet. General notion s in
regard to the orclinary metals.
HISTORY OF FRAKCE l•ROM THE TI~m OF HENRY IY TO

1875.

Henry IV. The Edict of Nantes. Sully. Louis XIII. Richelieu. War against
tho Protestllnts arnl nobility. Thirty Years' War. Tlrn peace of Westphalia. Louis
XIV. Mazarin ancl tb.e Fronde . The treaty of the Pyrenees. Personal government,
foreign relations . Treaties of Aix-la-Chapelle, Nimegue, Ryswick, ancl Utrecht.
Interior goYernment; finances; inclustry; commerce, a,rnl Colbert. Military organization; Louvois. V::wl)an. Revocation of the Edict of Nantes: its political and
jndnstrial consequences. Letters, arts, antl sciences in the seventeenth century.
Louis XV. Law's system. ,vars of snccession in Poland, of succession in Austria.
The Seven Years' War. Dupleix and Bourdonnais. Cboiseul. Pirst Division of
Poland. Louis XVI. Turgot's ministry. The Parliaments and the Royal power.
The war in America . Founding of the United States. The French Revolution.
Tho States General. The constituent and legislative assemblies. Tho Convention.
Trial of Louis XVI. Girondins am1 the ''Mountain." The 9th of Thermidor.
Exterior events. Va1my. Jemmapes. Fleun1s; The second and third division of
Poland. Tho Directory. Bonaparte in Italy. Campo-Formio. J~xpec1itiou against
Egypt. Consulate. Civil Code . Concordat. Peace of L nnevillo and of Amiens.
The Empire. The European coalition . Campaigns against Germany and against
Prussia. The war in Spain. Expedition against Russia. Campaign in France.
Tho First Restoration . Louis XVIII and the Charter of 1814. The Ono Hundred
Days. ·waterloo. The Seconu Restoration. Charles X. Navarin. Taking of
.Algiers. Tho July ordinances and days. Louis PhiliJ)pe. The February Revohltion. Secoud Empire. Crimean, Italian, and Mexican wars . \Var against Prussia.
Proclamation of the Republic. Letters, arts, and science during the first half of the
nineteentli century. Geographical discoveries. Progress of commerce and industry.
Treaty of Frankfort. The Commune. Tho Presidency of M. Thiers an<l of Marshal
l\facMahon. Constitutiou of 1875.
A thorough study is required of the treaties whic:!i have hcen made with foreign
powers, and thetr economic consequences.
GEOG11APHY.

Object ::rncl usefulness of this stndy. Geographical nomc iclature. Division of
tb. c surface of the earth into lam1 and water. Continents. Principal seas . The
usefolncss of ma1) drawing in the study of geography.
Frnnce.-Extcnt ancl popuJation. Sea coast aucl land lJoumlurics. Description of
tho Pyrenees, Alps, and Jura,. Neighboring States. Interior mountains. Cevenues,
tho mountains of Charolais, Cote-d'Or, plateau of Langres, mountains of Faucilles,
Jura, mountains of Anvergne, and of Limonsin, Morvan. Mountains of Normarnly,
of Brittany, of Aragon and Ardennes, and Vosge.s. The general outlines of the
separation of the waters, and the d ivision of Prance into watersheds. Basins of
the cine, of Loire, of Garon.no, and of tho Rlione. De ·cription of these rivcrn.
Tribntarics. Principal cities situated on their banks. 'ocondary basins. Tho
basins of the Scl.teldt, of the Mense, ancl of tho Rhine (French part), tbose studied
in tho same manner as tho preceding. Division of Franco i11to departments. Administrative di-.-ision. Tho principal railroad systems. Princi11al canals.
Al{Jie1·a.-Physical and political tlcscription, situation, boundaries, the Tel1, high
plateaus, tho Sahara.
The French co1onief1.-ln Amoricn, in Afric-a, in Asia, in Oceanica.
Cou11lries 1.rnclcr French protection.-Iu Africa and in Asia.
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E111'opc.-Physical and political description of tbe principal countries of Europe,
capitals, seaports, principal cities, frontiers of British Isles, of Belgium, of tho
Netherlands, of the German Empire, of Switzerland, of Austria, of Russia, of Spain,
of Portugal, of Italy, of Greece, of Turkey in Eurorie, of tbe Danube principalities,
of Sweden, of Norway, of Denmark .
..t.18i,a..-Principal countries, their boundaries, mountains, rivers, principal cities.
Empire of India . . China, Japan .
.Africa.-Principal countries, their bonndaries, mountains, rivers, principal cities.
North America.-Unitecl States, Canada.
Central America.-Principal countries.
Soiith .America.-Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay, Argentina, Chile, etc.
Oceanica.-Australia, New Zealand, the possessions of Holland and Spain.
DRAWING.

Figure, decoration, flowers, landscape, animals. Studies from casts and from
nature. The reproduction of different objects within a fixed space of time. Reproduction of objects from memory. Linear drawing. Arclritectural drawing. Washcoloring.
PENMANSHIP.

Theoretical and practical exercises in the different styles of penmanship. Kumcrous exercises in writing: a running hand.
LIVING LANGUAGES.

Themes, translations, practice in conversation.
PROGRLilIMES OF THE REGULAR COURSES IN THE SCHOOL OF IIIGHER COillMER·
CI.AL STUDIES.

Table of examinations held and rnai·ks to be obtained dul'ing the acaclemi c co urse.
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M.INISTEltIAL INSTRUCTION.

It was not the intention of the

committees who revised the programme to ::woid
repeating all the head titles; it is expressly intended each time that the same subject
sho1i.lcl appear in the different courses, lmt shoulc1 not be treated by each professor,
except from the standpoint of the special instructions which he is to give. ·
The same distinction shoulc1 also be present in the mincl of the examiners for graduation, in the questions on those subjects which arc founcl simultaneously prescribed
in tho various programmes.
REGULAR COUP.SE.

Commerce and accounting.-Two years: First year, 120 lessons; second year, 120
lessons.
Instrnctfon in the ideas of coninterce, of arithmetic, tmd of algebrci appUcd to commel'ce,
and of acconnting shoulcl be sinuiltaneous.-It shoulcl be at the same time theoretical
a,u d practical, and the professors should make use of nmI!erous practical exercises.
The course on the explanations of commerce places under tlrn eyes of the pupils
specimens of the different commercial documents which they arc to study.
·
In the lessons on arithmetic and algebra, as applied to commerce, one part should
al ways be reserved for practical exercises in rapid calculation, oral and written.
Tbe theoretical explanation of accounting should ue accompanied, during tho first
year, by the practice of keeping a complete set of books, and during the second
year by the formation of developed treatises.
I. IDEAS OF CO)1METICE AND THE STUDY OF COMMERCIAL DOCU:,\fKNTS
FIHST YEAR.

Commerce.-Of commerce in general, wholesale and semiwholcsale business, retail
business, domestic commerce, foreign commerce, importation, exportation.
Persons engagecl fa commerce.-M:mufacturers, merchants, bankers, brokers, lrncketshop brokers, remitters, produce brokers, naval brokers, commissioners, agents, those
wbo give warehouse bonds, transportation of commerce, etc.
E.rchangcs.-Natnre of exchanges. Commercial exchange. Buying and selling for
cash, with ::i,nd without discount. Buying and selling on time or on account, Y,ith
or without interest. The art of buying ancl selling. General principles. Knowledge
of proclucts. Knowle<.lge of affairs. The study of markets and markets for exports.
The calculation of expected gain.
Documents relating to exchange.-Orders of purchase. Bills of sale. Invoice. Bill.
Quittance. Memorandum. Goods 011 commission. Delivery of goods. Receipt of
goods. Sample cards, etc.
Regulations of exchange.-Of money. Of bank hills. Of paper money. Of checks.
Drafts payable to order. Letters of exchange. Mandates. Assignments. Letters
of credit. Offsets. Settling accounts, in specie, in bank bills, in paper money, by
checks, uy clearing accounts.
Transportation.-Transportation by wagon, by railroads, by canals ancl rivers.
Ocean transportation. Packing and shipping . goods. Formalities of shipping.
Insurance. Tags. Detailecl shipping memorandum. Consignment. Different shipping t ariffs. Insurance premiums.
Custo1n-honses ancl internal re1:enue.-The method of administering the laws relating
to customs unties ancl internal revenue. The system of taxing alcoholic drinks.
Permits. Various documents.
Warehouses.-Docks. Common warehouses. Their function. Vlarrants and receipts. Selling in warehouses. Puulic selling, etc.
SECOND YEAR ..

Bankers.-The usefulness of bankers am1 of banks of credit. Ordinary bank operations. Discount and collections on commercial paper, invoices, receipts, etc. Banks
of deposit. Banks of deposits, of issue, for depositing valuables. Loans on mortgages, on merchandise, on various sorts of lieus. Payment of coupons. Opening of
credit. Issuing checks, mandates, letters of credit, etc. Bureaus of settlement. A
clearing-house. Practical function. Clearing-house of London.
The P:rchange.-Its functions.
Prodiice exchanges.-Business conducted in them. Cash operations. Time operati.o~s. Speculative market~. Avemge~. Branches; the. closing up of branches;
options for acceptance, options for delivery, double opt10ns, produce quot&.tions.
Produce brokers. Bureaus of settlement. Their functions .
. T_he stoclc e.tchange,-;E.xamination of {Jl~otations, government bonds, capital stock,
d1v1dends. Bonus. , hares . Goods. Bills payable to bearer. Bills payable to
order. Transfers. Cmwersion.
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Tho different forms of investments. Permanent inyestments. French bonds
(rentes). Foreign public bonds. Bonus, French and foreign. Preferred stock.
Im·estments in variable securities. Stock of loan :i.ssociations, of railroaus, ofindw trial enterprises. The investments in permanent securities and lotterics. Bonds of
the Land Credit Bank (Credit Foncier) of France, municipal bonds of Paris, etc.
Temporary investments. Time loans. Treasury bou<ls. Savings banks. Current
accounts of deposits in banks. Cash opemtions. Time operations. Cash ancl time
operations combined. Brisk markets, premium markets; scale of premiums, options;
settlements; time loans; delays; discount; rate of settlement.
Insurance.-A pr~ctical examination of the different methods of insurance: Life
insurance, fire insurance, insurance against acciu.ent. fosurance on merchandise:
maritime insurance.
Busi11ess synllioateo.-Tho grouping of capifal in order to carry on commercial, fin ancial, industrial, or agricultural opemtions.
l?IRST YEAR,

Ideas rclatin,r; to oornrnercial and industrial 1nanagement.-Organization of a mercantile establishment; order; economy. Of ca1)ital necessary for the enterprise. Th
necessity of carefully determining it. Fixed capital. Circulating capital. Of raw
material. Of merchandise. Of production. Of marketing. Of hand fabor. General expenses: Constant general expenses and variable general expenses. Irnp_ortance of exact estimation of those expenses. Their influence on the net cost accor<lmg
to the private marks of the person engaged in manufacturing or commerce. _Imp?rtauco of accounts. Knowledge and statistics which they give. Exact determmat10n
of tho net cost. The permanence of an inventory which is taken. On the corn.luct
of bnsiness. The moral a,ml material conditions which prepare one for success.
f
credit and the methods of using it. Publicity; utility; diiferent methods, their ad rnntages and disadvantages. The position of middlemen. Tlie duties of the empl~yee
of tho person engaged in commerce or industry, of the administrator, of tho silent
partucr, of the authorized agent, of the stockholder.
IL-ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA APPLIED TO COMMERCE_.:._FU:ST YEAH.

Mental calculation, rapicl calcnlation.-Daily exercises. Study of the means of
abbreviating arithmetical operations.
Interest, clisoownt, oonirnissions.-Definitions of interest . Exercis~s. by the _methol
of nmnber ancl divisors. Exercises by using aliquot parts. Defimt10u o~ discount.
Domestic discount; foreign discount. Average time of payment. Eq:ia~1011 of payments. Calculation of bills of discount at different rates. Of comm1ss10ns. fanner of applying it and calculating it on bills of discount, and collectio1;1s, anrl by
means of the bank method. Relation of commission and interest; establishment o
tables of comparison. Exercises in calculating- compouud interest .
.
Accounts c1wrent and interest.-De:finition of n.ccounts current and of mtcrest: ca culation by numbers and by aliquot parts. Tho Hamburg method. Rule for t ll:
method. Advantages which it presents. The direct method. The rulo for th1
method. with and witbont interest. Advantages. Method indirect or retro~ra~ ·
Rnle n.nd advantages of this method. Practical exercises in the three method . Dilforcnt kinds of accounts current: (1) Accounts current calculateu and determin d
each change in tho rate of interest; (2) accounts current calculated and determin
for fL-ccl periods and at a uniform rate of interest both on the debits aucl credi : .,
accounts current calculated and determined for fixed J)Criods ut a differen rat of
interest for the debits and credits; (4) accounts current calculated and cletermin •
after each transaction of tho debit or credit. Practical excrcis~s with application
tho different commissious and different markets.
The dijjCl'ent systems of 1reights, rneasur(}IJ, ancl money.-E.-planation of the pri1 iI
syi-;tems. Comparison with tho m0tric system. The reduction of foreign money in
franc. ancl Yice Yersa. Tho intrinsic pair value, tlrc tabulated Yalne, and the comm
cial Yaluc of money . Employment of tho chain rule.
Of the 11et cost arul of thc_comparison. of merchandise.-Fcignecl account of pur 1
antl of .·ale. Tbe ostimatiou of tue factors of the net cost.
f th calculation o
pen . e.~ .
Janner of g-rouping- f.b ·m. Com,trnction of a, s a.le of net CQ
and m .
of n ing i~. (,r s omparL on not ompari.-on . Coropari on of wei"'ht .
mp
s~n .· of pric . :nu? u cfnlues _f tlJ_e.·o ompnri · on in order to know whe her to b
ot or s ell to _a for 1.« n~r. r .Ap11licn..t1on of tll clifforeut p ration tom rcb:mdL .
_Al9ebra,-;llH_ applicu,~on of a),r hr:i to the solution of 11rohl III of int r
<11 count, of alhgat10n, ot 11:ntnc1 biJ>, a.nil in tho rnductiou of mou •y .
.
rn tions on tlJe x hnnoal,·u Jation of the. , OJ> rations. E J
'alcnln.tion of timo opor. tiou · p• r h .
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sales, brisk markets, premium markets, combined markets, sc.ale of premiums. Calculation of operation on tho produce _e xchange. Cash operations; purchases, sales,
e:s:penses. Time operations; purchases, sales. Branches.
·
Bank operations.-Thc precious :µietals. Calculatlon of alloys. Gold and silver
quotations .. Calculation of the value of an ingot at Paris and at London.
Gold points.-Comparisons of golu. Comparison of pound sterling, of marks, of
florins, of rubles, and of dollars.
,
Exchanges. -Definition of exchange. Lecture on quotations. Negotiable paper
due in three months. Sight drafts; Markets giving variable and markets giving
invariable q_uota_ticns. Exercises in the calculation of exchanges. Theoretical
methods, practical methous. Employment of the cha,in rule. Application of algebra,.
Equation of exc1umges .
.Arbitration.-Defiuition. The position of the debtor; methods of sett.ling his clebt.
Position of the creditor. Means of recovering- what is due him. Of speculators or
arbitrntors of exchanges. Ca,lculation of arbitration on the State bonds and other
paper on the exchange.
Figiire qnotations.-Defi.nition. The usefulness of figure quotations. Tl.to quotations of the different markets giving figure quotations at Paris. Problems and operations .9n the different quotaticms. Figure quotations in foreign markets.
Joined and compared. Calculation of feigned operations.
Orders on banlcs.-The separation of orders on banks into two parts: First, onlcrs
on foreign banks transmitted to Paris; second, orders on the bank of Paris transmitted to foreigners. Elements of which the orde1--s on banks are composed: First,
limited; second, tho price of purchase of paper on demand; third, price of sale of
drafts. Arbitration-aml comparison of these three elements. Determination of tho
profit or loss by the operation. Expenses of which it is necessary to take account in
arbitration: Stamps, brokerage, transportation, insurance. Detailed sta,ternent of
the differen·b expenses for the principal financial countries, and expenses which must
be added to the price of purchase, or must be deducted from tho price of sale .
III.-A.CCO"GNTING-ELElvIEN'fS AKD GENEI'.A.L THEORY OF ACCOUNTING-FIRST YEAit.

Pl'inciJJal terms used in accounting. -Debtor. Creditor. Debit. Credit. Receipts.
Expenses. Accounting. Keepi.ng the books. Definitions. Different kinds of
accountants.
1.'he acconnt.-Definition of the account. Manner of disposing of an account. An
account which receives and an account which gives out. The cash book taken us an
example. Practical exercises. Illustrations of the movements of receipts and
expenses. Closinl,!' ancl reopening of cash accounts. Agreement of the account
which receives with the account which pays out. Inverso entry of the fluctuations
in the respectiYo accounts. Impersonal accounts, representing tho wealtb., composing the inventory of tho enterprise. Personal accounts, representing the debtors or
creditors of the enterprise .
The jom·nal.-Definition. Disposition of the journal. Formula, for entries in tlle
jonrnal. Single journal. Divided journal. Different methods of dividing the journal. Auxiliary or analytical journal of the cash transactions, of receipts and of
expenses, of bil1s, of the shop, of tho manufactory, etc., au(l of tho transactions by
correspondence. General or synthetical journals. Models. Pormula of articles recapitulating the transactions of tho a,uxiliary journal to the general journal. Practical exercises with illustrations. The additional usefulness of the auxilia,ry journal
and the general journal.
The leclger.-Dcfi.nition. Disposition of the ledger. Single ledger. DiYided ledger.
General or synthetical ledger, anxilia-r y or analytical ledger. Models. Relation of
tho jonrnal to tho ledger. Practical exercises in opening accounts and of the relation
of entries of the journal in tho ledger. Precautions to be taken in order to avoid
errors. Agreement of the general journal and tho general ledger. Agreement of the
general ledger and tho ::rnxiliary ledger.
Colltctit'e accoimts.-Definition . The usefulness of collective rtccounts in onler to
control the coJlections of the open accounts in the auxiliary ledger, and in order to
simplify the balancing of the accounts .
Balancing accounts.-Definitiou. Agreement of tho entries in the journal and of
tho accounts in the ledger obtaine<l by balancing accounts. Periodical balances.
Daily balances. Tho advantage of frequent balances. A model for balancing tllo
general l edger, with and without collective accounts. Models for balancing tlle
aux iliary ledger. Models for l>a.Jancing the general l edger, with methodical classifi cation of the accounts. "Chiffrier-balances." Definition. Their .functions, their
uti~ity for olJtaining balances fa enterprises having n, great number of n.ccounts.
D:uly balances oMained by means of the .figure l>a.lance, whatever tho number of
accounts.
Diviaion ancl classification, of accounla.-Tlle different species of accounts. Necessity of n, classification. Mathematical expr ssion ior commercial operations. 'l'he
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rational classification which results in: Accounts of nomiual capital. Accounts of
property by means of which tho enterprises arc carried 011. Accounts of persons
both debtors and creditors. Accounts of profits. Permanence oftbe inventory.
Analysis of the d'ijj'erent series of acconuts.-Accounts of the nominal capital of the
enterprise: Capital stock. Bonds. Reserves. Different amortizations. Accounts
of property contained in the inventory by means of which tho enterprises are carried
on (net cost of this prope:i.'ty):
(a) F-ixecl p1'operties.-Stock in trade. Shares. Expense of settlement. Licenses.
Realties. Personal property. Material.
·
(b) Movableproperties.-Money. Bills receivable. Various kinds of paper. Raw
material. Stock on hand.
( c) Property actively e11gagecl.-Manufactures. Buildings. Speculations. Joint
acconn ts. Joint stock companies. Agencies. Lands, etc. De bit and credit accounts
of per.sons (at the price ofsalo and of purchase). Accounts of profits (debits or credits
of the differences between the net cost and the selling price). Accounts of sales.
Accidental gains and losses. Results of the different operations. General expenses.
Statement of the cost ofmanagement.
· Inventory-Balance slieet.-Tbo inventory balance with the classification of the
account. Taking an inventory of the assets. Balance sheet. Book of balances.
Book of inventories.
APPLICATIONS-TREA TISES-SECOXD YEAR.

The ctrrangement of books ancl of accounts.-The general principles of ~rranging the
books and accounts of capitalists, of persons engaged in commerce, mdustry, and
agriculture. Tho opening of books of different societies; firms; joint s~oc~ com~~nies or corporations; limited ~oint stock companies; cooperative societies; crdl
societies; mutual aid societies; partnerships. The functions of tho nomencla;turcof
the various series of accounts. The advantage of a certain order of accounts m each
series .
.
Priva~c accounts.-An inventory giving the comp~sition oftl;e ?apital on bcgi1;1nmc,
tbo busmess. Opening of accounts made to conform to this ~nv-en~ory and m the
order of a rational classification. Operations comprising a certam 1Jeno~: Expen~es,
receipts, purchase and salo of shares, management of real estate, a buamess hanng
one partner who has nnlimite<lresponsibility, etc. Inventory of the assets to determine the condition of tho capital at the close of management. Balance sheet.
FI_R ST YEAR.

Cornrnercial accounts.-Inven~ory "'ivino· tho composition of the capital at tho begin·
ning of tho undertaking. Opening of a~counts made to conform. to this il!-ventory,
and in the order of a rational classification. A series of commercial opcrat10ns c?m·
prising purchases, sales, returns, different rules concerning cash payments, time
tmnsactions, and giving credit; consignments, partnership affairs, current account
with a bank, otc. Function of tho account of purchases, of account of stock, of
account of sales. General expenses. Statistical abstract of these expenses, partl,:
in tho auxiliary ledger, p::i.rtly by meaus of a synoptical table. Apportionment of
the general expenses in tho account of purchases. Annual amortization of the fixed
capital. Im·entory of accounts to determine the condition of the capital at the close
of tho undertaking. Balanct:> sheet. Inventory book.
SECO:ND YE.AR.

Industrial accounts.-Inventory giving the composition of the capital at the beginning of tlJO enterprise. Opening of accounts made to conform to this inventory, an
in tho order of n, classical classification. Arrangement of tho books aud of the entrie:;.
because of the division of industrial labor, and in order to obtain in a methodica
way tho net cost of tho manufactured objects.
Purchases of raw material in Franco or hi foreign countri s. Account of purhasC's and accounts of stock of raw material debited at the aYerage net co of e
purcha. es.
)fannfa tnrc or successive transforruaiion of raw material. Account of man fac~ur~ (an accom~t of manu[actures for each tep of the tran formation of material. )
P riocl1ca~ apport1onm nt of tho raw material, of tho hand labor_, and of the general
<'~P u · · in th account of manufacture.
otermination of th coeillcient of apport10J1m nt o~ tho ~en ral expense . fannfactured objects: .Accounts of the man factur d bJe t. 1~1 the \'\"::tr hou · · placing these objects in th account· of man fact1_1l' at th nlt11nafo net ·oat. , ales: A count of ·ale!'! d bited at the nc co
·r ·clttt>il :~t th p1:ic·. f 1 .
~her a ·<·ount of profits: .\cci lcntal gain.· :m 11 -e
1
, • 11 ~ • ?t th cl_ill rl'n~ op r_atl n:
ommi ion , t . Clo inrr the umlcr a ·in
lbuJJn nt
of mat,rutl, ot 11 rsonal property, of fixed property, of the ca h
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hand, of bills, of raw material, of material in the course of manufacture,
manufactured products. The different amorti~ations. Inventory of the accounts.
Settlements. Determination of the results and of tho condition of the capital at
the close of the enterprise. Balance sheet. Inventory book.
.
. Treatises.-Accounts of a bank with accounts Telating to the operations of purchase and of sale of bullion, of exchanges, of arbitration, of thl3 issuing of shares,
of financi al partnerships. Accounting of a commissioner. Bookkeeping of a shipowner. Principles of bookkeeping of a railroa(l company, of an insurance company,
of a savings bank. Principles of agricultural bookkeeping .
. Dfrtgrams of acconnting.-'l'he execution by the pupils ·of synoptical tables, summing up the classification and the function of the accounts of the different sorts of
bookkeeping. Comparative study of these diagrams and of balance sheets.
CO::l'lMERCIAL CORRESPO~DENCE (FIRST AND SECOND YEARS).

The necessit y of carrying on bn:siness by correspondence in order to be able to
trace the different operations. Style of commercial correspondence. Exercises.
Registering and classifying of mail trains. Copy of letters ;md a book of departure
of mail trains. Book ?f postal. i·ates. ,
'
·
FOREIGN LANGUAGES (TWO YEARS).

Lessons.

Table A 5English ( First year ............... .......... _..... _.... ____ .. _______ 1~5
~ German 5Second year ............................................... 165
'l'able B 5 Spa~ish t First year ........................ ___ ........... _.. ____ ____ 100
l.Italian ~ Secon<l y~ar ............... . .. . ....... .... .. .. ......... ·.... 100
The pupils must give proof at the entrance examination that thoy arc ablo to
translate readi1y English, German, or Spanish. They continue in the school the
studies which they have commenced, and are required to learn at least two languages, being allowC(l iheir choic·o, one from each table. T110 lessons are given in
the accounting rooms in groups of from 10 to 25 pupils. In the second year a large
part of the commercial correspondence is carriec1 on in a foreign language.
MATHE:\fATICS (TWO ,YEARS)-IcIHST YEAR (FIFTY LESSONS) • .

Si11iiile interest.-General formula. Methods of numbers and divisors, of the
aliquot parts of the interest rate, of tho aliquot parts of time, of the aliquot parts
of capital. Separation into proportional parts. Rules of partnership.
Disco wnt.-Different kinds of discount. Solution and discussion of the differ en t
problems in discount. Discount at the Bank of Franco. Method of Thoyer. Improvements introduced by Cauchy.
.
Accounts current and interest.-Brief examination of tho three methods: First,
direct; second, indirect or retrograde; third, Hamburg, or by scale.
The precious metals and monetary systems.-Alloys; problems relating to alloys.
Moneys, manufacture, allowance; monetary system of France; of the Latin Union;
monetary systems of those countries which do not form a p art of this union.
Relative value of gold ancl silver: First, the legal relation; second, commercial
relation.
01Jerations on the exchange.-The modes of issuing government loans. National
snbscri1)tions. State bonds. The ledger of the public d ebt. Floating and consolidated debts. Treasury ccrtHi.cato. The budget. Amortization. Conversion. Stocks.
Bonds of r ailroads and other companies. Dividends. The exchange of Paris.
Brokers. Tho different paper quoted. The bank stock. The conrse of exchange.
Bank rate. Brokerage. Guaranties. Ta:s:es. Stamps. Cash operations. Investm ents. Sales of financial paper. Arbitration of the different bills of exchange .
Definite time of sales. Discount. Time sales and at a premium . Options. Settlement. Prolongation or backwardation of cash payments. Proiongation from one
settlement to another. Combinations of the c1ifferent operations, on short term and
at a premium. Scal e of premiums. The commercial exchange. Business transacted
at the exchange of Paris. Branch establishments. Closing np branch establishments. Method of settlement. Options for accep tan ce. Options for delivery.
Double options.
The exchange.-Definition of the exchange. Its odi•in. Bills of exchange. Domestic exchange. Foreign exchange. Checks. Deposits . Loug-timo and shorttime paper. Discount. Exchange quotations. Markets which give a fixed anu
markets which give a variable quotation. Explanation of tho exchange quotations
of Paris, and of the quotations of markets of foreign exchanges. Definition of
arbitration. Direct and indirect arbitration. Explanation and application of the
ch ain rule. The construction of comparative tables. Numerous exercises in a.rbitration between the markets of Paris, London, Amsterdam, Berlin, etc. Arbitration of
metals, principally between tho markets of London ancl Paris. Arbitration of public
bonds. Prolongations.
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Compound interest.-Definition and fundamental formula. Study antl discussion of
tho two conditions according .t o which one is able to estimate the value of anin,e:;tment at compound interest, ,vhen tho time is expreseed by a fractional number.
Genernlization of the theory of exponents. Ideas concerning equivalent rate:.
Formula of exponents applicable to e,-ery case. Formula for present interest :rn,1
for continued interest applied by tho French and English stockholders. General
solution of problems in compound interest. Practical calculation. 'rhe uso of logarithmic tables and tho numerical tables of Violeine, Pereiro, etc. Rule for computation. Investigation of the time necessary for capital to double, triple, etc .. when
placed at compound interest. Tho present worth of capital due at a future time.
Discount. Different methods of cliscouut. Comparison and discussion. The cqnatecl
time of payment of several sums maturing at different dates and reckoned at componnd interest.
Consols-.Annu.ities-Periocrical payrnents.-Defi.nitions nnd examples. Distinction
of limited or perpetual consols. Immediate or differing. Paper, due at a fi.'i:ed time,
an<l at a rate of interest determined by certain periodical payments. The settlement
of a definite capital by annuities. General formula for annuities. Computation of
tho different elements. Tho special study of tho difficulties which present tbern~elnin discovering ::i, rate in problems in annuities. Algebraic solutions and appro:ximate
practical solutions. Formula of F. Baily and Makeham, etc. The annuities or consols of indefinite maturity. Study of tbo principal cases. Consols varying according to the law of arithmetical or geometrical progression.
.
The amortization of loans by annuities.-General relations of the capital, the annu!fY,
rnte of interest, and time. Relation of the rntc of interest to the rate of amorti~ation. Formula and fobles. Public loans contracted by issning bonds. _Construchon
of tables by amortization. Study of the different complications which ono mn?
encounter in practical amort,ization. Numerous ex3,mplcs taken from the p_nl1hc
loans contracted partly in France ::rnd partly in foreign countries. The choice of
problems in financial operations of long-elated bills.
.
Probabilities-Chances ancl 1·islcs.-Tbe elementary it.leas of the computat10n of
chances. Public lotteries. Tho actual value of a sum whose payment is doub tful.
Compound probabilitie::i. Re1)etition and proofs. Law .of gren,t numbers. ~'~e.or ID
of J. Bernoulli. Application of tho principles of tho calcula.tion of probah1ht 1~ ". 0
tho study of tho laws of human mortality. Probable duration of life. Probability
of living. Study of tho risks of property and of merchandise.
SECOXD YEAH (TWlsXTY-FIVF. LESSO.:~s)-APPLICATION OF TIHJ l\IATIIE)IATICAL
THEORY OF l~lNANCIAL OPERATIONS.

The stocks ancl bonds of .France and of foreign conntries.-Historical sk~tch of th
pnl.Jlic bonds of France. Sta.to consols. Issuing. Negotiation. A prec1_c comp tation of the relation of the different types of consols. Perpetual consols and c . ·
sols which may be arnortizec1. Calculation of equivalents. Stn<ly of the pulJhc
bonds in foreign countries-Englaml, Germany, America, etc.
Commercial bonds-Railroad companies.-The financial rel::i,tion between tli .
and the largo railroad companies. The aO'reements from 1859 to 1 68 and u1t1m
modifications. 'l'he net reserve. Tho mechanism of tho wear and tear. Guarant
interests and subsidies allowed by tlle ta.to. Agreements of 1883. Its re. ul ..
the Yalno of price of the bonds and stocks of tho railroads. Capital Rtock_ and d1y1dencl, . 1 'tudy of the (lifferent questions relating to the clLsolution of an rndn n
company.
Loltery loans.-, 'pecial tudy of the loans of the rity of Pari. . Application o
principJ , of the calculation of probabilities in estimating the ch:mce · o
lo
and of tho chances or risks of r Jl:t~-mcnt. Analysis of the cliJforent sy
lottery loans practiced ill France ancl in foreign countries.
Financial operations on (£ long term of credit b,1; tlte large cstablislime11t of Cf';
.~ocictics of l:mde,l er dit (credit foncier). Laws nncl operation. ofth" landed
of l'mnc .
onclitions of mortgngc loans arnl of lo·m. grantecl to th
a11cl <l epaitment:,. Lancl hond nncl communal bonds. l\fortO'a.,,.e bank. in tiE~rnti a,ay.
Au t ri, ~ ancl Hnngary (TI ntcu-R chnnng h i a.nticipatinr Ycrzin ·nn~) - Th I
'n,l :wn ultnml -rcdit of A1g-icr . • loninl larnlecl er dit.
tn iy of the pe •
of th soci fo•s for land cl credit in th other ountri .
1 JJ ratio11s of ti. c chief hank rPlating to the public is 11e of bo11d1.-The i u o
o_,11 ho ~ pr1 nt:ition of tb Jo:1.11 granted hy the Jar,,.o
tabli hmen
f
on¥ r 1011 of:
rtnin Joan iuto another Joan of which tho 11 lition o in
nd mno1 iz:lti n nr liffi r nt.
i ·tin tion 1,e wt>Cll nomin. 1 and r al
1
n nomi11. 1 arul r,•a1 rnt of inter,-. t. Th 11 t co o'r honcl nn l
t th b.m • r 111 rn tin,... th Joa•1. .\.y •rag• pric:o ac,· nliug to ~
rt i
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tlio bonds, stocks, etc., of a corfain loan at a certain period, and fakino- account
of all the conditions relating to tho payment of interest, tho prico niml pr~miums of
repayment.
01jemtfons of insnrancc cornpcin-ies.-Exposition of tho mathematical principles 011
which are based the tariffs of insurances on persons and on merchandise. Insurances
against fire, against loss by transportation, ancl against accidents of every nature.
Life annuities on one or more persons. A critical study of the ancient ancl of modern
methods of calculation ~hich servo as a baso for fixing the tariffs. Insurances in case
of death. The termination of tho single premium aml of the mmual premium.
Mixed insurances. Insurances for a definite period. Lifo consols. Reserves of insurance companies. Insurances guar anteed by tho State. Pension banks. Special
conditions and t ariffs. Mutual ai(l societies. A brief analysis of tho principal
works publisheu. either in :Franco or in foreign countries ou a mathematical theory
of financial operations.
.
.
STUDY OF MERCHANDISE

(TWO YEARS)-li IRST YEAR (SlXTY LESSONS).

P1·eci(!.UB stones.-Diamonds and precious stones. Origin, places of production,
Prospecting. Properties. Uses. Commerce.
Combustible rnaterial.-Definition. Industrial importance.
Combustible sol-ids.-Natural vegetable combustibles (wood, tan bark, pe.at). ::r;aturnl mineral combustibles (ligmte, coals, anthracite). Combustibles deriYec1 from
vegetable and mineral combustibles (charcoal, peat, coa.l or coke, conglomerates).
Combusti ble liquids.-Petroleum, oils of talc.
Combustible gases.-Coal gas, oil gas, water gas. Sn bproducts: Tar and ammoniac
waters, etc. Products ::tnd coloring matter tl erived from tar (for cv.ch of tb.ese matters the process of extraction and manufacture is explained, tho kinds, their us es,
tho production, and the commerce; statistics of importations anc1 exportn.tiou, etc.).
Chemical products-Raw 1nateriala.-Snlplrnr and pyrites. Chloride of sodinm
(marine and rock salt). Chloride of potassium. Nitrate of soda or saltpeter of
Chile. Sodium bora.x. Origin. Extmction. Use. Commerce, importations, exportations, etc.
Acids.-Snlphurous acid. Sulphuric acid . Nitric n.cid. Hydrochloric acid . Boric
acid, etc. Processes of manufacture. Uses. Commerce.
The alkalis.-Potassium and potassium salts. Soda, and the salts of soda. Ammonia,
and salts of ammonia. Processes of manufacture. Uso. Commerce.
Otlier chcrn'ical products.-Alums antl salts of alums. Phosphorns aml pro<.lncir-l
which aro connected with it. Carbonic disulphide. Chloride of lime. Sulplrite8
aml hyposulphitcs used in bleaching. Iodine an<.l ioclides. Bromine an<.1 bromides.
Explosive materials: Powders and dynamites. Processes of manufacture. Uses .
Commerce.
Fe1·Ul-ize1·s ancl niectns of improvement.-Definition. Tho theory of fertilization .
Vogotable, animal, autl mineral fertilizers. Chemical fertilizers . Means of improvemeu t. Extraction. Manufacture. Commerce.
Vegetcible 01· cinimal proclucts usell in the arts ancl incfastl'y.-Essential oils and
essences. Sweet-scented waters. Extracts. Proparation. Applications in porfumery.
Commerce. Couerete essences. Camphor. Extraction. Commerce and u se ( celluloid). Soft resin or balsams. Extraction, use, commerce. Dry resins: amber, lako
gum, copal gum, and damir p;um. Extraction. Commercial varieties. Employment .
Vn.ruish. Resinous gums. Caoutchouc and gutta-percha. Extraction. Commorcial
varieties, uso, commerce. Coloriug matters of yegctablc ancl animal or1grn. Commercial varieties. Commerce. Use. Coloring of thread and tissues. Impression.
Materiala iisecl in building.-Division into natural and artificial materials. Statistics g iven.
Building atones and stones usecl for ornainent.-Quarries. Quarrying. Preparation .
Principal varieties . Use.
Bricks.-Tiles. Paving tiles. Other materials made from baked clay for building
purposes. Process of manufacture.
Mortars cin(l conaetes.-Limc. Cements. Preparation. Test.
Pla8te1·s.-Gypsum. Qualities. Preparation and use. Stucco. Different kin<ls
of cement.
Woocls.-Forest statistics. Exploitation of forests. Pro1rnrties, qualities, ancl
defects of wood. Causes of d estruction and means of conservation. Different
essences. Employment: In shiplmilding, timbers, constructing railroads, tolegraph
poles, of props for mines, lumber, fuel, carpentry and cabinetmaking, etc. Commerce of wood.
]}felcils--i1·on mincs.-Tests and tre::ttment.
Bi-ass.-Varieties and physical properties.
Iron.-Rcfining aud rnanufact11rino-.
Steel.-Processcs of manufacturing and testi11g.
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Manganese.-Natural sfote. Preparation. Oxide.
Chrornium, nickel, ·ancl cobalt.-Mines. Extraction. Uses of chromates. Nickel
plating. Cobalt blue.
Zinc.-Mines. Extraction and preparntion of zinc: Important uses. Flowers of
zinc.
Tin.-Ore. Mines. Metallurgy. Properties of the metal. Numerous applications.
Coppe!·.-Mines. Production. Roasting and testing of the ore. :Metallurgy.
Industrial alloys.
Lead. -Principal mines. Extraction. Use. Salts and oxides. White lead.
.
·Litharge.
A.nt'inionium.-Extraction and uses .
.Arsenic.-Extraction and uses.
Caclmium.-Alloys. Applications and photography. Yellow cadmium.
Bismuth.-Preparation. Properties. Fusible alloys.
Magnesium.-Manufacturc.
A.lmninium.-Extraction. Aluminium bronze.
Jlferciwy.-Mines. , Applications. Mirrors. Gildings.
Silvcr.-Ores. Places of production. Extraction. Alloys. Tests. Importance
of this metal.
Gold.-Mines. Nuggets. Oriferous sand. Extraction. Monetary alloys.
Platinum.-Extraction. Properties. Uses.
Calculation of tho value of different minerals of commerce, tho estimation of the
approximate value of a mine in the process of exploitation, or one which bas ju t
been discovered.
SECOND YEAll (FORTY LESSONS).

Oleaginous substcmces and industries with which they are connectecl-oleaginous ~11bsta11ces.-Definitiou. Production. Physical and chemical properties. Classificatr?n.
Oleaginou8 snbstanccs of vegetable 01·igin.-Oleaginous seeds and fruits. Extract10n
of fixed vegetable oils. Study of the principal vegetable oils. Properties. Uses.
Production. Commerce. Importations, exportations.
.
Oleaginous substances of animal origin.-Strictly animal oils, neat's-foot 011, se_a
animals, fishes. Extraction, properties, uses. Commerce. Fats. Properties. Clas 1•
fication. Commercial varieties. Production. Extraction. Use. Commerce. Spermaceti, animal and vegetable waxes. Production. Use, commerce, manufacture of
soap, vnrieties, commerce, importations, exportations, stearine candles, tallow candles, wax candles, etc. Manufacture. Commerce. Subproducts. Acid oils. Glycerin. Uses. Commerce.
Vegetable products use<l as medical stimulants, condiments, 01· f oocls.-Pharmace~tie
products ( cinchona, quinine, opium, etc.). Mothocl of gathering, of extraction.
Employment, commerce. Tobacco. Coffee. Tea. Cocoa. Spices.
Fruits and vegetables (processes of conservation).
Products of rnineralorigin-glass making.-Raw material. Window panes. 1Iirror ·
Decnnter.s. Show cases. Venetian ghtss. Bohemian glass. Hardened glass. Gia_ bottles. Crystal. Lenses. Stra s. Artificial stones. Manufacture and work Ill
g1ass. Cutting and engraving. Economic condition; centers of production ', etc.
Ceramics.-Clay; kaolin; feldspar. Porcelains. Crockery. Biscuit. Stoneware.
Common pottery. Baked earth. Bricks. Tiles. Pipes. Flower pots. Ornament"l
tiles. Commercial varieties. Manufacture and economic condition.
PRODUCTS 01•' TIIE ANDIAL CARCA S-HARD SUBSTA..'iCE

Bone.-Trcatmcnt n.ncl utilization.
Iforns.- eer, antelope, moose, etc.
Homs.-Varioties. Methods of workino-. IIoofs. Claws, etc. Smoothing the horn ·
Shells.-Gathering. Working. Varieties.
tlnimal wcapons.-Ivory. Tusks of elephant, hippopotamus, walru , and p r n
wlial .
..:.lrlicles of Paris.-Buttons combR, toy trade, etc.
FT

un

TA~'CE . .

• l.i1111.-Tanning snh. ta.nee.·. Green hides. Ta.nning of sol~ leather antl of ·er
, oft _l ather. C1~rrying.
ommercial varietic . 'l'annino- of Hungarian l a h r.
fa_w 111g.
hamo1 .
1orocco. • pecial lea.tiler·: arni heel, sbagreen a.nil h r •
h11
ar bm nt. Jo nrrier . Lea b r object .
lf, 11111facture of gluc8.-Mat rial f; r gJn .
,lne, of Roncn of Flander
f i,·
~f. ~l a,.: , of :enuaoy, of Paris tc. Engli h glne. Fi h glue. Preparation • n
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Fcathers.-Preparation. ·working. Coloring. Commercial varieties.
Textiles of animal origin.-Hair. Hair of the goat. Hair of rabbit aml hares.
Manes. Horses. Bristles of hogs and of wild hogs. Vegetable mane. Brush
making.
Silk.-Silkworm. Cultivation.
Diseases. Winding off silk. Silk throwing.
Coloring. Commercial varieties.
Woolens.-Classificl:1,tion. French and foreign woolens. Work in woolens.
Products of vegetable origin-textiles of vegetable 01·igin.-Flax. Hemp. Retting
and Strippiug. Abaca. Jute. Phormium. Cotton. Grass-cloth plant. Cultiva- tion. Gathering. Varieties.
Spinning a11cl weaving of the pr·i ncipal textilcs.-Numbering of threads. Centers of
production and consumption. Economic conditions. Tissues. Simple stuffs, stuffs
of armorial clesign, of artistic design, ribbed stuff, stuff having sinuous threads, and
stitchecl stuffs. Looms. ·winding on spools. Felts. Draperies.
Paper.-Raw material. Paper mado of rags and straw. Chemical wood pulp,
mechanical wood pulp. Preparation. Ruling. Commercial varieties. Paper money.
Pasteboard, :filter paper, wrapping paper, industrial varieties. Cardboard. Plain
cards. Bookbinding pasteboard. Parchment paper. Painting paper. Fantastic
paper. Printing paper. Engraving. Bookbinding paper.
Foocl snbstances.-Cerea,ls. Wheat, rice, corn, rye, barley, oats, sorghum, millet.
Distinctive characteristics. Composition. Cultivation. Commerce. Grinding.
Pani:fication. Pastries. Legislation. Economic condit.ion.
Sttga1·.-Cane. Beet roots, varieties. Extraction of the sugar juico. Treatment.
Ra,w sugar. Varieties and commercial uses. Sugar refining. Lump, fruit, sugar
candy, etc. Molasses, glucose, otc. Legislation. Markets. · Economic conuition.
Drin7cs-wines.-Vineyards, cultivation, diseases. Preparation of red, white, and
sparkling wines, of li.q_uors, of driecl raisins, etc. Manufacturing wine. Sugaring.
Anchoring. l!'ertilizing with plaster. Commerce, etc.
·
Beer .-Varieties. Manufacture .
.Alcqhol.-Disti1lation. Alcohol of beet roots, of grains, of potatoes, of molasses,
etc.
Vincgai·.-Acetic acid.
Legislation relating to beverages aml the economic conclition.1
TESTING MEllCIIANDISE,

ANALYSIS-ADULTERATIONS-(TWO YEAHS).
TWELVE LESSONS.

FIR~T YEAR,

Test of combustibles, coals, petroleum.
Test of potash, of soda and saltpeter.
Testing chalks, bleaching chlorides, manganese.
Testing fertilizers. Nitrogen. Phosphoric acid.
Analysis of bronze, of brass, of fron ore.
Determination oflead compound with tin. Testing matter containing gold with a
touch-needle. Testing of matter containing silver.
Analysis of drinkable and nonclrinkable waters.
SECOND YEAR (TTIIRTEEN LESSONS).

Testing of oils. Determination of the amount of oil in oleagililous grains.
Analysis of soap.
Testing of textiles.
Testing of flour, meal, etc.
Testing of sugar, of bone black.
Analysis and adulteration of wine, of beer.
Testing of milk, of butter.
Testing of coffee, choco1ates, spices.
CIIE.i\.ITCAL :M:A.-IPULATIONS-l!'IRST AND SECOND YEARS.

The lessons on merchandise and raw material arc completed by manipulations in
tl1e chemical laboratory, in order to make observations nnd r the microscope, in
order to discover the frauus to which the different commercial products are liable, as
textile material, foods, fertilizers, etc.
1 .A.11 the commercial products which are not mcntionetl in tltit::i brief sketch are treateu along with
r elateu or uerived products.
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C0::\1MERCIAL GEOGTIAPHY-(nvo YEARS)-CIIARACTEU OF TUE COl:'llSE.

The course in economic geography treats of tho following matters for each conn
A brief conception of the territorial formation . Population . Ethnographi •
idea,s, Languages. Religions. Political institutions. Principal a(lministrafa-e
divisionJ.
General configuration and nature of the soil. Climates.
Agricultural products. Cattle raising. Exploitation of forests.
regions. Hunting and fishing .
Mineral products. Mines nnd quarries . Salt mines. Mineral resource~.
marshes.
Manufactured products. Centers of industry. Their origin, raison d'etre.
·ways of communication . Both small and large navigable rivers. Canals. R • ·
road routes. Maritime navigation. Seaports. Merchant marine. Navigation c ·
panies. Postal services . Telegraph service.
Foreign commerce. Principal markets. Various reasons for their prosperi
Importations and exportations. Usages of commerce. Special study of t!Je co •
merce of each-country with France, and of the competition which French comme
encounters .
Systems of customs dnties . Commercial treaties . Weights aml meisure:. ~lone,
Institutions of credit.
Social condition. Tho manners and national chamcter.
l•IRST YEAll (FORTY LESSOXS),

Europe.-France. British Isles. German Empire. Netherlands. Belgium. Al ·
Lorraine. Sw~tzerlanc1. Austria-Hungary. Spain. Portugal. Italy. Dan
States. Baltic peninsula. Greece. Russia. Scandinavian countries.
The French in Northern Africa .
.Algfors.-Physical and economical geography, inbabitants, land di.-isions: pn
1,orks, administration, bndget, system of customs.
Tnnis.-Developmeut of colonization, of agriculture, and commerce, sy:t~m of
toms and treaties of commerce, taxes, function of tho protectorate. Hollgtot tion anu the questions indigenous to Algiers and to Tunis.
SECOXD YEAR (FOTITY-FH'J, LESSOXS) .

.Africa.-Genera.l notions. Explomtions. 'Ihe European conquests. ~erliu
gress of 1885. Treaties of 1890. Principal lines of navigation. Ileg10n o
Atlas. Regency of Tripoli. Sahara.. Islam and their religions confcd
Rou tcs of caravans. Projects of a railroad across the Sahara. Island of
lantic Ocean. Coast of Guinea and the Soudan. Seneo-al and French oudan.
Niger and Lake Chad. English company of the Niger. French, EuglLb.
German settlements on tho coast of Guinea. Basin of the Kongo and th
cm Coast. French Kongo. Kongo .Free State. Portuo-nese
:mu Wet G
0
colonies. Southern Africa. The Cape and Tatal. Orange RiYer Free State.
African Republic. I~astern Africa. Zambezi. English South African Com
Mozambique. Great lakes, the English and German companies. Zanzi bar.
, 'omali coast. Gulf of Aden and the Reel Sea. EDglish posse sion.·. OIJock. I
iaus in Africa. Abyssinia. YaUey of the Nile. Egypt. Suez Canal. I I n _
the Indian Ocean. Madagascar. Comoro andRcnnion islands. Engli ·J1.ro~-,=,,,.'-'·- -""
L18ia.-General notions, races aucl religion , JJOlitical division , tho main~
land and sea, comurnuication. \\Testern Asia. Turkey in .Asia, and • rabia.
Plateau. Persia. Af<Tba.nistau. Beloochistan. A iatic Hu· ia. Cancru in.
A iaorRns ian Tnrkcstnn. , 'ibcria. English pos essiow. Indian Empire.
Tl10 , 'traits. French India. Inrlo-Chi1rn. Bnrmab. Kin<rdom of , 'iam. F
I1Hlo- 'hina. Cochin- bina.
a.mboclia. Aunam. Ton,1niu: Extreme ri n J>ire of 'bina, Korea.. ,fa1 an.
Ocean_ica.-Gen ·r~l notion .
rincipa.l yoyagt's of explorntion. Pb-v ical <_i • •
~fal~;r'na. Pos.· ~ ·inons of Holland, England a.utl, pain. Briti ·h .\.u trala 1 •
tral1a. Ta. mama. .·ew Zenlnnd. 1'iji J.-lancl . Po:- e. sion- of Fr n
. . aJe11onia. l<'r nch .· ttleruents iu Oceauica. German Encrli
b. nod .Am
0
l'ol., nc ia. Hawaiian I land .
. lmcrira.-Gen•ralcl scription. Bri fhi toryoftb cli coYeri 'andofth
to tl~c - ·ortb Pol . • ·orth .America. Political <livi ·iou.. Prin ipal rout
•o,n~m 11 al ancl ocean ·omm1111i ation. Hriti 11 110 · ,e . ions in. ·orth . m
rmmou of 'auad . 4·cwfouudlall(1 fi ·herie · .~t I'icrr aucl
iqu lo
rlit(•tl ''t
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Central America: The :five republics and British Honduras. Isthmus of P::m:::mia.
The Antilles.
South America: Ven~zuela. Colombia, :::md Ecuador. Peru, I3olivin, an(l Chili.
Argentine Republic, Paraguay, Uruguay. Brazil. The Guianus .
HISTORY OF CO:\'liYIERCE-

SECO~"'D 1..7.J;AJ:. (TWE:'{TY LESSO~-S).

Interest and usefulness of this history. Influence of commerce on the civilization
and the development of human relations. Sources of commercial history. Primitive times. Tho Egyptians. The Phamicians. The Assyrians. The Persians.
India. Greece. Romo and Carthage. Gaul and Germany. The world's commerce
at the fall of the Roman Empire. Methods of exchange in ancient times. Shippin o·
of the ancients . Invasions. Comme1·ce at the time of Charlemagne. · Fairs and
markets. The Arab invasion. Africa during tho Middle Ages. Europe from the
twelfth to tho fourteenth century. Iuflnenco of tho crusades. on the world's commerce. Syria :md Egypt. The Italian cities, of th~ Middle Ages. Pisa. Venice.
Genoa. Florence. Commerco of France from the eighth to tho fifteenth century.
Fairs of Champagne. Flanders. England and Germany iu tho thirteenth century.
Hanseatic Lea,gue. Method of exchange employed by commerce iu tho Middle Ages.
Bills of exchange. Banks. Money changes. Commerco of the Orient after tho
fall of ConstantinopJe. Maritime voyages towanl tho \Vest. Discovery of a passago to Asia by way of Capo of Good Ilopo. Discovery of Amm:ica. Consequences
of these two events for tho commercial relations of the world. The Renaissance iu
Europe, Fll1uders, Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, England, and Germany. Settlement of Europe:-ms iu India,. Phases of the conquest. Portuguese in Asia.
S11ani.sh conq_uests in tho New \Vorld. Decadence of Spain. Organiza,tion of the
conquest. Principal companies. ]Trench and English in India. Colonization of
North America by the English and the French. Sla,very in the countries conquered by tho Western na~ions . Results of the maritime discoveries. 'l'Jte gran<leur of Holland. The changing of commercial routes. Tho birth of commercial
legislation. Colbert and the protective system. The colonial system. The sugarproduciug colonies. Financial system of law. The loss of India and Canada.
Independence of tho English colonies of North America. Commercial results of
the independence of tho United States. Tho eigh teenth century and its economic
reforms. Quesnay, Gournay, and Tnrgot. Liberal tendencies in commercial affa,irs.
Tre:1ty of 1786. The French Revolution antl its consequences from the standpoint
of the development of industries and of commerce. Tariff of 1791. Commercial
system of the Empire. The continental blockado ancl its results. The protective
system under the Restoration. The corn l aws ::mcl the laws relating to a,nimals n.n<l
metallurgy. The customs policy of Prussia since 1816. Organization of the customs union (Zollverein) . Its economic results. The Netherlands, Russia, and Swed en . Tl.to reform of tbe customs iu Great Britain. Cobden, Robert Peel, an<.l tho
league a,gainst the corn laws. Inflnenco of the customs reform on the commercial
politics of Europe. Revolution of 184.8 in France. \Var of the parties on tho gromul
of import duties. Commercial tendency of tho second Empire. The system of commercial treaties inangurated iu 1860. Results of this economic revolution . Deve1opment of the ways of communication. International treaties. Extension ol'
commercial relations. Tho merchant marine. Suez Canal. Economic and social
evolution in the countries of the extreme Orient. Commerce of China, of .Japan, and
of India . Australia ., .Tava . Indo-China. America since tho \Var of Independence.
Progress of its industry, its agriculture, and of its commerce. Its commer0ial system.
Cause of the war of secession. Economic results of this war. 'fhe actual position
of the United States from the commercial point of view. Canada. Mexico. Central
:mcl South America. The commercial present and tho growing importance of tho
traffic of this country. Panama. Com!"Ilercc of Europe since 1870. Scientific ani:l
industrial discoveries. International expositions. Resources of the principal conntries . Methods employed in making payments among tho nations in adjusting their
commercial balances. Development of credit, of the mean of communicatiou, of
financial societies. Banks of issue and of circulation . International values. Clearing houses. The exchanges. Statistics. The colonizing tendencies of the European
nations, their causes. Conditions of international comlll:erce. Its future. R esume .
THI<j l~LE:'11E."TS OJ!' FJU.. NCII PC'IlLIC AXD CIVIL J,.\.W-FIRST YEAR (TWE~TY-FIVI•1
LESSO ... TS) .

Organization of the pn blic powers; the legislati vo power; tho executive power;
t?e pro~ulgation of faws. The judicial power. Organization of the different judicial boches, specially the co~mercial tribunals and the councils composed of employers
n.ncl emp1oyees. Commercial representation. The Superior Council of Commerce
and Industry. Chambers of commerce. The project of creating changes of naYiga-
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tion. Consulting chambers of art an<l. manufacture. French and foreign cha.nbers
of commerce. Consuls. Of civil rights. On nationality. Of tho position of foreigners in France. Of the documents of the civil state. Of domicile. Of marriage.
Of parents and of children. Of the parental l)Ower. Of minors, of guardianship,
and of livery. , Of disfranchisement and of legal council. Of movable and immov_able property. Of property and possession. Of usnfruct nnd of services. Of the
different modes of acquiring property. Of succession. Of gifts a,mong the living
and of wills and testaments. Of contracts and obligations. Of the validity ofcontrncts. Of the contract of marriage. Of the renting of property. Of depositing
property. Of security. Of transactions. Of franchises and of mortgages. Of prescriptions.
COi\L\IERCIAL, i\IARl'flME, AND INDUSTRIAL LEGISLATION-FIRST YEAR (THIRTY-FIVE
LESSO:NS).

Commercial 1aw.-The general ideas of commerce and of commercial law. The
fi!ources of French commercial law. Bibliography.
Commel'cial clociinients.-Reasons for cliscrimination ( competence, va,li<l.ity, etc.) .
. Persons engaged in com1ne1·ce.-Competency (minors, married women). Obligations
and rights. Commercial books, publicity of contract of marriage, licenses, election
an<l eligibility to the chamber of commerce, and tribunals. Competence of tho commercial tribunals. Methods of procedure. Arbitration.
Societ'ies.-General ideas. Civil and commercial societies. Copartnership societies
and partnerships of limited liabilities. Joint stock companies. General ideas concerning stocks and bonds, nontransferable and transferable l)apcr. Joint stock
partnerships. Joint stock comp~nies. Premium insuraI!eo societies and mutual
insurance societies. Cooperative societies. Private copartnerships. Civil .societies
having n, commercial form. Foreign societies in France.
Agents eniployccl by persons engagccl in comnierce.-Agonts acting under powers of
attorney. Officers and clerks. Commissioners and attorneys. Brokers.
Of commercial sales. - General rules for closing a sale and its performance. Different species.
.
OJ secu1·ity.- Civil an<l commercial security. Special rules relating to commercial
security. General storehouses; warrants; receipts. Of transportation contracts.
General rules. Of railroad transportation. Transportation through the postal
system.
Cltct1nb.e1·s of coinniercc.-Operations transacte<l. in them. Stock agents and brokers.
SECO~D YEAR (FIFTY LESSONS),

Of cornmercietl papei·-OJ bills of exchangc.-History. Theory of the French code.
Of the form of a bill of exchange. Of indorsement, of its form and its performance.
Of the provision. Of the acceptance. Of the rights and duties of the holder.
Of clteclcs.-Of their distinctive character. Clearing-house of Paris.
Of bills pa_1Jable to order.-Domestic bills. The payment of con11nercial paper l>y
tho postal administration in France, Germany, autl in Belgium.
Bills payable to beare1·.
Banlc operations.-Loans. Discount. Opening of credit. Account current. Of
the Bank of France. Of colonial hanks. Of tho landed credit (credit foncier) .
Failurel:l, legal settlements, and bankruptcies.
Ma1·itirne law.-General icleas. Sources of maritime law.
Of ships.-Shipowners and owners of p-rivateers. The rigllts of the different
creditors; privilege; mortgages; the right of succession. Abandoning a ship and
freight.
E'reighting or ohartering.-Of the distinction between extraordinary and orclinary
damages.
Of the bottom1·.1J loan.
OJ the rnal'itime rnortgage.
Maritime insw·ance.-Genera,l ideas. Particular rules regarding the insurance on a.
body and the insurance on abilities.
Appendix.-Genernl ideas relating to fire insurance, life insurance, and inimrance
again t accidents.
Ind1tsll'ial lcm -Patents on im:entions.-Of tho nature of the law granting tho profits
from tho invention to its inventor. Tho patent on inventions, its character, fol'malitic , publicity. Of the patcnta.bility of inventions. Forfeitures. Duration a.nd
ta~ o~ patent .
f improvements. Of the importation of inventions patcntecl in
a foreign country.
bO.f tfie l'ight of fo1·eignel's.-Pro·dsional protec ion dnring public exposition. Of
t ~ l?rop r.t~ ~11 an inv 1;1tio!1 a1Hl a patent.
JJ th e dijo c11t lalC'B o) wlncli the pate1it may be tlie object.- f the transfer of patents.
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con~ess_ion of licenses. Of counterfeiting. Of jurisdiction in caso of la.w
ct1ou 111 nullity. A suit in case of forfeiture. A suit relatino- to tho prop:Pt'tents. Suit in caso of counterfeiting. Procedure. Repro~sion. Of tho
tl
manufacture.
t e models ancl designs of manufacturc.-General ideas on property in works of

1 c -niarks and labels .-Tho character of trade-marks. Optional marks and ouliga.t/~·6f ~cI.l.l.arks.
Property. Transference. Depositing. Counterfeits. Repression.

a_ comrnercial namc.-Of the names of locality (products sold to foreigners).
I11 {0 dt. l~onest conipctition.-The rights of foreigners in matters of industrial property.
1.t i-national conventions (tho union of 1883, etc.). Dangerous manufactories,
~althy or incommoclions. Legal systems. S:vstcm of apparatus ancl steamluna
1e, 1.ng.
•
FOREIGN COMMERCIAL LEGISLATIO~-SECO:KD YEAR (TWENTY LESSONS).

The n~cessity for harmonizing certain matters of commercial law. Partial results
fcco:rnp hshetl in this respect. Diplomatic conventions. Congresses of commercial
a~·
~he sketch of the actual commercial legislation in vogue in the principal
~ou.ntr1.es. The codes and la-ws to consult. Bibliography. General ideas reln.ting
0
Their distinctive marks and obligations in the
_ -pe~sons engaged in commerce.
principal_ mercantile nations. The organization of commercial tribunals. Of the
com~ercrnl sale. Of commercial societies. The systern of companies by shares.
Spec1al study of the English legislation on the subject. Tho condition of tho law
n.~~ of the fact relating to societies transacting business outsicle of the countries in
ich they originated. Of commercial paper, notably according to the German
a-w- at the change of 1848, the English law and Scandinavian legislation. Special
laws relating to checks, banks of deposit, and clearing-houses. Of bankruptcy
under the principal foreign laws, specially according to the German Jaw of 1877 and
of the English law of 1883. Of tho bankruptcies of persons not engaged in commerce._ Measures to prevent bankruptcy in Belgium, Italy, Spain, etc. Of trans]:)~rtat10n by railroad. Legislation relating thereto in the great mercantile countr1e:i, and especially in Germany. The projects for diplomatic conventions on this
s-?-bJect.. Organization of industrial property in foreign countries. The international similarity respecting this subject. Nationality and transfer of ships . . Freight
contracts. Freight and consignment. Of marine mortgag(I. Of damages and their
regulation, Marino insurance. Special examination of the rules of York and of
An t;Yerp. Organization of commercial tribunals. Judicial powers of consuls.
Their mission in regard to persons engaged in commerce, and especially those
engaged in the merchant marine.

i'

POLITICAL ECONO:VIY-F:IRST YEATI (THIRTY LESSONS).

M<l.tters relating to taxes, to customs, to labor questions, a.ncl to transportation
h~vo been respectively comprised in the programmes of the legislation relating to
customs and the budget, of legislation relating to laborers ancl transportation.
P1·eliminary knowledge.-Cursory review of economic phenomena. The science and
art of political economy. The method, importance of observations, of historical
~riticisms, of experience, of statistics and its most important numerical and graph1cal processes.
Production.-The three factors in production:
(1) Natural agents. The land and the law of diminishing return~.
(2) Labor. Division of labor. Preedom of labor. Slavery. Serfdom. Corporations . ReO'ulat10ns.
(3) Capital. Its formation, its rule, its diif~rent f<;>rms. Machines, their effects.
Classification of industries.-Large and small mdustnes: .
.
.
.
(1) Agricultural industry; extensive and intensive cult~vation; cult1vat1on on a.
large and small scale; cnltivation of one's own State; rentmg, Metayers.
(2) Extracti.ve industries.
(3) Manufacturing industries.
(4) Commercial industries.
(5) Carrying industries.
'irculation.-Excha n o-o and value. Current valne and normal valu~. , Compe~itio_n
and monopoly. The mechanism of exchange. Money. Two concl~t1~ns which it
mu. t fulfill. Qualities which nre necessary to good money. '~'he prmCJpa~ moneys,
golll, silver, opper coin. The principal facts regarding tho history and pric~ of the
precious metal . Ion tary syst ms. Legal rate of exchange.
_re, ha_m B 13:w.
Pap rmone:.
epreciationofsilv r,itscanscs,itseffects. ThoAm<';tcan 1lvc_rb1~l.
Tho Latin Tnion . fonom tn.llism an<l him talli m. Pres nt stn.t of thoqn stion Ill
the worl 1. Tho ff cts of th clepr ciation of mon y on international commcrco.
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Credit. -Its usefulness. Ad,.:nuages and gun.rantees offered by tho borrower to the
lender. Commercial credit. Fiduciary circuln.tion. The .exchanges of public a:p.d
other paper. The exchange. Banks: function of bankers, discount, deposits, current n,ccouuts, checks, clearances. The clearing-house; banks of issue, their refation
to the State, their systems in tho principal conntries. Mortgage credit. Landed
credit. ·Marine mortgage. Credit on security. Loans on deeds, warrants. On
articles put in pawn. Agricultural credit. Popular banks. Different systems.
Cormnerce.-Domestic and foreign commerce. Position of the middleman. ·wholesale and retail commerce. Specufation. Monopoly. Law of exportation. Crises.
Theory of crises.
Distribution.-Inclivid.ual property. How it -is establishell. Its economic advn,ntages. Its legitimacy. Transference: gifts, sales, inheritance. Common patrimony.
Freedom, of contract.-Rent. Interest. Basis of interest, its causes and effects.
Regulation of interest. Salaries. Basis of sn.laries. Productivity of labor. Different forms of salaries, bounties, participation in the profits. Profits of the
en treprencur.
Conswmption.-Productive n.ncl nnproductivo consumption. Economy and proc.ligality. Luxury. Absenteeism. Public cousumption.
Popnlation.-Malthus anll his doctrine. Pauperism: Causes and remeclies. Saving. Insurance. Assistance.
·
The State.-Its position in the economic order of things. Ii.s interference.
National and international regulations. Socialism.
LABOR LEGISLATION-SECOND YEAI:.

(nm

LESSONS) .

The contract in ltiring out one's services.-Professional syndicates. Societies cooperating for production, for consumption, for construction, and for credit. Combinations. Conciliation and arbitration. Privileges relating to salaries. Not distrai:1tablo. Methods and times for tho payment of salaries. Apprenticeship. Regufat10:1
of the work of children, of women, 11ml of adults. Accidents in factoTies, rnspons1bility; professional risks; industrial societies for tho prevention of :1ccide:1ts.
Laws or logisln.tive questions concerning the institutions for encouraging sn.vrng,
and providing against future need (institutions for pensioning 1..he aged, insurance
and mutnal aid societies, etc.) Principles of legislation compared.
LECISDATlO~ RELATI.i:\G TO

nm

BUDGET AND CUSTO:.'IIS-SECOND YEATI (TWE:XTYFIYE LESSONS).

L egislation 1·elciti11g to the biulget.-Tho budget of tho State. Origin ancl hist~ry of
public finance. Preparation, voting :md execution of the budget. Extraordm3;ry
and suppl ementary credits. Public expenses. Ministerial credits, financial aclmmistration ::tnd public accounts. Public debt. Amortiz;ation. Conversion. Progression of tho budget. Resources of the bu<lget. Public revenues. Public domain and
the privn.te domain of the State. Railways. Taxes. General iden.s of the tax. Its
nature. Its characteristic and economic result. Its influence on industry and commerce. The single aml tho multiple tax.
The proportional and the progressive tax. Tax on capital. Tax on reYenue.
The direct tax. 'I'ho indirect tax. Cost of collection. The indirect taxes. Land
tax, contribution from persons and personal property, t.he <l.oor and window t_n.x.
License. Tax on the re,enue derived from personal property. Tax on luxur~es.
The indirect taxes: Tn.x of registration and the stamp tax, tho customs dut1~s,
statistics, etc. Taxes on consumption. Products of tho post-office, ancl _the duties
on transportation. General organization of the postal and telegraph service. Local
taxes. Budgets of tho departments and of the communes. Tho octrois. 'fhe_rec~nction of taxes. Financial organizn.tion an(l the fiscal legislation of the prrnc!pal
foreign countries: England, Germany, Austro-Hungn.ry, Italy, Russia, Turkey, Umted
States, etc.
Customs legislation.-Tbo successh·e changes in customs legisla.tion ,..,,bich_l1ave.
been made up to the present time. Tho n.ctnal systems. :French tariffs . Tariffs of
tho principal for eign countries. The treaties of commerce in Yogno at the present
time. Tho administration of custom-houses. Double chn.rncter of the clnt1e collected by them. :Fiscal duties. ProtectiYe <lntie . Theory of duties on tho b3: i
of' 'p. yment for services rendered." General and conventional tariffs. Hespr~tivr~
adnmta es of these two form: of cu.-toms le,,.~slation. "The mo:t favored nation
·lane. fothods of taxation. ,'pecific duties. Duties _a.cl valor m. Drawbac_ks.
Tem_porary admi sions. Bounties on exportation. Divi ion of tho custom: duh~-- .
nti son import. tion. Duties on exportation. Duties on tran:it. Ace · ory <1u~ie
11: :t ~ 1,y ~he administrntion of the custom-hon e . It s coop ration in r coYcri_orr
crtam 11 tenor taxe . l'olice measures alHl measures taken to preY •nt francl. ActlYO
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::ulministi'ation of custom houses. Extent of land ancl sea fror.tiers. Indication of
the procedure of tho methods of recourse in case of disputes m regard to customs.
Rights of preemption, etc. Commercial statistics. General commerce. Special
commerce. Customs valuations. Official values. Actual values. Influence of price.
Raw material. Manufactured products. Special systems. Systems in the colonies.
Customs legislation relating to tho principal industries. Tho grain trade. Extractive and . manufacturin[ industries. Sugars. Tax on salt. Marine fisheries, otc.
Merchant marine. Diti:erential duties. Surtaxes on the flags. Surtaxes on tho
warehouse. Bounties on navigation and equipment. Subsidies for construction.
Commercial politics and the customs fariffs of tho principal countries.
STUDY OF TRANSPORTATIO~-SECOND YEAR (SIXTEE~ LESSONS).

Establishment, maintenance, ancl administration of routes of cornmunication.-Of the
legal status of ways of communication. Domanial rights. Establishment of ways of
communication by the State, tho department or tho communes. Franchises. Actual
clevel~pment of roads, canals, and navigable routes and seaports. The ex1)enses of
e~tablish~ent and maintenance. History of the systems of French railroads. Financial relation of the companies to the State. Railroads belonging to the State. Railro:::.ds of purely local interest. Actual condition of tho French systems. Control
of the State o_v~r the railr<_>a,ds which have been cecled. Legal character of the tariffs,
nnd the concht10ns on which they are established.
Econornic stncly of transportation.-Of the value of transportation. and its net cost.
In:fluenc? of tolls on the development of truffle, aml on the utility of the routes of
commumcation. "Baremes'1 and fixed price. Their advan.t ages and their disaclvan~ages. Price of transportation by railroad or by water. Their variations. Actual
importance of the traffic. Net cost of transportation by railroads. Elements of
vai:in;tiou in the net cost. Fixecl price and "baremes.)/ Representation of the
tar~ff~ by curves. Of competition in matters of transportation, especially tho compeht10n between railroads and waterways. Tariffs called "Tariffs of penetration."
A special stndy of raill'oad tariffs.-General principals of railroad tariffs. Uses of
"_Recneil Chaix." "Bare:nes" aml their graphic representation. Application of
distance. Clauses relating to intermediate stations, not mentioned, and connected.
Passenger rates. Classes, round-trip tickets, Jxcursion tickets, and compartment.J of
l~x.ury. General tariffs of fast and slow freight. Methods of application ancl cond1t~o~s of delay. Classification. Exceptional tariff. Accessory expenses. Special
ta~1fls. Methods of applying these tariffs. Portage and cartage. Tho relation of
rmlroacl enterprises to other methods of trnnsportation.
CQ.:\:IMERCIAL IXSTRU:i\1:ENTS-SECOXD YEAR (T°'YENTY LESSOXS).

Th~ c!ernents of 1nechanics.-Velocity and acceleration. Force. Quantity. "\York
'.'l'nd hvmg force. Mechanical units. The mechanical equivalent of heat. Energy:
its transformations and conservations. Sources of energy. Study of the principal
moto!·s. Animal motors. Motors propelled l>y "incl. Hydraulic wheels. Turbines.
Detailed study of tho steam engine apd its fatest improvements: steam generators;
admin istrative regulation and snrvoillance. Gas and petroleum motors. Various
motors. Instruments of transmission aml transformation of motion. Dynamometers
an<l various indicators .
Telegraphy.-Tho principle of tho electro-magnetic telegraph. Overhead and subt erranean lines . Detailed study of the Morse system. Discussion ?f a postal telegraph, lightning-rods, compass, clocks. Dial _a:rparatus. Compari~on of t~e _t;VO
systems. The apparatus for increasing tho rapHh ty. Monopoly and irrespornnb11Ity
of the 'tate on thasubject of telegraphs. Con~titution of t1:to Fr~nch system; l)ureans
called "municipal;" semaphores; pneumatic system of Pn:ns. Ra_tes. International communications · land and snbroarine lines. Internat10ual umon telegraph.
Cipher telegrams· cryptograpliy . . Lines run in the interest <?f private person~. .
The telephone.-De Tiption nnd uso of 1?ell's ~ol pb?no. Microphone: Defcnpt1on
ancl use of a mi ·ro-telephono system. D1scuss1011 of postal telephone~. Effects of
induction between the telegraph wires and tho neighboring teleph~me w1rrs; met~ods
of preventing it. Comparisrm of tho respcctiYo advantages aml <hsa<l".aut_ages ot the
t ele!ITaph and tel •phone. , tate monopoly; its limita.tions.
rga1;1-1r-at1011 o~ the
interior telephone ·ommnnications of n. Jo property hetwe n the <11H~rent_pa1ts of
an industrial or ommercial sir l>1i. hment. Telephone liiws us (l for _prn:atc mt rest.
TrlJan systems and groups of urban Hysi ms. 'l'd<·phonic commuu1cat1ons at loner
di tances.
·
·t·
h
Electric li{Jhtin(J.-Th id ·a~ r fa.ting to hm't1 ln.w ancl th c•lr:<:~ric 111111 1 s: . m,
volt amp r .
olt meter nml a1111wrn met rn. Brief th ory ol (,-raham 1-1 maclu_no.
:hfoguetic and dynamo- •lcctric ma ·bin H, with co:1tinu •cl current an<l altcrnatwg
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currents. Accumulators. Electric arc lamps. Regulators. Jablochkoff7s candle.
Incandescent electric lamps. Choice to make between the arc lamps and tho incandescent lamps accoruing to circumstances.
Distribution of electric light by direct current or by transformed curren ts. Lighting of passenger stations, of market halls, and of large industrial, commercial, or
fln[!n cial establishments. Domestic lighting; study of a certain number of cases of
actual lighting. Various advantages resulting from the employment of tho electric
light. Prico of electric lighting compared with that of gas . Future of electric
lighting, its war with gas.
Transportat-ion by electric force.-The most satisfactory systems. Trials and applications. Electric traction. Administrative regulations and surveillance of electric
lines and factories .
.
LVt·ing apparatus.-The different types ofhaml cra.nes. Timber and metallic cranes,
fixed or variable. Steam cranes with or without gearing. Christian cranes. Revolving steam cranes. The organization of transporting in the factory park of Creusot.
Cranes r un by water under pressure; the Armstrong system. Revolving steam
derricks employed in unloading 1·ailroad cars or river boats. Inclined planes with
truck s.
Railroads.-Comparison between the traction of n, vehicle on an ordinary roa<l and
on au iron track; n ecessity for modifying the grades and curves. The numerous conditions which must be fulfille cl in order to lay out a great railroad line. A normal
track ancl a c1ouble track. Ties; iron rails ancl steel rails, etc. Transferring from
one track to another; switches, crosses, etc. Railroad ties . Turning tables. Rolling
stock for transporting merchandise. The construction of a train of cars. Couplings.
· Different types of cars. Box cars, truck cars, and platform cars. 'rho limitation of
ch:1rges. Transportation of large pieces of wood. Special cars. Freight stations.
Small stations. Principal stations. Quays and market halls. Stations for transshipment of goods. Special cranes employed in these stations. Large stations at
junctions. Sorting cars in order to return them. Sorting and classifying acccording
to weight (the inclined plane of Edge Hill). Terminal stations; their location (station atBatignolles, of Berey, etc.). Detailed description of the station "la Chapelle."
Switching cars. Moving by hand and with horses. Switch engines. Hydraulic
windlasses . Charcoal stations. Stations for iron an.cl stone. Particular branches.
Conditions of establishment an.cl exploitation. Administrative formalities. Narrow
gauge railroad. Facilities and economy of building the road and of material. Example. Stations at the junctions with the principal systems. Theirmachinesfortransferring merc1u1Ddise. Small railroads for the special use of manufactories, of large
commercial houses, and warehouses in general. Tramways. Portable railroads.
Inlancl navigation.-Material for transportatiQn on rivers and canals. Forms and
dimensions of boats. Different methods of locomotion: Towing by hand, with
horses, and attempts at towing by steam. Navigation with sails and drifting.
Steam navigation. \Vh eelsteamers. Screw steamers. Towers. Rafting loose logs
and logs fastened together. The canalization of rivers; dams; locks; lateral canals.
Summit level poncls. Method of feeding. Inclined plane of the Morris Canal; inclined
plnne of Black Hill. Great Western elevator; Anderton's elevator; elevator of
Fontinettes. Landing places for inland navigation.
Seaports.-\Var between the marine cities; the progress r ealized every clay in t110
management and in the use of machinery at seaports. The different operation_s
involved in h an dling merchandise from the time it leaves the hold of the vessel until
it is placed in cars or in storehouses, and vice versa. The harmony necessary to
establish between lancl and n aval institutions. Ocean seaports. The tide port.
\Vet clocks. Docks for half tide. Docks for full tide. Deep-water docks. eaports
without docks. \Vorks on the seacoast, jetties, outer dikes. D escription of_a
typical port according to M. Barret. Jetties affected by steamers trau. porting chspatches, passenp;ers, and prize merchandise. Sheds and storehouses. Iron tracks.
J etties affected ox clusiYely by steamers carrying merchandise. Jetties for exportation or importation of h eavy and cumbersome merchandi e. \Vooden bottoms.
Pilots: New York. Quays and the shores of docks; their management. Maritime
i,tations. Quays and exterior embankments. Transferring from one vessel to another.
The apparatus usecl for lifting at wharYes; movable hydraulic cranes. F loating
steam cranes. Derricks worked by hand, by steam, and by hydraulic pressure. The
utilization of h~·draulic pressure for manipulating turning bridges, windlasses, etc.
nloading of grain. Pneumatic appar atus. lnoatin rr elevators. Establishment for
repairing; docks for careening, dockyards, winclla~es, floating docks. Docks of
tra~.·fer. Dry docks. Tho <locks of London and of Lh-erpool.
ocks for the exportation of coal. Northumberland an<l. Tyne clock. Detailed description of tho scar,o~. at Trie te, Iarseill s, Hasre, and Antwerp.
.
n <u·eJio,,ses crncl gweral slorehousc-'1 .-Building,i having soveral stories ancl b~ildm TB
of but o Cl tory; advanta.g<'S and disadvantages of each kind.
onstruct1011 and
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management. Elevator apparatus; charges for hydraulic elevating or lowering
goods. Buildings destined to receiYe special merchandise. Spirits, wines, vegetable
oils, petroleum, storing grain. Pits and various granaries.
PENJ\IAXSHIP (TWO YEARS)-FIRST YEAR (TWENTY LESSONS)-SEC0ND YEAR (FIFTEEN
LESSONS).
ReYiew of the general principles relating to the different Lpecies of handwriting.
Theoretical and practical exercises. The customary practice in writing and in the
graphic execntion of correspondence and of commercial accounts; business letters,
commercial bills, invoices. Transferring entries from the journal to tho ledger;
inventories; balance sheets; discount memoranda, etc. AdministrntiYe documents,
synoptical fables, memoranda, etc. Foreign commercial correspondence.
NOTES ON THE COMMERCIAL SCHOOLS OF FRANCE.
GROUPS.-The French schools of commerce may be divided into two groups . The
first group comprises seven higher schools, of which two are at Paris and five in
the provinces. The secoud group comprises four primary and intermediate schools,
of which three are at Paris and one in the provinces; a total of eleven schools of
commerce . .
Co:NSTITUTION OF Tim SCH0OLS.-The Superior School of Commerce at Paris; tho
Commercial School of tho AYenuo Trndaine, and the School of Higher Commercial
Studies are all governed by the Paris Chamber of Commerce, which purchased the
first in 1869 and founded tho other two in 1862 and 1881.
The schools at Lyons, Marseilles, Havre, and the Commercial Institnto of Paris are
controlled by priYate corporations. The school at Rouen was also created by a corporation; its cn.pitalhaving been exhausted in 1882, an arrangement was made which
incorpora.ted the school into tho School of Sciences and Letters of Roueu (Academy_
of Caen), in whose hands it now languishes. The method of subsidies was adopted
in the case of tho School of Bordeaux, which was organized in 1874. This combination permitted a reduct.ion of the cost of tuition to 200 fran cs, while giving to the
school a good location and an excellent equipment. The School of Reims, supported
by tho same method of subsidy as the School of Bordeaux, became a public establishment in 1882 under the immediate control of the ministry of public instruction, like
the manual school. The Practical School of Commerce and Accounting has remained
private property.
If one compares tho value of these different methods of support, one must recognize that they are all equally precarious. · Tho School of Rouen has foundered for lack ·
of capital; the school at Havre mana~es to exist with great difficulty; that at Lyons,
founded by a private corporation which seemed to offer more permanence, has about
arrh"ed at the end of its resources. If the Paris Chamber of Commerce had been
obliged to carry for the School of the Avenue Trudaine and that of the rue Amelot
the same deficits as for the School of Higher Commercial Studies, jt is evident it
would have been obliged to haYe closed these establishments. As to the School of
Bordeaux, it could not survive a disagreement between the three bodies which subsidized it. The school at Reims alone sees its position assured by the aid of the
State, but it has lost all liberty. So far as a?- educational point ofvie;V is. concer1:ed,
those schools governed by private corporations offe! more freedom m mstru~t1.on.
Nevertheless it does not assure as careful superv1s1on as the method of subsidies,
for shareholclers are usually little interested in operations which do not give_profits.
Finally, excellent results h::vrn been obtained under all me~hods! so f3:r n:s the rns~rnction is concerned but from the administrative and :financrnl pomt of view the direct
control by the State wonl<l. bo preferable to the corporation_, which is lcs~ watchful
and less attentive, and th e form of corporate management 19, moreover, rarely favorable to enterprise.
. .
.·
.
Cou:xc1Ls.-'fhe different schools are ad1mmstered l)y co11~1C1ls 1 composed ordmarily of tlie prominent merchants of the vicinity. Tho cou_n c1ls of tho three schools,
supported by the Paris Chaml)er of Commc!ce, are. r_ecru1~ecl fro1~ tho m~mbers of
that body. Besides looking after tho :financial nd1mms,tmt1on th. so comm1tte s aro
also charged with supervising the course of study. Tho counc1~ of tlj° s~hoo\at
L Tons is ·omposed of thirteen mcmh rs, of wbom four are ho ll from t 10 ian~ r
Commerce and nine from the sharoliolder . The council of tlio school a.t Marseill s
0
is com JO. eel of twelYe m mbers, of whom ten arc sharebol<l_ rs ancl two. are m mh r
of the1cbam ber of Comm re , and is as i:tecl bY: an clncational comir1i\ ~ouu<l c~
it and whose m mbers an betaken from on~ 1cle th~ boc1y o_fsbnr .10 < ers, •. pro
~fsio~ very wise and f::woral>le to goo<l instrn~10n, f(?r
l11~t~ ~~11~1r~Y
specialists into the council. Tb school at :wr J~ a minis 1
· 1'1, 13 id
twelve members, comr os d of bar holders lect cl m g n ra a m ' Y •
·

£
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loo.king after the fin_a ncial administration, it organizes the instruction of tho school
and supervises it. At Bordeaux the administration of the school is confided to the
Philomathic Society, und~r the control of a committee of supervision, composed of
fb,e members of the municipal council, fivo members of the Chamber of Commerce,
and a representative of the council general of tho Gironde, also five members of the
Philomathic Society. The Commercial Institute of the Chaussee d' Antin is administered by a, council of supervision, taken from the founders and shareholders of tho
institute. Finally the Professional School at Reims has a committee of patronage
and supervision, composecl of fourteen_members. The Superior School of Commerce
at Paris, besicles its administrative delegation, has an educational council composed
of twenty-fho notabilities and presided over by the ministry of commerce.
SCHOLARSHIPS.-In atlditiou to the information which is found in the table published above, we add some remarks upon the pecuniary a.id which the State has
given to commercial instruction. A ministerial order, <lated February 1, 184-S, 1 created
at the Superior School of Commerce at Paris, directetl at that time by M. Blanqui,
sixteen half scholarships of 500 francs oaeh. By an order of April 23, 1853, .these sixteen half scholarships were transformed into twelve entire scbolarships of 1,200
francs each. The total expense of 14,400 francs was taken from the grant for the
encouragement of industry and commerce.
A special grant for the maintenance of scholarships in the schools of commerce
was first inserted into tbo buclget for the year 1875. This grant amounted to 30,000
francs; it was raisecl to 40,000 francs by tlte law of 1883. These scholarships are distributed as follows:
Scholarships.
Date of c1·eation.

Name of school.

1- - - - - - - 1

Number.

Value.

Cost.

- - - - - - - - - - - :- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - -

A pr. 2::J, 1853 · > • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Oct.14, 1874 ...............•..
Law of finances of 1883 .....
Feb. 22, 1875, Jan. 5, 1882, and
Dec.15, 1884.
Feb. 22, 1875 ...... . .......... .
Oct. 14, 1874 ................. .
Fob. 22, 1875 ................. .
Do ...................... .
Total ..................

Francs. Francs.
1, 200
14,400
240
2,400
:i.o 1,000 10, 000
600
4,800
8

Superior School of Commerce of Paris ...• .
Commercial School of Paris ............... .
School of Higller Commercial Studies ..... .
Superior School of Commerce of Marseilles.

12
10

Superior School of Commerce of Lyons ... .
Superior School of Commerce of Rouen . ... .
Superior School of Commerce of Ha,re ... .
Superior School of Commerce of Bordeaux ..

4
10

600
300
600
200

3
5

.

.•••••••••.•••............•......•..••....•...•••••••.•• ....... .
1

2,400
3,000
1,800
1,000
39,800

1

SuBsrnrns.-The subsidies given to tbe cstalilishments of commercial instruction
were made from the grant for the encouracrement of technical instruction, which
figured regularly in the liudgets since the ye~r 1868. A special grant of 24,350 francs
for subsidies to the establishments of commercial instruction was inscribed for the
:first time in the budget for the year 1884. For tho year 1886 this grant was rai~ed
to 42,000 francs. T~ese grants wero distributed as follows for the year 1884-85: ·
Establishments of commercial instruction.

Superior School of Commerce of Lyons............... .................................
Superior Scho·ol of Commerce of Rouen . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Superior School of Commerce of Havre . ........... ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. .
Comm ercial School of Paris.......................... . . .. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Commercial Institute of Paris........................................................
Superior School of Commerce of Paris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Philomatbic Society of Bordeaux.....................................................
Industrial Sociotv of Saint Quentin and of l' Aisne..... ............ ...................
Society for tho '.rechnical Instruction of Women . . . . . ... . . ........... ... . . . . . . . ... . . .
Society of the Rowen for the Toclmical Instruction of"Womon . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... .•
Superior Hif.(her Course of Uommercial .Accounting for Women.......................
Society for the Technical Instruction of "\Vomen (foundation E. Lemonnier) . . . . . . . . .
Courso of Acconntiug of the Paris Chamber of Commerce . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Tho Academic Society of Accounting, and otlicr societies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1E84.

I J885.

Fl'ancs. Francs.
5, 000
5, 000
2, 000
2, 000
5,000
5, 000
200
200
1,500
1,000
50
50
2,000
2,000
3, 000
3, 000
500
500
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1, O~O
1, 100
1,100
1,000
1, 000

'.fI_tA YELL"G CH OLAR, mrs.-Tho budget for tho year 1883, under tbo hen.cl of tbe
mun try _of commerce, contained n, special grant of 9,0 O francs for tho c tahli bment
of ~rav hug scholarships, in favor of the graduates of tbo higher schools of rommerc ·
Thi grant was rai ·eel to 18,000 francs by tho budget of 1886 ; tho grant askecl for at
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that time was 50 000 francs. The creation of traveling scholarships answers the
necessity of exte~ding our fie1d of commercial activity a.broad, as we11 as a just
requirement from the standpoint of instruction. One must not forget the fact that
in other careers-in the fine arts, in university studies-traveling scholarships have
been established at great expense, ancl that schools have been organized in order to
enable the graduates to ripen their talent by the study of the works of the great
masters.
In Belgium the Government created, in 1862, several traveling scholarships for the
licentiates in commercial sciences graduating from the Superior School of Commerce
in Antwerp . Public opinion in France has been favorably inclined to the idea of
taking a similar step in favor of the graduates of our schools of commerce. M.
Jacquemart, in au excellent report, has made himself the eloquent interpreter of this
sentiment, and he has been fortunate enough to g itin his cause. Everything points
to the fact that future budgets will increase each year the grant for these scholarships. The grant in Belgium amounts to 45,000 francs.
·
"When the French State sha11 decide to follow the example of Belgium, we said
some time ago, it must not hesitate to increase the number of scholarships. One
means of creating a large number of them without increasing the cost to the contributors would be to transform them into temporary loans made by the treasury, and
reimbursable under given conditions."
We have on several occasions mentioned this system, which could also be adopted
by commercial societies or syndicates or insurance companies. This system of lo:ins
would substitute for a beneficiary a debtor who has taken upon himself certa,in formal obligations.
.
"'l'he beginning of n. commercial career, let us add, ought not to be a gift from a
society; a capital received and which is not to be repaid; a debt which is not to be
liquidated. '£he State should limit itself to making a loan, and tho traveler who
benefits by tlie advance should repay it when he shall have succeeded in makh1g it
be8:r frnit: This capital would then assist other trnvelers, who would employ it
frmtfully m their turn."
However it may be with these reflections, we congratulate M. Jacquemart on this
ha;ppy initiative and the result accomplh;hed. The necessary thing was to do somethmg. Below is appended tlrn set of regulations rebting to traveling scholarships,
founded by the ministry of commerce:
ARTICLE 1. A certain number of traveling scholarships will be annnalJy opened to
competition by the minstry of commerce. These scholarships, of an annual value of
3,000 francs, aro gmnted for three years.
ART. 2. To be admitted to tho competition, candidates must produ~e a certificate
of good conduct and moral characte1·, and evidence showing, first, that they are.
French citizens either native or natura.lized; second, that they are at least 20 years
of age and not more than 25 at the time of the competition; third, that thev are furnished with a diploma of one of the schools of commerce designated below
. Sch?ol ofHi~hcr Commercial Studies; Sup~rior School of Commerce at Paris; Superior School of Commerce at Lyons; Super10r School of Commerce at Marseilles;
Superior School of Commerce at Bor-deaux; Superior School of Commerce at Roucn;
Superior School of Commerce at H[tv-re; Commercial Institute of Paris; Commercial
School of the A venuo Trudaine at Pads.
ART. 3. Other things being equal, tho proof ~hat the can<lidate has already passed
one or more years in active busines is also consHlered.
ART. 4 . The competition, announced a month iu advance in the official journal,
occurs at Paris from the 1st to the 30th of December.
ART. 5. Registrations are received at the ministry o'f commerce np to the 15th of
November.
ART. 6. The competitive examination is divicle<l in~o two part_s: J<~irst, a wri~tcn
examination· second an oral examination . Tho written exammat10n comprises,
first, comme;cial geography of the entire worlcl; secon~l, tho history of l!~rcn<'h C?mmercc · third a comnosition in a foreign lungnago-Enghsh, Gorman, ~pam h, Italian,.
or Por'tugue~e. The oral examination inclt~des, _first, t)1? c~,1~1m r ·~al goo~r-~p11~·
the entire world· second Frenchcnstomsleg1slat1011; thncl, I: 10nch commer<'i,tl Lrn,
fourth, aforeign'Iangnage-English, Gorman, Spanish, Italian, or Portuguese, at the
, J
choice of tho candidate.
.
:11"
ART. 7. These different examinations are cornlnctccl before a J nry n:uucc1 cac 1 Y
·
lJy the ministry of commerce.
·111
1 1t
ART 8 Thecandidatesjuclgcdworthyofthctrav 1in~scho1nr 111 pswi ica. ·ci o
choos~ their place of re ·illcncc after consultation witll tho mini ter of ·ornn ~n· · tlw
11
will strive to renuer th ir sojourn ahroad easy a1lll plcas:rnt hy r iomm 11 < 1 1 10
to large French busin~s houses a.ncl procnring for them a~ mu<· a. 1> 0 · 1 ' 0
assista.nse of cliplomatic and consular ngent .
t t
·
. II! ri,u;Ai'T 9 Th 3 hol<l.ers of these scbolarsliips mnR(, :ulclrcs , <':tCh 'I nar ·r,. 0 11
11 1
111
istry ~f ~ommerce a ~tudy upon tlrn comm rco an<l inc1u ·1ri' of th r gion w

t
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they are living. They must add a certificate from tho French consul in the district
where they are residing, certifying that they are occupying themselves with serious
studief.l, with business, and with commercial journeys .
These regulations suggest some retlections on the diploma which one requires of the
candidate, cert.ifying that he possesses the knowledge shown in the programmes of
the schools. We believe, then, that the examination is superfluous. It will certainly
be judged to be so later when the State shall control the schools directly. But as long
as tho examination is recognized to be necessary, why have they eliminated from the
test everything which relates to the science of commerce itself, which forms with
modern languages tho basis of tho instruction in the schools of commerce~ Law and
legislation are only auxiliary branches in this instruction.
Is not the essential rather the commercial know ledge of the sort demanded, attested
either by the possession of a diploma or by an e xamination covering the programme
of tho higher schools themselves, :m(l satisfactory statements iu regard to the state ·
of the health, char::tcter, habits of study, intellectual keenness, industry, spirit of
initiative, fine sense of honor, etc., all things which escape the test of the examination, .This information coulcl be furnished by the chambers of commerce, and cspecin.Uy by the man who bad employed the candidate.
The regulations say further that, other things being equal, the fact that the candidate has already passecl ono or more years in active business will be taken into
serious consideration. This provision authorizes, by implication at least, the candidate to present himself without having had any business experience-a thing which
seems to us undesirable. We should have preferred that, other things being equal,
practical experience should receive ausolute preference, and as a matter of principle,
considering the actual state of commercial instruction, this practical experience
ought to be insisted upon in all cases, with the minimum period of one full year. At
any rate, antl Jet u s emphasize this fact, if the foundation of these traveling scholarships is to give the best results regard must be had to the state of health, activity,
initiative, and moral character of the candidate, aml more attention must be paid to
commercial knowledge than to legal knowledge.
· The holders of traveling scholarships must address, every quarter, a report to the
minister upon the commerce and industries of tho countries which they are visiting.
This provision is excellent. \Ve believe, however, that one onght to profit by the
experience obtained in Belgium, where the report of a scholarship holder, demanded
at one time a few months after the trip, is now demanded only after a full year, so
that the pupil can make a careful study of the commerce of the country where ha
is living. '' Since this provision was adopted/1 M. Grandgaignage, director of the
institute, writes us, "I notice that the reports aro more thorough, and merit publication in the consular reports.' 1
SCHOLARSHIPS-APPEAL TO THE MERCIIANTS.-lf the State is thus so far from
having encouraged commercial instruction, what shall wo say of onr commerce itself!
With rare exceptions no person in France has understood the importance of this
instruction, which must be considered as truly national ns that in agriculture and
industry. We have shown elsewhere in this treatise that only a few chambers of
commerce-those of Paris, Lyons, Marseilles, and Bordeaux-have really made sacrifices for the sake of this instruction. What have the other chambers of commerce
to the number of 103 done j Absolutely nothing. Those who have not created schools
of commerce have not even• founded scholarships in the establishments in which
they ought to have interested themselves, because they are representatives of commerce. Is it not incrediblef And what have the syndical chambers of merchants
and manufacturers done ~ These number 167 in Paris alone, an<l they count memberR
perhaps by the thousands. Alas! They have not even founded a scholarship, nor
encouraged in any way tho graduates of these schools. Syndical chambers in the
provinces to tho number of 343 have shown the same indifference; they have given
nbsolutely no aid to commercial instruction 1 as absolutely nothing as to the study of
theology. How about our municipal councils, especially those of the large citicsi
Tho same indifference, except nt Paris, L yons, Havre, and Bordeaux. And the
departments, the councils general f The same disregard, except the department of
the Lower Seine, anu that of the Bouches du Rhone. And what of the learned societies, antl especially tho societies of political economy
Again nothing; absolutely
nothing, except the Philomathic Society of Bordeaux and the Society for the Protection of Commerce in Marseilles. Our economi ts, it woulcl seem, ought to interest
themselyes in something olse than the mere development of economic science. A
c~rtain number of merchants, bankers, and corporations, whoso names wo have mentioned above, are the only individuals or bodies who have understood tho advantage
of assisting tho instruction which aids our commerce directly.
Let us tI?,en take up this good movement ancl aid it as much as possible. Who
H1ionl<l a s1st the work of commercial instruction if not commercial corporations
tb m. 1v s
nen:iustnotl avethewholebnrdenofthisworlcuponafewi· on must
no~ 'X}l ct .vcry~h10~ from th , 'tate, whi ·h justly asks that yon shoulc give tho
1
ex.mipl to t which 1t ueecls in order to know wllat one shoulcl expect of it.
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If we should secure one scholarship from each chamber of commerce, from the
municipal council of the leading city of each district, from the council general, and
from tho syndical chambers wo should have a total of 1,062 scholarsllips. This
would not injure any person and our commercial i nstruction would be immensely
advanced. It would then take on an extension worthy of such a nation as ours.
DURATION OF THE STUDrns.~In the actual state of our schools the three-year
course is not too long. The School of Lyons has just extended its course to four
years, of whicb two years are preparatory, although lowering, it is true, at the same
time, the age of admission to 15 years. The two-year curriculum adopted by the
school at Miihlhausen, at Rouen, Havre, and Bordeaux is too difficult for the majority of the pupils. Foreign pupils, moreover, have too imperfect a knowledge of our
language to enable them to follow the course with advantage from the beginning.
. Commercial instruction, very complex in its nature, must strive to develop the
Jt~dgment of the pupil at the same time that it furthers his special knowledge an4
his professional skill. It is for this reaso•1 that it must pay some regard to the age
of the pupils and to tllo length of the curriculum. The age of the pupils at the time
devoted to work play a great role in all educational matters. ·vve believe, therefore,
that the schools at Rouen, Bordeaux~ and. Havre will soon 1e ready to imitate the
schools of lligher studies and add a preparatory division .
. AGE ~F AD~ISSION.-At a,bout the age of 14 the pupils in the special secondary
rnstruct1on fimsh the studies of the intermediate grade, in consequence of which they
could enter the schools of commerce, where they would find an instruction certainly
:noro pr?fitable for them than that of the superior grades of tho special secondary
rnstrnct1on.. In order to recruit their preparatory classes the schools of commerce
would find it ~o their advantage to lower the age of admission to 14. In ex:ceptiona,l
cases the pupils properly prepared at 15 might then enter the higher school. Those
who could not pass the examinations with success could spend another year in the
vrepa1;·atory class, which would bo divided into two sections, as at Lyons and tlle
Superior School of Commerce at Paris.
·
BACHELORS.-Those holding a b achelor's degree are exempt from the examination;
th_ey may enter directly tho first year of the higller school at · Lyons; bachelors of
scienc~ and of special secondary instruction enter the second year directly, and at
Marsmlles, likewise provided, they can pass an exa mination on the subject-matter of
tlle first year .
. NUMBER OF PUPILS.-The numb er of pupils at the schools of commerce has not
m~r ~ased in the proportion which one would have hoped from the movement of public
op1r:1on which m anifested itself in favor of commercial instruction immediately followrng the year 1870. In 1871 the s chool was establisbed at Rouen; the following
y ear three other schools were opened at Lyons, Marseilles, and Havre. To found
these four establishments they succeeded fa obtai ning a capital of more than 2,000,000
francs by play ing, it is true, upon the patriotic feeling then so much excited against
tho foreign element, and which desired to remove it forever from our offices. But no
n~w sch_ool was csta,blished in 1873. A n ew one was created in Bordeaux in 1874, and
-wi th this the development stopped. The enthusiasm for the mo'rnment disappeared
a~ ~he sentiment from which it grew died ont. Little by little we returned to our trad1t1onal indifference. Observation showed that it was much easier to obtain subscribers than to create a rea11y permanent movement in favor of commercial instruction.
The habits of a nation can not be changed in a day. If money is the sinew of instruct ion, it is necessar y that tho schools s ho uld grow ju numbers in order to assure the
success of this branch of education. The commer cial interests of our leading cities
bad subscribed the capital for these schools with very go?cl g1:ace, lmt eve~ythi_ng
shows that they intended for .the present to preserve tl10ir children for u~1versity
instruction, counting upon we know not whom to fill tho now sc_:~10ols which they
opened. But when wo count upon our neighbors we ar c apt to sutler cruel losses ..
, tatistics show that each year a,bout 450,000 young peopl~ enter 1~pon commercial
or industrial pursuits . To hopoie that one-tenth at l ast of_tl11s nnmb r would atte1;1d
the schools of commerce of various grades was not expect!ng too much. But sta~1sties show that we only reached about one-thousandth m the gr~des of sup_onor
instruction, and about three and thirty-seventh thon_s an(ltlm connti~g the JH!1J 1]s of
primary an<l. superior primary instruction. The public was n?t slow m graspm_g tl10
situation. Even at Bordeaux, in 1 74, it was no longer 110s ·1ble to .fin<\ subs _nhc~s
to establi h a school under the corporate form by tho sale ?f shares .. The ti uth HI
that in all things time is necessary to pr pare the pu.hli~ mm_cl ~or action, and t~1.at
in 1870 w o were on]y superficially and, so to speak, art1fie1a1ly ~1~ favor of c~.mmcr cml
instruction and school of comm rce. If the 1 sson of onr 1mlttary e. P 11 n 1in.cl
1
c1eroonstrate<c1 and borne in upon the publir mincl the im.,nfli ·icnry_ f nr ~<·iH•rnl
cation, the 1 .-sons four ronomic xperienc w r~ 110~ • t su01<- 1cnpy unp: , ..1< 111•
ord r to show us tho insuffici n y of Olli' omm rc1. l 111 . trn hon. lb r_ <(H Y i
1Jusine. s came mor OY ·r, Y ry soon tb11 8 _<1ni ting cnn· :-pirits-c1Hl~11~ it \ 1 1~~1of
by mi lea.cling puhlic pinion on th 11h.1c· ·t cnt1rl'l •. On . cloul,ti ,l 110 1,0 11 iu
tho commercial pro p rity of tb
ount1y. \Yb · shonl<l w m:tr11tt 01tr on
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commerce 11hen commerce was going on so well without iU This recovery of lmsiness coming so quickly, we r epeated the financial follies of tho Empire, which was
then like a vertigo, which took possession of the nation, corrupted. with the ambit.ion
-0f becoming rich rapidly without labor.
To-day things ha.-~e changed. We are paying for these follies. The lesson has
been terrible ; we now have timo to reflect. Aud as we see on every side the economic
progress of neighboring nations we sball recognize that our commercial education
lags far in the rear. Everything, then, points to_the approaching success of the
schools of commerce.

*
*
Of 1,488 pupils in the school at Lyons, there were 137 in the silk division of the
school; the school at Bordeaux had 230 pupils in its industrial division, leaving,
therefore, a total of 7,053 pupils for higher commercial studies since 1871 and 9,238
in primary and higher primary instruction.
Examination of the attendance shows a continued increase in the number of
pupils in the superior schools during the years from 1872 to 1877. Tbe growth has
been sensibly slower from 1880 to tlle present. However, thanks to the creation of
the School of Higher Commercial Stutlies, the annual number exceeded 600, beginning with 1883. In 188G it was 618, falling, however, to 490 if one deducts the 128
pupils in the School of Higher Commercial Studies, which would show a diminution
of about 100 pupils as comparetl with the years 1877 and 1878. This diminution fo
certainly due to the law rnlating to military exemption, which did not include in
the class e:s:empt from the examination the graduates of the schools of commerce.
We should no longer cast upon these schools a discrimination so marked as it is
undeserved, for the military examination does not correspond in severity even to
the final examination of the first year in the higher schools .of commerce. If one had
wished to injure, to hamper, the growth of these excellent schools, one could not luive
chosen a more efficient means. One can scarcely attribute so unjust a discrimination
to anything else than ill will. 1
In that which concerns the primary and intermediate schools, figures show a constant growth in attendance. In 1884 the number of students in the School of tbe
Avenue Trudaine decreased about 50 iu consequence of the competition of tho CoJ1?.mercial Institute, which was so nearly like it, but the following year this loss disappearetl, and commercial instruction, in consequence of the creation of tho insti_tute, saw the total number of the pupils increased. The Commercial School of the
Avenue Trudaine has had 8,780 pupils since its creation in 1863.
FonEIGN PUPILS.-At the Superior School of Commerce in Paris, an establishment
whose reputation is widely extended, the foreign pupils sometimes form one-third ~f
the tota1 number. The School of Higher Commercial Studies bad 10 foreigners rn
the year 1886, a total of 51 since its establishment in 1883. At the school at Lyons
thero is an average of ~O foreign pupils, there beinl> 9 fo~ tho sch_ola~tic year 1885-86.
At the school at Marseilles the yearly average of foreign pupils 1s from 25 to 30,
except during tho last year or two, when the fear of cholera has r educed the number
by half. At the school of Bordeaux there have been 43 foreign pupil s since 1874,
and 44 at Havre since 1880, 11 of whom belonged to the year 1885-86.
.
BACCALAUirnATE PUPILS.-It is a matter of interest to note tho proportion in wh ich
baccalaureate students-that is, graduates of the lycces-are to be found in these
schools of commerce. On an a,erage the Higher School of Commerce at Par~s bas
from 8 to 10; the School of Higher Commercial Studies has this year 51; 2 1t bas
enrolled 186 since 1883. There are 15 this year at Lyons; from 6 to 8 each year at
Marseilles; 35 at Borcleaux sine"} 1874, and about 10 at Havre since 1880.
RE SIDENT PUPILS, HALF-BOARDERS, AND DAY PUPILS.-The Higher School of Commerco !1t Paris bas r ecei vecl half-boarders only since 18~3. Of 1,650 enrollments from
1873 to the present, 1,152 were resident pupils and 498 lrnlf-resiuents, b eing au ayerage of 23. The School of Higher Commercial Studies bas this year 52 resident nnd
74 half-boaruers; the school at Lyons 18 residents and 85 clay pupils; that at Marseilles 15 resiuent ancl 97 day pupils.
.
REWARDs .-At the end of each year the pupils who have passed the examination
in a satisfactory manner receive either diplomas or certificates. Gold, silver, an<l.
bronze medals are awarded in the schools of Paris and Marseilles. At Lyons at the
ell(l of the second preparatory year the pupil r eceive a certificate. The diplome
01 the Superior, 'chool of Commerce and those of tho Higher Commercial School of
f-tn<lies are signed by the minister of commerce.
TRAYE1:I:XG SCIIOLAU IIIP .-Certain schools grant prizes in the form of traYeling
Rehol:_tr h1ps to tho 1Jest pupiLc1, imposing upon them the condition of pre entiug to
tlle director of the school a commercial re11ort upon tho countries which they ha.YO
h Thi~ Wr:rimination ha sinco hrrn rcmoYcd, anll in tho last two ycnrs, 1 02 and 1 03, ntlcnuanco
.S: fort :_i cd at t.hr11e twhooh1.
•;) r, m tho <hscus ion of French schools, means 1885-80
1
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visited. At tho Superior School of Commerce at Paris, where this prize was estab lished by the Chamber of Commerce, a special topic is assigned to the pupil, who
must make an extended study upon it. At th e school of Lyons tho graduate has free
choice of his subject, as also at Bordeaux. At Havre the traveling scholarships have
been abolished.
DIPLO:\IA.S.~At Paris, Lyons, Marseilles, Bordeaux, and Havre the graduates have,
up to the present, remained faithful to their chosen career and without, one ma,y say,
a tsiugle exception. We believe that this record is unequaled by the pupils of any
other branch of instruction, and we deduce from this the most favornblo conclusions
both as to the schools themselves and a,s to the career, which never fails those who
devote themselves to it, provided they h ave been properly trained, and are resolved
t? follow the line of good conduct and of persevering labor to whi~~ they o~ve their
diplomas. What finer eulogy could be pronounced on any branch of rnstruct10n than
to say that none of it,s graduates have gone to swell the rnnks of the discontented.
'.l'here is another thing which we must not forget in rega.rd to this commercial
mstruction, and that is that it has led about 18 per cent of its pupils to try their
fortn3;1es abroad . At Bordeaux, of 93 graduates 16 are in foreign countries or in the
co1omes. ~t Lyons, 86 out of 400; at Marseilles 1 37 out of 230; at Havre, 18 out of
!25; at Paris, 30 out of 233, being a, total of 187 educated young men who arc devotmg themselves to the development of our foreign commerce. This is a most favorable result, :1nd speaks well for these schools of commerce, without the benefit of
whoso training these young men would have probably remained in France.
As to tho graduates who have r emained at home, they have usually remuncrathrc
posts, formerly open to foreigners alone. 'l'hese schools have furnished French merchants a body of employees, speciall y trained, -q-hom a few years of practice make
into exceptionall y valuable assistani s.
~nhappi~y the number of pupiJs who pursue their studi es up to the obtaining of
a dtploma 1s sca.rce]y 15 p er cent, beino- 1,132 out of 7,369 for the period fTom 1872 to
1886. Without doubt this number would ha.vc been considerably larger if the diploma
had 1!ecn. accepted as a ground of exemption from the one-year military ser vice
exammahon.
PR~)FESSORS.-'rhe number of professors varies from nine at the school of Havre
to thuty-two in tho snperior schools of Paris. The salaries a.re varied in proportion
to the importance of the course and the number of hours which the professors give
to the respective courses. As to the importance of the courses, they are subject to
various estimates, accordin g as the instruction in the various schools t ends in one
direction or another. From the point of view of the specialty, it would seem that
the professors of accounting, of merchancli!se, and of commercial geography should
be found among the best paid instructors. But at tho School of Higher Comm ercial
~tuclies, for example, where one gives, it is true, !lot so much time to commercial
mstruction, a professor of accounting rccei;-es on1y one-sixth of tho remuneration
per hour as a professor of law. There are, moreover, many things to be saicl upon
this complex question of instructors, which is closely connected with the definitive
org::mization of schools of commerce. vVe return to this subject further on.
Of the six superior schools of commerce only three-that of Paris in the ri~e
Amelot, that of Marseilles, and that of Havre-have directors who also teach. 'flus
point will also be discussed later.
Oornparativc table of the expenses of the va1·ions schools of cornnierce.
Superior
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budget.
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The budget for 1886 in the first two columns. can be modified in the course of the
scholastic year. They are made upon estimates based, it is true, upon the experience of preceding years, notably for the Superior School of Commerce, whose receipts
and expenses can be estimated almost exactly. It will be noticed that this school
pays rent, and practically contributes fo the sinking fund. In the budget of the
second school the rent represented by the annuity due the credit foncier does not
figuro . . The school of Lyons shows a loss, as also that of Havre. The school of Marseilles shows a surplus. That of Bordeaux is assisted by various subsidies. One will
find the expenses of the Commercial School given on another page. These expenses
amount to 120,000 francs, of which 76,000 francs are for salaries. Vile have no
information on this point as to the Commercial Institnte. The Professional School
at Rcims e:s:pends 61,000 f!,'ancs for salaries, of which 47,000 are paid by the State, the
rest by the city of Reims, which also pays for the expenses of the school buildings.
The Superior School of Commerce more than balances its expenses and its receipts,
and is thus enabled to contribute largely to the sinking fund. 'l'he Commercial
School of theAvenueTrudaine is also in a prosperous condition . The school of Mar. seilles, in the provinces, after having had a deficit for many years on au a,erage of
11,472 francs from 1872 to 1881, has seen its r eceipts exceed its expenses in 1882, 1884,
and 1885. The schools at Lyons and Havre and the School of Higher Commercial
Studies at Paris regularly show a deficit; that at Bordeaux also; but these losses are
provided for in the latter case by the v arious subsidies. As to the Commercial Institute in the Chaussee d'Antin, it is still in the first period of its establishment, that
of sacrifices, but everything leads us to hope for excelleut r esults in the near future.
Finally, the school at Rouen is suffering, the school at Reims b as just begun to
grow, and the Practical School of Commerce aucl Accounting is a profitaulo priYate
venture.
A C0:\'1PAIUSON OF THE PROGRAMMES OF THE HIGHER SCHOOLS.
The programmes of the superior schools of commerce possess a uniformly common
basis of instruction. This is ruado up of accounting, arithmetic, penmanship, geography, and commercial history, the study of merchandise, French and foreign langua,gcs, law and legislation relating to commerce, political economy, and the elements
of tho physical and naturnl scien~es. To these general and special subjects of
instruction almost all the schools have added visits to local industri::il establishments,
and some of them, notably the superior schools of commerce at Paris and Havre,
take long trips of inspection througllout France and in foreign countries. Finally,
to answer special wants or local exigencies, certain schools have added other branches
of instruction. Such, for example, is the course of elocution at the schools at Marseilles ::ind Havre; the course of equipment at Marseilles, Havre, and Bordeaux; the
course in the physical, chemical, and mechanical sciences, and the course in drawing
at the Superior School of Commerce at Paris, and numerous courses in law at the
School of Higher Studies.
SPIRIT OF OUR COMMERCIAL INSTRUCTION.-The instruction, more compreheusive
at the Superior School of Commerce at Paris and at the ~chool of Higher Co::nmercial
Studies, is more limited to a narrow specialty in the schools of Lyons, Marseilles,
Ha,Te, and Bordeaux, where one devotes more time to the practical exercises in the
commercial offices and less time to theoretical science.
These two tendencies in fact have shown themselves in the spirit of our commercial instruction from the foundation of the school at MUhlhausen, whoso programme taken from that of Antwerp made a departure from that of the Superior
School of Commerce of Paris. It is of value to define more exactly the motives which
have underlain these two contrary tendencies. Thoso who favor confining the
instmction to the narrow specialty arg ue as follows:
"When :1 school haet a wcll-definccl end all its instruction ought to tend toward
this end. Whatever departs from this is taken from the time necessary to the fundamental st ies. Without doubt it would be very agreeable to know everytliing, ~ut
as one can not study everything one must resolve to limit one's self. In overloadrng
tl1c programme 1.ho only result can bo that the pupils have studied a little of everything and do not know anything thoroughly."
Tho programmes of the school aL Mi.ihlh:1nsen and those of tbe schools at Lyon ,
Marseilles, Rouen, Havre, an<l Bordeaux havo been constructed in accordance with
t11is id a,. The opposite line of reasoning is as follows:
"! 'omo hav wished tho commercial schools to be almost exact represcntntions _of
1rn mess offices. For this purpose one has i mitated a businc s house, and the pupils
corrc ·11ond with ca.ch other like true m rch:mt . As a mere oxerci ·e this doe not
· ·m to be ba.<1, but it is entirely insufficient as a scheme of instruction.
no sacri~c<: th or· t ··hild s pl?,f and to a supposctl r eality which in fact does not x~ t.
1 1 0
a, troug <lee ption to believe that you can find ev n among tho be t pupils,
1 11
\Ill~
;-apabl of doing real hnsine . f'crvico at tho'time they leave school?
ne
n c r nm Y not in. tmct in all the lJrai:ich ·s of busin ss. ,vhich branches sllall ne
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choose f At the Polytechnic· School, for example, the purpose is to train engineers
and officers for special departments. One might believe that each group should follow a course appropriate to the career chosen by its members. But this is not at all
so. The pupils, without exception, follow the same courses, and in consequence these
courses are absolutely theoretical. It is only on graduation from the Polytechnic
School that the young men enter the schools of application, where they pass two or
three years, and from which they graduate as engineers or soldiers. Why should .
one take up any other plan in the training of merchants f Is there any reason to
complain of the results obtained at the Polytechnic School, Are not our engineers
sought for throughout the entire world f Can not one say without exaggeration that
most of the railroads of Europe have been built by them f The various branches
of commerce are more numerous th an the careers open to young men leaving the
Polytechnic School. But there is a body of knowledge common to all these branches,
and their generality necessarily implies a general_theoretical instruction."
The conclusion of this line of reasoning is that the schools of commerce must be .
made polytechnic schools, to which business houses shall stand in the relation of
schools of application.
?:'

*

*

-:X·

if

7f

These two extreme methods of regarding commercial instruction have each its own '
value, for they contain each a part of the truth.
So far as the first line of r easoning is concerned, it is necessary to consider the
very difficult circumstances under which the schools of commerce, established since
1870, were placed. It is also fair to take account of the current of opinion favprable.
to the practical instruction :Vhich prevails with us, especially in commerce, where.
one denies the efficacy of a purely theoretical commercial instruction. Finally, for
the class of pupils compelled in great part to leave school for the employment of the ·
office or tho hank, is it not necessary to attempt to communicate rapidly the knowledge by immediate use~ It was, then, under the pressure of these various influences
and on acconnt of tho necessity of recruiting their classes that the managers of our
schools of commerce have elaborated their programmes, from which they have omitted
everything which did not seem to be directly related to commerce and absolutely
essential to its study. On the contrary, at the Superior School of Commerce at
Paris, attended by the children of merchants in easy circumstances, one has been·
able to work out a three-year curriculum, less elementary, more comprehensh-e, more
gener al; where theory predominates over practice, perhaps to eyen too great an
extent, and :m effort was made from the very beginning to et:tablish a programme of
str:clies which, carefully worked out, shoulcl not be inferior to-day, from a scientific
pomt of view, to that of special secondary instruction. On this fact is based the
charge that in this school everything is sacrificed to theory. They are, however,
f?llowing a correct view of things, inasmuch as they wish that all special instruct10n ~ho,1ltl be solidly based upon general instruction. Moreover, so long as the
s~per10r schools of commerce are aiming to attract graduates of secondary instruction they must take care that the latter on entering these schools should not find
themselves engaged in a course of study a degree lower than that which they have
completed in the colleges or lycees.
At Mtihlhausen, and l ater at Marseilles, Lyons, Rouen, Havre, an d Bordeaux, they
preferred to model their schools after the institute at Antwerp, without noticing
that the examinations for admission into tho last-named institution are relatively
high, and in these schools they fixed from the first the len_gth of the curriculum at
two years, thono-h it ha<l been established by long experience that three years, of
which one may be a preparatory year, constitute tho minimum p~riod necessary _to
high er commercial instruction, unl ess tho pupils are b_achelors of science, or of special
secondary instruction. Tho institute at Antwerp itself _has :ttlded a. prevu,ratory
class, and our schools at Lyons and :Marseilles have done l1~ow1se .. ~o b~hevo tllat
the instruction in qur superior schools of coml?erce mus~, w1th(!nt tl1stmct10n~ ~ollow
the exarnplo of the school in the Rue Amelot m overythrng whteh r elates to sc100:ce.
A reform of their programmes in this direction _woul~l offer the adv?-u,ta.go ~f pnttmg
them in a, position to receive tho bachelors of special secoudar_y rnstr~1ctw1~, when
the rnoYement of public opinion brings theso last to tbcm, a tllmg wh1 ·h will soon
happen.
l ftlt l , 1. 1
In con seq nenco of tho a. similn,tion of tho special bacc_alauro~t.es n?< o
o c _a~ ~a
baccalaureates, other things remaining tlto same, tlns mochf1catio_n of tbea ~-10•
grammes wourn also give to the schools of comm er :m. oi1portn~11ty ?f pr J)~I~ng
for the examinations those of their pupils who desired to JOlll n. untv rsi-ty clcgi c t
their diploma.

*

*

•

*

But in tho eyes of the partisans of practical in:trndion a good corm~
0
apprentice i.· not nee ssarily n. collco- , graclnate; qnitc· he cont_rnry.
roercial apprentic , th y say, is tho man who kuo vs bow to c·1ph r
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books well; who has good notions of commercial geography; who has learned to
recognize raw materials and manufactured products; who can reckon up figures
rapidly and transportation charges; who knows how to cast up an account without
omitting anything; and who speaks several languages. "This is our object," they
-say. · "Ours also," reply the partisans of theoretical instruction. But instead of
deceiving ourselves as to the valuo of pretended pmctice, which can never even from
·an empirical point of view, take the place of practice with real things, we think we
ought to apply the precious time of the pupils to theoretical studies which have
become essential to the epoch of scientific progress. A man, they continue, may
know how to cipher well, know how to keep books well, and still be a most pitiable
merchant. How often does one see good accountants, who, puffed up l>y the conviction that they ~re the chief cause of the success of tho house that employs them, set
up for themselves aner they have made some savings, und become bankrupt in a
short time. Tho calling of a merchant demands a complex of qualities whj.ch can
not be acquired at El_chool, and which render it one of the most difficult of all. The
most important of these qualities, which everyone thinks he possesses, but which is
the l'.arest of all things, is clearness of judgment. The lovo of labor, order, economy,
initiative enterprise, scrupulous honesty, commercial sense are also other indispensable qualities for the merchant. Do you pretend to teach these tllings f
Let us try to sum up tlie valuable points in _-this discnssion, which dates from 1866,
tho time of the establishment of the school at Mi..ihlhausen and which threatens to
_ become eternal. For this purpose let us begin by formulating the pedagogical spirit
underlying these two methods.
On the one h r.n<l, one has limited the amount of time given to general inst ruction for the benefit of spe-Oial instruction, and of tho professional instruction based
upon numerous model exercises which we have described under tho head of the
fostituto of Antwerp.
On the other hand, the endeavor is made to strengthen general and special instruction, anil the appli cations of the commercial theory in model offices are limited 1.o
the minimum, leaving to practical life the work of :finishing, from a professional
point of view, the studies commenced in the school.
The first question which presents itself to us would, then, be this: Should commercial instruction give the preference to practice over theory'!
Upon this point, which divides the schools and the opinions of merchants, a
majority of whom aro favorable to practical instruction, we believe there can bo no
tlifforence of opimon in an epoch of indu,strial progress like ours, where the levol of
instruction is coming up on all sides, as to its being absolu.tely necessary to base ?ommercial instruction upon a general scientific instruction as complete as possible.
Certainly we must havo recourse to practical applications, but oue mnst not forget
that application is simply putting into operation the principles and the rules wlnch
constitute the science itself. Theoretical instruction mnst, therefore, ham precedence. AboYe everything else a commercial school must be polytechnic-that is, a
liberal scllool.
Tho second question: In what way and to what extent shall technical instruction,
in practice, be associated with either general or special theoretical instruction
In answer to tllis question wo would reply that the fictitious exercises of th_e
model, offi ces are insufficient. Jnst as oue shows to the pupils who expect to lJo_eng1neers, farmers, physicians, officers, true mines, true bridges, real farms 1 real patients,
real fortifications, real cannons, in the same way one must show and load tho
pupils in the commercial scl.Jools to study r eal lrnsiness and commercial houses, real
accounts, real documents, real transactions. Professional study is limited to scienc~,
but one does not prepare practitioners withont practice, and it is nece~sary tllat tlns
practice should not be simply fictitious. The school of commerce will be, then, at
once a school of polytechnics and a school of application.
.
The third question: Can commercial instruction develop the moral qualities wll1ch
make a good merchant
This third point, more delicate than the two precedinrr, cloes not, howeYcr, gi-v-e u
more trouble. One must demand of a good education all that which it is able to
giYe. To proton<l that the qualiti s demanded in businc~s could not germinate and
deYelop in the commorciul school is to place commercial instruction a <legree below
that of our special schools, and consequently to deny tlle Yalne of this instructi?n·
The pa.inter, singer, soldier, prfost, mi sionary, physician follow careers wluch
<kma.nd, besides the appropriate knowledge, special qualities wl.Jich the . h?ol
knows how to increase or to begot in tlle incltvic1na1. The moral qualities wl11ch
mt ko a suc<'.Cssfnl m~rchant arc in the same way acquired 1 y an edncat~on prop. rly
or<lercil_nn<l methoclH·ally pursued. Instruction mu. ·t alwayi; be ellucat1Y , nn<l .J~St
~ one 1~1c1~1c·at •: patrioti. m in tho solrlier, humanity in the pby. ician, self-llcn1~l
0 m1. sionur~·, the cnltivation of f!Cience in the scholar, devotion ancl cnltnr m
0
cacher, love of beauty iu the artist, in exactly tho same way tile aptitude for
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commer~ial affairs, a desire for work, the love of order and economy, the spirit of
enterprise, clearness of judgment, probity--all qualities which l.llako a good lrnsiness
man--can be taught in the schools of commerce. It is here a question of the direction
to be given to the instru ction; a question of training, of discipline.
These arc the results which one must try to accomplish, and the means of doing so
can be found. The self-control of the priest, the brayery of the soldier, the fiery
oratory of the advocate, even the skill of extemporizing in the case of the artist and
the poet are the fruit of exercise properly d evised and methodically ::md daily
re1)eatec1. In the same way the qualities of order, of economy, of foresight,- of judgment, of integrity, of equity can also be obtained if one kno,Ys how to develop them.
Tlle commercial sense itself, or the sense for commerce, tho sense for business, would
not be an exception. Besides this, each profession possesses a fund of experience, of
p_rcpared rules anu precepts-of trade secrets, so to speak-which is not the exclusive possession of any one person, antl which a good scheme of instruction should
ha.-e and know how to propagate.
·.\-

*

CONCLUSION.-To sum up the matter of commercial instruction, all the efforts
must be devoted to develop in the pupil the theoretical and practical knowledrre
and the moral qualities which a business career demands. It will be, then, at on~e
generaJ, special; professional, and moral.1
. It w~ll be general by its programme of the sciences; it will be special by the direct10n grnm to the. pupils about commercial things, by the importance given to the
study of acc~mntrng; of industrial and commercial economy; of living languages;
of penmanship;_ of geography; of history; of law; of l egislation, and of political
eco~omy. It will be professional by the careful study of that which goes on in
bnsm_ess, banking, and commercial ho11Scs, where one regards order and method by
practical application and by the study of things. And, finally, it will be moral
because the work, properly directed, impresses good habits npon the youth, and
because the economic instruction results iil an elevated and morality-producing
philosophy.
Critica.l exan~ination of the actual progmmmes of study.-Let us take up, then, one by
one_ the m_oTC important snbjects and indicate the modifications which seem to us
desirable m commercial instruction.
Accounting.-In examining the programmes of the commercial schools one secs
that a D?,Ore and more important place has been assigned in their instruction to
accountmg. It is plain that in doing so they have yielded to the steady pressure
of_p~blic opjnion. But were they prepared to fill up tho numerous hours given to
this rn~ruction in a thoroughly satisfactory way 1 vVe do not believe that ,Ye are
~rong m saying that even the directors of the commercial schools themselves conSHler that the enormous amount of time given to exercises in accountino- is out of
all_ proportion to the real value of this instruction, ancl, consequently, to its results.
It1s necessary, then, to make a reform at this point. Must one reduce the number of
~onrs given to the study of accounting, Is it not rather necessary to modify this
mstruction and to organize it on a different and more rational plant It has been
accusecl of oscillating in an uncertain manner between theories badly formulated
and practical errors upon which the professors base their courses ancl the fictitious
books which they r equire their pupils to keep in the commercial bureau. '\Vo believe
that instruction in accounting should striYe to become at on ce more scientific and
more practical. It must get out of the stationary state in which it is at present.
We think that while studying seriously the scientific theory tho schools of commerce
would :fin<l it to their real ad.vantage to turn their attention to actual practice. ,vo
should like to see their museums enriched with aclministratfre materials, which,
methodically arranged by the professor~, syntbesizc~l by means of thei! snmmaries or
graphical illustrations, accompanied with e~11lanations~ s~JOulcl_ constitute tho material for lessons in thinrrs r latincrto accountrn,,. and admm1strat1on. In conseqnonce,
tho greatest effort sho~ld be ma~lo to enable tho professors to ca,rry their instrnc_ti?u
in industry, banking, commerce,. agri?ul~nre, ancl _tllo gr~at hrauches o~ admm1stration into the field of practice 1tselt, without hrrng ouligr<l to go out 1clo of tho
school. In this way all tho exercises from that of the prepnra tory ?lass np to that of
the third year might be ba ,d upon the ma_terials of ac~ual_hn. mes:. :Moreover,
during the entire c urse of tho stu11y tho pupils should ho fnru~ hc<l with ~locnmcnti;
of every sort, the facsimilc·o~ real papers_ referring to !I,1_0 varw_11R_opcr~t1ons of t_ho
accountant or manager ofwh1ch w h:wo.1u tspokcn. luo_collcct1011 of thcs ,1~,11m nnts their distribution jn conn etion with th matt ,rs d, ·en ·. <1, nn<l th v:m~ms
correspondence which th y :have occa ·ionecl, tho k c1,ing of ·ariou1:1 hooks r ·lat111 g
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to these operations would constitute an actual lively instruction which would interest the pupils very much. There would be, in fact, under their very eyes, the
foundr,r, the office, the bank, the farm, the great branches of administration, etc.,
less the raw materials, the manufactured products, the cash, plus the demonstration
of the professor.
7\·
*
*
*
vVe believe it is not necessary to insist upon the value of such an instruction as
t,his,' at once analytic and synthetic, based upon actualities substituted for the more or
less fantastic exercises of the fictitious office. After having been initiated into the
first theoretical and practical notions, the pupil would be able to obtain from tho
programmes, well constructed, at a glance tho system oi accounting and the various
branches of any given enterprise. He would follow tho foundation and the series of
operations in examining the books and correspondence relating to them. He would
understand the purposes of the various documents, their relations to one another,
their centralization, their results. His attention, at first concentrated upon matters of detail, would gradually rise to a conception of the whole. After-r. arcls ho
woulcl form, little by little, comparisons between the various branches of accounting
au<l admini8tration which had passed under his eyes.
This study would then become an object of a distinct course in comparative
accounting, in which the professor would pass in review the various methods of
keeping books ns0d in actual practice; methods whose special advantages and disadvantages ho woulcl set forth and discuss from a theoretical point of view. Upon
a selected topic from real transactions the pupil could be exercised in the practice
of these various methods-English, German, American, synoptical, logis-mographic,
etc. Here, also, the different systems of accounting, constructed in accordance with
these methods, would figure in the museum of the school, and would be set forth
in graphical tables which would synthesize them. Finally, the professor, arrived at
this point in the course, could direct his attention to the great systems of accounting
in mining, metallurgy, sugar industry, transportation companies, farms, banks,
insurance, and, lastly, public accounting.
Thus organized and pursued, we believe that instruction in accounting would
really merit the place which is given to it at the base of economic instruction; that
it would increase the favor accorded to our schools of commerce, and that our commerce and even the country itself would gain considerably in the near future.
.
Comrnercial and ind11strial econoniy.-This course, which we do not find figuring m
any programme, ought to exist in all the commercial and industrial schools. It
would find in great part its subl:ltance in the materials of the preceding course, of
which it would be the development and, so to speak, the crown. The professional
truths derived from the facts relating to commercial and industrial experience would
complete its subject-matter.
·
""Wherever human industry is developed and concentrateu," says M. CourcelleSeneuil, "there a tradition is established. The founders of enterprises transmit to
their successors these tra<litions-these devices whoso truth their experience has
led ~he~ to rec<Jgniz~, and which on_o mas: rightly consider as principle~-:-t~eir
maxims m commerce, m manufacture, m agriculture, and in each of the subdivisions
of these three great branches of human industry."
Some of these truths are purely technical in character; others have a, higher significance. One shou~cl teach'tbe pupils how to become good employees, good 1?uyers, good
sellers, good cashiers, good accountants. But the art of buying and selling-that of
paying and receiving-and that of recording these operations do not constitute the
whole scierrce of commerce. For a good purchaser, a good salesman, a good cash~er,
and a good accountant would not be sufficient to insure tbe success of any enterprise.
I~ is also necessary that thes1~ enterprises bo well organized, well administered, well
dirc?ted? and ~he a~t of organizing, administering, and directing is based on e?ono_m1c science m this sense, a necessary complement to industrial and commercial
sCJence.
!Yithout contesting, then, tbc utility of courses in political economy, whic1?, contam_, so to speak, the general philosophy of commercial instruction, we should l_1ke to
sco 111 the 1nogrammes of our schools of commerce a course in commercial antl industrial economy, from which the pupils would derive great professional gain. We
shall content ourselves here with indicatinlY tho outlines of this important course:
}'ir~t, of the Yarions kinds of commercial ~nd indnstriail classification; econd the
capttal ne~essary for various ~nterprises, the necessity of determining this exac~ly,
the establishment of tho bnsmess, the study of the laws· third, of mercbanch e,
of th raw materials, of the margin of the markets· fourtll, of the workman hip,
of g ncr3:l . osts, _of gains and losses; fifth, commerci~l and industrial organization
ailmmistratton · sixth, the importance of accountin(l" in metho(!s of control,
f ;:nct <1Pt rmination of the scllin(l" prico tho keeping of inventories· seYen b,
0
1
0 1 1
, . c· : : 11_
c\ f th_ lrn ·in :s, of tbo ~atcridl and moral couclitions nee~ sar): to i_ts
11
' > r < it, of the g<·1Joral mcthocls of on ducting it, of the means o.f gettmg nd
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of middlemen; eighth, corporations-the great branches ofadministration-methodsof
liquidation, etc.; ninth, of tlto duties of the employee, of the merchant, of the agent,
of tho shareholder, of the manager, etc.
·
Besides their own personal studies the professors would find excellent help for
such courses in the following works: Philosophy of Commerce, by M. Stirling; The
Duty of the Merchant-Conscience and the Science of Duty, by M. Oudat; Commercial Practice, by M. Devinck; Manual of Business, by M. Courcelle-Senenil; and
especially in the excellent treatise on Industrial Economy, by M. Ad. Guilbault, a
very remarkable work relating to this subject.
1'1·irate· econom y.-Domestic or private economy is at, the base of the preceding.
He who does not carry order into his personal affairs, in the management of his own
house, will not find it easy to carry this principle into his business house. If it is
wrong to expend too much, it is a still greater wrong to expend without keeping
accounts . ·whoever docs not keep accounts is doing business on a venture. Whoever keeps accounts reflects or will reflect. Confidence and credit desert the prodigal. Credit is the nerve of business; a house of any importance can not sustain
itself by its own resources.
The fnture merchant mustJearn habits of economy and saving, which is notlling
moro than putting into practice the lessons which he bas learned. Commercial
scbo?ls have t~en th~ duty of developing these habits by obliging t,he pupils to save,
an~l mvest thell' s::i:vmgs, however modest they may b e. These savings should be
evidenced by a savmgs-bank book, or by the purchase of securiti~s of some sort, or
by the payments of special premiums which our companies should inaugurate for
the benefit of the schools. If one should agree to this view, a coefficient of order
and economy might be introduced into the examination mark, similar to that of industry and good·conduct. It is, then, by training the judgment of the pupils and by
endeavoring to develop in them the professional knowledge and the moral qualities .
of order that schools of commerce will fulfill most completely their educative mis- ;·
e1on a.n d that they will do service to commerce.
flri thmetic, algebra,, ancl geo1netry.-Besides being indispensible to the study of.
science, mathematics and notably geometry exercise a happy influence upon the
reasoning power of man. Instead of desiring to limit this instruct.ion, therefore,
one must develop it without losing sight of its special a.pplication to business. Let
us ask the instructors t,o give some time to mental arithmetic, an excellent exercise
for a future employee or merchant. In theory, arithmetic offers combinations which
are infinite, a circumstance which tlle makers of school arithmetics have abused. In
c_urrent practice one is ordinarily limited to operations of simple addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division, or to the rule of three. One should train the pupils
to perform these various calculations very rapidly, as far as possible without recourse .
to the pencil; this sort of skill being very useful and much prized in practice.
Tliere i s a large number of' more or less practical processes of rapid calculation, a
knowledge of which should be taught to a,11 pupils.
. The instructor should not omit to discuss the different methods of calculating
rnsuran?e used by French and foreign companies and to seize this opportunity to
emphasize the advantages of insurance for the merchant. In short, we are particularly in favor of th is sort, of saving, and our commercial schools should convert their
pnpils upon this subject. We believe, also, thatinreturnfortbisnsefulpropaganda
the insurance companies would not hesitate to form special combinations for the use
of pupils and the instructing personnel, as well as the alumni association and tho
schools themselves, for which, by means of annual premiums, provided for by gifts
or by legacies left by th e friends of commercial instruction, one could build up a
capital which woulcl insure th eir future. Could not one in this way, whether by
means of g ifts, or insurance, or grants, create retiring fees for tlic personnel of these
establi shments~
We believe that by taking up seriously a plan of this. kind i.he ~?s.t excellent
results could be achieved. "Help yourself ancl heaven will help you 1s an :idage
wh ich ought to be in special favor in commercial schools. One accnses our rnsnrance companies of being merely r_outinists in _tbei_r management. Is not tl~o fault
rather in commerce in genera], wh ich by adaptmg itself somewhat conl<l
compelled these companies to certain concessions of a nature to render mo1 o easy the
iutroduction and extension of insurance~ For example, whysllonld one not pay the
premiums in insurance as one 11ay~ llis taxes . This ~1sage onco introc1u_c cl, th ompanics might dr:iw bills upon the rnsurecl parti s which tl1 y 00111<1_ pa:v through tho
])Ost-office or otherwise. It is easier to pay small sums than r latn· l: rg a!lnual
premiums. One woulll populari7.e insuran e in this wa;}', allcl r .11<1. r 1t appli 11),Ie
from the school on.
do not ar to insist on tbi .sn1?.1e tat tlll!~ tun , . nt. n~~ng
ourselYes with calling it to ibo attention of th part!cs lJ?-~Cr<'sl d an<l, t'.~ ~p tali ta.
=i·th
tbe sch c,l of <'omm re , ibo habit oi rns111·:rnc
cl•11.:rncl
· ·
B egm111ng
"
.
1, f.tc,1lttui
t·
simplified, would, with ut doubt, get posse sion of onr ntir
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small insurances, subscribeu. by the boys at school, would be later converted into
large insurances, an.cl the cause of insurance would be definitely gained in France.
The professor of mathematics, us a,pplied to commerce and ·finances, should also
give special attention in the third year to the study of the fnnctions of popular
banks. In .France, especially during the last few years, our capitalists manifested a
tendency, more anc.1 more marked, to realize upon the funds invested in inu.ustry,
and to employ them in mortgage loans, national securities, etc. These so-callell
"father of the fa,mily investments" will some cfay cause t,he rate of interest on goo cl
securities to fall below 3 per cent. During this p eriod our commerce will gradually
decrease. ·when the obligation of enteringupon business enterprises sha]lbe again
imposed by the necessity of things, even upon large fortunes on account of the
small rate of interest, we shall be obliged to return to labor, which is the true
source of wealth. But will it not then b e too late f "\¥ill not onr industries have
perished one by one, an.cl shall we be able to resuscitate them again~ But. if on
;,tccount of the lack of con:fidenceJ or indolence, or excess of prudence, the sons of
the bourgeoisie maintain an expectant attitude, there is no lack a,mong us of men
who ask only for the opportunity to work, to engage in business enterprise, and certainly by means of farms, banks, and popular joint-si:ock enterprises, we should be
able to create a new f!Upply of active procucers. In a word, it bas become necessary
to make it possible for intelligent aml properly ec.lucated men of the lower a,nd miclcllc classes to get out of the ranks of wage earners, and to undertake enterprises on
their own account.
Capital frowns upon labor, but labor does not frown upon capital. Germany has
been specially benefited by its popJ1lar banks; credit has stimulated its industrial
::mcl commercial development. This question of banks is of special interest to our
future. It is for this reason that we should like the schools of commerce to turn
their instruction toward practical economy, and the study of the principal questions
connected with it.
Among these questions that of the participation of employees an<l laborers in the
profits of the enterprises in which they are engaged, deserves to be studied in the
schools. Profit sharing has already given results which it would lJe nscfnl to make
kn.own to the pupils by showing them that it satisfies the sentiment of social justice,
and that it is an element of stfibility and prosperity.
Penrnanship.-One must consider penmanship at its real value 1 giving to it, in the
eyes of the pupils, the importance which it really has in practice. Finally, penmanship is necessary to the work of the accountant and of correspondents. He who
possesses a beautiful handwriting-an evidence ol"taste, of character, and of methodpossesses an almost certain means of :finding speedy employment; his other qualities will do th_e rest. We know a number of excellent positions which began really
with good handwriting. A request for employment, well written, makes a favora,blo impression upon him to whom it is directed. The commercial schools, then,
should raise the coefficient of tbis subject in order to favor a ca,reful study of penmanship.
8tenography.-Tho study of stenography ought to be comprised in the programme
of the preparatory year. One ,rnuld insure the rrnpils in this way the ability of takiug down, without mistakes, the lectures and of gettin(l'
all the substance out of
0
th em. It is a,lso of advantage to exercise the young men in expressing their
thoughts easily by exercises in elocution, as is clone in the schools at Marseilles a.nd
Havre, and those of tho Unitecl States. But none the less important to train them
in taking down rapidly tho words of others. These two branches complement each
other. In the United States stenography has become a very lucrative profession for
both sexes.
Industrial ancl commel'cicil geography.-lt is no longer necessary to demonstrate the
aclYantage of instruction in geography.
"G eography," says M. Rauel Frary, "is the science which contributes most to
mako us educated men; that which procures for him who possesses it the mo. t real
distinction, the most incontestable superiority in social relation . That which
enables him to obtain without pedantry the title of ']earned man.' Onr other
branches of knowledge," says he, further, "di appea.r for the mo t part with time,
bnt this str n...,.thens a.ncl develops itself continually. The books which are tho most
widely reacl next to novels are books of traYels. Thew 11-managed journal is intelligi1>le only to him who knows g ograpby, foreign politics, colonial politics, political
economy."
' Lo_ok at the Eu~1i h journals," says M. Thierey-:Mieg; "they a! princ_ipally geograpb1cal cyclopedias. In en.ch number is considered ever.vthrng which occur
tbronghout tho entire world. Wby1 Evidently because an this interest the
En,rli. hr :Hler."
'omm rcial school·, we are happy to say, have alwa.ys gi,en a largo place in their
I' 0
for th ~tl'1;,ly of g_ graphy, even e.-c eding- that in la.- ·ical. rh o~ .
Ih ·mn l1 rf•ct tlns rn. trni::bon sti11 mor . They will see to it that then· pupils
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familiarize themselves with tho collection am1 study of commerciaI, industriaJ, and
political maps. Their efforts will be directed toward rendering as attractive as possible the study of a science which has always been treated in too dry a fashion. We
wish that for th is purpose thev would establish conferences, which might be conducted by travelers or by tho former graduates and subsequent holders of traveling
scholarships. These conferences might be h eld in the evening in the lecture rooms,
and they could be rendered more attractive by the use of the lantern, by maps: by
prints, photographi, etc.
Tho m tlseum of the school should have relief maps of the principal countries, and
its library shoulc1 contain collections and photographs, history of travels, illustrated
books, etc. Industry ::mcl commerce need to know their field-that is to say, the
whole world- to girn to their efforts the most profitable direction. Geography
enlarges the horizon of y<mng men; it shows a multitude of careers where tlleir
activity can find an employment far more profitable than the clerkship or GoYcrnmcnt careers.
M. Rauel Frary is right in saying, "Let us say to short-sighted people who claim
that emigration is useless because France is not yet thickly populated, and because
wo _have not yet tho· surplus popufation to be sent abroad: Our bourgeoisie, in spite
of its voluntary sterility, is too numerous. Its children strive with ono another in
Gove!nment schools and in the public departments. In order to offer employment
to _th1s crowd of candidates tho Government creates new positions. Far from delivermg the body social from these parasites the public is even increasing their multitude d~y by day. Emigration, whether to foreign countries or to the colonies, frees
tho soil of a useless incumbrance. It opens markets to our national labor. The
success of those wbo go increases the welfare and stimulates the utilfty of those who
remain."
The truth of this is proven by what occurs in Germany and Switzerland, where
for a long time past the study of geography ancl foreign languages has been steadily
developed. :From this point of view the special secondary instruction of these two
coun'tries would seem to have for a chief encl the training of emigrants.
Stucly of 1·ailroads, tariffs, commercial wul inclnstl'ial eq1tip1nent.-This course is
?losely cpnnectecl with commercial geography. It demands special maps, indicatmg the courses of the railroads, canals, the navigable portion of streams and rivers,
and the small and great lines of steamboats. These maps to be useful must be
accompanied with indications of distances 1 points of departure, the length of tho
trip, the length of the voyage, etc. One would initiate in this way tho student into
a _knowledge of the different tariffs of transportation. They would then learn to
distinguish between the general, special, and international tariffs of the railroads;
a point in regard to which so many merchants are in ignorance. They would study
the different systems of classification of merchandise adopted by the different companies, and varying with each one of them. They would .be shown the advantage
which is claimed for the application of one operation in preference to another, aml
to direct their shipments by keeping an exact account of the differences of price
U<!cording to the line adopted. A similar course closed by careful study of tho customs tariff ought to appear in tho instruction of the school in the last year at least1
and be intrusted to a specialist. The postal tariffs would also be a subject of
instruction, of tlle practical study of which au example is already given iu tlle
instruction fo the Practical School of' Commerce and Accountin~.
Finally, to render this study of tariffs as profitable as possible it wonld be nccess~ry to place under the eyes of the students all tllo actual doc_u?1ent~ usec1 in J~ract10e, and to imitate shipments of ever! sory to render the~ fam1liar_w1th tho s~1J.Ject.
One will find examples of real operat10ns Ill the accounting operations of wbIC'h ,ve
ha_ve already spoken. In comparing tlle various ~n?thods of fpipment by post 1 uy
rail or otherwise one wonlcl set forth the exact dtfiercnrcs. Ille samo companson
wo~l<1 be made fdr the different methods of packing for shipment, _and th? stll(!y_of
the different methods of reshipment. In tlle lessons upon commcrc:rnl and u_1~nstnal
equipment transportation enterprises, docks, etc., present al ·o matters of rntercst
which it not necessary to mpbasize forth r here. 'l'l~cse lessons )Voul<l l>~ snpplernented to advantage by visits to the shops aml fa:C'toncs, and ~lnnng the _hast r
vacation by trips to foreign countries, 1m r tho <Tn!<1anco of~ cl1rcctor, as is How
practiced in the superior ·bools of comme~co at Paris an_cl II:n re.
.
Commercial ancl ind11stdal l clwology.-'l'lu conrso constitute·~ at once n l?m L~f tl11
general, p ecial, anc1 prof sional _in t~·nction. ~t Rh nl<l h ~n· 11.' thcr for · .111• :111
three years, becoming more pracb :al m pr port1?n as thopnp!l a<h_a~r. s, .ancl h'. 1,1_~!Y
endino- in a omparatiY study of the mean oi tran portat10n, t,1nfl , Colllm rr 1,tl

j;

and iu<lustrial equipm nt.
· li
h . 1· .1l .11 1
Raw ancl 11 wnufactured prod11rts.-A pr<'liminary knowl ·d~e of t c. P
c, • ;'
chemi al qualitie of procln ·t wiH u a ·qnir •cl in the 1 h~ratorr anrl rn t ! ' _amp
mu eums f the school. '.i.h or ti al fl udy th rr.for will _form th•. hr:g-1t11~111' o
this important ourse. Th, pupils will on ·ec111cutly lJ tramccl t d1 t111gn1 h th
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different types of raw materials ancl of manufactured products and to recognize
their essential qualities, their forms of production, and their value. They will bo
given general explanati9ns as to tho different processes of production, extraction,
and manufacture. Tho Yarions adulterations will be explained to them, and they
will learn to distinguish products little by little, either by sight, taste, touch, reactions, chemical analyses, or by microscopical investigations.
In the museum of tho school general graphical tables will inuicate the various
forms of raw products, of the raw material, of colonial commodities classified in
series. They will give general indications as to the commerchil quality of the products. These tables will refer to geographical maps, where will be indicated by
colors the zones of production and the anmrnl value of their exportation. Explanatory remarks iu the margin of these maps will complete the commercial information
and give useful statisticR. The tables showing the production of cotton, silk, wool,
sugar, coal, v:1. rious metals, seeds, cereals will be well completed by diagrams indicating the variations in price of the most important mercantile commodities. This
conrse, essentially practical, constitnting the conclusion of the courses in physics,
chemistry, mechanics, commercial and industrial geography, technology, etc., should
not be limi.tetl to tlle expla.nations and manipulations in the laboratories and
museums, and it is for this reason that the various schools of commerce llave adopted,
in a more or less intermittent form, the system of industrial visits, which, of themselves, seem to us insufficient. However wise the professor of technology may be
who conducts the pupils into industrial cstablishment,s, he is often obliged to conteut himself with generalities. Each branch of industry has its trade secrets, which
arc continually modified. The encyclopedias and special treatises must constantly
keep ju touch wjth the practice. 'fbe pupil, then, after having arrived at a certain
stage of knowledge, would get more advantage from conferences conducted by specialists in the different industries. These conferences shoulcl commence in the very
first year of the regular course; they would take place in the shops and even in the
factories of such manufacturers as would consent to do so. One would pass then in
review the different iudustries-silk, ceramics, glassware, materials of construction,
paper, pas_teboartl, chemical products, furniture, metals, leather, and hides.
The art of bnying and Belling.-Asicle from the professional skill which is the result
of the personal ability and experience of a merchant, the art of buying and selling
couforms to certain principles which can be taught in the school. rrhe various elements of the curriculum of the commercial school should converge toward one endto make merchants; and it would be surprising if this instruction were to stop at
t,he very threshold of the culminating point of the science of commerce. Moreover,
the operations of purchase and sale, carried on in a manner to leave a profit, a just
remuneration for capital, labor, and the service which the merchant renders, presupposes a knowledge of arithmetic and accounting which enables him to fix the
price at which things must be resold in order to yield a profit, as well as a knowledge of the market-its wants, its extent-and also of merchandise itself. The same
operations carried on with foreign countries necessitate, moreover, the knowledge
of foreign languages, of commercial usages, · and of monetary systems. All these
branches of knowledge, and others also, constitute a part of the programme of commercial instruction, comprising, moreover, the mechanism of tho great speculation
markets. What remains, then, to teach the pupil V
The art of earning money, like that of winning a battle, must be tested in the
field. But to win battles it is necessary to have studied tactics and strategy, and
tho various branches of knowledge relating to these subjects. ·we may then learn
commercial tactics and strategy from former merchants who have retired from business and are willing to devote the substance of that which they know for the
instruction of young merchants. The results of their personal observation, the
experience which they have gained from others, that which tliey have themselves
acquired, these merchants might impart in a general way, or as they relate to certain brunches of business. This course, which would not be the least interesting of
those which we have described, would form the clement of a technological conference of which we bave already spoken above, as well as the course in commercial
and industrial economy.
Marine eq11ip1nent.-This course corresponds to certain local wants. It is given at
three schools-at Marseilles, Havre, :md Bordeaux. One must take care that this
con_rse is not extended unduly and shall not become a course in naval architecture,
which wopkl be supcrfluom~ and could hardly be considered a part of commercial
in truction.
French language.-The work in the French language should. be completed in ~he
p_reparatory ~lass. In the upper classes the pupils should occupy themselves with
~tt ratn~e, history, reading, outlines of litera,y history, etc. This part of the
ms .n~~b~m woul~l relievo_ the minds of the pupils from the severe tension w bich the
1
1?stn10t1ou reqmres.
l l O- n
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Another reason, based. on physiology, would require such instruction as this.
Man is rather formed for action and contemplation, for physical exercise or for
poetry, than for analysis and scientifi c abstraction. For this reason we would
include gymnastics and literature in the economic curriculum, as well as music,
which is a form of poetry at the samo time that it is an education of the senses.
Monthly literary conferences should be held in tho evenings, concurrently with the
conferences in commercial geography. In these might be treated especially the
literature of the different nations and the more important recent additions to literature. Finally, the study of French, besides being tho occasion of numerous oral
exercises, which should train the style of the students, would be a good opportunity
f~r.commercial e~says or abstracts of certain cour-ses and accounts of the Thursday
VlSlts. Each pupil should be obliged to h ave his took of essays relating to things
done outside of the school.
Fore~gn languages.-We have already indicated certain modifications which, in
our oprnion, ought to be introduced into the instruction in foreign languages in our
comm~rcial schools, an instruction which, up to the present, has been modeled too
exclus1veJy upon that of the classical languages. Is it by reading the classic authors
to her child that a mother teach_es it to understand the persons who speak to it and
to make itself understood by them? A child of 5 years of ago has no idea of rules
of grammar, while it may employ fluently and correctly a large number of words
and phrases to express its thought at this age; it may already speak several languages .. In Russia, Poland, Greece, Egypt, and Denmark young children converse
b;}'.' turn 11:1 _Pr~nch, English, Italian, and their mother tongue. \Vo are acquainted
with fam1hes m Paris from the colonies whose children speak fivo languages .
. Under the influence of necessity a Frenchman residing abroad or a person residing
~n France learns very quickly to express himself in tho foreign tongue-a few weeks
1s sufficient; with the aid of a teacher! a complete mastery may be gained in six
months, at least so far as the wants of commerce demand. This result is due to the
fact that the memory, ear, and tongue are all trained at the same time. This circumst'.1nce indicates the proper method to be followed. Ono should turn our schools
oi commerce into a sort of French, colony. Certain days should be fixed when each of
the languages to be learnecl should be exclusively employed in conversation, outside
of the lecture room. The teachers of language, much more closely attached to the
scho?ls than they are at present, should u e present at the meals, in the study rooms,
and m the play rooms. The noninstructing personnel of the school should be composed entirely of foreigners, each speaking two languages besides French. One
would thus surround the pupils with persons required to converse with them in the
l~nguages designated, and n ever in French. In a word, one would create the necessity and the obligation to l earn the language just as in a, foreign country.
By this rational method, which demands simultaneous training of the memory,
ear, and tongue, progress would be much more rapid. Int.he three years of tho commercial curriculum the young people accustomed to study would easily master three
!anguages, and could learn to understand a larger number. Ono may object to the
mtroduction of this method, thinking it woulu largely increase the expense of the
schools. But as the ohl saying goes, "He who wishes the end must wjsh the means."
One must pause to consider the results, for it is the results which satisfy- the public
and secure success. vVo are gen erally divide<l between tho desire to instruct our
children in foreign languacres and tho conviction that ono can do this successfully
only by sending them abro~d. But as it is painful to send one's children away, and
is, moreover, not always au easy thing to do, an~ fin:tllY as it :nay ~eem hardly reasonable to sacrifice a whole year for the sake of a, srnglo snbJect, it ~,lmost always
turns out tha t nothing is accomplished. In thi_s way tho study of foreign languages
among us is very.limited. But w oulcl not thm$s change altogether, to tho ~r~at
advantage of commercial schools, if this estabhshm_ent shonl~l prove rby pos1~1vo
results tho possibility of teaching foreign languaO'eS rn France 1tselH TheI?, without doulJt, by this fact alone, tho commercial s<iliools woulcl attract 'puhllc favor
and their classrooms woulcl soon become too small.
. .
Elocutfon, conferences.-Tbo ordinary business man certain I)'.' lacks fac1h ty of ap ecb.
Is it not this fact which keeps them, to the great damage of tho ~ountry, ont of~h_o
public legislative halls, which are l eft, so to speak, almost e~clus1v ly t? th_ politicians, while the real interests of the nation clemancl sp~c1_all.V' ~h
_xp ri. n. ~ _of
1
men trained in business practice ancl accustomed to tho cl1_fl1cnlt1 s f achmrnis
ration~ Om: commercial schools, then , shoul<l train th ir pnpilA to .·pr~ss t . m. 1,. s
1
1
1
b efore an audience. They shonld accompli:h tliis hv rop n_to<l
-~s
/cntionary reading; the studenfa shoull ac ompauy th · roadrn gs "' 1. ,1 • P 1 1 • 11n~
Finally, these exercises might be r epl a eel b y sbo~t de ~ t 8 np on 1 n 10 ·\
lit
is <lone at the schools of farseilles a.n<l lfavr .
h dir rtor of t
~<
preside ~t these debates . Tho instructor in h offi , ancl th t a h r · ~n g "'rap Y,
commercial law, industri 1 au 1 om mer in.I ~n m. ·. eho_nhl nl 0 • 1J pr ·. ~1 11•
The question8 shoull r lat to he subje ·ts 10 wln h in:tru ti n 1
n •
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ten to fifteen minutes might be allowed for each speech. Each of the professors
might correct the speech, both as to the style and the manner of the pupil falling
within his field of instruction . The subject to be debated might be indicated at
tho close of each discussion for the following day, and the referees appointed. The
use of notes might b e allowed to the debater, but be should not be allowed to read
his speech. At the end of each del.ate, ::rncl after the pupils have gone out, marks
might be given by the director and professors present, the same as at examinations.
In order to giye to these conferences the importance which they merit, it would be
desirable for one of tho members of the council of tho school, assisted by several of
his colleagues, to preside at least once a month. ·
In the course of bis career the merchant is frequently calletl upon to defend his
interests. He will certainly be able to do this in a much more efficient manner if he
has been trained iu public speaking. In the chambers of administration, in the
syndical chambers, in the consular tribunals to which he belongs he would certainly derive great advanfages from such facility. Finally, commercial schools hn;ve
also the mission to train instructors for the commercial schools, and for this purpose
lessons in elocution are ceTtainly very clesirablc.
Comme1·cial law, legislation.-A knowledge, at l east in outline, of the code of commerce and of tho various systems of law is necessary to the merchant. But we
- must not g ivo too much space to this study for fear that tho merchant, confident of
his own knowledge, should corue to believe that he could later disregard the ad vice
of specialists, which would certainly bo a source of danger. One should strive to
give a practical character to this couT.,o. As a complement to the theory of commercial law, each school should possess a complete collection of judicial and extrajudicial decisions carefully annotated, and which the professor might use to explain
to the pupils tho mechanism and usages of procedure, the turns to which it lends
itsolf in skilful} hands, the contradictions of jurisprudence, tho small basis there is to
human justice, and finally the great advantage which even an unfavorable compromise ordinarily has over a successful lawsuit.
In our opinion, the truly moral and practical side of this instruction -would bo in
inculcating a respect for law, for the rights of others, and to make each 1rnpil a
sworn enemy to lawsuits. It is in this spirit that one J3hould warn them against the
many inconveniences and dangers of a suit, which takes from lnrniness precious
time and energy, which deprives tho merchant of that tranq_ni11ity of spirit -which
he needs so much in order to conduct his business well, aud which docs not often
accomplish anything else than empty satisfaction and the enrichment of lawyers.
Physical and natural sciences.-Tbe elements of these sciences form a p art of tho general instruction which the pupil bas received before entering the commercial school,
and which will be developed in the direction of his specialties in tho preparatory
year.
Mcclianics .-It would be an injury to abolish this course in which the student
learns so many useful things, among others the value of the machines for the transmission of motion, tho various forms of engines-steam, gas, water, air, electro-magnetic, etc. The elementary study of mechanics is as necessary as that of physics,
chemistry, or natural history.
·
Drawing.-The same thing is trne of this as of tho preceding subject. Tho study
of drawing finds its aJ)plication in the construction of graphical :fi g ures, diagrams,
maps, sketches, etc. Drawing exercises tl10 eyo and the haud; it clc,·clops a, taste for
form; it unites positiYo instruction to matters of art, both puro and irnlustda.l, in
whoso production commerce largely deals, a.ud which, theroforc, mcrclrnnts must
know how to appreciat.e.
History of connnerce.-Might we not as well entitle this heading '' Hi story of civilization." Commerce bas al ways played a very great role in the history of the world.
It is that which binds together men and nations; it is that which snpports progress
in all its forms; it is tho vehicle of ideas; it is the propagator of tl10 bcantiful, of
the valuable, of tho good and tho useful.
Tho history of commorco, connected intimately with tliat of humanity, gives cle,ated views of morals and philosophy, views which arc clrawn from the facts :rncl which
give to the fnturo merchants a just idea, of the economic and socia.l importance oft~
career to which they have devoted themselves. Before becoming analytic tho h1 tory of commerce should., then, be treated in a general way, as is proper, moreover, in
other subjec~s iu ~hich instruction is given . Ono must not lose sight of the fact
that tho pupil loo-1ca1l, · feels tho necc1 of knowino- where one i leadino- him, and wba.t
rmrp~sc th<: subject~erv ;; in whic~10110 ~s i1~ trncting him. .i:Toth~g i~better aclap~ed
to se uro lus attention than to give lmn m a<l.vance a, general idea of the lea.clmg
features oftha.t which 0110 wi be him to learn .
. l'o_litical ·c.ono_m_y.-Th mor . ·arcfully this !:subject is clcvc1opcd the more valuable
1
nil lw. J> htical 1 ·onom~- 1. n. matt. r of <'ontrov<'r, y to -clay at a.Imo t all points,
mill, bn~·hool 0!1~~1 tJol, ,vurc oft a lnu~tbeirpnJ)il s cli pntablcdoctrincs,wh tl1er
eco,1 omic ol· oc·iahstic. lho pro~ i. or shonlcl Jimit himself to setting forth the
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general facts of production, circufation, and consumption of wealth; the mfferent systems of exchanges, and the :ulvantages and disadvantages which appear according
to the zones of industrv and commerce. This must suffice. Commercial instruction
can not havo as its purpose the trainin g of dialecticians, but rather of practical men,
who will derive more advantage from th e study of domestic, industrial, and commercial economy than from tl!e generalities of political ecouomy, which will remain
matters of controYcrsy.
We ha,o explained. elsewhere th;1t these differences upon the point of doctrine
spr\ng largely from tho lack of sufficiently exact and complete statistics, a defect
w~1ch one must attribute to the general insufficiency of practical accounting. From
this it r esults that oven the fa ct s of production, circnlation, ancl consumption of
wealt~ have thus far escaped n, complote analysis, which might set them forth in a
c~ear light. Political n.nd social economy is, therefore, n, science still full of o bscurities and contradictions, and, consequently, n, science the instruction in ·which should
be carefully conducted in tl!e schools.
•
Mora~s---:--Morals is a complex of the i deas n,ml rules intended to direct our actions.
!flor~ls 1s rntlependen t of relig ion, and is anterior to it. Every man has an idea of
Justice and inju stice, of thn.t which i s good and of that which is bad, of that which he
ought ~o do and of that which he onght not to do. Even the savages h::tve their rules
of family_ and social morals. The courses in the history of commerce, in the ·vurious
commer:crnl ?,Del_ industrial branch es 7 in political economy, and the courses in faw
an(~ leg1slat~on imply morals. High er commercial instruction shoulu include 5oci olcg1cal studies_ from which morals might l>c scientifically separated, and not merely
by t)ie exposit10n of its priuciples, which one knows without r easoning abou t them.
~th1cs, t~en, holds a large place in commercial education. It is a, question of principle; it is also a vital question; a question of existen ce that our commerce should
be and should remain true .
. German commerce, in the efforts which it is mn,king to compete with ours, is becommg m_ore demoralized from year to year. French commerce, on tho contrary, ought
to stnrn to secure a reputation for excellence of its products and for honesty in its
transactions, where manufacturers would be co11vinced of the truth that honesty is
a. real for ce, just as order and as tho love of la,bor, and that without honesty tho rel::tt10ns l>etween merchants and consumers can not be permn,nent.
Our ret ail commerce, pn,rticularly that in cloth and food, is paying dearly at tho
present moment for losi ng sig.bt of this truth . In fact, our shopkeepers seem to be
po~sessed of the strange idea that they have tho right to cheat because they have
p:uu for a license. T ell t h em that commerce is organized robbery, and they will pro~e~t only for form's sake, if they protest at all. They do not revolt under a sense of
lDJury. Their conscience cries out to them: "Yon rob whenever you make a sale,
0Yery d~y, every hour; you rob in quantity, quality, and price ; you teach your wife,
your children, y our clerks to roll as you do, Yon rob thepooras,,ollasthorich; you
would rob your own mother, anu if it is necessary, in order to increase your profits,
that yon should adulterate and poison, you become an nclulterator and a poisoner.
A_ll ~his, too, withoutconrago, for you rob arnl poison without running any risk. Your
v1ct1ms greet you, thank you, and arc inclined to think that yon are good, honest men
because you <lo not rob them more. nut when tireLl of yon your pn,trons flee from you
on the very first occasion. Then rro ; run after them into the galleries of tho great
~stablishments whoso competition° is ruining you without mercy; into tho markets,
into the bazars l>etter equipped than your shops, and wlic1e one can buy at better
rates. Go, beseech your l)atrons; try_ to excito. their vity for the lot o~· the small
shopkeeper on account o tho competition to which ho 1s exposed-yon will tllen seo
how th ey ridicule you/'
.
.
. After twenty years more at this rate our small sb_opkeepers will lrnvo Ll1sappearc<1
111 Paris aucl in the lar1-;o cities.
, 'co to what entl piracy leac1s !
.
Let us nsoid a s imilar fato for our wl1olcsa1o trac1c. Let ~1s presm·vo n. prccwus
reputation for thorough honesty which will sooner or fat er ~nng hack to us tho consumers wh for a tii110 arc led a,~ay by the artifices of 0\11" nYals_.
Tho properly constructeu progTamme of commnc13:l rnstruction, then, _co1~<1~m 1~a
such piracy aucl constantly :plead~ for o:<kr, goocl faith, nncl hono~; Jlt 18 fo,1 t~~ 18
rea. ou that a.cconntincr a sc-i nee of orcler mace 11nts, s110111<1 bo kept~ t tl_io v ry h ,tel
of this pr~•,.rammo-n't onntin.~-tlie history _of t~ic facts of b~un:m l:ihor lll 1_rnmh~r~ ;
accounting hatc<l by tll :pirat who praC't1ce ll~ tho _<lark .rn<l <1? not l?~ c ~o f.t 0
their robb~·ie · accountin" whose n.cc11rato prnd1co will ·n.yo 01 )1' mcln 1 Y 11.J spurrin" on its progr . , still h7-'. itatin~ nncl 1111<: rtain for lack of t1_11 onli•rl~· lj1" 111 1!>1,•i
L"'et us O into a r at factory wh~ro w f:i
·,·posecl small o1,.1cd nl Ill ,o,w_ ,Ill<.
ivo
as ; 0
into c t~u·i i; ov r tho c·lu apn<'!>S nn<l the lii_rn ,~-o~lrn1:rn. l11p ot
111
thc1·o1Jj •ct th mer hant r mark 1o n : ~'' Her ar snm 1,iadc Ill w ~z r~~ \ 1~<~
•
. r 'am oing to a ·toni. lt :011. .i. ot only: re th · ~1. r i,oor m. .
they cf.t more. Thi i easy to c,·plain; our l' in um la bor r . I mor
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skillful, do doublet.he work in the same time, and yon see that the workmanship is
much more elegant." Is not this a typical example f The manufacturer adds: "You
baYcjust organized a system of accounting which bas enabled me to reform my system
of manufacture. In consequence, I h ave diminished my capital, r educed my business
expenses, cnt down the useless general charges, increased tho general productive
charges, perfected my equipment, interested my personnel and my laborers in the
welfare of my enterprise, etc., so that to-day I find it to my advantage to manufac~
turc in Paris, and the foreigners purchase of me. People pretend t.liat French manufacturers can not stand competition, and give as a reason that labor is dearer here
than elsewhere. Ill will, routine, and ignorance have much more to do with our
inability. The truth is, that labor equalizes itself in all industrial centers. It is to
be had cheaply only where it is not in demand.
"The truth is, also, that wo have accustomed ourselves to buy at high prices whatever gives a la.rge profit, without being obliged to reckon closely. The trnth is, also,
that whenever we wish we can sell at as low a price and as good a quality as our
competitors. It occasioned great expense, I admit, to change my method of doing
business, but to-day I count myself happy for having taken in time n, step which
saved me from ruin ancl transformed my industry. If otlier manufacturers would do
like~Yise wo should have nothing to fear from our neighbors/'
"You speak to mo of commercial morality,' 1 adds our interlocutor; "it is indeed a
subject of great importance, and upon which you rightly insist. Commercial morality is not an illusion or a myth as paradoxical as prejudiced people may pretend.
There is no social department in which practice must conform to thorough honesty
more than in ours. Even tho soldier does not introduce greater regularity into his
life than the merchant who is worthy of the name must into his. No one has more
care than he to fulfill engagements onco entered into and his word once given. I
repeat it, we must and can carry on business in an honest way. This is to be our
force; this will be our glory! Our city is ski1lful in labor, j t has taste, it has inventiveness-this is essential. ,,Then our education in matters relating to commerce and
industry shall be well organized, and when we shall conform our lives to this instruction, wo shall be invincible."
111nsic 1 boclily exercise.-Music is tho education of the senses, and this reason alone
would determine us to include it in professional instruction. Experience in affairs
and relations of life shows, moreover, that tho possession of an agreeable art is often
a valuable means of success, by making the circumstances favorable to the individ:
ual, to say nothing of the fact that it is a good preservative from the dangers of ennm
and idleness. Finally, in a school whoro tho courses of study demand a continued
tension of the mind toward science and the positive subjects of commercial economy,
nothing will relieve tho pupil b etter than mnsic, which, like drawing, like literature, lik e the bodily exercises in the gymnasium and fencing hall, enters into the
hygiene of a well-balanced education. A good system of instruction must respond to
tho various wants and aspirations of man. It must conform to tho law of contrasts.
Without this it would prouuce a destruction of the just b alance in the moral and
physical h ealth of the pupil, resulting in lassitude an<.1 disgust.
Lessons in vocal and in strumental music might be given in the evening after the
study hour, from O to 10 o'clock. They could alternate with conversation hours.
They should be obligatory like the other branches, and gratuitous like the lessons in
gymnastics and boxing. Riding lessons, however, might be optional and extra.
Commercial and incliistrial visits.-These visits should be made every Thursday, not
only to the shops and magazines of commerce and industry, but· also to the various
museums ancl public expositions. Such lessons being a part of the professional
instruction, should be provided for in the formal regulations; and all schools, without
exception, should b e required to observe them. As it is not possible to give in a profitable manner lessons of this sort to a large number of pupils at once, the various
classes would Lave to lie workell in sections, going in different directions under the
conduct of the special instructors. At the Commercial Institute, where this system
has already l)cen begun this year, most of the pupils are sent off each Thursday to
several different })laces. The general application of this system would present tho
a<h-antage of varying tho lessons in technical things according to the previous prepa.ration of the pupils, antl by proceeu.ing methodically by going from tho simple to
tho complex.
. General consil1el'ations .-lt is said that" silence is golden." If this proverb is true,
it clo snot apply to ideas which ought to be spoken.
ur commercial school have
al~ rend .r d services which arc not generally appreciated at their true value, because
of ~he silence which one has observed in regard to it up to the present time, and
wh1 h we ~>cli vc it is our duty to break, if for no other pnrpose than to servo by our
m ~ .-t florts a. causo which seems to us intimately connected with the futuro prospnity of onr country. ,.faking all due concessions tbo (]_nipment of th French
6
·hool of comruuco is uot inferior in any respect to that of the other schools of
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general or special instruction. If one considers the efforts th us far put forth by them,
the difficulties of every sort which they have surmounted, and the results which they
have obtained in spite of these difficulti es, one must be convinced that the evil clays
of commercial instruction are approaching their encl, and that public favor will soon
replace the indifl'erence, as inconceivable as it is unjust.
Does not superior commercial instruction answer to the wants of all social positions,
except possibly the so-called "literary profession," aml indeecl may we not say of
them-for the lawyer, the magistrate, the public functionary, the councilor find it
to their ad vantage to know the theory and -practice of business, The employees in
our commerce and industry, merchants, manufacturers, bankers, brokers, exchangers,
farmers- that is to say, all the active personnel of our interior and foreign commerceo_ught they not to have this instruction in preference to any othed As to tlle families of fortune, who do not destine their children to commercial or industrial business,
what better ~ducation could they give them than that which comprises in i~s curriculum the science of order and economy-knowledge necessary to the preservation
of~ fortune. Practical arithmetic, accounting, living languages, the elements of'
crv1l and commercial law, and the many other subjects-are not these branclies more
~ecessary to the modern mind than Latin, Greek, ancient history, etc., What, then,
is lacking in this economic educatton to make it in demand?
It lacks only the sanction which crowns university studies. It is not sufficient to
OJ?eu _the doors of entrance into the schools of commerce, one must also open the doors
of e~1t.. Nothing fnrthcr can be done until the legitimate demands in favor of economic mstruction shall be met and it shall be put on a par with cl<rnsical instruction.
HIGHER COMMERCIAL INSTRUCTION IN GERMANY'.
Germany has, in many respects, the most fully developed system of commercial
sc~ools_ of lower and higher grade in Europe. As the subject of this work relates
p_nmanly to commercial high schools, it will not be necessary to do more than meut10n the large number of primary and second ary schools of commercial instruction
t? be found within the limits of the German Empire. The work by Harry Schmitt1
gtYes ~ very full account of the present extent of commercial education in Germany.
A ~tatistical table, referring to the same subject and published in Glasser's work, 2
brmgs the data down to the school year 1892-93.
It appears from these works that there are some fifty-five schools in the German
Empire which may be classed under the head of commercial high schools, with a
total of 5,681 pupils. Many of these are supported by merchant guilds, a, number
by the cities and a few by the State. The commercial classes nnd commercial courses
organized in connection with the real schools are, of course, supported by the State
or city, respectively.
In_ Germany, at a very early date, the better class of commercial high schools
ob~amed for their graduates the privileges of the one-year military exemption law.
This had a very beneficial influence upon the attendance at these schools, and the
fact that no discrimination in this respect is made against commercial bigh schools,
has undoubtedly contributed very largely to the success of these institutions.
THE PUBLIC COMMERCIAL INSTITUTE AT LEIPSIC,

[Oeffentliche Ilandols-Lchranstalt zu Leipzig.]

Of all these schools the Public Commercial Institute at Leipsic is, perhaps, for
our purpose, the b est type, and as it is the oldest of th_e existing sc~ools, it_pre~ents,
to a certain extent a picture of the development of this branch of mstruct1on m tho
German Empire. '
.
. .
This celebrated institute owes its origin to tho Merchant Gmltl of L_e1ps1~, :1 corporation which bas existed since tho r ar 1479,. an~ whos~ num rons. special pn ~?leges
were ended with the introuuction of commercial liberty mto the Kmgdom of . ax~>ny
in 1861. In 1867 this corporation ~ecame an open ociet.y. 'hortly be~ore this t1mo
a ministerial ordinance had established the chambers of commerce for the purpose
•
•
_
of representing comm rcial interests. 3
Five of these chambers of commerce have heen ostn.bl~shed m •. n.~ouy. Th_ : 0 wa'!
1
nothing more, therefore, for this ancient forchant Gnllcl of L . P ic to do '.' <'pt io
watch over the intore ts of the schools of commcr e, to help, with _the ~ns 1 tl, r:_ib
fortune which it posses cu, certain needy merchants, and to as 1st ot r various

~
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public enterprises. It clevoted itself to this useful mission, but as no new members
could be chosen the extinction of this guild was only a matter of time, and in consequence of an agreement between this guild and the Chamber of Commerce at Leipsic
the school became the property of the fatter bocly and is supported by the same,
using, in the first instance, the income of the funds which belonged to the former
Merchant Guild.
The honor of p~rsuading the Merchant Guild to found in 1831 a practical and theoretical school of commerce belongecl to Charles Lebrecht Hammer, a member of the
firm of Hammer & Schmidt. The Commercial Institute of Leipsic was not, it is
true, the first school of. this sort established in Germany. A man named Busch had
established, at his own expense, an Academy of Commerce in Hamburg towarcl the
_ close .:>f tlie last c_eutury, and this academy had prospered for some time. The Merchant Guild of Gotha had a school for apprentices in commercial houses from the
year 1818, aud :finally in several of the larger cities of Germany there we-re private
schools of this sort.
The Merchant Guilcl of Leipsic, then, can not claim the credit of having been the
first to establish such a scho·.:>l, but it was the first in Germany, we belie~e, to open
a professional school, in which they proposed to train future merchants who desited
to prepare themselves for business by appropriate theoretical studies.
- While the common run of merchants declared at that time, as generally in France,
against this sod of preparation in a school, the Merchant Guild of Leipsic rncognized at that time and emphasized the necessity of raising the level of special
studies for those youth who were destined for commercial pursuits, and the further
necessity of preparing tho way for practice by a study of the theory. Such bacl also
been the obj ect, as we haYe seen in another place, of the men who established the
Superior School of Commerce in Paris in 1820.
The foundation of the Institute of Leipsic was assisted by the Saxon Government.
King Anthony showed himself favorable to tho enterprise and contributed from his
private purse. In 1835 the Chamber of Commerce granted a subsidy of 1,500 G~rman
dollars; this subsidy is continued at present.
.
One fortunate circumstance contributed to the rapid growth of tho Commercial
Institute of Leipsic. Its first director, David August Schie be, was a man of great
·knowledge, of large experience, and at the same time of a ,;er_y energetic chara.c~er.
He ga,;o to the establishment an excellent organization. The se,ere discipline_wh1ch
he introduced and the success which followed it gave the school a great prestige.
David August Schiebe was born at Strasburg, in Alsace, on the 2d of October,
1779. He pursued his studies in the lyceum oft.his city, and was then entered as an
apprentice in a commercial house of his native place. He was later a clerk at Stras1Jurg, and from 1804 to 1807 was employed in a banking house at Frankfort. In 1807
he r eturnec1 to Strasburg and entered the house of Franck & Co. In his leisure hours
he occupie<.1 himself with literary work, and gave lessons to young merchants. In
1817 he gathered a certain number of instructors about him, and his enterprise
seemed upon the point of becoming a school of commerce. But the attempt was
premature, aU{l he was obliged to close the institution after two years. He then
cle-voted himself to the diTection of industrial enterprises, and acted as agent in most
,;aried commercial affairs. In 1819 he published, in French, his theoretical and
practical treatise on Bills of Exchange, a work which was followed in 1825 by his
. Commercial Correspondence.
Some years after this tho school at Leipsic was opened. The directorship of the
school was offered to him, and Schiebo hastened to accept a position which ena.blecl
bim to spread his ideas and to establish a system of instruction, the necessity of
which he hacl been one of the first to recognize.
.
Tho necessary text-books for this instruction wero not at hand; Schiebe prepared
them. His works on Commercial Arithmetic, Bookkeepiug, and 'fho Science of tho
Counting-Honse exercised a wido influence upon the development of commercial
studies in Germany. They appeared in a large number of editions during his life
and after his death. "Even to -day," says Kippenberg, formerly director of th~
school at Ger a, "Schiebe's books are the best to be found iu this branch of rnstrnction.
. . After h aving directed with great success, and in what may ho called a truly prn.ctical manner, the school of Leipsic down to tho year 1850, Schiebe retired from ~ho
management and returned to trasburg, his native city, where he died tho followmg
Y ar. His talents, his experience, and his professional loyalty render his memory
d ·ar to all hi former pupils. For his indefatigalJle devotion and for the didactic
w~rks whic~ h? left behind him the school at Leip ·ic and in general the professors ·
of commercial rnstrnct~on in Germany owo him undying gratitude.
. Tho s 1ccessor of , chi •be from 1850 to 1862 was Alexander , teinhou ·o. After hrw1) 11 • m;p1oyet1 for tw~nty-,·e-rnn years in the greate ·t commercial houses at
1 r .1au!'11oni · , 1anc~ Tampico ho traveled in France, Germany, Americn, and tho
1 'a t-'1 ,1.1 l_ <-lo 1 bi c·ar er as a. merchant at Riga. From that time on llo d votecl
to th tndy of the commercial science , ancl for ten years wa professor
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in various public ancl private schools, and at last at J',foscow. He devoted himself
to tho writing of peda.gocrical works, and published a commercial arithmetic in
Russia. Under his direction the Commercial Institute of Leipsic improved its
methods. of instruction, and the number of its pupils went on increasing. In 1862
Steinhouse resigned his position as director and went to establish a school of commerce at Breslau .
From 1863 to 1878 the director of the Commercial Institute of Leipsic was Dr. Karl
Gustav Odcrman . He had been professor in this school from 1839 to 1854, and was,
consequently, fully acquainted with everything relating to it. He had, moreover,
shown his ability for directing work by his assistance in the founding and directing
of a commercial school at Dresden. Under bis direction the school of Leipsic preservecl in general its former character, but it experienced numerous innovations in
the scope of its instruction-innovations renchlred necessary by the new school law
of the Kingdom of Saxony and by the educational reforms in Germany. We shall
describe these changes more fully below.
Dr. Oderman also took up the revision of the pedagogical works by Schie be, which
remained, so to speak, tho classical works in this school. In cooperation with Dr.
},eller, Oderman wrote a commercin.l arithmetic, which has been a great success in
~he commercial world, and which is now in its fi fteenth edition. Oderman resigned
J~ 1878, anll left the school with the reputation of an experienced master, of a scientific trainer of youth, and an energetic director. In recognition of these services
the King of Saxony, from whom he had already obtained several distinctions,
accorded him the titlo of professor.
Charles ..Wolfrum, who succeeded him in 1878 as director of the school, had been
pr9fessor of the commercial sciences at the Commercial School of Augsburg from
18::,1 to 1862; director of tho school at Got.ha from 1862 to 1872, and director of tho
S?hool of Commerce at Augsburg from 1872 to 1878. Ho still holds the position of
director at the Commercial Institute at Leipsic .
. W:c shall have occasion later to speak more in detail of the organization of the
mst1t·ute, but to give a general notion of its development it will be sufficient to note
hero that from 18:'il to 1886 there were 5,827 pupils in the department for apprentices;
5,0021rnpils in the higher department; 322 pupils in tho professional course; making
a total of 11,151 pupils in fifty-five years, or an average of about 202 pupils a year.
Tho Commereiallnstitutc of Leipsic had in 1884-85, 472 pupils; 1885-86, 494 pupils;
1890-91, 620 pupils; 1891-92, 662 pupils; 1892-93, 681 pupils.
DIYISIO:N' 01" TUE IKSTITUTE-GOVERNMENT- FEES.

'rhe Commercial Institute of Leipsic, as notell above, has been, since December 21,
1886, under the control of the L eipsic Chamber of Commerce. It is under immediate supervision of the city council of Leipsic, aml under the general supervision of
the royal ministry of the interior. The school board, which has immediate charge
of the school, is elected by the Chamber of Commerce, and consists of six members,
ekctcd for a term of six years, one-half going out at the end of each three years.
The purpose of the school, according to the statutes published in 1888, is a twofold one. One is to give the commercial apprentices an opportunity. to o~tain the
necessary general education and special training necessary for their_ cn,llmg ; seconclly, to give tbe desirable scientific training to those _youth w~o wish_ t_o cle:7ote
themselyes to commerce and similar careers. Tllo school rn, accordrngly, chv1decl mto
three divisions. First the apprentice department, which is the conti~uation s?hool
for apprentices actna11y engaged in commercial houses, and whose pupils are rel~oYed
from the necessity of visiting the city contimmtion scbool~. _Secondly, ~b~ lllgber
department, which is authorized to grant a certi~cate, confcrnug tho pnv1l~gcs <!f
the oue-year milifary service law upon those pnp1ls who eomvJe~o tl10 conr?o 1~ this
division. '.rhirdly, tlio professional course, tho purpose of wl11ch HJ to acqn:1rn t :'I Ot~ng
men who have already acqnired by Rtncly alourr other lines tho dcgr?e o1 education
necessary to secure the privileges of tho ono-y°car ex:oruption faw with iho g ·ueral
theory of commerce.
PHOVISIO.-s I.E L ATI.'G T O TllE YAnIOGS l>EPAH1':.'IU:."1'.

>F TIU; ' 'HOOL.

t· of n, I ip ic commercial hon . c·nn
First, apprentice department.-Every apprcn ice
' . ~ 11·. • fitnc. ~ to tnk np ih,
be admitted in the apprentic cl partmcut upon. 8 11 . Wl~rrn1 5Iu onl~r io h nclmitl cl
1 1
work. Each candidate 11111 t P?,S~ an ntr_a nco x~ rn;~1~)ii holl hav <:ompl tc·cl an
into tho thircl or lowest class, it 1s l1 c · nry 11ia 11
Jio mn t ·ho v th: t -h i
1
elementary school. To b o n.d mittcc1_ to th01 .. .\\ ~ ' · i•upil H c~n j, aclmitt cl onl .·
1
acr1naintedwitll+hosnhj cctst~ngh t rntl_
.',;·iiotlll'r 1i,·h rom c n · pon ihl,
pon the request of tl.10 h cacl o f n, commcu ,a 1011 · c,
·

~\\11'1°

;y la .
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for the tuition of the pupil. The course of study cxtend8 over three years, including ten hours a week, divided as follows:
Hours per week.
Subjects.

Third Second
class. class.

German..................
.2
English ......... ... ............. .
French... . ..............
2
Commercial arithmetic . .
3
Commercial science ............. .
Office work and bookkeeping ....................... .

Hours per week.

1
2
2

Correspondence .. ... . -.~Geography..............
Pemnansltip .. .. .. .. . . . .

1
2
2

1

1

~-=1
1
2

1

First
class.
- - -1

1 ....... .

I·............ -..
Total ............. - .10!_10 _10

2

2

=-~

Third l Second
class. I class.

Subjects.

First
class.

1

j

The tuition is 80 marks a year. Tho hours of instruction are from 7 to 9 in the
morning; parallel divisions attend from 2 to 4 in tile afternoon.
Second, high er cUvision.-Tbis division has a three-year course. The year begins at
Easter time; pupils are admitted at other times, only upon showing· that they can
fake up tho work with profit by a special examination. Pupils must be at least ·14
years of age. They must pass an entrance examinat,ion in German, French, geography, history, and arithmetic.
Tho curriculum embraces the following subjects:
Hours per week .

Hours per week.
Sul,jects.

Third I Second / First
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ,__c_la_s_s_
. /_ class. l_cl_a_ss_._

Subjects.

Third Second First
• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ,_c_l_a_ss_. _c_l_as_s_
. _c_l_as_s_.
11

Germav..................

j~f~~t:::::::::::::: ::::
Mathematics .. .. . . .. . . . .

4

3

3

~

!3

!4

Commercial science.. ... . . ... . . .
2 ....... .
Commercial law . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. ..
1
Office work............. . . . .. . ..
2 ....... .

Commercial arithmetic . .
5
3
2 ~~~k~~feo;~~~~~:::
Physics.... .. .. .. . . . .. . . .
. 3
2 ........ Political economy....... . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .
Mechanical technology . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . ..
2
~
~
Chemistry ....................... ;
2
2
Study of products....... . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .
1 Athletics . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
2
2
G~ography........ ... .. . . .
2 1
2
2
35
36
H1story .•.•.• ......... ...
2
2
2
Total ............ .
3

i

:::::: ::: :: ::: ::::: :::

t~~:fun;~!~.::::::::::::

2

::::::::2
36

Instruction is also given as optionn1 work in:
Hours per week .
Subjects.

- - - - - - - -·- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --

Third Second
class. class.

First
class.

--- ------

Ita1ian................ . ....................... ............ .. .................. ........

2

~r::J~~phy:::: :: :·.·_·_·_·_ :: ::~:: :::: ::::: :::: :·. :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::: :: :::: ····· ·2· ·-·· ··i·

2

2
1

For foreigners in all tho classes of this bigher division the tuition is 360 marks a
year; for natives of the Empire, 240 marks rn the third class, 300 in the second, and
360 in the :first. A mntriculation fee of 10 marks is also required.
Third, ]Jrofessio11al course.-.A.s this is the most ad,anced class in the school, only those
pupils are admitted who hold a certificate entitling them to the privileges of the oneyear military service law, or who h ave completed au equivalent course. This department is divided into two subdivisions-an npprcntic~ department, with ten hours a
~eek, and a regnlar students' department, with thirty-four hours a week , The course
1n both cases covers one year.
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I. REGULAR STUDENTS' DIVISION.

H~!!!.6r

Curriculum:
English ....••..•.......•.........• ....•...........•...•.••..••••.... :....

5

Commercial arithmetic.......................... .................... . . . . . .

4

~~:~~:h.::: .·::: .·: .·: .·: .·: _·: .·: .·:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~

l!~iil~iifi)]]:::::::1:i:;::::::::\::::::::::::!/j'./!j/!!iiiiii!'.l
Total ... . ................ . ... ..... . .. .... . ....................... _·_. . . . .

i

34

II. APPRENTICE DIVISION.

Into this course only such apprentices are admitted as hold the certitl.cate mentioned above .
Curriculum :
:nglish correspondence . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Ho_;~:rr

1
~

~~~~~:i~~r::r~l~:ti~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :

B~~k~~:cif~ legislation.....................................................

1

Commerla1

i

~~i~~~~ : : : : : ~:::: :::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Total ........................................ ......... ··· - · ··· ··· · ·· ····

10

Inst~uction is given between.the hours of 7 and 9 in the morning.
It will _Le noted that this institution is organizell so as to answer the wants of a
commercial community in a most complete way. For those young men who have
had a good preliminary preparation, such as is involved in the completion of what
~e may ~all an ordinary English high school, and who have gone directly from that
lllto_ lrnsrn ess, there is found an opportunity in the apprentice division of the profes~10nal course to get assistance in the special or technical study of' the business in
which they are engaged. Those who are able to spend another year, after completing
8 ?Ch a course as is mentioned, find in the regular students' division of the professional course an opportunity to spend another year in preparing themselves somewhat more specially before entering upon a business career. This latter course
conesponds very closely to the graduate course described in connection with the
Prague and Vienna academies· of commerce.
The second or higher division of tbis school corresponds very closely to what we
sh?uld call an ordinary commercial high school, with a course of three years. It is
evident that the pupil attending this department must give his entire time to the
work of tho school.
In the first, or apprentice department, an opportunity is offered for those clerks
and apprentices in business houses who have had the advantage of an elementary
school education, to carry on systematic work, suitl:'d to their ag-e and preliminary
training, at the same time that they are engaged in commercial honses. It will be
noted, as stated above that the instrnction in the apprentice departmcut, both
liig~er ancl lower, is given between the. hours of 7 nncl 9 in ~ho morning, so th:i,t
:pnp1ls are able to attend these courses while aet11ally engaged rn _bnsmE>ss. It w11l
1,e interesting to note the distribution of stuuents among the Y_ar10u~ <~c_partme~ts.
In 1892-93 out of 681 pupils 454 were in the Iirst, or appre~1tu·o d~v1i;1oll,. t~il~mg
the ten hours a week cour e through the thr •o years; 155 ,~<·re 1 n tho h1~h«:r ~1_v11.non;
and 72 were in the profe!l!lional course, of whom 37 wore m the regular d1vu;1011 and
35 in the apprentice division.
.
.
The second or higher divi ion, corresponds to tho r gular course m th~ 3:c~don11 s
of Prague an'd Vienna. It ,vill be uotcd that the Jil·st, or elomc~1tary d1,·1s1~n, h:~s
by far the l argest unmhor of pnpil_s, an<l to ju'1~c from tho wo,~mg nnmh:r 11~ tl~1s
department it answers a real want ma comm r ·ial cornmumty l1k<: that ot Lo1p 1c.
In the anuual report of tho omrnerl'ial Iu tit11t for 1 02-0:3 tho ~l1redor ox1_1rc l!(lS
himself as follows upou ne or two important matters counc<:t d with tho ·urncnlum
of the school:
.
.
"\Vnole ·ale ancl r tail tra.<l ar n cliff r<•nt in th ·tr m •tho,_1. _of worl afJ th o_rchnary work of a rn chauic and that in a largo factory. 1n trnmuw youtlJ, th roforo,
ED
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mercantile and naval marine is well equipped for the Yery best service, whose banner
:waYes over many colonies, needs merchants of insight, financiers of wisdom, and
inventive and enterprising organizers."
PROGRA:.\Il\IE AND :METHODS.

Leautey, in his excellent work, so frequently referred to in this report, also calls
attention to the fact that the Institute of Leipsic has taken special pains to divide
and subdivide its instruction so as to adapt it in the best manner possible to the
wants of its pupils. The business of tho retail dealer does not uecessiate such
special and comprehensive kn owledge as that of the wholesale dea.ler. The small
merchant can only rarely turn to a profitable purpose in his sphere of action the
knowledge of foreign langua~es, of mathematics, of algebra, etc. He needs, however, to :te well acquainted with the goods themselves, to be versed in merc::mtile
calculat10n, accounting, etc. The Institute of Leipsic has then establishetl an elementary training, and a more advanced training for young men who wish to enter
the wholesale trade.
In Germany the youth of limited means generally enter business immediately upon
qui~ting the elementary school. Those who take up commerce as a career complete
their SC!3-00l _training in a ~ontinuation school during the three or four years of
apprenticeship, through which they must pass. They are required by law to follow
t?-e co~1r~es of these schools while serving their apprenticeship. Under these condit101;1s, 1t 1s. no great clisadvantage for them to enter at an early age upon business life,
which trams them in the handlino- of goods, in the proper conduct toward their
customers, in bookkeeping, and in "'applying the knowledge which they gain in the
school.
· ~here are a,lso the studies preparatory for more advanced positions, studies in
which the Institute of Leipsic gives by far the largest share to theory, contrary to
t?-e meth~d applied in the beginning by Schiebe. This development, a work of
t~e, of circnmstances, and of the difficulties which lay in the way of developing a,
suitable personnel to give the instructJon, is worthy of ca,reful study. Schie be laid
~owl!- a programme of study which shows his preference for practical work; instruction 1n the science of commerce beginning in the second class, four hours a week.
Schiebe himself gave this course, following the theory of commercial science by
Jacob and his own works upon the subject; he thought that the pupil would
arrive at a better understanding of commercial affairs if he actually went through
the same process as the merchant in his office.
"This method is empiric," said Dr. Aymerick, "it offers, it is true, a certain advantage, it trains the pupils in acquiring a certain facility and external polish, but the
real knowledge and trnining which is the essential part can not be acquired by such
an unscientific method."
Certainly, we answer, prnctical lessons ought not to precede theoretical lessons.
But after the theory has been set forth, these practical lessons may come in to complete- the training of the pupil and to enable him to d erive the fullest advantage
:from the instruction in the school. It is, howeYer, ver.v essential that these practical
lessons shall be well given. It is this upon which we have insiste<l in our 11lan upon
the reorganization of commercial instruction. (Lcantey.)
"At the school at Leipsic," continues our. correspondent, "many ye~rs p~sse<l
before we bacl text-books treatino·
of the various branches of commercial science
0
in a manner simple and clear. It was only as the result o~ Jong d~-velopmen~ that
w-e came to see that the simple r epetition of the sa_mo exercises ngam and a,g:u_u_has
only n, very small value, if one does not penetrate rnto tho very reason ~nd spirit of
-the same . Everywhere we endeavored to discover n. common law resultmg fro~n _the
unending variety of similar facts and by this meaus to _escape a. uscles prolixity.
This 1s the road which scientific ~omrnercial instruction m Germany has followed to
perfect itself."
·
,
f i.1
.i
Ver well. But in this way has there not been _a_ ccrta,m _ah~.,,o O . 1 or .
Extre~es meet and they are ordinarily e<Jnally pcrmcious.
\ 0 1 1? at wha.L " 0
· d before that tho schools of commerce should bo at once poly~echlllc sc:ho _ls. an. 1
sat_ ols of~ licatiou an(l in order that a.ppli a.tion sliall hrar _its ho 5t fnut it 1
~~C~SS1;lry
it shoufo be exercisecl
u~o;i
?pertt10i~ roterg, i~n~~f~~}i£~1t 1:r~usJht togethe1! uu~1er t~JO J" • _of ti: p11p_il1.
1n.Jgt ~o:1d\esst~pue~flnous to reconnt h r tho vari~)l~ ll)Ocl1fic, ~JOU ~vl_11"h" r 111
~1ti1
·
· · f·
18 1 t 1 6 mocl1hcat1ons wlu ·h" 1, 11 ,g
Y
in. the Institute of Le1ps1c ron}t v 0fl'1 . 't t UY tll'l.t clming tlii wltol p rio,l
-the experience of tho sdchool. . { th~ ~;n~ a · ·liioh' }llul in titul ,l in th, fir. t
-the basis of the metho rema.mteJ.
o 1 71 tit In ti' t·L ' 11 '1. form from 1
· the 1no,~ 11men
c,1nc,th 011mon
•
·
· l
1·
J • •I
instance . .B 11:t xn
l to.tOr
follow
mPnt or lo it
tit , o n .1.' i r
-tute at Leipsic was ompe < ·1·t .
Yic in a ·011Y of I> •111h r 21 l Jh Juul
school. The law relatin g to m1 L ar
r
·~·
•'
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conceded to the three schools of commerce at Dresden, Chemnitz, and Leipsic the
right to give a certificate entitling to the one-year military service privileges, and
it was necessary to reorganize the instruction to conform to the requirements of
this law.
It was, then, at this time that the university tendency of general culture began
to overl>alance the purely commercial instruction of early years both at the Institute
at Leipsic, and, in general, in all th e higher schools of commerce in Germany. In
all these institutions it was necessary, in order to comply with the provisions of the
military law, to reorganize their curricula from the very bottom, and to give more time
to the instruction in mathematics, physical and natural sciences, history, geography,
and literature. This reorganization implied the necessity of diminishing the time
given to the commercial sciences, and also the importance of the practical exercises
in tlle countinghouse.
It was not until 1869 that the Institute at Leipsic declareu itself ready to comply
with the legal provisions, and from that time on this establishment acquired the
right to giv~ the certificate for the one-year voluntary service.
This change in its instruction led it, on the other hand, to enlarge the sphere of
action of the school, in order to preserve its former professional cllaracter. It w-as
noted that a certain number of pupils from the real schools, who held the military
certificate, entered immediately into business life, to spend the years which had still to
elapse before they were of military age. 'fhesc young men, from 16 to 17 years of
age, while trained in modern languages, mathematics, history, geography, but entirely
una cq uainted with the commercial sciences, found themselves at a disadvantage in
their practical careers on account of this lack of special knowledge. It appeared,
then, to be plain that the Institute at Leipsic had here the task of creating a professional course for those young men who had ohtained the military certificate. The
success of this course, opened in 1876, did not entirely meet the expectations of its
founders.
Three years later, in 1879, another attempt was made. By the side of the professional course, which comprises ten lectures a week, another course was established
of from thirty to thirty-two exercises per week for those youth who held the military
certificate and were willing to devote au additional year to stufly for preparation of
tlte commercial career. This last course was received with considerable favor, and
th e attendance shows a steady increase. This result, although very satisfactory,
shows that in Germany, as in France, public opinion is still in doubt as to the value
of commercial instruction.
The director of the school expressed himself upon this point in the following
manner:
"It is thought," he said, "by large classes of our population that commercial
practice can fully take the place of theoretical knowledge. It is, however, true that
he who has a theoretical knowledge learns more from experience than the mere
empiricist, to whom he will always be superior when it comes to a matter of judgment or to execute intelligently an order, or to act with energy and decision in di~ferent situations; but many years will probably pass before the value of our tech n1 cal professional instruction will be folly appreciated and before the number of our
pupils increases in proportion to the advantages which professional study assures to
him who follows it thoroughly."
It is not necessary to print a synopsis of the courses, as the individual subjects
taught cover very much the same ground, having due regard to the greater or le_ss
proportion of time devoted to them, as in the French and Austrian schools. It will
be noted from a compari on of the curricu lum given above with those of the sch?ols
in France and Austria that consideTably more attention is given to the nontechmcal
sn bjects in Germany. This may be explained, however, by the fact mentioned above,
that in'order to get the privilege of granting the military certificate, these schools
were oblige,l to introduce general snbjects more largely, rather than becanse o~ any
belief that the German curriculum in its present form is better than the French or
Austrian.
It is not necessary to go into a more detailed discussion of questions of discipline,
etc., as in this respect the Institute of Leipsic differs but little from those already
mentioned. ~ glan~e at the lmdget of the school may, however, be of interest . .
'~h~ school 1 earned on, u~der. ordinary conditions, in such a \vay that a financial
<lefint r ~ularly occ:i1;rs, wh_1ch 1s met lly the chamber of commerce from the pro~Pc,ls of funcls belonging to 1t. It is well housed in a model school lmilding, erected
111 1 !JO.
The budget for the year 1885-86 shows the following receipts and expenditures.
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Receipts:
Marks.
Tuition from theHigher division ............. ................ - - . - - - - · · · · · · - -· · · · · 32,751.71
Professional course ..... ....................... - · - · · - - · · · - · · · · · · 11,932.15
Apprentice department ........•........... - - .. - • - . -- - .. - - -- - - - - 23,585.27
Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68, 269. 13
Sub&idy from the Government . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 500. 00

72,769.13
Expenses:
Pensions and salaries ........ .................... - . - . - . - · - - - · · · - - - · · 63,662.61

928.62
938.42

i!~iifi:~~~~~~iil)llllii!;;;;;;;;;;\i!))!);;;;i;;;l)'.l!));::'.

1,076.50
571. 00
451.78

Rent .......... . ......... .......•...................................

9,700.00

508.39

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77, 827. 32
. NOTE.-Sections of the report relating to higher commercial instruction in Belgrnm, ~taly, and England are omitted. In regard to the latter ProfessorJam<>-s says:
'' It 1s not far from the truth to say that there is no such instruction given in
Englan_d a~ _all, at lea~t s~1c?- thorough, systematic, and advanced instr_uction, as
would Justify our puttmg 1t m the same cateo·ory as that of France, Au.stna, or Germa~y . It is in this department as in so many others. The genius of the people-so
e~:mnently commercial-the favorable situation of the country, and tile many other
cuc_umstances which have combined to put England at the very head. of commercial
nat10ns, have also seemed at first to dispense with the necessity of giving time and
labor to systematic school preparatio,1 for such occupations. On the other hand, the
many unfavorable circumstances which have combined to prevent the growth of
commerce and industry in Germany, France, and Austria have brought these-nations
to a recognition of the fact that thoron ah education along all these lines was the only
h~pe of their being able to compete with England. at all. The result has been what
might have been expected. Owing to the superior education and training of her
youth Germany has been steadily diminishing the disadvantages of her position,
~nd English merchants are now awaking to the fact not only that German trade is
lllcrea:sing more rapidly than English but that even the trade of England herself is
passing into the hands of German merchants who have settled in London."

CHAPTER XVI.
E_ARLY EDUCATIONAL LIFE IN MIDDLE GEORGIA.1

VACATION TIME-ACADE MIES-A MANUAL-LABOR SCHOOL-THE
UNIVERSITY.
l.-VACATION TDIE.

Some account has been given of society in miclclle Georgia dnring the period of
occup_ation by immigrants from the older States, mainly from Virginia and North
Carolma, who, despite the perils on the very border of savage existence, were
attracted thither by the extraordinary fecundity and saluhrity of that region.
Therein it appeared that, on account of J)eculiar exigencies of situation in the
beginning, patrician rule, as in all similar conditions in the past, obtainecl; but
that, not long afterwards, other exigencies equally important led to coalescence of
the several classes of whites for purposes of security and well-being needful to all.
To ibis coalescence, it was argued, were owing the speedy, hea1thful growth and
development of a rural population which in a comparatively brief while helped to
raise the State, the youngest of the thirteen, to a high rank among its confederates.
In that account were mentioned some of the shifts to which resort was compelled
under the then existing conditions to obtain for the children of those immigrants
instruction in tho elements of learning, and sketches were made of what came to be
k~own as "Old-field scliools," which were, perhaps, if not the most unique, at least
the most crude among the elementary schools throughout the whole country, yet,
notwithstanding their eccentricities and jejuneness, productive of much benefit to
the new community so far distant from enlightenecl centers. Exuberance of health
and eagerness of enterprise enabled the settlers to meet difficulties aml drawbacks,
make the best of opportunities, however slendeT, turn all accidents to every possible
good account, and, fully conscious of the need of better things, patiently, yet with
energy and confidence, labor for their procurement. Bors and girls who got their
:first instruction at these schools, even those grown n,fterwards to be among the
most eminent and accomplished, used to recall and reh?arse scenes therein enacted
so grotesque ancl bizarre as to sound in.credible, yet which, even including some
that were barbarous, were told not only without a tittle of pain or resentment, but
with a humor so gushing as to be thankful for things whose recollections inspired it.
Note was made in that account of the intermingling of sexes both in school and
in class, and some habitudes 11 eculiar to such close relationship, including inchoate
de,otion of tho stronger to tho_wcakor. M ntion was macle, al o, of sevcr~l thin•rs
in di ·ipline, of tho games and sports indulgctl s parately by boy, and girls, nn,1
of other things attendant upon school life.
.
.
In this ·hapter the writer will unc1 rtake to <le crib portions of th ht of ho 'S
and girls whil out of . chool, within family cir 101;1, anc1, when grown old nnngh for
th,•m in social reunions. Field sports of boys ,vill b mcntiouo,1, ancl snch gnm 8 as,
dnri~g the appr ach towar,1 matnrity, hoth s .· pla ·od inc n:pnu ·. 'lh rhapt.'r
will nd with an ac ount f tho Y ry early arr !'l a whi<'h marrinrr nrrag •mc•nt in
!)
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general were contracted, and some of the incidents usually occurring before, during,
and after their solemnization, followed by an account of the founding of academies,
manual labor schools, and of the State University.
In this region, as doubtless was the case in all other rural communities at that
period, youth of both sexes, whatever might be their pecuniary circumstances, were
required to spend a greater or less portion of the time at work. In families with
narrow means this was necessary. Children when not at school worked habitually
with the same regularity as negroes or hired laborers. Indeed, the two or three
years' schooling gotten by them generally was spread through twice or thrice as
many on account of times and seasons when their services at home were indispensable to sufficient cultivation of crops and work within doors. Seldom one of this
sort attended more than three or four months in the year. It was often as surprising as gratifying to note the amount of learning acquired by boys and girls in circumstances so narrow. Difficulties enhanced in their eyes the value of what they
ha(l few and limited opportunities of pursuing. Many a lad with no more than these
rose to much respectability for intelligence and some to high positions in professional
life. So, too, even children of the better sort were ·required to work during the
period of vacation from school. Few boys of any sort di<l. not l earn to handle the
plow, the hoe, and the ax. While engaged on plantation work they labored never
apart, but alongside of negroes, going to. fields and returning at the same hours,
their dinners being sent to them as to the rest. True, they were indulged in more
frequent holidays, yet in many of these their friends among the poorer classes, particularly on Saturdays, were allowed to join them in sportings with hounds, gun, and
rod. A people among whom were fe'w who dearly loved mere money getting were
none the less stringent of rule that their children should grow up with just notions
of the importance of work and becoming respect for it. As sons of the more prosperous grew older, instead of manual labor they were gradually inducted into the
kr~owledge of supervising and in the disposition of crops when gathered.
It was the same with girls, p erhaps to a degree more stringent because of their
closer confinement at home and in continual presence of work which industrious
mothers of families saw needecl to be looked after. Vestments of every sort, for
whites as well as blacks, were cut and made at home. These, except the few for
special occasions, as h erein before mentioned, were made of the produce of the plantation-flax, wool, and cotton. This work, the whole of it, was done in the mansion
umler the supervision of the mis tress, and mainly by herself and her daughters. ·when
portions were assigned to negro women or girls, it was of a kind needing less of special painstaking-, yet requiring the mistress' continual direction, for deftness with
the needle and shears always seemed difficult for them to acquire.
EVENil'IGS AT HOME.

The interval between supper and bedtime was spent by the whole family together.
If lessons were not already conned, children studied by a tu.ule, rendering and receiving a ·sistance when needed. This seldom occupied all the Hpace, as the lessons were
not unreasonable._ Afterwards, if it was in summer, they sat together on tho piazza,
which hardly any house was without, until the hour of evening family prayer, that
was seldom omitted if the father was a church member. A Bil>lo clrnptor was read,
a hymn sung, and then the prn.yer on bended knees, sometimes the latter seeming
rather long to children and such of the ser.vants as accepted invitation to be present;
this was evinced when at its close they were yet on the floor, being overcome hy
sleep. In winter girl.- assi ·ted their mothers in sewing an(l knitting fortbe family,
rhitc and black, an<l the boys helped the father in rolling into halls from broocbe
the h1 acl spun '1urjn<T the day ancl reeling the balls into bank . In times bofore
tl.ie ·otton gin, all 1,ick <l. apart the oee<l autl the lint.
o long n a to thi habit
souu: lJ came, tlu t ev 11 after the- gin wa: iutrodu · '1 somo planter , whl·n ati lied
'·ith roauiug, kop it up d111fo, the o,·euiug, unwilling to 1.,o •utir ·l~· idle tlurilw any
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portion of their working time. During the hours of sleep doors oftener than otherwise were left unlocked and windows unbarred. A man's own negroes were trusted
·as his children. Domestic police, as in patriarchal times, was in the family, and it
was not very far from perfect. Children when at home wero often allowed to play
with much freedom with their coeYals among the negroes; but only boys with boys,
and girls with girls, and the latter only in daylight. In such playt:J the humbler
indulged as much freedom as the higher, and the admission of defeat was as honest
in the one case as in the other, although upon disputed points there was the same
sort of wrangling or what was common to either race while contending apart.
Elderly negroes who happened to be passing by took the same liberty as parents
used in warning against extravagances of any sort, and a white child's heedlessness
to such interference, especially if attended with disrespectful words, were reported
in the "white house" whither the giver was called and made render account. These
persons were usually addressed as "Uncle" or "Aunt," titles destinecl to last
thronghout life.
This freedom of iiitercourse between children of both races, within limitations
known to l>e prudent regarding the best welfare of all, led to benign consequences.
Many of the most affectionate, long-enduring friendships existing in the South were
between white men and their slaves, which began in childhood under supervision of
the parents of both. It was quite common for two children, a whito and a black,
to become so attached, that the humbler grew up with hope of becoming that young
master's or that young miss' slave when the time should come for the former to marry
and go away with allotted portions of the estate. Not only they, but their families
wished them to follow the fortunes of those who had been so long and s.o well
beloved. To the world outside such separations seemed hard. Far more often than
not they were in accordance with long-cherished hopes, and they served to enhance
yet more the happiness of that naturally thankful and affectionate race.
BOYS' FIELD SPORTS.

Out of school, children whose parents were of whatever degree of property holding were indulged with holidays of reasonable frequency. Almost any Saturday a.
boy with his fishing rod, or with his gun and two or three hounds, would meet his
likes similarly attended and spend the day along the margin of a creek or within
fields and woods. Lesser game for a long time continued plentiful, such as squirrels,
rabbits, opossums, raccoons, partridges, field larks, and particularly doves by the
thousands. Any family, however humble, would have been ashamed to be regarded
so poor as not to afford to keep several bounds.
Boys who were too young to handle guns or follow hounds afar used to resort to
devices for taking birds.
Traps.-Perhaps never a Georgia boy, when come to 7 or 8 years, failed to havo his
one or more traps for catching birds. If he was lame or au invalid, a trap must be
built for him and set somewhere in a meadow or near tho woodside. It was constructed of laths about 3 feet in length for the folfr at bottom, 2 inches wide, and
a quarter of an inch thick, decreasing in length for about 10 inches. H was set by
three sticks called triggers, a long and two short, forming, when joined, the figure 1,
placed horizontally with tho ijtem at the bottom. Around this stem and heueath was
strewn tho bait-grains of corn, oats, nncl wheat. A. very light touch ~praug tho
trigger an<l the trap came clown. The captive was taken out at tho tor, hy removal
of the short laths in sufficient number. to allow insertion of the hand and arm.
Results from such huntings were very far from c·omp •nsatiug for tho work elm~<! i11
their belialf, but they were over hoped ancl expected to ho hotter the 11 ·:·L tun .
They wer far more sati factory in h ca:c of 0110 hircl iu particular, the: <1 ttn il call d
there "partriclga."
oin" in Hock , ing •nnity was c·all •<l upon to frame n. trap ~o a to
get all, which would ccrtninly follow th« g tti11 ~ of h iii. t.. Tlw trap'f~r tl 11•• l.~tupose was callecl. "coop." It wa similarly con trnot d, po s1hly om , h,1t 111,,n I r.
1
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Instead. of triggers its <l.elusion was compassed by n, tunnel, wi<l.e aml horizontal at
tho opening-, nbout a foot or 15 inches from the coop, ancl after roaching it ascending and narrowing until it opened rather abruptly within by an aperture of si,.;o to
easily admit one- bird and no more. Grain was scattered in profusion aboub the
coop, more so in the opening, and extending through the tunnel. Tho leader of tho
flock passed along the wide, gentle slope, feeding as he went, the rest eagerly following. Some grains were scattered upon the ground within in order to hinder
apprehension from arising until all wore inside. In this condition it ne,er occurred
to them to attempt egress through the same route by which they had entered. Tho
tunnel's opening inside being abrupt aml <larkened, the captive ,ainly stro,e to
pass through the spaces in the shles and roof of the coop.
Day hiinting with hounds ancl gun.-The hunting of squirrels and rabbits, doubtless,
was about the same as in all other regions where these animalS' abound. It was
1mrsuecl by half-gro"'\\n lads regarded not yet old enough to overcome the awkward
difficulties in chasing such as could be taken only in tho night; or, as in the case of
tho fox, at early dawn and on horseback. Many a vain petition to venture, at least
u1)on the former, was presented to J.Uothers, and many a boy was made happy at
the coming of the time when it was deemed not too imprudent to grant it.
Hunting the opossilm.-A sport which boys greatly delighted in "'\las accompanying
tho negroes while hunting tho opossum. Its relish was tho dearer because of tho
infrequency with which parents, es]_)ecially motllers, consented to it. Of all <lelights
to tho palate of n, Southern nogro, and indeed of many a Southern white man 1 tlle
flesh of the opossum, when baked to the proper degree of brown, is the dearest.
Abounding in fat perhaps beyond any other animal, its flesh resembles much that of
a sucking pig, only being more soft. It is so en,sily fattened that on being taken
out of the woods it generally is in condition fit for the oven. Southerners regard it
of all meats the least indigestil>le, and but for its superabundant fat it would nppear
more frequently on fables of the whites. In some houses this superfluity was disl)osecl of by placing a layer or more of oak or hickory sticks to the height of 3 or 4
inches at the bottom of tho oven, and upon tho latticework thus made laying tho
opossum. By such mode much of the oil was deposited on the bottom. Tho uegro;
when cooking for himself, never resorts to these measures, but fakes his favorite
ns be is, imleed. preferring him with all his imperfections on his bead.
At every home, whatever might be lacking for making up the full of home comforts, it was never an opossum clog; selclom was it w·ithout two or three. These
were not of the pack of hounds-from four to eight aud more~kept by tho owucr
for the fox and the rabbit. They belonged to the negroes, and "'\\ere usually well
trained. The hunter, providing himself with au ax, a torch of lightwoocl sticks of
suitable length (about 2 feet), accompanied by at least one other, bearing another ax
and an armfnl of other sticks, salliecl forth to tho "oods. Both he and his dog well
kne,y the most-frequented haunts of the quarry, n,long skirts of wood and meadow
·wherein grew the persimmon, the muscadine, and the wiltl grape. A rabbit starting
up attracted little notice from the dog, that understood well enough that il1at sort of
game was for the day, never for the night. After tho trail ·was fonnd tho pursuit
-was usually brief, as this beast is not swift of foot, ancl travels oYer nn inconsiderahlo
space. The clog barks little or none while pursuing, and so tho opossum, when ahout
to ho overtaken by surpri e, makes with what speed is l)ossihlo to a tree. In his
emerg nry lie sometimes has to take to a. small sapling, up which be can mount no
higher than 6 or 8 feet without lJeucling the top. If he is not too hotly 11ress <1 ho
will tako to a largo one, although ho is not as particular in that matt r as tho
raccoon, who, beiug mor swift of foot and more capable iu general of taking care
of himself, invariably seeks th largest he can find in his flicrht. Th ro was ouo
exception, howov r, and that in tho caso of au opossum of ·mall er size, moro slen<l •r
of make, mur·h 1 wro ilc·et of foot, ancl with prepond ranee of hlack hairs in liis. kin .
'Yliencv r it wa,, a very largo tree to "·hich the hunter wa callc<l by his doer ho
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was apt to suspect that it was either n, raccoon or a" Blue Dick," as this variety was
called. Whether it was of a distinct species was not known. Individuals 1Vere not
often met with, and a black bunter was always disappointed wlien one of them took
the place of its betters, as, though small and thin, it cost more io take him and to
fatten him nftcrwards.
The "treeing ,,·was n,nnounced by a bark peculiar to that office, and entirely different from others. There was no sonnc1 of eagerness, as in those of pursuit. It was
one brief utteran ce of mere announcement, as if the dog ha<l finished tho task
assigned to h_im and would now lio clown aucl rest till his owners came up. If his
bark was fiarkened to, be gavo no more. If not, he repeated it at intervals until it
was. Then h <?.sat or lay while tho tree was being felled. Just before this crisis,
unless the trco 1Vas Yery small, one of tho a:s::men, quitting that work, repaired a
short distance on tho sido opposite to that in which the tree was to fall and held
him by tho collar during the descent. This was clone to secure him from being
crushed by ru shing too speedily among the branches. Instant upon tho fall he was
loosed, and, ru1:,hing forward, seized his game, nearly always before it cou1d get to
another tree. At that instant all excitement ended. A moment before the seizure,
if ho ha<l it to spare, the opossum, offering no resistance, laid itself clov.n ancl to all
appearances died. This was regarded as an instinctiYo artifice to attempt escape
from d eath by seeming to be dead already. It will fight with neitlier wan nor dog,
and at last seems to implore for pity aud spa,ring of life to ono so entirely submissive.
This gave rise to tho phrase ' 1 playing 'possum,' 1 applieu to persons suspected of
making insincere ado about their own ailments or other suffering, or pretending to
be asleep.
The way in which the ca.ptive was secured, if not noYel, was curious, uncl singularly hard. A liickory stick of, say, 2 inches in thickness and 5 or G feet long was
split at a small distance from 0110 end, and before the wedge was withdrawn the
long, hairless, thick-skinned tail was drawn about half its length through tho slit,
after which the wedge ,,as withdrawn. The captor slung the stick across his
shoulders, trimmed his torch, and, if not ready to return home, hied his dog to
another search. Occasionally a uogro woulu return home, · not too late for rest
enough for the morrow's work, with three or four hanging from his pole.
Tho killing was usually postponeu to a Sunday. During the interval it was kept
in a box sot with its open side upon the ground and made firm l>y heavy stones laid
upon the top, vcntibtecl by auger holes. It was fed upon persimmons mainly, but
with addition of bread, coaarc1s,. potatoes, and other vegetables gotten from the
negro's small garden that lay behind his cabin. It was really surprising what
degrees of fatness it ,,ould take on iu a Yory short time.
The killing was after i:t, way peculiar to that animal. In all probabiJitynever since
Georgia was first occupie<l by white people with slaves did an opossum, when killed
by n. ncgro, meet death in any other. For this time-honored custom he felt respect
that would haYo been sorely hurt even by suggestion of suustitution of n.notbor.
Tho n,ffection he cherished for this dear object made him scrupulous that when his
entl was to come, as it must come ineYitably according to tlio destiny of all beings,
sentient and not it should be decently in accord with usage hanued down from the
ancestors of both. Ancl so on a fair Sunday morning, taking him tenderly, yet with
sufficient firmness of grasp hy tho tail, be drew him from his ~ox into the l~irht of
day let him 1 ' go dead" for ::i, while 1 after his harmlessly <lee pt1vo way, and, it may
be ~ddressed to him some worus of praise for tbe manner in which he bad ~iade Li_mself ren.dy for tho winding up of this his last job. Tben, l~yiurr down lus a..· ": 1 th
the helve across tho yfrtim' neck aucl placing his foot upon it near :hosp.ace _of ' 011 tact, while ho kept it pressed, with his two hand ho pullcu hi t:ul nnhl h'. 8 n ck
was hrok n. Alr ady a pot of water hard by had b c•n 111:Hl hot for ~ca:ilrn~ th
hair from his precious" carcas , ·• by thi tim hocomo a some .·pr ·
it t~s ~oi_m,l
as a butter ball." Aft r he was uaked ancl set upon a. tray, tlauk ,l satisfactoril) " 1 th
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attendant good things, it was interesting to see the rapidity with which, using a
fayored simile among negroes, it would "go down de reel lane."
Raccoon hunt-ing.-Seldom was a young boy allowed to go upon hunt of the raccoon.
It is a beast of considerable fleetness, extremely wily, and combative to the last
degree. Probably of all animals, if not the most cunning in devices to evade its pursuers, it is the most adroit and pertinacious in fight. Not one hound in a hundred
could cope with it in single combat on l anct, and it required three and four to do so in
water. A coon bunt of several dogs (and it r equired a pack) gave chase often a mile
or more before the quarry was compelled to tree, and this, back and fo_rtb, winding
right and left through the densest thickets that the fugitive knows best on the margin of the creek. The tearing and soiling of clothes, inevit,able to clos.e follow ing of
houn<l.s, made parents put a ·ban upon sons until they were well on toward manhood.
Even grown persons, on account of the expense,,seldom hunted them except for the
purpose of lessening their rav ages upon the young corn ears in adjoining fields, and
never with intent to eat them. Occasionally a negro, for lack of opossum, would
cook them and try to get as much compensation as possible for such lack. Generally,
however., after taking the skin the rest was thrown away. Yet occasionally a hunt
was indulged in for the sake of the excitement throughout, particularly at the close.
Very often several trees, seldom not more than the first, h ad to be felled. One of
the animal's devices was to take one tree in a thicket and, after ascending among the
higher limbs that intermingle with those of other trees, pass stealthily from one to
another. In such movements it was intet'esting to note the competition of the lower
animal's instincts with .the ingenuity of man. Occasiona.Uy, by no means frequently,
the quick ear of a hound detected the trick when a slender limb was bent by a pas- ,
sage; but what was more to the purpose, the hunter might be able once in a while to
discover the object of his pursuit by placing himself in the fairest position and
then, having the torch put behind and lowered, pee11 up among the branches . The
raccoon was in constant watch of its pursuers, and the glittering eyes reflecting the
torchlight, betrayed its covert. When the tree fell, foreseeing it must be overtaken,
it made haste for the nearest water, where a fight took place which really thrilled
one to witness. Nothing could equal the celerity with which one and another of its
enemies were bitten and clawe<l, amidst growlings of intensest desperation. '£he
hounds howled aloud with corresponding ·pain and anger from repeated inflictions.
On fit O:Pl)ortunity the raccoon, seizing one by the nose, dived beneath the stream,
where it could rnmain considerably longer than the former. When it became necessary to rise, it loosed its hold and reappeared as far away as possible from the point
of descent, and its latest adversary had to repair to the bank for a moment's r est.
From sheer exhaustion of defending against Hs numerous enemies it perished at last,
yet often with its teeth ancl claws quivering in their flesh.
Yet, it seems singularly noteworthy, as used to be solemnly declared by negroes,
whose observations of habits among animals of the woods had extended through long
periods and whose statements in that regard were in general entirely reliable, that
in a combat between a r accoon and an opossum the latter, if of corresponding age
arnl growth, invariably prevails. And it is thus: The opossum, shrinking himself
into as small and round a ball as possible, makes his one bite; it may be the jaw,
and it may be the shoulder, or a hind leg. Whatever it beit is a mouthful on which
after fastening his teeth, jaw and all, be deliberately an<l. with apparent entire resignation "goe dead," and the assault of his enemy of whatever numbers and varieties seem to have no sort of influence upon his corpse. It is as if a choice morsel
ha<l been locked within a strong box whose owner had gone away with the key in
hi pock t. When the raccoon becomes abjectly <l.emoralized and by unmi. takable
si •u shows that he is more than fully satisfied the dead comes back to lifo, opens
hi ja.w , and the other makes off without unuece ary delay.
Tlii ·~i.,en ·y far wor. e ':''hen the ra ·,·oon i,; caught in part by a trap. If it be
in 1ior ion o
1,o<l · 1,r, vital an<l to whi ·h h can apply his teeth, with the he
th r
ot lum. 1f loo· and 1 •ave the other part to tell its own talc alon .
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Plan tation Fourth of Jnly.-Among the yearly holidays anticipated most eagerly
by children was th e plantation Fourth of July.
Independence Day, as many us~d to style it, a,lways had its several commemorations. The principal one was held on the day itself in the villages, or, in districts
too remote from those, in the meeting-house grove or near a cross-roa,cls store. In the
latter case an orator and a reader came from town, all survivjng Revolutionary soldiers were carried and sat in chairs in front of the audience and with women divided
the eloquent praises of the peroration. Afterwards came the barbecue, for whose
enjoyment juicy exhalations from pits wherein the'' carcasses" were nearing a proper
finish for some time before made all mouths ready.
The other came on later, usually on the third or fourth Saturday of the month.
This was the negroes' "Fourth of July." By this time the small grain had been
harvested, cotton and corn r eceived their third and last plowing, and the crop was
pronounced to bo "laid by" during the four weeks before the ripening.
On this occasion thin gs were put on early and kept on late. Pigs and lambs, according to the number in the family, were barbecued, supplemented by fowls and vegetables, cakes, conserves, and other good things. Yet the scene most interesting to
children was the cider beating. Apples brought in carts from the orchard were
emptied into a long trough made of a poplar log, where they were beaten by men
with pestles. A rude press was built and fastened to one of the trees in the grove,
and on a l ayer of oat straw the pulp gathered in buckets was emptied, the long beam
attached to the screw that pressed being drawn around by a horse or mule. 'rho fun
to children was ih being allowed with long oat straws to suck the new cider from the
trough. The dinner table was set in the grove. After the whites were served, the ·
negroes sat down on their chairs and benches, when all, men, women, and children,
did the b est they knew how with the viands before them. When all could do no
more on that line, the olcl foreman, called upon for a speech and unanimously denied
being excused, said his say, and was followed by others among the men, who talked
their talks, and by the half-grown boys and girls, who sang their songs. After dinner
the aged and other adults sat arour.d under the trees and looked on as the young,
white and black, disported over the grove. Except Christmas and Christmas week,
this was the whitest of all days in the year. It mattered not what had Leen the
favorableness of the seasons and the general prospect of crops, on this day conditions,
whether promising or otherwise, were put out of mind. Everybody was conscious
that he had done his part faithfully, and knew that the same was felt by everybody
else, so all gave themselves to enjoyment, willing to leave the future to tho disposal
of the Creator . With apparent re_luctance the sun went down at last too soon . Yet
often the moon at or not far from its full, or the heavens lit by starlight allovrnl1 the
children to continue their sports till near the hour of 9, at which all must retire to
their beds.
SWIMMING.

No school was very far from some sort of swimming hole. At a proper distance
from the spring the boys made a dam in the spring branch, whither th~y very often
resorted. On Saturdays in time of l:lumm<·r they went to the nearest null pond. By
the time one was 10 or 11 he swam as easily as the best. It is probable that not
one in a thousand grew to manhood without le:trning this delightful art: Anyone felt ashamed when another said of him abont this: "He ('a,n't do anythmrr; he
can't e,en swim." It was r emarkable what often conld be clone in diving, by l~ng
practice. Occasionally a boy remained under water so long that }L strang r_ J_rwkrn,r
on might begin to apprehend that a, serious accide~t ha<l occurrecl, w_hen, .ris~n~ ~ar
beyond the place of immersion, his hearty exhalation gave a· nran
tli,i~ ,ill "a
right with him.
nte t~ of endurance were ver~ frcq_ucnt. If th l~:1.tl.1 '.n'r., 1_101
was small the div rs, one at a tim , standing each with ~11 hack t~ th '\ .tt, 1 "·~•~r.<l
till a tone suitable in ize wns thrown in, ancl th hubhlin~ tlrn~ might tr.nrl to ht, f I ay
the spot at whi ·h it hail enter<·d nbsided. Thon, 1,lungin rm h a.dforomo t, th Y
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made sear ch for it. If it was rather easily fountl a smaller was snbstituted. :N'ot
very many habitually engaged in a contest that -necessarily imparted such discomfort. Besides, many carried oft-repeated orders from home against a practice so
hazardous, on pain, in case of violation, of losing p·ermission to go into the water
at all.
Another thing of a very decidedly unpleasant character, often resulting from too
l ong indulgence in the s1)ort when the swimming pool was not entirely within the
sha<l.e of trees, was burning the skin of arms and shoulders by the double action of
t he sun's heat directly an<l thl'Ough reflection of the water. The luxury of the sport
was so delightful, especially in a mill 1)0ncl which could not very often be reached,
that'sometimes boys lingered too long in brnving this clanger. As l ong as they were
· in the water no sort of indication of what was insidiously coming was given. Only
a partial foretaste was given when t hey were drying themselves on tho bank. Bnt
by the time they had reached homo never a boy so beset who did not sorely repent
that he had gone away from home on that clay, or that he had. not gone in a direc_
tion leading farther and farther from that mill pond. As soon as such an one got
within 50 yards of tho house, bis mother, if happening to look that way, discovered
in his red-red face what was the matter, and at onco began to rnako ready for prompt
dealing with tho case . . Sometimes, if it had been possible, he woul<l. have likec.1 to
conceal his predicament, enduring the pain, whose stinging severity none but the
·experienced cttn understand. Yet he would have sorely preferred this to the medical
treatment. 'l'hfo was always as follows:
On a bed, more frequently for greater convenience on a pallet sprea<l upon the
· floor, the sufferer, after removal of his shirt, was laid flat on his front, his arms
extended. Then at brief intervals during several hours the burnt surface was
mopped with a goose feather dipped iu a bowl of cream. The position, tho silent,
relentless sting, and, neither last nor least, the <l.escent, along with feather anc.1 cream,
of words of a kind most remote from such as soothes an invalid to hear, made his condition seem of all most uncomfortable. If not audibly, nt least inwardly, he made,
if for the third or fourth time, the resolve that never, no never while memory
remained, would he be caught again in precisely that style.
GA::l!ES .

When children had arrived at the age approximating maturity, games conducted
with animation often becoming rather noisy and boisterous were dropped, ancl others
more quiet and subdued were substituted. In tliese both sexes joined, and behavior
was of n, kind to be expected of those who began to look forward to marriage. That
period iu the times now being considered came forwanl earlier than afterwards
when tmvel increased , bringing larger numbers :into acquaintance with one another.
Country girls then often were fully grown at 15, sometimes ut 14; matured by the
latitude, good health, and abnnc.lant exercise. Boys were men in size generally at
18. At this stage few parents were opposed to maniages when other things seemed
suited. Among the young, choice of life partners was limited mainly to th i111mcdiate neighborhood, and this was seldom protractecl beyond the t,,,-entieth or twentyfirst year, as often as otherwi e not beyond the nineteenth. ,vhen a girl at 13 or 14
left off her pantelets ancl let h er gown reach to her feet, the understanding among
1Joys was that &he would be apt to understand what he was hinting about when the
theme "·a married lifo as comparecl with singlo bl sseclness. In such discussions
the ·ofter of our.·e cleclare,1 prcferen for the latter. Yet it was not unintere ·tin(T
to listen to arrrmnent from her oppon nt which hcin , more pcrsi. tent, strenuous
ag r, ancl in timo app aring moro s n. i bl , she 1mfferecl her, elf to become convinced
lJY it. .. fania,,.e D"agcmenfa w re alway brief, brought within as near limits as
t11c nitor 1,y vrnyro a111l t nr <'onlcl ohtain. If the alliance. wa satisfactory to
l,o 11 f. mili . h y g n •rally se ·ond ·cl l1i. J>lea ·• For th re w:H1 no need to inriuire
about nutccc<lcul personal or oc:ial, nor about .·i tin,,. condition . Tbe .. e were
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already known. Perhaps never w·as a rural community in which were fewer secrets.
"\VhateYer occurred iu neighborhood or domestic existence became known to cYery1)ody-beginnings of courtships, their progress, riYalries, probable results, dates
of maids suffering themselves to be o,ertaken, engagements "\\hen to be consmnmated. Even rejections, a,l though sometimes (not al ways) cndca,oring, could not
hide themselves ; it was too good an item for other enamored youths to let lie in
silence. "\Vhe11ever a prospective marriage was kept secret it "\\US because tho parties
to it knew of or apprehended family hostility, which, if it could not be oYercorue,
would compel to elopement.
Mention has been made herein before of the appreciation of l eisure among tho rural
population of this region, adults as "\\ell as youths, married persons and single.
Hospitality was regarded even a religious duty, and few were so poor as not to practice it within, often much oYer the limit of their capacity. A few parties of pleasure
amoug the young were frequent at all seasons. ·when dancing fell under interdict
of the churches, resort was bad to plays, of which there was quite a number, for
mere conversation could not easily be substituted when none had read more than a-very
few books, which, however interesting, could not support oft-repeated discussion.
Well-grown boys, w ell learned in the history of bra.Ye heroes described in tho half
clozen romances in vogue, essayed, with ,arions degrees of success and occasions of
:fitness, to imitate their language, and were laughed at by girls and rivals for apparent blunders, and so it was that very soon after meeting and e:s:change of usual
inquiries and compliments, suggestion of plays met with fayor. Descriptions of a
few of the most leading of these are hereto subjoined.
.
Criticisrn.-:In this play one of the company, male or female, "ll"as assigned to a chair
apart from the r est to b e criticised. In the beginning, unless one volunteered or
assented to suggestions to beco~e the first subject, it was decided by l ots. This
however, was seldom resorted to, as more than one of the youngest boys sho"ed willingn ess to b e made thus conspicuous. Then one of tho company went around asking everyone what the subject looked like, at tho same t ime kneeling for tho answer,
which ·was whispered in the oar. After tho round was made, the interrogator stopped
and, looking toward one and another, reflected several moments while fixing in recollection the various criticisms. If he could not clearly recall every one, a partial
roun d was made again. After that he announced them to the subject, who had to
guess at the names of his critics. If he failed of all, ho ha(~ to .remain where he was
for another ordeal. If not, the one first properly guessed took his place. Ann oun cement of failure or success, when occurring early, was not mn,de until a full report wn,s
rendered, for in this the fun consisted . As a rule the critics liked to be known, particularly when the declared similitude was complimentary. Between boys this was
never the case; a boy subject never thought of attributing to one of his sort any
e:s:cept ricliculous comparisons with his inferiors. There were several that might be
called stock phrases which were seldom omitted, liecauso younger boys were particularly fond of them, such as "he looks like a ram goat tied to a shavin," a "soreeyed kitten peepin' out of a pan of lmttermilk," or "ho would jf ho coulcl, ancl if ho
coul<ln't how would he'?" Occasionally a lover hinted his feelings i.o his sweetb art
lJy comparing her to tho '' Qtrnen of, bohy," when tho comparison was an'.1onnce<l.
exhibitiJJO' such consciousness as would r moYe doubts of tho author; and it vexed
him ,vhe: sh , dishonestly nough, gncs ed. a small boy or a. r~Yal whom ho hopod
she did not caro for. Girls' comparisons, xccpt in as of ltttl boys, wero uot
usually very complimentary, nor did they aim o much at bci1~g funny,. u nal~y
employing omc phra.. o tak n from a, hook . If a largo hoy got a _111gh complim 1~t 111
that way, ho wonlcl bo snre that it wa not sent by tho ono ho hke,l b · t, provitl d
sho ha,1 b en mad a.ware f hi f ling.
.
Tltimbll'.-In thi gam when all o.·c pt on,". r scat d ahont th room sh (Ill
case f a girl) holui11g
thimhl in her lo etl hand , w, nt aroun,1, an,1 tlu r t,
with th irs open cl only cnongh to r<1 civ it i clropp i1 within th,·111 lwr ·!l t• r-Ji to
get the c mplim ut. Th ir lt. 11(1., wb tb •r suc·c ·. fol or 1101, w r I· l1 do ·cl 0
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that no intimation could be made of the one who held it. The carrier said to each:
"Hold fast what I give you." ·when the round was made, the giver demanued of
th o r est snccessivel y to guess who was the holder. All who missed had to forfe it
something, as a fan, a pocketknife, a handkerchief, or something else. When these
forfeits had accumulated to a considerable number they were redeemed in this wise :
By a table on which they had been laid, one who was more often than otherwise a
boy, was seated i n a chair by its side. Then a girl standing behind held above his
head so that be could not perceiYe it, one forfeit a t a time, beginning with the
word s : "Heavy, h eavy h angs over your head: What shall the owner do to redeem
it~" The hoy inquired: '' Is it fine or superfine?" meaning is the property that of a
boy or of a girl. The cost of r edemption depended upon the humor of the seller and
the character of the owner. Many a ridiculous thing was enjoined to boys, as to
"cut the pigeon wing "-that is , jump up and crack his h eels together tbree times
before returning to the floor; "to put his face in such a shape as would hide as much
of its ugliness as possible;" to "go to Miss Betty Perkins ancl ask her forgiveness for
telling a lie on her;" to a11ologize to Miss Nancy Crother for saying she wasn't nigh
as pretty as she thought she was;" or "to bow to the prettiest, kneel to the wittiest,
and kiss the oue he loves b est/' The last was sometimes a little embarrassing, as the
debtor might not like to make pnLlic his sentiments, and if he chose, managed to
conceal them hy approaching indifferently the two who sat nearest for the honors.
Then it was tantalizing, and so meant to be when imposed, as being sure that neither
his sweetheart nor any other near her age would allow him to make payment in that
wise, and so he took his kiss from one of the little girls. Yet, not alw ays, unless he
was near grown and was somewhat of a favorite among the younger sort. A halfgrown boy's advances were not seldom met with the turning h er lips away or coverin g them with her hands by the child he thus proposed to assault; or sbc might be,
if only 10 or 11, big enough to wish it understood that h~r kisses, considering it
time to dispense with mere make-believes, b ad d ecided to reserve themselves for
more becoming bestowal. Hearty laughs followed such disc·omfitnre. It was also
very funny an<l very nice, when a little girl, after suffering herself kissed by one
she liked well, ran to the one whom she knew or suspected he loved best, anc1 turned
over to her what she had received, or she might bestow it mischieviously upon one
who was not so known or suspected. There might be lJlushes of more than one sort,
but the fun was cor(li.al ancl loutl enough to overcome all. \\'hen such a sequence of
punishment was imposed upon a girl, tbe only hope of a l)oy to get a kiss was on his
smallness and generally known good behavior, particularly his cl portment toward
girls in general.
This was one of the favorites among both sexes, espccia1ly those approaching
maturity. It became o because of its freedom from boisterousness, aucl the oppor
tnnities it afforded for wit and humor, not connting out those for delicate hinting,,
of R l'ious intent. and hopes on the part of individuals who indulged ideas oftmning from childish thrngs, anu passing to housekeeping.
King and Qtteen.-This was not often play<·<l aml uever in its entirety by hoth sexes
tog thcr. Two chairs were placed uear one of the walls at a di. ta nee of tbe hreaclth
of another between them. Thr whole was covereci. with a sheet or counterpane, aucl
the king and the <1ueen occupied the chair , arranging the coveriug so as to make
believe there was a seat b tween them. Atteudant were on hanrl to introcl uce
stran•rers and suhject ,~xpre sing a wi h to be made known to their ma,jesti '"', who,
011 a holiday occa ion, gracion ly concle ceuded to give temporary o ·c·npancy of th
• t b tween tbf'm.
pou introdnction ancl invitation, he on presented, with
huml,1e tha.nkfulue. . tnmc,1 :incl sentecl himself. At that instan th sov reigns
ro e imnl neon ly and the gu t t•ll to the floor. Tho play, ·as incl11l~ccl oul ', ·h u
a l,o • 11r en ha<l 110 hl'en m~ l nc<1nainted with th 1rick, or so pret ·ude<l in ord r
th 11 mi •11 1 · the 11 riudpal fi •ur · in tho <le non ·mc11 t .
It i >r1Jb Ll hat tho pl y thus r udcred vas of roe n t. origin, differing wicl ly
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from another of the same name recorded in English books, which was as follows,
taken from Mrs. Valentine's work:
"The company sitin two rows facing each other. There must be an even number,
as 6; 8, 10, or 12. One row personates a range of gentlemen with a king sitting at the
end. The opposite row is to consist ofladies, she at the end being queen. The king
numbers all the gentlemen 1, 2, 3, 4, and they remember their number. The queen
numbers the la.dies, but all their numbers must be different from those of the gentlemen; for instance, if the gentlemen are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, the ladies must be 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.
When all is arranged, the king and queen each call out a number. If the king calls
No. 2, he who bears that title must start up and run all around the company. The
queen must at the same time call out one of her ladies, for instance, No. 8, and the
lady must pursue the gentleman all around. If she catches him before he gets to
the king he pays a forfeit. They then resume their seats, and it is the queen's turn
to call first. She may call No. 10 and the king No. 4. The gentleman now pursues
the lady, and if he catches her before she gets to the queen she pays a forfeit. Sometimes in this play all the odd numbers, 1, 3, 5, 7, are allotted to the gentlemen and the
even numbers, 2, 4, 6, 8, are given to the ladies."
Consequences._-Not often others than grown or nearly grown persons, male ai1d
female, together played at this.
A leaf of foolscap paper was cut lengthwise about 5 or 6 inches in width so as to
be easily folded. The first one to whom it was handed wrote, so as not to be
seen by any other, the name of a gentleman. Carefully folding underneath, it was
then passed. to the second, who wrote the name of a l ady. After like disposal, the
others, one by one, wrote brief sentences concerning relative situations and talks
between the parties. The first, usually, was telling where they first met, followed by
what he said to her, what she said to him, what the world said about them, and so
on to the last, who told the consequences. This was quite a popular play. Incongruities, mostly absurd as possible, running through the history were often very
humorous. Say the page ran thus:
James Reeder.
Susan Reynolds.
They met in a brier patch.
He said "Did you all have waffles for breakfast f"
'' I'll think of your proposal, aucl answer definitely later."
"It's some cooler than it was yesterday."
"You are very much mistaken."
''You are handsomer than I was told."
"How this world is given to lying!"
"The world said, , She might do well, and then again she mightn't."'
Consequences: "A great deal of talk, but no cider."
Fishing.-In this play one, say a girl, stood in the iloor holding a handkerchief by
a corner) and bobbed it up and down as a fisherman does with hook :md line. The
others fishes for the time beino· went up and timidly touched tlrn lower corner
betwe~n thumb and finger. If he were not the one for who1'.1 i-;he ·w as specially
angling, she jerked it away, and his disappointment, real or ~eignec1,_ alwa?s h,eg:tt
merriment. When the favored boy bit she let the handkerclnef fall_mto his l1ctrnla
an d , 1'f h e were no t t oo b'1g, gave hi· u1 ,.,, kiss · Then he whisp
. 'red JU. her car . tl1e
name of the fish h e wonlcl select. This afforded much fun for tlt' girls antl 11_ttlo
boys the latter especially because of the kisses they got frolll 10 grnwn girls,
' they would hnve preferred
·'
·
f tl101r
· own'.-,
ao-e e, en if tho 1: hacl <·011whom
to girls
o
,
.
.
b witness of othen;' <lu,apporn I men t at
sented. What fun to the I arge b oys was t
·
. .
,
. 1 11 • 11
denials In this all the girls, big and little, heartily part1C·ipat cl, ·~ "
,l t
· · f th big by the little boys with words prctr-ndi11gl)' c·ompaH 1011111 ", :, th ttt
t easing
o
e
.
1 J ,. n,nl1l Joni v1•11
if they ouly know or ven drea.mecl of what the~· ha1 1 m1 s ., . 11·
• 1 l tI
1· t' '6
• ·c uoar b •mg on ·-. 1< ' 1 1 ,l
1
A
l
1
more sorrowful than they looked u reac Y.
P U.J • >

?
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boys ere long urged to be changed to another that was more general in dispensing
cnjo,rment.
Tho foregoing constitute the principal games or, as they were almost al ,rnys
called, /(plays" that obtained among the youth of the simple people. Those of
hi gher-sounding names, such as "The bells of London," I( The Prussian exercise,"
"Dressing the lady," "The throne of compliments," ancl their likes in the old country
were unJtnown to them; nor were such as dominoes, games with historical cards,
educational toys, croquet , calisthenics, charades, enigmas, rebuses. The pleasure
gotten from those fo their circle _,as a,bnndantly sufficient. Set eYening parties
were not very frequent, becau,se of the inconvenience of carrying aml fetching the
guests a,t night and the neClessary lateness of the hours of retirement of these and
tho families at home. Yet when come to marriageable age they were frequent enough.
Tho hour of assembling was "candle light," and they seldom lasted as long as 10
o'clock, an hour later than nsual bedtime. In the fre'1_uent dinings, or rather
"spending-the-days," children had other lesser reunions. Added to this they were
sometimes allowed to 11 go homen with one another for a, night during tho period of
school time.
Singing schools.-A much-fa;rnred occasion for the meeting of youtlis of both sexes
was at singing schools.
Iustrumental music during this period may as well be said to have been none or
thereabout. It was before the time of the piano. Both the ruling religions denominations, in their proscription of the dance, _virtually included the fiddle, its chief
inspirer and indispensable concomita,nt. Now and then one got him a flute, bnt the
emotion produced by the flute pfayed by itself without other accompaniment, even
when at its b est, is ra.ther negative, of a kind that suggests, even appears to yearn for
something better. Of course it <l.id never c0me to its best in such a society, or anywhere within the neighborhood of it. The face of a flutist and the attitude of bis
upp er limbs at :first view seem rather p::i,thetic, from the sa<.l drooping of the former
and tlrn apparent beseeching of the latter. These, when the sounds produced by them
are common and less than common, might excite compassion except from the fact
that sense of the ridiculous gets in before it and keeps it out. l\fauy a, man and many
a, '-Oman, good and pious as any, regretted that their church discipline, imposed
silence upon the fiddle, yet they honorably held to observance of the precept to
abstain from anything likely or deci<.led to be likely to cause others to offend. And
so tbut rural people could not but content themselves with such music as was poured
from their own and other singers' throats, and a, heartier and more spirit comforting
has seldom been heard in castle or palace than in country meetinghouse and cottage. In earliest years children learned from their mothers hymns and ballacl songs,
which were sung often with marvelous melodiousness.
Singing schools became notable institutions, being greater favorites in im-ereo
ratio to tho amount of culture in the community. Often, however, young I>er ous,
male ancl female,. of the better sort, attended but mainly for the sake of a morning
or afternoon's recreation aml willingness to help the teacher in eking out his precarion liYelihood. The singing-school teacher, like the old-field schoolmaster, was
uni(]_ue, unpractical, ancl generally unfit for other employment. Ile made up his
cla -cs in communities exten11ing over perhaps two or three counties, giving weekly
or s ·mi weekly lesson , tw nty-four in number, at a dollar for each 1mpil. The·
wen usually at the church or tho schoolhouse. The pupil:., of whatever ages and
numhcr , were all put into one class Ulll.l drilled in what most of them already knew,
the hymns contain tl in tho hymn hooks. It; was of some advantage, of cour. e, to
get the rncliments of ingin,,. hy the four notes then used-mi, fa, sol, la, ancl to haYe
tlrn Yoice strf}ngthenccl h:r. inging in choru. · all(l these were about all . Trifling a.s
th· tuition fee wa. it paicl r •a ona.bly well for the anrage duration gotten hy it.
1 ~.-a · mu ·in« t noto he xaltecl icl a. hclcl by the te. cher of the ,.r atn
of
hi ar , vine 11 hy tllc ol nm <'ircum tantin.lity of his arm unc mcnt ancl clirectiou n , vitll bo h ll·rn<l. l1igh lifted, workiu« up ancl clown, he walk d or rather
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marched alternately before his three sections, tre 1.Jlo, tenor, and bass. In tho intervals,
after mopping his face with his handkerchief, with ever-smiling countenance, ho comm ented upon the last p erformance, e::s:pressing delight at tho rapidity 11ith 11llich
everybody was improving . There were always one or two who had no more of Yoico
or ear for music thn,n a, calf or a handsaw. It might be a, boy of 14 with what they
called his '' goslin squeal " on h im, or one born without an atom of music iu his son 1.
Yet it would not h ave suited in any sort of wise to scold or severely criticise. He
might get a fr iendly r equ est t o try to ''pearten up" a, little on his A's or his D's, so
h e could be "unanimous " with the rest on the last note. Ludicrous to tho last
d egree were the efforts of s uch a, singer, mostly s~rious yet occasionally out of pure
d esp erate fun, to ma.ke satisfactory compliance with this request. At such times, of
those who understood their b usiness some woul d frown and stick their fingers in
their ears, or p ause fo r a fe w sha.kes of irrepressible silent laughter with handkerchiefs stuffed into their throat s, but afterwards, intent upon decorum, make up by
yet higher and more gushing strains.
Not every t ea.ch er w as h imsel f possessed of voice suite<l to good singing. Educatetl
m usi cian s recognize of co urse that this is not a.t all essentia.l to competent teaching.
Yet on one occasion it ser ved the purpose of a plea to an action in one of the courts
of the State. This case u sed t o be rehearsed with much h umor many years a.go in a,
comp any of gentlemen b y J osep h Henry L u mpkin, l ate chief j ustice of tho supreme
court.
.
·
I t '-US t hus : An old gentleman, cl ose, yet meaning to b e h onest in aJl h is ways of
saving and increasing his very moderate estate, was persu aded., much against his ,Yill
and j udgment, by three of his children, to l et thern enter a, singing school. They were
s upported by t h eir m other, a, faithful church member, who took it much to heart tu.at
not eYen a. simple h ym n coul d be clecently sung by a single member of the family.
The fath er maintained that singing was not in the family a.t the sta.rt, aud in his
op iniou i f it wasn't in t h em then it could never get there afterwards . But he was preYailed upon, and tho chil dren punctually attended ever y lesson, from beginning to en·d
of fo e ter m, w h en, as the father contended, and the p oor motb.er had to a d mit, tlrnt,
if anythin g, singing was farther off from that family than ever before, aml he flatly
refuse<l. to pay t he teacher's bill of $3. To tho latter's threats to sne1 he answered
tha.t h e might sue an d w el come, just as soon as it su i.ted him . Action was speedily
brought i n tho court of the district justice of the peace. It seems almost a p ity that
not more of tho rulings of those old-time j u<l.icia.l magistrates were han<l.ed clown.
Their jurisdiction on money claims extended to $30, and issues of fact wer e decided
by a jur y of fl.Yo . The office, so!Ilewhat like tbat of tho sch oolmast er, w a s sou ght uy
none e::s:cept from that sort who were unfi t for an y other calling, a.nd whoso love of
notoriety was q_uito above their learning and capacity. It was often n,musing to see
what turn t.he judicia.l mind sometimes felt itself called on to take. I n t his p arti cular
case the defendant was aided by n, young man who at ocltl times was rea.dmg Blackstone's Commentaries with some hope of being a lawyer. Such men, or any others,
could practice in justices' courts without l icense . This on~ put in a plcn,of ''failure of
consideration," in that the ·en·iccs rendered by tllo plaintiff ,,ere wholly without
·value to tho defen<l.ant, an<l bocanso tho sai<l. pbintiff dicl not do an<l was not competent to do himself what he nnd rtook nnd promised to teach oth<'rs to <lo; that ho
<).id not tea ·h t1efendaut's children to sing, aucl could not do so hccanso ho lrnow not
how to sing himself.
.
Th plaintiff proved his caso by several witue sc·s aml rmh_m1~tccl to the con~'l.
Defendant' counsel, in his opening p cch, annonnc tl that ma..-1m Ill the _I:rn recpurin<r that in all issu<'s of fact tho vcr • h t , i<l nro possible to ho oht:unc,1 hcrnl<l
adduced. His honor was as nr cl tlrnt that long-c t. hlishecl dictum wa WPll
known to all conrts, includinu tho l10norahl ·onrt hr:foro which ho 1iow stoo,l.
Then in proof, in be . . proof, of th Jn tir,o of th• cl ,c,111lani' · pl1·a, <' 0 1111 1 ~\'oul.il
respectfully luim tba th plaintiff 1, 1 11nil' cl hy th• l1011ornbl · 1' nrl to 1:1 1n ', if
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he could, any song that he might choose to undertake. The plaintiff seemed appalled
and disgusted, and the bystanders looked at one another, silently asking if such as
that was so or not so. After revolving the subject for a few minutes with solemnest,
severest scrutiny, plaintiff was ordered to rise and do his. best. In vain he pleaded
to be excused, on one and another ground-absence of all expectation, incipience of
cold, matter of his singing having nothing to do in the case, etc. Yet not daring to
disobey the order, he lifted up what voice he had and began. Before he had gotten
through the firs~ stanza the court, putting one hand upon his ear, and with the other
taking up his pen for the entry o:q his docket, said mournfully yet firmly:
"That'll do. For the good Lord's sake, that'll do! The plaintiff has proved the
case against his own self, and he is onsuited."
SUNDAY MEETING DAYS.

The longer a man reflects upon it the more just and reasonable seems the remark
of a great divine (Dr. Chalmers/if rightly remembered), that the vices springing
out of a single campaign of a great army are more numerous than those from all
other sources during a whole generation. In the beginning of war prayerful persons, including many who are not so, become more instant and earnest in invocations
to the Deity to forefend or to shortett and mitigate apprehended disasters. As the
struggle goes on and becomes intensified with suffering of various sorts, those least
steadfast begin to suspect that Heaven· either hears not or regards not their beseechings; and so the temptation is either to doubt the existence of any Almighty Power
that takes cognizance of human affairs, or to regard it a~ hostile or at least indifferent. And so in time, growing desperate, they become prone to indulgence of natural
evil proclivities. Such is the case after long-continued devouring pestilences.
·witness the plague in Florence in the period from 1328 out of whose desolation
Boccaccio picked materials for the Decamerone. The war of Independence ended in
the attainment of that for which it was waged, but it led to much license in moral
conduct ::m d indifference to religious obligations throughout the whole country.
The duello for a time was frequent, as well on Boston Common as at Bladensburg
and grounds farther South. Trust in an Almighty Being and Its merciful heed to
continued humble supplication yet remained among women, but men in general in
this region, so distant from enlightened centers, were sadly indifferent in the matter of religious opinions and practices. In this state of things rose a set of young
men, sons of devout women, whose mission, despite some extravagances natural to
existing conditions, wrought speedy salutary changes.
One thing that made the endeavors of those uncultured clergymen more efficacious
was the p artisan zeal with which they combated in support of their several forms
of religious faith and dogma. In the absence of those of the Church of England, 1
1 Hostility to tho British Government naturally involved tho like to tho Eslablished Church.
Of
tho f ew clergymen within tho Province, supported as they had been by the Society for Propagating
the Gospel in Forign Parts, some withdrew. Ia. tho convention of February, 1777, wherein the first
constitution of the State of Gcoxgia was ratified, one of tho articles made clergymen ineligible to the
legislature, anothc.r changed the names of the old parishes. The following i8 taken from Stevena's
History of Georgia, Vol. II, p. 299: "The old parish of C!Jrist Church, in which was Savannah, ancl a.
part of t!Je parish of St. Philip were set off as a new county and called Chatham, in honor of the older
Pitt, tho venerable Earl of Chatham. The parishes of St. DaYi<l and St. Patrick were created into one
county ancl callecl Glynn, after tho eminent counselor of that name. Th e parishes of St. Matthew
a11d the upper part of ·t. Philip were to he known by tho name of Effingham, after Lord Effingham,
who had rofu,icd to m11loyhi11 sword against tho AmericauR, ancl resigned tho colo11elcy of the TwcntySPcond Tieirim n t rather than sen·e with it in tho war of 'he Revolution. To the parish of t. Paul, in
which Aug,1sta. was situated, was given the name of Richmond, in honor of tho Duke of Ilichmond,
who ha,l bohlly advocated the cause of America in tho Ilouso of Lords. Tho parish of St. George
w · namoo. Burke, after that great commoner and wi o statesman. Tho pari;d1 Ii of 't. John, St.
Arnlr w, and. t. Jame wero to form ono county, under thonamo'of Liberty, a. distinction awarded to
th· parl h of S . John for its ·arly and st ady dovotion to the ca11so of freedom. Tho parishes
of · Thoma nml t. Iary il'C'rO to onstituto anotb r county, hy tho name of Camden, after the
di in •u h lnrd l1anc llor of England aD(l firm fri nd of Am •rica.
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Baptists and Methodists strenuously sought to establish each their own, the former
wholly independent of the mother church, the other at first claiming to be a society
within its fold instituted for the purpose of developing a more fervent devoutness
than that which had seemed to become habitual not only among the laity but the
priesthood. The Methodists at that time, following the example and the words of
·wesley, claimed to be not a church, but a society in the old church . The disputations between the two denominations were often quite acrimoniolls; occasionally,
when conducted by men of unusually limited education and understanding, quite
ridiculous. Yet among the leaders were a few men of large abilities, as Lovick Pierce,
Hope Hull, and Bishop Andrew of the Methodists: and Jesse Mercer and the Marshalls among the Baptists. In these disputations, wherein examples of pious living
were necessary to the most earnest and eloquent argumentation each must so ordinate its discipline as to advance its claim to be fashioned by that set up by the disciples of our Lord. They thus became, as it were, rivals in denunciating certain
habits and customs which of old time were regarded, if not entirely innocent, at
least venial. But now such as dancing, card playing, horse racing, even moderate
use of what they called "cuss words" were branded as moral sins, whose last end
was subjection to endless fire and brimstone.
In none of this warfare w as a spirit of cant. Clergymen of both parties were
men who, of whatever degree of fitness for public preaching, led upright lives,
earnestly desiring the weal of others and honestly believing their teachings to be in
accord with the will and the instructions of th_e Master whom they strove to serve
with all their heart. From such endeavors, helped on by such examples, blessing
must alwa;ys come. They served at least to moderate excesses, and, what was more,
to crush out the infidelity which, among other misfortunes, the war h ad produced.
In that later generation, if any at all, might be counted on one's fingers the number
of those who did not believe in God and the in carnation of Christ.
Public religions services were held only once a month, on a stated Sunday, prefatory to which, on the day previous, church members were expected to meet their
pastor at the church. After a sermon he descended from the pulpit, took a chair at
its base, and, not as pastor but as presiding officer (styled moderator) of the monthly
conference, called the members to onler for the transaction of business. This consisted mainly in the hearing and settling of misunderstandings between i ndividuals of the congregation, reception of new members, e.xamination of charges against
delinquents, expulsions when found. guilty of conduct unchristian or otherwise
violative of denominational rules. These were Baptists, who in rural districts far
outnumbered the Methodists, although the latter had corresponding advantage in
villages.
It was curious the vari13ty of issues that were discussed in this Saturday conference. The denomination believed literally in the injunction against Christians
going to law with one another for the settlement of business disputes, and while
they did not inquire officially or interfere in those in families, yet they did not he8itate to act upon them when brought to their notice by an individual party. Even
a husband or a wife was liable to be snmmonecl, provicled (otherwiso not) they wero
both church members. Every separate congregation was an entirely inclepen<lent
body, and democratic in its constitution. The pastor had 110 power except as pr siding officer. Questions wero cl cicled by vote of the male members, which iu some
cases, particularly in th admission of new memhers, must be unanimous. Iu ca.ac11
more than ordinarily difficult of settlement, invitations w ro e. ·tonded to other c·ongregations to send delegates to assist in tl10 discus ion, bnt these wero ~clvi~ory
only ancl not allowed to vote. In on of tho olcl countie wa : c:as of th111 1<Inc1,
where the preliminary issno was whether a witness who was not a ~:hur ·h metn~H r,
however credible and otherwise competent, shonl<l be allow <1 tot ti fy for or nga111Ht
one who was. After r p atecl m eti11g of conf rcnc , ome, of which wer o.·l(·1~tl1•cl
to four or five hours, and aasist d hy cl logat from sist r cburchc , it wu!! cl ·111 ·d
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in tho negati,o. The m:1in issue w:1s between :1 mother-in-la.wand n, daughter-in-law.
Another was of an old husbnim1, for many ;rears n, l eading member, who instituted
n, charge of disobedience n,gainst his olcl wife because, contrary to the express
ioj nnctions of tho Apostle Paul upon all wives, she hac1 flatly refused at his orders
to break away from tho homo whereat they ha<l. lived in roa.sonable contentment for
:fifty yearn and follow after him, who had lately taken up the resoh·e to move into
another county. Tho issue, through management of the most thoughtful among
tho members, ,,-as not n,llowec1 to come to trb1, the complainant being dissuaded
from his umeasonable demands. Singular as this court was, sometimes rather laughable for the eccentricities in
both trials and judgments, it settled many disputes that otherwise might have been
prolonged and en<led in unhappy results. It servecl to make parties to business
transactions more fair :1ncl circumspect, an<l. it further served to render less wide
open (occasionally to shut) the mouths of the gossip nncl the busybody. Young
members, who were in atten<l.anco because, rather than for better r ea,sons, they were
obliged to be at roll call or render a satisfactory excuse a month hence, used to have
their patience sorely tried at what t o them seemed useless discussions, which their
elders thought weil often to prolong until the fast-descending sun gave warning that ·
dnsk was near at hand. Somo of tho women, young and old, although without Yote
or speech unless ,,-hen called 11pon to defend themselves or testify for others, rather
likccl them, as it was the only opportunity extended to them of listening to speechifyin g of other sort than n, sermon.
Bnt Sunda.ys ! Few scenes were ·more interesting than gatherings on Sunday
meeting <lays. Persons dwelling within a circle of 6 and 7 miles' radius were surti
t o n,tten<l unless prevented by providential or other insnrmonntable hindranccsmen, women, children, nursing ba,bies, all. The few who owned family carriages
put their wfres and youngest children in them; the same with gigs and other humble
vehicles clra.i>n by on13 horse. Fathers and grown-up sons and daughters tra.Ye.led
ou horseback. Those without any of these went on foot. But this was n.lmost
neyer. Carriage horses, g ig horses 1 sa.dc.lle horses, plow horses, ma,res with young
colts, ::t.nd mules bore the throngs along the highways 1 whoso clouds of reel dust in
summer time busiecl fans all the day aucl brushes for many minutes after th o return
home. Almost none would have b een content to be left out of these monthl y processions. Even tho colts and mules cxhilJited mnch interest, the former in dash ing
along in a.11 conjunctions ,vith ·t he grown-up horses, while their clams kept up unremitting whickerings in apprehension of harm to their reckless coursings, ancl in
occasional answering to the call, giving signs of wishing to take brief luncheons,
and then, finding things not ready 1 dashing off again, never with idea as to wliitlier
thei r l egs ,,onld take them; an<l. tho mnles, eternally braying, their sorrowful complainings sounding as if they were inquiring what was tho purpose of all this aclo,
an<l what, if anything, was to come of it. It was a sight to move n, goo<l nrnu's
heart to see tlio shifts that the hum1lest hatl to make to avoid being cut out of •njoyment of the invcets of thi , which, no matter of what color the others, was a white clay
in tho mon~b. Goo<.l women, of ·whatever degree of property, wonlcl have fe1t keenly
the l:arclsh1p of compulsory detention at homo by youncr children or other hin<1r:mces. Often a family of several ma<lo tho trip in this \vise: On the back of a
mart>, followe(l by her colt, roclo tho herul of tho family. on the pommel of the i;aclcll ,
bis han<ls l1olcling to tho mane, rode tho youngest hu't one; behind, on tho saddl
blnul-·~t, rode the nc.·t ol<lor. On another mare, accompanied hy her offspring sat
. the wit ; alternately on her knee aml her arm was the latest born, an<l. l>ehiu<l "·as
the ol<lest of the four, 1,oy or girl, as (in the language of th law) the a ·e mi..,.ht
1,e. Dound to get to me,:tin"' fiOmchow, they w •ro thankful for thia in ahsenco
o_f mor c:onv nient ancl showy couv y:mco. ~ To housewife was without on ni e
go, 11 :mil fi_ acr•ompanim 1_1t. for tho occasion. p rhaps a mn,iority o"·n <lat I •a t
ouo lilack ilk , •hose s rnc wa ext ude,l tllrough urn.ny ·easons. Thh1 ' unclay
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frock," no sooner had the wearer returned home, was rcmov-ed, carefully dusted,
scru1)nlously folded, and tenderly laid in a chest, wherein, from time to time, ,Yero
sprinkled fresh layers of rose petals, leaves of apple, thyme, and lavender. Its
companions were a .glistening pair of prunellas, wrapped in soft pape;r, the long
white emb,roidered cape, a tortoise-shell comb, elaborately hemstitched hamlkerchiefs, starched petticoats, "bought" stockings, gloyes, and ribbons. On a shelf,
high above, a bandbox held the leghorn bonnet or green ca1asb, resting npon which
was a fan made from a turkey tail or two wings of the w bite hero11. There these
dwelt in silence until the next meeting day in course .
Arrived at the meetinghouse, with its oak grove of seYeral acres spotted with horse
blocks for conYenience of feminine eq1.1estrians, ::i,11 alighted, fastened their beasts,
and then in twos or more made for the spring at the foot of the bill. By the time of
returning, tho preacher eutered the house followed by the others. On one si<lo of
tho long, broad middle aiisle, to which two others somewhat narrower ran parallel,
sat the women, the .men on the other. V:ery young· boy children were allowed. to sit
with th~ir mothers for the sake of more efficient ~care of them when overtaken by
somnolence during the invariably long sermon. Nursing children were usually kept
by their nurses outside in the shadow of the trees, but were brought in witlJout
hesitation to their mothers when in need of nourishment. The cry of one of them
in chn'!.'ch occasioned. no-surprise and little discomfort,, as it -was ouly a brief while
till the mother rofie, or :the listening nurse camej11 and took it away.
The con_gregation diminished in devotional f-eeling with th.e incre:16e of distance
from the pulpit. If the youn ger and more volatile was a boy, the more he was apt
to make for a back sea.t, unless forewarned against it by par-ents. There they could
ogle their sweethearts, take na,i1s in less notice, and in w::i.king moments seek immortality, at least for the initials of their names, by cutting them on the benches. Singing was always by the congregation, the clergyman lining the hymns. Indistinctness of hearing the words made little impediment to the heartiness with which they
were sun_g. Of singing that inspired the heart, it is not often that one was sounJed
more genuinely sweet and musical than this. Enjoyment was so h e::i,rtfelt tbatmore
often than otherwise the two concluding lines of the last stanza ·were repeated. One
who has long survived such scenes recalls them with much fon<l.ness; sights and
sounds, gentle waving of faus and handkerchiefs, humble, fervent prayers, sermons
long, yet burning with unction, songs in multitudinous chorus of spirit and understan<ling, among smells wafted from simply J)erfnmed. -vestments all ,vhose exquisite
sweetness, seemingly n, part of the worship of the Almighty, passed with his youth
to return no more.
Jt is no l e.ss than wonder to recall the benign results of these meetings conducted
by unlettered. men, most of them :rlanters. Somo of these, although not scholarly,
were of excellent understanding. Because of this, ::md their good repufation and
jnfluence, they were chose.u by their denominations, ancl the choice was ratified,
inasmuch that almost always witliont exception tbe leaders fully trusted that tlle
'' calls" which they claimed to lrnvo gotten from divine sonrc<'s were sent. Yet occasionally was a curious specimen, so much so as left many to snspect that thoso caJls
to ,vhich they r esponded so promptly wero intended for somebo<l~ lse. Those men
conltl manage to string along scripture texts aml common platitudes throngh au
hour, and an honr ancl n, <J_uarter, and then backdown :witl~ apparent regret that
their yojces and physical strength ancl the attention of th . 1r hearers forha.<l fnrtl.ier clnlJoration of the heavenly delightful theme. , ome of 1>nch men, to t_ho last
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generally served as many as four, giving to each one Sunday and the foregoing Saturday. The pecuniary compensation paid for such service was surprisingly small.
Sometimes the clergymen were possessed of more means, as they were more intelligent than their flocks. Such men expected little if any compensation, and no assessment was had in any case; members when contributing at all doing so according to their several degrees of liberality and sense of proper obligation. The lesser lights
who had no stated engagements, at intervals, when the work on their little farms
did not overpress, took their jades from the plow, and, sending to the denominational
weekly paper lists of appointments, were wont to sally forth on a fortnight's missionary tour, taking in besides meetinghouses a few of those of prominent brethren
along the way. During this journey, in which they never would have been allowed
to pay out a cent if they had had one in their pockets on leaving home, small sums
at each meeting were silently made up, garments newly made of domestic produce
and manufacture, amounting to full suits, were bestowed by good women, their
beasts got shoeing and were well fed and careu for generally, and both were happy
and thankful when, with their several accretions of fat an<l sleek, they got back
home again.
Yet, however interesting these public exercises were to most of the congregation,
with the younger sort they did not equal the scenes to take place when they were
over and the congregation dismissed. It was many minutes before began dispersion. Men, more especially women, who dwelt so far apart as to meet only on
these occasions, lingered to shake hands) ask and answer questions about family and
neighborhood h appenings, exchange congratulations of babies' looks, commendati ons of their behavior during the services, or excuses and apologies when it had not
been of the best. Yet beyond these were the opportunities, the very best of all, for
courtships. Rapid and animated were the rivalries among young men and boys to
become escorts of girls on the return. Permission if not granted before was quickly
begged at the door. Seldom a girl rode hack with h er father or mother or brother.
Another, a declared beau, or not, went for her and his own nags, with which, meeting her at one of the horse blocks, seating her, and mounting his own, together they
started on the ride to her home, he always on the left, she on the right, The gait at
which travel was made depended in some measure on the interest she felt in his society. They looked their best and had on their best things. It woul<l. have been gross
neglect of hospitable duty on reaching her home not to invite the escort to alight
and. remain for dinner. It is probable that a majority of marriage engagements in
rnral regions three-quarters of a century ago dated from those horseback rides in
couples on Sunday meeting days. In such courtships, ardent as brief, brief as
ardent, lovers had the advantage which some critics ascribe to Romeo in his suit to
Juliet in that tho latter was not his first love. The argument is that tho conquest
of Juliet so quickly after first sight and approach might have subtracted from our
resp ect for her delicacy in being too easily won. To prevent this Shakespeare gave
to Romeo an experience which was of infinite service in hi s present snit; this was
to make him in love first with Rosaline, in pursuit of whom ho bad learned what of
courtly worus and manners do not suit, and striven to acquire those that do. After
Rosaline was lost ho knew better, than without her help' he would have known, how
to woo the daughter of Capulet.
"'\Vbatever was of importance in such preliminaries, an old-time Georgia boy not
more than one inn hundred times was without them. At 13 or 14, sometimes less,
he imagined himself in love, and it was nearly always with a female already marriagable. As ho grew older, and at a rato whose slowness was disgmstiug to himself,
hi!i n p1rntion!i hecaxne more reasonable, and he studied carefully how to talk and
l,eha.\ e when in tit sea ·on he liecame a lover in ea.rue t. Along hi,.hways leading
h twc ·n those c·onntry meetinll'houses ai'id the homes of marriagable girl , lovers
thro_ngh v ral generations of long ago told their passion and pleaded their pleas.
1 h ·ir language was n t gott n from , hakespearo and penser, with whom they had
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not made acquaintance, but many a tender morsel from the Mysteries of Udolpho
and Children of the Abbey was rolled under and from the tongue. Those to whom
they were addressed listened with smiles, never with chiding, and not often with
answer in kindred phrasP-. If this did not win in one case it was sure, unless too
oddly and hiaptly mixed, to win somewhere else. Ludicrous to the last degree as
some of these courtships were, they abouuded not less in heartiness; and whatever
the results were to be, prompt were the announcements . Such things as unnecessary delays suited no occasion, either in business eugrossments or in romance.
Among a people whose educational opportunities and the periods of using them
were within such narrow limitations ea rly marriages must prevail. Two or three
years' schooling, strung along as it usually wa n several installments through five
and six, was, in general, the limit. After this boys of 17 and 18 and girls of 14 and
15 went to steady work on their several lines. By the time the former r eached legal
majority they were either married or, as was generally decided, they ought to be
before very long. By this time, often two or three years before, that matter, provided. parents assented, had been settled. Indeed, silent understandings to mate
were often had during school time between lads of 15 and lasses a little younger.
Every boy and girl within a narrow circle knew every girl and boy therein and none
besides, and so their mating, like birds in the wood, began with attainment of
puberty; and all, of whatever property condition, must have public solemnization.
Kone other thau runaway matches took place at other hour than candlelight. Cards
of invitation were never or rarely ever issued. When the date was agreed upon
(almost always a Tuesday or a Thursday), it became known to everybody in the
neighborhood in a day or two, and the bride's father or mother, on occasions of
meeting such of their acquaintances as they wished to attend, gave verbal invitations that often included the whole family. From the date of the engagement to
this the interval was \Jrief. 'fhe universal sentiment of the community favored this.
'' If you are going to marry, marry," were the won.ls of friends and relations, even
parents, with additions such as these: "Don't be dangling along until people get
tired of talking about you, and you get tired of talking about yourselves and each
other." The bridegroom was always for an early day. To the bride H often seemed
more delicate to have to be persuaded. With all of the romance, all, old and young,
recognized the seriousness of the business part, for the couple, no matter in what
condition born and reared, were expected after thirty-six hours to go to work like
other p eople.
The wedding.-Before sunset guests commenced to assemble. Ladies after alighting went into the house, and some busied themselves with assisting the bride to robe
and the mother in preparing the supper table. The men, after tying their horses to
horseshoes, swinging liml)S of trees, and fence corners, assembled in the front yard
an d discussed neighborhood topics aucl the prospects of the couple. Lightiug of
candles was the signal that the great eventful momeut was approaching. Outsiders
hurried in without delay, each with aim to get as uigh the couple as po1:1sible, with
sp e cial intent to see how the bride was standing the "racket.'' Of course they were
sure the bridegroom was all right, and, as they often expressed it, ''bolcl as n sheep."
The first to enter were two little girls bearing candles in candle tickf! burnish cl to all
possible brightnes . These were for the preacher to read clearly tho liconHo authorizing his part of the business. As they approached they separated, tnrue<l, a'.1<l ho
rose and stood between them. 'Ihe ceremony was brief in th midst of solemnity as
profound as that at a funeral. At th close the preacher h_ · towed n frw_w~!!ls ''.f
counsel generally if he were not wholly withont humor, enclmg about thus· 1 h 1
are two'times whe~ a marrie<l woman ought to stay at horn<'; on i~ who": her hn h:nul
is away from home." \Vaiting a mom nt or so for her to tak tbi :~11 in Ii nil<li·cl:
UThe other is when her hus1>and is at hom .'' Thrn r.ise 1 n~ht r from nll 111 ~ 11th .'
:for the jeu d 'esprit althongb old a t11c old . t, wa. Y r now for th m:rny th 111 ' it
was meant to let
All, old<•st aud vonngcst, high st and bumhl t, t1l 1 ol hau<l

do.
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and spoke hearty congratulations. When these, over and. over again repeated, were
passed, then the supper. From houses miles and miles around had been borrowed
knives and forks, glasses and crockery, chairs, and syllabub stands. If tables could
groan, as some poet imagined, the grief of those beneath old-time wedding suppers
must have been wholly disconsolate what time they were made to stand and endure.
The strongest (indeed, if it could be called strong) drink was syllabub, a froth
made of sweet wine and whipped white of eggs. With those experienced in grog
and s11eetened dram, it required tumblers on tumblers to help clown the quantities
on quantities of good eatables. At furthest, by 10 o'clock guests were departed, and
in a few minutes longer the family, with its new addition, retired.
Yet, in all this gay assemblage
country folk usually, at least quite often, there
. was one whose feeling it was touching to note, one who not always, indeed who
rather seldom, a.ppearecl elsewhere than in the dining room, and not al ways there,
unless there were not another on whom with · entire trust she could devolve superintendence. To her the loud, merry chattings and laughter imparted sadness whose
relief was silent prayer and tears. Consent; to the match, however unreserved, hopes
for the bride, however abounding, her prospects however bright in the seeming, the
addition of the bridegroom, however welcome, were not enough for the mother in
the beginning of that period of change and separation. It was inevitable, yet upon
the goer and her new guide it was a benediction.
Infare.-Next clay came the infare, dining (if not at convenient distance apart) of
both families together at the house of the bridegroom's parents. It was pleasant to
note the ideas of the complete coalescence of the two young persons united in one
acc0rding to the laws of the Creator and the State. That the union was to cont}nne throughout their joint life none ever had a doubt, for this was regarded as one
life, ever inseparable except by the hand of Him who had ratified and consecrated
it. There is yet, here and there, living a man or woman who remembers the first
libel (as the suit was named in the laws) for divorce in the State, and the sentiment
of awe and repugnance with which its publication was met by all classes. It was
brought in another .portion of the State, and even to this date has had few successors
in middle Georgia.
After the infare the newly married were expecte<l to repair to the home provided
for them. Henceforth the wife wore upon her head a white cap, both abroad and at
home. Almost without variation her domestic work was inaugurated by cutting
and making, without assistance from :my other, a shirt for her husband. Any bride,
however young, would have felt ashamed of incompetence for this task, preliminary
to tlrn others to come in married existence.
In this and the foregoing · chapter the writer has endea.vored to give sketches, as
faithful as possible, from his own and his elders' r eminiscences of the early school
and vacation life of boyhood and girlhood in middle Georgia, and of their passing
into manhood and womanhood, to be speedily followed by marriage. Brief a?-d
simple as were the preliminaries to this last consummation, it was done with sense
of all its responsibility and the vicissitncles to be strewn along the unseen way
before those who, with joined hands, were starting upon it, yet in cheerful hope of
obtaining the goods allowed to l>e expected by the upright and industrious.
Il.-ACADE::\IIES.

The period from tho old to the new was not long. The peculiar conditions of that
early society, described in the :first of this series of papers, soon made apparent to
the ommon sort-what had been all along in the mind of the upper-that education of a hio-her grade than that gotten from the old-:fiel<l chools must he provided
for ·outh. Tbe one to give emlJodiment to the sentiment of the people of this and
an r gion of the, 'tate in that behalf was a young man newly corue from Connecticu , f ' hich he was a native-Abram Baldwin. But consideration of him and his
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work must be l_)OStponed to a subsequent part of this chapter, in which some account
will be given of the founding of the State University. In this will be noticed the
earliest academies, the rise of which was hastened by the efforts e:s:ertecl by him
upon a moro extended field. It will appear hereafter how wise anu benign were his
endeavors, and that they fell short of fol.fillmcnt because of his premature death
and the lack of other equally competent leadership.
At the very beginning of legislative movements toward education, movements
which, as will be noted hereafter, were on tho wisest, most liberal scale, the country
beyond the Oconee Rfrer, the western boundary of middle Georgia, 11as occupied by
Indians. The State was without available resources, yet, foreseeing that in time
these would become vast, it began to lay foundations on which to build as these
should materialize. Those movements began in 1785. Tho following year, at a
place called Shoulderbone, in Hancock County, on the hither side of the river, a
treaty was made with the Creek Indians. This did not prevent an occasional mur~erous irruption into that and Greene, the adjoining county. Yet, thirty years later,
m 1815, an academy was incorporated in the village of Powel ton, about 25 miles, and
n.ot long after another at Mount Zion, in the same county, 15 miles, cast of that
rrver. ·within a short while these two academies rose to a deo-ree of success and
efficiency that in some respects have not been surpassed by nny ;thers since risen in
the State. A number of planters, of well-descenq.ecl ancestry in the older States,
cordially joined by others who had become developed in thoughtfulness aml intelligence by contact with them, having accumulated property to justify tho proceeding,
contributed to erect in these villages large and commodious buildings, and then,
~hrough advertising in Northern juurnals and by correspondence, succeeded in secur1ng teachers of the highest degree of competence . .Several of tliese planters, leaving
t~eir plantations to the man:;i,gement of supervisors, moved their residences into the
villages for the greater convenience of schooling and for supplying board to the
youth who, as they foresaw, would be sent from other communities.
The teachers, without exception, came from New England. More conspicuous in
that regard than all others was Vermont, to which, three-quarters of a century
ago, middle Georgia became bound in a debt of gratitude which it has always
gratefully admitted. A series of men, all of whom, with one exception, were natives
of Vermont and alumni of Middlebury College, came to these two villages wherein
they put and conducted acaclemic~bl instruction on a scale equal to any at that period
in tho whole North. The one exception was Salem Town, a native of Belchertown,
:Mass., where he was born in 1779. For seyeral years he was master of the Powelton
Academy, which in time rose to have near 150 ·pupils, more in number than the
inhabitants, white and black. Boys and girls in the neighborhood as far as 3 aud 4
miles outward, on foot, on horseback, some in vehicles called Jersey wagons, came
£rom home; others from distant communities in that aud other counties near and
remote attended as boarders. A very large number of those who afterwards rose to
distinguished positions were educated by him. He was destined to hccome far more
£amous as an author. In answer to a work appearing in 1822 entitled System of, 'peculative Masonry, he publi shed in 1828 Re,·iewecl in :Freemasonry, Its Pr ten i~ns
Exposed, etc. During the time he remaiue l in Po·wolton, he taurrht or:illy the prrnciples which afterwards (in 1836) were published in that well-known vo~m~ll',
Town's Ana1ysis of th DerivatiYe "\"\'or<ls in the English Lmwnagc. Aclrml:lsLOn
of thi · fact appears in the prefac to the book, which has ruu tlirongh ma,~y, ':cry
,. 1s
· t'll
many e d 1·t·ions, an d w h"1cu
1 u <l 1>''
., 111 ...-.n'-·
., teach r · 13 for ib puh11 at10J1,
. _
he r turned to the Tortb, arHl for forty year Jourr r ta.no-lit in th • tatc 01
w
001
Yo1·k. Here he wrote and pnhlish cl otlic.-r school books, ns 'ramnwr • c:l'.
r,,n,t ·r,
•
r.
'l.
·t of n,.,l , 1,cntan·,
0111111
, }H'a1 c,· ancl
•
a series
of readers , pell r and cuncr,
1.11
Reader and sevc;al more b . id s. ., Jlihon , iu hi 1 ittionar. • of Author _ a
,, f th~ readers moro th:-iu 1, -00,000, nncl of tho , p ller nncl I> ~11 1: l1 11 : I.,
' (in o t n) JU
· tlirc · •ar!-1, 1 ",-~ 1
cop le were issued
· 'l'bc ·n · 1 r comm •uu ·
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by ~rnore than 1,000 n,ut,horities .n Below this occurs the following note: "Over
1,000,000 copies of Town and Holbrook's Progressive Series, published by Oliver
Ellsworth, of Boston, are printed yearly/' (Amer. Lit. Gaz., Sept. 15, 1864.)
In this, the first academy of much note in that region, it was remarkable the
interest taken by the people without distinction of class. A society democratic
from the beginning, in which the humblest were made to indulge aspirations equal
to the best, came forward in support of what became soon the object of its chief
pride. Treated as equals in the old-field schools, and to a degree of equality in
social life, youth of both sexes changed to the academy with assurance of like enjoyment of freedom in the larger opportunities put within their reach. Even those of
straitened means dwelling at a distance were able by some straining to meet the
small expenses of board and tuition. The former, abundant and excellent, including lodging and laundering, was gotten for $8 and $10 a month. Tuition was $8,
$12, and $16 for a term of twenty-two weeks, which was as sure to rnn through its
whole length as the sun to continue to give his light by day. A little more than
$100 would carry a pupil, even in classes most advanced, through the entire scholastic
year of forty-four w eeks.
I t has always seemed strange, and no less unfair, that teachers in schools among
modern peoples, even those most accomplished and competent, have been pai<l for
their services fees so little when compared with those received in other professions.
Certainly, the work of a capable master of a school who has been made en tirely
. qualified for it, who well understands all of its many duties and responsibilities, and
who honorably devotes himself to the performance of them, the greatest and the
least, is of very highest importance, and perhaps is of all, when thus considered,
the one most exhausting to health of body, mind, and spirit. A dollar a month in
the old-field schools was in most cases as much as the service therein Tendereu was
worth, and the laborer escaped such exhaustion by never overworking himself,
either in the preparation or cultivation of the one little field rented to him, and by
his frequent outings, when his portion of the gathered crop was nnsatisfactory to
the owner, and he went away in search of another. What exham,tiou was in him
other than that in a natural way wrought by time coexisteu with the beginning of
his professional career. It was not possible for him to dwinlllo into a smaller compass than that in which, at his st::i.rt, he was inclosed. Like some insects, he was as
big at his birth as he ever b ecame afterwards.
That compensation for the services of such a man as Salem Town would seem
more strangely inadequate to tho work done if it had not been gener al throughout
the whole country, and if it had not received so little increase down to this date.
Workers in other professions are paid according to the comparative worth of their
professional services, and the com para ti vo importance of the ends for which they
are employed, little to the untr:ed an<l the ordin ar y, larger tu the experienced and tlle
dist inguished; bnt teachers for the most part must be content with graded pay,
b eginning low, and never rising high. 1 Yet, with a community in a most fertile
1 In ancient Athens difference between the lowest and hiuhest grades was much.
Masters of ·lemeutary schools, besides lieing nsually re~anlecl with little respect, wero paid Hext to nothing, while
the rhetoricians antl sophir1h cloman<led large sums . In Professor Becker's Uliaricles occnrs tho following: "Advancecl instnlCtion wa,i imparted by. teachers of a high er order, the rhetoricians and
sophists, whose ch rges only therieh could defray. '£hus Arist.ippus demaudecl 1.000 drachmas (about
, ·150 of 011r money) and, according to Plutarch , I11ocrates re,111ire<l a like i;um; ancl wh1"1 )emosthcnes
offer, cl him 200, with the unclerstan<ling to take only a fifth part of the course, he answo: 1 I. "O Demostht u ... , wo clo not important work in pieces; a:; tho finest fish are purchased whole, so I, if you wish
to learn, mu. t givn you my full course."
That was a sc •uo to be pictured by 1m artist, the poor, wheezing, stammering young Demosthenes
applying for utr, nc into tho chool of tho great Llocrates, whom Cicero compared to tho Trojan
wood n hor.• , b•cau:< of the number of eminent Greeks it had educated and poured out npon their
country, null offcrin • a tltlh par of the li
for a fifth portion of tho iu.'ilI uct ion. It was, ltowcn·r. a
P rd na',l cl partur from h neual motle. ty of tho illu. trio1111 rlu·torician in reminding tho boy by
1u : rln~ h I. th l1c fl h in th mark t w ·r unt 1·ut Int,, 111ice11 for pnrt~Lasers, but !l()lcl entire.
l'
.; I.be hl •be C.ll' B of chool awoug the l~oruaus, tho 11amo author, in Gallus, writes, "We
0
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region, whose simple wants made comfortable living easy to be gotten, those fees
were accepted by the best teachers ·without complaint or attempt to have them
increased.
Town's successors for several years were without exception Vermonters-Baptists,
and graduates of Middlebury College, Otis Smith, Lucius Whittle, and others. Of
these the one to become most distinguished was the former, who was as prominent in
the pulpit as at the head of the academy. Accorded the degree of doctor of divinity,
he was for several years president of Mercer University, founded by the Baptists nt
Penfield, to which, with others of its kind, reference will be made hereafter. Lucius
Whittle, perhaps as a scholar more erudite than his predecessor, unfortuuately, as
was believed from disappointment of his hope to marry .a young lady, his countrywoman and teacher of the classes in music, partially lost Lis understauding, left the
school and the village, wandered to the West, and was never again heard from. Then,
in 1835, came in a native Georgian, Simpson Fouche, long celebrated as a teacher
and disciplinarian. For, by this time, the profession under the conduct of those New
Englanders had been lifted above the repugnance created by their predecessors, the
old-fielders.
During all these years this ~chool was coeducational. Boys and girls from 8 to 18
lived in the same families and recited in the same classes. In forenoons and afternoons they had their quarter of an hour's recess a,1.tern.ately and their separate playgrounds. Besides occasional small gatherings at private houses, not seldom one was
had for all in the long music hall of the academy, sometimes given by boys and girl 1
alternately, and sometimes by both jointly, the former contributing bonbons purchased at the stores, and girls substantials from their mothers and hostesses. 'l'~·o
or three Saturdays in the spring fishing excursions made up of both sexes, with one
of the townswomen for matron, were made to the Ogeechee River, a mile or so di~tant, or they went nutting in the uncut woods or gathered berries in the fallowed
fields. Despite the decay of the old village, lads and lasses yet repair to the same
ground under the retl oaks and hickories. The school has never had a blot upon the
name i.t obtained and carried during the seasons of its greatest prosperity. From
its foundation four score years ago, until now, when it is conducted by that excellent
scholar ancl gentlemen, Prof. Samuel N. Chapman, it was never stained l>y a single
scandal. Salutary have seemed al ways competitions among and between the two
sexes. Associations permitted under guidance of :1 discipline which, both in school
and in families, was no less prudent than generous, stimufated to emulation for highest possible development of understanding, and for practice of best deportment among
gentlemen ancl ladies. In the State of Georgia, and in the two States, its daughters,
b eyond the Chattahoochee, are to-day great numbers of descendants from happ,v
unionB, first thought of which, although not often yet put jn words of solemn avowal,
had their beginnings in class and other reunions at this time-honored school.
About the same time, in the village of Monnt Zion, 10 miles to the soutliwest, was
begun another academy destined to become equally famous with that at Poweltou,
one of whose masters came to be more widely known than any other that ever tang-ht
in the State. He was Carlisle P., yonnger of the brothers Beman, who came to
are not aware wbat the pay for tuition amounted to; at all events, it varied a gootl deal, and in tho
elementary schoolfl was very trifling.'' (Juv., vii, 238.)
. .
.
.
.•
It appears from this satir~ that Quintilian, tho most illustrionR rhotoricrnn of his time, rece:' tl
what would bo aQout $50 or $60 of our money.
Qni11tilian gets nml hardly gets ton pounds,
On eclncation all is grudged us lost,
.A.ncl sons are still . fnth r's light1·st cost.
Of the school of tho poorer Pali •JUon , th(J 1,oct end his compa s'onato words thus:

,vhero ropy vaponrA Yirgil'R pa~, s soil,
And Uor, c looks 0110 hlot, nll oot nnrl oil,
Evon th,•n, tho fip •n d thm, r 1l11c1·d, thn m 11,
,vithout a Ir~,· uit rnr ly ,·oruP nt nll.
(Gillonl'e 'lrau latiou.)
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Mount Zion, the leading citizens of which were Presbyterians. In their native State,
Vermont, they were of the denomination of Congregationalists. As there were no
congregations of these anywhere near by- perhaps nowhere in the State-they became
affiliated with Presbyterians, from whom they differed in nowise except in the matter of church government. The elder, Nathan, a man of highly brilliant parts,
established his famous academy, but after some years returned to the North and
resided for the remainder of his life in the upper portion of New York State. His
second marriage was with the mother of the distinguished vYilliam L. Yancey, one
of the principal foaders of the secession movement in the Southern States. The
younger remained, like his brother, became a doctor of divinity, and although
inferior to him as a divin~, as a t eacher, during more than forty years, became well
known throughout the whole South. As large a number o~ clistinguished men went
out from this academy as from that in Powelton, nearly all of whom were taught by
these two brothers. Carlisle for a few years was president of Oglethorpe University,
founded at Midway by the Presbyterians, but, preferring to teach without superintendence of trustees, h o ga,e up this position, for some years conducted one at
Lagrange., then returned to Mount Zion, where he continued to teach until he became
an old i:nan. Wherever he went pupils followed him. ~ His school was large when he
went into retirement. Like the rest of his countrymen who remained in the State,
he became entirely devoted to its •interests. Their descendants fought and some of
them fell in tho Confederate war.
·w ithin a few years afterwards Putnam County, immediately west from Hancock,
with the Oconee River. between, having been relieved of the Indians, another Vermonter and Middlebury graduate came from Brattleboro and raised to high repute
an academy just founded at Eatonton, the connty seat. This was Alonzo Church.
He had not been there long when he was made professor of ma them a ti cs a.nd astronomy
in th e State University, afterwards its president, and so continued for thirty-five
years, at the end of which advanced age and infirm health l ed him to resig11. He
was a man of commanding presence and courtly manners. He and his family were
perhaps most efficacious of all in that beautiful town of Athens in imparting to its
society a tone which was not snrpassed by that of any village in the whole South.
Its influence extended far and wide, particularly throughout the adjacent counties
of middle Georgia.
Yet later, about the year 1833, two academics for girls were founded and became
justly famous, that of Sereno Taylor, another Vermonter, at Sparta, tho county seat
of Hancock, and that of Miss Brackett, a l ady from Massachusetts, at Washington,
the county seat of Wilkes. To these noted schools large numbers of girls came, not
only from that and many other counties in the State, but from Alabama and Mississip11i. Unfortunately, both of these institutions when at their highest sn:ffered sorely
from tho departure of their principais-Mr. Taylor, from the pressure of debts contracted by too large expenditures in behalf of his academy, and Miss Brackett by
marriage with Dr. Adams, a well-known PreslJyterian divine, of 1fassachusett .
Reither of these schools were ever able to maintain afterwards tho reputation and
patron age before held by them.
A rather curious circumstance served to weaken the hold. of Mr. Taylor, particularly among the patrons near by, and it is another illustration of the hostility felt
by both of the leading religious denominations for one musical instrument in p:1rtici.1lar. Tho organ, the piano, the harp, and tho seraphine had reasonably cordial
welcome in tho schools, and the piano in families. But the violin continned to he
feared as before when the Baptist and Methodist divines first began to cry out against
dancing, a sin which this instrument was su pected to have been devised by the evil
spirittoonconrage. Mr. Taylor, wboseappointmentsinmusic,judgingfrom thenmn1ler of excellent pianists who were educatecl therein, were perhaps more compl te
than those of any other school in the State, then and afterward set high import~nce upon the violin, which, n.lthough a Baptist clergyman, b himself played at
his concerts, occa iona.lly ta.king it with him even to tho Baptist Chnrch on ,'unclay
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mornings whE.n he was to preach. The members, few in numbers, whilo all of them
did not approve, made little compl::tint, for the music was wholly of a devotional
kind and of high excellence. Yet several rural denominations expressed serious
objections, and one day a committee from some of them called at tho acndemy ancl
respectfully, yet seriously, remonstrated with the principal. Ho listened to their
admonitions with liis well-known amiability, made no promises, and when they were
gone continued to do as he had done before. A rather unpmctical person in matters of business, the houses ho built, the bigl). salaries be paid to his assistants, n.nd
the numbers of musical instruments he purchased involved him in :financial trouble,
and the property holders of bis own religious faith declining to come to his aid, he
was obliged to suspend.
Discipline in the, academies of Powelton and Mount Zion in the case of girls,
although firm and exacting, was regulated by moderation. The spirit of good ladyhood, with constant prudent oversight both of parent and teacher, ai"ded by instinctive
delicacy in shrinking from merited public exposure and censure, served to restrain
the willful and excite even the indolent to emulation. The same can not be said in
the case of boys. Rigor in tho old fields, hard as it was sometimes, yet had intervals of respite, partly from c"aprice, partly from general senselessness and lack of
earnestness in its inflictions, and partly from weariness in punishing, with seldom a
pulsn,tion of passion or principle, or recognition of need of its unresting continuance.
But in those academies, notabl y at Mount Zion, Discipline (it merits a capital letter)
in full armor strode along, never resting, never hasting, as Goethe says, "like a star."
To boys from 8 years to any number nuder legal majority, rules, ancl they were not
very unreasonable, were put, punishment for violations of which when detected were
as sure as from the unalterable laws of the Medes ancl Persians. The ferule disappen,red except for an accidental milcl application upon the palms of little girls. But
the hickory, long, sinewy, solid, keen, antl wiry, was plied with vigor, understood to
mean that this operation was one of pure, dutiful, solemn, indispensable bnsiness;
omission or abatement of which was never to be thought of. It was meant to hurt
the outside primarily, but also to push its way inside through thick and thin to
whatever was or could be made sensitive to pain in the interior. Resistance was
seldom o:fferecl, even by the biggest and most daring.. Those masters were as
intrepid as they were resolute in discharge of every tittle of what they regarded a
duty which no brave, honorable man could shrink from. Besides, as in the older
schools, they were sustained by parents, guardians, and the whole public. Many a
youth of 17 and 18 was sent there mainly for the discipline, which was reputed to
be stricter and stronger than that which he hacl been able to resist or parry elsewhere. Expulsions and withdrawals were almost none. The hickory was trusted
to Lo better and more benign than the former, and when a boy betook himself away
without leave and was brought back by his father its application was doubled, for
the :first offense and for the last. In a village with fewer inhabitants than students,
this discipline was deemecl necessary to extend itself outside tho academy. The
system tend eel doubtless to produce, by provoking it, unlicensed behavior, especially
under cover of night. It was always surprising how little of this escape<l detection,
sometimes even in the midst of its perpetration. Those New Englanders seemed to
have made a stuc1y of schoolboy1;1, and found them out thrs>Ugh and through. It ~as
said that hardly over a student was found a,ble to withst:m(l Dr. Beman's soarehwg
examinations. Not that the miscbicf done "-a,s of a, kind base or malevolent. It
might be a game of playing cards, moderate circulatir.ig of a fla k of whi ky, lifting
a -Yehicle from its running gear, a gn-to from its hingeA, or a brace of fowl from tho
roost. Of these the oue fir tnamocl seemed to be reg:uc1ocl mo t a.trocions , It se m
now almost incredible bow con di "nly this o-nlllo was condemned lJy many, eYcn_ it~t 1ligent and tbcu~htful por ons.
trno-glin°· for leadership lJ. tw n_ the r hg~ons
denominations led to anathema of this with dancin 1~, ficl<lhog, c~icl·cn_ figbtrng,
horse racing, and tho like, that wore ommou throughout that r 0-1011 tlm·t_, Y
before, Yet card playing, comparativ lynoi el s,, h lcl on t some -ort f - 1st nc
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in secret. Few children whose parents were church members or regular churchgoers had ever seen a pack, and then only when wrested from the hands of an
offender, white or black, for some negroes had learned the game of old sledge and
were fond of indulging it on opportunities. Most of the merchants, from deference
to general sentiment, did not keep them for sale; the others compromised by warning purchasers of their danger when used beyond moderation. · Persons yet living
can recall the awe yet also the fascination with which for the first, perhaps the only
time during childhood they looked upon that long-haired, weighty-crowned, outlandish-vestured, bloody-eyed <l.espot, the king, and that brazen-faced, loosely-clad
female, the queen, possibly a portrait of the Scarlet Woman foretold by the holy
prophets, and yet more, that :flat-headed, red hatbanded, short-breeched, stripedstockingeu, high-heeled-Rlippered monster, the jack. Surely, surely, this must be a
picture of the bad man, although they coulu not remember ever to have been told that
his name was Jack. Among crimes Jess than felonies, so to speak, yet punished with
more or less severity according to frequency of recurrence and detection were the
chewing and smoking of tobacco. Consequently few boys by the time they got into
their teens ha<l. not learned to practice one or the other.
It may seem curious that this system of espionage and unreasonable punishment
obtained so long. It was practiced even in the State University, at least for a time,
during the presidency of Dr. Moses P. Waddel, who bad beon for many years head
master of the academy at Williston, S. C. In the Sketches of Athens, Ga., by Dr. Henry
Hull, occurs the following: "His administration of the university was singularly
successful. From the handful of students he found , the attendance increasecl to 100
or more, and for ten years, with wise counsel and inflexible discipline, he kept the
institution ever advancing. He thought the stUL1ents of the university not too good
for correction, and used to whip them without compunction when he deemed the
punishment needed. An entry in his diary, still extant, says: 'Caught-chewing
tobacco. Whipped him for it.'''
Gen. Robert Toombs often told of his last day's experience at the university when
under Dr. Waddel. His guardian, Thomas W. Cobb, who was then a Senator ofthe
United States, sent him to the university when be was about 14 years old. One
night while he and another student were engaged in a game of cards in his room, the
tntoi:, whose office it was to keep watch upon the occ npants of the buildings: came
upon them in the act. It so happ en ed that Mr. Cobb, who lived in the adjoining
county, was in Athens. Toombs knowing well that the tutor would report bis finding the next day, and that at the afternoon meeting of the faculty he wouid be
punished, repaired to Mr. Cobb's room at the tavern near by, and reporting the circumstances, prevailed upon him to send a letter to Dr. Waddel asking a dismissal.
Next morning early he took the l etter to the doctor's residence and got the desired
paper. Later in the day, going forth and back during th e removal of his goods,
quite unexpectedly he met the uoctor, who at once began to berate him for what he
called "taking the advantage of him." The boy cut him off in this wise: "Dr.
Waddel, pcrhapR you do not know whom you are addressing in such lang uage. I
am not, as you seem to suppose~ a student of this university, but a citizen of the
State of Georgia." Once, w h en Toombs had rehearsed the story at a village tavern
in court week, one of the lawyer s asked what reply was given~
"I didn't bear it," answered Toom hs, "for I irumeuiately turned away and made for
the tavern and Mr. Cobb."
Many scenes, some of them desperate and well nigh tragic, used to he told of school
~n<l of college times in which teachers, although occasionally in great peril of life, yet
1
nfusecl with intrepi<l resolution and supported by public opinion, prevailed. Truth
is, that during that period occa ionally was a youth who seemed to feel, like Achilles,
that la.ws were not macle for such as him. Such sentiment were exasperated by the
e -i tino· po1icy. In time it passetl away, auu its results made people wonder tbatit
could have continued so long.
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As for the courses of studies in those academies, they were as near Leing perfect
as in any others in the whole country, South and North. Each pupil who was
advanced beyond the first elements had three regular studies, never less, seldom
more. Forenoon recitations in spelling, reading, and in grammar-English, Latin,
and Greek-were not counted among these; history, natural philosophy, and chemistry were. Among the last mentioned chemistry was the favorite, and because of
the peculiar way in which the text-book was constructed. 'fhere yet survive a few
who recall with ease and even with fondness Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on Chemistry, of which, although an English production, more than 150,000 copies were sold
in the United States. Many of the most eminent scholars gave high praise to it.
Added to the accurate instruction imparted by it, much piquancy is in the conversations themselves between the instructress, Mrs. B., and her two pupils, Emily and
Caroline.I
Comstock's Philosophy was studied. by quite a number; uut of the two Mrs.
Marcet's work was far above it in favor.
The abund.ant excellence of these Vermont masters showed part icularly in mathematics and Latin and Greek. It was simply impossible, and no pupil more than
once or twice attempted to escape detection of want of diligence in preparing recitations. With those naturally dull, who were satisfactorily industrious, they were
patient and sympathetic. For the idle and negligent they had no mercy, and it
was wonderful the quickness with which they were able to discern. None were
allowed to advance without thorough acquaintance with whatever was to be l eft
behind. Classes were frequently changing in numbers, because whoever coul_d not
keep up with the average was reduced to a lower1 and whoever could get ahead
was required to do so. Of everyone was exacted work according to capacity to perfo rm it by fa ithful application. In classical studies, Valpy's Greek Grammar and
Adams's Latin Gramm ar, l essons in which were recited every morning, were required
to be learned from cover to cover. Fifty years after that period old gentlemen
together recalling the latter especially, sometimes merrily contended who could
recite from it word for word the greatest number of rules, obsen-ations, exceptions,
notes, etc., and tell the sides of the pages right or left wherever they occurred.
Boys were prepared for the freshman, sophomore, occasionally the junior class in
the university. Whenever one from either of these academies was presented by
letter from the master, faculties, taking their fitness for granted, sometimes dispense(l with other than partial examination, not seldom, when some not very important things could be made up in priYate, admitting to a class above the one
applied for.
Not all, perhaps not a majority, of those educated at these academies went to the
university or the colleges; many had not taken classical studies. Yet the years
spent in such as were preparatory for business purposes only, contact with those
pursuino- the hio-her 1 and then the experience of a lofty, exacting, yet jnst discipline a:d conti;ued serious work of master an<l pupil, developed. both Yigor and
thonghtfulnes in understandings that oiherwi e might hav gone to waste. Many
a wild, willful youth, his habits being conquered, rose to be a faithfnl student and
afterwar<1s a steady useful man. These masters did not expel. Thci~ Ae~tleu belief
was that it was better to keep and continue efforts to reform the nl-mmdocl tlian
to driv them out to ue a curse upon society. Many such a one in aft r life admitted
his olJligations to discipline that sa eel him from ruin.

----------------

1 ydney Smith wa!I a <1 ar frirnil of ,!rs .• farr t. Lndy Hollnnrl t ll!! nn n~rcc~ot of n 1·1111ve1:11ntion betwe nth two whil at a ,lining )larty. '1 hey wcrn di. cn!l:ing in a 1wmisn 1011 ~. w~y 11111 1'. 1 1·
once of purgatory. :Mrs. :\Iar, ·t np1icnr ·d to bo ruther in favor of th dogma, Wb('lt • mith plu,y fully

sai<l to her:

"Well :Mrs Marc t if ind •d ther i a pnr~atory, J ·t me tell yon what in my opionlon'
1

·11 J

1
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1
1

uni bm ent a~!ligncd 'ror your gr ·ater pnrifleatlnn. 'on will h ., rl, tingly Jmtting c1u tiuue W
p
. Iy b g1nng
. '
Emily
and aroline, nd th •y will ev r 1a trng
wrong nn w· ·1·e"
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Such things as holidays might he said to be not so much as thought about, much
less hoped for. Festivals like Easter, ·Whitsuntide, Ascension, Michaelmas ceased
from people's mouths, ana not only their recurrence became unnoticed but their
meaning unknown. Once in a series of years a day of solemn fasting was set apart,
in l10pe, by this and congregated supplication for divin e deliverance, to be saved
from the conseqtrnncesof long-continued dry weather, but the denial of food and drink,
e:s:cept such as boys and girls could fnrti vely get from cup boarus, for fourteen working
hours from snn to sun, made it seem to many a wretched sham of holiday, and they
were _glad when it was over. The school opened on the second Monday in January,
and closed w;ith two days' public examination at the end of the twenty-second
week. After four weeks' vacation it reopened for a like other term. Pupils regarded
it a hardship that the Fourth of July came in one and Chr1stmas in the other. Tbe
average of daily sessions was seldom less than eight hours.
Such is a running account of those academies. The blessings imparted by them
were incalculably numerous and b enign. If there was an exception, it was not
avowed, and hardly known, to the rule, to be set clown as nniversal, that the men
who conducted them were remembered with gratitude and pride.
III.-A .MAXUAL-LABOR ScrrooL.

.

Noteworthy seems the fact that of those eminent New Englanders who led the
earliest movements toward higher education in middle Georgia, nearly all were
Middleb ury College men. Somo of them have been mentioned previously b y tnis
writer. There remains yet another who, although graduated from Union, spent tl.te
first three years of his college course there. This was Rev. Adiel Sherwood, born at
Fort Edward, N. Y., of a family several of whom were <l.istinguishecl for servjces
rendered in colonial and Revolutionary times. In 1818 ho removed to the State of
Georgia, where, with the exception of a fow years while holding a professorship in
Columbian College, ·washington, and the presidency of Shurtleff College, ho remained
until after the Confederate war. In 1865 he removed to the State of Missouri, clyiug
in St. Louis in the year 1879. He became a learned, eminent divine among the
Baptists, and was much admirc<l. and honored by people of all religious demominations. As soon as he had become settled wHhin the State he began to devise schemes
for the better euucation of the Ba-ptists, particularly their clergy. He was the moving spirit in the formation in 1820 of the General Association, which afterwarcls
became tha.t powerful organization, tho Georgia Baptist Convention. It now seems
singular that such a movement was not received with promptest cordiality. This
was on account of the prejudice among many of that simple country folk against
high education of the clergy. The argument was that the Apostles, who were the
greatest preachers the Church ever produced, had little, almost no education, but
became what they were by sole dependence upon the sustaining grace of tlicir
Divine fastcr. 1 What suffi ced then ought to suffice now. Iutleed, it had seemed to
1.altbough an uncommonly gra,..o person, he put clown in his diary some rather ludicrous instances
of tlic clcnso ignorance of a few of the cl rgy in clistricts where cdueation was next to none. Ono of
them announcod from the polpit that our Lord ha(l beou behcacletl lJy tho Popo of Rome, and another,
mistaking the word meet, asked him wliat his opinion was about tbe sort of meat for repontanco
spoken of by St. Paul.
In the history of tho Baptist denomination compiled for the Christian Intlex, Atlanta, 1881, occurs
the following:
''The nece sity of education among many of the early Bapti t mi1:istera of Georgia was most
apparent, aDll bi partly explain. tho per. bt ncy of our father iu their determination to cstauli. ha
seat of learning. * * " One of their tran" arguments was, 'If l arniog is to help tho preacller,
why not 1,ray to l arnin in tend of to th Lord.' Some of them claim ·tl to bo inspired to preach,
anrrin 'tha n. t hey ro~ in th o pulpit th •y ha<l gfrcn their te.·t no comiid ·ration until that moment
11 ·nth y open d th llibl , ancl tha tlll'y intend t1 to preach Just as tho Lord hand.eel out them s.·n 170
to them. " " * Ilmnphr Y Posy, b in' invitc'1 to pr a ·h for Jo I Colloy, who was for t7:cnty years
mo<l rntor of 110 'i:llr,w Rh· r,,
, i tino took for his tl'.xt .'t. Paul's nR. crtion 'I a111 not a:ham d
or he Go P l r <::hrl t., and oh. on- d • If raul, a learned man, was not ashamed of tho Gospel, I ought
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be so, for in the denomination were a, few preachers with very lligh oratorical powers
who bad had no schooling beyond two or three years' attendance at old-field schools
and had educat.ed themselves at home. Thereforo men of education were forceu. to
move slowly and cautiously in the formation of larger bodies wherein it was foreseen that they must n ecessarily act the leading })arts. The resolution of Dr. Sherwood was offered through another. In a, letter written in 1870 in answer to one lately
received from a relative in which was the question why he had so ::::.cted, h9 a,nswered,
"In tho resolution for forming the Georgia Baptist Convention I do not remember
any desire or end than the advancement of the cause of truth and tho salvn.tion of
sinners. The r esolution ·was handeu to C. J; J cnkins, 1 as he was popular nucl I was
regarded an edi1cated -man, which you know was considered an impediment in the
opinion of some in those early times."
The original plan of Dr. Sherwood was to found a school for the education of
young men for the ministry, and have manual labor connected with it. Brought up
on n. farm in New York State and working upon it in the vacations from college, he
· ha<l 1ecome thoroughl y acquainted with farm operations and was eagerly anxious for
manual labor, at least in agriculture, to be mingled with general and professional
education amoug candidates for the Gospel ministry. In his diary for the year 1829,
publis1ecl in tho Memoir by his daughter/ is the followiug:
"In that year (182D) I presented to the executive committee of the convention a
plan for a, manual-labor school for young ministers, but nearly to a man --:vere they
opposed to it. Perhaps Judge Stocks3 was my only fellow helper."
Not discouragetl by this ilrst failure 1 after waiting two years ho brought forth his
sclrnrno again. Quoting from Lis diary again we have the fol]owing:
.
"In 1831, at the regular session of the State coThYention, held at Buckhead, Burke
County, I brought up my motion, deferred on the advice of the exeQutivc committee
for 1829, for a manual-labor school for young ministers. Brethren Mercer, Armstrong:,
n.nd Sanders, some of the most influential in the State conYention, opposed the measure, 1ut Thomas Stocks, John Davis, and Absalom Janes/ aud others, supported rue
in the matter, and we carried it through."
The resolution was in the following words:
"Resolvecl, That as soon as tho funds will justify it, this convention will establish
in some central part of the State a classical :md theological school which shall
unite agricultural labor with stndy, and be opened only for those preparing for the
n1 h1istry."
_
In the fol1owing year this l ast clause was altered and made to read, "admitting
others bcsi<les students in divinity."
Tho lack of promptness in carrying out the resolution led Dr. Sherwood to begin
an institution of his own, as will be seen from this extra.ct:
"A school was to have been opene<l. in January of the following year (1832), but
not to be.' In closing the services, Joel Colley corrected

a,

!mppoi;iod error of Mr. rosy, asserting

tl.Jat his Iliblo was not like Mr. P osy's Bible, for his Biblo, instead of being 'brought up at tho feet of
Gamaliel,' reacl 'brought up at the foot of Gamel Hill,' a hill AO poor it -wou1cl not s~rout a ~ca, n~d
thereby Paul was a, poor man, unable to g et an educ::i.tion and had to learn tent mnk1~g to ~am a liYing. * "' * .Another preacher, pr aching from tl10 paral.Jlo of the ponnds in Luk_o x1_x, ola1m?J thr,t
an 'auster e man,' in ,erso 21 proYO(l John to bo an 'oyster ru:m,' who emplo,rc,~ Ju . tuoo flsh~ 11 g for
o,r-sters . .A.s Dr. Sb rwoocl says, 'If such ignorance was CY.Cr callecl to pr arl1, it hnngs to m111tl th
imporbnity of a goo<l Methodist brother in :M:illl'tlg"\'illo by tho nmn of Pierson, who a~·.c,w:·<l th1_1t
tl1e Lor<l called to him almost eYcry night, "J'ierson, Pier on, go preach my Go pcl. J,nt l 11 s
rethren r fused to licoosohim hccausc of bis dcstitntion of qnnlifiC'ation. · II importnncrl, nJHl llit•y
a last infor;-.il d him that he mistook the name, antl it was l'iP.rce whom lio h<•arrl th Lo r <l call,
alluding to Dr. Lovi ·k .Piere .'" (Pp. 1:J0-140.)
1 Fatber of the Jato governor,
harlf' ,T. ,Jcnkirni.
.
, • . , ,•.·
.
.
ll Memoir of .A.rliel Shcrwooc1,
. D., written by hi cl:m~htcr, ns tell by I,1' · · · Lo. Klll, r 111 1::u1 1
phia, Girard and Fares, l · 1.

onrl nnil
~onnts
f
State :, nat , was JH·rhnp. the mo t «li tingni h 11 n1,1on" th Huptl t I tty O t 110 0
.

z Thomas Stocks, a wcalthyplantn of Gr, en County, for m:my;v nraJtHl • of th

pre idcnt of th

tiJD ·..
.Another woalthy layman in th sam county of (,r · ne.
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in the fall no farm had been purchased, and I discovered that the committee were
afrl:i.id of putting the plan into practice. I therefore purchased 160 acres of land, lt
miles northwest of Eatonton, from Thomas Cooper, 1 for $600, and advertised for 8 or
10 pupils, on the manual-labor plan. This experiment succeeded so well that the
committee of the convention began to look out for a locality, and the result was
the purchase of a farm from Mr. James Redd in Greene County. The committee
requested me to relinquish my school in the latter part of 1832, stating that they
were about to establish one of the same kind 1 to which I readily assented, as my
undertaking had cost me some $500 out of pocket."
This experience seemed sufficient to keep him from the desire to have further personal communion with the enterprise, for in an autobiographical sketch he wrote
thus:
"In 1833 the manual-labor school of the Georgia Baptist Convention was begun on
the spot now known as Penfield, a few miles from Greensboro, and 'IThich with the
exception of one single log cabin was then in the woods. Mr. B. M. Sanders was
chosen principal. Although requested by Jesse Merce1·, James Armstrong, and
Judge Stocks, I declined being a canditlate for the office."
It is not easy to understand why an institution begun as this was did not came to
a quicker end. To this double log cabin resorted 39 students at the opening of 1833.
In the History of the Baptist Denomination is an extended account of the several
matters leading to the establishment of Mercer Institute, so named from Jesse
Mercer, the most eminent among the clergy in the State. The executive committee,
who acted as an agent of the convention in affairs relating to the management,
were expressly enjoined against making any debts. "No debts shall be contracted
by the committee or trustees on the credit of the institution without funds in hand
to pay, otherwise in every case it shall be on their own individual responsibility."
The following are some of the initial regulations:
'' The scholastic year shall be divided into two terms, first, of six months, from
the second Monday in January to the second Monday in July, and the eecond, of five
months, from the third Monday in July to the third Monday in December. The rates
of tuition shall be $1.50 per month for all students in Englii;h grammar, geography,
history, and common arithmetic; $2.50 per mouth for all m the learned languages,
criticism, philosophy, mathematics, and other higher English branches of science.
All over 16 years of age shall have board, room rent, and firewood for $4 a month,
exclusive of their labor, and those under 16 shall pay $6 per month and have the
value of their labor deducted as may be estimated by the steward and trustees;
washing shall ue furnished for $8 a year-all of which shall be required each term
in advance. Each student shall furnish his own bedding and candles."
Despite the indis1rntable fact that this movement was begun with ideas not only
humane but beneficent, ·one can not but be reminded here of the adYertisement of
Mr. \Vaxford Squeers of his famous school at Dotheboys Hall, which goes thus:
"Education: At Mr. Waxford Squeers' Academy, Dotheboys Hall, at the delightfol village of Dotheboys, near Greta Bridge, in Yorkshire, youth are boarded,
clotb d, booked, furnished with pocket money, prod<led with all necessaries.
instructed in all languages, living and dead, mathematics, orthography, geometry,
astronomy, trigonometry, the use of the globes, algebra, single stick (if required),
writing, arithmetic, fortification, and every other branch of classical literature.
Terms, 20 guineas per annum. No extras, no vacations; a diet unparalleled. ,. * *
"N. B.-An able assistant wanted. Annual salary, 5 pound ·. A master of arts
would he preferred."
Of each one of the pupils to be sent there one, without great stretch of imagination, might recall Dickens' "Supposititious little boy who bad been left witb a
1
A 1 ading layman of the county of Putnam, father of Hon. Mark .A. Cooper, long a mrmbn of
ongr
an!l uncle of Hon. Eugenius .A. :resbit, for som years one of the justices of tb
tate
auprcrue court.
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widowed mother who didn't know what to do with him; the poor lady had thought,
as a means of thawing the tardy compassion of his relatives in his behalf, of sending
him to a Yorkshire school."
Rev. Billington M. Sanders undertook the management of this institution. In
his farewell address, delivered at his retirement in December, 1839, are the following
words:
"The arrangements consisted of two double cabins with a garret to each for
dwelling, for dining, and for study for both teachers and students. w·ith these
limited accommodations and with one assistant I opened the institution in January,
1833, with 39 students, having 36 of them to board in my own family. Among these
were 7 young men preparing for the ministry."
Yet, surprising as it seems now, the language immediately following indicates a
success which was most encouraging to the hopes of its friends in the denomination.
"I shall ever remember with lively emotions of pleasure the patience and cheerfulness with which the students of this year sustained the privations and trials to
which they were subjected by their cramped circumstances. They may be truly
said to have borne hardships like good soldiers. While living as in a camp in their
midst and burdened with the charge and responsibility of the literary, theological,
laboring, and boarding departments, I found no little support in all my cares and
labors from witnessing that while they lived upon the cheapest fare, had no place
for study but the common schoolroom, no place to retire to for rest but a garret
without fire in the coldest weather, and labored diligently three hours a d,ay, no
complaint was heard, but that the 'l'tl.ost entire cheerfulness ran through all their
words and actions.
"In a word, those favorable indications of the success of the enterprise soon
began to inspire its friends with confidence and to animate their efforts for the
extension of its advantages. An amount was soon raised to erect another large
school building with eight comfortable rooms for dormitories and a brick basement
for _chapel and schoolrooms.
'' The second year operations were commenced with increased accommodations,
with an additional teacher, and 80 students, 70 of whom boarded in common ."
Such extraordinary success in circumstances extremely limited and otherwise
unpromising was due, perhaps, mainly to the character of the man chosen as leader.
Billington Sanders, as was seen herein before, was opposed to the scheme of Dr.
Sherwood to connect manual labor with education. It was with reluctance, therefore, that he consented to become the principal, with the understanding that he was
to be relieve<l whenever a suitable person could be gotten to succeed him. It had
appeared that the Baptists in general desired such an institution, and he bravely
made the sacrifices inseparable from the chief responsibility of its conduct. Besides
being one of tho most popular clergymen in the denomina,tion, he was possessed of
considerable property, upon v.-hic·h he lived with the liberality common to well-to-do
planters . He bad the entire confidence of everybody in his capacity, integrity,
energy, will, r esolution, and courage. His face was much like that of Gen. Andrew
Jackson, and he was his eq1rnl in intrepi!l 1mrsnit of aims a11d performanC'o of action
believed to he jnst an(l proper. Fathers who wero in tho habit of r c·eiYing nnrinestioning obedience from their children at home knew that they wo111cl ho requir cl to
rend r it as entirely to this their cl1os('ll r~prcsenta.tive. noys well nuclerstoo~l that
they mu, t ndnr , perform, an<l ol>ey, a,n<l that if they ca,m back home w_1thout
leave they wonlcl be at one rotnrn cl, and, after puni~~ment for _Fmc·h anclac:i~y, ho
p nt to work again. The i-;imp1 , plain, ha.rel faro on which they liv cl was h Ii ved
to be of the sort h t uit <1 to te, ch liahit of e nomy Rtl<'h as few, 11 rL:qi non ,
had learned at horn , wh re their mother , nobody obj ding, w,•r n <·cl to ,t hofnr
them thr
·cell •nt 'J_unr m als v r · da. ·. Thorcan, :i 1c:Hll'r in th 11 tecl Brook
Farm demonstrat cl that: man cnnld liv ou $11, ycnr, : ncl w ha,·t ·
20 guineas w nt at Doth bo ·e IInll. Tho ·. p rim ut h •re w. t put th
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of youth on as economica,l scale as possible and combine it with labor, for the purpose, among others, of hindering book learning from puffing up to the degree of
bringing on r epugnance to work.
Fortunately this man had a wife who was perhaps ns competent and loyal a
helpmeet as ever stood by husband and chil<lren in exigent conditions, known by
thousands of Baptists evea down to this day as "Old Mistress." The assiduous
motherly care and tenderness "ith which she watched nntl tended the youth under
her keeping had the blessing of Heaven and the ever-enduring, affectionate gratitude of its recipients. Her husband whipped with the unction that was universal
among his predecessors and contemporaries high and low in the profession. It was
said of him that sometimes he wept sorely at the necessity of inflicting punishment,
for he was a man abounding in charity as in unselfish devotion to all conceived
duties. Yet this wen.kness, as proved by oft-repeated experience, meant c,erything
but sparing to tho culprit. Instead, it seemed to exaspernte its condignness. This
writer has often heard an old boy shout a.nu make his hearers shout with laughter
while telling of scenes in which this peculiarity was exhibited. uTruth is," one of
those used to say, "when a boy was called up to be whipped, he hoped that Old
Master (as we called him) would not get to crying with his admonitions (sometimes
as affectionate-as poss~ble in the beginning), knowing that if he did it would be so
much the worse for his back. He'd begin very mildly, almost boseechingly,pointing
out our errors and counseling for aU sakes to quit them; but when be got warmed
up his under lip began to drop and the tears to pour down his cheeks. Then he'd
suddenly rise from bis chair and cry out, 'And the fact is, in the way you are going
on you are to rnin yourself and bring down the gray hairs of your parents to the
gra-v-ve ! ' Then he'd light on the offender just as a man, holding b.y his hincl leg,
beats with a stick a sheep-killing hound. That was [1, time for a fellow to nm away
if there was anywhere except home to go . nut afterwards the mistress came a]ong
with words and tendering of blessed soothing. Many and many a prank of mischief
was forefended by her admonitions, and many another's punishment healed by her
precious balm."
As for insubonlination, there was next to none, since for that sufficient audacity
was impossible in the face of tho discipline without and within. But tricks, practical jokes, ancl tho like were as natural and as inevitable as physical growth in
such uncommonly healthy daily exercises, amid living that, although of the plainest,
was alrnndant a.ncl entirely susta,ining. These were the more numerous anu the
bolder because of that wretched system of espionage then obtaining in almost all
schools, especially boarding. Occasionally one of those young men who were preparing for tho ministry, called "beneficiaries," conceived it his duty to be informant
as well as divinity student, and such action as that is always a,ttended with increase
instead of diminution of wrongdoing. Orchards, chicken roosts, and fruit patches
ne,er dwelt in entire security, the less because the zest of enjoyment of their yield
was enhanced by the risk in obtaining. Many a boy who never thought of such
pranks when at home too easily fell into them when he found that a sycophant was
sneaking after his footsteps.
Perhaps it was hoped that th plan wonlcl pay expenses. If so, its friends ,.ere
<l.isar>pointecl, yet abov e this w, s tho notion that at least it would serYe to promote
health, economy, industry, au l sense of the dignity of lahor. In the matter of the
fir. t, it was eminently successful.
n a farm of near 4.00 acres, with gentle un<.lnlation of hill a.ml lowland in an extremely healthy region, at daily exer ·ise which
wa n ot 1 ancl coull not haYo been push cl lJ yond moderation, and which clid not
ri e · n to that clegrne this work was much likotllat undergone in daily sports and
atl1l• tic in boar<1ing s ·hool. g n rally. As f r the acqnisition of skill, at least any
on i<1crahfo cl gree of it, f ,,., if any, had indulged expectation. Truth is, such a.
tbi11 ~ ·a li t tle amon"' th p:ucnt of tho o boy .
f sd ntific agricn]tnro th re
11a 110.· to 11011
The p ionc ·r of that happy regio11, a8 was notecl in n. former
pa pct it hi
cut and la h l that fucuncl soil which in spite of such reckless-
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ness gave forth in abundance its first fruits . If profound interest coul<l. h::wo Locn
felt by these lads in such work, it would haze effected little good, perhaps somo
harm by leading them when come to adnlt age to continue tho havoc then in general
practice by which not very many planters, although with abundant support for all,
man and beast, ma.de little above the natur:11 accretions from increase in tho number
·of their ncgroes. The thought that agriculture was a thing to l>e taught w:1s in
very fcw 1 if any men1s minds. Mr. Sanders was an excellent pre:1chcr and a good
manager of money accounts 1 but as a planter he had much to l earn ,himself. He
preached, taught arithmetic1 algehra1 geography, grammar, theology, some Latin, a
little Greek, and supervised the work of forty hands save ono on the plantation.
These students and these hands he lodged and feel just as himself and his family were
lodged and fed, and the little sickness that occurred 1 he and his wife doctored and
tended, as if the patients had been their own dear children. Strictly adhering to
tho rna:s:ims of St. Paul adopted at the beginning to ''owe no man anything/' he did
all that w as possible to tho energy and the high mindedness which he had pcrhaJ'}S
more than any other man in the denomination, at least more than any other who
was or could h ave been made avail:1ble for the multifold responsibilities of the
position. Tho school grew satisfactorily, new subscriptions of fonds camo in, other
and really excellent buildings were erected, additional professors were called 1 and a
steward with a salary wa,s engaged to superintend the farm, and assume charge of
the boarding depar t ment.
This writer lately r eceived a l etter in answer to one of inquiry from a friend who
had been a stuuent at this school, and was graduated in the , university, which it
became afterwards. Ho is :1 gentleman of excellent attainments ::mcl for more than
fifty years a!1 eminent minister of the gospel. Some extrncts arc here given.
· "Tho l abor system was started to give exercise and health to the boys. It was in
the place of the baseball and other athletic exercises connected with most colleges
now. .,. * .. I don't know exactly, but I do not think it ever did pay expenses .
These were light, for we ate corn brea(l and slept on our own beds, * * * there
was great rejoicing even in anticipation over Thursday night1 which was biscuit
night. 1 \Ye worked two hours each day except Saturday-two long hours. The
pay was a mcro pittance, n.bout bought tho goose quills wo used. The work was on
tho farm. Thero was a sort of mechanical department. You remember - - - ,
preacher, 30 years old, parrot-toed, a carpenter·; ho bossed it. For a long time I
worked at tho whip saw.
* * We fared hard. 'Old Mistress' herself <lr-ank
the stuff that old Peto made, called coffee1 and lived as hard as the rest of us. She
practiced self denial 1 aud perhaps <lid as much as anyone to build up Mercer. *
All tho l eading denominations iu Georgia, you remomber1 tried the system. Tllo
Baptists, believing in 110rsevernnce, were the last to quit/ 1
Although some of this gentleman1s recollections were not" very pleasant/' yet the
system, to his view, served reasonably its purposes. It was abandoned not very long
after its riso into Mercer University, for, among otber reasons1 because so largo a
number of youth refused (with their parents' consent) to go there, ancl instead
resorted to the State University.
This particnlar experiment, tlie most extensive ancl Jong conti~ned_ on tllat line of
educational endeavor in mid<llo Georgia, has been selectccl by tlus writer, h cause of
his hetter acquaint:mco with it, be having been during two of its l:u:1t Y ar1-:1 a stutl 11 t
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of the university. The most thoughtful, even among the students, foresaw that the
system must come to an end. As the school rose in numbers and, when raised to a college, was supplied with a full corps of professors cornpetenj; to impart not only higher
learning but love of it, that sort of outdoor exercise grew to be regarded, both by
students and teachers, as becoming constantly less and less adequate to realize th!(
hopes of its founders, _at least as they witnessed and partook of its practice. In
time the founders themselves became so convinced those most intelligent among
them deciding that union of study and work under those particular circumstances
was impracticable; that education must concern itself with principles au<l causes
before itcame to things. Quotation is made here of a few brief paragraphs from a
pamphlet, Psychology of Manual Training, by Hon. William T. Harris, Commissioner
of Education. The first is:
'' Man goes back from the fact to the producing cause. But he goes back of its
producing cause to a deeper cause that unites two or more series of producing
causes; back of the oak and pine to tree in general; back of tree, and grass, and
lichen to plant in general; back of plant and animal life to life in general. Man's
powers of thought rise from things to cause, and from cause to cause, leaving a
smaller and smaller residuum of mere sense data, and yet getting nearer the under•
lying reality which causes all these sense data " *
"This is the great point for educators to observe. We do not get at the true reality b;v sense perception but by thought. * -.~ *
"School studies are for the most part given to a knowledge of human nature and
human combination., rather than to a knowledge of material th ings . * * .,. If
the child will learn how to read and write, he may learn the experience of the race
. through the countless ages of its existence. He may by scientific books and periodicals see the world through the sense of myriads of train ed specialists devoting
whole lives to the inventory of nature. What is immensely more than this, he may
think with their brains, and assist his feeble powers of observation and reflection
by the g igantic aggre gate of the mental labor of the race. This is the great meaning of school education, to give to the pupil the use of the means for availing himself of the mental products of the race. Compared with what he receives from the
race, the productions of the most original of men are a mere speck in a wide fielcl of
view. Everyone may add something to tbe aggregate of the world's knowledge, but
he must, if h e is educated and rises above the brute, recei ve infinitely more than he
gives. Hence, in comparing the educative effect of learning to read with the educative effect of learning the carpenter's trade, we must consider the difference of
scope." * " "
Speaking of the school proper he says: "Its education is followed by its greatest
educative effects afterwards through life. For tho person i s d~stined to nse this
knowledge of reading daily as a key by which to unlock the treasures of all human
learning. The school has given him the possession of the means of permanent and
contim1ous self-education. It is the difference between a piece of baked bread
which nourishes for the clay and the seed corn which is the possibility of countless
harvests. Education that educates the child in tho art of self-education is that
which the aggregate experience of mankind has chosen for the school."
In this pamphlet, s uggested by the intemperate zeal of some who have before
their eyes scientific physical training so closely set that they can not see the greater
things beyond it, are many other unanswerable arguments.
The people of middle Georgia, few of whom at that period (sixty years ago) were
lih rally educated, were earnestly intent that their children should become so, yet
were not entirely without apprehension that much learning might tend to sedn e
them from a ju t e timate of frugality, industry, economy, and the performance or
the · operintendence of manual work . He was very far from being an exc ption, that
excellen : n,l well-to-do old farmer who, when asked if he intend d to send his
boys t coll ge, answered: " o, that I aint; seem to me the mainest things thew
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college J.>oys learn, is to chaw ancl smoke seegars, tulk dictionary word , git above
work, and be-imp'dent to old people." To guard agaiust dreaded results they made
them take along and use things of home life-the hoe, the plow, and the trace chain;
to mingle in their tpoughts of Greek and Roman those of corn and cotton; to work,
to feed, and to .curry horses, mules, and oxen. The experiment was mado by men of
several denominations, sensible and to the last degree resolute. Their sons in contact with this double existence, after a year or two of half-hearted endeavorings,
saw before their fathers the incongruity; necessarily they were economical, for
their pocket moneys were extremely limited, and they knew better than to make
debts in the stores, which were not long in appearing in the village that rapidly
formed around them. As they advanced in knowledge under the excellent teachers
provided for them, while they took on no disgust for manual w-ork in itself~ their
performance of it was languid and less than indifferent. Circulars following home
the 1est students with a disgracefully low figure in labor were excused for the sake
of the exalted figures obtained in their studies. These many of them pursued with
great diligence, and almost all to satisfaction. ·what punishments were received
fan cl they came in frequent, relentless showers 1 ) were mainly for other things than
neglect of text-books. With these they ma(1e haste. What haste there was, when
laying them aside they repaired to the field, was made while homeward bound;
never when outward. If ever a laborer was unworthy of his hire, pitiful as was
the wage, it was here. There was little or no complaining ever; during the last
years there was none. "\Yorkers went forth loitering, yet _c heerful, feeling no sort of
dread of hurting themselves in the smallest particular by overwork. Often, but
entirely leisurely, they looked 'at the descending sun, and sometimes when he seemed
to be making no more haste than they were, deciding that his not being quite down
was no reason why he onght not to be, they_..:._but not too far-anticipated that interesting occasion and made for home. A good bath and a shifting of clothing made
them more than ready for the good supper they knew to be preparing; for by this
time a dozen or so of well-to-do planters had settled in the village, and for a sum
which now would seem absµrdly little gave board of the very best.
The system itself~ when the college was opened, foresaw its own decline; but,
apparently in tenderness towa;d the older brethren, so many of whose hopes had
been with it from tho start, it lingered to its twelfth year, when, with resignation,
approximating unanimity of students, faculty, trustees, and people, it went the way
of all the eacth. Its very last article was preceded by the following resolution,
passed by the trustees in December, 1844:
''Whereas the manual-labor department of Mercer University has been sustained
at a heavy expense-an expense which the present state of our fund will not justifyand has, in our judgment, materially retarded the growth of our institution after as
favorable experience as we have been able to mi1ke of the scheme; and
"'Vhereas the contributors of the university fund, so far as they have been called
upon, expressed themselves with almost entire unanimity, ready to concur in any
measure in reference to the system which the board of trustees may deem essential
to the prosperity of the institution; and
"\Vhereas the board of trustees have found themselves under all circumstances
unable to accomplish to any desired extent the important and benevolent designs for
which it was originally orrranized:
Be it therefore
0
"Resolved That this clep artment be and is herel>y, indefinitely suspended."
Thus the Baptists, late3t of all, not~d for their perseverance, had to admit at last
that even to this favorite virtue were limitations.
1 From these, howevP-r, college students nncl those iu preparatory clnsses who w r
were exem1>t.
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The situation of the State of Georgia a,t the several periods during the war of
Independence was peculiarly exigent. Youngest and most remote of all the provinces, sparsely occupied by whites, exposQcl along a border of several hundred miles
toiudianmaraudings, its hardship£, real and a,pprehended, were a,moi1g the most trying. Discouraged by these hardships, a, considerable number defected from the cause
of liberty, and between these, known as Tories, and the rest ma,ny tragic scenes
occurred. During the latter part of the year 1776 a,ffairs became so embarrassing
that the leatlers of public opinion in South Carolina conceived the idea of m111exation, and in t):ie general assembly of that State tho following resolution was intro(1uced and passed unanimously:
"That a, union between the two States of South Carolina all(l Georgia would tend
_ effectually to promote their strength, wealth, and dignity, and to secure their liberty~ independence, ::rncl safety."
Commissioners were sent to Georgia, but the proposal met with no fav:or . One of
these, ·William Henry Dmyton, a,fter its rejection, beca,m e so persistent in private
efforts toward tho encl for which he had been sent that Governor Treutlen, acting
on the advice of the e~ecutive council, publishecl offer of rewards for the apprehension
of him and his lJ,SSociates. Yet in theconventioncalled by Archiba,l d Bulloch, governor
and president of the council of safety, the first constitution was adopted, February
5, 1777, ono of the articles of which requirecl the erection of a school at the public
expense in each county. From this period the State was constantly harassed by disasters and dangers. Savannah was taken, the government transferred to Augusta,
ancl at one time such was the exigency of conditions that the governor, J olm Houstoun, was invested with dictatorial po:wers. Relief came not until the evacuation
of the province by Sir James Wright, the royal governor, June 14, 1782. Yet it was
not until the close of the war that measures could be taken in the cause of education, a,nd these were recommended by Governor Lyman Hall durin g the three months'
session of the general assembly in the summer of 1783. In his opening message were
the following :
"From a, view of tho profligate a,ncl wicked lives of many in the community, it
a:ppears that some laws to restrai;_ yice and encourage Yirtuo a,ro of the highest
importance to tho welfare of the State, it being certain that almost all the evils of
government originate from men of corrupt principles and abandoned manners. In
addition, therefore, to wholesome faws restraining vice, every encouragement onght
to be given to introduce religion, and l earned clergy to perform divine worship in
honor to God, and to cultivate principles of religion ancl virtue among our citizens.
For this ·purpose it will be your wisdom to lay an early foundation for endowing
seminaries of learning; nor can yon, I conceive, l ay a better than by a grant of a
sufficient tract of land that may, as in other governments, hereafter, by lease or
otherwise, raise a revenue sufficient to support such valuable institutions.'' 1
There is something pathetic in the patriotic ancl wise endeavors of a, small num,b r
of men, one of whom was the full equal of any in his generation, to found a university in the State, and their failure because of the early death of the chief amon g
their great leaders. Lyman Hall, born in Connecticut, removed to Georgia in 1752,
and 1Jecame one of the bravest and most influential patriots. Ile was a signer of tho
Declaration of Independen e, a Representative in Congress, was ma<le governor of
Georgia, and while thus acting, supported and guide<.1 mainly by another from the
same , :tate, originated those endeavors.
In , 'tevens's History of Georgia (p. 353) occurs tlle following:
"In tho mid t, how ver, of the troubles incident to the un ettled state of a frontier -province in that transition period, when military law hacl ceased and ciYil law
wa lrnt imp ·rfectly esfablishe<l, the Jegislatnre, with a, for<'cast which r fie ts the
1 'l Yous'11 Ilistory of Georgia, Vc,1. II, p. 3-14.
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highest character upon their wisdom, took measnres for the establishmout of n, State
institution of learning. On tho 25th of F ebruary, 1784, n, committco of tho leg islature was sent to the executive council b earing a, resolution requesti~g his honor tho
governor to grant land warrants for 5,000 acres each in the name of John Houstoun,
James Habersh[),m, ·wmiam Few, Joseph Clay, Abram Baldwin, ·william Houstoun,
and Nathan Brownson, esqrs., or their successors iu office, in trust for the college that
is to be established in this State, that one or more of the s:1id trustees be requested
to proceed immediately, with a surveyor or stuYeyors, a,ml superintend the sun·eying of the said land iu each county a_;recablo to the net for th::i.t purpose made," etc.
In the next section the la.nd thus provided was to be e:s:emptccl from taxation.
Tho act to which reference was made by appointment of the committee was an act
for laying out the two counties of Franklin and ·washington, the eleventh section of
which is given as follows:
"And whereas the encouragement of religion ::m(l learning is an ouject of great
importance to any cgmmunity and must tend to the prosperity, happiness, ancl :HlYantage of the same:
"Beit enactecl by the authority ajoresaicl, That the county surveyors, immediately after
the passing of this act, shall proceed to lay out in each county 20,000 acres of land of
tho first quality, in separate tracts of 5,000 acres each, for the endowment of fi college or seminary of learning, and which said lands shall bo vested in and granted to
his honor the goyernor for the time being.') 1
Thence followed appointment of the trustees heroinbefote named, who were
'empowered to <lo all such things as to them shall appear requisite ancl necessary,
0 forward the establishment and progress of the same; and all vacancies shall be
:fillecl up by the said trustees. And the said county surveyors shall in six montlis
after tho passing of this act make returns to tho trustees, herein before mentioned,
of all regular plats of all such tracts as they shall have laid out and surveyed by
virtue of this act."
·
On the 27th of January, 1785, an act in pursuance of the pla,ns thus started ·was
passed, being entitled "An act for the more full and complete est:lblishment of a
public seat of learning in this State." The preamble to this act is so excellent of
its kind that it is given in full herein:
"As it is the distinguishing happiness of free governments tu.at civil order should
be the result of choice, and not necessity, ancl the common wishes of the people
become the laws of the land, their public prosperity, and ev(;ln existence, very much
clcpends upon suitably forming tho minds and morals of their citizens. When the
minds of the people in genern,l are viciously disposed and unprincipled, and their
conduct di orderly, a free go,ernment will be atternle<l with greater confusions and
evils more horrid than the wild, uncultivated state of natnre. It can only he happy
where the public principles and opjnions are properly directed and their manners
regulated. This is an influence beyontl the reach of ln.ws and punishments and can
be claimed only by religion and education. It should therefore be among tlte first
objects of those who wish well to the national prosperity to encourage and support
the principles of religion and momlity and early to place tho youth under the forming 11:'.1,]1(1 of society that, by instruction, they may bo ID?lded to the love of virtne
ancl good order. Sending tbero abroad to other countries for their education will
not answer these purposes; it is too humiliating an acknowledgm nt of the irrn ranee or infhmity of our wn, and will always be the canse of so great foreign
attachments tbat upon principles of policy it is ina.<1mi sihl ·
"This country in the tiro
of our dano-er and distress, fonn<l ecnrity in the
priucipl a.nu a,billitio which wiser gnlations had b fore . tabli he<: in th' minds
of our countrymen, tbu.t our pre· nt hnppin , join d to tho 111 ·_a. rn_g ,ro l1 t ,
should conspire to mak us~ el urelv '8 nnu r 111 i.tr 11" s obll'-.at10u to f< 1·m
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the youth, the rising hope of our land, to render the like glorious and essential
services to our country." 1
A noble begipning for higher education was made in this session of the general
assembly, led by one whose name and memory from the people of Georgia merit more
gratitude than. those of any other in its history; one who· but for having heen overtaken of death in his prime would have placed edu0ation upon ·a, level with that in
the State of which he was native, with whose polity he bad become thoroughly
acquainted, and had eager desire to extend it. Abram Baldwin, born in Guilford,
-conn., in the year 1754, was graduated at Yale College in 1772, and for four yearsfrom 1775 to 1778-was a tutor there. Having studied divinity with view to become
a clergyman, he was invited, in the year 1781, to become professor of divinity and
college pastor, but declined the offer and served as chaplain in one of the regimen ts
of his native State. Here he made acquaintance with Gen. Nathanael Greene. At
the close of the war Gen. Greene removed to Georgia,, and persuaded Bald win to do
the same, which he did in the year 1784. Withdrawing from the ministry, he began
studying for the bar, was admitted to practice, and rapidly rose into a large busine!'ls.
Within a few months after his admission, having already a commanding figure among
l eaders of public opinion, h e was elected to the l egisl ature at the session next ensuing after his arrival and in the same year. Seldom, if ever, had a man, coming into
a strange community far remote from his native, with antecedents so little known,
risen with such rapidity. From the very first his presence and demeanor, his walk,.
and conversation impressed all minds with the notion that he was one born to be a
l eader of men. This he easily became in the first public body to which he was so
speedily sent.
Baldwin was a lawgiver. It so appeared in the general assembly of January,
1785, less than a year after his coming into the State, unknown of all except the distinguished soldier at whose instance he had come, and who died in the following
year. It is not apposite to the subject of this article to allude otherwise than briefly
to the work done by him for purposes besides educational. Preeminently gifted as
he was, the impress of his hands must necessarily be upon whatever enterprise came
within the compass of the plane wherever he traveled and wrought. It seems a
pity, not only for his adopted State but for the whole country, that little memorial
w~s left of such a man beyond the records of his public actions and the traditions of
his acknowledged greatness. In the exigencies of a new 1 inchoate society, with a
vast, unpeopled territory, extending far westward, it was remarkable how quickly
all thoughtful, patriotic minds put themselves under tho ·1ead of this young stranger
of 30 years. Almost universal tradition assigned to him well-nigh sole authorship of the judiciary system of the State; which great l awyers in this country and
which such as Lord Tenterden and Lord Brougham declareu to be a marvel of its
kind. Such a man seemed to be more needed in the councils of the young confederate government than in those of his own State, and so, two years afterwards he
was sent to the Federal convention, and played a conspicuous part in the formation
of the Federal Constitution. No member of the convention more thoughtfully
revolved the subjects of investigation. In the notes taken down b y Madison the
speeches and general movements made by him exhibit great carefulness and conservation, yet boldness wherever it seemed to him needed to be put forth . He was a
leader among those who foresaw and dreaded the policy of intrusting to the General
Government any greater powers beyoncl what were essential to the discharge of
federative functions. One noted sentence of his has b een often referred to: '' Political power is like the screw in mathematics; it holds all it ha·, and every turn gives
it more." \Vith the instinct of genius he recognized at a glance, as it were, the
peculiar needs of the society into which he had come to dwell, and in what time
was left for the purpose he la.bored to supply them. It was w ll known, and it
became a matter of fr quent speech 1 that in all the public assemblies in, hich he
1

St ven&'& History of Georgia, Vol. II, p. 361.
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bad parts to enact, in those framing the constitution of Georgia, in the general
assembly of the State, in Congess a s Member of the House, to which h e was elected
in 1790, and in the Senat e, he was neYer absent from his post for a single day until
his last sickness, just one week before his death, in ·washington, in 1807, ·at the age
of 52 y ear s.
The principal item of the loss to the civil government of the State by the transfer
of Bald w in :to Con gr ess and particularly by his ear ly d eath was a long postponement of the est ablishm ent of the supreme court of appeals for the correction of errors
of superior court judges. Foresight of the indispensable need of such a tribunal
provided for i ts early fo undation; but the withdrawal of the great l eader delayed
it for h alf a century. If be had lived, what took place in 1845 would hav_e clone so
lon g, l ong b efore, an d been put upon a far more satisfactory foundation . It is
r emar kabl e that m any of the very greatest lawyers in the Sta te opposed it to the
last , an example of the willingness of prominent citizens to be content with systems
wherein t h ey h ave obtai ned positions of controlling influence.
Yet t he most seri ous loss inflicted upon t.he State by the absence of Baldwin was
felt by its ed ucational interests. It was his aim that general superintendence of
education sh oul d be assumed by the State under the leading influence of on e great
univer sity . He was one of those wise men who maintain that educa,t ion w ithin any
Stat e properly begins at the summit instead of the bottom. The decision of the
multit udes, after h e passed away, like that of multitudes everywhere when not adequately guided, that it should begin at the bottom and ~scend delayed for a h undred
years, and it yet dela ys, the accomplishment of that aim of a man who was the full
equal of Thomas ,Jefferson in lawgiving wisdom, a n d possibly his superior in cultivation.
On Jan u ar y 25, 1785, an act was passed by the general assembly, some sections of
wh ich are as follows:
"\Vhereas for the great purposes of internal education, divers allotments of l and
have at different times b een made, particularly by the legisl ature at their sessions
in Jul y, 1783, and }'ebruary, 1784, all of which may be comprehendecl and made the
basis of one general and complete establishment ; therefore, enacted,
"SEC. I. That the general superintenden ce and regulation of the literature of the
State, and in particular of the public seat of l earning, shall be committed and
intr usted to one board, denominated 'the board of visitors,' h ereby vested with all
powers of visitation, to see that the intent of this institution is carried into effec t;
and [13 persons named] who shall compose another board, denomi nat ed 'the board
of trustees.' These two boards united, or a maj ority of each of t h em, shall compose
the' Senatus Acac1emicus of the University of Georgia.'
'' SEC. II. All statutes, laws, and ordinances for the government of the university
shall be made and enact ed by the two boards united, or a majority of each of them,
subject always to b e laid before the general assembly as often as required, and to be
repeai ecl or disallow ecl a s the general assembly shull think proper." 1
(As b efor e seen, 40,000 acres of land had been set apart in lots of 5,000 acres each,
for the university in th e new counties ofw·ashington and Franklin.)
"SEC. IV. As the appointm(• nt of a per on to be the president and head of the
univer ity is one of th e fir ·t and wost important oncerns on whi •hits respect and
usefnlness greatly depend, the board of trustees shall first exami~. aucl nominate;
but the a ppoint m en t of th e president ball be by the two hoar(lS J0111t.1y,_ wh_o nhall
also have the po wer of r ·moving him from ofllce for mi <lcmeanors, uufaithfolue s,
or incapacity ."
111
· •vera l .- t ious follo w containing d t il regarding ma,nag lil •nt, th u
!i
" E •• XIII. ' h e
n, tu A ·a<l mi<·n at th ir atate<l annual me> ·ti11g , hall ·on ult
and aclv i . e, not oly up n th affair of th univ r ity, hnt al ~ t r<·lll <ly the
defect , and a. van · t h int r · t of lit •ra nr • through th
ta.t rn g ' 11 ·ml. 1 or
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tliis purpose it shall be the business of the members, previous to their meeting, to
obtain an acquaintance with the state and regulations of the schools and places of
education in their resr>ective counties,·that they may thus be possessed of the whole,
and have it before them for their mutual assistance ::md deliberatio,11. Upon this
information they shall recommend what kind of ~hools and academies shall be
instituted, agreeably to the ~onstitution, in the several parts of the State, and prescribe what branches of education shall be taught and inculcated in _e ach: They
shall also examine a,ml recommend the instructors to be employed in them, or appoint
persons for that purpose. The president of tho university, as often as the duties of
his station shall permit, and some of the members, at least once in a year, shall visit
them ancl examine into their order and performances.
"SEC. XIV . .A.fl public schools, instituted or to be supported by funds or public
moneys in this State, shall be considered as parts or members of the university, and
shall be under tho foregoing directions and regubtions.
''SEC. XV. Whatsoever public measures :ire necessary to be adopted for :1ccomplishing these great and important designs, the trustees shall, from time to time
represent and lay before tho general assembly."
Such is an outline of the plan projected by this young man for education in the
State. It was to begin where in every new State it should begin, with a great university, a primum mobile, destirred to organize and preside over and regulate all
. infe:i:ior institutions receiving in time those who had passed through their courses to
its.e lf in order to qualify them for the coming duties of manhood and citizenship .
.A. fair site was selecte-cl on the Oconee Rive1i·, aro.uml which the town of .A.thens grew
up, :1nd another native of Connecticut, Josiah Meigs, was elected president.
In the same year, 1790, when Bald win was elected to Congress, died his chief collaborator, Lyman Hall. He was one of the Georgia signers of tho Declaration of
Independence, governor of tlle State, and before tho advent of Baldwin the most
cultured among its political len..clers. He died chilcUess nit tho n,ge of 66 yen.rs. 1 His
death was a sore loss to the State, :incl was felt to be so. But he died in cheerful
hope that the provisions thus made for its welfare would accom)_)lish the en<ls for
which they had been devised. Such was also the hope of his young survivor, when
he left for the more ·extended fteld where the people desired his talents to be
employed. Yet as president of the board of visitors he continued to be the main
director in putting the institution on a foundation. Wit.h nothing but land to
appropriate for this purpose, although land was in abundance for the support of a
hundred fold greater population, ancl tlierefore had merely nominal m:irket value,
yet the beginning was ma,de in 1801 under President Meigs, who in time was assisted
by Prof. .A.ddiu Lewis, who lrnd come from Connecticut at the same time with the
president. These two with a tutor in French for some years constituted the faculty.
Moneys accruing from rent of the university lands being wholly inadequate, the general assembly the following year passed an :ict for the loan of $5,000 "in :;i.id of the
funds of the said institution for erecting the college buildings," conditioned.to be
repaid with interest. In 1803 a ftuther n.ct was passed, authorizing the trustees to
" ·ell and dispose of, in such manner as they may deem most for tho benefit of the
institution, the tract of land belonging to the university in the county of Hancock,
and to approprinite the moneys arising from tho sale in such m:.inner as in their
judgment will most advance tho beneficial purposes of the said university, and that
they a1 ·o have full power and. authority to sell and dispose of in liko manner, and
for the same purposes, :ill such lots and land situate in and adjoining the sit of the
niversity as they think proper, reserving, nevertheless, the quantity of 37 a res
1

Tho inscription upon bi tomb, written by his widow, concludes with these touching \\Ortls:
"To him so .rnoi:;rn'd in death, so lo,cd in life,
The chHdlc::s par nt and the widowed wit: ,
With t ara inscribed this monumental stone,
That holds hi
he and oxpccts her own.''
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of land for the college yn,rd.n 1 This last tract bought :1nd presented to the State by
.John Milledge consisted of over 600 acres, but the :1mount of sales was small, the
villageJ so far from the center of existing population, being necessarily slow in settlement. Thus the institution struggled during infancy. In the year 1807 he who
haJ. been its founder and mainly its soul, died. He alone among its supporters fully
comprehended what a great university is, wh:1t :it means, whn,t is its full scope, and
what in needs and can not do without for the compass of its ends. The history of
this institution henceforth is one of continuously recurring disappointments. The
following extract, taken from a pamphlet written by the fate Dr. Henry Hull, one of
its first graclnates and afterwards for several years one of the faculty, well sums up
the accidents of twenty-five years whose likes were continued until 1884, when the
pamphlet was written. It has for its titl8, Sketches from the Early Hist0ry of
Athep.s, Georgia, 1801-1825.
"For a quarter of a century, at least, the interests of Athens and of the university went hand in hand-they rose and fell together; indeed, one was nothing without the other. The income of the university was derived from the rents of land
deeded it by the State, and as land was very cheap none but the poorest as a rule
rented it; consequently, the income was small and very unc~rtain. From its organizatio1J, in 1801, to 1811, the faculty consisted of a, president, Mr. Meigs; one professor of French, M. Petit de Clairville, a,nd one tutor, Adu.in Lewis, whose place
in 1808 was fllled by James Merriwether for a year, after which M. Petit held on
for two years and resignecl in 1810, l eaving President Meigs alone in his glory to
instruct all the classes iu every department of science. So. the coliege· came very
near to t.he gates of death, and the town hacl but little more vitality. In 1811 the
faculty reorganized by the election of Dr. John Brown , president, and Dr. Henry
Jackson and Mr. John R. Golding, professors. This galvanized the college into
spasrnodic })reathing, and the town sympathized in the shock. A few houses, before
vacant, were occupied, and some whitewashing and may be n little painting done_. and
the place looked for brighter days. I don't remember that anyone was so sanguine
as to buihl a new house or improve a ,acant lot; but the hoped-for improvement did
not come, and the college and town languished, notwithstanding the election,
in 1813, nf an educational professor, Dr. William Green. But this strengthening of
the faculty did not have tho expected effect of strengthening the institution. 'Ibo
rents did not come in, and the professors' salaries, ridiculously small though they
were, were not paid; no apparatus couhl be bought, no library was within reach.
So the college languished and the town sickened, and if the legislature had not
authorized the board of trustees to sell the lands and invest the proceeds, both
would soon have died together. But that important measure was adopted, ancl in
1816 the lands were sold and notes and bonds taken fo payment. The State took
them to the a,mount of $120,000, a,nd transferred to th(l university 1,000 shares of the
stock of the Bank of the State of Georgia, guaranteeing 8 per cent di videncl ::mnually,
and this it has paid, and only this, to the present clay."
There is humor, yet some pa,thos, in the succeeding p::iragraph, in which Dr. Ilnl!l
gave account of tlle disposal of tho last, perhaps most valuable, tract owned by the
university.
"The line between Georgia :md South Carolina was tho northern bank of tlie
Savannah River at high water, from its mouth to its intersection with the thirtyfifth parallel of north latitude, an(l where it forked the larger of the two ·honl<l he
consider ed a continuation of the Savannah. Now, tba Tugaloo ::mcl Seneca formed
tho first fork from it mouth, and it became a question which was tho larger. It was
generally concedecl that the Seneca was the principal tream, anc~ was_ th ·r for ·onsidcretl the boundary between the States. The land 1J tween the r!V'Crl'! bclonge<l
then to 'eorg ia, a part of which, 5,0 0 acres, lying near the jnncti n and~~ r~ va~nahl , was tl edecl by the State, with other tracts, to the nniv rsity. This <listnct
1
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was represented in the Georgia legis1ature by a Mr. Lane. · Subsequent surveys, pretending to be more carefully made, determined that the Tugaloo was the larger river,
and it became the boundary line, thereby losing to the University of Georgia her
5,000 valuable acres. But our board of trustees resolved to make an effort to retain
it. Supposing that such a tract, away in the backwoods, remote from any settlement, where public lands were worth but little more than the cost of surveying
them, could be of small consideration to a State, they appointed one of their own
body, a lawyer of distinction, to wait on the legislature of South Carolina, then in
session, and ask the grant of the land should be confirmed to the university, not
doubting that so small a favor would be granted. Colonel C. was a man of exquisite
taste in wines and brandies, or at least he thought so, and kept that gift in active
exercise on all proper occasions, and sometimes when the occasion was not proper.
The South Carolintans knew exactly how to entertain such a man with becoming
hospitality. There were some members of the legislature who, learning the object
of the colonel's visit and desiring to own themselves the land in question, determined to prevent the confirmation of the grant, and succeeded in keeping our delegate in such a blissful state of tasting and tasting certain old and costly liquors that
he did not have an opportunity to present the claims of the university until the legislature adjourned. Before its next meeting the lands were sold."
Yet for many years considerable interest in the university continued to be felt, and
if thoroughly competent leadership had existed, it might have been put in time upon
firm satisfactory foundation. A resolution of remarkable thoughtfulness and ability
was adopted by the legislature in December, 1831. A brief extract is as follows:
"In our country every man ought to prepare himself for taking part in her public
business. Should he never aspire to a seat in her State or national councils, he yet
owes it as a duty to himself and his posterity, to let any talent he may possess
appear at best in her primary assemblies.
"If this view of our duty be correct, and it is believed it cannot be controverted,
the committee feel warranted in considering the subject of education, the noblest
and most important that can engage the attention of the l awgiver; it lies, in truth,
at the basis of the whole social system. It affects not only the individual happiness,
the character and the usefulness of those who are its objects, but it exerts a most
powerful and irresistible influence upon the government, the l aws, and the liberties
of communities. No nation where the majority of the people are well educated
can be enslaved; no nation where the great mass is ignoraut can retain its freedom.
In proportion to the general intelligence will be the force, the wealth, and the
influence of a State, and it wm be respected in the exact ratio of the instructed
.
talent it can bring into its negotiations." 1
Such utterances as this indicated the earnest interest felt by instructecl minds for
the bettering of an institution begun with purposes so patriotic and benign. Yet
at that same session of the general assembly, Edward J. Black, representative from
Richmo:13d County, and afterwards member of Congress, one of the most distinguished
politicians of the State, in a speech of notable eloquence, attacked the university,
particularly regarding the manner in which it was conducted, and introunced a
resolution for the appointment of a committee "to prepare anrl report a bill to
r emove the site of Franklin College" (the name by which the university was generally called) "from Athens to Milledgeville, and to appropriate money for the
erection of suitable buildings for that purpose, and to appoint fit and proper persons
for de ignn.ting the spot upon which said buildings shall he erected, and for superintending the erection of the same."z
The journal from which this was taken does not contain any report of the committ e. The majority earnestly opposed it and doubtless it was deemed prudent to
quoted in The Bench and Bar of Georgia, by
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let it sleep. This act ion of Mr. Black was a startling indication of prejudices
against t he university which for certain reasons had been rising for some time past,
particularly in the middle and upper portions of the State which were to become
strong enough to hinder for good further public intervention in its behalf. A committee was appointed by the general assembly of 1833 to examine into the account
of receipts and disbursements of the university from the 1st of November1 1831 1 to
the 1st of November, 1833. Some suspicion bad been cast upon the management of
the funds an d complaints made that it was needlessly backward in repaying the
comparatively small advances that had been made to it when in particnlar1y exigent
circumstances. Investigation showed that the account had been kept with entire
fairness and accuracy, and the committee so found. Yet they felt themselves called
upon to append a significant insinuation after premising assertion of what they
styled "the generous patronage of the State." They reported:
"The committee to whom was referred an account of the receipts and disbursements of the University of Georgia, from the 1st of November, 1831, to the 1st of
November, 1833, inclusive, have had the same under consideration, and beg leave to
report that on a careful perusal of said report they find the respective debts and
credits in said account appear fair and explicit, and furnish a distinct detail of the
fiscal concerns of that institution. This sem/nary of learning has long enjoyed the
generous patronage of the legislature of this State and has evidently, within a
short period, made rapid advances in public estimation.
''.It is an institution that requires ample supplies, because the cllsbursements
necessary to keep it in successful operation are great; but so long as the funds provided are both judiciously and economically applied it will receive the approbation
of t he people of Georgia."
·
Then follows an admonition which plainly evinced the hostility that for several
years had been growing into virulence that foreboded unhappy consequences. It is
put in these words:
·
"But, to insure the future countenance of the State) the strongest evidence should
be given, by those employed in carrying it forward, that the interest of the whole
people, and not of a part, is strictly attended to. The pursuit of literature alone
can secure the confidence of tho public, and both teacher and student will find it to
be to their interest to devote their attention exclusively to this great object. Let
it be run by action, not profession, that a generous emulation prevails among all
those directly or indirectly connected with the university, to raise its character t'o a
pitch of elevation that may make it an ornament and honor to the State. This is
the only remuneration that she requires, and in fact imperiously demands.
"Your committee deem these cursory remarks necessary to satisfy public expectation, and admonitory to the university of the true course it ought to pursue." 1
The university had been started when the settlements of middle Georgia were
sparse and were struggling with many hardships to gain a substantial foothold. If
not satisfied with the old field schools they were not in condition to obtain higher.
In the first years after the opening, therefore, comparatively few from this region
were sent to it. A majority of students came from Savannah and the counties near
by, which were older, more prosperous, and far more advanced in culture. For se:eral years all the country west of the Oconee_ River ~ncl south of C~a,rk wherein
tbe University was locate1l continuecl to be Indian terntory. Complarnts began to
be made that the low country students were more favored tlrnn the others. ~twas
remarked that the long vacation instead of being set in the snmm r was rn the
winter. The cause of this, as was char ed by middle Georgia people, was that such
arrangement was suited to the peculiar habits of the low countrymen of propo_rty
who used to spend the greater part of the summ rat Madison priugs, a w~tcring
place near by the sea.t of th univer ity, or in the vim g s among the ruounta_rn . 1~0 t
far beyond. These it euited to have vacation mainly in winter, , h ·n famille
would be at home.
1

Digest of the Lawe of tho ·tat of Georgia, by

!her li. I'rioc:, 1837, P· 883.
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Another cause of complaint was that the university soon fell under the control of
one political party. It seemecl_an oversight in the act organizing the institution in
making the board of trustees a close corporation, vacancies in which wero to be fillecl
by the remaining members, a provision which, it was argued, enable<l. the majority
party to exercise and perpetuate domination. The late Mr. Justice John A. Campbell was often heard to say that during his attendance at the university tho college
was dominated by tho party that was opposed to that of which his father, Duncan
G. Campbell, was a prominent leader. Incleecl it is an interesting fact that during
many years Athens was the place and commencement the occasion of tho meeting
of both political parties for consultation and caucus nomination of candidates for
governor and other high State and Federal officials. Old citizens yet point to the
pfaces where stood the two tu.verns at which the leaders severally sojourned during
commencement week.
Both these complaints, whether just or not, were greatly injurious. Belief or
suspicion that the tone of the community was in favor of those whom middle
Georgia people assumed to be, or at least to feel, aristocratic because of their wealth
and better culture, served not only to rliminish interest in the university, but to
originate a jealousy between the two sections which it took several decades of years
to subdue. Then such belief or suspicio.n reg&rding political partisanism necessn,rHy
wrought harm in all sections.
But that which ser,ed to block effectually such support from the State as would
secure the enus which the founders intended for the university was the <l.el}ominational spirit of tho two prevailing bodies of Christians-the Baptists and the
Methodists-who far outnumbered all the rest in the rural districts of the State.
To tho factilty of the institution theso denominations during the forming years
made almost no contributions. This was owing to tho fact that they at first bad
almost none to present who were qualified to be professors. Haruly a single one
among their clergy had received a college education. Some of tho most eloquent
and otherwise great preachers, whose superiors in some important respects ihe State
has never since produced, had gotten what education they possessed. in elementary
schools aml in interyals of work on their plantations aud. other places of business,
and were entirely uninstructed in classical and scientific studies. On the other
hand, the Presbyterians, few in numbers outside of cities, had only an cducntetl
clergy, and proportionately a far greater number of educated persons among the
laity. Some of the latter had been engaged in teaching, particularly in towns, ,vhilo
few, if any, in the two other denominations ha<l. ever pursued that vocation. From
the old :fields to academies of high grade the leap was, as it wer", instantaneous, as
as bas been seen, and these were k ept by teachers from New Englaud. Yet it was
not so much because professorships were filled by Presbyt erians as because of tlle
rivalry bet,,een themselves that sentiment rose and rapidly took shape with each of
the others to have its own university that tended to withdraw their support from
the State institution. Unfortunately most persons, having little knowledge of the
chief ends of a great university, believed honestly thn.t the one already ostabli.-liecl
was as high as there wn.s any need for. Their aim, therefore, was to leave Sannmalt,
the Presbyterians, and tho politicians to run it on their own lines, while they would
start each its own, intended to foster, besides literature and science, denominational
religious faith and to aspire to denominational supremacy. A few thoughtfnl persons in ca.ch denomination opposed movements foreseen to be fatal to highest uniyersity education; but their couns ls were rej ected, and l\Iercer University ancl Emory
ollcge almost simultaneously rose into l}eing, their fonnders and supporters being
at 1 ast four-fifths of the State. About the same time the Presbyterians, with like
d nominaiional intent, started their own separate institution, glethorpe Uni YCrit~·, at the vi!lage of Iidway. This last, however, in a few years, for la k of adeqnat ·upport from a ommunity comparatively few in number , wa suspend d.
Th w other , sup1,orted lib rally from the beginning by their <1 ·nomination , ro e
spec ily into uccessful rivalry wiih the State Univcrsit , n.veraging during fifty
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,years at least as many pupils and imparting about as good college education. Curricula of studies havo been substantially tho same in all, and alumni from all have
risen to highest ,professional positions and made · distinguished careers. Eminent
specialists in any branch have not been sent forth because of luck of the means of
specialization possessed by such as Harvard, Yale, and Johns-Hopkins. If these six
hundred and upward of youth had been at the university instead of divided among
three colleges, and the sentiment of all parties had been in its support, it would
have been before now equal to any in the country. The existence of continued
rivalry and the apparent need of continual struggle in each to be equal if not foremost, tended to lower the standard of scholarship in b estowal of degrees. Bachelors
of arts and masters of arts by hundrecl.s have bee~ so dubbed with insufficient consideration of what are imported by those high distinctions. Whoever aimed at special
education in any department went out of the State to obtain it; and they do so yet.
Looking bac_k to Abram Baldwin and those who acted under his leadership, one
is continually reminded of the misfortune of his death, to be succeecled by none in
influence and authority to perpetuate and extend his ideas. Like Lycurgus; he estimated that highest education among other things was necessary to the founding
of a new State. From Crete, Lycurgus brought Thales to Lacedmmon, whom, professing to be only a lyric poet, he saw to be a wise lawgiver besides. "The very
songs which he composed," said Plutarch, "were exhortations to obedience and concord, and the very measure and cadence of the verse, conveying impressions of onler
ancl tranquillity, had so great influence on the minds of the listeners that they were
insensibly softened and civilized, insomuch that they renounced their feuds and animosities and were united in a common admiration of virtue. So that it may be said
that Thales prepared the way for the discipline introduced by Lycurgus.". Further
on are these words touching Homer's poem: "Here" (in Crete) "he had the first sight
of Homer's works in the bands, we ma,y suppose, of the posterity of Creophylos; t
and} having observed that the few loose expressions and actions of ill example which
are to be found in bis poems were much outweighed by serious lessons of State and
rules of morality, he set himself eagerly to transcribe and digest them into order, as
thinking they would be of good use in his own country. 'I'hey bad, indeed, obtained
some slight repute amongst tho Greeks, and scattered portions, as chance conveyed
them, were in the hands of individuals; but Lycurgus first made them really
known ."
Baldwin, brought up at time-honored Yale, and devoting four other years to par~ ticipation in its discipline, sought ancl hoped to found its like in the young State of
his adoption. A foundation was laid broad, benign, and wise. The following four
sections in the act of 1785 show how wido. was the scope of his intentions:
"SEC. IX. All officers appointed to the instruction and government of the university shall be of the Christian religion, and within three months after they enter upon
the execution of their trust snall publicly take the oath of allegiance ~nd fidelity
antl tho oaths of office prescribed in the statutes of the university-tho president,
before the governor or president of the council, and all other officers before the president of the university.
"SEC. X. Tho president, professors, tutors, stuclents, and all officers anu. servants
of tho university, wnoso office requires tueir constant attend~nce, s~all be, and ~hey
are hereby, excusecl·from military duty, and from all such like duties ancl sorv1~cs;
and all lands ancl other property of the university is hereby cxc~p.ted from fo~at1~11.
"SEC. XI. The trustees shall not exclude any person of any rellgwus d nonunation
whatever from free and equal liberty and advantages of education, or ~rom any of the
liberties, privileges, and immunities of the unirnrsity in ~is e~ut-~ti.on, on a~c~nnt
ofl1is her or their sneculati ve sentiments in religion, or l>emg of a d1fierent religious
'
'
1:'
profcssion." 2
2

contemporary epic poc:L antl friend of llomer.
Prince's Di.1.test, pp. SGS, 809.
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"SEC. XIV. All public schools, instituted or to be supported by funds or publib
moneys in this State, shall be considered as parts or members of the university, and
shall be under the foregoing directions and regulations.
"SEC. XV. Whatsoever public measures are necessary to be adopted for accomplishing these great and important designs the trustees shall from time to time represent and lay before the general assembly."
Baldwin's aim, as in the judiciary, to have one supreme appellate court for regulating all other judicial tribunals already and to be hereafter established, was to
have one great university which should guide all lesser institutions, private and public, of every grade, and become the center whithi;ir aspirants in all branches in time
should resort for complete special requisitions.
That the people of Georgia, despite this one unhappy mistake, have always been
disposed toward education of its youth of both sexes, indeed fully as much so as
those of any other State in the Union, has been over and often evinced. To mention
only the Wesleyan Female College, at Macon (claimed to be the oldest of its kind in.
the world), and its nearly or quite i;wenty followers in several other towns and vill ages, the. general assembly, from time to time, made appropriatious to existing academies, and various provisions designed to give education to all, including the poor.
As early as 1792, and later, in 1810_, acts were passed authorizing disposition of part
of the proceeds of the sales of confiscated property among the fonr academies then
in existence. In 1817 an act was pa~sed, as follows:
"Whereas it is universally acknowledged that in all well-regulated governments,
and particularly that form of government under which we have the happiness to
live, the education of youth, and the general advancement of useful knowledge, are
obj ects of. pri.mary importance; and
''Whereas the present system of education in this State is not well calculated for
the general diffusion and equal distribution of useful learning:
."SEC. I. Be it therefore enacted, tj'c., That from and immediately after the passage
of this act the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars be, and the same is
hereby, set apart and appropriated for thfl future endowment and support of free
schools throughout this State: Provided, That nothing contained herein shall prevent
any future general assembly from repealiug the whole or any part of the aboverecited law."
This evinces both the universal desire to promote education ancl the incipient lack
of trustful support of the university, and want of intelligence as to the precise •
definite purpose to which the appropriation ought to bo devoted.
An attempt at definiteness was made in the year 1820 by the following act:
"All such funds as now are or hereafter may come into the possession of this
State, or may hereafter become due to the•same on account of confiscated or reverted
property or the sales thereof, and for forfeited land, and all such funds as may accrue
to the State under the several escheat laws thereof, provided such escheated property
bas not been heretofore set apart to other special :purposes by law, be, and the same
is hereby, set apart as a fund for the promotion of literature and the advancement
of the county academies in the manner heretofore pointed out.
"' EC. II. The fund herein contemplated and set apart for literature purposes shall
b e di!,tributed among tho county academies in this State in such proportions as
appear to be still due as contemplated by the act of 1792."
In the following year, December 21, 1821, the sum of $500,000 was set apart, "the
one half for the support and encouragement of free schools and the other half for
the endowment of county academie ."
Y t di tru ·t was exhibited in
ction VI, the last, by the words, " .1? othing in this
act contain cl shall be so con8trued as to prevent any future general assemuly from
alt rin or re.pealing this act, or any part thereof."
' he ·tion of sub qnent legislatures on the subject of education shows earnest
appr 1a.t10n of it importan e ancl a earnest zeal for it advancem nt and universal
diftu iou; but these gcnerom! sentiment falled of great results because of, what
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became at last, settled departure from the plan considered by Bald win and continued
want of leaders who were or could be made by study and reflection competent for
their direction. Instead of providing first for the highest, the idea grew that existing degrees were as high as there was any need for, and the strain was to let every
youth in the State have a, share in snch as was to be gotten. Committees, changing
in their make-up every year, made ·vague reports on existing conditions as they came
· ~o them by hearsay, and suggested indefinite resolutions regarding future action.
Charges came from the poor that discriminations were made in the odious act creating the poor school fund between their children and the children of the rich.
These with others of general mismanagement of the moneys a1)propriated for education had most discouraging effect. The committee of the legislatUTe of 1828 said:
"Such has been the irregular manner in which the reports of academies and free
schools have been made that they firnl it impossible t.o give such a condensed view
of t~em as can lead to any correct conclusion as to their real state and condition.
They had found out but one fact, that, with some honorable exceptions, there had
been great waste and misapplication of the funds." 1
More gloomy yet was the r eport in the following year, 1829:
"That the present free-school system of the State of Georgia is miserably defective
your committee have had but too mortifying testimony in the returns of the several
counties submitted to their inspection during the present session. The fund set
apart for free schools, although entirely inadequate to effect the important desider~tum of furnishing the means for a plain and substantial education to every family
m the State under a more regular a11d economical a,dministration, has, it is feared,
been disr,dpated with comparative little benefit." 1
Again, in a brief report of the committee appointed by the session of 1836, occur
these words :
"Prom all the information before your committee, there is ·great imperfection
apparent in this system of education, and great laxity in the disbursement of this
fund [the poor school], calling for a thorough reformation."
Yet it seems that the committee clid not point ont the errors in the system, nor to
what particulars reformation shoulcl be directed. Such committees were composed of
its own members, lawyers, planters, merchants, who, although some were e<lucated
persons, were without experience in such matters, and must therefore make indefinite reports upon a system which, so far as they had investigated, seemed to be in
sore need of betterment, the means of which they left to the legislature in its colle(;ted wi sdom to devise. If ever committees had indispensable need of experts to
conduct their examinations, these did so. Yet it is to be questioned if upon any one
a tea cher was employed, for no teacher with a school worth the keeping could afford
to go to the legislature, abandoning for two months bis business, which none but
himself could satisfactorily conduct. Doubtless snch committees rose as briefly as
possible after deciding in their own minds that changes of some sort were sadly
needed to be made by somebody.
.
.
It was thus that State education languished for years and years, wh1le all mmds
were hon stly desirous that it shonl<l flourish if only conlcl be entertained the proper
mode of inaugurating, ancl cultivating, and supporting it. The one sole want ~as
a univershy--a university in fact as in name. The institution so named hegan with
£air prospect , when Josiah ... Ieig , a scholarly man, took hiss at a its h ad. , o had
been the beginning of the old universities uncl r one omp t 1~t le~d r, w~o fro_m
time to time drew other,; who w r his likes.
ob gan th l mv nnty of I nn :vlvania, when Dr. , bippen, after completing his ducation iibroacl open cl• _room ~f
his office in Philadelphia for student in meclicin . , o b gan John. Hopl m_s l mver.-ity wh n r. Gilman c-: m to Baltimor , and ommen fl ~h cnllmg n~ clt r ·~t
in tervals, of that list of clistingni h cl t . ch r, wh , und r his thoroutth l ncl r l11 r
during one scor of y ars, h ve mado it r n wn <l tl.ir UJ.{hout th w rlcl. Tho
1 Pri.Dco'11
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premature death of Baldwin was a misfortune whose consequences are still felt after
the passing of near a, century. His wisdom an(l sagacity, and the honor in which he
and bis counsels were held, would have forestalled the accidents which served to
withdraw from the institution he had founded the warm affection felt by the whole
people at its inception. The complaints herein aforementioned, whether reasonable
01\not, those in control seemed to take little 11ains to regard or endeavor to reconcile.
It was, therefore, that when the religious denominations took into their own hands
the higher education of their youth, a sense of relief came not only to a majority of
the people, but to the legislature which had been long partially handling tbe subject in which they seemed to have little patience because of habitual neglect of pains
that would have led to snfficient acquaintance with its multifold needs and the
means to supply them. This sense of relief on the part of the l egislature appears in
the adopted report and resolution of the year 1834: which express "a cordial approbation of the manual-labor system of education, and a willingness to foster and
encourage the efforts making to that end by several religious denominations."t
These denominations, after trial of the manual-labor system for a few years' abandoned it as impracticable.
This much, however, must be said of those institutions. 'Within them numbers of
YO!rng men have been educated to the degree which they were able to impart far
greater than would have been if they had not existed; that is, assuming that dissatisfaction with the State university was to continue. In that view they have done
much good by doubling and trebling the work being clone by the uniYersity better
than which was not possible in the State during the continuance uf existing conditions. Unfortunately the degree thus attainable in college has seemed to all, with
now and then an exception, satisfactory, a-nd so the State has been without eminent
native specialists in any department. Action upon this line has been directed by the
idea settled in the majority of minds everywhere, that it is better·to give moderate
education to the multitude than the very highest to a few, ignoring the fact that the
latteT policy is of all the most efficacious in effecting the former. If, through legislative enactments (a thing not v ery probable) or private b enefactions, the State coll ege shall become a university indeed, complete in all its appointments, then perhaps
a monument, other than the small slab on the outer wall of one of the college bnildings inscribed with his name and another's, will be erected to the memory of Abram
Baldwin.
1

Prince's Digest, p. 29.

CHAPTER XVII.
HORA.OE MANN. 1

The educational history of our country is divided roughly into two
epochs-that of rural and that of urban education. This is also the
struggle that is going on now-to eliminate rural methods and supplant
tllem by urban methods-for it often happens that a city grows in
population but is slow to avail itself of the opportunity that a large
population a.nd accumulated wealth afford for superior methods of
instruction.
The number of cities within the United States containing 8,000 inhabitants and upward was in 1790 only 6; between 1800 and 1810 it increased
to 11; in 1820, 13; in 1830, 26; in 1840, 44. In the fifty years between
18!0 ancl lSD0 it i~creased from 44 to 443, or ten times the former number. The urban population in this country in 1790 was, according to
the Superintendent of the Census, only 1 in 30 of the population; in 18±0
it had increased to 1 in 12; in 1890, to 1 in 3. In fact, if we count the
towns on the railroads that are made urban by their close connections
with large cities, and the suburban districts, it is safe to say that now
one-half of the population is urban.
In sparsely settled regions a district of 4 square miles will furnish
only 20, 30, or 40 children of school age, and it follows as a matter of
course that the schools lfere small, their annual sessions very short, the
funds to pay teachers scarce, the teachers themselves poorly educated
and not professionally trained. For the first forty years of this nation
such was the condition of nine-tenths of all the schools. By 1830 the
growth of cities began to be felt.
As villages grew, and after the railroad bad connected them to the
large cities, bringing them into contact with urban life, gradetl schools
began to exi t and to hold an annual se sion of ten or eleven months.
This reqnired the services of a person whose entire vocation was teaehing. One of the chief defects of the rural district school was to be found
in the fact that the man ho taught the winter school took up teaching
a a mere make hift, depending on hi ther bnsine. or trade ( ur Y r
or clerk or farmer, etc.) i r hi ... chief upport. There wa small cha11 ·o
1 n ::iduress deliY red b-;, illiam T. Harri. bdorc tho
a.tional Eclnr.ati n~l A
ation a Buffn.lo, ,._ Y., Jnly 7, 1 . R printed from th Eclu ·ational
n w
York, eptember, 1806.
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for the acquirement of any knowledge of the true methods of teaching.
Another evil, more prominent than the former, was the letting down of
standards caused by the low qualifications of the average committeeman.
The town as a whole could afford a school committee of high qualifications; the average district rarely. The township system, therefore,
attains a far higher standard of efficiency than the district system.
_When the villages began to catch the urban spirit and establish
graded schools with a full annual session there came a demand for a
higher order of teacher-the professional teacher, in sh9rt. This caused
a comparison of ideals, and the most enlightened in the community began
an agitation of the school question, and supervision-was demanded. In
Massachusetts, where the urban civilization had made most progress,
this agitation resulted in the formation of a State board of education in
1837 and the employment of Horace Mann as its secretary (June, 1837).
Boston had been connected with Providence and Worcester and Lowell
by railroads before 1835, and in 1842 the first great trunk railroad had
been completed through Springfield to Albany, opening to Boston a
communication with the great West by the Erie Canal and the newly
completed railroad from Albany to Buffalo. This was the beginning
of the great urban epoch in America that has gone on increasing in
potency to this day.
Horace Mann came to the head of education in Massachusetts just at
the beginning of this epoch of railroads and the growth of cities. He
attacked with unsparing severity the evils of the schools as he found
them, these evils being chiefly the survivals of the rurafschool epoch.
The school-district system, introduced into Connecticut in 1701, into
Rhode Island about 1750, and into Massachusetts in 1789, was pronounced by Horace Mann to be the most disastrous feature in the whole
history of educational legislation in Massachusetts. Side by side with
tbe new impulse given to education in the villages, no d9ubt the district system seemed very bad. Its evils were manifest in the opposition
to central graded schools, which were needed in the populous villages,
but which would break up the old district lines. Local power is never
given up to a central power without a struggle. The stubbornness of
this contest on the part of local committeemen was continued long after
the adoption of the township system in Massachusetts and elsewhere.
The district fought for its "rights" through its repreAentatives on the
town board, thereby postponing the feasible consolidation of districts
and the formation of properly classified schools.
Let us dwell a moment on this advantage of consolidated or" union"
sP-hool , so called, in New York State and the West. In the rural
school, i olat d as it wa , all grades of pupils from the lowest prjmary
up to the secondary came together under one ma ter, who had to give
individual in truction to each, finding only five minutes or a little more
f r u ·h 1
n.
nder u h circumstances he could not well manage
over 2 or 3 I u il:. In his classes, each formed of o e pupil in those
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branches other than reading and spelling, he might have done better
teaching· had he had two pupils instead of one, for the child learns
almost as much from paying attention to the efforts of his classm~te to
recite as from his own. A skillful teacher can make a recitation by an
entire class of 20 or 30 pupils of even grade of advancement far more
instructive to each pupil than a private tutor can make the same lesson
to his one pupil. The other pupils of the class furnish a sort of bridge
between the teacher's mind (that sees or should see the topic under
discussion in its relations to all human learning) and the individual
pupil's mind (that sees the topic in its barest outlines and bas scarcely
learned its relations to other topics), for each pupil gets some onesided view of it for himself in preparing his lesson and sees in the class
exercise (which we call ''recitation" in our American school technique)
many other one-sided views presented by his fellow-pupils, who are not
likely to repeat his one-sided view, but to have others, equally distorted,
of their own.
Suppose two ungraded schools to be united in one and divided again
according to grade, the 30 pupils youngest and in lowest elementary
studies taken by one teacher and the other 30 pupils taken by the
other teacher. One-half of the number of classes is saved by consolidation and each teacher has twice as much time for each class exercise or recitation. He can find more time to go into the merits of the sub- '
ject when he has ten minutes instead of five minutes.
In a populous village a school of 500 pupils is collected. There is a
teacher for each 50 pupils, making 10 in all; for nearly twice as many
pupils can be taught by each teacher in a well-graded school as in an
ungraded school. Each of these 10 teachers divides bis 50 pupils into
two classes according to advancement, and classes average a half year's
difference in their intervals of progress from the classes above or below.
He has thirty minutes for each recitation. It is now possible to promote a bright pupil, who is not finding enough to do in the tasks set
for his class, to tbe next class above, for he can soon make up what
he has omitted by the leap from one class to another. So, too, a
pupil who is falling 1Jehind his class can take 11p his work with the next
class below and find it better suited to his powers.
It was an in ight into this principle that led l\Iartin Luther to insist
on grading the choo1s. The Jesuits, who were the first to ,·eize on the
cbi f weapon of the Prote taut -namely, education for the peopleand turn it again t them in the intere,·t of th Oatholi
hurch, formed
a ,·choo] y tern in 15DO, and al o took much pain with gradino· aud
cla. in.cation.
II rac -' Ianu eff rt. i not at 11ce aboli.'h 11 di , trict y.·t m in
a :achu tt , but h y pre ·ail d t c 11 oli<lnt di:trict.· in pop.ul011,·.
e ·tion
f h
tat . J i. ,' h ol r p rt. w re , id ly r , <l ont:1<1 of
the t t , an , pr al h agitatio11 of th ·ch < 1 qu . ti 11 into 1 hocl
nu cti ·n , , n l
w
r1 and el· , ·h r ·
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succeeded in abolishing her district system in 1856, but Massachusetts
clung to it until 1869, after several vain attempts to get rid of it. In
this action she was followed by Maine in 1872. And this is what the
State superintendent of Maine says of the evils of the district system
in an able summary:
First, the school moneys were inequably divided, some districts receiYing much
more than they could profitably expend, others much less than was absolutely needed;
second, poor schoolhouses in remote and sparsely settled districts; third, short
schools, or poor ones, if the agent attempted to lengthen them by hiring cheap
teachers. Little money, poor schoolhouses, short schools n,re the necessary attendants of this system.

Horace Mann extended his criticisms and suggestions to the examination of teachers and their instruction in institutes; to the improvement of school buildings; the raising of school funds by taxation; the
creating 9f a correct public opinion on school questions; the care for
vicious youth in appropriate schools. He discarded the hidebound
text-book method of teaching and substituted the oral discussion of
the topic in place of the memorizing of the words of the book. He
encouraged school libraries and school apparatus.
Horace Mann's influence aided in founding the first normal school in
the United States at Lexington (afterward removed to Framingham),
and a Recond one at Barre, both in 1839, and a third one at Bridgewater, in the fall of the next year.
Inspired by the example in Massachusetts, Co_nnecticut was aroused
by Hen~y Barnard, who carried through the legislature the act organizing a State board of commissioners, and became himself the first
secretary of it (1849). In 1849 Connecticut established a normal school.
In 1843 l\Ir. Barnard went to Rhode Island and assisted in drawing up
the State school law, under which he became the first commissioner,
and labored there for six years.
These were the chief fermenting influences in education that have
worked a wide change in the management of schools in the Middle and
Western States within tue past fifty years. Let us consider some of
those points more in detail and get a little closer to the personality of
thie hero whom we comniemorate here.
There had been in Massachusetts from 1789 to 1839-a period of fifty
years-an apparent retrogression of education. This apparent retrogression was due to the increase of local self-government and the
decrease of central, especially parochial, authority. It was a nece sary
and on the whole a healthful movement. The central power had been
largely theocratic or ecclesiastical at the beginning. But the reaction
again t ecclesiastical control went too far in the direction of individnali m. The farthest swing of the pendulum in this direction was reached
in 1 ~8, when the di tricts obtained the exclusive control of th schools
in an u atter.· ex pt in the item of examination of te, ch r . The
1 lie ·ch ol dimiui h cl in efficiency, a1i 1 ,. twofol l ppo ·ition began
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some years before 1828, which took, on the one hand, the shape of an
attempt to remedy the deficiency of public schools by the establishment of academies, and., on the other hand, that of a vigorous attack
by educational reformers, such as Horace Mann and his devoted contemporary, Jam.es G. Carter. The establishment of a State board of
education and the appointment of Horace Mann as its secretary, therefore, mark an era of return from the extreme of individualism to the
proper union of local and central authority in the management of
schools.
Horace Mann's function at this very important epoch was that of
educational statesman. We must not permit our attention to be
distracted from this point if we would behold tbe greatnesR and beneficence of his labors. Pestalozzi was essentially an educational missionary, a teacher of pupils in the first grade of the elementary school.
Horace Mann was equally an educational missionary, for he consecrated himself rcUgiously to the task of promoting the school education of the people. Other people, all people, select vocations in which
they are to work and earn a livelihood. But the missionary consecrates
hjs whole life to a ch9sen work, not for what it will return to him in
wealth or honor, but for the intrinsic worth of the object to be accomplished as a good for the human race.
The enthusiasm of Horace Mann shone out of his soul in his praise
of the act of the Massachusetts legislature establishing the State board
of education in 1837:
,
This board I believe to be like a, spring, almost imperceptible, flowing from the
highest table-land, between oceans, which is destined to deepen and widen as it
descends, diffusing fertility and beauty in its course, and nations shall dwell npon
its banks. It is the first great movement toward an organized system of common
education, which shall at once be thorough and universal.

It was he that was to succeed in making that State board of education the fertilizing spring that he describes. It was a board with limited powers. It could not found schools nor direct or manage tu.cm
after they were founded. It could only collect information and diffuse
it. It could persuade the people, but not command them. In a nation
founded upon the idea of local self-government it was a very great
achievement to show what can be accomplished by a board that can
not coerce but only persuade. This is the point of view to see Horace
::\Iann's greatness. One thinks of the potency of Peter tho Hermit
pr aching a crusade.
twas :1 crn rule that Ilornc l\Iaun preached in
hi twelve report and in his hundred, of popular addre: sc , and in his
thousands of letters, written with his own hand.
The :first r port of Horace lann, as
·retary, wa. made jn l , :1-, and
c011tain the best statement \'Cr made of tlw dnti s or ,·ellool ·om1ittees, sp ecially in th , cl ction ft < ch 1\. It, t: forth th i pathy_
of the p eo1 le r g arclin ff th , ehooL' a11cl rcgr ·t th
1111,1 ·m •n of
incompeten teach r . (·1 pp.)
1

1
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There was a supplementary report on schoolhouses which discussed
the matter of ventilation and warming, the proper kind of desks, the
_location of the building, the lighting of the room, the playgrounds, and
the duties of the teacher in regard to light and ventilation. (60 pp.)
In the second report, 1838, there is much discussion of the method of
teaching readiug, whether by letters or by the word method. A just
criticism is made upon the character of the school reading books.
(60 pp.)
In the third report, 1839, he discusses the responsibility of the people
for the improvement in common schools, the employment of children
in manufactories, the importance of libraries, and the kind of books
needed, the effect of reading on the formation of character, and recommends strongly the,establishment of school-district libraries. (52 pp.)
The fourth report, 1840, points out the desirability of union schools
for the sake of grading and classifying the pupils and cheapening the
cost of instruction. It shows the value of regularity and punctuality
in attendance. (40 pp.)
The fifth report, 1841, has a world-wide fame for its presentation of
the advantages of education, the effect of it upon the fortunes of men,
the production of property, the multiplication of human comforts, and
all the elements of material well-being. He showed how education
awakened thought, increased the rm;ources of the individual, opening
bis eyes to the possibility of combinations not seen by the uneducated.
The circular letter which be prepared, making inquiries of manufacturers and men of business, is the most suggestive letter of its kind.
This report deserves to be published in a pamphlet and placed in the
hand8 of the people of every generation. (37 pp.)
In bis sixth report, 18i2, he presents the subject of physiology and
its importance as a branch to be taught in the schools. (100 pp.)
The seventh report, 1843, records his observations in European
schools, and starts endless questions regarding the methods of organization and instruction, bringing into light the questions of corporal
puni hment and the overcultivation of the memory of words. He
describes in an eloquent manner the evils of a partial system of education and treats in a judicial manner the advantages and disadvantages of the schools that he found in Scotland, Prussia, and Saxony.
(190 pp.)
In the eighth report, 1844, he treats of the employment of female
teachel's and of the method of conducting teachers' jnstitutes, teachers'
a. ociations, and the study of vocal mu. ic. (30 pp.)
In his ninth report, 1845, he di. en se , the motives to which the
tea h r should appeal, describe.· the chool vice. to be avoided, point
ont th tran cend nt importance of moral in, trnction, and show how
oh <lien· . bould be ecnred by affection and re:p ct and not by fear.
tr , t: of th dano- r ' of ruan y and the prevention of whi perin ,
an a ·ari ty of pra ·tical difficulties that eet the teacher in the
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schoolroom and shows how to avoid the evils of emulation, and commends the system of instruction by induction instead of deduction
and the importance of substituting investigation for memorizing.
(104 pp.)
The tenth report, 1846, gives the history of the common-school system
in Massachusetts and shows the relation which education holds to the
future generations of the Commonwealth. (35 pp.)
The eleventh report, 1847, makes a strong presentation of the power
of the common schools to redeem the State from social evils and crimes.
There is a circular letter of inquiry with regard to the effect of education in the prevention of vice and crime. The letter of 1841 had inquired
regarding the effect of education upon thrift and industry. Replie
obtained to the letter of 1847 gave encouraging facts and opinions in
regard to the moral effect of school education. The report continues to
discuss the qualifications of teachers and the methods of securing regular attendance of children, and paints a picture of the effect of
universal education.
Every follower of God and friend of human kind will :find the only sure mea,ns of
carrying forward the particula.r reform to which he is devoted in universal educa.
tion. In whatever department of philanthropy he may be engaged, he will fi.n<l that
department to be only a segment of the great circle of beneficence of which universal
education is the center and circumference. (80 pp.)

The twelfth and last report of Horace Mann presents anew the capacity
of the common-school system to improve the pecuniary condition and
elevate the intellectual, moral, and religious character of the Commonwealth, repeating with new force the arguments brought forward in
previous reports. He shows the importance of religion and the reading
of the Bible in the common school; shows the importance of health and
the necessity of providing for physical training in the schoolroom; sets
forth the necessity of the schools for the political education of the citizens. His devices to show the use of intelligence gained in the schools
to the mechanic, the merchant, and the farmer seem inexhaustible.
(120 pp.)
As a consequence of the seventh report, which sets forth the advantages of the schools of Germany, there arose the famous controversy
with the 31 Boston schoolmasters.
In studyiug the record of Mas aclrnsetts, one is impre sed by the fa,ct
that every new movement in education bas run the gauutlet or fierce
and bitter op-po ition before adoption. 'Ihc abflity of the couservative
party ha al way been conspi<·non ·, and the fi:i 1Hl of th~ 11~w measure have been forced to ,'ert all their ,·trength, and to hmrnate one
after anoth er the obj ction bl t atnr s di cover d iu ~clvanc. by their
en mi . To thi.· fact i.· du th ,·uc · .· f, o many of the 1'_ •torn_i.· a_11 ~
ement that lu v l r >e<l cl fr m hi.· tat . Th fu· t <'l'I t 1•
rifi d th g ld fr m th
in a large m ', :t~r' ~lr ',Hl_y
efi r he .·t g f pr, c fral ,'1 rim 11 ha· l ·gun. In revi w 111 g- tlu.
long r cor l of bi t r q rr ,J • er n w m :nr · that rnv u w l, · ·om
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old and venerabl~ because of their good results in all parts of the nation,
wo are apt to become impatient and blame too severely the conservative
party in Massachus-etts.
We forget that the opposition helped to perfect the theory of the
reform, and did much to make it a real advance instead of a mere
change from one imperfect method to another. Even at best, educational changes are often only changes of fashion-the swing of the pendulum from one extreme to another-and sure to need correction by a
fresh re.action. A.gain, it is patent in Massachusetts history that the
defects of old methods were in great part remedied by the good sense
and skill of many highly cultured teachers who still practiced them,
nd hence the wholesale denunciation of the old methods was felt to
be unjust. The best teachers resented the attack on their methods. It
seemed unfair, because it charged against the method all the mistakes
committed by inexperience and stup-idity, and because, too, it claimed
_more for the new device than could be realized. The old was condemned
for its poor results in tbe hands of the most incompetent, while the
new was commended as the ideal without considering what it would
become in the hands of unfaithful teachers.
Take as an instance of this the use of text-books. E-veryone will
admit that what is called the" slavish use" of such means is a great
e-\il. The memorizing of words and sentences, without criticism and
reflect.ion on their meaning, is a m~chanical training of the mind and
fit only for parrots. But on the other hand, the proper use of the
printed page is the greatest of all arts taught in the school. How to
got out of printed words and sentences the original thought and observation recorded there-how to verify these and critically go over the
steps of the author's mind-this is the method of discovery and leacls
to the only real progress. For real progress comes from availing one's
self of the wisdom of the race and using it as an in strument of new
discovery. That other method sometimes commended, of original
investigation without aid from books, forgets that mankind bas toiled
for long thousands of years to construct a ladder of achievemeut and
that civiliza~ion is on the highest round of this ladder. It has invented
scl1ool education in order that its youth may climb quickly to the top
on the rounds which have been added one by one, slowly, in the lap. e
of ages. The youth shall profit vicariously by the thought and experience of those who.have gone before. For the child of the savage tribe
there is no such vicarious thinking and living; he begins practically n.t
tl1c bottom of this ladder, with no rounds on which he may climu.
Now, there was iu Massachu ett and elsewhere much excellent teachju g in the aca<l.emi sand common schools-teaching wllich trained tlJe
pupil to criti ·i c and verify in tea<l. of to accept the statements of the
book ith lind credulity. The good t a ·hers knew that their methods
w r good au 1 felt indignant to hear fllem caricatured aucl an inferior
ru th d r c mmeudecl a.· a sub titute.
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For ihe merely oral method does not possess in it the capability of
producing the independent scholar who can be trained by l10ldiug him
responsible for mastering critically the printed page and making alive
again its thoughts and perceptions. It was a sense of something valuable in the old method that was not touched by the criticisms of Horace
Maun that led to the reply of the Boston masters.
Here we come to the closer view of the character of Horace ],Iann.
He was, like so many of the great men of the Puritans, modeled on the
tY]lc of the Hebrew prophets. The close and continuous study of the
cu.aracters portrayed in the Old Testament, the weekly sermons, most
of which were studies of those characters, had educated all Puritans
to see ideals of character in ancient leaders who devoted themselves to
a cause and withstood popular clamor, :fiercely denouncing whatever
form of idol worship they saw among their countrymen . .
The ideal of a strong, serious-minded, independent manhood, unswervecl by personal interest, thoroughly patriotic, and devoted to the
public interest, it draws its support from a seuse of righteousness that
gives it 'a backbone coterminous with the axis on which the universe
revolves . . So long as this character is recognized and respected, and
has in the maiu the support of the community, small and great, it
stands firm like an oak, and thrives on the hostility of the elements in
society that it opposes.
But this species of character modeled on the Hebrew prophet, it
should be said, is far more likely to be an inward tragedy than a, genuine historical one. The average man puts on the air of a censor of
his age or bis community and develops an overweening egotism, or he
poses as an unappreciated genius for poetry, or philosophy, or philanthropy, or statesmanship, or theology, or ethical purity of character.
The pathway of history for eighteen centuries is strewn with wrecked
individualities of men who llave become fanatics or cranks through the
demoniac possession of a single idea and the self-delusion-a suggestion of the evil one-that they are exceptionally wise and gifted above
their fellow-men; that they, in short, are right aud the world all wrong.
It is saved from being a tragedy iu Ilorace l\fann, and in other great
men before and after who have personified this Hebrew-prophet type
of reformer, by the greatness of the cause they have espoused and by
their self-sacrificing devotion to it.
The Great Teacher gave the one prrscription to ward off the. f~tal
disea e that attack. thi Hebrew indivi<luali m, and that prescr1pt10n
i humility and self-aba ement. Its inte11ectnal rule i the rneasme by
ervice of one · fellow. : Be their servant if ·ou would rule owr tli m.
Bnt we have from tbi ideal the mo. t important fruition f a.IJ lmn~an
i tol'y, namely, the d
lopment f individualism nnd the formation
of ru. et of ill titu ion , to mu ure it.
.
Y have chara ·t r: th, tar 80 •• rong that th •y can wi h. t:rnd :_ 1
arn01rnt of oppo. ition from their f llo,v-m n , nd :till , 1ia]l(l r ·t WI 1·
out fear.
ne wi h ocl i ~ majol'i y.'

;:r
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Thus Horace Mann was intrenched in his fundamental principle, and
on all occasions returned to it to rally his strength. In his own words
he describes bis conviction and at the same time lays down the details
of his policy and methods of winning success:
The education of the whole people in 3T republican government can never be
attained without the consent of the whole people. Compulsion, even if it were
desirable, is not an available instrument. Enlightenment, not coercion, is our
resource. The nature of education must be explained. The whole mass of mind
must be instructed in regard to its comprehension and. enduring interests. vVe can
not drive our people up a dark avenue, even though it be the right one; but we
must hang the starry lights of knowledge about it, and show them not only the
directness of its course to the goal of prosperity and honor, but the beauty of the
way that leads to it.
In some districts there will be but a single man or woman, in some towns scarcely.
half a dozen men or women, who have espoused this noble enterprise; but whether
there be half a dozen or but one, they must be like the little leaven which a woman
took and hid. in three measures of meal. Let the intelligent visit the ignorant day
by day, as the oculist visits the blind man and detaches the scales from his eyes,
until the living sense leaps in the living light.
Let the zealous seek contact and communion with those who are frozen up in
indifference, and thaw off the icebergs wherein they lie embedded. Let the love of
beaut iful childhood, the lo ve of country, the dictates of reason, the admonitions of
conscience, the sense of religious responsibility, be plied in mingled tenderness aud
earnestness until the obdurate and dark mass of avarice, ignorance, and prejudice
shall be dissipated by their blended light and heat.

He preached the same doctrine regarding the right of the state to
educate at public expense that Jam.es G. Carter had preached. It is
stated in these simple propositions:
1. The successive generations of men, taken collectively, constitute a great commonwealth.
2. The property of the commonwealth is pledged for the education of all its youth
up to snch a p oint as will save them from poverty and vice and prepare them for
adeqnate performance of their social and civil duties.
3. The successive holders of this property are trustees bound to the faithful execution of this trust by the most sacred obligations; an<l. the embezzlement and
pillage from children and descendants h ave not less of criminality, but far more than
the ·ame offenses when perpetrated against contemporaries.

The net result of Mr. Mann's labors in his great career as educational statesman is put tersely by Mr. Martin iu these words:
In the eYolution of the Massachusetts public schools during the e twelve years of
Mr. Mann's labors, statistics tell us that tho appropriations for public schools hn,d
doubled; that more than $2,000,000 had been spent in providing better schoolhouses;
that the wages of men as teachers ha<l increased 62 per cent, of women 51 per c1>11t,
while the whole number of women employed as ten,chers hacl increased 54 per c<'nt;
one month hafl been acldecl to the averagr length of the schools; the ratio of privateschool e,·penditures to those of the public schools bacl diminished from 7;- per cent to
36 per cPnt; the compensation of school committees had been made compulsory, and
their snpervi ·ion was more general and more constant; three normal schools hatl
b 11 e tablished, and bad sent out several hundred teachers, who were m,tking
them. lve. felt in all parts of the, 'tate. 1
1

Martiu'a Education in fassachusetts, p. 174.
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In conclusion, I suggest again the thought of Mr. Mann as a character inspired with missionary zeal to reform society by means of the
school system. It was this missionary zeal that led him to advocate in
the Massachusetts legislature the first insane asylum and secure its
establishment; to favor the establishment of asylums for deaf, dumb,
and blind; to secure normal schools, humane school discipline, meth- ods of instruction that appeal to the child's interest and arouse him to
self-activity, and :finally to devote the evening of his life to the Antioch
College experiment.
It is this missionary zeal for the school that works so widely and in
so many followers to-day. What enthusiastic teacher is not proud to
be called a disciple of Horace Mann 1
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DEAR Sm. I accede very gladly to your offer to publish in your annual report the
material I have gathered for a bibliography of my father, Horace Mann. I regret that
the work is not more complete.
I have in my possession many interesting and valuable fragments of publications
on the subject, which cannot be included in this list because I do not know where
or when they were published. I have also a large number of indefinite references
to publications which I have not been able to see. Beyond these, I have reason to
believe that much material exists of which I know nothing.
I avail myself of the opportunity afforded by this publication to ask all persons
kindly disposed to acquaint me with the titles of all publications relating to Horace
Mann, not mentioned in this list, that I may further complete the work. I would
like to receive definite references, and to know where the publications can be found.
I would like also to obtain copies where such can be had.
Yours respectfully,
B:

PICKMAN
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Hon. WM. T. HARRIS, LL. D.,
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Reprint. (Common school journal,
Horace Mann, secretary of tho Board
2 Sep.-1 Oct. 1839, v. 1, no. 17-19, p.
270-30-1, il.)
of education. (Boston r ecorder, 1
Mar. 1839, v. 24, p. 33, 76 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Cir cular. [Boston, July
Examination of schools. (Boston re9, 1838.J 3 p., 0.
corder, 1 Mar. 1839, v. 2-!, p. 3-!, col.
[Circular sent to the schoo} committees, to
obtain statistics.]
5-6, 31 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Abstract of the Massa- Massachusetts. (Connecticut common
school journal, 15 Mar. 1839, Y. 1, p.
chusetts school returns, for 1837.
116-118.)
Bosto11, 1838 .. 8 302 p., O.
School convention .
(Inquilrer; Storre, R: S., pseud. Clericus Hampdenensis. Letter 5. To the Hon.
15 Aug. 1838, 23 cm.)
Horace :Mann, secretary of tho Board
[Editor.] R c li g io us establishments.
of education. (Bo. ton recorder, 22
(4Tew York observer, 20 Oct. 1838, v.
1\far. 1839, v . 2-!, p. 45, col. 1-3, 112
16, no. 42, p. 166, col. 1-2, 94 cm.)
cm.)
Common school journal (The) . (Boston
Massachusetts-Boar<l of education.
recorder, 28 Dec. 1838, v. 23, no. 52,
Second annual report of tho Boaru of
p. 206, col. 3-4, 80 cm.)
education. Together with tile secStorrs, R: , alter,pseud. Clericus Hamponll annual report of tho ecretary of
denensie. Letter 1. To tho Hon.
the hoard. Boston: 1 39. 7D p., O.
Horace fann, secretary oftbo Board
n print. (Common school journal,
of eclucation. (Boston recorder 11
15 Oc·t.-15 ... TOY . 1839 v . 1, no. 20-22,
Jan. 1 3 , v. 21, p. 5, col. 1-2, 55 cm.) ,
1) . 305-3-15. )

+

HORACE MANN.

Mann, Horace. Abstract of the Massachusetts school returns, for 1838-9.
Boston, 1839. 14 1 3±1 p., 0.
Mann, Horace. School-l10uses. (Cultivator . .' . Buel, Apr. 1839, v. 6,
no. 2, p. 33-34, 122 cm., il.)
Mann, Horace. The importance of pure
air. (Cultivator . . . Buel, Apr.
1839, v. 6, no. 2, p. 37-38, lOJ cm.)
School houses. (Connecticut common
school journal, 1 May 1839, v. 1, p.
142-146.)
Common school journal (The).
Edited by Hornce Mann, secretary of
the Massachusetts Board of education. Boston: [v. 1-3] ~Marsh, Capen,
Lyon, ancl Webb. [v. 4-7] William B.
Fowle and N. Capen. [v. 8-10] William B. Fowle. 0.

+ +

. . . For the year 1839 [K oY. 1838-Dec.
16, 183\l]. Vol. 1. 1839. 4+396 p.
For the year 1840. Vol. 2. 1840. 4+404p.,
I pl.
For the year 1841. Vol. 3. 18-H. 4+ 395 p.
For the year 1842. Vol. 4. 1842. 4+390 p.
For tho year 1843. Vol. 5. 1843. 4+391 p.
For1.hoyear1844. Vol. 6. 1844. 4+398p.,
8 pl.
Fortbeyear1845. Vol.7. 1845. 4+388p.,
9 pl.
For the year 1846. Vol. 8. 1846. 4+ 390 p.
:F'or the year 1847. Vol. 9. 1847. 4+388 p.
For the year 1848. Vol. 10. 1848. 4+388 p.

Mann, Horace. Abstract of the Massachusetts school returns, for 1839-40.
Boston, 184.0. 10 1 482 p., 0.
Massachusetts - Boarcl of eclucation .
Third annual report of the Board of
education. Together with the third
annual report of the secretary of the
board. Boston: 1840. 102 J)., 0.
[Another edition.]
(l\JASSACIIUSETTS-Legislciture-House of representati1Jes. House . . . No. 21.)
Boston: 1840. 102 p., 0.
Reprint. (Common school journal,
1 Apr.-15 May 1840, v . 2, no. 7-101 p.
97-105, 113-153.)
Massachusetts-Legislature-House of
1·ep1'esenfafi1:es. House
. • To.
49. [Bo. ton, Mar. 1840.J 14 p., O.

+ +

[Majority report in fayor of aboli,;hing
tho Board of education, and tho normal
schools.)

Maasachusetts-Legi slaturc-Ifo11 sc of
re1n-e1Jentati1:es. Hon. o · ·
To.
53.-:Minority report f th
ommittee on <lucatiou. [Bo ton, ~rar.
1 40.J 22 p.,
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[Barnard, H :] Austract of the l\Iass.
school retnrns1 for 1838-9. (Connecticut common sch col jonrnal1 1 Mar.
1840, v. 2, p. 157-164-.)
[Barnard, H :] Massachusetts. Tliird
aunmal [sic] report of the Board of
eclucation 1 together with the third
annual [sic] report of the secretary
of the board. (Connecticut common
school journal, 1 Apr. 18-10, Y. 2., p.
173-179.)
Attempt to abolish the Board of education and tho normal schools. (Com~
mon school journal, 1 Aug. 1840, v. 2,
no. 15, p. 225-246.)
[Barnard, H:J AbstractoftheMassachusetts school r6turns for 1830-401 prepared by Horace Mann, secretary of
tho Board of education. (Connecticut common school joutnal, 1 Dec.
1840, v. 3, J). 4.7-48.)
Mann, Horace. Lecture on education.
· Boston, Marsh, Capen, Lyon, and
Webb, 1840. 62 p., D.
[Emerson, G: I3. J Massachusetts common
school system. (North American review, Jan. 1841, v. 52, p. 148-191.)
Massachusetts - Board of eclucation.
Fourth annnn.l report of tbe Board of
education, together with the fourth
annual report of tho secretary of the
board. Boston, 1841. 108 p., 0.
Reprint. ( Common school j onrnal,
15 Jul.-15 Dec. 1841, v. 3, no. H-2±}
p. 219-224, 238-240, 248-256, 270-272,
281-288, 302-30.J., 311-320, 333-336,
340-352, 359-368, 378-384.)
Mann, Horace. Importance of Yisible
illustrations in common schools.
(Connecticut common school journal,
1 Jan. 18±1, v. 3, p. 61-132.)
[Barnard, H: J Abstract of :Massaclrnsetts school returns for 18,10-41.
. . . (Connecticut common school
journal, 1 Fel>. 18-11, v. 3, p. 82-93.)
[Barnard II:] Mn s:iclrn etts. Fourth
annual report of the Boar 1 of cd11 ation, together with tho fonrth :in11nal
report of th s r tary of tho 1,oarcl.
( ounecticut <·ommon ·11oo]jo11rnal,
1 Jl, Y. 3: 1 _\pr. p. 110-111; J fay,
p. 115-J:,f .)
.
.
[Combe, G :) E<lnrntion lll, .\_m~nca:
tat of ifas :H"hn: ,tt. (bl111h11 rg h

r Yiew, Jnl. l 11 v. ,..3, P· 1 --o:.?.)
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Mann, Horace. A lecture on the best Massachusetts-Boa1·d of edu cation.
mode of prepadng and using spellingSixth annual rep ort of the Board of
books, delivered before the American
education, together with the sixth
annual report of the secretary of the
institute of instruction, August, 1841.
board. Boston, 1843. 160 p ., 0.
Bos ton : William D. Ticknor. 1841.
Reprint. (Common school journal,
40 p., D.
Mann, Horace. Abstract of the Massa15 June-16 Nov. 1843, v. 5, no. 12-22,
chusetts school returns, for 1840-41.
p. 186-203, 216-236, 247-268, 280-299,
311-326, 347-352.)
Boston, 1841. 16+328p., 0.
Massachusetts - Board of ediwation. J - - - , E. Sixth annual report of the
Fifth annual report of the Board of
Board of education. With the sixth
education, together with the .fifth
annual report of the secretary of the
annual report of the secretary of the
board. (Christian examiner, July
board. Boston, 1842. 135 p., 0.
1843, v. 34; s. 3, v.16, p. 366-381.)
[Another edition.] (MASSACHUMassachusetts-Bom·d of edu cation.
SETTS-Legi~lature-Senate. Senate
Seventh annual r eport of the Board of
. . . No. 4.) Boston, 1842. 135p., 0.
education; together with the seventh
Reprint. ( Common school journal,
annual report of the secretary of the
15 Oct.-15 Dec. 1842, v. 4, no. 20-24,
board. Boston: 1844. 199 p., 0.
p. 314-381.)
Reprint. (Common school journal,
[Barnard, H :] Massachusetts. Abstract
15 Feb.-15 June 1844, v . 6, no. 4-12, p.
of the Massachusetts school returns
62-196.) Extra of nos. 5, 5 extra, and
for 1840-41, prepared by the secretary
6-12, with old paging. [Boston,
of the Board of education. p. 328.
Fowle <J Capen, 1844.J n. t.-p., p.
Fifth annual report of the Board of
65-200, 0.
education, together with the :fifth
annual of the secretary of the board. [Newton, E: A.] Christian education.
(Christian witness & church advop. 135. (Connecticut common school
cate
[Boston], 23 Feb.1844, v .10, no.
journal, 1 June 1842, v. 4, p. 136-139.)
1, p. 3, col. 3-4, 30 cm .)
Mann, Horace. An orat ion delivered
before the authorities of the city of [Howe, M: Anthony De Wolfe, ed.] The
Boston, July 4, 1842. Boston, 1842.
system of public education in Massat.-p. cover + t.-p., 86 p ., 0.
chusetts. (Christian witness . . .,
Mann, Horace. An oration, delivered
8 Mar. 1844, v. 10, no. 3, p. 10, col. 1-2,
before the authori ties of the city of
85 cm.)
Boston, July 4, 1842. By Horace
Watchman, p aeud. No schools w i tltout a
Mann, secretary of the Massachubishop. (Boston courier, 12 Mar.
setts Board of education. [4th ed.]
1844,
v . 20, n o. 6141, p. 2, col. 3, 64 cm.)
[Seal.] Boston: Wni. B . Fow le and
Nahum Ca1Jen, and Tappan <J Dennet. [Howe, M: A. D. W., ed.] Christian education. (Christian witness . . .,
1842. t.-p. cover, n. t .-p., +3l p., O.
15 Mar. 1844: v . 10, no. 4, p . 14-15, 14
Same. 5th ed. 31 p._. 0.
cm.)
Oratio n (An) delivered before theauthorities of the city of Boston, July 4, 1842. Mann, Horace. To the editor of the
By Horace Mann. (Christian examChristian witness and church advoiner, Nov. 1842, v. 33; s.3, v. 15, p.
cate. (Christian witness
258-262.)
29 March 1844, v . 10, no. 6, p.1, col.
Mann, Horace. Abstract of the Massa1-5, 214 cm.)
chusetts school returns, for 1841-42.
[Howe,
M: A.. D. W ., eel.] The bible in
Bo ton, 18-12. 8 + 256 + 48 p ., O.
the
school . (Cltristian witness
[Mann's anniversary oration.] (Quar. , 29 Mar. lS.14, v. 10, no. 6, p.
terly review [London], Mar. 1843,
22, col. 1-3, 7G cm.)
v. 71, p. :-23-52 . )
Mann, Hora ·e. Abstract of the Massa- Watchman,1,seud. To schools without a.
bi hop. No. 2. (Bo ton ourier, 30
chu t~ chool returns, for 1812-13.
(Bo tou 1 13.] ½-t.-p. cover, n. t.-p.,
~far. 1844, v. 20, no. 615G, p. 2, col. 3,
+-181,., 0.
36 cm.)

HORACE MANN.
Boardofeducation (The). The Christian
witness versus the Hon. Horace
Mann. (Bay state democrat [Boston],
3 Apr. 1844, v. 4, no. 283, p. 2, col.
1_-2, 81 cm.)
Poster, Alfred D., Bign. A. D. F. The
board of education-Its secretary" The witness."
(National regis
[Worcester, Mass.], 3 Apr. 1844, v. 7,
no. 14, p. 2, col. 5, 27 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Letter from Horace
Mann. To the editor of the Christian witness and church advocate.
(Boston daily advertiser . . . , 4
Apr. 1844, v. 63, -no. 82, p. 1, col. 4-6,
176 cm.)
Sectarian attack on the public schools.
(Trumpet [Boston], 6 Apr. 1844, no.
1288, v. 25; n. s., v. 14, no. 42, p. 166,
col. 5-6, 360 cm.)
P - - , T. Mr. Mann's letter to the
"Christian witness." (Boston daily
acfvertiser . . . , 8 Apr. 1844, v. 63,
no. 84, p. 2, col. 2, 54 cm.)
Hon. Horace Mann. (News letter [Westfield, Mass.], 12 Apr. 1844, v. 4, no. 7,
p. 2, col. 4, 34 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Common schools and the
Christian witness. (Boston courier,
11 Apr. 1844, v. 20, no. 6165, p. 2, col.
2, 13 cm.)
Board of education (The). (Salem
[l\.fass.J observer, 13 Apr. 1844, v. 22,
no.15, p. 2, col. 1-2, 87 cm.)
Common schools ('l'he). (Evening gazette [BostonJ, 13 Apr. 1844.) [Not
seen.]
Watchman, pseud. No schools without a
bishop. No. 3. (Boston courier, 16
Apr. 1844, v. 20, no. 6169, p. 1, col. 7,
46 cm.)
Seventh annual report of the Board of
educaion [sic], together with the
seventh annual report of the secretary of the board. Boston: 1844.
8vo. pp. 199. (.i: orth American review, Apr.1 44, no. 123, Y. 58, p. 518.)
[Howe, M:: A. D. W., e<l.] Religion anl
the
cbools.
(Christian witue1:1s
, 17 .._fay 18-14, v. 10, no. 13,
p. 4!:l, col. 4-5, 4 cm.)
Newton, E: A.
nr common schools.
( 'hristian witne. B • • • , 17 i\fay
18U, v. 10, no. 1::s, p. ~1, col. 1-3, 100
cm.)
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X - - . The renewal of the attack of
the Christian witness and church
advocate on the Board of education.
(Boston daily advertiser, afte1· 17
May 1844.) [Not seen. J
Christian witness (The) again. (Bay
state democrat, 25 May 1844, v. 5, no.
24, p. 2, col. 2, 38 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Our common schools.
(Boston courier, 29 May 1844, v . 20,
no. 6206, p. 1, col. 5-7, 206 cm.)
Foster, A. D., sign. A. D. F. To ''E. A.
N." (National regis, 29 May 1844, v.
7, no. 22, p. 2, col. 6, 55 cm.)
[Buckingham, Joseph T:, ed.] Our common schools. (Boston courier, 4June
1844, v. 20, no. 6211, p. 1, col. 5, 66 cm.)
Burnside, S: M. To Hon. Horace Mann.
(National regis, 5 June 1844, v. 7, no.
23, p. 2, col. 5-6, 60 cm.)
Civis, pseud. Our common school law.
(New England puritan [Boston], 7
June 1844, v. 5, no. 23, p. 1, col. 5, 52
cm.)
Common school controversy (The); consisting of three letters of tho secretary of the Board of education, of the
state of Massachusetts, in reply to
charges preferred against the board,
by the editor of the Christian w:itness
and by Edward A. Newton esq. of
Pittsfield,onceamemberofthe board;
to which are added extracts from the
daily press, in regard to the controversy. Boston: 1844. 55 p., 0.
Notice. (Boston daily advertiser
. 24 July 1844, v. 64, no.
20, p. 2, col. 2, 8 cm.)
[Howe, M: A. D. ,v., eel.] Religious
instruction in the common schools.
(Christian witness
. , 26 July
1844, v. 10, no. 23, p. 90, col. 4-5, 20
cm.)
Field, Barnum, et al. Remarks on the
seventh annual report of the Hon.
Horace Mann secretary of the M as:a·busetts Board of cdnca.tion. Boston:

I

CharleH C. Little arul ,lmncs Brown.
[Sep.] 1 !4. 1J 1 P·, O.
.
[Emerson, G: B.] Ohs rvat1om1 on a
pamphlet, •ntitlccl I marks on th
sev 11th annual rep rt f th II011.
Horac·o l\fa1111, , r tary of th .i [ :, •• : hn ,,tts Hoard of dnc·a.tion. [Bo ton,,· p.1811.J 16 P·,
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Boston school masters. (Daily mail
[Boston, Mass.], 19 Sept. 1844, v. 4,
no. 333, :p. 2, col. 1, 40 cm.)
Luther, pseucl. The schoolmaster's review of Mr. Mann'lcl report . (Boston
courier, 24 Sept. 1844, v. 20, no. 6305,
p. 2, col. 2-3, 40 cm.)
[Peet, H. P.J Seventh annual report of
the secretary of the [Massachusetts]
-Boarcl of education. Common school
journal. Boston. Vol. VI. pp. 65196. (North .American review, Oct.
1844, no. 125, v. 59, p. 329-352.)
Extra, entitled, "Review of Mr.
:Mann's report. :From the North American review ." [Boston, Oct. 1844. J
t-t.-p. cover+ p. 330-352, 0.
Allen, G :, pseucl. Z. The masters' book,
or "Remarks on tl.te seventh annual
report oi the Hon. Horace Mann,
secretary of the Massachusetts Boarcl
of education ." Boston: LHtle &
Brown, pp. 144. (Christian citizen
[Worcester, Mass.], 12 Oct. 1844, v.
1, no . 41, p. 3, col. 1- 4, 146 cm.)
Boston, !dass.-Primary school boarcl.
Report of the special committee of
the Primary school board, on a portion of the remarks of the grammar masters . [Seal.] Boston: 1844.
13p., 0 .
Mann, Homce. Reply to the "Remarks" of thirty-one Boston schoolmasters on the seven th annual report
of the secretary of the Massachusetts
Boarcl of education. By Horace
Mann, secretary of tho board. Boston, Wm. B. Fowle and Nahurn Capen.
[Xov.J 1844. 176p., 0.
B - - . Hon. Horace Mann and the
thirty-one schoolmasters. (Boston
daily atlas, 21 Nov. 1844, v. 13, no.
124, p. 2, col. 1, 34 cm.)
Seventh annual report of the Board of
education . . . . Remarks on
the 'eventh annual r eport . .
Observations on a pamphlet entitled,
Remarks . . . . Report of the
Special committee .
. Reply
tothe"Remarks" .
(Boston daily atlas, 26 .rTov. 1844, v. 13,
no. 128, p. 1-2, 204 cm.)
Review- of the school controversy. Conlnc1ed. mo. ton daily atlas, 3 Dec.
1 11, v. 13, no. 133, p. 1-2, 287 cm.)

Justice, pseucl. The Hon. Horace Mann
and the schoolmasters. (Boston daily
atlas, 5 Dec. 1844, v. 13, no. 135, p. 2,
col. 4, 47 cm.)
Hillard, G: S., sign. G. S. H. Mr. Maun
and the Boston teachers. (Boston
daily atlas, 7 Dec. 1844, v. 13, no. 137,
p. 2, col. 3-4, 83 cm.)
Justice, jJseud. Mr. Mann's reply to the
Boston school masters. (Boston daily
atlas, 7 Dec. 1844, v. 13, no. 137, p. 2,
col. 4-5, 61 cm.)
Justice, pseud. The Hon. Horace Mann
and the school- masters. (Boston
daily atlas, 14 Dec. 1844, v. 13, no.
143, p. 2, col. 3, 61 cm.)
H - - - , A. School discipline. (Boston
daily atlas, 21 Dec. 1844,. v. 13, no.
149, p. 2, col. 6, 41 cm.)
Mann Horace. Abstract of the Massachusetts school returns, for 1843-44.
Boston, 1844. t-t.-p.+8+336 p., 0.
[Bowen, Francis.. ]

Mr. Mann and the
teachers of the Boston schools.
(North American review, Jan. 1845,
v. 60, p. 224-246.)
W. Education in Eurt>pe. 1. Se,enth
annual report of Hora~o Mann, esq.,
secreta.ry of the Board of education
in Massachusetts, on the state of
education in Europe. Boston, 1814.
(Southern quarterly
2 .
review, Jan. 1845, v. 7, p. 1-74, especially p.1-55.)
Anti-Busby, pseud. School discipline.
(Boston daily atlas, 7 Jan. 1845, v.
13, no. 163, p. 2, col. 6, 69 cm.) Correction. (op. cit., 8 Jan., no.164, p. 2,
col. 3, 10 cm.)
Massachusetts - Board of eclucation.
Eio-hth annual report of the Boar<l of
od~cation, toget her with the eighth
annual report of tho secretary of the
board. Boston, 1845. 136 p., 0.
Reprint. (Common school journal,
15 Feh.-1 May 18-15, v. 7, no. 4-9,
p. 49-142.) Ex:trn, -with olcl paging.
[Boston, Fowle 9· Ca11e11,1845.] t.-p.
cover+p. 49-144, 0.
[Editor.] Boanl of education. (Boston
daily atlas, 18-15, v. 13: 9 Jan., no.
165, p. 2, col. 3, 4 cm.; 10 Jan., no.
166, p. 2, col. 3-4, 116 cm.)

HORACE MANN.

[Editor.] Abstract of tlie Massachusetts
school returns for 18-±3 and' 44-. . . .
(Boston daily atlas, 10 Jan. 1845, Y.
13, no. 166, p. 2, col. 2, 19 cm .)
[Editor.] "We have carefully examined
the report of a committee" . .
(Boston daily atlas, 11 Jan. 1845, v.
13, no. 167, p. 2, col. 3, 13 cm.)
Examiner, pseud. The North American
and the school controversy. (Boston
daily atlas, 10 Feb. 1845, v. 13, no.
192, p. 2, col. 6-7, 32 cm.)
Examiner, pseud. 'l'he North American
and the school controversy. No. 2.
(Boston daily atlas, 25 Feb. 1845, v.
13, no. 205, p. 2, col. 6-7, 50 cm.)
[Howe, M: A. D. W., ed.] The bible in
common schools. ( Christian witness
, . . , 28 Feb.1845, v.11, no. 2, p.-6,
col. 2, 46 cm.)
Wigglesworth, E., sign. E.W. Massachusetts Board of education. (Christian examiner, Mar. 18,15, v. 38; s. 4,
V. 3, p. 229-242.)
[Withington, Leonard.] Penitential
tears; or A cry from the dust, by "the
thirty-one", prostrated and pulveri zed by the hand of Horace Mann,
secretary, &c. I'ovrovµai o', 'Axz'A.ev·ov oi. Boston: 0. Stimpson.
1845. 59 p., 0.
Massachusetts, psend.
"Penitential
tears!" (Morning post,-1845, 100
cm.)
Rejoinder to the "Reply" of th e Hon.
Horace Mann, secretary of the
Massachusetts Board of education, to
the" Remarks" of the Association of
Boston masters, upon his seventh a,n.
nnal report. Boston: Char les C. Little ancl James Brown. 1845. 55 p. , 0. ·
[Th~ three following pamphlets append d.]

Shepard, W: A. Rejoinder to the seconcl
se_c tion of the "Reply". [Boston],
March 1845. 56 p., 0 .
[Greene, S : S.] Rejoinder to the third
section of the "Reply." [Boston],
March 184.5. 40 p., 0.
[Hale, Joseph .] Rejoindertotb fourth
section of the " eply." [Boston],
April 1815. 64p., 0.
Boston, Mass.-.d ssociation of masto·s
of the Boston public schools. n port
of a committee of tho As. ociation of
masters of the Bo. ton public chools,
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Bosten, Mass.-Continued.
on n. letter from Dr. John Odin, jr.,
aml in relation to a, report of the
special committee of the Primary
school board. Boston: 1845. 18 p., 0.
Parent, pseu d. Sch ool discipline. (Boston courier,,-1845, 19 cm.)
[Howe, M : A. D. "\V., eel.] Parochial
schools. (Christian witness
, 4 Apr.1845, v. 11,, no. 7, p. 26,
col. 4, 5 cm.)
[Howe, M: A. D. W., ed. ]
Parochial
schools. ( Christian witness
• , 16 .May 1845, v. 11 1 no. 13, p. 50,
col. 2} 23 cm. )
F - - - . Teachers' institutes. (Boston
courier, -1845, 48 cm .)
II. 'Bloody nouns.'
(Boston olive
branch, 24 May 1845, 25 cm.)
School controversy (The). (Boston recorder, 26 June 1845, v. 30, no. 26, p.
102, col. 4, 18 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Answer to the ''Rej oinder" of twenty-nine Boston schoolmasters, part of . the "thirty-one"
who published "Remn.rks" on the
seventh annual report of the secretary of the Massachusetts Bo:ml of
education. By Horace Mann, secretary of tho board. Boston: Wm. B.
Fowle ancl J.Yahum Capen, 1845. 124
p., 0.
[Bumstead, J. F.J Mr. Burnstead's defence of his school-books in reply to
Mr. S. S. Gr eene. [Boston, July1845.J
8 p., 0.
Mann, Horn.co. The necessity of ellucation in a, republi can goyernment.
( A:.\IERICA...'l' IXS TITUTE OF IXSTRL'C-

Lectures delivered . . . at
Portland, Angust30 & 31, 1844. . . .
Boston, Tick11 or, 1845. p. 261-300.)
Boston, Mass.-Annual i·isiti11g commitlees of th e public schools, 1845. Reports
of tho Annual Yisit ing committ' s of
tho pnb1ic schooJs of th city of Boston, 1815. (City <lo nru nt.- . ·o. 2G.)
[,'cal.] Boston: [,' p.] 1 -J5. 16
p., 0.
Proceedings of tlw s hool ommitt
(Tlw) .. . . (Iloston daily atla
, p . 181.3, v. lJ, uo. 50, p. 1, col."'- ,
82 ('111.)
Mann, IIorncP. .Atl<lr ss of Hon . Jiornr.
Mann . (Toledo [ hio] hlacl 7 .-u,·.
18F, Y . - , 110. -, p. 1-2, 2 cm.)
TIO:N' .
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- Mann, Horace-Continued.
Notice, entitled "Mr. Mann's address." (op. cit., p. 2, col. 4, 3 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Abstract of the Massachusetts school returns for 1844-45.
Boston, 1845. t.-p. + 49 p., 0.
Massachusetts-Board of ~diication.
Ninth annual report of the Board of
education, together- with the ninth
annual report of the secretary of the
board. Boston: 1846. 158 p., 0.
Mann, Horace. Report of an educational
tour in Germany, and parts of Great
Britain and Ireland, being part of
the seventh annual report of Horace
Mann, esq., secretary of the Board of
education, Mass., U. S., 1844; with
preface and notes by W. B. Hodgson,
principal of the Mechanics' institution, Liverpool. "Id viro bono satis
esse docuisse quod scierit." Quint.
lib. xii. 11. London; Simpkin, Marshall, tf Cornpa.ny.
Liverpool; D.
Ma11Jles. 1846. 10 + 272 p., D.
Withington, Leonard, pseiicl. Scholiast.
Review of the Reports of the A.nnual
visiting committees, of the public
schools of the city of Boston, 1845.
Boston: Charles Stimpson. 1846. 58
p., 0 .
A Bostonian, pseud. The scholiast
schooled. A.n examination of the
Revie:w of the Reports of the A.nnual
visiting committees of the public
schools of the city of Boston, for
1845, l)y "Scholiast." Cambridge:
Metcalf and Company. 1846. 65 p.,
0.
Howe, S: G., et al. To the citizens of
Boston. [Boston, Mar.1846.J 12 p., 0.
Debate in the common council. (Boston
daily 11.dvertiser
, 23 Mar.
1846, v. 67, no. 70, p.1, col. 4-5, 167
cm.)
Massachusetts - Board of education.
Ninth annual report of the Board of
education. (Common school journal,
1 A.pr. 1846, v. 8, no. 7, p. 97-105.)
Mann, Horace. Ninth annual r eport of
the secretary of the Board of odncation. (Common school journal, 1
Apr.-15 July 1846, v . 8, no. 7-14, p.
105-217.)
Primary f; hool teachers' salaries. (Boson <hily whig, 10 Apr. 18-16, p. 1,
1:'

('DI.

Horace Mann's educational tour.
(Chambers' Edinburgh journal, 23
May 1846, v. 5, p. 327-329.) (Littell's
living age, 18 July 1846, v. 10, p. 105107.)
Mann, Horace. Abstract of t·he Massachusetts school returns, for 1845-46.
Boston, 1846. 8+381 p., O.

Boston, Mass.-.A.nnual visiting committees of the public schools, 1846. Reports
of the A.nnual visiting committees of
the public schools of the city of Boston, 1846. (City document.-No. 28.)
[Seal.] Boston: 1846. 166 p., 0.
Smith, Matthew Hale. The ark of God
on a new cart. (Boston recorder, 15
Oct. 1846, v. 31, no. 42, p. 166, col. 24, 122 cm.)
Fowle, W: B., pseud. Tremont. The
Rev. Matthew Hale Smith. (Boston
courier, 27 Oct. 1846, v. 23, no. 6954,.
p. 2, col. 1-2, 74 cm.)
Smith, M. H. [Reply to "'l'remont's"
criticism.] (Boston courier, 29 Oct.
1846, v. 23, no. 6956, p. 2, col. 4, 11
cm.)
Humphrey, Heman, psmid. Watchman.
The Common school journal. (New
England puritan, 29 Oct. 1846, v. 7,
no. 44, p. 173, col. 4, 36 cm.)
[Smith, M. H.J The bible, the rod, and
religion, in common schools. The
ark of Goel on a new cart: a sermon,
by Rev. M. Hale Smith. A review of
the sermon, by Wm. B. Fowle, publisher of the Mass. Common school
journal. Strictures on the sectarian
character of the Common school
journal, by a member of the Mass.
Board of education. Correspondence between the Hon. Horace Mann,
sec. of the Board of education, and
Rev. 1'Iatthew Hale Smith . Bpston:
Redding,}" Co., 18.!7. 59 p., 0.

I

I

Massachusetts-Board of eclucation.
Tenth annual re1>0rt of the Board of
education, together with the tenth
annual report of the secretary of the
board. Boston: 1847. 255+51p.J O.
[Editor.] The lJible, the rod, ancl religion in common schools. (BoRton
recorder, 14 ,Jan. 1847, v. 32, no. 2, p.
G, col. 1-2, 5G cm.)

HOR.ACE MANN.

[Mann, Horace.] Sequel to the so called
Correspondence between the Rev. M.
H. Smith and Horace Mann, surreptitiously published by Mr. Smith;
con-taining a letter from Mr. Mann,
suppressed by Mr. Smith, with the
reply therein promised.
Boston:
William B. Fowle, 1847. 56 p., 0.
Massachusetts-Boa1·d of ediwation.
'renth annual report of the Board of
edncation. (Common school journal, 15 Feb.-15 Mar. 1847, v. 9, no.
4-6, p. 49-90.)
Mann, Horace.

Tenth annual report of
the secretary of the Board of education. (Common school journal 15
Mar.-1 Sep. 1847, v. 9, 'no. 6-1~, p.
90-268.)

A Citizen, pseud. Mass. Board of educacation. (Boston recorder, 25 Feb.
1847, v. 32, no. 8, p. 30, col. 4, 16 cm.)
Smith, M. H. Reply to the Sequel of
Hon. Horace Mann, being a supplement to The bible, the rod and religion, in common schools. ' Boston:
J. M. Whittemore, 1847. 36 p., 0.
[2d ed.] Second Edition. Boston:
J. M. Whittemore. [15 Mar. 1847.
PM.] 1847. 36 p., 0.
Mann, Horace. Letter to the Rev. Matthew Hale Smith, in answer to his
"Reply," or" Supplement." Boston:
Willia11i B. Fowle, 1847. 22 p., with
"Postscript" [26 Apr.1847], 0.
[Smith, M. H.] Horace Mann and M.
Hale Smith. [Boston, 30 Apr.1847.J
n. t.-p., 8_p., 0.

Mann, Horace. Report ofan educational
tour in Germany, France, ~olland,
and parts of Great Britain and Irelaucl, being part of the seventh annual
reportofHoraceMann, esq., secretary
of the Board of education, Mass., U.
S., 1844; with preface and notes, by
W. B. Hodgson, LL. D., principal of
the Mechanics' institution, Liverpool.
"Many shall rnn to and fro, and
knowledge shall be increased." 2d
eel. London; Simpkin, ~}Jars/tall, ,f· Co.,
1847. t.-p. cover+t.-p., 10+1+232
p.,D.
Smith, I. IT. Jlornce fann an,l Mr.
Smith. (Boston recorder l\lay 1 17,
v. 32, n .18, p. 71, ·ol.1-2, l cm.)
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Pierce, Cyrus. Matthew Hale Smith and
the normal school at \Ve t Newton.
(Boston recorder, 27 May 1847, v. 32,
no. 21, p. 83, col. 1, 36 cm.)
Pierce, Cyrus. Mr. Smith and the state
normal school at \\Test Newton.
(Boston recorder, 17 June 1847, v. 32,
no. 24, p. 95, col. 1-2, 84 cm.)
[Editor. J The Board of education. (Boston recorder, 18 Nov. 1847, v. 32, no.
46, p. 182, col. 1-2, 21 cm.)
Governor's address. (Boston daily advertiser, 12 J an. 1848, v. 71, no. 10, p.
2, col. 2-4.)
Massachusetts-Boa1·d of ediwation.
11th annual report of the Board of
education, together with the 11th annual report of the secretary of the
board. Boston: 1848. 135 + 60 p., 0.
Massachusetts - Board of education.
Eleventh annual report of the Board
of education, together with the eleventh annual report of the secretary of
the board. Boston, W. B. Fowle, 1848.
135 p., 0.
Report of the Board of education. (Boston daily advertiser, 25 Jan. 1848, v.
71, no. 21, p. 2, col. 1-3, 113 cm.)
Phillips, Wendell, sign. W. P. Horace
Mann. (Liberator, 11 Feb. 1848, no.
892; v. 18, no. 6, p. 22, col. 6, 32 cm.)
[Editor.] The Mass. Board of education
and the Boston recorder. (Boston
recorder, 18 Feb. 1848, v. 33, no. 7, p.
26, col. 2-3, 79 cm.)
Boston recorder (The).
(News letter[Westfi.eld, Mass.], 8 Mar. 1848, v. 8,
no. 3, p. 2, col. 4, 38 cm.)
Massachusetts-Board of education.
Eleventh annual report of the Board
of education. (Common school journal, 15 Mar. 1848, v. 10, no. 6, p.
81-98.)
Eighth district (The). (Boston daily advertiser, 15 Mar. 1848, v. 71, no. 6-1,
p. 2, col. 2, 6 cm.)
Nomination in the eighth congre sional
di trict. (Boston daily advertiser,
16 Mar. 18-18, v. 71, no. 65, p. 2, col. 1,
9 line .. )
We congratulate th whigs of the th
. . . ( Boston j urn al 16 ..\far.
1 18, V. 16, UO, 1652, p. 2, C 1. 1, 1
cw.)
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Nmmnatiol,] in the eighth congressi,onal Election (The) in theeigh th district takes
district. . . • (Bostolil; jo-u rnal, 16
. (Boston journal, 1 Apr. 1848,
Mar. 1848:,, v. 16', :no. 465-2, p. 2, col. 3,
Y. 16, no. 4G66-, p. 2, col. 1, 17 cm.)
18 cm.)
Election (The) in the eighth district.
Mr. A<lams's clist:rict.
(Salem
(Boston journal, 1 Ap,r. 1848, v. 16,
gazette [tri-weekly], 17 IvI:n:. 1848, v.
no. 4661}, p. 2, col. 3, 25 cm .)
2, no. 33-, p. 2, €0&. 2, 8 cm.)
Election (The).
(Roxbury gaA Parent of many children, JJSetul •. Rezette, 8 Apr. 1848, no. 15, 34 cm.)
port of the BoaHl of eclu.cation. (Bost0n recorder, 17 Mar. 1848, no. 1683; Successor of John Q. Adams (The).
(Liberator, 7 Apr. 184:8, v. 18, no. 14,
v. 33, no. 11, p,. 41, eol. 2- 3.)
p. 54, eol. 4, 48 cm.)
Nomination in the eighth district.(Bosfon recorder i 17 Mar. We have never recorded the result of
an
(Salem gazette [tri184-8, no. 1683; v. 33, no. 11, p. 43,
weekly], 8 Apr. 1848, Y. 2, no. 42, p. Z,
col. 3, 6 lines.)
Hon. Horace Mann. (Hingham patriot,
col. 1, 10 cm.)
17 Mn.r. 1848, v. IO, no. 38, p. 2, col. Hon. Horace Mann. (Boston daily ather5_, 3'2 cm .)
tiser, 17 Apr. 18±8, v . 71, no. 91, p. 2,
Mr. Mann's nomination. .. . . (Boscol. 3, 10 lines. )
ton daily atlas, 18 Mar. 1848, v. 16, no. Vindicator, pseud. To the legislature,
Z23, p. 2, col. 1, 10 cm.)
and the public. [Boston, May 18-18.J
To ilie whigs of the eighth congressional
1 p., 0.
district. (Roxbury gazette, 18 Mar. Mann, Horace. S1)ee-c h of Mr. Horace
18-!8, v. -, no.12, p. 2, co~. 1, 66cm.)
Mann, of Mass., on tho right of ConMann, Horace. Letter. from Mr. Mann.
gress to legislate for the territories
(Boston journal, 22 Mn.r. 18-!8, v. 16,
of the U11ited States, and its duty to
no. 4657, p. 1, col. 3, 79 cm.)
exclude sl:tYery therefrom. Deli v!vianD, Horace. Letter from Hon. Horerecl in the House of reprnsentatiyes,
ace nfann. (Boston daily achertiser,
in committee of the "'hole, June 30,
23 Mar. 18'48 1 v. 71, no. 71, p. 2, col.
1848. Washington, 1848. ~Op ., Q.
3-11, 95 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Speech of Mr. Horace
Light vs. llarkncss.-Horace Mann on
Mann, of Mass., on the right of ContheWilmotproviso. (New-Yorktbily
gress to l egislate for the territories
tl'ibune, 2-1 Mar. 1848, v. 7, no. 299,
of the United States, :md its right to
p. 2·, col. 1, 28 cm.)
exclude slavery therefrom. DelivLiberty convention. Liberty address
ered in the Honse of repr~sentatiYes
to the- electors of the eighth conin commi:ttec of the whole, June 30,
gressioual clistrict . Bro:eclg.ide-, 45x20
1848 . Washington: 184.8. 20 P·; O.
cm.
[Bailey, Gamaliel. J TlHee Irnmlred alll1
Contest (Tbe) . . . . (Roxbury gaze-tj:e,
thirty indictments. (National era
25 Mar. 1848, v. -, no. 13, p. 2, col. 1,
[Washhgto-11, D . C.], 13 July 18-tS,
66 cm.)
v. 2, p. 111, col. 1-2, 12 cm.)
Acceptance of Ur. Mann. - .
[Editor.] "Norma.lty." (Bos ton record( 'pringfield gazette,- :Mar. 18-18, 31
er, 28 July 18,18, v. 33, no. 30, p. 118,
cm.)
col. l, 16 cm.)
s
J:ighth c~rn,gYe~sional disMann, Horace. Speech of Horace Mann,
trict - Cotton aml conscience.
on the rirrht of Cono-re ·s to legislate
( ChTonotype, 29 l\ifar. 1848.)
fortl10 te;ritories oftlle United , ·tates,
Eighth district- nomination (The).
and its clutv to exclude slavery there~Chronotype, 29 Iar. 18-18, 22 cm .)
from, deliv;recl in the House of reprePrinciple of free discussion (The) .
sentatives, in committee of the whole,
( 'bronotyp ,-}Iar. 18-1 , 16 cm.)
June 30, 1 48. (Bosto 11 daily a cherS - - . :Mr. E litor :-I ditl not expect
tiser, 1 Aug . 18+ , Y. 72, no. 26 1 p. 2,
( 'bronotype, -_far. 1 18, 17
col. 3-7, 335 cm.)
' Ill. )
Xotice. (op. cit., p . 2, col. J, 3 cm.)

HORACE MANN.
Mann, Horace. Mr. Mann's speech on
slavery. Concluded. (Boston daily
adYertiser, 2 Aug. 1848, v. 72, no. 27,
p. 2, col. 3-5, 270 cm.)
[Bailey, G.J The prisoners of the Pearl.
(National era, 3 Aug. 1848, Y. 2, p.
122, col. 1, 3 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Speech of Horace Mann
on the slaYe question. (Liberntor, 4
Ang. 1848, no. 917; v. 18, no. 31, p.
121-122, 588 cm.)
Quincy,Edmund, sign.Q. To-day's paper.
(Liberator, ,1 Aug. 1848, no. 917; Y.
18, no. 31, p. 122, col. 6, 27 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Speech of Mr. Horace
Mann, ofMassaclmsetts, in the House
of representatives of tho United
States, June 30, 1848, on the right of
Congress to l egislate for the territories of the United States, and its duty
to excludeslaverytherefrom. Delivered in the Honse of representatives,
in committee of tho whole, June 30,
1848. Revised ed. Boston, William
B. Fowle, 1848. t.-p.
31
p., 0.
Revised and improved edition, with
no title-page. 31 + 1 p., 0.
Mann, Horace. Speech of Hon. Horace
Mann, on the right of Congress to
legislate for the territories of the
United States, and its duty to exclude slavery therefrom: delivered
in the House of representatives, in
committee of the whole, June 30,
1848. To '-hich is added, a letter
from Hon. Martin Van Buren, and
Rev. Joshua Leavitt. Boston, 1848.
48 p., D.
Mann, Horace. Account of tho Hamburgh redemption institute. From
Horace Mann's se,cnth annual report.
(Ol>erlin tracts. No. 12.) Warrington, n. d. n. t.-p., 8 p., D .
Mann, Horace. Tho judgment of Horace
Mann on Europe::m institntions.
(01)erlin tracts. No. 14.) Warrington, n. d. n. t.-p., 12 p., D.
Mann, Horace. Tho j ndgmcut of IIoraco
Mann on American institutions.
(Oberlin ti,,cts. No. 13.) "\Yarrington, n. ll, n. t.-p., 12 p., .
Trial of tho prisoners of tho rcarl (The).
(Nationnl ra, 10 Aug. 1 48, v. 2, p.
12 , col. 3--, 14-1 m.).
Correction . (np. cit., 1 ' • i:g., P·
130, col. 1 ,.1: cm. · 21 .\.ug. p. 13:3,
col. 3-4, 48 ru.)
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Quincy, Edmuntl, sign. Q. The conYiction of Drayton. (Liberator, 18 Ang.
1848, no. 919; v. 18, no. 33, p. 130, col.
4,28 cm.)
Mann, Horace. To tho electors of the
eighth congressional district. Broadside, 2 cols.
Same. Broadside, with reYcrse
printed from newspaper.
Samo. Broadside, with reYerse
printed from Roxbury gazette, 2
Sep. 18-18, no. 36.

Mann, Horace. Address of Hon. Horace
Mann, to the electors of the eighth
congressional district. (Boston daily
advertiser., 2 Sep. 1848, v . 72, no. 54,
p. 2, col. 5, G3 cm.)
Editorial notice. (op. cit., p. 2, col.
1, 7 cm.)
Norfolk Whigs, pseud. Hon. Horace
Mann's letter.
(Boston
courier, 5 Sep. 1848, Y. 50, no. 760q_,
p. 2, col. 1, 23 cm.)
Mann, Hornce. Slavery and the territories. Rpeech of Mr. Horace Mann,
of :Massachusetts, in the Honse of
representatives, June 30, 18481 on the
ri o·ht of Con o-ress to legislate for tlle
te;ritories of the United States, and
its duty to exclude slaverytherofrom.
(National ern [Washington, D. C.J,
14 Sept. 1848, Y. 2, p. 145-146, 291
cm.; 21 Sept. 1848, v. 2, p. 152, 340
cm.)
[Bailey, G.J Speech of the Hon. Horace
Mann. (National era, 21 Sept. 18-18,
v. 2, p. 150, col. 5, 24 cm.)
Free soil convention of tho eighth district. (Roxbnry gazette, Sep. 1818,
81 cm.)

Eighth district convention. (Boston
daily advertiser, 23 Sep. 18"18, v. 72,
no. 72, p. 2, col. 3, 16 cm.)
[Bailey, G.J The movement. (N:tional
ora., 28 Sept. 18J8, v. 2, p. 15..>, col.
2-5.)
[Bailey, G.J , peoch of Hon. IIornco
fann . ( Tationnl ra, 5 ct. 1 -1. ,
v. 2, p. 158, col. 7, 5 cm.) .
Quincy, E<lmun<l, sign. Q. Hon. ITornro
Ma.nn. (Liberator (i ct . 1 l no.
!J2G; Y.1 'no. ·1 , p. l:i8-lr!J 21 <·111.)
, arl pris 11 r . (. ~ntio11nl
Case o f tl, 10 I •
r:
era, 21 Doc. 1 18, v. 2, P· ~02 ('()I. l- '
'2 cw.)

E

N REI> RT 189tH)6.

J'ri . ;; c utli singlo; .;l I lrnudn cl.
Bo 1011: Wm. R. Fowle, [l WJ. [15]
p., Q.
Mann(\) tl1:1t if! man. ( Tn.tio1111I < 1·11 10
Ma· 1 19 v. 3, p. 76, (·ol. 2-3, :t;j <·111.)

P·

HORACE MANN.

Mann, Horace. [Responsibility of a
natio~al educational association.]
(Proceedings of the National conYention of the friends of public education, held in Philadelphia, October
17, 18 & 19, 1849. Philadelphia, E. C.
J. Biddle. 1849. p. 31-36.)
Reprint, entitled, '' Horace Mann's
speech at the close of the con venti()jt.
of the friends of education, held in
Philadelphia, Oct. 17, 18, and 19,
1849." (Common school journal, 15
Nov. 1849, v. 11, p. 345-349.)
Mr. Mann. (Liberator, 28 Dec. 1849, no.
990; v.19, no. 52, p. 206, col. 5, 8 cm.)
Hon. Horace Mann. (Liberator, 28 Dec.
1849, no. 990; v. 19, no. 52, p. 207, col.
3-4, 31 cm.)
Mann, Horace. The Massachusetts system of common schools; being an
enlarged and revised edition of the
tent h annual r eport of the :first secretary of the Massachusetts Board of
ed11cation. Boston: 1849. 212+63+
l0p., 0.
.
Mann, Horace. Letter from the Hon.
Jiorace Mann. (Orphans' advocate
and social monitor [Boston], Jan.
1850, v. 9, no. 1, p. 1-2, 42 cm.)
Massachusetts Board of education.
(Boston daily advertiser, 20 Jan. 1850,
v. 75, no. 23, p. 2, col. 3, 39 cm.)
Hou. Horace Mann. (Boston daily atlas,
2DJan.1850, v.18, no. 178, p. 2, 76 cm.)
D -, R. M., pseud. Justitia. The
Ilon. Horaco Mann. (Boston daily
atlas, 29 Jan. 1850, v. 18, no. 178, p. 2,
col. 2-3, 65 cm.)
?dann, Horace. Speech of Mr. Horace
-Ianu, of Mass., on the suhject of
Inv ry in tho territories, and the
c·ousc•q nences of tho threatened clisfloluti on of tho union. Deliverec1 in
the Honse of representatives, Februry 15, 1 10. Washington, 1830. 15
J>., 0.
aun. Hor, e. [Remarks in Congres ,
16 F h. l -o.J (Boston daily a.tlas,
l T• h. 1 ~O, v. 1 , no. 195, p. 2, col. ·1-,
2 111 . )
rum, 1ror: c . • pccch of l Iornce fann,
0
.I. :whu tt , on the snhject of

r

Inv •ry in h , nri toriP, , an<l the
1• 11 1111•11 • • of 11 cli ol11tion of the
uniun.
li ·, 1 ,l in 11
uit cl
t 1 ou • ofr prr· 11tntiv , F h rn 1r · ]5, 1 Bo ton: Rr<l<liuy a11cl
m1,a11y, - . 35 Jl. 1 < •
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Mann, Horace. Speech of Mr. Mann.
(Congregationalist [Boston], 22 Mar.
1850, v. 2, no.12, p. 2, col. 3-4, 52 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Extracts from the speech
of Hon. Horace Mann, of Mass., on
the subject of slavery in the territories. (Norfolk county journal [Roxbury, Mass.], 16 March 1850, v. -,
no. 24, p. 1, 94 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Letter of Horace Mann,
to his constituents in the eighth congressional district. (Boston daily
atlas, 6 May 1850, v. 18, no. 260, p. 1,
col.1-8, 470 cm.)
Mr. Mann's letter to his constituents.
(Boston daily atlas, 6 May 1850, v. 18,
no. 260, p. 2, col. 3, 21 cm,)
Mr. Mann's letter. (Boston daily atlas,
7 May 1850, v.18, no. 261, p. 2, col. I, 4
cm.)
Mr. Mann and Mr. Webster. (Boston
daily advertiser, 8 May 18501 v. 75,
no.109, p. 2,.col.1-2, 118 cm.)
Mann, Horace. New dangers to freedom, and new duties for its defenders: a letter by the Hon. Horace
Mann to his constituents, May 3,
1850. Boston: Redding <f Co., 1850.
t. -p. cover+ t.-p., 32 p., 0.
Mann, Horace. Letter of Hon. Horace
Mann, to his constituents in the
eighth congressional district. (Liberator, 10 May 1850, no. 1009; v. 20,
no.19, p. 74-75, 477 cm.)
Y - - . Mann's letter. (Liberator, 10
May 1850, no. 1009; v. 20, no. 19, p. 75,
col. 4, 7 cm.)
[Ticknor, G :] Mr. Mann and his letter.
(Boston daily advertiser, 1850, v. 75:
13 May, no. 113, p. 2, col. 2, 52 cm.;
14 May, no. 114, p. 2, col. 4-5, 83 cm.)
Mr. Manu. (Boston daily advertiser, 22
May 1850, v. 75, no. 121, p. 2, col. 2,
8 cm.)
Mann, IlOTace. New dangers to freedom,
and new duties for its defenders. A
letter by the Hou. If orace Mann, to
his con, tituents, May 3, 1850. (National era, 23 lfoy 1850, v. 4, p. 81-82,
525 cm.)
[Bailey, G. J Lett r from the Hon. JI om.re
. . Ianu to his <"onstitn nt . ( :ra.tional
rn, 23 )fay 1 -o, v. ·1, p. 2- 3 .J 1 crn.)
Mr. Maun' n. • ·uracy. (B t n daily
adv rti r, 21 fay 1 5 , v. r, no.
123, p. 2, col. 2-3, 53 cm.)
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Webster, Daniel. Letter from Mr. Webster. In reply to a letter from citizens
of Newburyport. (Boston daily at.las,
30 May 1850, v. 18, no. 281, p. 2, col.
3- 5, 157 cm.)
Webster, Daniel. Letter from Mr. \Vebster, in reply to a letter from citizens
of Newburyport. Washington, May
15, 1850. (Boston daily advertiser,
31 May 18501 v. 751 . no. 129, p. 1-2,
173 cm.)
[Hale, Nathan.] Mr. Webster's letter.
. . (Boston daily advertiser,
31 May 1850, v. 75, no. 129, p. 2, col.
2, 22 cm.)

Webster, Daniel. Letter from l\1r. \Vebster. In reply to a letter from citizens of Newburyport. (Boston [semiw eekly] at.las, 1 June 1850.) [Not
seen.]
Mann, Horace. Horace Mann's letter.
Concluded. (Pennsylvania freeman
[Philadelphia], 6 June 1850, n. s., v.
7, no. 23, p. 1, col. 1-5, 175 crn.)
Webster, Daniel. Surrender of fugitiYe
slaves. Letter of Mr. ,vcbster. Correspondence between the citizens of
Newbmyport, Mass., and Senator
Webster. (Liberator, 7 June 1850,
no. 1013; v. 20, no. 23, p. 89, col. 1-5,
199 cm.)

Letter of Hon. Horace Man~. (Boston
daily atlas, 10 June 1850, v. 18, no.
290, p. 2, col.1, 7 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Mr. Mann's answer to
Mr. Webster. (Boston daily atlas,
10 June 1850, v.18, no. 290, p. 2, col.
3-7, 30! cm.)

Mr. Mann and Mr. vVebst er-A. hard hiii.
(Nat.ional era, 20 June 1850, Y. 4, p.
100, col. 5-6, 57 cm. )
Webster, Daniel. L etter from 1\1:r. \Vebster. (Boston daily advertiser, 22
June 1850, v. 75, no. 148, p. 2, col. 3- 4,
133 cm.)
Webster, Daniel. Letter from Mr. \Vebster. (Boston daily bee, 22Jun e 1850 :
v.17, no. 46, p. 2, col. 1-3, 137 cm.)
Little Wackford, pse ucl. ,vebster ancl
Mann. (Boston daily advertiser, 24
June 1850, v. 75, no. 149, p. 2, col. 1, 7
cm.)
Mann, · Horace, a/I cl Thurston, S : R.
[Correspondence in r el:ition to slave
_fabor in all the t e rritory newly acqnirecl from Mexico.] (Boston <laily
atlas, 28 June 1850, v . 18, no. 306, p.
2, col. 3, 4G cm.)
Webster and Mann.
(Liberator, 28
June 1850, no. 1016; v. 20, no. 26, p.
102, col. 4, 46 cm.)
Horace Mann vs. Yveb ster. (Liberator,
28 June 1830, no. 101G; v. 20, no. 26, p.
102, col.4,20 cm.)
Mann, Horace. A f ~w thonghts for a
young rnan: a lecture, dclivcre <l. before the Boston :Mercantile lil,rary
association, on its 29th anniversary.
Boston; 1'ickn01·, Eee£l ancl Fie lds,
1850. 8! p., D.
[Later et1ition.J
Do ton: Tickn or
anc1 Fields. 1856. 96 P·, • ·
Bristed, C: Astor. A l etter to tb Hon .
Y., H.
... y

.

By

Mr. Mann and 1\fr. Webster.- .
(Boston daily advertiser, 11 June 1850,
Y . 75, no. 138, p. 2, col.1, 32 cm.)
Mr. Mann's last. (Boston daily advertiser, 12 June 1850, v. 75, no. 139, p. 2,
col. 1, 12 cm.)
Mr. Maun and his opponents. (Boston
daily atlas, 12 .Juno 1 50, v. 18, no.
202, p. 2, col. 1, 62 cm.)

Mann, Horace. Reply of Horace Mann
to a.niel \Yebster. (Liberator, 1850:
H ,June, To . 1014:, "· 20, no. 24:, p. 95,
·o1. 3-6, 178 cm.; 21 .June, no. 1015, v.
2 , no. 25, p.100, col. 3-6, 17G cm .)

v.

rs

HORACE M.ANN.

Mann, Horace. Horace Mann's letters
on the extension of sla.very into California and New Mexico; and on the
duty of Congress to provide tho trial
by jury for alleged fugitive sla,es.
Republished with notes. Letter II.
(National era, 25 July 1850, v. 4, p.
117,120,118; 648 cm.)
Editorial notice. ( op . cit., p. 118,
col. 2, 3 cm.)
Mr. Mann's last. (Boston courier, 2Aug.
1850, v. 54, no. 9052, p. 2, col. 1-2, 143
cm.)
Webster and Mann. (Boston daily bee,
2. Aug.1850, v. 17, no. 80, p. 2, col. 1,
9 cm.)
.
Opposition to the Fillmore administration.- . . . (Boston daily adverti ser, 9 Aug. 1850, v. 76, no. 34, p. 2,
col. 1, 41 cm.)
Mann, Horace. [Debate in the U. S.
House of representatives, 9 Aug.
1850.J (Boston daily advertiser, 12
Aug. 1850, v . 76, no. 36, p. 2, col. 4.)
Opposition to the administration.-(Boston claily advertiser, 15 Aug . 1850, v.
76, no. 39, p. 2, col. 1-2, 66 cm.)
Pelton, Cornelius C., pseucl. Codex
Alexandrinus. Mr. Mann an d Mr.
·webster. (Boston daily advertiser,
24 Aug. 1850, v. 76, no. 46, p. 2, col. 4,
76 cm.)
Mann, Horace. To C . C. Felton, esq .,
Eliot professor of Gr eek literature in
Harvard. university. (Boston daily
atlas, 26 Sep. 1850, v. 19, no. 75, p. 2,
col. 4-5, 104 cm .)
Felton, C. C., pseucr. Codex Alexandrinus. To the editor of the Daily
advertiser. (Boston daily adyertiser,
1850, v. 76 : 3 Oct., no. 80, p. 1-2, 168
cm.; 4 Oct., no. 81, p . 1, col. 7-8, 116
cm.) (Boston [weekly9] advertiser, 5
Oct. 1850, 265 cm.)
Mr. '\Yebster's latinity.- . . . (Boston daily adrnrtiser, 3 Oct. 1850, v.
76, no. 80, p. 2, col. 1, 7 cm.)
[Hale, Nathan.] Agitation on the Fugiti ,c s]ave law .-(Boston daily advertiser, 8 Oct. 1850, v . 76, no. 8J., p. 2,
col. 1, 70 cm.)
Beck, C :, vseud. Q. E. D. Tho Boston
Codex Alexandrinus au<l "captntor s
verlJorum' of aniel \Y hster. (Literary worl<l [N. Y.J, J2 Oct. 1 50 v.
7, no . 193, ]}, 2 G-2 , 156 cm.)
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Free soil convention in tho 8th district.
(Daily rYening traveller [Boston], 17
Oct. 1850, v. 6, no. 168, p. 1, col. 2-3,
66 cm.)
Eighth <listrict (The) . (Boston daily atlas, 19 Oct. 1850, v . 19, no. 94, p. 2,
col. 1, 20 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Mr. Mann's answer to
the free soil nomina.t ion in tho eighth
<listrict. (Daily evening traveller
[ Boston], 25 Oct. 1850, Y. 6, no. 175,
p. 2, col. 3- 6, 192 cm.)

Mr. Mann's reply to tho free soil nomination.- .
(Boston daily
advertiser, 26 Oct. 1850, v. 76, no.
100, p. 2, col. 1, 35 cm . )
Eighth clistrict.-Mr. l\Iann. (Norfolk
county journal [Roxbury, Mass.], 26
Oct. 1850, Y. - , no. 4, p. 2, col. 1, 36
cm.)
A

N ation al Whig, pseud. \Vill the
whigs of tho eighth district renomi.
nate Horace Mann f (Norfolk county
journal, 26 Oct . 1850, v. -, no. 4, p.
2, col. 3-4, 55 cm.)

Felton, C. C., 1Jsencl. Codex Alexan·
drinus. Tho '\Vebsterian latinity.
(Literary world [N. Y.J, 26 Oct.1850,
v. 7, no. 195, p. 327-328, 125 cm. )
Whig nomina,tion in the eighth district.( Boston dairy advertiser, 28
Oct. 1850, Y. 76, no. 101, p . 2, col. 1,
D2 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Mr. l\Iann's answer to
the free soil nomination in tho e ig hth
district. (Boston daily n.tlas, 28 Oct.
1850, v . 19, no. 101, p . 1, col. 5-7, 171
cm.)
Ed itorial notice. (op. cit., p. 2, col.
1, 4 cm . )

[Hale, Natlrnn.] Mr. Mann and the whig
party.. . . (Boston dail y adyeriiser, 29 0 t. 1850, v. 76, no. 102,
p. 2, rol. 1, 36 cm .)
[Hale, Nathan.] Mr. Mann's l ttcr.(Bo. ton <1aily a.clY rtiscr, 2D
Oct. 1 iiO, Y. 76, no. 102, }), 2, col. 1 23
m.)
Eighth distrid wui ,. C011YC11 tion.- . . .
(B ton doily adv rti ·er, 31 Oct. J :iO,
v. 76, no.10!, p. 2 ·ol. 3-!, 11.i 111.)
Eighth <li lri t (The). (Bo ton c1aily
nt]n'l, :,1 0 ·t. 1 ;-;o, "· 1. ]10. 101. p. !?
Ol. 2 JG Clll.)
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Whig convent,ion in the eighth district.
(Boston daily atlas, 31 Oct.1850, v.19,
no. 104, p. 2, col. 3-4, 98 cm.)
Eighth district convention.
(Boston
courier, 31 Oct. 1850, v. 54, no. 10028,
p. 2, col.1-3, 163 cm.)
Massachusetts election.- . . . (Boston daily advertiser, lNov. 1850, v. 76,
no. 105, p. 2, col. 1, 60 cm.)
Mann, -Horace. Letter from the Hon.
Horace Mann on the Fugitive slave
bill. (Liberator, 1 Nov. 1850, no.
1084; v. 20, no. 44, p.173-174, 152 cm.)
A Roxbury Whig, pseud. The eighth
district. (Boston daily advertiser, 4
Nov. 1850, v. 76, no. 107, p. 2, col. 3, 12
cm.)
Mann, Horace. Speech of Hon. Horace
Mann. (Chronotype, 7 Nov.1850, 196
cm.)
Address to the whig voters of the eighth
congressional district. Broadside, 3
,
cols., 32x22 cm.
[Bailey, G.J "Mr. Mann has been thrown
overboard by the" . • . . (National
era [Washington,.D. C.], 7 Nov. 1850,
v. 4, p.178, col. 5-6, 7 cm.)
A Roxbury Whig, pseud. District no. 8.
Hon. S. K. Walley. Sustain the regular nomination. (Boston daily advertiser, 8 Nov. 1850, v. 76, no.111, p. 2,
col. 4, 27 cm.)
[Hale, Nathan.] The election.- . .
(Boston daily advertiser, 9 Nov.1850,
v. 76, no.112, p. 2, col.1-2, 85 cm.)
Roxbury Wigh [sic],pBeud. Eighth district. Some reasons for voting for Mr.
Walley. (Boston daily advertiser, 9
.1: ov. 1850, v. 76, no.112, p. 2, col. 3, 21
cm.)
Beck, C :, pseucl. Q. E. D. The Boston
Codex Alexandrinrn:1 and "captatores
Yer borum" of Daniel Webster. ( Boston daily atlas, 12 Nov. 1850, v. 19,
no. 114, p. 1, col. 6-8, 145 cm.)
[Mann elected.] (Boston daily advertiser, 12 Nov. 1850, v. 76, no. 114, p. 2,
col. 5.) (op. cit., 13 Nov., p. 115, p. 2,
col. 6.)
[Hale, Nathan.] The election.- . • .
(Boston daily advertiser, 13 Nov .1850,
v. 76, no. 115, p. 2, ol. 1, 20 cm.)
[Hale, Nathan.] Hon. Horace Mann.
(Bo ton daily advertiser, 14.i: ov.1850,
v. 76, no. 116, p. 2, col. 2, 3 cm.)
[Vote <>f Horace Mann.] (Boston daily
atla 15 ov. 1 ,.. , v.19, no.117, :p. 2,
01.1, 1 cm.)

[Hale, Nathan.] Causes of the defeat of
the whig party. (Boston daily adveriiser, 15 Nov. 1850, v. 76, no. 117,
p. 2, col. 1-2, 83 cm.)
Felton, C. C.,pseud. Codex Alexandrinus. Websterian latinity. (Literary world [N. Y.J, 16 Nov.1850, v. 7,
no. 198, p. 390-391, 34 cm.) ·
Beck, C :, pseud. Q. E. D. [Websterian
latinity.J (Literary world [N. Y.J,
16 Nov. 1850, v. 7, no. 198, p. 391,
49 cm.)
Whittier, J: Greenleaf, sign. J. G. W.
The election in Massachusetts. (National era [Washington, D. C.,J 21
Nov. 1850, v. 4, p.186, col. 6, 18 cm.)
[Bailey, G.] Result of the election in
Massachusetts. (National era, 21
Nov.1850, v. 4, p.186, col. 6, 35 cm.)
[Hale, Nathan.] The official returns of
the congress vote. (Boston daily
advertiser, 26 Nov.1850, v. 76, no.126,
p. 2, col. 2, 23 cm.)
Official. Commonwealth of Massachusetts. (Boston daily advertiser, 26
Nov. 1850, v. 76, no. 126, p. 2, col. 6,
27 cm.)
Mann, Horace, and Chase, Pliny Earle.
Arithmetic, practically appliecl, for
advanced pupils, and for private reference, designed as a sequel to any
of the ordinary text-books on the
subject. Philadelphia, E. H. Butler
~ Co., 1850. 384 p., 0.
[Later edition.] Philadelphia, E.
H. Butler 9· Co., 1851. 14+384 p. , 0 .
Mann, Horace, and Chase, Pliny Earle.
The primary-school arithmetic. Designed for beginners. Containing
copious mental exercises, together
with a, large number of examples for
the slate. (Elements of arithmetic,
part first.) Philadelphia, E. II. Butler 9· Co., 1851. 160 p., S.
Mann, Horace, anrl Chase, Pliny Earle.
'l'he grammar-school arithmetic: containing much valuable commercial
information; together with a sy tern
of integral, decimal, and fractional
arithmetic, BO arranged as to cli pen: e
with many of he ordinary rnl s.
. . ( lements of arithmetic part
second.) Pbila.d Jpbia, B. II. Butler
cJ o. 1 -1. 10 256 p.,

+

HORACE MANN.
Mann, Horace. Letter from Hon. Horace
· Mann. (Portland inquirer, 1851, v.
-, no. 6, p. 2, col. 2-4, 81 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Letter from Hon. Horace
:Mann. (Liberator, 14 Feb. 1851, no.
1049; v. 21, no. 7, p. 26, col. 3, 57 cm.)
Mann, Horace. The Fugitive slave law.
Speech of Mr. Horace Mann, of Mass.,
delivered in the House of representatives, in committee of the whole on
the state of the union, Friday, February 28, 1851, on the Fugitive slave
law. [Washington, 1851.J n. t.-p.,
24 p.,o.
Mann, Horace. The Fugitive slave law.
Speech of Horace Mann, of Massachusetts, delivered in the Honse of repsentatives, in committee of the whole,
on the state of the union, l!~riday,
Feb. 28, 1851, on the Fugitive slave
law. Boston, Damrell, 1851. 24 p., O..
Speech of Horace Mann. (Liberator, 21
Mar. 1851, no. 1054; v. 21, no. 12, p.
46, col. 5, 15 cm.)

Anti-Fugitive slave law convention.
(Boston daily advertiser, 9 Apr. 1851,
v. 77, no. 85, p. 2, col. 2, 49 cm.)
Curtis, G: Ticknor. Commissioner Curtis's decision. (Boston semi-weekly
advertiser, 16 Apr. 1851, v. 95, no.
7311, p. 1, col. 1-5, 314 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Speech of the Hon. Horace Mann, on taking the chair, at the
grand mass convention of the opponents of the J<'ugitive slave bill, held
in the Tremont temple, Boston, on the
9th inst., as reported in the 'Commonw ealth.' (Liberator, 18Apr.1851,no.
1058; v. 21, no. 16, p . 61-62, 129 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Speech of Hon. Horace
Mann, delivered at Lancaster, Mass,
May 19, '51. (Daily morning commonwealth [Boston], 23 May 1851,
v . 1, no. 121, p . 1, col. 5-6; p. 4, col.
1-6; p . 2, col. 1-5, 645 cm.)
Notice,
ntitlcd "Mr. Mann's
speech ." (op. cit., p. 2, col. 6,
7 cm).
Mann, Horace. Speech of the Hon . Horace Mann, on the Fugitive lave law.
eliver d at Lancaster, .i:Ia:s., May
19th, l -1. Bo ·ton: OfficP. of the Cnninwnwealth. 1851. t.-p. cover, n. t.-p.,
16 p., o.
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Curtis, G: Ticknor. To the editor of the
Daily advertiser. (Boston daily advertiser, 29 May 1851, v. 77, no . 127,
p. 2, col. 2, 48 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Speech of Hon. Horace
Mann, delivered at Lancaster, Mass.,
May 19, 1851. (Liberator, 30 May
1851, no. 1064; v. 21, no. 22, p. 86,
col. 2-6, 275 cm.)
Mr. Horace Mann. (Boston daily ad vertiser, 20 June 1851, v. 77, no. 146, p.
2, col. 3, 56 cm.)
[Hale, Nathan.] The Commonwealth
and Mr. Mann. (Boston daily advertiser, 28 J une 1851, v. 77, no . 153, p.
2, col. 3, 24 cm.)
Felton, Cornelius C. To the editor of
the Boston courier. (Boston courier,
12 July 1851, v . 55, no. 10238, p. 2,
col. 4, 40 cm.)
[Hale, Nathan.] The Commonwealth.
( Boston daily advertiser, 18 July
1851, v. 78, no. 15, p. 2, col. 3, 51 cm.)
[Hale, Nathan.] 'rhe Commonwealth
and Professor Fflton [sic]. (Boston
daily advertiser, 22 July 1851, v. 78,
no. 18, p. 2, col. 1, 12 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Letter from Hon. Horace Mann. (Liberator, 1 Aug. 1851,
no. 1073; v. 21, no. 31, p. 123, col.
1-2, 100 cm.)
[Hillard, G: S. J Mr. Horace Mann.
(Boston courier, 1 Aug. 1851, v. 55,
no. 10255, p. 2, col. 1, 62 cm.)
Personality. (Commonwealth [weekly],
2 Aug. 1851, v. 1, no. 31, p. 122, col.
1-2, 125 cm.)
Mr. George S. Hillard. (Commonwealth
[daily], 5 Aug. 1851, v. 2, no. 27, p. 2,
col. 1-2, 87 cm . )
Free soil convention (The). (Boston
daily advertiser, 22 Sep. 1851, v . 78,
no. 73, p. 1, col. 7, 64 cm.)
Coalition (The). (Boston daily advertiser, 22 Sep. 1851, v. 78, no. 73, p. 2,
col. 3, 30 cm.)
[Hale, Nathan.] Mr. Win throp's acceptance. (Boston daily advertiser, 23
ep . 1851, v . 78, no. 74, p. 2, col. 1,
43 cm.)
Corr ction, ntitled, "Mr. Horace
Mann." (op . oit., 27 cp. 18.31,
no. 7 , p. 2, col. 1, 22 cm .)
Plans of tho C'onlition . (Bo ton dnil,Y ndv rti. r, 2:3,' p. 1851, v. 7 , n . 71, p.
2, ·ol. -1, 59 cm.)
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Mann, Horace. Speech of the Hou. Hor- Mann, Horace. Letter from Horace
- ace l\fann, at orcester, Sept. lG, 1851,
Maun to the Ohio convention. (Libon taking th e chair, as president of
erator, 14 May 1852, no. 1114; v. 22,
the Free soil convention. Phonono. 20, p. 78, col. 1-3, 158 cm.)
graphic report by Dr. Stone. (Com- lV!ann, Horace. A few words to a young
woman. (Orphan's advocate .
m·on11ealth [daily], 10 Oct.1851, v. 2,
no. 84, p.1-2, 279 c_m.)
[Boston], July 1852, 47 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Extracts from the speech Mann, Horace. Speech of Hon. Horace
1'Iann, of Mass.: on the institution of
of the Hon. Horace Mann, delivered
sla,very. Deli-rnrecl in the House of
at "\Vorcester, Sept. 16, 1851, on taking
repres enta.tives, August 17, 1852.
th e chair, as president of the Free
Washington, 1852 . 23 p., 0.
soil state comrention. (Liberator, 10
Oct. 1851, no. 1083; Y. 21, no. 41, p. 161, r,fann, Horace. Speech of Hon. Horace
Mann, of l\fossachusctts, on the insticol. 3-5, 130 cm.)
tution of sl::wcry. Delivered in the
Mr. l\Iann's spec0h. (Liberator, 10 Oct.
House of rcpresentati vcs, August 17,
1851, no. 1083 ; v. 21 , no. 41, p. lGl, col.
1852. [Washington, 1852.J 24 p., 0 .
5, 12 cm . )
Hear the Springfield Republican! ! ! Mann, Horace. The institution of slavery. Speech of Hon. Horace Mann,
[etc .]. (Liberator, 10 Oct. 1851, no.
of Massachusetts, on the institution
1083; Y. 21, no. 41, p. 161, col. 5, 3 cm.)
of sla,ery. DeliYerecl in tho U. S.
Clericus, pseucl. The Hon. Horace Mann.
Rouse of r epresentatives, August 17,
(Dedham gazette, - 1851, v. 4, no.-,
1852 . Boston, List, 1852. 23 p., 0.
p. 1, col. 1-3, 137 cm.)
Mr. HomceMann'sspeech. . . . (BosNotice, entitle<l uHorace Mann."
ton daily evening transcript, 31 Aug.
(op . cit., p.2, col.-, 14 cm.)
1852, v. 23, no. 679.7, p. 2, col. 1, 28 cm.)
F - - , N . "\Vhetherasses'milksours~"
Mann, Horace . . r1peech of Hon . Horace
(Boston daily advertiser, 7 Nov. 1851,
l\Iann, of Massachusetts, in the U. S.
Y . 78, no . 111, p. 2, col. 1, 5 cm.)
House of re1uesentatives, Aug. 17,
Mann, Horace. Sla.very: letters and
1852. (Liberator, 3 Sep.1852, no.1128;
speeches, by Horace Mann, the first
v. 22, no. 3G, p. 142-143, 346 cm.; 10
secrefary of the l\.Iassachusetts Board
Sep. 1852, no. 1129; v. 22, no. 37, p.145of educa.tion. Boston: E. B. Mussey
1-16, 514 cm.)
9' Co. 1851. 12 + 56-! p., 0.
Speech of Horace Mam1. (Liberator, 10
[Later edition.] Boston: B. B.
Sep. 1852, no. 1129; v. 22, no. 37, p. 14.G,
Mussey <J· Co . 1853. 12
564 p., 0.
col. 5, 6 cm .)
Mann, Horace. Mr. l\Iann on slaYery
Mann's Letters and speeches.- .
extension . (Dedham gazette, 11,-' ep .
(Boston daily advertiser, 13 Nov.
1852, v . 39, no. 33, 11.1, col. 4, 49 cm.)
1851, Y. 78, no. 116, p. 2, col. 3, 5
Mann, IIorace. Letter from Horace
lines.)
~Iann. To the electors of tho (lately
Mann, Horace. Mr. Mann on Kossuth.
eighth, now,) third congressional <-lis(Dedham gazette, v. 5, no. - , p. 1,
trict of Massachusetts. (Dedham
col. 1-2, 54: cm.)
gazette, 11 Sep. 1852, v. 39, no. 33, p. 2,
Mann, Horace. Horace Mann on the
col.1--1, 160 cm.) (Liberator, 17, 'ep .
safety of tho union. (Dedham ga1852, no.1130; v . 22, no. 38, p.150-151,
zette, v . 5, no.-, p. 2, 27 cm.)
133 cm. )
Massachusetts - Sup 1· e 1n e judicial
Free soil state conYention.- .
court-Suffolk, ss.
. Ma1'ch
(B t 011 1 1·1
1 t·150 16 s
1 -r,
( a Ya c velr
tel'm, 18J2. George T. Curtis, Ys .
. ::;
~
) p . J-,
· B M
, . 80, no. 36, p. 2, o . 4, 1., cm.
0
_:1;· · ussey & al. [Bo ston, May State com·ention of the free democraGy !
l8o-,] n. t-p., 30 p., Q.
Great gathering of the people! Tho
Rose, Ern stine L. Revi w of Hora.co
storm of the clements cxcccc.lcd uy
... faun stwolecture;; cleliveretl in .-ew
tho storm of euthusia rn from the
Yorl- rehruary 17th aucl 29th. (Libma ses ! , 'pecclic., incitl ut.,
· P-. !
·rntor 7 lay 1 52, no. 1113; v. 22
( 'ommonw ulth ((1aily], 16 .'ep. 1 ;,~
no.1!1 I>· 'i , col. 5-6, 11.1- cm.)
v. J, no . 66, 1>, 1-2, 260 cm.)

,v

+

+
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HOHACE MANN.

[Returns from state election.] (Boston
daily advertiser, 1852, Y. 80 : 9 Nov.,
no.112, p. 2, col.1-5; l0N'ov., no.113,
1) .1 , col. 1-5; lOXoY., no. 113, p . 2,
col. 2. )

Maun, Horace. Speech of Hon. Horace
Mann. (Commonwealth [daily], 16
Sep. 1852, v. 4, no. 66, p. 2, col. 1-2, 38
cm.)
Lowell comention (The ). (Comrnon_wealth [daily], 16 Sep. 1852, v. 4, no.
66, p. 2, col. 4, 20 cm.)

[Hale, Nathan .] The election . (Boston
c1ail,r advertiser, 10 Nov. 1852, v. 80,
no. 113, p. 2, col. 1, 41 cm.)

State convention of the free democracy!
Addresses at the nrn,mrnoth tent!
The eloquence of free speech!
Messrs. Phillips, --wuson, Burlin game, Webb ancl French before the
masses! Five thousand people in
conference! (Commonwealth [daily],
17Sep.1852,v. 4, no. 67, p.1-2, 299cm.)
State free <1 emocrntic convention. (Liberator, 24 Sep. 1852, no. 1131; v. 22, no.
391 p. 154, col. 4, 16 cm.)

Newark daily aLlvertiser (The) on Theodore Parker. (Boston dail_y advertiser, 11 Nov . 1852, v. 80, no. 114, p. 2,
col. 1, 38 cm . )
Mann, Horace . Two lectures on intern•
perance. I.-The effects of intemperance on the poor and ignorant.
TL-Th o effects of intemperance on
tho rich an<l. educated. Syracuse,
Hall, M ills <J· Co ., 1852 . 127 p., S.

Anticch college.- . . . (Boston daily
aclYertiser, 14 Oct. 1852, v. 80, no. 90,
p. 1, col. 8, 5·cm. )
Horace Mann. (Norfolk democrat, Oct.
1852, Y. 14, no. 40, p . 2, 60 cm.)

Mann, Horace. .A. few tho nghts on the
powers and duties of woman. Two
lectures. Syracuse, Ha ll, Mills, <J
Co. 18:33. 141 p., S.

Mann, Horn.ce. LetteT from Hon. Horace

Phillips , "Wendel]. [ Criticism of Horace
.Mann, in (I Sp oech ,11 &c., at annual
meeting of Mass. anti-slavery society1
27 Jan. 1853.J (Liberator, 18 Feb.
1853, no. 1152; v. 23, no. 7, p. ?.6, col. 5,
16 cm .)

Mann. (Norfolk derno cra t, Oct. 1852,
v.14-, no. 40, p. 2, 30 cm.)

Mann, Horace. Letter from Hon . Horn,ce
Uan11. Ton, :young l awyer. (DansYille [N. Y.] herald, Oct. 1852, v. 3,
no. 2.J., p. 1, 139 cm .)

Mann, Horace, ancl Phillips, ·weudell.
The slavebolding guarantees of tho
U. S. constitution.
(Liber:1tor, 4
Mar. 1853, no. 1154; v. 23, no. 9, p. 34,
co]. 3-6, 212 cm.)
Editorial notice, entitled "Horace
:Mann and "Wendell Phillips."
(op. cit., p. 34, col.6.)

Meeting of coloretl citizens in Kew Bedford. (Liberator, 22 Oct. 1852, no.
1135; v. 22, no. 43, p. 170, col. 4-5, 43
cm.)
Parker, Theodore, sign . T. P. Hon. Hora ce Mann and the colored citizens of
New Bedford. (Liberator, 22 Oct.
1852, no. 1135; v. 22, no. 4.3, p. 170, col.
5-6, 26 cm.)
Pro Bono, p.seucl. Horace Munn . (Rockingham messenger [Po,,tsmouth, N.
IL J, 27 Oct. 1852, p. 2, N cm.)

Ricketson, Daniel . To tlle colored itizcns of New Bedford . (Liberator,
29 ct. 1852, no. 1136; ,. 22, no . 4-1,
p . 174, co1.1-2, 40 cm.)
Mam1, Horace. 'Ibc ten hours question.
Letter from II011 . Iloraco l\Iann.
( 'orumonw alth [daily] ,1 Tov. 1 52,
Y . 4, no. 108, p. 1, 101 m.)
Mann, llorar. . Hon. IIora<'c . iann on
the li,p10r law. (Com1uo11w alth
[dail •] - ~·o ,·. 1 f>:? •• I, 110. lOD, p.
2, col. 1-5, 74. cm.)
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Enquirer, pseud.
Messrs. Ma.un and
Phillips. (Liberator, 11 Mar. 1853,
no. 1155; Y. 23, no. 10, p. 28, col. 3-4,
31 cm .)
W---.
Controversy
c1o1)recated.
(Liberator, 11 Mar.1853, no. 1155; v .
23, no. 10, p. 38, ol. 4, 13 cm.)

1

Liberator (Tllo). (Liberator, 18 Mar.
1 53, no. 1156; Y. 23, no. 11, p. 12, <·ol.
1, .n cm .)
Ultra-abolitionism. (Liberator, l far.
1 5:~. no. 11:;G · v. 2., no. 11 p. J2, col.
1-2, J:; c·m.)
"Ultra-abol'tio11ism.'' (Lih r tor, 18
)I:tr. l.":i3 1:0. 11:30: Y. 2~ llo.11, p. J2,
·ol.:3,.U ·m.)
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I

Reply of Hou. Horace Pair play. (Liberator, 22 Apr. 1853, no.
Mann to Wendell Phillips, esq. (Lib1161; v. 23, no. 16, p. 62, col. 5, 19
erator, 18 Mar. 1853, no.1156; v. 23,
cm.)
no. 11, p. 42, col. 4-6, 154 cm.)
Ballou, Adin. Alleged inconsistencies of
Editorial notice, entitled, "Reply
non-voters.
(Practical christian
of Mr. Mann." (op. cit., p. 42,
[Hopedale, Mass.], 23 Apr. 1853, v.
col. 6, 4 cm.)
13, no. 26, p. 102, col. 1-5, 220 cm.)
Crowded out. (Liberator, 18 Mar. 1853, Mann, Horace. Reply of Hon. Horace
no. 1156; v. 23, no. 11, p. 42, col. 6, 7
Mann t.o Wendell Phillips, esq.
cm.)
(Liberator, 29 Apr. 1853, no. 1162; v.
Horace Mann and Wendell Phillips.
23, no. 17, p. 66-67, 282 cm.)
(Liberator, 18 Mar.1853, no.1156; v. Phillips, Wendell. Reply of Wendell
23, no.11, p. 42, col. 6, 4 cm.)
Phillips, esq., to Hon. Horace Mann.
Phillips, Wendell. Reply of Wendell
(Liberator, 6 May 1853, no. 1163; v.
Phi1lips, esq., to Hon. Horace Mann.
23, no. 18, p. 70-71, 218 cm.)
(Libera.t or, 25 Mar. 1853, no.1157; v. Jackson, Edmund. Mr. Mann and the
23, no.12, p. 46, col.1-5, 269 cm.)
caste schools. (Liberator, 6 May
Note, entitled, "Mr. Maun and Mr.
1853, no. 1163; v. 23, no. 18, p. 71, col.
Phillips." ( op. cit., p. 46, col. 6,
3-4, 14 cm.)
28 cm.)
'Discussion (The). (Liberator, 6 May
Mr. Mann vs. Mr. Phillips. (Liberator,
1853, no. 1163; v. 23, no. 18, p. 71,
25Mar.1853,no.1157; v.23,no.12,p.
col. 4, 9 cm.)
46, col. 6, 8 cm.)
Justice, pseiid.
Information desired.
'Among the wagons in the rear.' (Lib(Liberator, 6 May 1853, no. 1163; v.
erator, 25 Mar. 1853, no. 1157; v. 23,
23, no. 18, p. 71, col. 4, 5 cm.)
no. 12, p. 46, col. 6, 8 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Reply of Hon. Horace
Horace Mann and Wendell Phillips.
Mann to Wendell Phillips, esq.
(Liberator, 25 Mar. 1853, no. · 1157;
(Liberator, 13 May 1853, no. 1164; v.
v. 23, no. 12, p. 46, col. 6, 7 cm.)
23, no.19, p. 74-75, 223 cm.)
Reply of Mr. Mann. (Liberator, 1 Apr. P--,A. H. WendellPhillipsandHor1853, no. 1158; v. 23, no. 13, p. 50, col.
ace Mann. (Liberator, 20 May 1853,
3, 28 cm.)
no. 1165; v. 23, no. 20, p. [77] "87",
Enquirer, pseud. Moral consistency.
col. 6, 10 cm.)
(Liberator, 1 Apr. 1853, no. 1158; v. Horace Mann's letter. (Liberator, 27
23, no.13, p. 50, col. 4, 30 cm.)
May 1853, no. 1166; v. 23, no. 21, p,
Quincy, Edmund, sign. D. Y. Mr.
[84] "94", col. 2, 48 cm.) ·
~fann and Mr. Phillips. (Liberator, "Horace Mann and Wendell Phillips
8 Apr. 1853, no. 1159; v. 23, no. 14, p.
have" . . . (Liberator, 27 May
5-!, col. 1-2, 74 cm.)
1853, no. 1166; v. 23, no. 21, p. [84]
Mann and Phillips. (Liberator 1 8 Apr.
"94", col. 2, 8 cm.)
1853, no. 1159; v. 23, no. 14, p. 54, . Mann, Horace. The constitution and
col. 2, 4 cm.)
the ballot-box. (Liberator, 3 June
Horace Mann and \Yendell Phillips.
1853, no. 1167; v. 23, no. 22, p. [88]
(Liberator, 8 Apr. 1853; no. 1159; v.
''98", col. 1-5, 270 cm.)
23, no. 14, p. 54, col. 2, 5 cm.)
1
Eclitorialcommentary. (op. cit.,p.
1
Mann, Horace. Reply of Hon. Horace 1
[87] "97 ", col. 4, 8 cm.)
Mann to \Yendell Phillips, esq. Pillsbury, Parker. Horace Mann. (Lib(Liberator, 8 Apr. 1853, no. 1159; v.
erator, 10June1853, no.1168 [a.]; v.
23, no. 14-, p. 54:--55 305 cm.)
23, no. 23, p. 90, col. 5, 37 cm.)
Phillips, Wendell. Reply of Wendell Wendell Phillips, esq., and Hon. Horace
Phillips, q. to Hon. IIoraco .. Iann.
Mann. (Libera,tor.10 June 1853, no.
(Libera.tor, 15 Apr. 1853, uo. 1160; v.
1168 [a]; v. 23, no. 23, p. 90, col. 5,
23, 1.0. 13, p. 58-59, 362 cm.)
8 cm.)
M~, Hor. c .:. Correction. (Liberator, G - - , J. Messrs. fann and Phillips.
lu :\1ir. l 3, no. 1160; v. 23, no. 15,
(Liberat"r, 10 .Jnne 1 53, no. 1168
P· 0 , col. , 8 cm.
[a.]; v. 23, no. 23, p. 92, col. 2, 48 cm.)
I'1Iann, Horace.

I
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Mann, Horace.

The constitution and
slavery-Mr. Mann's position defined.
(Liberator, 17 June 1853, no. 1168
[b]; v. 23, no. 24, p. 94, col. 1-5, 214
cm.)
Editorial review, entitled "Position defined." (op. cit., p. 95,
col. 1, 35 cm.)
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Antioch college, Ycllo10 Springs, Ohio.
Antioch college. [Yellow Springs,
1853.J 16 p., D.
Antioch college, Yellow Sp1·ing s, Ohio.
Dedication of .Antioch college, and
inaugural address of its president,
Hon. Horace Mann; with other proceedings. Yellow Springs, 0., Dean,
1854. 132 p., s.

Quincy, Edmund, sign. D. Y. The Mann
& Phillips controversy. (Liberator,
17 June 1853, no. 1168 [b]; v. 23, no.
24, p. 94, col. 5-6, 60 cm.)
Grandin, D'. S. Review of Mr. Mann's
letter. (Liberator, l July 1853, no.
1169; v. 23, no. 26, p. 101, col. 1-3,
113 _cm.)
Quincy, Edmund, si.gn. D. Y. '.A Rowland for an Oliver.' (Liberator, 1
July 1853, no. 1169; v. 33, no. 26, p.
101, col. 3-4-, 73 cm'.)
U. S. Constitution (The) anti-slavery.
(Liberator, 1 July 1853, no. 1169; v.
23, no. 26, p. 101, col. 5, 22 cm.)
Horace Mann on the constitution.
(Liberator, 1 July 1853, no. 1169; v.
23, no. 26, p. 101, col. 5, 6 cm.)
"Horace Mann has concluded his defence" .
(Liberator, 1 July
1853, no. 1169; v. 23, no. 26, p. 101,
col. 5, 5 cm.)
[Garrison, W: Lloyd.] . Mr. Mann's letters. (Liberator, 1 July 1853, no.
1169; v. 23, no. 26, p. 102, col. 4, 47
cm.)
Quincy, Edmund, sign. D. Y. [Criticism
of Horace Mann's letter on the constitution and slavery.] (Liberator, 8
July 1853, no. 1170; v. 23, no. 27, p.
105, col. 4-6, 82 cm.)
Following precedent. (Liberator, 8 July
1853, no. 1170; v. 23, no. 27, p. 107, col.
3, 8 lines.)
Potter, R. Horace Mann on the constitution. (Liberator, 15 July 1853, no.
1171; v. 23, no, 28, p.109, col. 1-3, 105

Horace Mann, formerly of Massachusetts, now president of Antioch college, at Yellow Springs, Greene
county, Ohio.
(LIVINGSTON, J:
American portrait gallery
. ,
N. Y., 1854. Vol. 3, part 3, p. 178223, por.)
Antioch college, Yellow Springs, Ohio.
Catalogue of Antioch college for the
year 1853-4. [Yellow Springs, 1854.J
1 sheet, 76 X 53 cm.
Antioch college, Yellow Springs, Ohio.
Catalogue of Antioch college, for the
academical years, 1853-4 & 1854-5.
Yellow Springs, Ohio. · Cincinnati:
1855. 56 p., with diagrams, 0.
Mann, Horace. District schoollibraries.
(Michigan journal of education, .Aug.
1856, v. 2, p. 253-257.)
Antioch college, Yellow Sp1·ings, Ohio.
Catalogue of Antioch college, for the
academical year, 1855-6. Yellow
Springs, Ohio. Cincinnati: 1856.
48 p., 0.
Opinions of distinguished men on the
subject of aecret societies. (Free
presbyterian [Yellow Springs, 0.J, 1
Oct. 1856, no. 257; p. 193-194, 332
cm.)
Mann, Horace. The college code of
honor. .Address to the students of
.Antioch college: Yellow Springs,
Ohio, by Horace Mann, LL. D. president. (A.mericau journal of edncation, Mar. 1857, v. 3, p. 66-70.)

cm.)
Report and r solutions on the "Code of
Horace Mann's college. (Country genhonor", falsely so callocl; also H port
tleman [Albany, T. Y.], 18 Aug.1853,
and resolutions on intompnanr ,
v. 2, p. 112, col. 1-2, 9 ·m.)
profanity, and th use of tohn ·co, in
Mann, Horace. Powerf! and duties of I
fl hools and
ollcg . Columbus:
woman. An •,·trac from 1e<'tnro8 hy_ 1
1 , 7 . t.-p. cov r, 11 • t.-p., W p., 0.
Hon. H rac :\1: nu. ( Ach· at of
.
cl Jiv rNl
moral r •for m : n<l fomil · •ua11linn Mann, Ilora . Ha1·~al.wre:t_.
, y
[ ... T . Y. ]
1 . p. 1 :;:3 uo. 1 7· v. l!J, n .
a.t A11tiocl! coll<·g , 1 ,JI. I · •1
17, p. l2D-131, 12:., cw.)
Jt'u1l'l1.;r, • U ell11, 1857.J 611'·, ·

I
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Mann, Horace . Demanus of the age on
colleges. Speech delivered by the
Hon. Horace Mann, president of Antioch college, lJefore the Christian
conYention, at its quadrennial session, he1cl af Cincinnati, Ohio, Octob er 5, 1854. N. Y., Fowler <5· Wells,
1857. t.-p. cover+t.-p., 86 p., S.
Antioch college, Yellow Springs, Ohio.
Catalogae of Antioch college, for the
academical year, 1856-7. Yellow
Springs, Ohio. Springfield, Ohio:
1857. 50 p., with diagram, 0.
C - - . Antioch college. (Christian
messenger [N.-Y. & Irvington], 23
April 1857, v. 9. no. 8, p. 2, col. 1, 17
cm .)
Mann, Horace. Adc1ress deJiYerecl to
the Sunclay-school children of Yellow
Springs, in the college chapel, March
8, 1857, by the Hon. Horace Mann.
(Christian messenger [N.-Y. & Irvin~ton], 1857, v. 9: 23 Apr., no. 8, p.
1, col. 1--4, 149 cm.; 30 Apr., no. 9,
p.1, col.1-5, 193 cm.)
[Extra.] Broadside. 2 sheets,
2 + 1 cols.
Mann, Horace. R eport of an educational
tour in Germany, France, Holland,
and parts of Great Britain and Irefand. Being part of the seventh annual report of Horace Mann, esq.,
secretary of the Boanl of education,
Mass., U. S.: 18-14; with preface and
notes, by W. B. Hodgson, LL. D., late
l)rincipal of Chorlton High school,
.Manchester. [Motto.] Fourth edition. London: Simpkin, Marshall,
ancl C<Ynipany . 1857. 8+232 p., D.
"Antioch college, at Yellow Springs,
Ohio: founded" .
. ( :rew-York
daily tribune, 28 Aug. 1857, v. 17, no.
5103, p. 4, col. 6, 8 cm.)
Maple, James; Mann, Horace; 9· al.
Antioch college, convention at
Franklin. Plan for redemption.
Franklin, 0., Nov. 10, 1857. Broadailk, 40x24 cm .
S - -, W. H. [Special correspondnce.J (News-letter [Y How 'r>rings,
.] 3 Apr. 1858, p. 2, 50 cm.)
Antioch college, Yellow Springs, Ohio.
'atalo~u of Antioch coUeg , for
b a<'ad mical year, 1857- . Yellow
,'pring,
hio.
~cllow .'pring ,
hio: 1 - . 4 p.,

H - - . Antioch college. (Dedham
gazette, 17 July 1858, Y . 4-5, no. 25,
p. 2, col. 6, 24 cm.)
Barnard, II: Horace Mann. (American
journal of education, Dec. 1858, v. 5,
p. 611-645, por.)
Reprint, entitled, "Biographical
sketch of Horace Mann, LL. D."
[Hartford, Barnard, 1858.J t-t.-p.
cover+ -½-t.-p. + p. 611-656, .o.
Reprint, entitled, "Horace Mann."
(BARNARD, H: Memoirs of teachers.
. Part 1, v . 1. N. Y., Brownell,
1859. p. 365--404, por.)
Mann, Hora.ce. Remarks at the dedication of the state normal school-house
at Briclge11ater, August 19, 184cG.
(American journal of education, Dec.
1858, v. 5, p. 64.6-650.) (BARNARD,
H: Biographical sketch· of Horace
Mann, LL . D. [Hartford, 1858.J p.
646-630.) (BARXARD, H :, eel. 1\Iemoirs of tea chers .
. N. Y.,
1859, part 1, v. 1, p. 400- 404.) (Amer.
journ. educ., Sep. 1868, v.17; national
series 1 v. 1, p. 692-696.) (MANX, H .
Educational writings . . . . Boston, 1891, p. 217-227.)
[Barnard, H :] List of publications l 1y
Horace Mann, LL. D. (American
journal of e(lucation, Dec.1858, Y . 5, p.
651-652.) (BATIXARD, H: Biographical sketch of Horace Manu, LL. D.
[Hartford, 1858.J p. 651-652.) (Amer.
journ. educ ., Sep. 1865, Y. 15; n. s., v.
5, p. 537-538.)
Antioch college, Yellow Springs, Ohio.
Catalogue of Antioch college, for
the academical year 1858-9. Yellow
Springs, Ohio. Cincinnati, 1859. 4.0
p., 0.
Craig, Austin. (~Advertisement.) (Gospel heralcl [Columbus, Ohio], 20 Apr.
1859, v . 15, no. 51, p.1-2, 500 cm .)
Antioch college sold. (Gospel herahl,
20 Apr. 1 59, Y. 15, no. 51, p . 2, o1. 4-,
10 cm.)
Fay, Eli. Tho first church at Yellow
.~prings . ( 'ospel herald, 20 Apr.
1859, Y. 15, no. Gl, p. 2, col. 4, 19 cm .)
Knight, Jo. iab, t al.
'ommitte 's report. ( 'o pol herald, 20 Apr. 1859,
v. 15, no. 51, p. 2, col. 5-6 87 cm.)
Antioch college controYersy (The) .
c· nin uew ., 10 ,June 1u59, }), 2, 14.9
·m.)
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Mann, Horace. Letter from Hon. Horace
Mann. Broadside, 33xll cm .
Commencement exercises at Antioch.
(Xenia, news, 1 July 1859, p. 2, 65 cm.)
Reyburn claim on Antioch college (The)Resolutions of tho Bo::trd of trustees.
(Xenia n ews, 1 July 1859, p. 2, 7 cm.)
Commencement at Antioch college, of
Yellow Springs, Greene co., Ohio.
(Christian inquirer, 9 July 1859,v.13,
no. 41, p. 2, col. 4-6, 117 cm.)
[Fay, Eli, ed.] Rejoinder to I. W. Allen's
pseudo "History" of Antioch college.
Yellow Springs, 0. 1859. 252 p., D,
Antioch college, Yellow S1Jrings, Oltio.
Catalogue of Antioch college, of Yellow Springs, Greene co., Ohio, for
the acatlemical year 1859-60. Yellow Springs: H. H. Burkholder.
1859. 46 p., D.
Mann, Horace. Lectures on Yarious subjects: comprising Thoughts for a
young man. Poor an cl ignorant.
Rich and educated. The powers and
duties of woman. Demands of the
ag(I on colleges. Baccalaureate address. New York: Fowler ancl Wells.
1859. [Cop., 1850-1857.J 64-2 p., D.
por. Each lecture separately pagecl, ancl
all but the first 1cith separate title-pages.
Death of Horace Mann. (Boston daily
evening transcript, 3 Aug. 18391 v . 30,
no. 8978, p. 2, col. 1-2, 40 cm.) (op.
cit., 2d ed., p. 2, col.1, 40 cm.)
[Craig, Austin.] The death of Horace
Mann. (Christian heralcl and messenger,-1859, v.11, no. 25, p. 2-3, 120
cm.)
·B ellows, H:
To the scattered students and friends of Antiocli college.
(Christian herald an<l. messcnger,1859, v. 11, no. 251 p. 2, col. 4, 30 cm.)
(New-York tribune, - Aug. 1859, 15
cm.)
Death of Horace Mann. (De<llrn.m gazette, 6 Aug. 1859, v. 4.6, no. 28, p. 2,
col. 4-5, 74 cm.)
Death of Horace faun. (Boston daily
e,-ening transcript, 6 Aug. 1 59, v.
30, no. 89 1, p. 2, col. 2, 14 m.)
Helicon, psetul. Horace l\fann.
(Boston daily ev ning transcript, 6
Aug. 1859, v . 30, no. 981, p. 4, col.
1-2, 95 cm.) (Bo ton w Viy transcript, 10 Aug. 1859,
cm.) ( dham gazett , 13 Au". 1 5 , Y. 16, uo.
29, p. 2, ol. 1-2, 100 cm.)

,v.

Hon. Horace Mann. (Christian register, 6 Aug. 1859, v. 38, no. 32, p. 126,
col. 3, 32 cm.)
H - - - , J.M. Death of Hon. Horace
Mann. (Geneseo [N. Y.J republic, 10
Aug. 1839, no. 1G5; p. 2, col. 1-2, 62
cm.)
Late Horace Mann (The).
(Boston daiJy evening transcript, 11 Aug.
1859, v. 30, no. 8985, p. 2, col. 5-6, 62
cm.)
Hon. Horace Mann. (North western home
ancl school journal [.Chicago], 12
Aug. 1859, p. 2, 59 cm.)
Death of President Mann. (Gospel herald, 13 Aug. 1859.)
Tribute to Horace Mann. (Christian
inquirer, 13 Aug. 1859, Y. 13, no. 46,
p. 2, col. 2-3, 26 cm.)
Bellow£', H: ,v. Letter from Dr. Bellows. (Christian inquirer, 13 Aug.'
1859, v. 13, no. 46, p. 2, col. 3-5, 127
cm.)
Last hours of Hornce Mann. ( Christian
register, 13 Ang. 1859, v. 38, no. 33,
p. 130, col. 3-4, 16 cm .)
Views of immortality by Horace Mann.
(Boston daily evening transcript, 13
Aug. 1859, v. 30, no. 8987, 2d ed., p.
2, co1. 1, 19 cm.) •
Memorials of Horace Mann. (Dedham
gazette, 13 Ang. 1859, v. 46, no. 29,
p. 2, col. 1-4, 186 cm.)
Horace Mann. (Life illustrate<l. [N. Y.J,
13 Aug. 1859, v . 8, no. 250; 11. s., no.
16, p. 121-122, 176 cm.; por., llx:13
cm.)
Fay, Eli. Remarks made at the funernl
of Hon. Ilora.ce Mn.nu, president of
Antioch college. (Gospel herald
[Dayton, O.J, 20 Aug. 1859, v. 16, no.
16, p. 2, col. 2-4, 97 cm .) (Christian
in<J.uirer, 1!) NoY. 1 59, v. 14, no. 8, p.1,
col. 3-4, 76 cm.)
Death of Horace Mann. (Christian in<]_nirer, 20 Ang. 183!), v. 13, no. 47, p.1,
col. 4.-5, 41 cm.)
Late Ilornco Jann (The). (Chri tian regi ster, 20 Ang. 1 5 , v. 3 1 no. 3-i, p. 13-J,
col. 2-3, 81 cm.)
Antioch oll g . ( 'bri. tinn regi. t r, 20
Ang. 1 59, v. , 110. 3.J-, p. 13-1, ol. 4,
22 cm.)
Third day of tl1e in titut ' . . ion.
. . . (Bo ton <1nil · · ning tnw1
, l1·
. cript, -6 Ang. 185 ,
2, col. :3, iD cm.)
1
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Horace Mann. (Christian inquirer, 27
Aug. 1859, v.13, no. 48, p. 2, col. 2, 31
cm.)
S - - . Horace Mann. (Monthly religious magazine, Sep. 1859, v. 22, p.
201-206.)
Horace Mann. A biographical sketch.
(Wisconsin journal of education, Sep.
1859, v. 4, p. 86-88.)
Hon. Horace Mann. (Vermont school
journal, Sep. 1859, v. 1, p. 163-165.)
[Coggeshall, W: T.J Horace Mann.
(Ohio journal of education, Sep.1859,
V, 8, p. 276-278.)
Hon. Horace Mann, LL. D., class of 1819,
died
( Manufacturers' and
farmers' journal [Providence, R. I.],
7 Sep.1859, 17 cm.)
Sherwin, W. G. Last hours of Horace
Mann. (Cincinnati commercial, 7
·
Sep. 1859, 72 cm.)
Reprint, entitled, "The death-bed
of Horace Mann. Interesting letter
from one of his students." ( Christian inquirer, 1 Oct. 1859, v. 14, no. 1,
p. 1, col. 4-5, 86 cm.) (Boston journal, 1 Oct. 1859, v. 27, no. 8207, p. 5,
col. 6-7, 64 cm.)
Reprint, entitled, "Last hours of
Horace Mann. By one of his students." (Lawrence [Mass.] courier,
6 Oct. 1859, v. 14, no. 13, p. 1, col. 5,
68 cm.)
Antioch college, Yellow Springs, 0.Board of trustees. Report of the
Board of trustees of Antioch college.
_(Gospel herald, afte1· 9 Sep. 1859, 58
cm.)
Hall, E. B. The educator-Horace Mann.
A discourse, preached on Sunday,
September 4th, in the First congregational church, Providence. (Providence journal, 13 Sep. 1859, v. 30, no.
217, p. 1, .col. 1-3, 146 cm.) (Manufacturers' and farmers' journal
[Providence], 15 Sep. 1859, v. 38, no.
69, p. 4, col. 1-3, 146 cm.)
Memory of Horace Mann (The). (Christian inquirer, 10 Dec. 1859, v. 14, no.
11, p. 1, col. 4, 19 cm.)
Mann, Horace. Twelve sermons: delivered at Antioch college. Boston:
Ticknor and Field1J. 1860. 314 p.,
(s\nother clition.] Boston: Ticknor and E'ields. 1861. 314 p., O.

De Normandie, James. Horace Mann
as an educator.- (University quarterly, Jan. 1860, v. 1, p. 65-76.)
Statue of Horace Mann (The) . . . . (Boston daily evening transcript, 14 Mar.
1860, v. 31, no. 9167, p. 1, col. 2, 9 cm.)
Coggeshall, W: T. Character and services of Horace Mann. An address
before the Ohio teachers' association,
at Newark, July 5, 1860. (Ohio educational monthly, Sep. 1860, v. 9; n.
s., v. 1, p. 257-266.)
Mann, Horace. Liberty. Delivered before 1856, by Horace Mann. II.
(Christian inquirer [N. Y.], 27 July
1861, no. 772; v. 15, no. 44, p. 1, col.
1-7, 328 cm.)
[Mann, Horace. J Plan [ of district
school-house] recommended by HoraceMann. (A.mericanjournalofeducation, 1860, v. 9, p. 540-541, il.)
Mann, Horace. A lecture, on special
preparation, a prerequisite to teaching, 1838. (American journal of education, Sep. 1863, v. 13; n.s., v. 3,p.
507-522.)
Horace Mann-His early education.
(American educational monthly, Mar.
1864, v. 1, p. 65-66.)
Mann, Horace. The teacher's motives.
(American journal of education, June
1864, v. 14; n. s., v. 4, p. 277-304.)
(Wisconsin journal of education, v. 9,
n. s., v. 1: Oct. 1864, p. 97-109; Jan.
1865, p.171-177; Feb.1865, p.195-201.)
Mann, Mary. LifeofHoraceMann. By
his wife. Boston: Walker, Fuller,
and Company. 1865. 602 p., 0.
Second edition. Boston: Walker,
Fuller and Company. 1865. 11 609
p., 0. por.
[Another edition.] Boston, Lee
and Shepard, 1891. t-t.-p., por., 11
p.
p. 9-587, o.
Order of exercises at the inauguration of
the statue of Horace Mann in the
state-house grounds, July 4, 1865.
(Bost., 1865.J [3 p.J
Inauguration of the statue of Horace
Mann, in the state-house grounds,
Boston, Massachusetts, July 4, 1865:
with addresses of Gov. Andrew, John
D. Philbrick, President Hill, Dr. . G.
Howe, and others. Boston: Walker,
j
Full r~· Company. 1 65. 29 p., with
a photograph of the statue. Q.

+

+
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[Dana, R: H: J A conversation overheard
between the Webster and Mann
statues on the fourth of July. (Boston post, 12 July 1865, v. 67, no. 9, p.
1, col. 8, 27 cm.)
Horace Mann. Life of Horace Mann, by
his wife. (Boston post, 8 July 1865,
v. 67, no. 6, p. 1, col. 7, 22 cm.)
[Gilman, Daniel C.J Horace Mann. (Nation [N. Y.J, 20 July 1865, v. 1, p. 8788, 43 cm.)
[Walker, J. B.J Horace Mann. Life of
Horace Mann. By his wife. Boston:
Walker, J<,uller & Co. 1865. p. 602.
(Christian examiner, July 1865, v. 79;
s. 5, v. 17, p. 45-56.)
[Badger, H: Clay.] Horace Mann and
Antioch college. ( Christian examiner, Sep. 1865, v. 79; s.5, v.17, p.
252-264.)

Sea Urchin,pseud. FromBoston. Fewand-far-between letters . . . Miss
Ste b bins's Horace Mann . . . (NewYork semi-weekly tribune, 28 Nov.
1865, 77 cm.)
Hart, J. S. [Horace Mann.] (Princeton
review, 1866, v. 38, p. 74-94.)
Separate, entitled, "Review of the
Life of Horace Mann. From the Bib.
lical repository and Princeton review
for Jan nary 1866." [Princeton, 1866. J
24p., 0.
Sarmiento, Domingo Faustino. Horacio
Mann. (SARMIENTO, D. F. Las escuelas . . . , N. Y., 1866. p. 5069.)
Sarmiento, D. F. Vida de Horacio Mann.
(SARMIENTO, D. F.
Las escuelas
. . . , N. Y., 1866. p. 70-119.)

Massachusetts-Legislatiwe-House of
representatives. House .
No.
207. [Boston, Mar. 1867.] 4 p., 0.
Translation entitled, "Massachusets.
ala do representante .-Num.
207. Hepuhlica do Massacbusets.
Petif'ion al honorable s nado i sala
<le repr sentantes de la ropiiblica de
... fa ·achu ·ots. " (.Amba America,
1867,

Y,

1, p. 3-1-37,)

Horace Mann and popnlar cclncation.
(B ston daily v nin r trans cript 1
pr. 1 7, v. 10, 110. ll"HJ,
:p. -, col. 1, 17 c u1.)
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Mann, Horace. Thoughts selected from
the writings of Horace Mann. "I
hold education to be an organic necessity of a human being." Horace
Mann. Boston: H. B. Fuller and
Company. [1867.J 240 p., S.
Chadwick, J: W. Horace Mann. (Nation, 14 Mar. 1867, v. 4, p. 210-211.)
Mann, Horace. Lectures, and annual reports, on education. (MANN, Mary,
ed. Life and works of Horace Mann.
In five volumes. Vol. 2.) Cambridge: published jo1· the edito1·. 1867
[cop. 1866]. 12+571 p., 0.
Atkinson, W: P. Life and works of
Horace Mann. Edited by Mrs. Mary
Mann, in five ·volumes. Vol. II.,
Lectures and annual reports on education. Cambridge: published for
the editor. 12 mo, pp. 571. (Massachusetts teacher, June 1867, v. 20; s.
3, v. 2, p. 216-218.)
Mann, Horace. Annual reports on education. (MANN, Mary, ed. Life and
works of Horace Mann. In five volumes. Vol. 3.) Boston : Horace B.
Fuller. 1868 [cop.1867]. 12+758p.,O.
Mann, Horace. The study of physiology in schools. (Library of education .
. ,v.3.) NewYork,J. W.
Schermerho1·n <f Co. First editionMarch, 1869. t.-p. cover+t.-p., 152
p., s.
Barnard, R: Uses made of educational
statistics of census of 1840. (American journal of edncation, 1870, v. 19;
n. s., v. 3, p. 837-850.)
Mann, Horace. School teachers and superintendents. Convention of teachers and superintendents of public
schools, held at Philadelphia, October 17, 18, and 19, 1849. (American
journal of eclucation, 1873, v.24; n.
s., v. 8, p. 330-336.)
Horace Mann aucl George Peabody.
(Rhode Island schoolmaster, op.
1 73, v.19, p. 311-323.)
[Prospectus of publication of portraits
of Hora o fann ancl J<..nnna \Villanl.]
( ... w-Englancl journal of dnc:ition,
4. D c. 1 7-;, v. 2, p. 2:, -~i>fl 52 ·111.)
Mann, Horn e. Dr. , ':umH·l r, How·.E.·tra ·t frorn a. e rrnon 1 y th lat1
Horan .. fann. (.. · w-J:n rlan,l jo11r1 nl of Pllll ·ation, 2!) Jun. 1 76 Y.
p. 1' --1, 167 •m. )
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Phelpi::, W: F. Brief sketch of Horace
M:rn:o. (Pennsyl-ntnia, school ,ionrnnl, Apr. 1876, v. 24-, p. 323-325.)
W - - , L. Horace Mann.

(New-England journal of education, 3 June
1876, v. 3, p. 267, col. 3, 32 cm.)
Mann, Mary. Horace Mann. (New-Englarnl journal of e<.lucation, 13 Juno
18,8, v. -7, p. 373-37-!, 72 cm.)
Mann, Mary. Horace Mann. (Scientific
American impplerucnt, 20 Jul. 1878,
v. G, no. 133, p. 2115-2116.)
Saffi, Giorgina. Di Orazio Mann e delle
sue hleo sull' educa.zioue-n, G. A.
Beccari. (La. donna [Bologna], 30
July 1877, anno 9, scrie 2, no. 298, p.
2865-2867. )
Laboulaye, E. Cenno biogrn.fico sopra
Orazio Mann. (Ladonna [Bologna J,
30 July 1877, anno 9, serio 2, no. 298,
p. 2867-2871.)
Educational works of the late Hon.
Horace Mann (The). (Boston daily
advertiser, 4 Mar. 1878, v. 131, no. 54-,
p. 2, col. 4-5, 49 cm.)
Phelpe, W: I<'. Horace Mann. (Chautauqua, text-books. No. 14.) New
York: Philli1Js g· Hunt. Cincinnati:
Hitchcock <J Walclen. 1879.
t.-p.
cover+ t.-p., 56 p., T.
[Another edition. J New York:
Phillips <S· Hunt . Cincinnati: Walden <J· Stowe, 1883. t.-p. cove1· + t.-p.,
56 p., T.
Tyson, Robert A. Biographical sketch
of Horace Mann. (School journal
[r-ew York], 2 Apr. 1881, no. 487; v.
18, no. 14, y,. 9, col. 1-2, 32 cm.)
Beedy, Mary E., sign. M. E. B. Antioch
college. (Cincinnati commercial, 26
June 1881, 37 cm.)
Wendte, C: W. Antioch college. A defcn, o of Horace Mann-The school
to be reopened . (Cincinnati gazette,
23 Jan.1882?, 58 cm.)
Mann, Horace. [Portrait.] (Education,
May-June 1 2, v. 2, no. 5, frontispiec .)
Guild, Reuhen A. Horace Mann. (Providen~e journa1, 23 ct. 1882, Y. 57, no.
23-!, p. , col. 6, 18 cm.)
Gaufres, I. J. Horace ~fa.nn, promoteur
d 1'in. tr11ctinn popu1airo aux Etatsrni . . . . Paris, 1881. t.-p. cover
+t.-1) 2 p.,

Teachers (The) at Ne11port.
P.rofessor Amos Hadley's paper upon
'' Horace Mann."
(Boston
morning journal, 10 July 1885, v. 52,
no. 17163, p. 4, col. J-3.)
Gaufres, M. J. Educateurs franya,is et
ctrangers: Horace Mann, premier
secretaire du Conseil d'education du
Massachusetts. (Revue pedagogique,
15 Dec. 1885, 11. s., v. 7, no. 12, p.
524-544.)
Hadley, Amos. Horace Mann: his life
and example.
(Ai\IERICAN INSTITUTE OF IXSTRUCTIO:N"-56/h annual
meeting. Lectures.
. Newport, H. I., July 7-10, 1885. Boston:
1Villa1·cl Small. 1886. p. 199-229.)
Gaufres, l\L J. Educateurs fra111;ais et
ctrangers: Horace Mann president
du college d' Antioche. (Revue peclagogique, 15 Mar. 1887, n. s., v. 10, no.
3, p. 199-2:22.)
Weston, J: B. Horace Mann: a, view
of his life and its meaning. A memorial address cleliv-erecl at the unveiling of his monument at Antioch
college, Yellow Springs, Ohio. New
York, Fowle·1· 9· Wells Co., 1887. 2
por., 24 p., D.
Keith, Mary Richardson. Hornce Maun.
(New England magazine, Aug. 1890,
v. 8; n. s., v. 2, p. 653-659, il., por.)
Mann, Horace. Annual reports of the
secretary of tho Board of education
of Massacht1setts for tho years 18371838 including tho first annual report
of the Boaru of etlucation to which
are prefixed Lectures on education.
(Life a,nd works of Horace Mann.
Vol. 2.) Boston, Lre ancl She1Jal'(l,
1891. . : . 20
571 p., o.
Mann, Horace. Annual reports of the
secretary of the Board of education
of Massachusetts for tho years 18391844. (Life and works of II< rnce
Mann. Vol. 3.) Boston, Lee a1ul She1Ja)'(?, 1 91.
. 6
4.66 p., 0.
Mann, Horace. Annual report~ of tho
secretary of the Board of ecluca.tion
of Massachusetts for tho years 18151848 and Oration d ·livorccl before the
authorities oftbo c-ity of Boston, July
4, 1 12. (Life and works of Horace
fann. Vol. 4.) Bo··ton, Lee an<l hepal'l, 1 Dl.
. G
4.03 p.,

+

+

+
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Mann, Horace. Educational writings of
Horace Mann containing contributions to the Common school journal
and addresses of the president of
Antioch college with an appendix
containing a review of Horace Mann's
work and writings by F elix Pecaut.
(Life and works of Horace Mann.
Vol. 5.) Boston, L ee and Shepar£l,
1891. . . . 6 + 1 + 573 p., 0.
Martin, G: H. Horace Mann and the revi val of education in Massachusetts.
(Educational review [N. Y.J, May
1893, v. 5, l). 434-450.)
Martin, G: H. The evolution of the
Massachusetts public school system.
A historical sketch. (International
education series. Vol. 29.) New
York, D . .Appleton and Company 1894.
20
'
284 p., 0.

+

Wells, Charlotte Fowler. Horace Mann,
LL. D. (Phrenological journal. . .,
[N. Y.J, Feb, 1894, v. 97, no. 2, p. 8185, por.)
Wells, C. F. Sketches of phrenoloo-ical
biography. Horace Mann, LL. D.
(Phrenologicaljournal . . ., Mar.
1894, v. 97, no. 3, p. 136-139.)
Well~, C. F. Sketches of phrenological
biography. Horace Mann, LL. D.
III. (Phrenological journal . . .,
Apr. 1894, v. 97, no. 4, p.197-201.)
Sabin, H: H orace Mann's country school.

Read before the National educational
association at Asbury Park, New
Jersey, July 13, 1894. Des Moines,
Iowa: 1894. t.-p. cover+ 8 p., 0.
Second edition. Same i11iprint.
Sabin, H:

Extracts from the writings
of Horace Mann. Prepared at the
Department of puulic instruction.
To be used in normal institutes and
afterwards by teachers in their
school work. (IOWA-Depa1·tmen t of
1ntblic instruction.
Circular of information no. 5, 1 96.)
es }foincs:
196. Sp.,
Lang,
ssian TI.
Editorial notes.
(, 'chool journal [.:•. Y. ], 15 Fch.1 D
v. 52, no. 7, p.181, col.1, 7 cm.)
Mann, Horace. '1110 pil 1im :mcl · 111a ion .
( 'ch ol jonrnal. 2!.l F h .
1 6, v . 52, no. , p. 237, col. 2, 10 cm.) 1

Edwards, R: The ri e and progre s of
normal schools in the nitecl States.
. III-IV. (Public schooljonrnal [Bloomington, Ill.J, nos. 168-169,
1896, v.15 : Mar., no. 7, p. 351-358;
A.pr., no. 8, p.407-411.)
"Horac e Mann was tho greatest cducn.tional force" .
(Education
[Boston], A.pr.1896, Y. 16, no. 8, p. 497,
13 lines.)
Harris, ,v: Torrey. Horace Mann celebration. (School news & 1-mtctical
educator [Taylorville & Chicago,
Ill.], Apr. 1896, v . 9, no. 10, p. 21, col.
2, 7 cm.)
Horace Mann centennial (Th e) . (Public
school journal [Bloomington, Ill.],
A.pr. 1896, no. 169; v. 15, no. 8, p. 444,
21 cm.)
Honor Horace Mann (To). Hundredth
anniversary of his birth to be celebrated in gala style. (New York
herald, 3 A.pr. 1896, 61st year, no.
21774, p. 7, col. 1, 10 cm.)
Sutton, Vv. S., supt. of schools. Circular
no. 9, 1893-'96. Office of the su1)erintendent of schools, Houston, Texas,
.April 8, 1896. To principals and
teachers:
. 4 p., 0.
Vaile, E. 0. The influence of Horace
Mann: (Intelligence [and tho schoolmaster] [Oak Park & Chicago], 15
Apr. 1896, no. 308; v.16, no. 8, p. 121,
col. 2, 24 cm.)
Vaile, E. 0. Life and work of Horace
Mann. (Intelligence .
., nos.
308-309, 1896, v. 16: 15 Apr., no. 8, p.
123-125, 16.J, cm.; 1 May, no. 9, p.
138-1-J J, 298 cm.)
Horace Mann centennial. It shoulu. be
obser--ved on May 4, by tho educators
of the country. (Connecticut school
journal [Meriden, Ct.] , 18 Apr.1896,
v. 1, no. 3, p. 7, col. 2, 18 cm .)
Bases of school sy,tem . ( 'onnccticnt
school journal, 18 .Apr. 1 !J6, Y . 1, no.
3, p. 7, col. 3, 7 cm. )
Normal collego (T110). (1 ·cw;York daily
tribune, 27 Apr. 1 !JG Y. !:iii no. 1 0 1,
part 2, p. lG, ol. G H m.)
Hcrace Mann c· 1 bra.tion. Ju1cr tinrr
•Ycnt t 1, hr·l<l at ·ormal ·1Jll ,T
n ·-·t )lon1la,,·. (. • w • rl· tinw , !H
Apr. 1 !1,, "· J:;,
C'Ol. 7. i- 111.)

110.

1:3' ,~, pnrt 2 p. 10,
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Horace Mann's birthday. The memory Whiting, Lilian. Life in Boston. The
centennial celebration of Horace
of the educator to be honored at the
Normal college. (New-York daily
Mann. The great educator. "BP.
tribune, 28 Apr. 1896, Y. 56, uo. 18062,
ashamed to die until you win vicp. 8, col. 4, 20 cm.; por.) ·
tory. " Mary Peabody Mann-The
Horace Mann celebration.
Mayor
Peabody family-A servant of the
Strong will make one of the adgods. (Daily inter ocean [Chicago],
dresses of welcome. (Commercial
2 May 1896, v. 25, no. 39, part 2, p.16,
advertiser [N. Y.J, 28 Apr.1896, v. 99,
col. 1-3, 138 cm. ; por.)
no. 180, p. 5, col. 2, 9 cm.)
Normal college (The). In honor of Horace
Honor of Horace Mann's birthday.
Mann. (Evening post [N. Y.], 2 May
(Evening telegram [N. Y.J, 28 Apr.
1896, v. 95, p. 18, col. 1, 15 cm.)
1896, Y. 29, no. 9415, 4 cm.)
'' l.00th anniversary (The) of the birth of
In honor of Horace Mann. Hundredth
Horace Mann, the great"
anniversary of his birth to be cele.
(Critic [N. Y.J, 2 May 1896, v. 25, no.
brated. (Evening telegram [N. Y.],
741, p. 321, col. 2, 4 cm.)
29 Apr. 1896, v. 29, no. 9416, 12 cm.)
Birthday of Horace Mann. His labors Horace Mann and his work. (Buffalo
commercial, 2 May 1896, v. 64, no.
for schools of this state recalled.
21196.)
The 100th anniversary of his birth
fittingly commemorated 1y the Mas- Parker, Francis W. Hero of the American common schools. Centennial of
sachusetts woman suffrage associathe birth of Horace Mann, g reatest
tion -Ad<lresses by Mr. John 0.
American educator. (Sunday timesNorris and others. (Boston herald,
29 Apr. 1896, v. 99, no. 120, p. 6, col. 8,
herald [Chicago], 3 May 1896, 15th
20cm.)
year, no. 360, part 4, p. 39, col. 1-3, 163
"Horace Mann's birthday will be cele-"
cm.; por.)
(Springfie1d [Mass. J daily Horace Mann. (Sunday herald [Bosrepublican, 29 Apr. 1896, p. 6, col. 1,
ton], 3 May 1896, v. 99, no. 124, p. 12,
8 cm.)
col. 2-3, 53 cm.)
Talk of Horace Mann (To). (Boston post, [Winship, A. E.J Horace Mann's great
30 A1)r. 1896, p. 4, col. 7, 4 cm.)
fight. His controversy with thirtyHorace Mann's birthday. Honors for
one Boston schoolmasters. A chapter
the groat friend of public schools.
in his career with which the public
(Jersey City [N. J.J journal, 30 Apr.
is not generally familiar.-His tri1:.96, v. 29, no. 305, p. 6, col. 2, 12 cm.)
umph-'romorrow is the 100th anniWinship, Albert E.
Horace Mann.
versary of his birth-Sketch of his
(Congregationalist, 30 Apr. 1896, v.
life. (Sunday herald [Boston], 3 May
81, no. 18, p. 701, col. 2-3, 46 cm.)
1896, v. 99, no. 124, p. 34, col. 2-4, 168
Winship, Albert E. Horace Mann, the
cm.; por.)
educator. Boston: lvew England pubBorn beneath the same star. Historian
lishing co. 1896. +101 p., D. por.
Sabin, H: Horace Mann, how he influPrescott and educator Mann h ave
enced my life. (Kinilergarten magacentennial celebrations to-morrow.
zine [Chicago], May 1896, v. 8, p.
FromMay4, 1796, to 1896. The double
G21-625 .)
centennial an affair of great pnblic
Charles, T: Reminiscences of Horace
and literary interest. (New York
Mann while at Antioch college by
herald 1 3 May 1896, no. 21804; 61 t
ono of hiB students. (Kindergarten
year, no. 124, section 6, p. 13: col. 5,
magazine, May 1 96, v. , no. 9, p.
cm., por.; col. 6, 53 cm.; por.)
626-631, por.)
Weston, live E. How a kindergartner One hundredth anniversary of the hirthday of Horace Mann, fir t secretary
was in pired by Horace fann. (I inMa saohusett tate bo'lrcl of ducaclergart n m~gazinP, May 1 96, v. ,
tion,
ec1ncator, pnhlicist,
no .", p. 5-&.lG.)
philanthropL t . As ociation hall,
Horace Mann's c utennial.' (Daily inter
0(' •: 1l [ hi
go] 2 • lay 1 !J >, Y. 25,
Pat rson-New Jersey. 1796 1 6.
n . 3', part 2, p. 12 col. 1-2, 2 cm .)
[Paterson, 4r, J., 1 96.] 3 p.,
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Horace Mann To the students in the
public schools Reprinted by the
Commissioners of public instruction,
Paterson, N. J., as a souvenir of the
Horace Mann anniversary, May 4th,
1896. [Paterson, N. J., 1896.J t. -p.
cover + 12 p., D.
Horace Mann. (New-Yorker staatszeitung, 4 May 1896, jahrg. 62, no.
107, p. 4, col. 4, 22 cm.)
Horace Mann's gedachtnis (Zu). Die
100. wiederkehr seines wiegenfestes.
In Normal college wird diesel be
heute a bend festlich begangen.-Au~
dem thatenreichen leben des padagogeh. (New-Yorker staats-zeitung,
4 May 1896, jahrg. 62, no. 107, p. 9,
col. 1, 43 cm.; por.)

Mann memorial. Exercises to-day in
the chapel of the Normal college.
(New York recorder, 4 May 1896, v.
11, no. 1899, p. 5, col. 7, 14 cm.)
In honor of Horace Mann. Speakers at
the anniversary of his birth. (Commercial advertiser [N. Y.J, 4 May
1896, v. 99, no. 185, p. 5, col. 1, 7 cm.)

Notable anniversary (A). (Providence
[R. I.] journal, 4 May 1896, v. 68, no.
107, p. 6, col. 2, 34 cm.)
Horace Mann. One hundredth anniversary of his birth to be celebrated.
He was a graduate of Brown university class of 1819. Distinguished for
his interest in educational progress
in Massachusetts.-Other services to
the commonwealth.
(Providence
[R. I.] journal, 4 May 1896, v. 68, no.
107, p. 10, col. 4-5, 59 cm.; por.)

Some facts about Horace Mann, whose
hundredth birthday is to be celebrated this week-What he did for the
schools of Massachusetts. ( pringfield [Mass.] daily republican, 4 May
1896, p. 8, col. 3, 63 cm.) ( pringfield weekly republican, 8 May 1896,
63 cm.)
Horace Mann and his work Today the
annirnr. ary.
f the hirth of tllo
famous edncator-,Ya born 100 yca1·s
ago-Hi
revolutionary 111 tlJocl .
( 'prin~ficld [Mas .. ] union, -1 ~lay
1896, v . 33, no. 122, p. 10, ·ol. 1, Dl m.)
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Horace Mann. His birthday to be observed in the schools. Founder of
the comm.on school system-Interes.ting sketch of education and rise to
prominence. (Times-democrat [New
Orleans, La.], 4 May 1896, v. 33, no.
14208, p. 3, col. 6, 47cm.; por.)
~oraceMann centenary. May 4th, 1796,
May 4th, 1896. [Yellow Springs, 0.,
1896.J ½-t.-p. cover+ 32 p., T. il.
Horace Mann's memory (To). Addresses
at the Normal college on the life and
work of the great educator. (NewYork daily tribune, 5 May 1896, v. 56,
no. 18069, p. 2, col. 5, 8 cm.)
In Horace Mann's memory. Impressive
exercises at the Normal college. Addresses by President Hunter, Mayor
Strong, United States Education
Commissioner Harris and others.
(New-York daily tribune, 5 May 1896,
v. 56, no.18069, p. 2, col. 5, 19·cm.)
In memory . of Horace Mann. Public
men and educators join in praising
his work. (Commercial advertiser
[N. Y.J, 5 May 1896, v. 99, no.186, p. 5,
col. 2, 28 cm.; por.)
Great educator ( A). Commemoration of
Horace Mann's 100th uirthday. At
the Normal college. Mayors of four
cities among the able men on the
platform. Brief address by Mr.
Strong. The principal speech was
delivered by United States Commissioner of education Harris. (Morning advertiser [N. Y.J, 5 May 1896, v.
5, no.1794, p. 2, col. 5, 39 cm.; por.)
All due honor to Horace Mann. Great
educator is warmly eulogized at the
Normal college. A century since his
birth. Memory of the lawyer, statesman and benefactor kept green by
men who tell to enthusiastic crowds
the great and good work he did for
education and for women. (New
York rec.order, 5 May 1896, v. 11, no.
1900, p. ,1, col. 5, 54. cm.; por.)
Work of Horace Mann. Educators meet
in memory of the school reformer.
great gatherinrr in tll Normal college-Acl<lre ac"' hy l'rc ill nt Hunter Mayor tro11g Uuitocl tat s ommi~sioner Harris, Pr sidcnt Hall of
Clark nniv r it) , ta.t 111wrint nclent , 'kinner, and oth •r:,i. ( T.-Y.
times, r- May 1 96, v. 1:i no. l' I , p.
8, col. 1-2, 60 cw.)
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Horace Mann's birthday. Its hundredth anniversary commemorated.
J\fayor Strong's speech. (Sun [N. Y.],
51\fay 1896, v. 63, no. 2J8, p. 2, 4, 8 cm. )

"Not another clay in the history of
Amcri-" . . .
(Morning times
[Washington, D. C.], 10 Mny 1896, v.
3, no. 785, p. 24, col. 2-3, 16 cm.)

In honor of Horace Mann. One hundredth anniversary of the educator's
birth cele·brated. (New York press,
5 May 1896, v. 9, :no. 3079, p. 9, col. 4,
11 cm.}
BhrenHoraceMann's(Zu). Eine wiirdige
feier des 100. geburtstages des yordienstvollen mannes. (Now-Yorker
staats-zeitnng, 5 May 1896, jahrg. 62,
no. 108, p. 9, col. 5, 21 cm.)
"Exercises (The) in honor of the 100th
birthday" .
(Evening post
[N. Y.J, 5 May 1896, v. 95, p.10, col. 1,
4 cm.)

Wilbur, Mrs. Eliza Scott, born Mann.
Horace }\faun's home life as seen l>y a
Springfiel(l woman. Mrs. Eliza:;_\fau n
Wilbur who spent a part of her childhood in bis family tolls her memories.
(Springfielcl (Mass.] Sunday republican, 10 May 1896, p. 8, col. 1-2, 7-!
cm.; por.) (Springfiel<.1 weekly republican, 15 May 1896, p. 9, col. 5-G,
U cm.; por.)

Birthday of Horace Mann (The) observed
in various pla,ces in western Massaclrnsetts. (Springfield [Mass.] daily
republican, 5 May 1896, p. 5, col.1, 14
cm.)
WillhonorHoraceMann.- . . . (Herald of gospel liberty [Dayton, O.], 7
May 1896, v. 88, no. 19, p. 305, col. 2,
4 cm.)
[Summerbell, J. J.] Horace Mann.
(Herald of gospel liberty [Dayton,
O.J, 7 May 1896, v. 88, no. 19, p. 313,
col. 1, 10 cm.)
Horace Mann. Eloquent tri lrntes to the
-promoter of tho public school and
founderofnormal training. ("Weekly
paufagraph [Bloomington, Ill.], 8
l\Jay 1896, v. 50, no. 19, part 1, p. 7, col.
3, 37 cm.)
[Long, Daniel Albright.] "Prest. Mann
receivecl the keys from" .
(Yellow prings [O.J review, 8 May
1896, v. 16, no. 42, p. 3, col. 4, 5 cm.)
Long, Daniel Albright. Horace Mann.
The one hundredth annfrersary of
this distingnu heel man appropriately
celebrated at Antioch college last
Monday-A number of excellent
peccbea were mac.lo and the day
pl a.-antly spent. ( rellow • pringa
[O.] review, 8 Iay 1896, v.16, no. 42,
p. ! col.1-4, 12 cm.)
"Centennial (The) of the birth of Horace
~I. nu was le-'' .
. (Ont1ook
[ •. ',],
J. y 1 00, Y. 5 , D . 1 , J>,
11 col.1-2,21 m.)

Long, Daniel Albright. Horace Mann.
(YeUow Springs [O.J review, 15 May
1896, v.16, no. 43, p. 2, col. 1-2, 53 cm.)
"Celebration (The) of the annirnrsaries
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CHAPTER XVIII.
CORRELATION OF STUDIES.
[The two following papers continue the discussion aroused by the report of the
_Committee of Fifteen; from a new point of view.]

ISOLATION AND UNIFICATION AS BASES OF COURSES OF STUDY. 1

By Emerson E. White, LL. D., Columbus, Ohio.

An important condition in the development of any science is the use of clearly
de.fined terms to denote its facts and principles. This is strikingly illustrated in the
development of the · natural and physical sciences. The terminology of chemistry,
physics, and biology has made these sciences possible. It is difficult to see how they
could be presented in language without the use of definite technical terms, not only
to_ denote~phenomena, but principles and laws. Most of the terms in the present
science of electricity lie outside of the vocabulary of the general scholar, and are
known only to specialists in the science. The same is true, to a, greater or less
degree, of all the modern trades, professions, and arts. Each has a large glossary of
technical terms peculiar to itself, each term having a definite meaning.
. It is one of the recognized infelicities of the science of psychology that so many of
its terms are in general literature, where they are used with varying and often
diverse significations. Indeed, one of the :first conditions of the intelligent reading
of a work on psychology is the determining of the definite meaning of the terms used
by the author-not always an easy task. No psychologist who uses important terms
in different senses, or with the meaning obscure, can be a successful author. This is
specially true in that branch of psychology known as moral science or ethics. Much
of the inconclusive and fruitless discussion which besets the student of ethics is due
to the fact that the disputants use terms in different senses. A common source of
disagreement is the use of words by one party with a larger or smaller content than
the other, and this is true even when these contents contain a considerable common
element.
We thus approach one of the serious obstacles in the development of a science of
pedagogy. Its torminology presents a most striking contrast to that of the physical
sciences. Many of its terms are borrowed from psychology and ethics, not a fow
from philosophy, and these from authors who use the same terms in different senses.
Indeed, the science of pedagogy has a very small vocabulary of technical terms,
which are used by all writers with the same meaning. This fact is the source of wi<le
confusion in thought and much fruitless discussion. It must be ovident to every
careful observer that the movement in recent pedagogical inquiry ja the reyerae of
the movement in other moden1 sciences. Insteacl of careful difforent,iation ancl the
use of special terma to clenot , thing!'! that <liff r, there is in pedagogy m1H·h ambitions generalization and then of tcrmR that e.·pr ss indefinit nn,l V&ll'ne entitiesterm tlwt have h n nppropri:ite1Y cnllecl "hlanl et wonlti," inc·o they so readily
cov r a rroup of c1ivor. 1• irl
I frnnkl 'c-011frs!-I that I read articl s an,l Ii ten to
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addresses on pedagogy that baffle my understanding, not, as I flatter myself, because
they a.re too deep for me, but because of their vagueness and obscurity. Much of
the present conflict of opinion in pedagogy is largely due to the fact that those who
differ do not understand each other, and ~tis doubtful if each one always understands himself.
·we have an instructive e:s:ample of this difficulty in the discussion of the past year
over the place ani.l value of" correlation/' "coordination/' a,nd "concentration" in
school instruction. Tho cliscussion has been n, Babel confusion of ideas, if not of
tongues, anc1 well-meant attempts to settle the pedag~giG,al meaning of these terms
haYo only added to tho confusion. After all that has been said, several writers for
tho _educational journals arc using tho incongruous terms coordination and concentr"ation as synonymous. Ono of the surprises of the profession was the expressed
e:s:pectation that a. recent report on tho" correlation of studies" would be devoted to
a discussion of the theory of concentration!_
The desire to be understood in tho present paper has led me to avoid, as far as
possible, theso badly mixed up terms, and to use instead terms that are morn <lcfi.nite and fundamental. For this purpose I have selected the terms "isolation" and
"unification" as denoting opposite processes and results.
The term isolation, p,S used herein, denotes the separation of a branch of study
from other branches for tho purposes of instruction-tho teaching of it in a separate
exercise. I do not use the term in the sense of c::s:clusion. The isolation of a branch
of knowledge in instruction does not involve the exclusion of all the facts and skill
that may have their origin in other branches. Por e:xample, tho isolation of arithmetic as a school exercise does not mean that the data for its problems may not be
taken from another branch of study. It simply means the making of instruction and
drill in number tho central and controlling en<l of tho exercise, tho unit of activity.
The same is true of isolation as applied to the other branches of tho course.
Tho term unification is used in a contrary sense. The unification of two or more
branches of study means their union in instruction in such manner as makes them
one branch, with n. common sequence of fa,cts, and taught with a common eml or purpose. Tho term is not limitet.1. to any particular mode of uniting the se-veral subjects.
For our present purpose it makes no difference whether they are united as coordinate clements, or whether ono is ma<le the principal or core and the others suborc1inatecl to it, us we construct complex sentences.
The term unification is, however, c::s:clusive of isofation. It docs uot inclm1e tho
teaching of branches in separate exercises, however skillfully these exercises n.re
related to each other. If two branches are taught in separate exercises7 each having
its appropriate and special development, they are not unified in any true petlagogical sense. For the purposes of instruction they are isolated. Nor is this fact of
iso1ation changed if the several separate exercises all center in the pupil and actnally contribute to one teaching result. All rational instruction necessarily centers
in the pupil, and in this respect methods do not essentially differ. The essential fact
in complete unification is the unity of the subjects or branches in actual instructiontheir oneness in the teaching process.
This leads to the natural did. ion of the studies of a school course into-coordinate
grou11s or unities. Fo;tunately this subject has been too ably and too cxha.usti;-ely
discus. ed in this presence to ref1uiro further elucidation. The only q_ue tion is "·hethcr
there arc more or le s than fh-e coordinate groups of studie . Dr. Harris admits
that thero is a sixth coordinate group of lrnowledge, tho oue ihat iucluc.1.Qs religious
truth-the fifth in Dr. Thomas Hill's "hierarchy of stuclies;·' ancl Dr. De G:mno·s
earnest plea. for the recognition of three coor<l.inate groups, the third being called tbe
"economic," nctessitate ·, if conceded, tho adding of a. se,enth coordinate group-a
group that inclucles drawing, constructio11, boqk keeping, etc., antl 1Jettcr c1esignute<1
as th "indu. trial art" group. "'Whether these two additional coon1ina.to groups
b , or lie uot recognizeu. as belonging to the school course does not ·oucern our
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present purpose. The important fact is that, while these coordinate groups, whether
five or seven, have certain interrelations-, they have n, different oTigin, a clifferent
law of sequence, aud, as n, consequence, a different development; aml it follows that
no one of tliese• coordinate groups can be united with another coordin~te group by
making the one or tlie other subordin:1te. Coordinate entities can not be unified on
tlie principle of subordination. This is a fact of prime importance in pedagogy. If
the existence of coordinate groups of studies be once conceded, the Ziller theory of
concentration is left in the air, since this involves subordin:1tion.
It is alsu plain that, in discussing the question of unification, a. clear distinction
must be made between the unifying of allied subjects in the same grnup and the
unifying of subjects that belong in different coordinate groups. A failure to observe
this distinction is resulting in much confusion. There is necessarily a close relation
between subjects in the same natural group, and their union at different points in
instruction may, as a consequence, be both feasible and desirable. But the unifying
of co0rdinate branch.es is n, different matter. Take, for example, the several subjects
that make up the mathematfoal group. Whether arithmetic, algebra, and geometry
shall be fought tand em, or the clements of algebra and concrete geometry rnn n,breast
of arithmetic in tho latter part of the arithmetical course, is a pedagogical que~-tion
that can be best settled by experience. This is simply the proper correl~tion of
allied subjects within a group . But the harnessing of mathematic.a- to hi.story or to
natural science is another procedure. It constitutes a ten.m of pedagogic animals
that do not naturally travel tho same road or in the same direction.
The unifying of allied subjects within a group and the unification of sepamte
coordinate groups are very different pedagogic problems. Tho distinction bas a
n,ncl - and the signs X and -:}?::trallel iu the clifference of the poy•;rers of the signs
in algebra, the former denoting :relations between terms and the latter the relations
of numbers within a tel!m. It is important to keep this distinct ion in mind, for it is
easy t o pick out facts, and oven gi:onps of facts, in n.llied subjects which are so
closely rebtecl that they may be taught together with obvious advantage, and then
cite these instances as evidence that unificn..tion is a unhersal principle of teaching.
It should n.lso bo kept in mind. that tho unifying of closely rebte(l facts <:>r groups
of facts selected from separate branches is not the unification of tho branches as
wholes. :A. teacher may, for example, use the transparency of glass to illustrate the
meaning of a lucid style in writing, but this would hardly be tho uniiication of
physics and rhetoric. The pedagogic purpose is not to teaich the tr:1napnrenry of
glass. The same is true when tho skill acquiretl in one branch is used as an aid in
t e:1ch.ing another. Thus, skill in drawing may be utilized in te n.cl.ting geography,
but this is not, in any true sense, tho unification of drawing and geop;raphy, antl,
whenever it may be desirable to call such a 1)rocednre unification, care should be
taken not to broaden the moaning to a unifying of tho branches of study.
\Ve are prepared to ask whether either isofation or unification can 1;e made the
basis of n, course of study. It may be helpful in th.is inquiry to note that each of
these principles ma.y have three quite distinct degrees of applica,tion, as follows:
INS0L.A.TIO:N".-First degree : Complete; all lm:mches tanght s parate]y tbroug11out
th<' <;our ·e. Seconcl degree : General isolation, with inciclental blon(lings; c. pecially in
primary instruction, incl nding the ln.nguage arts. Thircl degree: Coonlinat branches
for development and dril1, with rational blenclings of alli <1 subjeets when relations
are close and helpful; cspecialJy in elementary in truction.
~IFICATIO~.-Tltircl clcgl'ee: .Allied subj cts at I oints of close relation, c. !)<"Cit lly
in elementary instruction, with isolation of all coor,linato br::mche. for p · •ial <lcv •l01nnent au,l drill. , econcl degree: Groups; a.11 branches united in tv; or thr o
coordinate gronps, <'ach with a. central cor ; incidental isolation of brnn,·Jw:; for
special cleyelopmcnt aucl drill. Firi;t cle[J1'Ce : Complete; all branch •s uuitetl i 11 one
or"'anic whol , with a. central core.
It is h ·re seen hat i. olation is co ·i<lered corupl te wh nit appli • t ca ·h bran ·h
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of instruction, whether the end be knowledge or skill, and to each branch from the
beginning to the end of the course. It seems unnecessary to add that this degree
of isolation is not found in the American school. Spelling and reading were united
more or less closely long before I was a pupil, and the same has long been true of the
elements ·1n other allied branches. Complete isolation is neither practicable nor
desirable.
The second degree of_ isolation more nearly represents the practice of the modern
school. The coordinate groups of studies are isolated in instruction, except in the
lowest grades, and the well-defined branches in each group are taught, as a rule, in
separate exercises. There is, however, an increasing blending of the school arts,
especially in primary grades, the arts of reading, spelling, writing, and language
having many close relations and possibly int6runions. Advantage is also taken of
the natural relations between allied subje-0ts, and there is much incidental blending
of these subjects in actual instruction. But in many schools unification is not intelligently sought as an end. What is done in this direction is incidental, and only the
more simple associations are attempted. Isolation is the dominant principle, unification being inciuental and exceptional.
The third degree of isolation will be best explained in connection with the same
degTee of unification.
Complete unification is the blending of all subjects and branches of study into
one whole and the teaching of the same in successive sections. When this union is
effected by making one group or branch of study in the course the center or core
and subordinating all other subjects to it, the process is properly called the concentration of studies. In such a unification of subjects the principle of sequence and
development of the central or core study necessarily dominates the entire group,
and the proper development of each subordinate stud·y is sacrificed. Nor is this
r esult avoided by making the child the center, whatever this may mean, since this
ignores the principle of development in all branches. Complete unification of school
studies is neither practicable nor desirable.
In the second degree of unification all branches and subjects are united in two or
three coordinate groups,, each with a central core. It recognizes coordination as a
true and fundamental principle in a, course of school studies; and it allows each
coordinate group to have its own principle of development, contenting itself with
those natural and simple associations which aro easily established between subjects
in the same group. It also permits the isolation of the coordinate branches in a ctual
instruction, and their systematic treatment. All this means much, for, if the principle of isolation a9plies to coordinate groups because they are coordinate, it necessarily applies to all the coordinate groups in a course, whatever be the number of
such groups.
If the attempt to subordinate mathematics to literature or history leads to fantastic
results, as is conceded, the same will be true of an attempt to subordinate either
physical or biological science to the so-called culture studies. Hence tho argument
for two or for three coordinate groups, each with its own sequence and development,
concedes the whole ground; and we thus again reach the fact, making one subordinate to the other. Coordination excludes subordination.
A glance at the outline given above will suffice to show that the third degree of
unifi.ca,tion and the third degree of isolation are practically the s::une. They differ
chiefly in emphasis, one putting the emphasis on unification and tbe other on isolation. Both agreo in the unification of allied snhjects and closely related facts, and
both require the isolation of coordinate branches for development and drill. Neither
proposea to subject one branch of study to tho principle of development that belongs
to another, but each branch and snbject is to receive such separate tr atm nt a its
natnre clemancls. Both agree that unification is mo ·t feasible in elementary in trnction ·b ro the a ociation of facts is simple and asy.
It i obvious from this survey that th application of the principle of nnH1cation
! 11 largel. ·ithin tho details of actual im;truction. If closely related .fac s in
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different branches are to be united in instruction, it must be done by the livil1g teacher;
and hence the problem of unification belongs more to the art of instruction than to
the curriculum of studies. The curriculum should, however, not only include the
five coordinate groups of studies, but the sequence in each group should correspond
with the psychical development and progress of the pupil. Since human knowledge
is the result of human knowing, every branch of study has natural phases that correspond to the physical phases through which pupils pass as they ascend in the
course. A true course of study not only properly correlates the five coordinate
groups of studies, but it cuts off a section of each in every round of its ascent. It
thus adjusts, so far as this can be done in a scheme of studies, the exercises and disciplines of the school to the psychical condition and needs of the mind. Studies are
thus put in right interrelation by being put in right relations to the pupil. The
child is, in this psychological sense, the center of the course of study.
These facts suggest the mischief that may lurk in an exaggerated view of the
importance of unifying all the studies of a child. The attempt, for example, to
associate every fact of nature with literature may give now and then a beautiful,
even striking, lesson; but nine-tenths of the important facts of nature can not be
hitched to a poem. The attempt to establish such associations inevitably results in
fantastic, and even ridiculous, combinations. Nor can I see much promise in the
effort to unify all branches of instruction by universal relations. There may be a
"causal flexus" that binds all knowledge into an organic unity, but children are not
philosophic spiders that gather knowledge by excursions over a web of philosophic
causation.
It is seen from the foregoing survey of the subject that the principle of unification
can not be made the basis of a rational course of instruction-much less of a curriculum of school studies. Its most fruitful applications are in teaching allied subjects within the several coordinate groups, and here chiefly in teaching the elem en ts.
It also has an important place in teaching the more closely related facts in different
coordinate groups, known facts in one group being used in teaching related facts in
another group. Here is the recognized field for the practical application of the
principle of unification, and such application promises valuable results.
But the obvious principle that underlies not only courses of study but methods of
teaching, is the fact that every coordinate bmnch of study has its own natural
sequence and development, requiring its isolation and separate treatment. Instead
of the concentration of all branches of study by subordinating all the rest to one
central core, there must be increasing differentiation and isolation, with proper recognition, of course, of all important interrelations. It thus appears that isolation is
the dominating principle in a true course of study, unification having its place and
function chiefly in the processes of instruction.
One more observation seems a fitting conclusion to this study. It does not follow
that facts taught separately remain isolated in the pupil's thought. The mind is
endowed with the po·w er of assimilation and unification, and this power is more
fundamental in e<l.ucation than is dreame<l. of by some philosophers. vVere the assimilation of knowledge or the unification of mental power dependent upon the 1>hilosophic mixing of the material!; of instruction in the mind's hopper, I fear that Illo&t
of us now pre8ent would be idiots. vVe have all been doing a litttle as::iimilatillg
and unifying our own account, and have actually been able to see some of the
simpler relations betwee1~ facts not learned in the same school exercise, or iu the
same day, or oven ju the same year. It may be true tliat fow of u h:iv: fi on.many
of the "univer. al relations," which, according to the somewhn.t uncortam te tunony
of philosophy, binds all knowledge into one "organic unity," but we hop to 1?ct
more of these insights, at lo:u,t in the ne.·t world. Nor ar~ we much comfortc<l ' 1 h
the sugg ·. tion that a •hihl cnu he mncle to feel tho oneness of all b1owl clg C\' n
though he may not int llec·tuully apprehend it. Tho feeling of a truth u_ot pr·~ nt
in the miud ·c ms to border 011 my
ry ! It is a wi child thats ·s tho 1wmetli. to
rela.tion between tho wore common factl:I of ob1:1orvation ancl. experience.
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THE CORRELA.'.UO~ OF E.LEl\iENTARY STUDIES. 1

By George K. Kowison, LL. D., Milfs professor of philosophy in the University of California.

What I am about to say to you, fellow -teachers, may well enough be taken as a
sort of introduction to the inq_uiries ·which the eommittee. from our State council of
education has invited you to undertake during the year now opening-I mea.n the
inquiries (1) into the course of study that is best for elementary schools, arnl (2)
into the arrangement of the chosen s!i.udies that is mo&t suitable in view of the educational aii'ns. You listened to our committee's report with pati~nt, nay, with
interested attention, and you doubtless noted, at its close a few moments ago, the
course of reading recommended as auxiliary to your stU(ly of the various questions
proposed. You therefore can not have failed to take especial notice of the prominence given in that course of reading to the two reports, now heard of everywhere,
sent 011t to tho educational world by our National Educational Association. I refer,
of course, to the report of the committee of ten. ancl the r.eport of the committee of
fifteen.
These two reports are named by the committee from. our State council as the primary anc.l. chief texts by which. yom studies on the elementary curriculum and its
arrangement are to be gnided. It is only the rerlOrt of the committee of fifteen, to
be sum, that tL-eats directly of your question;, and the council has accordingly asked
me to say to you a few words about th.at, particularly with reference to the very
lively discussion which its exposition of principles has provokecl. Still, as our State
council committee has conjoined with this report of the fifteen the report of the teudoubtless because some principles in the latter, though laid clown for secondary
sc:hools, are felt to be of great iw])ortance for el ementary &ehools as well-it will be
natural and proper for me, in what I say, to bring out something of the relations
subsisting between the two reports, noticing particularly cc:r:tain marked differ.
ences between them.
By way of preliminary, it is worth saying that the. report of the committee of
fifteen really contains three distinct reports on three very distinct subjects connected with elementary schools, the committee having been divided for this purpose
into three sections of fiyo members cach 1 so that it is only with the sccoml of these
sections that wo arc really concernecl this morning-the section wllo&e report deals
with tho correlation of elementary studies~ We arc· couse<Jucn.tly to consider not
the views of ftfteen, but only of five committeemen. :E'or the snike of a brief and
conYenient style of citation, then, I shall refer to these two great reports, during the
res t of my remarks, as the report of the ten aml the report of the fi rn.
Strongly as these two reports resemble each other in their exceptional ability,
thero is nothing more striking about them than -the different, yes, the contrasted
fates with which they have thus fa:i; met. 'l'he report of the ten has been hailed
with an acclaim so nearly universal that tho fow dissenting voices are 11ractic:tl]y
clrownecl in tho wa,o of approval 1 but the report of the five seems in some danger
of having its voice overwhelm.eel in the clamor of dissent which it hasJ·onsed. 'l'he
reasons for this great contr::vt of fates attenfiln.g two performances so akin in prominent merit arc not merely a matter for our curious interest, lmt are an imperative
obj ect of onr inr1uiry, if we would be true to tho heart of great educational discus ion . Accordingly, thou,rh if will be impossible to do any full justice to tlle
subj ·t in the few minutes at onr di ·posal, I will emlea.vor to how, in a. brief and
imperfect -way, wha.t tho main ca.u. s are that ha.ye brought this rrrea.t difference
a1Jout.
~-otable of both the reports is the fa ·t that each i tlow.in.'\tcd lJy the influenc f ono
miu,l-tlill.t of tho ba.irman of the committ in charge ofit; and tbis ton, degrco <p1it
unu nalinsnch ~e·. 'otha.t,ineff ct,wehaveiuthe ot-worep rt th e:x:pr ·in
·o m n of prof undly differing ty s; tho' wo, in fact who l>y
1
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silent general consent have now for years been acknowledged as in their respective
kinds unquestionably the leaders of our American education. In the report of the
ten, we ha,e the mind of the president of Harn1nl University; and not only upon
the matter of ::in orderly and sound curriculum for secondary schools, but implicitly
UJ)On -&he far profounder matter of the detennining principle for the whole scheme
of a people's edncation. In the report of the five, we have the mind of the United
States Commissioner of Education; and he, too, in setting forth the principles determining the right correlation of studies for elementary scllools, finds his occasion, and
indeed ~he necessity, to give us e:s:plicitly his full mind n1)on the principles that
should determine all selection and all correlation of all studies, if education is to l.Je
sound; and be takes such a course in this great matter as to make his mind upon it
apiicar as if it were the mind of mankind itself thereon. For his chief argument is
that the safety of tlle human kind as an historical whole is what is in issue in the
question of correlating studies, and that the nll-controlling principle in n, right correlation is tho duo selection and apportioning of studies in the light of their, bearing
on tho historic integrity of the human ra~e, and on the integrity of each child as a
member in a whole that is to be historically continuous: and genuinely been.use bistoricnlly progressi,-e. ·what really makes these two reports so interesting and so
significant is the conflict ln,tent in them between these two marked personalities.
We can read in this the deeper conflict of two great types of persorn11ity-two types
of human aim and purpose; two contending -views, in fact, upon the meaning, the
e:s:planation, and the direction of life; in short, the conflict of two 11hilosophies.
The gist of the difference between these two philosophies, and consequently
between the two r eports, is the different value which they place (1) upon the natiye
tendeucies of each particular human being that lead him away fro;n n, fixed common
type of mankind, and (2) upon that universnl or rational type. The one proceeds
upon the view that each p ec uliar and individual expression of the common human
nature is the ono fact of truly cardinal value; the other, upon the view that the
supreme consideration 1?}Ust be the type characteristicnlly human-not private :md
peen.liar, but public: generic, and, above all, historic. The one fills its eye with tho
single lrnman being and his peculiar whole of personal endowment, in no other
e:s:actly repeated, and incapable of being replaced by anything but itself; the other,
with the imposing whole of the universal rational nature, in comparison with which
indi vidual variations seem trivial, :mcl which appears clothecl with the authority
and majesty of history, and with the incomparable warrant of a public judgment
that has borne the test of time, of experience, of the long conflict of considerate
reflection and experience-soberecl forethought with the complex and adverse circumstances amid which the race has had to mature. The one therefore fincls the
chief motives of educational aims and methods in the interes ts of the single pupil;
tho other, in th·e rational n.uthority of tbc human type, historically developed and
tested an<l warranted. Tllo watchword of the one will bo that word. now hearcl so
constantly from almost e-very quarter, the word so naturally dear to every modern
heart, the word so a.ttracti YO, so fascinating, the kiutlling ·word "iu terest ;" the ·w atchword of the other, tha.t word which, if often forg-otten n,mid the whirl of contcn clino·
aml confusing interests, is still tho" orcl that wake tho <.lccpe t chor<1s in tho l111m:m
soul whenever it is hen.rel, the commanding 'IYOl'(l "<luty( th bra. ·ing word '' clrnra.cter," the i1wigorating phrase" a reasonable life." Evcrywliero iho 0111• pllilo:oph,,-,
and accordingly tho Olli' r port er·hoc to th theme of ·lection .in c<ltll':ttion, ~he gr<·atest llO sible ran go of free d10ice hy tho indi vidua.l stU1l c11 t , s to wlw t h r. nll tiul.,-,
guided. l,y what he find _::msw ring to llis native inter st in :uhj <'t · ; ovorywh ·r' tlir
otb r, to tho them of a. rational sy ·tcm of , nLjcct for stn<ly. wlli"11 is h ·1 11 to
exprc ·s th nuivl'l',' ::tl r ason of maul~iud in it cvcral essential aspc ·t ·. an!l whi1'11
mu ·t enter iuto every s1·Le111e of crlncatiou tll~t ·au claim to h lrul · hnu1. 11 in tl :
sen: of b ,ing g nnin ly n·asont lilc•. Tlrns th one philo ophy, 'I ith it nc onl:rnt
rep ort, find th urn. ter prin ·ipl of •cln ~tion in per 0111111H tivc impnl , in 1
dcsir j th other find it in n puulic or g nedc i11t llig n juilgrn ·ut, th
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the abiding heart of human nature with a,11 the mass ancl momentum of history, in a
universal rational will which is to judge, to master, ancl to use all merely private
desirei,. Consequently, the report of the ten appeals directly to the foremost tendencies of the times, the present mood of the Zeitgeist, and naturally :finds a corresponding response. But the report of the :five has to stem the prevailing crtrrent;
indeed, has to turn it from its course; ancl it not only invites the prevalent thought
to an unrelished self-criticism, but it de~ n,~s as the effective means of this a much
subtler and deeper order of thinking than \he habitual flow of consciousness finds
easy. This largely accounts, as it seems to me, for th e present greater ,success of
the report of the committee of ten; but it also foretells, as I believe, the profounder
coming acceptance of the report of the :five, an ac ceptance that may be slow in
maturing, and that will no doubt be attended with corrective criticism of <1etai1s,
but that will be all the more settled and secure.
Another reason for the difference in fate of the two reports is nndoubtedly to be
found in the different methods by which they are respectively supplied with evidence
to convince and to influence those to whom they are add.ressed. This cEfference of.
methods is, in part, ingrained in the very difference of view and aim which we have
just considered; but it is, in perhaps greater part, also owing to the characteristic
powers of their two authors. Without the least· dispar::tgement of either, I think
we may truly say that if the author of the :first has a genius for administration, the
author of the other has a genius for thought, for penetrating to :first principles and
to fundamental reasons . Thus the report of the ten, instead of arguing, proceeds,
with the genuine administrative instinct, directly to the established somce1:1 of
administrative authority, and, selecting approved representatives of the staff
actually engaged in managing and teaching secondary schools, obtains their opinions, justly reckoned weighty, on the several questions raised. These are colligated,
judiciously sifted, adjusted, most skillfully harmonized; and the condensed resultbrie:fly, pertinently, and forcibly set forth-carries with it, naturally, all the convincing weight that judgment already accepted and taken for granted muet always have,
and must have in the highest degree when there is confidence in the process by
which its adequate representatives have been selected, and confidence in the administrative capacity of the man who selects them. Far different from this simple appeal
to what the public directly concerned has already definitely settled, and this masterful avoidance of inquiries that may unsettle everything, and must unavoidably
unsettle much, and stir up the more or less violent dispute that inevitably attends
all starting of real questions-far different from this is the problem of the man who
will inquire into the :final reasons of things; who can not find it in him to admit that
what either individuals or communities, either personal instincts or gradually
acquired customs and habits of feeling, merely want to have or to do is what in
reason they ought to have and to do, but is drawn onward by a high conviction that
there is a discoverable reason, an ideal justification, for everything that is worth
man's while to do or to have. The report of the :five inquires into the chief problem
of education in this spirit of deep and truly sober speculation. It opens matters to
the bottom, and stirs them up from their depths. Its direct appeal to the ultimate
reason in the case, its appeal from mere fact and actual practice to ideal considerations, may be in the best sense stimulating; but it carries with it the mrnvoidable
com;equence that the judgments of its readers, once invited and aroused, will surely
be di verse, will lJe strongly so at first, and will require a process more or less tedious,
a l ap e of time possihly long, in order to come to a settled harmony.
Accordingly, the author of thie report has foun<l himself-very likely without
surprise-confront d with a keen· opposition to his main positione, and that, too, from
the ve,ry class of minds among our school managers that may well claim to rank
among the most intel'ligcntly aler . Tb&e are three ma.in lines of objection which
the - follow in criticising the report.
Th fu t of th
is that it~ auth s view on correlntion of studies mi sea the
real aim entir ly; hi cbeme, they say, is not correlation in tho true sense of the
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word at all. His system should be called, rather, a system for the selection and
valuation of studies; a system of their coordination instead of their correlation.
Correl ation, they will have it, means the bringing of the subjects of study into a
closer unity than that of coordination; it means that they shall be brought into a
unity of subordination, and that some subject, or rather some principle of dealing
with all subjects, needs to be found that will serve to reduce each to its proper place
and function as an auxiliary of greater or less subordination in the process of real
education. It must settle which of them is really principal and substantive, and
which merely subsidiary and instrumental. The report, they claim, has only begun
the work assigned to its committee; or worse, it has built up a barrier in the way of
the work, by suddenly arresting the investigation when it has settled upon the
several studies that legitimately belong in an elementary curriculum, and then
obstinately insisting that this shall be taken as the only problem, and its result as
t he only true meaning of correlation.
This brings them to their second line of objection. What they really mean is, that
correlation, taken in ~he sense of a unification by. subordination, has its secret in the
recognition that mind, the development and right discipline of which is the business
of education, carrieS' in its very being as self-conscious intelligence a distinction
between consciousness as substantive contents and consciousness a5 mere form- mere
way of putting or stating those contents. All the interest of mental being lies in
the contents, they ,ay, and none of it at all, or next to none of it, is the mere form.
Thus this distinction between knowledge of contents and knowledge of mere form
is the distinction, they claim, between the knowledge that alone is substantive and
real and the knowledge that is merely nominal. The form apart from the contents
is unreal, hollow, meaningless, insignificant. There is in it no interest, except for a
few unusual minds, who, whatever their remote usefulness as makers and polishers of
instruments for real intelligences, are themselves hardly human, are a sort of gnomes
that live in the underground Dammerung and are by nature repellent dryasdusts.
The application of this vital distinction between form and contents to the question
of correlation, say these critics of Dr. Harris, would settle a main practical question
in elementary education at once. It would explain why the children in elementary
schools do not flourish as they ought; it would show that they are perishing from an
unsucculent diet of the three R's-from a lack of tho proper nourishment to be
found only in interesting contents, and a vain attempt to feed minds on the empty
husks of the merely formal consciousness. Por, cry these Herbartian philosophers,
what is Reading, 'Riting, or 'Rithmetie, but just the form of thought and reality,
pure and simple, form torn off from its proper contents, and in itself destitute of
any human interest or meaning~ Nature and man, natural science, history, poetry,
these alone furnish the mind with contents. What wonder that the school children
do not care, except rarely, for learning to read and write and cipher, when it is plain
that not one of these things gives them any interesting contents, any savory pabulum at all, but instead only forces on them the juiceless cud of empty form 'f These
things, no doubt, have to enter into the work of elementary education, hut they
should only play a minor and a servant's part thero, just as the mechanic's tools are
indispensable to his work, but after all are nothing but tools, and would loclge him
on the summit of absurdity if he spent his timo in making them and keeping them
in order. The demand 11aramount, say these critics, is to correlate theso formal
studies into their proper place of humble service and instrumentality, ancl to teach
them by mean of interesting contents to which they are applied. All the threo R's
should he taught incidentally merely as need for th m actually comes up in the
course of learning by the help of the s~nses the interesting things of scion co, history,
and po try.
At this point tho third line of objection from the e critics com s into plain Yi w,
th r al ancl 1 a. al lino. They claim that Dr. Harris nrn.k s no proper provision for
intere t-that h ignor orb littles tho absolute mainsprinrr of fruitful ducatiou,
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which is that w-hatever a pupil stu<lies shall interest him. Dr. Harris 1 bis critics
maintain 1 would bring all pupils, eY€ry one of whom is an unreplaceable original,
with -desires, powers, and interests all biB own 1 having in themselves mandatory
rlghts 1 the satisfaction and preservation of which ought to be the devout study an<l
persistent business-of every tea<lher-Dr. Harris would bring them all under the Procrustean forms of a _publi9 and undiscriminating tradition, a tradition 1 too 1 tbat
commits the fatal oversight of rating formal and implemental studies e,~en. higher
than studies of contents and substance, and that ignores the plain truth 1 no longer
to be blinked 1 that human beings are not all caist in the-same mold, but are made in
every variety of nature, with interests endlessly varying; a tradition, :finally, th at
knows nothing of the central fact that the entire life of humanity turns upon interest,
which is at once its spring 1 its inspiration, and its hope.
But in this doctrine of interest-this absolute jus tification of the hum.an natmal
self as a pro(1uct of birth and hereaity-Dr. Harris hears the knell of civilization.
The secret of that, surely, whatever it may be, is of somewhat higher import than
the satisfaction of merely individual instin-0ts1 quali.fkations, and desires. And jnst
as surely1 it can not lie directly in those private desires, can 11ot be ruado out of en<:1.less variation, isofation, difference. Nor can the great thing w-e mean by cllar.acter,
which .assuredly is the true goal of all ,education, be built out of mere instincts arnl
desires an<l the perpetual con.,sultation of th-eso, and the persistent cultivation of
them. ·what must become of rational freedom, of ,a,11 that goes to make real manhood and real womanhood, if the culture of each person is to be 'studied and guidetl
wholly from foe point of view of the natural internsts 1 tlle private person al desires,
of each 1
Well, there is the issue between Dr. Harris nnd hi.s critics-the issue bet,veen interest and character. On which sido of it are you~ I shall undertake no decision of it
now 1 though I admit that my sympathies arc mainly with the view of our tlistinguished Commissioner of Education. Next y ear I shall hope to bear some part in
the discussion of this question that is to come :at our .meeting in San Jose, ancl then
I shall bo glad to go into the core .of the subject on its merHs. For the preseut 1 I
must content myself with having thus briefly told you. wllat I suppose the real qncstiou is, and with the further statement that, in my opinion 1 thexe can never be any
satisfactory solution of tho many problems .connected with elementary educ::.tion
until wo find the means of separating the elementary school, in acconlaJJ<:e with its
true philosophical <l.cfinition, from the -various forms of th-0 second:.uy school, and of
causing seconcl.ary education to begin, as it should, at a, mnch earlier <late than at
present, somewliere near the beginning of the present so-called sixth grade of the
grammar school. To t,his end., we need most of all to a.ttaiu n, philo ·ophical distinction between the elementary school and secondary schools, and to supplant 1Jy
this om present meaningless and futile <1istinction 1 whicll knows no difference
between them but the shallow fact that the one comes :first aud the other comes
second.
Let me close by saying that I would n.ot for a moment 1Je supposed to deny the
educational value of interest. Kor would I he thought to imply that Dr. llarris
overlooks this; he only sees that there is something still more valuable. Int •re t
is indispensa.ble to successful education; you can not teach the uninterested mind.
But it is the very lmsiness of the teachor, and the ery geniu.s of the true tea ·h r
to kindle interest; to know what is reasonable, what is for the highest good. of tll'
pupi1 1 mu.l to be able to rouse his interest iu that, even when he ha 110 inter stin it
by nature.

CHAPTER XIX.
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I.-CIIIEF STATE SCHOOL OFl<'ICERS.

Name.

A.duress.

Official designation.

John 0. Turner........ Montgomery , Ala........... State superintendent of education.
8heldon Jackson .. :. . . t;itka, Alaska ........ . ...... General agent of education.
F. J . .Ketbcrton ........ Pbreni:s:, Ariz. .. ..... ....... Superintendent of public instruction.
Junius Jordan ......... Little Rock, ..-'i..rk ...... ····-· State superintendent of public instruction.
SMJ.uel T. Dlaek....... Sacramento, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do. ·
MissGraeeE.Patton . . Denver,Colo................
Do.
C. D. Hine . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hartfo,<l , Conn . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary of State board of cd ucation.
···· ·· .................. Dover, Del..................
Do.
W. J3. Powell. .......... Washington, D . C ........... Superintendent of District schools.
W. N. Sheats........... Tallahassee, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . State superintendent of public instruction.
Gustavus n. Glenn . . . . Atlanta, Ga ....... . . . . . . . . . . State school commissioner.
C. .A.. Forscman . . . . . . . . Boise, I<laho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . State superintendent of public instruction.
Sanmel M. Inrrlis
Springfield, Ill..............
Do.
D. M. Geetint ... :::::: Indianapolis, Ind...........
Do.
Henry Sabin ........... Des Moines, Iowa...........
Do.
William Stryker....... Topeka, Kans ... ·-..........
Do.
W.J. Davidson .. ···-·· Frankfort, Ky...............
Do.
J. V. Calhoun.......... Baton Ronge, La._ .......... , State snperiutemlent of etlucation.
W. 1.V. Stetson......... Aug~1sta, 1\1e ........ ·- _..... State superintendent of {)Ommon s~b.ools.
E. 13. Prett.Yma11 ....... Baltnnore, Md ........ ·- ... · I Secretary of State board of eclncatwn.
Frank .A.. Hill.......... Boston, Mass ........ ........ ,
Do.
Henr_y R. Pattengill ... Lansing, Mich ....... ·-- .... : State superintendent of public instruction.
W. 1.V. Pendergast:.... St. Paul, Minn ........ ·-....
Do.
A. A. Kincannon ...... Jackson, Miss ...... ···-.... State superintendent of education.
Jolin R. Kirk ..... · ·- .. Jefferson City, Mo __ .·-- .... State superintendent of public schools .
E. A. Carleton,........ Helena, Mont ......... •... _. State -superintendent oJ _public instruction.
W.R. Juckson ......... Lincoln, Kel,r .... _. ...•.....
Do.
H. C. Cutting .......... Carson City, Nev...........
Do.
Fred. Gowing.......... Concord, N. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
Chas. J. Baxter .. .. ... . Trenton, N. J...............
Do.
Amado Cha,es . . . . . . . . Santa Fe. N. Mex ........... Superintendent of public instruction.
Charles R t5kinner . . . . Albany, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . State superintendent of public instruction.
John C. 8carborough .. Raleigh, N. C ·········-··-··
Do.
J. G. Ilollancl .. ... ... .. Bismarck, N. Duk...........
Do.
.
Oscar 'l'. Corson .... ·-.. Col um bus, Objo .... ·-. __ .... Sta to commissioner of common schools .
.A.. A. Nichols .......... Guthrie, Okla............... Snporintem1ent of public instruction.
G. M. Irwin............ Salem, Oreg................. State superintendeut of public instruction
NathanC.Scbaeft'er .... Ilarrisbnrg,Pa._. __ , .. .... _
D~..
..
Thomas B. Stockwell.. Providence R. I . . . . . . . . . . . . Commissioner of pubuc schools.
W. D. hlayficlu ........ Columbia, S. C ···-·· ........ State super-!,ntcml nt of cduc~Ll:on.
.
Frauk Crane
Pierro S. Dak ..... ·-·...... tatc snpcrmtenclent of public mstructwn.
P · Tl '
· ·· · · · .. · · · Kashv'nlc, Tenn . .. . . . . .. . . . State super!ntendeut of publjc !nstruct_ion.
J.rrt Ca~?I~\~S:::::::::: Austin, Tex ................ State supenntendent of public mstruct10n.
John R Park .......... Salt Lako City, Utah . ··--..
Do.
.
.
Mason S. Stone . . . . . . . . JUontpclior, Vt....... ...... . State super:ntende11t of ednc:1t1_on .
.
John E. Mass y ... _... Richmon 11. Ya . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Statr supermtendent of public mstruct101.t.
Frank J. Browne ... .. · 1 Olympia, Wash....... ......
Do.
J. R. Trotter.. .. ....... Cliarle ton, W. Va .......... State snper~ntcmlcnt of free ~choolR.
J. Q. Emery .... ........ :Madi sou, Wis............... St.ato super!utrndent ot: publ:c ?choo1s ..
::Uiss E ·teile Reel...... Cboycunc, ,vyo ...... _. ··--· State supcrmtendent of public rnstruct1on.
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.A.RIZON.A..
Tucson, S. P. McCrea.
.A.RK.A.NS.A.S.
Little Rock, J. R. Rightsell.
Pine Bluff, J. H. Hinemon.

Fort Smith, J. L. Holloway.
Helena, W. W.Rivers.
Hot Springs, George B. Cook.

CALIFORNIA.
San Bernardino, T. H. Kirk. 2
San Diego, Ellwood P. Cubberley.
San Francisco, Madison Babcock.
San Jose, F. P. Russell.
.Santa .A.na, F. E. Perham.
Santa Barbara, C. Y. Roop.
S anta Cruz, D. C. Clark.
Santa Rosa, E. M. Cox.
Stockton, James .A.. Barr.
Vallejo, Charles .A.. Fulton.

Alameda, D. J. Sullivan.
Berkele~', S. D. Waterman.
Eureka; T. L. Heaton.
Fresno, Charles W. Roby.
Los Angeles, J . .A.. Foshay.
Napa City, J. L. Shearer.
Oakland, J. W. McClymonds.
Pasadena, James D. Graham.
Pomona, F . .A.. Molyneaux.
Riverside, Eugenia Fuller .1
Sacramento, O. W. Erlewine.

COLOR.A.DO.
.Aspen, F. H. Clark.
Colorado Springs, - - - - . ·
Cripple Creek, Charles M. Kingsley.
Denver: District No. 1, .Aaron Gove.
District No. 2, L. C. Greenlee.

Denver: District No.17, J. H. Van Sickle .
Leadville, J. P. Jackson.
Pueblo: District No. 1, James S. Mcclung.
District No. 20, J. F. Keating.
Trinidad, Eugene C. Stevens.
CONNEC'l'ICUT.

.Ansonia, W . .A., Smith.
Branford, C. H. Harriman.3
Bridgeport, Charles W. Deane.
Bristol, C. L. Wooding.4
.
Danbury, G D. Northrup.
Derby, J. W. Peck.
East Hartford, Joseph 0. Goodwin. 5
Enfield, James B. Houston. 6
Greenwich, George P. Fisher.
Hartford, .Andrew F. Gates.
Manchester; Town scl1001s . Robert P. Bissell.
Ninth district (incorporated),
Thomas Sims. 5
Meriden, C. M. Williams.
Middletown, Walter B. Ferguson.
Milford, II. I. Mathewson.

Naugatuck, J. H. Carfrey •
New Britain, Giles .A.. Stuart.
New Haven, Calvin N. Kendall.
New London, Charles B. Jennings. 7
New Milford, Charles H. Soule.
Norwalk, Charles Olmstead. 5
Norwich (Central district), N. L. Bishop.
Rockville, I. M . .Agard.
.
Stamford, Everett C. Willard.
Torrington, Edwin H. Forbes.
·Wallingford, Daniel R. Knight.
Waterbury, M. S. Crosby.
"\Vest Haven, .A.. M. Drummond.
Westport, L. T. Day. 5
Willimantic, George L. Storrs. 5
Winsted, George Foster Prentiss. 5

DELA.WARE.
New<'~tle, .Allen H. Knapp.

Wilmington, David W. Harlan.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA..

Washington , William B. Powell (superintendent
public schools).

Washington, G. F. T. Cook (superintendent colored schools).

FLORID.A..
Jacksonville, Joel D. Mead.'
Key West, C. F. Kemp .a
Peusa-00la, N. B. Cook.a

St . .A.ngustine, Walter E. Knibloe.
Tampa, L.
Buchholz.a

·w.

GEORGI.A..
Albany, E.G. Jones.
.Americus, William Harper.
.Athf'ns, G. G. Boud.
Atlanta , W. F . .'la ton.
Augusta, Lawtou B. Evans.
Brunswick, A. L. :Franklin.
1 Principal

Colnmhua, Carleton B. Gibson.
Gritlin, J. Henry Walker .
Mncon, D. Q . .A bhott.
Rom , James U. Harris.
Sa,aunah, Oti~ .A.sbmore.
Thomasville, K. '1'. MacLean. 8

of the High School.
:up nising principal.
Principal.
• A(·ting visitor.
": .crctary of the bo:ml of school visitors.
, · :c~c, ary of th hoiml of school visitors; Post-oflico, Thompsonville.
7 Actmg. chool vl itor.
• ou11 y rmp riut n<lent.
2

3

,,--EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORY.
ILLINOIS.
Freeport, R. S. Page.
Alton, Robert .A.. Haight.
Galena, I. C. Baker.
Aurora: District No. 5 (East Side), C. M. BardGaleshur~·, "William L. Steele.
well.
District No. 4 (West Side), A. V. Green- Jacksonv11le, J. W. Henninger.
Joliet, W. H. Campbell.
man.
Kankakee, F. N. Tracy.
.Austin, Newell D. Gilbert.
Kewanee, .A.. C. Butler.
Beardstown, David 'l'. Harris.
Belleville, H. D. Updike.
La Salle, L . .A.. 1.'bomas.
Lincoln, Campbell W. Harriman.
Belvidere, H . .A.. Warren,t C.H. Dye. 1
Litchfield, J.E. Wooters.
Bloomington, Edwin M. Van Petten.
Macomb, R. C. Rennick.
Braidwood: North Side, John P. Keeves.
Mattoon, B. F . .Armitage.
South Side, M. E. Knapp.
Metropolis City, 0. J. :Page.
Cairo, Taylor C. Clendennen.
Moline, H. M. Slauson.
Canton, - - - - .
Centralia, Irwin F. Mather.
Monmouth, James C. Burns.
Cl1ampaign, Joseph Carter.
Morris, J. M. Blackford.
Charleston, W. T. Gooden.
, Oak Park, William H. Hatch.
Chicago, .Albert G. Lane.
Ottawa, Samuel H. Heidler.
Pana: West and South Side, L. S. Ham. 2
Danville, - - - - .
East Side, William Miner.
Decatur, Enoch A. Gastman.
Dixon, William Jenkins.
Paris, W.W. Black.
Duquoin, David .B. Rawlins.
Pekin, J . .A.. Hornberger.
East St. Louis: District No. 1, James F. McCul- Peoria, Newton Charles Dougherty.
lough.
Peru, W.W. Wirt.
District No. 2, Range 10, T, J.
Quincy, T. W. MacFall.
Rock Island, ,Tames E. Ament.
McDonough.I
District No. 2, Range 9, I. Harry Rockford, P.R. ,valker.
Springfield, J. H. Collins.
Todd. 1
Spring Valley, F. S. Johnson.
Edwardsville, J.M. Parkins011.
Sterling: District No.1, W. T. Tuttle.
Elgin, M . .A.. Whitne:r
District No. 3, H. L. Chaplin.
E,anston: District No. 1, Homer H. Kingsley.
District No. 8, S. B. Hursh.
District No. 3 (North Evanston), ArStreator, W. F. Rocheleau.
tlmr J. Snyder.
Urbana, J. W. Hays.
District No. 2 (South Evanston), Fred.
Waukegan, ]'rank H. Hall.
W.Nichols.
INDIANA.
Andor!lon, John W. Carr.
Aurora, J. R. Houston.
Bloomington, Sigel E. Raines.
Bluffton, W. P. Burris.
Brazil, John C. Gregg.
Columbus, J. A. Carnagey.
Connersville, W. F. L. Sanders.
CrawfordsYille, Isaac M. Wellington.
Elkhart, D. W. Tht;mas.
EYanf!Yille, William .A.. Ilester.
Fort Wayne, Justin N. 8tudy.
Frankfort, Benjamin F. :Moore.
Goshen, William H. Sims.
Greencastle, Robert .A.. Ogg.
Hammond, W. C. Belman.
Huntington, Robert I. Ilamilton.
Indianapolh1, Davicl IC. Goss.
J effersonville, P. P. Stnltz.
Kokomo, Horace G. "'oody.
Lafayette, Ed ward Ayres.
Laporte, O. C. Seelye.

Lawrenceburg, R. Ellsworth Call.
Lebanon, James R. Hart.
Logansport, Albert H. Douglass.
Madison, C. M. McDaniels.
Marion, Welford D. Weaver.
Michignn City, Edward Boyle.
Mount Vernon, Edwin S. Monroe.
Muncie, W.R. Snycler.
New .Albany, W. H. Hershman.
Peru,----.
Portland, C. L. Ilottel.
Richmond, Thomas .A.. Mott.
Seymour, H. C. Montgomery.
Shelbyville, James H. Tomlin.
South Bond, Calvin Moon.
Terre Hnuto, \Yilliam 11. Wiley.
Valpnrniso, Charles Ifenderson Wood.
Vincem1es, Albert E. Ilumke.
Wabash, M. W. llarrison.
Warsaw, James IT. Ilenry.
Washiugton, William F. Axtell.
IOW.A.

Atlantic, William Wilcox.
Boone, George I. Miller.
Burlington, ('barlC'fl El<lrf'cl Shelton.
Cedar Rapids, J. F . Merrill.
Centerville, F. B. Stephens.
Clinton, O. P. Bol!tv,ick.
ConncilIHuffs, Joseph C. Ilisey.
Creston O. E. FrC'ndt.
Davenport, J. n. Young.
De:; Moines: :East Si<lo, mos Hiatt.
'W est. icle, :Frank B. ooper.
Tortlt Side, O. E. 8mith.
Dnburine, F. T. Oldt.
Fort Dodge, F. C. Wild •s.
1

Principal.

]'ort Madison, C. II. Morrill.
Iowa City, W. ]!'. Cramer.
Keokuk, O. ·w. J.foyor.
Le Mars E. N. Coleman.
Lvonll, J. II. Brcwsci.
Mar1,halltown, F. E. Willard.
Mason City, .A. n. ale.
Mount J>leafla11t, JohnF. Riggs.
Mnscatinr, I•'. r.,vitt(·r.
Oskaloosa, Orion C. , 'colt.
Ottumwa, A. \V . .'htart.
Sioux City, H. E:.Krat,z.
.
Wat-0rluo; I~nsl,, Hlc, l!. J. 8oss1ons.
\Ve t icl , Georg- .A. Bntrm:111.
2

Supervising 1iriucipal.
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Ne"\v'ton, J. W. Cooper.
Ott:nrn, William M. Sinclair.
Parsons, S. D. Frazier.
Pittslmrg, S. W. Black.
Salina, A . Ludlum.
Topeka, William M. Davi!lson.
·wellington, H.F. M. Bear.
Wichita, Frank R. Dyer.
Win.field, J. W. Spimlier.

A.ro-entine, Charles IL Sorter.
Arkansas City, T. ·w. Comyay.
Atchison, J. H . Glotfelter.
Emporia, L. A. Lowther.
Fort Scott, David M. Bowen.
Hutchinson , George W. "\Vin.ans.
Junction City, George W. Kendrick.
Kansas City, Larkin L. L. Hanks.
, Lawr ence, F rank P. Smith.
Leavenworth, Miss Emma E. Dolphin, acting.

KENTUCKY.
Louisville, E. H. Mark.
Maysville, no superintendent.1
Newport, ,John Burke.
Owensboro, ,Tames McGinnise.
Paducah, George O. McBroom.
Paris, E. ·w. ·wea-ver.
Richmond, J. D. Clark.
Winchester, A. C. Fleshman.

Ashland, John G. Crabbe.
Bowling Gr een, Edwarcl Taylor.
Covington, John Morris.
Dayton, F. S. A lley .
Frankfort, McHenry R110a-cls.
Henderson, Edward S. Clark.
H opkinsville, Livi..ugstone McCartney, '\
Lexington, William Rogers Clay.

LOU.ISI.A.N.A.

J3aton Rouge, n. C. Gordon.
~ew Orle:ms, Warren Easton . .

Shrnvep-ort, J olm L. Ilar~rove.
MAINE.

Auburn, A. P. Wagg.
Augu sta: Albion Halo Brainard, principal Cony
Hio-.h School.
J. ~ Wyman, superintendent suburban scl1ools.
S. I. Graves, superintendent villag~
district.
•
Weston Lewis, principal Williams
District.
Bangor, Miss Mary S. Snow.
Bath, William H. Winslow.
Belfast, F. S. Brick.
Bicldefonl, Royal E. Goulll.
Brewer, Mrs . M 1::rtie M. Curtis.

Brunswick, Fmnklin C. I'..obinsou.
Calais, S . .E.. Webber.
Eastport, Chtirles Sumner Holton.
Ellsworth, I. n. W. Wharff.
Fort ]'airfield, H. T. P.owers.
Ganliner, James M . Larrabee ..2
Houlton, Harry L. Putnam.
L ewiston, I. C. Phillips .
.Old Town, ..Alfouso F. Marsh. 2
Portland, Orlando M. Lord.
Rocklar,d, Arthur I'. Irving.
Saco, John S. Locke.
Sanfonl, Frank H. Dexter.
vVaten-ille, ·'iv . L. "\Vaters .

.MARYL.A.ND.
Annapolis, John G. Bannon.3
Baltimore, Henry A.. Wise.
Cambridge, James L. J3ryan.3

Cumb erland, R. G. Weimei·. 3
]'rederick, Ephraim L . J3oblitz . 3
Hagerstown, George C. Pearson. 3
M..A.SS.A.CllUSETTS.

Abington , W. IT. Sander son .
.A.dams, J . C. Gray.
.A.rues bury, E. 0. l'erkins. 4
Amhers t, William D. Parkinson.
.A.ndoYer, George E . ,fohnson.
Arlington, Trne "\V. ·white.
Athol, - - - - .
Attleboro, J. 0 . Tiffany.
Barnstable, F. "\V. Kingman.
Beverly, Adelbert Leon Safford.
Blackston , Josiah 13. Davis.
Boston, Edwin P. Seay r.
Bradford, R. D. McKeen .
Braintree, Irving "\V. Horne.
Bridgewater, "\Y. H. Sanderson.
Brockton, ll. B. Russell.
Brookline, Samuel T. Dutton.
Cambridge, Francis Cogswell.
Canton, Jam es S. P rkins.
Uhelsea, Eben II. Da-vis.
Chicopee, Clnrenco A. Brod ur.
Clinton, Cl1arles L. Hnnt.
Concorcl, William L. Eaton.
Danvers, \Y. A. Baldwin.
D ·flliam, Iloderic-k \'Vhiltl y Ilino.
Ea. t Rampton. W. D. "Mill<>r.
Easton. :E,lwarcl n. ::Uaglathlin.
En:r<'t , Randall ,J. onrlon.
'all Rh·er, "\\'illiam '. Bat ,._
Fit ·hbur", Jo~eph ,. Edi: rl y .

Framingham, Samuel F. 13loc1_gett .
Franklin, Ernest D. Daniels .
Gardner, Lonis P . Nash.
Gloucester, Freeman Putney .
Grafton, Stanley H. Holmes.
Green.field, D . l'. Dame.
Haverhill, .Albert L. Bartlett.
Hingham , Elmer L. Curtiss.
Holyoke, P. W. Search.
Ho15kinton , .A.1,an n. Lewis.
Hyde Park, Ella F . 13oyd. 4
Lawrence, John E. Bnrke.
L owell, A.rthur K. "\Vbitcomb.
Lynn , Orsamns J3. Bruce.
Malden, George E. Gay.
Marblehead, Jolin R Gifford.
Marlboro, B. ·w. Tinker.
Medford, Charles ll. :Mor s.
Melrose, Benjamin F. Roliinson.
llietbnen, George E. Chickori.n_g.
Mid,llcboro, .A.sh r J. Jacoby.
Milford, G. "\V". Hal y.
Millbury, C. ·. Lyman.
Milton , M. ,V. Richardson.
Natick , Fra11k lMson l':ulin.
Now Bedford, ,Villiam E. Ilatcb.
N t)Whuryport, '\\.'illiam r. Lunt.
Newton: George L Aldrich.
North .Adams, Isaac Fr•eman Hall.
Tortham1>ton, Alvin F. J> a8C.
a Count\· school c.·:u11i1wr.
4 ·ccrctary of tho school commit le·
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North .A.itloboro, William C. Hobbs.
Nortl1bridge, S. A. Melcher.
Orange, Lizzie A. Mason.
Palmer, W. H. Small.
Peabody, JohnB. Gifford.
Pittafielcl, Eugene Bouton.
Plymouth, Franci s J. HeaYens.
Provincetown, Claren ce W. Fearing.
Qninc.v, H. W. Lull.
. Reading, Charles E. Russey.
Revere, Milton K. Putney.
Rockport, hlnry L. Lincoln.
Salem, John W. P er k ins .
Saugus, C. E . Stevens.
Sornen-ille, Gordon A. Southworth.
Southbridge, John T. Clnrke.
South HarUey, Edward H . McLachlin.
Spencer, Wyman C. Fickett.

Springfield, 'Ihomns li. Balliet.
Stoneham, C. E . titcYens.
Taunton, C. F . Bo,vclen.
Wakefield, Charles E . Hussey.
Waltbam, Henry Whittemor.e.
'iVare, Frank E. Spaulding.
Warren, Albert Robil1son.
~atertown, George R Dwelley.
'lVebster, J. I . Buck.
Wellesley, M nrshall Livingston Perrin .
Westboro, H. C. ·wa1dron.
Westfield, George H . Danfortl1.
West Springfield, Ulysses G. Wh eeler .
Weymouth, I. :M. Norcross.
Winchenrlon, David B. Locke.
, Voburn, Thomas J~rneraon.
·worcest er, Clarence F . Carroll.
MICHIGAN.

Adrian, .A.. E . Curtis.
.Albion, ·warren C. Hull.
Alpena, George A. Iluut,,
Ann Arbor, ·walter S. Perry.
.Au Sable, C. M. Jansky. •
Battle Creek, W. G. Coburn.
Bay Cit:v, John .A.. Stewart.
Benton 'harbor, Eu!fene A. Wilson.
Big Rapids, James 1{ . Mille!'.
Cadillac, J. II. Kaye.
Charlotte, 0. L. Miller.
Cheboygan, William C. Thompson.
Cold water, Egbert L. Briggs.
Detroit, \Y. E. Robinson.
E s~anaba, Geor~e P . .Fleisher.
Flmt, F. n. Hatnawa:v.
Grand Haven , - - 'Crawford.
Granrl Rapids, W.W. Chalmers.
Hi11sclale, W. L. Shuart.
Hollancl, C. M. Mc.Lean.
Ionia, C. L. Bemis.
Iron Mountain, '.I'. W. Paton.
Ironwood, L. L. Wricrht.
Ishpeming, Richardliardy .

.Jackson: District No. 1, L. S. Norton .
District No. 17, Martin L. Palmer.
Kalamazoo, 0. E . Latham.
Lansing, S. B . Laird .
Ludington, H. T. B lodgett.
Manistee, Albert Jennings.
Marquette. An na M. Chandler.
:Menominee, 0. I. ,voodl ey.
Monroe, A. W. Tressler.
Mount Clemens, S. C. Price..
Muskegon, David Mackenzie.
Negatinee, F. Dayton DaYis.
Niles, .r. D. Schiller.
O wosso, .J. W. Simmons.
Pontiac, F. E . Con,erse.
Port Huron, .Taml'ls ]3, Deazel1.
Saginaw: East Side, .A.. S. Wl1itney.
'\Vest Side, Edwin C. Thompson
St. Josepl1, Geor,!!'e '\Y. Loomis.
Sault Ste. Mario, E. E . Ferguson.
Tra,erse City, Charles '.I'. Grawn.
West nay City, N. A. Richards.
,Vyandottc, A. W. Dasef.
Ypsilanti, Austin George.
MIN.NESOTA.

Anoka, Zenas N. Yauglrn.
Austin, W. J<'. F. Selleck.
Brninerd. Miles II. Carleton.
Dulut!J, Robert E. Denfeld.
Farjhault,, George A. lfrank1in.
Fergns :Falls, 'aswell A. Ballard.
Maukato, George F . Kenaston.
Minneapolis, C. M . .Tord.1n.
Now U lm, E. '.l'. Critchett.

Owatonna, L. II. Ford.
Reel Wing, F . V. Hubbard.
Rochester, J<'. D. Budlong.
St. Cloud, S. S. Parr.
St. Paul, "Virgil G . Cnrtis.
St. Peter, Edgar Geor_gP,
Stillwater, Frank A. '\Veld.
'\\7 inona, J" A. 'l'ormly.
IDSSISSIPPI.
?lferi<lian, .r. G. DE>uprec.
NatcbPz, J. W. Jient!C>rson.
Vicksburg, CJharles Penclleron Kei'llper.

Columbus, J.M. Barrow.
Greenville, E. E. Bass. 1
J"ackson, J. C. Hardy.

MISSO'C"RI.
Lexington , II. D. Deruand.
Loui!.im1a, .A.. l'. , · ·1 llo.
:Mnrshall, - - - - .
::Maryvillr, B. F. D1111ran.
'.Mexico, D. ~ .. fr lilJan.
llfobPrly, ,T. A. Whit ford.
N(',a,ln, 'IV. J. Jinwkina.
Ri ·11 liill, Jolm J'. 'J'lJ11rmnn.
St. Charll'H, Hcor~, \\'. Jo1l .
.·t. ,JOSP]lh, IMwanl Jl .• -,, ·1.r.

J3onnr Tene, J. TI. Malugen.
Boo11ville, D. '.r. Gentry.
]~rooldi eld, L . .A.. Wirick.
Capo Girarckau, T. E. Joyce.
'arrollton, L . ·w. Itade,:.
Carthag , W. J. St Yens .
Cbillicotl1P, W. 1". ,Jru::i on.
'linton, Charlc-s B. Jteynolde.
'ol11muia, R.H. Emherimn.
De .'oto, 'harks f. Gill.
Jo'11lton, John P. Gas'!.
Jfo1mihnl, JL

f;t. Loni~. F.

n. n., 'imonAOD.

ll111'·p 11denr , ,T. -'~· PatriC'k.
,T<·fli·non 'ity, J". M. Whit .
.Jo1,lin , ,v. B. Brown.
Knn. n C'ity, JamC' .r. Gr· nwoo<l.
Iiirk. ville, W.R. llollida,\'.
1

I,011

i~ , "ol!lnn .

8 ,(lnhn, Gc·or~n Y. J;u"11anan.
Hprinrrfi1•Jrl, ,Jonathan l• irl auks.
'Ir nt7m, JT. E. JJn H1>i .

,Yan ')I. bursr, J,', E. Jloli,1
"\\'chi., City.

up rint ·ml nt of whit

.

<,.
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MONT.A.NA.
H elena, J arnes E. Klock.

Butte, F. L. Kern.
Great Falls, B. T . Hathaway.

NEBR.A.SK.A..
Lincoln, J . F. Saylor.
Nebraska City, W. lI. Skinnf'r.
Omaha, Carroll G . Pearse.
Plattsmouth,John G. McHugh.
South Omaha, A . .A.. Munro.

Beatrice, O. lI. Brainerd.
Fremont, Daniel Miller.
Grand Island, Robert J . Barr.
Hastings. Edwin N. Brown.
Kearney, J esse T. Morey.

NEVADA.
Virginia City, F. P. Langan.
NEW HAMPSHIRE .
Concord, Louis J. Rundlett.
Dover, Channing Folsom .
Keene, Thaddeus William Harris.
Laconia, William N. Cragin.

Atlantic City, W. M. Polland.
Bayonne,-Charles M . Davis.
Bordentown, William Macfarland.•
Bridgeton, John S. Turner.
Burlington, Wilbur Watts.1
Camden, Martin V. Bergen.
Elizabeth, William J. Shearer.
Gloucester, John C. Stinson.
Hackensack, John Terhune. 2
Harrison, John Dw.ver. 1
Hoboken, David E. Rue.
J ersey City Henry Snyder.
Lambert~e, Lambert II. _Sargeant
L ong Branch, Christopher Gregory.
Millville, E. C. Stokes.
Morristown, W. L. R. Haven.
N ew Brunswick, George G. Ryan.

Manchester, William E . Buck.
Nashua, .James II. Fassett.
Portsmouth, James C. Simpson.
Rochester, Henry Kimball.

NEW JERSEY.
Newark, Charles B. Gilbert.
Orange, Usher W. Cutts.
P assaic, lI. H. Hutton.
Paterson, J. A. Reinhart.
PerLh Amboy, S. E. Shull.
Phillipsburg, H . Budd Howell.
Plainfield, Henr;y M. Maxson.
Rahway, Henry B . Rollinson.
Red J~ank, Richard Case.
Salem, Thomas G. Dunn.
South Amboy, R. M. Fitch.3
Trenton, Leslie C. Pierson, superintendent.
B. C. Gregory, supervising principal.
T own of Union, Otto Ortel. 4
Vineland, H.J. Wight.man.
Woodbury, William Milligan.
NEW MEXICO.

Alh:iquerque, Charles E. Ilodgin.;

Santa Fe, Tilmon Jenkins.

NEW YORK.
Albany, Charles W. Cole.
Hudson, F. J. Sagendorph.
Albion, Freeman A. Greene.
Ilion, Judson I. Wood.
Amsterdam, Charles S. Davis,
Ithaca, H. W . Foster.
Auburn, Benjamin B. Snow.
Jamaica, William J. Ballard.
Batavia, ,Tohn Kennedy.
Jamestown, Rovillus R. Rogers.
Binghamton, Rufus II. Halsey.
Johnstown, William S. Snyder.
Brooklyn, William Il. Maxwell
Kingston: "Kingston school district," Charles
Buffalo, Henry P . Emerson.
M.Ryon.
Canandaigua, J. Carlton Norris.
District No. 1, P.H. Cullen. 1
District No. 2. William E. Bunten. 1
Catskill, Ed ward L . Stevens.
Cohoes, George E. Dixon.
District No. 3, Ilenry Powers. 1
College Point, Henry D lamain.
District No. 4, J.M. McConnell. 1
Corning, Leigh R. Hunt.
Lansingbur~, George F. Sawyer.
Little ]!'alls, Thomas A. Caswell.
Cort.land, F. E. Smitl1.
Lockport, Emmet Belknap .
.Dansville, W. G. Carmer. 1
Long Island City, John E. Shull.
· Dunkirk, John 1,V. Babcock.
Edgewater: DistrictNo. 2 (Middletown and South- Lyons, W . II. llinnej .
field towns), A. Hall Burdick (post- Malone, Sarah L. l'crry.
Mattcawan, Gurdou R. Miller.
ojuce, Stapleton).
District To. 1, J. W. Barris (post- Medina, Henry J>ea e.
:Mid,lletown, James F. Tuthill.
office, Tompkinsville).
District No.-, S. J. Pardee (post- Mount Vernon, Charles E. Nichols.
Newark, John W. Robinson.
oflire, Ro ebank) .
New Bri"'hton, JuliaK. West. 6
Elmira Elias J. B ardsle,.
New Roc1ielle, IBaac E. Young.
Fishkill on the Ilndson, \Vat on S. Allen. 1
N w Yori, John Ja,iper.
Flnshlng, John J. Chickering.
Newburg RV. K. Montfort.
Fulton, Il. G. Clapp.
Niagara Falls, Nathani 1 L. Benham.
Geneva, '\Yilli.am li. True. clal .
North Tonawanda, Clint(Jn S. M:mih.
Glens Fall., Sherman W'illi, ms.
Norwicl!.., Elbert 1,V. Griffith.
loversvilleJame A. Esk,e.
Nyack, Ha II. Lawton.
Greeubush, .li. R. Jolley.
Gr n Island, James Heatley.
Og!lensburg, Barner Whitney.
Ilav ·rstraw, L. 0. [arkbam. 1
Oli an :Fox: Hold n.
neicla.: Di. trict, ~o. 25, Frank '\V. ,Tonnini:s,
Ilemp t ·ail. V{alla,· ,· ...: •wt-0n.
Di tri t No. 26, II. II. l)ouglrn1.
Ilo,, frk • all . II. TI. nf,11.
Ilornell vill , ·wmiam R Prentir·e.
On<:ontn, '\Villiam C. Franklin.

1

11•rin•·ipal.
2 Cnnnt; 11npm-lnt nd nt.
a 'u1
·isiD"' 1•riucip .

4

J>o11t -otlk . Vi'echawkcn.
hoot commie ion •r.
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Oswego, George E. Bullis.
Owego, Edwin P. Recordon.
Peekskill: Drum bill District (District No. 7), J olrn
Millar.
·
Oakside District (District No. 8), A. D.
Dunbar.
Penn Yan, George Howard Hoxie.
Plattsburg, James G. Riggs.
Port Chester, John C. Rockwell.
Port Jervis, John M. Dolph.
Port Richmond , Orry H. Hoag.
Poughkeepsie, Edward .Burgess.
Rochester, Milton Noyes.
Rome, William D. Manro.
Saratoga Springs, Thomas R. Kneil.
Saugerties, Fred N. Moulton.

Schenectady, Samuel B. Howe.
Seneca Falls, F. S. Porter.
Sing Sing, J. Irving Gorton.
Syracuse, A. B. Blodgett.
Tonawanda, :F . J. Diamond.
Troy, John H. ·wmets.
Utica, George Griffith.
,Vaterford, Alexander Falconer.
Waterloo, Thomas C. Wilbor. 1
Watertown, William G. Williams.
Watervliet, James K . Gatchell.
Wa,erl.v, P. M. Hull.
White Plains, Ralph A. Stewart.
Whitehall, W.W. Howe.
Woodhaven, Cyrus E. Smith.
Yonkers, Charles E. Gorton.

NORTH CAROLINA.
Asheville, J. D. Eggleston, jr.
Charlotte, A.lexander Graham.
Concord, J. F. Shilrn.
Durham, Clinton W. Toms.
I!'ayetteville, B. C. Mciver.
Goldsboro, J. L Foust.
Henderson, J.B. White. 2

Newbern, John S. Long.
Raleigh, Logan D. Howell.
Sali8bury, R. G. Kizer.
Washington, J. Edwin Bowman.
Wilmington, M. C. S. Noble.
Winston, John Jay Blair.

NORTH DAKOTA.
Fargo, Darius Steward.

Grand Forks, J. Nelson Kelley.

OHIO.
Akron, Elias Fraunfelter.
Alliance, John E. Morris.
Ashland, Sebastian Thomas.
Ashtabula, J. S. Lowe.
Avondale, A. B. J olmson.
Bellaire, Henry G. Williams.
Bellefontaine, Renr.v Whitworth.
Brooklyn, Charles M. Knight.
Bucyrus, J. J. Bliss.
Cambridge, H. B. Williams.
Canton, L. W. Day.
Chillicothe, John A. Long.
Cincinnati, William H. Morgan.
Circleville, M. H. Lewis.
Cleveland, Lewis H. Jones.
Columbus, J. A. Shawan.
Coshocton, J. F. Fenton.
Dayton, W . J. White.
D efiance, J. J. l3urns.
Delaware, Georg___e A. Chambers.
D elphos, E. W . .t1astings.
East Li ,·erpool, S. D. Sanor.
Elyria, Ilenry M. Parker.
Findlay, J. W. Zollar.
Fostoria, II. L. ]rank.
Fremont, W.W. Ross.
Galion, I. C. Guinther.
Gallipolis, R. B. Ewing.
Greenville, C. L. Brumbaugh.
Hamilton, S. L. Rose.
Hillsboro, Il. C. Minnich.
Ironton,::\!. C. Smith.
Jackson, J.E. Kinnison.
Kent, A. B. , tutzman.
Kenton, E. P. Dean.
Lancast r, Elijah Ilurgess.
Limn, Charlea C. )filler.
Lorain, J!', D. Ward.

Mansfield, J·ames W. Knott.
Marietta, W.W. Boyd.
\farion, Arthur Powell.
)i[artins Ferry, W.-H. Stewart.
Massillon, Edmund A.Jones.
Middletown, J. H. Rowland.
Mount Vernon, Lewis D. Bonebrake.
Nelsonville, Fletcher S. Coultrap.
New Philadelphia, G. C. Maurer.
Newark, J.C. Ilartzler.
Niles, Frank J. Roller.
Norwalk, A. D. Beecby.
Oberlin, George W. Waite.
Painesville, George W. Ready.
Piqua, C. W. Bennett.
Pomeroy, T. C. Flanegin.
Portsmouth, Thomas Vickers.
Salem, M. E. Hard.
Sandnsky, K J . Shives.
Sidney, E. S. Cox.
Springfield, Carey Boggess.
Steubenville, IIenry Ney Mertz.
Tiffin, J. H. Snyder.
Toledo, Haney W. Compton.
Troy, C. L. Van Cleve.
Uhrichsville, l{. B. , 'mith.
Urbana, William McK. Vance.
Vanw&rt, ,v. T. Bushman.
vrapalrnncta, C. W. "\Villiaml!lon.
Warren, RS. Thomas.
\\-ashington Court-House, N. II. Chaney.
·wenstou, B. "\Y. Pattcrso11.
Wellsville, Jnrnes L. "MacDonald.
1Voostc•1\ Charles IIau1>crt.
Xenia, Eclwin B. Co.·.
Young to,n1, l!'. Treudl y.
Zanes,·ille, V{, D. Lash.
OKLAIIO. f.A.
Oklahoma, John A. ~IcCloin.
OREGO ..

A. toria, R. .~. Wrigl1t.

l'ortlan1l , I.

"T·Pratt.
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PENNSYLV .A.KI.A..

.A.llegl1cny, John Morrow.
Allentown. F . D. Raul>.
Altoona, D·. S. Keith .
.Archbald, R. N. Davis. 2
Ashland, '\Villi am C. Estler. ·
Uea"V"cr Falls, J. 'l'. hleKhiley.
Bellefonte, Davitl 0 . Etters .
Bethlehem, George W. Twitmyer.
J3loomsburg, L. J:>. Sterner.
Bruddock, ,Tohn S. Keefer.
Brnrlford, E. E. Miller.
Bristol, Matilda Swift Booz.
Bntler,-Carbondale, John J . Forbes.
Carlisle, Samuel B. Shearer.
"\
Chambersburg, Frank E. Fickinger. )
Chester, Chari Ci! F. l!'oster .
Columbia, S. H. Iloffman.
ConnellsYillc, W. G. Gans. 2
Conshohocken, J. Horace Landis.
Corry, A.. D. Colegrove.
·
-"Danville, James C. Houser.
Dubois, W. L. Greene.
Dunmore, Norton T. Houser.
Easton, William W. Cottingham.
Erie, H. C. hlissimer.
Etna, J. Q. .A.. Irvine.
Franklin, N. P. Kinsley.
Greensburg, Frank H. Shav..
Greem·illc, T. S. Lowden.
Hano,·er, George R. Prowell.
Harrisburg, Lemuel O. Foose.
Hazleton, DaYid .A.. Harman.
Homestead, John C. K endall.
Ilnntinp;don, Kimber Cleaver.
Johnstown, J. hl. Berkey.
Lancaster, R K. Buehrle.
Lansfortl, I. K. ·witmer.
Lebauo11, Cyrus ]~oger.
Lock H a Yen, Jolm LL Robb.
McKeesport, II. F. Brooks.
Mahanoy City, William N. Ehrhart.
Manch Chunk, James ,T. Bevan.
Meadville, H enry V. Hotchkiss.
Middletown, H . H . Weber.

Milton, Lewis A. Beardsley .
MinersYille, H. H . Spayd. 1
Monongahela City, .E. W. Dalbey.I
Mount Carmel, Samuel H. Dean .
Nanticoke, Clnrcnce n. Miller.
New Brighton, Joseph Burdette Richey.
Newcastle, - - - - .
Norristown, Jose-ph K. Got-walls.
Oil City, C. .A.. Babcock.
Olyphant, M. '\V. Uumrning.
Pbi1adelphirt, Edward BTooks.
Phrenixvillo, Ilarry F. Leister.
Pittsburg, George J .Luckey.
Pittston , Robert Shiel.2
Plymouth (borough), Irving .A.. Reikes. 2
Pottstown, '\Villiam\Y. Rupert
:Pottsville, RF. Patterso11 .
Reading, Ebenezer Mackey.
RenoYo, - - - - .
St. Clair, Thomas G. Jone:,.
Scranton, George Ro,vell.
Shamok in, '\Villiam F. Rar1)el.
Sharon, J. '\V. Canon.
Sharpsbnrg, E . E. McRoberts.
Shenandoah, C. D. Bogart.
South Bethlehem, Owen R Wilt.
South Chester, J.C. Hockenberry. 3
South Easton, A. J. La Darre. 4
Steelton, L. E. McGinnis.
Sunbmy, C. D. Oberdorf.
Tamaqua, Robert F. Ditch burn.
Tarefl.tum, B. S. Hunnell.
TitusYille, Hobert D . Crawford.
Towanda, Minor Terry .I
~yrone, C. E. Kauffman.
'Uniontown, Lee Smith.
Warren, W. L. iracGo,van.
"\Vasbi111;:ton, .A. . G. Brade11.
Waynesuoro, .R. 'l' . .A.dorus.1
West Chester, .Addison ,'Tones.
Wilkesbarre, James M. Coughlin.
Wilkins burg. J. D . .Anderson.2
Williamsport, Charles Lose.
York, Atreus Wauner.
RH.ODE ISLAND.

Bristol, John P. Reynoids.
Burrillville, Allen 1'. Keith.
Ce11tral Falls, Frank 0. Draper.
Cranston, YalPntiuo Almy.
Cnm1ior1am1, A. L. Barbour.
East, l'rovidence, '\V. W. Ellis.

Johnston, Frederick B. Cole.s
Newport, J3enjnmin J~aker.
Pawtucket, Gilmm1 C. Fisher.
Prodclence, Ilorace S. 1'arbel1.
'\Vcstcrly, '\V. R. "\\7 hit1le.
,VoonsockeL, x'. E . .hlex'ec.
SOUTH CAROLIN.A..

Charleston, IIenry P . .Archer.
Columbia, E. '. Dreher.
G reenYille, E. L. H ugbes.

Sparta11bur~·, Frank :Enrns.
Sumter, S. ll. J•:dmLtlll1s.
SOuTH DAKOTA.

Sioux Falls, .Frank C. McClelland.

Yankton, E<lruuntl ,J. T'crt.
TEN~~E "SEE.

Chattanooga, A. T. Barrett.
ClarksYille, .J. '\V. Graham.
'olnmbin, '\V. E. l3ostick.
Jackson, Thomas II. Paine.

Johnson City, R. II. Freela1Hl.
Knoxdll , .AllJ rt Jtnth.
1\lempliis, Georgr '\\'. Gor,ion.
Nash,·ille, Z. II. Browl!.

TEXA, .
Austin, T. G. Ilnrris.
Brenham, Edwar<l W". Tarrant.
l3rownsvill , J. F. nmmings.
Corpus 'hristi, harles W. Crossl y.
'orsir-ana, J. '.r. llnud.
Dallru, J. L. Lon(!.
l>f'nison, '\Yilliam Gay.
l~l l'u. o. T. P. Putnam.
:Fort Worth, E. E. Bramlette.
Oain vill •, L. :r-·. Come:,u· .
al · ·atc,n, Joun " .. llo1ikios.

Grc ndlle. J. II. T'nn Amlmrgh.
Ilouston, '\Y. ,· . ."ntton.
Lar do, J~. . Park r.
Mar hall, :U. II. Wh at.
Pale tin , J.>. Y. J> •1myhaclwr.
Pari.. J. G. '\Yoo!Pu.
fiau Antonio, ,T. E. , 'mith.
, 'hermau. '\Y. LN1nard L ·mmou.
T mph•. ,T. E. JH:dr.
T:\'ln, '\Y. 'l'. J>ott r.
'\\·aco, Gh:1rl<':; T . .dlt·.:au,lc·r.
inrr priuclpal.
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Pro,o, William S. Rawlings.
Salt Lake City, J. F. Millspaugh.

Logan,-,Tohn T. Caine, jr.
Ogden, William .A.llison.

VER::\1:0NT.
Barre, O. D. Mathewson.
Brattleboro, Miss M. Belle Smith.
Burlington, Henry O. Wheelel'.
Mont,pelier, J, H. Lucia.

Rutland, .A.lfretl Turner.
St . .A.lbans, Francis A. Bagnall.
St. Johnsbury, William P. Kelly.

VIRGINIA.
Alexnndri:L, Kosciusko Kemper.
Charlottesville, F. A. Massie.
Danville, Abner Anderson.
Fredericksburg, Benjamin P. Willis.
Lynchbnrg, E. C. Glass.
Manchester, .A.H. ]'itzgerald. 1
Newport News, Thomas Temple .P owell.

Norfolk, Richard A. D-0bie.
.Petersburg, D. M. Brown.
Portsmouth, John C . .As.hton.
Richmond, J. H. Whitty.
Roanoke, B. Rust.
Staunton, John H. Bader.
Winchester, .Maurice M. Lynch.
W .A.SHINGTQN.

Fairhaven, W. J. H1.1glies.
New 1Vhatcom, Harry Pattison.
Olympia, 'l'. B. Hawes.
Port Town send, C. P . .A.ubert.1

Seattle, Fran·k J. Barnard.
Spokane, D. Bemiss.
T.aeoma,, R. S. Biugham.
"Walla ·wa11~ R. C. Kerr.
WEST VIRGINI.A. .

Cbarl~stown, Wright Denny.
Huntrn_gton, W. D. Sterling.
Martinsburg, A. B. Carman.

Parli:ers1mr;!, W. M. Straus..
'Wl:ieeling, W.R. .Anderson.
WISCONSI~.

Antigo, Jo1m 'E. Martin.
.Appleton, Carrie E. Morgan.
Ashland, B. B. Jackson.
Baraboo, J. E. Ne Collins.
Beaver Dam, J.E. McClure.
Beloit, C. W. Merriman.
Berlin, N. M. Dodson.
Chippewa Falls, Robert L. Barton. '\
Depere: East Side, Violet M. Alden.
West Side, J.D. Conley. 1 .,
Eau Claire, Otis C. Gross.
Fond du La.c, L.A. Williams.
Green Bay, ~I. H ..McMahon.
Janesville, D. D. Mayne.
Kaukauna, Hampton Corlett.
Kenosha, Gerald R.McDowell.

Marin.fltte, J. T. Edwards .
Menasha, .J oseph L . .Fieweger.
Menominee, Judson :E . Hoyt.
Merrill, Francis E . .Mathews.
Milwaukee, H. 0. R. Siefert.
:Monroe, .A. F. Rote.
Neenah, E. A. Williams.
Oconto, R. L. Cooley.
Oshkosh, Buel T. Davis.
Portage, .A. C. Kellogg.
Racine, J.13. Estabrook.
Sheboygan., George Heller.
Stevens .Point, Henry A. Simonds.
Su1 erior, William H. :EI~on.
Waterton-n, C. F. Viebahn.
Wau.lrnsha, A . J. Smith.
Wausau, Karl J\Iathie.
West·Grecnnay, A. '\V'. Bi.rton.
Whitewatt:r, .A. A. Upham.

ri'~f{:i~; ,ei/·1~e:o\Jg~l.·
8

Manitowoc, H. Evans.

WYOMING.
Laramie, Frank

Cheyenne, James O. Churchill.
I

Principal.

,V. Lee.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1895-96.
III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS.

!.-Colleges for 1nales and coeduca,tional colleges of liberal arts.
Name of president.
E. L. Blalock, .A.. M ............. .
Benedict Menges, 0. S. B . ...... .
.A.. D. Smith, .A.. M .............. .
John O. Keener, D. D ........... .
Leonidas.Jones and.A..F. Trimble
Henry J. Willingham, A. B ...•..
C. S. Dinkins ..............•.....
James Loner__gan, S. J ....•.......
R. C. Jones, LL. D .....•........ .
Howard Billman .....•......•....
G. C. Jones, A. M ....••..••••.•..
John W. Conger, A. M . ......... .
John I. Cleland, .A.. M ...•.•.•••..
James A. Laughlin ............. .
A. C. Millar. A. M .............. .
J. L. Buchanan, LL. D .......... .
John W. Wifainson ............ .
Thomas Mason, .A.. M., D. D .... .
M. Shelby Kennard, A. M ....... .
Martin Kellogg, A. M., LL. D ..•.
C. G. Baldwin ................... .

¥.·l.·.r~':!i~~:: :: :::::: :: :::::: ::

James W. Parkhill, .A..M ....... .
.A.. J. Meyer, C. M ..... .. ..... . .. .
T. G. Brownson ...........•......
Brother Bettelin ............... .
C.H. Keyes, .A.. B ............... .
Edward Allen, S. J ......... . .. ..
J oseph Riordan, S. J ............ .
J. S . .A.nstin, .A..M .............. .
D.S. Jordan, Ph.D., LL. D ...... .
Geo. W. White, A. M ........... .
A. L. Cowell, A. M ... ........... .
James H . Baker, LL. D ......... .
·wm. F. Slocum, jr., LL. D ...... .
John McLean .................. .
J.M. Marra, S. J ............... ..
Wm. F. McDowell, Ph. D.,S.T.D .
Geo. W • Smith, D. D., LL. D .... .
B.P.Raymond, D.D.,LL.D .... .
Timothy Dwight, D. D., LL. D .. .
Geo . .A.. 'R.arter, A . M., Ph.D .... ..

~~l~w~'t~~1:i~~:B: ~::::::::::

J. Havens Richard!!, S. J .•......
J.E. Rankin, D. D. , LL. D ... .. .. .
E. M . Gallaudet, Ph.D., LL. D .. .
C. Gillespie, S. J .... ..........•..
John F. Forbes, Ph.D . ... ....... .
J.T.Nolen,.A..B., B.D ......... ..
Chal'les H. More, Ph. D ....•......
A. F. Lewis, .A.. M .............. ..
Geo.M. Ward,.A..M.,B.D ....... .
Wm. E. Boggs, D. D., LL. D ..•...
Horace Bumstead, D. D .......•. .
James M. Ilonderson ............ .
James 11. ."tepben11on ........... .
I. W. Waddell, D. D ............. .
P. D. Pollock, .A.. M., chairman .. .
W. A. Candler, D. D ...........•..
D. C. John, D. D ................ ..
F. G. Webl>, A. M . ............. ..
W. F. Robinson ................. .
Franklin B. Gault, :\i. . ..•......
J. G. Evans, D. D., LL. D ........ .
Wm .H. ,vnder, A . . ,D.D ..... .
lI.J.Mar il·,C. S. V ........... ..
·w. II. Crowell. A. ::U., chairman . .
J.M. Rutbrautf ................ ..
Anrlr~w ·. Draper, LL. D ....... .
J.P .. '.Ilocffer, '. J ............ ..
w·m. R. Harper, l'b. D., D. D ..•..
'\V. E. Lu!? nh •el. ............... .
Dani 1 Irion . .................. ..
J. I. Hartl in LL. J) ............. .
Il ncy ~-. Ho~ r , LL. D ....... ..
J. . Leavit ............. ....... .
J.E.'B1 In,! r .................. .

University or college.
Blount College.........................
St. Bernard College....................
Howard College . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Southern University .....•..••........
Lafayette College ......................
Lineville College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alabama Baptist Colored University..
Spring Hill College....................
University of Alabama................
University of Arizona.................
Arkadelphia Methodist College . . . . . . .
Ouachita Baptist College . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Arkansas College ...............•......
Arkansas Cumberland College .........
Hendrix College .......................
Arkansas Industrial University • ••• • •
Little Rock University...... . . . . . . . . . .
Philander Smith College ...............
Mountain Home Baptist College ..•....
University of California...............
Pomona College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pierce Christian Colleie ...............
University of the Pacific..............
Occidental College ..................•..
St. Vincent's College..................
California College . ·...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Mary's College.....................
Throop Polytechnic Institute..........
St. Ignatius College....... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Santa Clara College....................
Pacific Methodist College..............
Leland Stanford Junior University ....
University of Southern California.....
San Joacp.iin Valley College ...........
University of Colorado................
Colorado College .......................
Presbyterian College of tho Sou th west.
College of tho Sacred Heart,...........
University of Denver.................
Trinity Colle~e ... :.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wesleyan Umvers1ty ..................
Yale University .......................
Delaware College ......................
Catholic University of America .......
Columbian University............. . . . .
Georgetown University................
Howard University....................
Gallaudot College. .....................
Gonzaga, College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
John B. Stetson University...... . . . . . .
Florida Conference College ............
St. Leo Military College............ ....
Seminary West of tho Suwanee River.
Rollins College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
University of Georgia... ..............
Atlanta University .. ..................
Morris Brown College.................
13owdon College........................
North Georgia Agricultural College ...

Address.
Blountsville, Ala.
Cullman, Ala.
East Lake, Ala•
Greensboro, Ala.
Lafayette, Ala.
Lineville, Ala,.
Selma, Ala.
Spring Hill, Ala.
University, .Ala.
Tucson, Ariz.
Arkadelphia, Ark.
Do.
Batesville, Ark.
Clarksville, Ark.
Conway, Ark.
Fayetteville, Ark.
Little Rock, Ark.
Do.
Mountain Home, Ark.
Berkeley, Cal.
Claremont, Cal.
College City, Cal:
College Park, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Do.
Oakland, Cal.
Do.
Pasadena, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
Santa Clara, Cal.
Santa Rosa, Cal.
Stanford University, Cal.
University, Cal.
Woodbridge, Cal.
Boulder, Colo.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Del Norte, Colo.
Denver, Colo.
University Park, Colo.
Hartford, Conn.
Middletown, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Newark, Del.
Washington, D. C.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Deland, Fla.
Leesburg, Fla.
St. Leo, Fla.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Winter Park, Fla.
.A.thens, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Do.
Bowdon , Ga.
Dabloneg-a, Ga.

i;1~ ;1m;t:~::::::::::::::::::::: ~!~l~1\tta,

Ga.
Nannie Lou ,varthen College ..... .... . Wright!rvillo, Ga.
Young Harris College ................. Young llarris, Ga.
niY~rsit~ of Idaho .... ............... !1-fo~cow, Idaho.
Heddmg Collen-e....................... .Ahmgclon, Ill.
Illinois ""-'csleyan liuiv rsity .......... Bloominbrt011, Ill.
, ·t. Via.teur's~ C?lleg~ ................... Bou~boi:iunifl, Ill.
Hla ·kburn mver111ty....... . •. . . . . . . . Carlun illo, Ill.
Cnrthn,,.e College.................... .. 1 Carthage, Ill.
11iV&rsity of Illinois.................. Chnmpai!'n, Ill.
."t. I~'llatius Collf'~e .................... Chic:wo, Ill.
l'uiYendty of Chicago.................
Do.
Au. tin 'oll "0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I•:flingbnm, Ill.
£vani,: lical Pro. eminary........ .. . • . . Bho hurst, Ill.
Rm1•klL Gollog ........................ Eur kn, Ill.
.. ·,>rlhw• t1r11 U11hor11ity .............. Evan . ton . Ill.
E,·iui;: Colloc:o .................. ....... Ewini:r, Ill.
• ·wth ·ru llliuoi Collcg .............. } ulton , Ill.
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

!.-Colleges for males and coeducational colleges of libm·al arts-Continued.
Name of president.

University or college.

J. H. Finley, A. M., Pb. D ••...•..
Charles E. Nash, D. D .••••..••••.
J . C. McClure, A. M ..•• ••..•••••.
John E. Bradley. Ph.D .....•..••.
J. J. Halsey, A. M., acting ....... .
M. H. Chamberlin, A. M., LL. D ..
A.E. Turner, .A. M ... .•••••.•• •• .
J.B. McMicbael, D . D ...••.•••••.
H. J'. Kiekhoefer, A. M .• .••••....
Louis Haas, O. S. B ....•....••••..
B. W.Baker, A.M .............. .
Nicholas Leonard, 0. S. F ...••••.
Olof Olsson, D. D., Ph.D .. .•.•••.
Hugoline Storff, 0. S. F ....•..•••.
Austen K. de Blois, Ph.D ..••.••.
B. L. Seneff, A. B .. ..•..•••.••....
Chas . .A.. Blanchard ........•••••.
M. L. Brown, .A.. M., acting .••••. .
W . .A.. Caldwell, .A.. M .••.•. ••..•.
Joseph Swain, LL. D ........•.••.
Geo. S. Burroughs, Ph.D ....•..•.
Jos. Schmidt ............••..••...
William T. Stott,D.D ...•..•••••.
H . .A.. Gobin, D. D .............••.
D. W. Fisher, D. D., LL. D ...... .
Alvin P. Barnaby, M. S ......... .
Scot Butler, .A.. M .............••.
L. J'. Aldrich, .A.. M., D. D .... ... .
John H. Martin, A . .M., D. D .••.•.
Andrew Morrissey, C. S. C ..... ..
Joseph J' . .Mills, .A.. M., LL. D .... .
Geo. Hindley, B.D .............. .
Fmtan Mundwiler, O. S. B ...... .
T. C. Reade, D. D ... ..... ... ..... ,
S. W. Stookey, M. S., acting ..... .
J. Frederick Hirsch, .A.. M ..••••••
F. Richter ...................... .
J'. M. Littlejohn, D. D., Ph.D .... .
Laur. Larsen ..........••••••••••.
H. L. Stetson, D. D ..•••••..••••••
:B. O. Aylesworth, LL. D .•.•.•.••.

Knox College •.•..........•.••. ,. •. .•..
Lombard University., ••...............
Greer College ..............•..••.......
Illinois College:····: .....•.....'! ..... .
Lake Forest Umvers1ty ..•••...........
McKendree College ...•...••...........
Lincoln University ................... .
Monmouth College ......••......•••....
Northwestern College .............•.•.
St. BedeCollege .........•...•..........
Chaddock College .... ...... ........... .
St. Francis Solanus College ........... .
.Au~ustana College ..................•.
St. tJ oseph 's Diocesan College ......... .
Shurtleff College ...................... .
Westfield College .••••...••••.••••.....
Wheaton College ..•.••.•..•...••.••..•.
Indian University ... ·••• , ••••••..••••..
Henry Kendall College ..... ........... .
Indiana University ••.•••.......•• , ... .
WabashCollege ...•••......•..•........
Concordia College .•....•.•.•...........
Franklin College ....•...•..............
De Pauw University ..•••••.......••...
Hanover Col Lege .••••..•....•..........
Hartsville College .......•.••..........
Butler College ...........••.......• : ...
Union Christian College ..•..... .•.....
Moores Hill College .........••••..•....
University of Notre Dame .. ........ . ..
Earlham College ..•.......••...........
Ridgeville College ...••..•..••.....•...
St. Meinrad's College ................. .
Taylor University .. . ................ ..
Coe College ........•••.••.•..••••••....
Charles Uity College .................. .
Wartburg College .................... .
Amity College ........................ .
Luther College ...•• •..••••..•••••..••..
Des Moines College ...•••••........•...
Drake Univenity ....•••........•......
Parsons College .•......•...............
Upper Iowa University ..........••.•..
Iowa College ........................•..
LenoxCollege ...•......•. .••••... ...••.
Simpson Uolle~e ........... ........... .

J'ohn W. Bissell, .A. . .M., D. D ..••.
George.A.. Gates,D.D ...•..•••••.
Hugh Robinson, .A.. M .•.•..•••••.
Fletcher Brown, .A..M., B.D .....
Charles .A.. Schaeffer, Ph.D .•.•..
Friedrich Munz, .A.. M .......••.
C. L. Stafford, D. D ....•..•••.••.
Wm. F. King, LL. D .......•••••.
J'. M. Atwater, .A.. M .. .•.••••••••
.A.. Rosenberger, .A.. B., LL. B •...
Arthur B. Chaffee, D. D .....••..
George W. Carr ....•.......••• ..
Willis Marshall ....•...••••••••.
R. C. Hughes, A. M ..•.......•..
L. Bookwalter, D. D ............ .
J'acob A. Clutz, D. D .•.....•.•..
Innocent Wolf, 0. S. B., D. D .••.
L . H. Murlin, .A.. B., S. T. B ..... .
E. H. Vaughan, Ph.D .......•••.
J'. D. Hewitt, D. D ............. .
William Boyle .................. .
B. F. Kizer ..................... .
F. II. f;now, Ph.D., LL. D ..... .
C. M . .Brooke, .A.. :hL ........•...
C . .A.. Swensson, A. M ...••••.•..
J'. L. S. Riggfl, Ph.D ........... .
Edward .A. Higgins, S. J' ....... .
eorge J'. Ilagerty1,....A. M . ••.••..
l'. :M. Spencer, D. u ............ .
Geo. :Y. Herrick ..............•..
N.J. orrison,D.D.,LL.D .... .
.A. ,v.~r yer ................... .
ChOl!t ·r .A. Pince, .A. . .M ...•••••••
Dnuid ·ten•nson, D. D ...••..•..
Wm. G. I•'rost, Ph.D ........•...
·wm . .A. Obenchain, A. M . ••••••

State University

01

Iowa ............. .

.Address.
Galesburg, Ill.
Do.
Hoopeston, Ill.
J'acksonville, Ill.
Lake Forest, Ill.
Lebanon. Ill.
Linco'ln, Ill.
Monmouth . Ill.
Naperville, Ill.
Peru, Ill.
Quincy.DI.
Do.
Rock Island, Ill.
Teutopolis, Ill.
Upper .Alton, Ill.
Westfield, Ill.
Whejl,ton, Ill.
Bacone, Ind. T.
Muscogee, Ind. T.
Bloomington, Ind.
Crawfordsville, Ind.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Franklin, Ind.
Greencastle, Ind.
Hanover, Ind.
Hartsville, Ind.
Irvington, Ind.
Merom,Ind.
Moores Hill, Ind.
Notre Dame, Ind.
Richmond, Ind.
Ridgeville, Ind.
St. Meinrad, Ind.
Upland, Ind.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Charles City, Iowa.
Clinton, Iowa.
College Springs, Iowa.
Decorah, Iowa.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Do.
Fairfield, Iowa.
Fayette, Iowa.
Grinnell, Iowa.
Hopkinton, Iowa.
Indianola, Iowa.
Iowa City, Iowa.
Monat Pleasant, Iowa.
Do
Mount Vernon, Iowa.
Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Do.
Pella, Iowa.
Sioux City, Iowa.
Storm L,ike, Iowa.
Tabor, Iowa.
Toledo, Iowa.
.A.tchi11on, Kans.
Do.
Tinlclwin, Kans.
Dodge City, Kans.
l~mporia, Kaus.
Ilighland, Kans.
Ilolton, Kans.
Ln.wreuro. Kam:1.
Lecompton, Kans.
Lincl~bor_!!, Kaus.
Ottawa, Kun11.
."t. Marrs, Kuns.
Salina, Kans.
Strrling, Kuus.
'l'opcka, Knm1.
"'ichit'. K:11111.
Wiuflcld, J'ans.

German College ..................•••••.
Iowa Wesleyan University ......•.....
Cornell College ....................... .
Oskaloosa College .........•...•••.....
Penn College ........................ ..
Central University of Iowa ... .•••....
University of the Northwest ........ ..
l3uena Vista College ................. ..
Tabor Coll(•ge ........................ .
Western College ................. . ... ..
Midland College ...................... .
St. Benedict's College ................ .
Baker University ..................... .
Sonlo Col~ego .... : · ••..................
College ol Emporia ................... .
Highlan<l ni vcrr1ity ................. ..
Campbell Unh-ersity ................. .
Univor. ity of Kansas ................ .
Laue Universitv ...................... .
Bethany College .................. - . - · ·
Ottawa Tnh-orsity ................... .
St. Iary's College .................. ···
Kansas \Ycgk•yan University ......... .
Coopnr. femorinl College ............ ·•
,vashburn Coll ~e ............... · · · · ..
Fairmount College ........... - ... · -· · ..
St. John's Luth ran Collogo .......... ·
!Jo.
ontlnnst Fan as Collogo ........... ..
nion 'ollego ................. · · · · · · · · Bnrlwun·illl', Ky.
Her
·a, ](y.
0
l~owling Gr· ·n, Ky.
Danville,
Ky.
Centro College .......•.. ......... ······

~;:t~ ct~W~a:::::: :::::: :::::::::::::
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.
I.-Colleges for males ancl coeclucational colleges of liberal arts-Continued.
Kame of president.

Uni ,ersity or college.

· A. C. Davidson, D. D ..... .. .... .
H. ;J. Greenwell, A. JU ......... •.
;J, ,V. Hardy ................... .
Charles L. Loos ................ .
;Jam es K. Patterson, Ph.D .... .. .
L:H. Blanton, D. D ............ .
,Y. S. Ryland, D. D ............ .
;John L. Steffan D. D., Ph.D ... .
E. H. Pearce, D.D .. ..... ..... .. .
Thos. D. Boyd .. ..... ... ........ .
James H . .Blenk, S. M .......... .
C. W. Carter, D. D ............. .
U. W. Tomkics ................. .
Henry C. Semple, S. J .......... .
E. C. Mitchell, D. D . ... ....... . .
L. G. Adkinson, D. D .......... .
Oscar Atw ood, A. JU ....•.•••..•
Wm. J>. John ston , LL. D ....... .
William De Witt Hyde, D. D ... .
George C. Chase, A. M ..•....••.
Nathaniel Butler, D. D ......... .
Thomas Fell, Ph.D., LL. D .... .
D. C. Gilman, LL. D ........... .
John A. Morgan, S. J .......... .
Francis J. Wa~ner. D. D .....•..
Charles W. ne1tl, Ph.D ...... .. .
Broth er Maurice ................ .
C. B. Rex, D.D ................. .
Edward P . .Allen, D. D ..• : ...... .
Wilham II. PurneU, LL. D ...... .
Thomas R. Lewis, A. M., D. D .. .
Merrill E. Gates, Ph.D., LL.D.,
L.II.D.

Georgetown College .................. .
Lil>erty College ....................... .
South Kentucky College .. . ........... .
Kentucky U11iversity .. ..... ......... . .
State Uollege of Kentucky ....•.......
Central University ........... : •..... . .
B ethel Collep:e ...... . ................. .
St. Mary's College ........•........... .
Kentucky Wesleyan Collcgo ......... .
Louisiana, State UniYersity .•.•........
Jefferson College • . ........... ...... .. .
Centenary College of Louisiana ...... .
Keate hie Colle~c ...............•.......
College of the immaculate Conception.
Lclan,1 University ......•..•.. . ....... .
New Orleans Uni.ersity .............. .

i~;i;~~i:J'
1tf~~:~e~'£lri: :::':::
Charles W . Eliot, LL. D ..... ... .

.Address.
Georgetown, Ky.
Glasgow, Ky.
Ropkinsdlle, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Do.
Richmond, K:,.
Russell,ille. Ky.
St. Marys, Ky.
Wfoehrster, Ky.
Baton Ilouge, La.
Convent, La.
Jackson, La.
Keatchie, La.
New Orleans, La.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Brunswick. Me.
L ewiston, Me.
Waterville, Me.
Annapolis, Md.
Baltimore, Md.
Do.
Do.
Ubestertown, Md.
Ellicott City, Md.
Do.
Mount St. Marys. Md.
New Windsor, Md.
Westmin ster, Md.
.Amherst, J\lass .

~~:1ib~~~·::i1;:.~~=: :: ::~:::: ::~:::

i~~r~&1~:f:;:~:~: ·:: ·:·: :::::::~~:
St. J obn's C_ollege._ .... ·.· ··-· ...... ·-· .
Johns Hopkms Uruvers1ty ........... .

~i~:ucc~lif;~::::::: :: :::::~ :: ::: ::::

Washington College.·-·· ..•...... ·--··
Rock Hill College ..................... .
St. Charles Co!Ie~e ................... .
Mount St. Marys volJege ....... ·-·····
New Windsor College ..•............•.
·western Maryland College._ ......... .
.Amherst College ...... ··-· .......•.....

~~~i~~ %~}~f~slty::::::~: :: :: :::::::::

.Bos~~: Mas,;.
Han-ard Unfrersity ..................• Camlmdge, Mass.
Samu el R. Lee................... French -American College.............. Springfie1d, Mass.

~~c~~~-. i1P~.·. tln:::::::: ::

~mfa~~~ft:i~::: :·.:::: :: ::: : : ::::::
G. Stanley Rall, Pb. D ., LL.D .... Clark Universjt,y ......................
John F. Lehy, S. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . College of the Holy Cross.............
Denison C. 'l'homas, Pb..J) ....... Adrfan Collrge .•......................
L. R. Fiske, D . D., LL. D ... . ..... Albion College ......... . ............. .
August F. Druske, D. D ....... ·-- Alma College ...................... ·-·.,
James n. Angell , LL.D .... ...... Uni,ersity of Michi~an. ···········-··l
George ,V. Caviness, A . .M . . .. . . . Battle Creek College ..............•.... '
James G. Rodger, Pl1. D ....... ·-. Benzonia College ......................
H . ..A. Schapman, S. J .•..... ...... Di:troit College ....................•.•.
George F. Mosher, LL. D ..•..... IIillsdale College ...............•......
GerritJ. Kollen, A. M ........... Hope College .......•.................•
.A.G. Slocum, LL. D.. .. . . . .• .. . . . Kalamazoo College.....................
,Y. G. Sperry, D. D ............... OliYct Colle_go ................•........
Peter Engel, O. S. B., Pb. D ...... St. John's niversity .............. . ...
Albert Buxton .. . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . Northwestern Christian College ..... ..
George II. ]Jridgma.n, D. D....... Ham line University .................. .
Georg s,·erdrup . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. Augsburg Seminary...................
CyrusNorthrop,LL.D ......... . University of Minnesota..............
James W.Strong.D.D •......... Carleton College .. _ .... . ...............
Thorl>ji>rn N. Mohn ...........•.. St. Olaf College................ . ... .. .
Jamrs ,vanace,Ph.D ............ Macalcster College ....................
Matthias "\Vablstrom, A. M •. .• . . Gustavus Atlolpbus College...........
R. M Lawrence, .A.. M....... ... . . Parlwr Colle e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
7
J. W. Pro'l"ine, Ph.D ............. 1 Mississippi College...................
C. .A.Ilucldleston,.A.M ....... _.. Cooper-Huddl Aton Coll g ............
Charles E. Libbey, S. T. D ........ Ilust vniver ity .......................
W. B Murrah, D. D .............. Millsaps College ...• .................. .
Hobert B Fulton, .A. M.... .• . . . .
niversil,y of Mis i :iippi.... .........
P.O. Powell .A. M., B. D ...•.... . Central Christian 'olle~c .... ..........
W.H Pritcbett,A.M ............ .KorthwcstMissonn 'ollege.. .........
.Ai;a. B Bush, .A.. M ......... ·. ..... outhwe!lt l3aptiat Colleg •.............
R.KDownrng,B.Sur ............ , PikoColl ,re ...... ........ . ............
Chas . F.Spray, .M ............. Missouri"\Vesl ·anCollge .....•......
Clinton Lorknart, Ph. D . . . . .. .. . Chrisllan T"nfr rsity..................
J._A . Lmn, C.11. ................. .'t. Vincents Colleg . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .
n1r.han1 II JM•se. LL. D ......... uni, rsity of th State of Mis ouri. ..
ie. W. lit l1ell ................ GraJJdlb,·rrChristi n nionUollege ..
'I Y on ·. Dines, A. I . . . .• . . . . . . . Central Colle,re . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J-:1lward C. Gordon. l).D ......... WrstmiuetcrCollr~ .... ...............
'ha.. C. llemenway. ... .. . . . . . . . . l'ritcbctt School In ti tut . . . . . . . . .. . . .
1·

MW'a~~!~;.~~~~-

W-0rcester, Mass.
Do.
.Adrian,Mich.
Albion, Mich.
Alma, Mich.
Ann Arbor, ::\Iicl1.
J3attlecreek, Mich.
J3cnzonia, .Mich.
D~troit, Mic)1.
Hillsdale, M1cb.
liollnnd, Mich .
K.1famazoo. Mich.
Olivet, Mich.
College,·ille, {inn.
Excel'sior, Mmn.
Ifamline, Minn .
Minn ea.polis, }.!inn.
Do.
Northfi ld,:llinn.
Do.
St.l'aul, .Minn.
f;t. Pet r, Mbm.
Winneba~o City, Minn.
'liu ton. '11iss.
Daleville,Miss.
IIolly Spriuga, Miss.
Jack. on, , li s!I.
l:nfr ·rsity, Miss.
.All>any, !lo.
Do .
RoliYar, Mo.
J3owlin gGr on,:llo.
Camron. lo.
Canton. Mo.
'af>e Wranlrau, Mo.
'o umbia, :llo.
Edinburg:, 1o.
• ay ttc, Mo.
Fuhon, Mo.
Glasgow, Mo.
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III.--COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

!.-Colleges for males and coeclucational colleges of liberal arts-Continued..
Unhersity or college.

Name of president.

.Address.

ffr!t
1LPi.~~~~.:::::::::::::::: Z!G\~;;~1ti11~g·e·:::::::::: :~::::::::: r!~~~~e~l\I~~carleton B. Marsh, .A . B .......... Lawson Presbyterian College.......... Lawson, l\lo.
J. I-'. Greene, D. D., LL. D ........
Wm. H. Black, D. D..............
W. H. Winton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J.C. Shelton................ ... ..
L. M. McAfee....................
. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brotber Paulian, F. S. C ..........
Joaepb Grimmelsman, S.J .......
Wintield S. Chaplin, LL. D .......
Homer T . Fuller, Pb. D ....•.....

··wmiam Jewell College ................
Missouri Valley College...............
Jliorris,ille College....................
Scarritt Collegiate Institute...........
Park College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .• . . . . . . . .
St. Charles College . . . . .. . .• . . . . . . . . . . .
College oftbe Christian Brothers ......
St. Louis UniYe.rsity. ...... ...... ......
Washington Unfrersity.. .. .. . .........
Drnry College .......... •... ...•........

Liberty, Mo.
Marshall, Mo.
JUerrisYille . .M-o.
Neosho, hlo.
Parkville. Mo.
St. Charles, Mo.
St. Louis, hlo.
Do. ·
Do.
Springfield, l\lo.

i.t 1~rr~:!~\~~:1-li:~:::::::::: I~,1~1t~
i~f1~i~ :::::::::::::~:::::::::: :f~!~n:n~~·o.
Central Wesleyan College ............. ,Yarrcnton. Mo .

Geo. B. Addicks, .A.. M ...........
. A. B . .l'i1artrn, A. M . .. • . . . • .. • . • . .
......................... .........
Oscar J . Craig ......... .'.........
David R. Kerr,Ph.D., D.D ......

College of Montana.......... . . . . . . . . . .
Montana Wes1eyan Universitv .. _. ....
University of Montana ...... :.........
University of Omaha .... ·-·--- ........

Deerlodp;e, 110.nt .
Heleua.Mont.
Missoula, Mont.
Bcilenrn, Nebr.

~aYid B._Perr., . .A.. JU............
. J. Mei cer,.A. 'M . ... .• . . ... . . . . .
Geo. E. MacLean, LL. D ....• .....
G. W. Hinman, A . .B., acting .....
JohnPabls,S . .J ··-··············
C. 1\1. Ellinwood._. __ .......•... ·..
W. S. Reese ....•. ·-····-·........
Joseph E. 8tubbs, D,D- .........
W . ,T. Tucker, D. D., LL. D .......
Hilary Pfraengle, O. S. B .. . . . . ..
Austin Scott, Pb. D., LL. D......
F. L. Patton , D.D., LL.D ........
Wm. F . Marshall, .A.. JU • . . .• . . . . .
E. 8 Sto,,er .....•........ : .•.....
B.C.Davis,A.M .................
Josepl1 F . Butler, O. S. F.........
R. B. Fairbairn , D. D., LL. D.....
D. H. Cocl1ra.n, Pb. D., LL. D . ....

cc;Wee,;e~i~;::~:~:~
~
Fairfield Co1leg;e,. ............. ·- .......
University of Nebraska .•....•........
Gat_es Coliege: ··. ·: ...... ··-··- ........
Cre1ghtonUnn·ers1ty ..........•.......
Nebraska Wesleyan University. ......
York Coliege ....•.....•. ·-·---........
State UniversHy ofNeYa<la..... _ .•..•..
Dartmout\J College .... ..... ..... . .....
St. Benedict's College. .................
Rutgers College •....•....•............
Princeton Uni,ersity .. ...•.•.. ...•.....
Seton II all College ...... ·---...........
Unh·ersity of New .M<lxico ............
Alfred Unfrersity .....................
St. Bon:wenture's College .....•........
St. Stephen's College......••...........
Polyteclmic Institute of Brooklyn . . . .

BCC1~ei1t~e~...L{,e:.bfo1·~.~ Nebr.
-'-'
:Fairfield, .Kcbr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Neligh, Kebr.
Omaha,Nebr.
Uuiver-sity Place, .Kebr.
York, Nel.>1·.
Reno. Kc,·.
HaTIOYer, N. H.
Kewark, N. J.
New Brll.l'lswic.k, N. J.
P.rinceton, N. J.
Sonth-Or:uige, N.J.
Albuquer()u-O, N. M-e.x.
Alfred,N.Y.
.Allegany, N. Y.
.Annandale, N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

John C. Lee, PIJ. l>., D. D .........
JU. Woolsey Stryker, D. D ........
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,
Geo. ,V. Smith, .A. B., LL.]! ...... I
J. G. Sc!rn!'ln:m, Sc. D., LL. D ....
Tb omns E.:Uurp.hy, S.J .... .....
.A.lexan<lcr S. ,vebb, LL . D .......
, ctb Low , LL. D .................

St. Lawrence iJniversity ..•..• ...•..•....
Hamilton ColJege .....•...•...•........
Hobart College_ ............... ·-.... . . .
Colgate UJJi,crsity ............... __ ...
Cornell UniYersity .•...•• ·····-··· ....
College of St. J!'rancis XaYier ..........
ColJ ,ge of tho City of New Y-0rlc ..... ,
Columbia University ............... _.. 1

Butr¥1t. N. Y. ·,
Canton, N. Y.
Clinton, N. Y .
Gene Ya, N. Y.
IIami1ton, N. Y.
Itbacn, N. Y.
Nc1Y Yc,rk, N. Y .
Do.
Do.

iitii·.ti:ffc~~~~~'. ~:~.~~~ :~::: ::

~;11r

:=~=:::: :::: ·.·:

WJ~i~Ei~:~;~~t~~::::::::~ gt]f ~~c~~m~i~~e~::~: : ~====~::~: :
¥L~~~:~ t'&~~~:~.M. ::r~~: :: :::::

1

~l~J~t:1t·~c~u~1if~.~ ~~: :::~: :~ ::: :::: ::1

1

~~:

B.M. MarCrn.ck en, D.D.,LL.D. New York niYersity._...............
Do.
P. S. Macliale, C.N •...•......... 1 Nia.!Zarn niYersity .. ····-···· ......... 1 Niagara University, N. Y.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .•. .. . . . . . . . . . . . 'Cniversity of Roche.·ter. ··- ........... Roc-b.esteT, N. Y.
A. V. V. Raymond, D. D .......... Union Gollege ... ···-······ .......... ·· / ~chcnectacly, N. Y.
J amcs R . Day, D. D .. . . .• . . . . . . . . fi~Tncnse lll,er 1ty....... ............ Syrncnsc. N. Y.
E A . Alderman, I'h. B .•......... UniY rait:, of .r"ortlt Varolina .•........ Chapd RilJ,~ r. C.
D . J . ·a,nders, D. D ............... I Tiid<lle nivrr. ity..................... Charlotte, N. C.
J .13. Shear r, D . D., LL. D. _...... Da_,·i.cl>'OH Colleirc .....•........... - . ... , Davi<l. on, N; C.
Jo\Jn C. K1lgo, D.]) ···-···· ...... Trmity ollcge .... _ ...........•....... 1 Dnrhnm, JJ. J.
W.W .Stalc,,D.D ............ ... ElonC<tlleg ................... ·-······ monColl ge.-T. '.
L.Lyuclon]Iobbll,.A..M .••....... ,nil~or!l('olleg ...•.•..•...•.......... G\1il!"or1~Coll~ge,-·.'
ItohcrtA.Yo!1er, .A..:M ...•....... Lc·no1rColki;c•......................... lhcl,on,N.C . .
M.G.G . .'cl1cr r,A . .M ........... 1 ·orth Carolina, olle ................ 1\fo11ntl'kru111nt,- .C.
J. '. Clapp, D. D ..... . .......... . Cat awl! _'oil f! .. ·-· ..•... .. ... . .. . . . . ;c·w~on,
C.
Chas. F. Meserve, .A. . .M ..•....... Sbaw 1 mv nuty ...................... J,ale1gl1: •. C.
•
E. A brrncthy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rn thcrforcl 'oll,•g;o . . •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • l.tn~ l1orf onl ~ 'oll ·r:<·, •. <.:.
\\'illinm ll. Gol r,D.D ...•...... Li1'i11gsto11e College ....•.•............ . a!J,-.lm!·.",~ . . ,
C.E.Taylor,D.O.,Litt.ll ........ ,Vak •or tColl,ge .................. ,,:nl, Jin: .t,~·.·
1. A. Yost, A. :ll ... .............. "\Y nYcr\'illc Colle« ......•............ ': l'a1·1·r~·1m•, - · ·
Jirnry ·. immons ............... YargoGollgr ............•. _........... I•.11:0, ...,_.l>,1½.
"\\'.M rrifield, A.:\I .............. l"niHT•it_vof~-oTthI>aliota ........... l !11,· r~ll ', •. nnk .
• I. Y. B. Knox, D. D . ..........
H•·d ltrn·r Ynl!,•y T,11h· r ity .......... "\\ ahp11011: •. l>ak.
('. J.I. Knight, acting .. ........... Ilu('lttcl ollc~o ... ....•.•.•.. ..•....... , .,\l·:on, 0111°:
Ta111rrla11 J>. Marsl1 , D. D . . . . . . . ~ Ionnt nion oll ~e........ .• .• . . . . . . .Alhnn •, Oh~o.
,T . .All n )I ill er . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . _\ sl1l:u1d 1-niYer ·i ty. .• .• . . . .. . .• . . . . . . .A1<hla1ul, ~)!110.
li;ac rook, D . D .............. ,.. Ohio 'Gnfr rsity.......................
thcn11, 110.

<·

"T.

···1
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

!.-Colleges for males and coeducational colleges of liberal arts-Continued.
University or college.

Name of president.
Millard F. Warner, A.M ..... ....
0. Riemo nschneider, Ph, D . . .• . . .
David McKinney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
James Ii.ogers, C. S. C .•........ . .
A. J. Burrowes, S. J ... . . . . . . . . . . .
P. V. N. Myers...................
H . J. Ruet{lnik, D. D . .. . . .. •• . . ..
Joseph ff Le Halle..............
Chas F Th wing, D. D .•.........
F . W. Stellhorn.. . . ..............
James H. Canfield, LL. D . • . . . . . .
John R. H Latchaw, D . D... . ... .
James W. Bashford, Ph. D .•••••.
C. Manchester, A . M . . . . . . . . . . • • .
Wm. F. Peirce, L . H. D .....••.••.
D.B. Purinton, A.M., LL.D ..••.

Baldwin University ............... ... .
German Wallace College . , ........ .. . .
Cedarville College ... ................. .
St. Joseph' s College ................... .
St. Xavier College .................... .
University of Cincinnati. ............. .
Calvin College . ....................... .
St. Ignatius College ................•..
Western Reserve University ......... .
Capital University ...•................
Ohio State University ....•............
Defiance College ...................... .
Ohio Wesleyan Oniversity ........... .
Findlay College ...................... .
Kenyon College ........•......•........
Denison University •••........•..•..••.

Address.

Berea, Ohio.
Do.
Cedarville, Ohio.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Do.
Do.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Do.
Do.
Columbus, Ohio.
Do.
Defiance, Ohio.
Delaware, Ohio.
Findlay, Ohio.
Gambier, Ohio.
Granville, Ohio.
0
Hiram, Ohio.
Lima, Ohio.
J . H. Chamberlin, Litt.D., dean .. Marietta College ......•.......•.•...... Marietta, Ohio.
W. A. Williams, D. D .. .. . • • . . • . . Franklin College ...•••..•............. New Athens, Ohio.
Jesse Johnson . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . • . Muskingum College ........•....•..•.. New Concord, Ohio.
Wm. G. Ballantine. D. D., LL. D .. Oberlin College .........•.••..••....... Oberlin, Ohio.
Wm. O. Thompson, D. D......... Miami University ...•................. Oxford, Ohio.
Geo. W.MacMillan, Ph.D.,D.D . Richmond College .................... . Richmond, Ohio.
John M. Davis, Ph.D .....•...... Rio Grande College ...•...........•.. . . Rio Grande, Ohio.
W. G. Compher, Ph.D............ Scio College .......•....•.•.•.....•.••. Scio, Ohio.
Samuel A. Ort, D. D .•.•••.....•.. Wittenberg College .................•.. Springfield, Ohio.
John A. Peters, D. D ......•...... Heidelberg University .......... .. : .. . Tiffin, Ohio.
Thomas J. Sanders, Ph.D ........ Otterbein University ......•........... Westerville, Ohio.
S. T. Mitchell, A. M., LL. D . . . . . . Wilberforce University ............... . Wilberforce, Ohio.
James B. Unthank, M. S ...•..••. Wilmington College .................. . Wilmington, Ohio.
S. F. Scovel, D. D ................. University of Wooster . .............. . Wooster, Ohio.
Daniel A. Long, D. D., LL. D..... Antioch College .. .................... . Yellow Springs, Ohio.
D.R. Boyd, A. M................. University of Oklahoma ..•....••...... Norman, Okla.
Chas. H. Chapman, Ph. D . . . . . • • . University of Oregon ....•••........... Eugene, Oreg.
Thomas McClelland, D. D ........ Pacific Umversity .................... . Forest Grove, Oreg.
c ._cL._PBoolia.nrgm,Pahn..B.. ·. ·. ·. ·.·........· ...· .....· .· Lafayette Seminary ......•......•...••. Lafayette, Oreg-.
H
d
McMinnville College ................. . McMinnville, Oreg.
Thomas Newlin.................. Pacific College .........•..••.••........ Newberg, Oreg.
B. E. Emerick, A. M....... . . . . • • Philomath College .....••..•........... Philomath, Oreg.
Willis C. Hawley, A. M .•.••..••. Willamette University ...•......•.••.. Salem, Oreg.
Thomas Van Scoy, D. D ........•. Portland University ..•••.•............ University Park, Oreg.
W. J. Holland, Ph.D., D. D ....... Western University of Pennsylvania .. AllPgheny, Pa.
Theodore L. Seip, D. D.. .. . .. . . . . Muhlenberg College . .................. . Allentown, Pa.
E. B. Bierman, Ph. D . . . . . . . . . . . • . Lebanon Valley College ....••.......... .Annville, Pa.
Leander Schnerr . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . St. Vincent College ......•.•.•......•.. Beatty,Pa.
W. P. Johnston, A. M ..•...••••.• Geneva College . .... .......•....• . ..... Beaver Falls, Pa.
Aug. Schultz, D. D ....... ........ Moravian College ..........•........... Bethlehem, Pa.
George E. Reed, D. D., LL. D..... Dickinson College ................... . . Carlisle, Pa.
C. E. Hyatt, C. E .... .....•. ... ... Pennsylvania Military College ........ . Chester, Pa.
Henry T. Spangler, D. D . ..•..•.. Ursinus College ..•.•.•....•.....•...... Collegeville, Pa.
E. D. Warfield, LL. D .... .. . . . . . . Lafayette College ..........•....•..... . Easton, Pa.
H. W.McKnight,D.D.,LL.D ... Pennsylvania College .......•.•........ Gettysburg. Pa.
Theo. B. Roth, D. D . . . . . • . . . . . • . . Thiel College ..... .............•..•.... Greenville, Pa.
Grove City, Pa.
ii:
J'o~l~efe~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : Haverford, Pa .
. T. Wiley....... . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . Monon~ahela CoYlege ................. . Jefferson, Pa.
John S. Stahr, Ph.D., D. D ....... Franklin and Marshall College ....... . Lancaster, Pa.
John H. Harris, Ph.D ............ Bucknell 'Gmversity ..... .•••.•....... . Lewi sburi, Pa.
Isaac N. Rendall, D. D ....••..... Lincoln University .....•.............. Lincoln 'Cniversity, Pa.
Brother .Athanasius .... ..•... ... St. Francis Coll .ge .... ................ . Loretto, I'a.
Wm. H. Crawford, D. D. .. • .. . . . . Allegheny Coll ge ............••....... MeadY11le, Pa.
Aaron E. Gobble, A. M........... Central P nnsylvania College . ....... . New l3erlin, Pa.
R. G. Ferguson, D . D ..... ..•• •••. Westminster College ................. . New "\Vilmiugton, Pa.
R. E. Thompson, D. D .•....•..... Central High School. ........••........ Philadelphia, Pa.
Do.
Brother Isidore .... .............. La allo Co1lP,ge .. ..........•..•...•...
Do.
Charle C Harri11on, LL.~ .•..... Umversity of Pennsylvania ...•.••....
EdwinL.York,Ph.D .. .......... Duqu snoCollego .....•.......••••.... Pittsburg, Pa.
Do.
John T. Murphy, . ·. ;p ..••..•.. Holy Ghost College ..........••••.••.•.
Thomas M. Drown, M. D......... Lehigh Univer1:1ity .•...••••.•.•........ South llethlchom, Pa.
tato Coll a;o, Pa.
311~i
§!°r:;t?:!~:;:;a.~~!t:e~~~~~~:::::::::::: Swartbmoro, Pa.
La11.r1;nce A. D lurey, . . A ....
illanova College ..................•... Villanorn, Pa.
. E.11
.............•..•.••• •. Volant College ....................•.... Volaut,Pa .
Jame D. loflat, . D ....•....... Washington and Jefferson College .... . Washington, Pa.
E. B. . r11lr w , D. D .. LL. D...... Brown ni veri,i ty .................... . Provi1l('J1 Ct·, It. I.
II. E . .'hc1,h nl, A. ll., LL. D . .... ollf'go of 'harlc ton ................. . Chari s ton ·. C.
E . .,. urrn . -·..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . Pr hyterinn 'ollegeof ·outh 'arolina. Clinton, '. C.
J. r-r. o
..•• ..•••••••.••..•• . Allen University ..................... . Colun1h1a, ·. G.

~!i1lctJ;:!ii~~·.~. :::::::::::: fl~~c~u~:f~------::::::::::::::::::::::
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EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORY.
III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

I.-Colleges for .niales and coeducational colleges of liberal arts-Continued.

,Tas. Woodrow, Ph.D., LL. D .....
W . .M. Grier, D. D................
Charies Manly, D. D.. .• . . . . . . . . .
Geo. B. Croi:ner, A. M ...•. ...••••.
L. M. Dunton, D. D....... ..••.•..
.Tames H. Carlisle, LL. D ...•..•..
Wm. M. Blackburn., D. D.........
J'. W. Hancher, M. S., A. M. ·-···.
W. I. Graham, A. M. ... . . . . . . . . . .
I. P. Patch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Joseph W. Mauck, .A. M ......••.
H. R. Warren . ...................
J'. Albert Wallace, D. D ......•...
Isaac 'IV. J'oyce, D. D., LL. D .....
George Summey, D. D .........•.
J'. F. :::ipence, S. T. D., LL. D . . .• . .
S. G. Gilbreath.. .................
G. M. Sav-age, A. M., LL. D.. •• • • .
J'. S. McCulloch, D. D............
Chas. W. Dabney,jr., Ph.D.,LL.D
N. Green, LL. D............. .. • . .
J'.L. Dickens, Ph.D., LL. D .•.•.•
S. W. Boardman, LL. D . . . . . . . • . .
Brother Maurelian...............
J. Hopwood, A. M .... ...•....•...
J. T. Henderson, A . .M •..••.••••••
J. Braden, D. D . . . ..• . . . .• . . . . . . .
E. M. Cravath, D. D .•.•...•••....
Owen James, D. D •...........•..
Wm. JI. Payne, LL. D .........•..
James H. Kirkland, Ph. D ....•..
B. Lawton Wiggins, A. M .. .••••.
W. N. Billingsfoy, .A.• M .......•..
J. L. Bachman, A. M • . • . . . • . . . . . .
J ere Moore, D. D .................
James 'l'. Cooter, A. M ........••..
P. P. Klein, C. S. C................
Geo. T. Winston, LL. D ... . ..••..
J. D. Robnett, D . D .......•.•..•..
T.H.Bridges ..............•..••.
OscarL. Fisher, A. M., D. D .•.••.
John O':foanahan, S. J .•....•....
John II. MoLeant.~· M., D. D . . . .
M. W. Dogan, A . .M................
J'ohn ,volf ........•.......•••.••.

t ~'. }~\~~:!~·, ~i?.ii:::::::::::::

Address.

UniversitY'or college.

Name of president.

South Carolina College ............. . ...
Erskine College....................... .
Furman University....................
Newberry College ....•.....•••.........
Claflin University.....................
Wofford College ........................
Pierre University......................
Black Hills College....................
Dakota University ....................
Red:fielcl College • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
University of South Dakota ...........
Yankton College .. . ...................
King College ..............•...........
U.S. Grant-University .................
Southwestern Presbyterian University.
American Temperance University.....
Hiwassee College......................
Southwestern Baptist University......
Knoxville College......................
!Jniversity of Tennessee..............
Cumberland University................
Bethel Colle~~ ..•..•.............•.....
Maryville Couege. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Christian Brothers' College............
Milligan College .......................
Carson and Newman College ..........
Central Tennessee College.............
Fisk University.......................
Ro~er l\_7"illiams Uni-yersity. .. . . . ......
Umversity ofNashville...... ..........
Vanderbilt University..... . ...........
University of the South ............•...
Burritt College .......•................
Sweetwater College..... . ..............
Greeneville and Tusculum College .....
Washington College...................
St. Edward's College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
University of Texas...................
Howard Payne College .................
Henry Colle~ .........................
Fort Worth university .•.......•...•..
St. Mary's University ..................
Southwestern University ...•..........
Wiley University......................
St. Louis College ...•...........•.......

~~~~\~ ~~1~:~ity:::::::::::::::::::::

.Addison Clark, LL. D ... . .. .•• ... .A.dd·ltan Christian University . . . . . . . .
R. C. Burleson, D. D., LL. D. •. . . . Baylor t niversity.....................
I. M. Burgan, D. D . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Panl Quinn College....................
Wm. J. Kerr . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . llri~l1am Young College . . • . . . . . . . • • . . .
James E. Talmage, Sc. D.,Ph. D..
mvendty of Utah ....................
Matthew H. Buckham, D. D......
niveri;ity of V rmont . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Ezra Brainerd, LL. D . . . . . . . . . . . . l\fidcll bury Colleg,e ... ·;. .... .. . . . . . . . .
Wm. W., mith,LL.D ....••..••.. Randolph·Macon College •.............
· w. B. Yount ..................... Briclg water College ...................
P. B. Barringer, M. D ........•••.. UniYersitv of Virginia ................
R. G. \Vaterhom,e, D. D .......... Emory au'cl Henry College .............
Ri•·harcl Mcllwaine, D. D ........ Hampdcn·Sicl1wy College ..............
G. w. C. Lee, LL. D . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ,vasbingtoi:i ancl Lee Univ rsity.......
F. W . .Boatwright, A. :M.... .•. • • . Richmond. Uollege . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Juli us D. Dreher, Pl1. D •......... Roanok Colleg . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
L. G. •.ryler, LL. D ................ Coll go of "\VilTiam and Mary..........
A. C.Jonos ...............•••.... ,Va. hon College ........................
F. ~. }~11,,lU1, .A.. ~f . .. . . . . . . . . . .. Colf1v Collrge.........................
E. A. Sutherland ................. · \Valla \Valla Coll ge ...................
M. \V. llarrington, Ph.D •....... , 1J"nivcniily of Washington .............
Jamee R11brnann, ,'. J ............ Gonzaga Colle::re ..................... · ·
Calvin W. ·tewnrt, D. D......... Whitworth College....................
C. It. '.rho burn .......•••••••.•... Puget oouml Tuiversity ......... · · .. · ·
Hiram J>. uindon .........•..... · • t. 1am '~ :ollt'ge. ··· ······ ······ ······
. B.L.P nrose .................. • \Vlntman College......................
J .P.• farehall, .L\.. lI... .. . . . ...... 13nrhour ·illc ('ollege ......... • .. ·· · · ..
H.McDoarmid ,A.11. .........•.. ln•thany ~OllPg .......................
J'. L. Goodknight, D. D ........... \\~est Yirgini~ Cn~veraity .......•.....
t_ 111vere1ty .... · · •••···••····
nrnn,.1 l'lnntz, Pb. D., D. D ...... , Law!
},. D. Eaton, D.
LL. D ......... Br:J()]_t College .......... ············ ....
H . .A.. ~m,blm 10r, D. D .......... l\hes1on Ilou8o ....... ·· · -······ ···· · ·
has. K. Adams, LL. D. ... • .• • •• . 'niv raity of Wiacon. in ...............

p.,

n,r

Columbia, S. C.
Due West, S. C.
Greenville, S. C.
:N"ewberry, S. O.
Orangeburg, S. 0 .
Spartanburg, S. C.
East Pierre, S. Dak.
Hot Springs, S. Dak.
Mitchell, S. Dak.
Redfield, S. Dak.
Vermilion, S. Dak.
Ya,nkton, S. Dak.
Bristol, Tenn.
Cliat,tanooga, Tenn.
Clarksville, Tenn.
Harriman, Tenn.
Hiwassee College, Tenn.
Jackson, Tenn.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Do.
Lebanon, Tenn.
McKenzie, Tenn.
Maryvi~le, Tenn.
Memphis, Tenn.
Milligan, Tenn.
Mossy Creek, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Do.
·
Do.
Do.
Do.
Sewanee, 'l'enn.
Spencer, Tenn.
Sweetwater, 'l'enn.
Tusculum, Tenn.
Washington College, Tenn.
Austin, Tex.
Do.
Brownwood, Tex.
Campbell, '.rex.
Fort Worth, Tex.
Galveston, Tex.
Georgetown, Tex.
Marshall, Tex.
San Antonio, Tex.

~~t~:~l6l~x.

Waco, Tex.
Do.
Do.
Logan, Utah.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Burlington, Vt.
Middlebury, Vt.
Ashland, Va.
Bridgewater, Va.
Charlottesville, Va.
Emory, Va.
Ilarni,clcn.Siclney, Vo.
Lexington, Va.
Iticl11no11d, Va.
Sal<1 111, Ya.
William11hnrg, Va.
Burton, \Vaah.
Uolfa.-, ·w aaJ1.
Coll fe Pla ·o, Wash.
~ at o, Wash.
,_pokano, Wa It.
: ;wnn •r, ~aslt.
~,acomu, \\ a~~!~ah

,/1f.t,,:~
~j Va ·h .
a•
·u' \V
1 8

rtnn \v •

1 11
;
}::1
a · a.
,et nny,
· viva
~or~artov.\\.'·1 ·
'
1 0
Jill~i~ ~·i . •
J,'nml~liJI Wis.
d'
'"\\''s
1
ru.a ison,
•
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EDUC.ATION REPORT, _1895-96.
Ill.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

I.- Co lleges for nudes ancl coeclncationcil colleges of libeml arts-Continued.
N amo of president.

Unfrersity or <;ollege.

Wm. C. Whitford, D. D.·.. .. ......
L eopold Bushart, S. J -. ...........
R ufus C. :Flagg, D. D.............
Joseph Rainer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.A.. F. Ernst .............•.•......
Frank P. Graves, Ph.D..........

Milton Qollege .........................
Marquette College.....................
Ripon College. .. . ......................
Seminary of St. Francis of Sales .......
Nor thwestern University ..............
University of Wyoming. ..............

Address .
Milton, Wis.
Milwaukee, Wis .
Ripon, Wis. .
St. Francis, Wis .
Watertown, Wis.
Laramie, Wyo.

IL- Colleges for women.
Z. A. Parker .............. ."..... .
Henry A . .Moody, M . D ...... • ... .
J.B. Cumming .................. .
T. J. Simmon s, A. M ......•..•...
A.H.Todd ........ ... ........... .
_ A. B . .Tones, D. D., LL. D ......••.
S. W . .A.,erett, LL. D ............ .
Jas. D . Wacle,A.M ............. .
Geo . R. McNeil!, Ph.D . • •........
E. II. Murfee .................... .
John D. Simpson ................ .
J olm Massey, LL. D ............ .
J. G.Lile ...... • ..... ... . ...... ...
J\Irs-. C. T. Mills ................. .
Sister Mary- Bernardine .. . ...... .
Mrs. M . .A.. Lipscomb .... ... .... .
Chas. C. Cox, .A.. M ........ .... .. .
Homer Bush, A . M . ....... .... .. .
G.J. Orr ..... .. ................. .
M.H.Lano .. .............. .. .... .
.A. W. Van Hoose ............... .
Rufus W . Smith, .A.. M .......... .
G . .A..Nunnally . .. . .. ........... .
J. D. Ilammond, D. D . . ...... . .. .
J. llarris Chappell . ........... .• .
.A.. J. Ilattle, D. D., LL. D ... ..... .
John E. Baker ..... .. .. . .. . ... .. .
Jo~eph R. Harker, Ph. D . ....... .
E. F. Bullard, A. M ......... ..... .
C. W. Leffingwell, D. D ... .. .. ... .
-Sarah l!'. Anderson .............. .
John M. Duncan, A. M .......... .
Wm. Bishop, D. D ............... .
F . R li!illspaugh, D. D .......... .
Benj. F . Cabell .................. .
Miss C. A. Campbell .......•.....
Edmund Harrison, A. M .. .. . ... .
J. TI. Skinner ............ .. . .... .
H. B. McClellan, A. M ... . ..... . . .
Cu.desman Pope ................. .
Mrs. B. ,V. Vineyard ............ .
A . C. Goodwin ... . ... ...... ..... .

.A.thens Female College ............... . Athens, Ala.
Bailey Springs, .A.la.
Eastlake, Ala.
Union Female College ........... -· ... . Eufaula, Ala.
Synodical Female College . ... ... ..... . Florence, Ala.
Jones College for Young Ladies ...... . Gadsden, Ala .
Judson Female Institute .....•........ Marion, .A.la.
Marion Female Seminary .... . ... ... .. .
Do.
Isbell College ....... . ................. . Talladega, Ala.
Central Female College ............... . Tuscaloosa, A.la.
Tuscal oosa Fenrale College ........... .
Do.
.Alabama Conference Female College . . Tuskegee, A.la.
Central Baptist College. ·~ ............ . Conway, Ark.
Mills College . . ........... .. .......... . Mills (;ollege, Cal.
College of Notre Dame . .. ....... . .... . San Jose, Cal.
Lucy Coub Institute ....... ·- ......... . .A.thens, Ga.
Southern :Female College ... .... . ..... . College Park, Ga.
Andrew Female College ........ • .. . ... Cuthbert, Ga.
Dalton Female College .. ........... . .. . Dalton , Ga.
Monroe I!'emale College ............... . l<'orsytll, Ga.
Georgia Female Seminary . ... .. .. .. . . . Gaines,illr, Ga.
Lagrange :Female College .. ... ....... . . Lagrange, Ga.
Do.
Southern Female College ............. .
Wesleyan Female College ..... . .... .. . Macon,Ga.
Georgia Normal and Industrial College . Milledge,ille, Ga.
Shorter College .... .. ..... . . .......... . Rome, Ga.
Young Female College ... ..... ... . ... . Thomasville, Ga.
Illinois F male College . .... ........ . . . Jacksonville, Ill.
Do.
Jacksonville :Female Academy .. ..... .
Knox;-ille, Ill.
Rockford, 111.
'£erre 1!:.i.uto, Intl.
College for x oung L adies ............. . Oswego, Kans.
College of the Sisters of Bethany .... . Top ka, Kans.
Potter College .. .. .................... . J3owling Green, K,r.
Caldwell College ......... . ... .... ..... . Danville, Ky.
Bethel Female Colle~~· ............... . Ilopkinsvilic. Ky.
Hamilton Female Couoge ... ... ....... . Lexington, Ky.
Do.
Sayre Female Institute ............... .
Millcrsbnr!!. K\"".
1
Niehoh'.itille, Ky.
Owensboro l!'emale Coll ge ..... ...... . Owensboro, Ky .
Kentucky College for Young Ladies .. . Peweo Vnlley, Ky.
Logan Female College ................ . Rn selhilk, Ky.
'\\"illiam Shelton ........ .. ...... . Stanford :Female College ....... ....... . 8tanford, Ky.
Rice S. Eubank, B.,' ............ . Winchester Female CoU go ...... ..... . '\Vinche. ter, Ky.
Geort:o J. Ramsey, .A.. M . ...... . . Silliman Female Institute .... . . . ..... . Ulinton, La.
T. S. ;:,1igl1, A.11 .......... . ..... . Mam;field Female 'olleg ............. . 1\fansfkl<l, La.
S. Decatur Lucas . .... . ..... .... . .Minden Femal Uollege ............ ... . Minden, La.
II.,'. Whitman, A. M .. .......... . \\Testbrook Sem1nary ......... . ....... . Deering. )I .
Edgar M. Smith ..........•....... ::llaino \Y esl yan Seminary and Fcruale Kouts llill, :lie.
'ollege.
Jolm F. Gonrber. D. D ...... . ., .. Womau·!I Collc"e of llallimor ........ 13:tltirnorc, :lid.
J. II. Apr,l , . 1 ..............•. ,'toman's C llego
.... I•'n•clnic·k. ::ll!l.
O. L. Ke•c.ly, A. I., ::ll. D .. .... ... Kee llar College.:::::::::::::::::: .... Hager. town,. I<l.
,J. H. '.l:umer, A. I. ............. . Maryl:m1l 'ollc,ge for Youu;.r Ladies ... L11thcn-ill •·, 1ht.
C. C. Bragdon. A. ::ll •...••.....••. La. ell.' ·minnry for Yom1g ·women ... .A.uburJHlak . In~Mi. s Ague.~ Irwin, dean ..... .. .. natl ·li.lli Coll ge
....
Carnhrilll!t', :\[a11,i.
L. Clari{ Sec·lye,D. D ........ .•... .'mith f'ollego .. ::::::::::::::: .... :::: ·orthnmptn11,, f: !I.
Ir,;. E. . I ad, .A.. M ............ . Ionnt IIolyoke Coll go ............... s,mth H u<l\,·· )Iuss.
::llr . Julia J. Irrine .............. ,,e:-llcsley College ......... ... .......... ·wellc. lt ~·. n._ ·
T'.lla Youn_ ...................... .Alh<:rt Lra ollc!!P .................... .\lbcr Le
.rmn ..
'\Y. T Lo\' y. A. ., D. D. .... . . Bluo .Iount:nn I~ •mal
oll "C •••••••. JHu · Io11uta111 .. ~1. s.
,John '\Y.(.;haml,er ....••........ j '\Vhitw"rth F!'mal 'olle/!o ............ J\rookhaH"_ll,:'ilis!!.
rrnnklin L. lti11y .•... .....•..••. \ Ilillm,in C',,lleg ....................... 'linton , fil!!I:
Jtc,l,ut.l•'rn7. r,LL.I> ....•....... lniln tr:alln titut nnd 'ollr.~··:····· 1Col11mh1111, _11 •
J,.1.1:Jtzhu"h ... ................ 1~ lhn,cu 'olleg for 'ouug Luthe ... Jack.011,111

i'.t.t~~h~y:::::::::::::::::::

~!~:l~iE!iitt~:::~:~~:::::::::::::
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EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORY.
III.-COLLEGE PRESIDEXTS-Continuecl.

IL-Colleges for women-Continued.
Uni-rnrsity or college.

, ~~me of president.

Address.

C. R. Otkcn, LL. D............... McComb Fe:qiale Institute ............ .
J . W. Beeson. A . .M . .•..•... ..•... East Mississippi Female College ...... .
L . .M. Stone, D. D................. Stone College for Young Ladies ...... .
A. S. l'daddox.................... Union Female College ................ .
R. S. Roller.......... ....... ..... Chickasaw Female College ........... .
Mro..M. II. Meek ................. Port Gibson Female College .......... .
Mrs. Eva 13. Wilkinson . . . . . . . . . . Hamilton Colleg-e .......•.............
Mrs. F. P. St. Clair............... Christian Female College ............ .
S. _F:a·mTaDyl_oGrr,D.,.:e1?, .·.·.·.·_·_· _· .-._.__· .__·_·_·_· Stephens Female College ......... ,. ... .
H 11
0 , •
Howa1;d Payne College ............... .
T. P. Walton..................... Synodical Female College ............. .
George F. Ayres ................. Presbyterian College ................. .
B. T. Blewett, LL. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . St. Louis Seminary ................... .
W. H. Buck...................... Baptist Female College ...... .. ... • ... .
Arcl1ibald A. Jones........... . . . Cenlral Female College ............... .
W. H. Morton . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . Rlizabeth Aull Female Seminary ..... .
C. M . Williams .................. ·1 Libert_y College for Young Ladies .... .
A. K. Yancey.................... Hardill College .•......................
W. S. K11ight, D. D ....... . ....... Linden wood Female College ......•....
Geo. L. Plimpton................. New Hampshire Conference Seminary
and Ternale College.
_
J". W. Blaisdell ................... Bordentown Femaio College .......... .

i:w~t~~~;

McComb, Miss.
Meridian, Mi$s.
Do.
Oxford, :Miss.
Pontotoc, Miss.
Port Gibson, Miss.
"\Vater Vallev, Miss.
Columbia, Mo.
Do.
Fayette, Mo.
:Fulton, Mo.
Im1epeudence, Mo.
Jennings, Mo.
Lexington, Mo.
Do.
Do.
Liberty, Mo.
:1fexico, Mo.
St. Charles, Mo.
Tilton,N. H.
Bordentown, N. J".

Princeton, N. J".
n:::::::: WeiWc~1Y!~f~:::::::::::: :::::::::::: Aurora,
N. Y.
Packer Collegiate Institute .. . ........ . Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wiiii"a°1~·
Ph:
Truman J. Backus, LL. D . . ..... .
A. C. McKenzie, J 1. D ........... .
Emily James Smith, dean ....... .
J"arnes M. Taylor, D. D .......... .
J"ames .Atkins, D. p ............. .
S . .A. Wolff ................. .... . .
Drecl Peacock, .A. hl ............ .
S. P . Hatton, A. M .............. .

Elmira College ....................... . Elmira, N. Y.
Barnard College ................. . .... . New York, N. Y.
Vassar College ................... . ... . Poughkeepsie. N. Y.
Ashe,ille Female College ............. . Asheville, N. C.
Gaston College ... . . ........ .......... . Dallas, N. C.
Greensboro Female College. ........... . Greensboro, N. C.
Claremont Female College ...... . ..... . Hickory, N. C.
Louisburg Female College ........ . ... . Louisburg, N. C.
Chowan Baptist Female Institute ... . Murfree,;boro, N. C.
0:dord Female Seminary ............ . . Oxford, N. C.
J" olm H. Clewell ................ . Salem :Female Academy .............. . Salem, N. C.
G. K. l3artltolorncw, .A. M., Pb. D. J3artholomew English and Classical Cincinnati, Obio.
School.
L. D. Potter , D. D ........... .. . . . Glendale Female College.............. Glcndalc;, Ohio.
Clara Sheldon......... ........... Granville Female College .....••....... · Granville, Ohio.
Do.
D. B. Puriuton, LL. D............ Shepardson Colloge......... ...........
Faye \Valker, D. D............... Oxford College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oxford, Obio.
L~ilaS. McKee, Pb. D .......•.... Weste~n. Colle~e- .... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
Miss J\Iary EYaus . .............. 1 Lake Erie Senunary ................... rainesville, Ohio.
J". ,v. Knappenberger, A. M. .••••. 1 Allentown CoJlege for ·women ......... .Allentown, Pa.
J. Max IIark, D . D ...... ......... . Moravian Semhiary for Younrr Ladies. Bethlehem, Pa.
1\'L Carey Thomas, Ph.D ........ 1 Bryn Mawr College .......... '.'......... Bryn Mawr, ra.
,Vallace P. Dick.................. Metzger College. ..................... . Carlisle, Pa.
Samncl A. Martin .............. · I \~ifaon CoJlc&e.: ·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cbamberslm:rg, Pa.
Charles Il. Shult:,,...... .......... Lm<len ]Tall ~emmary... .......... . . . . Lititz, Pa.
E . E. Campbell, A . hl .... .. ..... Irving ]female College ................. MecJianicsburg, Pa.
Fr:mcee E. Bemwtt.. ............ Ogontz School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ogo11tz School, .Pa.
JL ,J cnnioDc Y<:r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prnnsy~vania College for Women ...... Pittsburg-, Pa.
;J. A. l{ice . ... ...... ............. Columlna J!'cmale College .............. Columbia, S. C.
·w. IL Atkinsoi1, D. D ........... Presbyteri:m Uollegefor ,Vomen.. ... . .
])o.
C. E. Todd ....................... Due ,Vest J!'emale College ... ........ .. Duo ,Vest. S. C.
;Jno. IL Mack, A. JU •..•.•.••••.. Cooper-Linwstonol11stitute ........... . Gaffney City, S. C.
A. S. 'l'owncs .................... GreenYille College for 1Vom n ......... Greenville,:-;. '.
}.f. U. Riley...................... GreenYille Female College......... ... .
Do.
n. l!'. Wilson ....... .............. Converse Coll ge ....................... Spartanburg, 8. C.
]~. G. ~lifforcl. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . Clifford Snninary .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1"11irm, S. CJ.
8. Larnler, A. M ................. \\'illiamstou }'ewale College ........... "\Villiamaton, S. C.
D. S. Jlraron, D. D............... Sullins Collego ...................... - . . Rrisiol, Trnu.
C . .A. Folk, .A. n ................. J3rownsYillo .l!'t:mal College .......... . Ilrow11svillr, 'J'enu.
Hohrrt D. Smith, A. M .......... Columhia .A.thenn~um .................. Col11mliia, T!'nu.
1
'J'. K Allen ...................... T nncsseoFemalrC'ollegc ..............
J". hl. Hubbard .................. llowarcl J? ,maloColleg-fl ....... - ....... .
1
Howard W. Key, Pit. D.......... Jemphis Con!'ernic-e_ l''emale Irn;titutc.
,~~n.
Chas. C. Itoss .................... J~ast Tennes e In. t1tut e .... - . -. ---- -·M i s. V. 0 . l\-ar<1law . .A.. :UL ...... Soule Female Collet; . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . .I11rfrc·Pshorn, T1•nn.
Geo. W. F. Price, D. D ............ NashTille College for Young Laclicl';... 'ai.h, ill', Tcun.

i-}J}Ii~:~:::::::::::::::::

f~~ff:i l~)2:l~~~-

fl~~,;::~\',;,\1.

¼:~:
~}!~{~~-:::::: ::::::::::::::
l\'m. :\f. Grayl,ill, A. :ll. .. . . . . . . .
Gran•s: LL. 1) •• • • . • . . . . . . . .
('I
, iar1<'fi f' arI on..................
w ·.A .Wilson, A.:ll ..............
·. M. Godb ·y. ......... .. . . . . .. . . .
1/,. ().

1

~I~~}~.}~I~~:tlryc"o"1i·~~ ::::::::::::::::
.'rnodir-al Fcmnle Colle~e- ........... - .
:Mary,· har;n Coll g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(' arlt on •o rg ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
IlaylorFrmal ('olk~f" .................
Cbappcll llill Female Collc~e .......... ,

P111/t,

T ·1m.
J ogprAvillr, Tenn.
\\"i11C'lwstcr, 'l' •mi.
Bonham.
~
'J' T .·.
1
1 tton,
T
' nppe11 1 1, ex.

'J\
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III.---COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

IL-Colleges for wo11ien-Continued.
Name of president.

University or college.

W.M.Dyer ...........•.•••.•••..
J. D. Anderson, A. M ........... .
Samuel D. Jones, B. L ........... .
J. I. Miller .............. ........ .
L. H. Shuck, D. D .... .......... . .
R. E. Farmer .................... .
C. F. J:tmes, D. D ............••...
Ch af!. L. Cocke .. . .. ............. .
W.W. Smith, LL. D ............ .
J.J. Scherer, A. 11 ......•.....••.
A.P.Piper ..................... .
Arthur K. Davis, A. M .. ..•••.••.
John H. Powell ................. .
James Willis, A. M . ..•••.••...•.
Mrs. J.E. B. Stuart .......•......

Martha WashingtQn College ......•....
Stonewall Jackson Institute ....... ... .
Southwest Virginia Institute .....•....
Young Ladies College ................. .
Albemarle Female Institute ........... .
Danville College for Young Ladies .... .
Roanoke Female College . ............. .
Hollins Institute ..................... .
Randolph.Macon Woman's College ... .
Marion Female College ............... .
Norfolk College for Young Ladies ..... .
Southern Female College ............. .
Richmond Female Institute .......••...
Staunton Female Seminary ........... .
Virginia Female Institute., .••........
Wesleyan Female Institute ........... .
Episcopal :Female Institute ........... .
John P. Hyde, D. D., LL. D ..... . Valley Female College ................ .
Mrs. H. L. Field .....•.......••••. Parkersbnrg Seminary .............•..
Ella C. Sabin .........•••••••.. •.. Milwaukee and Downer Colleges ...•..

i~M': :~mt~i.~:::::::::::::::::

Address.
.Abingdon, Va.
Do.
Bristol, Va.
Buena Vista, Va.
Charlottesville, Va..
Danville, Va.
Do.
Hollins, Va.
Lynchburg, Va.
Marion, Va.
Norfolk, Va.
Petersburg, Va.
Richmond, Va.
Staunton, Va.
Do.
Do.
Wincht>ster, Va.
Do.
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Milwaukee, Wis.

III.-Schools of technology.
Name of president.

Name of institution.

Address.

Wm. Le Roy Broun, LL. D ...... . Alaba.rn:t Agricultural and Mechanical
College.

.Auburn, Ala.

State College for Colored Students ... .
Bliss School of Electricity ........••...
Florida State .Agricultural College ... .
State School of Technology ........... .
Armour Institute ..................... .
Purdue Universit;y .........•..........
Rose Polytechnfo Institute ........... .
Iowa Agricultnral College ............ .
Kansae Agricultural Uollege ......... .
Maine State Co Hege .................. .
United States Naval Academy ....... .
Marylanu .Agricultural College .... ... .
Massachusetts Agrirultural College .. .
MassachusettsinstitutoofTechnofogy.
:M~~,i~~i;;11~
Worcesttr Polytechnic Institute ..... .
J. L. Snyder, Ph.D ......•...•.... Michigan .Agricultural College ....... .

Fort Collins, Colo.
Golden, Colo.
Storrs, Conn.
Dover,Dol.
Washiugton, D. C.
Lake City, Fla.
Atlanta, Ga.
Chicago, Ill.
Lafayette, Ind.
Tone Haute, Ind.
Amcs,Iowa.
Manhattan, Kans.
Oronc,Me.
Annapolis, Md.
()ollegc Park, Md.
.Amherst, Mas~.
Boston, Jv1ass.
Worcester, ~fass.
.Agricultural Co 11 e g e,
Mich.
Hon th ton, Mich,
A~t~1-ltural <..: o 11 e g e,

Alston Ellis, LL. D ...•..........
Regis Chauvenet, A. M., B. S .....
B. li'. Koons ..............•....•..
·wm. U. Jason, A... M ....... ...... .
L. D Illiss . ... .. ... ... .......... .
Oscar Clute, LL. D .............. .
Lyman Hall (acting) . ........... .
F. W. Gunsaulus, D. D .......... .
J. H. Smart, LL. D .............. .
Carl L. Mees, Ph. D ............•.
W. ~[. Beard shear, LL. D ....... .
Geo. '.r. Fairchild, LL. D ......... .
A. "\V'. Han-is, Ph. D ............ .
P.H. Cooper, CJ. S. N ............ .
R. W . Silvester ....... .......... .
H. H. Goo<1el1, LL. D .......•..•..

rr. ·c:

~f!~~af
c~:Olrifu:~:.J ?~~~~:::::: :::
Storrs Airricultural College ........... .

r:i.·n· :::::::::

M. E. Wadsworth, Ph.D ........ . Michigan Minin~ School .. ............ .

S.D.Lee .... .. .................. . Mississippi Agricultural aud Meehan·
ical College.
E. H. Triplett ................... . Alcorn Agricultural and :Mechanical
Colle!{e,
.J amcs Reid, A. B .. ........... .. . Montana College of Agriculture and
Mechanio Arts.
C. S.:M:urklaud, Ph.D ........... . New Ilampshire College of At,rricul·
ture an<l Mechanic Arts.
Henry Morton, Ph. D ........... . Stevens Institute of T1Jchnology.. .. . . .
C. .J... Colton, E. M ............... . Newark Technical School .............
C. T. J or<lan .............. .... .. . ..:Tew .Mexico Colle~ei of .Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts.
·
J olm n. Peck, LL. D ........... . Re11s,;olaer Polytechnk In. titute ......
O. H. Ern t, U.S. . ....•...•.•.. United States Military Academy......
JamE: B. Dudl ·y ......•..••.•.••. Afo!ctf1!u~fo::lR~c~~banical College
A. Q. Ilolladay .... ...... ........ . .ltorth Carolina College of Agriculture
ancl Mecba11ic Arts.
J'.JI. Wort ..................... . North Dakot:i. .A~cultural Collego ....
Cady 'taly, LL. D ......... ..... . Case School of .A.pplied Sci nee........
G o . .E. 'Morrvw, A. M ........... . klahoma gricultural autl Meehan·
ical Uollei;e.
n.1;, ill11r ..•......••..••••••••• Or _gon .Agricultural Coll ge.. .........
F.1lwin fotri on, . . .......... . Frfon<l J>olyt~clmic In titntc•. ... .....
Johu II. \'asl1burn, Ph.D ...... . Rhorle I htJHl 'oll 1-(e of .Agriculture
ancl I ·chnui
rt .
Aebnry C
•i .•.. ........... ..
h Caroliua Mili ary cadcmy.....

We~t~icle, Miss.
Bozeman, ~fout .
Durham, .... T. II.
Ilobokrn, N. ,J.
Newark, N. J.
Mesilla Park, N. Mex.
Troy, N. Y .
West Point, N. Y.
Greont1boro, ' , C.
Raleigh, N. C.
Far •o, ... ~. Dnk.
Clovc•lancl, Ohio.
'tillwator, Okla.
Corvalli , r ·g.
nlom, Ore_g.
Kin ton, R. I.
Chnrl ton, S. C.
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

Ill.-Bchools of technology-Continued.
Name of institution.

Name of president.

Address.

E. 13. Craighead . ................ . Clemson Agricultural College .... ... .. .
John W. Heston, Ph.D.,LL. D .. .
~:
V. T .1foGillycuddy .. . ........ .,
L. S. Ross ....... ................ . Agrical tural and Mechani cal College
of Texas.
Joseph M. Tanner ... ........ . .. . Agricultural College of Utah ......... .
Chas. C. Brill, A. M ...... . ...... . Norwich University .................. .
J.M McBryde,LL.D ........... . Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical
College.
Scott Shipp, LL. D .............. . Virginia Military Institute ........... .
E . .A. Bryan, A. M . . ... •...•.... . . Washington Agricultural College ancl
School of Science.

~f~t~hs~1~!i1ti/Jf~~~~~~~~~ .~~~~~~~::

IV. -

Clemson College, S. C.
Brookings, S. Dak.
Rapid Cit_y, S. Dak.
College Station, Tex
Logan, Utah.
Northfield, Vt.
Blacksburg, Va.
Lexington, Va.
Pullman, Wash.

PRINCIPALS OJ!' NORMAL SCHOOLS.

PubUc normal Bchools.
Location.

Name of inst itution.

Principal.

Alabama.
Cullman . ......•....•..
Florence .......•..... . .
Forney ............... .
Jacksonville .......... .

Cullman Normal Institute., ......... , •••••....
State Normal College . ....................•....
Cherokee Normal Institute ....................
State Normal School. ..........................
Alabama Normal College for Girls .............
State Colored Normal and Industrial School.. .
Troy .. ........ .. ..... . State Norm al College .... ... .... .... ...... : ....
Vernon ..... .. ..•.... .. Vernon Institute..............................

~~-::fil3~~~-::::::::::::

Robt. Jones.
James K. Powers.
T. E. Wilkinson.
Jacob Forney.
Miss Julia S. Tutwiler.
W. H. Councill.
Edwin R. Eldridge
.A.. T . Ezelle.

Arizona.
Tempe ................. Territorial Normal School of .A.rizona . . .... . ... James McNau ghton.

Arkansas.
Barren Fork: ... . ....... Mount Pleasant Acaclemy ..... ......• .... - .... J.P.Bingham.
MalYern .. .. .. ......... Hot Spring County Normal Institute .•........ W. D. Leiper.
Pinebluff .............. Branch Normal College ..... ......... ... .. ... .. J.C. Corbin.

California.
Chico . . . . . . . - - -... -. - .
Los Angeles .... - ..... San Francisco . . . . . . . . .
San Jo,ie....... .. .. .. ..

Californfa State N ormal School.... . .. . .. . ... . .
Stnto :~formal School. ..........................
Han Francisco Normal School... . .. .. ..........
Stare ~·ormal School. ................••••..•••.

Robert 1< Pennell.
Edward T. Pierce.
Lanr::i T . Fowler.
Charles W. Chilcls.
1

•

Colorado.
Greeley................ Colorado State ~formal School........ . ..... .. . Z. X. Snyder.

('onn,'cticu.t.
Briel 0o-eport
Bridgeport Training School. ..................
New Britai~::::::::::: .1'ormal Training 'chool ..... . ...........•.. . ..
New IIa-ve11. ........... .'tnte .1 ormal Traiuing School. ..•••...•...••••.
,Villimantic .. .............. do ..................•....................•.

Miss Emma G. Olmstead.
Jtfurcus White.
Arthur B. Morrill.
Guorge l'. l'hoiux.

Di,9trict of Columbia.
Washington........... WaRhinrrton Normnl Srhool.............. .... .. Mrfl, I<laliah G. Myor1:1.
Do......... . ....... W a1:1binglon Normal, s~venth and Eighth Di- Luoy E. Moton.
visions.
Drlaware.
Wilmington .... ....... 'Wilmington Trainiug School. ................. ,1i11s :Mnry C. I. Williams.

J'lorida.
D Funiak Springs . .• . :Floridu. Stat .1·ormal School. ........ .... .... . . C. J>. Walk r.
Ta1lah1U111e . . . . . . . . . . . . Florida 'tat~ Normal an<l Inclustrial 'oll •tr • • T. D · •'.Turk ·r.

(Jeoroia,
A.th n ................ State ·ormal. chool. ........ . ................. S. n. Bra,lw •11.
Millo<lgoville .......... Goorgia Normal ancl Industrial Coll ge ........ J. llarris Cha11P II.
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IV.-PRI~CIPALS OF No1nu. L SCHOOLS- Cont inuecl.

Public
Location.

110~·11:cll

schools-Continued.

Name of institution.

Principal.

Idaho.
Albion ..... : ............ Albion St~tc Normal School. ...... . ............ Frank .A.. Swanger.
Lewiston .................. Lewiston State Normal School. ................ Goo. E. Knepper.
Illinois.
Carbonualo . . . . . . . . . . . . Southern Illinois State Xormal Unh-ersity...... H. W. Everest.
Chicago, Station "0".. Cook County Normal School. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. Francis W. Parker.
Normal .................. .. . Tilinois State Normal University ...................... John -w. Cook.

Indiana.
Inc1ianapolis ...... ...... Indianapolis Kormal School. ....................... M. R. Nicliolson.
Terre Haute ........... Indiana State Normal School:·!"-...................... William W. Parsons.

Iowa.
Boonsboro . ...............
Cedarfalls ....................
Kossuth . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .
Rockwell City .................
Woodbine . ...................

Boon County Kormal Institute ............. .....
Iowa State Normal t:>chool. ............ ....... .............
Kossuth Normal Academy. ............................
Calhoun County Normal School ......................... .
Woodbine Norina! School ........... ...... ......... ..........

B. P. Holst.
Homer H. Seerley.
J. K. MrCullough.
P . C. Holdoegel.
Messrs. Kinney, Ridulo, and
Reccl,

Kansas.

Emporia................. State Normal School. ............................... .A. R. Taylor.

Kentiicky.
Frankfort ......... .... .... State Normal School for Colored Persons ........ John H. Jackson.
Louisville . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . Lonisville Normal School. . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . • . .. . .. .. . Iliram no berts.

Lo1tisiana.
Natchitoches ............... Louisiana State Xormal School............ ........... Thomas D. Boyd.
Ne,Y Orleans .. . ... : ...... New Orleans Normal School. ....................... Miss M.ario11 JJrown .

.:il.foine.
Castine .......... .... ..
Farmiugton .................. .
FortKent ............... .
Gorham ............. ..
Lee .... . ........... ...... .
Spriu gfi.eld ............ ..

Eastern Stnfo Normal School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Albert F. Richardson.
Farmington State Normal School. ................... Geo. C. ]'urington.
hladawaska Training School. ....................... ... Vetal Cyr.
State Normal School. ....... __ ..................... ·w. J. Cort h ell.
Leo Normal Academy ........................... ,Tames ll. ~1mphy.
Springfield Normal School ......................... .1 Ernest ll. Pratt, A. B.

Jiaryland.

Baltimore .............. Marylaml State Normal ~chool ................ 1 E. n. P rettyman.

Jiassc:chttsetts.
Boston .. ...................
Do . ..... ............
Camliridge .......... ... ...
lfitcbburg ...............
Framingham ............

Boston Normal School; .................... , .... 1 Larkin Dnnton.
Massachusetts Normal Art School. ............ George lf. Bartlett.
Cambrid ge Training 'chool for Teachers .......... IIerherr JI. Batl'!'I.
1\Iassachusetts StateNormalSchool. ............ 1 John G. 'l.'l?ompson.
State Kormal School. ............................... 1':llen Jlv<le.

il~!!:~1i::::::::::::: ::::J~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: it~fi}}~~tu.
1
1

.Jfichigan.

Detroit ............ _.... Detroit Kormnl Trnining School .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . ... JTarriet 1L .'cott.
Mount Pleasant........ Ii ·higan Central .i:Torroal .'chool .... .. . . . . . . .. G. J!'. R llellow~.
Ypsilanti...............
ichi,..an .'tate Normal S ·hool. ................ lliel1aru G. Boone .
.Jfinnesota.

:\Ianknto ............... State _Tormal School. ............................ Eilwar<l. Ntri11g.

;{~Cl~~~(::::::::::::
:1:::: :i~: ::: ::: ::: ::::: :::::::::: ::: :: ::::::::: :: fro~: itftt·c·li rgcr.
,·1. Paul. ............... Teacher!½' Traininrr School. .......... --· .......... :Mi ,in. , I. l'belan.
\Viuona.................

· a o ..• rmal 'chool. ............................ Irwin 'h pare!.

JCi sistipp ·.
<:k rmnu ............... Ct ntral :\Ii 11ie11ippi _-nrmal Instit t ............. ,T. . ll111l 011.
Illu1 ·prin,. ........... lilno 'prin:;s _·orm l oll ~c..... ..... •. . ... . ... .• ;\'. v,·. and I'. I:!. orn in .
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IV.-PnnrnIPALS 01" :NOR:.'II,\I,

1

'JI<)OI."-

'ontinu d.

Public 11ormal school:,- 'ontinn cl.
l'riucipal.

Name of institution.

Location.
Jlississippi-Cont'cl.

Holly Springs . . . . . . . . . Holly Springs ]formal Instituto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W . .A.. Anderson .
Do ................. Mississippi State Normal School. .............. E. D. :Miller.
Louisvillo ..~... ....... Louisville Normal School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. E. ·aunders .
.Mfosouri.

Capo Girardeau........
GaiuesYille ............
Kirksville.............
St. Louis .............. .
'\Varrensburg ........ . .

Sta to Normal School . . . . .... .. .. ... ........ ....
Gainesville Normal School. ....................
State Normal School (First district) ...........
Normal and High School ......................
State Normal School (Secoll(! district)..........

Nebraska.

Peru·.. ........... ..... Nebraska State Normal Training School . . . . . .

W. D. "VandiYer.
l\T. S. Platt.
'\V. D. Dobson.
Wm. J. . Bryan.
Geo. L. Osuorne.

.A.,,-. Norton.

New Hampshire.
Plymouth ............. . New Ilampshiro State Kormal School. ........ . Chas. C. Rounds.
New Jersey.
Elizabeth ...... ........
Newark ...............
Paterson ...............
Trenton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Elizabeth Normal Training Class ...... , .......
Newark Normal and Training School. .........
Paterson Korrual Training School. ........ .....
New J ersey State Normal ancl Model Schools..

W. J. Shearer.
Joseph Clark.
";.!1mne.Js ·,.~l.aGttreereyn..
., ~

=

Kew M exico.

SH-rnr City ...... .. ..... Normal School of K ow :Me:dco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. :ll. Light.
Kew rork .
.Albany ... ...•......... Now York State Normal Colleie .............. . Wm, J. Milne.
Chas. D. McLean .
.Tohn Gallagher.
James hl. Cussety.
Cortland .... ~.......... State Normal and Training School. .. . ........ . Francis J. Cheney.
Fredonia .. .. . ............... do . ........ ·- ............................. . F . B . I>almer.
Geneseo ............... Geneseo Stato Normal School. ................ . John M. Milne.
New Paltz............. State Normal Scl1ool. .... .. .... .... ........... . Frank Sumner Capen.
New York ...... .... .. . Normal College of the City of New York ..... . Thomas HL~nter.
Oneonta........... .. ... State Normal Srbool. ..... ... .. .. ............. . James M. Milne.
Oswe~ ................ O:nvo~ State Normal :rncl Trainillg School ... . Ell ward .A. Sheldon.
Ed ward N ..Jones.
~}:}!
~1~t~f~.;i~,i~·i
Thomas B. Stowell.
Syracuse . .............. Syracuse lligh School, Normal Department ... . '\Vm , IL Wickes,

!l~]!{t::::::::::::: lt~~Ei:~}!~11~:;~~~~~~;t:::::::::: :~
<g~~~i

~~1!~m~~~~:::: :: :::::::

s~i;_~~i:::::::: ::: ::

Xorth Carolina,.
Elizabeth City .........
FayeLteville...........
Goldsboro . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Greensboro............
Plymouth ......... ....
Saiisbury .. ............

Stato Colorc<l Normal Scl1ool. ...... . ..... .. ... .
State Colo1·ed Normal School.. .................
·tato ~'ormal School. ..........................
State Normal aucl Inclustrial School... . .. .. ...
Plymouth S1ato Nornrnl School. ...............
Sta.to Normal School. . ... ......................

P. ,v. Moore .
E. E. Smith.

TI. S. lUves.
Uhas. D. ::i.\Iciver.

II. C. Crosuy.
F . hl. Martin.

Xorlh Dakota.
Mayville............... State Normal, chool. ................ ... ....... J. T. P<'ri~o .
Yallt·y City ................. do ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Geo . .A. :Mc}"nrl:mtl.
Ohio.

inrinna1i ....... .... . . Cincinnati Normal , d1ool. .................. ..
'le.eland ............. . 'len·lrmcl. · ormal all(l Training School........
Colnmhus ............ . Colnmhus .i:'ormnl SC"hool. .....................
l?ayett Nonnal l"nin•r<iity .. .... .. ....... .....
(:1·11evaNonnal elnol. ........................
,vatlsworth ...•........ ,,ratlsworth ~·ormnl School. ...................

?;;~~~-~:::: :: ::: :::::::

.1fn;. Cnrrio. '. Lnthrnp.

)lis8 L. ,v. Hnglu·s.
:;\f:irgarrt '\V. Suthcrlnn,1.
,f. K Dodds.
J.P. 'l'ru1.t.
}'rank A. Dny.

OHaltoma.

l::tlmoml .............. . Territorial. ·ormal School of Oklahoma .. ..... . 1-:1l1111111tl lf. ;\Tt1nl1tu"b.
1

(),·evo11 .
• fonrnriuth ............. ."tntc.·ormal,·,hool ........... . ............... 1'.L.Camph II.
'\\·c ton ................ , ... .. do ············· ·········· ··· ············· ·· .I.(:.lloyal.
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Public no,·nial schooz.,._Continued.
Nam.a of institution.

Location.

Principal.

Pennsylvania.
Bloomsburg .... .. : ... .
California ............ .
Clarion .......... ..... .
East Stroudsburg ..... .
Indiana ............... .
Kutztown ............ .
Lockhaven ..•.........
-Mansfield ............. .
Millersville .... •. ..... .
Philadelphia ......•..•.
Pittsburg: ............. .
Shippensburg .... .. .. .
Slippery Rock ........ .
·Westchester .. .. ..... . .

State Normal School aud Litera.ry Institute .. .
Southwestern State Normal School. .......... .
Clarion State Normal School. ................. .
East Strouclsburg State Normal School ........ .
lncliana Normal School of Pennsylvania ...... .
Keystone State Normal School. ............... .
Central State Normal School. ......... ........ .
Mansfit,ld State Normal School. ..... . ........ .
First Pennsylvania State Normal School .... .. .
Philadelphia Normal School for Girls .... . . .. . .
Pittsburg High School: normal department ... .
Cumberland Valley State Normal School. ..... .

~~~eg~~?s~laii1~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~:::::::::::::

Judson Perry Welsh.
Theo. B. Noss.
A.J.Davis.
Geo. P. Bible.
David J. \Valler.
Rev. Geo. B. Haneher.
James Eldon.
S. H. Albro.
E. Oram L ytc.
Geo. Howard Cliff.
C.B. Wood.
G. M. D. Eckels.
Albert E. Maltby .
Geo. M. Philips.

Rhode Island.
Proviclence ......•.••• • Rhode Island State Normal School............. Wm. Ed. Wilson.

South Carolina.
Rockhill ............ ... Winthrop Normal College ..................... D. B. Johnson.

South Dakota.
Madison............... State Normal School........................... W. H. H. Beadle.
Spearfish ................... do ... .. . ....... .. .......................... F. L. Cook.

Tennesaee.
Hornbeak.............. West Tennessee Normal College............... W. L. Willingham.
Martins Mills.. . • . . . • . Rose Normal Academy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joe H. Davis.
Nashville ............. . Peabody Normal College ....................... William H. Payne.
Texas.
Huntsville ............. Sam Houston Normal Institute ................ H. C. Pritchett.

Vermont.
Castleton .............. State Normal School. .......................... Abel E. Leavenworth.
Johnson .................... do ......................................... P.A. Blossom.
Randolph Center ..... . ..... do . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . Edward Conant.

Virginia.
Farmville .............. State Female School of Virginia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John A. Cunningham.
Petersburg .... ........ Virginia Normal and Collegiate Institute ..... J. H. Johneton.
Rye Cove ....... ....... Washington Institute......................... R. E. Wolfe.

Washington.
Cheney............ .... State Normal School. .......................... Wm. J . Sutton.
Ellensburg ................. do ........... ... .. ........................ . P.A. Getz.

West Vitginia .
Fairmont ............. .
Farru ............. . . .. .
Glenville ............. .
Huntington ...... .... . .
Shephenli;town .•...•..
West Liberty ....•••••.

Fairmont State Normal School. .•.••..••..•••.. J. Walter Harnes.
J obn Il. Hill.
~:~~X1~~r;~ ~~~!1
W. J. Halden.
:Marshall College ............................. .. Thos. E. Hodges.
Sheph£-rd Colleire, State Normal School. ...... . A. C. Kimler.
West Liberty State Normal School . ....•..••.. J.N.Deahl.

Is:~~~i:~:::::::::::::::

Wiscon8in.
Milwaukeo ..•...•••••• State Normal School. •.•..••..••..••..••• ••••..
Osbkof!h .................... do ........................................ .
Platteville . .......•......... do ............ ............ .. ...... ....... ..
Riv •r Falhl ........... River Falls State ormal School. ............. .
tevens Point.......... State Normal School. ......................... .
,vhite ·ator

I

T

···········r····do ........................................ .

L. D. Harvey.
George S. Albee.
James Chalmers.
W. D. Parker.
Th ron B. Pray.
Albert Salisbury,
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.Alabama.
Huntsville.............
Scottsboro .............
Selma..................
Tuskegee ..............

Central .Alabama .Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
Tri·State Normal University ..................
Burrell .Academy..............................
Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute ....

.A. W. McKinney.
J. T. Rose.
.A. T. Burn.ell.
B. T. Washington.

.Arkadelphia Academy ••••••••••••••••••.•••••.
Shorter Unfrersity ........................... .
Clarke's .Academy ........••...................
Arkansas Cumberland College ................ .
.Arkansas Baptist College ...................••.
Southland College and Normal Institute ...... .
Sulphur Rock College ........••..•....•..••••..

F.L.Jones.
T. H. Jackson.
Isaac .A. Clarke.
J . .A. Laughlin.
J . .A. Booker.
J.R.Hunt.
J, W. Decker.

Arkansas.
.Arkadelphia ..••••.••..
Do ................ .
Berryville ............ .
Clarksville ........... .
Little Rock ........... .
Southland ............ .
Sulphur Rock ........ .

California.
Los .Angeles........... Frobel Institute...............................
Martinez .............. Novitiate of the Brothers of the Christian
School.
Oakland ............... Gilson's Normal and Special Training School
San Francisco . . . . .. . . . California Kindergarten Training School......

Carolyn M. N. Cla,erio.
Brother Theodonrs.
J.C. Gilson.
Nora .A.. Smith.

Colorado.
Den,er .......... ... ... Den,er Kormal and Preparatory School ....... Fred. Dick.

Connecticut.
~ orwich...............

Normal Department of Norwich Free .Academy. Robert P. Keep: .

Delaware.
Newark ................A.cademy of Newark ........................... Jas. Dickson Shanks.

District of Columbia.
Washington .......... . Kindergarten Kormal Training School. ........ Mrs. Louise Pollock.

Florida .
1
{t~-~eo;i~ :::::::::::::: ~tiFi~rJi~frtJt~~~~~~~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::: ~e~· 8e~i. ~~l1J{mnney.
Orangepark ........... Orange Park Normal and Manual Training B. D. Rowlee.
School.
White Springs . ........ Florida ~ormal College ........................ J.Jerome Welty.

Geor.r;ia.
.Albany .... .........•..
.Ath ens ............... .
.Atlanta ............... .
.Augusta .............. .
1)0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Demore t ............. .
Greensboro ........... .
Macon .... ......... ... .
Monroe ... ... .. ... .... .
SaYannah .. .... ... . .. . .
'.l"bom asville .......... .
Tre11ton .... . ......... .

.Albany Normal School. ....................... .
Jeruel caclemy .............................. .
Spelman 'eminary ............................ .
Haiues Normal ancl Iudu strial Institute ...... .
Paine Institute ........................ . ...... .
Demorest 'ormal School. .................... .
Thomas . tocks Institute ... . . ................ .
na llarcl Normal School. .................... . .. .
J obnston Inst,itute ... ........................ .
Bcacl1 Institute ............................... .
.Allen ·ormal ancl Industrial School. . .. . .. ... .
'l'renton ,.•ormal Collcg ... . .. . ............... .

James L. M~.rray .
J. II. Brown .
Miss Harriet E. Giles .

~i~~ ~~aYk~1~ney .
J. S. Jem1ings.
N. li. llnllard.
George C. Burrage.
John Gibson.
Julia 13. Ford.
.Amelia 111 rrimn .
Goo. I'. \Vclcli.

,~?

1

I llinois.
.Addison............... Germr,n Ernngclical Lutheran Teacher.:;' cmi·
naz:y.
.
.Aurora . ......... .... .. J nmngs, emrnary .... . ........... · ·· · · · · ··· ··
Bushnell. ........ ..... . ·west rn 'ormal 'ollege ............... · · ·· · ··
l>ixon..... .. .. . .. . . .. . · orthern Illinois ,.·ormal ."ehool. . .... ....... . ·
Galesburg ...... . ... .. . Galc!lbnrir Kindcr'7artcn ·crmal .'rhool._. .... .
Macomb .. .......
·we.-tcrn llJinois ormnl 'ch ol an<l Busm s
Institute.
onnt )Ionis . . . . . . . . . fount Morris oll gr ........... ····· ·········
Ouar~a ....... . ........ Grauel J?rairie ."cmiuar.v ......... · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ·
Orrj!on . ............... W •lls ."c·hool for Tcac·lters .... ....... · · · · · · · · · ·
:!tush ville .............. Rushville ,.·ormal arnl £usin ~s Gollcgo . · · · · · ·

······1

.

ED

OG-31

E . .A.. \V. Krauss .

R v. A. n. 'roucc .
\V. I. J;;rnns.
J.Jl.])illc.
I. J•;vclyn , trong.
I. 1".
ycr.
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Name of institution.

Location.

Principal.

Indiana.
Angola ............... .
Borden .........••.....
Collegeville ........... .
Columbus ............ .
CoYington ............ .
Danville .............. .
Fairmonnt. ........... .
Indiana polis ......... . .

M;~f~f~:::::::::::::::
Mitchell .............. .
Portland ............·.. .
Princeton ..... ........ .
Valparaiso ............ .

Tri-State Normal Scbool. ..................... .
Bonl en Ins ti tnte .............................. .
St.Joseph's College .............. ... ........... .
Columbus Business University and Normal
College.
Indiana Normal College ...................... .
Central Normal College and Commercial Insti·
tute.
Fairmount Academy and Kormal Scbool ..... .
Indiana Kindergarten and Primary Normal
Training School.
Marengo Academy ........................... .
Marion Normal College .. ...... . .............. .
Southern Indiana Normal College ............ .
Portland Normal, Music, ancl Law Scbool .... .
Indiana Normal University ................... .
Nortliern Indiana Normal School ............. .

L. M. Sniff.
H. A. Buerk.
Aug. Seifut.
F. R. Harper.
Olirn E. Coffeen.
J. A. Joseph.
Elwoorl O. Ellis.
Eliza A. :maker.
Taylor E. Breeden.
A. Jones.
John 0. Willis.
L. hl. Holmes.
J. hl . Stephens .
H.B. Brown.

Iowa.
Afton ................. .
Algona ............... .
Anamosa ............ .
Casey ................. .
Carroll ................ .
D enison .............. .
DesM:oincs . .......... .
Dexter .. .............. .
Glidden ............... .
Ileclrick ...... .. ...... .
Hull .................. .
Leman; ............... .
Newton ............... .
Nora Springs ......... .
Orange City ..... .. ... .
Ottumwa ............. .
Shenandoah . ......... .

Afton Normal and Business College ..•........
K ortliern Io~·a Normal and Comml:'rcial School.
St. Mark's School. ............................ .
Normal and Preparatory School .............. .
Carroll Normal and Busiuess College ......... .
Denison Normal School. ...................... .
Highland Park Normal College ............... .
Dexter Normal College ....................... .
Na,tional Normal School and Businesri College.
Hedrick Normal and Commercial School. ..... .
Rull Educatioual Institute ................... .
Lemars Normal School and Business College ..
~ewto,u ~ormal C_ollege ...................... .
]'fora, Sprmgs Semmary .......... .. ........... .
North western Classical Acauemy ........•....
Ottumwa Normal School. ..................... .
Western Normal ColLe_ge, Shenandoah Commer·
cial Institute aml Musical Conservatory.
Spi11it Lake............ Spirit Lake Normal and Business Insiitnto . . .
Vinton ................ \ Tilfonl .A:cad~my ............................ ..
Waukon ............... ·wankon Busmess College and Normal School.

S.S. Stfrers .
A. ,J. Lilly.
J. I. Corbyn.
Mrs.1\1. J. Cowman.
A . E. Whitten.
·w. C. Van Noss.
C. C. Rearick.
A.G. Smith.
E. L. Essley.
'\V. O. Mullin.
James F. :Eaton.
F. :r.r. Chaffee.
G. W. Wormley.
C. P. Colgro,e.
James I•'. Zwerner.
Martha A.. Peck.
J.M.Hussey.
TI. Welty.
T. F. Tobin.
L. Eells.

Kanzas.
Fort Scott .............
Great Bend ............
Hiawatha..............
Lincoln ... .............
Marysville .............
:Mcl'herson . . . . . . . . . . . .
Salina .................
Winfield ............•.. ·,

Kansa!'I Normal College ......•................. I D. E. Sanders.
Central Normal College .. .................... ·· 1 \\Tm. Stryker.
Hiawatha Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L. E. Tupper.
Kansas Christia11 College...................... O. B. 'Whitaker.
~Ioclorn Normal College ........................ J. G. Ellenbecker.
Mcl>herson Coll ego ...................... . . . . . . S. Z. Sharp.
Salina Normal Uni,ersity ....... ..... ......... Charles wisLer.
Southwest Kansas College, Normal Depart· Geo. R Kirkpatrick.
ment.

Kentucl.-y.

Blaine .. ..... ....... . .
Bowling Green .....•..
Bremen ............. .. .
Corinth ............... .
Fulton ................ .
Ilarrlinoburg ......... .
Irvine .............•...
,Jackson .............. .
Loni.a ................ .
Madi onnll ......... .
Do ....... .... ....•.

: i~~\~l)~l~t:: ::: :: ::: :::
~·ai1uy ..••.. •····· ....
I,011·

.A..1L Kirkland.
R l'., 'hacklett.
Prof. Tho!l. Throop.
E.P.Uickh
l:'.,'. G . .A.ntlt. •.,vu.
E. :r.t: ·Culley.
II. E,·elyn :Brooks.
Kvamlcr. fa· ten.
1''. C. J!11tton.
J.B. Secrest

ia11a.
iilhf'Tt ~ c. 11 my ~ml Jn~ln trial Institute ..... A. 'E. P. ,\ ,,,
11 ·nuc 11. htato .................. , .llrs. I.E. tieai. ... ,i.
• ou b ·m.
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Private normal schools-Continued.
Name of in!'titution.

Location.

Princi_pal.

Maine.

Bucksport............. E. M. Conference Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rev. A. F. Chase.
Ilarupden .............. Hampden Academy .••....... . ................. Geo. U. "Webber.
Maryland.

ifs1!~Y~~°n~~:::::::::: i~i~~1s~t:~~i°I:~lt~~~.~i.~~.~~~~.~~:::::::: ¥ii!~.1~in~~ e~~~0

Macsaclna:etts.

Boston ................. Channey Hall lformal Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Lucy Wheelock.
'\Valtham .............. Notre Dame Trainin~ School .................. Sister Georgiana.
Worcester ............. Kindergarten Norma Clm,s............... .. . • . Annie C. Rust .
.Jlichigan.

Bi~ Rapids ........... .
Fenton ......... .. .....
]flint . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .
Owosso ........... - . . . .
Petoskey ..............

Ferris Industrial School.......................
Fen1onNormalScboolandCommercialCollege.
Flint Normal College and Business Institute..
0aksicle Scl.Jool ....... - -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grayes Normal Academy ......................

W. N. Ferris.
W. A. Stevenson.
G. Eastman Swartilout.
Mrs. L. E. Gould.
M. O. Graves .

.U ·innesota.

J\rfoorl.Jead . . . . . . . . . . . . . Concordia College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. H. Aaker.
New Ulm .............. Dr. Martin Luther Colle~e ...... ..... .. . .. ... .. Jolin Schaller.
Sauk Center ........... Sa~k Center Academy and Business College... Lewis R. Vath.
Mississippi.

.A.l>bevillo Normnl School ..................... .
Ecllcfontnine High School .................... .
Bnernt Vista Normnl College .................. .
:Mississippi Normal College ................... .
Inka Nor al College ......................... .

Abbeville ...........•..
:Bellefontaine ......... .
Bucmavista ........... .
Houston ..... . ........ .
Inka . ................. .
Meridian ............. .
J"acks()n .............. .
Plattsb urg ........... .
She rman ....... .. ..... .
'l.'ongaloo ............. .

~~\~i~!nc!1~~~:
~!:::: ::~: ::: :::::: :::::::::::
,viuston Normal Ilig-h School ... ............. .
1

Missis1-1ippi No!'lnal Institute ................. .
Normal Department Toug:tloo University .... .

T111a .................. . 'l'ula rormal Institute and Business College .. .

Walnut GroYe ..... ... . Mississippi Central Normal School ........... .

Keeton & 'Bankston.
W. B. Walker.
R. V. Fletcher.
H. n. Al>ernetby.
H . .A..Doan.
Rev. J. L. Wilson.
ReY. Luther G. Barrott.
II. Lynn McCleskey.
DaYis, Langston,ancl Tucker.
Earnest C. Moore.
C. C. Hughes.
J.M. Consley .

.lliis&ottri .

.Brookfield ............ . Tirookfi<'lcl College.............................
Chillicothe .. -........ . Chillicothe Normal, Business, aml Shortban<l
Collrge.
Cl::trksburg ...... · · · · · · Hooper rustituto..............................
Collcr~o.................................
MC'Gre
College liomHl ....... .
Eldorado Springs ..... . m Dornrlo Normal ancl Bnain 'SS Colleg-e .. .....
Central
Missouri Normal aud l3usiuess College.
Green ridge. -......... .
Licking ............ .. . Licking Coll go ...............................
Tho
l\Iar:n·illo
Seminary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:Maryvill ............. .
Ple::i sant Ilopo . ....... . Pl"asant 110110 ~rornrnl Academy ..............
Stanberry
ormal
S"11001. ..•••.............•..
Stanberry ........... . .
'I'hornJidcl ............ . Thomticl<l Normal lnfltituto ..... ..............
Weaubleau
Christiau
College ..................
"\Yeirnhlean ........... .

M. H. Reas<'r.
Allen Moore.

W. C. Sebring.
,J.B. Creighton.
O. C. ·w ood.
RM. Scotten.
J. N. Vnrlin.
Geo. E. ~loo re.
J. F. :Marti11.
John E. Fesler.
J. K Smith.
J. Wl.Jitaker.

.llfontana.

Twin Bridges .......... Montana Normal Training School............. Cha,1. ""· Birchard .
.Nebraska.

Fremont ............... Fremont Normal Scl1ool . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .
Lincoln ................ Lincoln Normal Unh·ers'ity ....................
:'ifadison ............ ... North N<·braska .i:Tcirrnal Collego ..............
l'awneo City ........ ... ! Pawnee City Academy ........................
.'ant<'oAgency ......... 1 Snntee Normal Training "chool. ...............
8tromsburg ............ Brvant ~·ormal University ... .. ...............
Wayno .......••.•••••. NebraskaNormalCo!lcg ......................
New York.

· w. Il. Clrmmons.
Hill M. Brll.
E. A. Whitwnm.
Hl•v. n. ·.r. Campbell .
Alfred L. Rig-g. ·
J. J. J}ryant.
J.M. Pilo.

j

!

Now York ............. Teacher,,' College .............................. Waller L. II •rny.
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Name of institution.
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Principal.

N ortli Carolina.
Ashe,ille ..... _........
Beaufort ...............
Concord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Farmer ................
]'rauklinton . . . . . . . . . . .

Normal and Collegiate Institute .............. .
\Vashl.mrn Seminary .....................•..•.
Scotia Seminary . ............................. .
Farmer Institute ............................. .
Albion Academy .. ........................ . .. .

t1~ie~ii~~~~~:::::::
tJi~rl1~ 4-ir~:il;h~~i:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Poes................... Buies Creek Academy ........................ .
Raleigh ............... . St. Angnstine's School ....................... .
Shallotte............... Shallotto Preparatory School . ................ .

¾~f~e~~~;;::::::
:::::: ~;~ff:i.~1':~f;~\i~: ::::::: :::: ::: ::::::: ::::::: ::
Wilmington ........... Gregory Normal Institute ................ . ... .
"Winston ............... "Waters Normal Institute ...................•..

Rev. Thos. Lawrence.
F. S. Hitchcock.
D. J. Satterfield.
\V. H . .Boone.
ReY. J . A. Savage.
Lilian S. Cathcart.
D. P. Allen.
Rev. J. A. Campbell.
Rev. A. B. Hunter.
Geo. Leonard.
M. L. Ruork.
J. A. Whitted.
Francis T. Waters.
C. S. Brown.

I

North Dakota.
Grand Forks . . . .. . . . . . Grand Forks Colle~e .......................... . C. B. Blake, jr.
Ohio.
.Ada ............••.••.. Oliio Normal University ....... , .... ,, ... , .... .
Canfield .............. . N orthenstern Ohio Normal College ........... .
Day ton ............... .
D efiance .............. .

H. S. Lehr .
J olm A.. Cummins.
Rev. George Meyer.
Jno. C. McCauley.
F. F. Valo.
National Normal Unh-ersity .................. . Alfred Holbrook.
Western Ohio Normal School. ....•............
0
John r. Kuhn's Normal School .......••.......
§ft~~~Southern Ohio School of Pedagogy ........... . Lovi B. Moore.
New Lyme Institute .......................... . J. Tuckerman.
'Yestern ,~or~al U niversity .................. . B. L. Barr.
'Ieachers Semmary ........................... . Theo. Moes.

t~~il!ft~lile:: ~::::::: : :::::::::::::::::

f :i,~fi~~::::::::::: :::

Middlepoint .......... .
New Philadelphia .... .
Piketon . .......... . ... .
Son tit New Lyme ..... .
Tremont .............. .
Woodville ............ .

J~1~~ ¥.

Oregon.
Drain .................. Oregon State Normal School .............. : .... Louis Barzce.
Pennsylvania.
Ebensburg .............
Huntingdon ......... . .
Muncr . ................
Philadelphia ..... ......
Pitt!lburg ..............
]{imersburg ...........
Waynesburg . ........ .

Ebensburg Normal Institute ......••••••••.•. .
Juniata College... ...... ... ... . ................
Lycoming County Normal School. .............
Institute for Colored Youth ....................
Curry Institute . ...............................
Clarion Collegiate Institute ....................
Waynesburg College .......................... .

T. L. Gibson.
M. G . Brumbaugh.
Fred Woods Roul>ins.
Fannie J. Coppin.
J. Clark Williams.
,v. L. Smith.
Rev. A. B. Miller.

Scuth Carolina .
.Aiken .................
Camden .... ........... .
Charl eston . .... ........
Do ......... ........
ChPstcr ........... . ....
Frogmore ..............
Greenwood ............

Schofield Normal ancl Industrial School. ...... .
Browning Horne and Industrial School ....... .
Avery Normal Institute ...................... .
Wallingford Academy ........................ .
Brainerd Ins titute ............................ .
Penn Normal and Industrial School ........... .
Brewer Normal School ........................ .

Ella A. Warner.
Mrs. A. Gordon.
Morrison A. Ilolmes.
Rev. Thos. A. Grove.
J. S. Marquis.
Miss Ellen Murray.
Rev. J, M. Robinson.

I

South Dakota .
Sioux Falls ............ Lutheran -orrnal School. ...................... IL B. IIustvedt.
Tenn easce.
J31ooming,1ale ......... .
Ilirchwood ............ .
Dil'kson .............. .
}'ountain ' it y ........ .
Gr cubri r ........... .

.Josl'ph Il. Ketron.
R. T. Rutherford.

J. A.Ilab r.
Anna I . ~liner.
L wis S. :\!itch 11.
L.H. arner.
A. J .• leole.
Jrnl!1on , '. Hill.
,J. (' ., [!'( 'lnrt'.

W. T . 'Drr tt.
J. r. Gri.flittw.
R .a. Clark.
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Texas.
Austin ..•..........•..
Brenham .......•......
Castroville ............ Commerce ............ .
Crockett .............. .
Detroit ............... .
Hearno ...... ......... .

Principal.

Tillotson College ............ : ................ .
Blinn Memorial College ... .. ..... .. ~- ......... .
Divine Providence .Academy .... .. . ......... . .
East Texas Normal College ................... .
Mary Allen Seminary .................. . ..... .
Detroit Normal College ....................... .
Hearne Academy, Normal ancl Inclustrial Institute.
Omen ................. . Summer Hill Select School ·................ . .. .
Sunset ..... ........... . Sunset In stitnte .............................. .
Whitesboro .......... . . Whitesboro Normal College ...•........ • .... •.

Rev. W. S. Goss.
C. Urbantko.
Mother l\J. Florence.
W.L.Mayo.
Rev. John Il. Smith.
Andrew Ross.
M. H. Broyles.
A.. W. Orr.
Mrs. C. F. Caylor.
C. L. &. N. Adair.

Utah.
Provo City......... .... Brigham Young Academy .. - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ben,i. Cluff.
Salt Lake City . ........ Latter Day Saints' College .................... . "\Villard Done.

Virginia.
Cappal1osic . .. . . . . .. . . .
Harn pt on .. ... ... ......
L?.wroncoville .........
Norfolk ........ ........
Roliauce.... ...... .. . . .
lUchmond . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rocky: Mount ..........
Scottsburg. .... ........
Stuart ......... ... . .. ..
Willis ...... ...........

Gloucester Agricultural and Indus trial School. W. B. W eaver.
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute .. H.B. Frissell.
St. Paul Normal and Industrial School ........ Rev. James s. Russell.
Norfolk Mission College . ...................... J.B. Work.
Shenandoah Normal College................... G. W. Hoenshel.
Ilartsborn Memori a l College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lyman n. Tefft.
l'ieclmont Norma.I College ..................... . T. A. w·alker.
Scottsburg Normal College .................... S. H . Thompson.
Stuart Normal College ..............••......... I. M. Groves.
The Mountain Normal School ..................J. H. Ru trough.

liest Virginia .
Buckhannon . .......... Union College ...... · ...•...................... "\V. O. Mills.
Fayetteville....... .... Fayetteville Academy ..... -.. - .........·....... H. C. Robertson.

iZ::::::::: ~; ~~e~~~ur: N~1~~-a·1· Sch~~i::::::::::::::::::
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~~\~~Br~~: Brackett.

Wisconsin.
Milwaukee . . . . . . . . . . . . National German .American Teachers' Semi-

Emil Dapprich.

St. Francis. ... .. .... . . c~lirr.ilic Normal School of tho Holy Family Rev. M. J . Lochemes.
and Pio Nono College.
West Superior ......... West Superior State Normal School ........... H. M. Neill.

Wyominu.
Rawlins . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . "\Vyoming Normal and Scientillc College ....•.. J.E. Brato.

